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CENTS

W

SPLIT OHJTflV 0BD6R PROVISOS
Loews Borrows $15 Million in Term Financing

DISTRIBS.
$6,000,000 Secured for
3 Years at 2 per cent;

COURT NAY ISSUE ORDER THIS WEEK

Balance, 1965 Debentures
Arrangements for $15,000,000 of
siong-term financing, consisting of
$6,000,000 for eight years with inr.erest at two per cent from the First
National Bank of Boston, and $9,000,000 of 2.85 per cent debentures due
July 15, 1965, have been completed
by Loew's. Proceeds of the financing
will increase working capital and
will be available for general corporate purposes.
Debentures,

it

was announced, were

(Continued on Page 7)

ft

U" $756,543
Is

Profit

Drop of $177,963

Universal

today

announced that

the consolidated net of the company
for the 13 weeks ended Feb. 1 aggregated $756,543 after all charges including Federal taxes based on in-

come. This compares with $934,506
for the corresponding period of the
preceding fiscal year.

Remain in Dark as Justice Reed
Makes no Commitments After Hearing

Industry, Gov't Circles

THE FILM DAILY considerable confusion in industry
U. S. Supreme and Government circles over what
Court Justice Stanley Reed will grant line Justice Reed would take in ora stay possibly late this week in the dering a stay in the case.
N. Y. Equity decree, it was indiJustice Reed's office emphasized
cated yesterday.
that the Justice made no "commitAlthough some provisions of the ments" during last Friday's hearing.
decree became effective today, the Reports that Reed actually had anDept. of Justice will not press com- nounced a stay last week were flatly
pliance, Government spokesmen said. denied by the Supreme Court and
Meanwhile, there was evidence of
(Continued on Page 7)
Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

MPAA Will

Double

Board Membership
A

proposal to increase from one

to two the number of directors representing each company member of
will be considered at a
the
special membership meeting to be
called shortly, it was decided at yesterday's annual
meetin°\
Move was proposed as a means to
have each company represented at

MPAA

MPAA

French Producers

Trimming Schedules

—

Arbitration

First in L.

Cases

Filed;

(Continued from Page 6)

A. Since '45

Two new demands

for

MPAA

case filed since October,
1945, the Sourris-Nenef Amusement
first

Eric A. Johnston, president of the
yesterday announced the appointment of these committees for
1947:
Executive
Eric Johnston, chairman, ex officio; Barney Balaban, Nate
J. Blumberg, Jack Conn, Ned E. Dep-

MPAA,

—

(Continued from Page 6)
(

With each of the "Big Five" reported expressing a different view on
which portions of the decree it wished
stayed, sharp conflict arose between
attorneys yesterday as to the nature
of the order to be presented to Supreme Court Justice Stanley Reed.
After a hearing in Washington on
Friday which adjourned without a
definite understanding as to how the
requested stays would be handled,
Justice Reed suggested that the de(Continued from Page 6)

Union'

'Slate of the
Dislrib. via
West Coast Bureau

cf

Metro
THE FILM DAILY

Chaplin "Verdoux" Into

Broadway on

April 11

Charles Chanlin's "Monsieur Verwill have its world premiere
Richard F. Walsh, prexy of the at the Broadway Theater on April 11,
IATSE, yesterday reported upon his with United Artists presumably opreturn from a week's visit in Mexico erating, it was learned yesterday.
City the "establishment of friendly Broadway, leased by UA from the
workinsr relationship between the IA Shuberts on terms said to call for
$5,000 a week plus two per cent, will
and STICK."

doux"

arbitra-

were reported filed yesterday
with tribunals in Los Angeles, Cleveland and New York.
Reactivating the L. A. body with
tion

the

IA, Mexico's STICK Seen
In "Working Relationship'

Eric Johnston Names
Committees
13

Drafting of Joint Petition

Hollywood— Liberty Films' "State
Paris (By Air Mail)
French producers plan to work only three and of the Union" will be filmed on the
a half months this year, compared to Metro lot and distributed by M-G-M
eight-and-a-half months in 1946, it on a percentage-distribution arrangewas decided in the face of high taxes, ment, it was announced by Louis B.
increasing
production
costs
and Mayer, M-G-M studio chief, and Sam(Continued on Page 8)
American film competition. National
Film Confederation, which includes

(Continued from Page 6)

2

Defendants Will Meet to
Resolve Differences for

Continued on Page 7)

(Continued from Page 6)

Walsh was in conference with several labor leaders; among them was
(Continued on Page 7)

AntUBooze Scene
Sir Sidney Harris

Heads U.K. Censors

—

Appoint(By Cable)
ment of Sir Sidney Harris as president of the Board of British Film
Censors to succeed the late Baron

London

William George Tyrrell was announced yesterday.
Sir Sidney has a distinguished record as

Under Secretary

Office, and the

given the
proval.

Home

appointment

to the

Home

Secretary has
his full ap-

Seek Ticket Tax Hearings
Industry Wants Same Exemption as Drinks
Albany —
understood the moBracken to Launch Own
It is

industry will ask for
hearings on the model local laws
which the State Tax Commission is
instructed to prepare under the law
authorizing counties and cities -to
levy admissions and other taxes.
Model laws are for the purpose of
effectuating uniform administration
tion

Prod. Unit Here June

1

Eddie Bracken has revealed plans
for a series of comedies in which he
will appear, in addition to directing
and producing. Pix will be made here.
First opus, ".750 Smith," will get
(Continued on Page 8)

picture

(Continued on Page 8)

Resolution Killed
Des

Moines

—

Resolution aimed
motion pictures

at drinking scenes in

been withdrawn by Sen. A. D.
after the Senate defeated a
motion to kill it by sending the resothe sifting committee.
lution
to
Senator Clem is said to admit that
has

Clem

he will let the resolution die because he feels it would be defeated
brought up again. Measure went
if
through the House in routine fashion
but ran into hot water in the Senate.

—

V

T

w

Record Attendance At

Net Rises

Associates Luncheon

Net
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General Precision Equip.
to $1,742,694
General

Precision
Equip. Corp. and subsidiaries for the
year ended Dec. 31 was $1,742,694,
eoual to $2.90 per share on the outstanding stock, it is reported. Comparable figure for the previous year
was $1,390,954, equal to $2.31 per
share.
Net sales for 1946 amounted to
$23,261,996 compared with $25,484,122 in 1945. Special items included
in the report consist of the book
profit of $890,301 realized on the
sale of 39,600 shares of 20th-Fox common sold at an average price of $49.50, less the write off of $550,045
representing the excess of cost of investment in subsidiaries acquired in
1944 over their applicable book value
of

profit

IX

commc

1941

come

and

yesterday of Motion
Picture Associates at the Hotel PicAL O. BONDY, distributor of GE films, led
cadilly was highlighted by voting for Kansas City, Mo., last night for New York, wJ
the unit's annual Beacon Award. St. Louis and Indianapolis stop-overs planned.:
LIGIA SOTO - HARRISON, OLGA GUITERREI
Record attendance was reported by
and SONIA LIZANO, Costa Rica]
Jack Schwartz, president. Winner PACHECO
popularity contest winners, left yesterday on
will be announced shortly before the tour planned to coincide with openings of 20tkj
organization's annual dinner, May 16, Fox's "Carnival in Costa R ca" in key citiej
at the Woldorf-Astoria. Other busi- They are accompanied by EARL WINGART
the 20th-Fox publicity department. T
w
ness of the meeting included voting include stops at Cleveland, Pittsbi
a
by-laws
conamendments
and
on
to
Philadelphia.
Industry's luminaries on
stitution.
JOHNNY JONES, Screen Guild president wasl
the ballot included Spyros Skouras, Milwaukee stopover.
ARNOLD PRESSBURGER returned to Hold
Barney Balaban, Arthur Mayer, Jack
yesterday from New York to start imme
Cohn, Samuel Rinzler.
A petition wood
diate preparations on "Last Year's Snow,"
requesting addition of Harold Rod- United Artists' release.
ner to the list was previously subJ.
RICHARD KENNEDY and JAMES RODS
mitted. Membership was asked to VELT arrived in New York yesterday in conne*
fi

name

write his

with Kennedy's forthcoming pcture basi
on the late President's credo, "Nothing to Fe
but Fear Itself."
tion

in.

Warners Plans
Increase in

WB

1,

Luncheon

at acquisition.

lannuzzi Promoted to
Charlotte Manager

Tuesday, April

2-Picture

New

Quarter

FREDDIE STEWART, featured

M-n-qra

in

Teen-Agers musicals, planed to New York
the week-end, for three-week vacation and
ing up of personal appearance tour.

0'

lin

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
MICHAEL CURTIZ, president of Mxhael Cm
Ralph J. lannuzzi, a salesman in
Hollywood Warners will produce tiz Prods., producing for Warners, arr'ved
New
York over the week-end from the Coast.
Granite 6607.
WASHINGTON—Andrew H. Warners branch office in Charlotte two more features in the second
SAM LUTZ, personal manager of Lawrenc
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C. since January, 1945, has been pro- quarter of the year than in the first,
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
Manning Clagett, moted by Ben Kalmenson. vice-presi- it was revealed in the announcement Welk and orchestra, here from Hollywood
Handle the Welk band engagement at the Hot;
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N. dent and general sales manager, to by Jack L. Warner, executive pro- Roosevelt.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON branch manager of that exchange, ducer, of eight properties scheduled
EDWARD L. HYMAN, vice-president of Pa-J
— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127- effective April 7. He succeeds John to go before the cameras in the cur- mount Theaters Service Corp.,
will fly to Mini
Wardour
St.
133
W. 1. MANILA— Homer A. Bachman, resigned.
rent quarter. Six were shot in the neapolis today for conferences with Harry Bf
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
HAVANA — Mary
French,
president of the Minnesota Amuse
initial three months, making a total ment Co.
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
BOMBAY—
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road, Davis Back to New Orleans
of 14 for the first half of 1947.
HUNT STROMBERG arrived in New Yoil
Fort, Bombay 1.
ALGIERS— Paul Saffar,
28, Calif.
Blvd., Phone

8 Rue Charras.
MONTREAL
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier

Filmafric,

VANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher,
Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone.
UY 2110. BRUSSELS— Tean Pierre Mevs,
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copenhagen-Van Loese.
ROME — John Perdicari.
St.

Theater Bldg.
19

Moxon

Phone, 42758.
MEXICO
CITY— Louis Turnoff, Morelos 56 No. 523.
Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito

Via Ludovisi

—

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

16.

MONTEVIDEO—

—

Jeff Davis, who has
branch manager here, returns to New Orleans to resume the
post there. Davis' successor here is
branch
John Bachman, recently
head in Charlotte, N. C.

Atlanta, Ga.

been

UA

WB

George Erdmann, Cleve.

Dead

Exhib. Secretary,

597.

Cleveland

— Funeral

services will

tomorrow for George W.
Erdmann, 64.. secretary of the Cleve-

be

held

HnflflCIAL
(Mon., Mar. 31)
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Cinecolor

Pathe

Broder Will Release
UA Reissues in Pairs

3/8

7'/8

.

Sonotone
Technicolor

Ampa Election at Closed
Meeting on Thursday

over the week-end for a
ferences with UA execs.

BOB
>s

series

of

coil

sales

ENGEL,

back

in

DeVry general sales manager
Chicago after a Southern bus nes

trip.

AL ZIMBALIST,
left

for

Film

Classics' ad-pub
last n ght.

Washington, D. C.

WALTER READE,
day from the
on vacation.

Griffis

chief

:

JR., and his w fe return toil
West Coast where they have beelf
:

Nomination

Is

Sent to the Senate

land Motion Picture Exhibitors Association for the past 20 years. The
one-time First National and Universal branch manager died SaturWarrensville
at
Sanitarium
Net day
Chg. where he was under treatment for
+ % the past eight months.

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Picts.
4% 4% 4%
3% 3% 3%
Corp
3% 3 3/3 3%

Monogram

Scheduled for April-June starting
dates are "The Silver River," "Up
Until Now," "Christopher Blake,"
"Rainbow Mountain," "The Iron
Gate" and "Barbary Host." In addition United States Pictures will
launch "Ever the Beginning," while
the Michael Curtiz unit is readying
"The Shadow of Fear."

Broder Releasing Corp. will
lease its

UA

Annual Ampa Election will be held
Nomination of Stanton Griffia
at a closed meeting in the Town Hall chairman of the Paramount execill
comprises
Slate
Thursday.
on
Club
tive committee, as Ambassador tl
Arnold Stoltz, president; Phil Wil- Poland was sent to the Senate yesl
Stein,
Max
vice-president;
liams,
terday by President Truman.
treasurer, and Marguerite Wayburn,
secretary.
Rutgers Neilson, current president,
AVAILABLE
will preside at the meeting, while
Young vet wants junior position, motion
Phil Williams, general chairman of
picture production. Some exoeri=n'-°. C ne
the Ampa 30th anniversary dinnerKodak, Bell & Howell, subject lighting.
Willing to learn and work hard.
dance, in the Hotel Astor, April 23,
rewill report.
BOX 130, THE FILM DAILY

re-issues in pairs, Paul

Broder, president, announced. Teaming of the pictures will be determined on the results of a survey of
star and story values which is currently under way.

Leon Lion Dead

in

London (By Cable)
68, actor, manager,

6% author,

is

1501

William Shillings Dead
Woodville, Tex.—William

L. Shil-

former theater operator at

lings, 51,

Wortham,

is

dead.

England
producer

and

AVAILABLE]

—thorough knowledge

in set-

ting up and operating statistical sales

Did You

Know That Our

SCREENING ROOM

7 1/4

NOW
Executive

— Leon M. Lion,

dead.

BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

and home office contract departments.
15

once more available for
your use? Modern . .
airis

years'

experience

includes

auditor, office manager,

field

exchange sales

.

REEVES

MERVIN ASH & CO.
MEMBERS

SOUND

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Statistical information on listed
listed securities available upon

and un-

BROADWAY

BROADWAY

•

N. Y. 19

•

Circle 6-6686

request.

Telephone: HAnover 2-3050

61

1600

STUDIOS, INC.

NEW YORK

Complete Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

conditioned

.

.

.

R.C.A,

High Fidelity Sound
Simplex Proiectors .

Con

We

and
.

.

"Show" You?

6-0081-2-3-4
Film Storage and Service

representative.

Can

qualify as assistant

to busy sales executive

where complete

motion picture distribution knowledge

Call: Circle

BONDED

FILM CTOPARE
1600

Co., Inc.

BROADWAY. N V C

is

I

j
j

required.

SOX
The Film Dclly,

J

709

50? Broadway, N. V. C.

I
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Distiibs. Split

French Producers

Trimming Schedules

Tuesday, April

(Continued from Page

1)

in 1939.

Defendants Will Meet on Joint Order

Industry

is

suffering

from two

sets

of taxes, as it has been placed in
the amusement as well as industrial
categories at the same time. Greater

Department of Justice.
Reed indicated, according to industry attorneys, that he would grant
the stays requested, but Wright will
see the order to ascertain whether
interpretation
industry's
of
the
Reed's views coincides with his own.
Already in agreement are the
Universal, Columbia
"Little Three"
and United Artists who will ask for
a stay of all of Section II of the decree with the exception of Par. 5
which enjoins franchises. Such a stay
will enable those requesting it to
engage in the following practices,
banned by the decree, at least until

opportunities granted the alwayspopular American films under the
Blum financial accoi'd, has cut down the U.
receipts possible for

French

films.

Cleveland, O.

—

Negotiations to

show "Carnegie Hall," "Monsieur
Verdoux" and "Arch of Triumph"
simultaneously at the Lower Hall and
University Theaters under theater
leasing arrangements are said to be
under way. Plan is the same as used
for "The Best Years of Our Lives."

BOOK NOW!
ALBERT EINSTEIN
Endorsed

This

Picture I

S.

—

Supreme Court hands down
decision in the case:

its final
1.

Lease Cleveland Houses
For Three U. A. Films?

Fix

minimum

admission

prices.
2. Establish a system of clearances and not be faced with the
burden of proof in the event of
litigation involving "reasonable"

clearance.
3. Enter into formula deals or
master agreements.
4. Condition the license of a
picture upon the licensing of another picture.
5. Arbitrarily refuse an exhibitor's demand for a license or
run.
In addition to the above, the competitive bidding selling system, proposed by the Statutory Court, will
not become effective.

Although before Friday's hearing,
Loew's, Warner, 20th-Fox and RKO
had not requested a stay of competitive bidding, counsel requested at
that time that if such a stay be
granted those who had requested it,
the postponement of auction selling
be applicable to all of the defendants.
Twentieth-Fox was alone in continuing its opposition.
Difficulty arose yesterday when
counsel for the majors were approached with the draft proposed by
the three non-theater owning defendants.
All of the five share an objection
to asking for a stay of Par. 9 of
Section II which bans a distributor
from arbitrarily refusing an exhibitor's demand for a license or run.
The strength of the objections are
varied. Counsel for Warners is reported to be opposed to that part
of the stay but advocating conformance with the request of the "Little
Three" so that one proposal can be
presented to Justice Reed. At the
opposite end of agreement is John
Caskey, attorney for 20th-Fox, who
is reported to have stated yesterday
that Fox does not want a stay of
Par. 9 even if they are alone in that
stand.

AT ALL ASTOR

EXCHANGES

1)

fendants draft a proposal for a stay along if the others were to agree.
Several attorneys are also reorder that met the varying views
presented before him, and submit ported opposed to a stay of the bans
cheir order to Robert Wright of the on minimum admission prices and

—

conditional sales.
It was revealed by one source that
the prime reason for opposition to
staying these provisions is the likelihood that the Supreme Court will
ultimately declare the practices involved illegal and to continue such
practices might prejudice 4he Court
on related points.
All of the majors will ask for a
stay of the elimination of arbitration as set up by the consent decree.
One attorney, however, raised the
point that the Department of Justice
would have to agree to the reinstatement of the consent decree before the
method of arbitration it establishes
could again be put into practice.
Inasmuch as several attorneys are
convinced that Justice Reed is desirous of a simple order that will
represent all views, counsel will meet

g^,, Memberjh|p
(Continued from Page

1)

meetings when the company president, usually the board member, cannot be present.
At yesterday's meeting the board
approved plans for the Association's
25th anniversary dinner on Mr
\
at which J. Arthur Rank wil
Ji

Resignation of Sol Lesser's Prinfrom the MPAA was
announced following yesterday's annual MPAA meeting, but no reason
for the move was given. Under the
by-laws, the resignation is effective
in one year.
cipal Pictures

]

I

!

honor guest, and gave its okay to
proposals to send stars to participate
in the Brussels Film Festival, June
15, and the Second Command Performance in London next November.
Meetings to further the anniversary
dinner plans submitted by Joseph W.
Vogel of Loew's, will be held next
again tomorrow in a further effort Tuesday and Wednesday, it was
to reconcile their differences and find learned.
agreement in a joint petition.
Eric A. Johnston, MPAA president,
Thomas Turner Cooke, counsel for in reporting on the past year's activiUniversal, said that in the event the ties, praised the constructive and copresent disagreements were not rec- operative attitude of Hollywood, paronciled, the "Little Three" would sub- ticularly in relation to the Producmit its order alone.
tion Code. Domestic and world problems affecting the American motion

2 Arbitration
First in L.

Cases

Filed;

A. Since '45

(Continued from Page

1)

Company, operating the Grand Theater in Miami, Arizona, named all
of the five majors in a request for
the elimination of a seven-day clearance and designated run now enjoyed by the Alden Theater in Globe,

Arizona.

Naming

all the majors as parties
arbitration request filed in
New York, the H. and S. Amusement Company, operating the Lido
Theater in Orange, N. J., asks elimination of clearance enjoyed by the
Windsor Theater in W. Orange, as
to all features not played promptly
after territorial release or not played
within seven days of availability.
Complainant maintains that Windsor
has pursued a fixed policy of delaying exhibition of features as much
as from 60 to 70 days. Petitioner
also asks for reduction of 14 and 21
days clearance favoring the Embassy Theater in Orange to seven
days.

to

its

picture industry

April 11

(Continued from Page

UA

p|

were discussed.

treasurer, and James S. Howie, assistant eec.etary-treasurer.
Board adopted a resolution of appreciation
for the services of Gov. Carl E. Milliken who
acted as secretary of
and it9 predecessor
for 21 years. Gov. Milliken,
who will be 70 next July, is retiring-, effective immediately, although he will stay on
at the Association offices until Summer as
a trustee of Teaching- Film Custodians.

MPAA

MPPDA

Attending the meeting were Jack Cohn,
William B. Levy, Earle W. Hammons, T. Kennedy Stevenson, Nicholas M. Schenck, J.
Robert Rubin, Arthur Israel, Seymour Poe,
John M. -Whitaker, W. C. Michel, Nate J.
Blumberg, John J. O'Connor, Joseph H.
Hazen, Maj. Albert Warner, Robert W. Perkins, and the following officers of the Association
Johnston, Harmon, Milliken, Borthwiek, Joyce O'Hara, assistant to the president, and Gerald M. Mayer, managing direc:

tor of the International Division.

J^end &5irtkdau

1)

be taken over by the new lessee today, and booth and screen equipment
installed. Broadway has been a Shu-

J

Elected to the board of directors were
Johnston, Barney Balaban, Nate J. Blumberg:, George Borthwiek, Jack Cohn, Cecil B.
DeMille, Ned E. Depinet, E. W. Hammons,
E. B. Hatrick, Joseph H. Hazen, Hal E. Roach,
Herman Robbins, Nicholas M. Schenck, Spyros P. Skouras and Albert Warner. Robert
W. Perkins, of Warners, was dropped from
the board to make room for Robbins, representative of National Screen Service, which
joined MPAA during- the year.
Following- officers were elected by the
board to serve during- the next year: Johnston, president and chairman of the board;
Joseph I. Breen, vice-president; Francis S.
Harmon, vice-president; George Borthwiek,
secretary-treasurer; Sidney Schreiber, assistant secretary; Fred W. DuVall, assistant

Chaplin "Verdoux" Into

Broadway on

bert legit stand.
execs, are looking to the unParamount and Loew's also oppose usual aspects of the Chaplin pic, plus
asking that portion of the decree the star's draw, to keep the pic in
stayed, while RKO indicated its the Broadway for the rest of the
opposition but willingness to go year.
Para., Loew's in Opposition

1947

on Stay Provisos MPhh Will Double

(Continued from Page

producers and exhibitors, is also
seeking production bonuses and
slashes in taxes levied on both production companies and theaters.
A statistical balance sheet issued
recently by the National Confederation showed a deficit of 50 per cent.
In francs, the total was revealed as
1,110,695,000 on an investment total
of 2,416,000,000. Receipts from exhibition showed a decrease of 40 per
cent compared with a figure reached

1,
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«

:z^order, the defendant's proposals
ill be submitted to the Justice Deurtment for comment and sugges-

—

Film
Air Mail)
the Government has
revised the quota allotted foreign
films imported into the country. Under the new arrangement, it is said,
80 U. S. pix will be allowed entry,
40 Soviet, 40 British, 25 French and
an unspecified number of Swiss,
Mexican and Swedish.

(By
report

Prague

circles

epartment of Justice spokesmen.
Justice Reed asked the defendants
their versions of a stay
j prepare
rder and submit them to the court.
*Ver, before Reed issues his

lade no definite commitments and
ave no definite indication as to what

ruling may be. Government
pokesmen said it was their belief
iat Reed probably will grant a stay
a most of section 2. However, on the

'is

uestion of section 5 of the decree,
rbitration, Government spokesmen
aid Justice Reed was even less clear
s to what his ruling may be on a
ray of this section.
.

'.

If Justice Reed grants a stay of
lost of section 2, it will mean a

:ay on most of the major provisions
f the decree, including block bookig and competitive bidding.
Apparently most of the confusion
^suiting from the hearing on demdants' petitions for stays arose
am the line of questioning by Jusconsiderable portion of
ce Reed.

A

Johnston

Names 13

99 Mins.

Warners

FAIRLY GOOD PSYCHOLOGICAL
THRILLER HAS BOGART,

STANWYCK

tense

portrayal

production

this

in

stage

the

of

Mark

Needles-Tonken
Hartford

—Pearl Needles, daughter

Henry

L. Needles, Warner The:ers district manager, will be mard in June to Morris Tonken, Hartird

attorney.

Hellinger

Martin

by

play

The pace is almost leisurely. High
come off right on schedule and while

spots

(Continued from Page

yardage might have been judiciously
trimmed to speed up the story, the whole
manages to be satisfactorily handled enter-

1)

Robert W. Perkins, Nicholas M.
Schenck, Spyros P. Skouras.
Finance George Borthwick, chairman ex officio; Barney Balaban,
Nicholas M. Schenck, Spyros P.
Skouras.

tainment.

It

overplays

climactic

Jack <"ohn, chairman; Ned
Joseph H. Hazen.
Relations—
Spyros P. Skouras.
International
chairman: Barney Balaban. Jack Cohn, ArSamuel
thur M. Loew. Philip Reisman,
Schneider. Joseph H. Seidelman.
Joseph Vogel. chairTheater Executive
man: Leonard H. Goldenson. Harry Kalmine,
Malcolmn Kinjsberg'. Dan Michalove.
Title
Adolph Schimel. chairman: Peg-gy
Bleakley. Lowell V. Calvert. Edward A. Golden. Miriam Howell. Albert S. Howson. Hannah J. Kass. Edwin P. Kilroe. Katherine McKee, William A. Orr. Grace Rosenfield. Irene
Scott, Kenneth B. Umbreit, Franklin Waldheim. William M. Weiss.
Law Austin C. Keoug-h. Walter L. Brown.
Otto E. Koegel. Lawrence Morris, Robert W.
Perkins. Charles D. Prutzman, J. Robert
Rubin, Charles Schwartz, Gordon E. Young-man.
Edwin P. Kilroe. chairman:
Copyright
David 0. Decker. Morris Ebenstein: Irvin?

30's,

inet,

—

—

Membership

E. Depinet.

—

—

—

—

James

Moross.

Kenneth

S.

Polk,

Adolph

Schimel.

B. Umbreit.
Donald A. HenderStatistical Research
son, chairman: Wilbur B. England. Leo Handel. W. Stewart McDonald. C. C. Moskowitz.

lohn

J.

—

O'Connor, Robert W. Perkins. Paul

Stanwyck

Miss

is

—

as

comes Alexis Smith. She wants her porpainted.

trait

young
nicks

child.

up a
and

Ann Carter

Bogart's

plays

From her, Miss
few details on the

Stanwyck

first Mrs.
thing you know she is not
'ip to drinking the warmed up milk Bogart
brings when she is ill. Instead, she packs

Carroll

first

gat loaned her by Pat O'Moore, an old
who fears a prowler might be nearby. Bogart has been obtaining poison from
i

friend,

a chemist in London. The powder and pill
boy in turn has been clipping Bogart for
blackmail. Bogart does him in. The youngster and imid are sent off. Bogart tries to
kill Miss Stanwvck, first with poison, then
via strangling. He is interrupted and taken
iff by police. As they exit he asks them
if he could give them something
a glass

—

Hale.

chairman: Maurice Bergman. Mori
^lumenstock. Howrd Dietz. S. Barret MeCormiek, Curtis Mitchell, Benjamin H. Serkowich.

role

Bogart is courting Miss Stanwyck
his wife and child, the former reportedly an invalid, live in London. Miss
Stanwyck, when she learns of his wedded
state, runs off. Later, she is on the scene
again as Bogart's second wife. They are
living in the country. He is having fair
success with his painting. On to this stage

Riehev.
Solicitations
Barney Balaban. chairman'
Donald A. Henderson. W. Stewart McDona'd
Charles C. Mosk'-wit*.. John J. O'Connor, Abe
Schneider. John M. Whitaker.
Advertising Advis-rv Cou"eil
Charier
Schlaifer.

her

in

while

of milk perhaps.

—

capable

Number Two Wife who almost gets done
in. The tale is an adult affair.
An American artist in England in the

Raibourn, Lawrence Tipton, Joseph Vogel.
Community Relations
Ned E. Depinet.
"hairman: Miss Hettie Gray Baker. Maurice
Bergman, Harry Goldberg. Hal Hode, Claude
Lee,
Herman Robbins. Henderson M.
P.

—

even when he
concluding moments.

Bogart,

all

is

CAST: Humphrey Bioart, Birha'a Stanwyck,
Mexis Snvth, N gel B'"ce, l"-b-l F'son, Pat
O'Moore, Ann Carter. Anita Bolster, Barry Ber-""), Colin Campbell, Peter Godfrey, Cre'ghton
:

CREDITS: Producer, Mark H°llina?r;

Director,

Peter Godfrey;
Screenolav
hy T^-mas J-b,
''om t^e «toaeolav bv Martin Vale; Cameraman,
Dovorell Marlev: Art D'r°cto', A"ton Grot" F Im
Fditor. Frederick R chards; Sound, C. A. R'gis;
;

Set

Decorations,

B"d

Friend:

Orrhest-al

A'-

'ann=ments, Leonid Raab; Musical Director, Leo
Forb>;t°in.

F.

DIRECTION, Okay.

PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.

Loew's Borrows $15,000,000 TA,
Mexico's STICK Seen
In Term Financing
Tn

(Continued from Page

"Working Relationship"

1)

(Continued from Page

UEODinG BELLS

IN

ROLES.

the

—

Government spokesmen said it was
ossible that Reed may rule on the
:ay tomorrow or Thursday. It is
>cpected that Justice Reed's ruling
rill stand and he will not submit his
ding to the full court.

Stanwyck,

Alexis Smith

Vale.

M. Re-ieran. A. Schneider.
hearing was taken up by the Raibourn. Charles
Joseph H. Seidelman. Murray Silverstone.
on arbitration. Justice lohn M. Whitaker. Mortimer Wormser.
'iscussion
John M. Whitaker.
Educationil Services
eed questioned attorneys for the
Ulric Bell. E. W. Hammons. Joseph
efendants closely on whether grant- fhairman:
H. Hazen. Hal Hode. John J. O'Connor. Paul

a stay of the arbitration section
ould mean, in effect, a return to
ie old consent decree. Attorneys
)r the defendants maintained that
|iey were only interested in the arlitration section of the consent del'ee. From Justice Reed's questionlg he indicated that a stay may be
ranted, however, on section 2 of
ie decree handed down by the New
ork court last December.

Carrolls"
with Humphrey Bogart, Barbara

An artist, with a streak of mental derangement, Humphrey Bogart builds an in-

ie

«>g

"The Two Mrs.

GOOD

ons.

Reed's office said that until this is
one, the Justice cannot order any
;ay on the case.
According to D. of J. spokesmen,
ustice Reed at Friday's hearing inicated he would grant some stay
l the case and inferred that he may
rant a stay on all of section two
f the decree, with the exception of
ab-section five. D. of J. spokesman,
nphasized, too, that Justice Reed

REVIEW

Czechs Alter Quota,
Admit 80 IK S. Pix

1)

purchased by a group of insurance
companies comprising: Metropolitan Salvador Corrillo, general secretary
Life Insurance Co., Mutual Life In- of STICK which has jurisdiction, over
surance Co. of New York, John Han- orojectionists and other theater emcock Mutual Life Insurance Co.. ployes.
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance
Co., Sun Life Assurance Co. of Can- Bolts In Auto Crash
Chicago— A. H. Bolt, Bell & Howell
ada, New England Mutual Life Insurance Co., Penn Mutual Life Insur- exec, wife and son were involved in
ance Co., and Continental Assurance an auto collision yesterday. His wife
Co., the same companies which pre- and son are in the St. Francis Hossently hold Loew's outstanding de- pital and Bolt is at home recovering
bentures.

from shock.

3fe
'Stale of the

Union'

Interstate Weaves
Shorts Into Feature
San Antonio, Tex.
"The Mirth
Nation," compilation of 11
a
shorts in one feature, has been put
together by the Interstate Circuit.
Film, made following an idea of R.
J. O'Donnell, vice-president and general manager, and submitted to Debb
Reyolds of the short subject department, has been set for showing over

IT HAPPENED

of

(Continued from Page

1)

uel J. Briskin, Liberty executive pro-

ducer.

Tracy

Spencer

will

star

in

the

be produced and directed by
Frank Capra from a screenplay by
film, to

Anthony

.

IS

Russel

Crouse, authors of the current Broadstage success, will receive 50
per cent of the profits, under the deal
bv which they sold the film rights to
Liberty in December. They also receive a fiat payment of $300,000.
Arrangement marks the second
time in M-G-M history that the company made a distribution contract
with an indie. The first was for

way

hduslry Will Seek
Ticket

Tax Hearings

(Continued from Page

col-

lected.

David O. Selznick's GWTW. Metro
In this connection, industry obhave no share in the profits of servers are of the belief that the
the venture but will be paid for its language of the law is broad enough
production facilities and for Tracy's so that the Tax Commission can proservices, and will receive a percent- vide that admissions levies shall
age distribution fee, it was revealed. start with $1, the same as for drink
and foods.
Latter point is expected to be emBracken to Launch
phasized by industry spokesmen at
Prod. Unit Here June 1
the hearings to be requested. Spokesmen, it is believed, will argue that
(Continued from Page 1)
if drink and food tabs can be taxed
under way about June 1. Initial num- onlv when they reach $1, amusement
ber is budgeted at $1,200,000. New tickets should have the same exempoutfit will be known as Bracken Pro- tion ceiling.
ductions. Bracken recently completed
"Fun on a Week-end" for UA.
will

THE PICTURE TO SEE!

"It's

Own

loaded

with happiness
tor

everybody LL
•*>**%

"Jolson Story" Playing
13th Week in Detroit

Henried, Chertok Board
Eastern Band Wagon

5th AVENUE

HOPE

1)

and distribution of the taxes

ON

606

the entire circuit.

Veiller.

Howard Lindsay and

mc

—

Detroit All modern records for
Paul Henreid and Jack Chertok
long-time runs at a single house in
one-half
their
of
will shoot at least
Detroit theaters were broken Fridav
first indie production. "The Heaven
Columbia's "The Jolson Story"
We Chase," in the East. At least when
went into its 13th week at the Adams
three weeks of shooting will be done
Theater, with signs of being good for
in a small Connecticut town, and a
a few more.
went 12 weeks
week in New York City.
at the Wilson in 1940, and Jolson's
"The Singing Fool" went 15 weeks in
1928-29. "The Jolson Story" opened
Censors Reject
day-and date at the Downtown The"Outlaw" for Province
ater also, on Jan. 3 for two weeks.
All-time record of 21% weeks was
been
Montreal "The Outlaw" has
set by
which also played two
"rejected" by the Province of Quebec
different theaters. Still untopped, in
censorship board, but the distribution
figure, is the
company has the right to "appeal the addition to the
second high of 19 weeks set by Andecision" and to re-submit after cernette
Kellerman
in
"Neptune's
tain deletions had been made. A
Daughter" at the Detroit Opera
said that the
spokesman for
movie had been shown in all other House in 1914-15.

GWTW

v eserte
\

tm
&*
,35*

\
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Quebec

—
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\
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eight Canadian provinces.

Sally Perle Named Head
Of Broder Ad-Publicity

JOSEPH J. DEITCH, executive
mount Theaters Service Corp., is
at

Polyclinic

to

New

Hospital

following

,

GRM* T

«k«*2& «L
obl

S0«T2«e M

SICK LIST
of
a
his

Para-

patient
return

York from an extended Western

HARRY HOLLANDSWORTH, veteran
fice manager of RKO San Francisco,

mIS**™
*U

«« l

*

t

t0

Appointment of Sally Perle as advertising-director for the newly
formed Broder Releasing Corp. is announced by President Paul Broder.
Miss Perle, who will continue to operate her own agency, is a former assistant to Homer Harmon at the

Roxy and

trip.

of-

has

later was identified with
PRC's ad-publicity setup.

B &

K

to

been granted an extended leave of absence,
probably four or five months, on account of
ill
health. He has gone to Arizona to re-

a

cuperate.

common

Chicago
$3.50

Pay

$3.50 Div.

—Balaban & Katz declared

quarterly dividend
stock yesterday.

on

1, 19'
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PAR. 9 RCTCjITIOn flteflllS flUCTIOI) SCLLinC?
Film Classics to Distribute New Indie Pictures
:

Will Produce

Acquires U.

Some

Itself;

'.Vest

S.

Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

l

— Film

HE FILM DAILY

Classics, heretofore concerned only with the distribution of re-issues, is about to

expand
tions

its

to

opera-

handle

new

top indie product, both domes-

tic

and foreign,

Bank

England Rumored as
Start of Mexican Credit Plan is Announced

Central Film

Rights to
lason's "Patient Vanishes'

|

in

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
central motion picture bank plan, similar to the one established recently in Mexico, is under active consideration in Great Britain, ac-

—A

cording to Government sources.
Revelation followed the announcement yesterday by Nathan D. Golden,
Department of Commerce pix chief, that Credito Cinematografico Mexicana, of
Mexico City, is ready to begin financing the Mexican film industry. Bank will
function in the production, distribution and exhibition branches of the industry,
Golden said. Capital is 30 million pesos, roughly $6,000,000, and, of this capilal,
about 28,620,000 pesos already have been paid in.

it

thoritatively here

Joseph Bernhard, who recently assumed

Republic 1st Quarter

Tops—

Yales
the FC presi- Gross
dency, is understood to have
Republic grossed more in the first
paved the way quarter
of 1947 than in any equivapolicy
for the new
period in the company's history,
during his stay lent
Prexy Herbert J. Yates reported
JOSEPH BERNHARD

H'^cted ^produc^

itself, but will make deals
with leading indie producers as well.

some pix

(Continued on Page 7)

Mrs.

Meyer Renews

Seen Forcing Changes
Selling Despite a Stay

in

Washington

was learned auyesterday.

Arbitrary Refusal Clause

Pafhe Merges PRC,

With attorneys for the major companies scheduled to meet again today in a further effort to merge their
varied opinions into a single order
of stay for presentation to Supreme
Court Justice Stanley Reed, speculation centered yesterday upon whether
the retention of Par. 9 of Section II
would not, in effect, mean the establishment of a competitive selling
svstem even though the District
Court's mandatory order of such a
sales method were to be stayed.
It is this portion of the decree,
(Continued on Page 6)

Eagle-Lion Ad-Pub.

East Boston Police

Pathe

Industries has taken the
step in its long-rumored move
to consolidate the operations of two
of its subsidiaries, Eagle-Lion Films
in
to the stockholders at yesterday's and PRC, with the merging of the
annual meeting in the home office.
publicity, advertising and exploitaBoston— Capt. William A. Britt of
Yates presided at the meeting, at tion departments of both companies
which five members of the board of under the over-all direction of Max East Boston police has asked the
Boston Licensing Board to reject an
directors were elected by a vote of E. Youngstein.
1,190,237 shares. Walter L. Titus,
Although Youngstein has appar- application of the Red Shutter Cafe,
Jr. and Arthur J. Miller were re- ently directed these departments for an East Boston restaurant, for an ensome time now, setup became obvi- tertainment license to exhibit 16 mm.
Continued on Page 3)
films, declaring that it would set a
Continued on Page 6)
first

Oppose Pix

Cafe

(

(

Caseation of Pix

Rep. Regional Meetings
Will Settle Fate of "B's"

Three

precedent which might bring about a
"pocket edition of another Cocoanut

Distribs. to

Talk

—

—

I

]

(Continued on Page 7)

10
Metro Sales Confab
Depends on Stay Pleas
Any

decision

cellation

on

a

possible

can-

postponement of M-G-M's

forthcoming sales convention will
have to await final disposition of
the pending stay applications, William F. Rodgers, vice-president and
general sales manager, said yesterday.

Meetings are scheduled to begin
April 28 at the Hotel Astor.

New Arbitration

Decree Deadline Seen as
MPF Trustee
Slate for May Meeting
See Full

A
the

way

in two-thirds of the ex-

Frank Lydon Joins

As Special N.

Filing

flood of 10
offices

of

Motive

new cases inundated
arbitration tribunals

indication that a stay of the arbichange areas and meeting dates for tration system would be granted. All
election of area chairmen and na- of the cases involved clearance.
tional trustees set in nine keys,
Six of the complaints were filed
chances were bright yesterday that a with the Cincinnati tribunal, five of
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Pag* 3)

E.

SRO

Rep.

—

Boston Appointment of Frank C.
Lydon, for the last four years vicepresident of Arthur Howard's Affiliated Theaters, Inc., buying-booking
combine, as special New England rep.
for SRO, was announced here yes-

Cases Filed

from Coast to Coast motivated by
both the March 31 deadline for filing
With preliminary conferences out under the Statutory decree and the

of the

(Continued on Page 6)

Wages

With Colosseum
THE FILM DAILY
James R. Grainger, Republic exHollywood
Mrs. Eugene Meyer,
Chicago
Three film distributors
wife of the publisher of the Wash- ecutive vice-president in charge of have agreed to meet with representaington (D. C.) Post, told the Cali- sales and distribution, will preside at tives of Colosseum of Motion Picture
Association
of
Secondary the first session of a two-day sales Salesmen of America to discuss amicIfornia
School Administrators' Convention conference today and tomorrow, at able adjustment of salesmen's wages
here yesterday that the "radio and the New York A. C.
to meet rising living costs, it was
film industries are anti-democratic"
President Herbert J. Yates, Sr., disclosed here yesterday by A. M.
|and "un-American in their contempt
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)
West Coast Bureau of

(

Continued on Page 7)

Pools
Dissolved per Decree

411 Distrib.
As decreed by

the N. Y. Statutory
31 decision, all
pools between defendants in the mo-

Court

in

its

Dec.

tion picture anti-trust suit

were

re-

ported dissolved yesterday. Deadline
for the break-up was set as April 1.
Last remaining pool, that between

Loew's and Warners in Pittsburgh,
was terminated Monday.

3K

Wednesday, April

Funeral Rites Held for
Samuel Cohen's Mother

S==THI

HENEWMPQ

WHIM DOM
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STEVE BROIDY, Monogram prexy, leaves New
tomorrow for the Miami opening of "It
Happened on Fifth Ave" and from tnere goes

music director,

Dallas for the picture's opening after wh.ch
he returns to the Coast.

going

:

AUSTIN

BAHN

B.

Editor

THE

BRyant

York

Phone
18, N. Y.
9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
day, New York.

STONE
Manama

HOLLYWOOD,

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

28, Calif.
Blvd., Phone

WASHINGTON—

Granite 6607.
Andrew H.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Wisconsin 3271.
Manning Clagett,
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127Homer
133 Wardour St. W. 1.
Mary
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,

Phone

LONDON
MANILA—

—

HAVANA —
BOMBAY—

ALGIERS— Paul

Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue

MONTREAL—

Charras.

Ray Carmichael, Room

Saffar,

464 Francis Xavier
Jack Droy, 411 Lyric

9,

P.

SKOURAS and MURRAY SILVER-

BURTUS BISHOP,
ager,

in

is

M-G-M

JR.,

Memphis from

tor,

back on the

is

producer-direcCoast after a visit in the

East.

CLAIRE

MANHEIMER,

Stern, Loew's assistant
the loss of her mother.

secretary
treasurer,

Lindberg,

Jernbanealle

No.

3,

Copen-

(Tiicr.,

;

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
N?t
High

Columbia
East.

Gen.

19
19
241
239
22l/4
22
23 Vi 23

Picts

Kodak
Prec. Eq
Inc

Loew's,

Paramount

RKO
Republic Pict
Republic Pict. pfd...
20th Century-Fox ...

Close
19
241

22 1/4
23

25%
13%

261/8

25

Picts.

.

RKO

.

.

4%

Technicolor

8

4%

+ %

33/4

3%

33/8

143/4

14%

1434

4%

4l/4

— %
— %

Bid

Ask3d

OVER THE COUNTER

5%
6%

Cinecolor

Pathe

RKO

BARKER,
in

New

of

is
in Bryn Mawr, Pa., to
the
shooting of a film about Bryn
College for Affiliated Film
Producers,

Mawr

6

7%

Honors 20-Year Manager
Milwaukee RKO Radio exchange
manager Walter Blaney has been

JACQUES TRAUBEE, president of Traubea
Products, Inc., left yesterday for a month's
swing around the country which finally will
take him to Hollywood.

HARRY M. KALMINE, general manager
Warner Theaters, and RUDOLPH WEISS, head

of

of

the

circuit's real estate department, left New
Vork last night for Boston. They p!an to re-

on

Thursday.

COWAN

LESTER
was due in Chicago yesterday for conferences with Arthur Greene, film
financier.

Club

On May

10

ternational, R. J. O'Donnell, national
chief barker,
announced.
To be
known as the Variety Club of Northern California, tent will headquarter
in the Tivoli Bldg.

—

Petitioners

He

day en route to

is

New

will

return

thropic

expected
York

in

Chicago to-

.

VERONICA LAKE and ANDRE DE TOTH,
and

director

to

of "Ramrod,"
today.

star

at

La-

GORDON SWARTHOUT, MILTON MOHR

and

Guardia

Field

will

arrive

the first

leg

of journey

SOL SACHS, RKO branch manager
is

visiting

Home of the Daughters of Is-v ->1.<
Three other sons, Ben, Sol
JJ
Alex, and six grandchildren survwe.
the

to

in

HollyDallas,

here.

M. SAVIN I, Astor Pictures' president, in
Miami for a vacation, will visit branches in
Atlanta, Charlotte and Washington on his way
R.

Celeste Levy's Father Dead
Harry Levy, father of Celeste
Levy, Mrs. Sidney Fox in private
life, died Monday night.
Miss Levy
has been secretary for Sammy Cohen
at UA for a number of years, and
prior to that had been a member of
the UA foreign dept.

back.

JAMES
huddles

CLARK,

P.
Inc.,

with

prexy of National Film
arrived in Chicago yesterday for
film carriers.

Boston AAA Enjoins
5 Majors on Vt. Clearance

W. Ray

Johnston Plans
3-Month Tour of Europe
West Coast Bureau, of

—

In an award filed Monday, the Bos- New York, on the first leg of a
ton tribunal of the American Arbi- three-months' tour of Europe on
tration Association enjoined all of company business. Johnston will sail
the five majors from granting to the for England on the Queen Elizabeth
Opera House in Bellows Falls, Vt., April 9, and after two weeks in Lonmore than 28 days clearance over the don will confer with distribs. in
State Theater in that town. Arbitra- France,
Belgium, Holland, Italy,
tor further ordered that said 28 days Switzerland, Denmark, and Sweden,
clearance shall be reduced whenever in addition to vacationing briefly in
necessary in order to make features Switzerland and Southern France.
available to complainant not later
In late July he will be joined in
than 60 days after availability to London by President Steve Broidy
Opera House or one day after such and Norton V. Ritchey, president of
feature has finished playing at the Monogram International, for a sales
Opera House, whichever is the later. convention of European distributors.

UWF Protection
Dealers

Is

for

NOW

Pledged

Executive

—

short subjects publicity.
/

in

set-

maximum

and home office contract departments.

distribution for its films

Los Angeles for the national convention, to attend.

Film.

—thorough knowledge

ting up and operating statistical sales

in

Eagle-Lion Expands
Max Weinberg Promoted
The entire fifteenth floor of the
Max Weinberg has been appointed Bond Building at 165 W. 46th St.
Eastern shorts subject rep. in charge has been taken over by Eagle-Lion

AVAILABLE

Chicago United World will utilize
every available outlet to achieve

15

years'

experience

includes

auditor, office manager,

representative.

Can

field

exchange sales

qualify as assistant

to busy sales executive

National Association of Visual Education Dealers meeting at the SherO'Neal, William Parker, Homer Teg- man Hotel here.
meier, Jack Tillman and O. H. WatGroup adopted a proposal to surson.
vey the 16 mm. distribution systems
Under present plans, the new tent of Naved members, Don White, secwill be officially inaugurated at an retary, reported after the meeting.
industry banquet to be held on May
10, with O'Donnell, Bill McCraw and
"Chick" Lewis, all of whom will be

company.

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
W. Ray Johnston,
board chairman of Allied Artists
and Monogram, leaves tomorrow for

sken, Jack Marpole, J. D. McNervey,
R. A. McNeil, M. F. Naify, Jimmy

MOT Ups Bryant, Wolff

the

(

ED SULLIVAN of Para.'s h. o. public. ty dept.
and BILL JOHNSTON, special rep. for Bob
Hope, accompanied six of 14 winners in Para.'s
most beautiful brunette contest in 12 cities,
to Chicago,
wood.

including

institutions,

Beth-Abraham Home for Incurables,
of which she was an organizer, and

include

Blaney's 20th year of service to the

M-G-M

San Francisco under-

Inc.

March of Time's producer Richard
honored with a special Drive period de
Rochemont
this week
named for him, in connection with the promotions announced
of Samuel W. Bryant
the 1947 Ned Depinet Drive. The
and Lothar Wolff to rank of assistweek of April 18-24 will mark ant producers.

of

in

York,

HELEN GRAYSON
direct
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Funeral services were held yesterday for Mrs. Ida Cohen, 86, mothei
of Samuel Cohen, UA's foreign publicity director, who died here Monday.
Mrs. Cohen for more than 30 years
was active in charitable and philan-

Abe Blumen- but will not conflict with exchange
13%
13% + % feld, Joseph Blumenfeld, Roy Cooper, distribution and will protect dealers
7% 7%
Neal East, Rotus Harvey, J. Leslie
7V4
every way possible, W. F. Kruse,
13% 13% 13% + % Jacobs, N. P. Jacobs, Herman Ker- in
vice-president, told delegates at the
— 3/
33% 33
26'/8

Universal Pict
Universal Pict.
Warner Bros

Low

C.

mourning

A petition to establish a Variety
Club tent in San Francisco has been
forwarded to the Variety Clubs In-

~

Apr. 1)

CECIL

Selznick Releasing Organization
are now in Boston.

Inaugural

financial.

to
is

MAYER

B.

MARY PICKFORD

Carriers,

ROBERTS and

'Frisco Variety

Moxon

Dallas headquar-

CLARENCE BROWN, M-G-M

John

19

man-

MAURICE "RED" SILVERSTEIN, Latin-American regional director for Loew's International,
returned yesterday from a trip to Panama.

VANCOUVER —
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher,
Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys,
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
St.

district

ters.

turn

Theater Bldg.

his

LOUIS

Radio's
Hollywood.

New York from

in

is

a physical checkup.
the studio in a week.

vice-presi-

arrived in Lima, Peru, yesterday from
City and from Lima will go to Chile,

JOSEPH
Representatives:

Paramount

Argentina and Brazil.

9-7117, 9-7118,
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KEOUGH,

in
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ONLY $4.50 a week
TRAILER SERVICE. SCREEN
YES!

Write, wire or call us for
1322 South

FILMACK

gives

for

Filmack's

NEW PREVUE

A FEW BEFORE YOU

SIGN.

FREE SAMPLE PREVUES. FILMACK
Wabash, Chicago.
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New Arbitration

Republic 1st Quarter

Cases Filed in Nation
(Continued from Page
ich

.v

Gross

named Loew's only among

(Continued from Page

the

The Ames Theater
n,

n

Co.,

operating

^Ames Theater, Dayton, Ohio,
^ ined that its theater was not

buOslantial competition with any

suburban Dayton house and
requested "seventh Sunday" cleari: ce
and day-and-date availability.
The Harmony Amusement Co., op•rating the Park Theater in Cinncy,
the

arbitrator that clearinces now granted to the Hollywood
Esquire Theaters be declared unreasonable and that the Park be
i.-ked

.:

1

awarded

day-and-date

availability

with those houses.

The Royal Theater Co., operating
Imperial Theater in Cinncy,
maintains that the setting up of a
preferred suburban run of 28 days
after first-run Cincinnati and the
.-rablishment of the Uptown The:he

a competitor, as entitled to exttibit 53 clays after first-run, while
:he Imperial is forced to wait 60
lays, is unreasonable. Complainant
requests that finding be made declaring first-run clearance unreasonable

"Half a Loaf
lind

its

Better Than None"

Paramount

Productions,
there

is

• THE QUESTION BEFORE THE HOUSE: Will Liberty Films
way into the Paramount fold in a deal akin to the Hal Wallis

•

•

This

affiliation?

have been negotiations

bet upon.

on the coast

that effect

to

T

much you can

T

The boys at UA planned a big shindig for
and Francis Winikus in recognition of their recent promotions
Word got around and the plan has backfired
Instead.
tomorrow night, the two ad execs, will stand for the drinks. ... • Speaking of UA functions, Tom Waller, publicity manager, and his staff will host

•

CUFF NOTES:

•

•

Howard

LeSieur

a farewell luncheon tomorrow

•

SS America,

will fly to the

plane with Taylor
your hoss
the

to

a post

management

...

"The Time

in front of the

starting

thing to do with "Kit Carson"

•

the departing

who

Nick Mamu'.a.

arrive tomorrow

Coast from Chicago on Sunday

at the controls.

Potter to direct Saroyan's

by

for

Robert Taylor and Barbara Stanwyck,

of

•

.

.

.

on the

in their private

William Cagney has set H. C.

Your

Life".

...

• You

can hitch

Republic Theater thoughtfully provided

Saturday

and "Last

Seems as how
of the

it

has some-

Mohicans," wh'.ch open.

. .

make a new

version of "A Connecticut Yankee at King
a Bing Crosby Technicolor starrer in the Fall.
• William Miskell, Tri-States' district manager in Omaha, has been
named to Gov. Val Peterson's Nebraska Safety Committee. ... • There
are intriguing potentialities, surely, in the plan evolved by the city
administration of Hanover, Germany, to restrain caustic reviewers
A music critic who castigated an operatic performance, thus causing

Para, will

Arthur's Court" as

.

.

.

and that Imperial be given day-andiate availability with the Uptown.
The Highland Amusement Co., operating the Highland Theater in
rhomas, Ky., states that Loew's has
Established a first Northern Kentucky run of 28 days following firstthe opera and guest directors to depart in high dudgeon, was assigned
run Cincinnati, grants this run to
by the city to pass a week in a rubble clearance squad because of his
the Hippodrome Theater in New• "Assigned to Treasury." Which Columbia will release,
disrespect. ...
port, Ky., but forces the Highland
• The British raw stock situation, recently a
is slated for a new title. ...
..|o wait until the second Sunday after
availability of Hippodrome.
Commatter of grave concern on the other side, will come up for review at an
plainant requests that both clear• The first Sidney Bernindustry meeting in London on April 10th. ...
ances be declared unreasonable, that
stein-Alfred Hitchcock production will be a screen version of Patrick Hama reasonable general availability be
This marks a change in
ilton's "Rope," to be made in Hollywood
established, and that the Highland be
offered pictures day-and-date with
plans, the original intention being to make, "Under Capricorn," with Ingrid
the Hippodrome.
Bergman starring, in England
Willis Vance and Gordon Pape,
operating the Twentieth Century complaint against Paramount, War- with the Boston tribunal naming all
Theater in Cincinnati, complains that
ners and 20th-Fox, in which they of the majors in a clearance dispute.
the Mariemount Theater is given the
request that a reasonable clearance
Complainant asks abolishment or
regular 28 day clearance after firstbe established to replace the existing reduction to one day ojf'14 day clearrun established by Loew's for subur"seventh Sunday" availability after ance now enjoyed by ithe Stadium,
oan houses, but that the Twentieth
first-run and that the discriminatory Bijou and Park Theaters in WoonCentury is forced to play 39 days clearance favoring the RKO-Parasocket, R. I.
after first-run. Complainants' request
mount Theater, which complainants
Two new cases have been filed with
that a reasonable first-run clearance
term a "buffer run," be eliminated. the Cleveland tribunal.
IIjl established and that their theater
the
With the New Haven tribunal,
The Wadsworth Amusement Com:>e given a reasonable clearance over
Rivoli Theater, Hartford, Conn., has pany, operating the Star and Strand
the Mariemount. (Latter request of
complaint against all five of Theaters in Wadsworth, Ohio, named
the complaint cannot be granted by filed a
majors protesting that the clear- all of the "Big Five" in a request
the arbitrator since he has the au- the
run granted the Hartford to change the existing clearance of
thority to reduce a clearance but not ance and
Theater Circuit is unreasonable and 14 days after first-run Akron to read
:o set one up.)
maintains "14 days after first-run in Akron or
Vance and Pape have also filed a arbitrary. Rivoli operator
also that the distributors permit the 30 days after territorial release
*>>..*>.WWW*
>.* >*>.>*>>>>>>
****
vWWWWWW**W#*wWWWW r Lyric Theater to play 37 days after date."
first-run Hartford plus seven days
R. S. Wallace, representing Triclearance over his house.
Theaters, Inc., operating the Morria
that
I *->end
Complainant requests: (1)
son, Columbia and Mt. Union Theany and all clearances between the aters in Alliance, Ohio, maintains in
two theaters be eliminated, (2) that a demand which names Paramount,
the Rivoli be granted a run 30 days Warners, 20th-Fox and RKO as
«7o
*.:
| L/rea tin
after first-run, (3) that the Rivoli parties, that the seven day clearance
be declared to be in a zone separate granted theaters in Canton over
Apr. 2
g
and distinct from any existing sub- those in Alliance is unreasonable.
Michael G. Poller
Charles B. Paine
j|
Complainant asks abolishment of
sequent-run theaters in Hartford.
Hugh Braly
Arthur Hirsch
j£
The Harold Amusement Corp., op- clearance and requests that product
Elaine Shepard
!
W. Arthur Rush
I
&ii'ti'% ....^.............•....At erating the Star Theater in Pascoag, be made available to Alliance on
••*•»
ww**wwwwwww»<? R. I., has filed an arbitration demand territorial release date.

.,

vDlrtkdau

^

';

*

•.*

•wwwwwwn
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Samuel Becker, Harry
M. Goetz and Harry C. Mills were
confirmed as directors. At a subsequent board meeting all officers were
elected, while

Majors as party to the suit.
:he

Tops—Yates

1)

re-elected.

discussing the growth of the
pointed out that,
barring industry conditions impossible to forsee or changes due to the
political scene, Republic could anticipate its greatest year, citing pix
of the calibre of the Frank Borzage
Technicolor
"I've
Always Loved
You," "That's My Man," Borzage's
second; "End of the Rainbow," starring Nelson Eddy and Ilona Massey;
and the Roy Rogers outdoor Trucolor
musicals.
In

company, Yates

Yates mentioned that production
would be begun on May 15 in Technicolor on John Steinbeck's "The Red
Pony," with Lewis Milestone directing, and Bob Mitchum already set.

He

asserted that this

program

of ex-

pansion would continue with the
signing of other stars, directors and
writers.

In discussing exhibition, Yates
pointed out that both the larger circuit operations and individual exhibitors are keenly aware of the necessity of devoting time and effort to
selling product to their audiences,
in order to maintain grosses.
Yates also announced that by Fall
Republic would begin producing pictures in Trucolor's three-color process. He added that prints could be
turned out as quickly as for blackand-white, and the cost would eventually be much lower. Few changes
are necessary to accommodate the
ordinary camera for the Trucolor
process, Yates said.

Buchanan Ad Agency
For Pictorial Films
Pictorial Films, Pathe Indusplanning the 16 mm.
adaptation of all Eagle-Lion and PRC

With

tries subsidiary,

films, and otherwise mapping progressive expansion of production and
distribution facilities, Pictorial has
appointed Buchanan & Co. as its advertising agency, according to announcement bv President Lloyd Lind.
Charles M. Amory will be the ac-

count exec.

Ascap Asks Ouster
Of 1TOA Trust Suit
Ascap has filed a motion to dismiss the anti-trust suit filed by the
ITOA in 1941, in behalf of Alda
Theaters Corp. and other Metropolitan area exhibitors, it is learned.
Ascap based its plea on the alleged failure of Harry Brandt and
other plaintiffs to appear following
a

notice

Ascap
mant

in

of

examination

1943. Suit

for a

number

has

filed

by

been dor-

of years.

-

I
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COLUMBIA PICTURES
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>^
with

SID

CAESAR-BETSY BLAJR-NiNA FOCH

Screenplay by louella MacFarlane, Allen Rivkin, Devery Freeman
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Three Special Trains
To Variety Conclave

.
BEST saY

Three special
gates

TO SEE
PICTURE
tup
PI*.
THE

„

Wednesday, April

.

to

the

trains to carry dele-

International will be operated in the
East, one over the Pennsylvania Rail-

and one over the New York
Central route. Eastern units will be
joined in Chicago and proceed via
the Santa Fe to Los Angeles.
road

East Boston Police

Oppose Pix

in Cate

(Continued from Page

,

where liquor is sold. Fire
Chief Montgomery of the Fire Prevention Bureau, said that the board
should consider carefully before setting the precedent. He pointed out
that the establishment's lights must
be dimmed for films.
Mrs. Helen Barron, president of Ye
Square Co., owners of the cafe, said
that the film had been declared fireproof by the underwriters.

Rep. Regional Meetings
Will Settle Fate of "B's"
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

which bans the distributor from arbitrarily refusing a license or run to
any exhibitor in a competitive situation

who

so

requests

it,

that

mained the primary stumbling V

.

k

at the conclusion of the attorneys'

conference on Monday.
Several opinions representing diverse views have been expressed on
the implications of what may well
become one of the decree's most vital
initial

clauses.

William F. Rodgers,

M-G-M

vice-

president and general sales manager,
when queried on the subject two
weeks ago, told The Film Daily
that in his opinion, the comnany had
nq alternative in order to comply
with that section of the decree but
to consider competitive bidding in
all situations where an exhibitor requests a run now sold to a competitor.

places

I

Auction Selling!

1)

Grove disaster." The board took the
matter under advisement.
Britt said he was opposed to the
introduction of motion pictures into

!

Means

Variety

Clubs International May 14-17 convention in
Los Angeles have been arranged by
the national tent in co-operation
with the Los Angeles affiliate. One
train,
the Bob O'Donnell Special,
will carry the Atlanta, Dallas and
Charlotte delegations, while the
John H. Harris and the Variety Clubs

•

Par. 9 Stay

On

the other hand, a spokesman

for Paramount expressed the view
that the company could select the
house to which it wished to license
its pictures for any one of several

reasons without becoming vulnerable
co the charge of "arbitrary refusal,"
and without therefore being forced
to offer its pictures competitively.
In the event the controversial section is not stayed, it will probably
remain for the courts to decide in
some future exhibitor-distributor litigation what constitutes "arbitrary refusal" and whether the only way out
is auction selling.

Three

Talk
with Colosseum

Distribs. to

Wages
1)

address the meeting, which is
being attended by the company's
three division managers, and by district and branch managers covering
the Eastern, New England and Cenwill

;

o
T l sTS PR

LUWW

,

OU oT,o«s,mc..,.

cHARuE

!

tral districts.
j

i

I

|

A

thorough analysis of the "B"
picture and its current market will
be made at the New York and other
regional sales meetings. Yates told
the stockholders meeting yesterday
that the problem of producing "B"
pictures was more acute than ever,
due to the increased costs of both
labor and material, and exhibitor unwillingness to absorb such increased
production costs.
Yates stated that a decision would
be made after the New York, Chicago, and Hollywood meetings, in
connection with the elimination of
"B" product on the company's schedule, or restrictions which might be
placed on the number of such pictures which Republic would produce.

M^

1)

and Colosseum prexy.
Representing the Colosseum in the
meetings will be Van Dyke, N. Provencher, Milwaukee, national exec,
secretary, and M. F. Keller, PortProvenland, Ore., vice-president.
cher is with UA, Keller with WB.
All companies, it was said, have
replied to letters sent by David Reznor, Milwaukee attorney, asking for
conferences, with three agreeing to
meetings.

Van Dyke emphasized that the
Colosseum was not a union. New
lodges or chapters have been formed
in Cleveland and Salt Lake City, and
others are in the process of organization.

Pathe Consolidates PRC,
Eagle-Lion Ad-Pub. Depts.

with

N.

J.

ssc?su.:5^'»s'---.
UV""
by

Today
New Jersey Theaters

Fed. Meets

(Continued from Page

1)

ous when both staffs moved into joint
will meet this morning at 11 a.m. in quarters over the week-end on the
the office of Frank Damis, Warner fifteenth floor of the Bond building at
Brothers, in Newark.
1560 Broadway.
Under Youngstein, Jerry Pickman
Committee will plan action to be
taken if a bill allowing townships will head publicity for both comand cities to impose a sales tax, is panies; Arthur Jeffrey, exploitation,
and Hal Danson, advertising.
passed by the Assembly.

Federation of

Music and

(Continued from Page

Van Dyke, 20th-Fqx salesmanager
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Crime Films Out of Kid Shows

An. Meyer Renews

North Central Allied Theaters Experiment

astigation of Pix

—

Crime and horror
from Saturday matinees in most area theaters, at least through the end of
May, under an experiment conducted
by members of North Central Allied.
Programs during the period will be
drawn from subjects found suitable
for children by the Children's Film
Library and the National Board of
Minneapolis

(Continued from Page

subjects will be eliminated

1)

the public and their lack of faith
the American people."
Mrs. Meyer's castigation of the film
lustry yesterday was one in a
rjwing series of vitriolic attacks
-hK i-\she has made over a period
>r

i

Rate iff ass. Cashiers
As Clerical Workers

—

Theater cashiers are
Boston
in the category of clerical workers and must be paid 60 cents per
hour if experienced, and 55 cents
per hour if inexperienced, the Independent Exhibitors of New England,

now

Jths on Hollywood, its people
ndHts product, with the motivation Review.
matter of speculation both inside
Whether the policy will be connd outside the trade.
tinued will depend on i-esponse by the
before
made
assaults,
verbal
Her
kid movie-goers. Action is the result
rganizational sounding boards and
of an active campaign by the Minnepattern,
definite
into
a
nus fitting
apolis Council of Parent Teacher Asthat
charges
as
such
ave included
sociations through its special moyie,
he MPAA deliberately modified the radio and comic book investigating
of
use
the
on
ban
Code
•voduction
committee. Group will urge children
he narcotic theme "in order to exsuggestive to attend the selected programs
loit that dangerous and
through letters to schools and PTA
eld for the benefit of children" and
organizations.
he allegation that Hollywood's "noorious"" films are "endangering our
f

oreign relations."
In her latest verbal broadside yeserday Mrs. Meyer asserted that both
adio and films were employing their
techniques "for a progressive vulgar
zation of the public mind and for the
lebasing of the public morals," that
'Hollywood has no contact with
\merican life," that "the motion
licture magnates send their spuriou^
-

/ersions ot American life abroad to
lishonor our people in the eyes ol
jvery foreign nation" and that "the
;ulgarization of life conveyed by 90
oer cent of the films are a handicap
emotional
;o the mental, moral and
development of American childhood.'
To meet the situation, Mrs. Meyei
Dioposed the organization of a new
national body, Tne Friends of Public

Education.

See Full

has informed members.

A

mandatory

order also provides that experienced
employes are those with over 80D
hours on the job, except in the case
of those covered by on-the-job training.

Film Classics Plans to
Handle Indie Product

MPF Trustee
May Meeting

(Continued from Page

1)

New

pictures distributed will be
released only through FC's wholly
owned exchanges in the U. S. and
(Continued from Page 1)
full slate of trustees will be named abroad. International Film Classics
n time to hold the first meeting of has already been incorporated to op.he Motion Picture Foundation some erate overseas, it is learned.
First new pic to be distributed by
Jme next month.
Barney Balaban, chairman of the FC will be English-made rather than
'emporary steering committee, said a Hollywood product. FC has ac;hat communications had been re- quired U. S. rights to the James
vived from a number of the areas Mason starrer, "The Patient Vanpledging full co-operation and prom- ishes." Pic was made by Pathe Picising to hold organization meetings tures, Ltd.
.n the near future. Meetings set thus
.'ar include:
Joins
April 14, Charlotte, H. K. Kincey,
E. Rep.
Special
N.
temporary chairman; April 16, Chicago, John Balaban and Ed Zorn,
(Continued from Page 1)
.emporary chairmen, and Salt Lake
City, Sam Gillette and Tracy Bar- terday by Tom Duane, SRO division
ham, temporary chairmen; April 21, manager.
Lydon, one of the best known inAlbany, Saul J. Ullman and Neil
Hellman, temporary chairmen; Des dustryites in this territory, is a
Moines, Leo F. Wolcott and A. H. Dorchester theater owner, past presBlank,
temporary chairmen, and ident of Independent Exhibitors, Inc.,
Minneapolis, at a special luncheon of Allied's New England affiliate, and
North Central Allied, Charles Win- has been serving as chairman of the
chell, Harry French, Harold Field, new Massachusetts Motion Picture
Benny Berger and Ted Bolnick, tem- Co-ordinating Committee, the industry's legislative "watch dog."
porary committee.
The third week in April, PittsAppointment of Lydon, Duane
burgh, Moe Silver and Maurice Fin- said, is the forerunner of further

Slate for

Frank Lydon

SRO

As

I

And Films Are Opium, Too!
Holding that the motion picture
ndustry, especially in this country,
is organized "to fill the function of a
ay religion ... is a throwback to
savage and pagan times and has

it

Parker
divinities,"
of
Hierarchy
Tyler, author, told the Cooper Union
Forum that films "are the new opium
for the masses and their religious
power has been underestimated."

And Hollywood

Is Carnal!
London (By Air Mail) Blame for

—

1

kel,

temporary

Omaha, Leo
Blank,

chairmen;

temporary

5-8, Seattle, at the

vention, J.

May

chairmen;

PCC

to

SRO

5,

F. Wolcott and A. H.

expansion

in this sector.

I

May

Mayor O'Dwyer Will Use
Auto Tax for Fund Raising

ITO con-

M. Hone, temporary chair-

man.

LUEDDIflG BELLS
Berndt-Peterson

Omaha— Betty
tract

Berndt,

department head,

M-G-M
will

Lester Peterson.

con-

marry

New York City will turn to a $5
tax on passenger autos and a $10
levy on commercial vehicles, instead
of a five per cent admissions tax to
raise funds for educational purposes,
Mayor O'Dwyer disclosed yesterday
titioner, Mr. Wand told that many
in submitting to the Board of EsBritish young people count on the
timate an executive budget calling
film capital for their knowledge of
expenditure of a record"the right relations between the for the
Hollywood, he added, is breaking $1,029,120,314.73 to run the
sexes."

a large part of Great Britain's sexual
immorality and "appalling" divorce
rate is placed on Hollywood by the
Anglican Bishop of London, Dr. J. C.
Wand. In an article in The Prac-

!

Weidler-Krisel
Las Vegas, Nev. Virginia Weid- generally wrong.
ler, screen player, and Lionel Krisel
were married late last week.
Louis Adlon Dead

—

Scoles-Downard

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

city government in 1947-48. To meet
this figure the city tax rate will be
jumped to $2.95 per 100 on realty

valuation.
j

Hollywood Louis Adlon, film actor
Cherokee,'Ia.
Art Downard, new and member of the family that op- Ted Gravestock Dead
manager of the Arrow Theater, was erated the Adlon Hotel in Berlin,
Sydney (By Air Mail)— E. J. (Ted)
married recently to Patricia Ann died here following return from a Gravestock, general manager of the
Scoles of Webster City.
week-end in Tiajuana.
Princess Theater, Melbourne, is dead.

—

he hottest name on any marquee today

!•:

^'

is

^
i

e kind of story that

\

emingway could

write!

**.

'>',•

.-"•

['»>'"
\r

Benedict Bogeaus
presents

if,

GREGORY PECK

:

JOAN BENNEIT
*N
in

I

:

'.'»' k

Ernest Hemingway's

m

tfTHE

MACOMBER

m

i-

AFFAIR"
Also Starring

ROBERT PRESTON
with

Reginald

Denny Jean

Gillie

Produced by

Benedict Bogeaus and

'm

Casey Robinson
Directed by

ZOLTAN KORDA
btetf

---

Screenplay by Casey Robinson and Seymour Bennett
Arnold
v- Adaptation by Seymour Bennett and. Frank

fjjjf/.
j>'

v

Opening

in

35 key spots storting April 10!

Released thru UA

r

Production ms-c.
44th St. 21st floor

l».

,

26 W.

New York

Y.

N.

III-

f^/^Q*#

Intimate in Character
International in Scope

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures

Thought

Twenty-Eight Years Old

Independent

in
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^tj£ NO.
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JOinT STflV ORDER SUF>ITIITT€0 TO HI COURT
Rank Pouring $20,000,000 into 20 British Pix
Order
Suspend
Mutual
Of
Except
The Time is Now
Years
Deal Spanning
and
V
Editorial

Will
Section II,
Par. 5,
Section

Universal-Rank to FinalDistribution
21

ize

.

Robert S. Benjamin, prexy of the
Arthur Rank Organization, upon
his return from a three-week trip

J.

England yes-

to

terday told the industry press that
of the 40 features
s c h e duled for
Rank production
in 1948 more than
half will be budgeted at $1,000,000
apiece.

At

^™

_

least eight,
and perhaps 10 of
this group will be
made in Techni-

I

^k\

Mk

_£*

.to set legislative policy
By CHESTER

color

camera

to

f a

a

serious

legislative

New

peculiar to

threat

before swinging into

York alone.

Means Double

Color

Biz, Asserts Yates
The

suffering from
stated yesterday by Herbert J. Yates, Republic president, at the company's sales
meeting at the New York Athletic
Club. He pointed up his remarks
with emphasis on the fact that busi-

industry

color starvation,

(Continued on Page 12)

Film Lack Hilling

is

it

was

(Continued on Page 10)

Television Stations

Johnston Accuses Russia
Increasing air schedules of television stations has brought program-

mers up against an acute shortage of
available for televising, it is
learned.
Situation is particularly
trying in the New York area where
stations have used most of the availfilms

(

Continued on Page 6)

Of Sabotaging the UN
Philadelphia — MPAA President

The

Soviets are in the

more U.

S.

market

for

20

top

MPEA,

American

be considered for
chase by the Soviet Cinema
Five of

has

features

will

mission,

pur-

Com-

was learned yesterday.
the pix are already in Mosit

cow,

having

been

sent

inally

to the

U. S.

Embassy for its
Other 15 will

guest
follow.

of

affairs

the various petitioners was transmitted by messenger to the Department of Justice and marked for submission to U. S. Supreme Court Justice Stanley Reed tomorrow.
Although all eight of the defendants to the Government's anti-trust
(Continued on Page 6)

Anglo- Amer. Meet on ATA, CSA Submit

Trade Pad Proposed
London (By Cable)

—A

proposal

for an Anglo-American conference of
film leaders with a view towards
concluding a trade agreement between the two industries has been
submitted to Sir Stafford Cripps,
chairman of the Board of Trade by
Thomas O'Brien, NATKE, general
secretary.

Retention of Federal Levy
Kills D. C. 10% Ticket Tax

The American Theaters Associaand the Confederacy of Southern Associations filed a joint brief
with the U. S. Supreme Court yesterday in support of its opposition to
the motions of the "Big Five" for
tion

(Continued on Page 10)

Field Leaves Graphic to
Join Affiliated Theaters
Boston

THE FILM DAILY
The District Com- come

Washington Bureau of

(Continued on Page 10)

Washington

—

Deeds "Sea of Grass" Acres

screenings.

over

orig-

is

Demonstrated

RCA Victor last night demonstrated
its
new projection-type
screen for home television receivers
at a meeting of the New York section of the Institute of Radio Engineers. Based on a new application
of plastics, the screen is expected
to extend television's usefulness in
(Continued on Page 10)

Seth H. Field, general

On
report

Four hundred-odd newspaper

film

columnists and picture and
roto editors along with sundry fan
magazine editors and industry press
editors and publishers across the
country opened registered letters yesterday to discover they were New
Mexico ranchers and potential homesteaders, courtesy of Metro's Sea of
critics,

Grass Land Co., Inc., Howard Dietz,
president.
In what the recipients of the very
(Continued on Page 10)

Make Pic

Life of

Babe

to Editors

Howard

identified with Arthur
(Continued on Page 10)

Rep. Will

Metro in Land Disbursement
Screen

—

of the Graphic Circuit since
October, 1943, has resigned to be-

Continued on Page 10)

Projection-Type Tele

5'

manager

missioners yesterday dropped from
their tax program a proposed 10 per
cent tax on amusements which they

RCA

Opposing 'Big

Brief

Ruth
that

Babe Ruth
confirmed
ne-

yesterday
Republic

was

gotiating

for

film

rights

of

his

life,

and

story

kino, with the aid of the

which

state

index bears lamentable

pix.

At the request of Sovexport of
Moscow, N. Napoli, prexy of Artpicked

that

is

Eric A. Johnston last night accused
Russia of sabotaging the United
Nations.
Speaking before the United Nations Council of Philadelphia, John(

20 V. S. Pix Picked
For Sole to Soviets

Nor

Following a brief meeting of industry attorneys yesterday, a joint
order for a stay of all those portions of the Statutory Court's decree
which had been requested stayed by

evidence to that fact; indeed, the cards devoter] to taxes are perhaps as numerous as
(Continued on Page 11)

'48.

Benjamin also announced that

action.

THE FILM DAILY morgue news

Rank, at the end of

year or early in

this

new Techni-

BAHN

columnar spotlight on two occasions recently has brought into sharp focus the lack
'
of liaison between the film industry and the Capitol at Albany during the session of
the New York State Legislature just adjourned.
There is general industry agreement that it must not happen again.
If it is n:t to happen, it would seem that the time to make sure there is no recurrence is now, while the unhappy and unpleasant experiences of the recent weeks are
fresh in mind.
This is hardly the first time that the industry has waited until it was confronted with

upon the delivery
Robert benjamin

B.

THE

color, depending

I

.

All

it

to

the

was an-

nounced by James

R. Grainger,

exec,

that

Rep.
counsel for
the company and Ruth were preparing the agreement.
The Babe, together with J. Paul
Carey, was guest of honor at a
vice-prexy,

by Herbert J.
president and
was given an
ovation when he appeared at the
Rep. sales convention at the New
York A.C.

luncheon

tendered

Yates, Sr., company
Grainger. Ruth later

—

*

3*5?
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JONIE TAPS, Columbia

studio

executive,

is

at the Waldorf-Astoria from Hollywood.

JOHN W. AL1COATE

Publisher

CAROL BRANDT, Eastern story head for
returns Monday from the Coast after
three weeks of studio conferences.
M-G-M,

DONALD

M. MERSEREAU

:
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EDWIN W. AARON, assistant general
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THE

subject sales, is due back from a
tion on Monday.

MARGARET LECZER, secretary to William F.
Rodgers, has returned from a Miami siesta.
Ditto RUTH GILLIS, assistant to M. L. S mons,
editor of The Distributor and recently appointed
assistant to H. M. Richey.
:

GALE STORM and DON DeFORE.

HOLLYWOOD,

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

28, Calif.

Blvd..

WASHINGTON—

Phone

Granite 6607.
Andrew H.
Older, 6417 Dahlonesra Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
Manning Clagett,
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone. Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler. 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter. 127133 Wardour St. W. 1.
Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Mary
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,
Fort, Bombay 1.
ALGIERS— Paul Saffar,
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
Ray Carmichael. Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
St.
Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
Theater Bldg.
Bowden Fletcher,
19 Moxon Ave.. Punchbowl. N. S. W. Phone,
2110.
Tean Pierre Mevs,
110 Rue des Paquerettes.
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3. Copenhagen-Van Loese.
John Perdicari.
Via Ludovisi 16.
Phone. 42758.
MEXICO
CITY— Louis Turnoff, Morelos 56 No. 523.
Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito

LONDON
MANILA—
HAVANA —
BOMBAY
MONTREAL

Artists'

lied

"It

Happened

on

leads in A'-

Fifth

Avenue,"

Hollywood April 10 for personal aopearin connection with the film's opening; in
Dallas, Houston, Galveston and Fort Worth.
leave

ances

DANNY KAYE and his wife, SYLVIA FINE,
are in
town from Hollywood visiting their
daughter. Coude will leav° in a few days to
start on "That's Life" at Goldwyn studio.
DANIEL
New York
will

Representatives:

short

Miami vaca-

T.

O'SHEA, Vanguard

MARY PICKFORD
UA

prexy,

is

in

for two weeks during which time he
confab with DOS execs.
is

in

town confabbing with

b ggies.
:

LES SELIGMAN, treasurer of Favorite Films,
leaves for a two-week Florida vacation Friday.

JOHN STEINBECK is visiting New York.
Bl ANCHE SPROUL. assistant to
Enterprise's
David Loew. is confabbing with companv execs,
on exploitation campaigns for fothcoming
releases.

FRANK

LAUNDER,

Eaqle-Lion producer
is
Lavind»r was qiven
H-Hv W ™H by the SWG. He is

due today from the Coast.

New Conn. Variety Club
New Haven — Barney Pitkin, RKO

GOIItG

branch manager, was elected chief
barker of the newly formed Variety
returned from a Canadian trip.
Club of Connecticut, Tent 31.
BOB ARMSTRONG, of the M-G-M studio
Other elected officers and directors
publicity dept., now in Baltimore, will return
to New York tomorrow before heading for the
are: Dr. Jack Fishman, president of
Coast.
BEN GOETZ, head of M-G-M's British pro- Fishman Theaters; Arthur Greenduction, is due from the Coast Monday en field,
Universal branch ma f ^r;
route to London.
John Pavone, Monogram brancrf anKARIN BOOTH is due from Hollywood Mon- ager; Harry F. Shaw, Loew-Poli
day.
division manager;
Herman Levy,
JOEL LEVY, Loew's out-of-town booker, has

(

PAUL OSBORN

April

will

arrive

from

the

Coast

12.

FRANCIS

A.

BATEMAN,

Screen Guild's general sales manager, is swinging through a series
of sales meetings in Okla. City, Dallas, N?w
Orleans, Atlanta, Charlotte and winding up in
N=w York for a two-day stay on Apr. 16 and
J.

left

H.

BOOTH,

Bell

&

Howell

vee-pee,

director,

JACK

P.
HARRIS, head of Read? TheaterDepartment, loaves with h s w'fe at
week-end for a three--week vacation in
Miami.
:

597.

innnci

f

(Wed., Apr. 2)
Net
High
Bell
Bell

Co.,

is

in

Margaret Ettinqer &
from the Coast for a three-week com-

bined business-pleasure

of

trip.

EARL T. HINES. G'n»ral Precis on Equipmsnt nr^Yv. returned to New York after Chicago
;

biz

Columbia
East.

Close

Inc

Paramount

RKO

137/8

Republic Pict
7y4
Republic Pict. pfd... 13'/2
20th Century-Fox
33%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 42
Universal Pict
25
Warner Bros
15%
.

.

.

i35/8
7'/8

13V2

u3/4

.

.

Technicolor

13V2

33j/2

33%

42

24%

42
25

y4
y4

and Edward Peskay, in which Roach
sought to rescind a contract calling
for the re-issue of his pictures by
FC. was filed in Fpderal Court yesterday by Roach's attorneys,
Schwartz & Frohlich.
At the same tim°, an amended
comrjlaint naming Peskay, former
Eastern representative for Roach,
to

recover

made by Peskay
the distribution

$45,000

15y4

15V4

143^

4y4
4%
OVER THE COUNTER

-f-

4

'/4

1434

consummating
deal with Film Clasthat Pes-

stock interest in Film Classics which he is
said to have later sold for $45,000.

$100,000, plus 50 per
gross, to $80,000, plus
without the knowledge
ducer, who was then in

cent of the
50 per cent,
of the prothe Army.

Patient Vanishes" Bows
In New York in 5 Weeks

414

Asked
6

Bid

Cinecolor
Pathe

V*

Vs

+

allegedly

in

51^

"The Patient Vanishes," Britishmade James Mason starrer, with
which Film Classics will make its

7% bow

new product,
will have a Broadway pre-release
premiere in about five weeks, it was
St Louis Keeps "New Time"
said yesterday at the FC home office.
St. Louis
This city has voted The Film Daily exclusively
reported
-

as a distributor of

—

to retain

have signed contracts with th° Society of Motion Picture Art Directors. Contract terms are similar to
pac^-s with major studios.
The conditions of the agreements
are retroactive to Ane. 4, 1946. Thev
include a cost of livina- bonus adiustment retroactive to Jan. 1. 1947.
Term of the contract runs until Dec.
31. 1951.

GREAT EASTER STAGE SHOW

daylight saving time, de- yesterday that
FC would change
feating by about 15,000 votes the re- policy to
handle new indie product,
peal measure put on the ballot by including some
to be produced by the
petitions circulated by local motion company, thru
its own wholly-owned
picture theaters,
exchanges.

Laraine DAY

•

Brian

AHERNE

MITCHUMGene RAYMOND

Robert

LOCKET' AN RKO

I'THE

RADIO

PICTURE

ON SCREEN
1st

IN

B'way Showing!

PERSON

MICKEY

WALLACE R00NEY
BEERY LOUIS BASIL &
MIGHTY
McGURK'

'The

LOEW'S STATESMEN
plus

OTHERS

Norman Lowenstein,

business rep.
of SMPAD, recently stated the organization's nact has been approved
by the SIMPP and it was recommended by the latter that producer
members enter into accord with the

Roach complaint alleges that Pes- SMPAD.
kay reduced the amount called for
% in the original
distribution deal from District

+ %
—
—
—
— %y

introducing PEGGY CUMMINS
A 20th Century-Fox Picture
THE MUSIC HALL'S

F"ANK mbfoman of Al=v EvM-w-'s publ^t"
"off nt tho Wrn^rs' studio, arrved in N3W
York from the Coast for a 10-day visit.

LORETTA YOUNG

JOSEPH GOTTEN- ETHEL BARRYMORE,

foefarmerfr daughter

Vi

3
/4

.

15

—

TVs

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts.
4U
43/8
414
RKO
3% 33/4 33/4
Sonotone Corp
3% 33/j 354
Trans-Lux

Chg.

+
+ %
+ y4

Kodak

Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's,

Low

20V4 19'/2 20
.105
105
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183^
1834
18%
241 '/4 241 1/4 241 V4
223^ 223/8 223/8
23'/4 23V8
23V4
263/3
263,4
26V3 +•

pfd.
Picts

in

"THE LATE GEORGE APLEY"

confabs.

—

+ % sics. New complaint
+ 3/4 kay received a 10 perclaims
cent
—

& Howell
& Howell

Rockefeller Center

RONALD COLMAN

a dinner in
prexy of the British

seeks

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL—

f-e

LIDA LIVINGSTON,

THEATERS

for

SWG.
Three Tndie Producers Sign
VANCOUVER —
Roach Withdraws FC Suit; With Art Director Soc'y
SYDNEY—
Files Action vs. Peskay
UY
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
BRUSSELS—
COPENHAGEN—
Hollvwood Tbo Vanguard Studio.
A stipulation to withdraw Hal
ROME —
Reach's suit, ao-qinst Film Classics Nero Films and Walter Winger Prod,

MONTEVIDEO—

ing-publicity director.

N. Y.
leaves

Hollywood, tomorrow. After a three-week stay
there, he will return to France via New York.

Booking

general counsel; Carl Goe,

Warner branch manager; Henry Germaine, Paramount branch manager,
and Lou Brown, Loew-Poli advertis-

has

Chicago for a Florida vacation.

RREGOR RABINOVITCH.

MPTOA

Theaters '46 Net
Earnings is $545,327
Washington Bureau of

—

RlVQLA

A

DOM SCHABY

]

P

Doon Open 9:30 A.M.
B'way al 49th

St.

THE FILM DAILY

Washington
District Theaters
Corp., operators of a chain of theaters in Washington and seven Virginia cities, yesterday reported consolidated net earnings of $545,327
for the 52 weeks ended Dec. 26, 1946.
These earnings were equal to $1.68
a common share. Figures compare
with 1945 net profit of $297,289 or 97
cents a common share.
Circuit President Harry Freedman
said that consolidated operating: revenue amounted to $3,705,621 against
$3,121,339 in 1945.
Freedman reported that during the year the company acquired eight additional theater leaseholds and a 51 per cent
interest in three corporations operating five theaters.

BOB HOPE
DOROTHY L4MOUR
*.#A«AJ*OUNn

fiMMYDomr
WVISJORdAN

7DWIMO<//Vr\
The Academy Award Picture!
Winner of Nine Academy Awards!

THE BEST YEARS OF

IK OUR

LIVES'

feo*
*««l!

LOOK WHO S

H)

HERE AGAIN!"
{That makes

5

for

it

M-G-M

17 Oscars
Shorts in

more than twice
any other company!)

11 years,

SHOW
fr^SSoOH
REST CA*
Yt
1

':

fcR\

M-G-MONEY
SHORTS!
/3oo£

16

Them

Solid!

TOM AND

JERRY

CARTOONS

(in

M-G-M TECHNICOLOR

10 PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES
12 FITZPATRICK

TRAVELTALKS
(in Technicolor)

6 JOHN NESBITT'S
PASSING PARADE

M-G-M

2-REEL SPECIALS

104 ISSUES-

NEWS OF THE DAY

.

«j

to your bookings of our Shorts,

Mr. Exhibitor,

we

are enabled to con-

tinue production of the quality subjects
that

win

profits

and

prizes!

Technicolor)

CARTOONS

4

Thanks

The purpose of Shorts is to
enliven the program and
to bring in extra revenue.

M-G-M

no expense
to accomplish both. You
make that possible by
spares

your continued

PETE SMITH
SPECIALTIES
Voted No.

1

Live

Action Shorts in

Annual Exhibitor

support.

Polls!

**f™
u

JJ

^etliflfe

BB
SHOW

BING CROSBY

ABC 10 P. M. E. S. T.
WEST COAST BROADCAST 9 P. M. P. S.
APRIL 9

DUFFY'S TAVERN
fl

•

•

NBC

•

10:00

•

P.

M.

•

NBC

8:30

•

JACK SMITH
APRIL 2

Irving Berlin's

MERMAN

•

CBS

•

7:15

P.

M.

APRIL 10

E. S. T.

M.

APRIL 13

E. S. T.

Directed by Henry King

•

•

E. S. T.

Jean Hersholt

APRIL 13

•

Starring

TYRONE POWER

Helen Westley

•

•

•

John Carradine

Screen Play by Kathryn Scola and Lamar Trotti

and Music by Irving Berlin

P.

M.

E. S. T.

•

NBC

•

9:00

P.

M.

E. S. T.

•

CBS

•

6:30

P.

M.

E. S. T.

HOUR OF CHARM

"ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME BAND"

and Jack Haley

9

KATE SMITH SINGS

SHOW
P.

IRVING BERLIN

Starring

KRAFT MUSIC HALL

FRED ALLEN
APRIL 13

•

T

CONTENTED PROGRAM
APRIL 7

NBC

APRIL 9

Dances Staged by Seymour

Felix

•

•

•

CBS

ALICE FAYE
•

Darryl

F.

•

•

4:30

P.

M.

E. S. T.

DON AMECHE

Zanuck

In

Charge

•

ETHEL

of Production

Adaptation by Richard Sherman

Associate Producer Harry Joe Brown

•

Lyrics

CANTOR SHOW

EDDIE

Starring

APRIL 10

•

DENNIS DAY

NBC

•

10:30 P. M.

HERE'S TO
APRIL 6

•

CBS

2:30

•

APRIL 14

E. S. T.

M.

APRIL 9

E. S. T.

•

NBC

CLIFF
APRIL 8

•

•

3:00

P.

M.

•

4:30

P.

M.

9:30

•

ABC

•

•

9:00

APRIL 20

•

CBS

•

M.

E. S. T.

P.

M.

E. S. T.

5:00

P.

M.

E. S. T.

TONY MARTIN SHOW
APRIL 20

E. S. T.

•

CBS

•

V* aff<W
fcC&t

P.

E. S. T.

EDWARDS

ABC

NBC

PRUDENTIAL FAMILY HOUR

CARMEN CAVALLARO

APRIL 6

•

PAUL WHITEMAN

YOU
P.

GOODMAN

IRVING BERLIN

Starring

SHEAFFER PARADE
Starring

VICTOR BORGE-BENNY

CENTURY-FOX

9:30

P.

M.

E. S. T.

.
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Joint Slay Order

Film Lack Hitting

Submitted To Hi Court

Television Stations

(Continued from Page

suit are

named

1)

(Continued from Page

in the order, it

was

presented on behalf of only seven
of those involved, since 20th-Fox did
not withdraw from its previously expressed opposition and retains the
option of submitting an amendment
to the order which would exclude
them.
The order, when signed by Justice
Reed, will stay and suspend all pro-

Further delay in the issuance of
a stay order by Supreme Court Justice Stanley Reed was seen in Washington last night when it was learned
that both
Government attorneys
handling the case have been taken
ill.
Robert L. Wright, special assistant to the Attorney General, in
charge of the Government's case has
been stricken with flu, as has his
assistant in the case, Philip Marcus.
Both Government attorneys are
expected to be away from their desks
until next week. Since Justice Reed
has indicated he would not sign a
stay order until the Department of
Justice comments on the defendants'
proposals, it is now expected that
this will be delayed until next week.
visions of Section II of the
with the exception of Par. 5
ing franchises, and Section
order applies to "all of the

decree,

regardV. The
defendants appellants pending determination of the appeals to this Court
taken by all parties to said action."
Stay will not only lift the bars on
the fixing of minimum prices, formula deals, master agreements, blockbooking, and arbitrary refusal of an
exhibitor's demand for a license or
run, but will retain arbitration and
halt the mandatory competitive selling system until the Supreme Court'
takes final action on the pending
appeals.
All of the differences between attorneys which were manifested at the
initial meeting on Monday were apparently dissipated in the interim
between parleys, for the conference
yesterday was of short duration and
without controversy. John Caskey,
counsel for 20th-Fox, was not present at the final confab, and was unable to be reached for comment.

With Reed having already

indi-

cated his intention of signing the
order, any move to block the action

must now come from Attorney Robert L. Wright of the Department of
Justice to whom Reed will refer the
order for comment.
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material and, in some cases,
have repeated films to fill in air time.
With major distributors firm in
their refusal to license produj^fcjor
able

PHIL M. DALY
Thursday's Tattlings
•

•

•

LUCKY DAY:

PHIL M's

M

Yesterday Phil

received

the

(1)

New Mexico

"Sea of Grass" real estate from Metro, (2) a
egg from Universal, sweetly pointing up anew the
existence of "The Egg and I" and (3) a call from Eagle-Lion's Adventuress
who deposited a leather memorandum book (but with NO telephone numbers)
And Christmas is exactly 272 days away!
deed

to

an acre

of

television, stations have depend/ ^n
whatever independent product Wey
could secure, augmented by some
foreign films not released through

large candy Easter

T
•
the

•

•

CUFF NOTES: Loew's

Sun" deal

Film Classics.

of

major proportions with SRO. ...

•

...

had granted a stay

• Keep

That erroneous report the U.

of

a "Duel

Theaters reported talking

in

your eye on

Supreme Court
had Hollywood
had his last long
S.

equity suit decree provisions

running 'round in circles on Tuesday

Phil

M

Screen Actors Guild will ask that
a

provision specifically prohibiting
in television, of any film in
which Guild members act, be inserted in the new contract with the
producers, it was reported from Hollywood. Effect would be to require
negotiation of a new basic contract,
insuring additional compensation for
actors for any film used in video.
use,

distance phone call from the Coast seeking enlightenment early yes-

terday morn.

...

•

Swell timing by Eagle-Lion's

With "The Adventuress" bowing

et al

in

today

Max

Youngstein,

at the Republic, Life

Magazine hits Ihe stands simultaneously with three pages on Deborah
• Confidential Reports home office marked CR's
Kerr and the pic. ...
third anniversary yesterday with a cake and wine get together for Prexy
• Phil Laufer, Monogram pub1. Lubin and Vice-Prexy Jack Levin. ...
licist, has been chewing his fingernails to the quick trying to work out
a publicity angle between "It Happened on 5th Avenue" and the Collyer
mystery house. ... • Did'ja know Frank Sinatra's pay check of better than $100,000 for his appearance in "The Miracle of the Bells" will
go to non-sectarian charities? ... • Purchase of the Filmosound 16mm.
and 8mm. library by Universal's United World subsidiary calls for payments over a 10-year period, with interest at the rate of 4 per cent on
the outstanding balance, according to the annual Bell & Howell report.
• David O. Selznick reportedly has signed Alf Kjellin. Swedish male
star of "Torment" psychological film which won the Grand Prize at last
• Congratulations to Ted Baldwin, SRO
year's Cannes Festival.
promotion and exploitation chief on winning the American Public
.

.

Relations Association

.

.

award

most meritorious

for the

as an individual in the entertainment

T
•

•

P. R.

performance

Ted gets the APR A

field

Anvil at an awards luncheon at the Waldorf next

•

.

Silver

two months

.

•

ODDS

'N'

Michael Cunning- Ed gar
group in Hollywood.

Bergen

Advertising agencies too are in the
picture in their development of television film techniques in association
with commercial motion picture producers.

Another meeting between the tax
committees of Yonkers and Westchester County is scheduled for Tues-

day morning
county's
Plains,

in

the

budget

New

office

of

director,

York.

TwO'Meti'iH'Booth
Bill Again in R.
Providence,
that

the

White

R.

I.

—A

projectionists

bill

be

I.

provid-

required

to remain constantly at the side of

T

With radio's The Answer Man celebrating 10 years of broadcasting this week, it is interesting to note that
General Film Prods Corp. which makes "The Answer Man" shorts for
Universal release, gets upwards of 3,000 letters a week from which the
General Films has a five year conscreen material is derived
tract. ...
• Sam Wheeler, Film Classics Sales Manager is mighty
proud of those two leather traveling cases, presented at the Washington
• Pathe News ace
Variety club's testimonial dinner this week. ...

•

RKO

ing

of stage dates

T
•

number of places, including RKO's
subsidiary,
Television Productions in the East, and the Patrick
a

Yonkers Tax Meet Tuesday

T

THAT

.

While local television stations have
used their own motion picture camera crews to film special events and
spot news happenings, the method is
too expensive for more than occasional use. Situation may be ironed
out eventually as experiments in the
making of specially produced movies
for television are being conducted in

Wednesday

With Fred Astaire entering the dance
'N'
studio field, maybe it is only fair that Arthur Murray should enter pix via
• The Technicolor prints
Monogram's "Jiggs and Maggie in Society".
All but two of the 15 Warner shorts set
situation must be looking up
• Before "Best Years of
for May-June release are in Technicolor. ...
Our Lives" and "The Jolson Story" exit from the Chicago loop houses
where they are playing. Uncle Sam will harvest more than $250,000 in
admission taxes. ...
• Speaking of "Best Years," the pic is yet to close
• Jackie Coogan, his wife,
in a single house in which it is open. ...
Anne McCormack, and Bill Taft will be leaving for London shortly for
THIS

the majors. Most of this product has
been aired, however, and the tele
programmers are scrambling to unearth new film, heretofore the backbone of television schedules.

ENDS:

cameraman. Bob Donohue is featured in the April issue of Science Illustrated, in a behind-the-scene spread on how news reels are made.
• Berk and Krumgold, who set the deal for Siritzky International's 20year lease on Boston's Old South Theater, are negotiating in all key cities
on Siritzky's behalf for more small theaters.
.

.

.

machines has been introduced
the Rhode Island General AssemRep. Thomas P. McHugh,
bly by
their
in

the labor committee.
have been introduced
in other years, but have always died
in committee.
Rep. McHugh's measure, referred
to the judiciary committee, requires
all projection booths to be manned
by two operators as changeovers
would be prohibited unless there are
two operators with first-class licences on duty at the time of the
changeover.

chairman
Similar

of

bills

Thursday, April

13%

1947

3,

£ Review

of thc

76 Mins

20th-Fox

GOOD HE-MAN SEAFARING YARN OF
ACTION APLENTY.

V

Hn

drama

relieved

men

of

this English import.

It

is

an

enacts

cast

British

all-male

work was turned
and

These,

nicians.

aspects of the

in

scenario

by

actual

the

combine

the techsea-going
for

good

realism.

Story

is

a

tanker

war yarn. Tells of a
London to Galveston where

that sails from

loaded with gasoline for the return
is
voyage to England. The convoy it is traveling in is attacked by a Nazi pocket battleship. The convoy leader is sunk. The "San
Demetrio" is hit and set on fire. The crew,
and captain, abandon the vessel and it is
it

still

afloat

cast off in lifeboats.

when they

most of the lifeboats are picked
up by other vessels in the convoy. One,
carrying 14 men, is overlooked and sails
around for a few days. The castaways sight
Later,

It turns out to be the still burn"Demetrio." They decide to reboard
her and extinguish the blaze.
A great deal of sweat and toil makes
the ship seaworthy. The chief engineer,
ranking officer, manages to get the engines turning over. A makeshift steering
apparatus is activated. The ship gets under

ship.

a

ing

way and makes time

for the Clyde, original

She gets there alone, under
her own power. By an interesting quirk of
maritime salvage law the men are entitled
to salvage awards totalling £14,000.
The plot is embroidered with human interest elements that become warmly apparent and are rendered well. The scenes

destination.

coming over, is a fine
during the engagement with the Nazi

when

shells are

the

of

rection

realistic
is

a

stuff.

Charles

workmanlike

job.

slice,

di-

Michael Bal-

con produced.
CAST: Walter

Young,
Fitzgerald,
Arthur
Ralph Michael, Melville Mapp,
Barry
Letts,
Michael Allen, Frederick Piper, Herbert Cameron,
Robert
John Owens, Gordon Jackson,
Beatty.

Producer, Michael Balcon; DrecRobert Frend; Screenplay, Robert Hamer,
Charles
Frend;
Cameraman, Ernest Palmer;
Sound, Eric Williams; Film Editor, Eily Boland;
Musical Director, Ernest Irving; Art Director,
Duncan Sutherland.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

CREDITS:

tor,

11

New Films to Open

In

Times Square Area

Here

an

all

exploitation

offering

that

right in its market. Producer-

guided the proceedings, with a nice assist from Cinematographer Robert Pittack.
Patricia Morison insists that she be taken
to the section of Africa, where she believes
her missing sweetheart, Bruce Edwards, can
be found. A safari is organized, with Edwards' father, John Miljan; Robert Lowery,
a guide; Wilson Benge, a naturalist; J. Edward Bromberg, a cook; and Keith Richards

Edward

Director

Finney

Eleven new films, a five-year recopen in the Times Square
week. List includes Warners "Stallion Road," at the Strand;
"The Two Mrs. Carrolls," Hollywood;
"Cage of Nightingales," 55th Street
Playhouse; "The Adventuress," Victoria; "The Mighty McGurk," Loew's
State; "St. Francis of Assissi," Belmont; "Time Out of Mind," Park
Avenue; "That's My Man," Globe;
"Tarzan and the Huntress," Gotham;
"The Bellman," Studio 65, and "Life
Begins Anew" at the Cinema Verdi.

is

a mature, tasteful, dignified ottering re-

attention to fact and
Spanish d.alogue with

vealing careful
It

tail.

in

is

sub-titling

in

the

are

story

complete

English.
easily

dethe

The components
make

of

followed,

understanding

of

dramatic

for

ac-

tion.

While

it

is

primarily

aimed

for

the

audience at ease with the Spanish language
the production should also find favorable
reception where films of a pronounced religious nature are in demand. Essentially
the story of the saint, it is also a compreaccompanying Patricia.
hensive reproduction cf the 13th Century
Richards is murdered on the trip and
period. This aspect is considerably enhanced
suspicion points to Benge. Despite an atby first rate production, sincerity in pertack by savage animals and other dangers,
formance. Photographically and technically
Lowery leads his party to the domain of
it compares with offerings from elsewhere.
Almira Moustafa, "white goddess of the
It is a complete birth to death story tnat
jungle." There, Edwards is found, and adtold. It does, however, skip f:rmat.ve
is
mits he has fallen in love with Almira.
childhood years and the main substance is
Bromberg
is
fight
with
Lowery,
After a
built when Francis Bernardone is a young
revealed as the leader cf a contraband
man. Rated King of the Youth of Assisi,
ivory gang and the person who caused the
he goes to war. A period in military prison
death of Richards. Lowery and Patricia follows.
Count Ugolino, who was born the
have fallen in love on the trip, so the latsame time as Francis, under an omen that
ter is not hurt when Edwards makes known
one child will be good, the other evil, eshis love for "the white goddess."
capes the same prison. Ugolino attempts
CAST: Robert Lowery, Patricia Morison, J.
Edward Bromberg, John Miljan, Almira Moustafa, to seduce Maria, fails, but is responsible
Bruce Edwards, Jack George, Keith Richards,
for her degradation. Honorio, best friend,
Wilson Benge, Cay Forester.
to Francis, is affianced to Maria. On his
Producer,
Edward
Finney;
Director,
CREDITS:
return from war she is absent and he goes
Same; Author, Roger Merton; Screenplay, Same;
Cameraman, Robert Pittack; Editor, Johnny Link; wandering.
Musical Director, Lee Zahler; Art Supervisor,
Later, Francis as he sets out for the Holy
James Reimer.
Crusade, has a vision in which he is called
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
to start a church. Failing to go to the Holy
Land, he is disgraced, disinherited and

Russell

Named Goldwyn

stripped

of

his

all.

He

departs

Assisi

to

Foreign Pub. Liaison

start his order.

Dan Russell, formerly in charge
of foreign publicity at the Samuel
Goldwyn Studios, has been named
chief liaison between publicity offices
in foreign key spots. He will assume
his new post in May and will make
his headquarters here.
Prior to setting up operations, Russell will handle the opening of "The
Best Years of Our Lives" in Mexico
City, May 6.

Ugolino makes ugly appearances. Francis
causes miraculous leprosy cures, am:ng
them Ugolino. Honorio and Maria are reunited and soon afterward Francis dies. He
was canonized two years after his death,

Nomikos Asks Bidding
For Chicago's Lincoln

clearance for his Lincoln Theater, in
opposition to the B & K Belmont and
Essaness' North Center and Biograph
Theaters. Nomikos said he has withdrawn from competitive bidding in
Cicero.

Rites

Held

Soon he has many brothers
and his fame is widespread. Maria appears.
Her friends have marriages arranged and
rather than go through with them join
convents. Honorio returns to Francis' fid.

in

1228.

Replete with many profoundly impressive
religious touches, the story holds attention
constantly.

CAST: Jose Luiz Jiminez,

Alicia

De

Phillips,

Antonio Bravo, Crox Alvarado, Carmen Molina,
Elia
D'Orgaz, Arturo Soto Rangel, Luis Alcoriza.

—Van

Nomikos has asked
competitive bidding and improved

Chicago
for

ord, will
area this

is

should do

ship,

Frend's

BIOGRAPHY;
INTELLIGENCE AND

RELIGIOUS

WITH

HANDLE0

TASTE; HAS B. 0. POSSIBILITIES.
AFRICAN MELODRAMA WITH RICH
Produced in Mexico by Pedro A. Calderon,
EXPLOITATION POSSIBILITIES SHOULD
this film biography of the religious figure
DO OKAY.

un-

against the sea in
a simply-told yarn

that packs a good deal of suspense and acjob of
tion into the story. A creditable

model

IMPRESSIVE

61 Mins.

Screen Guild

DURING WAR

MERCHANT MARINE

with Jose Luiz Jimenez, Alicia De Phillips
Azteca Films
119 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

-

Francis of Assisi"

"St.

with Robert Lowery and Patricia Morison

with Walter Fitzgerald, Arthur Young

#

new f urns

"Queen of the
Amazons"

"San Demetrio,
London"

DAILY

for Bartelt

—

Pewaukee, Wis. Funeral services
were held here for Alfred H. Bartelt,
62, former Milwaukee theater operator, whose death occurred in West
Palm Beach, Fla., where he was
spending the Winter.

CREDITS: Producer,

Pedro A. Calderon;

Di-

rector,
Alberto Gout; Cameraman, Alexander
Phillips; Screenplay, Alberto Gout, Luis White
Morquecho, Juan Antonio Vargas; Musical Director, Mario Ruiz Armengol; Production Chief,
Luis White Morquecho; Assistant Director, Ignacio Villareal.

DIRECTION, Good

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Fine.

"Bellman" Into Studio 65
James Mage who recently acquired
the Studio Theater on Broadway and
65th St. on a long-term lease, will
stage a premiere of "The Bellman,"
French film on Saturday. House, renamed Studio 65, will specialize in
foreign films.

"Gofog-My-Way" Days Are Here Again!

HARRY BRANDT SELEC
LATEST PRODUCTIQ

FOR HIS EASTER W
BIGGEST SHOW

d/e

f

c/%m^,64^^^

INDEFINITE RUN

S

FRANK BORZAGE'S

^ "THAT'S MY MAN
ilEK
<.K

ATTRACTION!

ON BROADWAY!

99

10

&*\

ATA, (SA Submit
Opposing 'Big

Brief

(Continued from Page

Thursday, April

LEO IN LAND BIZ VIA FREE ACRES
5'

400

Columnists, Editors and Publishers
to "Sea of Grass" Homesteads

Critics,

194

(Continued from Page

Means Double

Color

Biz, Asserts Yales

Get Deeds

1)

3,

DAILY

(Continued from Page

1)

1)

an order dismissing the appeals of legal warranty deeds to an acre of sun, just 2,500 miles outside New ness will be doubled when color bt
the two organizations asking a re- land in "Sea of Grass" country, and York City. In fact, you, too, have no comes universally used. Color wi
prove as revolutionary as sound i
versal of the competitive bidding countless others, are certain to term place in the shade.
"And when you think of your land, the next few years, Yates J^ieve;
provisions of the decree and the one of the outstanding promotional
remember that the ravages of time
and he predicted black- dfj / /hit
order of the N. Y. Statutory Court gags of all time, the new Loew land have wiped
out what was once a Sea
denying their right as intervenors. subsidiary distributed about two- of Grass. At least that is what films will be as outmoded as~siler
Maintaining that they are inade- thirds of a tract of land it acquired Spencer Tracy told Katharine Hep- films.
quately represented by the Attorney from the Sante Fe Railroad in New burn."
Excellent exhibitor reaction t
Dietz's officer associates in the new the company's Trucolor process wa
General inasmuch as counsel for the Mexico's County of Valencia.
will"Think
Thrill
land
indicated
his
of
the
Dietz
company,
has
!"—
it
Government
was learned upon reported. As soon as laboratorie
Along with the deeds and maps of inquiry at the Metro home office, em- are in a position to meet the demanc
ingness to try out a plan of competitioners
the
brace
bidding,
the property, the chosen 400 refour vice-presidents, Si Seidler, Yates said, the industry would g
petitive
claim the right to intervene and ceived a letter from President Dietz, Herbert Crooker, Bill Ferguson and all-out for color. Republic's end c
plan.
Tom Garety, with Crooker doubling this new interest in color will b
who wrote:
argue their objections to the
Brief cites several cases as pre"You may find a few gophers or as treasurer. It seems there are sec- augmented by installation of speei;
cedent for their intervention and rattlesnakes on your land, in which retaries galore, as befits a corpora- equipment in the Fort Lee and Hollj;
argues that to deny such rights in event you may wish to write to your tion which proposes to open up New wood laboratories. Yates stated h
the present case is to subject inter- Congressman for alfalfa seed. Per- Mexico virgin territory.
expects to deliver the majority o
veners to irreparable injury.
haps, even occasionally, bones may be
Maybe There'll Be Stock
Republic films in Trucolor by th
Pointing out that "the defendants discovered
relics of the pioneer
Home office inquiry as to whether end of the year. New equipment wi
who are objecting to giving inter- days. However, this is unlikely as stock (paper variety) in the company enable technicians to process Tru
veners an opportunity to defend their the chances are that nobody ever was available for purchase brought color as fast as black-and-white.
rights in court are the very persons passed through your land. Think officiaL statement by Vice-President
Afternoon session of yesterday'
who will benefit by a plan of united then of the thrill when you first set Crooker that the matter had not as meeting was highlighted by appear
action sanctioned by the Court which foot on it.
yet been discussed. Crooker also in- ance of William Elliott, star of th
would be illegal without that sanc"The Santa Fe goes by your prop- dicated that no decision had been company's "Wyoming." Sessions wil
tion," brief concludes that defend- erty
swiftly by and far away and reached as to the disposition of the continue today.
ants' statement that intervention will one of your problems will be water. undistributed 200 acres or so the
"delay or complicate the litigation May we suggest that if you take the company owns. There was a hint,
Field Leaves Graphic to
is obviously specious."
trip to it, you bring along your own however, that upon the completion of
water, for to paraphrase Coleridge, the development undoubtedly a the- Join Affiliated Theaters
'water, water, everywhere, but on ater playing Metx-o product would be
Will
Para.-Britain's
your acre none is there.'
in order.
(Continued from Page 1)
Exchange Technicians
Metro's realty largesse originally of Affiliated Theaters, Inc., in a buy
"The taxes for 1947 are all paid
up and there are no strings attached, was set to break with the New York ing-booking post. Field, who starts
An agree- except, of course, should you strike engagement of "Sea of Grass," but in film biz with Graphic in 1934, wa
London (By Cable)
ment has been concluded between the oil or gold or other mineral, then, legal red tape proved too extensive. with Schine in Gloversville, N. Y., a
Association of Cine-Technicians and brother, will you see strings!
However, the stunt now ties in nicely the time he entered the Coast Guar'
Paramount for three ACT members
"However, it is a cheerful gift. with the dating of the Metro pic in 1942.
to visit Hollywood in exchange for You, too, now have your place in the around the country.
At AT, he replaces Frank Lydoi
Hollywood technicians coming here
whose resignation to join SRO a
to work on Paramount-British film Retention of Federal Levy
special New England rep. was an
Johnston Accuses Russia
at Denham Studios.
nounced earlier in the week.

—

—

—

ACT

—

Kills

Complete

—

D.C.

10%

Ticket

(Continued from Page

List of

had estimated would

Tax

Of Sabotaging the

UN

(Continued from Page

1)

1)

nearly ston said: "The Soviet Union is oper$1,000,000 annually.
ating under a policy of expansion,
Corporation Counsel Vernon E. aggression and infiltration into the
West told the joint House-Senate affairs of other nations and at the
In the United States, and
Committee that with the 20 per cent same time she pursues an obstrucCircuits
in
the
United
Federal tax retained, it was decided tive policy of non-co-operation with
States and Canada with
to drop the District tax proposal.
related agencies of the United Nacircuit personnel.
Decision was considered important tions which are designed to restore
to the industry because Washington order out of the chaos of war."
Will be found
is considered a "testing ground" for
Charging that Russia has been the
in the
whether local amusement taxes will "chief culprit in undermining the
Federal
the
cent
be added to
20 per
United Nations," Johnston pointed
levy. Local showmen, led by Wash- up the fact that Russia has not
Julian
ington MPTO President
joined related organizations of the
Brylawski of Warners, were active United Nations such as UNESCO.
in fighting the proposed amusement

THEATERS

yield

1947

RCA Projection-Type Tele
Screen

is

Demonstrated
•

(Continued from Page

1)

public places, in addition to

horn'

use.

Incorporated in a console-typi
receiver, picture used was 15 by 21
inches. Antony Wright, chief of thr
television receiver design section
said that images compare favorabl;
in brightness with those obtained
a direct-view tube.

b;

YEAR BOOK
of

MOTION PICTURES

30

SICK LIST

NFC

tax.

"Macomber

Affair"

Dates Set for April

Plans "Duel" Distrib.
In 21 Keys on Release Date

—

Chicago James Clark and Clint
"The Macomber Affair," Benedict Weyer, prexy and secretary respecNow being distributed
Bogeaus' UA release, will have simul- tively of National Film Carriers, reComplimentary
taneous openings in 13 cities, start- port various committees appointed
to Subscribers of
ing April 10. Cities are Atlanta, yesterday to prepare plans to be
Providence, Dayton, Toledo, Louis- taken up at NFC meeting today at
ville, Wilmington, Memphis, Balti- the Stevens Hotel. Officials nromised
THE FILM DAILY more, Norfolk, Richmond, Toronto, a full report and claim 35 here for
the meeting. Weyer says they exKansas City and Indianapolis.
1501 Broadway,
Picture will play 20 additional pect to be ready in 21 key cities
New York 18, N. Y. cities
during the same week with for "Duel in the Sun" distribution on
national release date.
some 30 bookings set for April.

JOHN G. KEMPTGEN, M-G-M Milwau
kee manager, leaves shortly on an extendei
leave of absence to regain his health at He
Springs.

CARL
in

REESE,

Omaha,

United

Artists'

salesmail

recovering from a severe

is

ill

ness.

JOHN

B.

BROBST, maintenance man

a'|

Columbus, suffered injurie:
when he fell while changing the theatci
marquee. He will be hospitalized for severs
weeks.
Loew's

Ohio,

|

i

k

m
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(Continued from Page
the index, and

in

Fy
'

amazing that

is

1)

exceed numerically these devoted to the average subject of

far

interest.

iustry

IT

Now

to set legislative policy

.

.

is

this

industry,

o
so frequently the subject of tax attack,

state-wide and locally, has gone along for years doing

ndustry.

little

nationally,

or nothing abcut

as an

it

—

—

some of them have done, and are doing, a g"od job
e xhibitor organizations
is
;ly on the state and sectional level. And on the Washington scene, the
epresWred by Jack Bryson and Gerald M. Cahill. But there is no single organization

T r^

uthorized to speak for all arms cf the trade and prepared to do so! wherever the legnative threat hovers.
Twice, in recent years such an organization might have emerged. There was, you
lay recall. UMPI, which envisioned state tax committees. The Department of Justice

and plans to establish its state tax committees regardless petered out in
years later, a move to f:und the Round Table Conference of Exhibitor Oranizations on Taxation died a-borning, under puzzling, even mysterious circumstances.
The results may be read in THE FILM DAILY news index, and they do not make

UMPI

J oomed

Two

ime.

:

It

is,

And
|

1'
"

j
-.

.

truth, a helluva situation.

in

course needlessly

of

NSOFAR
to

as this state

blueprint.

First,

o
concerned, the approach to the legislative problem

is

is

easy

be an industry legislative "watch dog" in Albany
session. Such an industry representative should know his

is

in

vay around. Period.

Between the "watch dog" and the components of the state industry there should

.

the closest possible liaison; not all bills affecting the industry or'ginate in Albany.
.iome can be forestalled at the Capitol, others "back hrme." But the chore calls for
o-ordinated effort and the full employment when the occasion requires of all defensive
weapons" in the industry "armory." Meaning newspaper space, radio time, screen time,
nd other public relations media.
It follows then that the individual theater
owner-operator shares the responsibility
if safeguarding the industry from legislative attack. He can make a major contribution by
stablishing a personal, friendly contact with his state senator and assemblyman. And he,
vith profit, can go beyond that to meet and know the Republican and Democratic county
nd local chairmen, remembering there are many more of the latter outside the metroolitan area than there are in.
^>e

Tax programs are
|

so.

there should

very day the Legislature

.

.

reading.

leasant
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essentially political these days.

K
SAY

SEE,
THE PICTURE TO

HWYWOODS

car/
0RANT
/^Enioyed

is admittedly elementary and obvious.
Perhaps it's too obvious, and that's why it's not done. Like the weather, y'kn'w you
talk about it, do nothing. There is this difference, though. The industry CAN do somehiire about legislation, if it will.
;

..ease

Settlement in Sight

\s Skouras Takes
St.

beautifully

Over

Louis — A

—

nd Missouri Theater Building Corp.
o Charles P. Skouras and his assoiate, Clarence M. Turley, it is probble that a permanent decision on the
,erms of new leases on theaters will
\<e reached soon.
At present leases on the Ambasj
sador and Missouri Theaters are on
emporary extensions, while the man.gement contract of Fanchon &
larco Service Corp. for the operaion of 28 St. Louis Amusement Co.
heaters has been extended from time
o time since the agreement expired
ast December.

flEUJ

t

AMES LEV1NE,

Paramount

JOICE,
Paramount
Washington.

exploitation

rep.,

exploitation

rep.,

EAN POST, Universal salesman, Des Moines.
3E ANCHOR, Universal booker, Des Moines.
>:AY EXELROD, PRC salesman, Chicago.
Warner
Calif.

West

advertising - publicity head,
Coast theaters, Hollywood,

<rt

total of

all the
international officers of the IATSE
and Frank Stickling of Elgin, 111.,
personally and as representative of
the International in charge of St.
Louis Theatrical Brotherhood, Local
6, with illegal assessment of excess
dues was filed in the Federal Court

here by Henry H. Klaverkamp on
behalf of himself and Ralph W. Baur.
Both have been members of Local
B-2, the ushers union, an affiliate
of the IATSE, but worked for various
periods as stage hands, paying permit men's dues of 15 per cent. The
petition is similar in its charges to
the individual suits brought in the
state courts by the same plaintiffs in
April, 1945, seeking $107,100 from
officers and trustees of Local 6.
mistrial in the state suits was declared recently when an attorney for
the plaintiffs died of a heart attackafter the jury had been selected.
Those actions are due to come up
again at the next term of the circuit
court.

;

OHN McMANUS,

direction is

highest calibre.

A

POSTS

Cleveland.

M.

and the

TATSE Sued in St. Louis
On Excess Dues Charge

St.
suit for a
With the passing: of
Ambassador Building Corp. $109,750 damages charging

Louis

ontrol of

:

immensely.

The picture is
cast
mounted, well

Will it?
i

it

All this

—

I

WW

TOP

"Egg" in Three K.C. Stands
St. Louis— U-I's "The Egg and

I"

opens Saturday in the Uptown, Esquire and Fairway Theaters.

wmsSZmiimamm
ALLIED ARTISTS PRODUCTIONS,

INC.,

presents

DON

ANN

CHARLIE

DeFORE

HARDING

RUGGLES

MOORE

GALE

STORM

*<*f Veil RittW)

IT HAPPENED

ON 5th
AVENUE"
with

GRANT MITCHELL* EDWARD BR0PHY
EDWARD RYAN, Jr. SEW ROY DEL RUTH
&5?£J0E KAUFMAN- Screenplay by
EVERETT FREEMAN •
FREDERICK STEPHANI

Story by
•

HERBERT CLYDE LEWIS &

Musical Score by

EDWARD WARD
WEBSTER

Music and Lyrics by HARRY REVEL and PAUL

Thursday, April

12
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Reeling 'Bound Rank $20 Million Will

WASHINGTON
=

By

MANNING CLAGETT

=

Go

has

it

become

a

Brit.

1)

he had brought back documents
for execution on the 21-year mu-

familiar

days for the press to take

between
tual distribution
Universal and Rank which assures "U" more advantageous
terms in the U. K. Benjamin emdeal

sideswipes at the motion picture industry,
it is strange to find the Washington
Post
indulging in the practice.
Strange because
the Post prides itself on accuracy and fair
play.
Cracking The Post whip on the industry for some time now has been Mrs.
Eugene Meyer, wife of the owner of the
Washington paper. Most of Mrs. Meyer's

phasized the point that both organizations had been working
along these lines for more than
a year. Papers were more or
less a formality, adding that
ire has been directed at the industry for
Rank has a large interest in
relaxing its code with regard to the quesUniversal anyhow.
Her latest blasts have
tion of narcotics.
Other observations Benjamin made:
been aimed at the pictures the industry is "Partnership even in theaters," he
sending abroad. Both blasts have been fired added. "Generally, Rank and Uniwith little regard for facts.
versal are going to procure theaters
As far as the narcotics code is concerned, in partnership everywhere they can
South Africa is actually where
Mrs. Meyer went off the deep end before
she had a chance to see just how the mo- Universal and Rank go in together
would handle the question.
The first film produced under the
relaxed code is tentatively titled "Assigned
tion picture industry

—

a story of how the narcotic
handled on an international coIt has not been previewed
operation basis.
Certainly Mrs. Meyer has no first
as yet.
hand knowledge as to its content.
If the
point is raised that the time to stop trouble
certainly "trouble" in
is before it begins,

to Treasury"

question

is

been proved. Further,
the industry finds that the screen's use

this instance has not
if

theme may even

of the narcotic

to get out of hand,

it

will

step

THREATEN
in

and tight-

en up the code.

•
IF Mrs. Meyer

•

believes this

line

of

rea-

soning is begging the issue, one might ask
her "what page of the Post do you read?"
Although criticizing Hollywood is easy these
days, what about the narcotic question in a
picture lauded to the skies on several occaThis was the Italiansions in the Post?
*

.

.

.

.

.

.

16

Some

mm.

.

50-50 basis

relationship will exist in
Each going in on a
.

.

.

.

CHARTERED

Pix

(Continued from Page

—WASHINGTON

A LTHOUGH
** custom these

20

Into

."

Since Eagle-Lion also has a mudistribution deal with Rank,
Benjamin was asked how Rank product would be apportioned between
E-L and Universal. Former would
get a minimum of five; latter a minimum of 12, replied Benjamin. Decision on who gets what will be
made by a committee representing
Rank, Universal and E-L.
While speaking of Eagle-Lion,
Benjamin remarked on the very
favorable impression his law partner
Arthur Krim of the firm Phillips,
Nizer, Benjamin & Krim had made
upon their recent visit, attending
sessions
with Joseph
Seidelman,
prexy of Universal International,
various Rank executives, distributors
tual

SMITH DAVIS & CO., INC., Dover, Del., to
deal in newspapers, radio and motion pictures.
Capital, $1,000.

EXPERIMENTAL FILM ART,

INC.,

New York

with capital of 200 shares no par value
stock, three shares subscribed, to deal in films.
Incorporated at Albany by John Steinfeld, William Richter, Elmer Fried.
City,

BOOTS McKENNA PRODS.,

INC.,

New York

City, with $20,000 capital in $100 shares, three
shares subscribed, to produce theatrical, musical, moving picture productions. Incorporated at

Albany by Edwin H. McKenna, Albert
George K. Nelson.

E.

Baker,

CRYSTAL AMUSEMENT CO., Kansas City, to
operate and manage theaters, ISO shares of
no par common. Incorporators: Stanley H. Durwood, Marjorie B. Grant, R. C. Woodrow.

Moses British Group

z

E

Plans American Co.
Impending entry upon the U. S.
production-distribution scene of new
British interests in association with
American money was disclosed here
yesterday by Sidney Moses, London
producer identified with Peak Films
& Prods., Ltd., which has just bowed
in with the making of the Madeleine
Carroll starrer, "The White Cradle
Inn," largely shot on location in the
Swiss Alps.
Moses, who has just returned to

New York from

the Coast, said that

Paul Muni had been approached with
a view to making at least one picture, and that if the deal jelled, a
possible vehicle was a story based
on the life of Nobel. Hollywood production is contemplated, with shoot-

ing starting in mid-Summer.
second picture being considered
and exhibitors.
for production under the banner of
Krim, who heads Eagle-Lion, was the projected American company has
made "Open City."
This powerful film was praised in The commended on the exploitation cam- a Thibet background. Some four or
treatments are now being prePost as "most daringly honest." Also hailed paigns on "Bedelia" and "Adven- five
was the picture's "frank and startlingly turess," two Rank pictures currently pared, Moses said.
Print of "The White Cradle Inn"
being released through E-L.
realistic manner."
In

case

Meyer)

Post

readers

(including

Mrs.

failed to see the picture or -under-

stand that

"Open City" has

a definite nar-

Jock Lawrence, veepee of the Rank
who had returned with
Benjamin from England, announced
Organization,

A

due in New York next Monday.
being brought over by producer
Ian Maclaren, who sailed on the S.S.
Queen Elizabeth. Pic, a drama, was
directed by Harold French and has
a cast including Ian Hunter, Michael
Rennie and Ann Marie Blanc, latter

is

It is

at the interview that Rank was
scheduled to arrive here aboard the
liner Queen Elizabeth on May 7, accompanied by Mrs. Rank and John
young French actress. Paramount,
Davis, the latter managing director a
because of Miss Carroll's appearance
of the Rank empire.
in it, has an option for U. S. distribuPrincipal reason for the Ranks' tion. Sir Alexander Korda's British
imperialism line.
visit was to visit their daughter,
Lion will release it otherwise.
That's another story and Mrs. Meyer Mrs. Fred M. Packard and their first
Principals identified with Peak inshould inquire what the motion picture in- grandchild.
Of course, Lawrence clude, in addition to Moses, Com.
dustry is doing about the films it is send- added, Rank will attend the 25th Bertie
Hardman, Dudley Giddins,
anniversary dinner of the MPAA.
ing abroad.
Hughes Erkiel and Miss Carroll.
British
cinemagnate
will
remain
in
She might even find the story in The Post.
Peak's second pic, "Blue Light,"
the States until July 17.
is now in the casting stage and will
McConnell to Argue Rivoli Case
be shot in Italy, Moses said.
Chicago
Attorney Thomas McMoses revealed that he is organizMeeting
for
Members
Only
Connell left for Buffalo last night to
ing a second British producing comThursday's Ampa luncheon meet- pany, Half Moon Prods., to make
appear in Federal Judge John
Knight's court Monday to argue mo- ing in the Town Hall Club will be "Governor General," based on the
tions on the pleadings in the Rivoli open to members only because of life of Warren Hastings, first British
Operating Company's anti-trust case the annual election of officers. Mem- Governor General of India. Moses
against leading film distributors.
bers will also hear a report by Phil himself is a former Calcutta engineer
Williams, general chairman of the and advertising man, Peak being his
Harris Gordon Passes
30th anniversary dinner-dance, to be debut in show biz.
Burbank, Calif.
Harris Gordon, held in the Hotel Astor on April 23,
Moses is represented here by At60, stage and screen actor, died last with Howard Dietz as member-guest torney Sol. Kunkis, with offices in
emcee.
night. His wife survives.
the Paramount Building.
theme, the paper also made more
than passing mention of a central character
as a "drug-fogged, luxury-loving little troland in a family newspaper, too!
lop"
Mrs. Meyer's latest blasts against Hollywood are directed at the pictures sent
These blasts follow the cultural
abroad.
cotics

—

—

Ampa

-

—

ife

Released thru(§)
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ow Flutter Level in New WE Be -recorder

•TAN
allation

of

starting

new
early

Film Pulling
Mechanism Featured

manager of the
has completed in-

flooring

in

the lobby, and

installation

new neon

of

...
• Sam Levinson, Chicago Used
Company, reports recent installations
200 seats in the Dayton Theater, Dayton,
400 seats in the New Pal Theater,
almyra. Wise, Jack Yeo owner; 33 seats
the Perry Theater, Perry, Mo., under
hye management, and 200 seats for the
/oodville, Alabama, theater, Jack Kenna»ar, owner.
... • The new 900-seat
opley Theater, Akron, O. built by Ed Rabb
f nearby Barberton, cpened officially ThursMarch 27, following an invitational
ay,
gns.
nair

f

i

review the preceding evening.

.

.

Gevaert Co. Vps
Production Schedule

And New

MAX SUSSMAN,

* Joy Theafer, Detroit,

Rewinding

Simplified

ABOUT THE
TRADE

—

Electrical Research Products division of the Western Electric Company has announced a new re-recorder, the RA-1251, which differs
radically in both appearance and design from former conceptions of film

re-recording machines.
Employment of a novel film pulling
mechanism has reduced inherent
flutter content to an extremely low
point. The flutter generated by the
RA-1251 does not exceed 0.05 per
cent in any particular frequency
band, with total flutter no more than
0.07 per cent'.
Accurate fixing of the loop is as(Continued on Page 4)

—

Chicago Bell & Howell Co. announced net sales for the year 194P
amounting to $10,387,699, in its ar
nual report jus?
released to stockholders. Though
this figure repre-

sents an 85 per
cent increase over
the last pre-war
year of 1941, ac-

payroll.

cording to

man,

New 16MM.

Projector

J.

H.

McNabb, company
president, desired

production schedules were not attained during the
first nine months
of the year because of material

New Plymouth Fabric
Of Fiberglass Shown

Holograph Presents

will-known St.
was elected
myor of Jennings, Mo., a Western subrb. ...
• H. M. Alver, Premier Poporn Co., Sheldon, 111., was a Chicago
A new 16 mm. sound film projecisitor. ...
• Howe's Food Products tor featuring "Rock-Still" pictures
'o.,
Milwaukee, are building a new
made possible with a novel interlant in that city accordino to Willard
mittent mechanism, has been released
towe of that company. ... • Interby the Kolograph Corp., Indianapolis,
'ute Popcorn Co. of Chicago, are pushInd., it was announced by Lawrence
ng sales, through a heavv mail cam-

popcorn

company's

Profit of $422,945;

Added Facilities, New
Equipment Up Production

.

DLLIE KOENEMAN,
Louis

North Adams, Mass.
Increased
production at its Williamstown plant
has impelled Gevaert Co., of America, motion picture film producers, to
transfer some operations to its new
plant
here,
according to Leo J.
Stuckens, vice-president and general
manager. The boxing and shipping
department has been moved here,
Stuckens said, with 80 workers transferred.
He said the increased production may result in adding to the

Net

H.

J.

Non-combustible fiberglass yarns
and flame-proofed cotton yarns, combined to provide fabrics that offer
high style while reducing fire and
panic hazards in places of public assembly, were announced to the trade
by the Turner Halsey Co., N. Y.,
selling agents for Plymouth Fabrics,
Fall River, Mass. Line is designed
(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 4)

and labor shortages and restric-

McNABB

Strikes in some
of the company's major suppliers'
plants also restricted output.

tive price ceilings.

Output per factory employe in all
& Howell plants exceeded pre-

Bell

according to figures
Productivity per
man-hour went 15 per cent over the
1941 level, in a year when individual

vious

records,

cited in the report.

and other
(Continued on Page 3)
106
uyers. ...
• Leo Ferdinand of the
Vry Projectors
Seeks
Trade
Co-op.
'Ifs Food Products Co., popcorn distribShipped to Argentina
Loew-Metro Int'l Get
tors, is recovering from a serious leg
In Tele. Channels Quest
njury sustained on a slippery walk.
DeVry Corp., pioneer Chicago 10 Floors in
li'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
• Gordon Foods of Atlanta are negomanufacturers
of motion picture
Hollywood
Unified
industry
coaling for the purchase of the Driscoll
The Loew's International and
operation with SMPE in soliciting equipment, has completed a blanket
ood Products Co. of Cincinnati, O.
M-G-M International organizations'
order
for
100
DeVry
television
frequency
professional
allocations
for
16
• Confection Machine Company, 3412
been allotted about 10 floors
theater television service was the mm. motion picture sound projec- have
Iravois Ave., St. Louis, is building a
of the 16-floor M-G-M-International
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 6)
It
ew factory at 4029 Gravois Ave.
Bldg., now under construction on a
uign. direct

to

the theaters

De

SMPE

.

.

New BTg

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

(Continued on Page 2)

Xinety Applications
For Aussie Stands

—

During the
Sydney (By Air Mail)
12 months since last March, 90 appli-

made to the Film
new theaters or en-

RCA's Shaffer Takes New Post
Named Parts Sales
Altec's

Supervisor

Homsher and

Perry in

New Positions

remainder are pending.

Jersey

Frank

J.

Homsher, Altec inspector

who has been

In Drive-in Nixing

—

representative

for

the

RCA

Tube

in Cincinnati, has been
transferred to the Harrison, N. J.
headquarters where he will supervise

located in Baltimore
under the jurisdiction of the Phila- the sale of parts to tube and parts
delphia district, has recently been distributors. He will report to the
transferred
Pittsburgh which Renewal sales manager of the RCA
to
makes him a member of the Cincin- Tube Department.
nati district. Homsher has been in
Parts and accessories currently
(Continued on Page 3)

Crime Factor Blamed

Harrison, N. J.
Kenneth B.
Shaffer, formerly renewal sales field

Department

cations have been

Commission for
dorsements on
existing
buildings.
Twenty-six new theaters have been
approved and 20 licenses endorsed
whilst 21 have been refused and the

In

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 2)

—

in

Minneapolis A license for a drivetheater in Golden Valley was re-

jected by the village council following a stormy hearing in the village
hall at which opponents said the theater would add to juvenile delinquency. Louis Gainsley, who applied
for the license, said that he hss another possible site in mind, but did

not reveal the location.

—

9fe

EQUIPMENT NEWS

•

2

Friday, April 4,

RCA's Schaffer Heads

ABOUT THE TRADE
(Continued from Page
In

two Sections

—Section

II

will be one-story, 40 x 110 feet of brick
and concrete and cost about $40,000, it is
reported. . . .
*
*
*

W

Jersey Parts Sales

1)

(Continued from Page

who

also operated the Lark Theater, said
the house would be re-built immediately.
*
*
%

1)

merchandised by the Tube Depart
THE
ment's Renewal sales group includ
I1C1UU
a standard line of radio spes
lished every second week by Wid's Films and
destroyed the Vance Theater,
FIRE
crystal cartridges, television
Film Folks, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York
Henderson, N. C, Feb. 22. The Vance
City.
antennas, and accessories, as well
»ven
John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald UAROLD M. DONOVAN, manager of the
was
owned
and
operated
by
the
Moon
'
Mersereau,
M.
Associate Publisher and GenStrand Theater, Ansonia, Conn., has anreplacement parts for all types o
eral Manager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; West
Theaters
Corp.,
headed
by
S.
StevenS.
nounced that a "Voice of the Theater"
RCA equipment. Further addition
Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood Boulevard,
The
It was a Negro theater.
son.
to the parts line will be announce
Hollywood, Cal., Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief. loudspeaker system will be installed in his
Stevenson
interests
the
came
just
as
fire
theater within 10 days.
Only one other
soon.

A

Section of
FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment industry, pub-

.

.

.

i.

.

.

berson Projects

Winslow Chip
Theater Candy

,

S.A,

in Latin America
according to an announcement by John Eberson, partner in the firm of John and Drew
Eberson, architects. Drew Eberson,
just returned from Mexico City, has
begun negotiations for the remodeling of the Regis Theater in Mexico
City, owned by Theordore Gildred
and Frederico Rodriguez of the Credito Cinematografico Mexicano, S.A.
House to be a first-run downtown
theater will be a large one.
Other projects include the razing
of the famous old Orfeon Theater in
Mexico City, with a new building being erected by Eberson, S.A. for
Manuel Espinosa of Operadora de

Eberson projects

are booming,

Teatros. New Orfeon will seat 3,300.
In the States, Ebersons have concluded negotiations in Yuma, Arizona, for the erection of a modern,
fireproof theater for the San Quinetti
Estate. Theater will seat 1,000.
The Eberson organization will
build a 1,000-seat motion picture theater in Kensington, Md., for Sidney
Lust & Associates in the latter's projected 21-unit shopping center containing 21 commercial units.

New

Traffic Control

—

A new studio traffic
system, designed to protect
sound recording from interference by
outdoor noise, has been developed by
Hollywood

control

Col.

Nathan Levinson, head of the

Warner Studio sound department.
Progressing from the oldtime
whistle and flag men who halted
the time of recording, the
newly perfected step sign consists of
moving arm with a flashing red
a
light and replaces portable standards
which heretofore were placed in the
center of the street around the
traffic at

.

tributor for Haiti.

street standards.

.

.

.

Town's

Bows

First Theater
in Ft. Deposit, Ala.

—

Fort Deposit, Ala. The Fort, this
town's first movie, was opened to a
New heating system will capacity audience with dedicatoryJoseph R. Bell,
John White is the owner. speech by Hon.
be installed.
• Burton and Fulton Theaters, Grand county official. Operated by the
Rapids, Co.. owned by Leo Robinson, have John R. Moffitt chain of Montgomery,
Burton has a new Alex- it is housed in a section of a new
been remodeled.
ander Smith and new knottv pine interior. concrete block building recently comApproximate cost cf remodeling is pleted by Forrest E. Waters, local
Fulton Theater has installed new business man.
$1,800.
Camdenton, Mo.,

increased through
construction.
.

.

.

be

will

now under

addition

an

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Equipped with modern seating,
lighting, etc., the theater has 516
first floor seats for white patrons

conditioning equipment and a Williams
Oil O' matic Burner.

air

\AA.

GELLING,

L.

.

.

.

*

local

manager

ager.

improvements on the Windsor
den,

la.

.

.

in

Havana

spent $70,000 to
at Regla, across
The 1,000 seat
week. House is
sound.

.

Hamp-

*

*

Schafer,

theater opened last

equipped with

RCA

Everett Schafer is the
Detroit
new vice-president in charge of service development and planning for the
Jam Handy Organization.

H. B. Vincent, manager for Florida State Theaters, of which
the Ace is a unit, declined to make an esFront of the thetimate of damages.
• Exater will have to be re-built. ...
.

.

.

.

.

Jam Handy V-P

—

of

Sarasota, Fla.

.

and installation of new
equioment have been completed
at the Crown Theater in Manchester, N. H.
The management announced that shows
would be held every day in the week.
® Historic old Sourwine Theater building,
Brazil, Ind., has been destroyed by fire.
Of undetermined origin the blaze was dis-

tensive

build a new theater
the Havana harbor.

.

*

'

Havana

—Jose

Granda, for years
the motion picture business, has

in

undetermined origin gutted the
lobby of Ace Theater, a Negro theater,

in

DEVELOPMENT

1,000-Seater for

.

.

alterations

projection

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

IF STADIUM. AMUSEMENT PARK OR

.

SEH5I3JBHSB

.

Loss is
covered early in the worning.
estimated at $200,000. ... In addition to
the theater the building housed nine other
Operator Stanley Cooper,
businesses.

YOU BUY

IF

.

.

'

CONTACT INTERNATIONAL
Your

TICKET!;

needs supplied efwith Roll, Machine

ficiently

.

Folded, Reserve Seats, etc.

Samples,

FORT-A-CIDE
Hospital

—

Clean

Rest

ASK YOUR DEALER

Rooms

prices

on

||§<

re«:

quest.

INTERNATIONAL

THE "MIRACLE" ODORLESS
DEODORANT AND DISINFECTANT
For

GREATEST SOUND

a balcony with 66
Negroes. E. Singleton is local man-

*

.

"ITS THE

for

seats

and

of

East Texas Theater, Inc., owners
nnd operators of the Lynn Theater. Marshall, Tex., has announced that rebuildins will start this ivek on the house
which ims gutted by fire early this year.
Only fireproof material and fire resistance material will be utilized on
the house. ...
• Ben Arkfield has
purchased the building housing the
Gem Theater, in Balaton. Minn. .
• Charles Peterson is making extensive
.

EXHIBITORS

.

.

.

Chief

—

.

H

.

.

stages.

advantages of this traffic
control method are improved visibility
since they will be affixed to all
four corners of each sound stage
and elimination of accidents in which
trucks and dollies collided with the

.

interest

of Jon's Theater,

j

.

.

Weaver

Secretary Al. Villiesse
the activities of
in
the association and theater members are
joining from all parts of the country, in
order to participate in the benefits of the
• The seating capacity
organization. ...
.

.

.

Premier Pop-

of Chicago, and Jackson B.

much

reports

ORE

WB Studio Develops

Co.,

Co., Inc.. Caramel
Equipment Royalty Company,
Karmelkorn Shops in Birmingham, C. Cretors
cf Arlington, Va.

.

were about ready to announce extensive
Shaffer became associated witl<
remodeling plans to fit the theater buildradio in 1926 when he joined the E
ing for road shows as well as movies.
T. Cunningham tube company.
• Natco Company has appointed Film transferred to RCA when the tw
Sweden,
distributors
Stockholm,
Kopia,
companies consolidated. In 1940, hi
for that territory, and Autolux, Rio De was assigned to the Kansas City dis
Janerio, Natco distributors for Brazil. .
trict
as sales representative fo:
• Frank Wilson appointed DeVry dis- tubes and instruments. A year late

corn Co.,
Crisp Shops,

Company

.

.

theater in the state, a New Haven movie
house, has this system. ...
• Following
members have joined the Popcorn Mfgs. association:

in

.

.

TICKET CO.
ij?
;
.

GRAFTON

AVE.

NEWARK
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Zoomar Lens

—

THE FILM DAILY

CODSTRUCTIOn PROJECTS

Development of a
svolutionary type camera lens that
Hollywood

CALIFORNIA

—

San Francisco New formed Starlite Theater
Corp. will start construction of the first of a
chain of drive-ins in San Mateo County near

Hike Over Pre-War

hosiery-making center of the Carolinas.
Charlotte
Plans for a new theater at Spruce

—

announced by Parkway Amusements, Inc.,
Newland. Henry Gaines, archiis
drawing the plans. The
new Parkway Theater will have a seating capa-

Pines

3

B&H '46 Sales 85%

xlends Dolly Scope
Coast Bureau of

•

(Continued from Page

1)

is

of Spruce Pine and
tect of Asheville,

man-hour output lagged throughout

the country.
After application of Federal tax
make possible "dolly shots"
Kannapolis The Gem Theater here, is to be carryovers, Bell & Howell's net profit
FLORIDA
re-built.
is the Grand Canyon and that
for the year amounted to $422,945,
Quincy Officials of Interstate Enterprises of
representing earnings of 69 cents per
Thomasville, have announced that a new theill increase immeasurably the effiater is to be erected at East Washington and
share on common stock outstanding,
ency and flexibility of television Duval Sts. Work is to start immediately and
dividends had been
Cleveland
Real estate announcement of two after required
hotography was announced by Jerry the theater is scheduled to cost $200,000.
projected theaters in the Mayfield-Richmond Rd.
paid on the preferred holdings. Regrestrictions
Lyndhurst,
hampered
by
area
of
is
Fairbanks
Proof
airbanks, head
ular dividends on the common stock
ILLINOIS
on non-housing construction. One of the prowere paid for the thirty-second conductions in Hollywood.
Chicago Harry Balaban of H and E Balaban posed theaters will be erected by the Tiffin
The lens, which has been given the circuit, says the circuit will build an open air Amusement Company, owner and operator of secutive year.
Belmont.

city

of 450.

—

—

OHIO

—

—

•ade

name

of

Zoomar, has been per-

?cted by Dr. Frank G. Back in
Dllaboration with Fairbanks, who
srablished a special research labYork.
atory for the scientist in

New

Without moving the camera or
ranging the lens, and retaining com-

Zoomar lens perthe photographing of a scene at
ny focal range desired. This makes
ossible shots across deep chasms,
'he effect of a dolly shot scross the
Jrand Canyon to a close-up of a
trson on the other side will be a
latter of a twist of a cameraman's
lete continuity, the

mits

rist.

The lens for television use has
sen completed and tests have exteded

all

expectations,

Fairbanks

aid.

The

lens for use in filming on 35

negative is now being perfected
nd tests should be completed in
pproximately six months. In the

-im.

Zoomar will five newsan unlimited scope. Any event
an be photographed without inter-

ilm field, the
eels

uption as the cameraman regulates
lens, using the most advantageas focal ranges. Only one camera
nd one reading of a speech will be
lecessary to photograph events such
a Presidential talk.
In television studios, the lens will
uinimize the use of bulky cables,
oily apparatus, and duplicate cam-

he

ra equipment. Spot news and spoi-ts
vents will be televised without deays resulting from changing of
Split second timing made
enses.
lecessary as a "mixer" switches
rom camera to camera to get focal
anges will be eliminated. The Zoonar lens makes it possible to intantly change from a long shot of
football game to a close-up of a
alf-back as he makes a spectacular
un.

theater at Mannheim Road and North Ave., as
soon as materials are available for the project.

Topeka

KANSAS

— The

Jayhawk, local Fox Midwest
house, closed March 28 for completion of a
large-scale
remodeling program.
will
reIt
open Easter Sunday. Improvements include new
seats, drapes, lighting fixtures, new screen, new
marquee, electric air conditioning plant and
construction of a new concessions stand. James
Martin is manager.

the Center Mayfield Theater in Cleveland, and
Joseph Rembrandt, manthe Ellett in Akron.
ager of the Center, Mayfield, has purchased
four acres on the South Side of Mayfield Rd.
for a theater and bowling alley.
On a site just East of Rembrandt's location,

builder, represented by Ben
has asked the Lyndhurst Council to extend the business zoning to permit building a
theater and required parking space.

Victory

Expansion

—

Raab,

PENNSYLVANIA

Detroit Significant expansion and
remodeling program has been announced by the Cohen Circuit, with

the

re-acquisition

of

the

Victory,

formerly Grand Victory Theater, on
May 1 from Michael J. Chargot, Denew Drive-In, Route 58, on the
Houghton & MaKay troit and Port Huron circuit owner.
ville, two miles from here.
the
new
financing
DeMarsh
are
and William
Chargot leased the theater some 10
project. Site will take care of 400 cars.
years ago, following a period of
operation by Wade Allen, but the
TEXAS
house was earlier owned and operand then leased out, by the
Dallas — A 1,200-seat theater located on For- ated,
Grove City

MISSOURI
H. Kahler will construct a thecost of S30,000. CPA approval

ater here at a
has been granted.

NEBRASKA

Arlington
Earl
Nelson of Fremont has obtained a building here and will give this town
a theater. The building will be remodeled for
the new Arlington seating approximately 150.
Lyons The Plaza Theater will be replaced by
a new building to be built in the main district
block, owner Harry Leriger announces.

— Construction about

to start on the
road to Harris-

at Harwood, in the South Dallas area, will
be built by Interstate as soon as materials are
The plot acquired covers 66,000 square
feet, with the theater planned as the core of a
future shopping area.
The Jefferson Amusement Co.,
Port Arthur
has started construction here on a modern
neighbodhood theater which, when completed,
It
will be one of the most modern in the South.
will have a seating capacity of 1,325 and will
constructed
occupy a full block. House will be
of brick and steel.

est,

—

available.

'

Cohen interests.
The lease to Chargot has now ex-

and the property will be taken
an integral unit of the
Cohen Circuit. Plans call for general re-decorating and some reNORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte — Construction of a theater for Neconstruction and new equipment, but
groes has begun in Concord. H. D. Hearn, owner
it
is
not planned at this time to
and operator of Exhibitor's Service in Charlotte,
close down during the process. No
N. C, is the agent for this movie house in the
change in management will be made.
In addition, the Hollywood has
Westinghouse
Seeks Trade Co-op.
just completed installation of new
For Slide Film Projectors
In Tele. Channels Quest
lamps, done by the Brenkert organization, while at the Roxy, new sign
A new high efficiency tungsten is replacing the old, erected by Long
(Continued from Page 1)
film projec- Sign Company. Ted Rogvoy is archiprincipal topic of discussions be- filament lamp for slide
tors that brings added beauty to tect for the job.
tween Paul J. Larsen, SMPE tele- colored film is available from WestAnnouncement was made by Philip
vision repi-esentative from Washing- inghouse Electric.
McNamee, manager of the Paradise
ton, and Loren L. Ryder, president
New lamp has very definite ad- in the absence of general manager
vantages over those now used in Lou Cohen, who is in Florida.
of the Society.

—

pired,

back

as

Lamp

New

SMPE

i

Meetings explored the possibilities
of participation bv joint action of the
Association of Motion Picture Producers, Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers and the Motion
Picture Theater Owners of
America, versus unified participation through some new governing
group dedicated exclusively to the-

slide
J

film

projectors,,

principal

of

Forced ventilation is
not required to cool the lamp; 2) The
eight element biplane filament developed by Westinghouse 15 years

which are:

1)

ago, assures screen illumination as
there is less light lost in the optical
system; 3) The float mounting of the
biplane filament assures a more rugged lamp; and, 4) The slightly larger
ater television projects.
bulb diameter assures satisfactory
In a recent report before the FCC,
lamp life with very little light deprerequested
certain
frethe
SMPE
Plans
Circuit
Graphic
ciation throughout the life of the
quency allocations and the group is
lamp.
^lew
in
pressing vigorously its petition for
Essential data on this new proadequate frequency bands to assure
jection lamp are; 300 watts, 115, 120,
channels
for
nation-wide
television
The Graphic TheNewport, Vt.
125 volts, T-12 black top bulb, meters will build a new house here, transmission to theaters when the dium prefocus base,. C-13D biplane
service
arrives.
t has been announced by Dana Ken- need for that
filament 6.7 mm. wide by 6.7 mm.
yan, manager of the Burns Theater.
high, 25 hours life, 25 lumens per
Graphic, which owns the Burns, plans
watt, 2-3/16 inches to light center,
Improve
Baltimore
Met
i 1,200-seat house here in the future.
and 5 inches over-all length.
Baltimore The Metropolitan TheThe theater will have all the seats
one floor; will use Heywood ater, which recently changed hands, „
$100,000 Village Opens
i»Vakefield seats, have ear phones for has been completely renovated, with
dectreatment,
Port Arthur, Tex. The $100,000
acoustical
new
new
air
have
will
hearing;
of
"he hard
and remodeling. Milton Village Theater has been opened here
•onditioning, and the building will orations
include a number of store rental Schwaber, operating, also owns the by Charles Brent of Dallas. Jim

Altec's

Homsher and

Perry in

New

Positions

(Continued from Page

1)

the Philadelphia district most of his
career except for a short hitch in
the Navy during the war. Ed Perry,
inspector, has joined the Philadelphia
district, with headquarters in that
city.

Newport

House

—

—

m

—

J

[

j

(spaces.

In Circuit

Max Marmorstein,

Butler— Walter

—

Cohen Reacquires

Linden.

'

Hewitt has been named manager.

Loew's-Metro
10 Floors in

Int'l

New

Gets
B'l'g

(Continued from Page

1)

through 57th and 58th Sts. between Broadway and Seventh Ave.
According to current planning arrangements, the first three floors are
reserved for WHN, with the seventh
to ninth floors expected to house the
M-G-M Record Co., and most of the
remaining space for the international
companies.
site

#te
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Low
In

Flutter Level

WE

(Continued from Page
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declutching. In this
way, the driving machines may be
set in proper position for starting.
During operation, the RA-1251
may be adjusted by as much as two
sprocket holes by a simple adjustment which is made on the front
of the main casing. Its method of
vernier synchronization gives accuracy of better than one sprocket
vides

positive

hole.

The

main casing of

re-recorder, containing optics, scanner assembly, and filter arms, is isolated
by special mounts from the driving
equipment, reducing vibration in the
optical system to a minimum.
this

The

optical system, itself, is capof uniformly scanning within
a db any track width falling within

able

the 220 mil scanning beam, making
possible the scanning of all existing: types of 100 mil and 200 mil
tracks without moving optics or film.
The frequency response closely approximates the theoretical for a one
mil slit.

Greatly simplified rewinding is
provided by the separate motor driving unit which is arranged to supply
rewind to the upper reel. The speed
of rewind may be adjusted, while an
automatic rewind cutoff stops the rewind motor when the film is completely rewound.
Designed in close co-operation with
the motion picture industry, the RA1251 Re-recorder marks a great
stride forward in the sound recording field, with important improvements in efficiency, accuracy, speed

Holograph Presents

THEATER DEALS

Re-recorder

sured by an automatic loop setter
which obviates observance of a
threading guide or any similar device during threading. To further
assure precise operating synchronization, a motor disconnect clutch permits the operator to thread the synchronous starting mark on the film
at any point in sight and then roll
the mark to the scanning point by
pressure of a push-button which pro-
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Acquires Detroit Chandler

—

New 16MM.

Boettcher Buys Concord

(Continued from Page

—

West Concord, Minn.
Detroit Louis Goldberg, partner
Walter
in the Schram and Goldberg Circuit, Boettcher has purchased the Concord
has taken over the Chandler Theater, here from Donald Rasmusson.
East Side nabe, from Thomas J.
Gabriel. Goldberg plans to close the Lowell Crown to Anthony
Boston The Crown, Lowell, has
house, now managed by James Benbeen taken over by John Anthony
nett, for general remodeling.
from Tom Vetrie who also operates
Buy Hollywood Las Palmas
the Modern, Manchester.
Hollywood

of

_

Forest in 1916, Kohlmeyer s
that his latest development, th(
"Rock-Still" intermittent (whicr

runs silently completely immersed ir
oil), is the foundation around whic}
the new unit has been designed

THE FILM DAILY

— Sidney

Pink and Paul
Schreibman, who run the Mayan Theater in Los Angeles, have purchased
the Las Palmas Theater in Hollywood for an estimated $75,000 and
will turn it into a foreign art movie
house. Theater which now houses
the Actors Lab players, will be
turned over to its new owners April
15. Theater will be redecorated and
more seats added to it.

Buy Aldine Theater

Kohlmeyer stated the intermittent

B'l'g.

—Lawrence

1)

D. Kohlmeyer, president of the firm
No newcomer to the sound projection field, having built the first^
mm. sound projector for Dr. Le

—

West Coast Bureau

Projector

i-

guaranteed for -life against all deRobb & Rowley circuit partner, and fects and wear, and that it prevent;
Don C. Douglas, circuit public rela- most film wear and avoids tonIt
provides sue?
tions director, completed deal for the sprocket holes.
purchase here of the Aldine Theater smooth action and "Rock-Still" pic-

Robstown, Tex.

Miller,

tures that the unit is far easier or
the eyes than the usual 16 mm. pro-

Building.

From Photoplay

to

Rapids

jector.

Special development of the cooling
Grand Rapids, O.— The old Photoplay Theater, re-named the Rapids, system permits the instrument to be

scheduled to reopen under new used with a 1,250-watt lamp, without
ownership of Messrs. Beroske and burning the film or causing appearance of the well-known "door-knob''
Tampa, Fla. With the purchase Andrews.
on the globe. The use of this lamp
of the Palma Ceia, State Theaters,
provides greater illumination and
Inc. now has five houses in its circuit Detroit Alvin Sold
and recently announced plans for
Detroit The Alvin Theater (form- thus enlarges the screen area which
construction of a new spot in down- erly the Loyal) has been taken over could be covered with other 16 mm
town Tampa. The Palma Ceia is ex- by Alexander Gray from Herman types of projectors.

State Acquires

—

Palma Cela

is

—

pected to be converted to first-run Hintze.
films, playing day and date with the

Blankenbaker Turns Exhib.
Chicago

Deal Turned for Proposed
New Century Stand in L. I.

Purchase Wisconsin Theater
Prairie du Sac, Wis.— W. J. Char-

State.

—

Al. Blankenbaker, formsales staff, has taken

UA

erly of the
over the Pastime Theater,
Ind.

boneau, owner of the Fenway, Fenimore, and L. Leisch have puchased
the Bonham here.

Purchase of a large piece of propat the Northwest corner of
Merrick Road and Morris Ave., Rockville Center, L. I., on which Century
Circuit will build "the largest movie
theater between Jamaica and Patchogue" has been consummated.
Buyer of property was Mrs. Helen
Meister,
Brooklyn, and purchase
price is said to have been more than
erty

Richmond,

Jasper Sold Fourth Time

—

Jasper, Minn.
Jens Nelson has
purchased the Jasper here from
Gatesville, Tex.
Charles C. Powell Fred Deuth, who has taken over
has sold the Palace and Texas to Joe, the Lake, Heron Lake. This is the
Max and H. B. Skelton, owners of fourth time this year that the Jasthe town's other two houses, the per has changed hands
$100,000.
Ritz and Regal.

Skeltons

Add Two More

—

Circuit Purchases
Marshalltown, la

Two

The Svimoff New SMPE Test Film
SMPE and the Research Council
and Marcus circuit has purchased
the Odeon and Casino theaters here of the Academy of MP Arts and
and will take possession March 15. Sciences have developed a new 35
mm. visual test film to be used by
theater projectionists, service comBuys Ocheydan Mound
Abernathy Regent Sold
Ocheydan, la
Vernon Monjar, panies and theater equipment distributors for checking performance
and ease of operation, and quality of
Abernathy, Tex.
Mr. and Mrs. who formerly operated a theater in
reproduction.
of 35 mm. picture heads. Film inJack Hurst have sold the Rita to Ohio, has purchased the 300-seat
George Reed and W. A. Waters. Reed Mound here from Ray Bon Gelder, cludes a specially designed series of
test targets to provide a convenient
who plans to move to California.
will manage.
check of focus and picture alignment,
Oscar Neu on Coast Trip
travel ghost, jump and weave, and
Gorham Acquires Paton
Acquires Malone Melrose
Paton, la.
Oscar F. Neu, president of NeuThe 250-seat Paton lens aberrations.
Malone, Tex.
W. M. Sparling,
made Products Corp., is leaving former theater operator, has pur- Theater has been sold by Adrian
April 14 on a trip to the Coast to chased the Melrose from Cha.rley Frederickson to V. E. Gorham of Rebuild Texas Stand
Texarkana, Tex.
C. C. Bounds
attend the Variety Club Convention Joseph.
Des Moines.
and his son Leo, partners with Joy
in Los Angeles, stopping off in ChiHouck in the operation of the PrinMo. Banker Buys Theater
cago for the SMPE Convention, and Brooklyn Oxford Sold
Perry, Mo. R. E. Allen, presi- cess here, have announced plans for
many of his dealers
calling on
The Oxford, Brooklyn, former vauthroughout the West before arriving deville and burlesque house, lately a dent, Perry State Bank, has pur- the complete re-building of the house.
in Los Angeles, returning to New film theater, has been bought by a chased the 300-seat Strand from R. The theater was totally destroyed
about a month ago by fire which also
York about June 1.
client of Hyman Finkelson, from L. Bilbrey.
resulted in the death of one patron
Abraham H. Levy and Jesse L.

Dahl Buys In Fayette

—

Fayette, la. A. J. Steggals has
sold the Fayette to Victor Dahl who
is planning on making some improvements.

—

—

—

—

—

Stern.

Set Natco
Chicago

Mexican

—

Distrib.

Natco 16 mm. sound film
projectors will be distributed in the
Republic of Mexico by Dexa, S. A.
of Mexico City. The first shipment of
Xatco projectors already is on the
way to the new disributor.

Ocheydan Mound Sold
Ocheydan,

la.

— The

Mound The-

ater has been sold by Ray Van Gelder to Vernon Monjar. Van Gelder
will move to California. Monjar, a
veteran, operated a theater in the
Cincinnati area before the war.

Moulton Molo Sold
Moulton, la. The

—

280-seat

Kalama

Molo

is

Sold

Theater has been sold by Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Reck have
Mrs. Clay D. Smith to Dale Juergens sold their Kalama Washington Theand Victor Schultz of LaPorte, Ind., ater to Mr. and Mrs. Charley Magwho are newcomers to the motion gard. The Maggards will make their
picture business. The theater is to home in Kalama and plan many imbe redecorated and new equipment provements. Arrangements were
handled by Theater Exchange Co
installed.
1

-
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New Plymouth

Fabric

I

home.
Tests have been

made

of the

THEATERS

Hammonds Buy Shastona

or

Smith Plans Modern House
M. E. Hammond, owner of the
Laurens, la. Joe Smith, owner of
Hart Theater, Ferndale, Calif., has the Elite Theater, announced plans
just purchased the Shastona Theater, of building a new house which will
new Mount Shasta, Calif., from 0. J. be constructed of brick and glass and
the Wooldridge.
on the stadium type.
and
ApNewcomb Sets Earlville

Continued from Page 1)
especially for use in theaters, hotels,
night clubs, ships, as well as the

II

HEUJ

Shown

Of Fiberglass

Preliminary Program

—

orics

called

Juneau.

jects.

—

and of a 400-seat house, named the Vista.
Ernest T. Pool is the owner, and he'll
manage the house himself.

printers,

Personnel Changes Spark
Summer Bow for Drive-in
Increased Altec Business
Abe and Joe Blumenfeld,

of the

Blumenfeld Theater Circuit, left San
man- Francisco today to go to Stockton,

Altec's Los Angeles district
ager, Stan Pariseau, reports several
personnel changes made recently to
keep pace with the increased business in that area.
Inspector S. S. Miller who has had
a varied sound career, starting with
Northern Electric in 1929 and coming

'

with Altec in 1942 where he worked
as inspector in San Francisco and
Los Angeles areas has been assigned
to territory headquarters in
San
Diego to handle the
increasing
amount of business in the Southern
part of the state.
Inspector Harold Nelson who before the war was located in the San
Francisco area has recently been assigned to Stockton, having been temporarily located in Lansing, Michigan, since his return from the service.

A

'

J

;

'

I

I

third step in this comprehensive
plan of Altec's Los Angeles district
for providing better coverage for
its many exhibitors is the appointment of Robert K. Regan as service
inspector who will work in the North-

ern California area and in the Bay
region to help relieve the heavy installation load in that part of the
country.
Regan has been for ten
years a member of the IATSE and
has done considerable service woi'k.
Prior to his entry in the motion picture field he was with the Mackay
Radio & Telegraph Co. as a junior
engineer and had quite an important
assignment during that time in the
instruction of engineers in the Palo
Alto Radio Station.

how their new drive-in theater,
now under construction, is coming
along. The drive-in theater, which
to see

will hold about 700 cars, will be
ready for opening early this Summer.

Plan 600-Car Drive-in
Walla Walla,

Amusement Coradvises that plans have
oeen completed for construction of a
drive-in theater in Walla Walla.
The new out-door unit will handle
approximately 600 cars, each of
which will be provided with an individual speaker.
poration,

G

&

to

Erie,

it

is

111.

—

J.

the only theater in this town.

May Opens

in Detroit
Detroit
The May Theater, new
300-seat house, has been opened at

—

Montrose, in Central Michigan, by
Douglas Moose, a newcomer in the
state exhibition field. House is the
first in a formerly theaterless town.

Used Upholstered Opera Chairs

Any Quantity

We
Notv Specializing*
in Refreshment
CONCESSIONAIRES
from Coast to Coasts
over 4 Century

Y

f

SPORTSEIWCE, Inc.
[HURST 8tDG.

BUfMlO; N.Y.

New Rocky Bows

April 14
Charlotte, N.
The new Rocky
Theater at Lowell, N. C, will open
April 14.
Exhibitor's Service of
Charlotte will handle the booking,
buying and other services.

C—

New

Crist

House Set

—

Gainesville, Mo.
G. R. Crist plans
opening his new theater here this
month. It will seat upwards of 400

McCall Skeds

New

Mokane, Mo.

L.

—

Stand
W. McCall

is

mm

Speed Altec

Installations

Further indication of the continued
satisfaction provided by Altec Lansing's "Voice of the Theater" loudspeaker system is evidenced by the
shipments made to the following
locations within the past two weeks:
Fox Rosemary, Ocean Park, Calif.;
Hot Wells, San Antonio, Tex.; Merced, Merced, Calif; Tulare, Tulare,
Calif.; Strand, Seymour, Conn.; Avalon, Schuyler, Nebr.; Drexel, Columbus, O.; Roxy, Marshall, Minn.; Mayfair, Trenton, N. J.; De-Ray, Joplin,
Mo.; Broadway, New York, N. Y.;
Stadium, Mt. Vernon, 111.; Eno Memorial Hall, Simsbury, Conn.; Apollo,
New York, N. Y.; Pinson, Pinson,

opening a new theater in this Missouri River community. It will provide motion picture amusement for
a large area in the lower portion of Ala.; Kanawaka, Grantsville, W. Va.;
Totem Lodge, Averill Park, N. Y.
Callaway County.

have the Cream of the Crop

Preferred Equipment for Lucrative
Professional
When

comes

16mm. Operations

booth equipment for projecting locally
filmed 16mm. news reels ... Or for supplemental road show or
neighborhood theater equipment, DeVry 16mm. professional sound-on-film projectors are preferred.
it

to auxiliary

DeVRY THREE-PURPOSE 76mm. EQUIPMENT
SAFELY

projects both sound and silent films;
shows both black-and-white and color films
without extra equipment; (3) gives you portable
(1)

(2)

^V%*^ /

^s^

V

\,*/\

public address facilities indoors or out
through separately housed 30-watt amplifier and sturdy 12-inch permanentmagnet speaker. DeVry Corporation,
1111 Armitage Avenue, Chicago 14,
Illinois.

for exact photo

Model RS-ND30
DeVRY 16mm. Sound-on-Film

MART

THEATRES;
jacobS bros.

—

CHICAGO USED CHAIR

'Concessions for

f RIVE-IN

Juneau Stand Set

Bow

319-Seater
and G. Farral are
building a 319-seat house, which is
expected to open about April 13. Si
Greiver of Chicago, will do the booking and this house will do well, as

J

New

J. Gregand general man- persons.

ager for Midstate

Write or wire
OUTDOOR
REFRESHMENT

Wash.— S.

ory, vice-president

Preliminary program for the
SMPE's 61st annual convention at

Milwaukee
Robert E. Netzel of
Crandon is building a new house at

—

producers, finishers,
chemical companies.

Set

the Drake Hotel in Chicago, April 2125 has been released. Five-day convention is already well-subscribed
and registrations are reported brisk.
While a large number of hotel rooms
have been set aside for conventioneers, there is an indication that late
registrants may have difficulty in
securing accommodations.
Social activities of the convention
begin with a get-together luncheon
in the hotel's Gold Coast Room, Monday, April 21. Sightseeing tours, theater tickets, television shows, and
other entertainments have been arranged for the ladies. The business
end of the meeting will include the
reading of sixty-nine papers on developments in motion picture engineering, with demonstrations and exhibitions of the apparatus discussed.
Approximately half of the scheduled
papers deal with 8 and 16
sub-

Fire-Guard, by
Better Fabrics Testing Bureau
by the Board of Standards and
Stand
Menlo Park House Opens
peals and have been approved by the
Earlville, la.
W. J. Newcomb of
Menlo Park has a new theater,
board as fire-resistive and acceptable
Williamsburg, la., announced plans
for use in places of public assembly called the Menlo Park, which seats
over 760. American Seating Com- of building a new theater at Earlin N. Y. C.
ville.
Newcomb said construction
Fabrics are approximately 60 per pany supplied seats, Walter G. Predwould start as soon as materials are
cent glass and 40 per cent cotton dey supplied other equipment, which
available.
and can be dry-cleaned by ordinary is standard sound equipment, as well
processes without losing their fire- as carpeting for the new house. West
Papas Building Theater
Side Theaters are the owners.
resistive qualities.
Milwaukee C. J. Papas, co-operaResearch has been sponsored by
tor of Towne, will open a new house
Owens-Corning Fiberglass Corp., Bella Vista Adds 400-Seater
Construction under
manufacturer of Fiberglass yarns,
Bella Vista, Calif., gets a new at Walworth.
working in co-operation with fabric theater this month with the opening way.
_

SMPE Meet

Sam Levmsohn, Owner
829

So. State Street,

Chicago 5

For the Perfect

Show

Indoors or Out

.Seat

Projection

DeVry

EQUIPMENT NEWS

CH\

16MM

Plan 36,000

Simplified Film Editing System is Set Up
By Selznich Studio Technicians Using Kardex

Portable "Theaters'
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Plans

to establish 36,-

000 portable 16 mm. "theaters," featuring free entertainment features
and educational short subjects, to be
set

up

in retail outlets, hotels, ter-

minals, club rooms, schools and
churches, is revealed with the announcement of the formation of the
Portable Theater Corp.

Company

is headed by Berne J.
former president of the MoistR-Prof Container Co., San Francisco,

Ellis,

who

is

also president of Portable's
subsidiary,
Picturettes

production
Corp.

Company

_

claims that a large quan-

tity of self-contained portable theaters, with fully automatic projection

and sound, are now being manufactured, with initial deliveries schedit was stated,
Ellis over the past

uled for April 15. Plan,

was developed by

three-and-a-half years, and envisions
continuous programs, changed
weekly with sponsoring advertisements presented between the entertainment and educational films.
Project is seen as a means to attract and hold increased store traffic
and to assist in levelling out peak
business hours. National advertisers,
it was said, have co-operated in the
development of the free movies plan.
Total of 36,000 outlets is expected
to be reached by January, 1949, Ellis
stated. Executive offices will be in
New York, with service headquarters
in Chicago and production to be centered in Hollywood.

Horseman Adds

Detroit Houses
Detroit The Horstman Sign Co.
recently took over the marquee and
sign maintenance for the Adams,

—

Downtown, Avalon and Admiral Theaters here.

From Roosevelt

West Coast Bureau of

—

according to Hal Kern, Selznick editorial supervisor.

New

film

editing method, which Alfred

Hitchcock terms "one of the most
important developments in the history of motion picture editing," involves use
of the "Kardex."
It quickly and
easily provides film continuity information
through means of still pictures, scene description and recorded dialogue from
daily film rushes.

The illustrated index saves the vast amount of time formerly needed for film
run-offs, according to Ed Taylor, Selznick film editor and developed the system.
Originally set up especially for Selznick's use, the new file
such wide practical value that other departments in the
script and wardrobe, constantly refer to it.
of

Valley Falls, R. I.—The Lincoln

mm.

studio,

Lundy
Opens

to

be

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Warner Studio's newly

Soundmirror

acquired

recorder,
iuer,

which records on paper tape thro
the "electric eye" principle wh
,_
eliminates use of needle and conse^"
mse1

quent extraneous noises, was put
into use for the first time last week
and revealed a number of unsus-

including

Law

—

De

Stu-

has started construction of a Super-Size in New Offices
developing and recording laboratory,
Detroit
Recently-organized to
part of the firm's $1,500,000 1947 ex- handle
an over-sized type readypansion program, Joseph A. Thomas,
popped popcorn, the new Super-Size
president, revealed.
Popcorn Co. has opened new offices
in the Boulevard Bldg. Company will
Matthews Joins Oval Table
continue to maintain its warehouse
Rochester
Glenn E. Matthews, on Fourteenth St. Owners are Rudy
technical editor at Kodak Research Schroeder, manager of the Palmer
Laboratories, has been elected an Park Theater, in Highland Park, and
associate member of the Oval Table Herbert Morgan, formerly associated
Society, an honorary organization.
with various theaters.
dios

—

—

was found

West Coast Bureau of

pected advantages.
Col. Nathan Levinson, head of the
Ninety production scenes can be recorded in one book, while, for the first
Warner sound department, reports
time, wild track and stock shots become quickly! available.
the recorder is being utilized for
test runs on narration for short subjects (permitting speech correction
before the master sound track is laid
Back to Altec
Urge Strict Building
down), for editing dialogue before
Lansing Office
Enforcement in Montreal
"takes," and for speech training.
Chief advantage of the new device,
Montreal In connection with the however, is in training of new WarC. S. Lundy, a veteran in the
projected building of a theater and ner players and correction of foreign
sound picture industry, having joined gasoline station
at St. Catherine St. and regional accents.
Voice is picked up by the microERPI in 1929 and continuing with East and Papineau Ave., the City of
Altec Service as an Inspector in the Montreal Executive Committee has phone, recorded for any length of
time up to 30 minutes, and can be
Boston district until early in 1943, adopted a resolution instructing the
Law Department to take all neces- played back immediately. Each reel
has rejoined Altec, with headquarters sary steps
to "see that the city's of tape may be played back as many
in Lansing, Mich. He was selected as building by-laws
are strictly en- times as desired, may be filed for an
indefinite period, or may be wiped
one of the installation engineers for forced."
In accordance with that resolution, clean, by demagnetizing and used
Altec's Electronic Division in Lexthe Law Department has already re- over again.
ington, Mass., in connection with the
corded its
of seeking an inNavy Mark I Machine Gun Trainer junction tointention
stop all work on the site
project and remained on this assign- of
Vry Projectors
the gasoline station at that loca- 106
ment throughout the entire program. tion.
Shipped to Argentina
In the Summer of 1945 he resigned
from Altec and with one of his
(Continued from Page 1)
former associates from the Elec- Merge Red Wing Theaters
Red Wing, Minn.^The Metro and tors and six theater projectors and
tronic Division established the Engineering Development Co. in Cam- the Chief Theaters here have merged sound systems for Eugenio M. Etchebridge, Mass., in which business they into a single operation. The Metro goin, head of Sociedad Argentina de
designed and developed many elec- is owned by Edmund R. Ruben's Importacion, Buenos Aires.
The equipment is aboard the new
Welworth circuit and the Chief, by
tronic devices.
Jack Wright. The houses are now Delta Line passenger ship, "Del
operated by the Chief-Metro Corp., Sud," and is due to arrive in Buenos
NTS Mich. Installations
with Jack Wright as president and Aires April 16.
Detroit
The following installa- the Ruben circuit doing the booking.
Etchegoin has been an authorized
tions have been made by National Both houses seat about 500.
distributor of DeVry motion picture
Theater Supply, according to Clarequipment since 1940, and is an arence Williamson, manager.
dent believer in the power of the
Pinson
Razed
by
Fire
Daniel Theater,
Saginaw, and
motion picture film.
Pinson, Ala. The Pinson Theater,
Roxy Theater at Bay City, H. G.
As is usual with DeVry export
Bernstein, Peerless Magnarc Lamps new stone and stucco building opened and domestic shipments, every preand Hertner Transverter. Ramona here in August, 1946 at a cost of caution is taken to insure safe deTheater, United Detroit Theaters, $15,000, was completely destroyed by liveryHeavy corrugated boxes,
Detroit, Peerless Magnarc Lamps fire, originating in the heating sys- special water-proofed paper and reinforced, steel banded wooden boxes
and Hertner Transverter. Kingston tem. House was empty at the time.
are used to pack the equipment.
Theater, C. W. Johns and Sam D.

of

16

Magnetic Recorder

—

to Lincoln

—Telefilm

1947

n Use at WB Studio

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Selznick Studio technicians have developed a simplified film editing device which is being used for the first time on "The Paradine Case,"

Theater has reopened. Formerly the
Roosevelt, the house was purchased
last May by the Levenson circuit
from Stanley Moskwa and a complete remodeling was done with new
seats, fixtures, lights and a new
marquee and glass front on the outside.
The house seats 620, the only
theater in Valley Falls, a mill town
with a population of between six and Fralick, Sheboygan, Simplex E-7
seven thousand.
Walter Fisher, Mechanisms, Simplex Sound, Peerformerly assistant at the Fairlawn, less Magnarc Lamps, Hertner Transverter, Walker PM Screen and stage
Pawtucket, is the manager.
draperies. Midtown Theater, Milton
London, Detroit, Peerless Magnarc
Telefilm Starts Construction
West Coast Bureau
THE FILM DAILY Lamps and Hertner Transverter.

Hollywood
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—

Macey Sign

to

—

Enlarge

Minneapolis A fireproof building
will be built over the present plant
of Macey Sign Co., theatrical sign

company, which recently was damaged severely by fire. A. M. Ruvelson, head of the firm, said that the
new building will have a greatly
enlarged capacity.

To Improve Chi. Palace
Chicago Rapp and Rapp,

—

Change Name

of

Lens Coating

—

Chicago In a move calculated to
maintain uniformity in the use of
"Filmo" as a widely-recognized symbol of precision, Bell & Howell Company has redesignated as "Filmocote" its lens surface coating, previously called "Extra-Lite."

archi-

have charge of the mod- Concord Co. Opens Salesroom
ernizing job of the RKO Palace TheChicago Concord Co. has opened
ater, which will include new marque, a deluxe salesroom at 229 W. Madilobby seats and booth equipment.
son St., where it will stock a $250,000 worth of films, electronic equipPEI Theater Destroyed
ment, projectors, radios and photoMontreal Fire destroyed the Mac- graphic equipment. Herb Levinger,
Donald Theater at Mount Stewart, former film news man, is sales proPrince Edward Island.
motion manager for the company.
tects, will

—

—

/ou'll

more

attract

customers...
with

HIGH INTENSITY

PROJECTION!

M,Lanagers

of small theatres find that Simplified High Intensity
Projection actually attracts more customers to their shows. The
reason?
Because this inexpensive form of high intensity projection gives
the movie-goer more for his money. It provides a brighter screen,
a sharper image. It makes available to the small theatre the same
the same fidelity of color
perfection of modeling and detail
found in the larger theatres. This means more
reproduction
which means bigger box
audience relaxation and enjoyment
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

office.

In spite of the obvious improvement that Simplified High Intensity Projection can make on your screen, it is actually low in
cost. In fact, just a few extra admissions per show will more than

pay for it.
Take the
tomers

.

.

.

first step today toward attracting more and more cusConsult your supply house on the availability of High

Intensity Lamps.

The word

''National"

is

a registered trade-mark of

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,

INC.

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

GH3
30 East 42nd Street,

New York

17, N. Y.

Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City,

New

York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

This advertisement appears in Better Theatres, December 14, January 11; Film Daily, December
January 8; International Projectionist, January, February; Modern Theatre, January 4, February
Review, January 4, February 1; also adapted for Film Daily 1947 Yearbook.

6,
1;

10; Motion Picture Daily, December 11,
Physical Theatre, January 15; Showmen's Trade

January

.
—

Artist

• •

with light and shadow
• To hold

the

drama which darkness gave

shadow, he faithfully interpreted the diaim
\ made certain that the
visual result would be vivid, dramatic,

and
clarity of action
this was the problem
on which the picture's director and the
director of photography worked hard
and successfully.
To this same end the timer also worked
this scene, yet not sacrifice identity
.

.

rector's

.

.

.

convincing.

To

get the most from his ability, the

timer must

work with

film of assured uni-

— successfully. By his skilled selection of

one of the many qualities
which make the family of Eastman mo-

printing light, his judgment of light and

tion picture films so useful to the industry.

formity

.

.

.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER
J.

E.

BRULATOUR,

FORT LEE

•

4,

N. Y.

DISTRIBUTORS

INC.,

CHICAGO

•
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Truman May Attend MPAA 25th Birthday Fete
ohnston to Extend Invite
londay; Invitation List
o Include Capital Biggies
"cshingtcn

Bureau

of

—

MPAA

MPAA

;

1elro
'ix

License and Police Commissioners Win Bout; Court
Finds Local Police Prosecution Permissible

THE FILM DAILY

President Truman
ay attend the banquet celebrating
le 25th anniversary of the
was learned yesterday.
Eric Johnston,
head, is exacted to extend an invitation to
resident Truman during a White
ouse visit on Monday. Other inviitions will be sent to cabinet mem;rs, ranking members of the dipmatic corps, members of Congress
id other Washington toppers.
The banquet will be held on May 8
the Waldorf-Astoria.

Washington

Back from conferences

New York Supreme Court Justice
Bernard Shientag yesterday dismissed the Hughes Tool Co. complaint against License Cammissioner
Benjamin Fielding and Police Commissioner Arthur W. Wallender and
entered a judgment for the Commissioners.

Decision was in connection with the
threatened prosecution of three New
York theaters who planned to play
Howard Hughes' "The Outlaw" but
withdrew the bookings on a threat of

Span.-Dubbed Warners Schedules

Clicking in U. S.

Will Play Either Rank's
Odeon or Gaumont Circuit;
Continental Distrib. Set

HUGHES REFUSED "OUTLAW" WRIT

1

3- Week Sales Drive

prosecution by the police and license
commissioners.
Hughes sought a declaratory judgment, an injunction and a determination of a question of law to the
that an exhibitor of a film
licensed by the State in accordance
with the provisions of Article 43 of
the Education Law is not subject to
prosecution under Section 1140A of
the Penal Law.
Judge Shientag found that local
effect

(Continued en Page 4)

Brandt-Mayer Will

Make Four for PRC

Loew's three - month - old unpublized experiment with Metro's Spanh-dubbed pix in Dallas, L. A., and
risco has revealed that Hollywood's
vanish versions, in manv instances,
itgrossed
Mexican pictures
in
(Continued on Page 6)

A 13-week sales drive, April 27- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Organization of MaraJuly 26 will wind up Warners' celebration of the 20th year of talk- thon Pictures Corp. as an independing pictures, Ben Kalmenson, vice- ent production set-up headed by
president and general sales manager, Harry Brandt, ITOA president, and
announced. Prevented by war-time Arthur L. Mayer, veteran New York

our More States Adjourn

Report "Sun" Will Shine
On Loew's Met. Circuit

(Continued on Page 4)

James Clark Named Prexy
Of National Film Distribs.

London

Britain as well as

throughout the
Eastern hemisi

phere via Rank
and French Gaumont, Arthur B.
Krim, E-L president, also revealed
to the trade press
at an interview
yesterday that his
reciprocal agree-

ment with the ARTHUR B. KRIM
Rank organization had been expanded
(Continued on Page 4)

—

(Continued on Page 8)

in

and Paris with commitments that
the Hollywood product of Eagle-Lion
Films will receive
preferred playing
time on one of the
two circuits controlled by J. Arthur Rank in

Expect Stay Order

Week

Early Next

THE FILM DAILY
Washington Supreme Court Justice Stanley Reed is not expected to
oshington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Chicago
James C. Clark was order any stay of the New York
SRO's "Duel in the Sun" will open
Washington Legislatures of four simultaneously at the Capitol The- elected president of National Film equity decree before early
next week,
ore states have adjourned without
ater and approximately 50 other met- Distributors, Inc., at a meeting yes- court attaches said yesterday. Al•ssing restrictive legislation aimed
ropolitan houses in the Loew circuit terday. Thomas Gilboy, veepee, and though the defendants' proposals for
the motion picture industry, a
a stay order was filed with the Court
on May 1, it was reported here yes- Clint Weyer, executive secretary.
rvey revealed yesterday.
This terday.
Executive Committee headed by
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 8)
Loew officials asked for confirma- Charles Salter, Seattle; James C.
/ith

No Adverse

Pic

Laws

(

"Carnegie Hall" Into
Park Avenue, Garden
UA's "Carnegie Hall," produced
by William LeBaron and Boris Morros, will open day and date May 2 in
two New York houses, the Park
Avenue and the Winter Garden, both
operated by Universal,
ported yesterday.

it

was

re-

Policy at the

be

reserved

Park Avenue would
seat,
with advanced

while at the Winter Garden,
continuous showing at popular prices
is being planned.
prices,

—

—

—

''

Washington Bureau of

Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 5)

Negro Theaters on The Rise
600 Now Booking; 200 Due This Year

"Jolsow" In Victoria
After "Adventuress"
"Jolson
Victoria

Story"
after

"Adventuress."

SAG Asks Raise of Daily
Hollywood
In its negotiations
with the producers, Screen Actors
Guild will request a minimum pay for
players hired by day be increased
from $35 to $100 a day, and for play-

Ab->ut 800 theaters will be featuring Negro features by the end of
1947, it is estimated by producers of
the films. Active booking lists include some 600 houses at present, including 50 which joined the ranks
last year, and 200 theaters are expected to change over to Negro subjects during this year.
Some 90 per cent of the Negro film

Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 8)

Rate from $35
West Coast Bureau of

—

(

to

$100

THE FILM DAILY

go into the
current run of
Deal was inked late
will

the

Wednesday

night. Originally, "PaVanishes" was scheduled to
follow the Debrrah Kerr starrer.

tient

It

was

also

Loew's circuit
Story"

again

completed

reported

that

the

play the "Jols n
after the picture has
will

its
run at the Victoria.
sources say that this picture was Loew's greatest grosser in

Reliable

years.

—

V

;
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CHARLES S. BOREN, manager of AMPP labor
mambers of Prorelations' department, and
ducers Labor Committee are flying from Coast
East tomorrow to discuss labor situation with
company

president and
national chairman of the Uj'A's motion picture
division, has returned
from Coast discussions
on the film capital's participation in the UJA
drive to raise $170,000,000.

ARTHUR GREENE,

ChiYork conferences with

film

financier,

cago yesterday for New
Mary Pickford and Lester Cowan.
RUDY VALLEE is in Chicago

left

West

from

Coast.

VICKI LINDFORS, WB's Swedish import, went

TWA.
WEHRENBERG, president of the
MPTOA, and MRS. WEHRENBERG, are vacato

A. yesterday via

L.

FRED

tioning

in

Tucson, Ariz.

NORMAN
manager,

AYERS,

returns

WB

today

Southern division sales

from a flying

trip

to

Memphis and New Orleans.

WB

NORMAN

short subject sales
H. MORAY,
for Warner Bros., arrived in Ok'ahoma
City yesterday from Kansas City on the last
lap of his swing around the country. Next
stops will be Dallas, Memphis and New Orleans. He expects to be back in New York
the middle of April.

manager

CLIFF ALMY, Warner Bros.' supervisor for
the Philippines and Japan, has arrived back in
Manila from California, where he attended the
funeral of his wife.

NATHAN LEVINSON,

head of the Warsound department, arrived in New
York yesterday from the Coast.

COL.

ner

studio

WALTER and MRS. READE, JR. back in New
York after four weeks on the Coast.
CEIL GRODNER, secretary to William Pizor
of Screen Guild, leaves today to spend the holiday week-end with her family in Troy.
LON CHANEY

Hollywood tomorrow from a three-week vacation in Mexico
with his two sons.
will

return

to

S. E. PIERPOINT, district manager for Brazil,
Uruguay, Paraguay and Chile for
Paramount International, is due here by air to-

Argentine,

morrow.

BETTY HUTTON, accompanied by
due
visit

her

hus-

THEODORE

band,

597.

presidents.

BARNEY BALABAN, Paramount

in

BRISKIN, and their baby, are
Chicago on Sunday from the Coast to

Briskin's

family.

M. RICHEY, exhibitor relations' head for
M-G-M, has gone to Auburn, Ind., to attend
the funeral tomorrow for his mother-in-law,
Mrs. John Muhn, who passed away April 2 after
a long illness. MRS. RICHEY accompanied the
H.

finfllKIAL
(Thiers.,

Apr. 3)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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"B" Rating to Chaplin
Film by Decency Legion
The National Legion of Decency
yesterday stated it had given the
new Charles Chaplin film, "Monsieur
Verdoux," the B classification, "objectionable in part."

BEN GOETZ, M-G-M production head in
England, and MRS. GOETZ are due from the
Coast Monday, en route to London.

-"%
Vs
— % Local Rep. Meet Ends;
+
— 114 Midwest Confabs Next

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts.
4% 4'/4 4% +
RKO
3% 33A 33/4
Sonotone

over

week-end for a vacation.
BURTUS BISHOP, JR., M-G-M distrct manager, arrived in Oklahoma City yesterday from
Memphis.
the

Having concluded the first of its
current regional meetings in New
York yesterday, Republic's biegies
headed by Prexv Herbert J. Yates
will leave on Monday for Chicago
where the second sales conference
will be held Tuesday and Wednesday,
at the Hotel Blackstone.
,
Scheduled to attend the confabs
are: William Martin Saal, Edward
L. Walton, Walter L. Titus, Jr.,
James V. O'Gara, as well as Southern district managers and branch
managers in the Southern, Southwestern, Prairie and Midwestern districts. Carl Ponedel, Mexico branch
manager, will also attend.

London

Hal B. Wallis, who arrived fronj
the Coast yesterday, will be joined
tomorrow by Director Lewis Allerl
JOE ROBERTS, SRO Eastern publicity head, and Jack Saper, Wallis' personal
as-]
returned to his desk yesterday from Boston.
sistant. Wallis, Allen and Saper wil
RAYMOND MASSEY arrives on the Coast
Monday to report for his role in RKO's "Mourn- sail on the Queen Elizabeth Wednesday, along with Joseph Hazen, pres-]
ing Becomes Electra."
HAROLD DUNN, PRC assistant general sales ident of Hal Wallis Productions, erj
manager, left for Albany yesterday.
route to England to make "For Hei
SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE arrives in New York to See," Wallis' initial Londor
-o-

from Hollywood tomorrow.

WILLIAM

PINE,

producer

independent

re-

leasing through Paramount, has returned to the
Coast.

Scheduled to arrive this morning from Europe,
aboard the S.S. America are: ROBERT TAYLOR
and his wife BARBARA STANWYCK; FREDERICK KNEISE, Hollywood designer; ANTHONY

COLLINS, musical director; JOSEPH BAMBERGER, director.
LIGIA SOTO-HARRISON, OLGA GUIERREZ
PACHEO and SONIA LIZANO, winners of a
Central-American popularity contest, return today from openings of 20th-Fox's "Carn-val in
Costa Rica" in Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Philadelphia.

DANIEL O'SHEA, Vanguard
the

CARL

PEPPERCORN,

Boasberg at RKO,
meetings.

left

president,

is

at

Hollywood.

from

Waldorf-Astoria

Charles
assistant
to
yesterday for Canadian

sales

RITA

HAYWORTH

is due here tomorrow from
sail on the S.S. Veendam
three-month good-will tour of

Coast. She
16 on a
Europe.

the

will

April

HUGH OWEN, Paramount Eastern and Southern division sales manager, is in Boston holding conferences at the company's branch there.
He returns to New York tonight.
BING CROSBY
eral

is

transcriptions

in

for

"For Her

Ray Milland and Ann

'iodd
to See" is scheduled to gc

into production on
ham Studios.

May

12 at Den-

Ask Postponement

of Date
For Jackson Park Briefs

—

Chicago
Postponement of the
date for filing briefs in the Jackson
Park Theater case to May 1 has been
requested of the Appeals Court bj
Myles Seeley, attorney.
In another court move, attorneys
have agreed to a 15-day extension
from April 4 to file answers in th«
Riverside and Minnesota Theaters
anti-trust
action
before
Federal
Judge Michael Igoe.

Govt. Okays MPEA
Operations in Territory
N.E.I.

Chicago to record sevshow.

radio

his

Balaban to Cleveland and
Detroit for

duction.
To star

UJA Parleys

—

Batavia, N. E. I. (By Cable)
Netherlands Indies government has
granted permission to the Motion
Picture Export Association to resume private distribution of the product of its eight member companies

Barney Balaban, national chair- throughout
Appeal,

man

of the United Jewish
leaves Monday for organizing meetings in Cleveland and Detroit. He
will be in Cleveland Tuesday, proceeding to Detroit the next day. Lou

this territory.

Missouri Hearing on April 30
Jefferson City, Mo. Public hearing on the House measure to set new
accom- construction and fire safety pro-

Novins and Sam Shain will
pany the Paramount president.

—

visions for theaters has been set for

Organizing committee for the April
Cleveland campaign includes Meyer
Fine, William Skirball, Jack Shulman, Henry Greenberger, M. B. Hormana- witz and Nat Wolf.

M-G-M executive.
WILLIAM DEVANEY, assistant branch
ger for M-G-M in Chicago, will arrive here

Wednesday

First in

30.

Detroit sessions will be held at the

Variety Club with the committee
comprising Arvid Kantor, Arthur
Robinson, Alex Schreiber and Lew
Whisper.

Joseph Out of Hospital
Wes* Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—

Hollywood John Joseph, TJ-I adpublicity director, hospitalized for
several weeks as a result of injuries
sustained in a fall, left the hospital
yesterday and is expected to return
to his office at the studio Monday.

to travel to

—and TWA
Know Thot Our

SCREENING ROOM
is once more available for
your use? Modern . . . airconditioned . . . R.C.A.

High Fidelity Sound
Simplex Projectors .

Can

We

ani
.

.

"Show" You?

6-0081-2-3-4
Film Storage and Service

Call: Circle

BONDED

FILM STORAGE
IftOO

Co., Inc.

BROADWAY.

N. Y. C.

—

CHICAGO
PITTSBURGH
LOS ANGELES
friendly

Did You

way

Flying is the

way

is the
to fly

See your travel agent or phone

2nd WEEK AT RADIO CITY
MUSIC HALL CONTINUES TO
TOP RECORD

- - FIGURES

CENTURY-FOX

SET BY ANNA and the KING of
SI

AM

IN ITS 8

IS
THE WHOLE INDUSTRY

WEEK RUN!

CALUNG ITJHE

CfNTURy-FOX!

BOOMERANG!

CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA /„ recf.it/co/or
13 RUE MADELEINE
THE GHOST AND MRS. MUIR
'HE HOMESTRETCH /„ Technicolor

6

j

W*V

Friday, April 4, 1941
DAIIY

ALONG

agle-Lion Pix Set

Howard Hughes Is

Preferred U. K. Time
(Continued from Page

Refused 'Outlaw' Wri
(Continued from Page

1)

seven pictures for the current
calendar year.
Krim oointed out that playing
time on one of the three British theater chains is essential to the financial success of a picture. E-L product
will play either the Odeon or Gaumont circuit and in conjunction with
Rank's world-wide interests is now
assured of bookings in approximately
1,400 theaters.

Deal arranged with Gaumont

in

Paris will mean distribution of E-L
product in France, North Africa,
Switzerland and Belgium.
Contradicting the widely-held impression that Universal's deal with
Rank gave them a prior right to top
product, Krim asserted that selections were made by a board composed of representatives of E-L,
Rank and U-I, and productions assigned on the basis of which of the
American companies was in the best
position to handle a picture when
ready for distribution.
Although E-L's contract with
Rank calls for a minimum of five
pictures annually for 10 years, Krim
said that his company was being
geared to release 20 pix per year ana
indicated that half of these might
be British-made.
E-L's next two importations from
England will be Frank Launder and

Sidney Gilliatt's comedy - mystery,
"Green For Danger," and the Gainsborough production, "Caravan."

Fairbanks Planes Here
To Show Zoomar Tele Lens

MarUct Report: "The Egg" Future
WHEN

•

•

•

key

city

engagement

"The Egg and

U-I's

is

tees off today lor

I"

initial

its

at the Detroit

Fox Theater,

it

will

have behind

—
—

summary brochure

in color just

•

•

•

when
ture*

T

ADMITTEDLY, "The Egg and

back

in July, 1946. ....

.It

was a

wasn't exactly unknown

I"

U-I started the pre-sellir.g chore for

the

Colbert-MacMurray

best-seller then, with

some

And
it

it

had been an

might be said that

certainly

what

U-I

il

Atlantic Monthly serial

the book

has done

itself

U-I's

picture

cause along,

has played no

small part in keeping Betty MacDonald's very amusing volume up front
in

the stalls ......

T
©

•

•

U-I

trying to hatch

just

last June. ....

.By a

:.t

e

n
:;
y

Do-

tin a

:.:
:.t

Apr.

Leo the Lion
Richard Rosson

:.t

Arthur

B.

Krim

it

Gene Reynolds
Al Lichtman

i$

Melvyn Douglas
Spencer Tracy

t.t

Rosemary Lane

a

Apr. 5
J.

E.

Estelle

Flynn
Bradley

Mike Simmons

i

Bette Davis

it

Gregory Peck
Apr. 6
Dudley Nichols
J. C. Nugent
Walter Huston
Fronk J. Downey

1
i.t

.—..>.*>.
> » » » » » * » ri » » »»
S>S^VV^ViV»VV»V^^^VV»V»»><^»V»V<
<r

it

e

*

v»

curi-

about the time that Jim Moran, Hollywood

human ostrich and "sat" on an egg for 19 day3
As the dai'y press, the magazines, store win-

SURELY.

YOU REMEMBER

ties

dull

per-

Brandt-Mayer Unit Plans
To Make Four for PRC

that

egg auction

in

Los Angeles

Institute. .... .those special Orry-Kelly -de-

and handkerchiefs with "The Egg and

I"

mo-

that nation-wide "Slick Chick" contest to find the most beautilul
in

America

$150,000

the

advance

teaser

newspaper

ad

campaign in key city newspapers
the cartoon-style teaser ads
and countless other clever dewhich graced the industry press
vices with an appeal to the imagination

T
•

•

•

IMPORTANTLY,

ment by Harry H. Thomas, PR<
president, that a four-picture releas
ing deal had been consummated witi
the new company.
Initial Marathon endeavor is to be
gin early this Summer with Fran]
Satenstein as production head, Pete
Mayer directing and Robert Joseph
as associate producer. Max Wilk i
in charge of the Marathon story de

Ontario Houses May Light
Fronts Under New Ruling

—A

Toronto
ban on the use of elec
tricity for display signs and theate
fronts until 8 p.m. each day has beei
discontinued by the Ontario Provin
Hydro-Electric Commission. Re
striction had been part of a conserva
tion program established at Christ
mas because of an industrial powe \
shortage.

Set Skouras Drive Plans
Portland The fifth annual Charle
P. Skouras showmanship campaigi
was launched here at a two-da;
meeting of 53 National Theaters anr
Evergreen Circuit representative

—

from the Seattle, Portland,
Washington districts.

has no intention of resting on the
laurels accruing from the national campaign
John and Maurice.
et al, are knee deep in promotions designed to carry thru the advanceselling job on the key city, local level
Mere, local newspaper and
radio campaigns will be employed for months to come until such time
as

all

key dates and most

•

•

of the other

WHTCH BRINGS

T

engagements have been played

T

THIS THOUGHT:

HAROLD HART,

next Winter. .....

T

:

formerly

operator

Capitol Theater, Owosso,

and the

R>

alto Theater, Flint, Mich., has entered

th

a!

State Hospital at Howell, because of tuber
If

the country's exhibs.

about ha'f of the selling effort behind pix that U-I and other
companies do behind top product there need be no box office "recession"
and no cancellation of those Miami and Palm Beach reservations
will put just

lor

m

SICK LIST
the

•

an<<

U-I

off......

T

1)

exh'bitor and distributor, was re
vealed yesterday with the announce

cial

T

T
•

hen

:.t

I

partment.

T

ACQUIRED SCREEN RIGHTS

ous coincidence, that was

signed hand-painted

:.t

Cub

Parenthetically,

has helped

in behalf of the

pic-

1.500,-

000 copies already sold via Lippincott and the Bock of the Month

tif

J^end vSirtkdau

1

(Continued from Page

T

•

for the benefit of the Braille

:.$

Law empru

released to exhibitors, for classroom use

a textbook on the ingenious art of pre-sel'ing as
And show Phil M. any more expert pracpracticed by filmdom
titioners than the industry's boy and gal specialists
...... It's actually

•

M

Education

1

power of one of the sweetest promotional buildFor media scope, for stunt inups since old Hector was a pup
genuity and for advertising and merchandising tie-ups indeed, for all
the facets of publicity, advertising and exploitation the campaign
originated West and East respectively by John Joseph and Maurice
Bergman and their quick-thinking aides easily could serve in manual
Indeed, if colleges and universiform as an industry guidebook
ties offering advertising and closely associated courses are smart,
they'll be flooding U-I with requests for that special 20-page campaign

eliminates dollying.

it

it

the cumulative selling

dows and goodness knows what all attest, there has not been a
moment since
Or a day when U-I was not busy pre-selling,
suasively and otherwise, "The Egg and I"

Rialto instead of the Capitol, State
or Criterion.

in the

sized that the censor setup par*~*\j
larly noted that the law shouh
be construed as
relieving
loc'f
authorities from their duty of detect
ing and prosecuting violations of th
law.
He ruled that the Hughes actio
was not a proper one as the neces
sary interested parties were nci
joined in action, and indicated tha
the decision on what is proper to b
shown to the public must be decide
by the public through the court;
following an alleged violation an
prosecution by the authorities.
1

"idea man," turned

Tight booking situation forced
Loew's to book "Boomtown" into the

graph

Bright

Jerry Fairbanks flies in from the
Coast in his own plane. April 7 to
demonstrate his new Zoomar lens to
television producers, television stations, advertising agencies and the
press. Zoomar replaces the threelens turret on television cameras and

Loew's "Boomtown" Into
Rialto Due To Crowding

1)

police prosecution is permissable ur
der the specific provisions of th
Penal Law, pointing out that a parji

to

:

!

:

culosis.

PHILLIP
Omaha, is

MONSKY,
in

Universal

Methodist Hospital

salesman
foil- win

an operation

ESTHER QUAAS,
tress,

Universal head inspec

Omaha, has resigned under

doctor'

orders following an illness of three months

i^day, April 4,

***

1947

mmmmammmwm

ff

EVIEUJS Of REUJ flLfflS
"That's

My Man

"Three
with

Lth Don Ameche, Catherine McLeod
104 Mins.

Lublic

ENTERTAINSUBSTANTIAL
THE BORZAGE MANNER, THIS
SHOULD DO THE BOX OFFICE
E
NORS IN STYLE.

liOLID

NT

IN

—Jl

be relied upon to tell a story
-.armth, simplicity, coherence and with
quality, Frank Borzage deit dramatic
My Man" that
in "That's
i-irs another
uld prove eminently satisfactory enteriment to the whole audience, man, wo,
|
*

<

to

,

and child.
the story is no great shakes of
):ntion, it has the stuff that appeals,
appeal can easily be translated to
it
in god reception. Production details
lavish. The plot unfolds smoothly and
I:
hmg unexpected occurs to throw it off
1

1

Vhile

i

'

latter

is

acquired

-

transporting a colt he has
the former's taxicab. Miss

in

Leod comes into the picture at this
nt and the animal and Ameche put up
her place for the night. Romance deops. The horse grows. When it wins its
t

j

py

race the pair marry. They are quile
for a while and then Ameche takes

away for days. Gambling is his
e. This beccmes quite annoying to Miss
Leod. Later she expects a baby. That
staying

ps

Ameche home

for

a

spell

but when

infant is born he's not there. Another
Ameche has acfollows.
Conciliation
red a home in Bel Air. His horses are
ning in the dough, things are looking
.

t

and then his old failing recurs. It is
about the end between Ameche and

jits

McLecd. Ameche

hits the skids, loses

except Gallant Man,
first entry, always a winner, now rej]icd. On the downgrade and separated from
wife and child, he learns Gallant Man
j
-to run in a big race. M.ss McLeod has
ered the horse. It comes from 'way bed to win and reunite the couple.
_!AST: Don Ameche, Catherine McLeod, Rospr

of

his

IS

Karns, Jchn Ridgely, Kitty Irish, Joe Frisco,
gory Marshall, Dorothy Adams, Frankie DarHampton J. Scott, John Mil, an, William B.
•idson, Joe Hernandez, Gallant Man.

REDITS: Produced and Directed by Frank
Jzage;
Associate
Producer,
Lew Borzage;
tten by Steve Fisher, Bradley King; Camerarector,
Cy Feusr;
1, Tony Gaudio; Musical D.
1
''sical Score, Hans Salter; Film Editor, RichH L. Van Enger; Sound, Richard Tyler; Art
factor, James Sullivan; Associate, Frank ArSet Decorations, John McCarthy, Jr.
»;
First

Rate.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

a

inday Movies Vote In

—

ON

5th AVENUE

THE PICTURE TO SEE1

64 Mins.

OKAY MICHAEL SHAYNE NUMBER
FECTIVELY PLAYED Br
MISS WALKER GOOD.

EF-

BEAUMONT;

ticket to be noted at the outset, and

is a baggage check.
Almost at once it comes into the possession
of Michael S.iayne, played by Hugh Beaumont. This delivery ccmes about via a corpse

as indicated in tne title,

mat achieves that state after walking into
the Shayne office. It staggers in as a mor-

wounded fellow private detective.
hrom that point on Beaumont is alternate, y in hot water with a gang that will stop
at nothing and up to his neck witn Miss
vValker and the blonde Louise Currie. Aid
rally

ro

"In these

days when,

this the

tive

people are
crying for
laughter,
this picture

I

is

the big

answer!"

iased

on original story, cnaracters of Brett
Halliday; Cameraman, Jack Greenhalgh; Sound,
Carter; Film Editor, Holbrook N. Todd;
Set Decorator, Elias H. Reit; Property Master,
cugene C. Stone.

ALL, ED

John

A
'

Stents

DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY Good.

CTI0NS
>

James Clark Named Prexy
Of National Film Distribs.
(Continued from Page

Clark,

Philadelphia;

m

1)

Earl Jameson,

Kansas

City,
and John Vickers,
Charlotte. Offices will be established
here at 831 South Wabash, to handle

GALeS

p

roRM

Chicago and Milwaukee territory, under James
C.
Clark's
direction.
Clark and Weyer returned to Philadelphia after meeting.

stable

(

'IRECTION,

IT HAPPENED

Hugh Beaumont, Cheryl Walker

PRC

The

THE WORLD'S FAVORITE ENTERTAINERS SAY

On A Ticket"

cops, a pbcney Frfl representaand an escaped convict wno prowls
around his wife urging her to commit bigatrack.
my with a rich admirer. Plenty happens
Jot only is it a slice of hectic domesfrequently.
Miss Walker is kidnapped.
ry, there are also strong injections from
e to time cf excitement via horses and Beaumont is taken for a ride, beat up,
when finally rescued. Douglas Fowley is shot to
racetrack. Galloping bangtails
death. The police intrude their two cents
are as handsomely filmed as in this
worth and put Beaumont en the spot with
are a camera delight, pictorial thrills.
.nformation that the pie:e of baggage in
ton Ameche and Catherine McLeod in
fhe railroad depot contains plans an unleads are pleasing most of the time and
triendly foreign nation wants badly.
u it themselves with graceful ease. RosHowever, it all adds up to make sense.
Karns is involved in the doings wi.h
CAST: Hugh Beaumont, Cheryl Walker, Paul
familiar type of comedy. Good turns
Bryar, Ralpn Dunn, Louise Currie, Gav.n Gorrendered also by John Ridgely, Kitty jon, Charles Qu.gley,
Douglas Fowley, Noel
h
J e Frisco, young Gregory Marsha. I.
Jravat, Charles King, Brooks Benedict.
"he yarn is related in flashback form ty
CREDITS: Producer, Sigmund Neufeld; Director,
Sam Newtield; Screenplay, Fred Myron;
ns who meets up with Ameche when

l

DAILY

Report "Sun" Will Shine

On Loew's Met Circuit
(Continued from Page
tion

replied,

Ir

«>W>£JV£Z)

1)

"No comment

at this

time."

A

lengthy conference between adand publicity personnel of
Loew's and SKO gave credence to
che report, however.
vertising

ANT

Okay "Duel"

for Sundays
Boston
"Duel in the Sun" was
screened for the State Department

—

Safety and, with one or
two minor deletions, the picture
stands approved for- Sunday showing
in Massachusetts.

tJH

MITCHE,

ML Airy, N. C. A proposal to G. Maxwell-Willshire Dead
London (By Cable)
Sir Gerald
jrait Sunday movies here is exited to be voted upon in May at Maxwell-Willshire, film player who
same time city officials are worked in Hollywood at one time*
fi
died in a hospital here.
>cted.

—

"
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REVIEWS Of DEW

Expect Stay Order

Week

Early Next

(Continued from Page

"Bells of

San

1)

with Donald

Justice Reed until the Department of
Justice is given an opportunity to
comment on the proposals.
No Department of Justice com-

Woods and

Gloria

Warren

I

74 Mins.

TALE OF EARLY CALIFORNIA IN THE
DAYS OF THE SAN FERNANDO VALLEY
ments will be forthcoming until next GOLD RUSH MAKES INTERESTING OFweek since both Robert L. Wright FERING.
and his assistant Phil Marcus are ill.
Here is an interesting offering produced
Supreme Court officials said there
would be no attempt to take the de- by James S. Burkett and directed by Terry
|

fendants' proposals to Wright's home
for comment or suggestions. Also on

ATA

nold,

Judge Thurman Arcounsel.
Arnold was

Morse. It is laid in California's San Fernando Valley in 1842, when gold was discovered in that section. Duncan Renaldo
functioned as associate producer.
Burkett has assembled a good cast, including Donald Woods, Anthony Warde,
Gloria Warren, Shirley O'Hara, Byron roulger, Monte Blue, David Leonard, Paul NewIan and others.
Warde, overseer of San Fernando Valley,
rules with a despotic hand and does not
permit anyone to leave his district. Woods,
an Irish tilemaker, comes to the valley and
falls in love with Gloria, daughter of Foulger, a blacksmith. Warde seeks to make

is

]

stricken with food poisoning.

New

Ticket

Hoppered

Tax Measure
Pennsylvania

in

Harrisburg, Pa.

—A

bill to

levy a

10 per cent tax on amusements, including tl eater tickets, has been introduced in the Pennsylvania Legislature by Reps. W. Stuart Helm and
D. Raymond Sollenberger. Measure
designed to finance increased
is

Gloria

his

bride,

despite

her

hatred

for

him, and take her to Spain.

teacher salaries.
Woods defies Warde, and through a ruse,
Admitting the bill lacks Adminis- manages
to escape with Gloria to Monterey,
tration support, Representative Helm
where they inform Blue, the governor, of
said the proposal will be carried to
Warde's tyrannical rule and how he has
Gov. James H. Huff in a bid for his
fleeced the natives of the valley.
okay. Measure also provides for the
CAST: Donald Woods, Gloria Warren, Shirley
licensing of promoters and producers
O'Hara, Byron Foulger, Paul Newlan, Anthony
of amusements, the collection of tax Warde, Monte Blue, Claire DuBrey, David
from producers, and revocation of Leonard, Gordon Clark, Gilbert Galvan, Felipe
permits by the Revenue Department. Turich.
!

,

,

CREDITS: Producer, James S. Burkett; AssoProducer, Duncan Renaldo; Director, Terry
Morse; Authors, .Jack DeWitt and Renault Duncan; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Robert Pittack; Art Director, Frank Dexter; Editor, George
Maguire; Musical Director, David Chudnow.

ciate

Trade to Fete
Samuelson on May 5

Philly

DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
Sidney E. Samuelson, general manAllied Independent Theater
Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania, Marcel Hellman to
will be honored on May 5 at the
2 for 20th-Fox in England
Warwick Hotel, Philadelphia, at a
testimonial by area exhibitors and West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
film men. Jack Greenberg is chairMarcel Hellman, Britman of the affair. It is expected that ishHollywood
producer, announced here that he
prominent figures from the exhibi- will
produce two pictures in London
tion and distribution fields in all
before March, 1948 for 20th-Fox.
parts of the country will be on
Hellman leaves for New York Sunhand.
day to confer with Tom Connors,
vice-president in charge of distribu-

ager,

Make

—

Arnold

Stoltz Elected

President of

to finalize arrangements for
loan of important 20th-Fox and
other talent for his product, which

Arnold Stoltz and his supporting Darryl F. Zanuck.
were unanimously elected at
First two pictures will be "This
yesterday's Ampa luncheon-meeting Was a Woman" from a London stage
in the Town Hall Club. New offi- plav, and "Sabina."
cers will be installed at Ampa's 30th
Twentieth-Fox also denied reports
anniversary dinner-dance in the that Maurice Ostrer would become
Hotel Astor, April 23.
executive producer for corporation
in England. Statement went on to
say Hellman would be unable to
slate

j

j

GEM AMUSEMENT

CO., Kansas City, to oper-

manage theaters, 100 shares of no
common. Incorporators: Stanley H. Durwood, Marjorie B. Grant, R. C. Woodrow.
TRI-STATE DRIVE-IN THEATERS, INC, Kan-

ate
par

and

sas City, general theater business,
of no par common. Incorporators: E
Jr., James T. Britt, Byron Spencer.

66 Mins.

100

C

shares

Rhoden,

make

all of 20th-Fox's commitments
Britain to comply with British
quota requirements by the end of
March, 1948. Consequently, company
is negotiating with Ostrer to make
two pictures under 20th-Fox banner.

in

a cast of familiar worthies that are
engaged in tins sii.y business tnat involve*
tne supernatural world in earthbound trivialities.
I he
oniy ghost is Lloyd corrigan.
tor a spell James cuison and toward tverIt's

ett Horton don sheets and try tneir srutt
on Rurn Donnelly. Tnats nis teason tor be-

ing about tne premises.

Just about every spectral situation from
the lengtny

file

of tms type of entertain-

ment anj product
witn

is involved in tne script
angles involving a gunwno thinks he is being

additional

husband

toting

oece.ved by his Emson-cnasing wite. Horton

is

Ellison's

and

butler

certainly

too

g:od tor the part.

Anne bwynne is the girl next door to
He s an artist tor a slick magazine

Ellison.

pubiisned by Jonatnan Hale. Miss Donnen,
poses tor the cover. When it's publisher
sne is made ridiculous. Comes a damage
suit. Ellison disappears after being snot ai
by Grant Withers. A booy is found. General opini.n is its Ellisons. Then he reappears. Hence the ghost business.
In due time after a good deal of phoney
ghost business the tale resolves itself in
a courtroom with the invisible Corrigan

CAST:

James

Ellison,

Anne

Gwynne,

Ruth

Donnelly, Stephanie Batchelor, Grant Withers,
Lloyd Corrigan, Emil Rameau, Jonathan Hale,
Charles Halton, Edward Everett Horton, Edward
Gargan, Gene Garrick, Michael Hughes, William
Austin.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Armand SchaeBlair; Screenplay, Ranfer; Director, George
dall Faye; Original Story, Randall Faye, Taylor
Caven; Cameraman, John Alton; Musical Director,
Morton Scott; Musical Score, Josepn
Dubin; Film Editor, Fred Allen; Sound, Victor
Appel; Art Director, Hilyard Brown; Set Decorations,

John

McCarthy,

Theodore

Jr.,

Ly-

decker.

DIRECTION, Routine.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

1)

in

Latii

Zoellner, Metro's re
prints and importation manager, tolc
The Film Daily that a similax ~"te-

periment was being conducted
Italian-dubbed Metro product in Ne-n
York's metropolitan area, but witl
>]\

a slightly different twist.
Whereas Spanish versions art
shown in Southwestern theaters thai
play only Latin lingo pix, Italian versions are shown in various Loew's
houses either at a Friday or Saturday midnight show in neighborhoods
with a predominant Italian population.
Zoellner pointed out that it
was not unusual for the special midnight show to gross more for that
hour than for the whole day up till
midnight.
Loew's houses that have played
Italian-dubbed pix locally are: Coney
Island,
Yonkers, Canal, Oriental,

Broadway,

Fairmont,

Bedford, 46th
the Post Road.

Street,

Commodore,

Newark and

Some of the pix were:
"Honky Tonk," "Ziegfeld Girl,"
"Shop Around the Corner" and "Tar-

refrain

from showing

Spanish-

dubbed pix both because of pressure
from Mexican interests and because
audiences prefer the imported product.

Mazur Leaves Republic;
Joins

SRO as Special Rep.

—

Chicago
Max Mazur, formerly
Republic exchange manager here,
joins Selznick Releasing Corporation
as special representative.

Head

Lightstone Elected

Of Canadian
Toronto

Distributors

— Gordon Lightstone, Para-

unless

we act

Canada,
the Motion
in

Picture Distributors Association of

Canada at the annual meeting. Lightstone succeeds L. M. Devaney, of

RKO.
Elected vice-president was Dave
Griesdorf, of PRC, while E. H. Wells
continues as secretary.
Board of directors comprises
Charles Chaplin, UA; A. W. Perry,
Empire - Universal; Henry Nathanson, Regal; Sid Samson, 20th-Fox;

lf/lO)
will die of;

Oscar Hanson, Monogram; Louis
Rosenfeld, Columbia; Haskell Masters,

Warners, and Devaney.

Savange's Father Dead

Easter Sunday,

specialize

zan Finds a Son."
Fare offered to the Spanish audiences is entirely different with the
breaking up Miss Donnelly's case via a exception of the Tarzan series: "Gaswhispering campaign. Seems he knows light," "Valley of Decision," "Picture
something about her, everyone becomes of Dorian Gray," "China Seas" and
aware of the secret with the exception of "Treasure Island."
the audience. Romance fulfills the EllisonFurther inquiry revealed that many
Gwynne aspirations.
of the theaters in Spanish Harlem

—

The father of
Youngstown, O.
to Open Drive-In
Providence, R. I. E. M. Loew's Frank Savange, manager of WarDrive-In will open for the season on ners Theater, died after a long ill-

Loew

(Continued from Page

STANDARD GHOST -GAG COMEDY houses which
UIILUcS TRIED AND ItSTtu ANoLtS films.
IN KOUilNE SlYLE.
William B.

mount general manager
have already been discussed with was elected president of

CHARTERED

in U. S.

Anne Gwynne

with James Elliscn,
Republic

tion,

Ampa

Metro Span.-Dubbed
j

(HOLLYWOOD PREVILW)
Screen Guild

flLfflS

"The Ghost Goes Wild" Pix Clicking

Fernando"

yesterday no action will be taken by

the sick list

Friday, April 4, 1947-

—

ness.

GIVE
TO CONQUER CANCER
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

UNVARNISHED

The

FA CTS
Here are the

two top

for the

Net paid

latest

published figures*

film trade papers:

circulation in the United States:

Paper Number ONE.... BOXOFF/CE

19,673

TWO

12027

Paper Number

BOXOFF/CE LEAP
'lUat'd
Net paid circulation

in

a lead 0/ 53.34%

Canada:

Paper Number ONE.... BOXOFF/CE
Paper Number

6046

1,422

TWO

925
BOXOFF/CE LEAP

And
Net paid circulation

for all U. S.

Utat'4.

a lead 0/ 53. 72%

and Canada:

Paper Number ONE.... BOXOFF/CE
Paper Number

21J095

TWO

13,752

BOXOFF/CE LEAD

And
"There

Is

No

that 'd a

Substitute

"See Publishers' Statements to Audit Bureau
of Circulations for period ending Dec. 31, 1946

(ABC breakdown issue is Nov. 2, 1946). Comparative computations are by Boxoffice's statistical dept.

497

cleat,

bad

7,343

0/

53.39% V

For Paid Circulation!"

!

91
600 Theaters Feature

Would Start Shows
With IVat'I Anthem

Negro Pix; 200 Due

Harrisburg,

(Continued from Page

1)

houses are located in the deep South
with the balance located in metropolitan areas, with concentrations of
Negro patrons.
Popularity in the South, however,
has reached such proportions that
dance halls and schools have installed
portable projection and sound equipment in order to cash in on the trend.
Arthur Leonard, co-producer and
director for Herald Pictures, during
an extended exploitation trip for the

Pa.

—

Playing of the

Banner would be a
"must" prior to all performances cr
meetings at all places of public assembly under the provision of Senate Bill 417 which was introduced
in the Senate this week by San. AnStar

thony

Spangled

DiSilvesrro,

J.

D-Philadelphia.

SAG Asks Raise of Daily
Rate from $35 to $100
(Continued from Pa"e

ers hired
a week.

1)

by week from $115

to $350

Friday, April 4,
DAILY

Dominion Theaters
Hike B.0. Soles

—

Toronto With theater prices removed from wartime stabilization
controls, Loew's Yonge Street Theater and Loew's Uptown will inaugurate permanent admission increases
with the opening of programs for
Easter. Matinee prices are affected.
the afternoon scale of 30 and 42
cents having been hiked to 35 and 45
cents, the night adult price remaining at 60 cents. New price policy
started with "It Happened in Brooklyn" at the Yonge Street and "The

|

|

Business

j

Egg and I" at the Uptown.
company's initial Negro cast picture,
Price increases are scheduled to
For beginners, when signed on a
"Boy! What a Girl!" is to make a
be made immediately by Famous
survey of the wants of all-Negro the- term contract, Guild proposes a minPlayers Canadian in a number of
aters throughout the country so that imum of $100 a week. Improvement
situations. Higher scales have already
his
coming
pictures
acin
working
conditions
sought
actors'
he can gauge
been adopted for four Toronto unit:
Leonard recently com- include abolition of three-month and
cordingly.
which first-run policy war
for
pleted Herald's second film, "Sepia six-month options in favor of oneadopted in order to speed up the re
Cinderella."
vear options; three year limit to be
lease of pictures locally.
nlaced on actors' personal term conwith
paid
tracts
studios
for
actors
Roach Comedies Will Be
less than $1,500 weekly in any year Four More States Adjourn
Parts
Features in
if contract; overtime pav for all With
Adverse Pic
actors; no loanout to another studio

Two

i

No

Laws

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood First Hal Roach comedy carnival to be sold to exhibitors
will be a feature running 110 minutes, comprising two parts, with

without actor's consent.
(Continued from Page 1)
On subject of re issues of old films, brings to a total of 17 the legisla
'"ruild said increasing number of retures which have adjourned. In onl?
issues has grown into an abuse
one state, New York, has tax oi
which is unfair to public. Guild beother legislation been nassed.
first part titled "Curley" and second
ieves that actors should participate
Legislatures recently have ad"The Fabulous Joe," Roach an- n profits from legitimate re-issues
nounced at a press conference. They and has formulated several alterna- journed in Nevada, Arizona, Mary
have separate casts and stories and tive proposals on problems of re- land and Georgia. Other states in
can be played separately by exhib- issues, which will be presented to elude Arkansas, Idaho, Indiana, MonMexico, North Dakota
itors. Both parts are in Cinecolor. producers during negotiations. Guild tana, New
Each feature that will be produced proposes that actor's work dav shall South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah
by Roach will be in two parts and be eight hours, exclusive of meal Washington, Wyoming and Wesi
in Cinecolor. Preview reaction will periods and that overtime shall be Virginia.
Industry, however, is still keeping
govern length of comedies to be paid in hourly units.
its fingers crossed in six other states.
made by Roach.
where legislatures are expected tc
Roach and his studio publicity diBros. Schedules
adjourn within the next two weeks.
rector, Jules Seltzer, left today by
These states include, Delaware, North
plane for New York. Formal an- 13-Week Sales Drive
Carolina, Oklahoma, Oregon, Rhode

|

uilv

—

Business

:

Warner

nouncement

of

which company

will

(Continued from Pase 1)
Roach's product is exjoining
S.
U.
pected to be made while in New York restrictions from
or shortly after his return to the branches in sales drives held during

distribute

the last several years,

Coast.

Warners Can-

Island and South Carolina.

Skouras 20th-Fox Stock
Gift Reported by SEC

adian exchanges again will be part
of the competition this year.
Philadelphia Spyros P. Skouras,
In connection with the drive, a
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY series of regional meetings will be president of 20th-Fox, reduced his
Hollywood
Edward Small will held by Roy Haines, Western division common stock holdings in the comproduce Alexandre Dumas' "D'Ar- sales manager; Jules Lapidus, East- pany in January to 5,250 shares via
tagnan" for Columbia and also "The ern division sales manager, and Nor- gift of 42,000 shares, it was disBlack Arrow," a film adaptation of man Ayres, Southern division sales closed by the SEC. Recinient of gift
was not disclosed. Skouras acquired
Robert Louis Stevenson's novel of manager.
that title.
First of the sessions took place the stock via option in August, 1946.
Nicholas M. Schenck acquired 42,yesterday in Pittsburgh with Lapidus
presiding. The next is scheduled for 288 shares of Loew's, Inc. common
stock to increase his holdings as of
Boston next Wednesday.
the end of February to 62,727 shares.
Ned E. Depinet and N. Peter RathBrylawski
Unit to
von each purchased 20,000 of RKO
Study Fire
Compliance common. They increased their holdDONALD HOLCOMB, manager, Florida, Tampa,
ings to 26,000 and 25,000 shares, reFla.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
spectively. Harry M. Warner reduced
FRANCIS STEEL, manager, the Seminole, TamWashington A. Julian Brylawski, his Warner holdings via gift to 4,000
pa, Fla.
president of the MPTO of Washing- shares.
MILTON VARNELL, part-owner. Park Theater,
ton, has been named head of a special
Trion, Ga.
Director
LESTER PERSALL, manager, Martin's Theater, committee to study costs, construc- Dietz
tion difficulties and other factors inPiedmont, Ala.
CONWAY COHALAN, RKO student booker, volved in making Washington the- Of 'Junior Republic' Assn.
Boston, Mass.
aters comply with district fire reguDAN NEWMAN, publicity manager, Studebaker
lations, it was announced yesterday.
Howard Dietz, Loew's vice-presiTheater, Chicago, III.
HUGH McGINNIS, manager, UA Loop Theater, Brylawski will study what changes dent, was elected a member of the
can be made in theaters within the board of the George "Junior RepubChicago, III.
JAMES DAVIE, manager, RKO, Vancouver, B. C. limits of materials and construction lic" Association at an executive comBILL GRANT, RKO booker, Vancouver, B. C.
mittee meeting here.
difficulties.

Small

to
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mm switch Finn PQLicv in GERmniw

'oung Planning New Eagle-Lion Sales Training
Editorial

Tycoon Preparing

tail

to

A 1947 Carrie Nation

)evote His Energies to
Motion Picture Interests
Within a few months when his
ailroad problems are out of the way,
.obert R. Young will devote his enrgies toward his ~
1m interests in
athe Industries,

arent

company

Eagle-Lion,

f

RC, Pathe Labs,
Theater Co.,
elevision Cenjr and Pictorial
tate

'ilms.

One of the
lings

first

Young

will

unbe
le introduction
f a new sales

ackle,

it

erstood,

Scouts!

be sent to

le nation's

By CHESTER

B.

r.

—

a

May

Into Capitol,

ioldwyn Heads Up

force removal of Eric Pommer
his task of re-building the German pix industry is expected to result in a behind-the-scenes scramble
for the potentially lucrative German
market, it was learned on high
authority over the week-end.
The impending crisis is said to be
the principal reason for the sudden
trip to Germany by Irving Maas,

from

(Continued on Page 8)

Further Hearing on

10 Deadline for

Proposals for Stay!

UJA Appeal

THE FILM DAILY
Washington With several industry and Government maneuverings
SRO's "Duel in the Sun" which will
Application of the "Bie Five" for going on behind the scenes, there
have its Eastern premiere on April an extension of time to docket their appeared a possibility over the week17 at Loew's State, Syracuse, and cases on appeal of the N. Y. Statu- end that Justice Reed may call for
(Continued on Page 7)
Loew's Rochester, Rochester, will tory Court's decree was granted Fribreak in the Capitol on Broadway day in an order signed by Justices

37 More

N Y Stands

and 37 other Loew circuit houses

"Big Five" Docketing

in

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 8)

Chairmanship of the Jewish WelFund in Los Angeles, which conGives Approval of
Sucts the United Jewish Appeal in
le production center, has been ac- Vet Theater Building
-jpted by Samuel Goldw^n, Barney
alaban, national UJA chairman an- Wos'nnnf-n Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ounced Friday following his return
Washington
In a rare action,
"om California.
CPA has approved construction of
Working with Goldwyn as co- two theaters as "essential com(Continued on Page 6)
munity" facilities, it was revealed
lre

CPA

—

(Continued on Page 2)

to Get

Eastman's Records

—

Rochester
Eastman Kodak records subpoenaed by a Federal Grand
Jury to help determine whether there
has been an anti-trust law violation

must be surrendered, Federal Judge
John Knight ruled in denying a request to quash the subpoena served
Feb. 4.

Judge Knight, however, held that
majority of documents sought
should be limited to a 10-year
period. Government bad requested
some records 25 years old.
the

may

young

schools and universities

Grand Jury

THE FILM DAILY
Washington Switch in American
Military Government policy which
Washington Bureau of

BAHN

matter of mrnths, Mrs. Eugene Meyer, journalist and social worker, part-owner
of the Washington (D. C.) Post and the wife of its able publisher, has been engaged in doing a Carrie Nation job on the film industry, its people and its product. Radio,
too, has been the target for Mrs. Meyer's verbal hatchet assaults, but to a somewhat
lesser degree, a reading of her mss. and press strries establishes.
Mrs. Meyer, it would appear, has selected the backdrops for her motion picture
castigations with considerable care and attention to the publicity potentialities. Thus we
find her speaking before the 21st Women's Conference on National Defense in Washington, before the American Association of School Administrators in Atlantic City and,
most recently, before the California Association of Secondary Schocl Administrators in
Los Angeles.
The pattern thus set is important. Not only does it assure Mrs. Meyer press attention
at the time, but inevitably it means that Mrs. Meyer's views are taken hrme with them
by hundreds of influential and articulate men and women. And if you do not think that

FOR

"Duel"
Robert

(Continued on Page 6)

oast

uses verbal hatchet on pix

(Continued on Page 8)

system,

E-L.

-ill

.

will

raining
Dr

is

. .

Pommer's Removal Indicated, with Scramble for the
Market There Following

Plan Film Forum

Plans for the Thomas A. Edison
Foundation will be outlined to a repAn international forum under the resentative group of film industry
theme, "Cinema and Human Cul- toppers at a luncheon meeting of the
(Continued on Page 6)
ture," is to be held in connection
with the World Film Festival opening in Brussels June 7. Top representatives from each of the parEven the Opposition
(Continued on Page 7)

Raves About "Years"

Theaters

Philadelphia
Herbert J. Yates,
Republic president, purchased 4,700
shares of Republic common last
month to bring his holdings to a total
of 44,300 shares, the SEC reports.
Yates also holds 86,950 and 14,685
shares in two corporations, as well

Universal's plans for establishing
a circuit of key city "show cases" to
augment the initial stands in this
city and Cincinnati have bogged
down as a result of the inability to
locate available desirable houses, it
was learned over the week-end.
Theaters of the type desired by
Universal just are not on the market
at the present time, it was said, and
as a result, the company is marking

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 6)

—

Curtis Hosting Luncheon
For Edison Foundation

for

Bogs Down; Houses Unavailable

Yates Increases Republic
Holdings to 44,300 Shares

—

Brussels Festival

"U" Stymied on Key
Circuit

Washington Bureau of

—

Philadelphia
Friday's gesture
by the management of the Fox Theater had film row buzzing. Seems
the theater's three-column ad in the
Inquirer which boosted the merits
of the current "Carnival in Costa
Rica," carried a b'x. across the bot-

tom

reading: "Congratulations to
Arcadia and Pix Theaters on
their booking of the Academy Awards
winner, 'The Best Years of Our
Lives.' This is one of the best pictures of all time and deserving of
the greatest attendance in Philadel-

the

phia's history!"

,

Monday, April

Cf *\ DAILY

THEATERS

N. Y.

cominG add come

7, 1941
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SID BLUMENSTOCK, assistant manager of
exploitation at 20th-Fox, is accompanying three
Costa Rican beauties who will partake in the
Pan American Day celebrations in Miami beginning April 14. Prior to the Florida celebrations the girls will visit Cincinnati, St. Louis,

Chicago and Milwaukee.

DAVID LEWIS, producer of Enterprise's "Other
Love," arrives today on the S.S. Queen Elizabeth.
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THE

LEON and SAM SIRITZKY,

prexy and vee-pee,
of Siritzky International, returned
the week-end after having attended the opening Saturday morning of their
latest acquisition, the Old South Theater in
Boston. House opened with the preeming of
"Children of Paradise."
respectively,

New York at

to

NICK TRONOLONE, Pathe Laboratories vicepresident, is in Mexico selecting personnel for
the new RKO laboratory in Mexico City which
is
expected to begin operations shortly.

HAL

HOLLYWOOD,

28. Calif.
Blvd., Phone

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Granite 6607.
Andrew H.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road. Wash. 16. D. C
Phone

Wisconsin

Manning

3271.

Clagett,

133

Wardour

W.

St.

MANILA— Homer
HAVANA —
BOMBAY—

1.

Hotel Manila.
Mary
Blanco, Virtudes 214.
L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road

Stuart,

Louise

Ram

Fort. Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue

ALGIERS— Paul

Charras.

Ray Carmichael. Room

o

to

SHAFF, whose production, "Man EatKumaon," will b* released by Un'versal-

International,
California.

WASHINGTON—

2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone. Hobart 7627
CHICAGO, 45. 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-

vice-president in
charge
Story Prods., Inc., returned

MONTE
ers of

Representatives:

HORNE,

production for
the Coast.

c

NATE

New York

left

BLUMBERG,

J.

rives on the Coast
a 10-day stay.

VAN HEFLIN
the

Friday

Universal

in

ar-

prexy,

New York

today from

has arrived

n'ght for

HAYWORTH does not arrive until Apr.
She will sail on the S.S. Veendam April
16 on a three-month good-will tour of Europe.
RITA

WILLIAM FOREST CROUCH
Havana

W.

ROCK

JACK HARRIS,

of Walter Reade Theaters, and
for the next three weeks.
International general sales manager for Australia and
New Zealand, and STANLEY H. CRAIG, N?w

are

his wife,

Miami

in

WILLIAM

HURWORTH, Paramount

Zealand general manager, are due in San Francisco on April 30 and May 1, en route to the

home
A.

office

for

conferences.

PRATCHETT, Paramount

L.

ARCHIBALD SILVERMAN, owner
Providence, R.
vacation.

I.,

JAMES NEWCOM,

(Continued from Page

for

chief film editor for

into

Howard

Dietz to Emcee
Ampa's Dinner-Dance
Howard

Dietz, Loew's vice-presi-

dent and Metro ad-publicity director,
will emcee Ampa's 30th anniversary
dinner-dance in the Hotel Astor April
23.
Rutsrers Neilson, Ampa president, will preside at the affair which
will feature the installation of the

new Ampa

slate of officers.

Reservations should be made in advance with Abe Dash of The Film
Daily.

Mishkind in
Cleveland,

SRO
O.

Post
Leonard Mish-

UA

IN

B'way Showing!

PERSON

MICKEY

WALLACE R00NEY
BEERY LOUIS BASIL &
MIGHTY
McGURK'

'The

LOEW'S STATESMEN

OTHERS

plus

COWAN

town

in

is

until

tomorrow

conferences.

LORETTA YOUNG
JOSEPH GOTTEN

Mass.,

•

ETHEL BARRYMORE

Ikh^armefsVaughteT]
Door ! Open 9 30 A.M.
B'way at 49th St.

BOB HOPE

Person*

COR07WYMMOUR

JHWORSET

feMlAMOtMTt

nvt
1

Z*r&tA>roorYr sZ.

,

The Academy Award Picture!
Winner of Nine Academy Awards!

City, Okla., See-

and Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Other approvals were for theaters
in
Des Arc, Ark., Farmersville,
Calif., and Atlanta, Ga.

sales

SRO

manager covering

Cleveland,
Cincinnati and Detroit. Offices are
being opened in the Film Bldg. Ap-

pointment was made by Grover C.
Schaefer,

Oklahoma

PICTURE

THE BEST YEARS OF

I

W

OUR

LIVES'

—

former Republic city
manager, has been appointed
kind,
sales

ney, Ga.,

AN RKO RADIO

tomorrow.

approximately 10 weeks occasioned
weeks.
Biggest single reason for theater by injuries received in an auto acciapprovals last week was connection dent.
Mersereau was struck by a hit-run
with the theater by veterans of
World War II. In its approvals, CPA car while returning to his home on
said the theaters were "reasonably the night of Jan. 29, sustaining a
essential" and "will be owned or bad fracture of the left leg. Subseleased by veterans of World War II, quently, he underwent an operation
for the conduct of business to which at Doctors Hospital. For the last
the veterans will devote their activi- several weeks, he convalesced at
ties and of which they own more than home.
50 per cent." These approvals were
for stands in Hollandale, Miss., Putkonk,

f

town from

four-day out-of-town tryout.
VANCOUVER —
the week-end. CPA approval
Theater Bldg.
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher, over
was
given
to
construction
of
$35,a
19 Moxon Ave.. Punchbowl. N. S. W. Phone.
Mersereau Returning to
UY 2110. BRUSSELS— Tean Pierre Mevs. 000 theater in New Albany, Miss.,
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
and an $11,000 stand in Little Valley, Office After Accident
John Lindberg, Jernhanealle No. 3. Copen- N. Y.
hagen-Van Loese.
ROME — John Perdicari
CPA approval was given to con- Don Mersereau, associate publisher
Via Ludovisi 16.
Phone. 42758.
MEXICO
CITY— Louis Turnoff, Morelos 56 No. 523 struction of nine other theaters, and general manager of The Film
MONTEVIDEO— Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito many of them drive-ins, in the larg- Daily and Radio Daily, returns to
597.
est group of theater okays in many his desk today after an absence of
St.

1st

Hunt

EDDIE CLINE, Monogram director, is in Manhattan to direct the Broadway show "Heads or
Tails," which opens late this month after a

1)

ON SCREEN

of the Strand,

P. J.

LESTER

Saffar.

•

LOCKET

I'THE

en route to Havana for a

is

DEE, Alliance Circuit prexy, has returned
to Chicago from a Hollywood trip.

MONTREAL—

Brian AHERNE
MITCHUMGene RAYMOND

Robert

KARIN BOOTH, who appears in M-G-M's
"Unfinished Dance," will arrive from the Coast
tomorrow aboard the Constellation.

Florida

464 Francis Xavier
Tack Droy, 411 Lyric

International

Laraine DAY

Latin-American division manager, is expected
back from a Central-American trip tomorrow.

ROBERT CUMMINGS comes

9.

THE MUSIC HALL'S
GREAT EASTER STAGE SHC

tion.

New York from

Gives Approval of
Vet Theater Building

introducing PEGGY CUMMINS
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

Women."

chief engineer of Walter
Reade circuit, left for Bermuda last week
with the Missus, courtesy of Reade, in honor
of his 35 years of service with the organiza-

DILONE,

Stromberg, is due from the Coast this week
with the master print of "Personal Column."

CPA

in

"THE LATE GEORGE APLEY"

en route to
for
shooting

supervise
location
Productions' "Isle of Lost

to

C.

F.

is

for

Coast.

Rockefeller Center

RONALD COLMAN

12.

SRO home

office

rep.

Haines Holds WB Chi. Meeting
Chicago
Roy Haines, WB West-

—

division sales manager, held
meeting of the Midwest district here
on Saturday in connection with the
company's 1947 sales drive, which
starts April 27. Haines and W. W.

ern

Brumberer, drive captain,
back in New York today.
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be
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Univ. Showcase Plan

Goldwyn Heads Up

Reported Stymied

Coast UJA Appeal

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page
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While there have been key city
theater deals negotiated by other interests
during the last several
months,

it

now operating the WinGarden and the Park Ave. The-

Universal,

reported interested in
acquiring a lease on the new Victoria
Theater which the City Investing Co.
plans to construct.
The Victoria is one of two Main
Stem houses which City Investing
will replace, the other being the
ater here,

Astor.

is

Summer

building

is

contem-

plated, with of course the removal of
Government restrictions the controlling factor.
At the present time, Universal's
Broadway outlets are the Winter
Garden and the Criterion. The latter, however, is also carded to do a
fadeout sometime in 1947. Bond
Clothing Co. plans to utilize the theater space for an addition to its
present store. This presumably fig-

ures in Universal's hunt for its own
second theater.
Universal's theater acquisition
plans otherwise are understood at
the present to be largely concerned
with such cities as Chicago, Cleveland and Boston. In due time, however, Universal is expected to have
"show windows" in all U. S. keys,
with John J. O'Connor, rated one of
the industry's ablest theatermen,
directly in charge.
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about

about one-third less ...... Pres-

to sell tor

Monday

retail stores

being prepared

is

be ready

library to

tor Sept. 1.
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.

who

kiddie

has exclusive rights in the Western hemisphere to all Soviet pix. ... • Hollywood, in embarking on the production of stories about racial issues, would do well to think twice before
altering the stories to any great extent.
Any drastic changes made
points out that Artkino

.

in the scripting

who want

.

.

.

.

are certain to invite industry attack not only from thoss

such subjects on the screen but from those

who

object to

... • Bob Wol.'f, RKO managing director in Britain, reports
Danny Kaye is rapidly moving up into the popularity class of Bob
Hope and Eing Crosby among English iilmgoers ...... Still another
philatelic promotion has been set by RKO ...... Exhibs. will receive a
them.
that

souvenir envelope bearing the

new

memorative stamp with a

day

"first

T
•

•

•

told

about a theater patron

a

if

this

Br'r

through two features.
the loaded gun,

my

•

iroit's

to Phil M.s.

into

am

I

He would probably
to

Inc., of

Ainsworth

see one of the so-called specials, that

has Wm.
Fond Du Lac.

State Theater,

same young man would come

my

„

... .'1

am

• ADD WHAT'S-IN-A-NAME

up after he had sees
and instead of handing

T
DEPT.: The Joy Theater in Do-

new names for its owners. .... .The former
now respectively Mrs. Stan Max
Nueman ...... Sussman manages the Joy while

North End has two

Misses Claire and Marion Levin are

Sussman and Mrs. Louis

Neuman

is identified

•

•

with Detroit's National Drug Co.

V
•

ODDS

:.:

:.;
j.t
:.;

Y

ENDS: Blue law threat to theater John Geyser intends to build in Verona, N. J. has been removed by the borough council. ... .Community of 9.000 has no theater, so the gentlemen of Verona
and their families patronize the two movie houses in neighboring Montclair ...... Geyser has yet to get okay from Washington to go ahead
with his plans. ...
• Are the Schines negotiating for the Longchamp
Restaurant chain? ...
• In the words of the MPAA's Glen Allvine,
"What the Long Island Railroad needs are Young ideas specifically
Robert R. Young ideas.". .
• James A. FitzPatrick signed a new deal
'N'

J.J

man were Harry Warner,

Sol Lesser,

Bert Allenberg, Ben
Kahane, Leon Goldberg, Fred Meyer,
E. Blackburn, Jimmie Allen, George

Jules

Stein,

Bilson and Marvin Ezell.

Curtis Hosting Luncheon
For Edison Foundation
(Continued from Page

1)

Foundation's Motion Picture Section,
of which E. P. "Ted" Curtis, East-

man Kodak vice-president, is chairman in the Hotel Plaza's White-Gold
Room on Wednesday.
Philip Reed, chairman of the board
of General Electric, and Curtis will
speak at the luncheon.

The Foundation, recently formed
for the purpose of preserving and
furthering the ideals and philosophies of the inventor, proposes to:
raise a $2,590,000 fund, largely from
industries which have benefited directly from Edison's genius. The
appeal will be to corporations rather
than individuals.

May

IDE

10 Deadline for

h

"Big Five" Docketing
(Continued from Page

1)

Augustus N. Hand, Henry W. Goddard and John Bright.
The extension, which also applies
to those appeals entered by the De- m
partment of Justice and the "Little
Three," gives the appellants until
May 10 to docket their cases.
Prime reason for the reauest was
the tremendous amount of material
that must be printed into the record,
which made it almost impossible to
meet the previous deadline of April 7.
An attempt will be made to prepare one record embodying the data
desired by all of the appellants.

.

—

.

with Metro for a lS47-*48 travel talk series.

...

•

Didja

Milwaukee now has 20 theaters co-operating with the
Movie Council program of special Saturday matinees?

know

city's

that

Children

... •

The

National Legion of Decency has placed 20th-Fox's "Carnival in Costa

;.:
:.:

Others who attended the Coast
conferences with the national chair-

running, he would not

get

office

The Paramount president j^^ en

thusiastic
about Holhnvoo^B re
sponse to the 1947 UJA appeal anc
was gratified that the appointees
have accepted the responsibility. "Al:
of them are deerjly moved by the
urgency of the 1947 UJA," Balabar
stated.

theater tonight

would probably shoot me". .....

T
•

Palm

picture at the

Ainsworth, president of Independent Theaters.

about half the picture; come back

me

of issue" cancellation

T

THAT FILM DAILY boxed Detroit story the other day which
who changed his mind about committing

suicide after viewing

sit

Joseph Pulitzer three-cent Com-

J.:

\i

Gavin Gordon
Walter Winchell
Neal Hart
Irene Castle
William Eythe

now

show has been set tor today by
RKO-Schine for four Syracuse downtown theaters. Keith's, Paramount
• Monogram will send Jackie Cooper and
E:kel and Empire. ...
Jackie Coogan tor a p.a. tour in conjunction with the openings of
"Kilrcy Was Here" next Fall. ...
• Miles Sherover says that recent
report of a deal with Charles Chaplin and Elliot Roosevelt to distribute
Russian iilms here, is absurd. .... .That's backed by Nicholas Napoli.
17-cartoon Easter

1)

screen applicants for his sales
training program. Though vets will
be given preference, anybody meeting Young's specifications will be
accepted.
Not only will tyros be taught the
various phases of distribution, but
they will even be shown the intricacies of production so that the new
crop of E-L salesmen will have a
more comprehensive view of the
whole industry than many an oldtimer.
Young has long maintained that
the industry has neglected the development of new talent. His aim
is to do in films what he has already

t

and

catalogue and 800

its

library

ent plans call for the projector

afraid that

to

5 JF* V01f

original film

half the standard price

to

accomplished in

A new

projector de-

about $200. .... .Distribution will be via

to sell tor

Wise, much concerned. .... .Writes

Sales Training System
(Continued from Page

home use

a new 16 mm. sound

a large mail order house, through

L.

E-L

YOU MAY EXPECT

•

•

•

versal's requirements are precise.

ter

PHIL M. DALY

was pointed out that Uni-

1)

chairmen of the Motion Picture Di
vision on the Coast will be Jack War
ner, Walter Wanger, Abe Lastfoge
and Dore Schary, Balaban said.

time.

Rica." Universal's "Time Out of
class "B."

Mind" and Monogram's 'Tall Guy"

is

UIEDDIIIG BELLS
Holman-Fitter
Alison
Old Greenwich, Conn.
Holman, daughter of Russell Holman, Eastern production manager
for Paramount, and Edgar Alvon
Fitter, Jr., associated with the company in New Orleans, were married
yesterday at the First Congregational Church. After a short honeymoon the couple will proceed to New

—

Orleans.

\

[|jo]
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Further Hearing

—

*'

on

"Egg" fti Six L. A.
Houses for Record

Proposals (or Slay!
(Continued from Page
-

—

Hollywood
"The Egg and I,"
opened Saturday in six L. A. key

1)

further hearing of stay proposals
B
(by defendants in the equity case.
Government spokesmen said that
""I
a furAer hearing had been discussed,
[K'buiJ^clined to speculate whether
Jui,
<h Reed would take such action.
Supreme Court officials, however,
'

minimized the importance of the

1

ferences between

,jj

;

•

Reed would take.

In some quarters, doubt was exthat 20th-Fox's separate
4 pressed
order calling for stays only on competitive bidding and arbitration features of the decree represents enough
of a split among the defendants to
warrant a further hearinc.

turn to his office today.

is
I

:

is

Wright, who has been ill with flu.
expected to take immediate action

on the two proposals for stays made
dby the defendants. It is expected
that Justice Reed will act soon after
the Department of Justice, through
Wright, takes a stand of the stay
proposals.
J

:

ia

to

set

a

new

local

Los

number of
theaters used to open a pic. The
1,500 Carthay Circle was added to
Angeles

the

record

usual

five

the

in

theater

combination

cf the United Artists, Fox Ritz, Fox
Bruin, Iris and Studio City usually
used by U-l. The six theater set-up
is for the first week. After the first
seven days, the Fox Bruin will drop
out of the combination.

Yates Increases Republic
Holdings to 44,300 Shares

'

Meanwhile, it was disclosed that
Robert L. Wright, Government attorney in charge of the case, will re-

:

first-runs

be ordered. These officials, too, refused to predict what course of action
Justice

f

dif-

the proposals sub-

and
by the defendants
mitted
doubted that a further hearing would

4
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Plan Film Forum for
Brussels Festival
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

reported by Harry
of 1.000 shares

Warner and one

by Jack

L.

Warner,

leaving them with 296,000 and 428,000 shares respectively, in their own
names. Jack Warner picked un an
additional 1,500 shares for a trust
fund which now contains 21,500
shares of the stock, while Mai. Albert Warner, who holds 430,000
shares in his own name, added another 1,000 shares to the 20.000 he
alreadv held in a trust fund. Sixteen thousand shares are held in a
trust

1)

1)

as 900 shares of Republic preferred
in his own name and 12,300 shares
in the name of a corporation.
Frederick R. Ryan of the Republic board acauired 1,000 shares of
common, the SEC said.
Three separate gifts totalling 4,000
shares of Warners $5 common were

fund by Harry Warner.

ticipating countries are expected to
speak, with J. Arthur Rank, Julian
Huxley,
director general,
and Laurence Olivier said to have
been approached as the British

Daniel M. Sheaffer disposed of 600
shares of Universal common, retaining 17,707, while Nathan J. Blumberg reported a gift of 50 warrants
of this stock, retaining 29,200 war-

speakers.

rants.

UNESCO

American participation

is

said to

have been decided upon, but names
of the representatives are not yet
available.
It
understood the
is
French team will consist of J. Gremillon, Francoise Rosay, Jean-Louis
Barrault, J. Benoit-Levy, Jean-Paul
Sartre, and Andre Malraux.
U. S. pictures to be shown during
the Festival include Columbia's "The
Jolson Story," Disney's "Song of the
South," Samuel Goldwvn's "The Best
Years of Our Lives," M-G-M's "The
Yearling," Paramount's "To Each
His Own," RKO's "It's a Wonderful
Life,"
"20th-Fox's
"The Razor's
Edge," "Universal's "The Egg and
I," and Warners' "Humoresque."
The U. S., Great Britain, France,
Switzerland, Mexico, Argentina,
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Italy and
Belgium have accepted bids to participate.
Soviet acceptance is also
expected.

STORK REPORTS
Omaha

— Max McCoy,

Several directors were reported
adding to their holding of Trans-Lux
dollar

common.

Harry Brandt

re-

norted a December acquisition of
1,000 shares in the name of Helsel,
Inc., which now holds 3,500 shares
in addition to 50,215 in Brandt's own
name, 1,000 in the name of Broad
York. Inc., 1,400 in the name of Harday Operating Company and 14.700
in the name of Mrs. Brandt. Last
month Norman Elson added 200 to
his 700 shares, A. D. Erickson added
200 to his 400 shares, Percival Furber added 300 to his 1,500 shares and
\auila Giles doubled his holding of
100 shares.
Samuel Broidy built up his holdings in Monogram last month by exercising warrants for 5,000 snares
of common and now holds 12,799
Edward Morey exercised
shares.
warrants for 600 shares and now
holds 1,500 shares, while Sam Wolf
exercised his 2,000 warrants and now
holds 5,333.
Broidy retains 5,000
warrants, it was reported.

Acquires Iwerks Rights
Twenty- five Cinecolor cartoons
produced by

Ub

Iwerks have been

Paramount acquired by Marc Gilbert Film Co.
booker, reports the birth of a son, for distribution in Continental
Thomas Michael.
Europe.

VWW

BRQP --

;

w
May Switch AMG
Policy in

. . .

(Continued from Page
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vice-president and general
manager, it was learned.
American Military Government
officials in Germany are now contemplating removal from their rolls all

persons who have been citizens of
the United States for less than 10

years. German-born Pommer, who
was originally selected for his important task by the State Department, has been a United States citizen only since 1942.

Two

Critical Questions

questions are posed
by the strong possibility that Pommer will be removed from his job:
1. Will Pommer remain in Ger-

Two

critical

private capacity,
in a
financed by German funds and
thus carrv on his task as a German operation?
2. Will the American film industry take a direct and active
role in the rebirth of the German motion picture industry, a
potentially powerful competitor
of the United States?
The American film industry, already concerned over the rapidity
with which Pommer has brought the
once-strong German industry back to
life, believes that a major crisis may

many

result

from Pommer's removal.

War Department

officials here admitted that the American Militarv

in Germany is contemremoval of all American
citizens of less than 10 years standing, but refused to comment on de-

Government

It was generally admitted,
however, in certain circles that the
Military Government expected to cut
their rolls without fanfare and without a formal order.
Cite War End Rule
Following the end of the war, the
State Department had a general rule
against employment for service
abroad of citizens of less than 10
years. In addition, there has been a
general rule that no person would
be sent to his native country unless
he had been a citizen for more than
15 years. Pommer, although he has

worked
did not
until

Hollywood studios,
become an American citizen

in several

about

five

years ago.

At the time of his apoointment,
Pommer was considered a "natural"
for the job. While an American citizen, he had extensive knowledge of
the German film industry, having
served in Germany in various capacities, including many years with UFA.
Although hampered by material
shortages and shortage of trust-

1)

prepared to quote her and
they are impressed by what Mrs. Meyer has to say, and are
phrase it m.Wly.
parrot her array of vitriolic charges, you are on the naive side, to
inches cf six point
Mrs. Meyer's biographical sketch occupies about two and a half
and attainments are numtype in the latest Who's Who in America, and her interests
the more weight for that
erous. It follows naturally, that her expressed opinions carry
fact.

Mrs. Meyer tells an audience— as she has several times— that "the radio
synthetic
and films are doing their best to make stereotypes of our people with
anti-democratic,'' that
ideas and emotions," that "the radio and film industries are
faith in the
"they are un-American in their contempt! for the public and their lack of
American people " that "only the movies and radio think they can hand us with imjust let loose
munity, a product that grows steadilv worse," that "the film industry has
veritable piece of corn that sentil its flashlights to celebrate as its finest production a
timentalizes and cheapens Hie deep tragedy of the limbless veteran," that "the moabroad to dishonor
tion picture magnates send their spurious versions of American life
rur people in the eyes of every foreign nation," that "the vulgarization of life conveyed
by 90 per cent of the films are a handicap to the mental, moral and emotional development of American childhood," that "the largest combination of moving picture magnates
deliberately modified their code against the use of narcotic themes "m order to exploit dope-peddlin<» and dope addiction for the benefit of our children," it is not just

THUS, when

1

Mrs. Meyer speaking.

member of the American Academy of Political and Social Sciences. It is a
of the S'ciety of Women Geographers. It is a member of the committee that
established maternity centers iff New York City. It is a trustee of Barnard College. It
s the one-time chairman of the Westchester County Recreation Commission. It is a
two-term member cf tho Library of Congress Trust Board. And it is a not infrequent
It

is

a

member

contributor to periodicals.

IT

also

a

is

—

o

one-time reporter for the

New

York Sun

wtio, alas, on the evidence aval-

able, has forgotten the old City Editor's injunction against generalizing, aea'mst makn* undocumented and unsupported charges, against the indulgence in verbal hysteria,

and against the cub's eternal blind spot that something's s-> Just because he says it is.
Supio'e a Washington Post reporter, for example turned in a story in which it was
™>marked that. "Onlv recently the largest combination of moving picture magnates deliberately modified their own eot'e against the use of narcotic themes in order to exploii- done-oeddling and dope-addiction for the benefit of Our children."
Would it get past the desk?

plating

tails.

V

uses

(Continued from Page

MPEA

7,

Carrie Nation
A 1947verbal
hatchet on pix

Film

Germany

Monday, April
DAILY

It

would

not.

The reporter turning in such an unsupported statement as "fact" w~uld be "dressed
down" in any city room in the United States, including that of Mrs. Meyer's own paper.
Note the words used . "deliberately"
"in order to exploit dope-peddling
ind don" addiction for tho bewfit of our children."
Mrs. Mever can be thankful and so can her legal advisers that her present target
.

.

.

.

.

—

—

the film business.
But, has not thr* time arrived wheff Mrs. Meyer and others of her
"put up or shut up?"
The hour is indeed later than some folks think.

is

ftlber.

Dahlman In

Alber-Dahlman Television Prod.
has been formed by David 0. Alber
and Louis J. Dahlman at 654 Madison Ave. Firm's first, "Television
Talent Hunt." has been nlaced with
outlet,

be required

to

"Duel" Into Capitol
37 More N. Y. Stands

New Video Venture

WABD, DuMont

ilk

May

(Continued from Page
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New York metropolitan area on
May 7, playing in all stands at adthe

vanced prices, it was announced at
the week-end. Announcement confirmed a Film Daily story appear-

1.

ing Friday.

worthy personnel Pommer,

it is

gen-

"Duel" will play

erally conceded, has rehabilitated the
industry to a -oint where it is nearly
ready to begin a prodigious production

in all

Loew

cir-

except Houston, Tex.,
where the picture has been acquired

cuit

cities

by the Interstate Circuit.
Deal was closed late Friday by
Joseph R. Vogel of Loew's and Mil-

program.

American industry regards
the key to a vast, potenti- ton Kusell of the Selznick organizaally lucrative European market, with tion.
In its up-state openings, "Duel"
Munich expected to be the center of
dubbing pictures. And in this key will play at 90 cents-$1.25 and $1market, Pommer is the key figure. $1.50, it is understood.
Film will also play simultaneously
MPEA, it is understood, will attempt
The

Germany

[

DEUJ POSTS
S.

VAN DELDEN,

general sales manager,
Wil-Kin Theater Supply Co., Atlanta.

B.

BILL SCHLEIGER, manager. King Theater, Albia,
la.

ROYCE WINKELMAN, manager,
ater,

FRANK

Charles

City,

Charles

The-

la.

NEIL, Warners' salesman,

Charlotte.

to play an active role in the direction of the German film industry if
Pommer is removed from his present
job. Pommer is now a civilian em-

ploye of the American Military Government. If present plans work out,
he may be removed from the rolls
by the end of June.

X

in the metropolitan area including
Jersey City and Newark. For the

engagement at the Capitol,
New York, the stage show will be

initial

in

cancelled.

Thirty-six

Loew houses

from New York to Kansas City and
from Toronto to New Orleans will
figure in on the deal.

Released thru

(©

.

.

jtion Dist.
th Street
York, New York
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*aramounVs 1946 Net at Record $44 Million
Estimated Earnings Put
Lt $5.92 per Share, vs.
2.39 Reported in 1945

Dove of Peace Hovers Over Warners and "U";
Universal Neivsreel Bach on Warner Circuit

Paramount's earnings last year
Lore than doubled 1945's profit ac|iuiing to an estimate for the 53
- ended Jan. 4 released yesteriv. Estimate showed a net of $44,40,000, after all charges including
x provision, equal to $5.92 per
hare on the outstanding common
Bock.

Comparable 1945 figure was
|Sl\432,

Amicable settlement of differences between Warners and Universal which
had caused the former company to close its theaters to future U-l product last
night was reported near, if not already a fact.
It was learned that Warner circuit houses late last week resumed playing the
Universal Newsreel, and it was said last night that bookings of U-l feature
product would follow.

(Continued on Page 4)

Doubled Quota Set
For Area

UJA Drive

A

tsrap

o-op
i>al to

United Jewish
Appeal, it was

Need—Levy

New Haven
i

goal of $2,100,000, more than
double last year's collections, has
been set for the Metropolitan area

Hike Shows

—Terming Ascap's pro-

increase theater assessments

[grossly unfair and palpably with|.ijustification," Herman M. Levy,
leneral counsel for the MPTOA, said
hat the lack of unified exhibitor oppsition to the proposals points up
the second time, "the tragedy of
le non-co-operation of certain ex-

}enny Into Roxy
'or

$40,000-Plus

Audience

Chi. Tele

announced following meetings between film and allied leaders and
Barney Balaban,
national chairman
of the drive's motion

of

Washington

THE FILM D^'LY

—President Tru-

man yesterday gave firm approval to the American motion
picture industry's program for im-

A
in

eign policy abroad.
The Chief Executive's comments
were made to a group of industry
toppers headed by
President
Eric Johnston during a White House
visit yesterday. In addition to John-

MPAA

(

survey of audience
television,

Continued on Page 7)

recently

completed by WBKB, Balaban &
Katz video outlet, indicated a 50 per

Wright Objections

Repeated To Reed
Washington Cureau of

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY

Robert L. Wright,
special assistant to the attorney general, yesterday sent Supreme Court
Justice Stanley Reed his comments
upon the proposals for stay of the
(Continued on Page 7)

is in

Gen. Service Studios Sold
To J. Nasser, Frisco Exhib.

conformity with
tries and communities throughout the country

May 23
Week

—

WBKB

Doubling

of the quota

Chicago

preferences

director.
The poll embraced 1,071 owners of
(Continued on Page 6)

picture divi-

sion.

Favors Sports Shows

cent inclination for sporting events
with emphatic taste for remote
shows. The survey, believed to be
the first made of a television audience, was conducted by Mort Teller,
research chief of the station, and released by Capt. W. C. Eddy,

the over-all pattern set by indus-

(Continued on Page 4)

WashHgton bureau

plementing the United States' for-

$17,-

equal to $2.39 per share on

Newsreels Singled Out
For Special Praise at
Visit to White House

West Const Bureau

MATTHEW FOX

Los Angeles

—

THE FILM DAILY
James Nasser, vet-

Hoover Okays Crime Pix

Which Do Not

'Glorify'

cf

Washington Bureau

u

i

HE FILM DAILY

Washington— FBI Chief J. Edgar
eran San Francisco exhibitor, has
purchased General Service Studios Hoover yesterday defended the widenational
goal
of
with
$170,000,000,
Jack Benny and his radio troupe
from Benedict Bogeaus and William snread showing of motion pictures
ill
start a 12-day engagement at $65,000,000 to be raised in New York Cagney Productions at a price re- which do not glorify the criminal.
City.
ae Roxy, beginning May 23, A. J.
While condemning some crime picportedly between $2,000,000 and $2,Co-chairmen of the New York 500,000.
alaban, managing director of the
(Continued on Page 4)
ich-Fox showcase announced yes- drive are Matthew Fox, vice-presiCagney Prods, and Bogeaus are to
to

;rday.

meet the

(

Sam Rausch who

Although

is

(Continued on Page 7)

Joint

Com, Huddles

UJA

Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 6)

in

Canadian Licensing Pact Out
MP DA Will Discontinue Use by Next Fall

On Coast Strike, SAG
What was

reported

as

the

final

New

York meetings
by the East-West joint committee
on studio affairs was held here yesterday,
with representatives
from
major companies attending.
in

I

a

series

of

understood that the studio
and the forthcoming negotiations with the Screen Actors' Guild
were primary items on the agenda.
It

strike

is

Goldstein Will Preside
At Mono. Eastern Meet

Toronto

— Following a prolonged

dispute between exhibitors and the
Motion Picture Distributors Association of Canada over new percentage
Morey Goldstein, Monogram gen- terms last Fall, it is announced here
tral sales manager, will preside at a that the film exchanges organization
regional meeting of the Eastern has decided to discontinue use of the
branches Saturday and Sunday at the Canadian license agreement as the
Warwick Hotel here. The agenda will controlling code for rental contracts
include discussions on the merchan- commencing next film season.
For many weeks last Fall, chains
dising and releasing of "It Hap(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 7)

Print Lack Delays
Roosevelt Pic Bow
Scheduled premiere of Tola Prods.'
at the Globe
Theater Saturday has been postponed due to laboratory difficulties
encountered in processing the prints
with sepia tone. Elaborate program
for the event which included the
formal hostessing by Mrs. Eleanor

"The Roosevelt Story"

Roosevelt,

was cancelled yesterday.
My Man," current

Republic's "That's

A new premiand release date will be announced for "The Roosevelt Story"
at the Globe, stays on.

ere
in

the near future.

V

V

m

WW

"Dickey" Foy Funeral
Services Held in Dallas

Paper WorU Delays

10 Cents

Tues., Apr. 8, 1947

JOHN W. ALICOATE

DONALD

Publisher

M. MERSEREAU

:

Publisher

Associate

Dallas, Tex.
Requiem mass for
Richard E. "Dickey" Foy, 42, son of
the late Eddie Foy, and manager of
the Palace Theater here, was solemnized yesterday at the Sacred Heart
Cathedral. Interment will take olace
later in the

week

at

New

Rochelle,

and General Manager

N. Y.
Foy, who died late last week of
Editor
CHESTER B. BAHN
a cerebral hemorrhage, started as an
actor at the age of 12 in the Seven
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York 18, Little Foys vaude act. Once casting
director for Warners Vitaphone StuN. Y., by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W. Alicoate, President; Donald M. Merserdio in Brooklyn, he went to New
eau, Vice President and Treasurer;
Patti
Orleans in 1931 to manage the Globe
Alicoate,
and
Secretary.
Vice- President
Entered as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, Theater and came to Dallas in 1933
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
where he subsequently managed five

George

Schaefer categorically
J.
yesterday persistent reports
that his deal with Universal for the

BARBARA STANWYCK and ROBERT TAYLO

denied
U.

and

S.

Canadian

re-issue

rights

350 feature pictures and an unspecified number of shorts and serials had bogged down.
to

Schaefer said that the signing of
the pact had been held up by the
vast amount of paper
work and
checking which has to be done before

the deal can

be formally con-

leave

March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; ] months,
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should
$3.00.
remit with order. Address all communications

to

THE FILM

York

DAILY,

1501 Broadway, New
Phone BRyant 9-7117, 9-7118,

N. Y.

18,

Cable address Film-

9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
day, New York.

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:
28, Calif.
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
Andrew H.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
Manning Clagett.
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-

WASHINGTON—

N
LONDON

MANILA—Homer
HAVANA — Mary
Virtudes 214.
BOMBAY—

133 Wardour St. W.
Stuart, Hotel Manila.

Louise

Ram

L.

1.

Blanco,
Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg.,

Hornby Road.

ALGIERS— Paul

Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue

Saffar,

MONTREAL—

Charras.

Ray Carmichael, Room

464 Francis Xavier
Jack Droy, 411 Lyric

9,

Interstate theaters.

(

York last night for Chicago.

BURT

BALABAN, of the Paramount tele
department, left for Chicago «^erday
a business trip. He returns at tlp^E °
the week.

vision

on

ALPHONSE BRISSON leaves New York
Hollywood where he will serve as
pondent for both La Cinematographie
caise and Le Monde of Paris.

CITY—Louis

Turnoff,

MONTEVIDEO— Dr.

Morelos 56 No. 523.
Walter Schuck. Cerrito

597.

finnncitiL
&
&

Bell

East.

Howell
Howell pfd.
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Monogram
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RKO

pfd.

32V,

32'/,

8

S

.
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4
4

4
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153/8
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V,

4
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1434

3 3/8
143,4
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Cinecolor
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6'/2
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
information on listed and unsecurities available upon request.

Statistical

Telephone

BROADWAY

Vs

Asked

MERVIN ASH & CO.

61

New

York's

Cinema

Lodge

workers in this area halted all toll
calls and cut off the film exchanges

from

but 90 theaters in the city
proper. This move affected approximately 500 theaters.
all

Rosen Joining Hellman
In Drive-ins, Joy Bars

—

manager

of

Fabian-Hellman

HAnover 2-3050

NEW YORK

5%

m

Up

B'way
With

is

Toledo, O.

—A

new downtown

chairman, arrives from the Coast tomorrow.

TED
to

GAMBLE, ATA board chairman,

R.

Saturday

Ky.,

Louisville,

Day dinner speaker

PAUL BRODER,
Co.,

ing

be

to

goes

Army

the

there.

president

Releas-

Broder

of

due from Detroit today.

is

ARTHUR B. KRIM, Eagle-Lion president, leaves
the Coast today for conferences with production chief, Bryan po«, ALFRED W. SCHWALBERG, E-L vice-president and sales head; Max
E.
YOUNGSTEIN. ad-Dublicity-exploitation di-

for

rector; and JERRY PICKMAN, publ'city
ger, will join Krim later in the week.

WILLIAM

GEHRING,

mana-

20th-Fox

Central

rales manager, accompanied bv JACK
\is holding a
sales meeting in Chicago.

BLOOM,

CAROL
M-G-M,
to

BRANDT,

story
head for
Eastern
yesterday from a three-week

returnofl

the studios.

M-G-M

MANNIX,

J.

E.

C.

studio

arrived
yesterday
office conferences.

executive,

home
BEN GOETZ,

for

England, git

from

production
the Coast

M-G-M production head in
from the Coast yesterday with

in

MRS. GOETZ. They are due to return to London on the S.S. Queen Elizabeth.
H. M. RICHEY, exhibitor relations' head for

M-G-M, got back yesterday from Auburn, Ind.,
whrre he attended the funeral of his motherin-law.

EDWIN W. AARON, Metro's assistant genmanoger, has delayed his return
sales
from Miami until today.
IDA BELLE HICKS, amusements'

editor of the

Fort Worth Star-Telegram, will arrive in Hollywood on Monday for a two-week stay, stopping

/

at the Beverly Hills Hotel.

RAYMOND MASSEY
week-end

for

JERRY
DAVES,

WALD,

ire

in

New

left

York over the

the Coast.

director,

New York

Warners'

and

DELMER

producer;

DAVID GOODIS,

wrter,

for a few dnys after surveying
"Up Until Now."

Boston locations for

MICHAEL CURTIZ

state.

B'nai B'rith will fete its retiring
president Jack H. Levin and welcome
B.O.s Pick
its incoming president, Robert M.
Easter
Sun(ny)Day
Weitman, at a dinner for 500 at the
Hotel Astor, April 29.
Entertainment industry leaders
Broadway houses took it on the
will attend. Saul E. Rogers, industry chin Friday and Saturday.
Unexattorney, is honorary chairman of pected good weather on Easter Sunthe dinner; Marvin Kirsch of Radio day did much to restore the bloom to

Theater Set in Toledo

CHARLES EINFELD, Enterprise president, is
in New York from Hollywood Friday.
ROBERT TAPLINGER, Enterprise ad-publicity

eral

Drive-In theaters and a partner with
Neil Hellman in Joy Bar, Inc.
Joy Bar will open frozen custard
and ice cream stands throughout the
of

i

for

visit

strike of telephone

Vb
Vs
Vs

1434

Bid

listed

—The

Vs

35/8

4y8
4'/8
OVER THE COUNTER

Trans-Lux

%
Vi
%
Vs

4'/4

.

33/4

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

13V2

135/8
7
13'/2

-

Louis

—
+ %
—
V4
10T/ 10V/ +
26V 25V 2534 —
Daily
chairman; and S. Arthur anemic cash registers. Business was
85V 85V 85V + 1V4
Glixon and Harry K. Wallach are co- still perky yesterday.
—
15V
chairmen.
YORK CURB MARKET
—
4V4
414
Wm. P. Carleton Dies
3% —
Hollywood—William P. Carleton,
3V, —
New $2,000,000 B & K
74, veteran stage and screen actor,

73/8
Republic Pict
Republic Pict. pfd.
13V2
20th Century-Fox
.33
20th Century-Fox ppf.l03V,

Universal Pict
Universal Pict.
Warner Bros

</8

St.

duce the
Albany Leo Rosen, with Warners
already scripted the screen play for for 20 years and manager of the
it.
Foxwell leaves for L. A. on Strand for the past five years, has
Friday.
resigned to become assistant gen-

Weitman, Levin Apr. 29

Low

case of emergency.

eral

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Bell

said, that he
his own company to propicture. Paul Tabori has

would form

Cinema Lodge Will Dine

(Mon., Apr. 7)

High

Phone Strike's First Day
With Little Trade Effect

"No Room"

VANCOUVER —
Theater Bldg.
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher,
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone.
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys.
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
John Lindberg, Jembanealle No. 3, Copen- Foxwell said.
hagen-Van Loese.
ROME — John Perdicari.
Chances are, Foxwell
Via Ludovisi 16.
Phone, 42758.
MEXICO
St.

1

due

—

Foxwell, British indie producer, upon his arrival here yesterday aboard the liner Queen Elizabeth, revealed that there was a possibility he might produce "No Room
At the Inn" for J. Arthur Rank. The
Joan Temple play which has been
running for two years in London has
attracted a great deal of attention,

^^

AL O. BONDY, distributor of GE films, has returned to New York from a mid-Western trip.

summated.

Surviving are four brothers, Bryan
Foy, Eagle-Lion vice-president;
The first day of the nation-wide
Charlie Foy, Hollywood nightclub telephone strike apparently had litowner; Eddie Foy, Jr., radio star; tle effect u^on operations within the
Irving Foy, Albuquerque Theater motion picture industry, according
manager, and two sisters, Mrs. Made- to a survey made by The Film Daily
laine Foy O'Donnell of Dallas and yesterday.
Mrs. Mary Foy Litel of Hollywood.
Toronto The telephone strike did
not extend to Canada yesterday but
Ivan Foxwell Mulls
film exchanges and theater circuits
Prod. had difficulty in getting through
Plans for
phone calls to New York except in

Ivan

Coast today.

the

for

HERBERT J. YATES, SR. JAMES R. GRAINGEf
and WILLIAM M. SAAL, of Republic, left N:v

-

act of

8, 1947!

COfllMG and G0II1G

Schaefer-'U' Inking

—

Vol. 91, No. 68

Tuesday, April

DAILY

flew back to Warners'
Sunday from New York.
WALTER MIRISCH, Monogram producer, is
here to scout Broadway talent to star in his
Wouldn't Be In Your
next
production,
"I
Shoes." and attend the New York opening of
his "Fall Guy."
JACK H. LEVIN, vice-president and general
manager of Confidential Reports, and JULES
studios on

WILLING,

branch

operations head,
Atlanta.

have

/

re-

New York from

turned to

HAROLD

GROVES,

national field director
for Confidential Reports, has returned to his desk
after having completed a nationwide tour of
branches.
L.

^NORMAN ELSON, Trans-Lux vxe-president,
returned yesterday from Mexico City.

died last night as a result of injuries received last Thursday when
the-

struck by an automobile.

Did You

ater, to cost more than $2,000,000,
will be built for Balaban
Katz,

&

whose lease on the 3,600-seat Paramount expires in June, 1948. House,

REEVES
SOUND

to seat 2,500, will be built at Jack-

son and Superior Sts., and is expected to be ready by mid-1948, John
Balaban, secretary-treasurer, said. B
& K currently operates the Paramount and the Princess, downtown
holdover house.

Know That Our

'

SCREENING ROOM

STUDIOS, INC.

1600

BROADWAY

.

N. Y. 19

Complete
Disc

Film

Recording

•

Circle 6-6686

and

Facilities

is once more available for
your use? Modern . . . airconditioned . . . R.C.A.

High Fidelity Sound
Simplex Projectors .

Can

We

and
.

.

"Show" You?

6-0081-2-3-4
Film Storaae and Service

Call: Circle

BONDED

FILM STORAGE
1800

Co., Inc.

BROADWAY.

N. Y. C.

'

J«JW^Kmki]
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tea

/

in easy
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ROBERT HUTTON

/
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1
vis
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it'

LWf
creeds

WARNER

FREDERICK de

Screen Ploy by Eugene Conrad. Frond: Swann and

I.A.I.

CORDOVA

Diamond

•

Adapted from a

•

p**.**

Story by Harry Souber

//// '// //',/,
Ads

like

these are

<

in

the Pressbook

now

WILLIAM JACOBS

Musical Score

•

PICTURE

t / / /

Composed and Adapted by Max

J, ,

f/J/////

available.

J

i/p

TWEET, TWEET. IT'S SWUNG, ITS LOVE-TIME. LEARM ALL ABOUT

M

Steiner

—

Tuesday, April

<?i{< DAILY

Ascap Hike Shows

Co-op

1947

Paramounl's 1946 Net

Need—Levy

(Continued from Page

8,

Record $44 Million
(Continued from Page

1)

1)

hibitor associations in the formation
of the 'Industry Forum' launched by

the outstanding stock when adju sted
for the two-for-one stock £lk in

MPTOA."

1946. Earnings last year ^kXides
$4,840,000 representing the
pany's direct and indirect net i
est in the combined undistribu
butea
earnings of non-consolidated subsidiaries, while the 1945 amount included $2,527,000 in the same category. Shares outstanding on Jan.
4 totaled 7,443,772.
Earnings for the 14-weeks quarter
ended Jan. 4 are estimated at $10,163,000, compared with $4,111,000 for
the corresponding 1945 quarter. Last
year's final quarter profit was equal
to $1.37 per share, while the last
1945 quarter earnings equalled 55
cents per share.

Levy argued that the
exhibitors and

inability of
distributors to meet

attempt to work out an industry
arbitration system was the first significant event to highlight the need
for a "combined and united" exhibto

WILLIAM LeBARON AND BORIS MORROS,

•

•

•

will

be received on the

Passage," written
in

Cornwall Bridge. Conn,

have stated that theatermen will be
consulted on an equitable formula for
fee increases, Levy held that "Unfortunately, there will be no industry
group, representing all interests, for
these discussions."

bring

(Continued from Page

1)

pened on Fifth Avenue," and a review of current sales.

Heading the home office contingent
Ed Morey, Arthur Greenblatt
and Herman Rifkin.
Concurrentlv with the New York

will be

meeting, Jack Schlaifer, Monogram
director of sales, will conduct a similar parley with the mid-Western
branches at the Blackstone Hotel,
Chicago.

NOW!
BOOK
ALBERT EINSTEIN
DR.

ENDORSER
THIS PICTURE

goes well,

in July.

•

...

.

Federal Films of course later will

Both the Treasury and the

Army

Air Forces

Aid Society will share percentage wise in the net oi the AAF "Thunderbolt," which Carl Krueger will release worldwide through Monogram
lacilities
Pic, which has a foreword by James Stewart, is set for May
release.

ager of

... • Don Mersereau. associate
THE FILM DAILY, hobbled his way

crutches for the

•

Goldstein Will Preside
At Mono. Eastern Meet

to the screen.

it

all

if

Broadway stage next season with 'The Lost
by LeBaron. .... .Play is set for a summer stock tryout

itor voice.

Pointing out that John G. Paine,
Ascap general manager, is said to

Bernie

first

Kamber

• The

publisher

and general man-

on
weeks to say hello to the gang.
. .
that he has nothing to do with changing
into the office yesterday

time in 10

flatly states

the spelling of the

"Macomber

.

Affair" to the

"MaKamber

Affair".

.

.

.

of

America,

Assembly Passes
Luxury Bill

J.

Inc. will

Atlantic City

the Ziff-Davis Publishing Co. back from a 30,000-mile round the world

The Atlantic City luxury tax bill
introduced into the state assembly
by Assemblyman Mischlich, at the
request of Mayor Altman of Atlantic
City, passed that body yesterday
afternoon by a vote of 36 to 22.
Mayor predicting final passage by
the Senate and said "he was pleased."
At a meeting of the theater owners
here yesterday, however, it was re
solved to continue the fight against
the bill inasmuch as the Federation
is opposed to additional taxes any
where in the state.

flight to study business and market possibilities, reports that India averAs
ages only one motion picture theater for every 200.003 persons

SAG Proposes Prods. Pact

telecast ever made from a submerged submarine, over Station
Thursday. .... .The program will give viewers a complete picture
of the operations involved in submerging and surfacing a sub, the U.S.S.
Trumpetfish, commanded by Kenneth G. Schacht. Commander, USN. . . .

the

first

WNBT

• AP

reported from the Coast yesterday that there'll be no more

...

Marx

•

Edison Industries yesterday announced a gift
of more than $1,250,000 to the EI Association, established as a mutually
owned employes' co-op organization. ... • B. G. Davis, president of
Brothers pix.

it, the Indian industry is retarded by social
women, severe censorship and competition with U.

Davis sees

restrictions

Indian

S. films

Hoover Okays Crime Pix

to

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

One Year
THE FILM DAILY

— Screen

Actors Guile
propose that its new contract
with producers, which is to go intc
RKO's "Born to Kill"
effect May 15 be limited to one year
The Ohio Board of Organization will also propose thai
Columbus
Censors has rejected in its entirety there be no black list or any move
RKO-Radio's "Born To Kill." Cen- to keep a player off the screen
sor board officials pointed out that Arbitration of all disputes is pro
the rejection is not necessarily final vided for.
One hundred per cent Guild shop
since producers are permitted to
which has prevailed since 1937, is
appeal.
"This is believed to be the first time sought in the new contract.
in several years that a feature from
a major producer has been rejected Toronto V.C. Will Erect
by the Ohio censors. It is likely that
Crippled Kids School
RKO will appeal the decision.
will

—

1)

FBI

director had general
praise for the film industry and re-

buked those who wanted to ban all
motion pictures pointing up the evils
of crime.

The FBI chief said the accent

Be Limited

on

Ohio's Censors Reject

"Glorify"

(Continued from Page

tures, the

in

motion pictures should be on portraying the futility of crime and arousing public interest in corrective measures.

!

Two New Metro Films
Plus Reprint in

May

Chicago police censor board previously declined to pass the pic.

Metro will release two new pix
Oklahoma's Carriers
"High Barbaree" and "Undercover
Maisie"
and one reprint, "The Tilt Rates April 13
Great Waltz," during May, making

—

—

Toronto
Toronto Variety Clu
has decided on its first major pro
ject which is to erect a vocationa
school costing $30,000 for cripplec
children of Ontario. Institution wil
be operated in conjunction with On
tario Society for Crippled' Children

—

Exhibitors and
Oklahoma City
exchange managers here have raised
no protest over an increase in rates
charged for shipping film by motor
Johnston to Address
express in Oklahoma.
The new rates, approved last week
Washington Adv. Club
by the Oklahoma corporation comWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY mission, will go into effect April 13,
Washington
MPAA President Mistletoe Express service announced
Eric A. Johnston will speak before yesterday. Three other motor exthe Advertising Club of Washing- press firms handling films will meet

a total of 14 releases scheduled during the first five months of 1947.

ASTOR EXCHANGES

N.

bestow its "Edgar" for the
best mystery film for the past year, at a dinner at the Henry Hudson Hotel
• Vice Admiral W. H. P. Blandy, USN, commanding
April 21. . . .
the Atlantic Fleet, and Rear Adm. lames Fife, USN, of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, will be among the prominent naval personalities to be seen in
Mystery Writers

Which Do Not

THRU ALL

m

A Reporter's Report

ft

||

^Jena
(j re

etinaJ Jo~~

—

ton on April 15.

the

new

Mistletoe schedules.

fijLrtkda i

Apr. 8

Kay Connors

1

Mary Pickford

You're in the SPOTLIGHT, brother!

BABY'S
. .

.

Spotlight... of patrons'

searching for entertainment

.

EYES
. . .

.The PRIZE

.

...

and

and EARS

finding

it

. .

o

through the sparkling Salesmanship

TRAILERS

.

.

.

... of Talking

the colorful Showmanship ... of eye-

popping ACCESSORIES

.

.

.

the point-of-contact

combination... that turns SEEing...and HEARing
.

.

.

into

It's

SPENDING

. . .

and

shoppers into

PATRONS!

the gay white way that attracts patrons ... in

droves... SO... get on the

BABY, brother!
Box Office!

.

.

.

BEAM, with The PRIZE

That SPOTLIGHT

is

on

YOUR
nflTIOnfil.0^6^ SERVICE
V/WOT BOBr Of THf mOUiKY

13%

Tuesday, April

Chi. Tele

• HOLLYWOOD'S GREATEST DIRECTORS SAY
'

IT HAPPENED
IS

ON

SICK LIST

5th AVENUE

THE PICTURE TO

8, 194'fll

DAILY

Audience

Favors Sports Shows

JOHN JOSEPH.U-I national director of ad-

SEE!

publicity, expects to return to the studio
about mid-week. Joseph broke a heel bone

as the result of a

NORAN
Television

E.

fall.

Department,

tors'

is

appendectomy at Doc-

an emergency

ter

of the NBC
recuperating af-

KERSTA, manager

Hospital.

DR. HARRY MARTIN, chief of the medidepartment of the 20th Century-Fox
studios, underwent a successful abdominal
operation at the Johns-Hopkins Hospital,
cal

Baltimore.

(Continued from Page

1)

receivers.
Replies totalled ^3 4,
return of 40.5 per cent. The^fc;:ag<
television audience average^^:,00(
nightly with two-thirds of thejk
ceivers in residences, the other
located in taverns. Night video view
ers are double the daytime number
Favorite listening hours were indicated between one to five p.m. ant
seven to 12 p.m. The preference was
for 30-minute shows rather thar.

H

quarter hours. Complete coverage oi
sporting events was shown to be ir
demand. One-third of the total wertf
\

HARRY TURRELL,

Kl6

district

manager

in

Warners

Theaters'

Chicago, is at Tombfrom a throat ail-

stone, Ariz., recovering

ment.

JACK VAN BORSSEN, operator
Savoy Theater, Terre Haute, Ind.,

of
is

the
con-

valescing.

|OBS -

Coii9rotoW

One

Doubled Quota Set

of the most

novel pictures

»

For Area

v<

(Continued from Page
-

nove seen.'"

;

1)

>°>DeF0RE

and adventure serials predom-

Washington Rep.
To Work With Govt. Depts.

and columnist;
Richard Rodgers, producer and comWith the appointment of J. M.
poser, and Emil Friedlander, president of Dazian's, Inc. Organization Joice, formerly Paramount's special
and establishment of committees is rep. in Cleveland, to a similar post in
under way and will be announced Washington, Curtis Mitchell, pubOthers attending the meeting with
Balaban were Si Fabian, Jack Cohn,
Harry Brandt, Leonard Goldenson,
Sam Rinzler, Harry Kalmine, Leopold Friedman, Malcolm Kingsberg,

Lou Novins, Herman Robbins, Max
Cohen, Arthur Israel,

Jr.,

and

Sam

Shain.

Balaban

will

:

Para.'s

International,

shortly.

product

'

inating.

Billy Rose, producer

I

in-

eluded amateur turns, scientific-educational, bridge, foreign languages,
book reviews, interviews, quiz sessions, magic, dancing, scientific, variety, mechanical and music. It was
indicated children's shows should be
presented from four to seven, and
from seven to nine p.m. with fairy
tales

UJA Drive

dent of Universal

with the main event.
Suggestions for new shows

satisfied

meet with Cleveland

executives today to organize the
drive in that city, and tomorrow he
will conduct a meeting in Detroit.

\

licity-advertising director, disclosed
a new policy under which the national
capital will be assigned greater importance from the point of view of
public relations as well as exploitaC

tion.

In addition to the usual duties of
exploitation rep., Joice will serve as
liaison between the Paramount advertising-publicity department and
Government agencies.

Disney, Cartoonists Sign Pact
West Coast Bureau ef THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood A new one-year conCleveland Salesmen
between Screen Cartoonist
tract
Elect Warners' Kantor
Local 852 and Walt Disney Studios
was signed yesterday. New agreeCleveland Oscar Kantor, Warner ment calls for severance pay and adcity sales manager, is' the newly justment in wages of five classifica-

::

—

HAPPENED

OH 5th
AVENUE
mmjSj^I^ Horny
*w'tfi

»S< .ISSsftawt
aritf

«%§•

—

elected president of the Salesmen's
Club of Cleveland. Named to serve
with him are Frank Belles, RKO, first
vice-president; Aaron Wayne, Paramount, second vice-president; Edwin
R. Bergman, PRC, treasurer and
Judd Spiegel, PRC, secretary. New
board includes Tom Alley, Republic;
Robert Richardson, RKO; Phil Harrington, M-G-M; George Devine, Universal; Sam Lichter, 20th-Fox; Max

tions in lower bracket.

STORK REPORTS
Henry

Seider, head of the Pruden-

accounting department,
yesterday announced the birth of a
Cohen, U-I branch manager and Nat daughter, Mary Louise, to his wife
Child is the first grandMollie.
Barach, NSS manager.
daughter of Joseph M. Seider, president of the circuit.

Gen. Service Studios Sold
To J. Nasser, Frisco Exhib.

tial Circuit's

THE FILM DAILY
A seven-pound, 11Hollywood
ounce baby boy was born to Mr.
and Mrs. Pat Dugan. He is vice(Continued from Page 1)
Samuel Goldwyn Prods.,
continue using; space there for a president of
minimum of five years. In addition and she is Libby Block, novelist.
Fitz-David
to operating studio, Nasser will also Baby has been named
Edward.
produce features.
West Coast Bureau, of

—

:

Tuesday, April

ruman

8,

WS?

1947

Q.K.'s Ind.'s

CHARTERED

oreign Program

FILM SPECIALISTS, INC., White

Continued from Page

i

1)

included Barney
Paramount president; N.
terRathvon, RKO prexy. and
- *\ M. Schenck, president of
el

group

the
alaban.
>n.

TOWER
Edward
F.

in quick detail of the indusfilm program abroad, President
u ruman praised the efforts of the
He singled out the Amersj iJustry.
ui newsreel as presenting to other
untries an accurate, factual piciure of this country.
Ostensibly, purpose of the White
I
mouse visit was to invite President
ruman to the 25th anniversary dinof New York on May
er of
The Chief Executive told the inf
ustry group that he had a heavy
^hedule and may not be able to
.

IZjld
j|j

yj t

MPAA

PICTURES, INC., New York, motion
shares no par value stock, by
Danziger, Harry Lee Danziger, Lenore

200
J.

GLOBAL ARTISTS, INC., New York, 500
preferred, 200 shares no par common, produce and present plays, concerts, motion
pictures,
by Angelo A. Corcillo, Davis
Sherman, Blanche Arnowitz.
shares SI 00

Canadian Licensing
Pact Out Next Fall
I

Continued from Page

1)

The President, and independent owners withheld siga. lake the dinner.
natures from contracts because of
% >wever, left the door open and sugthe clause which permitted distribested that Johnston return the call
utors to collect a share of incidental
He said that by that revenue
Bferi two weeks.
such as candy sales from the*Lime there may be some indication
aters during percentage runs. The
xhhat he can attend the MPAA bancontroversy was terminated when the
muet, which will be attended by many
Government and diplo- distributors association decided that
dustry,
film companies could negotiate conlatic leaders.
The President also was told of the tracts with theater proprietors on an
-

.

|

i

;,

,j

program for sending
dus try's
broad those pictures which more
portray the American
ccurately
.ay of life. The Chief Executive was
eported as expressing great inter-

individual basis.

16 Pa. Cities,

Vote

for

l

I

in

program.

the

'resident

Boroughs

Daylight Saving

In the past,
underlined the
Continuing need for a free screen
nd has given approval to the indusJijp-y's foreign program.

est

—

Truman has

Harrisburg, Pa.
Sixteen Pennsylvania cities and boroughs have
already adopted Daylight Saving
Time, effective April 27, while only
six have decided not to adopt "fast"
time this year.
23
Senny Into
Communities which will adopt the
r
or $40.000-Plus
new time are: Allentown, Altoona,
Bethlehem, Carlisle, Easton, Greens(Continued from Page 1)
burg, Harrisburg, Hazel ton, New
harge of booking stage shows at Kensington, Norristown, Philadelhe Roxy declined to mention the phia, Pittsburgh, Pottstown, Readlough involved, it's a fair certainty ing. Stroudsburg and Williamsport.
hat Benny gets a $40,000 guarantee
Those opposing DST are: Carrollilus a slice if the gross goes beyond town, Centralia, Colvei-, Mt. Union,
.n unspecified figure.
South Fork and Youngwood.
"Brasher Doubloon," mystery picure, has been scheduled on the same
'Old Time for Terre Haute
>rogram.
Terre Haute, Ind.
No "fast time"

Roxy

(Continued from Page

May
Week

1)

New

York equity suit decision.
Although Wright's letter was studied
by Reed late yesterday, there was
no clear indication at
last night

Traub.

.:

Repeated To Reed

Plains, N. Y.,

200 shares no par value stock, to deal in motion
pictures, plays, stories, by Emma Lewis, Jane
Field, Benjamin Burstein.
pictures,

Wright Objections

when the

a,

late

hour
by

final decision

Reed would be made.
Although Wright would not

re-

text of his letter, and
Reed's office likewise declined to
make it available, it was learned that
the Government attorney reiterated
his strong opposition to any stay of
the. trade practices sections of the
New York judgment. It was clearly
indicated that the letter differed little in content from the brief filed
two weeks ago and the argument of
March 28, both by Wright, that independent showmen should at once receive the "limited" relief offered by
the New York judgment.
It was also established that although two proposals for stay were

lease

the

— one
—

filed

by 20th-Fox and one by

the other seven defendants in concert Wright filed only one set of

comments.
In the event that Reed, as he has
intimated, does brush aside the Government objection, there is no possibility of any appeal from his ruling. It will stand without the matter
being placed before the full Court.

Detroit Hit By Flood, Phone
Strike Closes Theaters

—

Detroit Comparatively few houses
here were closed by floods although
many suffered flooded basements. At
Flint, worst hit big city, the Rialto,
State and Strand were reported
closed but others were continuing
operation. In Mount Clemens, where
part of the town is under water, all
theaters are able to continue operation. Many smaller towns may have
closed down, however, making reports impossible to gather because of
telephone strike which, on top of

has isolated many Michigan
communities.
Film truck ser-vice delivering films
to most theaters in the state reported
no actual missouts on Saturday and
for this city. Labor and heavy inSunday routes, although most trucks
dustry objected almost 100 per cent were delayed by road conditions and
to the City Council adopting- the dayhad to resort to detours.
light saving time.
floods,

7

—

UIEDDIDG BELLS

UA

Open

New

Yates to Address Rep.

Pix
To
Four
Adler-Strauss
Regional Sales Parley
Chicago Richard Strauss, of the In Five Local Theaters
\dler Silhouette Letter Co., and
Republic's second in a
Chicago
Jeanne Adler, daughter of the owner
Main stem film showcases in the series of company regional conferif the company, are honeymooning next three weeks will feature four ences will have its initial session of
pi the South following their recent United Artists releases in five the- a two-day meeting here today to be

—

h

—

.carriage.

This is reported heaviest local
representation in 28 years.

presided over by James R. Grainger,
executive vee-pee in charge of sales

Weiss-Berlin
Initial number opening Friday is
Rose Weiss, Columbia Charlie Chaplin's "Monsieur Veron
will
married
secretary,
be
Dookers'
doux," at semi-reserved-continuous
A.pril 21 to Norman Berlin of Los policy at the Broadway, following
A.ngeles.
reserved seat premiere. "The Macomber Affair" is -tentatively set for
Field-Grode
the Globe. "The Other Love" is due
Actress Virginia at the Rivoli around April 30. "CarCarmel, Calif.
Field and Howard Grode, composer, negie Hall" will open simultaneously
planned to be married here over the at the Winter Garden and the Park
A'eek-end.
Avenue, May 2.

and distribution.
Herbert J. Yates, Republic prexy,

atei*s.

UA

I

Cleveland

—

—

-

.

.

is

scheduled to address the meeting,

which will be attended, among others,
by his executive assistant William
M. Saal; Edward L. Walton, assistant geceral sales manager and Western division manager; Walter L.
Titus, Jr., Southern division manager, and Carl Ponedel, Mexico City
branch manager.

'«7

:
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R€€D SIGnS TRAD6 PRflCTICCS S6CTI0II STRV
20th-Para.
Deal Embraces Both Co.'s
Libraries; Silverstone,
Frankel in Top Posts
announcement was made

Official

by Emanuel D. Silverstone yesterday
of the formation of a pew corporation to distribute
sub - sta n d ar d

width films in
foreign countries
lacking equipment
for standard product.

The new

company will be
jointly owned by
20th-Fox

Int'l

Paramount

and

Int'l.

Yesterday's an-

nouncement was
forecast in The
Film Daily, Sept.
18, 1946, when an
exclusive cable
report from Lon-

E. D. SILVERSTONE
don disclosed thatr
Silverstone would be chief of the new
venture. Previously, on July 8, 1946,
The Film Daily first published a

(Continued on Page 8)

Para. Toppers

Meet

On Decree May 6-9

Form Intl IS mm.
SOME MAJORS
TO TAKE BIDS?
Expected to be Restricted
to Certain Areas Only

Despite the U. S. Supreme Court
stay of the selling provisions of the
N. Y. Statutory Court's decree, several companies are likely to inaugurate competitive bidding in certain
areas of their own volition, it was
learned by The Film Daily last
night.

To Set Promotional
Plans at U-l Meeting

Universal - International's promoof the decree in the N.
equity suit stayed by Supreme tional plans for features to be reCourt Justice Reed, Paramount ar- leased in the next four months will
ranged a meeting of executives and be highlighted at a two-day meeting
theater partners in Arrowhead of home office and field reps., openSprings, Calif., for further discus- ing at the Hotel Astor tomorrow.
Gathering is the first of a series to
(Continued on Page 6)
be held three times a year with the
second already set for September.
Field representatives with headquarters East of the Rockies will attend,

With much

Truman Lauds Pix
On Ampa Anniversary

congratulatory letter on
Ampa's 30th anniversary, President
Truman pointed out that motion pictures are a great force in enlarging
the horizons of peoples everywhere
and said Ampa's work in bringing to
public attention the best efforts of
the industry is to be commended.
Letter, received by Rutgers Neilson,
Ampa president, expressed the President's hope that the organization
will have increased opportunity for
useful service to the public through
the years.
a

Order Excepts Ban on Franchise and Does Not
Apply to 20th-Fox and National Theaters, Aside

From Bidding and

Arbitration

(Continued on Page 3)

UA

Supreme Court Justice Stanley Reed,

Joseph Wolfe

Named

who

late Monday signed a stay order
proposed by the distributor defendants and opposed by the Department

of Justice.

Treasurer ot NSS

Only exception to the stay order is
20th-Fox and National Theaters,
which, on their own motion, are
of Joseph
Election
A. Wolfe, bound by all trade practices seccomptroller for National
Screen tions of the decree except those dealService, to the post of treasurer was ing with competitive bidding and
announced yester- _
the termination of arbitration.
day by Herman
Thus, any attempt by Fox or Na,

(

Fla.

Continued on Page 6)

Tax Enjoined On

Discrimination Claim

—

Gainesville, Fla.
Florida State
Theaters, a Paramount subsidiary,
has succeeded in preventing, at least
tel, Chicago, April
temporarily, the execution of a re17-19. John R.
cently passed local ordinance here
McPherson and
which levied a graduated tax on
Arnold Williams,
amusements, including theater adco - managing dimissions.
j oseph A. wolfe
rectors in London,
Protesting that the tax was dishave arrived in the U. S. for the
continued on Page 6)
meetings which will be attended by
salesmen, branch managers and home
at the

Drake Ho-

office officials.

Wolfe joined NSS in 1944 as chief
accountant and was named comptroller a

year

later.

He

has been with

the Federal Treasury Dept. and has
broad experience in the fields of accounting, bank examining and business management.

Okays Co slow, Small-Young, Gross
UA

board members authorized the

management
1)

Ties

to

make

three deals:

Sam Coslow on

with

long-term

contract for a series of five musicals,
Philadelphia A rapid film devel- starring big "names," each film to
oping process, still in the experi- cost at least $1,500,000; 2) with
mental stage and an adaptation of a Edward Small and Robert Young for
high speed instrument developed by two high budgeters to be made with-

—

(Continued on Page 6)

Provisions

—

Sets Deals for Eight Pix

High Speed Video Film
Process Demonstrated

End

By ANDREW H. OLDER Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington The trade practices section of the New York
judgment, with the exception of the ban on franchises which
is effective this month, have been withheld from execution by

Although Justice Reed's action
postpones the mandatory selling system ordered by the lower court, at
least until final disposition of the
anti-trust suit is made by the nation's highest tribunal, there is nothing to prevent any company from Robbins, NSS
adopting a system of auction selling president. Board's
s el e c t ion was
if it so wishes.
Any concerted action in this re- made Monday.
At the same
spect by several companies in an
attempt to invoke such a selling time it was announced that the
(Continued on Page 8)
annual NSS international convention will be held

Y.

In

Distribution Co.

(

Continued on Page 8)

N. J. Tax Bill Fight to
Be Pressed in Senate

—

Trenton, N. J. Although the tax
passed by the Assembly here
Monday night was an amended version of the original proposals that
bill

(Continued on Page 8)

Metro's Sales Meet
Will Be Held Apr. 28
Despite Justice Reed's stay order,
will go ahead with its scheduled national sales conference at the
Hotel Astor beginning Wednesday,
April 28, it was learned yesterday.
Sales managers, district managers,
branch managers and head bookers
will attend the meetings which are
set to run at least a week.

M-G-M

—

m

3$b

Wednesday, April

9,
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"Egg and I" Sets New
Marks In First Dates

cominG ADD GOinG

"The Egg and I"

is

breaking rec-

ords in Cincinnati, Detroit, Los
Vol. 91, No. 69
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:

M. MERSEREAU

10 Cents
Publisher

:

Associate Publisher
and General Manager
:

Sailing on the S.S. Queen Elizabeth today
are: BEN GOETZ, Metro's London manager and
his
wife;
HAL WALLIS, producer; JOSEPH
HAZEN, prexy of Hal Wallis Prods.; LEWIS
ALLEN, director, and his wife; LESLIE MITCHELL, London Films publicist, and his wife; and

BEATRICE LILLIE, comedienne.
EDDIE AARON, M-G-M assistant

JOSEPH R. SPRINGER, Century circuit general theater manager, has returned from a seven-day vacation.

ALFRED W. SCHWALBERG

leaves

today

for

Hollywood.

MILTON

MOHR,

Para,
publicist,
and ED
SULLIVAN, Para. Eastern photographic depart
ment chief, back from the Coast.

fl

An-

geles, Louisville, Kansas City, Indianapolis, and Oklahoma City in its
first engagements, according to figures received yesterday at tJBfcJJ-I

home office.
"The Egg and

Mfc
RWday

I" Easter

opening in these cities, according to
U-I execs., is the biggest holiday
his
fice
publicity
exec; BILL JOHNSTON, Bob business ever registered on any pic
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
WILLIAM F. RODGERS, M-G-M vice-presi- Hope's special rep., and JULIA SULLIVAN, in the company's historv Highlightand Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York 18, dent and sales head, left for Detroit yesterday.
secretary to Curtis Mitchell, Para.'s national
ing the first engagements was the
N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. He returns to the home office on Friday.
pub-ad director, return to N. Y. Thursday.
unprecedented six-theater Los AnJ. W. Alicoate, President; Donald M. MerserE.
M-G-M
assistant general
W.
SAUNDERS,
Paramount sales quota drive winners, DAVE geles engagement.
eau, Vice-President and Treasurer;
Patti
All records at
sales manager, is in California. He is expected
GILPIN, THOMAS LEDGER, CLIFFORD J. COX,
Alicoate,
Vice President
and
Secretary.
back in N. Y. at the end of the week.
Entered as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938,
ASHLEY C. BATE, ALICE HOLT and NELLIE the Keith's, Cincinnati, were broken,
DOROTHY LAMOUR and her husband, WIL- NISBET sail for England on the S.S. Queen and a new Sunday record was estabat the post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
CHESTER

BAHN

B.

:

:

Editor

:

manager, has returned from
wife and daughter.

sales

general
with

Florida

GORDON SWARTHOUT,

Paramount home

of-

.

-

March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should
remit with order. Address all communications
to
FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New'
York 18, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117, 9-7118,
9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
Cable address Filmact of

THE

New

day,

York.

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:

28, Calif.

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
Andrew H.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C

WASHINGTON—

Wisconsin

Phone

Manning

3271.

Clagett,

2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-

LONDON
MANILA—Homer
HAVANA — Mary
BOMBAY

133 Wardour St. W. 1.
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg.,

Hornby Road,

ALGIERS— Paul

Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue

MONTREAL—

Charras.

Ray Carmichael, Room

Saffar,

LIAM

ROSS

wood
to

today

HOWARD,

for

a

New York and

3rd,

will

business and
Baltimore.

leave

Holly-

vacation

production executive,
E. J.
left for the Coast yesterday by plane after two
days of home office conferences.

WILLIAM B. ZOELLNER, head of M-G-M's
reprints and importations, leaves the end of the
week for Atlanta, Jacksonville, Fla., and Chicago. He will be gone a week.

MAURICE N. WOLF, M-G-M district manager,
returned to Boston yesterday after two days of
home office conferences.
KARIN BOOTH

arrived from the Coast yesterday and will remain here until Apr. 15 before
returning to the studio.

JULES K. CHAPMAN, Film Classics' assistant
manager, on a business trip to Buffalo.
IRA EPSTEIN, Warners' field rep. for the
Central district, is in New York for a few days,
sales

RALPH
flies

in

at the home office.
AUSTRIAN, RKO Television

today from

Mexico

exec,

City.

464 Francis Xavier
Jack Droy, 411 Lyric

9,

VANCOUVER —
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher,
Biz Abroad Fluctuates
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys,
Johnston
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN— With Weather
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copenhagen-Van Loese.
ROME — John Perdicari,
Box office receipts on Monogram
St.

—

MEXICO

Phone, 42758.

16.

finflnciAL
{Tues., Apr. 8)

;

5

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Bell

&

Howell

Columbia
East.

High

Low

Close

19'/2

191/g

19'/8
18'/2

18%

Picts

Kodak

239

18'/2

238

Gen. Prec. Eq

21

21

21

Loew's,

23

23

Paramount

23 1/4
27

26V4

26%

RKO

13%

I31/2

131/2

Inc

1/2

6%

25%

Universal Pict
Universal Pict.
Warner Bros

pfd.

253^
84

841/2

—

25%

—

84

+

15% 15'/4
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram

151/4

Picts.

.

RKO
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

.

.

4%
3%
3%

4

4

3%
3%

3%
3%

14% 14%
OVER THE COUNTER

1

Monday.
MANNY REINER, SRO sales rep., has
rived in Havana from Mexico City on the

following

Va
Vi

Asked

Bid

5%
7%

5%
6%

Pathe

ping office.
tatior

work

in

ship~

film

One who can toke some

and do

typing

per week

die-

preferrec

Salary,

start.

Write—

forty

dollars

1501

BOX 121, THE FILM DAILY
BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18,

to

pic

also set at Keith's, Indianapolis, National, Louisville, Home, Oklahoma
City, and Playhouse, St. Petersburg.

is

in

—

first

director, arrived from

Minneapolis.

DAVID NIVEN

plans

to

leave

for

England

May.

in

D. A. DORAN,
executive, is due
nia on April 21.

VAN HEFLIN

Paramount studio production

New York from

in

left for

the Coast

Califor-

Monday

af-

Cobian's

To Add

P. R. Circuit

6

New Houses

—

San Juan (By Air Mail) Cobian
Theaters plans to add six new metropolitan area theaters to its string
during 1947. With the circuit now including 22 houses, new theaters to be
opened include the Metropolitan,
Coloso, Bolivar, Borinquen, Victoria
and Cobian.

5%

Louis

St.

Ticket

Tax Measure Dead

—

YOU BUY

STADIUM. AMUSEMENT PARK OR

%

ASSOCIATED MOTION PICTURE ADVERTISERS
30th ANNIVERSARY DINNER-DANCE

— 7 P.M. SHARP

President, Will Preside

HOWARD

DIETZ, Member-Guest Emcee
THIS GALA AFFAIR WILL HONOR THE PRESIDENTS OF OUR INDUSTRY
WHO WILL BE PRESENT FOR THE OCCASION AS WELL AS GLAMOROUS
Admission
(For Tickets Write or Phone

CONTACT INTERNATIONAL

— MAIN BALLROOM
23

PERSONALITIES.
Ten

—Harry

1

Non-Profit Film Center
100 Groups

swing of the Caribbean area.

FRED WILCOX, M-G-M

manager,

j

j

Formed by

AN OUTSTANDING INDUSTRY EVENT!

HOLLYWOOD
N. Y.

where the

ness.

RUTGERS NEILSON,
detail

of a

On Cinema Time

WEDNESDAY, APRIL

WANTED
for

City,

Columbus, O.
Non-profit film
center to distribute and produce
non-theatrical films has been organthe Coast for a short visit.
RUDOLPH WEISS, head of the Warner Bros. ized here by representatives of
Theaters real estate department, and MILES 100 national, civic, and labor orALBEN, circuit executive, leave New York to- ganizations. Robert Delson, former
day for Washington. They return the latter
Republic counsel, is chairman of the
part of the week.
BEN MARCUS, Columbia Midwest division executive committee of the center.
leg

releases

HOTEL ASTOR

Young lady

ar-

Kansas

playing simultaneously at the
Uptown, Esquire, and Fairway Theaters. New week-end records were
is

IF

—
—

4 1/4

Cinecolor

Holly-

St. Louis
Mayor Aloys P. KaufWilmington, Del.— U. S. District mann's proposed five per cent tax on
Reporting advance exploitation be- Judge Richard S. Rodney yesterday theater tickets and other amuse4
ing shaped up on a grand scale for reserved decision on the motion of ments died when the Board of Alder1/4
Allied Artists' "It Happened On Cinema Amusements, Inc., plaintiff men ended its 1946-47 session sine
Fifth Avenue," Johnston said he in an anti-trust action against sev- die.
would be present for pic's UK pre- eral major companies, to seek addiVa
miere. Johnston will negotiate for tional time to answer interrogatories
1% studio space for subsequent Mono- of the defendants, Loew's, RKO and
gram and Allied Artists productions 20th-Fox. Action was originally filed
Va
in June, 1946.
in England.
Va

Republic Pict
7
6%
Republic Pict. pfd... 13%
13%. 13%
20th Century-Fox ... 32%
31% 31%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 40%
40% 40%
20th Century-Fox ppf.103
103
103

New York from

currently playing in Eng- ter vacationing in the East for several weeks.
HAL ROACH is in town for a week.
land have been drastically cut by the
MIKE TODD is in Chicago conferring with
recent floods, according to W. Ray
LENA HORNE regarding a new show.
Johnston, Monogram board chairman
SAM HARRIS, of State Theater, Hartford,
Queen
Elizthe
who sails today on
Conn., and MRS. HARRIS are vacationing in
three
a
abeth with Mrs. Johnston for
Florida.
months' tour of the Monogram franchise holders in the United Kingdom
Net
Continent. The situation Court Reserves Decision
Chg. and the
with
the
fluctuating
is
abroad
Vi
Request
% weather, Johnston said, and the ad1% vent of Spring should restore busi-

—
—
—
— "l/
— %
—
— %
— 1%
— 1%

238

in

is

BORIS MORROS, accompanied by MRS. MORROS, leaves today aboard the S.S. Queen Elizabeth for London, where he will confer with J.
Arthur Rank on releasing details for "Carnegie
Hall." They plan to fly back to New York after
a week's stay.
CHARLES ROSS, theater, lighting expert,
leaves by plane for the Coast today. Back

Theater Bldg.

Via Ludovisi

lished in

DONALD BUKA
wood.

MANNIX, M-G-M

conferring

Elizabeth today.

trip
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%
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McWilliams, Columbia Pictures)
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To Set Promotional
Plans at U-l Meeting
(Continued from Page

Appeal To Cleveland

II

Cleveland

as well as the home office advertis^ng^Bfclicity-exploitation staffs.
Ace A. Bergman, Eastern adft.
vertising-publicity director, will preside in the absence of John Joseph,
national director, who is unable to attend because of a recent leg injury.
Meetings will follow up the idea of
augmenting the field staff with flyin"* squadrons of exploitation representatives from the home office with
special plans to be outlined at the
sessions.

Mid-week Memos
•

•

•

MAURICE BESSY,

a six-week survey tour to study film conditions in the United
and South America
Bessy, after a four-day stay in New York.
will fly to Hollywood for a two-week sojourn
From the Coast, he
will fly to Mexico City, Rio, and Buenos Aires
He returns to Paris
The Consortium de Presse Cinematographique embraces,
June 8
Cinemonde, Paris Hollywood, Le Film Francois, and Le Courrier du Centre
du Cinema
to

start

T

Expectations," "Stairway to Heaven," "Ivy," "Something in the Wind,"
"Slave Girl," "Secret Beyond the
Door,' "Brute Force," "Singapore,"

•

Scheduled to address the gathering
are William A. Scully, vice-president
and general sales manager; Matthew
Fox, U-I vice-president and chairman of the United World board;
Henry A. Linet, Eastern advertising

home

will

(JJiirthda

re elinas
9

:;:

Do-

Apr. 9

William G. Stuber
Jeff Lazarus
Allen Jenkins
Sharon Lynn
Jim Bannon

Charles Chaplin will

Flash!

exhibiting 7 convases at the Laurel Gallery

is

his

first

showing since his discharge from the
E. Carney, owner of the Rollamo and
the town's new mayor
You may

• Rowe

it

is

• Hal Home has

next year. ...

use of the grounds

for

en route

of

applied

in "This Side of Innocence".

to Paris for the

meeting of the

to the Interior

mansion

the Roosevelt

UNESCO

Hyde

at

•

...

John

executive

up residence in the U. S., Phil M learned yesterday
Grierson, contrary to Canadian reports, never was denied permission
to enter the U. S
The nix was on the request to live and work here.
visa to take

Y
•

•

•

WANT TO STUDY

SPANISH? Leocadio Lobo, chief Spanish
dubbed and titled versions, and in charge of the school
for languages maintained by Loew's Int'l. will inaugurate classes in
general conversational Spanish for the general public at the Wendell
Willkie Memorial Building on Tuesday
If you're interested, you may
communicate with Lobo at 290 Sixth Ave. or at one of the class sessions.
editor of Metro's

j

[

|

•

j

•

•

"Lost Honeymoon" to be booked
Globe or Gotham. ... • Enterprise will poll film
audiences to obtain a new title for Harry Sherman's "They Passed This
Way". ... • Of 15 screen plays Paramount currently is preparing, eight

are adaptations

of

novels.

•

...

"Smash-Up, the Story of a
record at Warner's
• Louis Rosenbaum. circuit owner,
U-I's

with a $3,664 "take," set a

Aldine Theater

in Philadelphia.

Mrs. Rosenbaum. and the

a SI 10.000 public library fund
addition, they

...

Alvin

Lt.

new Sunday

Rosenbaum Foundation,
a

in Florence, Ala., with

gave $5,000

in

memory

of

gift of

/

Inc.,

began

parents and another

their

... •Industry execs, would do well not to plan New York meetings for Aug. 28-30
when the American Legion Convention will be in session here.
PRC's latest Michael Shayne
• Add French Names in Film titles:
opus, "Three on A Ticket," offers this one for the connoisseurs of the Gallic
Christmas tie. ...
Or
• The Greater
twist
Noel Cravat
New York Fund's 10th annual campaign with six million dollars as the

memory

of the late

Judge

J.

J.

Mitchell of Florence.

goal, starts with a Hotel Astor dinner on April 29.
ble's subject as

"The

Bros.; Myer Fine, exhibitor leader.
Fine, who has headed the motion picture division in past
drives so
successfully, will again serve as its
chairman. He will have as aide, Nat

Wolf.

Among the many showmen who
participated in yesterday's activities
besides those above mentioned were:
Nate Schultz, Sam Schultz, D. L.
Halper, Tony Stern, Louis Ratner,
Sol Friefield, Jerry Welcher, Jack
Shulman, John Kalafat, Leo Greenberger, Sam Greenberger and Dave
Polster. Accompanying Barney Balaban here from New York for these
meetings were Lou Novins of Paramount, Sam Shain of 20th-Fox, and
Peter Colwin, trade division director,
UJA. Today the trio will visit Detroit where Balaban will address
Michigan leaders of the motion picture industry at a dinner-meeting to
be held at the Variety Club.

New

Rochelle Funeral

Rites for

Foy Tomorrow

Bryan Foy, Eagle-Lion
dent in

charge

rived in

New York

Hollywood

of

vice-presiar-

production,

yesterday from

to attend the funeral of

his brother, Richard E. Foy, who died
last Friday in Dallas, Tex. Foy's
body will repose at the George T.

Memorial Home in New
Mass will be sung at the
Blessed Sacrament Church tomorrow
morning and interment will follow.
Davis

Rochelle.

Army and

Army Day speaker
the Citizen".

.

.

.

at Louisville, Ky..

WB's Capitol Reopens
Chicago

—

Capitol Theater of the
Circuit re-opened Monday
night after a two-day closing due to
electrical short circuits caused by the
heaviest rainfall Chicago has had in
50 years which hurt business over
the week-end.

Warner

$25,000

.

i

Balaban, national chairman of the
motion picture division of the United
Jewish Appeal, yesterday at a dinner
on behalf of the local campaign held
at the Oakwood Country Club. More
than 100 persons attended.
This meeting of the combined
groups followed an organization
luncheon of the Amusement division
which was held at the Carter Hotel
under the chairmanship of Joseph M.
Berne, local theater owner and welfare leader; Nat Wolf, of Warner

LOOK FOR EAGLE-LION'S

into either Brandt's

$5,000 in

amuse-

and

Incidentally, the State Dept. is expected to reverse itself

allow Grierson, former head of the National Film Board of Canada, a

Woman,"

»> »*» »'» »> w4 4*4 » « »> <

It's

garden sequences

board

In

hS^end

for

Grierson

Members

» »> » » »

produce

Park

Thursday's luncheon session.

Dallas "Henry V" will be shown
at the Melba May 22, R. J. O'Donnell
reports, with the ticket top being
$2.60.

artist

a year ago. ...

Department

Greenthal.
Besides Scully, A. J.
O'Keefe, E. T. Gomersall, F. J. A.
McCarthy, Fred Meyers, Charles
Feldman will attend a Friday luncheon session.
Seymour Morris of
Schine Theaters, will be a guest at

for Dallas

staff

of the

UJA

THE PERSONAL TOUCH:

Uptown Theaters, Roll a. Mo. is
remember Carney as the exhib. who attracted nation-wide attention when
he bid the town of Arlington, Mo. at a sheriff's sale. ...
• Benedict
Bogeaus has landed film rights to Louis Bromfield's "Early Autumn" and

Field reps, attending will include

H »+•»»»»»»• V

office

Army

Ben Katz, Harold Butchin, Chicago;
Harry Keller, Cincinnati; Ed Rosenbaum, Philadelphia; Perry Spencer,
Atlanta; Ralph Ober, Dallas, and
William Schulman, Boston.
Other home office execs, and Rank
reps, who will attend include Bernard
Kranze, L. J. McGinley, Laury Audrain, Jock Lawrence and Monroe

jj

•

48 E. 57th St

manager; Al Horwits, Eastern publicity manager, and William Heineman, Rank division sales manager.

—

•

match wits with the New York press at a unique mass interview set for
the Hotel Gotham on Monday
No questions will be barred
And
Chaplin will speak a little, piece on his own. ...
• Seymour Nebenzal
has signed Jean Pierre Aumont to a three-year non-exclusive deal calling
for a picture a year starting in 1948. ...
• Victor Seach, Eagle Lion's

"The Lost Moment," "My Heart Goes
Crazy" and "Pirates of Monterey."

Mendelsohn, Jerome Evans, Herman
Kass, Neil McNeil, Harold Gutman,
Clifford Kane, Marion Orford, Dina
Dore, Peggy Mahoney, E. J. Eustace,
David Stern and Lillian Thompson.

Consortium de
York on April 26

of the

New

States

Come Home," "Odd Man Out," "Great

of Bergman's staff who
will attend include Charles Simonelli, A. J. Sharick, Bob Wile, Morris
Alin, Walter Barber, William Kernan, Doris Glass, Milton Livingston,
Jeff Livingston, Alfred Cohan, Al

and manager

editor

Presse Cinematographique of Paris will arrive in

— Leaders

ment world and other business fields
of this city were hosts to Barney

PHIL M. DALY

">**

Pictures to be the subject of discussions include "The Egg and I,"
"Time Out of Mind," "Buck Privates

"Henry V" Set

Balaban Carries UJA

.

Para. Has iV© Building
Plans for Australia
Sydney (By Air Mail)

.

• ted R. GamSaturday will be

— Paramount

has no immediate plans to build theaters in Australia, Clement S. Crys-

Paramount International, said
his visit
here with George
Weltner, P. I. president. "I am in
Australia as baggage man," Crystal
declared, "my work commences furtal

of

during

ther along the route."

** mar.
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NEW YORK

Hold Over 5th

Week

SAN FRANCISCO . . Hold Over 3 Weeks
BALTIMORE

Hold Over 3 Weeks

IEW ORLEANS

. . .

CHARLOTTE
PORTLAND, Ore.

. .

BOSTON

OAKLAND

OKLAHOMA
DENVER

CITY

Move Over 3 Weeks
Move Over 2 Weeks
Hold Over 2 Weeks

Move Over 3 Weeks
Move Over 2 Weeks
. Move Over 2 Weeks
Move Over 2 Weeks

LOUIS

Hold Over 2 Weeks

MILWAUKEE
KANSAS CITY

Hold Over 2 Weeks
Sensational 3 Theatre Premiere

HOUSTON

Terrific

ST.

Opening Business

-

Wednesday, April

Cr *\ DAiiy
Para. Toppers

Trade Practices Section Stayed

Meet

Excepts 20ffi-Fox, National Theaters

On Decree May 6-9

(Continued from Page

tional Theaters to stipulate minimum
1)
phases of the decree. admissions prices for pix, to maintain
Leonard H. Goldenson, vice-president a clearance system, to grant clearin charge of theater operations, an- ance between theaters in substantial
competition, to perform under the
nounced the meetings for May 6-9.
Home office executives scheduled terms of existing franchises or to
to attend include Goldenson, Barney make any new franchises or formula
Balaban, president; Austin C. deals, to make the booking of any
Keough, vice-president in charge of feature conditional upon the booklegal affairs; Edward L. Hyman, ing of one or more other features
Leon D. Netter and Robert Weitman, or to refuse to recognize the right
vice-presidents of Paramount The- of an exhibitor to any feature when
aters Service Corp.; Montague Gow- he is not in competition with a Nathorpe, its treasurer; Walter Gross tional Theater stand may be claimed
of the legal staff; Max Fellerman, J.
J. Deitch and Hal Pereira.
Judge Stanley Reed's signature on
the stay order makes it a virtual
certainty that the U. S. Supreme
United
Profit
Court will accept jurisdiction in the
Increases to $254,899
New York equity case, with a pos-

of all

—

for 1946 of $254,899, equal to $3.15
per share on the combined A and B

sibility of

to be in

argument

Tax Enjoined On

Fla.

Discrimination Claim
(Continued from Page

1)

criminatory and unfair, FST officials
maintained that they were i^m, *ied
in opposing the legislation iS?;ery
legitimate manner and brought an
action to enjoin the execution of the
tax levy on the basis of it being
discriminatory, unreasonable and not
within the powers granted to the city
in the language of their charter.
The Circuit Court granted a preliminary injunction last week and
unless a protest is filed by the municipal authorities here, the present
restraining order will become per-

anticipated that the Supreme
Court will have ruled on the entire manent.
case by then.
Exhibitor organizations in AlaDepartment of Justice objections bama, Mississippi and Georgia, it is
have been watching the
to the stay request of the eight de- reported,
fendants in the motion picture anti- action here closely and it is likely
trust suit centered on the follow- that similar tactics will be employed
is

Amusement

Amusement
United
Montreal
Corp. yesterday reported a net profit

1947

11

entire case. In view of the voluntary
agreement by distributors more than
three years ago, however, the terms
of the 1940 consent decree are still
held applicable pending the high tribunal's decision.
Reed's signature was a disappointment to the Department of Justice,
which had hoped to confine the stay
to those sections dealing with block
booking and competitive bidding.
Since the defendants have until
the end of 1948 to dispose of their
theater holdings of between five and
95 per cent, this section is not now
of immediate importance because it

(Continued from Page

sions

9,

this Fall.

contempt of court.

Contempt may be charged against ing points:
1.

other defendants only in the
stock. Figure compares with $140,673, or $1.74 per share reported for event that they violate the ban on
franchises.
the previous year.
In his order, Justice Reed declared
Total income in 1946 was $1,535,099, against $1,329,413 in 1945. Divi- that the stays will be terminated on
dends of $1.25 per share were paid May 20 in the event any defendant
has failed to docket his appeal from
last year as well as in 1945.
Ernest A. Cousins, president of the New York decision by that date.
Effect of the order will be to leave
United, reported that during the past
year the circuit acquired substantial any competitive bidding arrangement
interests in two Quebec City theaters a completely voluntary thing pending a decision from the court on the
and three in the Montreal area.
the

Section

in

V

the fight against similarly proin those areas.

would restore the con- posed tax legislation

sent decree.
2. The pooling provisions of the Del., Ore., Kans. Solons
Statutory decree, which were not
Pic Bills Passed
requested stayed, are incompatible Quit;
with the consent decree.
The D of J concluded that the stay Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Three more state legshould be restricted to Par. 7, 8 and
have adjourned without
islatures
9 of Section II (blockbooking, compassing any measures aimed directly
petitive bidding, arbitrary refusal of
at the motion picture industry, it was
license or run) and should be conThey include
revealed yesterday.
tingent upon the defendants' docklegislatures of Delaware, Oregon and
ing their cases by May 10.
Kansas. This brings to a total of 20,
the number of legislatures which
Video Film
have adjourned.
Bills for an admissions tax and
Process Demonstrated
censorship died with the adjournment
of the Delaware Legislature. In Ore(Continued from Page 1)
Eastman Kodak during the war for gon, however, a bill calling for a
the Army, was demonstrated here general three per cent sales tax was
for the press by EK, American passed. This tax includes tickets.
Broadcasting Co. which used the re- Before the measure becomes effective, however, it must be submitted
sult in a telecast, and Philco.
The process can, in its present to a state-wide referendum sometax bill similar to
stage, process eight feet of film per time next Fall.
minute. Complete processing of a the one passed in New York was desingle frame of 16 mm. film takes feated in Kansas.
45 seconds. This compares with norThe industry thus far has a nearmal time of 40 minutes.
perfect record in ist battle against
in
outlet
over
Philco
Telecast
the
restrictive legislation.
Wyndmoor, Pa., WPTZ, the demonfrom
stration snowed scenes made
an airplane which flew to Atlantic
City. On its return the rapidly finished films were rushed to the station
and picked up by a receiver at the
Germantown Cricket Club. It was
O'Bryan-Gordon
stated the new process, a forerunner
Detroit Engagement of Laurence
of large screen television, is a technique which may eventually comple- S. Gordon, president of Butterfield
ment methods in television and film Circuit, and Beryl O 'Bryan, switchfields.
board operator at circuit headquar-

No

—

High Speed

SPECIAL TRAIN INFORMATION
for

VARIETY CLUB
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION

A

to be held at

AMBASSADOR HOTEL

May
The National Tent

IN LOS

ANGELES

in co-operation

with the Los Angeles

Tent will operate special trains to
vention and industry gathering.

this

important con-

May 9th, arriving
Monday morning, May 12th.

in

Los

ters,

Dennis Bids High
For Pullman space on these special

trains, please

com-

—

"CHICK" LEWIS
1313 Paramount Bldg.
Tel:

City

LOngacre 3-0121

for

Eight 20th-Fox Pix

municate with:

New York

bells

—

The New York through

cars will leave on Friday,

Angeles on

mmm

14th to 17th

;

L. C. Dennis
Gainesville, Tex.
will inaugurate a first-run policy for
his Dennis Theater following the
awarding of contracts for eight 20thFox releases. Dennis bid in the films
in opposition to WadeTex Theaters
which formerly had first-run here for
its State Theater. Dennis seats 500,
compared with the State's 800 seats.

ding

has been announced. The wedscheduled for June.

is

Dumas-Haglung
— Thema Dumas,

Atlanta

sal booker,

Univer-

was married Sunday

to

Stanley Haglung.

Hill-Rcmson
Bertha L.

Indianapolis

—

Hill,

Na-

tional Screen Service, will be married Thursday to James H. Ranson
of Hartford, Conn.

V

Wednesday,

9'\

April 9, 1947

new fums

evieujs of
"Dark Delusion"
with James Craig,

Lionel

"Shoot To

Barrymore

90 Mins.
M-G-M
EFFECTIVELY HANDLED, CAPABLY
PLATM^ VARIANT OF THE "KILDARE"

with

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Brand characters who appeared
formerly in the "Doctor Kildare" series are
rampant once again in "Dark Delusion."
Lionel Barrymore is in there pitching with
his private information
bureau furnishing
him the inside dope on hospital affairs.
James Craig appears as "Doctor Coalr "
"Kildare" is absent. For the average audience the story takes the spectator in and
out of hospitals, operating rooms, into the
privacy of
medical
consulting chambers
and manages to be effective drama purveying enough materia medica, romance,
human interest, comedy and kindred elements for resultant satisfaction and acceptance, tastes being what they are.

The case

Bremer becomes the
the story here. It is one

of Lucille

central focus of

the psychiatrist. This after Craig is
dismissed from the hospital for telling a
patient off. He temporarily takes over a
small town practice. Soon his services are
required in committing Miss Bremer to a
mental institution. Miss Bremer is wealthy,
from
kleptomania.
Craig thinks
suffers
she's OK but a cure is indicated. Following
events certainly show all is not well with
the girl and Craig attempts a truth serum
cure. Her subconscious reveals her trouble
she fell from a horse, injured her head.
for

—

Craig operates on his
own initiative and brings on a cure. At
length Craig gets permanent access to the
local practice and with Miss Bremer around

There's a brain

clot.

things look up.

While

a

POLITICS

RACKETS

few

Dl-

RECTED.
"Shoot To Kill" should have no trouble
its market. William Berke
handled the
producer-director reins effectively and
gained good performances from his cast.
Edmund MacDonald, an ambitious assistant district attorney, is aligned with
crooked politicians and racketeer leaders.
When Douglas Blackley tries to muscle in
on the rackets, MacDonald frames him on
a phony charge.
Blackley's secret wife, Susan Walters,
works as the assistant d.a.'s secretary, and
to gain evidence that Blackley was framed,
goes through a phony marriage with her
employer. Through the efforts of Susan and
in

Russell

Wade,

police

a

reporter,

u
S

Mac-

loaded

Barrymore, James Craig, Lucille
Meadows, Warner Anderson,
Bremer,
Jayne
Henry Stephenson, Alma Kruger, Keye Luke, Art
Baker, Lester Matthews, Marie Blake, Ben Lessy,
Geraldine Wall, Nell Craig, George Reed, Mary
Lionel

Currier.

Producer, Carey Wilson; Director,
Goldbeck; Original Screenplay, Jack Andrews, Horry Ruskin; Based on characters created by Max Brand; Cameraman, Charles Roshcr;
Rogers;
Art Direction, Cedric Gibbons, Stan
Editor,
Gene Ruggiero; Musical Score,
Film
David Snell; Set Decorations, Edwin B. Willis;
Sound, Douglas Shearer.
DIRECTION, Capable. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

CREDITS:

Willis

STORK REPORTS

best comedy
in

if

years

play.

CAST: Russell Wade, Susan Walters, Edmund
MacDonald, Douglas Blackley, Vince Barnett,
Nestor Paiva, Douglas Trowbridge, Harry Brown,
Joe Devlin, Eddie Foster, Robert Riodan, Ted
Hecht, Harry Cheshire, Frank O'Connor, Sammy Stein, Gene Rodgers.
CREDITS: Producer, William Berke: Director,
same; Author, Edwin V. Westrate; Screenplay,
same; Cameraman, Beniamin Kline; Art Director, William Glasgow: Editor, Arthur A. Brooks;
Musical
Chudnow;
David
Director,
Musical
Score, Darrel Calker; Set Decorations, Thomas

,AU/ED *« T
>STS

DON

Thompson.
Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Washington

—

CHARLIE

THE FILM DAILY

fiUGGLES

Washington com-

missioners are contemplating a proposal to issue theater licenses based
on seating capacity, it was revealed
yesterday.
The proposed new tax schedule,
which will include licensing- of other
places of business, is expected to
replace the amusement tax which
the commissioners dropped.
At present, Washington's 66 theaters are oaying $30 a year each for
licenses. While strongly opposed to
an admissions tax, Washington showmen are not expected to oppose a
boost in license fees.
Brylawski, president of
Julian

ANN

***.

VICTOR

MOORE

"fce

$&,,

wr.

'r/

Washington MPTO, said he would
Johnson, Inter- not oppose any increase in license
state Theaters publicity director, be- fees unless it was "excessive." Thecame a father with the birth of a son ater owners have stated they_ are
to Mrs. Johnson.
willing to pay twice or three times
present fees.
Houston

— William

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Jeanne Crain and her Italian Who-Dunnit via FRI
husband, Paul Brinkman, are parents
Film Rights Int'l, Ltd., 1600
of a son, born Easter Sunday at
Broadway, will release "Two AnonyQueen of Angels Hospital.
produced in Italy by

—

mous

with

Letters,"

Barnesboro, Pa.
Ernest Lieber- Lux Films, in the U. S. Pic, which
man, operator of the Smith Theater, has Italian dialogue, English titles,
and Mrs. Lieberman, are the parents is a who-dunnit of the Italian underof a son born at the Magee Hospital, ground.
-

Pittsburgh.

Rites for Michael Polito
Pittsburgh
David Wald, short
St. Louis
Funeral services were
subject booker for Warners The- held at Our Lady Help of Christians
aters, has a new seven pound son, Church for Michael A. Polito, memborn to Mrs. Wald in Montefiore Hos- ber of the St. Louis Theatrical
pital.
Brotherhood, Local 6, IATSE.

—

—

inc.

OeFORE HARDING

Plan Higher License Fee
For D. C. Theater Owners
Washington Bureau of

PRODUCTS MS.

Presents

bit

is

M

One of the

dramas

Donald is finally brought to justice.
Vince Barnett and Nestor Paiva are among
the
featured
players.
Beniamin
Kline's
ohotography rates a bow, while Edwin V.
Westrate contributed the original screen-

capable.

CAST:

AND

MELODRAMA WELL PLAYED AND

DIRECTION,

overlong in the telling, the
with enough sub-plot
to sustain interest. Generally it is an evenflowing story. Performances are uniformly
scenario

64 Mins.

CROOKED

ivlax

Kill"

Wade, Susan Walters and
Edmund MacDonald

Russell

Screen Guild

SERP^
The

DAJLY

•*- *« ^ SrUrsg"*^™*"'

—

Cf8*
20»h-Para. Form

CEA Moves

Int'l

to

Combat

Disfrib, Co.

London
tation

(Continued from Page

1)

owned by the two companies. Silverstone will assume the presidency in
addition to his duties as

home

office

rep. of 20th-Fox Int'l. Daniel Frankel

(By Air Mail)
the Ministry of

to

Country

story to the effect that such a project was in discussion stages.
The new outfit will be equally

Planning

eration by

CEA

provisions

of

—A

depu-

under consid-

is

move to combat
the new planning bill
in

a

bringing external advertisements under license control. Bill would profor a license application every
time a change in an advertisement
is made but CEA will seek to have a
general license made available.

vide

Four
Continent Films, distributing agency

will resien as vice-president of

for British product in the U. S. Prior
to Four Continent, Frankel was foreign manager for Pathe Int'l Corp.
Corporation will acquire distribution
rights in foreign countries,
other than Canada, to narrow gauge
films of both its stockholding companies. Complete libraries of both
companies will be available. Under

a proposed arrangement, the new
corporation will also handle dubbed
and superimposed versions from both
companies.
series of shorts, "The
World Today," now in production by
Boris Vermont, will figure in the

A

deal.
Still under discussion are final details which will be announced later.

The corporate name

will also be set

soon.
Silverstone stated he was particularly enthusiastic about the possibilities of these sub-standard width
films since they make feasible the
use of portable apparatus, thus making it possible, through American
films to bring America
her ideals,
standards of living and products
to many people who have had no
knowledge or conception of them.

—

Several of Majors Likely
(Continued from Page

1)

system in collusion with one another
might result in accusations of viola-

Sherman Act, as pointed
out in the arguments of the American Theaters Association at the recent hearings before Justice Reed.
tion of the

Action in concert, however, is completely ruled out as a possibility by
executives here and seems likely that
competitive bidding will be applied
only in specific situations where a
shortage of product or other unusual
conditions seem to justify opening
pictures to bids.

SICK LIST

Coslow, Small, Gross
(Continued from 'Page

months, Young

in 18

Fox sales force

KNAPP, dean
in

Detroit, has returned to
in

Florida,

convalescing following a heart attack.

WILSON ELLIOTT, former
manager of the Fox Theater,
Mount Carmel Mercy Hospital

of 1,000,000 preference shares, half
of which will be subscribed by the
holding companies in proportion to
their present holdings of ordinary
shares. Remaining 500,000 shares are
to be held in reserve with the first
right to apply for them to be in
favor of the Rank British group.

THEY'LL

WALK

1)

to star in both,

costs eliminated with an understanding that shares are to be paid for in
full on application, the full £500,000
will
be
available for expansion.
Holding companies eligible to purchase the new issue include Wests,

Spencers, Greater J. D. Williams
and Amalgamated Pictures.

femme star as yet unnamed;
GUT recently increased its interest
Ed Gross and a group of in South Australian theaters by purassociates who will produce a $2,- chasing a substantial interest in

THEY'LL EVEN

3) with

United artists

is

now operating

five film theaters, it was disclosed here yesterday by Mary Pickford. Miss Pickford did not identify
the houses and cities in which they
are located.

some

all-starrer based on "Mrs.
Mike," Literary Guild selection for
March and Readers Digest selection

000,000

for July.

Mary

Pickford,
co-owner with
Charles Chaplin of UA, said following the board meeting that there
had been no discussion at the session
of a successor to Edward Raftery as
president. Raftery for some time has
expressed a desire to return to his

Glenelg Theaters which operates two
houses. Paid up capital of Glenelg
is £29,634.

Extension of Greater Union Theatres distribution franchise for Columbia product for an additional
seven years, was announced by Nor-

man Rydge.
been

31*

rfi

Present agreement has
seven years.

in existence for

1,500 Latin- American
House Gain in 5 Years
of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Latin American
markets for United States films are
"plainly becoming larger," Nathan
D. Golden, Department of Commerce

Washington Bureau

—

law practice.
Miss Pickford said that return to pix

an

capacity of
also not on
Arthur W.
yesterday's agenda. She pointed out
that Kelly at the present time was
concentrating on distribution plans
for the new Chaplin pix, and that
in

executive
Kelly was

chief, said yesterday in reporting
increase of more than 1,500 theaters
in countries below the Rio Grande
during the last five years.

"The broad situation may justly
be called encouraging," Golden said.
"Markets for United States films are
what title and duties would fall to plainly becoming larger. More equipKelly on joining
had not been ment will be demanded. Receptivity
set.
to American goods of every sort
co-owner confirmed that should be appreciably stimulated."
The
world-wide sales
Grad Sears,
chief, had suggested that he be relieved of general foreign super- N.
Bill Fight To
J.
vision in the event that fitted in with
Be
Pressed
in Senate
revamping. The matter rested
a

UA

UA

see

UA

Tax

UA

there at present,

it

was

indicated.

(Continued from Page 1)
Miss Pickford will remain in New
York for two weeks on corporate will apply the legislation only to the
matters and her own future produc- larger cities within the four New
Jersey counties bordering the Atlantion plans.
tic Ocean, officials of the Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey and the
5 Majors File Answers
Federation of New Jersey Theater
In D'Arcy Trust Suit
Owners revealed that they would
carry their fight against the bill to
Separate answers in the the Senate.
St. Louis
filed

of the 20th-

after a year's sojourn

—

Sydney (By Air Mail)
Greater
Union Theaters is implementing its
expansion program with the creation

opposite

$600,000
D.

THEY'LL RUN

—

3

home

to

With brokerage and underwriting

UA Sets Deals With

UA

To Take Bids Despite Stay

9, 194'/

Finance Expansion

Town and

has been engaged as general manager. In taking the new post, Frankel

his

New GUT Shares

Sign Licensing Bill

16MM.

ARTHUR

Wednesday, April
DAIiV

Detroit,
for

operation for injuries received in a
chut§^jjjmp while in the Air Corps.

a

to

back
para

damage

action

by Martin W. D'Arcy, one-time

lessee of the Shubert Theater, against

Fanchon

Municipalities embraced by the
as it now reads include Atlantic

bill

Ocean City, Wildwood, Asbury
Park and Cape May, but the theater owners are determined to battle
Columbia, Warners, Univictory.

& Marco

and various

dis-

City,

tributors and individuals, have been
filed

assistant

anti-trust

by

RKO and United Artists. All the issue to a complete
Both organizations are wiring
denied any basis for the contentions
Monogram was members to contact their senators
of the plaintiff.
granted until April 25 to file its with an expression of opposition and
a request for an open hearing.
answer.

versal,

Released thru

(^

II
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Industry Plans Edison Foundation Campaign
"Ted" Curtis Heads Film
Section; Quota $400,000,
$100,000 Of This In Talent
Plans for industry participation in
the $2,590,000 Thomas Alva Edison
Foundation campaign were prepared
yesterday at a luncheon given by
Maj. Gen. Edward P. "Ted" Curtis,
vee-pee of Eastman Kodak Co. and
chairman of the project's motion picture section. Funds will be raised
to establish the Foundation's objectives as a tribute to the inventor.
Industry's quota in the campaign
has been set at $400,000, with $100,(Continued on Page 6)

Minneapolis Indies Won't Play Features
Having First Runs on Duals in the Loop

—

Minneapolis
Independent exhibitors operating nabes here reportedly have
agreed not to play pictures having first-runs at the Loop Orpheum, Radio City
and State on double bills. In order to stay within the law, this action was taken
by the independents as individuals and not as a group or organization. Recently
there has been considerable concern over the increasing number of double
features of top product in the Twin Cities. A similar agreement is expected to
be reached by St. Paul exhibitors.

Scully,

With Allied Nearer

Talk 'U'-WB 'Peace'

Prospects for the ITOA's future
with national Allied, a
broached at the Boston
convention of Allied last year, were
Co,
believed bright last night in the
wake of a Hotel Astor meeting here
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY yesterday of committees representWashington
Federal anti-trust ing both the New York indie unit
enforcement officers are keeping close and Allied.
watch on the recording operations of
While no statement was released,
Loew's, Inc., it was learned yester- it was learned that the conference

Gov't Said Eyeing

Kalmine

ITOA's Affiliation

affiliation
move first

Loew's Record

—

to

With the nation-wide telephone
slowing communication be-

strike

tween the Universal home office and
field men, it was impossible for "U"
officials to tell yesterday whether
there had been any further improvement in relations with Warners which
had deteriorated after alleged raiding of talent by Universal.

As a

result of the split Warners
had refused to book U-I pictures into
their chain of theaters, although

Commons Question on U.S.
Earnings Slated
For Chancellor on 15th

British

—

London (By Cable) Figures showing the amount of dollar income received for exhibitions of British films
in the U. S. as compared with the
amount credited to U. S. companies
for exhibitions of their films in England will be requested of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, in the House
of Commons on April 15. Col. James
Hutchison will put the question.

MPAA

Fefe fo Stress

Films' Social

Value

The 25th anniversary dinner of the
will be the means of high-

MPAA

lighting

the

contributions

of

American motion picture as an

the

insti-

tution of society and as a world-wide
contributor to the well-being of peo-

ples, according to plans completed
yesterday at a meeting of the Eastyesterday was wholly amicable and
Leopold Friedman, vice-president that, while some matters remained to some bookings were subsequently re- ern Public Information Committee
and the general publicity committee
in charge of record sales, appeared
be ironed out, no real stumbling block instated last week.
(Continued on Page 7)
last week-end before a special sub- had been encountered. Further sesKey to the situation lies in the
committee of the Senate Judiciary
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 6)
Committee to answer questions con-

day.

New

(Continued on Page 6)

New Film
Mich. Flood Keeps Exhibs.

From

Detroit

ITO Meeting

Center Formed

To Serve Trade Unions

Cross Claims Will Stand
In Scophony Action

Jersey Tax Measure
Sent to Gov. For Signature

—

Trenton, N. J.
Passed by the
Ruling that Arthur Levey and the State Senate with only one dissenting
Scophony Corp. of America are en- vote, the New Jersey luxury tax bill
which would enable the larger cities
titled to a trial of their claims for
damages from Paramount, Television along the state's coast to levy an
Productions and General Precision amusement tax of three per cent was
sent to the Governor yesterday for
Equipment
Corp., Federal Judge Alfollowing
organized
an
execubeen
signature.
fred
C.
yesterday
denied
moCoxe
a
committee
meeting
at
Tuesday
tive
New Jersey Allied and the Feddismiss
tion
to
the
cross
claims.
Freedom House, with Robert Delson,
eration of N. J. Theater Owners

With an announced

Detroit—With up-state exhibs. unable to reach Detroit, due to the flood
situation which has crippled communications, yesterday's meeting of
the Michigan ITO was on an infor(Continued on Page 7)

objective of
reaching at least a large portion of
the 15 million trade union members
in this country, a new non-profit, nontheatrical motion picture center has

(Continued on Page 6)

Regular Australian
Production for Col.
Sydney

(By

Cable)

—

Regular

production of pictures in Australia
has been decided upon by Columbia
Pictures, N. P. Pery, Commonwealth

managing director, announced.
Company's second Australian film
scheduled for production late this
or early in 1948, Pery said,
and will be similar in character to
"Smithy," Columbia's first film to be
is

year

made

in

this country.

(Continued on Page 7)

First Soviet Espionage Pic Set
20th-Fox To Make Film on Can., U.S. Info
Dial System Breakdown
Cripples Fox Phones

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles The first U. S. motion picture concerned with Russian
espionage and Communism activities
The first breakdown in the dial
system to affect the film industry hit in the United States and Canada will
20th-Fox yesterday when all outgo- be produced by 20th Century-Fox, it
ing calls were halted by mechanical was announced yesterday by Darryl
difficulties.

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 7)

Wagner

Will Revive

Chi. City

Tax Move

—

Alderman Clarence
Chicago
Wagner, Fourteenth Ward, plans to
reintroduce an ordinance providing
for a three per cent city tax on theater and other amusements to increase

city

similar

ordinance

retiring

men.

revenues.

Mayor

His

previous

was defeated
Kelly

and

by
theater

—

,

W
cominG

,

!
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MORRIS HELPRIN, Sir Alexander Korda's
rep., leaves for a series of confabs
with Korda, on Sunday, via American Overseas.
American

MILTON SPERLING,

United States
Pictures, leaves from Hollywood today for New
York. Also leaving with him is ALLEN BORTZ,
prexy

of

MONTREAL

VANCOUVER —
SYDNEY—

UY

COPENHAGEN—

ROME —

M-G-M

O'BRIEN,

star,

is

due

from the Coast within the next two weeks for
a radio transcription of the Bing Crosby show,
on which she will be the guest star.

MARJORIE MAIN, M-G-M

actress,

who

PICKMAN.
Paramount

publicity

exec, has returned from the Coast.

ROBERT TAPLINGER,

Enterprise

arrived
from the Coast
supervise the New York opening of
chief,

"The Other

Love."

JULES LAPIDUS, WB Eastern sales manager,
was in Boston yesterday to hold a territorial

High Low Close
239
239
238
21 '/is
20 Vz 20y2

Loew's, Inc

23

Paramount

26%
13%

Universal Pict
Warner Bros

22%
25%

23

Picts

RKO
Sonotone Corp

133/8

i33/8

6}4

6%

32%
25%

313^

31%

25%

25V4

15l/4

4%
3%
3%
14%

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

4

in

is

H. JURAN, Hollywood art director,
town gathering material for the filming
"This Side of Innocence."

JAMES STEWART

is expected to fly to Mexico City from Hollywood for the Apr. 16 premiere

of

"It's

A

Wonderful Life."

and VIRGINIA MAYO will
appearances at the Alameda,
Mexico City, opening of "Best Years," May 8.
Dan Russell will handle publicity details.

HAROLD RUSSELL

make

personal

DOROTHY LAMOUR is en route
Coast for a three-week vacation.

from

+
-

1

Vz

+
—
—

4

4

3%
3%

3%
3%

—

14%

14%

—

4

4
Bid

the

VC

To Fete Mayor Kelly

Chicago

%
Vz
Vs

%

+

3/8
1/4

Asked

Cinecolor

5%

5%

Pathe

63/8

?

3

MANDEL, Midwest sales supervisor
in New York on business.
FRANK SINATRA is due today from the
Coast via TWA.
LARAINE DAY flew West last night via TWA.
G. L. CARRINGTON, president of Altec, arrives in New York today for a stay of two to
Eagle-Lion,

three

ceremonies.

NEW YORK THEATERS

E.

—

RONALD COLMAN

The Academy Award Picture!
in

Winner of Nine Academy Awards

"THE LATE GEORGE APLEY"
introducing PEGGY CUMMINS
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

THE MUSIC HALL'S
GREAT EASTER STAGE SHOW

t THE BEST YEARS OF
]

weeks.

DOUGLAS

LEISHMAN,

personal

in

KASSEL,

Essaness

WS OUR

H23

'

pub-ad director,

TRAIL STREET
»..„»«

Randolph SCOTT

•

DICK HAYMES
CESAR ROMERO

Anne JEFFREYS

•

* <5 W

VERA ELLEN
CELESTE HOLM

Carnival in

Robert RYAN

George "Gabby" HAYES

Costa Rica

Griffis Likely to Appear
Before Solons on Poland
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— The Senate Foreign

Relations Committee yesterday
passed over for a second time the
nomination of Stanton Griffis chairman of the Paramount executive
committee, as ambassador to Poland.
There is a likelihood that
Griffis himself might have to appear
before the committee.

LORETTA YOUNG
• ETHEL BARRYMORE

Century- Fox

spend upwards of $100,-

000 for spot radio time next month
to plug "Duel in the Sun."
Some
$15,000 to $20,000 will be spent for
radio in New York City, starting
about May 1 and continuing for at
least 10 days. Agency handling account is Robert W. Orr & Associates.
Overall radio budget will be spread
out over key cities.

CONNEE BOSWELL

ftlVOLI

Ooori

Open

9:30 A.M.

B'woy ot 49th

PETERS SISTERS

ON SCREEN

IN

B'way Showing!

MIGHTY
McGURK'

Know That Our

.

Con

We

.

LOEW'S S1ATESMEN

7th Ave.

&

50th St.

plus

OTHERS

FRANK

fast
of love

and excitement

"THAT'S

MY MAN"

Starring

Don

BOB NOPE
DOf&THY

Catherine

AMECHE

McLEOD
with

MMOUR

ROSCOE KARNS
JOHN RIDGELY
KITTY IRISH
JOE FRISCO

BONDED

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

Co., Inc.
N. Y. C.

JACKIE MILES

BORZAGE'S
moving drama

6-0081-2-3-4
Film Storage and Service

BROADWAY,

BUSTER SHAVER

Extra!

PERSON

MICKEY

Call: Circle

1600

Technicolor

In

St.

"Show" You?

FILM STORAGE

-

-

ROXY

'The

is once more available for
your use? Modern . . . airconditioned
.
R.C.A.
High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectors . . .

Picture

PLUS ON STAGE—

lkhzVarmer'sT>SLughteT\

WALLACE R00NEY
BEERY LOUIS BASIL &
Did You

20th

JOSEPH GOTTEN

1st

Campaign

A

SCREENING ROOM
will

LIVES

director

Hollywood, vacationing.

8

To Plug "Duel" on Air
SRO

—Variety Club will tender

a testimonial dinner on April 28 to
Mayor Edward Kelly and his wife
in recognition of 14 years of theater
co-operation and the fine job Mrs.
Kelly did during the war with the
famous Chicago Service Centers.
George Jessel will be master of

Chg.

634

15

Chi.

in

Rockefeller Center

NORMAN

OVER THE COUNTER

$100,000 Spot

circuit

NATHAN
is

of

HARRY

for

is

26%

15%
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram

COSTON, Warner

E.

ager for the Chicago territory,
for a few days.

Son!"

Net

Republic Pict
20th Century-Fox ...

has arrived from
at the Waldorf-Astoria.

"Torment" was awarded the flhMid

sales meeting.

G. FRAYNE, Western Electric development
supervisor, Hollywood, will go to Chicago for
the April 21-25 SMPE convention.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

RKO

is

JAMES

ing of the film until April 21, at the
New print has
to be made and the labs are jammed
up with other assignments.

Avenue Playhouse.

Prix at the Cannes Film Festh I 'Ast
year. Svenkskfilmindustri, whicfrprothe Coast duced
the film, was also responsible
for introducing Greta Garbo and Inzone manNew York grid Bergman to Hollywood.

J.

-

(Wed., Apr. 9)

Eq

vacation.

and

a

ad-publicity
yesterday to

beth.

innnciHL

Kodak

Hollywood studio.
head of Loew-M-G-M purchasing, has returned from a Miami and Havana
the

to

MAX WOLFF,

will

appear on the Fred Allen show Sunday night,
in from the Coast yesterday.
ALAN F. CUMMINGS, in charge of M-G-M
exchange operations and maintenance, returns
tomorrow from a Southern trip.
MAX E. YOUNGSTEIN, Eagle-Lion ad-publicity director, leaves today for Hollywood. He
accompanied by publicity manager JERRY
is
got

the Schine Circuit, Inc., and MRS. LEISHsailed yesterday for a six-week visit to
England and Scotland on the S.S. Queen Eliza-

East.

back

route

ANN SHERIDAN

MARGARET

of

Gen. Prec.

STEVE BROIDY, president of Allied Artists
and Monogram, leaves Miami Beach today en

writer.

MAN

f

B. L. GARNER, Vog Films head, leaves by
plane today for Paris where he will seek rights
to new French films. Garner will be gone about
two months.

MANILA—Homer
ARTHUR JEFFREY, Eagle-Lion exploitation
HAVANA —
head in Boston, accompanied by KENNY DELBOMBAY— MAR
for premiere engagement of "It's A Joke •E- RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

Hotel Manila.
Mary
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,
ALGIERS— Paul Saffar,
Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
St.
Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
Theater Bldg.
Bowden Fletcher,
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
2110.
BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys,
110 Rue des Paquerettes.
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copenhagen-Van Loese.
John Perdicari,
Via Ludovisi 16.
Phone, 42758.
MEXICO
Stuart,

Elizabeth yesterday.

GORDON SWARTHOUT,
28, Calif.

RKO-Radio,

of

in

on the S.S. Queen

left

DONALD

prexy

New York yesterday via Wash., D. C.
GUY BOLTON, Metro scripter, and his wife

arrived

in rescinding order to de-

bedroom scene from "Torment," Swedish psychological film,
inadvertently postponed the preemlete

10 Cents
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ALL AMERICA AGREES...
Launched by an intensive Giant national advertising and promotion campaign
zines,

in

Maga-

Newspapers, Radio and Truck Posters, M-G-M's "The Yearling" will reach an

estimated total of 1,561,000,000 impressions.

In Chicago
State -

it

broke the

Lake Theatre.

M-G-M

record for the house, running for 7 big weeks at the

And now watch

it

repeat next in Houston, Washington, D.

C,

Cleveland, Portland.
\

RONALD COLMAN
"THE LATE
GEORGE APLEY"
in

Vanessa Brown
Richard Haydn
Charles Russell
Richard Ney

with

Edna Best

Mildred Natwick
Percy Waram Nydia Westman
and introducing
•

•

9

PEGGY CUMMINS
Directed by
JOSEPH L.

M,

r

MANKIEWICZ

Produced by

FRED KOHLMAR
Screen Play by Philip Dunne
From the Play by John P. Marquand
and George S. Kaufman* Based on
the Pulitzer Prize Novel by

John P. Marquand

THE WHOLE INDUSTRY
BOOMERANG!

•

13

IS

CALLING

RUE MADELEINE

•

IT

THE

THE LATE GEORGE APLE

IE

LATE GEORGE APLEY" 1st

WEEK AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL TOPS

CORD 20 th CENTURY-FOX FIGURES OF "ANNA AND THE KING OF SIAM"!

JE LATE GEORGE APLEY"
"ALL

2nd WEEK AT RADIO CITY MUSIC

TOPS THE 20th CENTURY-FOX RECORD OF THE

SEASON*
"ONE OF THE

rd

1st!

K^^,.-.

WEEK OF THE LATE GEORGE APLEY

OPS EVERY RECORD FOR EVERY DAY
OF 1st AND 2nd WEEKS!

ORGE APLEY FROM
THE GHOST

AND

Ck^L

MRS. MUIR

•

^31

CENTURY-FOX

THE HOMESTRETCH m

Technicolor

';

™afe

Thursday, April 10, 19,

Two-Hour "Arch" TR

Plan Thomas Edison

Offered by Enterprise
A

two-hour

transcribed

radio

dramatization of "Arch of Triumph,"
featuring the voices of all principals
of the Enterprise release, will be offered for purchase as a network
dramatic show. Designed for two
consecutive weekly broadcasts the
show will be set for the weeks prior
to release of the David Lewis production in the U. S. Ingrid Bergman,
Charles B o y e r Charles Laughton,
Louis Calhern, Ruth Warrick and
,

Roman Bohnen

are to participate in

the recording.

With Allied Nearer
1)

sions of the conferees will be held.
It

(Continued from Page

1)

000 of this amount to be provided
talent, it

was announced.

Philip D. Reed, chairman of t.
board of General Electric Co., a:
industrial chairman of the Found
tion campaign, was principalgsw^ak
fl '^
at yesterday's luncheon,
In presenting the Foundan^n pi
gram to the guests, General Curt;
said, "If ever an individual can
called the founder of the moth
picture industry, Edison is that ma
All of the great amount of comme
cial work that has been accomplish'
in the motion picture field has be<

ITOA's Affiliation

(Continued from Page

Foundation Drive

was pointed out that the ITOA

is closely co-operating with
Allied's closest
York unit, Allied
of
Jersey, in legislative and

realized through the use of Edison
basic apparatus and methods license
under his patents."
National chairman of the campaij
is Harvey S. Firestone, Jr., preside
of Firestone Tire and Rubber C
Fund headquarters have been esta
lished at 112 Park Ave.

I

already

New

New

other matters.

The ITOA was represented
day

Leon

by

Brandt,

Max

Rosenblatt,

Government Said Eyeing
Loew's Record Company

yester-

Harry

A. Cohen, Robert Gold-

blatt and John C. Bolte. Acting* for
national Allied were Irving Dollin-

(Continued from Page

1)

cerning the record sales policy. Re

resentatives of Columbia Record
RCA-Victor and Decca were ah
Yamins,
LachEdward
Nate J.
heard.
man and Sidney Samuelson.
James Mullally of the Deoartme:
of Justice anti-trust division, que
tioning for sub-committee chairrm
Film Center Formed
Langer, R., N. D., asked Friednu
To Serve Trade Unions
"would there be any connection (b
tween M-G-M's going into the recoi
(Continued from Page 1)
business) with the fact that certa
motion picture and labor attorney, stars, who are signed up with M-G-i
and chairman of the executive com- or Loew's so that you could obta:
ger,

New

mittee, presiding.

A

survey
formulate a
center as a
operate its

committee was set up

to
plan to establish the film
co-operative venture, to
own film library and to

exclusive rights to their recordings
Friedman denied that this was tl

Dr. John Blair, Federal Trac,
Commission economist, then askt
engage in the distribution and gen- Friedman if M-G-M had given an
eral promotion of films dealing with thought to drawing upon the r>
public affairs.
sources of M-G-M and Loew's p:

operations to provide financial bad
ing sufficient to enable the compar
to "beat down competition." Frie<
man said no such course is conten
plated, and answered in the negath
also when Blair asked if M-G-M ha
to utilize for education in public any intention of underselling con
affairs the greatest weapon avail- petitors to improve its position i
able in the arsenal of democratic edu- the market.
cation the motion picture medium."
Senator Langer said yesterday thj
Center expects to open key distribu- there is a possibility that M-G-]
tion offices in New York City, Chi- might be called upon for further ii
cago and Los Angeles, and to work formation on its record operation an
with and through the state and city the ties between that operation an
chapters of the various labor and its pix production activities.
civic organizations involved.
;

Claiming that Hollywood, with its
huge investments in production and
theaters, "believes
that it cannot
make films with social significance
." Delson added that "heretofore
there has been no concerted attempt
.

.

.

.

.

—

Though still in early planning
stages, the center will aim towards a
central library of films on public
affairs and social issues; stimulation
of production of films by member
groups, with the national film center
giving advice, and finally, the production of films by the center itself.
Wide acceptance of the idea, and
offers of full co-operation

have been

DEW

POSTS

DOUG GEORGE, Warner West
exploitation,

Coast
Hollywood, Calif.

thtat

DOUGLAS ISMAN, PRC booker, Vancouver, B.
FRANK SOLTICE, E-L manager, Vancouver, B,
HARRY PAGE, manager. Monogram, Vancouvt

I

I

B. C.

voiced by leading labor organizations LORNE McCARTNEY, assistant manager, Strfl*
throughout the country, as well as by
Vancouver, B. C.
public libraries and universities, it ALBERT MOSS, assistant manager. Vogue, Vai

was

said.

couver, B. C.

m

mrsday, April 10, 1947

PAA

DAILY

Fete To Stress

Ims' Social Value
(Continued from Page

1)

der the chairmanship of Charles
hlaifer of 20th-Fox.
Marking the Silver Jubilee of the
p;anized industry, the dinner to be

.

.

i

1

r-:

= vhe
i

w*"*T

Waldorf-Astoria on May
an array of world

ttract

public digniwell
picture
owns. Eric Johnston, president of
D.PAA, and J. Arthur Rank, head of
: British Film Producers Associawill be speakers.
i,
l

brrrrf s,

ries

including

motion

and

"You Are the Heir

of Edison"

•

ACTIVE FILM INDUSTRY participation in the program of
the recently established Thomas Alva Edison Foundation moved a step
nearer yesterday at a luncheon hosted at the Plaza by Maj. Gen. Edward

•

•

:

>

Sub-committee chairmen to handle
8 blicity details of the anniversary
d the dinner were announced by

«

.

"Ted"

Trade papers, Jack Alicoate, pubher of The Film Daily, and Milton
vingston, Universal; newspapers

Section

Mary

The
for

and Spyros

Pickford

The second

available

own

making

is

$2,590,000, to

Abbott
'eisbord,
M-G-M; research and
ills, Joel Swenson, Warners, HalRaines, M-G-M, Len White, 20th„ y
dx, Henry Straus, Columbia, E. J.
Universal and Gertrude
ustace,
niith, RKO; magazines, Al Horwits,
universal; field co-ordination, Artur N. Brilant, RKO; and British
id overseas, Jerry Dale, J. Arthur
ank Organization.

a

10-year

.

'-inted

If

programs and

art,

jT'

of

>oss Claims Will Stand
Scophony Action

;

(Continued from Page

1)

evey seeks $270,000 and Scophony
1,500,000 triple damages on the
5 anae grounds as included in the Govinment's anti-trust action naming
f ie plaintiffs and defendants in the

Judge Coxe said that it is difficult
j see how Levey can show damages'

The Center

And

so productive

will study and'

the third

is

in

the restoration

and government
free enterprise, for
Young America"
The Fund's goal
be expended in financing the Foundation program over

concepts

may

example

of

be

life

instilled in

Yesterday's industry kick-off luncheon

period

was

at-

Cheever Cowdin, Adolph Zukor. Jack Alicoate, W. C. Michel,
Ralph Poucher, Francis S. Harmon, Abe Schneider, William J. German,
tended by

J.

"Chick" Lewis, Terry

Ramsaye and James

T

T
•

•

EDWARD FINNEY

•

is

Jeraul,

Finney says he expects

now

planning

introduce a

to

new

others

to film

new

"Dog

of Flanders"

color process

Hughes,

in

Major release reportedly

is

child star, Charlie

Al Herman will direct

the picture

among

T

along the Zuyder Zee in Holland, employing a

• Emerson Yorke will direct camera operations for American
Broadcasting Co.'s new television aerial film production unit. ...
9
...

M

make up

—

which was the better Eagle-Lion's
"The Adventuress," or the
hugely amusing press release reporting what happened
At any
rate, the stunt paid handsome promotional dividends, press and other-

Phil

can't

his

mind as

bloodhounds-on-Broadway stunt

wise. ...
felicitated

•

sonally presented

yesterday

to

in behalf of

Australia's "47" Club, the Aussie equivalent of

the latter on
to

its

Ampa

30th birthday

when

after 12

Ampa, has

The message was

per-

RKO by Hall Carlton,
Home Week at the Palace

Prexy Rutgers Neilson at

Metro's exploitation chief. ...

oss claims.

;

efforts

West

nation-wide Edison scholastic competition so that "fundamental

the

American

set.

Hji

his

library at

methods developed by Edison

the

scientists

all

to

and

the establishment there of the Edison Center

is

and Research

Invention, Discovery

make

Skouras, has three immediate objectives

P.

the preservation of Edison's lab.

is

first

Foundation

the

of

Foundation, whose trustees

press associations, Ulrich Bell,
'th-Fox; columnists, Sid Garfield,
arners, and Al Rylander, Columa; radio, Bert Champion, Paramount and Irving Cahn, 20th-Fox;
Glen Allvine, MPAA;
"nvsreels,

A

.

Eastman Kodak, and chairman of the
Fund campaign
The
number such distinguished film figures as

Curtis, vice-president of

Picture

Orange

hlaifer as follows:
lig

P.

Motion

•

It

was Old

years vaudeville oldtimers

like Billy Lorraine,

Harry Donnelly, Ethel Gilbert, Frankie Wheeler and Jim Phillips from
ut that he is entitled to a court
Bill Hardy's "Gay Nineties" gang strutted their stuff across the boards.
that
claim.
ruled
earing on the
He
JJ
:
Vaudeville package called "Wild West Gay Nineties" was
cophony cannot be denied relief because it was brought into existance
dreamed up by the RKO publicity and exploitation boys for the preeming
illegal
s the result of an alleged
of "Trail Street."
"
greement as its claim rests on a
loader foundation.
Exhibs.
Jersey
Negotiations to settle the Gov- Mich. Flood
ernment's action against Pai-amount,
Meeting Sent to
Detroit
For Signature
r
Z elevision Productions, GPE, Levey
^md Scophony are believed still under
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
ay and, in the event of a settlement, the Levey - Scophony cross mal basis, and restricted to general urged their members in telegrams
discussion of trade issues.
yesterday to wire the Governor of
laims will probably be dissolved
Formal action on anti-Ascap pro- their opposition
Eteith the other action.
and urge a veto of
cedure, the film buying set up and
the measure.
election of officers was deferred until
*f*
Ocean City, Wildwood, Asbury
a May 6 luncheon-meeting at the
Hotel Statler. All state exhibs. will Park, Cape May and Atlantic City
are empowered by the bill to initiate
be invited to the session.
l
-J\S^>end
a referendum in order to obtain the
;l
voters approval for the tax. Only
Stanley Oleskowicz Dead
Atlantic City authorities have indito:
re
Detroit
Stanle'v Oleskowicz, 76, cated their intention to propose the
9
veteran local exhibitor, is dead. Sur- bill.
Apr. 10
vivors include his wife and 10 chilState exhibitor organizations are
Joe Moskowitz
Tim McCoy
Nick Stuart
Lou Rydell
dren, including Joseph, who took expected to marshall their forces for
Dorothy Lewis
Tony Gablik
over the Stanley from his father re- battles in the various municipalities
J. M. Loeb
Henry Morgan
cently, and Leo, who managed the in the event the Governor affixes his
«-»»«-»»»»»»»»»»»»»»41-»»Jt.t*: Atlas, another Oleskowicz house.
signature.
I

'

.

r

Keeps
ITO

.

From

*

';

>**%

fiSlrtkda

G>

eltnas Do-

—

New

Tax Measure

Gov.

3K
First

Russ. Espionage

Pa.

Thursday, April 10, 15
DAILY

REVnEUJS»

«

Amusement Tax
Seen Doomed

Bills
Is

Set

By 20th-Fox

—

Certain death
Pa.
batch of independent revenue-

Harrisburg,
for a

duction.

Zanuck said the picture, to be titled
"The Iron Curtain," would be based
largely on material contained in reports of the Royal Canadian Commissions which exposed facts regarding
Russia's secret agents attempting to
gain atom bomb secrets and other
information in Canada and on report
of J. Edgar Hoover, head of the FBI,
in which he charged that the Communist Party of the United States had
more agents here than the Nazis had
before the war.
Zanuck said he did not anticipate
any opposition from State Department.
He declared that Hollywood has its share of Communism
but not out of proportion to other
creative groups.

"Yankee Fakir"

including several amusement
tax measures, was seen in a statement, made by Gov. James H. Duff
that he does not favor any new taxes
other than those recommended in

budget message. There has been
flood of bills, in the House
in recent weeks which would place
taxes on amusements, etc.

It's

#

71 Mins.

not a bad idea at

"Yankee

of

Fakir."

It

all,

the basic theme

does not quite come

it might. What is lacking in
imagination division is made up for
somewhat in the handling which throws a
good deal of homespun trivia into the
scenario and gives Clem Bevans a field
day in his performance. In the long view
this film might aptly be termed a western.

off as well as

the

Kaimine To

WB

Woodbury

WELL-PLAYED STORY IN THE WESTERN GROOVE HAS ROMANCE, COMEDY,
DRAMA, MUSIC AND MYSTERY.

his

Talk 'U'

Fowley, Joan

Republic

a virtual

Scully,

Douglas

with

raisers,

'Continued from Page 1)
F. Zanuck, vee-pee in charge of pro-

it is a romance, comedy, drama, musiand mystery story. These segments are
worked into the screenplay and in almost
every case prove diversion from the fundamental motivation of the tale which is a
murder.
Douglas Fowley and Ransom Sherman,
pitchmen, hit the Arizona border town of
Mystic. Fowley becomes enamoured of Joan

Also

'Peace'

(Continued from Page

cal

1)

dates now being submitted by
to the various "U" exchanges.

was reported yesterday that

a

WB
It

num-

RCA

ber of the playdates offered had
Woodbury. In short order her father is
reached the home office for confirma- killed. Fowley is determined to get the
tion, but had been found unsatisfac- killer. Previously he had befriended Clem
RCA will introduce its television tory and rejected. Whether the re- Bevans, an old prospector. Aided by Miss
receivers to the nation's capital dur- jection of these few is significant, Woodbury who visits him in jail where he
ing next week coincident with the however, must await more conclusive is held on charges of bootlegging, Fowley
televising of the opening major reports from the field, which are arranges a gimmick wherein Bevans will
return as his uncle, a "Colonel Davis" and
league baseball game on Monday.
coming: in slowly via mail.
William A. Scully, "U's" sales wow the townsfolk. Also, a point of the
Sufficient receivers have already
been shipped to Washington to per- chief, and Harry Kaimine. Warners' impersonation is to bring the killer out
mit each dealer to have two sets theater topper, are scheduled to talk of hiding. How this ultimately comes about
for demonstration purposes and ship- the matter over either today or to- is revealed in lengthy, leisurely sequences.
ments will continue to be routed to morrow at which time a complete They deal out warm human interest moments
the city in accordance with the quan- settlement of differences is likelv to touched up with simple comedy. The bits
of action involved in the unfoldment, spice
tity and quality of video programs be reached.

Tele Sets Headed
For Capital Marketing

the doings. It is capably performed.
CAST: Douglas Fowley, Joan Woodbury, Clem

available.

promises to be a sizable Reisman Promotes Four
Bevans, Ransom Sherman, Frank Reicher,
amount," according to Dan D. HalMarc Lawrence, Walter Soderling, Eula Guy,
In
L.A.
RKO's
Division
Forrest Taylor, Elinor Appleton, Peter Michael,
pin, RCA receiver sales manager,
Elspeth Dudgeon, Ernest Adams, Tommy Ber"since Washington looks forward to
Promotions
of managerial person- nard.
another television station before
CREDITS: Producer-Director, W. Lee Wilder;
early Summer and two additional sta- nel in RKO's Latin American Divi- Screenplay, Richard S. Conway; Story by Minsion were announced yesterday by dret Lord: Cameraman, Robert W. Pittack;
tions before the end of the year."
Phil Reisman, veepee in charge of Musical Director, Alexander Laszlo; Film Editor,
Joseph B. Caplan; Sound, Ferrol Redd;
foreign distribution.
Bezahler's Father Dead
Set Decorations, Vincent A. Taylor.
Max
Gomez,
general manager in
Adequate.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
DIRECTION,
Lewis Bezahler, father of Joel
Mexico, was assigned to a special Good.
Bezahler, home office asst. to J. E.
sales post, assisting Jack Osserman,
Flynn,
"This

M-G-M mid-West

sales

man-

Latin American supervisor. Gomez
yesterday after a long
will handle sales and distribution of
illness. Funeral services will be held
today and interment will be at the Ramax and Pathe Cinema product
throughout the territory South of the
Mt. Carmel Cemetery in Brooklyn.
Rio Grande.
Harry Davis was moved up from
manager of the company's Colombia
office to the Mexico office.
Ricardo
Canals will take over the Colombia
spot and leave the one in Peru. Ned
Seckler was transferred from PanAtlanta David Maxon, of the Uni- ama to Brazil.
versal shipping department, is handing our cigars on the birth of a son.
ager,

died

STORK REPORTS

,

—

FWC Managers Ask Raise,

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

Monogram

—Ben

THE FILM DAILY
Pollock,

of

the

publicity department, be-

came a father when

Return of

Candy

West Coast Bureau of

—

there

Detroit Pic Heads Pledge
Full Backing For UJA
Detroit

—(Leaders

ment world,

of

the

amuse-

last night at a dinner

held at the Variety Club, pledged
100 per cent support of the 1947

United

Jewish

Appeal

campaign,

following an address bv Barney
Balaban, Para, prexv and national
chairman of the motion picture division. Upwards of 100 attended.
Balaban held a meeting with the
heads of the local drive, including

Sales Cut Lew

THE FILM DAILY

Wisper, Arvid Kantor and
Robinson who with Alex
Schreiber are serving as co-chairmen for the motion picture industry,
Also attending a luncheon meeting
were Isadore Sobeloff. executive director of the Jewish Welfare Federation of Detroit; Peter B. Colwin,
UJA trade director; Lew Novins,
Paramount, and Sam Shain, 20thFox.

Arthur

his wife Janie
Los Angeles Following a meetgave birth to a boy weighing seven ing yesterday,
a group of Fox West
pounds eight and one-half ounces, Coast managers
announced they
at French Hospital. Infant has been would
seek a wage increase and renamed Michael.
instatement of their five per cent
cut of popcorn and candy sales. Two
Chicago Jack Eckhardt, 20th-Fox weeks ago the five per cent
was cut
head booker, became a father for the to four per cent.
third time when an eight-pound son
Members of managers group
was born to his wife at Ravenswood threaten a one-day strike on a Sat- "Macomber Affair" April 19
Hospital. The Eckhardts have an- urday if their proposals
are not
UA's "The Macomber Affair" starts
other boy and a girl.
granted.
April 19 at the Globe on Broadway.

i

1

—

Released thru

(©

°o not
t

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Eight Years Old
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Of BR BITR BTIOn BLUBRDS
Seek City Co-Ordinator on Filming Problems
TflV

GUflRflllT V

Studio-Labor Committee
In Move to Eliminate
Red Tape from Permits

Reeling Round ---

THE WASHINGTON SCENE

A positive step towards simplifying motion picture location problems
in the East was made Wednesday
when industry leaders met with Commissioner of Commerce Sanders to
discuss difficulties being encountered,
and those anticipated, by production
units confronted by reams of red
tape when applying for permission to
shoot within city confines.
Committee of five included Sol
(Continued on Page 7)

By

Cleveland,

MANNING CLAGETT

—

paper in February printed the total tax collections for 1946, they were more accurate
than any figures before or since printed, but they were still off and here is the

—

reason.

—

—

Greater Authority

Asks $450,000 Balm

For U-l Field Staff

For

may

(Continued on Page 4)

Battle

Looms

for Film's

Inclusion in Trade Pacts

Run Denial
Pittsburgh — Charging: conspiracy
First

Greater authority to develop key
city promotion plans will be given to prevent his showing first-run picUniversal-International field repre- tures, David N. Green, operator of
sentatives,
Maurice A. Bergman, the Beacon Theater, has filed a $450,Eastern advertising-publicity direc- 000 damage action under the Shertor, said yesterday at the opening of
Continued on Page 8)
(

(Continued on Page 8)

Washingtm Bureau,

Washington
tion

picture

of

American mo-

industry

major fight over
include

THE FILM DAILY

— The

its

will

face

campaign

film clauses in
(Continued on Page 8)

Moscow Phone Confab
For "Ivan" in Boston
Boston

which

—

Unique tie-up under
Boston newspapermen will

participate in a Trans-Atlantic tele-

phone

interview with Serge Eisenand Serge Prokofieff, in Moscow, has been arranged by George
stein

Kraska, manager of the Kenmore
Theater, in connection
with the
opening of "Ivan the Terrible."
Eisenstein produced the Russia-made
film,
while Prokofieff
wrote the
musical score. Boston press will meet
in a Hotel Kenmore suite on Monday to talk with the Russians, both
of whom have appeared in this city
in the past.

r

ia

a

to
reciprocal

All

arbitration

the lower court.
This is the opinion of well-informed
industry sources here who Doint out
that the Section V of the Statutory
Court's order nullified the consent decree,
and that despite the stay
(Continued on Page 4)

—

The Supreme Court
Louis
be called upon to decide the Constitutional point of confiscation of
property without due process of law
as the result of the closing of the
Robin Theater here. Theater, which

—

'

issue In (losing
St.

O.

awards handed down during the inWASHINGTON terim between the filing of the N. Y.
Statutory decree on Dec. 31 and final
KJOT that we want to burst any bubbles, but those admissions' tax figures you've determination
of the motion picture
^ been reading and comparing for years are more than slightly misleading. We use
anti-trust suit by the U. S. Supreme
the kind term "misleading," although in many cases the figures have been downright inacCourt may become meaningless if
curate. Considerable blame for the confusion can be laid at the door of the Treasury
the latter body upholds the decision
Department although it's more a difference in definition of "admissions." When this
of

Each month the Treasury Department releases total collections for the preceding
month. This list is called "Admissions" tax collections. In the entertainment field, admissions means just that you have to pay to gain admission. In the Treasury Department's lexicon, however, (spelled out by Congressional law) "admissions" include five
"general" admissions, which actually means admissions in the accepted sense,
types
(Continued on Page 4)

Raise Confiscation

Schine Brief Cited to
Show That Awards Made
Would Be Unenforceable

Warners Pre-Release
Bookings Up 20-30%
Advance of general release bookof Warner pictures are running from 20 to 30 per cent ahead of
the average for the past several
years, it is shown by the company's
playdate records.
One unusual case is "The Two Mrs.
Carrolls," with nearly 200 first-runs
set, although the picture will not

ings

(Continued on Page 3)

Predicts Limitless Tele

Mich. Allied to Build
Juvenile Attendance

Use

—

Detroit
Two-way program to
build juvenile attendance especially
in suburban and small town independent theaters is being launched
by Jack Stewart, general manager of
(Continued on Page 4)

in

Naval Warfare

Limitless uses for tele in naval
warfare were predicted by Rear

Adm. James

Fife, Jr.,

USN, whose

appointment as Commander of Sub-

MPAA Anniversary Fete
Off;

Indefinite

Will Service Industry

—

of
Paramount's "My
Brunette" contest troupe
were shaken up but escaped with
minor bruises in the derailment of
the Santa Fe's Super Chief near

Montreal Introduction of a Dominion-wide industrial training film
service, similar to wartime operations of the National Film Board but
on a vastly larger scale is forecast
for "the very near future."
Arrangements expected to be completed in a few weeks call for the establishment in Montreal of the
nucleus of an organization sponsored

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 7)

Para. Contest Winners

Unhurt

in Rail

Accident

Members

Favorite

postponement

of

the

anniversary dinner of the
marines, Atlantic Fleet, was an- MPAA, scheduled for May 8 at the
nounced last night during NBC Tele- Waldorf-Astoria, because of con(Continuedon Page 3)
flicting dates with other meetings
and industry events, with the in25th

Dominion Training Film Plan
Canadian Group

Rank Dinner Subs

(

Continued on Page 4)

Br oder- Brandt Pact
For Franchise Set
Pact under which the Metropolitan New York franchise for the 40
UA releases recently acquired by the
B r o d e r American Releasing Corp.

go to Harry Brandt is reported
be in final stages.
is
understood that signatures
It
will be affixed to the deal sometime next week.
will

to

—

,
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night
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from
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and
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is
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WILLIAM
eral

sales

from a

trip

May

1.

F. RODGERS, vice-president and genmanager for M-G-M, returns today

out of town.

VINCENT PRICE
American
where he will
on

planed out from Hollywood
Airlines yesterday for St. Louis
vacation for about two weeks.

DOROTHY LAMOUR

New York

to-

morrow for a two-week vacation. She will
accompanied by her husband, WILLIAM

be

arrives

in

R.

HOWARD.
CHARLES

MOSKOWITZ,
left

Loew's vice-presiyesterday for a Miami

vacation.

GEORGE MAURER, assistant to Jay Gove, in
charge of M-G-M sales development, left yesterday for Buffalo and will return Monday.
N.
bia
fice

P.
in

PERRY, managing director for Colum-

Australia, is en
conferences.

route

to

the

home

of-

for

SID ROGELL and BYRON HASKIN, producer
and director respectively of RKO Radio's "The
White Swamp," leave Hollywood for Cuba, the
Bahamas and off the coast of Florida today

going

George Roth has been made ex

JAN GRIPPO, Monogram producer, will leave
New York next week.
ROBERT S. WOLFF, RKO Radio's general
manager in the United Kingdom and JACK W.
VOTION, European studio rep., entrain for
Hollywood for

Hollywood over the week-end.

ROBERT W.
director of
for Dallas.

GILLHAM,

Eastern

Vanguard and SRO,

advertising

left

last

SOL SIEGEL and MARTIN BERKELEY
20th-Fox
for

story

are en route
conferences on "The

studio,

n

of

;

ght

Indianapolis,

exchanges

St.

to

Louis
install

and
new

Chicago
sales

plan

and.
for

"The Patient Vanishes."

setup.

|

Ownership of Four Continej^tre
mains in present hands, the sC^be
ing jointly controlled by LoU-J H
Jackson, president, and Frankel
Jackson is also chairman of Britisl
National Films, of England.

Ratoff to

Make "Cagliostro'

For Ed Small in France
Gregory Ratoff will direct E('
Small's production of "Cagliostro" a
the
Pathe Studios in Joinville*
France. Biofilm of the notorious 18tl
century adventurer is budgeted a
well over a million.
Ratoff returns to the Coast thi;j
week-end after having tried to sigr
,

ALBERT DEANE,

Para. IntTs manager of censorship and editing in New York, arrives in San
Francisco today by plane from Australia and
leaves Los Angeles for New York Apr. 15.

THOMAS McCONNELL

who is moving ove
20th-Fox-Paramount 16 mrr
Roth has long been associate*
with Harry M. Goetz and Relianc
Daniel Frankel

to the

the

to Washington
Iron Curtain,"

A-bomb espionage film.
LARAINE DAY left for Hollywood last night.
SAM WHEELER, FC's sales manager, is tourother

ecutive vice-president in Four Con
tinents Films operations, succeedin;

Pictures.

HAYWORTH

arrives in New York tomorrow on the first leg of a "Down to Earth"
good-will tour of Europe; Miss Hayworth sails
Apr. 16 on the S.S. Veendam.

RITA

ing

C.

dent and treasurer,

In 4 Continents Post

has

returned

to

Chi-

cago from the Buffalo Theater hearing before
Federal Judge Knight.

Delay Action in Shubert
vs. Col. Suit on 'Jolson' Pic

,

I

up James Mason and Paul Henreic|
for important parts in the new filrc
which is slated for the cameras latt
|

Summer

LONDON to seek locations.
MANILA— Homer
HAVANA — Mary
Supreme Court Justice James B. Miller Named FC Head
BOMBAY— Victoria "Jolson Story'
McNally yesterday reserved decision For Albany, Buffalo Area
Hornby Road,
on the Shubert damage action against
ALGIERS— Paul Saffar, Encore is Policy Test
Fort, Bombay
MONTREAL
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
Columbia rrietures in connection with
Joseph Miller has just been ap
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
Measure of success of "The Jolson scenes of the Winter Garden The- pointed sales supervisor of Albanj
VANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
St.
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher, Story's" Victoria Theater "encore en- ater in "The Jolson Story." Justice and Buffalo district by Sam Wheeler
Theater Bldg.
this

or early Fall.

133 Wardour St. W. 1.
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg.,
1.

Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
Jean Pierre Meys,
Paquerettes.
110
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copenhagen-Van Loese.
John Perdicari,
Via Ludovisi 16.
Phone, 42758.
MEXICO
Louis Turnoff, Morelos 56 No. 523.
Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito
19

Moxon

UY

BRUSSELS—

2110.

Rue des

COPENHAGEN—

ROME —

CITY—

MONTEVIDEO—

—

$97.

FinfincifiL
(Thurs., Apr. 10)

;

;

Net

Am. Seat
8.

1

Eq

Loew's, Inc

Paramount

RKO

Republic Pict
1 3 Vi
Republic Pict. pfd.... 13Vi
13'/i
20th Century-Fox ... 32%
31% 31%
103
103
20th Century-Fox ppf.103
Universal Pict
Universal Pict. pfd.
Warner Bros

NEW YORK
Monogram

Picts.

.

.

RKO
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

Trans-Lux

.

country.

Draft Australian MPEA
Directors Elected
National
Constitution
15% 15% 15% + %
At Gen'l Aniline & Film
CURB MARKET
Brisbane A national constitution
4% 4% 4% + %
3% 31/z 31/2 — %
Jack Frye was elected director of for the Motion Picture Exhibitors
3%
3% + % General Aniline & Film Corp. follow- Association is being drafted, T. Hal3Vi
14% 14% 14% — %
ing annual stockholders meeting. At- bert, president of the group, said in

25%

25%

25%

83

83

83

New

—

4

4

4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

5%
6%

Cinecolor
Pothe

RKO

Asked

5%
7%

Meet

Execs.

With RKO's prexy N. Peter Rathvon and exec, veepee Ned Depinet
as

resignation

—

Howell

Columbia Piers
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Prec.

entire Loew circuit but countless
indie houses, will go back into the
Vic. at top prices.

Maurice Livingston announced his
as veepee of InternaAbe Montague, Columbia's general tional Film Classics. With part inChg
High Low Close
19
18% 18% — 1% sales manager, said the departure terest in International Optima Cor18V4
18
19Va
% from custom was occasioned by poration, Livingston assumes charge
19
19
19
+ % countless inquiries from New York- of foreign sales and distribution as
239
238
239
ers who had not seen the pic on its vice-president of the new organiza—
193
193
193
21 '/4
21 1/4 +
21 Vi
% first time around. He emphasized tion which is headed by Joseph Auer23 Vi
23
23
that during the Vic. run no other bach, industry veteran. International
26% 26Vs 26 Vb
met. house can book the film, which Optima opens its new offices in the
13% 13% 13y2
has been cleaning up across the Paramount Building tomorrow.
7
7% 7

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Bell

gagement" on Broadway, which fol- McNally gave attorneys three weeks sales manager of Film Classics
lows the current run there of "The in which to submit briefs and will Miller had been Columbia's Albanj
Adventuress," will determine general make his decision after that time. manager for 29 years, and for the
Final testimony was the reading past two years district manager foi
adoption of such an "encore" policy
by Columbia, it was reported yester- into the record of a stipulation of PRC.
how John Hyde and William Goetz,
day.
The company confirmed The Film of Hollywood, would have testified Father of Morrie Edgar Dies
Funeral services were
St. Louis
Daily's exclusive story of April 4 if they had been present.
held in Areola for Leroy Edgar, 70,
that the pic, which already has
father of Morrie Edgar, Eastern Misblanketed the New York Met. area, Livingston Leaving FC
souri salesman for 20th-Fox.
starting with eight weeks at the
Music Hall and including not only the For Int'l Optima Corp.

well

series of

as

other biggies

in

town,

impromptu meetings of the

company and

its affiliates

yesterday in the home

took place

office.

torney for Remington Rand, Inc.,
minority stockholder, termed seizure
of company by U. S. Alien Property
Custodian "improper." Latter company has acquired large interest in
Swiss parent firm, I. G. Chemie. It
was alleged at time of seizure of
Aniline, in 1942, company was German-controlled.
Other directors
elected include: John S. Bugas, Cary
W. Wagner, Edward M. Barlow,
Frederic E. Emmerich, Brian Mannix.

his 32nd annual report. Document
will be based on decisions made at

the Melbourne conference.

FC Books
In

"Pimpernel' Pix

RKO's Met.

Circuit

Dual package on the "Pimpernel,"
pix re-issued by Film Classics, is
booked in RKO's metropolitan circuit
for April 28 and 29.

During Phone Emergency

You can reach us by personally contacting our
ticket or airport offices, or
any travel agent, or by
wire.

:

riday, April 11,

m
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Warners Pre-Release
Bookings Up 20-30%
(Continued from Page

released until

v

May

24.

1)

"Love and

am," scheduled for general

May

ase on

has 185 dates
combination re-issue

ihe

TK? T Sea

11

re-

bill,

Week-end Report

Hawk" and "The Sea

"1

Volf," to be released April 26, has
.een dated by 185 first-runs. "Stallion

q"

*oad," Ronald Reagan's first starrer
:nce his military service, sroes into

•

PHIL M. DALY

set,

3,

j

!

Use

in

/.sion's
tt

for

York, with stories designed

foreign consumption only backfired

newsman

interview from a British

Interview

was sans industry
came from

angles, except that Chaplin said 70 per cent of his income

Europe, 30 per cent from the U. S

Gotham

Hotel

will

be recorded

cast at 9 p.m., after

by Ted

set

Cott,

any

WNEW

in entirety

•
of

Monday's press confab, at the
by Station WNEW and broad-

deemed necessary

editing

program

T
•

Shubert

T

the

works

entire

a

"first,"

T

COUNCIL OF THE DRAMATISTS GUILD
by

It's

director

yesterday joined

the Alien Property Custodian to Milton

of

Puccini, Italian

composer

Council

a protest wire to President Truman. ... • The Cinema Stamp
Collectors has gone international with the affiliation of industryites in
Next CSC meeting will be held at
Denmark, France and Belgium
Sardi's on April 23 with A. August Tiger speaking. ...
• Evelyn
sent

1)

broadcast from a submarine

the Brooklyn Navy Yard.
Adm. Fife made the statement in

with the telecast, the
ever made from a submerged
Submarine. In the telecast, one of
the most difficult and elaborate ever
undertaken, NBC Image Orthicon
•-cameras covered the complete operant ion of the U.S.S. Trumpetfish as the
fcjjship submerged, conducted a simutorpedo attack and finally
lated
--surfaced. Three cameras were installed inside the undersea craft and
one was set up on the dock beside it.
Viewers in four Eastern cities witnessed the telecast as it was relayed

Connection

!

arranged

conference,

press

New

in

UA was concerned) for
New York dailies

those fighting the licensing

Naval Warfare

(Continued from Page

newsman

and wire services grabbing the inReps, of foreign wire services and staff men
terviewer for a play
serving British, Australian and the Scandinavian newspapers attended
the conference, called in advance of that arranged for American newsThe wire service boys knew they had
men on Monday afternoon
something hot, and the AP and UP on this side were protected by their
INS solved its problem, it is said, by buying the
British affiliates

•

Predicts Limitless Tele

A CHARLES CHAPLIN

yesterday, with

tomorrow with 212 bookings
n addition to current runs at the
Jjstrand and several other key cities.,
A contributing factor is that WarTners has trade shown recent films
- ::
;omewhat further ahead of general
*j elease than had been the practice in
i:
':he past in preparation for the comoetitive bidding provisions of the N.
H V. decree in the event that the sections were not stayed. In addition,
heaters are more anxious for new
trend
: product because of the current
wards shorter first-run engagements.
:

•

(insofar as
,

•elease

.*

•

•

the benefit of foreign

Koleman, Republic publicity manager,

yesterday by plane

left

for Hol-

o:;first

i

I
(
\
i

Washington

via coaxial cable to

(in

-the NBC studios there and over Station WTTG) and via radio relay to
Philadelphia (Station WPTZ) and
Schenectady (Station WRGB). In
New York it was seen over the NBC's
Station WNBT.

Three television announcers, Bob
Stanton, Ray Forrest and Radcliffe
Hall, provided commentary throughout the broadcast. Program was directed by Noel Jordan, of the NBC
Television production staff.

i5irtnaak

•\J^>ena
?

etinai DoApr.

u

Kay Schancer
Apr. 12
:.:
:.:

%
::

Marie Lund
Jane Withers

Harry Noble

Ann

Miller

Apr. 13

John Howard
Donald Duck
Lillian

Malcolm
Robert
Perrin

S.

Boylan

Lowell

lywood, where she
Rogers' son, Roy,

act

will

Jr.

.

.

as godmother at the christening of

• Ampa's

.

the Hotel Astor on April 23 will
tif,

J.

this

being symbolic

of

be

Roy

30th anniversary celebration in

around a Pearl decorative mo... • Take it from

built

a 30th anniversary.

H. "Cy" Dillon, Republic's

roll

C, branch manager,

N.

Charlotte,

730 theaters in the two Carolinas

up

the

4.000 bookings of westerns

annually, with the pix playing to an aggregate 5,000,000 attendance!

• You
16

mm.

•

•

can expect the Boston Licensing Board
pix in

Hub

T
at

•

to

nix the exhibition of

cafes

T

UNIVERSAL WILL HOST a

"21" next Thursday.

...

•

president, has tied in Metro's short,

the Wisconsin legislative drive to

cocktail party for Eddie Albert

Harold

"A
enact

J.

Fitzgerald,

Fox-Wisconsin

Really Important Person" with

a law making

offense for motorists to leave keys in parked cars. ...

•

it

a criminal

Harry Brandt

and lames Sauter are among the new trustees of the American Naand Academy. ... • The first permanent art gallery
to be established in any motion picture theater will be installed today in
Century's Vogue in Brooklyn
In the move. Century has the cooperation of the Associated American Artists. ...
• lames S. Burkett
is trying to persuade James Mason to star in the screen version of Alfred
Noyes' "The Highwayman" which Allied Artists plans to shoot in Britain in the late Summer. ...
• Bob Taplinger, Enterprise vice-president, now here from the Coast will spend several days in Washington
in meetings with the State Department and French Embassy officials on
the projected "Arch of Triumph" star and press junket to Paris where
the picture will open in either late May or early June. ...
• The
SAG has joined the AMPP and the SIMPP in turning thumbs down on
the Hollywood convention of fan clubs. ...
• "The Cat Concerto,"
Metro's Tom and Jerry cartoon which won an "Oscar," goes into the
Broadway tomorrow to play with the Chaplin film, "Monsieur Verdoux."
• Audio Pictures, when it occupies its new Coast studio in May, will embark on a schedule of 35 mm. features and shorts for general release
Audio presently is concentrating on 16 mm
tional Theater

1

;

Slay

No Guaranty

Arbitration

(Continued from Page

1)

point.

This opinion is further substantiated in an intervention brief filed by
attorneys for the Schine circuit in
connection with a recent demand for
arbitration placed before the tribunal
here in which Schine was named as
an interested party.
Demand was filed in early March
by R. D. Stone, operator of the Idol
Theater in Lodi, 0., and asked conformance by Loew's with the clearance arrangements offered by the
other major distributors in favor of
houses in Ashland and Medina.
Schine's Palace and Ashland Theaters are involved.
The Schine brief states that under
the decree of Dec. 31 the provisions
for arbitration tribunals became of
no further effect and that "an award
of this tribunal which attempted to

uniform and/or

maximum

clear-

ance as between two theaters would
be unenforceable since it is our construction of the decree that, notwithstanding any such award, no distributor affected by the decree may
arbitrarily reject a bid by an exhibitor for a run or clearance which
might differ from that attempted to
be fixed by the award."
The brief concludes that it is filed
without prejudice because of Schine's
desire to co-operate in the settlement
of disputes regarding clearance by
arbitration.

Promotional Products

Sues Fox

Raise Confiscation

THE WASHINGTON SCENE

Awards

(Continued from Page

fix

Reeling Round- - -

of

granted by Justice Stanley Reed the
system of arbitration under which
the industry operated since 1940 will
have been outlawed as of the first of
this year unless the Supreme Court
overrules the lower body on this

for $100,000

(Continued from Page

1)

has been operated for some 30 years,

was closed by the

Wednesday

police

night on the basis of a report by the
city fire marshal that the construction of the house does not
rm
to certain requirements of tTf? ew
building code.
•
•
Situation is being closely watched
the 85 per cent rule of the thumb method, the Treasury Department points out by theater operators as the same
events,
whopping
collections
from
cabarets,
sporting
that the total figures include
code restriction apparently may be
such as basketball, football, baseball games and horse racing, dances, fairs and the like. applied to a number of other houses

(A

ON

While theater admissions represent the largest percentage of the total take, it is by
no means as much as 85 per cent, Treasury spokesmen tell us.
On the question of comparing various collections during any given months, Treasury
makes this point: although collections are supposedjy due on the last day of the following
month, there is considerable "slop over" as it is called. In other words, payments are
often made days late and these figures wind up in another month's figures. The Treasury
Department counts the money when it is actually deposited in the bank.

•

THE

industry through the years has based

•
its

figuring on these total collections. This

paper, however, has been furnished with a special set of figures by the Treasury
Department. These figures are actually "admissions" tax collections; that is, a tax where
admission is paid. These figures exclude the cabaret tax, which in Treasury jargon still
more nearly accurate as far as representing
is an admissions tax. These figures are
theater admissions tax collections and vary from the total figures mentioned before by

in the city.

Hearing of an injunction applicaby Arthur F. D. Kalbfell and
Marie K. Wimberlv, owners of the
Robin, for an injunction to restrair
police and city officials from interfering with the operation of the thetion

ater was continued until April 17 bj
Circuit Judge Ward. Judge Ware
declined to issue a temporary injunction.
If he finally refuses to grant the
relief sought by the owner and the

theater

is forced to close pending
complete re-buildirig to conform tc
the code, the owners' investment ol
$30,000 will be wiped out. Issue if
BREAKDOWN
MAKE
A
TO
certain degree because IT IS ABSOLUTELY IMPOSSIBLE
expected finally to go to the Misobtained
figures
by
Even
the
ON THEATER ADMISSION TAX COLLECTIONS ALONE.
souri Supreme Court and possibly tc
forms
all
other
dances
and
THE FILM DAILY include collections from sporting events,
the U. S. Supreme Court on tht
the

several million dollars each month.

inTreasury thinks the 85 per cent rule might be better used on these figures. Some
however, to a
dustry sources think it may go as high as 90 per cent. It is still a guess,

entertainment where admission is paid. However, mark this down— because of
are now being distributed
of your favorite industry paper, the figures which
throughout the industry are as accurate as any you can get.

of

Constitutional point.

efforts

•

for

•

are printing for the first time, admissions' tax figures for each
(generally)
month of last year. Remember, though, that figures are for collections
February $25,148,044;
the preceding month. Here they are: January, $27,336,255;

BECAUSE

of this,

we

313; June, $27 422 536; July,
March, $30,088,585; April, $29,949,562; May $32422
$32,732,527; October, $42,096,592; No$33 980 404- August, $33,593,513; September,
vember,' $3l',265,451 December, $35,484,436
pretty close
Now use your rule of the thumb of 85 to 90 per cent and you II come
then you have before.
to theater admissions. Closer, anyway,
......
year were the highest
One thing at least you can be certain of— theater grosses last
;

in

the history of the industry.
Beyond that our guess may be a

little

Winners

bett er than your

s— but

don

t

bet on

it.

to Build
Juvenile Attendance

Mich. Allied

(Continued from Page

1

Brager-Seifter
Claire Brager, daughter of Louis
R. Brager, Warner Theaters executive, will be married to Howard M.
Seifter Sunday, at the Hampshire
House in New York.

issue In Closing

1)

but also the cabaret tax, tax on ticket brokers, the so-called scalpers tax and taxes
on leases of boxes. Because it was thought that the figures which the Treasury Department released each month included only "admissions" in the entertainment world definition, the industry generally has used a rule of the thumb figure of 85 per cent of these
total collections as representing theater collections. In addition, the industry often compares months of various years to point to trends in box office receipts. Both approaches
are "off" the Treasury Department now tells us.

Promotional Products, Inc. yes- Para. Contest
terday filed a $100,000 damage action Unhurt in Rail Accident
against 20th-Fox in N. Y. Supreme
(Continued from Page
Court. Plaintiff charges unfair competition in the alleged copying of an Raton, New Mexico, the home office
advertising novelty which the de- reported yesterday.
fendant is said to have used in theTwelve of the 14 contest winners
aters during the 1946 Christmas and six of the escort group were
season.
aboard the train, including Zola
Swarthout, wife of Gordon SwarthGoldberg Services Held
out, Para, publicity executive, and
Services were held yesterday for Julia Sullivan, secretary to Curtis
Mrs. Morris Goldberg, mother of Mitchell, ad-publicity director, who
Edward G. Robinson, at the River- chaperoned the winners on their trip
side Chapel. Mrs. Goldberg died at to Hollywood.
her home Wednesday after a long
Also making the trip were Bill
illness. In addition to Robinson, Mrs. Johnston, special rep. for Bob Hope;
Goldberg is survived by four other Mel
Sterling
of
INS;
Heimer,
sons.
Noel, Sunday editor of the JournalAmerican, and Mel Massucco, of a

WEDDIfiG BELLS

Friday, April 11, 1947

V^luS

1)

Allied Theaters of Michigan.

Stew-

art's points are:

Anniversary Fete

Rank Dinner Subs

Off;

(Continued from Page

ability of President

—

are to be secured from the
local school officials, and posted on an
honor roll in the lobby, to assure the
right names, and to give the youngsters something extra to aim for in
their school work.

1)

Truman

to accept

an invitation for that date a majoi
contributing factor, was announced
late yesterday.

Decision was reached at a meeting
board's executive committee here vesterday, with President Eric A. Johnston presiding. The
anniversary dinner, it was indicated
will not be held during the month oi
of the

MPAA

May.
The

MPAA

directorate will entertain J. Arthur Rank at dinner or
the night of May 8, with attendance
limited to company toppers and a
few others. Rank was to have beer
a guest of honor and speaker at the

Honoring local students who
1.
have high school marks, by giving
them a free pass once a month only. anniversary

fete.

Names

Promoting Saturday morning
2.
matinees with special films for children as a good-will and promotional
matter, rather than as a direct money
maker. Enlarged program of such
morning shows is to be started, with
Boston newspaper.
co-operation of parents secured in
advance, to guarantee the youngAlex Schreiber Uninjured
sters' attendance. Support of Parent
Detroit Alex Schreiber, general Teachers Associations and other civic
manager of Associated Theaters, and and welfare groups is to be secured.
past chief barker of the Michigan
Variety Club, was in the Super Chief Indefinite "Adventuress" Run
Eagle-Lion's "The Adventuress"
wreck near Albuquerque, together
with his wife and daughter. All es- will be held at the Victoria for an
caped injury, though shaken up, indefinite run, it was announced as
the picture entered its second week.
Schreiber telephoned yesterday.

—

MPAA

fEmme touch
SALLY

HUTCHISON,

tary,

Universal

booker-secre-

Charlotte.

MONICA PRESTEGARD,

switchboard

operator,

M-G-M, Minneapolis.

DOROTHY

JENSEN,

MRS.

advertising
staff,
Co., Minneapolis.

Min-

Amusement

nesota

DOROTHY

WAGNER,

Strand, Asbury Park, N.

cashier,

Reade's

J.

DORIS MARTIN,
ater,

assistant manager, Fisher TheDetroit.

NANCY TORPEY,

secretary, United Artists, Mil-

waukee.

GLADYS JOHNSON,
Artists,

bookers'

secretary,

Uniter

Milwaukee.

STELLA GELDEN,

inspectress,

M-G-M, Minne-

apolis.

HELEN

KORMENDY,

apolis.

tiller,

Warners,

Minne-
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DAILV R€VIEUI5 Of SHORT SUBJECTS

*

"They're Not So Dumb"
"Cat Fishin'"
"Royalty on the Range"
Paramount
8 Mins. M-G-M
8 mins. Twentieth-Fox
9 Mini
Good For Chuckles
Rates High
Satisfactory
Looks like the Tom and Jerry
The latest Speaking of Animals
A million dollars worth of liv<
Recommended
offering calls on some traditionally series has another Academy Award stock is paraded before the audienc
Produced by, and following the "dumb" animals to disprove the old contender in their latest offering. in a survey of the
vast America
format of the March of Time, this theory. An organ grinder's monkey, Tom Cat decides to use Jerry Mouse wealth
of cattle.
Prize herds ar
footage is offered to the exhibitor an orang-utan,
a doe, a lion, a fox, as live bait when he goes fishing, shown which are used foJJfc^t
without charge by the N. Y. State a horse, etc.,
do their bit to sub- but Jerry refuses to stay hooked and breeding and market purpoself/iferi
Youth Commission to present an ac- stantiate the narrator's statements. cooks
up plenty of trouble for Tom. ous steps from the range, to th
curate picture of a nation-wide prob"Children

in

Trouble"

N. Y. State Youth Commission
10 Mins.

Usually good for chuckles.
Dealing with juvenile delinquency and crime, it opens with an
"Dead Strike Back"
account of the seriousness and cost
10 Mins.
of these evils, continues with the Tele-News
Excellent
causes of crime, and concludes with
a presentation of effective methods
Jan Masaryk, Czech Minister of
of prevention. Furnishing audience Foreign Affairs and son of his counappeal plus a challenge to Mr. and try's first president, in narrating a
Mrs. Citizen, it is definitely recom- capsule history of his countrymen's
mended.
suffering under the heel of Nazi
oppression, lauds the heroism of the
Allied Forces that freed his country
"Borrowed Blonde"
of the hated enemy.
RKO
15 Mins.
Truly amazing are the clandestineFair
made scenes of the Czechs in prison,
Leon Errol tries to interest Mr. of Lidice and its inhabitants murBrewster in a real estate deal, but dered en masse. Strong stuff. But
Mr. B. is in no mood for business be- it's a picture that should be seen.
cause he has just had a fight with Film was made by Czech Government
his wife. Errol offers some sage ad- Film Unit.
vice on how to be happily married.
"Neighbor Pests"
That evening the Brewsters drop in
on the Errols so that they can learn M-G-M
10 mins.
from them. Unfortunately Leon is
Should Strike Home
involved with his blonde neighbor at
Falling somewhat below the usual
that point and doesn't bother to ex- Pete Smith standard, this nevertheplain the situation. His problem is less has quite a few humorous moto keep his wife and the neighbor's ments as P.
S. recounts the pesty
husband from meeting the Brewsters. neighbor types; i.e., the borrower,
This fails and so does the business the helper, the fixer-upper,
etc. Redeal. The plot, suffering from old
flecting the typical, it should strike
age and overwork, still has a few home with many an audience.
lem.

laughs.

"Atomic Energy"
Encylopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.
11 Mins.
M-G-M
9 Mins.
Well Done
Full Of Chuckles
Fundamentally an educational film,
Pete Smith who recently paraded
the foibles of the average husband in this footage, because of its clarity,
" evens should appeal to any general audi"I Love My Husband But
the score by citing some very famil- ence. It explains, scientifically, how
iar instances of the way in which nuclear synthesis is accomplished and
the "little woman" drives her mate brings about the chain reaction peculiar to atomic bombs. First of an
nuts.
Once Pete gets his old chestnut of explanatory series, it is well done,
tempus fugits out of the way, the educational and easy to follow beshort unreels with Smith's well- sides being concerned with one of
known snappy commentary on fem- the primary questions of the day.
inine frailty in such situations as
"Have You Any Castles"
buying a hat, driving a car, visiting
friends, running a home, and talk- Warners
7 Mins.
ing, talking, talking.
Clever
Story concerns a library which is
filled with mayhem when the char"Beanstalk Jack"
acters on various book covers come
20th-Fox
7 Mins. to life.
Poor Rip Van Winkle finalAmusing
ly breaks the thing up because he
With the sheriff at the front door can't sleep. Cleverly done, it will
and the wolf at the back, Jack de- brighten any bill.
cides he must do something to save
himself and family. A jinni suggests
"Calling on Costa Rica"
that he plant a bean and seek his for10 mins.
tune in the skies. This he does, and M-G-M
7or the Travel-Minded
in the sky he finds a hen that lays
Not to be confused with another
golden eggs. Trying to get her away
from her giant owner is another company's full length, this Techniproblem, which he overcomes, and color FitzPatrick Traveltalk visits
slides down the beanstalk to safety. the Latin-American republic, spotThe ever-popular tale done enter- lighting its sunny beauty and tropitainingly is good fare, especially for cal allure. Should do well by travel"I

Love

My Wife But—"

—

kids.

minded audiences.

Thoroughly entertaining, this one
rates high honors and should perk
up any

bill.

"The Teachers'

Crisis"

breeder farm, to the stockyards or t
shows, as the case may be, thes
cattle are fattened and groomed a'J
the way. This Movietone Adventure
narrated by Lowell Thomas, is topi

16 Vi Mins. cal and satisfactory.
Play It
"One World Or None"
Appearing almost simultaneously
9 Minsj
with headlines in papers throughout Film Publishers, Inc.
Carries A Punch
the country announcing waves of
This animated film was produce<
teachers strikes, this March of Time
explains the problems which face the in co-operation with the National
profession and the urgent need to Committee on Atomic Information
solve them. The educational struc- and the Federation of Atomic Scien
ture of the nation is balancing pre- tists and narrated by Raymonc
cariously while groups like the Na- Swing. It maintains that atomic en
tional Education Association and the ergy was discovered through a pool
U. S. Chamber of Commerce strive iner of knowledge of scientists oi:
valiantly to awaken the nation to the many nations, and those natiom
need for more and better teachers. should use this power for the better
A national problem presented intelli- ment of mankind rather than its de
gently and understandably, this foot- struction. The checking of this powei
age should be shown in every corner could be the great fusing force f o]
of the country to help avert the crisis One World, whereas its use coulc
which threatens not only that pro- abolish mankind forever. Done dra-'l
fession, but the generation in school matically and effectively, it carries
today, and those to come.
punch and should go strong with anyj

20th-Fox

>l

adult audience.

"San Francisco-Pacific Gateway"

"Part Time Pal"
14 Mins.
8 mins.
M-G-M
Educational Look-See
Lots of Laughs
Celebrating its cosmopolitan maTom Cat and Jerry Mouse are
turity, reached after 100 years, San
Francisco nevertheless reflects the battling again, with Tom usually on
richly brocaded pattern of a color- the losing side. He is guarding the
ful past. As the largest city on the ice box with full intent of keeping
West Coast, the home of the Golden Jerry away from its contents. UnGate retains its position as one of der the influence of cider, he colAmerica's greatest financial, indus- laborates with Jerry, forgetting their
trial and shipping centers, with pros- feud, till he sobers up and the chase
pects of an even brighter future. is on again. Good for lots and lots
Recorded here, also, are some of San of laughs.

RKO

Francisco's

more publicized corners;

Chinatown, Fisherman's Wharf and
"Unusual Occupations Featuring
Nob Hill. The "This Is America"
G. I. Hobbies"
series has scored again with an interParamount
11 Mins.
esting and educational look-see at
Entertaining
the city of the Golden Gate.
Four sequences wrapped into one
include: the "Speaking of Animals"
"Under White Sails"
technique employed in the processing
Paramount
9 Mins.
of rabbit fur, articles made by the
Of General Interest
American G.I. from unused equipSailing craft of all types are on ment, Jo Ann Durand's trout-fly
view in this Grantland Rice Sport- business, and Val Kimbrough's hobby
light which features dinghies to of collecting and mounting horns of
square riggers. Sailing has a definite longhorn steers. Done in Magnacolor,
among America's popular it is varied and entertaining.
place
sports and some of the reasons for its
growing membership are recorded
"Zululand"
here. Should prove of general inter20th-Fox
8 Mins.
est in

most theaters.

M-G-M

9 Mins.

Good
A Pete Smith specialty, this footage gives questions and answers,

mostly

Interesting
describes the customs and traditions of the Zulus of
Africa, the most famed of jungle
tribes.
The Technicolor camera
catches the dash and color of their
rites and feasts. These people, who

Ed Thorgersen

"Early Sports Quiz"

humorous, on basketball, today enjoy autonomy and self-rule
and skiing. under the government of South
An audience participation type, it Africa, are completely different and
should have no trouble filling any provide an interesting subject for

football, roller skating

bill.

this celluloid length.

i

nj riday.

-
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Pix Co-Ordinator

new

o Eliminate Problems
(Continued from Page

be

1)

Polatka,

tcoppa, of

IATSE; Judge McGuire, HOWARD

umicipal

labor conciliator; Steve
20th-Fox, and Harold

^itzgibbons,

,

HARVEY,

FRENCH

..-wis,

representing RKO-Pathe.

HOLLYWOOD'S GREATEST STARS SAY

posts
•
manager,

Howell

IT

HAPPENED OH 5TH AVENUE

Theater,

IS

Fla.

PALMER, manager.

THE PICTURE TO SEE!

Sunrise, Ft. Pierce,

Fla.

WILLIAM MEANY, Altec, Rochester, N. Y.
TED EMERSON, publicity chief, Tri-State, Omaha.

___-S said to have been initiated
"DLnard Walsh, IATSE head.
Committer recommended that a co-

ROLLIN K. STONEBROOK, manager, Orpheum,
Omaha.

::'H Q

C
C

DARRYL WILLE, manager, Rio, Victoria, B.
JIM FAIRLEY, manager, Sunland, Osoyooi, B.
MIKE GOLDIN, manager, York, Victoria, B. C.
LOUIS W. FRANCOISE, manager. State, Jewatt

ordinator be appointed by the Cominissioner to handle applications by
iroducers for permits for location
vork in city streets, parks, public
Chief problems of
raUdings, etc.
ii'oduction units working here have
*«oeen those centering around the
•cope of permits. Companies with a
?ark Department permit granted
^ night find themselves blocked from

City,

Conn.

NORMAN
lege,

;

CARL

LEVINSON,

assistant

manag.r,

* SV

Col-

New Haven, Conn.

RUSSELL,

manager.

Gateway

Thtatwr,

toe

Chicago.
B.

NAGEL,

assistant manager, Chicago Th*ot»r,

doctor

Chicago.

CLARK RODENBECK,
Herald

acting film editor, Chicago

ordered

American.

• :

AL KVOOL,
Theaters,

assistant

zone

manager,

Warmt

Chicago.

area until a Water Department AL LAURICE, manager. Park Theater, MmiIo
)ermit was granted, thus losing valPark, Calif.
lable time. It was agreed that one ED MARANSKI, assistant manager, Plainfield
Theater,
Plainfield, Conn.
nan would be able to handle the job,
-•
-ather than a committee, which was
- ilso suggested.
•S
Next meeting of the committee of
-•
ive will be held in the Commerce
'• Tommissioner's office next week and
ecommendations agreed upon then
.vill be presented to Mayor O'Dwyer.
in

-•

for

.Ilk'

Dominion Industry

^F

Training Film Plan

if

:

\

'

'Continued from Page

Veiled"

Charged

Red Doctrines
in H'wood Pix

Waashington Bureau
Washington

of

—

msrs

*ODUCT,ON S

1)

,

WCL|

Presents

by leading industrial employers, with
what is understood to be the full
backing of the Film Board, which in
the initial stages, is expected to fur-

THE FILM DAILY

publi<,»

Au 'fo
P

Mr.

mDeFORE

1

nish

facilities
including technical
Rep. Richard M.
E.Nixon (R., Calif.) yesterday charged equipment and operational advice.
The plan, in connection with which
that "veiled" pro - Communist sequences and dialogue are being organizational meetings are taking
:
maneuvered" into some American place in Montreal and Ottawa, would
have no direct connection with the
I motion pictures.
Rep. Nixon told The Film Daily, Board, informants said, and would
was "greatly pioneer educational movies in Canathat he
..however,
pleased to learn that 20th-Fox plans dian peacetime industry.
Although no definite policy with
to produce a film, 'The Iron Curespionage regard to financing has yet been antain,' depicting Russian
indications point to the
activities in the United States and nounced,
probability that employers will conCanada."
The Californian, who is a member tribute according to the number of
of the House Committee on Un-Amer- their employes and the frequency
can Activities, said Hollywood should that the service will be used. Films
"assume the responsibility for ex- would be held in a central pool and
* posing and eliminating all such un- released as and when employers ask
for them.
desirables from its ranks."
The Montreal project is said to be
As reported from Hollywood, the
«!]
iOth-Fox film will not contain any the center of considerable interest in
:?!discussion of Communist "philoso- the Federal Department of Labor.
i phy," but will center its attention on Should it meet with success indicat Russia's espionage in this country tions point to eventual operation of
:?
and Canada. This may lead to dip- similar establishments throughout all
:j
lomatic complications and it is ex- the larger cities in the country using
li'lpected that 20th-Fox rep. will dis- the original system as a model.
cuss the matter with State Depart-

HARDING

|

mnui

MGGLES
•w»
MOORE

..

m STORM

;

•;

%»

:

-

'•

'

:*•

I

ment

Selznick Players

officials.

There appeared little doubt yesterday that, desoite several previous

Form

Coast Theater Project

g abortive attempts, the House ComWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
mittee on Un-American Activities
La Jolla, Calif.
A theater has
soon will launch a major probe on
been engaged here by Joseph Cotten,
f Hollywood.
Mel Ferrer, Jennifer Jones, Dorothy
j

—

'

:i

.

'

McGuire and Gregory Peck at which
they will offer plays as managing
producers. They will have the cooperation of David 0. Selznick.

Cameramen's Union
Signs Tele Contract
j

Chicago

".i

j

—

—

Cameramen's Union, Players will control the venture.
has completed negotia- Activities will be launched in August.
tions with Station KSD-TV, St. Louis, Actors will appear in at least one
for using its members for television production. Robert Rose has been
operations.
temporarily appointed Eastern rep.
Local

666,

'

AVENUE
^^
GRANT

W
»<»>
"
/m, t „.._
/W/TCHF//
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Greater Authority

REVIEWS Of nEUJ

For U-I Field Staff

"The Barber

(Continued from Page

1)

a two-day meeting of field and h. o.
promotion staffs at the Hotel Astor.
Field men, it was disclosed, will undertake a complete study of all key
cities in relation to newspapers and

and will be given authority to
develop territorial plans formulated
radio,

the home office.
Closer co-oneration between exhibs. and the U-I East and West
Coast publicity departments will be
by the company's new
realized
method of localizing advertising and
publicity in conjunction with national campaigns, Bergman pointed
in

out.

Particular emphasis will be placed
on current and forthcoming Rank
productions with special campaigns
developed for each key city by the
Eastern promotion department, plus
at
a specialized unit, to be developed
the h. o. and in the field, to create
specialized projects.
Specialized co-operative

advertisfor each picture are

ing campaigns
with
to be developed by U-I field men
Henry A. "Hank" Linet, Eastern ad
with
director, to start the projects
visits to a number of cities.
William J. Heineman, general
divisales manager of the U-I Rank
of
sion, discussed plans for release
Rank productions, citing a $1,000,UUU
appropriation for the campaigns on

"Wicked Lady,*' "Stairway to HeavExpecen," "Odd Man Out," "Great
tations" and "My Heart Goes Crazy.

J B L. "Jock" Lawrence, vicepresident of the J. Arthur Rank Organization in this country, reported
on the re-organization of the Rank
publicity setup in England to facilitate the forwarding of special material to the U. S. distributor.
Other speakers were L. J. McGinley, sales

manager and Laurence A.

Audrian, advertising - publicity head
of the Prestige Pictures department;
B. G. Kranze, Rank division assistant general sales manager; Monroe
Greenthal, head of the Greenthal Advertising Agency; Seymour Morris,
advertising-publicity head of the
Schine circuit, and Linet.
Meetings will be continued today

with William A. Scully, U-I vicepresident and general sales manager,
to address the luncheon session, and
Al Horwits, Eastern publicity^ manager, to explain the new co-ordinated
publicity plans.

Donna Wood Dead

—

Singer Donna Wood,
Hollywood
who appeared with Horace Heidt and
Kay Kayser, died here after a brief
She was 29. Her husband,
illness.

Lee H. Hackler, survives.

INTERESTING INITIAL ALL - OPERA
OFFERING: SHOULD BE WATCHED AS
TRAILBLAZER.
This is a full-length version of the Rossini opera without trimmings. Deems Taylor is on hand to narrate the plot. The film
was done in Italy and in the featured role
is Ferruccio Tagliavini who has made a solid
place for himself in the past season at the
Met. Opera. He's good, too.
In
three acts the marital pursuit of
Rosina by Count Almaviva is told. It is on
the light side and the opera lovers who find
themselves between stage presentations will
do well to view the film version. The cast
knew its stuff, it is immediately apparent.
They render with ease. Tito Gobbi, as
Figaro, is a handsome lad. Italo Tajo, with
striking resemblance to the late John Barrymore, and many of his facial contortions,
eye-poppings and the like, catches on at

once in his subtly satiric
comic role of Don Basilio.
Taylor's

narration

debunking,

pointedly
is

flip,

effectively

laughs.

Over 125 years old, the opera's plot is
boy chases girl and eventually gets her
over

the

objections

would marry her

of

her

who
The humor

guardian

for her dowry.

subtle. Much of it stems from the conniving of Figaro who acts as Count Almaviva's agent.
is

It's

an

a

show

good

for

interesting experiment

complete opera

for

the

opera lovers and
in presenting a

first

time.

There

are

plans afoot for similar offerings by
other individuals. This one is to be watched

The photography might
improved UDon. The sound is
pood. It seemed to be dubbed and at times
the synchronization was a bit off. There
as

trailblazer.

a

been

have

are

subtitles

radi

is

in

English

to

translate

the
Nelly Coryoung, beautiful and accomplished.

recitative.

In the

feminine

role,

CAST: Ferruccio

Tagliavini. Tito Gobbi. N'Mv
Corradi. Vlro oV Tarranto. Italo Taio, Natalia
Nicolini, Nino Mazziotti, Deems Taylor.

CREDITS: Tpsdj

Production: Director. Mario
Costa; Scenic designs, Libero Patrossi: Cameraman, Massimo Terzano; Sound, Raffaele del

Run Denial

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Monogram
72 Mins.
EXPOSE OF RACKET ORGANIZATIONS
HAS

EXCELLENT EXPLOITATION POS-

SIBILITIES.

The second Jack Bernhard- Bernard Brandt
production hits at organizations that operate under patriotic labels in order to fleece
the unsuspecting. In particular, it exposes
the United Defenders of America, which
sets out to dupe war veterans.
In
addition to co-producing, Bernhard
also handled the direction. Stanley Rubin
and Louis Lantz wrote the original story
and screenplay.
Emory Parnell, an ex-convict, organizes
the United Defenders, with Nancy Coleman as his secretary and Sheldon Leonard,
also an ex-convict, as his right bower.
Parnell stirs unrest among the war veterans and urges them to use violence to
gain their ends. John Hamilton, a veteran,
who opposes Parnell, is slain by Peter Whit-

Nancy, who is in reality a reporter-photographer for a Chicago magazine, rushes
to Chicago with material to expose the
United Defenders, but is injured in an automobile accident and suffers loss of memory.

Michael O'Shea, an investigator, comes
and brings her back to Los
Angeles, headquarters of Parnell's organization. She finally regains her memory and
aids O'Shea in exposing Parnell, Leonard
and the man backing Parnell.
CAST: Michael O'Shea, Nancy Coleman,
to Nancy's aid

Sheldon Leonard, Emory Parnell, Peter Whitney,
Pierre Watkin, Frank Reicher,
Goy Forester,
John Hamilton, Richard Irving, Carol Donne,
Jimmy Clark. William Gould, Billy Green, Drew
Demarest, William Ruhl, Dick Rich, Frank Cady,
Harry Depp, Helen Servis, Mary Donovan.

CREDITS: Producers, Jack Bernhard, Bernard
Brandt;
Stanley

Director,

Jack

Bernhard;

Authors,

and Louis Lantz; Screenplay,
same; Cameraman, Henry Sharp; Editor, Jason
Rubin

Bernie: Art Director, Oscar Yerg; Musical Score

and Direction, Edward
DIRECTION, Good.

Battle

Looms

J.

Kav.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

for Film's

Inclusion in Trade Pacts

(Continued from Page

man

and

Clayton

1)

anti-trust

OTTO TRAMPE,

business agent for the

IATSE local in Milwaukee, is recovering at
home from an operation. Trampe will go
under the knife again for a further operation.

acii

against 15 distributing and theatt
oDerating companies.

Green claims that because of pr
given to theaters tffc released or operated by the dell/tfanc
he could not obtain first-run films ur _,
til
after they had been shown i 7
downtown and circuit neighborhooi
theaters. He asked treble his claimel
loss of $125,000, plus $75,000 fol'
accrued interest and attorney fees.
orities

Defendants include Warnert
Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer Pic!
tures, Paramount-Publix, RKO-Ra
dio, 20th-Fox, United Artists an»
Loew's,

others.

Skouras Circuit, MTA Wil
Play Rehabilitation Pic
Skouras houses and several hun
dred members of the Metropolitai
Theaters Association on Monday wil
start showing "The Forgotten Man,'
produced by the Skouras Circuit

community

service

department

t<T

spearhead the $2,500,000 fund rais
ing campaign on behalf of the In
stitute of Rehabilitation and Physica
Medicine of the N. Y. U. Bellevu<
Medical Center.
Produced under the supervision o:
Dr. Howard A. Rusk, director of th(

Nick John Matsoukas, di
Skouras department
and Earl Alvine of Movietone Newst,.
"Forgotten Man" was narrated by"
Fredric March. Film dramatizes tht
need for civilian rehabilitation in the I
U. S. as an expression of democratic!
Institute;

rector of the

fi

action on the part of the people.
Drive was launched yesterday with
a preview of the subject at Bellevut
Hospital, attended by George P.
Skouras, president of the circuit,

Jinx

Falkenburg,

Dr.

Rusk,

and

others.
In addition to the theater showings, Skouras has provided the com-

mittee with 50 16 mm. prints to be
(Continued from Page 1)
shown at special gatherings arranged
trade agreements, it was indicated
by the N. Y. U. campaign headyesterday.
quarters.
Strong opposition to the proposals
»5t
Society,
loom in certain other unnamed counBiz Turnout
Magnetic
tries, it was reported as the Geneva
For 'Verdoux'
Trade Conference opened.
Pix $5,000,000
In its final report to the Committee
"First-nighters" representing the on Reciprocity Information,
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
film,
stage, society and business underlined the importance of includHollywood—Use of the magnetic
worlds, will attend the world pre- ing film clauses in trade agreements
"tape method
of sound recording
miere of Charles Chanlin's "Mon- with other countries. Although the would result
in a yearly saving of
sieur Verdoux" at the Broadway to- State Department is known
to back more than $5,000,000 to film and
night.
the film industry's proposals, it is radio industries, according
Headed by Mr. and Mrs. Chaplin, now expected to run into firm oppo- Ryder, president of Societyto Loren
of Mothe list includes such industry figures sition from other countries attending tion
Picture Engineers, and head of
as Mary Pickford, Edward C. Raf- the Geneva conference.
Paramount Sound Department.
tery, Hal Roach, Gradwell L. Sears,
Prexy Eric Johnston is ex- Ryder and his colleagues are on a
Arthur W. Kelly, Jack Cohn, Lee pected to leave for Europe in mid- joint committee
representing the
Shubert, George Skouras, Martha May and will attend the Geneva
con- research council of Academy.
Raye, Vera Zorina, Louella 0. Par- ference. Frank McCarthy,
sons and Gregory Ratoff.
head in France, also will attend the
conference.
Altec "Voice" for "Verdoux"
While this country's position is
Complete new Altec "Voice of the that motion pictures may be classed
Theater" sound system has been in- as "commodities," this interpretastalled in the Broadway Theater for tion is expected to
be opposed by
VILLAGE THEATER, INC., Cloyron, Mo., 600
the premiere tonight of "Monsieur some
countries,
concerned
with shares of no par stock; Eugene H. Buder,
St.
Verdoux."
growth of native pix industries.
Louis, attorney.
Monte.
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Fair.
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Nancy Coleman and Michael O'Shea

ney, one of Parnell's assistants.

between acts

humorous. But he makes
and brings off

lightly

argument

his

and

with
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with Ferruccio Tagliavini
Excelsior Pictures
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compflnv SALES POLICIES UDDER STDV VDRV
Fewer Russian Pix; U. S. Gets More Czech Time
Pact Giving Majority
1!

"Monsieur Verdoux," 100% Chaplin, Should
Make Merry, Monetarily, in World Marhed

Screen Time to Soviet
Is Ignored By Czechs
Bureau of

Vashington

Washington

—

too long spaced previous productions, Charles Chaplin again comes
new film that unmistakably bears his personalized imprint.
"Monsieur Verdoux." presented by United Artists before a distinguished firstnight audience at the Broadway Theater Friday night, is at once a preachment,

As

THE FILM DAILY
Despite a deal

whereby Czechoslovakian theaters
are supposed to devote nearly twothirds of their screen time to Russian
films, American pix are now thought
to be in the majority, it was learned
at the week-end.
Trade sources gave two reasons for
the breakdown in the Czech-Russian
film
1.

ph los: phy
i

The

—

THE FILM DAILY).

300 Day-and-Dates

(Continued on Page 4)

Advocated by Scully

Universal

sales

now

it

was

John-

manager, on

New York. If the
industry move is in good faith, he
said, the Department will go to the
film production in

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 4)

Marathon Pix Will Make
At Least

One

In East

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Recently organized
Marathon Pictures Corp. will produce

its first picture at the Sutherland
Warners, Columbia or 20th-Fox? studios here and has indicated plans
Question arose when Jack L. War- to make at least one of the four now
ing - publicity di- ner, at the week-end, declared that contemplated in the East.
rector, presided the Warner Studios had registered
Budget on initial three of the
WILLIAM SCULLY
at the two-day the title, "The Iron Curtain," with
(Continued on Page 6)
MPA's Title Registration Bureau on
gathering.
Distributors and exhibitors should Jan. 7, 1946, and that his studio had

rice A.

(Continued on Page 4)

Inter-

Friday told the
concluding ses- Three Studios Claim
sion of the company promotional "Iron Curtain" Title
meeting at the
Hotel Astor. MauTitle, title, who has the title?

of Eric A. Johnston,
president, for Europe, origscheduled for sometime this
and later shifted to mid-May,

unlikely before June,
over the week-end.

-

national vice-president and general

Departure

^learned

"Duel" May 7

N. Y. Permit Stymies

David 0. Selznick's "Duel in the
Sun" will open in more than 300 key
Once films lose their news value,
Official Municipal viewpoint on the
which can only be obtained through current industry move to create a cities the week of May 7, blanketing
the traditional methods of exploita- film co-ordinator to handle clearance the entire East and West Coast with
day - and - date engagements, Milton
tion, the value of matters was voiced by Commissioner
advertising itself of Commerce Sanders, who told The Kusell, SRO sales manager, said Friwill diminish, Wil- Film Daily Friday that the Com- day. Openings will include the Metliam A. Scully, merce Dept.'s interest is to encourage ropolitan premiere at the Capitol

Johnston's European Trip
Start Deferred to lune

ibis

Set for

J

Records, Inc., Loew's new
phonograph record subsidiary, expects to reach full operating capacity
at its Bloomfield, N. J., plant in May,
it was learned Friday.
At the present time, 72 of the
processing machines are in operation,

month

See Hope (or End of

Traditional Bally

May

First official reports from two of
the eight defendants to the Government's anti-trust suit against the
motion picture industry indicate that
varying sales policies involving competitive bidding in many situations
will be put into practice despite the
stay of the decree granted by the
U. S. Supreme Court.
Universal, while not soliciting bids
anywhere, has adopted a policy of
considering the licensing of films on
(Continued on Page 7)

Plant

M-G-M

inally

.

(

of

MPAA

.

.

.

social

—

(Continued on Page 6)

At Capacity in

his

and a plaint against social system.
an entertainment
structure of the world is the target; the little man at odds with
circumstance, the sword, and the human spirit his substance of campaign. It is
comedy, yes. It is drama, also. It is controversial.
And, finally, it is for the world audience.
producer, director,
In the three major departments, it is 100 per cent Chaplin
and the music is his composition.
original story
That potent combination has made merry monetarily, before; there is every
indication here it will do so again.
A full rei ifti of "Monsieur Verdoux" will appear in the next edition
a

agreement:
Russians have not sent enough

M-G-M Records

in

to the fore with a

"U" Using Bids if Asked;
Metro Ditto, But Company
Experimenting on Own

Bergman,

Eastern advertis-

'

"Piccadilly" First
lit Daily Mail Poll
London
Wilcox's

(By Cable
production of
I

Incident," American

—

Herbert

which are held by Metro,
was voted the outstanding pic of the
British film year in the London Daily
Mail poll, it was announced Friday.
Arthur Rank's "The Seventh Veil"
distributed
"Wicked
Lady,"
and

J.

Universal,

were runners-up.

Top stars in the Daily Mail poll
are James Mason and Margaret Lockwood,

with

Michael

Wilding

and

Anna Neagle placing second, respectively.

(Continued on Page 4)

distribution

rights of

here by

(Continued on Page 6)

"Piccadilly

FPC X 46 Net is Top $2,834,986
Record Figure Equals $1.63 Per Share
Toronto — Famous Players CanaDiscuss AA Sales Plans
dian Corporation, Ltd., earned net
profit in 1946 of $2,834,956 is the
highest in its history and comparing
Sales plans for three forthcoming with $1,594,973 in 1945, the annual
Allied Artists productions were dis- report discloses. This was equivalent
cussed over the week-end at an East- to $1.63 ner share in 1946 and 91

At

Monogram Regional

(

Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 4)

Boston Nixes 16MM.
Pix Shows in Cafe
Boston

—

The

application

of the

Red Shutter Cafe, East Boston, for
16 mm. motion
a permit to show
pictures under their entertainment
license was rejected Friday by the
B-ston Licensing Board. The East
Boston fire chief had testified to
the board that the danger of fire
was a hazard. The owners of the
cafe maintained that the film was
fireproof.

—

=

!
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WASHINGTON—
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1.

Louise Blanco,
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg.,

Hornby Road,

ALGIERS— Paul

Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue

Saffar,

MONTREAL—

Charras.
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
St.
Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
Theater Bldg.
Bowden Fletcher,
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
2110.
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Phone, 42758.
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"PAT" SCOLLARD, who is in charge of labor
relations for Paramount, entrained for HollyFriday, to be gone for a couple of weeks.

(Apr. 11)

;

Net

Am. Seat
Bell

8,

1

Howell

Columbia Picts
East.

8

238%

Kodak

23

223/4

26'A

253/4

13%

nv*

22%
25%
13%

6%

63/4

131/g

Loew's, Inc.

........

Universal Pict
Universal Pict.
Warner Bros

1/4

6%

Republic Pict
Republic Pict. pfd.
20th Century-Fox

13%
.32
24%

1/4

241/2

13%
31%
24%

84

84

84

153/8

15%

153/8

.

pfd..

19
238i/2 2381/j
21

21

RKO

18i/

2
I8I/2

Close
18 l/2
19
19

21

Gen. Prec. Eq

Paramount

1/2

19
19

Low

31%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram
RKO

Picts.

.

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

.

4

4

3%
3%

31/4

3%

33/8

33/s

14%

14%

14%

4

4

NATHAN H. JURAN, art director for Story
Hollywood to begin
Prods.,
has returned
to
designing sets for the filming of "This Side
of Innocence."
SILAS F. SEADLER, M-G-M ad. manager, today arrives at the M-G-M studios at Culver
City, Calif., for a week after spending the past
few weeks vacationing at the B Bar H Ranch at

Palm Springs.

4

—

Chg.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Vz

.

Washington

.

+
+

—
—
—

jurisdictional strike.

Roy Haines Holding
Prairie District Meet
St.

WB

Louis— Roy Haines,

West-

ern division sales manager, arrived
here yesterday to conduct a meeting- of the Prairie district today in
connection with the company's 1947

Chicago. Brumberg will
New York.

Cancer Drive

and

prints
inary
He'll

B.

town

in

for

a

from

the

on

visit

ZOELLNER, head

of

his

Coast
former

M-G-M's

re-

importations, is in Atlanta prelimJacksonville
and Chicago.

to

CUMMINGS,

F.

maintenance

and

head of M-G-M's exoperations,
is
back

BOOTH

KARIN

scheduled

is

the Coast tomorrow after
here with her mother.

ELSON,

leaves today
Boston.

for

Trans-Lux

ABRAHAM POLANSKY

leave

to

week

a

of

for

vacation

vice-president,

Washington and

Philadelphia,

in
New York
remain here for

arrives

from Hollywood today. He
approximately 10 days.

will

5%

Old You

CHARLES CHAPLIN

«&

"MONSIEUR VERDOUX"
A Motion Picture that
will STARTLE you!

BROADWAY THEATRE

7?/iR/i/wo(//vr £&

B23E
...-.in.

Randolph SCOTT

Anne JEFFREYS

-

•

Robert RYAN

George "Gabby" HAYES

Winner of Nine Academy Awards

THE BEST YEARS OF

Ik OUR

Chi. City Council to Get

Tomorrow

ordinance to levy a
three per cent tax on theaters and
other amusements is expected to be
introduced by Alderman Clarence
Wagner when the City Council meets
tomorrow.

LIVES'

ON SCREEN
B'way Showing!

IN

PERSON

MICKEY

WALLACE R00NEY
BEERY LOUIS BASIL &
Know That Our

MIGHTY
McGURh"

'The

LOEW'S STATESMEN
plus

OTHERS

once more available for

your use? Modern
conditioned . .

.
.

.

.

Can

We

air-

R.C.A.

High Fidelity Sound
Simplex Projectors .

and
.

.

"Show" You?

6-0081-2-3-4
Film Storage and Service

Call: Circle

BONDED

FILM STORAGE

Co., Inc.
1600 BROADWAY, N. V. C.

'

Rockefeller Center

RONALD COLMAN

The Academy Award Picture!

||

B way
at 53rd

f- RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL —

TRAIL STREET

Starts with

SCREENING ROOM
is

In a letter to Rutgers Neilson
president of Ampa, Governor Thoma
E. Dewey last week congratulate<
the organization on its 30th anni
versary which will be observed witl
a dinner-dance at the Astor Hotel 01
April 23. Dewey said that the or
ganization's sphere of influence ha
been "a valuable factor in an in
dustry which reaches and affects s
many millions in our country."

BOB NOPE
QCKtfSW L4MOUR

return to

^
71/4

Gov. Dewey Congrats
on 30th Anniversary

Ampa

NEW YORK THEATERS

1st

Asked

DA1L>\

visiting

gone a week.

be

ALAN

Troupes Giving Talent

4

THE FILM

Standard Theaters
Inc. has been formed with Sol Les
ser as president, to build and oper
ate a new circuit on the Coast. Stand

Released thru United Artists

.

6I/4

—An

—

mittee on Friday approved provisions
of a bill outlawing jurisdictional
strikes. The full bill is subject to
committee approval over the weekend and is scheduled for House action
this week. Companies such as the
Hollywood studios could sue for
damages under provisions of the bill.
collective
bargaining
addition
In
right could be taken away for a
year from any union engaging in a

Square outdoor performance opposite
the Paramount Theater last Friday
to start the ball rolling on the national cancer fund drive. Ushers from
the local theaters took up the collection among the Times Square crowds.

5%

Chicago

WILLIAM

NORMAN

THE FILM DAILY
House Labor Com-

Band talent from Broadway theaters participated in a special Times

Pathe

Bill

flew

V4

+ %

Cinecolor

3% Tax

Hollywood,

the week-end
stamping grounds.

from a week's tour of the South.

Ban
Approved by House Com.

Jurisdictional Strike

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Co.,

over

change

Haines was accompanied
by Bill Brumberg, manager of the
field exploitation staff and captain of
this year's campaign. Haines leaves
here tomorrow for Minneapolis and

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

United
SPERLING, president of
was due from the Coast ever

States Pictures,
the week-end.

|

—

ard has acquired sites in Burbank
WILLIAM DEVANEY, assistant Chicago Bellflower and Indio and y iicker
M-G-M branch manager, returned to the Windy ing for other locations.
Th<
s wi]
City over the week-end after a week's vacahave an average seating ca^a&ty 0:
tion here.
GREGORY PECK is in town from the Coast on 1,500. In addition to Standard, Les
a brief vacation.
ser will continue
his
productioi
CHARLES SCHWARTZ, of Pacific Coast Film activities.

sales drive.

finnnciflL
;

de

Washington Bureau of

Representatives:
28, Calif.
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
Andrew H.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
Manning Clagett,
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127133 Wardour St. W.
Stuart, Hotel Manila.

president of 20th-Fox
RANDOLPH SCOTT planed to Hollywood Fri20th-lnternational
day after a brief New York visit, his first in
Janeiro on Saturday four years.
home office at the end
JOAN DAVIS is vacationing at Palm Springs.

SKOURAS,

wood
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MURRAY SILVERSTONE,

head, arrived in Rio
and are due back at
of the month.

Operate Circuit

GIVE

TO CONQUER CANCER
American Cancer Society

in

"THE LATE GEORGE APLEY"
introducing PEGGY CUMMINS
A 20th Century-Fox Picture
THE MUSIC HALL'S

GREAT EASTER STAGE SHOW

U-I's

•

"The Egg and I"

has them saying
ti

Sunny-Side Up!

'

From the Best -Selling Book by Betty MacDonald

ta^.rfWrift.tott.faM.byCHESTER ERSKINE «- FRED

F.

FINKLEHOFFE

Directed by

CHESTER erskine a universaunternationai picture

m

Monday, April

M-G-M Records

00 Day-and-Dates
Set for

"Duel" May 7

(Continued from Page

At Capacity in

1)

An additional 150 key houses will
play the picture day-and-date in both
the Los Angeles and San Francisco
exchange areas. Robert M. Gillham,

Monday Morning Memos

Eastern -advertising - publicity direcand Claud Morris, exploitation
manager, are now en route to Dallas
to line up the advance campaign for
the Southwest openings of the film.

hension that a lavish banquet during this critical period in
As planned, the fete
would invite possible unfavorable reaction

tor,

Sees $3 Billion Gross
For Vending Machines
Washington Bureau of

Washington

ONE REASON— and

•

ponement

of

MPAA's

— Gross

annual sales
of $3,000,000,000 through merchandise vending machines within the
next 10 years i- the goal of some reexperts, the Department of Commerce reported over the week-end.
While no complete statistics are
tail

available, estimates indicate a current volume of about $500,000,000
for cigarets, beverages, candv and

gum.
Department experts told The Film
Daily a rapidly increasing number
of theaters are now installing vending machines, but said that "many
informed merchandisers
attribute
some of the slowness in acceptance

automatic merchandising a,s a
of marketing to the reluctance on the part of American theater operators to recognize the venof

method

profit-producinp- possibilities."
Up to the time when the manufacture of machines was prohibited by
wartime material conservation orapproximately four million
ders,
units had been produced.
Recent hearings before the Federal Trade Commission give an interesting insight into one company's
large-scale operavolume of sales.
tion carried on through 140 machine
lessees in 31 states sold annually 200
million candy bars, 5 million pounds
of nuts and 1,850,000 boxes (of 100
sticks) of chewing gum from a single

dor's

is

month's time.

—

reported

for the

post-

with national Allied

affiliation

prise's production of Sir

Aram" goes
vert

to

was never submitted

may be made. ...
bag. ...

in the

Edward Bulwer

•

Lytton's

to the

•
•

.

French Gov-

Looks

like

ITOA

Title role in Enter-

"The Passion

of

In the light of those current Cal-

newspapers, magazines and sub cars, there's a
Paramount's disclosure that its new French star Corinne Cal-

known as Calvay because newspapers

•

dubbing her Calvert. ...

who doubted

Truman's

that

any

insisted

Industry legal lights Friday were

revival of

anti-trust modification

NRA

on

imported from India, is approximately double the pre-war level.

among

Eventually, it
records largely

could result from President

statement

shellac

T

Summer camps

manufacturer.

Johnston's European Trip
Start

Deferred to June
(Continued from Page

1)

itinerary, however, remains
unchanged. He will go to England
first, then to the Continent, and will
attend sessions of the Geneva Trade

ston's

Conference.
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Clair Windsor
Lee Tracy
Dan Weinberg
Rodney Bush
Audrey Long
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cents in 1945 on the basis of present
capitalization.

Three Studios Claim

Last Summer the company subdivided the common stock on the
basis of three new for one old. Operating profit was $5,599,284 compared
with $5,123,790 and dividends received $330,968 compared with $238,906 after paying dividends of $1,138,550 and an adjustment of $1,867,441
arising from determination of stand-

"Iron Curtain" Title

ard profits.

the nation laugh will be utilized to send underprivileged kids

run by the Herald-Tribune's Fresh Air Fund

Blenheim Lottery Charge
Upheld in Appeals Court

—

Conviction of Albert
Schleicher, manager of the Blenheim
Theater, in the Bronx, on a lottery
charge resulting from cash awards
made from the stage, was upheld
Friday by the Court of Appeals.
Schleicher was fined $50 and sen-

(Continued from Page

Deducting depreciation, income and
excess profits taxes, earned surplus
totalled $11,362,113 compared to $7,-

1)

been secretly at work on a screen798,266. Net working capital
play ever since.
Margaret Young, in charge of the 884,428 against $2,544,192.
Association's

Title

York, however, told

Bureau

in

New

RKO,

Smallpox Vaccinations

is $7,-

The Film Daily Freidman, IA Exec. Dead

that Warners withdrew the title of
tence to 10 days in jail in 1944.
"The Iron Curtain" in March, 1946.
Defense contended that the pro- According to the record she exgram was legal and compared it to plained, Columbia had priority to the
radio prize award shows, but the title because that company registered
prosecution held that the anti-lottery the same title in December, 1946.
law was violated because of an
Twentieth -Fox registered the
alleged requirement that only per- title in April, 1947, it was said.
sons who paid admissions to enter Darryl F. Zanuck on the Coast last
the theater were eligible for awards. Wednesday announced a picture on
Russian spy activities in the U. S.
and Canada would be made under the
Para., Staffs Getting

—

Philadelphia
William Friedman,
secretary and treasurer
of Local 307, IATSE projectionists,
for nearly a quarter of a century,
died here Friday following a long illness. He is survived by his wife and
58, financial

two sons.

mmmm

bells

title.

And

top it all off, Warners
request last Friday, resubmitting registration of the title.

phoned

RKO home

employed.

.

A

Albany

now

1946 Net Profit Makes
Hi Figure of $2,834,956

... • Proceeds of the testimonial dinner
which the National Laugh Week Foundation is sponsoring at the Waldorf-Astoria on May 23, for comics who have devoted 25 or more years
making

compound

FPC

ship in the unit's history.

to

conceded, plastic
replace the

will

is
regarded as too expensive. Its
genei-al adoption waits on manufacturing processes which will cut costs.

the Forest," Ann Blyth will star. ...
• Thei Federation of N. J. Theater
Owners meets in Trenton today to plan further strategy in the the fight
against Assembly Bill 27.
• With 200 now enrolled, the Allied-Independent Theater Owners of Iowa and Nebraska has the largest member-

to

is

However, plastic at the present time

• • • THAT ANONYMOUS legit, showman's suggestion that
New York City increase film house licenses from $200 to $300. which
found New York Times space Friday, had exhibs. burning over the weekend. ...
• Robert R. Young's Alleghany Corp. holdings are now
restricted to preferred issues. ...
• When U-I films" Another Part of

.

'ut a

is^ e rller-

a second printing necessary. M-G-M
record distribution is via Zenith.
Sources close to the new Loew
project see no possibility for any
early reduction in record prices,
pointing out that the cost of shellac,

Eugene

in

vet henceforth will be

those

is

Charles Boyer. ...

whiskey advs.

smile in

.

it

records.
First records to go out under the
M-G-M label were released last
month. They include two albums, one
a series of Jerome Kern tunes from
the score of Metro's musical, "Till
the Clouds Roll By," and the other
a collection of spirituals released under the album title, "Roll Jordan."
Sale of the former, the first released,
already has been so large as to make

upwards of $40,000, 'tis gossiped.
would have
• Dorothy Lamour and William Ross Howard. 3rd, who arrived in New
York over the week-end will celebrate their fourth wedding anniversary
• Columbia denies that report producwith a party while here. ...
tion of "The End of Devil's Island" was sidetracked because of French
.

Delay,

stood, results from a water problem; enormous quantity of water is
required in the manufacture of

be appreworld history
to

entailed a budget of

ernment and adds the pic yet

1)

will be turning out records in

were quite a few

there

25th anniversary dinner

objections, says that the script
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Plant

and the remaining 28 of the 100 machines which the plant will utilize

aters.

•

1947
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Theater and 37 other Loew's the-

•

14,
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to

Garretson-Lightman

in a

New

—

Orleans Marriage of Jeanne
Garretson of this city to Richard
Lightman, son of M. A. Lightman,
last Friday.
Paramount personnel Valentine Leaves Rome
will begin taking their inoculations
Baltimore
Harry Valentine has Malco circuit president, and himself
beginning tomorrow.
Vaccinations resigned as general manager of the an executive of Malco, will take place
here April 23.
are voluntary.
Rome Circuit here.

employes began
taking vaccinations against smallpox
office

—
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and soon

they'll

be going

to "FIFTH AVENUE" in
every citv and town
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Monday, April

IT

HAPPENED ON 5TH AVENUE"
THE PICTURE TO SEE!

IS

CONSTANCE

West Coast Bur.,
Hoilyword
Sciences and

—

Advocated by Scully

THE FILM DAILY
The MP Arts and

SMPE are holding conferences with Cy Ainsworth, representing the American Standards
Association, on plans pointing to a
standardization of oxide-coated ribbon, the final obstacle to be hurdled
bef:re
magnetic tape method of
sound recording is to be started by
screen and radio companies.

(Continued from Page 1)

back to the tried and trumethods of traditional ballvhoo to
get

sell pictures, Scully declar
Pointing out that "We are nowse/ing to
gain new audiences, particularly
younger people and also to get certain elements of the population which
are not ordinarily motion pictureminded," Scully indorsed the methodbeing put into use by the U-I field

and home

More Czech

lime: Fewer Russ. Pix
(Continued from Page

1)

pictures into Czechoslovakia to make
up the agreed screen time.
2. Czech people are staying away
from Russian films in increasing

numbers,

despite

such

Russian

"lures" as free tickets and free transportation, and attending showings of

brilliant

"It's

£3

misrs

DON

Oef0

^^^*
"

'
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IT HAPPENED

5th
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Ev

K MFMAN

promotional

staffs

'

1

Besides Scully, speakers at Friday's sessions included A. J. O'Keefe
assistant general sales manager; C
J. Feldman, Western division sale.'

H y^
° EL RUT
*

Production plan for the Czech pix
industry in 1947, according to the
Commerce Department, calls for 27
full-length

j

dia

MPEA.
t,E0

office

stating that every key city is entitled to the same type of promotions as are used in launching a picture in New York.
"Only by developing closer contact with theater managers can the}
distributor hope to obtain the extra}
revenue which is required to meet the
advancing costs of production
a
Scully said.

American films.
Under an agreement between manager; Fred Meyers, Eastern divisales manager; James J. JorMPEA and the Czechs, American sion
companies offered 120 features out of dan, manager of the contract, playwhich the Czechs selected a total date and sales department, and A
Horwits, Eastern publicity manager
of 80.
Bergman announced the appointFigures released by the Commerce
Department point up the increase in ment of Charles Simonelli as specia
American pix released in Czechoslo- publicity co-ordinator with the nek
vakia since the MPEA agreement forces to assure closer contact between the home office, studio and fielc
last September.
Commerce figures for the 11 month promotion staffs. Simonelli will conperiod from January to November tinue as director of special events
last year show that only 20 American working directly under Horwits. Acpictures were released, compared cording to Bergman, all projects dewith 27 Russian, 46 British and 26 veloped in the home office for the
French. The 20 American pictures promotion of pictures will be packare believed to be those produced by aged for use in the field.
independent companies outside of

delightful!"

simply

-te

Magnetic Tape Near

U. S. Gets

tfWNETT

1947^-

Traditional Bally

Standardization of

HOLLYWOOD'S GREATEST STARS SAY

14,

-

'

DAliY

features,

62

shorts,

Marathon Pix Will Make
At Least

7

cartoons and 4 "miscellaneous" films.
A comparison with 1938, shows
that a total of 171 American films
were released, with only 6 Russian,
46 German and 15 British.

RKO

Schedules Screening
Of Four New Pictures
RKO Radio will tradeshow "Banjo"
today at all exchanges, except Washington and St. Louis where it will
be screened tomorrow.
"A Likely Story" and "Born to
Kill" will be screened at all exchanges on April 15 except Washington, which will show the latter pic
the following day, and St. Louis
which will have both pix on April 16.

Sol Lesser's "Tarzan and the Huntress" will be tradeshown in all exchange centers, barring New York
and Los Angeles, on April 16, except
St. Louis, where it will be shown
the next day.

One

(Continued from Page

group

1)

between $100,000 an<
$200,000 each, with a higher figure^
is

set at

likely for the fourth.

Company

is

headed

Harry

by

New York ITOA

Brandt,

president
and Arthur L. Mayer, veteran New.1
York exhibitor and distributor. Distribution has been set via Producers
Releasing Corporation.

POSTS

fiiUJ

FRANCIOSE, manager.
Jewett City, Conn.

LOUIS

HAROLD WILSON,

North

State

Theater;

Texas' salesman

for

RKO, Dallas.
PAT BUCHERRI, manager, Rialto, Hartford.
PAUL PURDY, manager, Newington, Newing
ton.

Conn.

BEN WASSELL

assistant manager, Rialto, Hart

ford.

VICTOR GRYGUE, manager,

Strand,

Plainville

Conn.

HARRY WILLARD, Jam

SOPEG Meets

In East

Handy,

New

York.

WILLIS EMORY BAGGETT, JR., cashier, Repub
Tonight
lie.
membership J. B. RENDER, Screen Guild sales staff Indian
quarterly
Regular
meeting of Screen Office and Profesapolis.
sional Employes Guild, Local 109, HUBERT MITCHELL, manager, Gem, Marianne
Fla.
will be held tonight at Palm Gardens.

vionday, April 14, 1947

Hope

iee

for

End of

Shane Plans Feature
On Theater History

Permit Stymies

N. Y.

Continued from Page

I
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West Coast Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Maxwell Shane, director - writer,
is
contemplating a

—

1)

[ayor with a plea to create some
ort of agency to eliminate obstruc-

>ns.-^^

i

ition of a series of similar
Attempts on the part of the industry

Cu.

•

get together with the municipal
•overnment extending back 17 years,
resent discussions reveal optimistic
jpe that the issue will finally be
ettled this time.
Industry spokesmen indicated that
he problem was not so much a mater of whether a one-man co-ordint:ing bureau was formed or whether
t

i

was done

in

committee.

"We want

centralization for clearquick and decisive.
ance
lon't care how that happens or who
dandles it," said Sal J. Scoppa, business manager of Local 52, IATSE,
me of the industry members present at the initial meeting with the
.

.

future production based on the history of the theater and has personally acquired
full
rights to all

the
to

of the

make

his

Davis

1900

era.

picture

hoke meloShane plans

in

parts,

six

each representing a different
and complete in itself.

era

Continued from Page

—

Dover, Del. National Film Service, Inc., has filed a charter with the
jrporation department of the Sectary of State's office for business as
clearing house. Capital is listed as
-100,000, and the principal office is
sted at the U. S. Corporation Co.

1)

that basis whenever an exhibitor so
requests.
Several theater owners
made such requests last week after
the stay had been ordered and the
opportunity to bid was granted. This
action represents a continuation of
the policy established by Universal
when the decree was first handed

No Serious Tornado

Damage

to

Theaters

Woodward, Okla.

— The

nado.

Ann

to E-L

Weingarten

has been apPatrece Snyder,
radio manager for Eagle-Lion.

i|iointed assistant to

-

f Efnme
CATHERINE

f

premiere run.
Delegates viewed a special screening of "High Conquest" for which

and

exploitation

handling are planned. Most of the
film was shot in Switzerland.

OTIS, promotion manager, Ideal
Women's Group, N. Y. C.

RUTH STEINMETZ, bookkeeper and

Goldstein told delegates that "Dilwhich opens at the Chicago
Oriental and Biograph Theaters late
next month, will be re-released following the Windy City runs. He also
reported that Roy Del Ruth's "It
Happened on Fifth Ave." is doing
sensational business at its Miami

linger'"

publicity

secretary,

N. Y. C.

New WB Managers in
Puerto Rico

93 Mins.

LIGHT SUCCESS STORY PLUS SATIRE;

MANY GOOD MOMENTS.
many

Before

"Fun on

feet of

slides past the

a

Week-

bits

to

lens of

meaning that

double

of

!

hit

It
It is boy-girl against the world stuff.
can be said that there is substantial variance from the routine to carry it over the
in the box office sense. Andrew
goal lines
Stone produced, directed and concocted the
screenplay. His individual skill in each department indicates the lone hand, functioning solo, C3n turn in a solid entertainment

and Peru

HELEN PRUETT, promotion department, M-G-M,

James A. Pepper, formerly manager for Warners in Peru, South
ater, Detroit.
America, has been transferred to
SHIRLEY WESTPHAL, secretary. United Artists, Puerto Rico in a similar capacity to
Milwaukee.
succeed Jack McHugh, who resigned
MARTHA PAINTER, cashier, Warners, Charlotte. to return to California. Herbert
SOPHIE ROTH, secretary, RKO, San Francisco.
Fletcher takes over the managerial
MARY PATRICIA DALEY, clerk, Columbia, Oma- post in Peru.

i

—

bet.
is
how a couple of
cookies can bamboozle the people
some of the time and do it handsomely
without expending a cent. It's a matter
of names and impress on the gullible. The
gullible in this case being rich, financiallyimportant folk, who cannot identify their
own kind when upstarts assume the furbishings and, via fast talk, proper settings
and impressive accessories.

The gimmick here

smart

From

the

beach

in

wake uo broke and

Florida where they
unemployed, Bracken

and Miss Lane, halting briefly at Allen
Jenkins hot doggery, swap their clothes

1)

era regional meeting of Monogram
branch managers, presided over by
Morey Goldstein, general sales manager.
Pictures, each budgeted at
$1,000,000 or more, are "Black Gold,"

special

touch

G.

Monarch Theaters,

Continued from Page

"Tragic Symphony" and "The GangTerry and ster."

Woodward Theaters here 'escaped
-erious damage in last week's tor-

Ann Weingarten

Discuss AA Sales Plans
At Monogram Regional
i

Lane

the spot via delayed action.

sider bidding when it is requested,
but the company will c ntinue its
policy of inaugurating auction selling of its own volition on an experimental basis in selected situations.

National Film Service
Chartered in Delaware

Priscilla

POSSIBILITY- LOADED NUMBER;

riety

ommissioner last week.
Commissioner Sanders said that
he Department of Commerce wants
.0 do "everything possible to make
down.
le industry at home in New York."
M-G-M, on the other hand, has in^e emphasized: "We want that busi- dicated that not only will it conless here."

with Eddie Bracken,

Stone-UA

the projection
contrived
hoax is
machine, an acutely
afoot. At once certain mental stimulation
is aroused for what is to come. What transpires is a satiric commentary on the social
scene sparked at intervals with comic
twists ranging from telegraphed-punch va-

Under Stay Vary
I

»

"Fun on a Weekend"

end"

Co. Sales Policies

We

.

Orville

old

dramas

REVIEWS

«

everybody's

bathing suits, assume the name of
Peterson Price Porterhouse III, Mr. and
Mrs., and bet each other they will be occupying the best hotel suite in the resort
before nightfall. From a real estate office
they progress to inspection of various estates up for sale; contacts are made. The
stupidity of the monied classes is capitalized
upon and soon there is involvement in bi^
deals: endorsement bv the "right" people

for

and thence to acquisition of clothes, bag-

—

gage, a hotel suite, credit
a great d-al of
it
and happily down the line. Not without

—

trepidation,
stantly

on

ready to

however.
their

come

toes.

off

They must be conThe biggest dpal is

at

a

gala

soiree

but

a

requirement is co-signing of the paoers.
Miss Lane and Bracken are not married.
This leads to romantic confusion and comolication.
is

The

big

deal

is

sidetracked.

It

thrown over.

The

plot recovers in

the finale with the

promoting another big deal, this time
bolstered by their almost succe c sf'il c=>moaign. They hook Jenkins and on thp closing note are cooking uo a sound plan to
hoist the beanery into the big-time class.
oair

Washington, D. C.

,j BETTY YEAKLE, assistant manager, Annex The-

|

ha.

ADELINE TOVIAS, stenographer, 20th-Fox, Omaha.

JOYCE INGWERSON, stenographer, 20th - Fox,
Omaha.
RUTH GARDINIER, booker, Co-Operative Theaters,

Cleveland.
.

John Ince Dead
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAIUY

—John Ince,

60,

veteran

actor-director and brother of the late
Thomas H. Ince, died of pneumonia.

Performances are uniformlv standard and
throughout the telling.
CAST: Fddie Bracken. Prisc'l'a Line, Tom

effective

Conwa«. Allen Jenkins, Arthur Trench"!-, Clar~n,-o

Feld.

Knlb, A>"ia Kruger. Ruwll H'rk*.
Richard Hageman, Lester Allen, Bill

Fritz

Ken-

nedy.

CREDITS: Produced and Directed b« Andrpw
Stone:
Screenplay,
Andrew Stone: A^soc^t
Producer.
Don McElwaine: Cameraman. Paul
Ivano: Film Editor. Paul Weath=rwax: Art Director. Rudi Feld: Sound, Rov Meadow Prod-T.
tion Manager, Herman E. Wer>h»r- Mus'c Conductor and Arranger, Lucien Co'llot.
DIRECTION, First Rate.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Released thru

(©

^l

\

ou\N

oue

•

an^t^ominoounvanromlM

4

..

iuction Dist.
21st floor

4th St.

New York

Y.

N.
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TALK FIGHT Oil S TATE, LOCAL CfjjSORSHIP
Film Biz Ahead in Nine Weeks oi First Quarter
Of 4 Weeks That Showed

A

Decline, Only One was
Seriously Off, Check Shows
Motion picture business, both theater admissions and film sales, in the
first quarter of 1947 held its own for
the most part, and was slightly better in some instances, as compared
with the corresponding period last
year, a nationwide Film Daily surshows.
The survey covered
exchange centers, theater circuit
headquarters and leading indepen-

vey

film

dent exhibitors in various parts 'of
the country.
In nine out of the 13 weeks start-

FILMS FACE

TWO "IRON CURTAINS"

to Break Export Block by Both Extreme
and Ultra Conservative Foreign Leaders

Johnston Seeks
Left

By

Is

Chairman

Of Carolinas'

MPF

C— H.

Charlotte, N.
president of North

Kincey,
Carolina Theaters, Inc., was yesterday elected
chairman and national trustee of the
Carolinas Motion Picture Foundation at an organization meeting held
in

F.

Charlotte, N. C.
Fifteen members

of a
(Continued on Page 8)

Award

Pulitzer

for

Not Possible Before

17-man

Film

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—The

principal objecA. Johnston's trip to

Washington
servatives as the obstructionist factors.

The former, principally Russians,
break through two "don't like our democratic brand of
"iron curtains" which are blocking ideology," Johnston observed, while
the distribution of U. S. films in the conservatives "argue that fortive

of Eric

Europe

is

to

MPAA

many

countries, the
president
an interview.
Johnston cited the "extreme left"
leaders and the "extreme right" con-

said

in

Del Giudice Contract

(Continued on Page 6)

Report Liberty-Para.
Deal For $5,000,000
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
It is reported that a
deal has been practically completed
whereby Liberty Films will align
with Paramount and that Paramount
will issue Liberty $5,000,000 worth
of Paramount stock
for
Liberty's

With Rank Settled
London (By Cable)— F. Del Giumanaging director of Two

dice,

Cities Films, one of the principal J.

Arthur Rank production organizahas parted company with the
Rank Organization, it was learned

tions,

reliably yesterday.

Del Giudice, who has had policy
differences with Rank, will form his

own production

unit.

Settlement of his contract with
(Continued on Page 4)

eign exchange, instead of being spent
for entertainment, should be con(

Continued on Page 6)

Palestine Production
Foundations for a future largescale motion picture industry in Palestine are being laid now, according
to Norman Lourie, head of Palestine
Film Prods, and of the Middle East
Film Distributors, Ltd. of Tel Aviv,
who has arrived in New York to edit
the first of three documentaries made
(Continued on Page 4)

Inter-Amer. Copyright Pact
In "Force" With Two Okays

—

M-G-M.

City Lights" to

Be

Re-issued By Chaplin
"City Lights" will be the first of
old Charlie Chaplin films to be reissued as soon as the distribution
schedule on "Monsieur Verdoux" has
been set up. This facet of info was
gleaned after the interview Charles
Chaplin granted to the metropolitan
trade and weekly press yesterday at
the Hotel Gotham.
Emerging unscathed from the den

Law

Dewey

—

—

(Continued on Page 6)

terday.

Risky, Myers View
Illegal Acts Invite Private Actions
Ind. Syndicate Theaters
To Operate Radio Station

Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The FCC yesterday

THE FILM DAILY

Washington
Reports that some
defendants in the Equity case may
"experiment" in competitive bidding
yesterday brought from Abram F.
Myers, Allied States general counsel,
a warning that companies do so "at

announced a proposed decision granting a new radio station to Syndicate their

by

was

(Continued on Page 4)

THE FILM DAILY

Hyams

Washington Bureau of

release

dertaken.
Legality of local censorship

Washington
Ratification by the
Dominican Republic of the Inter- Child Actor Measure
American copyright agreement puts
"U" Re-issues, to
As
Signs
the agreement in "force," it was
yesterday.
announced
London (By Cable) Phil Hyams,
Albany
The Child Actor Law,
Ecuador previously had ratified it. which permits the employment in
British exhibitor, has purchased the
signatory
naRatification
by
two
Anglo-American distributing organiNew York State of children under
zation with 90 Universal re-issues, tions are necessary to give the agree- 16 years of age for motion picture,
standing.
This,
international
it was learned authoritatively yes- ment
radio and stage performances, has

Anglo-American, with 90

"State of the Union,"
which Frank Capra will produce for
in

—

(Continued on Page 6)

Paramount would acquire "It's A
Wonderful Life," and Liberty's interest

OLDER

attempt to test the legality of state
and local censorship of films all the
way to the U. S. Supreme Court is
being seriously discussed here in industry circles, it was learned yesterday. Although such a course has
been under discussion for many
years now, there is some indication
that a serious move might be un-

Plans Large Scale

Washington Bureau of

—

capital assets.

H.

THE FILM DAILY
Possibility of a new

91

'48

Any Pulitzer Award to a motion
picture is off until 1948, it was
learned yesterday.
Dean Carl Ackerman said that
the advisory committee on the Pulitzer prizes at its meeting this

ANDREW

Washington Bureau of

(Continued on Page 6)

Kincey

Capital Industry Circles
Discuss Attempt to Overturn 1915 Court Decision

peril."

Theaters, operators of nine theaters
The proposed station
in Indiana.

Pointing out that on the defendants' own motion competitive bid-

(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 7)

10%

Admission Tax
Proposed in Florida

—A

bill
calling
Tallahassee, Fla.
a 10 per cent State tax on ad-

for

missions of more than 25 cents has
been introduced in the Florida House.
Proceeds would go into the general
school welfare fund.

Bill

covers the-

and other types
of public amusement, but exempts
jai alai, horse and dog racing, which
aters, athletic events

are already taxed.

—

m
Heads
Grand Rapids

Allen Johnson

B &

J

in
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DAILY

Will Seek Bans For
Red Propaganda Charges

—
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Theaters, Inc., here, succeed-

ing the late Edmund C. Shields. L.
E. Gordon becomes secretary-treasurer, succeeding the late Edward C.
Beatty, Detroit.
George S. Berger
has been named assistant secretarytreasurer.
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Theaters, Inc., was founded
1935 by the late Col. Walter S.
Butterfield to run the Eastown Theater which was just erected at that
time. Today the company operates
the Our, Wealthy, 4-Star and Royal
theaters here in addition to the
in

Eastown.
is

by Johnson and W.

owned equally

assistant treasurer

of

MILTON
States

SPERLING,

their plans

president

United

of

ALLEN BORETZ, writer,
New York yesterday changed

and

Pictures,

who were due

in

and remain on the Coast.

TED WICK, head

of radio in Paul MacNaSelznick publicity
department, is in
to set up radio advertising and exploitation on "Duel in the Sun."

mara's

New

specify.

Yc-rk

said he had not
BENAY VENUTA
any instances himself New
York and a

Coast yesterday for
one-week stand at Loew's

left the

State, starting Apr. 24.

LEON SIRITZKY. prexy of Siritzky International, and JACQUES CHABRIER,
U. S. rep.
for Pathe Cinema of France, leave today for
Washington, D. C, to negotiate for foreign
film houses there.

MAX LEFKOWICH,
cuit,

Cleveland,

ALFRED

is

head

Community

of

vacationing

CROWN,

Samuel

in

cir-

Atlantic City.

Goldwvn

Prods.'
for Rio

foreign sales manager, left last night
de Janeiro. He will be in Buenos Aires on
Apr. 27, and en route on his return, will visit

ously.

and Lima. Crown will be away for
month.
BILL GRAFFIS, Enterprise studio publicist,
is in Chicago where he will handle p.a.'s,
radio
shows and general publicity for Don DeFore and
Veronica Lake at the opening of "Ramrod."
MANNY REINER, SRO's South American
representative, checked into New York from
South America for a conference with Prexy
Neil Agnew.
LOUIS JOURDAN, French actor under contract to David O. Selznick, accompanied by
his wife, arrived via plane from the Coast over
the week-end for a week's vacation here and
Santiago

field chain.

1.

Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg.,
Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.

WB

BEN KALMENSON,
vice-presid/
ind
general sales manager, returns to Nev^- iork
today from a tour of Western exchanges and a
series of conferences with Jack L. Warner at
the Burbank studio.

munist propaganda was present in
some films was based simply on a
general statement made publicly two
weeks ago by Chief G-Man J. Edgar
Hoover. Hoover, however, did not

Butterfield

the Butter-

in

ordinator of Inter-American Affairs.

and that he is not a frequent movieTheaters, Inc., Detroit.
Directors goer. "But I think your question is
the
corporation
include
Johnson,
of
an important one," he told this reGordon, Berger and Marguerite L. porter. "I intend to try to get you
Johnson.
an answer."
Allen Johnson has been identified
He added that he does not think
with Grand Rapids theaters since general charges by Rep. John Ran1925 when he started here with the kin of Mississippi, frequent critic of
neighborhood Royal theater.
Gor- the industry and a colleague on the
don and Berger are president and committee, should be taken too seriS.

G0MG

M. NELSON, president of SIMPP,
Mexico City conferring with Mexican officials on the invitation of President Aleman,
of Mexico.
He is accompanied by FRANCIS
ALSTOCK, formerly of the office of the Co-

cent charges that Communist propaganda has been creeping into Hollywood pix. He admitted that he cannot himself name any specific instance of such propaganda, and said
recent statement by him that Com-

tried to find

and

DONALD

is

Activities said yesterday he will attempt to discover the basis for re-

The Congressman

Stock in the firm

MANILA—Homer Bacon Leaving 20th-Fox
HAVANA — Mary For Sam
Jaffe Deal
Virtudes 214.
BOMBAY

133 Wardour St. W.
Stuart, Hotel Manila.

Louise

Blvd.,

COmiM

Grand Rapids, Mich. Allen John- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
son of Grand Rapids has been elected
Washington
A member of the
president and general manager of House committee on Un-American

about

NSS Home
Off for

Office Execs.

Chicago Today

Hornby Road,

a

Home office executives and the
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood After 10 years with Metropolitan National Screen ServRay Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier the 20th-Fbx organization, Director ice staff leave for Chicago today to
St.
VANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric Lloyd Bacon has confirmed the re- attend the company's second annual
Theater Bldg.
SYDNEY—Bowden Fletcher,
port that he is leaving the lot on international convention at the Drake
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys, completion of his directing "Off to Hotel, Thursday through Saturday.
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN— Buffalo," Walter Morosco ProducGroup from this territory includes then return to the West.
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, CopenRobbins, president; George
hagen-Van Loese.
ROME — John Perdicari, tion, and will next produce and di- Herman
ARTHUR WILLI, head of RKO Radio's EastVia Ludovisi 16.
Phone. 42758.
MEXICO rect, in association with Sam Jaffe, F. Dembow, vice-president in charge ern talent division, left Monday on his semiCITY— Louis Turnoff, Morelos 56 No. 523. "The Glittering Hill," yarn based on of sales; William B. Brenner, vice- annual trip to the Windy City and environs
MONTEVIDEO— Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito the Clyde Murphy novel.
president in charge of operations; in search of new personalities.
597.
ARTHUR COELLN, editor of Business Screen,
While "The Glittering Hill" is be- Joseph A. Wolfe, treasurer; Harry
left Chicago for Camden today to address RCA
ing readied for the market, Bacon A. Samwick; Burton E. Robbins; dealers tomorrow.
will go to Golden Prods., Inc., where Melvin L. Gold; Lou F. Schwartz;
GORDON CHAMBERS, of Eastman Kodak,
he will direct "Barnstorming," a Elias Drexel; Seymour Peyser; Don- Rochester, and CLYDE KEITH, of Western ElecVelde;
tric,
ald
L.
Hal
C.
Young;
Paul
New York, have returned to their homes,
Satevepost story based on the life
conference at Chicago's Drake Hotel,
of his father, Frank Bacon.
Then Mooney, and Sam Gershwin. With after a arrangements
on final
of SMPE convention next
{Mon., Apr. 14)
^^=
^^^
he and Jaffe will, as their own in- the home office contingent will be week.
dependent, make "Over the High J. R. McPherson and Arnold WilNEW YORK STOCK MARKET
T. C. RIDDELLS, of Theatre Equipment ComNet Board Fence," a drama of Santa liams, London co-managing direc- pany in San Diego, is in Chicago for De Vry
High Low Close
Chg.
company conferences.
Clara college and the old Baltimore tors.
Am. Seat
18
—
18
18
Vi
—
Bell 8, Howell
18
18V4 18
V4 Orioles. Bacon plans ion continuing
Columbia Picts
18% 17V4 17i/4 — 1% to alternate between indie producMetro Coast Promotions
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 85V2 85y2 85V2 — Vi tion and major studio assignments Independent Artists
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
East. Kodak
234
—
234y2 234
2y2 in this manner.
Set $8 Million Budget
do pfd
193
193
193
Los Angeles
Jack P. Valpey,
Gen. Prec. Eq
20% 19% 19%— %
M-G-M head booker, has been apLoew's, Inc
22% 21% 22 — % Six Film Issues
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
pointed office manager, succeeding
Paramount
25% 24% 24% — %
Hollywood A budget of $8,000,- Joseph Markowitz, promoted to the
13l/8
RKO
12% 12%— 5/8 To Lows in Selling
000 has been set by Independent sales force. Markowitz succeeds Sam
Republic Pict
63,4
6% 6V8 — %
ALGIERS— Paul

Saffar,

West Coast Bureau of

—

MONTREAL

FinnnciHL

—

Down
Wave

Republic Pict. pfd...
20th Century-Fox ...

31

Universal

23%

13

Pict

Warner Bros

15

13
29'/8
23
14

13

29%
23

— %
—
— 1%%
1

14%— %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

4

Sonotone

3%
3%

Pict
Radio-Keith cvs

Corp

14%

Technicolor

3%

Trans-Lux

4

2%
3%
13%

3%

4

2% —
3%
13V — %
—
3/8

2

%

3%

OVER THE COUNTER

A wave of selling hit the stock
market yesterday and when it was
over six of the eight motion picture
company common securities listed on
the New York Exchansre had reached
new lows

for the current year along
with the great majority of issues
traded.

—

Artists for its first four films to be
released by RKO, Frederick Brisson,
executive producer, announced. Initial film will

Davis, recently named manager of
the Metro Seattle branch.

be "Lucky Penny," to

House Delays Local D. S. Bill
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

star Rosalind Russell, which will be
followed by a Dudley Nichols orig-

—

Washington A two-week delay in
inal, an adaptation of "The Velvet
Touch" and another Rosalind Rus- House action on the Senate-passed
local

option

daylight

savings

bill

Losses of more than a point were sell starrer.
was won yesterday by opponents.
5% sustained by Columbia ( 1 % ) 20thPathe
b% Fox (—1%) and Universal (— 1%). Massce Sells Interest
Warners and Paramount each lost
%, Loew's dropped % and RKO and In Company to Barnett
MERVIN
Republic were off % each.
6 CO.
MEMBERS
William Barnett of Massce-BarOnly Universal and Paramount
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
closed at prices higher than their nett Co., Inc., announced yesterday
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
Bid

4%
5%

Cinecolor

—

Asked

,

ASH

R E EVES

Statistical information on listed
listed securities available upon

and unrequest.

Telephone: HAnover 2-3050

61

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

lows and the combined that he purchased the interest of
average for the eight companies was Massce who is no longer connected
% below the January figure which with the firm. However, there will
represented the former bottom for be no change made in the name of
previous

this year.

the firm.

1600

BROADWAY

.

N. Y. 19

Complete
i

I

Film

•

Circle 6-

and

Disc Recording Facilities

there are 9,000

motion picture
exhibitors

United States...

and the
smart ones

will

get there
first to

play

* and

it's

coming your way from UA

Tuesday, April 15, 1947

Plans Large Sole

\f<rW/

Palestine Production
(Continued from Page

the

in

Local Pix Censorship
(Continued from Page

1)

established by the

Holy Land for the United

Jewish Appeal.
Lourie prior to launching his Tel
Aviv enterprises was identified with
the film industry in South Africa,
where he retains his post as joint
managing director of the 20th Century Theater in Johannesburg and
his interest in nine other film theaters.

With

his production set-up the first
the country, Lourie said that he is
in town to enlist skilled technical
workers to work in the Palestinian
industry. While the industry now is
limited to one studio in Jerusalem,
Lourie expects rapid progress once
in

workers arrive.
Claiming
weather and scenic accommodations
on a par with California, Lourie
claimed that the Holy Land offered as
skilled

great diversity in locations within a
radius of 10,000 square miles as
could be found anywhere in this
country.

While no plans have been formulated as yet for feature production,
Palestine Films will continue to
specialize in documentaries, particularly those dealing with religious
themes. Lourie is now concentrating
on representing the major international newsreel companies.

Greatest need in the Holy Land
now, according to Lourie, is more
theaters. He plans to
build three first-run houses in Tel
Aviv, Haifa, and Jerusalem as soon
as conditions permit.

©

•

STRICTLY PERSONAL: Joseph

will direct film promotion

for

which

.

starts April 29.

.

.

New York Fund Campaign,
The next time you meet Steve Broidy.

Dunlap or Lindsley Parsons, better be prepared to salute
just been commissioned Colonels on the staff of Gov. Jimmy
Davis of Louisiana
By one of those Hollywood coincidences, the
Governor stars in Monogram's new "Louisiana." ... • Albert S. Howson, Warners' scenario editor and censorship director, for the 20th consecutive year will emcee the Milk and Egg League's annual luncheon
May 6 at the Hotel Astor. ... • Director Robert Stevenson has a new
seven-year contract with Vanguard. ...
• Queenie Smith has been
named by the New York Theatre Guild as its Hollywood talent rep to
head up the Guild's new Coast offices
Theresa Helburn and Lawrence Langner, Guild directors, will visit Hollywood in June. ...
•
Jack Frye has been elected board chairman of both General Aniline and
Film and General Dyestuff
The former is 97 per cent, and the
latter wholly owned by Uncle Sam. ...
• The 1947 One-World Award
in the motion picture field goes to Fredric March
The silver plaque
and citation will be presented May 11.
Bob Donahue, Jr., RKO
Pathe News cameraman, will represent all news reels during the twoweek trip of the joint Army Air Forces-National Geographic Society
party to photograph the sun in total eclipse at Bocayuva, Brazil

Scott

They've
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the

first
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teresting to see

how

this

is
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We

"The
is

Ahead."
Succeeding to Del Giudice's post
Joseph Somlo, who has been Twin

managing

director

co-ordinated in
Victoria

—

Harry R. Foster, 73, retired veteran theater owner, is dead.
Formerly owned Julian, Rivoli and
Buckingham theaters. Wife and two
married daughters survive.
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Louis Astor
Ken Aneser
Morion Jordan
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And

re-issue

campaign on

Mason
be

will

it

headed by Joseph BernInside info has it that Al

outfit,

product

dailies, 12 fan

and the innovation of talking
pictures. Recent conversations here
indicate that there is a wide feeling

itself

Supreme Court might
prove sympathetic toward an argument against censorship, particularly in view of the commendable industry censorship to which most
films are subjected before they ever
leave Hollywood.
The 1915 case involved a claim
the present

that films are entitled to the same
constitutional
guarantees as the
press that "the states shall make
no laws abridging the freedom of
the press" or freedom of speech. If
a case were to be brought today,
however, it is anticipated that the
complaint would be pitched along
different lines.
Instead of seeking
to get the Court to reverse the 1915
decision and establish a close kinship between the press and pix, the
objective would be to establish that
today's films
sound films are entitled to the Constitutional protection of the right of free speech.

—

—

John
in-

mags, nine mags,

movement
The Mason thriller

a huge

Theater

pincers

J.

Clark

—

Dead

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood
eran

actor

THE FILM DAILY

—John

J. Clark, 70, vet-

and one-time producer

and director,
week.

died

here

late

last

and radio personalities
sweep the fans into the

to

follows

the

"Jolson

Story"

Exploitation on "Patient"
which follows the "Adventuress" there
will be a weathervane of FC's future promotion on other new pix to be

released before the year

is

out

•

•

•

for

move

the

•

season

At any

at

the

two Chicago

rate,

week-end with

Russell Hardy, formerly of the

D

20thof

J,

Washington offices to 1025 Connecticut Ave. and continue
the general practice of law in association with Smith W. Brookhart, exSEC and more recently an Army Nuremberg prosecutor. ... • Don't be
surprised if there's a move by national exhib. organizations for amendment of the present copyright law to knock out Ascap's seat tax. ... •
Something new in film "first night" etiquette was noted at the Broadway
There were
premiere of Charles Chaplin's "Monsieur Verdoux"
mingled hisses and applause for Paramount News clips devoted to
General De Gaulle, John L. Lewis and their Britannic Majesties
De Gaulle provoked the major outbreak. ... • Chaplin, by the way, is
Asked to sum up his new pic by the Herald
no mean critic himself
Tribune's Otis L. Guernsey, Jr., he described it as "an assault upon the
mind." ... • In the first three months of 1947, Hollywood stars made
471 gratis appearances in military, welfare and charity benefit programs through the Hollywood Coordinating Committee.
his

.

T
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Hollywood— Mr.

y

CURRENT PIX FOR DRIVE-INS?

outdoor theaters opened

STORK REPORTS
West Coast Bureau of

t

will

Chicago

biggest

of

been two important changes since
that date, however, which have led
some people to believe that that decision might be reversible.
The two developments, and they
are about equal in importance, are
the complete change in the Court

including Life and Liberty, as well as columnists

Fox's "The Razor's Edge." ...

Harry Foster Succumbs

its

import starring James

has 21

doing an

"The Westerner," "The Thief

up-and-coming

publicity head,

now has been

till

soon launch

will

new

Way

Cities assistant
for some time.

:.:

FC ad

Zimbalist,

the producer approximately £76,000.
Del Giudice, a native of Italy and
an international lawyer before entering production, was responsible
for the making of such pix as "In
Which
Serve," "Blithe Spirit,"
"This Happy Breed," "Henry V" and

T

re-issues as

release, not

hard, will handle brand

.

.

FILM CLASSICS, which up

amazing job in selling such
Bagdad," and "Dead End."
"Patient"

Rank brought

R. Vogel. Loew's vice prexy.

the Greater

•

selling "Patient Vanishes," British

Del Giudice Pact With
Rank Settled; Plans Unit

'

T
Tuesday's Tattlings
•

1)

Supreme Court

back in 1915, when the high tribunal
refused to rule that pix are eif
md
to the same Constitutional protection afforded the press. There have

PHIL M. DALY

modern "A"

(Continued from Page

Talk Fight on State,

T

.

.

and Mrs. Hal
Roach, Sr., are parents of a girl,
born
yesterday,
weighing eight
pounds two ounces. Baby has been
named Maria Eugenia.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond E. Moon
became the parents of twin sons,

bom

Saturday, at the Le Roy Sanitarium here.
The twins will be
called David
Corbin and Robert
William.
The Moons also have a
Moon is New
third son, Ray, Jr.

York

district

Edward

J.

manager
Reilly,

at 20th-Fox.

assistant

to

William J. O'Connell, Paramount
office manager, has become a father
for the first time with the birth of a
son to the missus at Flushing HosThe newpital, Flushing, L. I.
comer, weighing six pounds and 12
ounces, is named Robert Hilton after
his grandfather, who is in charge of
the UA print department in New
York.
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Gamble, Kentucky

REVIEWS Of DEUJ FILMS

Army Day Speaker
Louisville, Ky. — Solution of world

"Jewels of

Brandenburg"

Lowery

problems rests in the harnessing
with Richard Travis, Michetine Cheirel
and^ise of the "magic that is the 20th-Fox
64 Mins.
JEWEL THEFT MELODRAMA MANAGES
sr^^of the American community,"
Tt. A. Gamble, ATA board chair- A FEW MOMENTS OF EXCITEMENT,
man, declared in his address at the SUSPENSE.
annual Kentucky Army Day dinner
Latest variation of who-stole-the-crownhere.

M. Wurtzel Production is
routine melodrama both as regards dialogue

jewels,

"In the American community we
find ills that we cure and conflicts
that we resolve because a failure is
unthinkable," said Gamble. "If we
approached the alien philosophies as
we do our sociological problems at
home, we will cure them."

The

Kentucky

Committee

for
Army Dav observance included
Guthrie Crowe,
president; D.
H. Long; Fred J. Dolle, and Col.
Henry J. Stites of the Fourth Ave.

MTO

Amusement

Sam Switow, Ken-

Co.;

tucky Theater, and Ira Kerr. Thethe state co-op-

aters throughout
erated.

Gamble described Army Week in
Kentucky "an excellent example of
theater people assuming: their civic
responsibilities in their respective

communities."
Gamble, president

of Monarch
was accompanied to

Theaters, Inc.,
Louisville

by Mrs. Gamble; Robert

W. Coyne,

ATA

executive director;
Ed. J. Gennett, treasurer of Mon-

arch, and Leroy J. Furman, buyer
and booker for Monarch.
Fourth Ave. Amusement Co. of
Louisville and Monarch are co-owners
of the
Greater Indianapolis
Amusement Co. operating the Circle
and Lyric theaters in Indianapolis.

this

Sol

and situation.
Story might have been inspired by recent headlines. Seems the Brandenburg
gems, a collection 1,000 years old, of much
historical value, has been swiped. Immediately

get

Richard Travis
the lowdown on

He had

involved.

war

ing the

as a special U. S.

Working with

smallpox
in
line
with
Mayor
O'Dwyer's recommendation that all
New Yorkers be vaccinated. Company arranged for a physician to do
the job on about 150 workers.

Peterson; Set Decorator, Darrell Colker;
Musical Supervision, David Chudnow; Film Editors, William Claxton, Frank Baldridge; Sound,
ert

Board of Directors of the
Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey held their regular monthly meeting yesterday in the offices of the
organization.
President
Edward
Lachman presided.

Union Makes Good
Theater's Biz Loss
Operators Union

110.

IATSE has agreed to pay a $500
damages claim made by the Schoen-

and

failed

to

Joss

Russell

WELL-DONE JOURNALISTIC MELODRAMA BASED ON THE BIG TOWN
RADIO PROGRAM.
This subject, based on the "Big Town"
program, centers around Philip Reed,
the circulation-mad managing editor of The
Illustrated Press, whose series of accusing
articles causes an innocent young man to
radio

commit
The
tive

suicide.
Illustrated

sheet,

is

Press,

losing

a

conserva-

dull,

money and being

far

outdistanced by its competitor, the Daily
Publisher Charles Arnt
until
Chronicle,
hires Reed. Reed's smashing, ruthless newsgetting tactics put his paper in the black
circulation
publication's
and make the
jump by leaps and bounds.
Bvron Barr is arrested on a charge of
murder, and through lack of evidence is
given his freedom. However, the circulation-mad Reed insists on his re-arrest.

murderer is caught
the
real
lust
as
and confesses. Barr's body is found hanging in his cell.

blaming himself
and promises Hillarv
BVoke and Robert Lowery. star reporters

Reed writes an

who

article,

death,

Barr's

*nr

a ff ree

to

return

to

his

that

staff

hpnreforth The Illustrated Press
vollnw journalism and
devote

itself

hiiiMing up the community.
William C. Thomac directed

and

drop

will

to

also

T>-nroduced. with W'l'iam Pine sharing the
production resp r nsibilitips.
CAST: Philin Reed. Hillary Brooke. Robert
Lower". B«ron Barr, Veda Ann Borg, Nan Bryant,

rtmrles

Arnt.

CRFDITS: Producers, William Pine and WilDirector, William C. Thomas;
A"thors. Geoffrey Homes and Maxwell Shane;
Screenplay, Geoffrey Homes and Maxwell Shane;
Based on Radio Program "B q Town"; Cameraman, Fred Jackman, Jr., A.S.C.; Art Director,
F. Paul Sylos: Production Manager, L. B. "Doc"
Merman; Editor, Howard Smith; Sound Record-

nm Thomas:

his

show,

Gene Atkinson, business agent, announced. Operator was suspended
and will have a hearing at the next
meeting of the unicn's executive
"ommittee.

ing.

Earl

Sitar.

DIRECTION, Good.

Hayden

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
72 Mins.

Paramount

SUSPENSEFUL MELODRAMA POINTS
UP THE AIR-SEA RESCUE FORCE OF THE

ARMY

AIR FORCES.

this

- (

the

Pine-Thomas, who have
form of hazardous
turn their attention to the work

fnd. Syndicate Theaters
To Operate Radio Station
(Continued from Page

offering,

almost

every

rescue

air-sea

force

of

the

Air

Corps.
Richard Denning, an Air Corps pilot, has
among his Dassengers Richard loo, a Japa-

1)

be located in Columbus, Ind.
President of the company is Joseph
P. Finneran. Other officers are Grace
Handley, vee-pee; Truman T. Remwill

busch, secretary-treasurer.

Rembusch, who

in

February was

nese colonel, who is being taken to Manila
to face trial as a war criminal. Loo is the
special charge of Byron Barr, an Army lieu-

elected secretary of Allied States, is
the holder of an amateur radio operator's license and an airplane

tenant.

pilot's license.

Among

Denning's

other

passengers are
Catherine Craig, an Army nurse; Ann Doran
and John Eldred^e, newlyweds; Keith Richards, a victim of Japanese atrocities, suffering from amnesia, and George Tyne, an

Army

of

business
a
member of the
became intoxicated

complete

PHOTOGRAPHY,

with Richard Denning, Catherine Craig and

activity,

The

for

Adequate.

60 Mins.

Paramount

l;

Earl Sitar.

-"evicted

NJATO Board Meets

circuit

operator, Travis

Leonard Strong, Carol Thurston, Lewis Russell,
Louis Mercier, Fernando Alvarado, Eugene Borden. Rolf Harolde, Otto Reichow, Harro Meller.
CREDITS: Producer, Sol M. Wurtzel; Director,
Eugene Forde; Original story by Irving Cummings, Jr., Robert G. North; Screenplay, Irving
Elman, Irving Cummings, Jr., Robert G. North;
Cameraman, Benjamin Kline; Art Director, Rob-

In

sustained when
union allegedly

British

"Seven Were Saved"

Employes of Confidential Reports
yesterday were vaccinated against

stadt

a

out carefully planned bait. It proves
the right lure in the right instances snd
things begin to look interesting. Leonard
Strong is revealed to be the culprit and
before he is done in by Carol Thurston in
a
last-minute rescue-shooting match, he
kills Louis Mercier and Miss Cheirel, quite
crld-bloodedly. In between the build-up
sequences there is Drowling about in the
shadows and a few fairly good moments of
suspense. Eugene Forde's direction is adequate to the script.
CAST:
Richard
Travis,
Micheline Cheirel,
sets

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

;

Undergo Vacination

—

government

Good.

C R Employes

Chicago

—

investigator.

DIRECTION,

150

sent to Lisbon to
his prey
the crooks
been there before, duris

Town'

'Big

with Philip Reed, Hillary Brooke and Robert

sergeant.

Loo throws coffee

who

is

in the face of Tyne,
guarding him, then forces Denning

chanae his course. Denning tries to overpower him, but his plane lands in the
water. Denning and his passengers scramble
to

to safety in a

T+ie

pilot

raft.

and

his

passengers

fight

the

elements for several days and when they
have abcut given up. Russell Hayden, an
air-sea rescue corps lieutenant and sweet-

heart of Miss Craig, effects their rescue.
William Pine served as director and co-

with William Thomas also getco-producer credit. L. H. Merman
functioned as associate producer.
CAST: Richard Denning, Catherine Craig, Rusproducer,
ting

sel

Hayden,

Eldredge,
Castle.

Ann

Richard

Doran,
Byron Barr,
Keith Richards,

Loo,

John

Don

CREDITS: Producers, William Pine and William Thomas; Director, William H. Pine; AuHarmon;
thors,
Maxwell Shane and Julian
Screenplay, Maxwell Shane; Associate Producer,
L.
B. Merman;
Cameraman, Jack Greenhalgh,
A.S.C.; Editor, Howard Smith; Art Director, F.
Paul Sylos; Sound Recording, Earl Sitar; Set
Decoration, Al Greenwood.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.
DIRECTION, Good.

—

-m
Films Facing

9 Weeks Biz

of Quarter Ahead
Check Shows Only One Week Badly Off

Two

Distrib. 'Iron Curtains'

(Continued from Page 1)

ing with Jan. 1, 1947, receipts were
ahead of the same period in 1946.
Of the four weeks that showed a

(Continued from Page 1)

served for food, machinery and other
essentials."

decline, only one

Johnston pointed out that several
nations under Russian influence are
virtually excluding American films,
or seek to show only such pictures
as show the "seamy side" of U. S.
life.
At the same time, he commented, the Russians are showing
their pictures in the countries as a
medium of propaganda.
The
president cited Poland, Bulgaria, Rumania, Yugoslavia
and Hungary, as well as the U. S.
S. R.
He said that Czechoslovakia
and other "satellite" countries have
trade agreements calling for a large
percentage of Russian films.
Johnston declared that no American movies are made "consciously or
purposely" for propaganda purposes.

Among

With Two Okays

(Continued from Page
is

seriously

1)

U. S. Senate, which still must pass
on the agreement, will approve the
declaration as it now stands.
Strong opposition to the agreement is expected from various industry and trade groups when the
agreement comes before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee.

principal

were

no indication that the Pulitzer

comments by

30™

(1)01101)

Award For

Film

Not Possible Before '48
(Continued from Page

1)

reached might be expected on May
This precludes a 1947 award.

PICTURE ADVERTISERS

— MAIN

BALLROOM

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23-7
RUTGERS NEILSON,

HOWARD
WHO WILL

P.M.

SHARP

President, Will Preside

DIETZ, Member-Guest Emcee

THIS GALA AFFAIR WILL

HONOR THE PRESIDENTS OF OUR INDUSTRY

BE PRESENT FOR

THE OCCASION AS WELL AS GLAMOROUS

HOLLYWOOD

MPAA

Having

—

Washington
periencing

little

long

distance

men

for

the

THE FILM DAILY
MPAA here is ex-

difficulty in

phone

making

spokesorganization said yescalls,

MPAA

which leans heavily
on long distance calls, has been
completing such calls in near-normal
speed.
terday.

Detroit

Be

City Lights" to

Re-issued By Chaplin

Little

Trouble With Phones
Washington Bur.,

3lfi
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these observations to interror "rs,
inquisitors and reporters: "I I
'dot
a communist. ... If you step off
the curb with your left foot, they
accuse you of being a communist.
I am not interested in politics.
One optimistic note (about reviews on his new film) is that they're
mixed. ... I believe in private enterprise but not its abuses. ... I'd like
to make as many pictures as possible.
Without pity we would
have no civilization.
No objection
made by the Legion of Decency. . . .
."
No cuts were necessary
Chaplin consistently refused to
discuss his future production plans,
except to note that whatever pictures
he made would originate from his
Hollywood studios. On other business
matters,
Chaplin countered that
either his board of directors would
decide the matter; or that his lawyers were more familiar with the
situation. Business matters, he revealed, would prevent his trip to
Europe this year.
The producer also revealed that
because of his intense hate for dictators he no longer had any desire
to enact the title role in a biofilm on
.
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Detroit Proposal to restrict theater advertising signs throughout
the city is being made by City Coun-

cilman Eugene Van Antwerp, in
connection with discussion of a compromise amendment proposed by operators of 16 theaters on Woodward
Ave., where present ordinances call
for removal of such signs.
The
owners have proposed that stickout
signs be banned, but that a marquee
with signs be permitted, extending
a maximum of 10 and a half feet
from the building, and at least 3
feet back from the curb. Technical
specifications further favor a V-type

1)

of journalistic lions, Chaplin offered

.

week will consider the establishment of such a film award, and that marquee.
Napoleon.
an announcement as to the decision
The amendment, approved by a
Replying

flnniVERBflRY DlfinER-DHnCE

HOTEL ASTOR

ex-

(1)

AN OUTSTANDING INDUSTRY EVENT!
ASSOCIATED

off.

the public is beginning to shop more keenly and
(2) the percentage of smash boxoffice attractions has declined somewhat in the last several months,
ascribed by some to "post-war readjustment."

hibitors

Inter-Amer. Copyright Pact

however,

was

This was during the bad February
weather, which carried one sevenday stretch down to 26 per cent below the corresponding week in 1946.
New Year's Week business this
year was nearly 10 per cent better
than the preceding year. The following week, however, was about 8
per cent lower this year, with
weather a factor.
Business was
more spotty than usual through the
Lenten season, but a fairly strong
pickup was reported as having taken place over the past weekend, the
start of the second quarter.

MPAA

In "Force"
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PERSONALITIES.

5.

to the query about Orson
subcommittee of the Council, is be- Welles' claimed credit for "Moning fought by Councilman Van Ant- sieur Verdoux," Chaplin said, "Mr.
werp, and has been referred to the Welles did not write the story," and
corporation
counsel
further he added that he had paid Welles
for
study.
If Van Antwerp's position $5,000 for the idea on Bluebeard.
is adopted, advertising signs would Welles had suggested, Chaplin exbe barred, not only .on Woodward plained, that a quasi-documentary
Ave., where the issue has been de- film be built around Landru, the
bated for 10 years, but on all main mass-killer. "Verdoux" was Chapstreets of the city.
lin's approach to the theme.
It was right after the end of the
Fox
Denver Tabor interview that Arthur W. Kelly in revealing the plans on "City Lights"
City's Tenth First-Run

Makes

Denver

UK

—Fox

Intermountain Theaters is boosting the Tabor, formerly a first ran but long a subsequent,
back in first run status. The company is also making changes in
other first run setups. In the past
films have shown day and date at
the Denver, Webber and Esquire,
but the latter is now being paired
with the Paramount.
The Aladdin
will get its moveover from one of

distribution
also disclosed that
on "Verdoux" will probably be set in
about 60 days; also, because of
Chaplin's new idea on dubbing, foreign release on Chaplin's latest opus
will be held up until next year. Except for part-reserved-seat policy in
a few key spots, "Verdoux" will be

shown on a regular continuous-run
Picture would be sold along
the same lines as other UA product,
Kelly added, and unless it was necesthese combinations, while the Rialto sary, theaters would not be leased to
will gets its films from the other fehow the picture.
setup, or from the Aladdin as at
Kelly said that he would make an
present.
announcement next week on his new
The company boosted the Bluebird post with UA.
into first run status by moving "The
Jolson Story" from the Paramount,
where it had played a week, in addition to two weeks each at the
policy.

nciu POSTS

Admission

Ten

Dollars per Person

Denver, Esquire, Webber and Rialto.
This gives the film a Denver
record for first run weeks.
With the adding of the Tabor to TOM ALLEN, manager. State, Columbia,
the first run group, Denver will have HENRY LONG, manager. Palace, Dallas.
10 first run houses, most in history. JAMES ALLARD, manager, Melba and

S.

C.

Towei

Theaters, Dallas.

(For Tickets Write or

Phone

Harry McWilliams, Columbia Pictures)

Distinguished

Has

Ballet Short

FRANK AYDELOTTE, manager,
E.

Distinguished Films has acquired
U. S. rights to "Symphony in White,"
featurette on Paris Opera Ballet.

KIMBRELL,
aters,

R.

W.

assistant
Gainesville.

McLIVAINE, manager,
Omaha.

Theater,

Wilshire, Dallas

manager,

Florida

RKO

The-

Branded
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Bidding Experiment
Risky, Myers'

«
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"A Cage

of

IT

has been suspended, Myers
with Noel-Noel, Micheline Francey
sayjj^f companies continue to use Lopert Films
95 Mins.
:h
.ethod of selling "It will be
POST-WAR FRENCH PRODUCTION
vritixutit the color of authority under WITH TOUCHES OF SLICK HUMOR IS
the decree."
Myers previously had GOOD FOREIGN HOUSE NUMBER.
charged that some of the defendA good idea is smartly handled with
ants were "abusing" competitive touches of slick humor. Light note is struck

ON 5TH AVENUE
PICTURE TO
^^

HAPPENED

~\

Nightingales"

1)

HOLLYWOOD'S GREATEST DIRECTORS SAY
n

IS

THE

SEE!°

ding

bidding practices.
In a bulletin to Allied members,
Myers also emphasized that stays
granted in the case do not "legalize"
practices already declared unlawful
by the New York Statutory Court'.

The stays, Myers said, "merely
meant that if the defendants commit any of those practices during
the period of the stay they will not
violate the decree.
They are protected against being punished for
contempt of the decree but not from
the other consequences flowinp- from
the commission of unlawful acts."
Myers also warned that defendants
other than 20th-Fox "may yield to
the importunities of the great circuits to fix prices, grant unreasonable clearance, make master contracts and formula deals, write block
booking contracts," and the like.
"In so doing, however," Myers
warned, "they had better guess right
as to the eventual decision of the
Supreme Court. If they make a
wrong guess, private actions for
treble damages may descend upon

them

in

the

quite

beginning.

Scenario

later

becomes

and plucks at the emotions.
A post-war French production it should
keep foreign product house well filled.
Story is a narrated treatment concerning
reform of juvenile delinquents via
music and the understanding introduced
serious

the discipline-bound schorl by a new
teacher. He's Noel-Noel, French comic of
the Fernandel-Chevalier school. His brand
of comedy is intelligent and has appeal
into

to

the

fixed,

thinking processes rather than
reflex

Mile.

reaction

Francey

to

lisher

and pulled

gets

rice."

down

Chicago
Daily

— Adele

Hoskins

News amusement

of the

staff

will

marry Dr. Adolph Goldstone next
month.

Henry-Aschim
Norma Gene Henry,

Des Moines

i
>

M-G-M

—

receptionist, and
Aschim, treasurer of the

Measure

Law As Dewey

urday.

laughs!"

RUGGLES

DON

DeFORE

MOORE

.om«

STORM

Signs
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signed

educational authorities for theatrical
work bv chilli-en in the aee bracket.
Similar bills have been in the
Legislature -for several years but
the approved measure was prepared
after consultation with various denartments and social and child welfare agencies.
Law is expected to
surround the emplovment of children nrofessionally with anrnle safep-nards to nrotect their well being.
The labor law as amended reauires
the State industrial commissioner to
nrosecnte violations of the Child
Actor law.

Bows Anril 23
"Calcutta" will -follow "Mv Favorite Brunette" into the N. Y.
Paramount April 23.

Kenneth "Crr'cutta"

Brandeis
Theater, Omaha, were married Sat-

hearty

comorehension. While the headmaster is
in Paris, Noel takes the bovs on an excursion. A lightning storm fairly demolishes

Child Actor

job.

Gave me many

to

"extremely careful in their buying," cedure for obtaining- the consent of

Hoskins-Goldstone

"A wonderful

a

bv Governor Dewey.
Myers warned that the "common New law amends the education -panel
sense course" for exhibitors is to be and labor laws, and sets
up the pro-

UJEDDIDG BELLS

S/iys

narrates

switch with manuscripts.
cases in the reform
school where the boys give teachers and
principal a time with their unbridled shennanigans. When Noel arrives he ingratiates
himself after a few trials, organizes a
choir. The boys take to his humanity and

heen

until the price situation eases.

(Director of "The Yearling")

the

like an avalanche."
the place. In Paris, word of a catastroohe
In another message to Allied memis
received. The headmaster rushes back
bers, Myers charged that major film
expecting to find most of the inmates
producers and distributors, "con''ead.
Instead they are marching ba r k.
tinue to starve the market," and
Noel is fired. Later the boys s>n AWOL
"press for higher film rentals."
Commenting on President Tru- to sing at his wedding. The sineing is excellent. The boys were recruited bv the
man's call for decreasing prices,
Myers said the Chief Executive's re- Little Singers of the Wooden Cross. All in
it's worth while. S»b-titled.
marks "seemed pointed in their ap- all.CAST:
Noel-Noel. Michel'ne Francev, Marplication to the major motion pic- Tierit" Ducoiiret. Georqes Biscot, Rene Genin,
Reno Rlnnrard. Roqer Lauaier.
ture producers and distributors."
CREDITS: Protection. Ga.tmont (Paris): Di"At a time when the need is for
-=<-tor.
Dmville: Scenario, Noel-Noel. Ren->
increased production," Myers said, Wheeler'JeanAdaoteH
from a story bv Georges
"they continue to starve the mar- Chanernt. Rene Wheeler.
DIRECTION, Okay.
ket.
When the President calls for
PHOTOGRAPHY, Averprice reductions, thev press for age.

higher film rentals. When Mr. Truman begs business leaders not go
'whole hog' for 'profits,' the movie
magnates continue to roll up net
profits beyond the dreams of ava-

ftROMW

gags.

the tale after
Noel's book is published. She's reading it
her mother. Publication was brought
to
about by the conniving of Georges Biscot,
friend to Noel. He had a job with a pub-

Tale

CtARENtt

«aw
FREDERIC*;;
ty MC5 bV
Mu«c and

w
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Kincey
Qf Carolinas'

MPF

flLfllS

'Monsieur Verdoux'
with Charles Chaplin

(Continued from Page
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committee were voted by the 75 representatives of the industry attendMembers were
ing the meeting.
empowered to appoint two additional
persons to the committee, one representing the small-town exhibitor,
the other representing theater employes.
Plans are to set up a $10,000,000
fund within two years, the interest
from which will be used for Foundation purposes, to assist needy persons connected with the industry
and affiliated businesses and to carry
on a charitable, educational, benevo-

Comlent and scientific program.
plete local autonomy will be observed in each of the 31 membership
areas, and all donations will be voluntary? Kincey explained.
Those named for one-year terms
were J. C. Long, Charleston, S. C;
Roy B. Rowe, Burgaw, N. C, and
H. H. Everett, representing distributors here, and Blake Gryder of
Charlotte, representing allied indusTwo-year members included
Ben Strozier of Rock Hill, S. C;
H. F. Kincey and H. D. Hearn of
Charlotte; J. H. Holston and Dean
House of Charlotte, distributors;
tries.

John Vickers and Jay Schrader of
industries.

Charlotte, allied

Poppele Tells Video Meet
Of Cross-Continental Tele
J.

R.

Poppele,

TBA

president,

speaking yesterday at the inaugural
session of the second annual conclave of Television Institute at the

Commodore Hotel, predicted a crosscontinental video broadcasting chain
within the next three years and a
vastly expanded network service
within a shorter period of time.
Poppele said that the vigorous
coaxial cable installation program
being pursued by

AT&T may make

possible to link sufficient tele stations into a chain by the 1948 presidential elections so that video service will be within the reach of well
over 40% of the nation's population.
The meetings, sponsored by Televiser Magazine, will conclude today
with several topics relative to the
role of films in television set for
panel discussion.
it

SICK LIST

120 Mins.

"COMEDY OF MURDERS" WILL PROVOKE CONTROVERSY;

CHAPLIN

Already there are a dozen points of view regarding this latest Chaplin film and hourly
schools of thought, acceptance, rejection, analysis and consideration of the ultimate are coming into being. Without a doubt all these signs are healthy. Controversy
rules the roost. Every spoken and written word will serve to provoke interest, sell tickets. Let the barbs and laurels fly.
This is not the first time Chaplin has discarded The Tramp. Nor is it his initial bout
with elements, forces and sociological trends that are strewn in the path of The Little

new

Man
As

to bedevil him into utilizing basic instincts to

"Comedy

LARRY STRONG,
tric

Co.,

Chicago,

to

head of Essannay Elecis

ill

at

the

—

—

credited with

direction, writing, production
the music, tro, is his composition. It is
unmistakably personalized; the imprint is constantly aDoarent.
The audience coming to see two solid hours of Chaolin will not have time to fidget.
Direction is of such quality that movement, action, dialogue, are vivid and variation is

constant.

Thrown out of emnlnvment bv the bank where he has labored 30 vears. Chanlin. is
with the care of his invalided wife and his child. The neriod is the earlv Thi-ties.
The last deoression
in full swing. Unknown to his immediate family he makes many
marriages with women of means and property, dispatching them from time to time as
f'i-ed

isi

his

need

He

is

"utting

demands.

for solvency

A Man About

France, constantly abroad from his home, making

Wesley

Memorial Hospital.

HEDY LAMARR was hospitalized in Hollywood yesterday because of bronchial pneumonia. Her physician stated that she will
be given a blood transfusion.

Away from home he

new

contacts,

Varnav. Bon^pur,
Flnrav and his various wives are duoed for the most part. They accept this dunlicity
'i"t thpn. of course, in short order thev are no longer on the scene to ccmpla n. Meanwhile, Chaolin is afield for new ventures.
The tone is generally episodic. Contributory plot elements are worked in =>t various
times to divert from lethal pursuit and there is alwavs rn hand great comic skill.
As s»Hdenlv as the storv is oroiected and hits! its stride so does it conclude It is
run full-length. When Chanljn's wife an^ child! die. he fives up the same an'* after a
'""woll meeting with a ffirl he befriended for experimental purposes noi^on hp ^ives
operation

into

his

lethal

schemes.

is

:

more

—

—

identified bv the survivors of an early victim. His same is over
himself uo whpn he U
and while in the limelight of his trial he sets off the defense of his motive*. As a m*ss
murderer, he says, he is a small time roerator, hardly worthy of the appellation whpn

comparison

is

made with war mongers. And

shortly thereafter he

walks to the gui'lo-

tine.

"Monsieur Verdoux"
some better playing.

is

ably,

skillfully cast.

The

attention to this selection results

in

CAST: Oarles Chaolin, Madv Correll, Allison Roddan, Robert Lewis. Audrey Betz, Martha
Rave, Ada-Mav. Isobel FUom. Mariorie Bennett. Helene Heigh, Margaret Hoffman, Marilyn Nash,
Irvinq Bncon, Edwin Mills. Virginia Brissac. Almira Sessions, Eula Morgan, Bernard J. Nadell,
Charles Evans, Arthur Hohl, Vera Marshe, John Harmon.
CREDITS: Producer, Charles Chaplin; Director, Charles Chaolin: Associate Directors. Robert
Florev, Wheeler Dryden; Original story written by Charles Chaplin; Photography, Roland Totheroh;
Art Director, John Beckman; Assistant Director, Rex Bailey; Film Editor, Willard Nico; Sound,
James T. Corrigan; Music composed by Charles Chaplin; Musid Arrangement, Direction, Rudolph
Schrager; Art Supervision, Curtis Courant.

DIRECTION,

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Excellent.

Producers Will Negotiate
For Actors' Pact Jointly
of THE FILM DAI&Y
Hollywood — Representatives of
AMPPA, SIMPP and IMPPA agreed

West Coast Bureau

suggestion, of Screen Actors
Guild
to
undertake negotiations

yesterday and will be confined
quarters there for a couple of weeks.

extinction.

of

—

jointly with

pital

combat

more®

Murder," "Monsieur Verdoux" is at once a preachment, a philosophy, an entertainment and a plaint against a social system. It is a broad comedy
admittedly confused at times
with deft touches of satire and with theatrical business
that ranses from the mere lifting of an eyebrow to the fundamental pratfall.
The Chaplin name is international. "Monsieur Verdoux" is for the world audience. As
it makes merry with basic comedy, so should it make merry in the monetarv sense.
It should be noted about here that this Chaolin is a model job of film-making. He is
a

to

MRS. WILLIAM HORNE, wife of William
Home, Eastern rep. for the Jack H. Skirball-Bruce
Manning Productions, underwent an operation at the Women's Hos-

SPELL

THAT OUT AS PERSONAL INSPECTION BY THE WORLD AUDIENCE.

SAG

in connection

with

proposed new contract with actors.

$103,780 Net for ET
Montreal Eastern Theaters,

—

Ltd.,

reports for 1946 net profit of $103,780 against $60,625 in 1945.
Operating profit before depreciation

and income and excess

profits taxes

amounted to $240,216, a year before
it was $219,986.
Income and excess
profits taxes were considerably lower at $133,663.

First

Rate.

Republic Tells Studio
Plans At Final Sales Meet
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Third

and

final

ses-

sion in Republic's annual series of
sales meetings began here yesterday
with James R. Grainger presiding

over meeting attended by Western
district and branch managers.
Herbert J. Yates addressed opening session, outlining studio's production plans for coming year and
explained in detail studio's trend toward production of more top-budgeted pictures and closing- of an increasing number of important deals.

Columbia Dividend Declared

A quarterly dividend of $1.06 hi
per share on the $4.25 cumulative
preferred stock has been declared
by the Columbia board, payable May
15 to' holders of record on Mav 1.

ftWf
Released thru

(©

cion Dist.
21st floor

.

St.

;h

Y.

N.
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jUVLCR COS. UnPCR PBRB DCflL?
*ropose Anglo-American Film Trade Conference

CflPRfi

P'Brien, British Labor
jader. Urges Producers,
|:EA, KRS to Issue Invite

London (By Cable)

— An An-

Jlo-American motion picture
Irade conference as a means of
loning out mistrust and suspicion
?rween American and British film
aders is being advocated by Tom
J'Brien, M. P., general secretary of
lie National Association of Theat-

Government Expects Record High
Tax Receipts to Continue Another Year

British

Lrndon (By Cable)

—

British

amusement

tax receipts last year touched a rec-

ord high and are expected to maintain their high position for another year,
was indicated by the official financial statement, issued yesterday.
Provisional receipts for the year

compare with

all-time high, and
year.

Budget estimate

for

a

it

final

of

yield
is

£51.534,980 for the previous

£52,000,000,

the

same

as

last

year.

Film theaters yield approximately

90 per cent

of the

amusement

tax revenue.

|

|

and Kine Employes.

cal

Similar proposals have

been ad-

(Continued on Page 4)

Johnston Stresses Pix Austrian Sees Films
Aid

Heads

H-1 District

to

As Backbone of Video

Foreign Policy

Deals with Para.
Reported; Stevens To Go
Solo; Create Post for Briskin
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

ended March 31 are put at £53,392,000, an

the current year

5- Year

THE FILM DAILY

—Frank Capra and Wil-

liam Wyler will organize their own
individual producing companies, upon
the consummation of the pending
deal with Paramount for acquisition
by the latter of the capital assets of
Liberty Films, and George Stevens,
who is leaving Liberty, will continue
as an independent producer, it was
reported last night. Stevens said, he
is "loath to withdraw from a most
pleasant association
with Frank

Capra and William Wyler

in

their

(Continued on Page 6)

THE FILM DAILY
Pointing out that motion pictures
strong defense of offer the public the "lowest cost per
America's foreign policy and the im- hour visual entertainment in the U. K.
U. S.
portant role of motion pictures in world," Ralph B. Austrian, RKO
implementing that policy was voiced Television Corp. president, told the
yesterday by MPAA President Eric second annual Television Institute
at
Johnston.
meeting yesterday that films would
Terming films a "vital element" in become the backbone of television
Geneva (By Air Mail) American
the world-wide exchange of infor- programming.
mation, Johnston made a vigorous
Austrian said that motion pictures and British delegates to the World
can do a better job than live tele- Trade Conference will take opposite
(Continued on Page 8)
positions on the question of motion
(Continued on Page 7)
picture exports, it is learned from
conversations with representatives at
N. J. Tax Bill Re-passes;
Conference. Films will have a
Schwartz,
Going to the
prominent place on the agenda,
Exhibitors Call for Veto
Washington Bureau of

o Meet with Scully
William A. Scully, Universal-Int'l
Ice-president and general sales manlier, yesterday called a two-day
Iieeting of district sales managers at

home

li'

lay.

office Saturday and SunFuture selling policies on "The

(Continued on Page 6)

Ad Budget for
"Repeat Performance'

250,000
|!-L

Back from a trip to the Coast
here he viewed forthcoming comany product, Max E. Youngstein,
ublicity-ad-exploitation director of
agle-Lion Films, announced a minnum national promotion budget of
(Continued on Page 4)

17.

Re-issues Click
In Swedish Houses

S.

—

Stockholm (By Air Mail)
Swedish import restriction on
films has resulted

age

new

of

American
'ut

a severe short-

films.

distributors

re-issues.

Times,"

in

The
U. S.

are

Chaplin's

bringing

"Modern

"AM

currently are big attractions

Stockholm.
French and English distribs., however, are cashing in to some extent
on the shortage of new U. S. prodin

uct.

—A

Bucking

On Films

Geneva

—

Albany

—

Trenton, N. J. Acting upon the
suggestion of Governor Driscoll because of a controversy that arose
over the original vote, the New Jersey luxury tax bill was re-introduced
and passed by the Assembly on Monday and approved by the Senate
yesterday.
The measure, which has had the
(Continued on Page 4)

Coyne
Tax Talks

for

At a meeting
ater

owners

(Continued on Page 6)

of metropolitan the-

yesterday,

Fred

Schwartz, Century Circuit head, and
Robert W. Coyne, executive director
of ATA, were named to journey to
Albany tomorrow for talks with the

New York

State Tax Commissioner
concerning the recently passed legis(Continued on Page 4)

FCC Awards 4 NYC Tele Grants
Quo fa

of

Consequently,

Baba and his Forty
Thieves." "Blood and Sand " "Captain Blood," and "Two Girls and a
Sailor,"

Washington

7 Video

Stations Fulfilled
THE FILM DAILY
New York City yes-

"Iron Curtain"

Washington Bureau of

Protest from

terday was brought up to its full
quota of seven television stations
when the FCC awarded video grants
to four applicants.
In its proposed decision, the Commission granted the television applications of the American Broadcasting Corporation, Bamberger Broadcasting Service, Inc., Bremer Broad-

Draws
Canadians

—

Montreal The Council for Canadian-Soviet Friendship has launched
a protest against the making of a
film, "The Iron Curtain," which will
deal with Russian espionage activity
in Canada and the United States.
In a telegram to Darryl F. Zanuck,
(Continued on Page 7)

Washington

(

—

Continued on Page 8)

Loew's Leases Mayfair
To Brandt for 5 Years
Mayfair, Times Square
has been leased by
Brandt Theaters from Loew's, Inc.,
and will be taken over for operation
on May 1, it was disclosed yesterday
by Harry Brandt. Terms of the deal

Loew's

1,735-seater,

(Continued on Page 6)

Cannes Festival

Off;

Gov't Refuses Coin
Paris

(By

Air

Mail)

—

Cannes

September, has been called off because
of the refusal of the French Parliament to provide necessary fund. M.
Mitterand, acting minister of fine
arts, declared that such a film festival
can be held only every two
Film

years.

Festival,

scheduled

for

;

IKE
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16, 1947<
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At Cinema Lodge Dinner
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DR. HERBERT T. KALMUS, president and
general manager of Technicolor Motion Picture Corp., will arrive in New York April 24, for
a month's business stay.

RITA HAYWORTH sails today aboard the
S.S. Veendam for Rotterdam.
FRANK W. CARLOW, head of a Scottish
circuit, who has been visiting in Hollywood, left
yesterday for
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New York en

route home.

N. PETER RATHVON, RKO-Radio
returned to the West Coast.

LOUIS JOURDAN,

French

New

in

is

songstress, arrived

Man-

in

ing a

arrived

visit

New York

in

LEVY,
general
counsel
of
the
town from New Haven.
EDWARD M. SCHNITZER, Eastern and Canadian sales manager for UA, left New York last
night for Scranton, Pa. He will proceed from
to

Enterprise

scribe,

is

ton,
in

visiting

district

manager

is

in

Buffalo.

JOHN ROBERTS,
Theater

Manhattan.
RAY DAVIS, Northern

exploitaa Boston

from

HERMAN

follow-

tour.

ABRAHAM POLANSKY,

M-G-M

FERGUSON,

R.

head, returned yesterday
over the week-end.

SILAS F. SEADLER, M-G-M advertising head,
is
due back Monday by plane from the Coast
where he vacationed at Palm Springs and spent

there

hattan from the Coast.

BOBBY BREEN

WILLIAM
tion

MPTOA,

actor,

for the Coast yesterday
town on vacation.

left

after two weeks in

a week at the studio.
has

prexy,

York.

BENAY VENUTA,

KARIN BOOTH

Entertainment industry leaders i
eluding Barney Balaban, Jack Coh

Pa.,

Scranare vacationing
stopping at the

ROBERTS

and MRS.

Los Angeles

Comerford

booker for the
headquarters

with

circuit,

Apr.

until

26,

in

Ambassador Hotel.
of

Inter-Mountain Theaters, returned to Denver yesterday after holding a week-end meeting in Cheyenne, Wyo., in connection with the
local world premiere and the Rocky Mountain
Empire Preview of "Cheyenne" late next month.
Fox

WILLIAM LYON,
licity

department,

of the M-G-M studio pubarrives from the Coast on

Malcolm Kingsberg, Herman Ro
Leonard Goldenson, Har
bins,
Brandt, Si H. Fabian, Max A. Cohe
Sam Rinzler, Maurice A. Bergma
A. J. Balaban and others, will occur
the dais when New York's Cinen
Lodge of B'nai B'rith welco
new president, Robert M.
[•inj^pre
and pays tribute to its retirin
ident, Jack H. Levin, at a dinner
the Hotel Astor April 29.
Leading stars of screen, stag
radio and night clubs will provide tl

entertainment according to Marv
Kirsch, Radio Daily business ma
ager,

who

is

chairman of the dinne

Harold Russell To Become
Honorary Ampa Member

April 22.

As a tribute to ex-GIs who ha
adopted the motion picture ad-pu
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.
W. C. KUNZMAN, National Carbon Com- licity field as their life's work,
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone has returned to the Coast
in Chicago today to take personal
honorary membership in AMPA w
CHARLES E. KESSNICH, M-G-M district man- pany, is due
WASHINGTON—Andrew H.
Granite 6607.
charge of convention arrangements.
ager with headquarters in Atlanta, is in CharOlder, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C
be presented to Harold Russell, Aca
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
Manning- Clagett, lotte for a brief stay.
VAN HEFLIN has returned to the Coast from emy Award winner, at Ampa's 30
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
BENN ROSENWALD, recently promoted to New York.
anniversary dinner-dance at t
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N. Boston M-G-M branch manager, is in town
BING CROSBY and GROUCHO MARX are in Hotel Astor on April 23.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON from Charlotte.
Chicago this week.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127President Rutgers Neilson sa
MANILA— Homer
133 Wardour St. W. 1.
JENNIFER JONES resumed her Hollywood trip yesterday that prominent Hollywo
HAVANA
Mary Smallpox Vaccinations
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
ofter
illness
while at Chicago's Ambassador
star personalities had been invited
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
BOMBAY—
Hotel.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety BIdg., Hornby Road,
Available To All
grace the dais for the gala occasic
BOB ARMSTRONG, M-G-M

ROBERT

NATHAN,

M-G-M

writer,

due

is

from the Coast Apr. 23.

studio publicist,
via plane.

—

ALGIERS— Paul

Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue

Ray Carmichael, Room

Made

Saffar,

MONTREAL—

Charras.

464 Francis Xavier

Film

companies

have

made

ar-

Harry Kalmine Holds

Walders Takes Over RKC
VANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric rangements for their home office em- Meeting in Cleveland
SYDNEY—Bowden Fletcher, ployes to be innoculated against
Theater Bldg.
Cleveland Managership
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys, smallpox. Managers of Broadway
Cleveland, O. Harry M. Kalmine,
houses
arranged
for
doctors
to
vac110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
Harry Walde
Cleveland, O.
general manager of Warners TheJohn Lindberg, JernbaneaHe No. 3, Copen- cinate employes at the theaters, or
Monday took over as local RE
hagen-Van Loese.
ROME — John Perdicari, gave employes time off to see the aters, accompanied by W. Stewart branch
manager, having been pi
9,

St.

—

Via Ludovisi 16.
Phone. 42758.
MEXICO
CITY—Louis Turnoff, Morelos 56 No. 523.
MONTEVIDEO— Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito
597.

Only one Broadway theater
decided to send employes to the local
precinct station where Board of
Health personnel will administer the
doctor.

inoculation.

nnnnciflL
(Tuts., Apr. 15)

;

Mono Regional Meet

For Atlanta Apr. 19-20

;

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Am. Seat
Bell & Howell

High

Low

Close

17%

17%
17%
17%

17%
17%
17%

18

18
Columbia Picts
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 85
East.

85

234% 229

Kodak

Gen. Prec. Eq

20%

Loew's, Inc

22 Vs

Paramount

25i/8

RKO

12%

6%

Republic Pict
Republic Pict. pfd..
13
20th Century-Fox
303/4
20th Century-Fox pfd. 40%
Universal Pict
23
Warner Bros
14%
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.

.

.
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85
229

20%
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12%
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— %
— %
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—
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20%
22%
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12%
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—
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13
30

14

14%

39%

Technicolor

14

Trans-Lux

33,4

13%

3%

+

+

Hollywood

money-maker
gram,

Bid

4%
5%

Cinecolor

Pothe

of
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— "Dillinger,"

tory.

their way back to the home
today, Kalmine and Weiss will
stop off in Pittsburgh for a brief
session with Moe Silver, zone manager in that area.

On

office

duced by King Bros., is still regis5% tering sensational grosses in foreign
6% first-runs. Re-release is set to follow

Asked

Pa. Censor Quits Board
Philadelphia
Mrs. Lucy Love,
member of the state Board of Censors since 1939, has resigned as of
April 1.
No successor has been
named as yet.

Chicago showing at Oriental and
Biograph theaters May 29.

Two

WB May

Warners

will

Did You

BANK OF THE
MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY

in

Know That Our

SCREENING ROOM
once more available for
your use? Modern
air.
conditioned . .
R.C.A.
is

.

.

.

High Fidelity Sound
Simplex Projectors

.

Can

We

and
.

Releases
release "Love and
and "The Two Mrs.

.

"Show" You?

6-0081-2-3-4
Film Storage and Service

Call: Circle

May 2,
Carrolls," May 24.
Learn,"

was incorporated

material whic>>
the feature.

Me

biggest

first

—

K

in the history of Monoreissued this Summer,

will be
according to a decision just reached
by President Steve Broidy. Film, pro-

OVER THE COUNTER

Ru-

Monogram regional meeting of all
Southern exchanges will be held in
Atlanta, at the Biltmore Hotel, April
19-20, with Arthur Greenblatt, East- Bercovici's $5,000,000
ern sales manager presiding. Attended by branch managers from ex- Chaplin Suit to Trial
changes in Charlotte, Memphis, AtTrial of the $5,000,000 damage aclanta, and New Orleans, meetings
will follow similar pattern to the tion brought by Conrad Bercovici
against Charles Chaplin is scheduled
last New York meeting.
to be started in N. Y. Federal Court
Bercovici is suing for a
Monogram's Dillinger' Will tomorrow.
share of the profits of "The Great
Dictator," alleging that he submitted
Be Reissued in
West Coast Bureau

+
—
14
+
3% —

and

vice-president

Weiss, head of the circuit's moted from city salesman in the CI
real estate department, arrived here cago office. Walders suceeds Al
yesterday from New York to conduct itz who has been promoted to Roc
manager.
a meeting of managers and other Mountain district
zone executives in Nat Wolf's terridolph

Summer

223/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts.
4% 4
4%
RKO
3
2% 3
Sonotone Corp.
3% 3% 3%
.

+ %
%

6% +

12%
29%
39%
22%

Set

McDonald,

—

BONDED

FILM STORAGE

Co., Inc.

mnn BROADWAY.

N. Y. C.

ank oC
Atnctrica
NATIONAL IKtt. o» ASSOCIATION
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MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
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ALONG

Optima Plans

nf'l

kTHE RIALTO

tforld-Wide Disirib.
Beginning

::

with

offices

in

New

Middle East and
v Zealand, International Optima,
ed by Joseph Auerbach, plans
->blish a world-wide organizaBrazil, the

Drk,

^f

I

Mid-tceeh Report
•

•

the foreign distribution of

THERE ARE THOSE New

•

the Legislature,

Maurice Livingston told
MBB Film Daily yesterday that with
ecent purchase of the assets of
:;
ternational Film Classics, Internalal Optima was loaded with proict, citing such wares as: Hal Roach
atures and shorts, "Passport to
eceaven," 35 Hopalong Cassidy west"
us and W. R. Frank's productions.
'
Livingston emphasized the fact
is
.at International Film Classics
much in business; they were
:-mply going to hammer away at a
ttcn of new product and preferred
i
make this deal with International

Veepee

'

taxes

..

^

•

«

.reign re-issues, Livingston pointed

)

'

>

reaay by Winter, AuerDach was

so interested

m

two more "iankee-

__ngo pix being made in Italy, aciruing to Livingston.
Botn AuerDacn and Livingston mnd to ny to Europe soon for a
iree-weeK. tour.

Forgotten Casualty"
lays on Pixad Screen
Forgotten

"The
1

tcouras

-

produced

Casualty,"

film

which

is

the $2,500,001) fund
Rerive of tne N. Y. TJ.-Beilevue
aoilitation Fund, last night started
two-week outdoor run on the Pixad
reen in Times Square. War VetRalph Padavano, one-armed
1 an
atchmaker who stars in the film,
the
ailed the switch which started
in ceremonies participated in by
ijregory Peck, Lucienne Boyer, Mrs.
kraes Doolittle and others.

jearneading

Im
J
i

__}

en a

Lj re

d->

irthaa 9

etinai DoApr. 16

Paul Slaane

Jean Stevens

Charles
Fifi

Chaplin
Dorsay

But collection of

a

ticket

and other

way

may have

passage

•

the possible explanation for the

impose an adwould take

to

court test

it

so-called "luxury"

towards solving

And

said

is

of the

there

you

bill.

•

DON'T BE SURPRISED if the British trade mission which
Moscow on Friday to discuss a trade agreement with the
has films somewhere on the agenda. ... • Universal is re-

Soviets

ported paying upwards of $150,000 against 10 per cent of the gross for

Rinehart
Wakeman's "The Saxon Charm"
of Wakeman's first novel since "The Huck• "Grapes of Wrath" is being released in Norway without

the pic rights to Frederic

plans September publicaton
j

...

sters.

distributor's

the

desired foreword explaining that the social conditions

Norwegian

depicted no longer prevail
|

ooinson," "Beyond Tomorrow,"'
oay for Three" and "They Meet
gain."
The company will not only handle

/MK, Due new product as well. He reU-:aied that Frexy Aueroach is financon tne life
.g a million dollar vehicle
'"Dvorak, the composer. The him
U ill be made in Czecnoslovakia with
7 1 American cast as well as a "top
top Amerpi mencan director and a
an wricer," Livingston said, aeshould
aes the Dvorak film which

A

Atlantic City's pressing financial problem,

•

mm

'.:

cities

about that period might go a long

for

privately

leaves for

puma.

International Optima also bought
om Loet Bamstyn foreign
ghts to "New Wine," "Swiss Family

which permits certain Coastal

about a year

who

improvement measure passed by

missions tax, will be held unconstitutional

3

si

Jersey legislators

incline to the opinion that the municipal

exhibs.,

'tis

said, objected

And who do you
suppose thought up that one? ... • Warren Slee won the M-G-M
Chicago office stork derby, nosing out George Rose who is sti'.l at the
post
Daughter, Angela, was born to Mrs. Slee on Easter Sunday
while Warren was awaiting the arrival in Chicago of the then Londonbound Ben Goetzes. ... • Didja know that Madeleine Carroll is
embarking upon the semi-documentary field in France via her own proto the

screen foreword as "political commentary"

•

ducing company? ...

Monday
of

all

The

AAAA

with a mass rally at the 46th

talent

groups

is

prepared

to

arena on
The parent body

will enter the political
St.

Theater

battle

the

proposed abolition of

industry-wide bargaining and the closed shop

T
•

•

rives in

•

JAMES

E.

T

STROOCK.

Hollywood Saturday from

ness

He'll visit

T

president of Brooks Costume Co., ar-

New

York

to

mix pleasure with busi-

daughters Geraldine Brooks at Warners and Gloria

up costume contracts for more pix to be shot
Broadway production and discuss a releasing
deal for that musical pic which Marion Gering is now shooting in Cuba.
... • As Your Favorite Industry Newspaper forecast some days back,
Universal
that Warners-Universal spat is wholly a thing of the past
• Columbia yespix are being booked all along the WB circuit. ...
terday released photostats of a note written by the late Langley Collyer
last November accepting an invitation to see "The Jolson Story," then
Langley failed to keep the appointment,
playing at the Music Hall
apologized, made several other dates, none of which he kept
Stroock at Paramount, line
in the East,

seek scripts

for

T

T
•

T

RKO's PUBLICITY BOYS are going to present Rutgers Neilson and his missus with a sterling silver bowl on the occasion of their
Unnerstan' that the Neilsons
25th wedding anniversary tomorrow
are goin' to celebrate the big day with dinner at Sardi's and then attend
• Arthur M. Loew was at the gala
the show, "Sweethearts." ...
opening of M-G-M's new Metro Theater in Antwerp, Belgium, last week
House was rebuilt from the Scala, buzz bomb target. ... •
Henry A. Wallace's New Republic may aspire to rate as a film trade
sheet
April 14 issue contains a strictly trade story on William
Goldman's Philly litigation, written by Don W. Craig
Yep, someYou figure it
thing new's been added to Henry's New Republic
out. ...
• Siritzky Int'l figures that 320,000 New Yorkers saw "The Well
Digger's Daughter" in its 30-week run at the Avenue Playhouse. ...
•
"Life With Father" is turning to the movies for promotional help
Triangle Films has produced a cartoon in color which started a 13-week

•

•

Pixad Signs run

last night.

.

.

.

-

:

Rank-Ealing-Rydge

Wednesday, April

C/^V DAILY

Govt. Could File Another Case
Stay Does Not Legalize Trade Practices
Washington Bureau

—

London (By Air Mail) A longterm plan for Anglo-Australian production, under which the Pagewood
and Cinesound Studios in Sydney
would be re-equipped for immediate
use, has been decided upon at conferences between J. Arthur Rank
and John Davis, for the Rank Organization; R. P. Baker and Michael
Balcon, for Ealing Studios, and Ken
Hall, acting for Norman Rydge, of
Australia.
Move is an interim measure as,

when production

Washington

of

THE FILM DAILY

—Although the drastic

move is not now contemplated, the
Government "at any time" until the
U. S. Supreme Court hears the case
can start a new anti-trust suit
against the defendants in the New
York equity case, sources close to the
Department of Justice indicated over
the week-end.
In effect, the defendants run a
double risk, since exhibitors can slap
suits for triple damages on the defendants during the interim period.
Sources close to the D of J pointed
out that despite stays granted from
the equity decree, defendants engaging in practices declared illegal
by the Statutory Court do so "at
their own risk." These sources emphasized that the stay orders signed
by Supreme Court Justice Stanley
Reed "do not legalize" practices de-

under way, it is
proposed to build an up-to-date studio and laboratory to which the
equipment would be transferred. Production activities will be based on a
three-way arrangement between
Rank, Ealing and Rydge.
Studios will be staffed mainly with
British producers and technicians, clared unlawful by the New York
the former including Eric Williams Court.
as general manager; Harry Watt, to
The Government can file suit
direct the first joint production, Les- against the defendants for engaging
lie Norman, an associate producer, in
any of these practices since the
and Walter Greenwood, a writer.
N. Y. decree was handed down. In
addition, anti-trust suits could be
filed by the Government in other
N. J. Tax Bill Re-passes;
jurisdictions. As a practical matter,
Exhibitors Call for Veto
nowever, the Government contemplates no such action unless there is
(Continued from Page 1)
undue delay in the Supreme Court's
vigorous opposition of New Jersey hearing on appeals in the case. It is
exhibitor organizations, would en- now expected that the High Court
is

able the larger cities in the state's
coastal counties to introduce local
legislation taxing theater admissions
as well as other amusements.
Both the ATONJ and FNJTO have
asked their members to wire the
governor urging veto action.

The ITOA yesterday directed a
protest against the measure to Governor Driscoll, stressing that the
bill was discriminatory and expressing serious doubt as to its constitutionality. It was further pointed out
that children's admissions might be
subject to a tax as high as 36 per
cent.

"Daughter"

to Close
Siritzky International's French importation, "The Well-Digger's
Daughter," closes a 30-week run at
the Avenue Playhouse on Sunday.

will

hear the appeals

From

exhibitors,

in the

however,

Monroe Schram, manager
tury's

gests

Elm Theater,
a

good-will

of
Brooklyn,

builder

for

Censugthe-

where parking meters
Schram's thought is to drop
in
meters where cars are
coins
parked overtime and to leave a card
with this copy: "Saved from an overtime parking summons. A coin has
just been deposited in your parking
meter by.courtesy of the
Theater.
We hope you have enjoyed
your shopping chore and we know
you will enjoy the picture at our theaters in areas
exist.

ater."

may

by

exhibitors
exists until the Supreme Court takes
over the case. If, for instance, a
defendant company engages in practices declared "illegal" by the N. Y.
Court, the exhib. may file suit for
triple damages. In the event that the
Supreme Court upholds the N. Y.
Court in so far as the illegality
of these acts is concerned, the company involved may find itself liable
for damages.
In effect, the stay orders only mean
that the defendants cannot be held
in contempt of court for engaging in
practices covered by the stay orders.
Thus the defendants still run the risk
of suits filed by exhibitors, as The
Film Daily has pointed out several
times.
Since the stay orders signed by
Justice Reed include many major
portions of the decree, including the
fixing of minimum prices, competitive
bidding and block booking, action by
exhibitors could split the case wide
open, assuming companies do engage
in such "illegal" practices.
As one source close to the Gov->
ernment said, "this case is not over
suits

until the Supreme Court hands down
its decision. Until that time, the decree of the N. Y. Court is 'law' and
defendants act in violation of the
decree at their own risk."

(Continued from Page

1)

1

)

$250,000 for the company's approach- lation empowering counties and six
municipalities to levy local amuseing release, "Repeat Performance."
ment taxes.
This figure represents the largest
Schwartz and Coyne will be joined
appropriation for any E-L release by Charles Smakwitz of Warners in
thus far and almost doubles the Albany and the three will explain to
Commissioner Chapman the exhibamount indicated for "Bedelia."
itor's point of view regarding the
magazines,
Although newspapers,
"discriminatory" taxes.
Chapman
billboards and radio will be included acts in an advisory capacity to local
in the campaign, it is indicated that authorities and had previously
invited the exhibitor organizations
the major portion of the promotional
to send representatives to
make
budget will be allocated to local co- Known their views.
operative advertising.
Youngstein said that he will personally visit each of the company's Mason's Counter Suit
31 exchanges in order to meet with
to Federal Court
E-L field exploitation representatives and lay plans for regional
Attorneys for David Rose yesterefforts.
day had James Mason's counter comAlfred W. Schwalberg, vice-presi- plaint
against the producer removed
dent and sales manager, will accomfrom N. Y. Supreme Court to N. Y.
pany Youngstein in visits to many of Federal Court on
diversity of citizenthe exchanges so that selling and ship
grounds.
promotion plans can be co-ordinated.
Mason's action seeks a declaratory
judgment to the effect that a preSack
liminary memorandum for the actor's
services was not a final and complete
Pix
Rights to
contract. Rose previously filed a contract breach action in California.
Sack Amusement Enterprises, Dallas,
Tex., have just bought the
Parr Pair to Everett
rights from Century Productions, to
Charlotte, N. C. Everett Enterthree Negro pictures: "Junction 88,"
"Murder With Music," and "Bob prises of Charlotte is taking over the
Howard's House Party," according Parr and Imperial Theaters at Lanto an announcement by Alfred Sack, caster, S. C. These have been operated by George Parr.
president of Sack Amusement.

Goes

Schrum Meter Stunt
Aimed for Good Will

Trade Conference

Pic

Autumn.

Schwartz, Coyne Going to
$250,000 Ad Budget for
£-L "Repeat Performance" Albany for Tax Talks
(Continued from Page

Propose Anglo-Amer,

(Continued from Page

come another answer. The threat of
triple-damage

Amusement Buys
Negro

—

1947

16,

1)

vanced before but O'Brien, in a lette
to Sir Stafford Cripps, head of th.
Board of Trade, outlined a plan fo
an early meeting between thj^ro
ducers, CEA and KRS to civile
inviting U. S. representatives to'th'
proposed trade conference. Move
O'Brien feels, should be initiated b;

W. R. Fuller, general secretary of th'
CEA, who, under the plan wouh
approach J. Arthur Rank, Sir Alex
ander Korda, Sir Henry French am
the distributors to invite them to
meeting.

th<

Proposed meeting would author

An invitation to U. S. industry
leaders to sit in on the projected
Anglo-American film trade confer
ence could be extended by J. Arthuj
Rank during his planned trip U
America, industry sources suggested
While the 25th anniversary dinnei
has been called off, Rank is to b(
hosted at a dinner by MPAA topper!
and that occasion might lead

to the

according to speculatioi
along Wardour St.
invitation,

ize their officers to examine the con
ference proposal jointly and decide
how they could further it.
O'Brien urged the industry not tc
regard the suggestion as merely another proposal. He pointed out thai
things are moving rapidly, econom
ically, industrially and internationally, and "unless it is aware of these

trends, the industry will find

been

it

i

has

left behind."

Admitting that there have beer
no proposals for nationalization oJ
the

British

film

industry,

O'Briei

warned that "events may rapidlj
compel them (the government) tc
take an interest in the industry in £

manner which the industry may no
like."

He contended that it is vital foil
industry leaders to bring about &rinternational
conference
so
thai
mutual problems may be solved bj
democratic principles "rather thai
drifting and allowing themselves tc!
be overtaken by events."
O'Brien is due to go to the U. S
shortly to discuss the setting up oi
an international union with IATSE

.

:

:

and to come to an agreement
on the question of exchanging studic
personnel between Hollywood anc

'officials

England

fEfflfllE
FAYE BOYD,

Film

TOUCH

Classics'

MARTHA CHANDLER, SRO

secretary,

Detroit.

'-

booking department

Atlanta.

HELEN TOLONE,
ater,

RHODA

relief cashier.

Paramount The-

Syracuse.

RICK,

Eagle-Lion

Films'

home

office

publicity dept.

RHODA

RICH, from assistant publicity director
Federal Films, to Eagle-Lion's home officpublicity department.

:

"g^^
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REVIEWS Of HEUJ
"A
with

Likely Story"
Williams,

Bill

'Banjo'

Barbara Hale

KO

with

89 Mins.

WARMTH. HUMOR, BOY GIRL ROMANCE, GAGS AND NEW YORK COLOR

Moffett,

Sharyn

Jacqueline

RKO

White
68 Mins.

-

if ED UP TO PROVIDE AMPLE DIVERION FOR GENERAL AUDIENCE.
I

Frequently

the unreeling of this

in

num-

V^Smth, humor, boy-girl romance, gags,
New York color is whipped
ip to provide ample diversion for the genral audience. It would be serious. It does
hold to any serious
t have the weight to
rvel. Instead, it becomes a pleasant enough
reatment for the conditioned audience to
varm up to once it is brought into the

SIMPLE STRAIGHT-FORWARD TREATLITTLE GIRL AND HER

MENT OF THE

DOG
The

e

:|

;

no-«=?rtough

l

nood.
H. C. Potter's direction keeps the story's
nany angles and elements constantly di.sppearing and popping up. In this respect
here's hardly a dull foct throughout.
twits modern art.
It
The underlying
heme has Bill Williams running about New
'I
i 'ork thinking he's going to die of a bad
eart because he heard doctors discussing
J1
nother case while he was hospitalized. He
ries suicide. This angle
is
also twitted.
iss Hale dissuades him.
It
starts on a train and ends on one.
^iss Hale and her young brother, Lanny
lees, hit the big town. She aspires to the
™ rtist's life. The youngster would rather
back in Wisconsin, fishing. En route
e
o the city also are Sam Levene, Williams,
ion Tobin. First thing you know they are
II
having a time, hectic, comic, romantic,
..
•hilosophical and soon, in order to send
vliss Hale and her brcther home after srt
Jfas proven a fiasco, Williams induces Leone to let Nestor Paiva to insure his

'•''

.'

-.

,

life
for $50,000. He in turn
indulge in violent exercise and so die.
After putting Williams through
lengthy
physical
effort
to
induce heart failure,
.evene feels he has been duped. Williams
s waylaid. Looks like Levene is taking him
or the well-known ride. It all winds up with

Williams')

j

,vill

.

keeping Miss Hale's paintings to inadditional boczing by his patrons

'3iva

luce

hey are that bad, or good, as the case
nay be. It's all in the viewpoint. Love triimphs on the train as it is beating its way

(

;

—

Hudson River

the

ip

A

"It's
ailed

;

li/he

a

Likely

variety,

Bood minor notes

.:

-

ion

can hardly be
Performances are of

piece.

dull

standard

Valley.

Story"

in

neatly

finished

off.

are

also struck.
Bill
Williams, Barbara Hale, Lanny
Levene, Dan Tobin, Nestor Paiva,
Willenz,
Kulky, Robin
Raymond,

Sam

RECOMMENDED FOR THE

basic

plot

of

"Banjo"

is

a

familiar

concoction that manages to ccme off well
enough. The story has been done before.

Here

it

is

a

simple,

straightforward treat-

ment of the little girl and her dog. She
comes from Georgia to Boston to live with
her ycung aunt. The dog is also along.
From about that point on it becomes love
me love my dog with a good portion of the
script

devoted

he's a

setter and

the hound. In this case
Miss Moffett lets everyjody within earshot know that he can
point and scare up birds.
While this finagling is going on the dog
is
always getting out of its pen, chasing
:ats, generally breaking up the place. He
must go, it is indicated by Auntie Jacqueline
White. Meanwhile "Doctor Bob"
Walter Reed lurks on the premises as
suitor with little success for the hand of
Miss White and acting vet for the dog.
Things come to a pretty pass and the
youngster hops a train for Georgia, withto

permission

out

course,

of

strictly

AWOL.

She is soon located. This proves to be an
almost harrowing experience for the child.
Going h:me, she takes a short cut through
the woods and is stalked by a panther.
However, "Banjo," the dog, strikes in time,
chews up the cat before it can chew up
Miss Moffett and all's well.
It's a fine bet for juvenile audiences.
CAST: Sharyn Moffett, Jacqueline White,
Walter Reed, Una O'Connor, Herbert Evans,
Louise Beavers, Ernest Whitman, Lanny Rees,
Theron Jackson, Howard McNeely.
CREDITS: Produced and Written by Lillie
Hoyward; Director, Richard 0. Fleischer; Cameraman,
George
Diskant;
E.
Art
Directors,
D'Agostino, Walter E. Keller; Music,
Albert
Alexander Laszlo; Musical Direction, C. Bakaleinikoff; Set Decorations, Darrell Silvera, Adolph
<uri;

Film

Editor,

Les

Millbrook;

Sound,

Earl

Wolcott.

A.

DIRECTION,

Fair.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Hebert Praises "Years"
Congressional Record

In

Washington Bureau of

Washington

colcr and characteriza-

CAST:
..Kees,

IS

YOUNGSTER TRADE.

THE FILM DAILY

— Lavish praise for the

Academy Award film "Best Years of
Our Lives" was found in the Con-

gressional Record yesterday, in an
extension of remarks by Rep. F. EdProducer, Richard H. Berger; Di
ward Hebert of Louisiana. In view
5| CREDITS:
Rector, H. C. Potter; Written by Bess Taffel
of the recent criticism of the pix inuggested by
story by Alexander Kenedi;
Hebert said, "I think it
ameraman, Roy Hunt; Music, Leigh Harline; dustry,
Musical Director, C. Bakaleinikoff; Art Direc- yery fitting that when a film deserves
ors,
Albert S. D'Agostino,
Feild
Gray;
Set
special commendation for good citi'ecorators, Darrell Silvera, James Altweis; Film
zenship it should also be made a
ditor, Harry Marker; Sound, Richard Van Hesmatter of record in Congress.
en, Terry Kellum.
DIRECTION, Good.
"The film deals so honestly and
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
uncompromisingly with the problems
&
Directors Meeting
we are all facing today, especially
Chicago Bell and Howell directors those of the returning servicemen,
meet today for election of officers that I think it should be required
•'or the year'. J. H. Booth, executive seeing for every American."
'eepee, returns from a Florida vacaColo. Censor Bill Smothered
ion at the week-end.
lax
4ary Young.

i

m
.

:

H

'

j

—

death of Fred Larned, Dalas manager, in Western automobile

Denver No bills affecting theaters are expected to be pressed
by the Colorado Legislature, which
adjourns Friday.
censor bill, introduced early in the session, has

iccident.

been smothered.

7

red Larned
Chicago

oorts the
":

—

—

Dead
Paramount

offices

re-

A

DAILY

THE WORLD'S FAVORITE ENTERTAINERS SAY

IT HAPPENED

ON

5th AVENUE

,34
Morgan

fo

Hold 31

======== I
Wednesday, April

DAILY

To Meet with Scully

Parleys on Shorts
BOND, manager, Joy,
EDWIN HOLLAND, manager,

J.

A

series of 31 meetings

C.

and conArk.
branch and
ferences with
REMMELL YOUNG,
the
counsales managers throughout
Smith, Ark.
district,

try has been

scheduled by Oscar A. Morgan,
Paramount short

Dardanelle,
Rialto,

Ark.

Morrillton,

Malco

city

manager.

Fort

Television

Producers,

di-

FAUST, Television Producers, Chicago.
DUER, SRO special representative, Den-

Osawatomie,

and Grand,

Kans.

manager,

Osage,

Osage

ger.

Theater Enterprises' city manaKans.

Parsons,

JACK GIBSON, PRC salesman, Omaha.
HERSHEL DRURY, manager, Monte Theater,
Monticello, la.

manager.

assistant

Artists Theater, Chicago.
sion of 1947-48 C. E. O'BRYAN, manager, Riviera, Detroit.
GERALD PRATT, assistant manager,
product, with the JAMES EDWARDS, manager, Amazon, San Franton, Huntington, L.

of the huddles to take place

N.

W. DAVIDSON, manoger,

Verdi,

San Fran-

cisco.

JOHN JACKSON,

assistant
Rockville Centre, L. I.

Dallas, April CHARLES SIMPSON, manager. Liberty, Akron, ARTHUR PEARCE,
Floral Park, L.
where Morgan
O.
will announce the HAMILTON HORN, manager, Copley, Akron, 0. GEORGE RUDLOFF,
in
21,

new

shorts

and

months

J.

BURLESON, manager, Wallace, Andrews,

embrace

will

and exhibitor preferences.

Capra

& Wyler Cos.

Under Para. Deal!
(Continued from Page

Loew's Leases Mayfair
To Brandt for 5 Years
(Continued from Page

1)

public, although the
lease is understood to run for five

years.

The Mayfair will become the 12th
link in the Brandt Times Square
chain. Other vicinity Brandt stands
include the Globe, Gotham, Republic,
New York, Pix, Selwyn, Apollo, Vic-

Liberty

and

Operating nolicy, Brandt told

The

tory,
Lyric.

Times

Square,

Film Daily, has not been

deter-

mined; he added that he would like
to continue the present policy.

Mayfair, as a

Loew

operation,

The

is

be-

tween a second and third-run, on
par with Bronx and Brooklyn.
Loew's took over the Mayfair on
June 10, 1935, to replace the old New
York Theater which was demolished.
Building at the time was owned by
Walter Reade, who later sold to
Loew's.

Dutch Students Earn
Tuition With Theater

—

Amsterdam (By Air Mail) Part
time work for about 40 students is
provided by the Kriterion Theater,
operated at the University by students. Project, started about 18
months ago as a means to supplying tuition fees for students working their way through school, has
paid off nearly all its debts and
plays to capacity houses night after
night.

Operation

by a board of direcstudents, faculty
business men and theater
is

tors comprising

members,

industry representatives. Aside

two

1)

new

were not made

from

professional theater men, students operate and staff the theater
themselves.

Hunting-

deal" but prefers to continue as
an indie, it was learned.
It is understood that the producing companies will get five-year distribution contracts with Paramount,
the arrangement being similar to, if
not identical with the Hal Wallis-

Paramount relationship.
Samuel Briskin, associated with
Capra, Wyler and Stevens in Liberty,

LUNCH,

manager.

Fantasy,

manager.

assistant

Floral,

manager, WB
from the Army.

assistant

writing staff,

Florez,

Inc.,

will be discussed.

With "The Egg and I" se^ug
record grosses and chalking up^P;iovers in its initial key city dates,
the district sales heads will be in-

structed on selling and booking policies to be pursued. Selling policies
will also be mapped on "Time Out
of Mind," "Buck Privates Come
pectations," "Stairway to Heaven,"
"Ivy," "Brute Force," "Something in
the Wind," "Slave Girl," "Secret
Beyond the Door,' "Singapore," "The

Moment," "My Heart Goes
Crazy" and "Pirates of Monterey."
The district sales heads who will
attend the two-day meeting are Foster M. Blake, Los Angeles; Pete T.
Films at
Dana, Cleveland; Joe E. Garrison, St.
Louis; Mannie M. Gottlieb, Chicago;
(Continued from Page 1)
Ed Heiber, Kansas City; Dave Millargely at the insistance of the U. ler, Buffalo; Barney Rose, San FranS. delegation which will advance its cisco; Peter F. Rosian, Cincinnati;
proposal to drop all trade barriers and John J. Scully, Boston.
Division managers who will attend
and permit motion pictures to circulate freely throughout the world. the meeting are Fred Meyers, EastOn the other hand, British dele- ern division; C. J. Feldman, Western
gates are expected to make every division; and F. J. A. McCarthy,
and Canadian division.
effort to keep Conference to the Southern
broad issue of trade policy as a Scully will be assisted by A. J.
whole. Motion pictures and other in- O'Keefe, assistant general sales mandustries should be fitted into their ager and E. T. Gomersall, assistant
appropriate slots rather than have to Scully.
Lost

On

Geneva

Award

Named Managing
Broadway

UA

Peter A. Lewis with E-L
Peter A. Lewis, for the past 12
years head of the investigation de-

1)

and other U-I pix to be
released during the next few months
I,"

U. K. Bucking U. S.

reportedly will get a studio post, to
be created for him.
Paramount, it is said, will ex- too much individual attention, acchange $4,000,000 of its common cording to the British viewpoint.
stock for Liberty's assets.
With films not a major item of export in England, delegates from London will argue that they should only
Board Modifies
come into the reckoning on the issue
Clearance
of balance of imports and exports
in relation to the dollar area.
Modifying a previous award of the
Boston tribunal, the Arbitration Appeal Board has ordered that max- Markle
imum clearances that the "Big Five"
Theater
distributors may grant to the Tre- Dir. for
mont, State and (when playing picJohn Markle has been appointed
tures first- run) the Colonial theaters
in Nashua, N. H., over the Latchis managing director of the Broadway
Theater in Milford, shall be seven Theater for United Artists, it was
days and not later than 60 days after announced by the company yesterday.
territorial release date.
Finding also decreed that no clearMarkle, who has been associated
ance shall be granted by the five with several major theater circuits,
distributors to the Strand, State and most recently handled "Henry V"
(when playing first-run) Crown and engagements for
in Boston and
Palace Theaters in Manchester, N. Philadelphia.
H., except on pictures not shown in
Price scale for Charlie Chaplin's
the Nashua houses named. In latter "Monsieur Verdoux,"
now playing at
case seven day clearance, but not the Broadway, was changed yesterlater than 60 days after territorial day with the house
adopting an unrelease, is to prevail.
reserved policy for all seats.
Boston arbitrator had originally
Admission is now scaled from 70
granted 26 days clearance and not
to $1.50 as opposed to prelater than 34 days after area release. cents
vious range of 80 cents to $1.80.

Appeal
Nashua

(Continued from Page

Egg and

Home," "Odd Man Out," "Great Ex-

I.

Grand, Wilmington, Del.,

ROBERT

C.
Detroit.

take

will

every city where there is a Paramount branch office, including Los
Angeles, where Morgan will confer
with studio heads and report on public

A.

Tex.

Tour
three

line-

up.

United

I.

cisco.

first

City,

Kans.

DON HOFSTETTER,

ver.

includes a discus-

sas,

MARK CADLE,
Chi-

cago.

sales DON
manager. Agenda C. J.

Ritz

Mo.

Chillicothe,

MAX THOMAS,

LIEB, motion picture and slide film
vision head, Kling Studios, Chicago.

SHERMAN MARKS,

JOHN NEWCOMER, manager,

JACK CAMPBELL, manager, Osawa and Kan-

JACK

subjects

OSCAR MORGAN

1947

Heads

U-l District

IHDUSTRV POSTS

in REUJ

16,

Rosenwald, ReVille Feted
Charlotte

— M-G-M

Home office executives who will attend include Maurice A. Bergman, E.
L. McEvoy, James J. Jordan, J. H.

Huber, Ray Coyle, Frank Mooney,
Milton Schneiderman, Sam Friedel,
Morris Alin and Gene Kingston.

N
:

;;

:

::
:!

Admiral Foster Series
Both in Color, B
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

&

:;

W

z

THE FllM DAILY

—Admiral

Pictures has

launched a sales campaign on its
series of 12 two-reel 16 mm. dramatic musicals based on the life and
songs of Stephen Foster.
Available in color or black and white; the
color versions were shot with the

new Kodachrome commercial 16 mm.
stock. Company also utilized one of
the new Mitchell proiessional 16

mm. cameras

photographing the

in

series.

CHARTERED
IRANIAN

AMERICAN

FILM

CORP.,

New

York, to deal in motion picture films, 100
shares of no par value stock, by Selmo Levine,
Jennie Silberstein, Florence Grossbard.

TODD
York,

to

MOTION
produce

PICTURE
and

CORP.,
motion

distribute

NEW
pic-

employes on tures, capital, $20,000 in $100 shares, 52 shares
partment of the New York Film Friday gave a party in honor of subscribed, by William L. Todd, Margaret C.
Board of Trade, has just joined Ben Rosenwald, former manager, Ahem, Ida De Joy.
ANSELL THEATERS ENTERPRISES, INC., New
Eagle-Lion's home office staff as and his successor, Jack ReVille.
capital, 100 shares, no par value stock,
officer
manager and purchasing Rosenwald left for his new M-G-M York,
by Lila V. Toyfair, William Sadoff, Samuel
agent.
post on Sunday.
Goldberg.

J

i
r.
::

w
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DAILY

I ustrian Sees Films

SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS

Production Starling

hi Backbone of Video

"Sweet and Low"
Paramount

In U. 5.

(Continued from Page

1

and maintained that the present "quiz game, charade" stage of
elevision was a phase that would
•ision

;i

way

give

,,ve"hially

to

pro-

film

y^ning.

'me RKO executive decried those
vho insist that television calls for
new technique and requires "instan.aneity, spontaneity and a lot of
.

>:her

'eities'."

"You may give your entertainment

.

o the public free," he said, "but if
t

isn't

top

grade,

19 Mins.

Pleasant
Catherine Craig and Richard Webb
head the cast of this featurette in
which they portray a playwright and
his wife who hope to get their play
on Broadway. They invite a famous
composer to a party to induce him to
do the music. Incidentally, the plush
palace they live in gives no hint of
immediate poverty. Their child, Tammie, meets the composer and in blissful ignorance has him read her the
play as a bed-time story. He likes it
and agrees to write the score. Technicolor and various shades of entertainment keep this rolling and make
it a pleasant diversion.

and competitive, you

industry's
:he
growth.

continued

rapid

nothing, the black sheep finds himself on a chopping block, and in a
last

Curtain" Draws
Protest from Canadians
(Continued from Page

1)

•vice-president in charge of production for 20th-Fox, the Council said
it hoped he would re-consider his decision to make the spy picture as "it
could only embitter needlessly rela-

tions with the USSR and hinder the
•work of the United Nations."
The picture is to be filmed as a
•semi - documentary and will utilize
material from the June, 1946, report

minute effort Mighty Mouse

summoned.

is

M.M. turns the table

and saves the day.
"Pigs

Is

Pigs"

RKO

7

Mins.

German Zone

Munich (By Air Mail)— The

series of sports events recoi'ded

film to

go into production

Minnie Mouse is the proud owner
of Frankie, a canary, and Figaro, a
Figaro finds it hard to sleep
cat.
with Frankie singing, so shakes the
cage. One thing brings on another
and Minnie walks in to find the cage

film

"Figaro and Frankie"
7

Mins.

Okay
who delights

Junior Pig,
in stuffing himself with food, has a horrible

"The Murderers Are Amongst

Us."

Wrather Plans $6 Million
'48 Pix; Talks AA Deal

For

nightmare about an ogre who

forces him to eat continually. This
doesn't change him, however, and

he runs to breakfast with his usual
enthusiasm. Okay for general consumption.

Hollywood

—Producer Jack Wrath-

er will spend $6,000,000 on five films
to be produced in 1948 and 1949,
and first picture on his next year's
schedule will be "In His Steps,"
best-selling
novel
Reverend
by

Charles Sheldon.

"Country Life"
Steve Broidy, president of MonoParamount
10 Mins. gram, is in Dallas conferring with
Funny
Wrather on his future production
All the familiar farm creatures are plans.
Although no definite agreehere engaging in sharp commentary ment has been made as yet, it is bewith the narrator, who quips and lieved that a deal will be consumquibbles about rural life. In the usual mated whereby Wrather's future
Speaking of Animals stvle, it should product will be released by Allied
add humor to the program.

Artists.

AN OUTSTANDING INDUSTRY EVENT!
HSSOCIRTED

IJ10TI0I)

PICTURE ADVERTISERS

30™ flnniVERSHRY DinRER DRnCE
HOTEL ASTOR

— MAIN

BALLROOM

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23-7

P.M.

SHARP

i

—

RUTGERS NEILSON,

President, Will Preside

;

HOWARD

DIETZ, Member-Guest Emcee

I

!

It's

Cold Out?

—

Philadelphia
Harrisburg,
Pa.
theaters would be required to screen
trailers of
exit diagrams at least
once during each program, under a
bill introduced in the Legislature by
Rep. Albert McDonald, Bill would
also require that each exit be cpened
during the showing of the trailer so

that the audience
ings.

i-M

may view the open-

A

THIS GALA AFFAIR WILL

WHO WILL

tour,

with

HONOR THE PRESIDENTS OF OUR INDUSTRY

BE PRESENT FOR

THE OCCASION AS WELL AS GLAMOROUS

HOLLYWOOD

Good
pictorial

PERSONALITIES.

Lowell

Thomas narrating, is made around
the Cape, where the first stop is an
old fort; a landmark of the Dutch
victory over the Portuguese. The
camera takes a trip down the Cape
Marine Drive, a highway which has
been cut out of the cliffs, to Mossel
Bay, a favorite seaside resort for the
people of South Africa, where natural swimming pools abound. Good
color and scenery.

U.

Technicolor and described by Mel S. zone of Germany will be "Palace
Allen.
Springtime fishing in Nova Hotel," to be produced by the new
Scotia on the salmon-packed Med- American-licensed company, Deutsche
way River. A summertime visit to Film in Munich. The film will be
the Palomino farm of William H. directed by Harold Braun, and the
Hill,
and to Wyoming's Jackson cast includes such well-known preHole, famous for its buffalo. Deep war "names" as Sybille Schmitz, Vicwinter in the snow-packed hills of tor de Kowa and Willy Birgel. Others
Alta, Utah, where the three Engen in the cast are Victor Staal and
bros. put on an exhibition of skiing Hildegard Knef, who will have a
leading role in "Palace Hotel" after
skill.
Colorful and entertaining.
her sensational success in the DEFA

Plenty Of Laughs

overturned, and Frankie missing. She
kicks Figaro out thinking he has
of Canada's Royal Commission which eaten the bird. They are re-united
investigated the leaking of secret and happily, however, when Figaro saves
confidential information to Russian Frankie from the drooling jaws of an
agents. The Soviet Friendship Coun- English bull-dog and brings him back
cil told Zanuck the report itself is a
to Minnie. Up to Disney standards
"discredited document unworthy of with plenty of laughs.
serious treatment, since seven of
"Try and Catch Me"
4hose accused have been since
^acquitted in court and other cases Paramount
9 Mins.
'are pending."
Unusual
Highlighted by Red Barber's narW est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ration, this tale of the trials and tribHollywood Darryl F. Zanuck an- ulations of Rudy Raccoon during the
nounced the purchase of "Behind the course of the day offers an interCurtain," book by
George esting and unusual bid of diversion.
Iron
Moorad, war correspondent in Rus- Although Rudy is the villain in this
sia. Material from the book will be
piece, he seems to get all the sympaused in "The Iron Curtain," which thy of the audience.
Sol Siegel will produce for 20th-Fox
under supervision of Zanuck.
"The Cape of Good Hope"
20th-Fox
8 Mins.

Suppose

first

in the

in

will

'Iron

a

Colorful

A

Warners

professional,

"Mighty Mouse in Crying Wolf
7 Mins.
ind your public saying, 'Let's turn Twentieth-Fox
Good
:.his thing off and go to the movies'."
John Flory, a producer of docuOne black sheep can cause a lot
mentary, educational and television of trouble to a slow-thinking sheep
notion pictures, supported Austrian's dog tending his flock, especially when
argument envisioning the wider use he cries "Wolf, wolf." A scolding
)f films for video programming.
doesn't help, and the black one conYesterday's sessions concluded the tinues his mischief till he comes face
:urrent conclave which ended on a to face with a real wolf. Thinking
lote of confidence and optimism for it another false alarm, the dog does
polished

"Playtime Journey"
Twentieth-Fox
8 Mins.

Ten

Admission

(For Tickets

Write

or

Phone

— Harry

Dollars per Person

McWiliiams, Columbia Pictures)

«

;

3*
Johnston Stresses Pix
Aid to Foreign Policy

Wednesday, April

FCC Awards 4 NYC Tele Grants
Quota of 7 Video Stations
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

plea for a free flow of pix in a world

casting Corp., and the News Syndicate (N. Y. Daily News). Only tele!
applicant turned down was Debs
Memorial Fund, Inc. WLIB (N. Y.
Post) withdrew its application befor the decision was handed down.
At the same time an FCC majority
denied the petition of the American
Jewish Congress to incorporate in
television record evidence of allegedly anti-Jewish bias by the New
York Daily News.
The Commission said that grants
to the four successful applicants
i

"tremendously sick."
"When motion pictures
cluded from

Johnston
distrust

j

are exany area of the world,"

said,

and

"the result

is

more

understanding

less

between the peoples of the world."

Outlining the film industry's program of watching the content of all
films sent abroad, Johnston said that
the industry has a responsibility of
"not offending the peoples of the
Advent of four new television
world as the people at home."
He again defended Hollywood station permits for the Metropolitan
against charges of extensive Com- area was viewed by exhibition intermunist infiltration by stating that ests as more competition to be faced.
With seven stations to be operating,
"it is a credit to the producers that
and tele set manufacturers getting
little, if any, propaganda has reached
into full production, exhibs. fear that
the screens."
In this, Johnston retreated a bit every bar, club and poolroom able to
from his previous stand that to his scrape up the necessary set cost will
knowledge no Red propaganda had be enticing patronage away from theaters via free tele exhibitions of
wound up in a finished film.
Johnston reiterated previous state- sports and other metropolitan events.
ments outlining the difficulties of
getting American films into Russia would better enable establishment
and countries within the Soviet orbit. of a "prompt and satisfactory teleJohnston said the motion picture vision service for the entire New
industry was under "considerable York metropolitan area."
pressure" from various groups interBamberger also has a construction
ested in getting their "messages" permit for a new commercial tele
into films.
station in Washington, D. C. ABC
The
head spoke before the holds television permits in Chicago,
Advertising Club of Washington. A Detroit and San Francisco. The net
large group of film critics and Wash- told the FCC that it plans to estabington showmen attended the Ad lish a television network. With the
Club luncheon.

MPAA

Cape Girardeau
Eve Ettinger Quitting
Columbia Post May 1

Rialto

Defends Fox Midwest

—

Cape Girardeau, Mo. Esquire Theater advertisement which claimed a
Hollywood Eve Ettinger, Colum- motion picture "trust" was denying
bia story editor, has asked for and it first-run product has been anreceived her release, effective May 1. swered by another ad from Victor
Miss Ettinger has been with the Klarsfeld and Edward J. Rosecan,
operators of the Rialto.
company 14 years.
Under the heading, "Let's Be Good
Snorts!" Klarsfeld and Rosecan held
that the attack on the Fox Midwest
Hotv
Drugstores
West Coast Bureau, of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Many
Sell

Drugs Only?

—

Columbus, O.
You won't have
walk through a department store
to see Gregory Peck kiss Lana Turner in local theaters, writes Jack
Jonas in his "Capitol Square" column in the Citizen. This encouraging information
came from local
theater managers who told Jonas
that they were not planning to add
phonograph records, cosmetics and
to

toilet articles to

fice receipts.

national

theater chain executive," said Jonas, "has suggested
that displays of such goods be tied
in with advertising trailers plugging

them

that the theaters have been olaying
the same product that they played
prior to the Esquire's opening, and
charged that the Esquire manage-

ment has attempted to buy some of
these films away from the Fox Midwest houses. Rialto management
contended that it has always found
the Broadway and Orpheum Theaters
"most fair competition."

their lobbies. Jonas

has read in a business trade publication that some theaters throughoutthe country were adding such lines
to help combat a decline in box of-

"One

Broadway and Orpheum Theaters
was "unfair and unsportsmanlike";

on the screen.
singing commercials.

Sort

We

of

like

hope not."

Screen Guild Sets Distrib.
With Somerset Pictures
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

— Screen

its

Today:

City grant, the net

way towards

this goal.

FCC

radio station WEVD. The Commission also pointed out that while
other applicants would direct their
programs to New York City as a
whole, Debs planned to concentrate

Newark and its transmitter in
West Orange, N. J. The proposed

in

station, the FCC said, would thus
"place its television facilities at the
service of and render its programming service to some 3,000,000 persons living in New Jersey."
Construction and operating costs
were estimated by the successful applicants as follows: Bamberger: Construction $643,500,
operating expenses for first year $1,175,604;
Bremer: Construction $211,679, operating $200,300; ABC: Construction
$922,170, operating $2,005,955; Daily
News: Construction $575,000, operating $562,198.

TESMA

meeting,

board

21-22: North
Minneapolis.

SMPE

21:
cago.

April

Control

Allied

<*<^K-*

convention,

Drake

Hcttl,

^W'

CW-ae

Apr. 21: Independent Exhibitors of Rhode Island]
golden anniversary testimonial dinner toj
Edward M. Fay, Sheraton-Biltmore Hotel!
Providence, R. I.

Ampa 30th birthday
New York City.

party,.

How

Apr.

23:
Astor,

Apr.

24-26: National Association of Visual
Education Dealers Western regional meetj|
Hollywood.
Hotel,
Hollywood-Roosevelt

Apr. 28: Chicago Variety Club fetes Mayor ancl
Mrs. Kelly, Chicago.
Apr. 28:
tor,

Apr.

M-G-M national
New York City.

sales

meet, Hotel As-JQ

m

Lodge of B'nai B'rith fete^™
president Jack H. L°vin and wel
comes incoming president, Robert M. Weit-|
man. Hotel Astor, New York City.
29:

Cinema

retiring

May

5: Testimonial dinner to S'dney E. Samuel
son bv area exhibitors and film men, War
wick Hotel, Philadelphia.

May

5 and
geles.

9:

PCCITO

Trustees meet, Los

An

Havelock. Neb., Joyo

Withdraws Complaint
Clarence D. Frasier, operator oi
the Joyo Theater, in Havelock, Neb.,
has withdrawn his demand for arbitration filed with the

McCarey to Do 'Good Sam'
Before 'Adam and Eve'

HoW

Drake

^„

April

,

stressed the Comgive New Jersey
voice in the huge
In its grant to
Bremer, the FCC pointed out that
this applicant would locate its studio

luncheor

Chicago.

The decision

also
mission's desire to
a bigger television
New York area.

20:

Apr.

on Jewish and Italian-speaking
groups.

Foundation

Picture

Chicago.

Apr. 17-19: National Screen Service annual in
**
ternational convention, Drake Hotel, Chi
cago.

majority,

however,
sharply criticized the "over-commercialism" of the Debs' standard

Motion

meeting,

well

is

Dissenting, Commissioner Clifford
J. Durr said the evidence presented
by the American Jewish Congress
should be included in the record.
Durr favored a grant to Debs.

The

DATE BOOK

Fulfilled

1)

New York
on

16, 1947i

DAILY:

in early

March.

Omaha

tribuna

J

Complaint had re

quested reduction of clearances enjoyed by the Lincoln, Stuart, NeWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY braska, State, Varsity and Colonial lj.
Hollywood In an about face on
Theaters in Lincoln. Neb.
production plans, Leo McCarey has
set back his projected Rainbow Production "Adam and Eve" and is pre- Cleve Arbitration Asked
In a demand for arbitration filedfli
paring "Good Sam" which is also
the Cleveland tribunal, Emersont j
based on his original idea, to go be- with
A. Gibbs, operating the Andoverr
fore the cameras next with Gary Theater in Andover, O., requested
Cooper signed for the starring role. that the 28 to 30 days clearance en
McCarey has requested RKO Radio, joyed by the Palace and Bula The
aters in Ashtabula be abolished.
Rainbow's releasing company, to
Complaint named all of the five;
make stage space available for him majors as parties.
by July 1 since he wants to have
"Good Sam" before cameras at that
time. Story involves a professional
in Theater
do-gooder in a small town whose
efforts in behalf of others keeps him
in ho.t water. "Adam and Eve," a
"Over my dead
Miami, Fla.
comedy drama originated by Mcbody" says Sonny Shepherd, manaCarey and on which Sinclair Lewis
ger of the new Miami theater which
worked on screenplay, will follow

—

i

j

j|

"Popcorn
Over My Dead Body"

—

"Good Sam."

Lawrence Gordon Named

MPTOA

Vice-President

Guild Productions has set a distribution deal with
Lawrence E. Gordon, secretary of
Somerset Pictures Corp., headed by Butterfield Theaters, has been elected
Walter Colmes. First picture will be a vice-president of the MPTOA to
an exploitation special covering a succeed the late E. C. Beatty, Buttertimely
subject.
Associated
with field prexy at the time of his death,
Colmes are J. J. Milstein and Selly it was announced yesterday. ElecLevinson.
tion was by mail ballot.

scheduled for a gala opening this
week. He is referring to popcorn and
says that it will be "only over my
dead body will p'pcorn ever get
into this theater." The new house
contains 1,600 swing back seats and
303 loge-seats where smoking will
is

permitted. A restaurant will be
in the theater and it will
be possible to get snacks in the
lobby and dinners elsewhere in the

be

installed

building.

1 st

ist floor
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RCSTRICTIOnS On U. S. PIK ABROAD H€LD Off
United Front tor U. SL Admission Tax Fight Urged
Editorial

"heaters Should Battle
tfo Take Films Out of

uxury Category
Columbus, O.

ampaign by

:

.

.

.

"united front"
theater interests,

?gardless of ownership and organpress for reeal or reduction of the present 20
<er cent Federal admissions tax be>re the House Ways and Means
ommittee when it studies the enIre excise tax field, has been proosed by P. J. Wood, secretary of
--e ITO of Ohio.
Wood, in pressing for action at
(Continued on Page 6)

sland Theater Asks

arm

regardless of industry

—A

all

•.ational affiliation, to

|i

Taxes are Your Problem

—Wood

By CHESTER

B.

"

in

finances.

Mayor William O'Dwyer at a tax hearing declared that eventually the metropolis
would have to avail itself of the right recently granted by the State Legisature to impose a five per cent admissions levy.
Subsequently, the New York Times under the by-line of its reporter who covers the
Broadway legitimate theater beat published a proposal, attributed to an unidentified
"prominent showman," that the city advance the license fee of film theaters from the
present $100-$200 scale to $500, the sum now paid by legitimate theaters. The fact that
the Times desk saw fit to pass the story without identifying the proponent, plus the
fact that it was given right of way in the day's theater column, lead one to wonder.
The third portent was found in the remarks of Mayor O'Dwyer as the Board of Estimate met last week. At that time, the Mayor suggested that theaters now guarded by
(Continued on Page 8)

w

UJA

The quietus which descended on

Organize Tomorrow

—

Washington Foreign nations apparently are holding up imposition
of
restrictions
contemplated
on
American films pending outcome of
trade discussions now going on in
Geneva, it was indicated yesterday.
Although it may be only a temporary lull there have been no reports of restrictions threatened by
(Continued on Page 8)

Zorn Elected Chairman

Chairmen

Co.

to

Colosseum

in Philly

Of Chicago Area's MPF

With

—

Edward G. Zorn of Ponpresident of United Theater
Owners of Illinois, was elected chair-

tiac,

man and Arthur Schoenstadt,

000 for the United Jewish Appeal

next Eastern territory scheduled for
organizing attention by the national

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 6)

film industry's drive to raise $2,100,-

Group Buy McNabb Re-elected by
Bell & Howell Board
Hippodrome Bldg.

cheftel-Burger

40

"leve.

"It

(Continued on Page 4)

New York Next!

Picture Schoenstadt Circuit, elected a trusMotion
of
Colosseum
Barney Balaban, national chairman, yesterday announced that the Salesmen is reported completing or- tee of the Chicago area's Motion
Picture Foundation, at a luncheon
first general meeting for the organ- ganizational plans in Philadelphia,
ization of company chairmen of the with New York City understood the called cby John Balaban and attend-

(Continued on Page 6)

—

MANNING CLAGETT
THE FILM DAILY

Washington "Bureau of

Chicago

Cleveland, O.
Herbert Scheftel
nd Alfred G. Burger, owner of the
elenews Circuit, and New York as>ciates yesterday announced purlase of entire capital stock of the

Geneva Trade

•

learances be Ended
pe arbitration scene following the
xtension of life given that method
f settling industry disputes by the
ecree stay was broken yesterday
ith the announcement of an arbitration complaint filed with the Bos)n tribunal.
The Elmwood Amusement Corp.,

of

Talks Before Taking Steps
By

times within the past 10 days, there have been portents that the film industry
New York City would be confronted, sooner or later, with municipal measures
its

Outcome

BAHN

THREE

affecting

Foreign Nations Awaiting

—

Chicago

J.

H. McNabb yesterday

was

re-elected president and treasurer of Bell & Howell at a board
meeting following the annual meeting of stockholders. Board also de(Continued on Page 4)

Loew Houses to Play
Happened at Inn"

Forty Loew's houses in the Metronolitan area will play the Englishtitled. French-lineo film. "It Haonened at the Inn." Loew's Mayfair.

which becomes a Brandt house next
(Continued on Page 6)

(

Continued on Page 7)

Newsreels Rush Crews
To Texas City Disaster
Following receipt of flash word of
the Texas City disaster yesterday
newsreel headquarters in town were
galvanized into action in the immediate hope of securing footage for
inclusion in issues of the reels that
are due out today.
Movietone News stated it had two
(Continued on Page 6)

Balaban In Air Plea
For l/JA's Campaign
Barney Balaban, chairman of the
United Jewish Appeal motion picture division and the Greater New
York UJA, will talk tonight during
a

special

features
starring

by Allan

WOR
Gregory

Program

broadcast.

"Tomorrow the
Peck in
which

Sloane

$5,500,000

a

drama

tells

to

Impost in 3 Counties
Albany

—

Material to fiffht local
permitted under the enabling- act passed during;
the recent Legislative session, is
being- forwarded by Saul J. Ullman,
Fabian general manager, to all thea-

amusement

(

levies, as

Continued on Page 6)

Ad Budget

be Spent

Fabian Opposing Ticket

Harvest,"

the
story of a survivor of Hitler persecution who is rehabilitated through
UJA funds.
E.

Record Republic

in

1947-48

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood A hard-hitting advertisingand merchandising policy,
backed with record appropriations
of about $5,500,000, will be put behind Republic's new season product,
Herbert J. Yates, president, said at
yesterday's session of the Studio
sales meeting.
Annual advertising-promotion(Conrinued on Page 6)

Apollo to Introduce
Vaccination Giveaway
Something brand new in theater
giveaways will bow at Brandt's Apollo Theater this afternoon.
Patrons of the house, between the
hours of 1 and 4:30 p.m., will be
offered free smallpox vaccinations
on the spot, and no waiting.
About 450 employes of the Brandt
Theater circuit were vaccinated yesterday.

—
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Goldenson Speaks Mon.
MPF Meeting

At Albany

—

10 Cents
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Albany Territorial Organization
meet at the New York State Motion
Picture Foundation at the Ten Eyck
Hotel on Monday will hear Leonard
Goldenson, president of Paramount
Theaters Service, and Charles E.
"Chick" Lewis, publisher of Showmen's Trade Review, as guest speakers.
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28, Calif.
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
Andrew H.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
Manning Clagett,
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127133 Wardour St. W. 1.
Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Mary
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,

WASHINGTON—

those expected to attend
are Alex Sayles, Joe Saperstein, Guy
Graves, Larry Cow-en, Milton Schosberg, Phil and Louis Rapp, Dick
Murphy, Paul Wallen, George Seed,
Bart Lawlor, Howard Goldstein,
Myer and Louis Schine, Sidney Deneau, Herman Ripps, Jack Goldberg,
Jack Bullwinkle and Arthur New-

Bogeaus Plans
Budget

for

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

$30,000,000

Next 5 Years
a

basic ex-

penditure of more than $30,000,000,
Benedict Bogeaus plans to make four
pictures annually for the next five
years. Each feature will carry a
minimum budget of $1,500,000 with
several 'specials' planned with unlimited budgets and pegged for Technicolor.
Bogeaus has plans under
way to organize key city publicity
and advertising offices to operate
from Hollywood and New York.
Starring Ida Lupino, "Early Auin

will star in

Max

Westebee, Gene Vogel,
Ray Smith, Leonard Rosenthal, Sid
Dwar, John Gardner, Charles WilAlso,

Dutch Harris, Ed Fisher,
Charles McCarthy, John Sauerbom,
C. J. Latta, Jim Faughnan, Max
Friedman, and Charles Smakwitz.
son,

Peskay Amends Answer
To Hal Roach Action

Other productions scheduled are,
a film built around U. S. postal inspection service, "The Wall Between," "Gabrielle," "The Life of
Charles Dickens" in Technicolor and
"The Queen's Necklace."

Distribs., L.

&

Howell

Columbia
East.

Picts

Kodak

Low

High
19

19

173/8

17%

229y2 228

Gen. Prec. Eq

203/8

20

Loew's,

22

21 Vi

24%

24y2

Inc

Paramount

West Coast Bureau of

—

.

.

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram

Picts

RKO
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

Trans-Lux

4'/g

4

3

3

3V4

3%

143/4

14%

3%

3%

OVER THE COUNTER

l

+ %
—
%
+ %
—
l

+

Va

—

Va

workers.
Unionists seek a 20 per cent pay
boost, and distributors countered
with a 10 per cent offer.

Roren Reauests Labor Unit
3% + Va Named for Bargaining Meet
14% + %
4

BROADWAY THEATRE

[

for

3% +
Bid

4%

Pathe

53/8

%

Asked

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood
_

Lawrence, Mass., Nixes
Pix In Cafes, Restaurants
Lawrence, Mass. Licensing Commission has barred the showing of
motion pictures in cafes and restaurants or other places where liquor is
sold, due to the danger of fire.

—

/jf
II*

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL-,
Rockefeller Center

RONALD COLMAN

in

"THE LATE GEORGE APLEY"
introducing PEGGY CUMMINS
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

jBBWHrWmmarw

mi iT»<n<h<,,

LORETTA YOUNG
GOTTEN. ETHEL BARRYMORE

JOSEPH

t,

faizfarmer'sVaughterl

#IVOLI

f

Doon Open 9:30 A.M.

Conferences

B'woy at 49th

BOB HOPE

St.

faftwOBT

DOR&HY L4MOUR

MMfWRSEY
WWSJOEDAN

zVfVe-w/<7^/v/-s

H23
TRAIL STREET
st.mn< Randolph SCOTT

•

Robert RYAN

Anne JEFFREYS 'George "Gabby" HAYES

Golden Will Make Survey
Of Mexican Film Industry
THE FILM DAILY
Washington Nathan Golden, Department of Commerce pix chief,
will make an on the spot survey of
the Mexican motion picture industry
on behalf of the U. S. industry and
equipment the latter part of May,
it was learned yesterday.

The Academy Award Picture!

Washington Bureau of

—

Winner of Nine Academy Awards!

i'THE BEST YEARS OF

gHQQsr*^?

Golden will undertake the survey
following the variety convention in
Los Angeles, May 12-17. Golden,
Chief Barker of Washington Variety
Club, will leave for Los Angeles on

May

ON SCREEN

Hub Welcome Luncheon

Monday.

Joe BESSER

ARREN &
BRODERICK

BARRY FITZGERALD

Boston— M-G-M's J. P. Byrne, divisional
manager, with Maurice
Wolf, district manager, today will
tender a welcoming luncheon to Benn

PERSON

TECHNICOLOR BobbyBREEN

RAY MILLAND
BARBARA STANWYCK

Rosenwald Today

H.
Rosenwald, newly appointed
branch manager, at the Copley Plaza
hotel's Colonial Room where he will
be introduced to about 60 exhibitors,
trade paper reps and heads of circuits.
Rosenwald will assume his
new duties at the Boston branch on

IN

'CALIFORNIA'

9.

In

THE FILM DAILY For

On behalf of the 10
studios Charles Boren, studio
contact, has wired Josef F.
Cambiano, international representative of International Brotherhood of
Carpenters and Joiners, to apnoint
a committee to meet wtih producer
representatives Monday for purpose
of collective bargaining;. Invitation
is believed to be outerowth of
policy
set at a recent meeting in New York
of producer and home office labor
representatives.

5% major
6% labor

B
a

hiiiiiiniiiiiiuiMiiiiiiiiiiimuHiiiiiiiiiiMWMuuiiuitiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiimriiiiiiuiiiiii..„

3

Cinecolor

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Pat Scollard, heading
Chg.
Close
19
1% committee of distribution represen+
17% — Va tatives, and representatives of office
229y2 + Vz employes' international union, com— Va
20
21% + Va prising Los Angeles Exchange and
24% + Va studio employes, will resume nego13
+ Va tiations today dealing with pay
6V2 + Va raises sought by
local
exchange
12% —

RKO
13
12%
Republic Piet
6%.
6%
Republic Pict. pfd... 12%
12%
20th Century-Fox
30% 30V4 30%
20th Century-Fox ppf.102% 10234 1023,4
Universal Pict
23
23
23
Universal Pict. pfd.. 84%
83
83
Warner Bros
143/8
14% 14%
.

Exchange
Pay Raises

A.

Staffs Discuss
Net

Bell

STARTLE you!
Released thru United Artists

WB British Sound Chief
Here

Motion Picture that
will

Belle."

man.

—

(Wed., Apr. 16)

A

|

"Lulu

—

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

"MONSIEUR VERDOUX"

banner, recently
formed by Bogeaus and Miss Lupino.

Ernest Royls, chief sound engineer for Warners in England, has
arrived in New York from London
for conferences with home office exthe sale of Roach reissue rights to
Fort, Bombay 1.
ALGIERS— Paul Saffar, Film Classics. Peskay made a gen- ecutives, as well as with Jack L.
Warner, vice-president in charge of
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
MONTREAL
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier eral denial and asked dismissal of production at the Burbank studios,
St.
VANCOUVER Jack Droy, 411 Lyric the suit.
and Col. Nathan Levinson, head of
Theater Bldg.
SYDNEY—Bowden Fletcher,
Peskay claims the Roach West the sound department at
the Warner
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
Coast
was
notified of the FC deal Studio,
who is now in New York.
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Mevs,
which
under
he
was
supposed
to
re110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
While in this country, Royls will
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copenceive an interest in the company and
over the latest developments in
hagen-Van Loese.
ROME John Perdicari. nrofits, in consideration of services look
sound equipment for gmidance in
Via Ludovisi 16.
Phone. 42758.
MEXICO to be rendered. He further
claimed connection with the installations to
CITY— Louis Turnoff, Morelos 56 No. 523.
MONTEVIDEO— Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito that Roach is barred from maintain- be made at the new Studios being
597.
ing the suit because the plaintiff is built
by Warners in Teddington,
said to have made no objection to near
London.
the 1943 contract until last year.

innncinL

IN

I

June under Ar-

LONDON
Edward Peskay yesterday filed
MANILA—
amended answers to Hal Roach StuHAVANA —
BOMBAY— dio's Federal Court action involving

f

CHARLES CHAPLIN

!

!

cadia Productions

Dorothy Lamour

THEATERS

THE FILM DAILY

—Involving

tumn," will start

N. Y.

Irving

Berlin's

Alexander's Ragtime

Band
20th Century-Fox

TYRONE POWER
DON AMECHE
In

-

ALICE FAYE
ETHEL MERMAN

Person

LECUONA CUBAN ORCHESTRA
3

SWIFTS

-

DEL RIOS

-

LARRY DANIELS
Ave. &

RAYV7HI
VA
I

50th St.

_____

!

THESE ARE REAL DIAMONDS!
After seeing

some of the

future

M-G-M

productions nearing completion at the

M-G-M name

Studio

we

was

genuine diamonds. Like the jewels in the photo, the subjects on

in

decided the only adequate

are priceless

gems

•SUMMER HOLIDAY

Be

sure yours

{Technicolor)

Perfect blending of song and story in a Big Attraction!

Mickey Rooney, Gloria DeHaven, Walter Huston, Frank
Morgan, "Butch" Jenkins, Marilyn Maxwell, Agnes
Moorehead, Selena Royle.

IN

A BIG

•THE UNFINISHED DANCE

music. Behind the scenes of the ballet.
Margaret O'Brien, Cyd Charisse, Karin Booth, Daqny

Thomas.

one of them!
•THIS TIME FOR KEEPS

(Technicolor)

Merry, romantic, melodic, spectacular. Esther Williams,
Lauritz Melchior, Jimmy. Durante, Johnnie Johnston,
Xavier Cugat and orchestra, Dame May Whitty, Sharon

McManus.

Thrilling romance by the authors of "Mutiny on the
Bounty." Van Johnson, June Allyson, Thomas Mitchell,
Marilyn Maxwell, Henry Hull, Claude Jarman, Jr.

One

of the greatest! The romance of the composers
Clara and Robert Schumann. Love, pathos, laughter,
devotion, and marvelous music. Starring Katharine
Hepburn, Paul Henreid, Robe*rt Walker.

•GREEN DOLPHIN STREET

(Technicolor)

of entertainment, romance, melody, adventure
of Mexico. Esther Williams, Akim Tamiroff, Cyd
Charisse, John Carroll, Mary Astor, Fortunio Bonanova,
and introducing sensational Ricardo Montalban.
fiesta

is

•SONG OF LOVE
{Technicolor)

Drama with

A

(above)

this

•HIGH BARBAREE

WAY

Music, fun, dancing and romancing. Gene Kelly and
Marie McDonald plus Charles Winninger, Phyllis
Thaxter, Spring Byington.

•FIESTA

to display the

page

destined to attract millions of fans and their dollars to the

box-offices of America.

• LIVING

way

Prize novel, best-seller, exciting, swash-buckling, romantic. Lana Turner, Van Heflin, Donna Reed, Richard
Hart, Frank Morgan, Edmund Gwenn, Dame May

Whitty, Reginald

•THE BIRDS AND THE BEES

Owen, Gladys Cooper.

(Technicolor)

By popular demand in a Big musical romance following her
triumphant singing tour, Jeanette MacDonald co-starred with
Jose Iturbi, Jane Powell and Edward Arnold, Harry Davenport.

1

,<w
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Beck and Muhl Take

cominc ni come

New U-l Studio Posts

LEO SELIGMAN

returns

to

New York Mon-

day from Miami Beach.

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Universal - InternaHollywood
announced that John Beck
has assumed the post of executive
aide to Leo Spitz and that Edward
Muhl has beeome general manager
of the studio, the position held by
Beck since the merging of production activities of Universal and Intional has

Beck had served as general manager for International Pictures since
its inception in 1943. Muhl has been
a Universal exec for a number of
years, devoting most of his activities
to the contract and commitment
problems of the studio.

McNabb Re-elected by
Bell

& Howell Board

(Continued from Page 1)
clared a regular preferred dividend
and a 12% cent dividend on the common stock, payable June 1 to holders of record May 15.
Directors elected yesterday include
A. S. Howell, C. H. Percy, Max McGraw, T. Albert Potter, E. H. McDermott, and C. V. Clark. Elected
vice-presidents were E. S. Lindforskle, C. E. Phillimore, Howell, J.
H. Booth, B. E. Stechbart, W. H.

Haun, H. W. Remerscheid.
Perry was elected secretary; H.

PHIL M. DALY

S.

Geneen, comptroller; W. E. Roberts
and Scott Harrod, assistant treasurers and G. Lloyd, assistant secre-
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does not presage similar disposition oi any other Loew theaters
York City. ... • United Artists is plotting a night at the Capa-

•

•

•

James Mason at the Stork Club next Tuesday. ... • When "Kit Carson" and "The Last of the Mohicans" were first released, their BroadThe pictures are already
way runs were restricted to two weeks
in their third week as re-issues at the Republic and will stay on inThink that one over. ... • Mike Nicholas is the new
definitely
of Century's

Fantasy Theater in Rockville Centre.
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"The Courtneys of Cur-

pic,

The film has been set to
zon Street," in which Miss Neagle stars
bow about May 8 in Metro's Empire Theater on Leicester Square
Wilcox, of course, will be bringing over a print

know
and

say

rate the picture as sure-fire,
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plays opposite,
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ANY DAY NOW,

And

enth Ave. the Enterprise Building

renaming 723 Sev-

surely with reason!

Charles Einfeld, David Lewis and Lewis Milestone are burning the midnight oil (and more!) there nightly as they

Arnold Stoltz who will shortly succeed Neilson as Ampa president.

with the potentialities of foreign language pix in the American market,
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Raymond Gallagher
William Travis
Anne Shirley
Arthur Lake
William Holden
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shape

trio

whip "Arch

Other Love.".
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for

• Abram
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of

Triumph"

usually finish the night's

at 9 a.m., or just about in time for Enterprise's

Bob Taplinger on plans

prexy

to

LIZABETH SCOTT

stint

New York opening of "The
Myers, Allied's general counsel, suspects

that the eleventh-hour rush to file arbitration cases last

month was

now

generally engaged in clearance surveys.

...

by dis• As Ed

Century Theaters Movie Guide. "There's nothing
the marra with Maureen O'Hara." .
it

in

TV
.
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BILLY WILLIAMS has arrived in Hollywood
from New York to make his screen debut in
Columbia's "Smoky River Serenade."

JOHN
ger,

BYRNE, Eastern M-G-M

P.

for

left

ROSENWALD,
ger,

who

will

mana-

sales

Boston yesterday with BENN
newly-appointed Hub City manabe installed in his new post.

SAM LEFKOWITZ, WB's

Eastern district manager, left yesterday for Gloversville, to confer
with Schine circuit officials. He returns to
New York at the end of the week.

ED HINCHY, head of Warners' playdate dein New Haven today.
is
JANIS PAIGE, Warners' star, returns to the
studio today from Oregon, where she made
in connection with ceremonies observing
the start of construction on the $180,000,000,
McNary Dam, near Pendleton.

p.a.'s

HERBERT
torney,

SILVERBERG,
holidaying

is

Hollywood
Mexico.

in

film

at-

LEW FIELDS, head of M-G-M's art department, has returned from a vacation in Havana.
LIGE BRIEN, Eagle-Lion asst. exploitation
manager, left yesterday for Gloversville, N. Y.,
to discuss promotion plans for "Bedelia" which
is
scheduled to play throughout the Schine
circuit.

WEBB,

CLIFTON
York for a

actor-dancer, is in
New
before continuing

three-week stay

to Hollywood.

WILLIAM

B.

ZOELLNER, head

staff,

arrives

vacation

and

M-G-M's

of

has gone

to

Jack-

of M-G-M's studio publicity
Monday from the Coast for a
to

visit

his

If

T

parents

in

Philadel-

LINCOLN QUARBERG, pub-ad director for
Howard Hughes' California Pictures Corp., left
Hollywood yesterday for New York, to confer
with Harry Gold, general manager of distribution, on pix campaigns.

Sheftel-Burger Group Buy
Cleve. Hippodrome Bldg.
(Continued from Page

you're intrigued

1)

Hippodrome building for
$3,000,000. Deal includes the War11-story

ner Hippodrome, largest local downtown first run house, offices and
stores.

Warners

is

unaffected, as the

has a considerable

number of years before

new

expiration.

posts

EUGENE ALEXANDER, SRO manager,
ROSENTHAL PRC booking

ARTHUR

Detroit.

depart-

ment, Chicago.

ERWIN LANG, UA

booking

department,

Chi-

cago.

LOUIS CALAMEIER, assistant manager, Apollo,
Chicago.

WILLIAM HESTER, manager,

Rose and Vogue,

Portland, Ore.

JACK LIGHTNER,

Rome Trembled"

T

to

ALBERT DEANE, Paramount International's
manager of censorship and editing in New York,
returns to Gotham today from a trip to his
native Australia.

circuit's lease still

you would do well to keep an eye on the future operations of Sidney
Pink and Marc M. Gilbert thru their Trans International Pictures
Pink and Gilbert already are booking foreign films into some 15 Coast
theaters and by the end of the year, the number may be closer to 50
Already, they have proven that in certain of their theaters they
can gross as much with a foreign film as with an American feature
On May 8, they will open the Las P almas in Hollywood with
Pagnol's "Nais"
In May, too, they will take over the booking of
the Uclan in West wood and the Park in Pasadena
Uclan is owned
by Dietrich & Felstein, the Park is a FWC stand
Under Trans
International, they will run day and date
First bill will be the
Italian "Before

e
in

oc-

against possible unfavorable changes in their clearance status
tribs.,

scheduled

is

^p

headquartei. -

Coast on Saturday.

to the

casioned by exhib. hope of securing awards which will protect them

Schreiber hath

home

for

his

huddle with

the coming

F.

here

for

phia.

President Rutgers Neilson will
present illuminated certificates of
membership engraved upon parchment paper, to the entire Ampa roster on the occasion of the organization's 30th anniversary which will
be celebrated with a dinner dance at
the Hotel Astor on Wednesday,
April 23.
Idea of presenting membership
certificates originated with Jacques
Kopfstein. Art work was contributed by Vincent Trotta, printing
through courtesy of the Bradford
Press, and engravings were donated
by Graphart Engraving, through

into final release

Hotel,

WILLIAM LYON,

may be

they

manager,

sales

conferences, leaves
Los Angeles today.

reprints and importations,
sonville from Atlanta.

real tear-jerker

T
•

tops

husband-and-wife story

comedy and moments

thru three generations, with

is

Herbert,

"The Courtneys"

Miniver" tradition

should

destined to

is

a very short time

naturally, has Wilding under contract

"Cavalcade" cum

who

Britons

Anna's performance

that

who

predict that Michael Wilding,

at least rival the great

Tarleton

partment,

HERBERT WILCOX AND ANNA NEAGLE
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Illuminated Certificates

the Mayiair Theater

of

New

manager

Lord

the
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SIDNEY KANE and MRS. KANE are in Miami.
GEORGE A. SMITH, Paramounfs V/est^ ivision

cabana for industry press reps, following the screening of Sam Cos• Eleanor Pollock is the
low's "Copacabana" some time in May.
Miss Pollock is a one-time women's
new editor of Cue Magazine
• Universal International and
editor of the Philadelphia Record. ...
the J. Arthur Rank Organization are joining to host a cocktail party for

tary.

Ampa's Members

SER are guests
Miami Beach.

Thursday's Telelines
circuit

ternational last Fall.

CHARLES MOSCOWITZ, of Loew's; CHARLES
FREEDMAN, producer of "Street Scene"; HERMAN LEVINE, producer of "Call Me Mister";
JOE HYMAN; RAY GOETZ; and ARTHUR LES-

assistant manager,

Roseland,

Chicago.

McNEIL SMITH, co-manager,

Apollo, Chicago.

|

ALAN

WfLUAM

GAIL

LADD RUSSELL BENDIX
Two-Years-Before-The-Mast' thrills
topped by the same director
'

JOHN FARROW,

Pand
aramount
WORLD PREMIERE.

N. Y.

PARAMOUNT, APRIL

23
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Colosseum

With

Record Republic

in Philly

New York Next!

$5,500,000

to

Thursday, April 17,

Ad Budget

be Spent

(Continued from Page
(Continued from Page

salesmen's

association

1)

headed

by

Arthur M. Van Dyke of Chicago. over the current appropriation, but
the figure will be hiked by numerous
is 20th -Fox sales mana-

Van Dyke

special budgets for selected producger in the Windy City.
The Colosseum recently completed tions, which are expected to increase
another $1,500,000,
the organization of loges in Cleve- the amount spent
explained.
land and Salt Lake City, and through it was
Breaking down the appropriation,
a committee of three representatives
Yates said that $250,000 will be exis preparing to discuss adjustment
on each of the 10 deluxe picof salesmen's wages to meet rising pended
tures on the 1947-48 schedule. Proliving costs.

In Hollywood this week, Richard
Lange, who represented the Los Angeles Film Salesmen Association at
the recent Colosseum parley in Chi-

cago, declared that there was no discussion at the meeting of any affiliation with either the AFL or CIO.
Colosseum officers have stressed
right along that the organization
was not a union.

Lange scouted reports that Southern California film salesmen would

Island Theater Asks

Clearances be Ended
(Continued from Page

1947-48

(Continued from Page

1)

this time, says that

|

;

UJA
|

Chairmen

Organize Tomorrow
(Continued from Page

1)

be held tomorrow noon at the
Hotel Astor.
About 50 leaders of the industry,
headed by Matthew Fox, Billy Rose,
Richard 'Rodgers, and Emil Friedlander, co-chairmen for Metropolitan
will

Men

—

—

Make

—

There's a new son in the family of to make within the next five months,
Harry Browarsky Dies
Adolf Rettig, president of the Cour- Henry Ginsberg, Paramount studio
Pittsburgh Harry Browarsky, 45,
ter Amusement Co., which owns the head, announced yesterday.
Also included in Para's spring and who operated the Bellevue and LinOrmont Theater, East Orange, N. J.
Newcomer has been named Jeffrey summer plans are "Dream Girl," den Theaters, Bellevue, for many
Bancroft. The Rettigs have another "Whispering Smith," "My Own True years, is dead. He was also associLove,"
"Foreign Affairs,"
"The ated with his brothers in the operaboy and girl.
Sainted Sisters," "The Great Gats- tion of several Pittsburgh houses.
Milwaukee Joe Bouldin, manager by," "The Long Grey Line," a musi- Survivors include his wife, two chilof the Palace Theater, reports the cal version of "A Connecticut Yan- dren and two brothers, Ike and
arrival of a baby girl.
kee" and "The Sealed Verdict."
Mark.

—

—

Admission Tax Fight

1)

form a union. He said salesmen were
approached two years ago to align
New York will attend.
with the union representing Los An- lease date.
geles exchange office workers and
Complainant pointed out that since
These will include among others:
bookers, but rejected the overtures. Jamestown is an island, accessible Robert Benjamin, Harry Brandt,
on one side by an unreliable ferry Jack Cohn, Max A. Cohen, George
system and on the other by a costly Dembow, Si Fabian, Leopold FriedStudio Secrets Bared by
toll bridge, his house was not in
man, Leonard Goldenson, Marcus
Makeup
in L.A. Court competition with any other theater Heiman, Arthur Israel, Jr., Ben Kaland there was no justification, there- menson, Harry Kalmine, Malcolm
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY fore, for the existing system of Kingsberg, Meyer Lavenstein, Harry
Hollywood Trade secrets of the clearances.
Michaelson, Dan Michalove, W. C.
inner circles of film production were
Michel, Charles Moskowitz, Louis A.
revealed in a court action brought Newsreels Rush Crews
Novins, Eugene Picker, Sam Rinzler,
by 42 makeup men against Local 705
Sam Rosen, Herman Robbins, Abe
of the Makeup Artists and Hair To Texas City Disaster
Schneider, Samuel Schneider, A. W.
Stylists Union, IATSE. Case hinges
Schwalberg, Adolph Schimel, Fred
(Continued from Page 1)
Schwartz, Sol Schwartz, Sam
on union members requesting full
J.
membership in the union rather than freelance cameramen engaged on Shain, Nate B. Spingold, J. J. lintemporary work cards which they the scene. Others were dispatched ger, Dr. Isidor Lubin, Maj. Albert
from Memphis and Dallas. Exposed Warner, Peter Colwin, national trade
now hold.
It was brought out that a special film was due in New York in the director UJA, Maurice Firth, trade
menthol apparatus has to be worked early hours of this morning.
secretary, New York Division UJA;
Paramount News was noncommit- and Philip Chasin, of the Joint Dein order to make Ingrid Bergman
cry; that Frank Sinatra required tal on its coverage. News of the fense Appeal.
special attention in order to give a Day reported it had sent a crew to
robust appearance before the cam- Texas City. RKO Pathe News said
era; wigs had to be skillfully fitted it had both air and ground coverage. Fabian Opposing Ticket
to bald pates; protruding: listening It was indicated the film would be Impost in 3 Counties
included in the weekend issue. Uniorgans had to be kept in line.
versal Newsreel reported it had sent
(Continued from Page 1)
a cameraman from a location 180
Shea Funeral Held
ters in Schenectady, Albany and
miles from the scene of the exploRensselaer Counties.
Schenectady Last rites were held sion.
Ullman's tax dope includes a sumhere yesterday for Frank Shea, manmary of arguments against ticket
ager of the Crane Theater, and for10 Top
levies as well as names, addresses^
merly city manager in Cohoes for Para. Will
and telephone numbers of county
Fabian.
Pix in Next 5 Months
board supervisors. The Fabian exWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ecutive urges a vigorous campaign
Hollywood
Paramount's first against local tax measures, suggestpost-war production in England, "So ing that the arguments should be
Evil, My Love," is among the 10 top- advanced to supervisors by exhibitbudgeted pictures the company plans ors and other responsible citizens.

STORK REPORTS

United Front for U.S.

he is "reliatl
informed" that the cosmetic man
facturers and dealers already ha
set up a committee which will ur;
a drastic cut or repeal of tl^'j^e
K. Feldman banner.
James R. Grainger, executive vice- eral excise tax on their merc^ !lb
president in charge of sales and disThe allied exec, declares that on
tribution, presided over the meeting,
of the
campaign's main objec
district
Western
sales
attended by
should
be
to convince Congressrm'
and branch managers.
and State solons that film entertai
ment is far afield from such luxu
to
Co.
items as "thousand dollar watch<
two thousand dollar fur coats, $|

1)

operating the Jamestown Theatre in
Jamestown, R. I., in a complaint
against all five of the major distributors, requested elimination of
all existing clearances and permission to play pictures on national re-

in

motion on the special Roy Rogers
films will cost $900,000 and $600,000
will be spent to promote Republic's
color process, Trucolor. Individual
budgets will be established for specials to be made under the Charles

publicity budget was put at $4,000,000 a half million dollar increase

19,

DAILY

prize fight tickets, $6.60 tickets
legit, shows and those $87.50 'tat
at the Stork Club."
Wood points out that "even
with the advanced admission
rates that prevail today in the
large metropolitan cities, the
average national admission in

'

„

our establishments is less than
50 cents."
"For some unaccountable reasor J
the ITO secretary declares, "Co
gross and State Legislatures ha-f
been permitted to place the sale 1
our merchandise in the 'luxury' clas!
and it is for this reason that o*
business is the first one thought *
when additional taxes are necessar
"We have ourselves to blame f *
this because no concerted effort h,
ever been made to dissipate this id>T
from the minds of those who ha".
'

I

I

the power to tax.

"In our past efforts in connect^
with the Federal admissions tax \
have always used pop guns, but
we are to accomplish anything in tl
future, we must resort to we".
sighted and high-powered rifles.
"I know whereof I speak becau
I attended and testified at many

the hearings before both the Hou;

Ways and Means Committee and

1

:

'

!•

1

<

t\\t

Senate Finance Committee."

40
"It

Loew Houses to Play
Happened at Inn"
-

(Continued from Page 1)

--

month, is scheduled to show tl" t
"Inn" on Apr. 28.
Other theaters in the circuit wi
show the French film during Mai
and June. Boston Road is skedde
to play the last showing on June 1
Other half of the dual offering
'"

't

"Cigarette Girl."

"Inn" was shown at the 55th S
Playhouse from Dec. 22, 1945 unt
July 15, 1946.

CHARTERED
FILM CLASSICS, INC., New York, a consol
dation

of Film Classics, Inc., Film Classics
Film Classics of Indiana, Film Classi
of Kansas City and Film Classics of Southe
California, capital $7,000, consisting of 3,0(
Illinois,

shares $100 par value preferred
shares of no par value common.

and

4,0<

i

rsday, April 17,

*m
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}
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REVIEWS

Holmes Travel Films
For Tele Newscasts

"Born to Kill"

Burton Holmes has
Chicago
contracted with Green Associates
fcr the use in television broadcasts

IOMICIDAL DRAMA
f ADULT TRADE.

STRICTLY

FOR

or^hatever entertainment purposes are
^i here is presented the spectacle
c
a TTTTnicidal maniac who whenever he is

,

ossed" does his dirty work. Frustration
ndicared before many feet of film have
n run off. He kills a man and woman
are two-timing him. He has no claim
the female. She is just a passing fancy.
when she takes up with a youngster,
her head bashed in with a
gets it

of his travel film

library.

The

Zorn Elected Chairman
Of Chicago Area's

—

.er.

Born to Kill"

is

means or
Lawrence

not by any

pleasant

a

tale.

performances has been
Here he is no criminal
the hard guy-gangster sense. He has a
he is
•er streak that shows whenever
it seems, can do that
it out." Nobody,
|Jiim and get away with it.
llaire Trevor figures in the proceedings
a conniving female of the species. She
rney

up

It

in

past

to this role.

(Continued from Page

MPF

1)

ed by film executives and labor representatives.
The following membership group
including Frank Allen, John Balaban, James Coston, Jack Flynn, Tom

Flannery,

S. J.

Gregory, Walter Im-

merman, Irving Mack, Jack Rose,
Sam Shirley, Frank Stickling, Edward Silverman, Arthur Schoen-

Edward

G. Zorn, Fred Shoup,
and Jack Kirsch selected Foundation officers.
Louis A. Novins, former assistant
attorney-general of Massachusetts
re are secret, passionate meetings with
and assistant to Barney Balaban at
rney. Elisha Cook, Jr., as Tierney's unNew York, explained its purposes
•standing friend, comes on the scene
and procedures.
attempts to be rf some help. He tries
"You have been called on in many
murder Esther Howard, a beer-sotted philanthropic
endeavors and you
woman who has hired Walter Slezak, have a splendid record of war acdetective, to track down the original
tivities," Novins said in part. "Now
rderers. Tierney kills Cook. He thinks
you are being given the opportunity
latter is "cutting in" on Miss Trevor.
to do something for the motion picfinally, the female of the species proves
ture industry itself by providing for
deadlier
that's the title of the work
the care and emergency requireand Tierney ments of men and women who have
:n which the plot is based
an impressive crush on Tierney. When
marries her foster sister, Audrey Long,
ngs are not helped along very much for

"

S5S&

films,

containing over 500,000 feet, will be
sold to one station in each city on
a service basis. Plans call for use of
footage in backgrounding newscasts.

•>

sideration

m

—

Lawrence Tierney, Claire Trevor
92 Mins.

nth
3

-
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stadt,

Tom Murray

\

!

!l

(

—

ets his
is

>lt

th

a

—

end with
sexy,

a

police slug.

suggestive

punishment,

strictly

of

crime

the

adult

yarn
for

some physical or other human prob-

may arise will make for
the best public relations. It will not
interfere with present aids which
are being given by individual companies.
shall be engaged in

lem which

de.
•

helped build the industry. This provision for those who may suffer from

"AST: Claire Trevor, Lawrence Tierney, WalSlezak. PhiliD Terry, Elisha Cook, Jr., Audrey
iq,
Isabel Jewell,
Esther Howard,
Kathryn
rd, Tony Barrett, Grandon Rhodes.
ZREDITS: Producer, Herman Schlom; DirecRobert Wise; Screenplay by Eve Green,
,
hard Macaulav; Based on a novel bv James
rn: Music, Paul Sawtell; Musical Director,
Bakaleinikoff; Art Directors, Albert D'Agoso, Walter E. Keller; Set Decorators, Darrell
•era, John Sturtevant; Film Editor, Les Milliok; Sound, Robert H. Guhl, Roy Granville;
meraman, Robert de Grasse.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
DIRECTION, Fair.

We

dramatic Foundation endeavors similar to the Rockefeller and Mellon
Foundations and estabish additional
tuberculosis sanitariums, research
and college chairs in humanities."

Kramer Forms

On
rank Satenstein to
M roduce Four as Indie

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

iii

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAU.Y

— Frank Satinstein, New

ork stage producer, will produce
jf'ur indie films here this year.
ia,ajor company will distribute.

A

UEDD1RG BELLS
Finer-Labovitz
Pittsburgh

—Engagement

of Mar-

Pic,

Tele Co.

Sharing Basis

Profit

THE FILM DAILY

by Stanley Kramer, formerly executive producer of Story Productions
and associate of David L. Loew. Pro-

its.

Eding, about
65, who has operated the Community
Theater here, is dead following a
heart attack.

ij

-MOORE

,

duction policy envisions profit-participation by writers and other creative talent for utilization of comparatively young but established
talent, particularly in writing field.
Emphasis will be on the American
classics as basis for pix.

John Eding Dead

Finer, assistant to John T. McAmusement Co,
reevey, Harris
juyer and booker, to Harold Labo"] itz has been announced by her par-

»»DeF0RE« HARDING

independent motion picture and television production company, Screenplays, Incorporated, was announced

m

*

ALLIED ARTISTS PRODUCTIONS.

— Organization of a new

Aurelia,

la.

—John

«u

INC.. presents

«RUGGLES

STORM

IT HAPPENED

ON

5th AVENUE"
with

GRANT MITCHELL

Produced & Directed by

•

EDWARD BR0PHY

ROY DEL RUTH

Screenplay by EVERETT FREEMAN
Musical Score by EDWARD WARD

•

•

EDWARD RYAN, JR
JOE KAUFMAN

Associate Producei

Story by HERBERT CLYDE LEWIS & FREDERICK STFPHANI
Music and Lyrics by HARRY REVEL and PAUL WEBSTER

:,,

w
Restrictions

on

Thursday, April 17, 194|
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I

Taxes are Your Problem

U. S.

.

.

regardless of industry

.

Pix Abroad Held Oft

(Continued from Page

arm

1)

firemen be required to provide fire protection at their own expense, and Hizzoner
was quoted further as saying he "would give serious consideration" to legislation to make
city

(Continued from Page

1)

other countries for about a month,

his proposal

Government

All of which underscores anew what has been typed column-wise on several
recent occasions: There is urgent need for a united industry front, not tomorrow
or next week, next month or next year, but today, to resolutely present the trade's
case, and that united front to be effective must be maintained throughout the

officials said.

of foreign governments,

Officials

from abroad

indicate, are
taking no significant action against
U. S. films until there is some evidence of the outcome of the Geneva

reports

With representatives of
major countries of the
world attending the Geneva conference, this "lull" may give the Amerdiscussions.
most of the

ican industry time to gather its
forces to fight contemplated restrictions

on

films.

Frank McCarthy,

MPAA

head

in

France, is now in Geneva, and Allen
Dulles of New York left a few days
ago to attend the conference. The
industry expects a battle from other
nations on the
proposals to
include film clauses in reciprocal
trade agreements. Eric Johnston,
head, expects to attend the
conference sometime in June.

MPAA

MPAA

RKO Associates Fete Poller
associates

of

year.
o

UOLLYWOOD
moves

M. G.

overly conscious of the

just itemized concern

it.

There

The Film Daily

yesterday upon
signing a five-year lease with a fiveyear option. Brokers William A.
White and Sons handled the deal.
Siritzky announced that because of
increased activities, particularly the
development of the 16 mm. division
of the company, as well as new theater expansion, additional office space
was needed.

A

protection

Higher operating overhead spelled by increases in license fees or payroll means
added theater resistance to high film rental levels. That, too, spells Hollywood repercussions.

Parenthetically,

it

left

the

Omaha
hospital

and

operation.

indie

or of the

ATA

ganization, or

is

in

The
the

who pays

exhibitor

who

same boat with the

his

dues to

Universal
after

an

daughter of Joe Scott,
branch manager, under-

10,

Omaha 20th-Fox
went an operation.

W.

C. JERVIS,

National Theatre Supply
branch manager in Pittsburgh, was taken
to Magee Hospital suffering from a heart
attack.

member

a

is

exhibitor

of

the

MPTOA

who owes

of

or

allegiance

to

Allied

no

or-

a local unit.

the more surprising thei prevailing situation which finds the industry
learn, about preparing its case for presentatirn to the House Ways and Means Committee which contemplates exploring the entire
excise tax field. It is to the House Committee that the trade must look, for either the
little

repeal of the

AS
**

P. J.

all

or nothing, insofar as one can

20 per cent Federal

Wood,

ill-prepared,

tax or its reduction to the pre-war 10 per cent figure.

o
secretary of the Ohio ITO, writes, "In the past

but have

usually

the

faced

which factors weakened our arguments and

we have

Committee with divided

left

doubts

in

members as to just what the industry desired."
More than a month ago, it develops, Wood addressed

not only been

forces,

the minds of the

both

of

so much

Committee

letters to affiliated theater

in-

terests urging that various groups within the industry confer and decide upon a propram of action. Wood suggested the establishment of a "small central organization in
Washington to do nothing else but assemble the necessary data and contact Congressmen and Senators, but primarily the members of the two Congressional Committees
which handle all tax matters. It would also keep in continuous contact with the various exhibitor organizations throughout the country, informing them first of the attitude
of the various members of the twi«| Committees and later, of all the members of both
the House and Senate."
Thus far, Wood says he has had just two yes, two replies.
Whether the machinery proposed by Wood is the perfect one may be a matter for
Hiscussion around the table, but certainly, he has put his finger on the crux of the mat-

—

when he says, first, that the tax fight
time to plan strategy is now.
Whatinhell are we waiting for?

is

National Screen Service

Convention Opens

in Chi.

—

Chicago
More than a hundred
National Screen Service representatives
from the home office, 31
branches and England will attend
today's opening of the company's

second

international convention.
sales and service policy
discussions will highlight the three-

so many!

an all-industry one, and, secondly, that the

Zoomar Television Lens
Shows Tele Advancement
Jerry

Fairbanks'

revolutionary

television lens was demonstrated vesterdav at Studio 3-H,
Radio City, at 2 p.m. Completely
eliminating necessity for dolly shots,
new lens is claimed by its developers
to be the greatest advance in tele
since the image orthicon.

Zoomar

*

Harry Foster Dead

cperation and after a three-week stay.

JOAN SCOTT,

has there

might be observed once again that taxes, license fees and the like
Meaning that the burden is borne alike by affiliated theater

are no respecter of person.

Chet Friedman to Boxoffice
MONSKY,

history

five

day meet.

SICK LIST
has

in film

duties, other municipalities surely will be similarly influenced.
per cent ticket tax en top of the present 20 per cent Federal impost would
reduce attendance and that in turn, would adversely affect rentals. A smaller return to
the distributor necessarily will hit Hollywood where it hurts ... in the budget.
fire

Company

PHILLIP

metropolitan

several

and the exhibitor, and regardless of bailiwick.
York City imposes a five per cent amusement tax, other revenue-hungry cities
across the country may be expcted to give such a levy careful consideration.
If New York City increases license fees or withdraws city firemen from theater duty
and requires that they be replaced by theater-paid employes specifically assigned to

ter

Siritzky International will move to
the Fisk Building, 250 W. 57th St.
by May 15, Veepee Sam Siritzky told

fact but the

a mutuality of interest, too, on the part

—

Inn Will Move
To Fisk Bldg. By May 15
Siritzkv

salesman,

is

New

If

doing

("Mike") Poller, assistant to Robert
Mochrie, RKO vice-president and
general sales manager, attended a
bachelor luncheon in his honor at
the Hotel Victoria yesterday. Poller
was married six weeks ago to Helen
McGinnis of RKO Theaters.
Mochrie acted as toastmaster at
yesterday's affair and among those
present were Leon J. Bamberger,
Terry Turner, Sol Schwartz, Ned E.
Deninet, Gordon Youngman. Malcolm Kingsberg, Harry Michalson,
S. Barret McCormick, Walter Branson and Nat Levy.

may not be

of the distributor

That makes

With Bachelor Party
Ninety-five

effective.

Chester Friedman, editor of the
Manager's Round Table section of
The Motion Picture Herald, has tendered his resignation and will leave
the publication Friday to take an
editorial post with Boxoffice. Friedman will leave for Kansas Citv following the Amoa dinner April 23 for
conferences with Ben Shlven at the
publication's offices. On his return
he will take up his duties locally.

Chicago

—

Harry R. Foster, 73, retheater owner, died after an
extended illness. At one time he
owned the Julian, Buckingham and
tired

Rivoli Theaters which he sold fo
Fssaness Circuit. His wife and two
daughters survive.

Vaccinations at UA Today
Smallpox vaccinations will be ad-

UA

ministered to all
emplovees desiring the service today at the home
office.
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(©
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AT KID BILLS
CCnSORSHIP PBOPO nCjjTS
Children's Shows in 2,500 Houses in 6 Months
MPAA Library Programs
Already Used by 1,407
Theaters, Says De Bra

End of Product Jam if Local Group is Able to Take
Over Doivntown Euclid Baptist Auditorium for Films

—

Blumenlhal

ferences of opinion on whether the
lease should be granted.
Plan calls for a local group to
lease the auditorium of the church
for daily and Sunday shows, with the
congregation to meet in the chapel
of the 27-year-old building. Reports
that Universal-International is be(

and Ob-

Follows Defeat of
General Censorship Moves
jective

See

With 1,047 theaters across the
country already particiDating in the
Children's Film Library program,
Negotiations to lease
Cleveland
launched last September by Prexy
the Euclid Ave. Baptist Church for
Eric A. Johnston of the MPAA, proa downtown first-run theater
motional campaign just getting up use as
have been stalled for 30 days so
(Continued on Page 8)
that congregations of the 31 members of the Association of Baptist
Chui-ches can be polled on the move.
Elected
Proposal was discussed at an Association meeting but there were dif-

Strategy

Shift in

SEEK CHURCH FOR CLEVE. 1ST RUNS

Continued on Page 3)

Professional proponents of film
censorship, knocked down generally
this year in their attempts to secure
state censorship legislation, are expected to alter their strategy and in
the future press for restrictive legis(

Continued rn Page 6)

Reagan Promotes

Cinecolor Chairman
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Wolf Upped

to

M-G-M

Pa.

Amusement Tax

Hollywood
Election of A. Pam
Blumenthal as chairman of the CineOffice Post
color Corp. board of directors is announced by T. W.
Harrisburg, Pa.
An amusement
Boston Maurice N. Wolf has been
Crespinel, president. Blumenthal promoted to executive activities in tax in Pennsylvania again cropped
has resigned from the M-G-M home office exhibitor and up this week in a reported undercover movement started in the Legisthe Enterprise public relations
lature to attempt to persuade Gov.
Pictures board department, it
James H. Duff to swap his proposed
Kt but will retain his was announced
20 per cent soft drink tax for an
stock interest in yesterday by
amusement levy.
Wolf at an exthat company.
Proponents of an amusement tax
The new Cine- hibitor luncheon
^^fi
point out that back in the middle
^^"^ fc*'
color chairman is where Benn H.
of the depression when most families
said to feel that Rosenwald, new
were hard-pressed for cash, an
^k ^JH I he could not con- local branch manftk 1
(Continued en Page 6)
I scientiously serve ager, was introB^B I on the board of duced to theaterAppointment
I one film company men.
Footage of Texas Disaster

Home

Threatened Again

—

—

Henry Randel, Paramount branch
manager in New York, has been promoted to district manager for the
metropolitan area, and Myron Sattler. New York salesman, will succeed to Randel's former post, it was
announced yesterday by Charles M.

•

i

^^^Wfc^^

i^^^^^^^MBI

while

acting

chairman

is

effective

May

1.

Rushed

of the

Wolf has been

board of a firm
all film companies.
A member of the New York Stock
Exchange, Blumenthal is a partner
of the Exchange firm of A. W. Morris
& Co., New York and Los Angeles

Boston district

blumenthal
designed to serve
a.

P.

On

Sectional Strihes

Washington
day
labor

of
but the

With exposed footage arriving
hourly yesterday by air, New York
exchange will MAURICE N. WOLF headquarters of the five newsreels
MYRON SATTLER
HENRY RANDEL
now be included
were screening rushes late in the
in Herman Ripps' Albany-New Ha- afternoon and through the night in Reagan, Paramount vice - president

M-G-M

(

Washington Bur.,
approved
bill

dictional

THE FILM DAILY

— The

House yester-

provisions

of

a

new

calling for a ban on jurisstrikes.

The House moved

towards a favorable vote on
bill after approving
major
provisions,
including the
ban on
jurisdictional strikes.
Strikes
such
as the Hollywood dispute are made
punishable under anti-trust laws.

Continued en Page 6)

full

and distribution

(Continued on Page 8)

Randel,

moves

Keep

Distribs. Quota
Retention But Modified is London View
Easing of Swedish Import
London (By Cable) — Retention of

U. K. to

Bars on U.

S. Pix

rapidly

the

Special Reel

manager

brokers.

House Approves Ban

for

Washington Bureau

Washington

may

Seen

distributors

quota in modified

—

lead to an easing of Swedish

import

the

form when the new Quota Act is
framed for introduction in ParliaTHE
DAILY
FILM
of
ment at the next session is anticiDiscussions which pated by well-informed trade circles

restrictions on American
films are expected to get under way
(Continued on Page 3)

who

into

a

chief.

as district manager
position unoccupied

(Continued en Page 6)

Johnston to Speak at
India Society Dinner
A. Johnston, MPAA prexy,
be the principal speaker at the
dinner of the India Society of America, to be held in the Waldorf-Astoria, May 6. India Society is a 20Eric

will

year-old group dedicated to the im-

here.

A CEA

General Council deputation
yesterday visited the Board of Trade
(Continued on Page 8)

•

provement of cultural relations between U. S. and India.
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Home Office Union to
Demand Salary Increases
IA

Current contracts between Motion
Picture Home Office Employes Union,
Local H-63, IATSE, and film company labor reps., will be up for
wage adjustments or re-negotiation
within the next six weeks, it was
stated by the union yesterday. Meetings will be concerned with increased
cost of living since May 14, 1946.
The union has decided to notify all
firms with which it has pacts of
similar salary demands calling for
an adjustment of 20 per cent in individual salaries with a minimum increase of eight dollars. The increase
1,100 employes of Warners, Universal, M-G-M and certain
music publishing companies. The
board has not decided yet on demands to be submitted to major film
companies in the local area. The contract here does not expire until
Nov. 30. Classification and salary
demand work has begun, however.
Locally about 150 employes are involved in Paramount, Warners, RKO,
Universal and Republic exchanges.
will

affect

Chicago Film Carriers
Jumping Rates 30 Per Cent

—

Chicago An inkling of the amount
of increase in film trucking rates to

financial.

be expected by exhibitors is the announcement by A. J. Allen Film
Truck Service, that rates will be adNet
High Low Close
Chg. vanced approximately 30 per cent.
21
20 '/4 20'/2 + V/2 Jump is due to increased labor and
17'/8
17'/8
17y8 + Vi equipment costs and other companies
229'/8 228'/2 228y2
1
are considering similar advances.
20
20
20
22
21 Vi
215/8
Vs
Plans for uniform film delivery
24l/2
245/„
243/8
1/4
rates and schedules are being worked
127/8
i23/8
Vs
127/s
out by the various carriers for sub63/8
6V4
Vi
6V2
13
13
13
+ Vi mission to the Illinois Commerce
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GN Creditors

to

Hold

Final Meeting April 28

A

final

meeting of creditors of

Grand National Pictures

meeting here yesokayed a distribution deal
with Hal Roach calling for six comedy features, four of which already
have been completed.
Roach recently announced that
the comedies would be packaged in
twos, and offered exhibs. at "A"
terms. Pix have an individual rundirectors,

terday,

ning time of 55 minutes.
First Roach duo will embrace
"Curley" and "The Fabulous Joe."
Both are in Cinecolor. Second duo
will have "Here Comes Trouble" and

"Who

Killed

Doc Robin?"

Seidelman to Huddle
With Benjamin in Mexico
Sam L. Seidelman, Eagle-Lion foreign distribution chief, will leave for
Mexico City shortly for a series of
conferences with Arthur B. Krim,
E-L president, and Robert S. Benjamin, president of the J. Arthur
Rank Organization, out of which it
is expected will come final arrangements for the establishment of E-L's
distribution system in Latin America.

E-L

will distribute not only its

own

Hollywood-made product but also
the British films allotted them under
the company's deal with Rank and
the 1946-47 product of PRC.

Ansell Elected Chairman
St. Louis Foundation

Of

—

St. Louis
Joseph C. Ansell, of
the Ansell Bros. Circuit, was elected
chairman of the area Motion Picture
Foundation at a meeting in the offices
of Harry C. Arthur. Fred Wehrenberg,
president, was named
St. Louis trustee, while Albert Stetson of F &
is secretary.
Elected to serve on the St. Louis

MPTOA

M

committee were Harry C. Arthur,
Charles Goldman, Thomas James,
Sam Komm, Sam Levin, Bess Schulter, Clarence Turley, Jack Siepker,
James Frisino, George Kerasotes,
Carson Rodgers, Oscar Turner and
Isador Weinshienk.

Commission.

Telenews Digest Slated
As New Weekly Newsreel

Directors and
Officers are Re-elected

Telenews Prods., Inc. shortly will
announce a new weekly newsreel, to
be distributed as Telenews Digest, it

EB Films

was learned yesterday.

ecutive board.
D. F. Lincoln was named controller; L. A. Scholl, secretary, and
Harry Joy, assistant secretary.

J. Connolly, formerly of
Connolly, Inc., lightinf equipment manufacturers, and before the
war with Charles Ross, Inc., has rejoined Ross in an executive capacity.

STEVE BROIDY,

president

Allied

of

Artists,

was in San Antonio yesterday to attend the
Texas premiere of Roy Del Ruth's "It Happened
on 5th Avenue." Broidy goes to Dallas before
leaving for the Coast.

BEULAH
Dincrman,
ling

local

DURHAM, associated with^^ V.
Cincinnati advertising agcn^BC'j
motion picture accounts, is^^^.'cw

York for a

visit.

LYNN FARNOL,

advertising

Eastern

director

Samuel Goldwyn, and BEN WASHER, Eastpublicity director, will return to New York
from California on Monday.

for

ern

on

GERALDINE FITZGERALD
Monday for Hollywood.

leave

will

New York

REYNOLD R. KRAFT, sales manager for NBC
Television, will address the Central New York
Industrial Advertisers meeting in Rochester on
Tuesday.

SAM GALANTY,

Mideastern division manager
April 27 for

Columbia, leaves Washington
a Coast vacation trip.
of

KENNETH W. CLARK,

of the

MPAA,

returns

Washington today from New York.
M. A. LIGHTMAN, president of Malco circuit, Memphis, is in Miami for a vacation, a
bridge tournament at Hollywood Beach, and
to

will

at

attend

marriage of

the

New Orleans, April 23.
BERNARD LEWIS, ad-pub

Productions, planed from
York on a business trip.

JOSEPH

AUERBACH,

son,

his

director

Hollywood

prexy

Richard,
of Story
to New

International

of

Optima, leaves at the week-end for a threeweek look-see at London and Prague, via air.

MAURICE LIVINGSTON,

vee-pee

of

Interna-

Optima, will fly to Paris, May 1, for
a three-week tour of the Continent.
the
COL. NATHAN LEVINSON, head
of
sound department at the Warner studio, and
COL. FRANK E. CAHILL, JR., director of sound
for Warner Theaters, leave New York on Sunday for Chicago to attend the S.M.P.E. contional

vention.

RUDY BERGER,
ger,

returns

to

Monday from

CHARLES

Southern

his

New

M-G-M

sales

E.

district

CAMP SHOWS, INC.
TROUPERS ATTENTION
A 1 CONDITION CLOTHING, ENSEMBLES
FOR INDIVIDUALS, ALL TYPES AND SIZES
AND OCCASIONS.
PUBLIC AUCTION
APRIL 28th at 10 A.M.
8 WEST 62nd ST., NEW YORK CITY
THEATRICAL PROPS, PUBLIC ADDRESS
SYSTEMS, LUGGAGE, ETC.

EXHIBITION APRIL 21st
10

Joseph

A.M.

THOS.

&

7

F.

to

4

to 26th

P.M.

BURCHILL

AUCTIONEER AND APPRAISER
West 24th Street, New York City
Phone: CHelsea 2-5353

mana-

returned to his Atlanta headquarters yesterday after a tour of his branches.

ger,

ADRIAN FAZAN, film cutter on M-G-M's
Birds and the Bees" is due April 28 from
the Coast by plane with a "work print" of the
"The

picture.

CHICAGO
PITTSBURGH
LOS ANGELES
CITIES

COAST TO COAST
U.S.O.

mana-

headquarters

Orleans

Miami vacation.
KESSNICH, M-G.M

a

BY ORDER OF

Connolly Rejoins Ross
Hall

ERIC A. JOHNSTON
arrives
today frorr
Washington and leaves over the week for his
Spokane home for a 10-day stay.

AND OTHER

—

Chicago Directors and officers of
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films have
been re-elected. E. H. Powell is
chairman of the board, C. Scott Fletcher, president, and Robert Hutchins
of Chicago University, heads the ex-

-

will be held
April 28 in the U. S. Court House,
Peter B. Olney, referee in bankruptcy, announced. Harry G. Fromberg, trustee, has filed his verified
final report and account and will
apply to be discharged of his trust.

UA's

COOIinG and G0IRG

During Phone Emergency

You can reach us by personally contacting our
ticket or airport offices, or
any travel agent, or by
wire.

LExington 2-7100
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Drinking Scenes Out

V\r^

In Films for India

Seek Church
Cleve. First

~

The

i

•

(Continued from Page

•

•

French Confab on Double

the former

—

Washington

A

C of C
l'epresentative
of Commerce
before a sub-

Chamber

of the U. S.

opposed,

committee of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, some provisions of the proposed convention with
France on double taxation. MPAA,
in general, has backed approval of
the convention.

HARLAN

•

will

for

a

consideration,

Barbara Hall

engineer

civil

Wendy

Allvine
Barrie

T

also,

it

would be well

George O'Brien
Charles Light

Herbert Wilcox
David Palfreyman

Apr. 20
Lanfield

Harold Lloyd
Harry Gittleson

i.t

:.:

i.t
i.t

if
i.t

•

•

DICK BERLIN, president of the Hearst Corp., writes:
"I have always wanted to be known as a fellow who owns a PLACE in
Arizona or New Mexico
Now, by reason of your great generosity
I can proudly refer to my estate in New Mexico.".
• A. S. Kany

if

.

.

the Dayton Journal-Herald, types:

a movement among the 640 critics who have received similar acreage to petition
the Santa Fe to move its track 86 miles closer, thus bringing Albuquerque right into our midst. Perhaps we can horn in on the tourist trade
with Indian charms.".
mopolitan,
time, as
if

I

was

I

.

of

from Arthur Gordon, editor of Cosground could not have come at a better

apartment-hunting,

did not find anything

I

could

an apartment and so

did find

"I think I will start

• And

.

"The acre

this:

and had the comfortable feeling that
settle on my own acre. However. I

will

my

postpone visiting

property for

a while longer"

•

•

GEORGE

T.

took no chances:

am

enclosing the

DELACORTE,

window

to

Elie,

of

Jr..

did

sum

of

my way

see whether

I

to

any

(it

was

Culver City

I

enclosed). Next time

am

have been gypped.".

the Boston Herald,

get into

JR., head of Dell Publishing Co..
deed you sent me not be entirely legal,

one dollar

trouble out in

this:

I

pass

going to look out the
.

.

• From

"Great Scott

Hollywood a couple

I

Rudolph
thought,

weeks ago, or
what? I read on in feverish haste, stumbling awkwardly over receipts
whereofs, conditions hereafter contained, and as 'follows to wits' and
all of a sudden it began to dawn on me that here was no summons, but
a deed. Wow! an heir at last. And what a legacy, a ranch in New
I

Mexico.
I

I

of

tottered out of the city room, reeling with excitement. 'Boys,'

said. Til see

you

later, I've just inherited

T

T

a ranch

T

Deal would probably be for 20
years and would involve some $4,000,000 in rentals, it is understood. Dr.
D. R. Sharpe, executive secretary of
the Association, favors acceptance of
the plan as a means of maintaining
a sound financial position for the
group. It is reported that if the
congregational
polls
the
oppose
lease, Euclid Baptist may resign

from the Association.
Observers here say the unusual
proposal points up the need for new
theaters and the lengths to which
it may be necessary to go to fill the
gap. Cleveland is suffering from a
tremendous backlog of new product
waiting for downtown runs and, with
the initial run houses tied up by
RKO, Warners and Loew's, there is
little
first-run time available for
other distributors.

Quebec ATI Appeals
For Adjustment of Tax

—

Montreal A plea to adjust the admission tax in the face of the triple
tax now paid by Quebec theatergoers has been telegraphed by the
Minister of Finance, at Ottawa, by
the Quebec Allied Theatrical Indus-

Wire points out that the Dominion
government collects a 20 per cent
tax, while the Province takes 10 per
cent and a supplementary two and
a half per cent in admission levies,
plus breakage. As a result a 25
cent ticket buyer must pay nine
cents in taxes, or 36 per cent of the
cost of his ticket.
QATI asks that the situation be
rectified in the coming budget recommendations, claiming that the benefit of any tax reduction would be for
the theater-goer.

Hughes Gets Cause Order
For "Outlaw" Re-argument

T

"Lest the

deal, insiders say.

tries.

T

T
•

i.t

%

along a railroad

to take

Spanish fluently and has a broad-minded attitude toward rattlesnakes."

the property on

if

all,

other im-

• And from Carl Gartner of the Des Moines Register the following:
"From now on address me as 'Squire.' Also, I would appreciate it if
you could find me a good, polite horse, preferably one that speaks

I

i.t

(After

pump and

pick a spot where a railroad wouldn't want to be."

to

:.:

i.t

Apr. 19

Nina Foch

T

course.

of

G.

a surveyor. Possibly

of

if

Apr. 18
Levy
Glen

"Good

'Twenty-

PALMER of the Hollywood Citizen-News pens.
"It seems advisable for me to first make certain of enough gasoline to
get there, enough water to quench my thirst while there and the help

:.:
:.:

if
if

Gras,'

'Sea of

:.:

::

inai

Sidney

York

T
•

•

•
if
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New

T

J^end Hi rtk da

in

a bom-

signs herself

this note:

must be paid) and even installing a
provements might be considered later"

of
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Washington Bureau of

Fred

Home Companion,

future taxes

Taxation Hit By

stunts

be quite all right with me when
I decide to go to grass
But when you (I hope) read the title of my
lune article based on my recent trek to California, don't worry about
my moving in on my land too soon.". .
• Helen Barrett of the NewsJournal, Wilmington, Del., writes:
"I am wondering if, when you
are ready to retire Leo, you would like to graze him on my portion of
hundred miles from

five

yester-

of 1935.
Previously, the Swedish Government states that the restrictions
were temporary and were necessitated by a shortage in dollar exchange. Reports that a flat ban on
import of American pix was contemplated have been denied.

Col.

exploitation

all

.

ernment.
Discussions will center around the
recently-imposed import restrictions
in relation to the United StatesSwedish reciprocal trade agreement

if
if
if
if
if

of

FROM HAZEL RAWSON CADES, who

•

Looks Editor" of Woman's

A

%

TOPPER

DIETZ'S

bardment of rib-tickling epistles from many editors and
Approximately 450 were recipients of an acre of land in New Mexico
from a subsidiary rea'ty company of M-G-M of which Howard is president
Threshing the mail in a busy day. Dietz combed out a few
choice extracts, which Phil M. is happy to share with you today

Swedish trade delegation has
arrived here and is expected to confer with State Department officials
today. The delegation was sent here
at the request of the Swedish Gov-

yesterday

HOWARD

•

publishers

1)

was learned

it

M. Ranchers Write Dietz

iV.

•

connection with Metro's "The Sea of Grass" has resulted in

Easing of Swedish Import
Bars on U. S. Pix Seen
here today,
day.

hind the move are said to be unfounded. Company considered such
a move about six months ago but is
no longer interested. Nor is any
other film company subsidiary in the

PHIL M. DALY

o n-many

representative in India.
notified the Bom" /eminent has
bay~Board of Film Censors that all
drinking scenes are to be eliminated
from films submitted since April 1,
and that after April 1, 1948, all such
scenes will be cut from pictures previously passed by the censors. In
the meantime, only such drinking
scenes as are absolutely necessary
for continuity will be permitted.
Move ties in with the Bombay prohibition policy which started April 1
as partial prohibition, and is designed
as total prohibition in the next four
years.
r

Runs

(Continued from Page 1)

Drinking scenes will be eliminated

from pictures to be shown in India,
according to word received by Norton V. Ritchey, president of Monogram International, from J. J. Lawl

for

in

New

Mexico'."

New York Supreme Court Justice
Bernard Shientag yesterday signed a
show cause order for re-argument of
the motion by Hughes Tool Co. to
dismiss four affirmative defenses of
License Commissioner Benjamin
Fielding and Police Commissioner
Arthur W. Wallender. Defenses resulted in a decision on April 3 dismissing the Hughes complaint and
denying the motion for a declaratory
judgment in connection with threatened revocations of licenses of theaters playing "The Outlaw."

Re-argument will be held when
former Gov. Charles Poletti returns
from Rome.

— and •••

"TOP" TARZAN GROSSES

ARE TO BE EXPECTED
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Wolf Upped

Home

to

M-GM Juves Target

for Censorship

Defeat of General Moves Brings

Office Post

(Continued from Page
(Continued from Page

1)

ven-Buffalo district, John P. Byrne,

Eastern

manager,

sales

revealed.

Wolf's new post will not conflict with
the recent promotion of M. L.
Simons as assistant to H. M. Richey,
in charge of the department.
In his new capacity, said to give
emphasis to William F. Rodgers' recent statements of the importance
of exhibitor and public relations,
Wolf is expected to fulfill a great
number of Rotary Club speaking engagements as well as cover exhibitor
conventions. He has long been active
exhibitor and public relations
works and is an active Rotarian.
A former exhibitor in Houston,
Wolf entered film distribution in
Canada. He managed the World offices in Denver and Salt Lake City,
and the Goldwyn Pictures Los Angeles branch. He has been in charge
of the Boston M-G-M branch since

lation directed at children's attendance.

I

Industry leaders, particularly ex-

view the shift in tactics and
objective with considerable apprehibitors,

hension, pointing out that recently
there have been a series of attacks
made upon films on the ground that
they are adversely affecting juveniles.

One of the spearheads

in

such

criticism is Mrs. Eugene Meyer, wife
of the publisher of the Washington
Post, who has told audiences of educators and others recently that "the

vulgarization of life conveyed by 90
per cent of the films are a handicap to the mental, moral and emodevelopment of American
tional
childhood."
During the present legislative season, two bills directed at children's
attendance have made their appearance in the East. They are regarded
1923. In addition to his Rotarian ac- by
execs, as evidences of the
tivities, Wolf is chairman of the trend and expectancy for the future.
Boston Variety Club charity fund
One, introduced in January in the
and has been active in drives for the Connecticut Legislature, would esCommunity Fund, Red Cross and tablish a Board of Censors to apSalvation Army.
prove pix for exhibition to children
under 14 on Saturdays and "on such
other days that special performances
Costs
Sees
are conducted for children under 14
Jeopardizing Construction years of age." The measure provides
Washington Bureau of, THE FILM DAILY that the board shall comprise reptheater industry,
Housing expeditor resentatives of the
Washington
P-TA, State Board of Education,
Frank R. Creedon yesterday reported
that continuance of high cost trends
Taylor
"may result in pricing construction $1,000 Lord
reIn
his
first
to
out of the market."
port since taking over construction
Before
an
audience of 1,800 in the
controls from CPA, Creedon gave
no indication that non-housing allo- Grand Ballroom of the Waldorf-Ascations will be increased in the near toria, Louis de Rochemont was prefuture. He said that inventories of sented with $1,000 award yesterday
many materials "are still too low to at the 10th anniversary luncheon of
permit an even flow to the job site the American Design Awards originated and sponsored by Lord &
and to all geographic areas."
Taylor.
In making the presentation, DoroTitle
Testing
thy Shaver, president of the department store, lauded de Rochemont for
in
For "Bel
developing a new and significant type
After spending about $70,000 on of motion picture, for founding and
magazine advertising alone in pub- developing "March of Time" and for
licizing
the
title,
"The Private his productions: "Fighting Lady,"
ad-pub "House on 92nd Street," "13 Rue
Affairs
Bel Ami,"

in

MPAA

High

Creedon

—

Award

UA

and
de Rochemont

New

Ami"

Ohio

UA

of

heads are in a huddle, pondering Madeleine" and "Boomerang."
Three others honored for their
whether they should scrap the title
which is similar to that of Mexican, achievements with awards of $1,000
French and German pictures. New each were: Agnes de Mille, dancer
Title, "Affairs of a Cheat" is cur- and choreographer; Alfred H. Barr,
rently being tested in Columbus, O. Jr., modern art authority and writer;
UA spokesman declined to comment Bernard Herrmann, conductor and
composer.
on reason for the change.
Col. Corrects Pressbook
Columbia is currently sending out
a correction on its pressbook for
"The Guilt of Janet Ames." Correction credits the special material used
by Sid Caesar in the film to Caesar
MAURICE MAURER, manager of the As- and Allan Roberts rather than to
ror and Victoria Theaters, is at the Mayo
Roberts and Doris Fisher as stated
Minn., for a general in the pressbook.
Rochester,
Clinic,

SICK LIST

checkup.

HERB STEINBERG,
contact,

press

from

a

gall

is

Eagle-Lion, N. Y. daily
recovering at his home

bladder attack.

Joseph

Dunn Dead

Chicago

—

Joseph Dunn, veteran

Operators' Union executive,

is

dead.

Reagan Promotes

Shift

Randel, Saltier

1)

the clergy and the Connecticut Police Chiefs' Association
The bill, stoutly opposed by industry interests, at present rests in
committee; it was recommitted after
passage, it is said.
second measure made its appearance in the Maryland Legislature and provides "it shall be unlawful in Frederick County to exhibit in public on Saturday afternoon any motion picture film which
has not been expressly approved for
children by the Maryland State
Board of Censors."
Passed by both houses, the bill reposes on the Governor's desk, but his
veto is anticipated. The Maryland
censors, it is said, have advised that
they are without legislative authority to classify pictures, as the Frederick County measure requires. Frederick County is outside Baltimore.

A

Jurisdiction of

Censor Board

Memphis

is

Extended

—

Memphis
Jurisdiction of the
Memphis Censor Board was exto include Shelby County by
action of the County Court. This had
been predicted since the bill was
passed by the 1947 Tennessee Legis-

panded

lature.

Appointed to pass on plays, movies
and all public presentations in the
county are Lloyd T. Binford, Mrs.
Sid Law and Hodges Honnoll.

Winners of Nat Wolfe
Drive

19^

Awarded

Cleveland, O.

Prizes

—Prizes

in the

War-

ner Theaters Nat Wolfe testimonial
drive were awarded at a banquet in
the Carter Hotel. Managers received
$1,025 in prize money, while Wolfe,
Ohio zone manager, was presented
with a radio and record player.
Attending the banquet were Harry
Kalmine, Warner general sales manager; Stuart McDonald and Rudolph

Weiss of the home office; Mike Chakeres and Lou Weintz.
Prize winners included Joe Ccholer,
Ohio Theater, Sandusky; Paul Montavon, Sherman, Chillicothe; James
Tracy, Lyric, Portsmouth; Douglas
Craft, Capitol, Sidney; Bill Harwell,
Palace, Lorain; Irwin Solomon, Ohio,
Canton; Don Jacobs, Ohio, MansfieldJulius Lamm, Uptown, Cleveland;

(Continued from Page

1)

Milton Kussel left the coil
pany two years ago, has been wi
Paramount for 25 years and h
served as New York branch^'mag
since

j

i

:

since 1941.

He was

also

ac^B

.n

t

Washington, Charlotte and^Buffa
branch offices.
Sattler began his career with Par]
mount as a booker in New York
1928 and remained with that offil
j

in successive capacities as salesm?

and sales manager.
Both men are members of Para,
One Hundred Per Cent Club.

Amuse. Tax Threatened
Again in Pennsylvania
(Continued from Page

amusement tax netted the

1)

state

mo

than $7,750,000 during the 1935-).:
biennium. The levy was eliminab.
two years later.
It was estimated unofficially th
on the basis of present levels
admissions to various amusement
the Commonwealth could raise a
proximately twice that of 1935-1
with a 10 per cent levy.
Proponents of an amusement le^
argue that amusements are not ope
ated on such short margins of pro:
as soft drink plants which rely
nickel sales, while motion pictu
and other amusements impose fair
stiff charges.
There was little doubt but that tl
now dormant amusement lobb
sparked by Thomas Frida" moth
picture representative, would vigo
ously oppose such a tax.
The question which faces the Le
islature is whether it. would be a
amusement
to
tax
vantageous
whether collections would appro
imate estimates, and whether Go
ernor Duff would be willing to cor
promise his $133,000,000 emergem
tax program. Duff has emphatical
said "no," but some legislators a
not so sure that his mind cannot
changed, especially since opposite
to the soft drink tax resulted in
public hearing before the Sena'
Finance Committee.
(

1

j

STORK REPORTS

Frank Wheatley, Variety, Cleveland;
Frank Savage, Warners, YoungsWest Coast Bureau of

town.

James Salman,

—

THE FILM DAIL^

Sixth St.,
Mrs. David Lev.
Hollywood
Soshocton; Millard Ochs, Strand, gave birth to a baby boy at tl:
Akron; George Fraser, Laroy, Ports- Hollywood Hospital. Father is er,
mouth; Ted Davidson, Sigma, Lima; ployed at Universal-International.
Woodrow Owens, Majestic, SpringWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
field, and Martha Reed, Ohio, Springfield.
Patricia Lynn w;
Hollywood
born to Mrs. Theron Warth, wife
Bert Fischer Dead
the RKO producer, at Glendale San
Milwaukee Bert K. Fischer, vet- tarium. The Warths have two oth
eran theater operator, died here in children.
Deaconess Hospital after a brief illMemphis^. R. Fly, M-G-M he*
ness. He was 64. He owned the
Alamo and Mozart Theaters. Sur- booker, is the father of a son boi
viving are his widow and two sons. April 14.
Also,

—

,

>

—

w
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Happy

This

Spain Suspends All
Pix Import Licenses
Madrid

Breed'

of

Newton

with Celia Johnson, Robert
estige-Universal

films

1J0 Mins.

nilar vein to
level

cial

is

Coward

in

somewhat

"Cavalcade," but the upper
replaced by a compelling in-

backbone of the nation
and the resultant
e middle class family

.

—

unfolds is a vitally interesting
moving emotional experience, certain
as

:ry

d

solid story through the years bewars detailing the lives and times
the "Gibbons" family in suburban Lonm. Intelligence, resource, imagination and
iderstanding are always apparent. As an
ample of telling a story in terms of film,
is is a top drawer number.
One mere point in favor of this picture
the fact that the aura of realistic con:rion that pervades the scenario is not

a

Ids

1

»een

:

Familiar

•

ns
e

to

great

a

number of Ameri-

who have been there, who have met
people who have made great and last-

g friendships with them, tippled, romanced
d
married them, too, not only in the
mdon area but thrcughout England. Take

}\

—

from

^s

the writer

this

is

memoir

retrospective

a

the
it

real

stuff.

has warmth,

imanity and should further enhance very
by folk on both sides of
e Atlantic to more fully understand each

'irnest attempts
1

her.

This

story

starts

with

the

ith

closing

of

opening the
suburban "row
a 20-year period

the

or of a typical British
use" and concludes after
that

door

when the

moves out, split up, some
others gone their private ways in a

ibbons

:

;ad,

family

'''orld of

change.

The Gibb _ ns

family and

its relatives

and

iends have

full lives, sometimes poignantly
uched by sudden death, there's births,
sument, family strife. Children grow up,
d folks become argumentative and croiety. Marriages are made. Disgrace tinges
e Gibbons story. Unrequitted love through
any years is at great length rewarded.
sars later,
I;
with the children married or
me away
av.
the Gibbons family is reduced
Celiaa Johnson and R'bert Newton and
eir grandchild. They depart the premises
take ud lodgings in a flat. Ahead looms
e war clouds of the second world debacle.
.. This is a fulsome, rounded narrative of
Uanv facets, subplots, people and a way
i

I

=

•V

life

_-

situations

now pr-bably
is

run

of the past.
easily,

The gamut

honestly,

with-

pretension.
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IT HAPPENED

Issuance

jurisdictional dispute

tween two Government
reported

ministries

In the main roles Celia Johnson, Robert
ewton, John Mills, Stanley Holloway and
t|J>her worthies from the British cinematic
ene render with skill, ease, conviction,

5th AVENUE

THJ PICTURE TO SEE!

is

responsible.

&ING-

Coyne Make Tax Plea
Albany

ON
IS

_

be-

Schwartz, Smakwitz,

it

catch on, h:wever slowly.
David Lean is listed as director. This is
other of his skillfull, realistic tasks that
1

—

but being pre"This Happy

old,

the

into

;ht

Cable)

for the first time,

urther Noel

eed"* „»

•

years

of

(By

licenses for the importation of
into
Spain have been sus-

pended.

{VITAL, COMPELLING EMOTIONAL
1PERIENCE; SHOULD CATCH ON FOR
HE LONG HAUL
A ccuole
"ntc

all

THE WORLD'S FAVORITE ENTERTAINERS SAY

— Robert

Coyne, executive

ATA, Fred Schwartz of
MTA and Charles A. Smakwitz, managing director of Warner Bros.' in-

director of

terests in the capital district had an
extended conference with Alger B.

Chapman, president of the New York
State Tax Commission here yesterday, where the reps, of the theatri-

CRO$BY>

cal interests explained the problems
of the film business to him.

Permission to municipalities and
counties to impose up to five cents
on the dollar of admissions' tax to
help pay the salaries of school teachers was embodied in a law passed
by the last session of the Legislature.

The State Tax Commision, under
the provisions of the law passed is
delegated to prepare model bills for
the counties and municipalities to
follow in enacting any local law.
However, it hasn't as yet done anything about a model bill for an
admissions tax.
The delegation which interviewed
Commissioner Chapman, explained
Hiat the motion picture is the poor
man's recreation, the principal
amusement for children in their outof- school-hours and during vacation
time, in rainy weather especially,
and that with the present Federal
tax the addition of an extra five
Der cent, five cents on the dollar by
the localities, would bring the price
up to more than a number of people
can afford to pay.
Commissioner Chapman assured
the representatives that their views
would receive due consideration.
It is not believed that very many
of the smaller up-state communities
will pass anv amusement tax, rather
using the larger revenue-producing
measures such as the sales and automobile tax levies.
All of the delegation werp oleased
at the cordial manner in which they
were received bv the President of
the State Tax Commission.

'Mi
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mm «ooUcn5SrT
Patent,
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storm
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realism.
is

a

fine iob of

attention.
'

iti-pr

picture-making worthy
Technicolor is an example of

color handling.
CAST: Rnb°rt Newton Celia Johnson, John
e
'Us, Kav Walsh. Stanley Hollowav, Amy Ven°ss,
'
ison Leagatt. Eileen Erskine, John Blythe, Guy
srneu. M er le Tottenham, Betty Fleetwood.
CREDITS: Producer, Noel Coward-Twin Cities:
rector
Dayid Lean; Screenplay by Anthony
avelock-Allan,
Ronald Neame. David Lean;
'", ised on
a play by Noel Coward; Photography,
W-|'«nald Neame; Camera Operator, Guy Greene;
)

,

Now

10 Mono. Pix
In Italian Release

1

—

Rome (By Air Mail) Ten Monoerram features are now in release in
Program is handled from
Rome by GDB, distributing organization which also owns dubbing stu-

CfflAVENUE/

Italy.

1

dios.
Music, Muir Mathieson; Film Editor, Jack Harris;
Art. Set Director, C. P. Norman; Sound,
C.

C. Stevens.
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7,047

Quota

Shows in 2500 Houses
Now Use Programs/ Says De Bra
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

steam

express the association's views,
and strongly urged the retention of
the distributors quota. Its abolition
is recommended by both the British
Film Producers Association and the
Films Council.
The CEA is hostile to the producers, spearheaded by Sir Alexander Korda, who, through the Films
Council, are plugging for a maximum
50 per cent and minimum 25 per cent
to

exhibitors quota.

16MM.
To Promote Goodwill
Impressed by the effectiveness of
Government training films while he
was in the Navy, and disturbed by
the increase of racial and religious
tensions, actor Eddie Albert recently
organized a 16 mm. non-theatrical
company, bearing his name, to produce educational films toward the
better understanding of each man
toward his neighbor.

At the

cocktail party U-I threw in
honor yesterday at the "21" Club,

who

is featured in "Smashin "Time Out of Mind," outlined his firm's production plans.

Albert,

confidently expected to
total to at least 2,500 within the next six months, it was said
is

jump the

yesterday by Arthur H. De Bra,
head of the MPAA community service department.
De Bra stated that the national response more than 6,000 Saturday
shows for children had been given
by the 1,047 theaters as of April 1
has been so encouraging that several

—

hundred prints of additional

titles

shortly added. At present,
the Library embraces the 28 features
made available by 10 companies in
September. The immediate goal is
to have 52 titles in the library.
Recommended by both adult and
children previewing groups for addition to the Library are these pix:
"Young: Mr. Lincoln." 20th-Fox;
"David Copperfield," Metro: "Bovs
will be

Albert to Produce

his

1!

Kid's

Keep

to

Friday, April 18,
DAILY

up" and

Town." Metro: "Knute Rockne

All-

WB:

for each title represent a company
expenditure of $6,000. Rentals per
show are nominal, ranging from $10
to $35, depending upon size of house,
etc. Admission charges vary; Warner houses charge a dime; top price
in any area is 25 cents.
Most popular pix with juvenile
audiences thus far have been "Alice
in Wonderland" (Para.) and "Adventures of Huckleberry Finn"
(Metro).
Public reaction to the Library program is termed by De Bra as "better
than could have been anticipated."
He points out that in six months
there has been more theater participation than in the whole lifetime
of the original Saturday morning
movie program started in 1925.
Organizations working with the
and exhibs. include the General Federation of Women's Clubs,
Parents Motion Picture Group of
Greater New York, International
Federation of Catholic Alumnae, Motion Picture Council of Protestant
Women, Schools Motion Picture Committee, United Parents Association
and the National Board of Review.
With their reviewing assistance,
a supplementary list of 39 current
releases has been designated CPR
(Recommended for Children's Programs), including such titles as
"Anna and the King of Siam," "The
Bandit of Sherwood Forest," "Black

wa

MPAA

"Sequoia." Metro:
"Little Old
New York," 20th-Fox; "Union Pacific," Para.; "The Storv of Alexander Graham Bell," 20th-Fox" and
"Henry Aldrich, Bov Scout," Para.
"David Copperfield" is now in general release as a Metro re-print and
thus is not available for the library,
it is noted. Two other pix which are
current re-issues and unavailable are
"Stanley and Livingstone" (20thFox) and "Union Pacific" (Para.)
Theaters now participating in the
Library program are about evenly Beauty,"

american."

"Biscuit Eater." Para.;

What a

1

Eddie
Albert
Productions,
of
which Albert is the sole owner, is
headed by Remy Hudson. Jack Fletcher is in charge of the educa"Boys' Ranch," "Courage
tion department. The firm has fin- divided between
Lassie,"
"David Copperfield,"
indies and affiliated, of
ished shooting on nine subjects, and it is said. Warners and Paramount "Fantasia," "Going My Way," "The
is currently at work on three more
houses are said to be especially ac- Kid from Brooklyn," "Lassie Come
in Chicago and two in Hollywood.
tive among the latter. The Richards Home," "Make Mine Music," "Music
"Understanding Ourselves," a circuit in New Orleans and Wilby- for Millions," "My Friend Flicka,"
series of six shorts, which Albert Kincey chain have pioneered success- "My Pal Trigger," "National Velvet,"
"Pinocchio," "Sinbad the Sailor,"
Productions has just begun making, fully.
is sponsored by a Western university.
The Library is organized on an "Smoky," "Song of Scheherazade,"
Rosenwald Foundation has under- exchange area basis, with a distrib- "Song of the South," "State Fair,"
written another series of six on utor chairman co-operating with a "Swiss Family Robinson," "The Time
racial relations to be used exclu- chairman chosen from without the of Their Lives," "Treasure Island,"
sively for the nation's police de- industry by local organizations in- "Wizard of Oz" and "The Yearling."
partments.
American Council for terested in the program. Booking reThere are 23 other current pix
Race Relations is the advisory group ports are now coming in monthly to rated by the Library committee as
for the latter series.
the MPAA from all exchange areas. acceptable for children's programs,
MPAA reps, thus far have held while an additional list of pix deemed
Since he doesn't make any profit
on his educational films, Albert ex- distributor-exhibitor meetings in 24 suitable for junior matinee proplained that his bread and butter exchange cities in behalf of the grams numbers 91.
To aid in the understanding of film
pictures are ad films which he sand- Library program, and the response
procedures by groups of interested
wiches between his educational films. has been excellent.
At present, one print of each of parents and children, the MPAA is
the 28 features is available in each distributing an initial 20,000 print

.*-'-''

t^"**^

great
s«

picture
tim

1

territory.
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Footage

Rushed
EARL YOUNG, Malco

LAWRENCE

city

WILLIAM AHRENS, manager,

Laboratories.

Mel,

Melvindale,

RICHARD SCHNEIDER, manager. Art, Detroit.
RALPH OEHMKE, assistant manager, WyanWyandotte, Mich.

ROBERT LIGHTFOOT, Monogram

salesman,

St.

Louis.

DONALD

BREEN,

Artists

assistant
Detroit.

ter,

assistant
Detroit.

ARTHUR

manager,

SERMO, assistant
State Theater, Detroit.

DONALD DONAHUE,
tucket.

manager,

United

Theater,

EARL TYREE,

of Texas Disaster
for Special Reel

(Continued from Page

Mich.

dotte,

that print costs

Fisher

manager,

assistant,

Capitol,

TheaPalms

Paw-

1)

effort to edit the best shots of the
Texas City, Tex., blast into the issue

Walcher

Moved

to

011

Loew's Suit
Federal Court

vs.

QUO*

Mrs. Beulah Greenwalt Walcher's
$400,000 damage suit against Loew's
has been transferred from St. Louis
Circuit Court to the U. S. Court for
the Eastern District of Missouri, at
the request of the defendant. Action
is in connection with an alleged portrayal of Mrs. Walcher in "They
Were Expendable."

due to appear on screens today.
Late yesterday afternoon it was
learned all five reels would distribute
the Texas City footage as a prerelease special in addition to the
regular issue. New York office of
RKO Pathe News expressed fear
Robert Dailey, cameraman in the Francisco
vicinity of the blast, was dead of
injuries resulting from new explosions yesterday.

Km

order of a 36-page brochure.

manager, Hope, Ark.

DuMont

PHILLIPS,

It is said

M

Chicago

**>

Leases Space

—

Francisco

Films

has

leased the second floor of the building at 220 N. Michigan Ave.

Released thru

(©

Equipment
Maintenance

Building

Remodeling

KOL.

NO.

91.

Two Sections—Sec.

73. In

&
I^A/ALTER

GREEN,

E.

Theatre

tional

Na-

Company

will

meeting to be held

in

IZIevelandatthe Hotel
April

Cleveland

24.

New

from

pork with Green
1)3

J.

IV. Servies, vice-president Oscar Oldknow,

W.

jind

[Managers

from the
district attending will
Include Frank Masek,

[Cleveland;

R.

|Dassow, Chicago;

kee;

New
w.

|j. H. Kelly, CincinInati and Clarence Williamson,

center

will

•

on

Detroit.

product

Officials of

ha

.

.

avail-

Maier Lavaty

t

orders

large

from

men's

clothing

stores

throughout the country.
They think it
will be some time before elaborate uniforms
can be turned out for theater staffs.
.

.

Century Alan

ater, which has been under construction for more than a year, will open

some time

May, according to an
announcement from Joseph R.
Springer, general theater manager.
in

Located at Hillside Ave. in New
Hyde Park, L. I., the Alan represents
the latest theater
600-seat house, its

A

architecture.

most unique fea-

.

.

f^OMPLETE new
^^ tion equipment

Hollywood

Century Theaters' new Alan The.

high colored materials for theater uniforms are still hard to get, the mills are
|busy with runs of materials needed for men's
clothing and the equipment is tied up with
I

Emprovements Made

RKO

Lots

.

(Continued on Page 5)

Huge
sound and projec-

has been installed
here in the Texas Theuter, St. Jo, which
is owned and operated by Ralph
W.
Donel. ...
• Alba Theater, Alba, Tex.,
owned and operated by J. H. Seagler has

— Improvements

RKO

Is

Theatrical Center

Planned

for

Columbus

cost-

Ranch.

The

improvements enhance the
studio facilities and will expedite
the filming of the numerous high
budget pictures on the current production schedule.
Modernization of the men's wardrobe at the Gower Street lot is

Film Lab and
Studio are Planned

—

Wellington, N. Z. (By Air Mail)
Undisclosed interests plan to set up
a

film laboratory

terton,

it

is

and studio

learned.

in

Mas-

Group has pur-

chased the Cosy Theater, closed since
an earthquake three years ago, and
has ordered equipment for processing
of 35 and 16 m. black-and-white and
color stock.

Will

Be Ready

approval of theater construction will
be considerably stepped up under
the Housing Expeditor's office. CPA,
which formerly passed on theaters,
kept a tight lid on such construction.
(Continued en Page 6)

ANFA Trade Show
Set For May 15-17
The 1947 Annual Trade Show of
Allied Non-Theatrical Film Association, William F. Kruse, president,
will be held May
15-17 at the 71st
Regiment Armory

New

in
York. It
will constitute the

motion picture
section of the

Phot ographic
Carnival sponchandising and

Distributing

—

Continued on Page 4)

and U. S.
Camera.
Concurrent with

Assn.

the

WM.

F.

KRUSE

trade

show,

ANFAobserves its
eighth anniver-

sary at a national convention to be
(Continued on Page 3)

New B & K
Z.

—

Damage

floods in much better shape than anColumbus, O.—Total of 20,700 seats ticipated. The most seriouslv dambe added in the downtown area aged theater was the Rialto at Flint,
if preliminary plans for two huge
managed by Maxie Gealer for As(

THE TILM DAILY

number okayed in many months.
There was growing evidence that

The film industry in
Michigan came through the recent
Detroit

of

— Office

of the Housing Expeditor yesterday announced
approval of construction or repair
the largest
of a total of 17 theaters

Washington

sored by the Photo graphic Mer-

(Continued on Page 6)

V

Washington Bureau

Flint Rialto Suffers

may

(Continued en Page 6)

Housing Expeditor
Approves Building or
Repairs of 17 Houses

(Continued on Page 7)

$5,000 Flood

.

THE FILM DAILY

ing in excess of $500,000 during the
past few months have been made
or are in process of completion at
RKO Radio, RKO Pathe and the

GREEN

E.

manufacturers of theater uniforms, says

Zo.,

job.

n Coast

Unique Marquee For

N. Peterson,

...

eager theater owners who want new
houses.
But he had to the other
day. The reason? The request came
from Papeete, Tahiti. Leo, who has
been fighting shortages in all lines
from plumbing to wiring, couldn't
quite envision himself trying to get
enough cocoanut logs to finish the

West Coast Bureau of

ndianapolis; A. C.
ISchuyler, Des Moines;

Discussions

Chicago DeVry Corp., manufacturers of motion picture equipment
for theaters, is now in production
and able to immediately fill orders
on two new theater amplifiers.
Specifications of the Model 2820
Amplifier are as follows:
Output 30 watts peak output, 20
watts at 2 per cent distortion based
on SMPE standards.
Taps at 8,
16 500 ohms.
Input 2 high impedance P.E. cell inputs with means
for
balancing
projector
outputs.
Microphone and phonograph jacks.

W.

II

labilities.

—

(Continued en Page 6)

Larson, MilwauB.

Columbus, O. Leo Yassenoff, theater builder, isn't one to turn down

W.

Jervis, Pittsburgh;
\. J.

Sound Improvements

—

Turnbull.

J.

Or Enough Grass For
A Little Old Shach?

—

will

assistant,

his

CENTS

ERSIIIG

Two New Models 2820
And 2823 Offer Many

—

of

president

Supply

|>reside over a district

looming

10
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THEATER COnSTRUCTIOn

ABOUT THE
TRADE
'"

18,

Vry In Production on New Theater Amplifiers

»e

I

NEW YORK, FRIDAY, APRIL

II.

Toledo Stand
in

Is

Set

'48 Equipped For Tele.

Lorenz Releases Flood
Photography Attachment

Toledo, O.

— New

downtown

the-

ater, to cost more than $2,000,000,
will be built for Balaban and Katz,

Chicago, whose lease on the 3, 600Unique camera accessory which seat Paramount in Toledo expires in
makes it possible for an amateur June, 1948. The new house, to seat
to make clear, life-like indoor action, 2,500 persons, will occupy the Northgroup or portrait shots has just west corner of Jackson and Subeen released by H. T. Lorenz Co., perior Sts., and will be ready for
3654 W. Lawrence Ave., Chicago.
occupancy by that time, announced
(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 4)

You Can't Keep
A Good Theater Down

—

Huntington, W. Va. The new Tipton here is evidence of the truth in
the old adage that history repeats
itself.
This house is built on the
site of the old Lyric Theater which
was torn down in the early depression days to make way for a bus
terminal. The latter was torn down
to make way for the new Tipton.

EQUIPMENT NEWS

Friday, April

Cf*VSuU

194"/

18,

:

Report Further Altec
Theater Installations

In

two Sections

—Section

II

THE

A

Altec Lansing reports shipments
"Voice of the Theater" loudspeaker systems to the following
theaters during the past two weeks:
Fox Tower, Compton, Cal.; Alden,
Globe, Ariz.; Lorax, Loraine, Tex.;
Hotel Del Coronado, Coronado, Cal.;
Deluxe Labs., New York, N. Y.;
Memphian, Memphis, Tenn.; Daisy,
Indianapolis, Ind.; Arista, Lebanon,
Ky.; Lake, Brocton, N. Y.; James,
Newport News, Va.; Showell, Ocean
City, Md.; Miller, Anadarko, Okla.;
Fremont, Las Vegas, Nev.; Starland, Los Angeles, Cal.; Uptown,
Port Townsend, Wash.;
W. A.
Simons Amusement Co., Missoula,
of

Section of
FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment industry, published every second week by Wid's Films and
Film Folks, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York
City.
John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald

M. Mersereau, Associate Publisher and GenManager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor: West
Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood, Cal., Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief.
eral

Double Theater is Planned
By 20th Century in Toronto

—

Toronto A double theater is planned by 20th Century Theaters, Toronto, of which Nat Taylor is managing director, in the immediate
construction of a separate addition
to the Elgin Theater, Ottawa, for
which distinct programs will be
booked.
The Elgin, which was
opened in 1937, has 800 seats and
the added Elgin, which will occupy
the present parking lot next door,
will hold 350 persons.
Both theaters will be under the management

Mont.

—

Chicago
The drive of the Chicago Operators Union, to improve the
sanitary and
fire
hazards of the
Chicago members is bearing full
according to Gene Atkinson,
business agent. Less than 30 houses
out of more than 300 have made

fruit

improvements

in their booths to meet
necessary regulations to
improve the health and lower the fire
risks of the theatermen in this territory
and these 30 are making

with

the

needed

improvements,

as

fast

as

they can secure materials.

M-G-M's Peters Develops

Start

For

Safety -Sanitation
Drive in Chi. Houses

New

1450-Seater

F. P. in

New Brunswick
B. — A start has been

New

Photographic Method

West Coast Bureau of

—

Jenkins Completes New
Youngstown Equip. Plant
Youngstown, O.—Jenkins Co., man
ufacturers of theater marquee light
ing, advertising signs, and othe
types of advertising and lighting fix
tures, has completed its new manu
facturing plant at 1408 Mahonin;
Ave., Youngstown, and plans to ad'
some new products to boost produc
tion, according to an announcemen
emeu
bv J. E. Jenkins. He said the
will begin making cold cathode
ing, and will also increase its
S^P
put of electric display signs, interio
lighting, and other products.
Th
firm has $100,000 worth of unfilled
orders piled up, but is having troubl
in getting materials, including cop
per. steel, and other metals. Othe
members of the firm are R. E., R. F
and M. A. Jenkins.

THE FILM DAILY Third Louisville Altec

Hollywood Society of Motion Pic- Territory is Added
ture Art Directors has announced
St. John, N.
made in construction of a new 1450- that Hans Peters, art director on the
M. G. Thomas, Altec's Cincinnat
seat theater for Famous Players staff of Cedric Gibbons at M-G-M, district manager, reports that due t<
has,
in
"The
Beginning
or
the
End,"
Canadian Corp. (Paramount).
It
the increase in the number of servic
will be of stadium type.
A service- developed a new photographic tech- accounts in the Louisville area, it ha
nique.
Technique
solves
the
probmen's recreation center, of wood,
been necessary to add a third terri
of
Ernie Warren, who has had has been demolished.
The site is lem faced in past years by direc- tory to the two already existing.
tors,
are
directors
and
cameramen,
charge of the main Elgin since war opposite the Capitol, 1629, owned
Kenny Kaiser, who is an old time
service.
and operated by FPCC, on King of distinguishing dawn and dusk on with Altec, starting his career ii
on
the
screen
from
day and night.
A double theater is an early pros- Square in the center of the city.
Los Angeles and more recently ii
Peters, in the Los Alamos se- the Texas area, has been transferre
pect for Toronto with the comple- Kaplan & Sprachman, Toronto, are
tion of a second auditorium for the the architects and the contractor is quences for the film, in an effort to to Louisville to handle this assign
Hollywood, first-run outlet of Thea- Flood & Sons, a local firm. A start authentically depict dawn, succeeded ment to assist Frank Riffle and Bei
ter Holding Corp., operated by the has also been made on the super- in achieving the desired effect by the Shroeder who have been headquar
Aliens.
The added Hollywood, on a structure of a new Paramount film use of a synthetic material known as tered in Louisville for a number o
former parking lot, has the same exchange building near the Capitol. "Scotch Lite." This is a material years.
size and appearance of the original This being across the street from made of finely ground glass particles
that are attached to a backdrop.
theater and both will play the same the present Paramount exchange.
Adaptable for interior sets, the ma- Expand Lens Lines
bills.
Chicago R. E. Miesse. vice-presi
terial is hung and gives either a
dawn or dusk effect through the use dent of the General Scientific Corp.
Radiant Screen Presents
of a key light installed directly above reports company is expanding it
Visual Aids Accent
lines of lenses. Raw materials de
Portable, Low-cost Screen the camera. To indicate dawn, the liveries is holding up production
For Future Schools
o
intensity of light is increased grad-

—

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY

To

satisfy the

demand

for an eco-

School building will nomically priced screen, especially
be drastically changed to conform for the 8 mm. field and the slide marto the accent on visual aids in educa- ket, Radiant Manufacturing Corp.
tion, according to a prediction made has designed a new lower priced triyesterday by John W. Studebaker, pod model which will be known as
U. S. Commissioner of Education.
the Model "Q."
Use of motion pictures in high
Features of this newest Radiant
schools will revolutionize teaching screen include a self-locking lowerand make possible classes of from ing and raising device on the extension rod, for easy, instantaneous ad100 to 200 students, he said.
"The classrooms of our future justment in screen height.
buildings," Dr. Studebaker said, "will
be equipped with radio and sound
equipment, with projection devices
for educational films, film pictures
and pictures."
He said a "master teacher" would
be in charge of the enlarged classrooms, capable of accommodating up
to 200 students.

Columbus Film Terminal

—

Columbus, Ohio Film Deliveries,
Inc., 860 W. Third Ave., has obtained
permission from the Office of Temporary Control for the erection of a

new

Sells Theater

Laclede, Mo.

—Ford

Anderson has

sold his theater here to A. H. DeCanniere, who owns the Laclede Tele-

phone Company. Anderson
to Kansas City.

is

going

various lines, but as these deliverie
improve, the company will be abL
to meet demands of the trade, fron
all parts of the country.

Elements Nip Drive-in

Century's Simplex Installations
New Simplex Four-Star C-60 and
RCA PG-242-A sound systems have
been installed and now are in operation at Century Theaters' Marine,
Midwood and Mayfair houses in
Brooklyn, and the Queens, Grove,
Floral and Freeport Theaters, on
Shortages Stymie Cooling
Chicago
Bob Kroeschel of the Long Island, according to Leonard
Kroeschel Engineering Co. installers Satz, director of the company's purchasing and maintenance departof air conditioning equipment, re-

Fremont, O.

damage

— Wind storm cause<

the

to

Fremont

Drive-Ii

Theater, near Fremont, O., requiring
repairs costing $2,000. Civilian Pro
duction Administration has author;
ized the work.

,

—

ports shortage

of parts is holding
up installations of equipment for
theaters.
Light gauge galvanized
steel is need in greater quantities
for air conditioning jobs and until
the supply increases completion of
jobs will continue to be delayed.

IF

ment.

YOU BUY

Used Upholstered Opera Chairs
CONTACT INTERNATIONAL TKKIT

Any Quantity

We have

.

the

Cream of the Crop

Your needs supplied

;

%\
\

ef-

with Roll, Machine
Folded, Reserve Seats, etc.
Samples, prices on ref iciently

FORT-A-CIDE

CHICAGO USED CHAIR

MART

INTERNATIONAL

Sam Levmsohn, Owner

TICKET CO.

Hospital

—

Clean

Rest

ASK YOUR DEALER

Rooms

quest.

,

52

829

So. State Street,

.

1
.

I

THE "MIRACLE" ODORLESS
DEODORANT AND DISINFECTANT
For

m.

STADIUM. AMUSEMENT PARK OR

Write or wire for exact photo

$15,000 delivery terminal.

Anderson

ually with the reflection for the material gaining in intensity. For dusk,
the procedure is reversed through
the use of a dimmer.

Chicago 5

GRAFTON

AVE.

NEWARK

4,

Sales offices in New York and
Principal Cif/es

N. J.

:

Friday, April
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18,

ighling Technique
uls

COnSTRUCTIOn PROJECTS

Down on Heal

FLORIDA

of

THE FILM DAILY
Leesburg — Hugh
A completely new ap- M & M Theaters,

Bureau of

—

EQUIPMENT NEWS

W^tua

Martin,

Jr.,

manager

of

the

the Heller-Murray Co., Youngstown, the general
contract to build a new 1,500-seat house in
Ashtabula, announced R. K. Russell, manager of
Shea Theaters there. Excavating for the new
house will begin as soon as weather permits.

ANFA Trade Show
May

Set For

15-17

(Continued from Page

1)

held at the Vanderbilt Hotel here,
with three days of intensive meet•oach to simulating the effect of
ings featured by special programs
dern indirect interior lighting as
involving each of the sections of
is utilized in up-to-date offices has
"""-achieved by John Seitz, cinema- will have a seating capacity of 1400, with Howthe industry-wide organization.
r
seats being installed. It is estiThe Brookside Drive-ln, FrankPittsburgh
Otpher on Paramount's suspense ard-Wakefield
Trade Show will attract majority
mated that projection and sound equipment will lin Township, on Rochester Road, is under conI
Lima, "The Big Clock," which stars cost approximately $20,000. Construction
of the country's leading film manuis
H. Marr and Robert W.
struction for Elson
b?
scheduled
to
begin
as
soon
as
materials
can
Laughton.
y Milland and Charles
Thomson, and will accommodate 400 cars.
facturers and distributors, including
Carl Blake and Carl T. McKnight of
Sharon
To obtain an overall evenness of obtained.
World Films, Nateo, Inc.,
Bradenton
Permit granted to J. R. Gilder- Youngstown, O., near here, will open a "drive- United
lumination Seitz dug up one of the sleeve and C. R. Hanson to build a drive-in in
Film World, and Victor Animatoin" theater on an eight-acre plot on the site
<iest tricks in the photographer's Lenore Heights.
Army, graph Corp.
The 16 mm. motion
of the former Camp Reynolds of the
jok
near Greenville, Pa. Construction work has been picture exhibit will occupy approxibut one hitherto neglected. Inowner
of the site,
former
McKnight,
started.
.ead of training spotlights directly
mately one-half of the armory space,
INDIANA
the Erie Railroad in Youngstown. Blake
is with
i
the set, he focuses them on silwith the balance devoted to still
Drive-ln expected to be completed
Evansville
has had several years o fexperience in operating
ired reflectors, which, in turn, are this Spring. Project costs $50,000 and will park open-air theaters in Ohio.
photographic equipment.
500 cars. Operator is the Evansville Outdoor
med at the exteriors.
The first photographic consumer
Co.
Amusement
Much of the action in "The Bigexposition ever to be staged in this
Construction work on the new EsWabash
TEXAS
lock" including the climactic man quire Theater on Market Street will be started
expects more than
country,
A third house is being planned here by
Tulia
unt sequence is laid in the offices of tnis year, as the contract has been awarded to
who already operates two 50,000 visitors to attend the threeWeisenberg,
Charley
ultra-modern building, which the C. J. Garber Company of Indiana. The war
n
day meet.
delayed the finished plans. The od Tremont Ho- theaters here. House will cost an estimated $85,uses the vast publishing empire tel building now on the location will be torn 000 and construction is expected to start soon
ominated by Laughton. Because of down and much of the brick in it will be used Weisenberg also operates the Sylvia at SeagoTheater to Build
ville.
"j^e modernity, Director John Farrow in the new structure.
4 jmanded an exact duplication of the
Larger Stand in N. S.
anting scheme such as an edifice
and Seitz solved the
«>uld employ
Walla Walla— S. J. Gregory, vice-president
Halifax, N. S.
An unexpected
Henry P. Saggau has bought a lot and general manager for Midstate Amusement
problem with the use of i-eflecting on Denison
North Main Street here, on which he plans Corp. advises the firm has completed plans to
move here is that of razing the Comadgets normally used only in ex- to erect a 700-seat movie theater soon. The
construct a drive-in theater near Walla Walla
munity, seating 645, for constructerior photography.
Ritz Theater, which he manages, will be re- The new outdoor unit will handle approximately
The effect, incidentally, is said to modeled, and used for stage shows and vaude- 600 cars, each of which will be provided an tion immediately of a new 1,000-seat
theater, stadium design, with several
individual speaker. The Walla Walla Theate:
highly favored by the players, in- ville.
Leo and Richard McTague, brothers, announced
be the second one of the Alliance Theastores and entrance on street floor,
-much as it eliminates a good deal Wednesday, that they would soon erect a movie will
ter Corporation of Chicago, of which Midstate
and a candy bar in the lobby. The
ff heat. Both feminine leads, Mau- theater here. It will be built on East Broadway is a subsidiary.
new building to be of brick and steel,
Ijen O'Sullivan and Rita Johnson, Street.
W. J. Newcombe of Williamsburg,
Earlville
There
with concrete foundation.
fter viewing scenes made by the Iowa, has announced plans for a new motion
had been no advance information on
complimented the camera- picture theater to be erected here when build• ethod,
revealed
has
Macklin
Lee
New London
'he decision of Franklin & Herschorn
ing materials are available.
lan for his flattering effects.
plans for construction of a 600-seat theater on
Laurens Joe Smith, who owns the Elite Thechain to raze and build anew, until
South Pearl Street here. Work on the new house
ater here, has announced that construction will
scheduled to start as soon as materials are
is
the day the wreckers went to work.
start soon on his new stadium-type motion picavailable.
The old Community was built for a
theater, store and apartment building, the
ture
Service Contracts
been
which
have
plans and specifications for
church 80 years ago and of wood,
prepared by Wetherell & Harrison, 506 Shops
Altec
"Ire Signed
with heavy beams. It was converted

Hollywood

announcing that plans have
been completed for a $200,000 moving picture
house. The building will also house the central
offices of the M & M chain, which now operates
10 houses in Central Florida. The new theater

i

is

PENNSYLVANIA

—

i

—

—

—

—

—

ANFA

—

i

—

WASHINGTON

IOWA

—

—

Raze Old
New,

—

WISCONSIN

—

—

W

Jew

by

Building, Des Moines. The building of brick,
concrete and glassblocks construction will cover
an area 50 by 130 feet. Living quarters are to
be located above the theater with a store building adjoining it. The plans are now nearing completion. Local labor will be used in the con-

Altec reports continued activity in
°*ew service contracts throughout the
Duntry. During the past few weeks
struction.
Dntracts have been signed as foltws:
Central,
In the Atlanta District
A 1,000-car Drive-ln near
Wichita, Kan.
danta, Ga.; Pex Eatonton, Ga.;
Wichita is expected to be erected this Sumiosevelt, Jacksonville, Fla.; Petal,
mer by C. C. McCollister and Merle L. Barnes.
etal, Miss.
Option has been taken on Highway 81 for the
Park unit but location will not be announced until
In the Chicago District
negotiations are complete.
[anor, Chicago, 111.; Rogers, Deca-| it, 111.; Lyceum, Mineapolis, Minn.
Tipton,
In the Cincinnati District
(untington, W. Va.; Libert- MiddleW. A. Windschitl has purchased
Morgan
ort, Ohio; Valley, Rhodelle, W. Va.; a site for a theater here.
Wigwam, Columbus, Ohio.
Strand,
In the New York District
MISSOURI
lanlius, N. Y.; Broadway, New York,
Missouri Motor Movies, Richard
St. Joseph
[.
Y.; Creedmore State Hospital, P. Brous, secretary, 3706 Broadway, Kansas City,
a 500-car
construction
of
the
Mo., plans
'ueens Village, N. Y.
j
on an
Park, capacity drive-in motion pictureoftheater
I In the Los Angeles District
a mile north
18-acre site about one-quarter
rlenlo Park, Calif.; Rialto, Willows, of Highway No. 36. Grading for the project will
'

—

KANSAS

—

—

"

—

—

MINNESOTA

—

—

\

—

Empire,

fjj-alif.;

Placerville,

Calif.;

be started soon,

Portola, Calif.; El Ray, ParCalif.; Castle, Los Angeles,

it

I

j

I

Arden, Lynwood, Calif.
New service contracts have reently been signed by Altec with
he following theaters: Zig, Bernalo, New Mexico;
Salem Drive-in,
iayton, 0.; Joyner, Emporia, Va.;
)ouglas, Indianapolis, Ind.; Ludlow,
.udlow, Ky.; Central Drive-In, Rochster, N. Y.;
Rochester Drive-in,
lochester, N. Y.; Palma Ceia, Tampa,
alif.;

^la.

To Include Theater Parking

—

City Plan CommisToledo, O.
sion has ordered an amendment to
the Toledo zoning code, to require
future building projects, including
theaters, to provide adequate offstreet facilities for parking of automobiles. The amendment would force
owners of all structures erected
within the city to incorporate parking facilities in their building or lotlayout plans. Robert Konwin, assistant city law director, told the planning commissioners that he believed
the courts would uphold the proposed
legislation if its terms were reasonable, although no Ohio city has yet

adopted such reforms. Parking requirements in the measure would be
geared to the nature of the commercial undertaking, it was explained.

has been announced.

j'ortola,
|

Jjdise,

Amend Toledo Zoning Law

OHIO

CPA

Nixes Drive-in

—

"Mansfield, O. Civilian Production
Construction has been started on Administration
Defiance
recently issued a
theater
picture
motion
drive-in
a new $50,000
consent order, halting construction
and restaurant on an eight-acre tract north of
Defiance, O., on Route 66, announced Charles by Harold Nussbaum, 403 So. St.
Brinkman, Defiance restaurant owner. He Clair St., Toledo, of a drive-in theR.
plans a May opening.
ater located eight miles West of
Modern motion picture will be built
Genoa
Mansfield. Leonard Dudley, Clevehere by Herbert K. Hoglan, Toledo, on the
compliance director,
northwest corner of Fourth and Washington land regional

—

into a film theater 26 years ago by
F. & H.

DeVry Corp. Releases
Audio-Visual Treatise
Just off the press and available
for free distribution, is an interesting and factual folder containing

enrichment material for readers of
this publication concerned with the
current developments in the field of
audio-visual education.
Included in this work

varied strictly professional services available to educational and religious institutions by
the DeVry Corp.

WILL PURCHASE
Or Lease Individual or Chain of
Theatres showing satisfactory operation.
Also consider purchase of
building in which theatre is located.
Financing available. Quick action on
first reply.
_

PHILIP LEVIT

—

to seat 450 persons. Parking facilities
adjoin the house, which Mr. Hoglan will
operate. He plans to begin construction soon.
Ashtabula Shea Theater Corp. has awarded

streets,
will

—

Nussbaum

had undertaken
the construction without CPA ausaid

thority.

the

are

many and

39
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EQUIPMENT NEWS

Zoomar Lens Shown
At NBC Tele Studio

New B & K Toledo
Will

Be Ready

in

Friday, April

Stand

Is

Set

'48 Equipped For Tele.

(Continued from Page

television

lens that can
to long focal-

side of the theater itself.

vision cameras.

Displaces Turret Lenses
in
the RCA
incorporation
Image Orthicon camera obviates the
necessity for the present battery
of turret lenses, Hanson pointed out,
since in this one lens a choice of
many lenses of different focal lengths
With a simple lever
is available.
adjustment any desired focal length
may be selected. Good definition
and constant light transmission are
maintained throughout the shift.
As applied to television programming, the possibilities of the aew
lens are innumerable, Royal said.
He pointed out how the new Zoomar
lens could be employed in the televising of a baseball game. He said
that it would minimize the necessity
of shifting from one camera to another to obtain different focal length
shots of the swiftly-moving action.
Moreover, Royal added, it would give
the producer an opportunity to select the focal length wanted without
changing lenses, and the transition
could be accomplished smoothly. If
the Zoomar lens were used in a
baseball game, a closeup of a batter
hitting the ball could instantly be
opened back to a long shot taking
in the entire baseball field.
In addition, studio use of the
Zoomar lens can in certain specific
cases substitute for dolly shots, in
which cameras are in constant motion and studio noise is difficult to
prevent.
With the Zoomar, a stationary camera
employing the
"zooming" feature can take the place
of the camera on the movable dolly.
Its

Fire at Brooksville Dixie

—

Brooksville, Fla.
Approximately
patrons of the Dixie Theater
made their escape safely when the
projection booth suddenly broke into
flames. The blaze, caused by overheated film, was confined to the
projection room.

300

Among

developments

to be
utilized are those of the firm's

television station,
Balaban said large

Chicago

WRKB.

screen television for theaters
soon will become practical and
the new Toledo theater will be
so equipped that important
news and sports events can be
telecast.

The new house will be of modern,
functional design, and glass, plastics,
and dramatic lighting will be utilized
extensively. The conventional marquee will be replaced by a news
sign which spells out running messages on the current picture and its
stars.

Flint Rialto Suffers

$5,000 Flood

Damages

(Continued from Page

1)

sociated Theaters. Here the water
came up to the stage and extensive
rehabilitation work is being done.
The theater is being largely reseated
with push back type seats by Kroehler, matching the original installation.
According to circuit super-

Samuel H.

Greisman, it is
planned to re-open the house the end
of April. The damage, estimated at
around $5,000, was not covered by

visor,

insurance.

UNRRA

to

Use Natco
Europe

Projectors in

—

Chicago Natco Co. has received
an order from the Treasury Dept.
for 38 16 mm. sound projectors for
UNRRA work in Poland and Yugoslavia,

it is

learned.

1947

See Revenue Boosts
For Drive-in-Owners

1)

John Balaban, -secretary-treasurer of
The entrance will be at the corner
the Midwestern chain, who concluded of Jackson and Superior Sts., and its
negotiations for purchase of the design calls for an all-glass front
length shots in a continuous presenproperty recently. Price of the land, and Tuflex glass doors opening the
tation was demonstrated yesterday
now
occupied by a parking- lot, was lobby to the sight of those passing.
television
the
in
time
first
for the
not disclosed. Balaban and Katz cur- Concealed lighting effects developed
BroadcastNational
studios of the
rently operate the Paramount and in the General Electric Co.'s Nela
ing Co.
the Princess, hold-over house in Park laboratories in Cleveland will
The lens, called the Jerry Fair- downtown Toledo.
highlight the appointments of the
banks Zoomar television lens, was
Terming the new house "The The- theater.
shown in action for the fh-st time ater of Tomorrow," Balaban said it
Wartime electronic discoveries, Basince it was perfected by Inventor
would be the most modern in the
have resulted in new
Dr. Frank G. Back several weeks world devoted exclusively to motion laban said,
sound projection devices and accousago.
pictures and television. Property has
John F. Royal, NBC vice-president a frontage of 200 feet on Superior tical treatment, which will be used
for the first time when they are inin charge of television, termed the St. and 128 feet on Jackson St. Marcorporated in the Toledo house. The
lens "an outstanding contribution vin Harris, manager of the Paraseats will have 36 inches from the
It is an
to television technique."
mount, said the new site was selected back of one seat to the seat behind it,
adaptation of the Fairbanks 16 mm. because of the proximity of parking
and push-back chairs, upholstered in
motion picture camera lens which space and public transportation.
air-foam rubber with plastic covermakes possible a smooth shift from
ings, will be installed.
Two Stores in Bldg.
extremely short to extremely long
The theater will consist of main
focal lengths in a continuous presenUse Germicidal Lamps
tation without the necessity of floor, balcony and loges and the buildentering the theater will be
All
air
ing alone will cost more than $1,changing lenses.
sterilized by germicidal lamps and
0. B. Hanson, NBC vice-president 500,000. Provision will be made for cleansed
by air-conditioning methods
and chief engineer, predicted that two stores on the ground floor on controlling temperature and humidultimately the Zoomar lens will be- Superior St., but that will be the ity. The germicidal lamps also will
come standard equipment in all tele- only commercial development out-

A new

"zoom" from closeups

18,

be installed in the rest rooms.
Among unusual service facilities
planned is a playroom for young-

Important revenues in concession
operation of vending stands in driveins are being overlooked by many
operators, according to word from
field correspondents of The Film
Daily.
Noticing a definite ~£k_
towards assigning of vending ^Pcessions to national concessionaires,
reports indicate that between $400
and $500 per month is missed in
the average drive-in through poor
operation.
A classic example is one operator
in the Mid-West who assigned his
concessions to a national concessionaire five years ago.
Since that time
gross refreshment
sales
climbed
more than $11,000 annually until
this year when the gross was nearly
$90,000.
On this amount the national concessionaire paid a percentage which cleared more than $2,000
a month for the operator.
Sportservice, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.,
national drive-in concessionaires, are
figuring prominently in the trend
towards streamlining concession operation in drive-ins.
Operating 23
drive-ins, Sportservice can give efficient service and bring high grosses
to the operator, while relieving him
of the burden of running that branch
of operations.
Reports give clear proof that
chain-store vending operations in
drive-ins
throughout the country
have resulted in increased grosses,
and have added to the efficiency of
operations immeasurably.

equipped with slides, toys, and
games, and attended by a qualified
nurse. Exhibit halls are under consideration, where amateur photographers and painters can show their
work.
Balaban announced that the Princess Theater, which his company
owns, will be practically rebuilt.
Several months ago Carl Schwyn
and Associates, Bowling Green, O.,
Seeks Permission
which operates several theaters in
Northwestern Ohio, including the To Build Montreal House
1,900-seat State, deluxe neighborhood
house in Toledo, took a long lease
Montreal At a hearing before the
on the present Paramount Building.
Wartime Prices and Trade Board,
sters,

Odeon

—

Kodak's Capstaff Awarded
G. B. Photographic Medal
Award

of the 1946 Progress Medal
Great Britain's Royal Photographic Society has been made to John
G. Capstaff, photographic pioneer
and head of Kodak Research /Laboratories' photographic department.
The award is made annually by
of

residents of 1344 to 1354 St. Catherine St. West will know whether or
not they will be forced to quit their
premises to make room for construction of a contemplated theater. The

hearing has been postponed twice,
but the Odeon Theaters (Canada).
Ltd. will make its bid again for permission to construct a theater on the
corner of St. Catherine and Crescent!
Sts. People involved in the possible

eviction include 15 families and 75
the Society in recognition of "inven- employes
of businesses on the block
research, publication, or ex"corner.
hibition" leading to an important
Spokesmen for the Odeon Theaters,
Capstaff
advance in photography.
Ltd. said "even if we get the permit
was chosen unanimously because of
build, we might not be able to
"important contributions" he has to
made "to the development of pho- build until next year or in 1950."

tion,

tography."
Capstaff has been active in photographic research for more than
thirty years.
As early as 1914 he
conceived the idea of applying the
photographic "reversal process" to
provide motion pictures in blackand-white and color for amateurs.

16

New Congo

Theaters

Brussels (By Air Mail)—Five theaters have been built in the Belgian
Congo during the last year for the
natives. Eleven other houses have

been

built.

Natco reports that it has shipped
more than 600 of the 1,500 projecOkla. City Theater Fire
Table Grove House Leased
tors ordered by the Signal Corps and
Oklahoma City
Damages esti111.
Grove,
Irvin
has
Table
Davis
forward
as
balance
will
that the
go
rapidly as the Army gives shipping leased the Gala Theater from Leo mated at $7,500, resulted from a fire
backstage at the Liberty Theater.
Martin.
instructions.

—

—

|

Friday, April

-

18,
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Knique Marquee For

ew

new theite

Century Alan
(Continued from Page

1)

a stainless steel fluted canopy,
on which no attractions are to be
-hown, which takes the place of a
rsarquee. The ceiling of the canopy
I'qt combination of down lights and
cathode tubing, a radical de^ _,a
parture from the incandescent illumination used under ordinary marquees.
The entire facade of the Alan is
pure limestone, and extends for
almost an entire block. Theater is
equipped with the latest innovations
in sound and projection, while the
fixtures, designed for comfort as well
as beauty, are all in modern motif.
Fluorescent lighting, large glass mirrors and a curved stairway to the
mezzanine harmonize with this plan.
The 600 orchestra seats (there are
no balcony or loge) are specially designed, with three feet of space between rows. The lounge is located in
the mezzanine, while a "Tid-Bit Bar"
stands on the orchestra floor in a

ture

is

room by

itself.

It

opens on the outer

as well as the inner lobby.
large parking area is located adjacent to the theater to accommodate
patrons who arrive by car.

A

Lorenz Releases Flood

Photography Attachment

—

from the War Surplus Administration and set up end
to end at the Veterans Administration Hospital here, made their bow
as the Jenkins Theater. Measuring
100 by 20 feet, theater seats 150.
huts, purchased

Open New

Shelby-

Shelby, la.— The new Shelby Theater built by the American Legion
Post has been formally opened. The
house seats 275.

Called the "Powelite," the accessory furnishes a mounting plate for
any 8 or 16 mm. movie or still cam-

and four reflector floods. The
Powelite can be mounted on a tripod or held in the hand; provides
uniform, flat lighting of the subject
and is well adapted for taking of
amateur as well as professional pic-

era,

tures.

from the four reflector
permits the use of Kodachrome or other color film with the
subject adequately lighted up to 20
The

light

floods

feet

away from

the camera

if

equip-

ped with a 1.9 f lens.

Pierce to General Aniline
George W. Burpee announced today the appointment of David E.
Pierce as chief engineer of General
Aniline & Film Corporation effective
immediately. Mr. Pierce, a graduate
of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has for five years been chief
engineer of the General Aniline
Works division of the company which
manufactures dyestuffs, intermediates, detergents and textile auxiliaries.

B & H Chi.
—

Chicago Bell Cr Howell will close
Chicago plants from June 30 to

July 13 for vacation period for their
entire factory staff. The branch offi-

ces of the company, throughout the
country will not be affected by the
plan, details which are being worked
out at the present time.

Sept.—Boomer

—

Chicago Roy Boomer, secretarytreasurer of the TESMA, announced
last week that the largest display
of theater equipment ever shown in
Williams Stand Set
the theatrical industry will be exAtlanta Nat Williams, owner of hibited at their National Trade Show
the Interstate Enterprises with head- and joint convention with TEDPA,
quarters in Thomasville, will soon to be held at the Shoreham Hotel in
open his new $200,000 theater in Washington, D. C, Sept. 24-29. An
Quincy, Fla.
area to accommodate approximately
100 booths has been reserved for ex-

New

—

hibition purposes and probably more
Drive-in Opens
space will be needed.
Lima, O.
Gloria Drive-In, on
Boomer also has been advised that
Route 25, opened April 4, as the new- hotel room reservations are coming
est outdoor theater in this area.
in earlier and in greater numbers

Lima

—

—

—

by L. Hayes Garbarino, veteran exhibitor who has operated theaters in
several other towns in this territory,
is expected to open by the 1st of May.

here.

New Gem in

Fla.

Opening

Mulberry, Fla.— R. T. Arnold, has

New

Brown Instrument Opens

New

Toledo Bldg. Code

Toledo, O.— Charles A. Hatch, former secretary of the Toledo-Lucas

Baltimore Branch

first choice of booth space. It
expected that over 1,000 theater
equipment manufacturers, theater
supply dealers, theater owners, projectionists, architects, building contractors and maintenance engineers

have
is

will attend.

This

is

the first time in

many

years

County Planning Commission, has that the trade show has been taken
Brown Instrument Company, Phil- been named by county commission- to the Atlantic seaboard and the fact
adelphia industrial precision instru- ers to draw up a new building code that it is being held in the nation's
ment manufacturer, has extended its for Lucas County. The work is ex- Capital will attract many additional
delegates.
nation-wide program of sales and pected to take six months.
service expansion to the Baltimore
J.

Law, formerly with H.

Rogers, agent, will be

i.n

P.

charge of

by J. F. Maienshein.
Until larger quarters are ready at
1209 East 25th St., the company will

sales, assisted

ODerate from 2100 St. Paul St. Brown
and its parent company, Minneapolis-

Honeywell Regulator Company, will
move to the new site about May 1.

NTS

District

Meeting Set

For Cleveland April 24
First postwar district meeting to
be held by National Theatre Supply
Co. will take place at Cleveland
Hotel, Cleveland, April 24. This will
be followed by a series of regional
meetings but definite plans are still

not set.
Presiding will be Walter E. Green,
president, who will be accompanied
by home office officials Oscar Old-

W.

know,

J.

bull.

Managers attending

Servies, and

W.

J.

Turn-

will include Clarence Williamson, .Detroit;
J. H. Kelly, Cincinnati; A. C. Schuyler, Des Moines- B. N. Peterson, In-

dianapolis: A. J. Larson, Milwaukee;
W. C. Jervis, Pittsburgh; R. W. Dassow, Chicago, and Frank Masek,
Cleveland.

Plants to
Close for Vacation

all

TESMA Meet

than for any previous trade show.
Roxy Set for May Bow
Boomer states that a prospectus of
Jenkins Bows Elk
The new Roxy the trade show showing exhibit space
Ford City, Pa.
Elk River, Minn. George Jenkins
layout will be mailed to TESMA
has opened the new 430-seat Elk Theater, which has been constructed
members this month as members

W.

1)

Set for

recently opened his new $75,000 Gem
Double Quonset Bows
Montgomery, Ala.
Two Quonset Theater and will seat 500.

area.
(Continued from Page

'Biggest'

Now

OUTDOOR
REFRESHMENT
CONCESSIONAIRES

Specializing*
in Refreshment

from Coast to Coasts
over 14 Century /1

W

*-

SPORTSERVICE,
HURST BLDG.

ncessions for
/E-IN

THEATRES;

Inc. Jacobs bros.

BUFFALO,

N. Y.

—
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See Theater Building
Bottleneck Easing

Friday, April

wHlJuw

(Continued from Page

1)

been reopened. Booth was badly dam-

Two New

A

following a complete remodeling job.

•

being spent on the house. ...

Iowa.

Biggest single group of theater new stainless steel front, a new marquee,
approvals was one the basis of "vet- all new projection and sound equipment
Construction of and new seats were installed. Getting
eran ownership."
theaters for this reason were ap- ready for the hot weather, a new refrigproved in the following cities: Palm eration cooling system was also inCity, Cal.; Arvin, Gal.; Woodbine, stalled.
Kent; Zachary, La.; Oakland, Cal.;
J.
ZACHARY has been named sales
Ky.; Zachary, La.; Oakland, Cal.;
Palplico, S. C; San Diego, Cal.; J. manager of the candy division of the
Butler, Mo.; Delton, Wis. The Hous- Shotwell Mfg. Co., Chicago. ... It is reing Expeditor's Office also indicated ported that candy and nut bar goods sales
that new theaters in communities for last year for the entire country will exnot now having stands will receive ceed more than six hundred million dollars.
• Hollywood Candy Co. is now producing
more lenient consideration.
Approval to new theaters and re- bar goods at their new plant in Montgom.• A. J. Jedney has opened a
pairs on old stands for amounts ery, Ala.
ranging up to $80,000 were given in brokerage business in Milwaukee, Wise.
• F. W. Hanscom, Walter Johnson Candy
the following cities: Belle Glade
Co.; G. B. Webster, Redd Candy Co., and
Hope, Ark.; Lyons, Nebr.
Fla.;
Robert H. Goldstein, Dearborn Trading Co.,
Hailey, Idaho; Uhrichsville, Ohio
Walnut Creek, Cal.; Remus, Mich. have joined the Chicago Candy Club.
• Warfield Company will establish a branch
Albany, N. Y.; Mart, Tex.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(Continued from Page

Con-

Range

Theatrical Center

.

CO., Chicago, Max
Roos president, has bought the onestory factory building at South Kedzie and
West 36th St. for $200,000, from Charles
Handleman and Bernard Faset.
Building contains more than 31,000 square feet
of space and was recently completed for
manufacturing purposes. ...
• Bell &
Howell Co. will redeem 750 shares of their
preferred stock at 105% on June 1.
.
C Bland Brothers, Oak Theater, at 2004
Northwestern Ave., Chicago, is getting a
new Whiteway marquee, new ticket booths
and a lobby and interior cleanup job.
.
Eight hundred and seventy-five new seats
will go in, as soon as they are available.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Planned

for

Columbus

(Continued from Page

1)

.

.

plants and H. P. Cosier remains as Chicago
factory production manager. ...
F. M.

•
Civic Center structures are
adopted. Architects gave trustees of Yantis becomes vp. and general manager
the $4,500,000 Veterans Memorial of the St. Louis division of the company
group a preview of plans which call and Elwin Reed is named St. Louis sales
for a 8,100-seat convention hall, with manager. ... • Charley Gerlach is sales
3,000 added temporary seats; a med- manager of the Chicago division.
ium-sized music hall seating 3,000 • Carl E. Behr resigns as advertising and
and a small recital hall seating 800. sales manager of the Paul F. Beich Co.,
The convention hall would also be tSloomingron
Harold Walsh and
III.
used for ice shows, roller skating, Charles O'Malley will take over his duties.
hockey, basketball and other events. • Kay J. Pihringer has bougnt the Maronn
The music hall would be used for Candy Co., Milwaukee, Wise.
The
concerts and recitals.
factory is located at 202 W. Scott St. in
Proposed Temple of Goodwill, that city
sponsored by Protestant organizations, would include a large auditorIOSEPH PALAZOLLO, new owner of
ium seating 3,000, a chapel seating ~ the Pasadena Theater, Detroit, east
the
"chapel
in
800 and another
side house, is installing new washrooms
clouds" seating 100. In addition there and new candy counter, and remodelling
so
would be large dining halls, built
the projection booth. ...
• East Side
that they may be used as one large
Drive In Theater, Detroit, is installing
for
entertainment room, suitable
new speakers. ... • Improvements to
plays and other programs. The Civic
Gloria Theater at Myrtle Beach, S. C.,
Center area is directly adjacent to
have been delayed until Fall because apthe downtown theater district.
ashington was
plication to the CPA in
not acted on in time. ...
• Pastime
750-Car
Theater, Aurora, Mo., will be closed for
a brief time to permit remodeling and
Drive-in in
modernization. The house was purchased
Seattle William R. Forman, op- rec?ntly by Clifford O. Cody of Hartserating 24 theaters in the North- ville, Mo. ... • The Lee Theater,
new

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

W

Forman Bows
Tacoma

—

.

DUDY

.

.

Is

.

.

.

.

corn Confections Co., located at 8634
East Forest Avenue, Detroit, specializing
in ready-popped corn for theatres, has
been established by Herman Rosenberg.

A

.

**

N

...
air-conditoning

system

is

currently

being installed at the Arcade Theater,
Springfield, Mass., according to Nathan E.
Goldstein, owner, who said the job will be
New display
completed by May 1.
frames will be installed in the entrance
later. ...
• Joseph F. Ryan, former special
assistant to Donald Nelson, has joined
the engineering department of the Kroehler
.

.

.

Company, pushbak seats factory, in Naper• Mr. and Mrs. Clifford O.
ville, III. ...
Cody of Hartsville, Mo., who recently purchased the Pastime Theater in Aurora, have
• Renovation
closed for remodeling. ...
of the DeSoto Theater, Lake City, Fla., has
been completed, according to report from
The entire
Norris Stevens, manager.
place, inside and out has been painted, new
.

seats,

screen,

and even

a

projection

.

Jr.

room

equipment

named manager,

.

.

.

parts

Admiral Corp., Chicago.
• Lindau and Flaherty Kedzie

division,
.

.

db.

from

Tubes— 1 - 5U4G,

£

Controls Master volume contr^phigh frequency response control, low
frequency response control and two
screwdrive type P.E. cell voltage
controls.
Monitor An 8-inch P.M.
monitor speaker is mounted over

—

.he amplifier with its own volume
control. Operating Voltage
105-125
volts, 50-60 cycles, A.C.
Other fre-

—

quencies on request. Dimensions
22 x 19% x 10% inches for easy
wall
mounting.
Capacity When
used with a good speaker system,
.t will
adequately serve 1,000 per-

—

sons.

Model 2823 embodies two 30-watt
mounted in one cabinet.
Easy switchover facilities provided
;or changing from one amplifier to
amplifiers

he other. Operators will especially
appreciate the standby amplifier, for
with two amplifiers emergency protection is provided at all times.
Output 30 watts at peak, 20
watts at 2 per cent harmonics. Taps
at 8, 16 and 500 ohms.
Based on
SMPE standards. Range Plus or
minus 1 db. from 50 to 10,000 cycles.
Input Two high impedance P.E.
cell inputs with equalizers for balancing the output on each projector.

—

—

—

Microphone and phonograph jacks.
Controls Wide range high frequency response control, low frequency response control, master volume control and two screwdriver
type P.E. voltage controls. Tubes

—

All first quality, easily replaceable
standard tubes. 1 - 5U4G, 2- 6L6,

6J7 in each am5-inch P.M.
monitor speakers with self-contained
volume control. One each mounted
in both sides of amplifier chassis.
Operating Voltage 105-125 volts,
50-60 cycle A.C. Other frequencies
on request.
DIMENSIONS—22 x
19% x 10% inches. For wall mounting.
Capacity When used with a
good speaker system, it will serve
theaters seating up to 1,000 people.
1

-

6N7,

plifier.

6SF5,
Monitor

1 -

1 -

—Two
—

—

.

popcorn machine were added.

IOE MARTY,

~

.

1)

—

A MERICAN TICKET

.

1

1-6SF5, 1 - 6J7.
All standard low cost, easily rer
placeable tubes.

*» W.

.

or minus

2-6N7,

.

.

— Plus

50 to 10,000 cycles.

SCHROEDER and Herbert
'* Morgan of the SuperSize Popcorn
Co. announce they have moved their Detroit offices at 307 Boulevard building in
factory in New Urleans for their chocolate that city. ...
• M. A. Miller has comdivision.
• Chase Candy Co. ap- pleted interior modernizing of the Libpointed G. D. Belcher vp. in charge of erty in New York Mills, Minn.
production for all plants. ...
• H. L. 9 Ralph Dower has reopened the Badger
Rothleiner was named manager of Chicago in Badger, Minn. ...
• American Pop.

Huge

.

.

Amplifiers

1)

Although Government officials in- aged as the result of a fire several tveeks struction has been started on the $375,000
sist there are no present plans to ago. ...
• The Dixie Theater, Bryan, Rodgers Theater to be erected in Poplar
raise the present $50,000,000 ceiling Tex., oivned and operated by the Bryan Bluff, Mo., by the Rodgers Circuit of
on weekly non-housing allocations, Amusement Co., of which Mrs. Morris Cairo, III. ... • The State Theater,
housing authorities admitted to The Schulman and Mrs. Henry Lazarus are Clarence, la., has been sold by Joe Groth
Film Daily that considerably more principal owners, has been reopened to W. L. Fisher of Pleasantville,
theaters will be approved.

1947

DeVry Producing
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Theater have ordered 1,000 new type International chairs from Chicago Theater
Supply Co., for early delivery. ... • In

Kroehler Steps

On Push Back
Chicago

Up Sales
Seats

— Kroehler

Mfg. Co. reinstallations of Push
Back chairs in the following locations:
Center Theater
Detroit,
ports

recent

—

Michigan for Associated Theaters;
Rex Theater Havana, Cuba; Uni
Blue Mound, III., The Blue Mound, versity Theater
Columbus O. for
changed to the Bix Theater, has been re- Academy Theaters; Karlton Theater
opened by Maurice Bugg of Assumption, —Philadelphia, Pa. for Wm. GoldIII.
Bob Bankson is manager of the man Theaters; Catalina Theater
house. ...
• Manuel Saurez has pur- Tucson, Ariz, for Paramount-Nance
chased the Rex Theater, in Depue, 111., Theaters;
Avenue Theater Monand the adjoining Banick Tavern from treal, Quebec; Edgewood Theater

west and on the Pacific Coast, has Clinton, Mo., a unit of the Commonopened his new drive-in theater, the wealth circuit, is being completely renoAuto-View, near McCord Field, south vated and modernized. In addition to a
of Tacoma. It is the largest in the complete repainting job, new carpeting
Northwest, having accommodations and draperies will be installed, and new
for 750 cars. Forman is associated upholstered seats and RCA sound system
with Ted Gamble in the operation of provided. The walls are to be given
theaters in Oregon and his interests acoustical treatment. A netv refrigerated
extend into California. He will be drinking system is to be "art of the im- Peter Banick. ... • Odeon Theaters
associated with Gamble in new drive- provements. The house has also been of Canada, Toronto, has announced the
ins in Oregon and with John Danz provided with all-aluminum frames in remodelling of the Avalon, a neighborin a projected drive-in on the Du- the lobby and a Manley popcorn machine hood house in Ottawa, as the forerunner
and large new lounges. Some $20,000 is for the adoption of a first-run policy.
wamish River, south of Seattle.
.

.

.

—

—

—

Jacksonville, Fla. for Florida State

—

Theaters; Arden Theater Lynwood,
Calif, for Albert Hanson; Chief Theater Omaha, Nebraska, for Ralph
Blank.

—

Friday. April

18,

3t
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Improvements Made
In

Coast

RKO

EQUIPMENT NEWS
DAILY

THEATER DEALS

Lots

THEATERS
and

(Continued from Page

1)

progressing at a lost of $8,000. Two
male star fitting rooms are being
uilt and a rearrangement of apiroaches and doors will permit the
costuming of hundreds of extras
^-^thout congestion. In the future
costuming on a large call will
I '01
completed in a quarter of the
,e
:ime

now

required.

Included in the improvements being made under the supervision of
Howard Nelson, superintendent of
maintenance, is the modernization
of the office of Dore Schary, executive vice-president in charge of production, and those of other execuThe publicity
tives and producers.

Ritz Theater Bought
Deshler, Neb.
L. E. Burkey is
selling out his film interests in this
vicinity after nine years operation.
Lester Dutcher, owner of theaters at
Chester and Shickley, Neb., has purchased the Ritz Theater here.
12-town circuit served by portable equipment was bought by Dale
Skinner. Towns include: Bellvidere,
Hubbell, Oak, Byron, Ruskin, Deweese, Reynolds, Jansen, Harbine,

—

A

Strang, Tobias and Ong. Burkey
will continue to operate a sound
equipment system through the area.

Flo

Changes Ownership

—

Grand Rapids, Mich. Flo Theater,
Nashville, owned by Mr. and Mrs.
William H. Ledbetter, has been sold

CIRCUITS

and Mrs. Earl Harris and Mr.
and Mrs. William Gregg of Detroit.
will

to Mr.

be found completely

Levinson Buys Brentwood
listed in the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Selly Levinson, who is

—

1947
YEAR
BOOK

associated with Walter Colmes in
the new production company known
as Somerset Pictures, has bought the
600-seat Brentwood Theater at Wilshire and Federal.

Acquires Columbus Champion
Robb & Rowley Buy Two
Columbus, O. Champion Theater,
Big Springs, Tex.— The Robb &
department also is undergoing mod- one of the Miles circuit, has been ac- Rowley Circuit has purchased the
quired by Al Sugarman and Lee Hofernization and redecorating.
Texas and State Theaters here from
heimer, operators of the Indianola,
All projection rooms are being
Gene Hendon and Richard Bull. The
modernized and new loge seats are
being installed. Plans are now being
completed for a new 16 mm. proTwo new teletype
jection room.
machines with direct lines to New
York have been installed in the mill
and other huge buildings.
At Pathe 40-Acres $20,000 has
been spent in building a 25 x 125foot Class A magazine type film
Built underground,
storage vault.
vault is covered with 2% feet of
soil topped by concrete.
Also at Pathe a complete, ultramodern camera department storage
vault has been constructed at a cost
of $16,000.
Office buildings have
been erected at Pathe and the studio
offices generally have been modernized.

At the RKO Ranch a war surplus
B-29 hangar, to be used for construction storage; four 40 x 100-foot
Quonset

huts,

for

electrical

and
and

property department storage;
a 140 x 180 scene storage dock ha</e
been erected.
Construction starts
soon on a huge new incinerator for
the ranch.

Other improvements at the home
RKO Pathe in Culver City, and
at the ranch bring the modernization cost up to the half million
mark.
lot,

$25,000

—

Avondale and Olentangy. It will be
turned over to the new owners June 1.

Olentangy For Foreign Pix

—

circuit operate several other
houses here and plans call for the
closing of the Texas and the operations of the State as a second-run

MOTION PICTURES

Columbus, O. Olentangy Theater, house.
operated bv Al Sugarman and Lee
Hofheimer, will become Columbus' Blaylock Sells Couple
first foreign language theater. Now
Denver
Theater Enterprises buy
closed, the theater will re-open soon
Apache and Pueblo, Ruidoso, N. M.,
with an all-foreign film policy.
from E. J. Blaylock, possession to

—

Carlson Sells Lynn
Frazee, Minn. Elmer Fisher and

—

Tom Johnson

purchased

have

Lynn here from W.

S.

the

Carlson.

oe given April 28.

Turner Buys MusU
Denver
Ed Turner buys the
MusU, Tularosa, N. M., from A. P.

—

Buy Stand

Sitton, Jr.

Lohrville, la.— Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Laughlin of Goldfield, la., have purchased the theater at Lohrville.

Purchase

Old Roxy Sold

A. V. Stevens have purchased the
Bluebird Theater here from Ted

Laughlin's

Jacksonville,

Fla.

—The

old

St. Paul,

St.

Paul Bluebird

Minn.— V. H. Stevens and

Roxy Mann.

Theater, long a landmark in Jacksonville, and operated by the Florida
State Theaters, has been sold to Fed- Martins Buy Lot For Movie
eral Bake Shops, Inc. and will be
LaFayette, Ala. Martin Theaters
converted into a modern bakery. The bought the lot on which the Willingtheater was built in 1902.
ham Grocery, gutted by fire, was
located and has begun dismantling

—

the building. C. W. Griffin, Jr., manPeterson Buys Story
Story City, la.— L. W. Peterson ager of the local LaFayette Theater,
has bought the Story Theater here a Martin House, said the chain would
from D. H. Hartzell. Peterson will build a new movie house on the lot
if CPA would give the green light.
manage.

Showcase

Set
For Russellville, Ark.

Palace and State Purchased
Orpheum and Lake Switch
Slaton, Tex.— The Palace and State
Orpheum and Lake
Butte, Mont.
here
Theaters, owned and operated
Theaters, Whitefish, Mont., properRussellville, Ark.
A new $25,000 by Herschel Crawford, have been pur- ties from Lloyd Sissel to John Lindshowhouse will be opened here April chased by C. D. Leon, head of the say. M. E. Eichhorn takes over Nyah
Leon circuit, with headquarters in
29.
Theater, Hot Springs, from Mrs.
The movie house is owned by E. Dallas.
Riberdy Sweeney. Two April 1 exR. Gillett, and will bx'ing his chain
changes are Bob Gohn's sale of Twin
of theaters up to three.
He owns Lovilia Villa Sold
Bridges house to Cecil MvClure, and
the Bristol in Memphis and the Ritz
The Villa Theater here E. Dontigney's East Helena transfer
Lovilia, la.
in Dyersburg, in addition to the Ruswas sold recently by C. E. Gordon of to Don Lybrind of Scobey.
sellville house.
Plains, Mo., to Harold SieverNew theater is a 430-seater, fully West
ding of Bellevue, la. The new owner Tries Temporary Theater
equipped with super simplex projec

THE MOST
USEFUL
FILM
YEAR BOOK
EVER

COMPILED

—

—

i

of

R & R

NOW
A

BEING DISTRIBUTED

year's

FILM

subscription

to

THE

DAILY

($10.00; foreign
$15.00) will bring you this Encyclopedia of Motion Pictures FREE.

—

repairing and remodeling the
is
four-star simplex sound sys
and large washed-air cooling house and will re-open at once.
system. It is fully upholstered, and
covered with Crestwood carpets.
Star Changes Hands
Stanley, N. D. Walter Whitmore
Russellville is situated 250 miles
west of Memphis, between Fort and Victor Brooks have purchased
the Star here from D. W. Trisko.
Smith and Little Rock.

tion,
tern

—

—

J. David TidMoundville, Ala.
more, spurred by an editorial in the
Moundville News calling for a movie
house in the town, is showing pictures on three nights a week in a
temporary building, with plans for a
permanent show if all goes well.

1501 Broadway

New York

18, N. Y.

—

Artist

• • •

with light and shadow
.•To hold

drama which darkness gave
and
this was the problem
clarity of action
on which the picture's director and the
director of photography worked hard

shadow, he faithfully interpreted the diaim
made certain that the
visual result would be vivid, dramatic,

the

this scene, yet not sacrifice identity
.

.

rector's

.

.

convincing.

To

.

»

get the

timer must

and successfully.
To this same end the timer also worked
successfully. By his skilled selection of
printing light, his judgment of light and

.

most from

work with

formity
one of the many qualities
which make the family of Eastman mo.

—

.

.

tion picture films so useful to the industry.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER
J.

E.

BRULATOUR,

FORT LEE

•

his ability, the

film of assured uni-

4,

N. Y.
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•
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auction Dist.

\

Uth
York
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aist

st.
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ZOTH-fOK R6I)TBLS UP fO R P AST 15 UI€€KS
High Court Appeal Determination Due by June
Exhibits

and

Transcripts

be Filed Before
udges Can Act on Hearing

vlust

THE FILM DAILY
U. S. Supreme Court

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

b expected to wind up its present
erm by mid-June, it was indicated

ver the week-end. Before that time
he Court must decide whether to
,ear appeals from the N. Y. decree
r the case will be delayed many
dditional months.
Court cannot decide on the appeal
leas until the Government and the
efendants file their exhibits, tran(

Schaefer Beer

Ad Campaign Based on Player

Endorsements Encounters Opposition of MPAA
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Eleven players who have agreed to endorse Schaefer beer in a
new ad campaign are being notified of MPAA's opposition to endorsements
for beer, wine and hard liquor. As early as 1934, MPAA's Eastern Information
Committee adopted a resolution opposing such endorsements. As far as is known

—

the 11 players are

Des Moines,
test

la.

all

free lancers.

—The

against films that

gestive

dialogue.

The

Iowa Lutheran Welfare society directors issued a prodrinking scenes, intense love-making or sug18 board members represent six large Iowa Lutheran
include

Fewer

Pictures Policy

Lessens Need for Studio
Expansion, Says Skouras
Twentieth Century-Fox rentals in
the first 15 weeks of this year show
an increase over the corresponding
1946 period, it is
revealed by Spy1 ros
P. Skouras,
president, in a
1

1

groups with an adult membership of 131,740 in 486 churches.

I

statement with
the company's annual report for
1946. At the same

time
noted

Continued on Page 11)

Exhibs. Should Face

JJA Seeks Double

Says Grosses

Make

Skouras
that

costs

are somewhat
higher.

Confirming

Costs

Problem—Scully

Talent

"$-Minded"

esti-

mates announced
in late March,

donations in Drive

the

company

re-

Rising production costs are the
Excessive publicity on unpreceported a net profit
mutual problem of exhibitors and dis- dented theater grosses has affected
of $22,619,533 for
SPYROS P. SKOURAS
Office boys to company presidents tributors, William A. Scully, Uni- the "thinkinp- of writers, directors
the year ended
.'ill
be asked to double their dona- versal - International vice - president and stars," Benedict Bogeaus told Dec.
28, equal to
.90 per common
ions to the United Jewish Appeal in and general sales manager, said at the press boys last Friday.
Carl
(Continued on Page 11)
he industry's local drive for $2.1 a week-end conference of district Leserman, exec, veepee of Benedict
lillion, beginning next month, Bar- managers and the home office sales Bogeaus Productions, was also presey Balaban, national chairman told cabinet. Meeting was called to form- ent at the conference.
Set
ntertainment leaders at a special ulate release and sales plans for the
While speaking of costs, Bogeaus
uncheon meeting held in the Astor next four months.
have
production
"Costs
in
asserted,
lotel last Friday.
Arguing that companies cannot gone up in spite of all attempts to

Reade Houses

"Sacrificial

gifts

are

coming

(Continued on Page 11)

(Continued en Page 6)

(Continued on Page 3)
3

ara. Will Increase Short
subject Schedule 33 1/3%

—

Dallas
Contrary to the general
rend within the industry, Paranount will increase its production
cartoons by 33 1/3 per cent it
Jof
vas announced here Friday by Oscar
\. Morgan, short subjects and news~eel sales head at a meeting where
ie
discussed the 1947-48 lineup.
(Continued on Page 11)

Aims at Jure
Drive-in Attendance

Bill

St.

Paul,

Minn.

—

Attendance of

minors at drive-in theaters would
be regulated under provisions cf a
bill
introduced in
the Minnesota
legislature by Rep. John H. Nordin.
However, there is not much time
for consideration of the bill, as the
legislature is scheduled to adjourn
this

week-end.

Warner Teddington Plant
To Be Ready in 90 Days

"Arch of Triumph" May
Be Held for September

Warner's Teddington Studios in
England should be in shape in about
90 days, it was said Friday by Col.
Nathan Levinson, head of WB's
sound department. Teddington was
badly blitzed during the war.
Two cameras from Warners' Bur-

Roadshows of Enterprise's "Arch
of Triumph," which UA will disSeptember, it was learned over the
week-end. Enterprise is said to incline to the belief that this will be
better strategy than to bring in

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 3)

"Duel" forMay 7

"Duel in the Sun" will play day
and date runs in all houses of the
Walter Reade Circuit beginning May
(Continued on Page 3)

tribute here,

may

be deferred until

Urges Un-Americanism Fight
WB to Continue with "Up Until Now"
NCA to Hear Wright
Outline U. S. 'Program'

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood^A

THE FILM DAILY

call for militant in-

tensification of the industry's fight

against un-American ideologies is
Minneapolis
High film rentals
IL. Warner, vice-presiand percentage pictures will be un- issued by Jack
der fire at the annual convention of dent in charge of Warner producNorth Central Allied today and to- tion, coupled with the announcement
morrow at Nicollet Hotel here. The of a new topical film exposing the
proposed increase by Ascap of music effects of Communist and Fascist

—

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 11)

Truman Gets Beport
On Copyright Pact
Washington Bur.,

THE FILM DAILY

—

Washington
State Department
report on the inter-American copyright agreement is expected to be
submitted to the White House this
week, it was learned over the weekend. The Department, it was revealed, "definitely" has decided not

and trade
agreement in its

to include certain industry

objections

to

the

official report.

A fight thus is expected when
the agreement is sent by President
Truman to the Senate for consideration. Brth NAB and MPAA, as
well as other organizations have ex-

pressed opposition to some portions
of the agreement, signed last June
by 21 countries.

—

V

!

wv

Monday, April 21,

194";

DidLY

NCA

To Hear Wright
S. "Program"

Benton's Cultural Program Prods, Carpenters
Faced with Lack of Funds Will Meet Tomorrow

Outline U.

(Continued from Page

Washington Bureau of

1)

Washington

license fees also will be attacked.
Mon., Apr. 21,1947

Vol. 91, No. 77

10 Cents

Following a welcoming address to
Publisher exhibitors by Mayor Hubert H. HumJOHN W. ALICOATE
phrey of Minneapolis today, Robert
DONALD M. MERSEREAU Associate Publisher
and General Manager L, Wright, special assistant to the
U. S. Attorney General, and chief
Editor
CHESTER B. BAHN
prosecutor of the film anti-trust
suits, will outline the Government
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York 18, "program" for the motion picture in-

THE FILM DAILY

— Assistant

Secretary

of State William Benton's entire cultural program, with the exception of

the Western

that part confined to

:

hemisphere, might find itself cut off
from all funds at the end of June if
authorizing legislation now pigeonholed by the House Foreign Affairs
Committee is not passed soon.
N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
A budget recommendation for
dustry.
J. W. Alicoate, President; Donald M. Mersereau, Vice-President and Treasurer; Patti
Col. H. A. Cole, Texas exhibitor about $31,000,000 is involved, and it
and
Secretary.
Alicoate,
Vice President
is reliably learned that most of that
Entered as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, leader, will address the luncheonallotment was scheduled by the State
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
the Motion Picture Founmeeting
on
Dept. sub-committee of the House
Terms (Postage free)
act of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York dation project. Leo Wolcott, presi- appropriations committee to go to
one
months,
months,
$10.00
year; 6
$5.00; 3
dent of Iowa-Nebraska Allied, and the Benton operation until it w&s
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should
$3.00.
remit with order. Address all communications the board of directors of Wisconsin realized that there is no authorizAllied are also scheduled to attend ing legislation for the pix, radio and
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New
York 18, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117, 9-7118, the NCA meet.
other cultural portions of the pro9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
Cable address Film-

THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—

First

meeting

ol

representatives of major producer;
and striking studio carpenters ha;
been set for tomorrow.

N. Y.

THEATERS

CHARLES CHAPLIN

-

day,

New

York.

Bergman and

—

MEXICO Distributors' Contracts

stacles within deal itself." It is reported that question of whether any
Toronto The Motion Picture The- cash would be involved was one of
aters Association of Ontario will the points unsettled and also possirecommend that each distributor file bility of an all-stock trade.
a copy of its new contract with the
association, Nat Taylor, head of a
BY ORDER OF
special committee, said.
Taylor's

—

financial
(Apr. 18)

;

;

'

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Am. Seat
8,

Howell
Picts

East.

Kodak

Gen.

Prec.

High

Low

18
205/8

173,4

Close
18

19y2

19l/2

17'/8

17'/8

171/6

228
228
20 Vs 20

Eq

Loew's, Inc

21

4
24l/2
127/g

Paramount

RKO

21

Chg.

+ %
—
1

228
20
'/4

Vi

— %
—
— %
— %

21 '/4

24

24

Vi

123/8
12'/2
Republic Pict
6y4
6
6
Republic Pict. pfd..
13
13
13
20th Century-Fox
305/8
30
30
20th Century-Fox ppf.103
103
103
Universal Pict
23'/2
23
23
Universal Pict. pfd.. 82
82
82
Warner Bros
141/2
14
14

group would study each document to
determine whether any objectionable
clauses are included and pass on
findings to MPTA members.
Distributors recently dropped the
standard Canadian license agreement
for the

new

CAMP SHOWS, INC.
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SELL your picture.

|

35MM, 16MM,

-

.

Asked

Bid
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51/s

6% B

.

.

really

will

FULLY EQUIPPED
and

for
Slide Projection.

COCKTAIL
—

WANTED
Young lady

for

ping office.

One who can take some

1501

and

|

do

detail

typing

work

in

ship-

film

preferred.

per week to

start.
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THOS. F. BURCHILL
AUCTIONEER AND APPRAISER
West 24th Street, New York City

The Academy Award Picture!
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37/4

Cinecolor
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3 ra

Winner of Nine Academy Awards

+
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Linet to

MONTREAL— Lipton, executive co-ordinator of advertising,
to
establish budgetary West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
VANCOUVER —
plans for campaigns on U-I producSYDNEY—
Hollywood
Samuel Briskin, a
tions for the next three months.
partner in Liberty Productions, was
UY
BRUSSELS—
not available for expansion of his
COPENHAGEN—
statement that the Liberty-ParaOnt.
MPTA
Will
Scan
ROME —
mount deal has been blocked by "ob-

Bell

A Motion Picture that
will STARTLE you!
Released thru United Artists

gram. The so-called Bloom bill of
IE- RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL last year failed to get through ConRockefeller Center
gress, and Rep. Charles Eaton, R.,
Coast to Talk Budgets
RONALD COLMAN in
N. J., chairman of the Foreign
WASHINGTON—
Affairs Committee, is in no hurry to
"THE LATE GEORGE APLEY"
Maurice A. Bergman, Universal- put the bill through this year. He
introducing PEGGY CUMMINS
publicity
International Eastern ad
A 20th Century-Fox Picture
told this reporter Friday he does
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
LONDON director, accompanied by Hank Linet, not intend to recommend any action
Eastern advertising manager, planed on it soon.
MANILA—
to the Coast Saturday night for a
HAVANA —
BOMBAY— series of studio meetings with John Liberty-Paramount Stock
LORETTA YOUNG
Joseph, U-I national director of adALGIERS—
JOSEPH COTTEN ETHEL BARRYM9RE
vertising and publicity and David A. Trade Minus Cash Looms

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:
28, Calif.
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
Andrew H.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Manning Clagett,
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127133 Wardour St. W. 1.
Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Mary
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,
Fort, Bombay 1.
Paul Saffar.
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
St.
Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
Theater Bldg.
Bowden Fletcher,
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
2110.
Jean Pierre Meys,
110 Rue des Paquerettes.
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copenhagen-Van Loese.
John Perdicari.
Via Ludovisi 16.
Phone, 42758.

Columbia

"MONSIEUR VERDOUX"

dic-

Salary,

Write

BOX 121, THE FILM DAILY
BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18,

N. Y.

parties, luncheons and
dinners served in this versatile room
setting a gay mood for a favorable reaction to your film

MITCHELL MAY,
CO., INC.

|

"Trade
vlttles

M

Specializing

Daly:

showings

DON'T

hers with daleetable
cost anything like $15.00

m

D«r head."

Good Attendance Guaranteed

MADISON AVENUE
New York,
Td.: PL. S-340O

at 54th
N. Y.

PAUL GREEN,

||
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Afro*
'&45,

INSURANCE

—

Aside to Phil

Jr.

ON SCREEN
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requirements of thr

Motion Picture Industry
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PERSON

Joe BESSER
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RAY MILLAND

St.

75
Mir.

510

W.

Maiden Lane,
6th St

New York
Lot Anfalea

BARBARA STANWYCK

ARREN &

BARRY FIT7GERAID

BR0DERICK

i

onday, April 21, 1947
DAILY

ALONG

JA Seeks Double

Gome

COfflinC aod

onalions in Drive

GEORGE WELTNER, Paramount International
is
returning to New York on the

president,

(Continued from Page

rough from every section of the
untrv," Balaban said, and he reai

iv^yhe

incident of a

man

bor-

on his insurance policy to
ake his donation to the UJA.
Matthew Fox, co-chairman of the
tvv York area drive, announced that
\V1.
;i.

ibian and Paramount circuits have
dicated their intent to show "Disaced Persons," short made by RKOathe unit that produces the "This

America"

Sam

series.

Monday Morning Memos
•

•

HARTFORD, CONN, now knows what a sneak preview is
its first, last Thursday night when Enter-

•

named

ax A. Cohen, Leo Brecher and Da<1 Weinstock.
Those who attended the Friday
ncheon besides those already menDned were: Phil Chasin, Jack Cohn,
iter Colwin, Maurice Firth, Emil
riedlander, Leopold Friedman, Sam
Friedman, Leonard Goldenson,
ithur Israel, Jr., Harry Kalmine,
alcolm Kingsberg, Harry Michael<n, W. C. Michel, Harold Rinzler,
.

Samuel Schneider,
Schneider,
dolph Schimel, Sol Schwartz, Sam
nain, J. J. Unger, Dr. Isidor Lubin,
Zimbalist, and members of the
1

prise tested Eastern audience reaction to

David Loew, George

Einield.

reports

Word

ink studios are now enroute to
ngland, in keeping with the prome made by Jack L. Warner in
ebruary that the parent company
ould donate necessary equipment
get the British plant working
^ain. And as fast as replacements
crive, Teddington will receive more
luipment, sent over in the guise of
ifts because of British dollar re•

ductions.

Magnetic recording

will

be

in gen-

Warner Studios,
Levinson revealed in
ol. Nathan
ew York Friday.
•al

use soon in the

»

ahill,

Jr.,

left

for

the

SMPE

Enterprise

Apr. 21
Robert

L.

Perrin

Anthony Quinn

is

showing taking

first

tests

to

committed

determine

a policy

to

sneak previews in geographically strategic locales, in order to obtain the best consensus of opinion, as well as to stimulate subsequent

executive, returns
Coast.

Bros Service Corp.
the

New York today from

to

RAY MILLAND arrives today from the Coast
preparatory to sailing for England for the start
of

Paramount's "So

PEGGY WOOD
New York

from

Evil,

My Love"

in

May.

arrives on the Coast today
to appear in Para.'s "Dream

Girl."

SILAS F. SEADLER, M-G-M advertising head,
returns today from a Coast vacation and visit
to the company's studios.
TERRY TURNER, RKO exploitation manager,
left for Hollywood by train over the week.end.
to

EMERSON YORKE flew to Chicago yesterday
attend the SMPE convention.
HAROLD DUNN, PRC assistant sales mana-

leaves for a two-week Southwest tour to
orient exchange managers on company's selling
and promotional plans for the coming year.

ger,

word

mouth promotion

of

T
•

SALVAGE NOTE:

•

•

de luxe edition

of the

That handsome silver cover used for the

MPAA's Children Film Library brochure was orignow cancel'.ed MPAA 25th anniversary banquet

inally intended for the

Which

sorta leads

you

to

suspect the event has been permanently

JOHN WHITAKER, RKO-Radio
to

DOLORES DEL
in

•

•

Inc.

•

...

Hong Kong,

of

Final corporate

up under

set

• SRO

...

sorship

HEDDA HOPPER

difficulty

is

in

has

Ltd..

name

just

Chinese subsidiary

been chartered

in

Dela-

is

the National Film Service,

some "Duel in the Sun" cenSome conferences looking to

reported encountering

have been held. ... • Katherine Randle. PRC bookerMemphis, today should receive an oil portrait of herself
as surprise award for placing iirst in the December booker-salesman's
Portrait was done by Charles Blaise of the PRC art staff
drive
from a photo. ...
• Loew's Bill Rodgers will host a special industry
press luncheon at the Astor on April 30 in connection with the Metro
sales convention which will be held throughout that week
in

Y
CONCEDING THAT GOLDWYN'S "The Best Years of Our
Lives" was away from the barrier first in the race for top box office
honors. SRO declares that early returns on "Duel in the Sun" indicate
that the Selznick pic 'will contest the top position now enjoyed by
"Years.".
• Thurman Arnold, former Assistant Attorney General,
•

•

.

the

thinks

.

anti-trust

laws should be broadened

"economic coercion" by unions

many

of the

...

•

...

to

include

outlawing

employers to engage unnecIncidentally, you might ask yourself just how

bans embodied

force

to

in the

House's Strike Curb

situations in the film industry

The

Bill

potentialities are

would

affect

mighty

inter-

• The

National Education Association Department of Secondary Teachers will present Audio Visual awards at the end of the
esting.

academic year to schools and colleges doing outstanding work
Audio Visual Education
Director William Le win. chairman of

1947-'48

in

the

Department's Advisory

convention
Cahill

is in

arrives

Council

Chicago yesterday.
in
charge of sound for the

Theaters.

"Arch of Triumph" May
Be Held for September

is

(Continued from Page

1)

today

from

Holly-

PRC's "Untamed
York from Evansplayed an engagement

star of
to New

the physical distribution com-

of

film carrier auspices

Pennsylvania

arrived at the week-end
City.

CHARLES S. GOETZ, Bronx exhibitor, leaves
tomorrow for Florida on a three-week vacation.

Reade Houses Schedule
"Duel" for

supervising

the

project.

.

.

.

I,TOA vs. Ascap Trust
Stands; Off Calendar
Federal Judge John Bright on
Friday instructed attorneys for
Ascap and the ITOA to fix dates for

examination

of

Harry

May

7

(Continued from Page

settlement

•

RIO,

Manhattan from Mexico

Fury," has returned
ton, Illinois, where she
with the Guild Repertory Theater.

T

COLUMBIA HAS FORMED a new

•

Columbia Films
ware.

T

flew

wood.

scratched

T

vee-pee,

Hollywood at the week-end.

ALTHEA MURPHY,

Ascap's

Q>re elinai
9 Do-

the

for a stay of several weeks.

HAROLD RODNER, Warner

two

for

of

Warner

J^end £5ittkda 9

had been sneaked,

There will be two more

Coast

place on the

cheered and applauded

was being previewed spread like a
was jammed
This was

" Aich"

that

David Lewis and

Phil M.'s Operator G-2

result that the theater

South and Midwest reactions

essary labor.

Levinson came East, he told the
ress, not only to huddle with Ernest
oyls, WB's sound chief in the UK,
;ho arrived here last week, but also
confab with the 12 district service
apervisors, due April 28. Principal
•pic
of the discussion, Levinson
tid, would be the standardization
:gram which was started about a
)zen years ago.
Levinson, Royls and Col. Frank E.

a

the second time the picture

salesman

1)

Triumph." with Charles

of

Schaefer, Producer

I.

audience

Hartford

the

that

prairie fire with

pany

(Continued from Page

"Arch

Director Lewis Milestone taking the pulse

.

Earner Teddington Plant
o Be Ready in 90 Days

town from the Coast

The town experienced

minutes

as head
the independent exhibitors comittee that will help raise funds in
e metropolitan area. Others on the
mmittee are: Ed Rugoff, Harry
randt, Julius Joelson, Si Fabian,

Rinzler was

Queen Elizabeth which arrives Thursday.
With him is CLEMENT S. CRYSTAL, Paramount
Theater department head, who accompanied
Weltner on a globe-circling tour of the company's main overseas branches.
HARRY M. WARNER, Warners' prexy, is in
S.S.

1)

which

1

the date for the film's
metropolitan debut in 38 Loew
houses, Milton Kussel, SRO sales
topper, announced Friday.
Pic will light Reade houses in
7

is

Kingston, N. Y., and in Asbury
Park, Long Branch, Red Bank, Freehold, Perth Amboy, Morristown and
Toms River, N. J.
The May 7 "premiere" date will
find the picture opening in more
than 300 situations on the East and

West

coasts.

"Duel" had its dual Eastern premiere Thursday in up-state Rochester and Syracuse, and topped
by about 15% in both spots. At
Loew's Rochester, pic got $5,421 for
the day; at Loew's State, Syracuse,
"take" was $3,829.
Twenty-eight field exploiteers are
preparing the campaign in various
territories under the supervision of
Claud Morris,
SRO exploitation

GWTW

head.

Operating in the Pacific and
Northwest are Milton Watt, Philip
Lees and Max Burcutt; in Los Angeles,
B.
A.
Babb and Morris
Abrams; in the Dallas area, Ted Tod,
George Wood, W. G. Thompson,
Herb Jennings, Julian Bowes, Allen
Glenn and Paul Blaufox.
The New York campaign, under
the direction of Ted Baldwin, will
be handled by Harry Goldberg, Jack
Berk and Francis McNamara, while
Ralph Stitt and Sidney M. Kain will
take care of Atlanta, Richmond and
Washington.

Brandt and others, and for the ITOA
the pic in June. If the die is cast examination of Ascap books and recfor September, "Arch" will open ords. In the meantime, the ITOA
simultaneously in New York and anti-trust action against Ascap will Bright's action served to
be taken off the calendar. Judge Ascap motion to dismiss the
some five or six major cities.

kill

suit.

the

look by took. I
Kiss

by

Kiss...

HARD-BOILED REALISM THAT MAKES YOU

GASP -THIS SAVAGE DRAMA OF

LIFE IN

THE RAW, WITH THE SCREEN'S "DILLINGER"

AS THE COLDEST KILLER A WOMAN
EVER LOVED, AND BEAUTEOUS CLAIRE

AS A FEMALE EVEN "DEADLIER
THAN THE MALE."

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
full page ads in LIFE — LOOK —
SATURDAY EVENING POST - LIBERTY,

with

and FAN AAAGAZINES— to a
tion of

21,857,396.

total circula-

NCE

CLAIRE

WALTER

TIERNEY TREVOR SLEZAK
in

BOR
PHILLIP
Produced by

lit

with

TERRY

•

HERMAN SCHLOM

Screen Play by EVE

AUDREY LONG
•

Directed by

ROBERT WISE

GREENE and RICHARD MACAULAY

R K

O

<3$

Monday, April

HOLLYWOOD'S

«REV|EUJS»

GREATEST

"The Homestretch"
with Cornel Wilde, Maureen

STARS SAY:

Hara

Technicolor of "The
Homestretch" lends a great deal of enhancement to a tale of the track that unfolds in varied settings from Boston to England,
to
the Argentine and, finally, to
Cnurchill Downs in Kentucky.
In essence, it is the not wholly unfamiliar
story of the horseman with romantic difficulties in his first real affair, then marriage and complications from conflict oi
his domestic life with the entirely different
world of the turf and its people.
To inject an element of difference to
set it apart from the usual theme, here is
offered the ccronation of the present King

5th

AVENUE
IS

THE

PICTURE

TO SEE

"Hilariously

1

-

sharp,

brilliant

and Queen of England about 10 years ago.

They are

funny.
chuckle
I

it."

pictorial

i

presents

(DeFORE HARDING
CHARLIE

the

of

films

VICTOR

RUGGLES MOORE
cau STORM

composition, action,

brief

its

to

it

lend

has a

credence

good deal
to

color

ON5n

AVE%e
4 »«En^i° E ^^JM
N

FREDEfi.CK sTEfflANl

tyysj^^^'f™®**^"

Screen^

Z^E

*«*

by

"WIS «

1)

still

goir.

I

Through careful plann^e, hi
company has been able to s( jfroi

up."

$300,000 to $500,000 on costs -/tha
picture currently budgeted a
$1,500,000 is really equivalent t

a

$2,000,000.

Three pix skedded for productio
year will cost an aggregate c
They are "Early Ai;
$4,500,000.
tumn," by Louis Bromfield, stai
ring Ida Lupino; "Lulu Belle," pla
by David Belasco, starring Doroth
Lamour; and "Intelligence Inspec
this

tor,

of

Postal Service," tentative titl
case history from Governmerj

files.

Carl Leserman announced that h
was not certain how "A Miracle Ca
Happen," star-studded pic would b
sold. "Next 60 or 90 days," he de
clared, "will prove whether road
shows will prove successful," re
ferring to the upped admish price
on "Duel" and "Carnegie Hall."
Bogeaus also told the press tha
releasing contract with Unite
Artists had three more years to rur

his

of

as-

Santa Anita to Boston and London. In Ascot his horse is defeated. On the eve of
Wilde's sailing for South America Miss
Hara comes aboard ship. She sails with
him. They are married when Buenos Aires
is in sight. In B. A. Miss O'Hara is exposed
the very sporty set in which Wilde
to
travels and she does not like it at first.
She moves to reconcile herself to the status

up to make pictures. Running
studio took up too much time.

set

:

Metro To Use New Process
For Live-Animated Shorts

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Using a new process
of which are undisclosed
quo. After she sees Wilde in Helen Walk- details
M-G-M will -make a series of live
er's arms, she decides to give him up and
returns to the states. Meanwhile there is action and animated cartoon sub
behind the scenes action by James Gleason. jects. Subjects will be two reels ii
Wilde acquires an Argentinian steed and in length and will feature Margare
due time enters it in the Kentucky Derby O'Brien, Elizabeth Taylor and Butcl
Hara's horse. Her Valiant
Miss
wins and it comes about at the conclusion
that she still loves him and they are reunited at his Maryland farm.
CAST: Cornel Wilde, Maureen O'Hara, Glenn
Langan, Helen Walker, James Gleason, Henry
Stephenson, Margaret Bannerman, Ethel Grifagainst

l}HAH>ENEi>

lower them, and they're

during which time he must suppl;
TJA from two to four features a yeai
Reason he sold General Service Stu
pects.
The characters are people who, it seems, dios in which he had an 80 per cen
only live in film fiction and we see Cornet interest and William Cagney 20 pe
Wilde in pursuit of Maureen O'Hara from cent was that his organization wa
Also,

pleasantries.

geography

ALLIED ARTISTS
PRODUCTIONS

color

ofticial

doings

when

think of

the

about Buckingham Palace and St.
James Park and blend into the scenario
when it takes players and action to England
for horse doings at Ascot.
The audience will probably view this
spectacle with an appreciative eye for its

still

I

Make

(Continued from Page

96 Mins.

20th-Fox

The

Says Grosses

Talent "$-Minded"

BRILLIANT TECHNICOLORED TURF
TALE HAS POPULAR ELEMENTS TO SUSTAIN IT FOR POTENTIAL BOX OFFICE.

ON

21, 194

DAILY

fies,

Tommy

CREDITS:

West Coast Bureau of

—

Jenkins.

UJEDDIHG BELL5

Cook.
Producer,

Robert

Bassler;

Direc-

Wright-Schwartz

Humberstone; Original Screenplay,
Photography, Arthur Arling;
Musical Direction, Alfred Newman; Music, David
Raksin; Orchestral Arrangements, Edward Powtor,

Bruce

Marjorie O. Wright, secretary t<
Howard Dietz, and Charles Schwartz
head of Pacific Coast Film Co., wer<
ell; Art Direction, James Basevi, Leland Fuller;
married Friday.
Schwartz,
whc
Film Editor, Robert Simpson; Sound, E. Clayton
flew in from the Coast several day:
Ward, Harry M. Leonard.
ago, will remain here for anothei
DIRECTION, Effective. PHOTOGRAPHY, Fine.
week before returning to Hollywood
He will be joined by his wife later
Arthur White Acquires
Mrs. Schwartz was a member oJ
M-G-M's studio ad staff for two year;
Pickwick Interest
before transferring to the home
Arthur J. White, formerly with office. Schwartz is the son of th<
RKO's booking staff, has bought one- late Sam Schwartz,, veteran Brooklyr
exhib. His brother, Martin, is manhalf interest in the Pickwick TheGreenwich, ager of FWC's Egyptian in Hollyin
2,200-seater
ater,
wood.
Pollak & Bradder.
Wanda Tuchock;

50%

from
Owners of the Pickwick were

Conn.,

re-

ported to have settled their $5,000,000 suit against the five majors over
inability to obtain product. Ed Peskay operates the house.

Klein-Preger
Muriel Klein of the Loew's sales
department was married to Irving
Preger April 19.

1

Monday,

3*

April 21, 1947

OAILY

Record Number of Papers at
Chicago Sessions

to Start

Charge Children Left in Capital Theaters
While Pop and .Vf out Make Whoopee at Night

Today and Continue Thru
Friday; Ryder to Preside
t.

Washington Bur.,

— Complaints

—The SMPE's semi-annual

when they go out

their children

convention, which opens today in the
Gold Coast Room of the Drake Hotel
with the tradi-

tional "get-tog e t h e r" luncheon, will hear
a record total of
a p p r o x i mately 70 technical papers covwide
ering
a
range of advances in motion

that

THE FILM DAILY

some parents

Soviets to

at night

Make 10

Color Films Yearly

picture equipraent and techniques.

Moscow (By Air Mail)

— Soviet

produce about 10 feature-length films in color each year
President Loren H. Ryder,
until
1950, after which time 50
Paramount stuper cent of all Russian production
dio engineer,
will be in color.
LOREN RYDER
will present his
Current program calls for the proreport at a short
business session preceding the lun- duction of about 45 features each
cheon. Guest speaker at the latter year. After 1950 the U. S.S.R. plans
will be Capt. William C. Eddy, USN to produce about 100 features anstudios

(ret.), director of television

The

for

B&K,

technical session will take
place this afternoon. First of the
technical papers to be read will be
"Report on Flutter Definition and
first

—

Measurement Standardization" by J.
Frayne, chairman of the sounds

G.

committee. Second paper scheduled
for the initial session is "American
Films Abroad" by Orville H. Hicks,
of Loew's Int'l.

To Visit Station WBKB
Tomorrow, there will be three
sions, with the evening
to a trip to Station

Bell Films, Inc., St. Paul.

New Recording Equipment
Among new sound recording equip-

ses-

ment items to be introduced through
convention papers will be a variablearea recorder optical system permitting the recording of either negative

one devoted
and a

WBKB,

?•

talk by Capt. Eddy.
Wednesday sessions will be held
concurrently at the Drake Hotel and
at the Esquire theater, and will feature a symposium on test films. In
the evening, there will be the semiannual dinner-dance in the Drake's

grand ballroom.
Evening sessions will be held at
the Drake on Thursday.
Convention will wind up Friday
with morning and afternoon technical
sessions at the Drake.
Many new developments in photography, sound recording, laboratory processing, sound reproduction,
projection, television, and other arts
and sciences related to the production and exhibition of motion pictures will be described at the technical sessions, according to Gordon
A. Chambers, chairman of the Papers

Committee.
With approximately half of the
scheduled papers related to production and uses of 8 mm. and 16 mm.
particularly provocative titles
on the tentative program include
"Special Adaptations and Application of 16 mm. Motion Picture Cameras to Medical and Scientific Needs,"
by Mervin W. La Rue, Sr., of Chicago and Mervin W. La Rue, Jr., of
Bell and Howell Co.; "Educational
Films for a Democratic Tomorrow,"

or direct-positive sound track, described by J. L. Pettus and L. T.
Sachtleben, of the RCA Film Recordin? Section; a portable 16 mm. sound
recording system, presented by John
G. Frayne, of Western Electric Co.;

|

and a

;

line of

compact light weight

recorders for both 35 mm. and 16
mm. film, described by M. E. Collins,
of RCA's Hollywood
engineering

l

staff.

Other papers with promising titles
on the meeting schedule include "My
First Fifty Years in Motion Pic-

by Oscar B. Depue, of Chicago, describing highlights of the
author's experiences as a nartner of
Burton Holmes, the world's leading
exponent of film travelogues; "Television Studio Lighting," by Capt. W.
C. ("Bill") Eddy, director of television of Station WBKB, Chicago;
and "Television Remote Operation,"
by A. H. Brolly, chief engineer of

tures,'

I

i

!

WBKB.

films,

Many

of the papers will be supplemented by demonstrations and exhibitions of the apparatus discussed,
,

|

250 Army Theaters
Operating Overseas
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY
the Navy is

— While

aiming toward elimination of 35

mm.

for all purposes, the
Army Motion Picture Service reports
that the larger size film is being
installations

used

in

more and more soldier theAt the same time,

aters overseas.

reports "AMPS chief Fred Bund, the
overseas GI stands are rapidly be-

coming self-supporting.

bv Eddie Albert, of Hollywood;
"Psychology of the Sound Film," by
L. Mercer Francisco, of Francisco
Films, Chicago; "Movies on Wheels
Sound Motion Picture for Passenger Trains," by John G. Bitel, of
Comprehensive Service Corp., New
York; and "Training Film Production
Problems," by Reid H. Ray, of Ray-

RCA Engineers

Made

Section

is

will

nually.

WBKB.

Convention
Six

are using movie houses to leave
being investigated here by a special
committee of the District Congress of Parents and Teachers.
Washington showmen told the Parent-Teachers group that it is common practice for some parents to leave their children at theaters. District police said
it was an old problem but still serious and "steps to correct it should be taken."

Washington

-ago

and director of Station

SMPE

AMPS

is today operating nearly
overseas theaters as it has
in this country.
From a wartime
peak of over 1,150 theaters in this
country, the Army circuit is now

as

many

down to 315, and might go lower yet.
It was 353 on Dec. 1 of last year. At
the same time, Bund estimates that

AMPS is operating 250 overseas theaters with 35 mm. equipment, in addition to a number of less stabilized
16 mm. operations.

Camden,

Heads

—

N. J. Appointment of
engineers as new section
managers has been announced by M.
C. Batsel, Chief Ev<rineer of the
RCA Engineering Products Department.
The new engineering section managers are Virgil E. Trouant, Broadsix

RCA

cast and Industrial Section, which
includes broadcast, television, and
industrial
electronics engineering;
Robert R. Welsh, Communications
and Specialty Section, which includes
communication, aviation, and mobile
radio engineering; William J. Morlock, Distributed Products Section,
including sound products, motion picture sound, and test equipment engineering; Clarence A. Gunther, Assistant Chief Engineering also in
charge of Government Equipment;
Horace R. Dyson, Government Radiation Section, which embraces all
government radio transmitter and
receiver, radar, sonar, and communications engineering; and Stanley W.
Cochrane, Manager of Government
sound engineering.

3,250,000 Aussie

Producing Program

Sydney (By Air Mail)—Australian
production will cost a record high
Bund said he held a number of $3,250,000 this year, according to
conferences with overseas heads of trade estimates. Schedule includes
the Army Special Service Division seven features and some 40 educalast month, and that their stories tional and publicity shorts, latter to
have reinforced his conviction that be made by the Department of Inpix are probably the most important formation.
single item of entertainment provided by the Army for the GI. He
Rocky Mt. Allied
said there were a few complaints
that the films were being shown late, Percentage Conversions
but added that transportation difficulties in some areas make it pracDenver— Newly organized Allied
tically impossible to keep pace with
Rocky Mountain Independent Thethe studio release dates. Technicolor aters is on the
warpath against the
releases are frequently delayed, he conversion
by distribs. of percentsaid.
age pix to flat rental status, contendAs during the war, AMPS still ing that the new flat price totally
gets its prints either in advance of disregards previous flat allocations
release or at the time of general re- and is a new high one "based on the
lease. Rentals on 35 mm. film both top 'earnings' of the top percentage
here and abroad are paid on a per- pix of the past few years."
centage of the box office, while the
"With grosses falling off your
rental of 16 mm. prints is based upon prices are going to be
pegged to
a per capita charge for those who your top war-time grosses," the
have seen the films.
Allied unit warns in its second bul-

Raps

letin just distributed.

Condon Measure Signed

—

Albany Governor Dewey has approved the Condon bill as Chapter

895 of the Laws of 1947, amending
Section 216, General Business Law,
to exempt from regulation for moit was announced by W. C. Kunzmann, convention vice-president of tion picture projection machine
the society, display space being prot booths, places of Public Assembly
vided in quarters adjacent to the defined in and subject to provisions
of the Labor Law.
meeting room.

SRO

Seattle Office is

Seattle

—John

Opened

Howard,

in

charge

of SRO new branch operations on
the Coast, has opened offices for the
company in the Music Hall Theater.
James Walsh, former Republic salesman, will be in charge, while Northwest Film Service will have charge
of film inspection and shipping.

WELCOME

*
)

ESSANAY ELECTRIC CO.

PUSH-BAK SEATS

1438

are manufactured

ST.,

CHICAGO

10,

ILL.

by

KROEHLER MFG.
666 Lake Shore Drive. Chicago

CO.

11.

Manufacturers of Strong

111.

ZIPPER CHANGEOVERS

GoldE

AMPRO CORPORATION
NORTHWESTERN AVENUE. CHICAGO

2851

NORTH CLARK

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

ILLINOIS

18,

Manufacturers of Motion Picture
Lighting Lobby Displays and

Roto Chrome Colored Spotlights.

Manufacturers and Distributors
Precision Cine

Equipment

NATCO.
505

INC.
CHICAGO

NORTH SACRAMENTO BLVD.
.

.

.

extends greetings

on

WEST MADISON STREET. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

1214-1222

to

SMPE

12.

WHITE WAY

ILLINOIS

Electric Sign

members

their 61st successful

315-17

W.

WALTON

&

Maintenance Co.

STREET. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

semi annual meeting.
Manufacturers of

16mm. Equipment

Manufacturing and Maintenance Service

of Finest Quality

CHICAGO THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
1255-57

South Wabash Ave.

Chicago

5,

111.

CONTINENTAL ELECTRIC

GENERAL SCIENTIFIC CORP.

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICES

Manufactures Projection Lens

and Photo

GENEVA,

Electric Cells.

Full Lens Repairing Service.

•

RCA EQUIPMENT
INTERNATIONAL SEATS
BRENKERT LAMPS

4829 South Kedzie Ave.

CHICAGO

ILL.

Largest Manufacturer of

32, ILL.

Photo Electric Cells
_

_____

CO.

The following companies and firms, prominent in the trade, extend their greetings and best wishes for the success of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, assembled for the 61st Semi-Annual
convention at the Drake Hotel, Chicago, today thru Friday.

*

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY

•

DeVRY CORPORATION
ARMITAGE AVENUE

1111

CHICAGO

ILLINOIS

14,

Superior Motion Picture Equipment
Chicago

.

.

New York

.

.

Hollywood

.

.

Largest Line of Motion Picture Equipment.

Washington

DeVry Theater

EST. 1907

MOTIOGRAPH,
4431

KLING STUDIOS.,

INC.

WEST LAKE STREET. CHICAGO

24,

Projectors and Amplifiers.

601

ILLINOIS

NORTH FAIRBANK COURT, CHICAGO,

Announce
and Slide
of

ILL.

the opening of Motion Picture
division

under the direction

of Jack Lieb, formerly

Motion Picture Projectors

Inc.

News

of the

midwest manager

Day Newsreel.

(

SMPE

members are invited to inspect the newest and
and radio store in the country

ARCUS TICKET COMPANY

finest electronic

348

NORTH ASHLAND AVENUE

CONCORD RADIO CORPORATION

I

227

WEST MADISON

CHICAGO,

ST.

DROLL THEATER SUPPLY
925

WEST JACKSON BLVD.

CHICAGO

7,

MONROE

7805

GENERAL DETROIT CORP.

Theatrical Architects

Mfrs. of Fire Equipment

and Extinguishers
230 North

Michigan Ave.

CHICAGO,
Droll Processed Carbons

ILL.

RAPP and RAPP

ILLINOIS

•

7,

Manufacturers of Amusement Tickets

ILL.

CO.

CHICAGO

Tel.

ILL.

FRanklin 4800

607 W. Washington Blvd.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

m
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"Honeymoon"
with Shirley Temple, Franchot

RKO
LIGHTWEIGHT NUMBER HAS'NAMES"

TO

SELL, FAIR

The

main

SORT OF COMEDY PLOT.
herein

players

of

trio

are

Romay,

Lina

by the talents of
Gene Lockhart, Grant Mitchell and others
who are familiar on the current scene.
Marquee value is at once indicated in
bolstered

Temple, Guy Madison and Franchot

Shirley

Tone.
Primarily

it

is

a

comedy

of fluff stuff

which missed transport connections set
were primarily aimed
to wed the principals. Madison would have
met and wed Miss Temple. A delay in a
flight confuses
things and Miss Temple
in

off the doings which

Tone consular

enlists

rep.

His

efforts

to

console the would-be bride lead to complications with his own girl, Lina Romay.
The setting is Mexico and the surround-

made to give a Latin blend
in unfoldment. Next the groom shows up.
The wedding is delayed. She's under 18,
needs her parents consent. Then there's
ing business

matter

the

is

medical

convention in
town. More trouble follows when Miss
Temple reveals she lied in order to get
her entry permit. She said she was married.
There is an attempt made to hold Madison
and Miss Temple for investigation but they
of

a

They look up Tone and further
his
life.
Here visiting U. S.
congressmen invade the scene and a little
later another session with Miss Romay a
few strings are pulled and the Templerun

off.

complicate

Madison nuptials are performed.
Enough situation and incident is generated to keep interest up most of the time.
There is also a couple of songs strewn here
and there.
CAST: Shirley Temple, Franchot Tone, Guy

Ladd, William

with Alan

On

"Twilight

'Calcutta'

Tone
74 Mins.

Bendix,

Russell

83 Mins.

Paramount

MELODRAMATIC WHODUNIT DEPENDS UPON LADD, BENDIX AND RUS-

"Danger

the

Rio Grande"

Gail

with Gene Autry and Champion, Jr.
71 Mins.
Republic

BORDER JEWEL SMUGGLING ACEXPLOITATION ANGLES TION-DRAMA PUTS MUSICAL NUMBERS
FOUND IN COLORFUL SETTINGS AND AHEAD OF SCRIPT.
BACKGROUNDS.
Gene Autry and pal, Pokie, (Sterling HolPLUS

SELL

up to Alan Ladd. William Bendix and Gail Russell, plus exploitation anges
inherent in the story and settings, to carry

the border. They run
Dusty, (Bob Steele)

this one.

Elena

It's really

Lethargy stalks through "Calcutta" most
the way. There are moments when it
perks up. One, for particular note, is when
Alan Ladd slaps Gail Russell about in an
effort to make her talk. After a brief going
over she does, too.
A few of the quaint customs of a cer-

of

tain

Hindu sect are involved

Such

Thuggee

strangling.

as

in

was

F3r

hotei

its

appellation.

der. This

—
—

a

Mexican

fiesta

just

into Autry's

who has

over

partner,

his

killed.

tough going, but with the help of
he pieces things together and surthis: Jake (Howard J. Negley) the
manager, and Blackstone, (Charles

It's

the script.
is

attend

eye on
(Adele Mara) a singer at the El
Molino Verde, the local Stork Club. About
this time Dusty is killed and the plot thickens. Autry, determined to avenge his partner's death, must first find out why he

Pokie
mises

A quiet sort of murhappens to John Whitney at the
outset, before he has completed performing in one reel. Later it almost happens to
Ladd. Meanwhile, when he learns of pal
Whitney's death, Ladd, in cahoots with
William Bendix, take leave of flying duties
they fly the Hump from India to China
to find Whitney's murderer.
From that point forward the script drags
its pages through the city and Ladd is seen
romancing with June Duprez, playing hard
to get with Miss Russell, tracking down
clues in curio shops, generally getting about
the city. When Paul Singh is knocked off
Ladd begins to see the light. Meanwhile
Bendix is in jail under suspicion. The crux
of the matter is large-scale smuggling of
jewels into China and somebody slipped up.
Ladd gets his man, loses his woman. But
there's always Miss Duprez available. And
Eastern

lo way)

lawyer, are smuggling refugee
a
jewels across the border. Taking advantage

Evans)

Dusty's admiration for Elena, they faked
note from her, and when he arrived at
the appointed rendezvous, killed him. One
of their men rode through customs as Dusty
and successfully carried another load of
jewels from the country.
At the end, Autry, Pokie and a thickaccented Mexican named Mucho, (Martin
Garralaga) who turns out to be an insurance
agent, have the situation hog-tied and
bridled, with
Jake and Blackstone both
paying the supreme penalty.
Musical score is somewhat ahead of the
script with such songs as: "Old Lampof
a

"I
Tipped My Hat and Slowly
Rode Away," etc. Autry manages to get in
a few songs amid all the fussin' and feudin.'
CAST: Gene Autry, Sterling Holloway, Adele

lighter,"

Mara, Bob Steele, Charles
ralaga,

Howard

Martin GarGeorge J. Lewis
Tex Terry, Cass County Boys,

Madison, Lina Romay, Gene Lockhart, Corinna
Mura, Grant Mitchell, Julio Villareal, Manuel

she loves him.
This is no classic exercise for cinematic

Arvide, Jose R. Goula.

sleuths.

Champion, Jr.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Armand Schaefer; Director, Frank McDonald; Original Screenplay, Dorrell and Stuart E. McGowan; Director

tation angles aplenty.

Photography, William Bradford; Musical DiMorton Scott; Second Unit Director,
Yakima Canutt; Film Editor, Harry Keller;
Sound, Victor B. Appel; Art Director, Frank
Hotaling; Set Directions, John McCarthy, Jr.
and Helen Hansard; Makeup Supervision, Bob
Mark.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
DIRECTION, Okay.

CREDITS: Producer Warren Duff; Director,
William Keighley; Screenplay, Michael Kanin;
Based on a story by Vicki Baum; Photography
Director, Edward Cronjager; Art Directors, Albert D'Agostino, Ralph Berger; Set Decorations,
Silvera,
Tom Oliphant; Film Editor,
Ralph Dawson; Sound, Earl A. Wolcott; Clem
Portman; Music, Leigh Harline; Musical Direc-

Darrell

tion,

C.

CAST: Alan Ladd,

Gail Russell, William BenDuprez, Lowell Gilmore, Edith King,
Paul Singh, Gavin Muir, John Whitney, Benson
Fong.

dix,

Bakaleinikoff.

DIRECTION Average.

The pace is slow, there is much
unimportant talk. A few situations manage,
however, to lend color and suspense to the
doings. For the cast it is mostly a parade
of entrances and exits. There are exploi-

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

June

CREDITS:

"Jungle Flight"
Ann Savage
PREVIEW)

with Robert Lowery and

(HOLLYWOOD

60 Mins.

Paramount

Produced

and Written for the
I.
Miller; Director John Farrow;
John F. Seitz; Set Decoration,
Jack de Golconda; Music score,
Victor Young; Art Direction, Rans Dreier, Franz
Bachelin; Film Editor, Archie Marshek; Sound,
Stanley Cooley, Walter Oberst.

screen by Seton

SOUTH-AMERICAN MELODRAMA
WITH GOOD CAST HOLDS INTEREST

Nacho Galindo,

of

rector

"Thunder

Adequate.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good.

tively

and has

holds
a

good

the
cast.

interest

effec-

Peter Stewart

handled the direction, with William Pine
and William C. Thomas as the producers.
Ann Savage, a nightclub singer, is followed to La Cuenta, a South-American
town, by Douglas Fowley, who has escaped
from the Florida state prison, where he has
been serving time for a murder. Anxious to
evade Fowley, from whom she has secured
an annulment of their marriage, Ann persuades Robert Lowery, a flyer, to take her
to the inland mine operated by Bart MacLane.

Fowley trails Ann to MacLane's mine,
where she is working as a cook. Duncan
Renaldo captures Fowley, and starts a plane
trip to La Cuenta with Fowley, Ann and

their pilot.

The

prisoner overpowers Renal-

forces the pilot to change his
with the result that the plane
crashes in the jungle.

do

and

course,

Lowery
and
and

a

flies

to

the scene

bitter fight follows

Fowley. To
has fallen

save

of

the crash

between Lowery

Lowery,

Ann

with

whom

upon
Fowley and kills him.
CAST: Robert Lowery, Ann Savage, Barton
MacLane, Robert Keane, Douglas Fowley, Douglas Blackley
Curt Bois, Duncan Renaldo.
CREDITS: Producers, William Pine and William Thomas; Director, Peter Stewart; Author,
she

in

love,

fires

David Lang; Screenplay, Whitman Chambers;
Cameraman, Jack Greenhalgh, ASC; Aerial Photography,
Fred
Jackman, Jr., ASC; Editor,
Howard Smith; Art Director, F. Paul Sylos;
Sound Recording Don McKay; Set Decoration,
Elias

H. Reif.

DIRECTION, Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

WITH MURDER MELODRAMA

IS

SATIS-

FACTORY.
Jane Withers as an enterprising news
photographer on "Flick" and Robert Lowery as editor of the magazine have a busy
time in their respective roles. Lew Landers
handled the direction with William Pine
and William Thomas as producers.
Elaine

heiress

Riley,

to

a

$50,000,000:;

never been photographed for
publication, and Jane and Robert are de
termined to "scoop" their rivals. The Riley
mansion is heavily guarded while the heiress
fortune,

has

entertains.

Jane and
interesting

Robert get work in the Riley
and manage to get some
pictures.
One finds Charles

Quigley,

playboy,

home

as servants

Elaine,

a

and

kissing

who

is

hugging

engaged to
one of her

guests.

Quigley

found murdered in a lodge on
and when the police try
to place the blame on Lowery, Jane, by a
ruse, forces Roy Gordon, Elaine's guardian,
to admit the murder. Gordon's confession,
also clears Bill Edwards,
Elaine's former jj,
sweetheart.
CAST: Jane Withers, Robert Lowery, Bill Edwards, Elaine Riley, Audrey Young, Lyle Talbot,
Hie

Riley

is

estate

v,

Charles Quigley, Lucia Carroll, Nina Mae McKinney, Paul Harvey.
CREDITS: Producers, William Pine and Wil-|
Mam Thomas; Director, Lew Landers; Authors,
Winston Miller and Kae Salkow; Screenplay,
Maxwell Shane, Miller and Salkow; Cameraman,
Benjamin H. Kline, ASC; Editor Howard Smith;
Art Director, F. Paul Sylow; Sound Recording,
Earl C. Sitar; Set Decoration, Al Greenwood.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
DIRECTION, Good.

who strafes the troops in the vicinity. He's
shot down. There is frantic search for him. t
The Germans threaten to burn the village..]
A tailor who has located and sheltered the
flyer informs the commander of his guess
as to his whereabouts. This is an unwit- -"'j
ting statement which turns out to be true.
J
The flyer escapes the search party. The J ?

:

tailor's

He

denounce him as a traitor.
There follows a pitched
between partisans and the enemy.
friends

shrugs this

battle

\

off.

P

vindicated but he dies
as the Allied armies approach.
It is a simply-enacted story played withtailor's action

is

out flourish and good characterizations are

General Film Prod.

80 Mins.

REVEALNG STORY OF CZECH RESISTANCE HAS SIMPLE PLOT, GOOD
PERFORMANCES.
There

offering

in the Hills"

(Czech Cast)

EFFECTIVELY.
This

/^\\\ns.

JOURNALISTIC ENTERPRISE Bv/.DED

The

Cameraman,
Sam Comer,

DIRECTION,

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Paramount

Evans,

Negley,

J.

Street"

with Jane Withers and Robert Lowery

in

this

is

effective telling of a war story
of the few post-

Czech import. One

war efforts from that country it tells of
underground resistance by patriots when
the Nazi war machine moves in hunting
for an RAF flyer who parachuted in the
vicinity. While it is not much of a job in
the technical sense where action scenes
are concerned, it does pack excitement and
shrewd manipulation in weaving the threads
of the story.

in

abundance.
CREDITS: Producer, Czech State Film

Prods.,

Vaclav Kubasek; Screenplay, Joseph
Original story, Frantisek Gotz; Music,
Dalibar C. Vacker; Photography, S. Strecka, J.
Xolpuch; Settings, St. Kopecky, A. Mecera, R.
Lukes.
Director,

Mach;

DIRECTION

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY, Good
!S

Pearl White Serial to

Be Revived Next Fall
Grand International Pictures will »
revive "Mystery of the Hidden Men- 5
ace," a silent era serial starring i
Pearl White, William R. Sheeky,
executive director, announced. Company plans to use as much of the
original 25,000 feet of film as pos-*
sible in the release planned for early'
Fall.
Ralph Kellard, now of the
legit, theater, who played the lead p
opposite Miss White, will narrate the
-

I)

near the end of the war and approaching gunfire indicates a major engagement is taking place nearby. A bridge
is
blown by the underground. SS troops
move in. The commander terrorizes the
It

is

populace. He seeks a collaborator. Men are
recruited from the village to repair the
bridge.

They

are

interrupted by

the

flyer

1

':

|

film.

11
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V j/arner
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Urges Fight

Un-Americanism

DAILY

20th -Fox Rentals on Upgrade
Skouras Sees Fewer But Better Pix
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)
rtuences on American democracy.
N^kfilm, "Up Until Now," will

share. Gross income was $190,323,173, compared with $178,211,889 for
1945. Net profit in 1945 was $12,746,467, equal to $5.29 per common share.

d largely in Boston against
Astoncal backgrounds which were
Skouras' statement pointed out
iged for by Jerry Wald, pro- that the scarcity of materials has
icer; Delmer Daves, director, and delayed
planned additions to the
avid Gcodis, author of the story, studio, but that "the policy of proa recent trip to that city. Ronald ducing fewer but superior quality
'Up Until Now' is but another
lapter in our war against threats
Twentieth - Fox stockholders are
American democracy," Warner located in each of
ip
the 48 states and
ated.
"It is not the opening gun
in the District of Columbia, a geo'y 40 years.
It will not be a single
breakdown of stockholders
:arrage.
We are working on other graphical
in the 1946 report reveals.
Most
ipical stories to combat insidious
stockholders of each of the three outifluences that threaten our country.
standing issues are located in New
will shoot them as rapidly as
,<,'e
York, with 7,317 holders of 1,218,139
ley are ready for production."
"America needs awakening. The common shares; 1,973 holders of 60,492 shares of preferred, and 317
.Rcksliders, the in-betweeners and
holders of 29,376 prior preferred.
ne straddlers are too content to
Outside of the U. S. there are 309
jrift with the dangerous tides the
.lbversive elements are stirring. And holders of 21,938 shares of common,
50 many sound-to-the-core Ameri- 120 holders of 2,744 preferred, and
ans
are
thoughtlessly
ignoring two holders of 25 shares of prior
3

'-i

I

Ji

i

-iose

tides.

We've got to jar our- preferred.
awareness of what

elves into alert
;

going on," Warner

said.

tone Plans Russian Spy
on Life of Gouzenko
Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

*ic

Los

]

Angeles

— Producer

Andrew

rone is dickering with the Canadian
iJovernment for screen rights to the
fe story of Igor Gouzenko, Russian
'mbassy clerk in Canada who exposed Russian espionage in Canada,
ptone said that on March 5, 1947, he
egistered the title "Soviet Spy"
ith the MPA.
Gouzenko, who plans to write a
ook, is now in protective custody
'n Ottawa and has been made a Caadian citizen. His story will form
he core of Stone's film.
--

'am. Will Increase Short
Schedule 33 1/3%

Jubject

(Continued from Page 1)

Paramount's total schedule for the
ear calls for 64 short subjects, emracing nine different series, and
,04 issues of Paramount News.
District manager M. R. Clark,

,

;

•

.

-ales

manager Heywood

nd members
orce
*

of

the

Simmons

Dallas

sales

and booking departments were

'resent at Friday's meeting.
;

Morgan's next confab
-Vednesday at Memphis.

is

set for

.

Sercovici Testifies
Plaintiff Conrad Bercovici was the
ole witness Friday in his damage
iction against Charles Chaplin in

onnection with material alleged to
nave been used in "The Great Dicator."
Jury trial before Federal
udge Harold Burke will be continued
his morning. Louis Nizer is attoriey for Bercovici, while Louis D.
'"rohlich represents Chaplin.

pictures has lessened the immediate
requirement for expanded facilities."
He observed that the basic construction program will be carried out as
circumstances permit.
Costs of a retirement plan which

Exhibs, Should Face
Costs
I

Continued from Page

1,

1946

was

$2,214,632 last year, of which $1,208,-

916 was for current services and $1,005,716 for past services. It is expected that contributions for past
services will be completed in not

more than

A

11 years.
classification breakdown of 20th

Fox shareholders showed that as of
Dec. 28 there were 27,127 holders of
2,756,462 shares of outstanding common; 7,037 holders of 187,455 convertible preferred stock; and 1,026
holders of 89,388 shares of prior
preferred.
An increase in the amount of com
mon stock outstanding was at
tributed to substantial conversions of
the convertible preferred and to the
exercise of stock purchase options.
During 1946 4,487 shares of prior
preferred were called for redemption at $100 a share in connection
with sinking fund operations. About
5,000 shares will be retired for the
same purpose this year.
Report noted that the annual stockholders meeting will be held May 20
and that a notice of meeting, to-

gether with a proxy statement and
form will be mailed about May 1 to
stockholders of record April 30.

Hi-Court Must Decide

warrants

it."

gagements.

Other U-I product will

be distributed on the

NSS

same

basis.

Closes Convention
Sales, Biz Promotion

—

(Continued from Page

1)

Citing the extended playing time
of "The Egg and I," Scully said that
in this case exhibitors are only asked
to give the picture the time it deserves as proved in its opening en-

On

1)

into effect on Jan.

Problem—Scully On Appeals By June

turn back to low budget pictures because the public expects quality,
Scully pointed out that not only a 35
per cent rise in basic and labor costs
must be faced, but producers must be
able to meet the cost of personalities
and properties which continue to go
up each year.
As an answer, Scully urged that
"pictures embracing the best ingredients are entitled to all the
olaying time that the picture earns.
The day is passed when an exhibitor
should not be willing to give what
assistance he can by allowing expended playing time when the box
office

went

and the

scripts
this is

like.

1)

Deadline for

May 20. Court attaches said
that the lengthy record of the case
does not, however, have to be printed
by May 20. Company attorneys have
assured the Government that they
will meet this deadline.
There was considerable specuhere, however, over
whether one or more of the
companies may decide at the
last minute to withhold filing of

lation

the

required

exhibits.

If

this

would postpone until at least Fall a Supreme Court
decision to even hear the case.
There would be a further delay
before the Court actually hears
the appeals although defendants
would lose the "advantages" of

were done

it

the stay orders. It was pointed
out that some of the companies
are not too enthusiastic over the
stays anyway.

The Government appears most
anxious to obtain a Supreme Court
ruling, since the Department of Justice is hopeful that the Court will
rule in favor of theater divorcement.

Chicago
George Dembow, NaScreen Service vee-pee in Bob Bernhard to FC
charge of sales, presided at the closRobert Bernhard, formerly booker
ing meeting, Saturday, of the com- for Loew's Theaters in New York,
pany's second international conven- has resigned to join Film Classics'
tion. Topics discussed included sales New York
exchange as salesman.
^rence Bowen Dead
and business promotion. Herman
Minneapolis Florence Bowen, in- Robbins, NSS prexy, presided at chairmaned Friday's conclave. All
pectress at Warner Bros., is dead Thursday's confab and William Bren- representatives left for their homes
f pneumonia.
ner, vee-pee in charge of operation, over the week-end.

—

tional

oktltetHdudfoy/
'

';.

.

,

.

This kid's got what

it

takes.., to get

PATRONS!...

The attention -getting GLAMOUR... of
ACCESSORIES...the scene-sampling

colorful

sock... of seat-

selling TRAILERS... an eye-and-ear-opening

combination... that

SHOUTS from your

and YELLS from your

nH^ M ffon...and

Screen/.

getting

it.

Lobby I...

..CLAMORING

for

..from EYE-and-EAR-

d patrons. ..who come a-runnin' to your Box
Office. ..to learn

what the SHOUTIN's about.. .and

eager to lay their dough on the

line!. ..Yep. ..that's

The PRIZE BABY.. .always ready to
in

raise-the-roo/...

behalf of your attractions... while earning a

reputation as...

GLAMOR BOY

nmonM.e \Cfafi0

of the Industry!

service

\_J pn/zeeaar or memousmy

NOT REMOVS
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26 v;
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h'uiood union s or d€R€d to mccTon strikc
WIPEA Will Control Film Distribution in Germany
Conclude

British

Editorial

Deal For
.

. .

it's

Within eight weeks American film
distribution in Germany will be denilitarized and turned over to the

Motion Picture
Export Association, it was
learned yesterday
in a cabled Berlin
report from Irving Maas,

MPEA

vice - president
and general manager.

The agree-

ment has been
concluded beGovernment's chief of

of Conflict, Future
Jurisdictional Strikes Are
Issues of Green's Order

YOUR campaign

By

By JACK ALICOATE

THE

resettlement

'

wvk

of the Joint Distribution

it is
It

is

YOUR
YOUR

New Americans

is

relief,

rehabilitation

Committee, United Palestine Appeal and

he has ordered a conference of
racial,

religious or color

qualification.

YOUR

campaign because the answer to the question, "Am
my brother's
an emphatic and unequivocal, "Yes!"
It is YOUR campaign because, in essence, it is a
projection of those principles for
which Americans gallantly fought and bravely died throughout, the world only a short
fime ago.
It

is

keeper?",

I

is

\.

it

is

YOUR

campaign because only but for God's grace, the unhappy fate and
(Continued on Page 5)

Ullman and Fabian

trol, Brigadier In
General Robert

Albany MPF Posts

McClure.
It

was

also disclosed

by Maas that

(Continued on Page 4)

Theater Television

—

Albany
Sol Ullman of Fabian
Theaters yesterday was elected chairman of the Albany area Motion Picture Foundation at a meeting of the
trustee of the local group.

Shown By Ralhvon

Pix

Leonard H. Goldenson, president
(Continued rn Page 6)

Vest Coast Bureau of

—

Seen

in

Two Years

(Continued from Page

THE FILM DAILY

with

other sections of the industry
aim, Paul J. Larsen, chairman
of the committee on theater teleall

to that

(

Continued on Page 7)

Hollywood
Motion picture com- Pathe Industries Net
panies have donated or pledged more
Eagle-Lion Jumps 1947-48
Raised to $1,014,938
han $500,000 during the past three
Production to Seven Pix
'ears for advancement of a second
Net income of Pathe Industries
>ducational film program, N. Peter
for the year ended Dec. 28 was $1,- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
"lathvon, RKO prexy and chairman
014,938, equal to 67 cents per comHollywood
Bryan E. Foy, vice>f
visual
aids
sub-committee of
tfPAA, revealed at the film indus- mon share, it is reported. Figure president and production head of
compares with $511,212, equal to 32 Eagle-Lion Films, announced yesterry's dinner for visiting large city
cents per share, earned in 1945.
day that 1947-1948 would see an exchool superintendents.
Income for last year totaled $16,- panded production program by the
"Our companies appropriated an

—

(Continued on Page 7)

(

Censorship in

iV.

Y.

—

Albany
Platform of Americans
for Democratic Action, adopted at
convention here, crnfatns a recommendation that Hie motion picture
censorship law be repealed.
Group would also revoke the power
of

local

aters on

authorities

to

license

the-

the basis of the character
cf the play presented, except where
a conviction for obscenity has been
had.

Continued on Page 5)

(Continued en Page 6)

Will

Not Use Competitive Bids

Senator Myers to Speak
At Ampa's Anniversary
U. S. Sen. Francis J. Myers will be
the principal speaker at Ampa's 30th
anniversary dinner-dance in the Ho-

Astor tomorrow night. Eugene
Thomas, president of the Advertising Club of New York, will talk on
tel

(Continued on Page 5)

Paramount

will

— Reagan
not

sell

pictures

by competitive bidding except when
ordered to do so by some other
court, Charles M. Reagan, vice-president in charge of distribution, disclosed yesterday in outlining the
company's sales policy during the
stay period.
Sales policy arrived at following
conferences held last week by Rea(

strike.

Working out

of a system to
forestall future jurisdictional strikes.
The
chief said 12 Hollywood
2.

AFL

unions have agreed to the meeting,
which presumably will be with Green.
The decision to attempt a settlement of the Hollywood strike came
after a meeting here between AFL
(Continued en Page 6)

Continued on Page 4)

Berger Sees Decree as

A Warning to Distribs.
Minneapolis — Mayor Hubert H.

Humphrey
to see
a mass

of Minneapolis

is

going

"The Outlaw" even though

demonstration protesting the
opening of the film at the Lyceum
Theater greeted him at his office this
morning.

The mayor welcomed 135 indeNCA members at

pendent-operator

(Continued on Page 5)

Lazarus Realigns

UA

Department
Lazarus, Jr., UA

Publicity
Paul N.

licity director,

New Para. Sales Policy Adopted

ADC Would Repeal

wood

1

—

Chicago In a program designed
to put television into motion picture
theaters within two years, the SMPE
organization committee in the Ten
board of governors has decided to
Eyck Hotel. Si H. Fabian was named appoint a committee
to participate

Industry Aid to Ed.

the fueding studio unions in an attempt to settle the 28-month Hollywood strike. Green said the conference would be held in a month and
would have two main objectives:
1. Immediate ending of the Holly-

;

Finally,

Information ConIRVING maas

— THE FILM DAILY

Washington AFL President
William Green said yesterday

and

YOUR

campaign.
campaign regardless of race, creed or color.
campaign because the cause of charity knows no

the United Service for

MANNING CLAGETT

Washington Bureau of

1947 United Jewish Appeal for $170 000,000 to support

tween Maas and
the American
Military

End

$170,000,000 tor UJA

Exchange Between
Zones for Over 2000 Houses
Distrib.

ad-pubyesterday announced

a realignment of the publicity department, under the direction of Tom
Waller.
Larry Beller becomes the metro(

Continued on Page 4)

Loetv Dubbing Studios
For Three Capitals
Loew's Int'l is establishing small
dubbing studios in Shanghai, Cairo
and Rio, it was learned yesterday.
Studios will turn out "banshee" verMetro pix in Chinese, Egyptian and Portuguese.

sions of

^
W.
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Two Alabama Counties
Move for Sales Imposts
Montgomery, Ala.

serv-

Greenwood Cemetery.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
The city and
Bearers embraced E. V. Richards,
Maurice F. Barr, G. J. Bureau, Leo county governing boards will ask the
Hirsch, Herbert Benson and L. C. Legislature to sponsor legislation
calling for a referendum on a countyMontgomery.
Gueringer, an industry pioneer, wide sales tax for the sole purpose
retired in 1930 from active business of building a hospital here.
following a heart attack. In 1905, in
Valorem Tax
association with the late Herman To Vote on
Decatur, Ala. Local citizens will
Fichtenberg, he opened a penny arcade here, the forerunner to the vote on May 6 for an additional
modern motion picture theater. He seven and a half mill ad valorem
was general manager of the Fitch- tax to be used for teachers' salaries
enberg Theater until 1917 when they and essential school buildings.
merged with Saenger Amusement
Natco
Sound
Co. and he joined E. V. Richards
and the late J. H. Saenger as assist- Projector at Lower Price
ant general manager of the Saenger
circuit throughout the South. GuerChicago
Natco, Inc. has aninger was a member of the Motion
nounced the first general price reducPicture Pioneers of New York.
tion for 16 mm. sound motion picture projectors, with the introduc-

—

in

CHESTER

BAHN

B.

Published

daily
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except

Sundays

Saturdays,
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N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W. Alicoate, President; Donald M. MerserPatti
eau, Vice - President and Treasurer;
and
Secretary.
Alicoate,
Vice - President
Entered as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under the

March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Foreign, $15.00.
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$3.00.
remit with order. Address all communications
to
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Cable address Filmday, New York.
act of

THE

Representatives:

HOLLYWOOD,

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

28, Calif.

Blvd.,

WASHINGTON—

Phone

Andrew H.
Granite 6607.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Manning Clagett,
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-

Ad

—

New

16MM.

—

LONDON Kirsch to be Feted in June
MANILA—Homer By ATONJ, Indies at Meet

tion of

Model 3019-2, priced at $469.

New

model, first introduced at the
Cleveland
convention
of
Master
Photo Dealers and Finishers, is
Louise Blanco,
testimonial banquet to Jack
A
slated to be at the dealers May 1,
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,
ALGIERS— Paul Saffar. Kirsch, National Allied president, and represents a slash of $28 from
Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
MONTREAL— and an elaborate theater equipment price of the current model.
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier show will be features of the forthVANCOUVER Jack Droy, 411 Lyric coming Conference of Independent
St.
Theater Bldg.
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher,
Time Local Option
Theater Owners and 28th annual con19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys, vention of ATONJ which will be held
Vote Next
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN— at the Ambassador Hotel in Atlantic
133 Wardour St. W.
Stuart, Hotel Manila.

1.

HAVANA — Mary
Virtudes 214.
BOMBAY—

—

New

Monday

House

City,

June 24-26.

president, has appointed the following to
the convention committee: Irving
Dollinger, George Gold, Lee New-

fin unci
(Mon., Apr. 21)

;

;

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

&

Bell

Howell

Columbia
East.

Picts

Kodak
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20

18V8
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17%
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20 Vi

20 Vi

Paramount

22% 21%
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24%
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Loew's, Inc
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20th Century-Fox ...
Universal Pict
Warner Bros
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Washington

committee yesterday approved
Washington's local option daylight
savings bill and sent it to the House
bury, Harry M. Lowenstein and Sam for a vote next Monday. The Senate
already passed the measure. State
Frank.
E. Thornton Kelley has been named of Maryland has approved legislation permitting counties adjoining
convention manager.
Washington to go on daylight saving

+ %
+ %
+ 21/4 American Eagle Films
+ Vi
+ % Switches Meet to Chi.
Va

—

FILM DAILY
— TheTHE
House District

Washington Bureau of

Edward Lachman, ATONJ

time.

'A

+ % West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
+ 'A
Hollywood — Initial meeting of
+ Vi American
Eagle Films franchise
+ Va

Similar

action

is

expected

Artists,

wood yesterday after a month
Miami and San Antonio.

WILLIAM

G.

B.

GEORGE

Paramount's
A. SMITH,
"esten
sales manager, who had t
tpom
departure for the Coast last wee.
.ft fo
headquarters in Los Angeles yesterday.

division
his
his

PEGGY WOOD,

British

MERVIN ASH & CO.
MEMBERS
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Statistical information on listed
listed

securities available

and un-

upon request.

Telephone: HAnover 2-3050

61

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

London (Via Cable)— G.

B.

MARJORIE MAIN
after a

10-day

uelson, 58, industry pioneer, died at
the week-end. In 1910, he formed
Samuelson Film Prods. Later he
headed British Lion Films. He was
the first film producer to bring over
an all-British cast to Hollywood.

STUDIOS, INC.

1600

BROADWAY

Complete Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

Southern sales mana
Orleans' headquarter

Miami vacation.

BILL LYON, of M-G-M's studio publicity staf
has arrived from the Coast for a vacation.
SI

SEADLER, M-G-M advertising manager,
yesterday from
to the company's

visit

WILLIAM

vacation

Coast

a

turned

studio.

ZOELLNER, head

B.

re

am

M-G-M'

of

and

importations, returned
yesterda
from a trip to Chicago, Jacksonville and Atlan
reprints
ta.

WILLIAM R. FERGUSON, exploitation mana
ger for M-G-M, gets back today from a week
end in Boston.
RUBE JACKTER, Columbia

NORMAN
rector,

KASSELL,

has

assistant

returned yesterday from

sales manager,
to Florida.

returned

publicity di
from Holly

Essaness

Chicago

to

genera
a tri|

wood.

YVES MONTAND, French star placed unde
contract by Jack L. Warner on his recent tri|
abroad, sails July 18 from Cherbourg on thi
S.S. America to report to the Warner studio.
ERNEST ROYLS,
Warners

director

sound activitie:
attending thi

of

Great Britain,
SMPE convention in Chicago
Warner sound executives COL.
'or

in

is

week witl
LEVIN

this

NATHAN

SON and COL. FRANK E. CAHILL, JR.
BILL BRUMBERG, manager of the Warners
foi
yesterday
exploitation
staff,
left
Cheyenne, Wyo., in connection with the work
premiere of "Cheyenne" there on May 22
ERIC MORAWSKY is en route from the Coast

field

HERMAN GLUCKMAN,
OTTO HEHN,

president of Nu-Screei
engineer in charge o
for the SMP

Corp. and

development,

are

:

Chicago

in

convention.

TOMMY GOLDBERG,

Baltimore exhibitor,
yesterday.

re.

New York

WILLIAM N. SKIRBALL, head of the Skirball
Brothers circuit, is in Cleveland from his Coast
H. RYAN, of Warner Bros. Theaplans to extend his Hollywood
July 4.

CHARLES
stay

Chicago,
until

WILLIAM

ZOELLNER, head

B.

prints and importations,
to Atlanta, Jacksonville

IRENE GIBBONS,

M-G-M

studios,

is

of

M-G-M's

due back from a
and Chicago.

is

executive

due

from

re-

trip

designer at th
the Coast earl

next month.

REYNOLDS,

MARJORIE

"Heaven Only Knows"

New

beginning

York,

IRENE, Metro
the end

is

in
UA'
featured
skedded for stay
i

May

stylist,

is

17.

due

in

New York

at|

next week.

of

MARK HELLINGER

is

slated to

come

to Man-Jfl

hattan next month.

-y
The latest 76 M.M. sound
equipment has been installed
in

REEVES
SOUND

Coas

the

to

here.

RUDY BERGER, M.G-M
returned to his New

after a

departure fo
the Paramoun

her
for

has returned

visit

ger,

ters,

Sam-

headed

a day,
studios yesterday.

ranch home.

Film Pioneer

delaying

Hollywood

Projectionists Fail to
Join Iowa Labor Holiday

Samuelson Dead;

vice-presi

ner.

turned there from

—

M-G-M

RODGERS,

F.

dent and general sales manager, was in Provi
dence last night for the Ed Fay testimonial din

A

tures.

president of Monogram am
returned to his desk in Holly
in
New York

STEVE BROIDY,
Allied

from Virginia.

Des Moines, la. Organized labor
holders has been switched to Chiin Iowa went on a one-day holiday
cago,
Leo
J. McCarthy, vice-presiSonotone Corp
3% 3% 3% + %
which was state-wide yesterday in
Technicolor
14
14
14
+ Vi dent and general manager, said. protest against restrictive bills in
Trans-Lux
4
4
4
+ Va Permanent officers and a board of the Iowa Legislature but first reOVER THE COUNTER
directors will be elected at the
ports indicated theaters were not
Asked
Bid
Cinecolor
4% 5% sessions, to be held about June 10. affected.
McCarthy said franchises have
Pathe
6
5
Union projectionists stayed on the
been set covering 70 per cent of the job in Des Moines and early reports
territories.
Details of the Amer- from the state indicated
J. C. Nugent Dead
all had reJ. C. Nugent, 69, actor-playwright, ican Eagle program, which includes
mained at their machines. It was
died yesterday at the Lambs Club. a minimum of 15 features, will be reported the projectionists had been
veteran actor, he authored 17 announced after its approval by the advised by international not to join
plays, some in collaboration with his franchise holders.
the labor holiday and march on the
son, Elliot Nugent, actor and proState House.
ducer for the stage and motion picNEW YORK CURB MARKET

RKO

GOIDO

COflilFIG and

— Local

voters
ices for William H. Gueringer, 61, will go to the polls today to vote
10 Cents widely known retired theater execu- on a county-wide one per cent sales
tive, who died early Sunday at his tax, which, if passed, will be earPublisher
home following a brief illness, were marked for teachers' salaries and the
held yesterday in Christ Church building and maintenance of a pubPublisher
Manager Episcopal Cathedral. Interment was lic hospital.

Orleans, La.

our air conditioned

.

.

.

SCREENING ROOM
in addition to our 35 M.M.
R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectors .
.

...

.

Can

We

"Show" You?

6-0081-2-3-4
Film Storage and Service

Call:

Circle

BONDED

FILM STORAGE
.onn

DPnAOWAY

Co.,

N

Inc.

FIGURES
/

STALLION ROAD
EVERY NEW DATE BRINGS NEW PRAISE! THEY'RE
IN LOVE WITH ITS LOVE STORY. AND ITS HORSES.
AND ITS BIG, BEAUTIFUL OUTDOOR SPLENDOR/
ALEXIS

ZACHARY

WARNERS'

DIRECTED BY

JAMES

KERN

V.
NOVEL AND SCREEN PLAY
BY STEPHEN LONGSTREET

PRODUCED BY

ALEX GOTTLIEB
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MPEAlo Control
Dislrib. in

New Paramount

Pit

Germany

(Continued from Page

Policy

•

PASTE-THIS-IN-YOUR-HAT-DEPT.: "Publishers Report U. S.
Executives Here for Sessions of Press Groups Say They

•

Trade Thriving
See Little Sign

ment covers release operations in
over 2,000 theaters, combined outlets

•

—

Recession"

of

—Page

•

•

•

SETTLEMENT

wich, Conn.) anti-trust

of

suit,

cent over the preceding week-end

similar to its current
Austria.
"I consider this an historic event,"
Maas said last week at a dinner in
Berlin," as it marks the first time
in a decade that film men in Germany have been able to meet and discuss their business without the domination of the Reichsfilmkammer."
British representatives who attended the interzonal discussion
phases of the Berlin talks were
Michael L. G. Balfour, director of
the British Information Services Control Commission; A. F. C. Brown,
F. G. T. Rainbow, M. Gumpel of ABC
Pathe, London, and R. S. Bromhead,
president of the British Commonwealth Film Corp., Ltd.
Prior to the Berlin meetings Maas
met with U. S. industry executives
and representatives in Paris for preliminary discussions. Attending these

run ahead of the

were Arthur M. Loew,
president of Loew's International;
Joseph H. Seidelman, president of
meetings

Universal International; Fayette W.
Allport and Frank McCarthy, MPAA

Robert E. Vining,
tive in

MPEA

Paris,

and

representa-

Germany.

After leaving Berlin, Maas proHe is now in
ceeded to Vienna.
Prague for meetings with Louis
Kanturek, MPEA supervisor in Eastern Europe. He will return here
early next month.
Bert K. Fischer Dead
Milwaukee Bert K. Fischer, 64,
veteran Milwaukee theater owner
and operator, died at Deaconess Hospital here, after a short illness.
Fischer built the Mozart, later assumed operations of the Juneau,

—

leased the Park and Lincoln, bought
the Alamo and finally leased the
Alamo and Mozart before his death.

Week-end

Verdoux" helped

i

etinaA
etinqi

Jo

•

M.

B.

J.

>.*.*£*>>•> •.>>>*.*.

>> .*

JfcffitttK-ftKfflt-ttfflt-It-w»w*w*v*«v»v»v»v*v».-

to

UA, was up

Second week's gross

is

10 per

sure to

is

said working on a

new

others from the sterling area,

There are a variety
to interfere

American pix

will not

do nothing

of reasons, including the British desire to

with the progress of U. K. pix in the American market

.

.

.

have a new newsieel, too
North American Prods., of Vancouver will launch it shortly. ... • The Mothers
and Babies Britain Fund in Australia can thank Paramount's George
Weltner for the fact it will receive the proceeds from this year's Movie
Ball in Adelaide
George, while down under, gave the committee
a graphic account of the. British food situation. ... • Orson Welles
wants Tallulah Bankhead to play Lady Macbeth in his forthcoming Republic production. ...
• The phone strike is reported bringing exhibs. to exchanges in numbers far greater than trade showings ever

• Canada

going

is

Publicity

by

be affected

to

to

indi-

t

Instead, it will license its pictures to
exhibitors, picture by picture and
theater by theater, upon the merits.
In so doing it will consider each situation,
based upon its particular
facts."

Lazarus Realigns

trade blueprint which will see certain American imports replaced

UA

Department

(Continued from Page

1)

politan newspaper contact and Caswell Adams will function as a feature writer and researcher. John Ingram is to handle wire services and
syndicates under the new arrangement, Rosellen Callahan will be in
charge of fashions and women's features for newspapers and syndicates,
and Lew Barasch continues as trade
paper contact.

,

1

Nelson Bell Leaves D. C. Post
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington

— Nelson

:

B. Bell, vet-

eran film critic of the Washington
Post, has left the paper after more m
than 26 years' service, it was revealed yesterday.
His job will be taken over by «
Richard L. Coe, who has been serv- '-p
ing as Bell's assistant.
te

:

did under the

old consent decree.

•

...

U-I's

Wakeman for "The Saxon Charm" is now said
year leasing arrangements
By the terms,

deal with Frederic

be one

of those L0-

Wakeman

conceivably

to

could get $400,000

T
•

•

•

T

COST JACK CHALMAN

T

San Antonio, to
Chalman
bet that Allied Pictures-Monogram's prexy wouldn't mount a soap box
before the Majestic Theater there and extoll the virtues of "It Happened
on Fifth Ave."
Well, Steve did
Chalman's $50 and $500
more were turned over by Broidy to a fund (or the relief ol Texas City
IT

of

Interstate,

learn Steve Broidy has the courage of his convictions

disaster victims. ...
• Pete Smith will make a new Metro shorts series
based on the Pageant magazine feature, "Have You Ever Wondered?",
by James C. Adams. ...
• Richmrd Weil, veteran film and radio
writer, has joined Tempo Record Co. of America on the Coast, as director of advertising. ...
• Enterprise's "The Other Love" follows
"The Farmer's Daughter" into the Rivoli. ... • Mark Hawley has
joined the staff of Al Sindlinger's New Entertainment Workshop, to
head its recording and radio division

•

•

•

JUNE

HAVOC HAS TURNED DOWN

the lead in the Lon-

"Annie Get Your Gun"

to appear with George Raft
UA. ... • Conductor of the Tackless Texan column in the Amarillo Globe-News so enthusiastic over "The
Best Years of Our Lives," that, wholly on his own, he offered to refund
the admission to any reader who wasn't satisfied! ...
•
the MPAA

don production

Sam

of

If,

Co.'s

lei

Walter King Dead
Marlin, Tex.— Walter

B. King, 63,
theater decorator for 37 years, is
dead. King, who headed the King
Scenic Co., Dallas, is credited with
saving a large number of small Texas
houses when he devised an accoustical treatment at the advent of

...

Station

•

are not-so-good,

how

about Calvert

Adolphe Menjou in its "Men of Distinction"
With the Borden Co. sponsoring. National Broadcasting

WNBT

IIEDDIHG BELLS
Lee-Scher
George Scher, account executive,
motion picture department of Foote,
Cone & Belding, was married on
Friday to Betty Lee.

televise

"Twelfth Night" Sunday night.

T

T

T

.

.

.

|
<\

j

Clark-Rosenberg

—

Las Vegas, Nev. Jack Rosenberg
Laguna Beach theater operator, and

Maude

Clarke, secretary to Charles i

P. Skouras,

were married here.

Garretson-Lightman

of

will

:a

sound pictures.

Bischolf's "Intrigue" for

Whiskey's inclusion

McShca

accO:d.ng

WHILE THE BRITISH TREASURY

•

•

biz,

.

T

T

series?
Apr. 22
Blackmon
William

1)

Reagan's full statement read:.,
"In view of the fact that t'
Supreme Court of the United
.ites
granted a stay of competitive bidding, among other things, Paramount
Pictures has decided not to embark
upon a policy of competitive bidding
except in those instances where it
may be required to do so by some
other court of competent jurisdiction.

first

thinks player beer endorsements

Lj re

Theater (Green-

reportedly cost the

.

in

\ji^>end VDirthdau

six years,

for

• RKO's Golf tournament, an industry event
o' the season, will be held May 15 at the Westchester Country Club.
• And July 7 has been tentative'.y set for the RKO sales conclave at
• Price switch at the Broadway for "Monsieur
the Waldorf-Astoria. ...

and unrestricted commercial

license,
setup in

in yesterday's N. Y.

the $5,000,000 Pickwick

pending

defendants $235,000. ...

AMG

One headline

Times

both zones.
Transfer marks complete divorcefrom film control. AMG
ment of
will still exercise censorship on releases. MPEA will operate with full
in

London and

Adopted

dividual sales of pictures
vidual theaters.

Tuesday's Telelines

American

the
between
exchange
and British occupation
zones. This accord comes under the
terms of the Byrnes-Bevin bi-zonal
pact signed earlier this year. Agree-

Sales

gan with division sales managers and
Paramount's legal staff, calls for in-

tribution

in

Is

(Continued from Page

1)

a complete accord had been reached
with British Army officials and industry representatives for film dis-

managers

:

New

—

Orleans Richard Lightman,
son of M. A. Lightman, president of
Malco Circuit, Memphis, will be married to Jeanne Garretson Wednesday.

.esday, April 22, 1947

$170,000,000 tor UJA

rger Sees Decree as

Warning
I

:

to Distribs.

Continued from Page
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opening luncheon in the Nicollet
theater
tel. "The problems of the
rators have been literally tossed
my lap," the mayor said and then

lhe=S:wav as a new picket
rnSsIn front of the Lyceum.

line

3en Berger, president of the NCA,
lared optimistically, in his report
the convention, that the recent
court's decision "serves
ice on the distributors that they
st stop the unfair tactics and re-

w

York

independent theater ownhave a stake in the business."

ue that

.

.

.

YOUR campaign

it's

(Continued from Page

1)

have been YOURS.
plight of the remnants of European Jewry easily could
liberty, if totalitarianism had
The Nazi and Fascist hate of American democracy and
camps, with their bestial gas
triumphed, inevitably would have brought concentration
chambers and horrible ovens here.
regardless of race, creed or color
you, and you, and you
And Americans
.

would have
Yes,

YOUR

filled

.

.

.

.

them

.

to over-flowing.

make no mistake about

this

it,

campaign

».-.„«««««
to

raise

„

.

•

$170,000,000 nationally,

is

campaign.
-o

MORE

than ever before, the
larger one; the need

is a

1.

UJA

Impending liquidation

of

LNRRA

2.

3.

Expansion of rehabilitation

countries
4.

The

is

must be reached

this year.

The rescue

task

greater. Consider:

is

UJA agencies.
DP Camp Jewish

three

drive

materially increases the burdens of the

population stands today at 250,000 as against 85,000

last

Hungary, Rumania, Poland and other

efforts in

.»•..

vital.

must have medical

170,000 surviving Jewish children

care, rehabilitation

programs.

'

.
i'
thousands of Jews
3erger attacked "ever-increasing"
5. Palestine must be built up to provide sanctuary for the
n rentals and said that the policy who must leave Europe because they have no future there.
60-70 per cent of gross at ad6. Displaced Jews finding a U. S. haven must have retraining, adjustment and
nced admission prices and 40 to 50 migration services, and child refugees must have special aid.
cent of regular admission is
:
7. It is a fact that more than 1,000,000 Jews are completely dependent upon
lling the same animal twice." American generosity for their very survival.
Many of the NCA members atBarney Balaban, the distinguished national chairman of the UJA Motion Picture Diided especially to hear Robei't L. vision, who is also a general chairman for the New York campaign, and those outstandight, special assistant U. S. at- ing industry figures and showmen
Matty Fox, Jack Colin, Si Fabian, Herman Robbins,
ney general, who prosecuted the Sam G:ldwyn, Jack Warner, Walter Wanger, Dore Schary, Max A. Cohen, Harry Brandt,
vernment's anti-trust suit against Sam Rinzler, Leopold Friedman, Leonard Goldenson, Harry Kalmine, Maj. Albert Warmajor film corporations. Wright ner, Malcolm Kingsberg, Lou Novins, Arthur Israel, Jr., Abe Lastvogel, Billy Rose, Rich.-iewed the details of the case for
who are associated with him in the
ard Rodgers, Emil Friedlander and Sam Shain
'J

1

—

•

—

"A members.

Wright's speech, according to Berr, "cleared up a number of points

had been misunderstood by

iich

iny of the members."
Stanley D. Kane, recently hired as
reviewed the
director,
ecutive
val

history of the fight of inde-

ndent operators. Kane also pointed
that

t

NCA's campaign

to

cause, are asking

Give

YOUR

and with

it,

it,

support.

give more than you think you can spare.

New

York industry quota of $2,100,000 and
the $1,000,000 which California raised last year.
Let's exceed the

Remember,

that's the

"All

lev civic organizations was "the
1st step to gain the backing of an
jused public sentiment which can
j
Ip us in our fight with the monop-

(Continued from Page

Advertising

1)

Medium

—

[

;

-;-

I

I

Sons" Takes

"All

My

Sons" was voted the top

play of the year by the

Drama

Critics

a meeting in the Algonquin Hotel yesterday. The 25 ballots
cast were: "All My Sons," 12; "IceCircle

Television."

Howard Dietz will serve as member-guest emcee with President Rutgers Neilson presiding.
es."
Leading industryites on the dais
committee
a
that
suggested
Kane
set up to study the possibilities of will include: Will Hays, Barney Balaco-operative buying organization ban, Ned E. Depinet, Jack Cohn,
I
James R. Grainger, Charles PrutzIhr theater supplies.
His call for "grass roots" work to man, Edward Morey, William J. Geri|iomote effective legislative action man, Lloyd L. Lind, Francis S. HarUs seconded by call for a special mon, Fred Schwartz, Jack Levin,
Quigley,
Sr.,
John
W.
^eting of Western Wisconsin oper- Martin
is

My

Drama Critics Honors

pro-

New

more than double

American Way!

Senator Myers to Speak
At Ampa's Anniversary

Saturday afternoon matinees
rough the PTA, women's clubs and "Your

ote

let's

at

man Cometh,"

6; "Another Part of
the Forest," 4; "Joan of Lorraine,"

2;

"Brigadoon,"

1.

"No Exit" was

voted as the top
foreign play, with a vote of 16 in its
favor. "Whole World Over" got four
votes.

Since no clear majority could be
obtained for the favorite musical,
crix resorted to P. R. voting. "Brigaors by F. J. McWilliams of Mil- Alicoate, The Film Daily; James doon" received a score of 89 to
Jerauld,
Charles
Lewis,
Abel
E.
mkee and six ITOA representa"Finian's"
73.
Also rans were:
Emanuel, Harry Brandt, "Annie
es to discuss two bills pending in Green, Jay
Get Your Gun," "Call Me
and
Mo
Wax.
e Wisconsin Legislature.
Mister" and "Street Scene," with the
The bills, McWilliams said,
respective scores of 65, 56 and 47.
iciously prohibit the sale of candy,
P. R. score on the first two choices
pcorn and refreshments in the Pathe Industries Net
were: "All My Sons," 86 and "Ice
eater." The second bill would take
Man Cometh," 80. Woolcott Gibbs
to $1,014,938
per cent on admissions. "This 10
and Joseph Wood Krutch, both ill,
r cent is discriminatory," McWilvoted by proxy.
(Continued from Page 1)
ims said.
The afternoon discussion centered 260,539, made up of $5,912,948 in film Pa. Censor Official Quits
ound proposed action to stop "blind rentals; $5,042,624 in laboratory
Harrisburg, Pa.
sales; $4,780,706 in sales of oil exMrs. Lucy H.
ecking" by distributors.
pellers and other equipment, and Love, secretary to the Pennsylvania
$524,259 in other operating income. Board of Motion Picture Censors
since December, 1939, has resigned.
No successor has been named as yet.
Ind.
Meets Today

Jumps

—

JT0RK REPORTS

ATO

—

Indianapolis The ATO of Indiana,
Inc. will hold an informal luncheonJack Manley, manager meeting today at the Keenan Hotel
Chicago
the Civic Theater, has a second in Fort Wayne, to discuss radical
changes in business and today's con>y, Michael, born at Passavant Hos-

—

tal.

ditions.

Cullen's Mother Dead
Columbus, O. Mrs. Fannie Cullen,
mother of M. J. Cullen, Loew's Western division manager, died suddenly
here. She had made her home for
some years past at the Neil House.

—
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Studio Unions Ordered

Gargan's Ireland Call
Rates 'Odd Man Space
9

To Huddle on Strike

Metropolitan press and radio yesterday made quite a fuss over the

Elmer Patrick Gargan, resident of suburban White Plains, who
story of

(Continued from Page
officials,

stayed downtown the other night to
witness a midnight preview of U-I's

last

home and unable
phone his wife at home
train

f

to tele-

that he
town, phoned an aunt
in Ireland (overseas wires are operating during the strike) and asked
her to telephone Mrs. Gargan in

would stay

White

in

no,

perish

may
all

5o

lei

AFL

4

j-arisj

Green's action followed by only a
few days action of the House iij

aonroving
engaging

Could it be that the boys of
Maurice Bergman, U-I's Eastern advertising-publicity head were behind
No,

he said that results

formula for settling
dictional strikes.

Plains.

the event?
thought!!!

week.

Green apparently places great im
portance on the contemplated meet;
ing of the Hollywood unions- ..«inc

"Odd Man Out." Gargan missed the
last

1)

the Building Trades Counci
J

strict penalties for union!
in jurisdictional strikes!

Under the House bill, such dispute!
would be prosecuted under anti-trusi
laws and the union would lose collect]

the

tive

bargaining rights.

Commenting on the Hollywood

prok

Green said: "It reflects thJ
spirit of the whole AFL to settle!
jurisdictional disputes withoul
posal,

Ullman and Fabian
In

strikes."

Albany MPF Posts
(Continued from Page

Arbitration Demands Filed
In Chicago, Cleveland

1)

Breaking a lull of several weeks
was
the principal speaker at the luncheon- two demands for arbitration have
meeting, outlining the Foundation been filed with tribunals in Cleveland
and Chicago.
aims, both nationally and locally.
Van Nomikos, operator of the Yaler
Also elected was a committee of 17
exhibitor, exchange and labor lead- Theater in Chicago, names M-G-M.l;
ers to administer the Foundation in Paramount, Warners, 20th-Fox and
this area.
Group includes Louis Universal as parties in a complaint
Schine, Neal Hellman, Herman Ripps, which asks reduction of existing
Edward Ruff, V. J. Latta, Leonard clearances enjoyed by the Lido, BelRosenthal, Charles A. Smakwitz, mont, Biograph and North Center
Fabian, William Smalley, John Sour- Theaters. Nomikos also asks an im-$
borne, Henry Harris, Charles Mc- proved run for his Lincoln Theater.
Carthy, Arthur Newman, -Ullman,
In Cleveland, R. A. Momm, operat
Howard Goldstein, Guy Graves and ing the Ohio Theater in Loudenville,k
complains that the seven-day clear- ji
Fred Sliter.
Committee will meet shortly to ance granted by Loew's to the towns
determine which of the trustees will of Ashland and Mansfield over Lou
serve for one year terms and which denville is unreasonable and requests
will serve full two-year stints. In the same arrangement now offered
the future trustees will be elected by the other major distributors.
for full terms.
of

Paramount Theaters

Service,

a:

;

1

:

.•

|

Eagle-Lion Jumps 1947-48
Production to Seven Pix

Interstate,

Rockingham

Refute State Amus. Charges

—

Boston Interstate Theaters Corp.
and Rockingham Operating Co. have U
company, and revealed the titles of each filed an answer in the civil acseven pictures that will constitute tion to the complaint of State
(Continued from Page

the basis for the

1)

coming year's

re-

Amusements,

operating the
Bellows Falls, Vt.,
Included in the seven are "Career John Voudoukis owner. Each dein
Manhattan," "Rainbow," "New fendant denies there is any cause of
Girl in Town," "Kenny," "Catch Me action arising in favor of the plainBefore I Kill," "Montana" and tiff out of either the Sherman or
"Prince Valiant."
Clayton Anti-Trust Acts and further
deny the conspiracy and monopoly
charged in the complaint.
"U" Votes Pfd. Dividend
leases.

State

Universal's board has declared a
quarterly dividend of $1.0625 per
share on the 4.M per cent cumulative
preferred stock. The dividend is payable June 2, to stockholders of record May 15.

Inc.,

SICK LIST
=
JOSEPH HOMLER,

Sunday

of

Signing Popular
Columbia, S. C.
Gov. J. Strom
Thurmond says popular reaction to
his signing the four-county Sunday
amusements bill was "mostly favor-

dept.,

able."

following a heart attack.

Bill

—

IV

Theater,

enters the

M-G-M's

publicity

Bronx Hospital today for

minor surgery.
R. N. SMITH, operator of theaters in
Mission, Tex. and other Rio Grande Valley
cities, is at Scott fir White Hospital, Temple,

ii

lT

^\
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,f

Run Bookinys Seen
New Merchandisiny Plan for Exhibition
the Capitol Theater
day-and-date bookings, such
Indianapolis — Large

Fay Mark

50 Help

DAILY

City Day-and-Date First

As a

is

Golden Jubilee
By

J.

P.

GIBLIN

-ILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Providence More than 450 indusexecs., exhibs., and representas of all parts of the film world

—

as civic

well

as

officials

as

city

packed

the grand ballroom of the Sheraton-Biltmore Hotel

here last night

to

pay

tribute to

Edward M. Fay,
dean of R I.
.

showmen.
The occasion
was a golden tes-

and 37 Loew's New York theaters May 7 run of "Duel in the Sun," may become the accepted manner of booking, according to Theater Facts, bulletin
of the ATO of Indiana. Bulletin notes the downtown parking problems plaguing
most cities, plus the migration to outlying areas by those with the greatest
buying power.
Pointing cut that merchandizers in other lines realize the development and
have established top-flight stores and restaurants in outlying areas, ATOI suggests that such an awareness would seem equally good reasoning for motion
picture exhibition.

Industry Aid lo Ed.

Pix Shown

i

Theater Television

By Rathvon Seen

(Continued from Page

on.

He

ng

from

also

received

members

a diamond
Palestine

of

Larsen,
visor
said,

I
c

t
:

H
:'

Mind," at the Park Avenue; and
"This Happy Breed," at the Little
Carnegie.

Nu-Screen Installed in
Park Ave., Winter Garden

New York
in

territory, color will

seven to 10 years, Larson

Papers presented at yesterday's
afternoon session of the convention
included "A New Sound Slidefilm
Projector," by J. McWilliams Stone,
of Operadio; "Callier 'Q' of Various
Motion Picture Emulsions," by John

Kodak Research Labs;
Control
and Automatic
Focusing of Lenses," by H. O.
Silent;
"Elimination of the Fire
Hazard of Projectors Using Nitrate
Films," by Lloyd Mannon, Control
Engineering Corp., and "A Microphone Tilting Device," by B. H.
Denny and R. J. Carr, of Paramount.
Delegates yesterday heard how
new uses of motion pictures helped
win the war against the Axis and
are now helping to win wars against
Streiffert,

"Remote

disease.

At

the evening sessions, Oscar B.
his experiences during half a century as a partner of
Burton Holmes, producer of film
travelogues. Other papers read ineluded "A Versatile Noise Reduction
Amplifier," by Kurt Singer, of RCA;

Depue spoke on
i

;

woman,
is
current at the Capitol; "Buck
Privates Come
Home," is at the
Winter Garden; "Time Out Of

a research super-

said.

first-runs.

story of a

is

"I feel that the industry has

In the

for Hellinger Pic

"Lucky

"Smash-Up," the

who

John Hopkins University,

cannot afford to let such an
grow without protecting
ourselves and our investment."
Larson stated that the appointed
SMPE committee should meet with
the MPAA at the New York meeting
May 8, on this subject. He also
pointed out that theaters can install television equipment at an average cost of $7,000 and operation of
same can be worked out between the
electricians' and operators' unions.

:

York's

at

:

i

"Sound Absorption and Impedance
of Acoustic Materials," by Hale J.
Sabine, of Celotex Corp. and "Cathode Ray Oscillograph Images of
the Winter Garden and Park Avenue Noise Reduction Envelopes," by B. H.
Theaters.
Denny, of Paramount.

Universal - International has installed the "Nu-Screen," new concave, convex fiberglass screen, in both

is

ja**

"We

idge Letts,

New

en-

industry

{

at

the

presents competition to the motion
picture industry.

jrul

playing

1)

become involved

With Mark Hellinger on the Coast, come

Mayor Roberts, Former
ostmaster General Walker, Eddie James E. Dooley, Federal Judge John
iwling, Maj. Albert M. Warner, P. Hartigan, Gus Eyssell, George L.
Carrington, William J. Kupper, Fred
|rof. Ben Brown, William F. RodgKingsberg, Benjamin Wehrenberg, Edward Morey, Si H.
ra, Malcolm
;almenson, Colvin Brown, Judge Fabian, Earl C. Wheldon, Governor
Pastore,
Herman Robbins, Basil
O'Connor, Very Rev. Father Foley,
William A. Scully, Joseph R. Vogel,
Seven!"
Jack Cohn, Sen. T. F. Green, Dr.
O'Connell, Judge Philip C. Joslin, Abe
With the opening this week of
Montague, Judge John C. Mahoney,
"Odd Man Out," at Loew's CriRobert Mochrie, Joseph J. Unger,
terion, tomorrow; "The Egg And I,"
James A. Mulvey, Richard F. Walsh,
at Radio City Music Hall, Thursday;
John O'Connor, Sol A. Schwartz,
and "The Captive Heart," at Studio
George J. Schaefer, George M. Cohan,
65 Saturday, Universal-International
Jr., and Edward A. Golden.
will have a record of seven releases

at

in theater presentations of televised programs because for the first time television

to

Al Horwitz, U-I Eastern publicity
manager, subbed for him last night
The entire proceedings were broad- when the Mystery Writers of Amerest over local Station WFCI with ica bestowed the Edgar Allen Poe
Award for his production of "The
rect pick-up in the ballroom.
Seated at the head table with Fay Killers" as the best mystery pic of
ere
Chairman Meyer Stanzler, the year.
iirine.

S

Award

yesterday

gineers' convention.

Btatics school of

clock by
Members of the Exhibitors' organiza-

said

vision,

I

Brown
Fay was presented a wall

Two Years

(Continued from Page

1)

timonial dinner
sponsored by the initial $125,000 for a five-year proIndependent The- gram in co-operation with Amerater Owners of ican Education Commissions on moRhode Island to tion pictures," said Rathvon.
"Under this program more than
mark the comple125 film treatments have been comEDWAROM. FAY
t j on
f 50 years
pleted and approved for their classthe industry by Fay.
Main speaker of the evening was room worth by even the most critical
inner Postmaster General Frank educators. We are reaching the point
Walker who discussed the part where educational films will be com;.
layed
by the industry in world mercially possible, and there are now
7±
hundreds of films in preparation by
ents.
Judge Ira Lloyd Letts acted as many producers which are about to
>astmaster,
was introduced by reach schools," Rathvon stated.
"In developing sound educational
ever Stanzler, dinner chairman.
The invocation was given by the films our association has found both
erv Rev. Frederick C. Foley, O.P., an absence of standards or models
and even disagreement among edupresident of Providence College.
Gov. John 0. Pastore of R. I., pre- cators on proper teaching film standJ
-nted Fay with a scroll acknowledg- ards. So, as part of our program, we
,
three model
ing the state's indebtedness to Fay have nearly completed
classroom films. One deals with the
„ 3r his work.
subject of osmosis for junior high
.; Others who spoke included Mayor
schools, another on four seasons for
.tennis J. Roberts, Eddie Dowling,
fifth grade, and a third on addition
:
rof. Ben Brown, head of the draand subtraction for primary grades."
University.
•

in

i

|

pj'

.

The only short feature advertised every month
to the greatest

number of American movie-goers

available through

any national magazine

.

.
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the

22,500,000

readers of Life
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WZB-mADEjFILmS mflVBE mU RKETED

Freedom Treaty Draft Up For Comments

Film

and Radio Covered
Document Prepared at

ress
i

tate Dept.

Suggestion

—

Chicago Acting on a suggestion
William Benton, assistant Secre»ry of State, Richard J. Finnegan,
litor and publisher of the Chicago
imes, has completed a draft of a
roposed treaty for international
:eedom of information for press,
jotion pictures and radio. Draft has

AMG

Expect
Export Plans
To Bring Storm of Protest

Labor Government Opposes Nationalization
Of British Film Industry, Asserts Cripps

From American Industry

—

(By Cable)
Sir Stafford Cripps. president of the Board cf Trade,
told a deputation of Labor Party MP's who called upon him Monday that the
Labor Government is opposed to the nationalization of the British film industry,
it was learned yesterday.
At the same time, Cripps said the Government was opposed to buying into
circuits or entering the production field, which would entail unpopular restrictions and conrrls.

London

v

The deputation was

a sequel

to a

memorandum submitted by

By MANNING CLAGETT

Washington Bureau of

Washington

films may be exported
to the nations of the world, including the U. S., under a new policy
approved bv the American Military

the MP's last

December.

Government in Germany, The Film
Daily learned yesterday.
Although the films are "thoroughly

Area Meetings Set

homas Sales Drive

For

on Birthday

MP Foundation

screened" for pro-Nazi material, the

Berger Re-elected
President of

(Continued on Page 8)

NCA

MMPTAleeksfohibs.

—

PRC

Additional dates for exchange area
Minneapolis Benj. N. Berger was
resident, the nation-wide Harry H. meetings to select Motion Picture re-elected president of North-Central
homas sales drive gets under way Foundation chairmen and trustees Allied at the closing session of the
of
were announced yesterday by Barney annual convention. Sidney Volk reDday. Total
Balaban, chairman of the temporary placed Max Torodor, both of Minne12,500 in cash
steering committee. In revealing the apolis, as treasurer. E. L. Peaslee,
rizes will be paid
new dates, Balaban reported that the Stillwater, and Lyle Carrisch were
sr achievement
committee has been "greatly en- re-elected first and second vee-pees
uring the 18couraged" by enthusiastic response respectively. Martin Lebedoff, Min'eek campaign,
from all over the country.
:alph H. Clark,
(Continued on Page 8)
The Dallas territorial meeting will
ales manager,

Marking the birthday

of the

nnounced yester-

(Continued on Page 3)

Exhibs. to Submit Grosses

ay.

Pictures on
?hich billing will

ount

toward

rive credits,

were

evealed by Clark
s the following:
Her Sister's Secet," "Born to

FILM DAILY
—THE
Many Nazi-

made

(Continued en Page 6)

ilarls

in U. S.

Approve MPEA-Pole Deal; Of
U. S. Films Start

May

1

In

'44-46 for

a further effort to aid

Tax
About 65 U.

Tax Analysis

Commissioner

State

Chapman

in

Aid In Health

Week

The Metropolitan Motion Picture
Theaters Association will enlist the
support of national exhibitor organizations in sponsoring a National
Health Week charity drive to be conducted in the Fall.
At a meeting of the MMPTA board
(Continued on Page 8)

Better Film Space Break
In U. S. Newspapers Seen

A

better ad and news space break
for the film industry in the nation's

from the analyzing the potential revenue to be newspapers was indicated yesterday
eight member companies of the Mo- derived from local amusement taxes, at the annual convention of the
tion Picture Export Association will the ATA and MMPTA have asked
(Continued en Page 6)
distributed in Poland during their members to submit, directly to
peed," "The HARRY H.THOMAS be
1947-48 under terms of an agreement the Commissioner in Albany, theater
(evil on Wheels," "Untamed Fury"
approved by the Polish government, grosses for 1944-1946.
Gales Delay Queen;
(Continued en Page 6)
it was learned yesterday in cabled
It is the belief of members of both
S.

films

(Continued on Page 8)

Awards Dinner
At Warners Studios

V. C.

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
L:s Angeles
The Humanitarian
Awards Dinner, climaxing the first
convention in the film capital of Va-

—

Clubs International will be held
17 at Warners' studios, with
Jack L. Warner as host, it was announced yesterday by Charles P.
Skouras, chief barker of local Tent
25. More than 1,000 prominent reps,
of the entertainment industry from
the U. S., Canada and Mexico will
be Warner's guests at the dinner,
to be served on a huge scund stage.
riety

May

U. S.

Rank Dates Affected

(Continued en Page 6)

—

London (By Cable)
Revamp of
American itinerary and engagements of J. Arthur Rank was made
the

Co/s Investing in China

necessary

Cause: Exchange Rate
Brown Fined $1,000 in
16MM. Copyright Charge

—

Singapore (By Air Mail) American film companies, stymied by restrictions
to the

U.

which permit remittance
S. of

only 15 per cent of

THE FILM DAILY earnings at the legal exchange rate
fine of $1,000 was of 20 Chinese dollars to one Amer-

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood— A

vs. Inflation

against William
"Scotty"
Brown, operator of Embro Pictures
Co., following his plea of nolo contendere to a charge of criminal infringement of the copyright law in

ican, in the face of a tremendously
inflated Chinese dollar, are turning
to investments in China to put some

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 7)

levied

of their earnings to work.

Typical of the inflation trend

is

yesterday by the setting
back of the next sailing of the S.S.
Queen Elizabeth from this side to
May 4, a two-day delay occasioned
by the fact that the ship's present
voyage is running behind schedule
due to gales encountered in midAtlantic.

The
York

Elizabeth will not reach New
before Friday or S'turHa": it

originally

was due

today.

The

MPAA

dinner for Rank in New York probably will be held on May 11 instead
of the 8th as planned.

V

Wednesday, April

23, 194
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PRODUCER MICHEL KRAIKE
Washington with government

confer in
Satur-

will

officials on

day on the motion picture project for which he

RKO

Radio.
is

due back from Minneapolis

tomorrow.

BOMBAY—

Hornby Road.

ALGIERS— Paul

Saffar.

MONTREAL—

Ray Carmichael, Room

464 Francis Xavier

9,

VANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher.
19 Mnxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone.
UY 2110. BRUSSELS— lean Pierre Meys.
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
St.

Theater Bldg.

John Lindberg, Jernhanealle No. 3, Copenhagen-Van Loese.
ROME- John Perrticari.
Via Ludovisi 16.
Phone. 42758.
MEXICO
CTTY— Louis Turnoff, Morelo* 56 No. 523
MONTEVIDEO— Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito

—

597.

C. K.
Friday

(Tues., Apr.

;

GEORGE MURPHY
Monday.
LUCILLE BALL

is

May 20.
NATALIE DRAPER

gets

in

from

slated

to

arrive

Hollywood

from

the

2'2)

is

due from the Coast to-

day.

Wanger Recommends Ad
Program

to Sell

West Coast Bureau

—

of

H'wood

High

lations advertising

sent Hollywood

&

20

Close

program

to prein a proper and fair

193,4

%

193/4
17
231 4

Gen.

Prec. Eq
Loew's, Inc

20V2

20V2

20V2

2134

24%

213/8
243/8

21%

Paramount

RKO

13

1234

Bell

Howell

Columbia
East.

17
231

Picts

Kodak

%

Republic Picts
6%
Republic Picts. pfd..
13
20th Century-Fox ... 31%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 39
Universal Pict
23 Vi
.

Universal Pict.
Warner Bros

pfd..

17
231

+ %
—

'/4

81 Vi

81

23%

23%
81%

1434

14V2

143/4

RCA

.

3%

Trans-Lux

service,!

industry CPA and head of
Film Audit Service, has returned to New York
City from Hollywood.

JOHN

GARFIELD

"Body

and Soul,"
Coast tomorrow.

co-starred
will

arrive

in

here

Enterprise's
from the

RAY COLVIN and LOU WALTERS,

of Cine
Chicago from St. Louis.
HAL ROACH left Hollywood yesterday by air
for New York to resume discussions on distribution which were interrupted when he returned
here for birth of his baby daughter.
in

Circuit

Settlement

of

the

labor

+ 2% Formerly
sales,

manager

advertising.
As a director of the Hanff-M"\ ?e
agency and as executive vice
jsi
dent of Buchanan & Co., Dillenbecl
handled the Paramount account foi
many years. He was identified s<
closely with film advertising tha
many company executives considered
him an integral part of the industry
In recent years he had contribute<
motion picture reviews to variou
publications.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs
Lena Young Dillenbeck, and thre<
sons, Arthur O. Jr., of Los Angeles
}j
Donald of Flushing, and Kenneth, o
.,.'

t

Plandome.
dispute

between Motion Picture Theater Sol Schwartz
on Trip
Operating Managers and Assistant
To
Mexico
and
Coast
Managers Guild and Bronx Combined
Amusements which began last NoSol A. Schwartz, RKO Theater
vember has been reached via a con- vice-president and general manager
tract. Pact calls for a 50-hour week, leaves tomorrow for Mexico City t<|j
minimum wages of $70 and $40 for visit the RKO Churubusco Studi
and leading Mexican theaters. H
managers and assistants, vacations, will proceed to Los Angeles for visit;
sick leave, arbitration.
to RKO theaters and the RKO Holly
Six houses in Upper Manhattan wood studio. Accompanied by Mrs
and the Bronx were involved in the Schwartz, he will take time out foi
a vacation in

Palm

Springs.
111

of

equipment

O'Brien succeeds
of the section.

as

Little

JERSEY

TERRITORY ONLY
II

iic

GONE WITH
THE WIND

:30I

II

M-G-M SCREEN ROOM
IF

YOU BUY

STADIUM. AMUSEMENT PARK OR

630

W

NINTH AVENUE

.

14

Technicolor

ups for his kitchen utensils company.

Equipment Section

Camden, N. J. Jack O'Brien has
been appointed manager of RCA's
Theater Equipment Section, it is announced by J. R. Little, sales manager of RCA Distributed Products.

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts.
4% 4
4
RKO
3% 3
3%.
Sonotone Corp
3% 3% 3%
.

— Funeral

Chapel her
at 2:30 p.m. today for Arthur C
Dillenbeck, 60, veteran advertising
executive who is credited with hav
ing fathered national motion pictur

NEW YORK— NEW

+ V' manager
+ %
6% + %
13
31 'A +
39
— %%

39

and

Named Manager

13

31

I.

M-G-M TRADE SHOW

the real story."

243/4

6'/8
13

TRAUBEE, of Traubee Products,
back from Coast conferences with UniWarners, Paramount, Columbia, PRC,
Eagle-Lion studio publicity execs, on tieis

it has done virtually
nothing about selling itself."
"It has been singularly modest
about its good points and has permitted scandal-mongers and muckrakers to highlight its bad ones.
Good advertising can play an im- settlement.
portant role in correcting this." Wanger said that "in view of the millions
we spend on individual pictures, I
think
a
appropriation
$1,000,000
would be little enough if it served to

pictures that

—

Chg

goes to Alspeaking engage-

Managers, Bronx

was recommended by Walter

;

Low

MPAA,

THE FILM DAILY Sign Pact, End Strike

Hollywood
An annual industry
budget of $1,000,000 for a public re-

Of
Net

Inc.,

Supply, arrived

Coast

O'Brien

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

of the

today to keep a

SAMUEL HACKER,

MARGARET O'BRIEN is due from the Coast
Saturday for a vacation in the East and also to
do a radio show recording with Bing Crosby.

tell

nnnnciRL

Pa.,

versal,

CLAIRE MANNHEIMER, secretary to
Stern, Loew's assistant treasurer, leaves
for a vacation at Miami and Havana.

light

ARTHUR DE BRA,
toona,

ment.

JACQUES

M. RICHEY

H.

in addressing the Hollywood
LONDON Wanger
Advertising Club. "The trouble with
133 Wardour St. W. 1.
MANILA—Homer Hollywood, I think, is that it has
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
HAVANA — Mary been so busy making and selling its
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.

Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg.,
Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.

Manhasset, L.

will be held in Fairchild

left

DONALD

Manhasset Today

3%

3

CONTACT INTERNATIONAL
Asked

Bid

4%
4%

Cinecolor

Pathe

supplied efwith Roll, Machine
Folded, Reserve Seats, etc.
Samples, prices on re-

/
'

*

quest.

INTERNATIONAL
TICKET CO.
52

GRAFTON

AVE.

NEWARK

4,

Sales offices in New York and
Principal Cities

'

h

v

N. J.

APRIL 28

9:30 A.M. also 2:30 P.M.

f

f iciently

5%

—

May

TICKET!

Your needs

5V4

Testimonial for Lydon
Boston A testimonial luncheon to
Francis C. Lydon, chairman of the
new Motion Picture Co-ordinating
Committee, will he given by Independent Exhibitors of New England
at the Hotel Bradford on

MONDAY,

14

14

OVER THE COUNTER

/
/

David O. Selznick's production of Margaret Mitchell's Story
Old South, "Gone With the Wind" • In Technicolor
Starring Clark Gable as Rhett Butler • Leslie Howard
Olivia de Havilland * and presenting Vivien Leigh as Scarlett
O'Hara • A Selznick International Picture • Directed by
Victor Fleming • Screen Play by Sidney Howard • A MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Masterpiece Release • Music by Max Steiner
of the

6.

&
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rea Meetings Set

or

115 to Attend

MP Foundation
(Continued from Page

Sales Conference
With more than 115 of the home
and field personnel on hand,
M-G-M's sales conference will get
under way at the Hotel Astor Monday with William F. Rodgers, vicepresident and general sales manager,

1)

held today with Karl Hoblitzelle

office

chairman, while the Washington
eetjng will be held

or the

'

former and

M. Hone for

I.

•

•

THERE WAS,

•

it

London world premiere

recent

in the chair.

appears. Jar more than met the eye in that
of

Enterprise's "The Other Love"

David Loew and their ad-publicity
chief. Bob Taplinger, collectively had one eye on just what the London
opening would accomplish for the picture in Europe, it is also very true
While

true that Charles Einield,

is

it

was

indeed that the other eye

fixed

upon the benefits

to

be gained,

promotional-wise, in these United States from the overseas debut

Meetings within "the next couple
weeks" are planned in Buffalo,
klemphis, New Haven, New Orleans,
Jklahoma City and Pittsburgh;

As a matter
last to deny

•hairmen, respectively, include

Max

M. A. Lightman, I. J. Hoffuan, Dr. J. B. Fishman, E. V.
Richards, C. B. Akers, M. A. Silver.
In Detroit, the following were
elected to the area committee: Ray
^'Branch, Lew Wisper, Alex Schreiber,
Joseph Lee, Larry Becker, Rodger
M. Kennedy, L. H. Gordon, David M.
fdzal, Frank J. Downey, C. W. Buerhiele and E. J. Hudson. Committee
will meet shortly to elect national
trustee and area chairman.
At the Kansas City meeting nine
members of the Area committee were
elected, as follows: Arthur Cole, Sam
~f Abend, J. A. Becker, Felix Snow, M.
t'ellen,

B. Conn, A. Jules Benedict, C. A.
Rchultz, R. R. Biechele and R. F.
Withers.
The national trustee,
chairman and other members of the
area committee are to be elected
shortly.

Rose Files Counter Claim
Answering Mason Charges
David Rose yesterday filed a general denial to charges filed by James
Mason in Federal Court and filed a
counter claim for $1,760,000 damages in the event a permanent injunction to stop Mason from rendering acting services is granted.
Rose asked that the complaint be
dismissed and that the Court find
that the June 5, 1946 memorandum
agreement is a binding and enforcable contract.

Tele Moves to Pcrthe Bldg.
Ralph B. Austrian, president of

RKO Television Corp., has announced the removal of the company's executive offices to the Pathe
Building on Madison Ave.
*>>.....*.*>...>>.*>>>.>>*-

of fact,
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Horry H. Thomas
H. G. Knox
George P. Skouras
Shirley Temple
Frank Borzage
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Dave and Bob surely would be

into the

'round

bog
is

of

the

which Enterprise was most conpromotional tricks and came up

the shortest

way home"

You'll

Barbara Stanwyck preceded the picture abroad, and that
in her travels on the Continent, she was at pains to say that she was
en route to London for the premiere of "The Other Love"
The press
recall

that

Then there was Director David

services so reported to this side

Lewis's

visit

to

London

the opening

for

That,

too,

was

reported

by the press services

T
•

•

T

AND FROM LONDON came

•

vivid accounts of the opening,

upon the consciousness of the U. S. newspaper reader
that there was an Enterprise picture, "The Other Love"
The return
to these shores of Lewis and Miss Stanwyck fitted neatly into the promotional mosaic
Thoughtfully, Taplinger arranged for Louella O.
to further imprint

Parsons

interview Barbara, ship to shore, on her air

to

show

read a series of columns by Miss
Stanwyck which 60 newspapers serviced by the Chicago Daily News

Millions heard that

.Millions, too.

And millions more read the news
and interviews with Miss Stanwyck which marked her arrival
New York from London

printed under foreign date-lines
stories
in

T

T
•

T

NOT THE LEAST INTERESTING FACET,

•

•

surely, of all this

American distributor beneficiary of the
London bally was not Loew's Int'l, which carried the ball in Britain,
Would so much press and radio attention accombut United Artists
You
pany an American world premiere of "The Other Love"?
Which sorta reminds Phil M. that
know the answer to that one!
there's a striking parallel in the Einfeld-Loew-Taplinger strategy and
that just employed by New Republic editor Henry A. Wallace who
candidly confesses he, too, went abroad to capture American Page One
headlines
Charlie, Dave and Bob undoubtedly will heartily echo
is

found in the

Henry's,

was worth

"It

the

that

fact

the trip"

T
•

JR.,

who

is

Schedules for the sessions are being completed by Rodgers and his
executive staff, with the first meeting
to be called at 11 a.m. Monday.
Among the home office group to
attend are Edward M. Saunders, Edwin W. Aaron, H. M. Richey, Howard
Dietz, Silas F. Seadler, William R.
Ferguson, Herbert Crooker, M. L.
Simons, Maurice N. Wolf, Alan
F. Cummings, Jay Eisenberg, Pincus
Sober, Joel Bezahler, Charles F.
Deesen, Irving Helfont, Leonard
Hirsch, Paul J. Richrath, Jay Gove,

Harold Postman, William B. Zoellner,
Max Wolff and Max Weinberg.

From the field will be the following sales
managers, district and branch managers and
head bookers
Albany: Herman Ripps, Jack Goldberg,
Bennett Goldstein. Atlanta: Charles F. Kessnich, Tom Lucy, James L. Stanton. Boston:
Benn H. Rosen wald, Nat Oberman. Buffalo:
Jack B. Mundstuk, Beatta Wingo. Charlotte:
Jacques C. ReVille, Irving Beck. Chicago:
John E. Flynn, Samuel A. Shirley, Walter E.
Banford, William J. Devaney, Edna Prank.
Cincinnati: Edwin M. Booth, Robert Morrell.
Cleveland: Jack Sogg, Gerald Whitesell. Dallas: Burtus Bishop, Jr., Leroy Bickel, Leroy
Whitington. Denver: Henry A. Friedel, Gerald
Banta. Des Moines: Dexter C. Kennedy, Kenneth Weldon.
Detroit: Frank C. Hensler,
Frank J. Downey, Karl England. Indianapolis:
Foster B. Gauker, Marjorie Richter. Kansas
City: Al Adler, Roger Leaton. Los Angeles:
George A. Hickey, Thomas Aspell, Jr., Gordon
Wilson. Memphis: Louis C. Ingram, James
Fly. Milwaukee: Hildegarde Albrecht; also
Minneapolis: Ralph W. Maw, William H.
Workman, Eph Rosen, Melvin Turner. New
Haven: Harry Rosenblatt, Phillip Gravitz.
New Jersey: Ben Abner, Edward Richter. New
Orleans: Rudy Berger, James C. Brian t, Enola
Murray. New York: John P. Byrne, John J.
Bowen, Ralph Pielow. Oklahoma City: Charles
Lyne, James Peacock. Omaha: Gerald E. McGlynn, Fred Fejfar.
Philadelphia: Robert
Lynch, Lou Formato, Harry Bache. Pittsburgh: John J. Maloney, Saal Gottlieb, Max
Shabason. Portland: Lou Amacher, Murray
Niccolson.
St. Louis:
Herbert Bennin, Al
Cooo. Salt Lake City: Carl P. Nedley, Dean
Wilson. San Francisco: Samuel J. Gardner,
Langdon C. Wingham, Harry Schmidt. Seattle:
Sam Davis, Don Hiatt. Washington: John S.
Allen, Jerome Adams, Edward Kushner.
There will also be two master bookers.
Parke D. Agnew and Thomas Grady. In addition the following field auditors will attend:
J. Ash, Charles Bell, Oliver Broughton,
Carl Gentzel, Willard Gillian, Irving Margolin,
Charles School, Arthur Sktar, Arthur Sterling
and Edward Urschel.

John

T

JACK WARNER.

•

Meetings will last at

least a week.

now

studying

the

theater

Warner Bros., is slated to go to England next to put
in a spell at the newly built Teddington Studios, which Warners will
open in a couple of months ... • At least 180 Pa. communities will
• Take it from
observe Daylight Saving Time, starting Sunday ...
Paul J. Larson, chairman of the SMPE committee on theater television,
every leading sporting event for the next five years has been signed
up for tele by leading advertisers ... • Photoplay magazine in its
operating end of

through the

+

**

$

Charlie,

the latter with

way

June issue will urge

J^end

— and

was

dipped

with "the longest

•

RKO

j

"Wow It Can Be Told"

the latter.
>f

I

PHIL M. DALY

tomorrow under

y.^)int chairmanship of Sidney
isC, Carter Barron and John Payte. The Boston meeting, with M. J.
ullen and Sam Pinanski as chairan, is set for April 29.
Other
(finite
dates include Omaha and
?attle, both on May 5, with Leo
'olcott and A. H. Blank chairmen
•

M-G-M

tors

...

medium

•

its

of

readers to fight unfair taxation on movie-goers,

postcards addressed to Federal

That wall clock Edward M. Fay

and

state legisla-

was supposed to have
Monday night,

received at his Golden Jubilee dinner in Providence

a bronze bust of himself with an engraved tablet at• Her health restored, after a serious illness of more
than a year, Lucy Monroe will devote the remainder of 1947 to USO camp
show assignments which will take her to Army, Navy and Veterans'
turned out to be

tached

...

Administration Hospitals

.

.

.

VJA Short

Subject

Released This Week
A
.

special five-minute film, starring

Eddie Cantor and produced by Dore
Schary, RKO Radio executive vicepresident, will be released this

week

connection with the UJA $170,000,000 appeal. Titled "We Must
Not Forget," subject tells the story
of a girl from a concentration camp
who refuses to permit the removal
of the branded number on her arm
because she wants the world to remember the tragedies and horrors of
the Hitlerite regime.
in

rtva"

*°

• ty
11
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<S>
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m

79
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by the
for the

same

same

great

producer, with the

-or

same

star,

better- business now

and

piling

up

everywhere for Hunt Stromberg's presentation of

Hedy Lamarr

HUNT STROMBERG

presents

HEDY LAMARR

in

in

"THE strange

"DISHONORED. LADY" co-starring DENNIS O'KEEFE

and

woman"

JOHN LODER

with

WILLIAM LUNDIGAN

•

MORRIS CARNOVSKY

PRODUCED BY JACK CHERTOK
Directed by Robert Stevenson

.

Screenplay by

Edmund

H. North

•

A Hunt Stromberg Production

This

i5

money-in-the-bank from

UA
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Circuits,

Home

Freedom Pact Draft Ready

Offices

Document Also Covers

Back Greek Appeal

Press, Radio
Starts

(Continued from Page

Responding to the War Orphans of been forwarded to leaders in the
Greece appeal for every theater in newspaper, film and broadcasting
the country to be responsible for fields with requests for comments
one child, the following circuits have and criticisms.
already pledged their subscription:
Treaty draft provides that propWarners - Philadelphia, RKO, Com- erly accredited correspondents from
erford, Century, Skouras, Warners- each nation shall have free ingress
Pittsburgh, National Theaters Corp., and egress from the territories of
other nations for the purpose of
FWC, B & K and Netco.
Copy
All of the company home offices carrying on their activities.
are reporting exceptional success in from correspondents would be pertheir campaigns. RKO and 20th-Fox mitted free egress without censorraised more than $4,000 each, Uni- ship, deletion or editing, and copy
versal approximately $2,000, and would be transmitted at the rates
Eagle-Lion and PRC report that applying to the correspondents of the
their employes have contributed 100 most favored nation.
per cent.
Copy from information agencies of
each nation would be permitted to
reach the information agencies and
Better Film Space Break
the inhabitants of other nations on
the same conditions as are accorded
In U. S. Newspapers Seen
to the most-favored nation.
Treaty would not be construed as
(Continued from Page 1)
modifying laws concerning libel,
American Newspaper Publishers As- slander, or the publication of obscene
sociation at the

Thomas Sales Drive

Waldorf Astoria.

Cranston Williams, ANPA's genmanager, at a special press
meeting, announced that additional
Canadian newsprint allocations ran
to about 150,000 tons over last year's.
Finland's export to the U. S. would
be about 75,000 tons over last year's
shipment. Only about 5,000 more
tons could be expected from Sweden,
however, Williams said.
eral

SHARP
AN OUTSTANDING INDUSTRY EVENT!
7 P.M.

eral ratification between individual
nations left up in the air for the
time being. Agreement through the
United Nations seems preferable but
a try at multilateral agreement outside of that group may be attempted
prior to seeking agreements on a
bilateral basis.

Draft suggests moral suasion to
implement the treaty, thus departing from the recommendations of the
Luce Commission on Freedom of the
Press. Implementation would be via
an international tribunal of representatives

of

information

agencies

which would hear charges of treaty
violations and publish its findings so
that the power of the press would
be the protector of its freedom.
Implementing group would be
known as the International Information Commission and, in the U. S.,
would comprise representatives nominated by such groups as the Amer-

ican Society of Newspaper Editors,
MPAA, National Association of
material. Each of the contracting
Broadcasters, American Newspaper
nations would make and enforce regGuild, Sigma Delta Chi and the facululations on correspondents necessary
ties of leading journalism schools.
for the maintenance of national seAppeal to the Court of Internacurity, with the proviso that such
regulations apply to correspondents tional Justice is provided in the event
that any government should feel that
of all nations.
the Commission has unjustly labeled
Treaty, as submitted, is in a flexit as a treaty-violator.
ible form with the question of multiWarren H. Pierce, Times assistant
lateral
agreement outside of or
through the United Nations, vs. bilat- editorial page writer, assembled
viewpoints reflected in the proposed
treaty and consulted with authorities
on international law. Draft is an
effort to express in principle what
U. S. newspaper, press association
reporters, cameramen, motion picture
leaders,
and
radio
broadcasters
would like to see the Government
write into such a treaty.

TO-NIGHT

on Birthday

1)

(Continued from Page

1)

and "The Big Fix."

Also includd!
are six streamlined westerns to
released as the Bronco Buckaro
including "Frontier Fig/K r&
"Raiders of Red Gap," "Pi :;.n<* V
Trail," "Code of the Plains," '"Thr 1
:

dergap

Outlaws"

and

"Shoot

Irons."
In addition there will be six
releases of Edward Small Sere
]

Masterpieces: "Kit Carson," "T
Last of the Mohicans," "The Corsic
Brothers,"
"International
Lad^f
"The Man in the Iron Mask" a*

"South of Pago Pago."
Prior season releases included s

"The Wife of Monte Cristo," "T
Enchanted Forest," "Danny Bo^!
"The Great Mike," "Harvest M'
ody," "Career Girl," "Tiger Fang:

"Nabonga," "Crime, Inc.," "Db
Jamboree," "Swing Hostess," "K
Sister,"
"Arson Squad," "Ghc
Guest," "The Man Who Walbjj
Alone," and "Hollywood and Vint
Drive is under the chairmanship
,

District

Manager Max Roth, Cla

3 ei
f

with additional pictures to
added to the lists of those eligible
said,

Stern Suing RKO Over
Sprocket Invention

Ernest Stern yesterday filed si
N. Y. Federal Court charging th
RKO Radio has infringed and is il
fringing on a method of producii
and projecting sound motion pi
tures.
Stern filed a notice of i
fringement of U. S. Letter pate
1,999,472.
He seeks an injuncti(
against further alleged infringeme
and an accounting of profits ai
damages.
Fined $1,000 in
Stern's patent is on a sprock
is said to enable taking pi
16MM. Copyright Charge which
()
tures on both sides of a film and
used to expedite rushes. Emil
(Continued from Page 1)
\
Ellis, attorney for Stern, said th,
renting some 39 16 mm. features for
a suit against Loew's involving tl
in

if in

Brown

r

ASSOCIATED mOTIOi) PICTURE ADVERTISERS

3o™ nnniVERSRRY DinnER-DRncE
HOTEL ASTOR
MAIN BALLROOM

—

RUTGERS NEILSON,

HOWARD

President, Will Preside

DIETZ, Member-Guest Emcee
Principal Speaker

SENATOR FRANCIS J. MYERS
of Pennsylvania

HONOR THE PRESIDENTS OF OUR INDUSTRY
PRESENT FOR THE OCCASION AS WELL AS GLAMOROUS
HOLLYWOOD PERSONALITIES.

THIS GALA AFFAIR WILL

WHO WILL

BE

(For Tickets Phone

Ten

— Harry

Dollars per Person

McWilliams, Columbia Pictures)

(Dress Optional)

Exhibs. to Submit Grosses

Of

'44-46 for

Tax Analysis

(Continued from Page

c^?
Admission

public exhibition for profit.
Brown was ordered confined in
County Jail until the fine is paid but
execution of the judgment was
stayed a week in order to give him
time to pay the fine.
The information was filed as a result of an FBI investigation into unauthorized uses of copyrighted films.
Co-operating in the investigation
were the New York law firm of Sargoy & Stein, Copyright Protection
Bureau special counsel, and the firm
of Freston & Files of Los Angeles.

1)

groups that the reports will indicate
that authorities favoring the tax
have overestimated the amount of
revenue that will be derived from taxing admissions and will therefore be
spurred to substitute other measures
in

order to raise funds.

same sprocket was

jj

settled recentl

STORK REPORTS!
West Coast Bureau of

THE FILM DAIL

—

11
Santa Monica, Calif.
Son wj'
born to actor Chester Morris and ht
wife. Newcomer, named Kenton, ar
his ma are doing okay at St. John
Hospital here.

—

Cleveland Jack Watts, Nation;
Theatre Supply salesman, recentlf
welcomed the arrival of his thh
daughter. She was named Delia Ma;

New

London, O.

—

J. O. Guthri
arrive
at the status of grandfather, wit
the advent of a eight pound, seve
ounce, baby girl in the family of h

owner of the Karolyn, has

son-in-law and daughter, Charh
and Hope Meyer. The newcomer

named Megan Brooke.

]
w;
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Companies Are

Gov't Okays Repairs,

In Indiana. Kids

Shoot Back.

vesting in China
(Continued from Page

Madison, Ind.

—

.

.

.

Following legali-

zation of sale of cap pistols to children by the State Legislature, theater

1)

current $5,000 (Chinese) for a
|d theater seat. With similar inon prevailing on rentals, as well
everything else in China, 15 per
•_ t a 20 to one ratio does not
•-•r.^7 disburse the Chinese dollars
-

Business continues to surpass prereturns all over the Far East
company representatives are

owners here have attempted

to curb

front-of-the-screen volleys by youngBrats
are
sters viewing westerns.

now urged
move,
frisk

it

to

is

with

though kids
any more.

check their

gats.

Next

indicated, will be a

every

ticket.

just can't

free

Seems

as

have any fun

i-

I

opening

II

up

territories

which

closed because of the war.
G-M recently started operations
French Indo-China but the status
is American activity there became
ertain when the French eommis-

ijre
.

.

1

iat

passed an ordinance barring

]L'ns

from motion picture distribu-

i ,n

or exhibition.

Indonesian Republic film .men have
jjtempted to secure rights to U. S.
i tures on a barter for rubber and
le basis but companies are leery
such deals, figuring they will
j (yer see their prints again if they
licensed on such terms.
)!

"1

eview "Carneoie"
Y. Foundling,

for

Symphony

Special $10 preview performances

the Boris Morros-William Le
ron production, "Carnegie Hall,"
11 be held on Thursday, May 1, for
benefit of the N. Y. Foundling
>spital and the N. Y. Philharmonic
jfjihestra pension fund, it was an;

unced yesterday by UA. The show:.

gs will take place at the Winter
rden and Park Avenue Theaters
•lere the pic begins regular runs on
iy

2.

;;iner In

San Juan

San Juan,

a

—

P. R. (By Cable)
tuny Reiner, Latin American sales
Releasing Or; mager for Selznick
nization, arrived here yesterday
ter a
series of conferences in
>w York with Neil Agnew, SRO
iief, in connection with the release
"Duel in the Sun" in the CaribInn area. Following a short stay
jjre, Reiner will visit Venezuela,
nama, Costa Rica, Guatemala and
III urn to Mexico City on May 10.
I

.;

II

UJEDDinO BELL

RCA

Unveils

New Line

Of Recorders in Chi.
Chicago— RCA yesterday unveiled
a new line of magnesium alloy recorders and associated equipment at
a luncheon for production executives
attending the SMPE convention.
Equipment includes two new 35 mm.
recorders, a 16 mm. recorder and a
unit-construction recording rack, as
well as new light microphones and
current models of an RCA 16 mm.
projector and a Brenkert 35 mm.

Bldg. For 19 Houses
Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY
Office of

Housing

Expeditor yesterday continued its
stepped-up theater approval program
by okaying construction or repair of
a total of 19 stands. This topped last
week's total of 17 approvals, a record in recent months. Largest dollar approval was given to the St.
Louis Amusement Co. for a $200,000
theater in Granite City, 111.
New construction or repairs on
old theaters were approved by the
housing expeditor's office on the
basis of "veterans ownership" and
a total of six applicants. Approvals
for this reason were given for stands
Wooster,
in
Roanoke, Va.;
O.;
Greensboro, N. C; East York, Pa.;
Delta, Utah; Huntington, W. Va.
Construction of a new $20,000 theater in Talequah, Okla., was approved on the basis of "essential

community

facility."

Other approvals were for new theor repairs in the following
Wells, Nevada; Okarche, Oklahoma City, Okla.; Waynesville, N. C;
Ballinger, Tex.; Coulee City, Wash.;
Bay City, Tex.; San Francisco, Calif,
(two); Charleston, Mo., and Newaters

cities:

projector.

By using magnesium alloy the
company has been able to reduce the

weight of recorders to as little as
one-fifth
the weight of pre-war
models, Barton Kreuzer, manager of ark, O.
the RCA film recording activities,
explained. The 16 mm, recorder and Ohio
one of the 35 mm. recorders shown
Distribute
weigh only about 40 pounds each.

May Keep 3%
It

Tax,

Locally

—

Columbus, O. Compromise on the
controversial proposal to repeal the
state's three per cent admissions
tax was seen after reports of growsentiment among the 23-memJames Mason will star in a film to ing House Taxation Committee for
ber
be produced in the East this Fall,
recommendation that the state conhe told the metropolitan and trade tinue
to collect the tax and then dispress last night at a cocktail party
tribute it to subdivisions of origin.
that U-I and the J. Arthur Rank OrIf such a compromise is reached,
ganization held in his honor at the
the House bill which would be recomStork Club. Since the deal has not
mended to the legislators would be
been finalized the British film actor,
virtually the same as that introduced
who is starred in "Odd Man Out," recently in the Senate by Sen. Robert
which opens at the Criterion today,
L. Quinn, Steubenville, Bill No. 250.
refrained from divulging any further
The latter, strongly supported by
details.
the Ohio ITO, would leave the three
Among those attending were: Rob- per
cent levy as it is but return the
ert Benjamin, Matthew Fox, Jock
tax money to the county of origin.
Lawrence. Charles Moss, Jerry Sager,

Tames Mason Will Star
In Pic to Be Made Here

William J. Heineman, Fred Lynch,
Robert Goldstein and representatives
of the British and American press.

"Outlaw" Will Play
Minn. Legit. Theater

—

few films

m

"Jolson Story" Starts
Victoria Run May 1
Columbia's "The Jolson Story" beits "return to Broadway" engagement at the Victoria Theater

gins

May

1.

Minneapolis
Woeckener-Green
"The Outlaw" has
-st Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
been booked into the Lyceum, legit Resume Injunction Hearing
Hollywood Don Green, of the Fox house, to open tomorrow. Action folHearing on the request
St. Louis
est Coast first-run advertising de- lowed UA's announcement that it of Arthur F. D. Kalbfell and Mamie
rtment, plans to marry Constance would sell their pix to "anybody who K. Wimberley, owners of the Robin

—

—

oeckener on Sunday.
ii

Workman-Lund

—

Minneapolis
Margaret Elaine
orkman, daughter of W. H. Workin, branch manager of M-G-M, will
married to Dwain Carl Lund

wants

to

buy

Amusement

it," after Minnesota
Co. decided not to show

the film.

—

Theater, for a permanent injunction
to restrain city officials and the*
police from closing the house was
resumed yesterday before Circuit

Milwaukee
In the first state Judge Joseph Ward.
showing at the State, Waupaca, since
"Smash-Up" in Twin Cities
it was pulled from the Towne screen
morrow at the Church of the An- here on threat of license revocation,
Minneapolis
U-I's "Smash-Up"
[inciation
here.
The couple will "The Outlaw" did eight times the has been booked into both Orpheum
neymoon in Chicago and St. Louis house's normal biz, according to Irv houses in the Twin Cities beginning
id

later will reside in Minneapolis.

—

Ashe, operating the theater.

May

1.

Released thru

(^

I

Wednesday, April 23, 19j
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Nazi-Made Pix

Berger Re-elected

Protests to

Now

AMG Export Plans Expected
(Continued from Page

move

(Continued from Page 1)

neapolis,

was

re-elected secretary.

Lyle Bung, Farmington, Minn.:
Charles Rubenstein, Al Lee, Minneapolis, and E. Monroe, Rolla, N. D.,
were elected to NCA's board of directors.

They join the 11 re-elected board
members: S. E. Heller, W. C. Carter,
Will
Glaser,
George Granstrom,
Clarence Kaake, M. W. Long, R. J.
Risch, Roy McMinn, Gordon Aamuth,

John

and John Anderson.

Pillar,

NCA

members voted

to retain the
present advisory committee of Henry
Green, Minneapolis; Jack Haywood,
New Richmond, Wis.; A. A. Kaplan,
St. Paul. "Floperoo" pictures head-

After comparing notes on' gross
takes on various recent releases,
members expressed strong favor toward expanding the five buying com-

NCA's

Meanwhile,

may

it

was

American mo- program.
disclosed that

Aid In Health

Week

1)

expected to bring a storm easing of the contemplated export

of protest from the
tion picture industry.

Seeks Exhib

While first reports from Maas
were explicit in their announcement,

MPEA

(Continued from Page

1)

yesterday in the offices of Har|
Brandt, it was decided to contact t\
MPTOA, ATA and Allied grou 1
within the next 30 days in order
ascertain their position. If cf\ ler^
tion is not forthcoming, thfi^" .iti
politan group will take up the matt_

^

that transfer of controls to
will "mark the complete divorcement
from film activities in the
of
American zone," War Department
officials here indicated that the re- of a local drive in member theaters
in the American zone.
Tomorrow a committee will s|
These and other fast-moving de- ports may not be wholly accurate.
velopments indicate that Germany is Officials declined further comment Fire Commissioner Frank J. Quaj^
becoming the scene of a furious be- until they read press dispatches of to discuss the city proposal to i]
place municipal firemen assigned
hind-the-scenes battle for control of Maas' announcement.
duty in legit, theaters and moti(
War Dept. Silent on Pommer
War Department officials likewise picture houses showing vaudevili
Motion Picture Export Association
with men hired and paid by the th
yesterday received cabled informa- declined to comment on the future
ater owner.
tion from Berlin to the effect that of Eric Pommer, German-born Amerthe recent Anglo-American meetings ican citizen who is charged with the
Organizing Fund^A
in which American Military Govern- task of rebuilding the giant German
ment relinquished control of dis- pix industry. Pommer, a citizen of Raising Troupes for Texasi
tribution of films "has resulted in less than 10 years' standing, may be
complete agreement on all basic lopped from AMG's civilian roles
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
i
noints concerning free competition in within two months. U. S. industry
Hollywood Two troupes of Holl;
toppers
have
become
concerned
with
the merged market" and operations
wood stars will fly to Texas to stag
the rapidity with which Pommer has benefit entertainment programs f<
will start July 1.
rehabilitated the German industry.
aid of victims of the Texas City di.'
If Pommer is removed from
aster, the Hollywood Co-ordinatinij
a vast and potentially lucrative marcivilian ranks, there' is speculation Committee
announced. First uni '^
Vet.
Germany, too, appears to be
whether he will remain in Germany leaving Sunday, will include Jac
the political key to entire European
and continue his work as a strictly Benny, Frank Sinatra, Phil HarrilA;
area.
German operation, financed with Alice Faye, Rochester, Marjorie Rej
Estimates of the Nazi-made
German money. There also are indi- nolds, Phil Silvers and the Pag'ifeature films available for export
cations that Pommer may go over to Cavanaugh Trio.
They will gi\
range from 80 to more than 200.
MPEA, thus giving the American shows in Galveston Monday and
War Denartment's revelation to
industry a strong hold on the Ger- Houston Tuesday.
THE FILM DAILY that the
man film industry. When reports first
The committee is organizing a se<
Nazi-made pictures would be exreached here that Germany would be ond group to leave the followin
Dorted to "produce dollars" is an
allowed to export many Nazi-made week-end. Tentatively set are Micke
f
indication that the bulk of the
films, it was understood that plans Rooney, Kay Kyser, Diana Lynn an
films may b» headed for the U.
were under foot to put Pommer in Burns and Allen. Public Relation;!
S. market. War Department officharge of world-wide distribution of Advisory Committee of SIMPP ha||fl
cials said the film export prothe Nazi-made films.
wired Edward Arnold, chairman o
gram is an important part of
Pommer, his production plans Permanent Charities Committee
this country's general policy to
ready to go, is expected to produce recommending that all or a portio
build un Germany's non-military
about seven features this year.
of the $245,783 that was refused b^
industries so the former enemy
Reports reaching here indicate American Red Cross, for policy rea
country can become as nearly
K
that Pommer plans on producing sons, be allotted the Texas victim;
s»lf-suffic>ent as possible.
Committee also recommended tha
Military Government officials were next year the huge total of 80 feafilm stars make a tour of persona
quick to stress that all German films tures. These reports, however, are
appearances of key cities to rais
generally
discounted.
approved for export are carefully
funds and that a huge benefit sho^
screened by personnel of AMG's inbe held here and broadcast.
formation control division in Germany. They described the features Studio, Union Reps. Hold
George A. Ward Dies
as including "light musicals" and
First
Strike
George A. Ward, 46, one-time pre&
f he like.
Officials here said they had
ident of the Motion Picture Club o
no estimate of how manv films were
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY New York and for the last 10 year
nvolved. In addition to the features,
Hollywood
Following the initial
however, the approved list includes meeting between reps, of major pro- an announcer on the city's radio stajjits
many "educational" shorts. From ducers and studio carpenters, Joseph tion, WNYC, died yesterday of
other
sources,
however,
was Cambiano, international rep. of the heart ailment at his Hollis home, itk
it
learned that the total may top 200
carpenters union, and Charles S. PPC Stags to Hear Harris
films.
Boren, labor relations manager for
Sam Harris, a member o:
If the export program becomes
AMPP, said in a joint statement that theCapt.
Nuremberg war-guilt trials pros
as extensive as the War Depart"preliminary negotiations between
ecuting staff, will be guest speake:
ment here now indicates, the U.
major producers and Carpenters at the Paramount Pictures Club "foi
S. film industry is expected to
Local 946 were entered into today. men only" meeting tomorrow night
make strong protests to top
After an exploratory discussion of
Government officials in Washproblems involved, meeting was adington.
journed, a date to be set later."
Griffith Case to Get
Importance of session was indiGovernment sources indicated that
Hi Court Hearing
the critical German situation was the cated by presence of 15 top producer
principal reason for the sudden trip officials plus three producer attorWashington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
to Berlin by Irving Maas, MPEA neys. Heading delegation from proWashington The Griffith case has
vice-president and general manager. ducers were Boren and Pat Casey.
been speeded towards a U. S.
carpenters'
six-man
group
Leading
a
Maas is expected to make a full
Supreme Court hearing with the filreport on the situation to Eric John- were Cambiano, James Skelton, busiing with the court of the records in
of
striking
Local
and
ness
agent
946,
ston,
and
president.
the suit, it was revealed yesterday.
president
Sproul,
of
Local
Charles
A.
Maas' conferences with top
officials in Germany may lead to an 946.

develop in the reported
agreement with
in Germany
whereby the MPEA will take over
full responsibility for film activities
a hitch

AMG

AMG

,

H'wood

lined the day's deliberations.

binations in

is

Available MMPTA

territory.

Stanley Kane, executive director,
told members that three bills seeking
to levy from 10 to 20 per cent admissions taxes had been killed in the

—

!

AMG

1

state legislature.

enablin - act

which
The municipal
would authorize theater taxation by
cities and towns still threatens Minnesota owners,

Kane

said.

Members

of the large Iowa-Nebraska delegation who attended the
confab plan a convention early in

May.

1

Approve MPEA-Pole Deal;
U. S. Films Start

May

1

(Continued from Page 1)

advices from Louis KantureK, im iiA
supervisor in Eastern Europe.

Pact becomes effective May 1. It
originally negotiated in Warsaw
bv Irving Maas, MPEA vice-president-general manager. Adequate
guarantees of friendly co-operation
Distribution
have been extended.
setup in Poland will be patterned on
current Czechoslovakian system
where MPEA releases through Czech
Film Monopoly.

was

Anti-Trust

Cases Merged

SICK LIST
PHILIP

McNAMEE, manager

Theater,

hospital

for

an

of the Para-

has entered a
operation.

Detroit,

HARRY YOUNG

local

Universal salesman, Co-

lumbus, 0., is under treatment at White
Cross H spital, for a heart ailment. Hs had
been recovering from effects of an auto
accident

when

stricken.

-

Huddle on

—

;

—

Chicago
The Riverside Theater,
Milwaukee and Minnesota Theater,
Minneapolis anti-trust cases, have
been merged and both will be heard
by Judge Michael Igoe. Judge Igoe
gave defense attorneys to May 5
to file their briefs in both cases.

dise

i<| 18

flffl

—

MPEA

MPAA

AMG

44th St.

',

V

-rV

N.
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Y.
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inVCSTICHT inC UD T, CO-OP Of miCH.
Ticket Tax Concentration in West, Southeast

D Of

:i;

J

Editorial

Amusement Levy Returns
s ^Revealed in Survey by
City Managers Ass'n

Many Squawks
And Admits Another Probe

''

,

Reports

Children's Films

r

>$

.

—

Most of the municipalilevying admissions taxes last
year were concentrated on the PaCoast and in the Southeast,
ijicific
according to information compiled by
City Managers
the International
Association in connection with the
forthcoming edition of the Municipal
Chicago

.

By CHESTER

ties

.:

1

Yearbook.
More than 60 Washington cities
have enacted admissions taxes since
(Continued on Page 7)

600 at Ampa's 30th
Anniversary Dinner
Climaxing a successful season unguidance of its president,
J Rutgers Neilson, the Associated Mo-

HOR

Oi

the Library plan

.

all

of

them

valid,

B.
all

BAHN

Washington

of

Johnston.
Trite it may be to say it, but the youngsters of tcday are the adult motion picture
patrons of tomorrow. Through the medium of the Library, the exhibitor and especially
the showman whose prosperity depends upon the so-called family trade
is enabled to
build solidly today for his tomorrow. The Library prcgram indeed actually is an insurance
policy; the wise theater operator will so regard it.

—
—

Much has been said about the close relationship between the quality of Hollywood entertainment generally and the level of the mass audience. The motion picture is an art
form, true. But it also is a business. Pictures must not only pay their cwn way, but return a profit to those who produce, distribute and exhibit them. Appreciation by the
mass audience of quality on the screen is the only way to insure the production of
(Continued on Page 7)

March Federal Tax

Para. Stock Buys

Collections in Dip

With 72,500

Up

der the

Picture Advertisers celebrated
iJits 30th anniversary with a dinners; dance at the Hotel Astor last night.
More than 600 industry members
tion

(Continued on Page 10)

THE FILM DAILY
For the first time,
admissions tax collections showed a
drop from the corresponding figures
Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

for last year, special figures released
yesterday by the Treasury Department indicated. March collections
this year amounted to $28,796,825,

Mobile Pix-Ad Trailer
Unit as "Duel" Bally
A

mobile Pix-Ad trailer unit made
debut last night in Columbus
Circle where it captured the attention of thousands in that area and

it
op its

Washington Bureau of

Washington

Industry Backs Clark
Americanism Drive
Washington Bur.,

Washington

—

to acquaint the

public with the

Bill

and similar Americanization themes. Details of the program
to be participated in by radio, newspapers and magazines as well as
films, will be announced soon following a White House conference.
It was reported here that Hollywood
will make a series of pix on the
theme, with cost estimates ranging
up to a million dollars.
of

Rights

—MPAA hopes

its

ed-

ucational services department will
become the clearing house for edu(

THE FILM DAILY

M:tion picture industry is expected to spend "hundreds of thousands of dollars" in
backing Att. Gen. Clark's campaign

THE FILM DAILY

Continued on Page 4)

March

in

securities to bring its holdps to 192,700.
The March figure represents the
(Continued on Page 7)

Ami" Seizure
Due Next Week

"Bel

Decision

Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

(Continued on Page 7)

British Pix a Year—CEA
Council Would Keep Renter Quota
London (By Air Mail) — Produc$500,000 Domestic Gross
for Astor

With the
circuit

in

Crosby Pic

pic set to play the

New York

after

Loew

a two
Strand,

tion of 200 British pictures annually
within the next 10 years should be
a goal of the new Films Act, accordinor to the recommendations of the
Films Council as made to the Board
of Trade.

weeks' run at Warners
Brooklyn, and with other major cirCouncil favors increasing produccuit deals near the closing stage, tion in this country by TJ. S. comAstor Pictures expects "Road to panies, via a renters' quota, arguing:
(Continued on Page 4)

is

(Continued on Page 7)

WE Separation From
AT&T

to

Be Sought

Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

(Continued on Page 10)

Henry Adrian

to Produce
"Conscience" in East

Henry Adrian, legit producer
latest offering, "Young Man's
Fancy," comes to Broadway on Tuesday next, revealed to The Film
whose

Washington Decision on whether Daily that because of terrific costs
the Government will seize the con(Continued on Page 10)
troversial film "Bel Ami" is expected
early next week, it was learned yes-

200

Seen

THE FILM DAILY

—Department

of Jusinvestigating activities of
United Detroit Theaters and Cooperative Theaters of Michigan with
a view towards possible anti-trust
action, it was learned yesterday.
The two organizations operate a
total of about 150 theaters in Detroit.
United Theaters, a whollyowned Paramount subsidiary, operates about 24 theaters, including
most of Detroit's first-run, downtown
tice

common

MPAA to Serve as Clearing OAP

(Continued on Page 7)

in

Way

Under

Washington
Action seeking divorcement of Western Electric from
AT & T is expected to be taken soon
Paramount sharply increased the by the Department of Justice, it was
tempo of its stock purchasing pro- learned yesterday.
The reported
gram during March when the com- anti-trust action may have an impany acquired 72,500 shares of its portant impact on the motion picture

'Continued on Page 10)

House For Ed. Pix Industry

is

Washington Bureau of

them important, there is no MPAA
'
project whose success is more vital to the well being of the American motion picture
industry than the Children's Film Library, launched just six months ago by Eric A.
a variety of reasons,

Circuits

(Continued on Page 4)

rXMG Confirms MPEA's

German

Distribution

—THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bur.,

Washington
American Military
Government officials here yesterday

confirmed the report from Irving
Maas, MPEA vice-president and general manager, that MPEA soon will
take over film activities in Germany
from AMG. Officials here on Tuesday first hinted that a hitch might
develop in the MPEA deal. After
reading trade

press

stories

on

the

Maas announcement, however, AMG,
officials said the reports "were accurate as printed."

—

!

V%2s
United Artists Realigns
AUTRE MEWS
Ail THE TIME

Thursday, April 24, 1947

MPF Chairman and

Elect

American Managers Trustee

Latin

in K. C.

Monday

THEATERS

N. Y.

—

DAILY'

Kansas City, Mo. Motion Picture
Under a realignment of United
managers and representa- Foundation Kansas City area comtives in Latin America, announced mittee will meet here Monday to
yesterday by Walter Gould, foreign elect a permanent chairman and
manager, James Raymond, former trustee. Local committee has been
Trinidad manager, succeeds Beno augmented by the following:
Artists

10 Cents

Thurs., Apr. 24, 1947
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Slesin in Colombia. Raymond arrived
at the home office yesterday for conferences.

Raymond

succeeded in Trinidad
by Frank G. Berglas, while Adolfo
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York 18, Friedman has been named special
N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. representative
in Uruguay,
headJ. W. Alicoate, President; Donald M. Merserquartering in Montevideo. Humberto
Vice-President and Treasurer; Patti
eau,
Giancola becomes manager of the
and
Alicoate,
Vice President
Secretary.
Entered as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, Tucuman, Argentina office, and Luis
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
Eduardo Londono will manage a new
act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York branch in Barranquilla, Colombia.
is

-
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THE

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

28, Calif.

Phone

Blvd.,

WASHINGTON—

Named

Leff

Manager

UA

—Dave

Leff,

UA

IN
I

"MONSIEUR VERDOUX'
A Motion

Kimbriel, Missouri Theater

J.

son, special rep. for Disney Prods.;

Frank Plumlee, Theater Enterprises,
Inc. (Griffith circuit); Mike Cullen,
Loew's district manager; Homer
Strowig, Abilene, Kas., exhibitor and
president of the Kansas-Missouri
Theater Association; Earl Dyson,

Picture that

STARTLE you!

will

"Tommy" Thomp-

Supply Co.; T. R.

Released thru United Artists

BROADWAY THEATRE

'\

i

V- RADIO CITY MUSIC HALT—
Rockefeller Center

Claudette

Fred

COLBERT

MacMURRAY

"The Egg And

S-W B.O. Policy Stand

B'way
atr'

ujiintiuiHUtiuttiiiiiiiiinrmtiiiQ

RKO.

Blocks Deal for "Duel'

in Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

man

Acting

L.

CHARLES CHAPLIN

I"

A Universal-International Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

—

sales-

in Buffalo, has been appointed
manager of the local branch,

acting

Granite 6607.
Andrew H.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.

Philadelphia Stanley-Warner reluctance to depart from its established price policy is reported blocking a deal with SRO for a day-anddate city and area break with "Duel
in the Sun." Circuit is understood
agreeable to the 60-40 terms SRO
has specified, but is said firm on the
box office scale angle.

temporarily replacing Ira H. Cohn
who suffered a heart attack more
than seven weeks ago and is still
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N. seriously ill in Shadyside Hospital.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON
joining UA in Buffalo
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127- Before
MANILA— Homer Leff was an exhibitor in the Pitts133 Wardour St. W. 1.
Loew circuit houses which will
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
HAVANA
Mary burgh territory, operating the Met- play
the pic day-and-date in New
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
BOMBAY
ropolitan
local
nabe.
It is reported York will uniformly
advance prices.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,
that
Cohn
had
another
relapse
over
Bombay
Fort,
1.
ALGIERS— Paul Saffar.
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
MONTREAL— the week-end, prior to which he had
L. A. Exchange Employes
Rav Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier shown considerable improvement.
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
Manning Clagett,
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.

LORETTA YOUNG
ETHEL BARRYMORE,

JOSEPH COHEN-

fthetarmerS Daughter

BPi&M

—

VANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
Given 15% Wage Boost
Theater Bldg.
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher,
GPE Quarterly Earnings
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys,
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN— Dip Slightly to $257,143
Hollywood
Office employes of
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copenhagen-Van Loese.
ROME — John Perdicari.
General Precision Equipment Corp. Los Angeles exchanges have been
St.

j

Open 9:30 A. M.
B'way of 49th S».

Doors

ALANLADD
RUSSELL

w

BEND/X,

Calcutta

—

Via Ludovisi 16.
Phone, 42758.
MEXICO
CITY— Louis Turnoff, Morelos 56 No. 523.
MONTEVIDEO— Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito

597.

financial.
(Wed., Apr. 23)

;

Columbia
Columbia
East.

Picts
Picts.

pfd..

Kodak

Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's, Inc

High
1834

Low

Close

183/4

183/4

+

193/4

193/4

193/4

1 7
17 i/a
V&
853/4
853/4
234</8 233
203/4
203,4
215/8
21

17i/s

+ " Vs

234%
203/4

21%

Paramount

24%

24 V,

243/4

RKO

13
63/8

12%

12%

Republic Pict
6% 6i/n
Republic Pict. pfd.
12% 12l/7 12'/,
20th Century-Fox ... 31%
31
31%
20th Century-Fox ppf.103
103
103
Universal Pict
233/8
23
23
.

Universal Pict. pfd..

.

Warner Bros

Monogram

81%
14%

81%

81%

Ml/2

14 V,

NEW YORK CURE MARKET
Picts.
4% 4
4
.

.

Net
Chg.
1-,.

+ 3/4
+ 2%
+ V'

—

—
—
+

V*

Vr
Va

.

RKO

3i/4

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

3'/2

14

4

3
3'/?

14
37/,

OVER THE COUNTER

3V4
iV?
14

+ %
+ Vs

3%
Bid

Asked

Cinecolor

4%

5 V/,

Pothe

434

53/4

Pitts

Russell Birdwell Closes Office
West Coast Bureau of

—

Pitts, circuit operator,

—Benjamin
announced

immediately,

1943.

it

was

learned

last

E-L Studio Office Moves
Eagle-Lion Studios' talent and
story departments, which are under
supervision of Benn Jacobson, have
moved to Eagle-Lion's new offices at
165

W. 46th

St.

to

Release "Joan of Arc"
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

NOW

CONSERVATORY

Professional

School

of

Music

training in Voice, Instrument, Arranging, and Composing toward professional use in Radio, Stage, Screen, Television and Recording. Day or Night.

APPROVED FOR VETERANS
2880 West 8th Street, Los Angeles,
Phone Drexel 5443

—

Calif.

•

•

Robert RYAN

George "Gabby" HAYES

IM

V

AVAILABLE.

.

The Academy Award Picture!
Winner of Nine Academy Awards

THE BEST YEARS OF

J?

#s OUR LIVES'

45S«

ssr

PERSON

.

Professional

Exp. in Productions,
Industrial,
Newsreel. Also several years Television. Over 10 years in Motion Picture
industry. Will furnish excellent references
from Recognized People.

The latest 16 M.M. sound
equipment has been installed
o"f air conditioned

.

.

IN

SPENCER

BOX 118, THE FILM DAILY
1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK City

TRACY

ft

.

.

Con

We "Show"

You?

Circle 6-0081-2-3-4
Film Storage and Service

Call:

BONDED

FILM STORAGE Co., Inc.
KM RRftAnWAY. N. Y. c.

GEORGE

HEPBURN

GIVOT
BENAY

'THE SEA
Of GRASS'

VENUTA
Plus

OTHERS

.

in addition to our 35 M.M.
R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectors
.
.
.

•

KATHARINE

M-G-M's

SCREENING ROOM

Finest

Randolph SCOTT

Anne JEFFREYS

—

FILM EDITOR

in

FINE ARTS

TRAIL STREET
...,*„«

Metro

.

T.
his

candidacy for re-election to the
State Senate, subject to the Democratic primary in August. He has
represented the 27th Senatorial District since

THE FILM DAILY

night.

Again a Candidate

Fredericksburg, Va.

Oct. 19, 1946.

state tax bills.

Hollywood
Russell Birdwell anhe has closed his publicity
% nounced
and public relations office effective
V>

effective

boost,,

April 20. Back pay on a 12% per
cent increase will be retroactive to

Eastern Pa. Allied to Meet
Hollywood
M-G-M will release
Philadelphia
Allied Independent the forthcoming Technicolor producTheater Owners of Eastern Pennsyl- tion based upon the life of Joan of
vania will hold another general Arc, to be brought to the screen by
membership meeting at the Broad- Ingrid Bergman, Victor Fleming and
wood Hotel Monday to report on the Walter Wanger. Film will cover the
film situation and to act on pending entire span of St. Joan's life.

V-

+ %
—
'A

pay

a 15 per cent

—

;

853/4

ating profit of $257,143 for the first
quarter of the current year.
Earnings, subject to year-end adjustments, compare with a net profit
of $280,552 for the corresponding
period of 1946.

West Coast

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Am. Seat
Bell & Howell..

and subsidiaries report a net oper- given a one-year deal providing for

Cornel

WILDE

-

Maureen O'HARA

The Homestretch
A 20th Century-Fox Picture in Technicolor
Plus On Stage— HAZEL SCOTT,
The BARRY'S
CARL RAVAZZA

HENNY YOUNGMAN

ROXY

7th Ave.

&

with Phyllis Thaxter • Edgar
Buchanan • Harry Carey • Ruth
Nelson • Robert Armstrong
Screen Play by Marguerite
Roberts and Vincent Lawrence
Based on the Novel by Conrad
Richter • Directed by ELIA

KAZAN

PANDRO

•

S.

Produced by

BERMAN

•

A

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

\,i/
,

...

-

YOU'LL flHV A 4-LEAF

MfrM

S

CLOVER IN

SeA OF GRASSl

Preceded by a tremendous magazine, newspaper, radio and truck poster

campaign "The Sea of Grass"

will reach an estimated total of 1,803,726,008

impressions throughout the nation! Are you a partner in 'The Sea of

Grass Land

Company"?

,
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DAILY

Propose U, K. Produce

cominc

tad coins

200 Pix Annually
SPYROS
and

(Continued from Page
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"If we can arrive sooner at a total
of 120 British films, as to which,
say, 80 are made by British producers

and 40 by the major American companies, we think we shall have a

EDWARD
are on a

Thursday's Tidings

>

much

better British production in-

dustry than
of 80 films
ducers."

we only had a
made by British

if

total

pro-

group pointed out that British films, while only about 10 per
cent of the number played, enjoy
about 18 per cent of theater playing
time. Warning against unreasonable
provisions as to exhibitor quotas,
Council reminded that about 1,100 exhibitors default annually because of
the shortage of British films in competitive areas. "It is this default
we desire to see eliminated," the report comented, "otherwise the ex-

Cinematograph Films Act
might as well be renewed and save
isting

a great deal of everybody's time."

$500,000 Domestic Gross
Seen for Astor Crosby Pic
(Continued from Page

1)

its

M. Savini.
"Road to Hollywood" starts the
Brooklyn Strand run on April 30.
as well as the Loew
circuit dates, are on percentage,
Savini said. Loew houses will pair
the pic with the Metro re-print of
"Boom Town," the bill playing the
big half of the week.
Other circuit deals in work are
& P in Boston, Warners in
with
in the West, Savini
Philly and

Warner booking,

M

FWC

Deal with Fox contemdisclosed.
plates the pairing of the Crosby pic
with Astor's- re-issue of "Second
Chorus,"

Fred Astaire

co-starring

and Paulette Goddard.

Ex-Warden Lawes Dead

—

home here. A leader in prison reform, Warden Lawes introduced
motion pictures, radio and athletic
events at Sing Sing. He wrote six
books on prison life including "20,000
Years in Sing Sing," which was made

.

*.

Usenet birthday
Q' etlnai

%

Apr. 24
.;

Phil

Fox

J-J

Fred Schaefer

?•}

Andrew Tombes

•
j"j

Edward J. Smith,
Simone Simon

Jr.

Melville Baker
Edward Rosenbaum
Sydney Singerman
Leo Jaffe
Janet Blair

could

as the World Series, the football season

vital matters

T
•

•

co-owner

of

SIR

IS

Wometco

the

new Miami

circuit,

will

never forget the opening of the

While he was at the
gala event, burglars looted his home of jewelry valued at thousands.
• Telenews Digest, which bows in as a newsreel on April 30, will have
Hugh James as chief narrator. ... • Mono's Phil Brito starts three
weeks at the New York Strand May 2 as a singing single. ... • This
year's May Day parade will be the subject of a 16 mm. sound film. .
• If lack L. Warner or Darryl F. Zanuck were so minded, they could
have a lot of fun with those excerpts from the script of "Battle of Stalingrad, Part I," which the N. Y. Times published Tuesday. ...
• If
the Schines don't watch out. their hotel chain will be larger than their
chain's

Theater the other night

.

SKOURAS,

•

•

York
in

•

HOLLYWOOD AS SEEN
"One person has

legislator:

by promoting

on most

street

and

10 people

want

to

New
cash

Screwballs are in every lobby or

or agenting, etc

Anyway,

corners

thru the eyes of a visiting

talent

it's

way

a helluva

to

make a

living"

•

•

•

tributes not

BRUCE HUMBERSTONE'S mighty effective direction conlittle to make 20th-Fox's "The Homestretch" an outstand-

a

ing racing story.

.

.

•

Allied

rent bulletin threatens to

tell

Rocky Mountain Indie Theaters

both N. Y. and Wash,

if

a

in

its

cur-

Denver

certain

branch manager does not stop alleged illegal tie-in sales. ... • M-G-M
records might find it worth-while investigating the new process for unbreakable records being perfected by Glenn Martin
Phil M. hears
the process reduces the cost materially.

new Columbia
sung by

20th-Fox president,
head of 20th-Fox

C.

Havana yesterday and
tomorrow.

office

RAFTERY and MRS. RAFTERY

Bermuda vacation.

DONALD M. NELSON is expected in New
York today from the Coast by plane.
HERBERT J. YATES, SR., has arrived from
the Coast for today's Republic board m/
i.
JULES K. CHAPMAN, Film Classics' a. t ant
sales manager, is in Boston to set up a sales
policy for "The Patient Vanishes."
LEONARD SATZ, head of Century Theaters'
purchasing and maintenance department, leaves
New York by air today for the final sessions
of the SMPE convention in Chicago. He will
return over the week-end.
j

ANITA COLBY,

assistant to Henry Ginsberg,
head, arrived from the

Paramount production
Coast.

ELLIOTT

NUGENT,

is

back

JONES, president of Screen

Guild

actor-director,

again from the Coast.

JOHN

J.

Productions, is en route from
Louis and Chicago.

ANN

MILLER, Columbia

Hollywood to

star,

is

St.

due from the

Coast today.

SAM
tional,

SIRITZKY, vee-pee of Siritzky Internaleaves for Boston

today.

LEON

SIRITZKY, prexy of Siritzky Internatomorrow.
WALTER BRANSON, RKO's Western sales
manager in Chicago for conferences.
tional, leaves for Philly

House to Withhold Funds
For State Dept.'s OIC
THE FILM DAILY
Washington Confirmation of The
Film Daily's story Monday that the
House Appropriations Committee had
Washington Bureau of

—

theater circuit

album,

"A

•

...

Speaking

of records,

Night at Carnegie HalL" embracing selec-

and Ezio Pinza in the Boris Morros
a honey. ... • The New Institute, of
Brooklyn, wi!l add a new course, "The Language of Film." for the new
term beginning May 12.
.
• The Motion Picture Foundation Regional meeting, scheduled in Des Moines Monday, was cancelled because industry leaders, who were to participate, could not be present ...
• Sidney Skolsky's brother, Milton, has joined Eagle-Lion
as press book writer
Lily Pons, Rise Stevens

iilmusical "Carnegie

HalL"

.

is

.

T

Warners

picture by

into a motion
in 1933.

when you

ALEXANDER KORDA talking a distribution deal
• Film Row chuckled yesterday over
with his old company, UA? ...
those first paragraphs of Bob Sylvester's Daily News theater news column. ... • New Miami Variety Club will start with at least 125 mem• Incidentally, Sidney Meyers, the Club's Dough Guy, and
bers. ...

•

tions

Lewis Edward

Lawes, 63, former warden of Sing
Sing Prison, died yesterday at his

I

on such

those good old days

year's product in August or September, then con-

the Florida season?

and

the

Garrison, N. Y.

a

for

was

gross in the domestic market,
said yesterday by President Robert
it

DO YOU REMEMBER

•

•

.

Bing Crosb" assembled feature, to roll up a $500,000

Hollywood,"

•

make a deal
centrate

CEA

P.

MURRAY SILVERSTONE,

International, arrived in
will leave for the home

T

T

• • • NBC'S STATION WNBT will televise the American Newspaper Publishers Association dinner at the Waldorf today at which Robert
R. Young will be among the speakers. ...
• Michele Morgan will be
deserting Hollywood this

Summer

to return to

France

to star in

"Jeanne

D'Arc," which Synops-Scalera, Franco-Italian company, will produce.

.

.

•

Something new in drive-in promotion is planned this season by the
Fabian-Hellman up-state operations in the guise of free Sunday afternoon
entertainments during June. ...

• Now

that the

CPA

snafu has been

unravelled, Matty Fox's planned penthouse atop Universal's

Avenue skyscraper should

materialize,

with

the

will find himself practically living in his office before the

T

new Park

Matty
Summer's over.

result

that

decided to rule out funds for the
State Department's Office of International Culture was offered publicly
yesterday by Assistant Secretary of
State William B. Benton. This paper
pointed out exclusively, that because
no legislation authorizing the international information program has
yet been enacted, members of the
appropriations group were insisting
upon withholding all funds to be used
for still unauthorized purposes.
Held up, of course, would be the
entire shortwave broadcasting program except for that part of it
beamed solely to Latin America.
Also held up would be a budget of
$3,041,822 destined for the pix division with an important part of
this amount to be used to purchase
mobile units for showings of 16 mm.
subjects in Europe.
Benton's statement of yesterday
came during testimony before the
committee on expenditures in the
executive departments.

—

MPAA to Serve as Clearing
House For Ed. Pix Industry
(Continued from Page

1)

cational-pix industry undertakings,
Robert Albright, director, told the
Washington visual workers at a
luncheon-meeting yesterday.
Discussing a pamphlet shortly to
be brought out by the department,
is
Albright indicated that
striving to channel requests from educational groups through his office.
In addition, he spoke at some
length on the history of MPAA's interest in educational films, and current projects.

MPAA

i

!

A

glorious

romance

that hits all the high spots

of the world

.

.

.

set against the

breathless excitement of the

world's most famous racing classics

MEL WILDE
'"

^HNIMLOR

with

Glenn Langan • Helen Walker
James Gleason

•

Henry Stephenson

Margaret Bannerman • Ethel Griffies
Directed b y

•

Tommy Cook

BRUCE HUMBERSTONE
i

Produced by JA.Ui5li/IV 1 15il.lJljL/ii/l\.

THERE'S
BOB,
I

•

Original Screen Play

by Wanda Tuchock

NO COMPANY WITH SUCH GREAT TECHNICOLOR TRIUMPHS AS

SON OF BATTLE la Technicolor • FOREVER AMBER h udmwim • MOTHER WORE TIGHTS fo recAmWor
WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER NOW In Technicolor • CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE In Technicolor
<TCD

IN U. S.

A

-m
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Children's Films

lax Concentration

.

(Csntinued from Page
quality pictures

(Continued from Page

1)

State withdrew from that field
f taxation in 1943, and eight Caliprnia cities report ticket taxes, as
io

six in

irjrijNa.

Alabama and six in West
Taxes upon vaudeville per-

)r:.^*>es are on the books of sevral

^regon communities.

Among
elphia,

the
St.

largest cities, PhilaLouis, New Orleans,

pokane, Seattle, Tacoma, San Diego,
Richmond and Miami imose amusement taxes, the last three
aving adopted the tax during 1946.
Rates of admissions levies and
946 revenue, as reported by a numer of cities, were:
Cities over 100,000: Philadelphia,
our per cent first six months and 10
•er cent last half of year, $3,285,000;
St. Louis, three per cent of gross of
ports events, $85,192; Seattle, apnoximately five per cent, $100,000;
sew Orleans, two per cent on theiter and five per cent on other admissions, $529,348; Miami, 25 cents
oer person at night club shows,
5195,000; Spokane, $135,000; Richmond, five per cent, $250,000; Norfolk, 10 per cent, $40,000 per month.
Cities 50,000 to 100,000: Stockton,
Jalii., two cents per admission, $93,300; and Wheeling, W. V., one cent

increasing number. Granted, to

in

auoience education. The LiDrary
primary answer, at that.

is

one answer to

The features chosen

Parenthetically, this:

cents per admission,
Longview, $18,153; Olympia,
$21,445; Wenatchee, five per cent of
admission charge, $26,282; Moundsville, W. Va., Panama City, Fla., and
Suffolk, Va., 10 per cent with each
icity receiving approximately $17,000
a year; Sedalia, Mo.

'Calif.,

three

|$50,000;

i

Cities 5,000 to 10,000; Chico, $10,000; Colton, Calif., $42,780 from
three cents per ticket; Puyallup,
Wash., five per cent, $40,000; Talladego, Ala., 10 per cent, $16,104; El
Cerrito, Calif., one cent per ticket;

for

.

.

to

12 age

bracket.

Unselected

the Library program, while undeniably

public

tnem with no adults present (other than

a

o

THERE,

too,

is

community

the matter of industry public relations,

The

relations.

Library

today will do as much if not more than anything else to better and strengthen the
industry s relations with city officials, clergymen, educators, women's and civic organizations and groups interested professionally in child welfare.
In these times, when repressive legislation
and the tax and censorship measures
which have confronted the industry this year may be so catalogued threaten, the industry has urgent need of public understanding and support. And the need tomorrow,
tor economic reasons, may be even more important.
Expansion of the Library program, its adoption by as many community theaters as
possible, can do much to successfully counter the new maneuver by professional proponents of censorship, now undertaking restrictive legislation directed at children's
attendance. This situation, first developing in Connecticut and Maryland, was pointed
'

—

up

in

THE FILM DAILY

on April

(Continued from Page

.

scnool children of th.se years previewed
stenographer to record subsequent juvenile
discussion) and the pictures passed the "wiggle test" with honors.
The "wiggle test ? Exactly. When children are bored, wnen they determine there
is "too mucn love" or when a sequence is over tneir heads, they wiggle.
The 52 features which will compromise the Library before another six months run their
course are wiggle-proof.

eight

—

was termed a

(Continued from Page

being candid about

ad-publicity director, also revealed
yesterday that a specially lighted
blimp, a street parade headed by an
elaborate float, and displays on Rail-

way Express and American News

trucks would also be brought into
play in connection with the opening
of "Duel" at the Capitol Theater and
38 other Loew houses in the metropolitan area on May 7.

night.

o

A

DM1TTEDLY,

**
is

the motion picture exerts a tremendous influence upon pliable young

who confess

to having derived

the

Week

Magazine. And it doubtless
the stories of juvenile offenders
ideas for their crimes from the movies"
a further

minds, as the FBI's able chief also wrote in This
true that "law enforcement files are replete with

The Pix-Ad
cities

—

is a mighty sizeable BUT. It was voiced in Cleveland the other day
Clarence Allen, professor of education at Western Reserve University:
"In 20 years experience, I haven't seen a case where a child did any particular
bad act that could be blamed on the movies (or radio). If put under pressure for a
story, a child may blame the movies, but only as an alibi. A delinquent boy might adopt
some of the practices he sees on the screen. The movie did not make him a delinquent."
There could be something to that, now, couldn't there?

But, to that, there

Dr.

(Continued from Page

Office

of

Alien

Washington.

"Cheyenne" Day-Dates

—

May

25, opening in 17 of its theaters
day-and-date with the pre-release
engagements of the picture in FoxIntermountain houses throughout
this territory. These bookings, part
of the 125 or more advance showing
in the Rocky Mountain Empire Preview of "Cheyenne," will be the first
dates on the picture following the
world premiere on May 22 at the
Lincoln Theater, Cheyenne.

1)

terday.

Justice's

to

Denver Gibraltar Enterprises has
set Warners "Cheyenne" for Sunday,

The situation is being inand accounts for almost 37 per cent vestigated by the Department of
of the total acquired since the buying program was announced bv President Barney Balaban in a November letter to stockholders.

Isl-

Gibraltar Joins Fox-Int.
In

"Bel Ami" Seizure
Decision Due Next Week
(Continued from Page

month

trailer is set to visit

Massachusetts, Rhode

from Connecticut

OAP

1)

largest purchases in a single

in

and, Connecticut, New York and New
Jersey, while the blimp will present
"Duel's" sky messao-e in a wide area

Hoover statement.

Paramount Stock Buys
Up With 72,500 In March

1)

New York

with scenes
from SRO's "Duel in the Sun."
Robert L. Gillham, SRO Eastern

—

—

greater

in

it,
expect someone else the scho:l
down the street to take over their own
chore of child-raising and training. So much S3, in some instances, that the youngsters
are deposited in theaters (as in Washington) while their parents make whoopee at

today,

critical spot.

Mobile Pix-Ad Trailer
Unit as "Duel" Bally

18.

teacher, the cop on the corner, the exhibitor

1)

houses. Co-operative Theaters operate about 125 stands, most of them
first-run neighborhood houses.
The Department of Justice said it
had received numerous complaints
against the two organizations and
admitted that an investigation was
under way. It is not the first time
the Government has probed the Cooperative group, although previous
investigations have not turned up
anything leading to anti-trust action.
Government spokesmen declined to
detail the complaints against the two
organizations.
Probes of situations in other cities
are under way, the Department of
Justice admitted. Detroit, however,

Those who would regulate children's film attendance by statute might better concern
themselves with the subject of parental responsibility. As J. Edgar Hover wrote in
This Week Magazine last Sunday, "Supervision by the parents is needed, allowing
youngsters to attend only wholesome pictures." And there are such pictures, both in and
out of the Library.
Too many parents

Investigating

UDT, Co-op of Mich.

1)

seme extent the problem is one cf
the problem
and probaDly the

of high educational value, are also ot equally high entertainment value for children in the

Jorfolk,

oer ticket', $28,580.
Cities of 25,000 to 50,000: AnnisAla.,
10 per cent, $74,200;
con,
Bakersfield, Calif., one cent on 15cent ticket, $118,000; Bellingham,
Wash., $25,900; Clarksburg, W. Va.,
two cents on 50-cent tickets, $18,289; Everett, Wash., five per cent,
£37,886; Greenville, S. C, $215,000;
'Parkersburg, W. Va., $20,462; Pensaand San Ber,cola, Fla., $59,724;
'nardino, Calif., three cents per ticket,
$94,893.
Cities of 10,000 to 25,000: Bessemer and Decatur, Ala., Compton,
Calif., two cents per ticket; Modesto,

D of J

the Library plan

.

.

West, Southeast
le

DAILY

Property.

Although the film was first thought
to be of Austrian origin, the question
The previous monthly totals were: was raised whether the film had GerNov., 23,000; Dec, 35,000; Jan. 38,- man links, hence subject to seizure
408 and Feb., 23,792. March pur- by OAP. Spokesmen for
OAP stated
Kelso, Wash., one cent on each 20
chases were made within a price
cents; Centralia, Wash., five per cent;
that evidence pointing in both direcrangre of 24% to 28.
Grafton, W. Va., one cent on each
tions has been uncovered but the
Closing price for Paramount comsituation should be resolved by next
50 cents of admission price.
mon yesterday was 24%
week. The film has played day and
A daughter, named Susan, was
date with a picture formerly called
Taylor-Shantz, Inc.
"The Affairs of Bel Ami," distrib- born Sunday in Physicians Hospital,
Jackson Heights, to Mr. and Mrs.
uted by United Artists.
In Reel Production
David Weinstock. Father owns the
Midway, Greenpoint, and paternal
Mother
of
Mike Cullen Rites
Rochester
Taylor-Shantz, Inc.,
grandfather is Ben Weinstock, of
manufacturers of movie reels, are
Newark, N. J. Funeral services Raybond circuit.
Bruns-Cann
beginning production on 8 mm. reels were held yesterday at Smith and
Adelaide Bruns, assistant to Rob- of from 50 to 400 feet capacity; 16 Smith Funeral Home for Mrs. Fanny
Bernard Feldman of Warners 16
ert Ross, Selznick Eastern produc- mm. 50-2,000-foot reels, and 35 mm. Cullen,
mother of Mike Cullen, mm. dept. is the father of a boy,
tion rep., was married on April 20 to 1,000 and 2,000-foot
Loew's Western division manager. weighing seven pounds, 14 ounces,
reels.
Townsend George Peters Cann of
Taylor-Shantz currently is mark- Mrs. Cullen died Sunday at her home born Monday to Mrs. Feldman in
this city.
ing its 40th anniversary.
in Columbus, O.
Prospect Heights Hospital, Brooklyn.
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Re-Released with pride by Producers Releasing Corporation ... Share the tremendous box!
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Warner ...M&P... Brandt
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Great States

. •

.
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other chains and independents
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. •

now
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ing in on star-powered "Kit Carson" and "Last of

the Mohicans"— singly or as the most terrific

package ever offered!
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Thursday, April 24, 194i

March Federal Tax

CHARTERED

Collections in Dip

Anniversary Dinner
INC., New York, motion picture exhibitor, 100 shares no par value
stock, by Ann Fuhrman, Asa S. Herzog, Fran-

STERLING THEATERS,

(C ntinued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page

1)

compared

to $30,088,585 collected
and friends attended the affair, ces S. Warner.
which saluted company presidents,
MARC GILBERT FILM CORP., New York, ex- in March, 1946.
March collections
In
addition,
and heard U. S. Senator Francis J. hibitor and distributor, 200 shares no par value
by Marc M. Gilbert, Alfred Kornblum, showed a slight drop from February
Myers, Democrat from Pennsylvania, stock,
Suzanne Locke.
collections this year. February colpoint out the responsibility of moDISCOVERY PICTURES CORP., New York pro$28,823,689.
tion pictures to take advantage of its ducer, 200 shares no par value stock, by J. A. lections amounted to
Last year's average admissions tax
unrestricted opportunity to advance Joseph Handel, Mae Lynch, Bernice A. Sonn.
collections amounted to $32,626,684.
the cause of human understanding
RIVERSIDE THEATER CORP., NENO THEACollections for the entire country
TER CORP., VIERA THEATER CORP., New York,
both at home and abroad.
100 shares no par value stock, by An- in March were as follows:
Neilson presented Howard Dietz, each, Rossi,
tonia
Marguerite Kuelling, Ann Nicholls.
M-G-M vice-president and ad-pubRONNY PARK THEATER CORP., Spring ValFrom this time forward, THE
licity-exploitation director, with a ley, N. Y., exhibitor, 100 shares of no par value
special citation for having conceived stock, bv M. Edith Bird, Sidney W. Fischman, FILM DAILY will publish a special
Milton Hoffman.
set of Treasury Department figures
which more accurately reflect theAmpa's selection of April 23 as
ater admissions. These figures exthe night for its 30th anniversary Henry Adrian to Produce
clude the large cabaret tax, which
dinner
recalled
to
industry
old "Conscience" in East
last fiscal year amounted to more
timers that the night also was the
than $72,000,000. Industry estimates
51st anniversary of the first com(Continued from Page 1)
theater admissions represent about
mercial showing of a motion picture
in legit production and a score of 90 per cent of the following figures.
in New York at Koster & Bial's music
other reasons, he has decided to behall in Herald Square.
come a film producer.
Alabama. $231,301; Arizona, $132,Adrian's first film venture will be
and executed the "best exploitation "Conscience," budgeted at $1,000,000 023; 1st California, $879,533; 6th
Colorado,
stunt of the year," the giving of an to be produced at an undisclosed California, $1,169,283;
acre of land in New Mexico to some Eastern studio. Three or four ma- $335,825; Connecticut, $224,494; Del450 editors and publishers on behalf jors are said to be dickering for the aware, $38,680; Florida, $831,338;
Georgia, $382,939; Hawaii, $177,844;
of M-G-M's "Sea of Grass."
release rights to the film as well as
Dietz acted as toastmaster for the three others which Adrian plans to Idaho, $82,637; 1st Illinois, $2,162,809; 8th Illinois, $282,641; Indiana,
affair, introducing the dais guests produce within the next two years.
$598,446; Iowa, $323,234- Kansas,
and inducting Anna's new slate of
"Conscience" is slated to roll be- $151,128: Kentucky, $240,365; Louisofficers which included Arnold Stoltz,
fore the cameras by July with

as

iana,
Maine,
$207,657;
$101,646;
Charles Deane handling the mega- Maryland,
$512,708; Massachusetts,
phone. Director Deane assisted Gab$1,368,700: Michigan. $774,190; Minriel Pascal on GBS' "C&C" and pernesota. $532,805: 1st Missouri, $319,formed other directorial chores for
768: 6th Missouri, $415,922; Montana,
JAR.
$77,065: Nebraska, $231,478; Nevada,
"Picture making is so much easier," $231,478; New Hampshire, $74,079;
dustry and presented him with an
he declared. He pointed out that 1st New Jersev, $220,650; 5th New
inscribed gold wrist watch.
Among those seated on the dais when a play flops on Broadway, the Jersey, $378,247: New Mexico, $50,were Ned E. Depinet, Barney Bala- investment is usually shot, but even 660; 1st New York, $233,256: 2nd
ban, Jack Cohn, Charles Prutzman, a "bad" picture often recoups pro- New York, $92,742; 3rd New York,
$6,518,375; 14th New York, $546,116:
Walter Titus, Edward Morey, Wil- duction costs.
"Producers are slowly becoming 21st New York. $189,751; 28th New
liam German, Francis S. Harmon,
$257,874:
North Carolina.
Gen. Will H. Hays, Jack Levin, Rich- office boys," detdored Adrian, and he York.
ard Griffith, Robert J. O'Donnell and cited the alleged abuses of the stage $593,577: North Dakota. $61,755: 1st
Eugene S. Thomas, who spoke on hands' union and the musicians' Ohio, $240,453; 10th Ohio. $119,983;
union. Besides, he added, "Once I 11th Ohio. $161,059: 18th Ohio. $541,television as a new ad medium.
Representing the industry trade have a show in the can, I won't have 444: Oklahoma, $284,849; Orea-on,
press were Charles A. Alicoate, Mor- to worry about an actor dropping $26,434: 1st Pennsylvania. $733,513:
ton Sunshine, Martin Quigley, Sr., dead."
12th PennsvlvanK $266,753: 23rd
Charles Lewis, Abel Green, Jay
Adrian admitted, however, that Pennsvlvania, $405,166; Rhode IslEmanuel, Mo Wax and James he can't divorce himself entirely and, $132,393: South Carolina. $190,Jerauld.
from legit production. He revealed 074; South Dakota. $71,591: Tennes
Sir Cedric Hardwicke and Arleen that he would still bring out at least see. $189,926: 1st Texas, $292,482
Whelan constituted the Hollywood one Broadway show each season. 2nd Texas. $832,342: Utah, $163,779
star contingent.
Adrian also told The Film Daily Vermont. $47,477: Virginia. $405,710
Congratulatory messages were re- that he has the dough to build stu- Washington. $526,368; West Virginia.
ceived from Miguel Aleman, J. Ar- dios in or near Westchester but the $218410: Wisconsin, $445,407; Wythur Rank, Bernard M. Baruch, Mary uncertainty of union co-operation and oming, $32,072.
Pickford, Fredric March, Tallulah fluctuating building costs prevented
Bankhead, Ann Sheridan, Gene Tier- him from going through with such
Seoaration from
ney, Eddie Cantor, Harold Russell plans.
To
Be
Sought
of J
and Milton Reynolds.
He felt, he said, that the East

president; Phil Williams, vice-president; Max Stein, treasurer, and
Marguerite Wayburn, secretary.
Stoltz paid tribute to Neilson for
his untiring efforts in re-establishing Ampa as a potent force in the in-

WE

posts

ater,

Plainfield, Conn.

ED MARANSKI,

in charge of maintenance, Daly
Theater Corp., Hartford.

CARL YOUNGQUIST,
Astor,

JAMES

JR.,

assistant

manager,

Norwood,

Birming-

East Hartford.

GLENN,

ham, Ala.

manager,

i

(Continued from Page

J6

WE

industry, since
is one of the
largest manufacturers of theater and

inquiry may spread to the entire
C. Hall Dies
•sound equipment field.
Columbia, Mo.—Tom C. Hall, 81,
builder and former operator of the Harold Garland Dead
Hall and Varsity Theaters here, is
Sumner, la. Harold Garland, 44,

Tom

—

dead.

owner

i;

1)
I

With outdoor backgrounds no studio sound equipment. The Govlonger necessary for film production, ernment,
it was learned, believes it
he said he saw no reason for making has
a precedent in the Pullman case.
pix on the West Coast.
Authoritative sources said that an
here.

ED PELINAN, manager, Plainfield Theater' The-

they'll

AT&T

was

new

harder

By D

much

better suited for film production than Hollywood because of the
reservoir of legit and radio talent

bigger

of the Tripoli Theater,

is

dead.

r.%
Released thru

(^

Frcvivction Dist.
44th St. 21st floor
New York N. Y.
I.

CS

Vd.
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ECORD $12,187,80 5 PROF IT EflRDED BV RKO
S. Protest May Bold Up MPEA-Poland Deal

r.

Probe AMG Plans to Export
Nazi-Made Pix in View of Expected Protests

bjections to Polish
flections is Threat; Pact
I;

State Dept. Will

Approved By Ministry

ashington Bureau of

—

Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

MPEA

deal with
oland may be held up because of
lie U. S. protest of the Polish decerns, it was indicated yesterday. Reuired approval in writing to the
al has been given by the Ministry

Washington

f

Navigation and Foreign Trade.

It

as learned, however, that U. S.
rotests over the Polish elections
lay delay effective date of the
IPEA deal. Industry officials said
nat the situation may be resolved
ithin a short time, however.

—Top

man

Department

AMG

expected to probe the extent of the
the films are screened, for Nazi material.
officials here revealed, the American
If the program is as extensive as
film industry is expected to take their protests to top State Department officials.
exports. State

policy,

including

is

how thoroughly

AMG

MPF Seen

as Bridge

Washington Bureau of

—

John Gregg Paine, 57,
manager of Ascap, died here
uddenly Wednesday night from a
'erebral hemorrhage suffered after
Detroit

elivering a speech to the National
federation of Music Clubs.

I

1

Long a specialist in copyright law,
'aine was one of the best known and
lighly esteemed men in the music in-

per Share

Earned
During the Previous Year
to $1.59

and Cabinet

Scully

Doubling

its

company

record,

1945 net and setting
RKO Corp. yesterday reported a consolidated net
profit for 1946 of $12,187,805, equivalent to $3.17 per share on the outstanding common stock. Net in 1945
was $6,031,085, equal to $1.59 per
share after conversions of six per
cent preferred stock.
Last year operations also set a
new record gross of $120,125,633,
compared with $96,118,810 for 1945.
Receipts from film distribution hit a
a

(Continued on Page 9)

For Industry Chasms

•eneral

to $3.17

Compared

AMG

AMG

heap's John Paine
itricken in Detroit

THE FILM DAILY

proState Department officials will look into the
posals allowing export from Germany of many Nazi-made motion pictures, it
was learned yesterday.
proOfficials stressed, however, that on the basis of press reports, the
posal was not in conflict with general United States policy with regards to Ger-

Washington

Equal

—

THE FILM DAILY

Off

on

Field Trips

RKO

Washington Terming the Motion
Picture Foundation a symbol of a
"great, new kind of industrial relations," Lou Novins, special assistant
to Barney Balaban, Paramount prexy,
yesterday told the Washington exchange area organizational meeting
Scully will visit Washington tothat the Foundation may "bridge the morrow and Sunday and Charlotte
chasms which have divided many of Monday and Tuesday. A. J. O'Keefe,
us in the film industry."
U-I assistant general sales manager,
Representatives of the Washing- will leave New York Sunday for the
(Continued on Page 3)

among performing rights Elect John
throughout the world. He
vas with Victor Talking Machine Co. Chairman

dustry and
.ocieties

(Continued on Page 9)

Rowley,

MPF

and Trustee

Stockholders to

William A. Scully, Universal-IntT
vice-president and general sales manDirectors
ager, and his entire home office sales Re-elect
cabinet, are taking to the field^ to
make personal contact with exhibs.
Re-election of nine RKO Corp.
on distribution plans on "The Egg directors is scheduled
at the annual
And I," and other top U-I pix.
stockholders meeting, called yester-

9

day for June 4 at Dover, Del. The
nine embrace:
Ned E. Depinet, Harry M. Durning,
P'rederick L. Ehrman, L. Lawrence
Green, L. Boyd Hatch, Floyd B.
(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 12)

Quayle Reserves Decision Johnston to Defend Gov't's
On Firemen's Removal
Trade Policy Before Com.

—

Dallas John Rowley was elected
While Fire Commissioner Frank J. Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
chairman and trustee of the local Quayle yesterday was receptive to
MPAA President
Motion Picture Foundation following theater owner arguments against his Eric Johnston will appear before the
the
the selection of 17 members for
proposal to remove uniformed fire- House Ways and Means Committee
area committee. C. C. Ezell was men from theaters and force the May 1 in defense of the GovernCinecolor
Mail)
Air
London (By
elected vice-chairman; Sol Sachs, sec- operators to employ personnel at ment's reciprocal trade agreement
s considering plans to open a plant retary; Col. H. A. Cole, treasurer;
their own expense, he reserved de- policy. MPAA has been in the foreW.
by
revealed
n England, it was
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)
chairboard
Ray Johnston, Monogram
Johnston
!nan, on his arrival here.

—

Uinecolor Weighs Plans
"or Plant in England

—

!

that the color company will
-end a representative to this country

j;aid

(Continued on Page 4)

Republic Execs. Agree
On Company Policy
There was a complete meeting of
minds on company policy, Re-

the

prexy and board chairman,
Herbert J. Yates, announced yesterday, following a regular meeting

public's

of the board at the

home

office.

Seek British Kid Pix Control

Municipal, Education Leaders Push
"Born

to Kill" Joins

Memphis Banned

—

Pix

London (By Air Mail)

Move
—

Agita-

children's admishas hit England
proposals by. the Associa-

tion to supervise
sions to theaters

through

Memphis Following his banning tion of Municipal Corporations that
of "Duel in the Sun," Lloyd Binford, the government probe the questions
chairman of the Memphis and Shelby of censorship and child attendance
County Board of Censors, has cracked on a national basis.
AMC, acting for a number of munidown on four more films. Latest
victims are RKO's "Born to Kill," cipal and educational groups, has
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 3)

Schary to be Named
RKO Radio Exec. V-P
of
is

Dore Schary, who assumed charge
RKO Radio production on Jan. 1,
slated for election as executive

of the picture comcharge of production, RKO
Corp. stockholders were informed
yesterday by President N. Peter Rathvon. Rath von added that under
vice-president

pany

in

Schary's

supervision,

"a

production

program for the next 18 months has
been carefully developed."

—

3*
Goldwyn Welcomes VC;
Urges Fewer, Better Pix
West Coast Bureau of

—
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—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

28, Calif.

Phone
Granite 6607.
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Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
Manning Clagett,
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.

CHICAGO,

Blvd.,

111.— Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127133 Wardour St. W. 1.
Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Mary
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,
45,

"Outlaw" Re-argument
Motion Is Withdrawn

THE FILM DAILY

ALGIERS— Paul

Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue

MONTREAL—

Charras.

Ray Carmichael, Room

Saffar.

exhibitor to "revive individual showmanship. Public must be wooed and
won all over again," he declared.

Douglas

Testifies for

Bercovici in Chaplin Suit
Melvyn Douglas

yesterdav took
the stand as a witness for Konrad
Bercovici in the latter's suit against
Charles Chaplin to back Bercovici ? s
storv that he sunnlied material used
in "The Great Dictator." Douglas'
appearance followed a day and a half
on the witness stand for Bercovici.

attorney, and Louis D. Frohlich, representing Chaplin.

464 Francis Xavier
Jack Droy, 411 Lyric

VANCOUVER —
Theater Bldg.
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher, Eiaht Republic Pictures
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys, At Two Coast Paramounts
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
WeH Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
John Lindberg, Jernhanealle No. 3, Copenhagen-Van Loese.
ROME — John Perdicari.
Hollywood
Eight Republic picVia Ludovisi 16.
Phone. 42758.
MEXICO
CITY— Louis Tumoff, Morelos 56 No. 523.
MONTEVIDEO— Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito
597.

—

tures are receiving first-run playingtime in consecutive bookings at the

Paramount Hollywood and Downtown Theaters in Hollywood and Los
Angeles, establishing a new booking
record for Republic at these P &
houses. Deal was set by J. R. Grainger and H. C. Arthur.

M

finflnciflL
(Thurs., Apr. 24)

;

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
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Milton Kramer Setting Np
SRO British Organization
London (By Air Mail)

— British or-

ganization of SRO will be completed
during the visit here of Milton Kramer, chairman of the U. S. SRO
board. Kramer is also expected to
finalize exhibition plans for

the Sun."

"Duel

in

JACK KIRSCH, Allied prexy, returned to
cago from Florida yesterday.

SCOTT FLETCHER, EBF

Chi-

prexy, left Chicago for

Hollywood yesterday to meet H. R. Lissack, veepee for Western conferences.

JACK

UA

ELLIS,

manager,

district

arrived

today from Poughkeepsie.

NATE

BLUMBERG,

J.

prexy^^^ves

Universal

today from the Coast.

l^w

MAURICE

A.
BERGMAN,
Eastern ad-publicity director,
the Coast yesterday

Universe. "JTnfl
planed in from

MPAA

JOSEPH I. BREEN,
vice-president,
turns to the Coast today from New York.

ALAN

CUMMINGS,

F.

RIPPS,
M-G-M district manager
headquarters in Albany, arrived yesterday
to spend several
days here with his family
before the opening of the company's sales con-

"Outlaw" Opens

—

in

Minn.

Minneapolis "The Outlaw" opened
on schedule yesterday after 500
persons and groups had protested
the showing to Mayor Hubert H.
Humphrey.
Following a private
screening at the request of the
Mayor for representatives of various
organizations, the consensus of the
group was that the film was full,
over-long and poorly produced, but
that it did not merit being banned
here.

AA Plans

WILLIAM LYON,

M-G-M's

of

studio publicity

department, leaves over the week-end for Portsmouth, N. H., and will return the latter part
next week before entraining for the Coast.

of

MELVYN DOUGLAS
CHARLES

the

in

is

East.

O'BRIEN,

Loew's director of in-1
dustrial relations, is visiting Baltimore over the
week-end. He will return to his desk Tuesday.

CLAUDE RAINS has arrived at his Pennsylvania farm for a short stay before starting work
"Up

in

Now."

Until

HAROLD RUSSELL

returns to Boston over the.

VERONICA LAKE
via TWA.
JACK P. HARRIS,

$15,000,000 for

7 Pix in Next
Hollywood

has

office,

journ

West Coast Bureau of

flew

to

Hollywood

yester-

day,

Two Years
THE FILM DAILY

—Artists Alliance plans

make seven pictures during the
next two years on a total budget of

to

$15,000,000. G. B. Shaw's "The Devil's Disciple," to be made by Gabriel
Pascal, and "One Touch of Venus,"
schedule. Maurice Chevalier
will get one of top roles in "Venus,"

head

provided he can interrupt projected
tour long enough for a month on

of the

ANNA

LEE,

his

three-week

on the S.S. Queen

by her husband,
daughter, CAROLINE,

LEONARD
Hollywood

Elizabeth on

SPIGELGASS,

Monday

for

writer,

New York

May

9.

leave
route to

will

en

England.

HERBERT KALMUS,

DR.
visiting

Technicolor

prexy,

Chicago.

VIRGINIA

MAYO

arrives

in

New York

the

to
confer with George A. Smith,
company's Western division sales manager.

—

Col. Cole, Ainsworth to
Speak at Omaha Meeting

FCC

Grants Metro

FM

Construction Permit in

L.

A.

THE FILM DAILY
Washington The FCC yesterday
gave M-G-M studios a construction
permit for a class "B" FM station
Washington Bureau, of

—

in

Los Angeles,

the station are

Calif. Call letters of

KMGM.

MOTION PICTURE STUDIO
FOR SALE

Chicago— SRO's "Duel in the Sun"
show day-and-date at the RKO
Palace and Grand Theaters here,

Principals Only
Centrally located in Hollywood

starting May 21, at $1.50 evening admissions, it is reported.

6425 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

will

One Sound Stage

BOX

132,

THE FILM DAILY

to-

day and will be the guest of honor and
Queen of the Princeton Annual Spring Dance.
RICHARD P. MORGAN, of the Paramount
home office legal staff, left for Los Angeles

£10 Footage Tax Upon
Imported Pix Suggested

out cheaper imports.

so-

accompanied

GEORGE STAFFORD, and
sail

Walter Reade home

from

returned

Florida.

in

yesterday

Hollywood sound stages.

I

ference.

week-end after a two-week tour of the Midwest,
and Southwest.

that date.

"Duel" Into Two Chi.
Theaters Day-and-Date

:

with

—

—

I

exchange maintenance and operations, returned
yesterday from a brief visit to Chicago.

London (By Air Mail) A tax of
London (By Air Mail)
Anglo- £10 per foot on imported films, as a
American will be merered with Pathe means of conserving: dollar exchange,
Pictures as of Mav 3, William Moffat, was suggested by Benn Levy, M. P.,
Bathe's managing director, revealed. during a debate on the budget. The
Product now being released by Anglo- M. P. suggested such a tax would be
American, including British National, a source of revenue, a means of savwill be distributed by Pathe after ing dollars and a means of weeding-

Omaha Col. H. A. Cole, president
of Allied of Texas, and William L.
Ainsworth, National Allied treasurer,
will speak at the May 5-6 meeting
of the Allied Independent Theater
Owners of Iowa and Nebraska.

re-

charge of M-G-M's

in

HERMAN

action to the Appellate Court.

l/

OVER THE COUNTER
Clnecolor

^nglo-American Will
Merge with Pathe May 3

and coinc

Howard Hughes yesterday with-

9,

St.

;

comma

Hollywood
In extending a wel- drew a motion for a re-argument of
come to 1,200 delegates of Variety his motion
for a declaratory judgClubs who convene here May 14-18, ment,
an injunction, and a determinGoldwyn called upon Hollywood to ation of whether License Commis"re-examine its methods" in order sioner Benjamin Fielding and Police
to prevent "a recession which could
Commissioner Arthur W. Wallender
be serious,"
had the right to threaten theater
"Declining box office returns have license withdrawals of houses planindicated for sometime now that ning to show "The Outlaw."
the gold rush is over; that gravy
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Bertrain has come to the end of the nard Shientag dismissed the Hughes
line," Goldwyn said. He reiterated motion on April 3 and Hughes filed
his belief in fewer and better pic- a show cause order for a re-argument
tures, and called upon the industry on April 17. When and if the city
to work in closer relationship with files a judgment Hughes can take the

LONDON
MANILA—
HAVANA —
during which he was examined and
BOMBAY
cross examined bv Louis Nizer, his

—

Friday, April 25, 1947 ;
DAILY

CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
See your /ravel agent or phone

LExinffton 2-7100
or visit

TWA

ticket office at

Park Ave. at 42nd St.

1947

iday, April 25,

DAILY

1PF Seen as Bridge

]

hf<rW

or Industry Chasms

Seek

British Kid Pix

Attendance Control

i

(Continued
ued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

area, which includes
exchange a
C, Virginia, Delaware and part
West Virginia, elected 11 trustees
the meeting. The group elected

m PHIL M.

f\

">

Brylawski, president of the
..•,-N.rhgton MPTO, as chairman, and
:ill select six other area trustees.
Novins told the Washington area
oup that the motion picture indusy has "blazed a trail for every
tier industry to follow."
'The motion picture industry," he
lid, "which already has a magnifii.-nt
record in the field of philaniropy, now is opening up new vistas

Week-end Report

industrial relations."
Novins said the foundation will
!'.rve as a "common meeting ground"
>r members of the industry and will
2lp "bring together many of us who
ave been at each other's throats."
In addition to Brylawski, the folwing were elected Washington area
j-ustees: Sidney Lust, Carter Barron,
ohn Allen, Sam Galantv and John
Payette, all of Washington; Wiljam F. Crockett, Virginia Beach,

ter

',

Morton Thalhimer, Richmond,
a.; Lawrence Schanberger, L. C.
arman, Baltimore, Md.; Joseph Di
a.;

iore,
'

Wilmington, Del.

manent organization.
:

A

trustee will be selected to repesent the area at a national meetig. Novins said the national meetig is expected to be held in the
arly part of June.

Novins,

who formerly was

-er-general

attorMassachusetts, told

of

• RESERVATIONS {or the
May 13-17 already are near

of Variety, the

Monday

Chicago

night with

cash
hit

in

a dinner

New

on the current Jolson wave

• Show

about S200.0GO. ...

Phil

ront of the fight for continuance of
he reciprocal trade program. Johnton previously has stated that the
uture of the film industry hangs in
he balance on successfully negotiated trade agreements.
I

i

Lj re

Jo'
etinad
'9

Apr. 25
R. I. Poucher
Abe Schneider
Jack Schaindlin
M. Mitchell Gertz
Karl Farr

Apr. 26
N. Peter Rathvon
Noel Madison
Apr. 27

Gwinn Williams
Jerome E. Olenick
Gordon Oliver
Peggy Knudson

Gordon W. Hedwig
Bert

Ennis

is

inees.

His speaking

"Bom

•

•

still

'way ahead
in the

of

dailies

the supply

who

Variety Pictures, Chicago,

this

year

Saul Goldman, head

helped found Sigma Alpha

diana U. 25 years ago, will be going back

•

Mu

of
In-

at

for the frat.'s silver jubilee.

ad pix, according
American Express Co.'s Roy White, just back from France.
• And now it's "The Best Sheers of Our Lives"
Redley, Jr., manufacturer of women's dresses, with a respectful bow to the Goldwyn pic,
used it in full-page copy which employed film adv. format in Women's
Parisian theaters are going in strong for sponsored

to the

.

T
•

•

•

Bergner very en'huslastic over
film version

T

of

.

.

"The Two Mrs. Car-

like to

know

that the

War

Dept.

Theater at his Mitchell Field could stand a coat of paint, as indeed could

•

am an

American Day
will be observed May 18.
• Merely Musing: "What's worse? A
film player endorsement of a beer, or the use of beer brand signs and
bottles as props in pix. ...
• Legit business dip around the country
is materially greater than the film drop. ...
• Much-bruited deal on

the rest of the post

wooden

structures.
.

new Hemingway

stories

still

...

I

.

embryonic stage, according

in the

If there's any pen squiggling, it will take a few more
weeks before wrinkles are ironed out, says same source. ... • There
are only a few tickets left for the Cinema Lodge Dinner honoring Bob
Weitman who will be inducted as the new prexy of the Lodge next Tuesday at the Astor Hotel
Phone LOngacre 5-4566 for your tickets.

T
•

T

METRO'S STUDIO

will

Affair,"

there was so little left of it
that the picture was cancelled.
While Binford was vocal in expressing his reason for banning
"Duel," he gave no reason for cutting
the major portion of "Macomber."
until

May

20 Eclipse of

Sun

To Be Televised By

NBC

Films of the total eclipse of the
sun, which will be observed by American scientists in Brazil on May 20,
will be flown to the U. S. and televised over NBC within 48 hours of
the event, the company announced
yesterday.
Ben Grauer,

NBC

special events
reporter, will accompany the National Geographic-U. S. Army Air

Forces expedition and will describe
what takes place before and during
the eclipse.

to reli-

able source

•

1)

Macomber

"The

little

T

GEN. CARL SPAATZ might

Artists'

"The Macomber Affair" was slashed

•

...

will stay tight.

any

industry benefiting to

the

degree from the increase in newsprint stocks

space

(Continued from Page

United

That means ad and publicity

T

CHANCES ARE AGAINST

Pix

Demand

T
•

to Kill" Joins

and the Universal re-issues,
"Destry Rides Again" and "When
the Daltons Rode."
"Born to Kill" and the Universal
re-issues were banned, although the
latter pair escaped Binford's ire when
they played here some years ago.

Awards

•

%

Kelly. ...
• Astor's
mopping up as exhibs.
Astor's gross on the pic should
M. anyone currently doing a bet-

Mayor Ed

York,"

Memphis Banned

•..*.>..>..>*.*>,....**..*.>>..**

\J5end vDirthday

Speaking

and down the land for Goldwyn's "The Best Years
Our Lives" are improving industry public relalions no end
Might be an idea there for Eric A. Johnston. ... • Now that Tom
Hudson has narrated "The Life of Alexander Graham Bell" and r.o
knows that the phone was invented in 1875, he'd like to get one for his
apartment. ...
• "East River," to which Metro holds pix rights, is one
of the winners of the Saturday Review of Literature's Anisfield-Wolf

.

1)

•

dates and p.a.'s up

rolls"

(Continued from Page

...

Continental Hotel quarters

of

nipact on the rest of the country."

ohnston To Defend Gov't's

new

job of selling the industry than Harold Russell

Wear Tuesday. ... • Elizbeth
Ann Carter's performance in the

frade Policy Before Com.

its

for former

he Washington group that the
oundation is "bound to create an

On the dais at the meeting were
Covins, Harry Bachman, Brylawski,
.ust, Galanty, Allen, Sam Roth Garaan, Wade Skinner, Thomas Reed
nd Di Fiore.

Variety Clubs Los Angeles conthe 900 mark.

tent dedicates

Al Jolson re-issue, "The Heart of

is

The Washington area group will
leet in about a week to form a per-

•

•

vention

DALY

1)

written to the Home Secretary and
the Minister of Education asking
them to receive a deputation to hear
recommendations on censorship and
children's admissions.
At a joint conference, the groups
decided to ask for a Departmental
Committee to supervise child admissions, with the body to be independent
of the trade and trade influences.
Children's Theater Clubs would be investigated with a view to exercising
some measure of local control over
the pictures shown at Saturday mat-

Mrs. Singer Services

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood —rFuneral services will

West Coast Bureau of

be held today for Mrs. Sylvia Singer,
wife of Louis Singer, assistant
manager of Loew's State Theater in

42,

Los Angeles.

have

three visitors at

Bill

Rodgers'

week
Coming on are Howard
George Murphy and Margaret O'Brien. ... • Your Favorite Industry Newspaper's stork reporter slipped yesterday
It's
Alexander, not David Weinstock who's passing out cigars to mark the
advent of Susan. ... • Congrats, to Dave Bader, Max Stein and Jack
Fuld on that Ampa anniversary program. ... • Harry Sherman of
International Projector Co. on behalf of the 25-30 Club presented a
gold membership card to Gene Atkinson, business agent of the Chi.
Hotel Astor sales conferences next
Strickling,

... •

Television

quarter totaled 18,329 sets

didja

operators

union.

of television

use in the

receiver production in

know

programs now are available
York territory?

New

the

first

incidentally, that 75 types

to the 5,000 receivers

now

in

CIO Said Invading
Chi. Theater Field

—

A move by the CIO to
organize theater white collar workers is reported underway here. Many
of the theater workers are already
members of the AFL's IATSE Local
B -41 Cashiers, Doormen and Ushers
Union which is negotiating contracts
but which has no agreement with
Chicago

theaters

as

yet

Friday, April 25, 1947
DAILY

RKO

Dir. Will Be Re-elected
Dep'met, Rathvon Hold 52,000 Shares

9

Rowley MPF

Elect

Chairman, Trustee

(Continued from Page
(Continued from Page

1)

Don

Douglas, publicity chairman,
and Winifred Cutler, recording secretary.

Named

Dallas committee
were Leroy Bickel, Sol Sachs, Duke
Clark, Herman Beiersdorf, Joe Luckett, C. C. Ezell, Rowley, R. I. Payne,
Sam Landrum, Don Douglas, William
O'Donnell, Colonel Cole, B. R. McLendon, L. C. Tidball, J. C. Chatmas,
the

as

Henry Reeve and

J. G. Long.
Scope and purpose of the Foundation was explained by Colonel Cole,
R. J. O'Donnell, and H. J. Griffith.

Cinecolor Weighs Plans
Plant in England
(Continued from Page

1)

July to look into the possibilities
of opening a processing laboratory.
in

Cinecolor Expanding Plant
IV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Construction work on

—

the first phase of Cinecolor's plant
expansion program will be started
immediately, William Crespinel, president, announced. Work, estimated
to cost $80,000, will include new film

storage vaults, camera shop, machine shop, pavement and extension
of the shipping and projection rooms.
Project is expected to take from 60
to 90 days.
West Coast Bureau oi

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY

Cinecolor expects a
25 per cent to 30 per cent increase of
like inraw film stock by May 1.
crease is also expected in June, so
that Cinecolor should be able. to increase its billings by 50 per cent to
60 per cent during the remainder
of the fiscal year.

A

Services for Harry Ettling
San Francisco American Legion

—

Odium, N. Peter Rathvon, George H. of the $6,926,265 went to production
personnel on the Coast.
Shaw and J. Miller Walker.
Estimated annual pension at norProxy statement sent to stockyesterday disclosed that mal retirement ages for nine officers,
holders
Depinet and Rathvon as of March 31 under the plan established for emeach owned 26,000 shares of RKO ployees of the corporation and subcommon. Holdings of other director- sidiaries, totals $99,770. Individual
nominees were reported as follows: estimates are: William H. Clark,
Durning, none; Ehrman, 200 shares; $5,000; A. W. Dawson, $4,939; Ned
Green, 550 shares; Hatch and Odium, E. Depinet, $18,479; Malcolm Kingsnone; Shaw, 500 shares, and Walker, berg, $16,877; N. Peter Rathvon,
500 shares and 1,000 option warrants. $14,127; A. E. Reoch, $3,011; Garrett
Remuneration in 1946 of the direc- Van Wagner, $4,508; J. Miller Waltor-nominees was given in the proxy ker, $7,093; Gordon E. Youngman,
statement as follows.
$9,970.
At the close of business, March 31,
Depinet, $105,010; Durning, $4,-

3,924,911% shares of common stock
of the corporation were outstanding.
These were the only class of securities entitled to vote at the stockholders meeting.
Atlas Owns 929,000 Shares
Corporate officers who are not diAtlas Corp., as of March 31, owned
rectors or nominees and who received
more than $20,000 in 1946 and their beneficially 929,000 shares of comrespective remunerations are listed mon stock, about 24 per cent of outstanding voting securities, and opas follows:
tion warrants to buy 327,812 addiOfficers Over $20,000
tional shares at $15 a share. Also,
William H. Clark, $23,804; A. W. as of March 31, two associates of
Dawson, $23,884; Malcolm Kings- Floyd B. Odium owned beneficially
berg, $71,260; A. E. Reoch, $22,049; a total of
8,000 shares of the comGarrett Van Wagner, $23,704; John mon stock and ontion warrants to
M. Witaker, $24,000; Gordon E. buy 500 shares. Though Odium is a
Youngman, $37,186.
trustee in such holdings, he has no
The proxy statement notes that beneficial interest therein. Of Atlas
the aggregate amount of remunera- Corp.'s securities, Odium owned benetion received for 1946 from the cor- ficially 82,920 shares or common and
poration and subsidiaries by direc- option warrants to buy an additional
tors and officers as a group was Z23,375% shares.
L. Boyd Hatch
$571,413, or $31,866 above the 1945 owned beneficially 4,840 shares of
group figure.
common and option warrants to buy
Ninety-five RKO employes, it is an additional 4,531 shares. Hatch
noted, received in 1946 more than Odium and Durning are directors of
$20,000 but not more than $50,000 Atlas Corp.
Total of $147,000 in legal fees were
for a total of $2,698,124; there were
34 receiving more tnan $50,000 but paid by the company's subsidiaries
not more tnan $100,000 for a total in 1946 to Donovan, Leisure, Newton,
of $2,252,192, while 12 received in Lumbard & Irvine for services renexcess of $100,000 for a total of $1,- dered in corporate, tax, anti-trust
975,949. Approximately 86 per cent and other litigation.

Ehrman, $5,050; Green, $15,000, including $10,000 paid this year
for special services in 1946; Hatch,
$4,990; Odium, $240; Rathvon, $104,540; Shaw $4,800; Walker, $29,511.

new mdustry posts

in

—

JOSEPH BOULDIN, manager.

TOM

new Warner

Opening

of

Ihe

exchange here,
scheduled for Monday, has been postponed until sometime next month as
Bros,

a result of the telephone strike, according to William G. Manscll, branch

manager.
Actual opening date of the new
quarters,

located

232

13th St.,
the necessary telephone installations can be
at

now depends on how soon
made.

D

LEIST,

ad

sales

Palace, Milwaukee.

department,

20th-Fox

Omaha.
RAYMOND COOLEY, shipping department, 20thFox, Omaha.

MMPTA

Edward Dowdin, Loew's; Henry Waland William England, RKO;
Gen. Rodney Smith, MMPTA, and

ters

Robert

M.

Weitman,

Paramount

Theater.

James
Riley
represented
the
League of New York Theaters and
the Metropolitan Opera House sent a
representative.

U.

S.,

New Zealand Okay

More Time

for

Washington Bureau of

—

Copyright
THE FILM DAILY

Washington
An agreement between the United States and the
government of New Zealand for an
extension of time for fullfilment of
the conditions and formalities for
securing copyright was effected yesterday by an exchange of notes between the New Zealand minister and
the acting Secretary of State, the
Department announced yesterday.

Nova

Scotia Theatergoers
Decrease Almost a Million
Halifax, N. S.
Attendance at
Scotia's 64-odd motion picture
theaters declined during the year
ended Nov. 30, according to a report of the Board of Censors to the
Provincial Legislature. Attendance
for the year was 11,101,696, a decrease of 971,970 from the prior
year.

TED WYSOCKY, PRC shipper, Milwaukee.
LEON (SONNY) SCHULTZ, assistant manager.
Loop Theater, Detroit.

RALPH

F.
SMALL, second
Kingsway, Brooklyn.

manager. Chief Theater, Oma-

RICHARD GROSSO,

LUTHER SMITH, assistant manager. Chief,
Omaha.
KEITH BAIN, exploiteer, RKO, Portland, Ore.

JOSEPH SCHWAB,

A.

H. COHAN,
ha.

KENNETH

ASCHIM,

treasurer,

PINE, assistant

to

William Thomas,

Pine-Thomas producer, Hollywood.
III.

WILLIAM BRYAN, manager.

Oriental,

Denver.

manager, Quentin,

LEVINE, assistant manager, Sunnyside,
Long Island.
J. WEHRLE, manager. Federal, Denver.

PAUL SNODDY, PRC salesman, Denver.
ROY HAYDEN, manager. Criterion and

Jewell,

Poplar Bluff, Mo.

HAROLD BUTCHIN,

Universal

publicity

depart-

ment, Chicago.

RAY BALLARD,

Varsity,

Detroit
assistant

BERT
R.

vice-president in charge of proFrank Lewis Studios, Chicago.
ALFRED KAHAN LEVY, production manager.
Midwest Film Studios, Chicago.
duction,

STORK REPORTS

assistant manager. Triangle,

Brooklyn.

RKO-Brandeis,

PETE GLORIOD, manager, Rodgers and
Carbondale,

manager,

Brooklyn.

Omaha.
ROLLIN K. STONEBROOK, manager, Orpheum,
Omaha.
TED EMERSON, Tri-States Theaters' publicity
chief, Omaha.

HOWARD

assistant

i

delegation from the Metropolitan
Motion Picture Theaters Association
and other theater interests.
representatives at the session included Joseph R. Vogel, Loew's; Martin Tracy, Century; Louis M. Weber,
Skouras; Morton Sunshine. ITOA;

troit.

kee.

Circuit, is dead.

—

(Continued from Page

on whether or not he would
go through with the plan.
Delegates, however, were of the
opinion that there is no immediate
danger that the proposal ^K'ld
spread to other than flesh Ix.-wes,
if it goes through at all.
City code gives the Commissioner
the right to employ uniformed firemen in theater duty where machinery and scenery is used, but does not
force him to do so.
Yesterday's meeting was in response to an invitation by Commissioner Quayle and was attended by a

cision

Nova

Stcmdel's Mother Dies
Chicago
Mrs. Rose Standel, CHARLES HACKER, manager, Wisconsin Thea- DON FILL, office manager and city talesman,
PRC Pictures, Detroit.
ter, Milwaukee.
mother of Frank Standel, assistant
to John Dromery of Great States RUDY KOUTNIK, manager. Paradise, Milwau- DENNIS LENAHAN, booker, PRC Pictures, De-

Philadelphia

of Firemen

—

Zane-Irwin Post held special services
Harry Ettling, veteran stage
manager of the Golden Gate Theater,
who died after a long illness.

for

Phone Strike Delays
P hilly Exchange Bow

Removal

1)

950;

for

Reserves Decision on

— George

W. Sampson,

Jr.,

United Artists salesman, is the father
of a new daughter, Joyce his second
child.
Grandfather is George W.
Sampson, Sr., RKO salesman.

—

—

Memphis
Jack Lustig, National
Screen Service salesman, became a
father with the birth of a son, to be
named William.

—

Bob Pique, Jr., 20thMemphis
Fox booker, has a new daughter,
Linda Parker.

I

Shirley

is

the

whirley

Guy who

gives the

girls

a big romantic bang!
... in

RKO's

.

.

!

Miss Glamorous

and Mr. Amorous ... in a
gay elopement adventure
that makes Mexico
City blush

.

.

.

RKO
RADIO
PICTURES

%

V

%
^

to 106,513,385

day Evening
politan.

Ladies'

CIRCULATION-in
Post, Look,

Woman's

Home

Life,

Satur-

CbsmoCompanion,

Liberty,

Home

Journal, Red Book, Fan

Magazines ... American Weekly, This
Week and Parade, circulated in 64
important Sunday newspaper.

KMSrib-IUUn

MONTH

¥4

SPINNING YARNS

by Charlie McCarthy, attended by
many-voiced EDGAR BERGEN. Scene from
WALT DISNEY's Fun and Fancy Free, full-length Technicolor musical.
DINAH SHORE, Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, also shine in cast.

Mortimer Snerd,

at party given

is

PROUD PAPA

is

British film star

JOHN MILLS, soon

seen with dauj

James Hilton's So Well Remembered, filmed in Englai
Anglo-American cast includes MARTHA SCOTT, PATRICIA RO
ter, above, in

TREVOR HOWARD. RICHARD CARLSON. An RKO-Rank Pictu

MAGIC TOWN
HAPPY HUNTING. True

lovers always find their

JAMES STEWART, JANE

WYMAN

own Magic To>

seek and find theirs in

Ma

Town, film of many provocative situations, hailed the most unusual cd
edy romance in years. An independent ROBERT RISKIN Product*

R K

LAUGHTER SUSPENDED

on RKO's The Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer
set while SHIRLEY TEMPLE gets touch-up from studio make-up man.
Fun starts again when Shirley, as smitten bobby-soxer, begins swooning
over wary CARY GRANT. Brilliant star cast includes MYRNA LOY.

Pic-Tour

is

THESE BIG RKO PICTURES WILL

SOON BE SHOWN AT YOUR THEATRE

RKO's Dynamic Pre-Selling Advertising page running regularly

in Life,

Look and

Collie

3*

riday, April 25, 1947

Record $12,187,805
Profit

reviews of new fitms Ascap's John Paine
"Cheyenne"

RKO

Earned By

NAME

•

and the

high
1
sroducing and theater operating subidiaries made approximately equal
the consolidated
to
~^ibutions
of

$72,966,727,

tiAlE WEiltKN; laUOD bET ALL
LINE.
Cneyenne " is a first rate western po-

'

tage

uirection

.

fact

that

exceptional

returns

with

composed

snouid

rounaed

in

tine

have

effective

no

action

ingredients

With Raoul Waisn

constantly

is

it

style.

alert,

aitriculty

in

entertainment

s

snappy. It
providing

even

unto

tilmgoer who lifts the disdainful eye„,ow w.,en confronted with a western.
he quartette of topflignt players in the

me

I

.tans ao ail rignt by tneir parts and in the
case of Janis Paige consiaerably ennance
proceedings via song, dance, and very gooa
uoks. Jane Wyman nandles her end of tne
doings more tnan capably wnile Morgan

.rom "The Bells of St. Mary's" were
ieing received during the 1946 first

and bruce Bennett till the male division.
Tarn has Morgan, a gambler, "urged'' by

barton MacLane to track down "The Poet,
into valuNegotiations are under way to sragecoach robber whose insight
snipments
is uncanny. Alter knocking
arable
credit
fund
revolving
new
a
nake
angement on a five year basis in an ort eacn job he leaves a brief couplet. Tnis
ncreased amount, the report stated, ne also ooes when he tricks another gang
increased credit is for the purpose of out of getting their loot.
Morgan goes to the Wyoming town of
uilding up RKO's inventory of fearhe tine in company with the M.sses Wyture pictures. It was pointed out that
only recently has RKO Radio been man and Paige after some light business in
able to accumulate and maintain a Laramie. They are held up en route. Mor.umber of completed, but unreleased gan proves an ineffectual protector of the
eatures which the management holds girls, to Miss Wyman s disgust.
marketing reArriving in Cheyenne Morgan gets an
is necessary for best
1

Llell't 61*

sults.

in
being conducted in other situations
looking toward acquisition or disposal of interests frowned upon in
the N. Y. Equity suit decree. More
than 75 ner cent of the houses operated by the company were said to be
unaffected by the provision.

tion

of

outside

participations

RKO's theater operations and are

William Wrignt plays tne title role and
ne is capable in unravelling the contributing
causes, and motives of a series of muroefs tnat precede, then follow the aemise
of a weairny playboy, friend to Wrignt.
here were six women in his life. Three he
named.
he other trio were brusned oit.
jj tnere are plenty of motives around tor
to investigate wnich he immediately
^ers about doing with the aid and comic
connivance of Leon Belasco.
A knowledge of chemistry proves to be
tne undoing of the culprit and Wright,
after adding up, detracting and then mul-

lead on his job and Miss Wyman
proves a vital assist in saving his life when
ne is hauled into a gangs hideout. Sae
and he's
passes herself off as his wife
supposed to be The Poet.
In due time and with all the required

—

western trimmings The Poet is revealed
and is taken in by MacLane who arrives
tor that purpose. Miss Paige is a jilted
woman while Morgan and Miss Wyman have
a clear romantic path.
CAsT: Dennis Morgan, Jane Wyman, Janis
Paige, Bruce Bennett, Alan Hale, Arthur Ken
MacLane, Tom
Barton
Ridley,
John
neay,

Report pointed out that RKO owns
leases certain theaters presently fyler, Bob Steele, John Compton, John Alvin,
operated by others and has interests iwonte Blue, Ann O'Neal, Tom Fadden, Britt
in a large number of theaters oper- Wood.
CKEDITS: Producer, Robert Buckner; Director,
ated by others which have been con- Raoul Walsh; Photography, Sid Hickox; Art
sidered merely as investments. Com- Director, Ted Smith; Screenplay by Alan LeMay,
pliance with the decree, it was stated, fnames Williamson, from a story by Paul I.
vVellman; Film Editor, Christian Nyby; Sound,
may also bring about operation by Oliver
S. Garretson; Set Decorations, Jack McRKO of some of those theaters.
Conaghy; Orchestral Arrangements, Hugo FriedReport indicated an increase in nofer; Musical Director, Leo F. Forbstein.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
DIRECTION, First Rate.
;mployee interest in the RKO pension
Very Good.
plan. Retirement benefits are being
to some 50 employes who
'paid
reached retirement age. Assets of Pic Biggies Arrive Today
the Pension Trust Fund were put in
George Weltner and Clement S.
agregate of $2,000,000 and $228,921 Crystal, prexy of Paramount Interdebeneficiaries
of
59
was paid to
national and theater department
eased employee-members during the head, respectively, and Joseph Seioperaof
the
plan's
first three years
delman, U-I prexy, and Col. James
tion.
M. Franey, United World president,
make up the contingent of film biggies arriving on the liner Queen
Elizabeth today. Among the footlight personalities are: V. Keiley,
Hughie Green and Yvonne Vallee.
Mrs. Leslie Howard is also aboard.

or

DATE BOOK

Apr.: Third week: Motion Picture Foundotion ex-

change area

Moe
Apr.

Silver,

meeting, temporary chairmen:
Finkel; Pittsburgh

Maurice

24-26: National Association of Visual
Education Dealers Western regional meet,
Hollywood.
Hotel,
Hollywood-Roosevelt

Apr. 28: Chicago Variety Club fetes

Mayor and

Mrs. Kelly, Chicago.
Apr. 28:
tor.

M-G-M national
New York City.

sales meet. Hotel As-

Brooks

to

MP

Herald

1)

position he held at the time of his
death.

i

I

mm

tiplying his clues has the killer.

He makes

dash at the conclusion to save the
life of a girl slated to be the final victim.
His case cl-sed, he turns his capt.ve over
to the police who are handily about. William Beaudine's direction supplies required
whodunit elements in proper, effective
wild

a

style.

William

<_AST:

Belasco, Clara

Wright,

BlandicK,

Terry

Austin,

Leon

Ramsey Ames, Damian

Ins Adrian, Ann Stajnron, Tim Murdock, Mary Scott.
CREDITS: Producer, Howard Welsch; DirecWilliam
Beaudine;
Original
Screenplay,
tor,
Robert E. Kent; Photography, Jackson Rose;
editorial Supervision,
Airred DeGaetano; Fum
editor. Gene Fowler, Jr.; Art Direction, Perry
jiiurn, Set Decoration, Armor Marlowe; Sound
director, J. N. A. Hawkins.

O

i-iynn,

Frank Wilcox,

DIRECTION,

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Okay.

Aver-

age.

with Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates

WESTERN

morrow.
J.

Allied Meets Monday
Theater Owners of

Allied

PRC
61 Mins.
UP TO EDDIE DEAN STANDARD: SUP-

REGULATION

WB

N.

"West to Glory"
PLIES

Paine was identified with the film
industry for about a year in the
late 20's when he joined Warners and
was assigned to the Vitaphone Corp.
He left
to become general manager of the Music Publishers Protective Association.
A native of Columbia, Pa., Paine
graduated from Wesleyan University
with the class of 1909 and served as
trustee. He appeared before the legislatures of more than half the states
in the country in the interest of authors and composers and as a representative of Ascap, was decorated by
several foreign countries. In 1946 he
was elected president of the Second
Federation of the Confederation Internationale des Societes d'Authores
et Compositeurs, an international
copyrighc organization.
Surviving are Mrs. Paine, the
former Rhea Lewis, and his son and
daughter-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Robert
G. Paine. The family resides in Wilton, Conn. Funeral services will be
held at the Frank Campbell Funeral
Home in New York. The time has
been tentatively set for 12 noon to-

ELE-

New

Jersey will hold a regular membership meeting Monday afternoon, at
2:30 p.m. President Edward Lach-

man

will preside.

MENTS.
For the most part this Eddie

Dean west-

McCarthy, Actor, Dead

—

featuring that
included in the

Dublin (By Cable)
F. J. McCarthy, Irish film and stage player,

unfoldment wherein Roscoe Ates, knocked

Man

ern

is

player

usual

the

but

a

offering

new note

is

whose last role was in "Odd
handle of a windlass Out," died here yesterday. He was 50.
on a well, dreams up the whereabouts of
the stolen g:ld of Don Lopez. Later, it
turns out to be there, too.
Dean gets off three songs in good voice
the general proceedings. Plot revolves
in
around the depredations of a crook who
is
trying to get his mitts on the Lopez
Oyster-Adams
Diamond. Dolores Castle figures as the girl
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
in the case who tries deception with Dean
Washington Mrs. Oroline McKeein order to relocate the stone.
ver Oyster was married to Jerome
With the discharge of many blank car- Adams, of
York
Rochelle,
tridges, much riding by male and female,
and San Francisco, yesterday in the
the story reaches its climax. Miss Castle is chambers of District Court of the
revealed to be a Mexican government oper- United States Justice F. Dickinson
up, Dean Letts.
ative, the crooks are rounded
The groom recently became
beats up Gregg Barton and we last see ev- the capital exchange territory branch
erybody riding off to a new home in the manager for M-G-M.
West while Dean sings his third song.
CAST: Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Dolores
Di RaimondoSullivan
Castle .Gregg Barton, Jimmy Martin, Zon MurJames Sullivan, chief of staff at
assistant ray, Harry Vejar, Carl Mathews, The Sunshine

Walter Brooks,' formerly
to H. M. Richey, M-G-M's exhibitor
relations chief, joins the Motion Picture Herald staff next week as editor of the Manager's Round Table.
Brooks succeeds Chester Friedman

who

(Continued from Page

and shortly after it was purchased
by RCA he resigned from the
FANS.
copyright department where he was
Philo
For the film mystery-murder fan
an attorney to accept an offer to
Vance Returns " has wnat it takes to pro- head the Music Publishers Protective
vide an hour's diversion. Years ago tne
Association, which was more than 15
cnaracter of "Vance'' supplied a number years ago. After several years in this
of players with good roles. Tne impact en
post he moved over to Ascan where
auuiences was box office music.
he became general manager, which

early

Report indicated that negotiations
have been concluded for the elimina-

Stricken in Detroit

PRC
EFFECTIVELY HANDLED, WHODUNIT
SHOULD SATISFY MYSTERY-MURDER

uUwN

this
s for the first quarter of
/ear will be considerably less than
'or the comparable 1946 quarter. Derease is said due in substantial part
o a higher percentage of independent pictures in distribution and to

ne

ENHANCE THIS

tIRbi

uone up

Report indicated that, although
operating
theater
and
evenues
rofits have continued at a high level
hus far in 1947, consolidated earn-

PLAYERS

'

Vance Returns"

William Wright, Terry Austin
64 Mins.

with

'00 Mins.

Warners

1

'Philo

Wyman

with Dennis Morgan, Jane

(Continued from Page

DAILY

recently joined Boxoffice.

unconscious

by

the

MMM

BELLS

—

New

Boys.

CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Thomas; Director,
Ray Taylor; Photography, Milford Anderson;
Elmer Clifton, Robert B.
Original Screenplay,
Churchill; Sound, Glen Glenn; Set Decorator,
Louis Diage; Film Editor, Hugh Winn.

DIRECTION, Adequate.
erage.

PHOTOGRAPHY, Av-

New

the Capitol Theater, and Joseph Di
Raimondo, chief usherette, will be
married on Sunday at St. Martin of

Tours Church, Brooklyn, N. Y. The
couple expect to go to Atlantic City
for a two-week honeymoon.

Wk

to

•

fILfn DAILY RCVIEUIS

"Storm Over Britain"
18 Vi Mins.
Twentieth-Fox
Headline Appeal
Again combining timeliness with
national interest, the March of Time
presents an objective view of EngHer inland's current problems.
domitable spirit which carried her
through the war, is sorely taxed
these days when she labors far above
war levels, yet shows a need for
67 per cent more workers to reach
top production. With this lack of
working power she still keeps over
a million men under arms to police
Germany and meet other Empire
commitments around the world. The
coal shortage, rationing and housing
problem are also presented in this
issue, which has headline appeal
plus expert handling.

"Flicker Flashbacks, No. 5"
8 Mins.

A

Boon

Sequences from Pathe productions
of 1907-1908, "The Beggar's Coin"
and "The Venetian's Revenge," are
sure to give audiences a laugh, especially when the satirical narration

Knox Manning is added. With all
the distorted drah-ma of the silent
screen, this footage should prove a
boon on all bills.
of

"Community Sing"
(No.

8— Series

11)

Columbia

10 Mins.
Singable Tunes
The Song Spinners and Don Baker
at the organ bring to the screen a
quintet of well-known hits: "I'll
Close My Eyes," "I Tipped My Hat,"
"Far Away Island," "Lullaby of

Broadway" and "September Song."
Singable tunes to please music-loving
audiences.

"The Talking Magpies in
McDougal's Rest Farm"
20th-Fox

7

Mins.

Laughs
The screwball Magpie twins are
Spells

(No.

8— Series

:

10 Mins.

Columbia
Different

Western

—

at

Smiley Burnett,
gives a part" for his horse, Ringeye,
and invites lots of his Hollywood pals
to celebrate the birthday. Enjoying
the "horsey" affair are Eddie Dean,
Jeff Donnell, Gloria Henry, Fred
Sears, Jimmy Lloyd, Harry Von Zell
and Ken Curtis, among others. Pleasant and different.
star,

RKO
For Errol Fans
Leon Errol is informed by

his wife

that she intends to divorce him because of his philanderings. Errol's
business partner cooks up a plan to
keep the two together and also cure
Leon. They invite the Errols to dinner, along with a newly-married
character and his curvacious new
mate. She makes a play for Leon
but he avoids her. As a matter of
fact from that time on he spends his
time avoiding her trying to prove

7

Mins.

Laugh-Getter
A mouse tells a cat to stop chasing him and influences him to tell
the dog the same thing. The dog has
other ideas, gives the cat a good
beating, whereupon the cat resumes
his usual treatment of the mouse. A
laugh-getter on any bill.
"Tennis Wizards"

Columbia

9 Mins.

Sports Fans Will Love

Riggs

and

Mins

1

'

"Rhumba Holiday"

Warners

Bobby

7

Plenty of Humor
Snooty dogs show off their fine
furs in the Fifth Ave. fashion parade
to the embarrassment of a Mexican
hairless who borrows a skunk pelt
to get in the act. A real skunk,/^ !
wolf -like instincts, catches up
fa
her, and she is glad to admit her
real identity when he gets through
with her. Plenty of humor in this
one to make it a hit.

Don

Universal

9 Mins.

Enjoyable

The camera takes a trio to Cuba
covering its main points of interest
and comparing it tropical languor
with
dent

its

metropolitan aspects. Presi-

Ramon Grau San Martin

de-

message of welcome to the
American public and urges them to
visit the picturesque isle. Night life
as well as day sights of interest
make this enjoyable and entertainlivers a

ing.

It

Budge,

"Kingdom of the Wild"
professional tennis cham10 Mins.
perform their net magic with Warners
Nature Study
tables on all concerned. Errol audi- all the speed, style and skill that
America's wild game, who roam in
have brought them to the top. Sport
ences will go for it.
her National Forests, are spotlighted
fans will love its speed and action.
in this Technicolor special. Survival
"Arrow Magic"
of the fittest is still the primary law
"Wild West Chimp"
Warners
10 Mins.
of nature, yet no furred or feathered
Universal
Should Catch On
9 Mins. creature is defenseless. Some beautiLots of Laughs
ful shots make this an interesting
Ande Vale performs some neat
Shorty, the Chimp, takes off for nature study.
tricks with bow and arrow that will
keep an audience on the end of their the wild West where he tries to be
"Juvenile Jury"
seats. His targets are usually mov- rough and ready. It's rough all right
ing which make them twice as tough, and by the end of the reel Shorty is
(No. 2)
yet A n de never misses. Done in ready to hit the homeward trail. Universal
10 Mins.
of
laughs
Lots
in
the
antics
the
of
Technicolor, it should catch on with
Bright Youngsters
ambitious
monk.
most audiences.
Jack Barry emcees this jury of
five youngsters wnich includes; lilenn
"Hare Grows in Manhattan"
Mark Archurs, Patsy Walker, Ray
"Ice Skippers"
Warners
7 Mins. Ferguson, Marianne Mayeski and
RKO
8 Mins.
Stephen Apter. With childish nonOne of the Best
Sustains Interest
Bugs Bunny has grown from rags, chalance they brush off the questions
Lake Winnebago, Wisconsin, pro- on New York's lower East Side, to in good speed and should provide a
vides the background for this ice- riches, as a famous Hollywood star. few laughs for the viewers.
boating reel, which combines thrills Complete with belted coat, dark
and spills. Ice-boats gain a speed of glasses and beret, he grants an inter- Sorrell, Prods. In First
over a hundred miles an hour, and view and reviews the story of his
his fidelity to his wife. Leon finally
finds out it is a plant and turns the

world's
pions,

'

Joe De Rita, an inventor, bored by
Bachelorhood, decides to follow a
suggestion written on an egg by a
lonely woman. He meets, courts and
marries the woman, only to find her
teen-age son the bane of his existence. Joe and Junior tangle more
than once and provide the comedy
background for this two-reeler.

16 Mins.

Pluto's heart, too.

A

"Bride and Gloom"

For Howard Fans

Audiences Will Love
Pluto plays rescue dog among the
snow-capped mountains, and goes
out in search of something to rescue.
When he accidentally falls into a
frozen lake, a baby seal, attracted
by the keg around his neck, saves
him and tags along. Audiences will
love this latest Disney character who
claps and gargles his way into

Warners

"Cat's Tale"

17 Mins.

•

"Scenr-lmental Over You"
Mins.

7
It

"Wife Tames Wolf"

all the tricks to navigate one are
pictured here. Will sustain interest
in most audiences.

Columbia

"Rescue Dog"

RKO

26)

again this time disrupting the
peace and quiet of McDougal's Rest
Farm. They upset the animals and
befuddle the dim-witted watchdog, a
Mortimer Snerd type. Fast talk and
action keep it zipping along and
should provide many a good laugh.
it

OF SHORT SUBJECTS

"Screen Snapshots"

•

RKO
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daily

life. One of the best yet, B. B. should
top the laugh parade with this one.

"Cue Tricks"
"The Good Bad Egg"
Columbia

Columbia

For Sports Fans

17 Mins.

Okay

Shemp Howard puts his foot in it
again as he leaves his bride-to-be
waiting at the church while he races
around the block with a blonde. Tl^e
blonde is married to a prize-fighter
who doesn't care for the situation
either. A series of escapades follow
"Big House Blues"
which may or may not tickle the
7 Mins.
audience. Howard fans should like it. Columbia
Lots of Chuckles
"Dead End" in June
Flippy, a canary, has read a book
Film Classics will re-issue Gold- on crime and envisions his cage as a
wyn's "Dead End," nationally some- cell and himself stir-crazy. He estime in June, Al Zimbalist, FC's ad- capes, only to be caught by the cat,
publicity head, announced yesterday. who is now the prison guard. This
Film will have new accessories and new "cops and robbers" slant should
be good for lots of chuckles.
trailers.

—

Hollywood
Herbert K. Sorrell,
agent ox painters Local
644, and CSU prexy has accepted
9 Mins. invitation of major producers to a
collective bargaining conference on

Irving Crane and Ruth McGinnis,
the world's male and female pocket
billiard

Huddle; Analysts Sign

champions, perform amazing

as they send balls careening
from cushion to cushion. Eight-yearfeats

old Jimmy Cattrano is also featured
doing some stunts of his own. Has

interest for sports fans.

"Saddle Up"

business

May

1. This is the first time producers have invited a representative
of a local union, having heretofore
insisted on meeting only with reps,
of the international brotherhood.
Screen Story Analysts have signed
an agreement with producers, erfective April 28. It is expected 68
analysts will return to work Monday, with 32 others to be called as

20 Mins. work is available. Producers have
Boots and Saddles
agreed to recognize Building Service
A Technicolor trip to Mexico, which Employes' international as exclusive
is still a country on horseback de- bargaining agent for employes with-

Warners

spite the automobile, railroad and
airplane. Scenes of horseshows, polomatches, race tracks, bull rings and
the Military College, where riding is
essential, are shown to emphasize the
fact that man's best friend, in Mexico, is his horse.

in its jurisdiction.

Screen Stars

to Exit

Screen Stars, fan magazine published by Martin Goodman, reportedly exits from the field with the July
issue.

!

Friday, April 25,
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"New Orleans"

"Dishonored Lady"

De Cordova, Dorothy Patrick
Levey-UA
89 Mins.

Jules

Of REUI f€flTUR€S#

DfllLV RCVIEUJS

with Arturo

Hedy Lamarr, Dennis

with

Keete,

John

Lcder

11

"The Captive Heart"

UA
85 Mins.
CHECK THIS ONE FOR BIG TICKET
GOOD DRAMATIC BET FOR LADIES' ONERS OF WORLD WAR
SALES; HANDSOMELY CONTRIVED EN- DAY; WELL DONE AND HAS FINE PRO- CATCH ON.
TERTAINMENT.
DUCTION VALUES.
The environmental impact
down

ing

Louis Armstrong

to cases,

entertainment
more than
it is that, all the way through
When he relinquishes,
half
the going.
Woody Herman takes over and he carries
the tale of how jazz came to be played
to longhair audiences in a symphony hall
to its resounding, syncopated finale.
It is evident the production brains that
planned and executed "New Orleans" knew
very well what they were about; they went
ahead and fashioned a musical show that
pleasant experience but also
is not only a
attempts to be something of a historical

band

arJOTiis

document
can

motif

lars

of

carry

in

popular music

"Storyville,"

the

of

Ameri-

from the celOrleans to
concert stage.

New

in

expunged from

is

—

detailing the rise of the

hyper-respectability

Jazz

this

Storyville along with

element. It
goes to Chicago and from there the rest
the books. Did it take? It took like
is in
nobody's smallpox vaccination ever took.
A whole new school of music grew, is still
growing.
It must also be said for the film that
it's best and
most oft-played blues tune,
"Do You Know What It Means To Miss
New Orleans?", by Eddie DeLange and
Louis Alter is one that the audience wi"
hum, whistle softly, boost up into the 10
best on anyone's hit parade.
After Louis Armstrong and his musicians
register their notes at frequent intervals
and set an atmosphere of complaisance the
story involves Dorothy Patrick, an aspirin?
opera singer, daughter to Irene Rich,
wealthy widow. Arturo De Cordova is the
King of Basin Street, operator of gambline
joints, etc. Miss Patrick becomes enamoured
of hot iazz and De Cordova, in that order.
When De Cordova is run out of N. 0. he
goes to Chicago, she to Europe. Both are
successful in their chosen fields and the
misunderstand'ng contrived by Miss Rich is
brought to lieht in Paris by Armstrong when
he meets Miss Patrick.
In short order everyone is reunited and
it even
becomes apparent Miss Rich has
albeit "sinful"

interesting

the

potentialities of becoming a hep cat when
she views her daughter singing the blues
on the concert stage backgrounded bv Herman's ork and the symphonic assemblage.

To devotees

of le iazz

hot,

jive,

swing,

boogie woogie. barrelhouse or whataveyou.
"New O-leans" is probablv gains? to be a
must. That element can be multiplied all

down the audience

The

"Dishonored Lady"
quite the drama to their liking. This Hunt
Stromberg production of the play by Edward Sheldon and Margaret Ayer Barnes
is
done well, sustains interest and offers
enough lively dramatics to register not
only with the distaff side but also with
ladies

find

will

audience. The story has been
embroidered with elements of psychiatry.
It
has a great deal of production merit.
Performances are convincing enough to lend
authenticity to the basic fiction.
Dissecting modern life as it is lived in
super sophisticated circles the story opens
with Miss Lamarr attempting suicide. She
is brought out of this state by Morris Carncvsky and soon enters into an affair with
John Loder, a diamond merchant. The
news of her synthetic romance with Loder
con>3s back to her at her office via gossip.
She quits her job as art editor of a snooty
slickpaper magazine and after wandering
the general

about the city

He

nvsky.

in

daze returns to Car-

a

outlines

a

course

of

curative

which she assumes a new name,
Greenwich Village and pursues an art career. She
meets Dennis
O'Keefe and falls in love with him. Loder,
meanwhile, has engaged William Lundigan
action

in

moves

into

A

to track

Miss Lamarr.

old

life

sets off the sordid aspects of her

old

affair

brief return to her

and he
The music

there

are

color.

The

Arthur
for

some

is

good, the

girls

neat and sly bits of humor and
story frames the notes suitably.
Lubin Erected with an a'ert eye

diversion.

matically.

M-'irallv.

"N°w

O'lpsns"

romantically,

dra-

is a gond s^ow.
Pntrick, Arturo D» Cordova,
lren= Rich. Nelli° Holidav. John Alexander, ^chord Hageman. Mariorie Lord. Louis Armstrong.
Kid Ory, Zutty Singleton, Barney Bigard, Bud

CAST; D^rntKv

of

years

five

war camp upon the varied

assortment of individuals depicted in this
J.
Arthur
Rank release resolves itself
into sharply etched emotional drama that
hits deeply. It is not without humorous relief or excitement, either.

There are many characters who pass
review

with

thoughts, problems,
pirations, gripes, talents, philosophies.
their

in

as-

The

passage of time leaves its mark on them in
their exile and
they come out of captivity changed men with new problems to

new

tackle,

A

lives to lead.

good portion of the

realistic

man

note,

was shot

camp

prison

film,

for

a

fine

former Gerthe British occupation

in

in

a

grim place, lends a great deal
pictorially important credence to the

zone.
of

It

is

a

scenario.

The important focus of the story centers
on Michael Redgrave, a Czech patriot who
is
eluding the Gestapo. Fleeing across
France in the first year of the war, he is
caught in the tide of battle. He assumes
the identity of a casualty and along with
many others is taken prisoner and brought
to the German internment center. A Gestapo operative makes an inspection tour. Redgrave reveals his true identity to the soldiery.

They cast

lots

in

his

favor.

To

give

Jack Chertok: D'rertor. Robert Stevenson;
Edmund H. North: Bas°d on plav
*>v Edward Sheldon, Maroaret A«er Barnes: Art
Oirection. Production Design. Nicolai Remisoff;
Umir. Cormen Draoon: Photography, Lucien

There are other subplots to vary the Redgrave section. These are handled with fine
skill by players unknown here for the most
part. They
include Jack Warner, Gladys
Henson, Basil Radford, Margot Fitzsimons,

Loder

O'Keefe plans

to

to

new complica-

marry Miss Lamarr.

When
in

the time nears she becomes involved
the killing of Loder.

The concluding sequences of the

story

Miss Lamarr. O'Keefe
returns. At first he is revolted by the lurid
story of her past but he is made to see
the Iteht by Carnovsky and it is largely
through his effort that Miss Lamarr is acquitted. It ends on the right reconciliatory
the

involve

trial

of

nrte.

CAST:
Loder,

Hedy Lamarr, D°nnis O'Keefe, John
William Lundigan, Natalie Schafer, Paul

r avanagh, Morris Carnov^kv, Douglas Dumbrille,
Margaret Hamilton.
CREDITS: A Hunt Stromberg Production; Pro-

•<"cer.

Scre°nplav.

^ndriot- Sn"°rvisina Film E H; tor, James
born- Film Fditor. John M. Fol°v.

E.

New-

credulity

to

his

Jimmy Hanley and many

Film

Festival.

It

indicated as the story unreels that

is

in a Swedish boys' school
dominated by an instructor,
the students have dubbed Caligula, after
the Roman emperor. His class is Latin. It
is
a case of pedagogic sadism. Final exams and graduation are near.
The boy in the story, an adolescent, is

all

not well

is

where

a class

butt of

the

instructor

Bewildered by
end with
his family, the boy takes up with a girl
of loose morals. After a brief time with
her he learns she also is a victim of the
Latin teacher but in a perverted sense. In
order to blot out his visits, she resorts to
alcohol. For a time their's a decent alsub

beit

manages

Scott,

Red Calendar, Charlie Beal, Woody Her-

man. Mpade Wux Lewis.
CREDITS: Producer, Jules
Arthur

Levey:

Director,

Lubin; Screenplay, Ell'ott Paul, Dick
H«land: Original storv. Elliott Paul, Herbert J. Biberman: PhotngraDhv. Lucien Andriot:
Art Director, R"di Feld: Musical Director, Nat
Finston; Film Editor, Bernard W. Burton; Send
Mixer,
Roy Meadows; Sound Recorder, Roy
Raause: Snecial Effects. Nick Carmona.
DIRECTION, Very Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Irving

First Class.

Redgrave, Rachel Kempson,
Frederick Leister, Mervy Johns, Rachel Thomas,
Jack Warner, Gladys Henson, James Harcourt,
Gordon Jackson, Elliot Mason, Margot Fitzsimmons, David Keir, Derek Bond, Jane Barrett,
Meriel Forbes, Jack Lambert, Frederick Schiller, Basil Radford, Guy Middleton, Jimmy Hanley.

CREDITS: An Ealing Studios Production; Producer, Michael Balcon; Director, Basil Dearden;
Screenplay, Angus Macphail; Guv Morgan; Mus c,
Alan Rawsthorne; Played by The London Philharmonic Orchestra, Directed by Ernest Irving;
Sound,
Eric
Williams;
Film
Editor,
Charles
Hasse; Original story,
Patrick Kirwan;
Photography, Lionel Banes, Douglas Slocombe; Art
Direction. Michael Relph.
;

the

The

instructor

Finding
her up in

her

girl.

dis-

makes a
The instructor is lurking in a closet. They meet.
The bey notifies the police. The teacher
is
arrested and later released when it is
revealed

the

died of natural causes.
boy knows differently. A
showdown comes in the headmaster's office between the two. The boy is expelled
after he slugs the Latin teacher. He leaves

However,

home,

girl

the

moves

into

the

dead

girl's

place.

He enters a period of intense depression.
The headmaster brings him round and the
Latin teacher

is

and

shown a broken man,
The boy snaps out of it

lastly

left to his despair.

ready to take up a

is

The

new

life.

but briefly lightened.
It constantly has a somber, dignified tone.
Performances are sympathetic and sensitive. Film was made by producers of the
early Greta Garbo numbers
and "Intermezzo." It has English subtitles.
CAST: Stig Jarrel, Alf Kjellin, Mai Zetterling,
Olof Winnerstrand, Gosta Cederlund, Hugo
Bjorne, Stig Olin, Olav Riego, Marta Arbin, Jan
narrative

Molander.

Anders

CREDITS:
Sjoberg;

An

Script,

Direction,

mark;

Nystrom.
SF Production;

Ingmar Bergman;

Director,

Alf

Photography,

Erik

Tuxen;

Sets,

Arne

Aker-

Montage,

version prepared

DIRECTION,

Five

is

Bodin; Music, Hilding Rosenberg; Musi-

Average.

yes-

relationship.

revisit

wit's

Torn by adolescent desire he
call and
finds her dead.

knowing.
CAST: Michael

Very

his

final

White Purchase Denied
It was authoritatively denied

PHOTOGRAPHY,

rosa
to

terrorism.

and at

gust.

cal

Effective.

the

drunk again the boy gives

Martin

others.

is

the

Throughout it is a well made job and
should prove a draw, albeit slowmoving at
first,
Basil Dearden's direction is skillful,

DIRECTION,

95 Mins.

Unusual and adult theme is capably
handled in this Swedish number which arrives with the honor of the Grand Prix du
Cinema of the 1946 Cannes International

Good.

acting.

are lovelv;

a prisoner of

Nicholas Joy,

tions.

with

line.

also gets off

in

(Swedish)

Oxford Films

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL WINNER,
SHOULD THIS SWEDISH FILM IS GOOD BET FOR
ART SPOT.

II;

impersonation he carries
on a lengthy correspondence with the dead
man's wife in England and his letters are
of such merit, emotion, feeling, that he
sron comes to fancy himself her dead husband. Actually the man was not the husband and father he should have been. The
ruse is maintained successfully until
repatriation comes. Redgrave fears he will
be discovered. His new military friends alter a list of repatriates. He goes to England,
meets Rachel Kempson. She is at first confused but later reconciles herself and in
the final moment there is indication she
and Redgrave will bear out the promise of
the letters.

terday that Arthur J. White had
Many of the best moments derive from
Tmrcha'ed any interest in the PickArmstrong, his horn his men. his music and
wick Theater, 2,200-seat house in
his congenial contribution
in the way of
Greenwich. Onn. It had heen relines. There is also Billie Holidav. as w°ll
ported earlier in the week that White
known to afi'^na^os nf the hot blues note
had bought a 50 ner cent interest in
as she is on 52nd St. Woody Herman has any
the theater from Pollak & Bradder.
number of first class moments instrumental^,

"Torment"

with Michael Redgrave, Rachel Kempson
Prestige-U. I.
87 Mins.
EMOTION-PACKED DRAMA OF PRIS-

Oscar Rosander;
American
by Edward L. Kingley.
Very Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,

New RCA Plant

Managers Appointed
Appointments of five plant managers in the RCA Victor Division
engineering products division are
announced by A. L. Malcarney, general plant

manager.

New managers

are Donald K. Sieburg, manufacturing of 16 mm. motion picture equipment, theater equipment, and test

and measuring equipment; Marvin
G. Whitney, broadcast and industrial
electronics; Clarrell R. Rigby, com"Trouble" Show on May 9
munications and aviation radio; AlParamount will tradeshow "The bert C. Lindquist, Government equipTrouble With Women" in all ex- ment, and Thomas J. Reed, parts
changes on May 9.
fabrication.
DIRECTION,

Excellent.

Very

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

12

*\

Pine-Thomas

to

Make

Reeling Round ---

Scully

THE WASHINGTON SCENE

9 For Para. Release
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Nine pictures will be
made by Pine-Thomas for release by
Paramount next season, it is an-

Friday, April 25, 1947
OAIIY

By

West Coast Bureau

MANNING CLAGETT

Company has
new product before

nounced.

the first of
the cameras
and has set early shooting: dates for
the next three.
First on the new schedule is
the

^

that the admissions tax bubble has been burst

more

Field Trips

in

this paper,

1)

Coast with his initial meetings
WASHINGTON for
Los Angeles.

here are a few

up to date on revised box office receipts now
made necessary because of radical changes in tax figures.
Not changes in the tax figures, actually, but a change in industry's: interpretation of
the Treasury Department's admissions levy list. In a nutshell, the Treasury Department
included as "admissions taxes," the fat CABARET tax, which in our little entertain'

on

(Continued from Page

—

klOW

Off

and Cabinet

facts and figures to bring y:u

set

E. T. Gomersall,
assistant to Scully, will leave New
York today for the Chicago, Milwau-

kee,

V

.

Detroit
stantial

—Explanation
drop

1944

theater attendance in recent months, estimated
to be around 15 per cent, is found in
the report of welfare conditions by
the City Superintendent of Welfare,
Daniel J. Ryan.
Exhibitors have been worried by
the persistent character of the drop,
and have been unable to attribute it
in

95,000,000

1,215,000,000

of the sub-

26.9

Adm. 24 6
Tax
4.9

local

immediate industrial conditions,
because normal reactions following
return of industrial workers following layoffs were not visible. Business
at the box office has not recovered

(families).

gains especial significance because of the fact that Detroit's employment and general business conditions have been a normally
accurate indicator of national trends
to come for the past 30 years.
One hopeful aspect is that Ryan
anticipates a "gradual reduction in
the case load in the immediate future," though he carefully refrained
from any long term inference.
Situation

Total
1,350.000 000

1945

95,000,000

LOCKE FILMS, INC., Kalamazoo, Mich., motion
picture films, capital $5,000, assets, $5,000, by
P. F. Locke and E. S. Locke.

29.5

Adm. 274
Tax
5.5

Spend $5

Millions

West Coast Bureau of

— Six

THE FILM DAILY

pictures budgeted
at $5,000,000 will be launched in the
next two months by Republic, Allen
Wilson, vice-president in charge of
studio operations, revealed. In addi-

Charles K. Feldman Group will
"The Red Pony," making a
record total of 10 features in work
or soon to be started.
New pix and starting dates are
"On the Old Spanish Trail," today;
"Driftwood,". May 12; "It's Murder,
She Says," May 1; "Wild Frontier,"
May 1, and "The Fabulous Texan,"
and "Crosswinds," to go before the
cameras in June.
In production are "The Flame,"
tion,

TOTAL
1946

100,000,000

1,6201000,000

32.9

Adm. 30.6
Tax
61
Total

When

36.7

remembered that using the old basis total receiots last year were estimated at $1 800 000 000. it is easy to «e wh't a difference the new figures can mean.
Even in the motion picture business, $180 million is quite a wad.
It rnii^t- he remembered, however, that the estimate of weekly attendance for
1945
'109 000 000) was not based on tax figures, but rather on the numbers of theaters
losed and operating and the number of seats, and the "experience rf theate? owners
is to the number of times per day or week the seats are occupied on an average."

T
'

it

is

•
refresh your

memory: the

•

total "admission

its estimate of box office
dances and the like; ticket broker sa'es.
-nd admissions s'ld by proorietors in excess of established price. TIip LOWER co'lecHons now used bv the industry as a basis for box office estimates FXCLUDES the cab?ret
•ax and only includes soorts and other events at which ADMISSION is actually paid for.
In other words an admissions tax within the definition of the entertainment world.
If you d'n't think this revision of box office receiots is important, remember this: the
Treasury Department and Congress scan industry figures very closely to discover new
sources of revenue. The larger the box office receipts and the higher the average admission charge for theaters, the greater the desire to raise taxes and get a bigger slice
of the box office pie. That 180 million drllars difference last year is quite a wad.

receipts includes,

•^oectator. SDorts,

Ginsberg Luncheon Host
For Variety's Delegates
Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Henry

start

"Robin Hood of Texas" and "The
Black Widow."

Small Signs Ratoff
tax" collections rn which the industry

movi° t<«>«t««.
leases of bovps f A"$AR C TS.

uspd to base

West Coast Bureau of

CHARTERED

to

On Six in Two Months
Hollywood

to

proportionately when local industrial
employment picked up.
Fact armears to be that the bottom
has dropped out of the employment
market, with a still small but significant number of workers going
onto the welfare rolls. There has
been a net increase of 3,005 welfare
cases in the past month period, Ryan
said, with the present total 10,291

Rep.

besirlps

Sees $1,200,000 Gross
From 'Carson/ 'Mohicans'

To Direct

in

Mexico

THE FILM DATLY
Hollywood
Gregory Ratoff has
been signed by Edward Small Prods.,
West Coast Bureau of

—

Inc., to direct

"Cagliostro" in Mexico.

fESTSmE TOUCH
MARY LOU MARSHALL,

cashier. Chief Theater,

Omaha.

DARLENE MARSHALL,

cashier. Chief,

Omaha.

MARY SMOLiNSKI, cashier. Chief, Omaha.
Edward Small who anticipates a MARILYN BAUM has joined Eagle-Lion's home

office art department.
Ginsberg will gross of $1,200,000 from the PRC reDALE YOUNG, manager, Bloomfield Theater,
issues of "Kit Carson" and "The
Birmingham, Mich.
Last of the Mohicans" will follow up MARCELLA POWERS, chief telephone operator,
B & K, Chicago.
with a dual re-issue of "The Man in
MARY SAYRE, switchboard staff, B & K, Chiand
"Pago-Pago."
the Iron Mask"
cago.

host delegates to the Variety Clubs
International convention at a luncheon in the Ambassador Hotel, May
16. Paramount stars have been invited to the luncheon.

'

1-r

"Shaggy," second Pine-Thomas color
production, now shooting. "Big Town
After Dark" goes into production on
•
•
New York Sunday for Cincinnati
May 15, to be followed on June 5 by
"Big Town Scandal" and by "Caged I NDUSTRY now has come to the conclusion that all industry figures based on "admis- with scheduled stops in Indianapolis,
Fury" on July 8. Scheduled are "Mr. ' sions tax" collections by the Treasury are off about 10 per cent* since 1942. Because Atlanta, St. Louis, Memphis, New
Reckless," "Hard to Kill," "Water- of this, past figures are now being revised downward about 10 per cent. Here is the Orleans, Dallas and Oklahoma City.
Fred Meyers, Eastern division manfront at Midnight," "Hardboiled" and way they now shape up:
ager is covering Boston and is
"Speed to Spare."
Average
Average
scheduled to visit Philadelphia, PittsWith two Pine-Thomas features reAdmission
Weekly
burgh, Cleveland, Albany, Buffalo
cently released, unit has five other
Attendance
Charges
and New Haven.
Total receipts
completed films awaiting release by Year
The sales executives also will hold
Adm. 22.2
90,000,000
$1,044,000,000
Paramount, including "Big Town," 1942
meetings with the company's sales
Tax
2.2
"Danger Street," "I Cover Big
force on "Odd Man Out," "Great ExTown," "Jungle Flight" and "Adpectations," "Time Out Of Mind,"
Total
24.4
venture Island." Latter is initial
"Buck Privates Come Home," "Ivy,"
Pine-Thomas big-scale color produc"Brute Force," and "Slave Girl," in
Adm. 24.4
95,000,000
tion.
1,205,000,000
1943
addition to "The Egg And I."
Tax
2.5
Total

i

Minneapolis and Dei^L\t

branches.

C. J. Feldman, Western division
manager, left New York yesterday
ment world is not an "admission" levy at all. This paper, however, is now being furnished for Kansas City with his itinerary
a special set of figures which make it easier to compute theater admiss'rms.
including Omaha, Des Moines, DenSince the industry based its figuring on its own definition of "admission," figures for ver, Salt Lake City and the West
the past several years have been out of wack and that's where we hope to bring you up Coast. F. J. A. McCarthy, Southern
and Canadian manager, will leave
to date.

Welfare Rolls Explain
Detroit Biz Decline

I

*

I

[

j

'
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TR€K SPURRED BV H6W PBTH6 STUDIO
Gotham Skyscraper Lot Recalls Old Days

€flST€Rfl

Trend Seen Towards

Eleven-Story. Million
Dollar Vertical Lot Sets
Pace for Film Industry

Return of Film Industry

To Home Grounds
Skyrocketing production
and increasing complex
problems on the West

By ADRIAN KUBIT

FILM DAILY Staff Writer
With a minimum of fanfare
and a surprising lack of fuss

costs
labor

Coast are turning
the eyes of Holly-

wood

over the opening of a building
unique in this

moviemen

back to the cradle

American

of

part of the counRKO Pathe's
vigorous baby,

films

try,

—New York City.
The new

RKO

the Park Ave;

Pathe studio at

studio,

Park Ave. and

outgrowing its
shiny newness

106th St. is the
industry's newest

activity.

film activity in 15
years.

Ensconced

neighbor h

Production
c.

ament

started here

gestion of glamor,
the

History Recorded

Program

An American

edition,

news

clips

broadened

the visions and techniques of the
newsreel, and the advent of sound
stimulated its growth into the front
ranks of journalism.
(Continued on Page 4)

Pathe To Shoot Sun
RKO

Pathe

Donahue,

Jr.,

represent

all

coming

News cameraman Bob

Washburn.

to the

duction.
Utilizing facilities in the new 11story studio building,
Pathe has
completed in the first six months of
1947 more than a dozen topflight
commercial pictures. This was accomplished with the same staff that

RKO

General view of the 11 -story RKO Pathe studio located on 106th Street at Park Avenue in
New York City. Once an Odd Fellows Temple the structure became a modern motion picture
studio after a million dollar renovation job.

Fraternity to Studio

Tough Nut

Architect Discusses Conversion Problems

been selected to
newsreels on a forthhas

Brazil-bound expedition to
photograph the sun in total eclipse.
Other Pathe photographers recording
scientific history are Bill Deeke and
George Wellstead, climbing Mount
McKinley with scientist Bradford

at Palhe

As American ihdustrv turns

Increased demand from the public for
vital

JR.

motion picture, to interpret and sell
its
ideas, services
and products,
RKO Pathe continues to expand its
capacities for commercial film pro-

Pathe News, was established in September of the first production year.
and

ULLMAN,

Accented Commercial

Pathe Journal, his organization has
grown from a camera and an idea
into a giant diary of the world. Pathe
Journal caught the public imagina-

real

F.

CECIL

Starting from the day in 1910
when Charles Pathe established the

tion at once.

a push of
busy portals

(Continued on Page 8)

By Palhe Cameramen
D.

in a
o o d

scarcely reminiscent of any sug-

in

(Continued on Page 10)

By CURTIS

rapidly

and settling down
into a hive of

and Gotham's first major
baby,

WALTON

is

(Continued on Page 4)

Legendary Leghorn
Photographing the Pathe Rooster is
Most famous crowartist was ' Genius" who warbled only
after a feast of hamburgers.
Pathe trademark has to be refreshed occasionally. Pure Hollywood
technique was used to kid one rooster
into emoting. He was shut up in a
black box, exposed to a Technicolor
sunrise and crowed for five takes.
a studio legend.

Mayer

&

By M. MILTON GLASS, A.I.A.
Whittlesey-M. Milton Glass, Architects

Conversion of the old Odd Fellows Temple into a modern motion
picture studio at a cost of $1,500,000
involved considerable ingenuity in
planning and reconstruction. In addition to the rearrangement of numerous interior walls and partitions,

major alterations to the

steel

frame-

work

of the 11-story building and
the installation of complete sprinkler, air conditioning and wiring sys-

tems were

We

effected.

rebuilt the first floor to pro(Continued on Page 14)
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Science Illustrated
United Nations conference rooms at Lake Success are splendidly arranged
Newsreelers at work.
Pathe cameramen George Schmidt (left) and Dave Oliver use normal
for motion picture coverage.
room lighting to film closeups of Russia's Andre Gromyko during a tense afternoon session.

Charles Ross, Inc., studio lighting
experts for the past 33 years con
tributed their share of lighting equip
ment to the RKO Pathe studio, pro
viding high intensity arc lamps 3£
mike booms. While the job offei
no particular obstacles, the magni
tude of the project made it one o:
particular interest.
Jobs of similar nature have beei
the Ross byline for nearly a third o:
a century during which time th<
organization developed with, an<
added to the efficiency of, the motioi
picture industry. Ros* is now thi
largest producer of studio lightini
equipment east of the Mississipp
River, and remains sole distributor
for the entire line of Mole-Richardsoi

equipment.
Past planning stages and in proc

Pathe Library Industry's Best

ess of introduction to the industry
are a new line of Ross lights whicl
will welcome Ross back into the pro
duction field after a wartime lapse
While no date is set for the debu
library's four cutters have ordered of the new equipment, Charles Ross
prints ready for the laboratory the company prexy predicts that Ma]
same day.
will see their introduction.
The library grows constantly.

World's Largest Stock-Shot Collection
Vertical Lot

Buzzes

RKO-Pathe's Film Library, the
most extensive collection of news-

With Busy Personnel
From
to

first floor

llth-floor

Pathe Laboratory

storage

space,

RKO

Pathe's new Park Avenue studio is
a capsule version of the entire motion picture industry.
Studio head is Harold Lewis. He
okays everything from new hot water
faucets to next week's Stage 2 schedule. Assisting him is Alfred Eglatz,
who makes sure there are water
faucets. When studio headaches pile
up, Eglatz is likely to call down and
make sure there's a Stage 2.

reel stock shots in the world, has expanded into the new Park Avenue
Pathe studios. More than 2,000,000 Every Pathe Newsreel is seen by two
feet of valuable film have already of Mrs. Dillard's assistants. They Statistical Data
been moved to the new vaults.
classify everything from explosive
Some 20,000 square feet of rock
Library headquarters, however, re- action to dress design, shot by shot. wool were used to obtain good acousmain on the fourth floor of Pathe's In addition there are thousands of tics on the large stage of the Pari
Madison Avenue building. The 37,- reels of excess footage which are Ave. studio.
807,000 feet of film in its charge have also classified in detail.
spread themselves from 14 vaults at
Customers range from theatrical
homebase out to Pathe's Bound and commercial producers to people
Brook, N. J., laboratories.
Over who see themselves in crowd shots
We are glad to serve
5,000 more cans are stored on a lend- and request clips for memory books.
lease plan in vaults operated on Long
"Pathe has history at its fingerErwin S. Wolfson,
Island by the Museum of Modern tips," Mrs. Dillard concluded. "All
Diesel
Construction Co., Inc.,
Art's film library.
we have to do is light it up and it
Additional storage space has been lives all over again."
and RKO Pathe
needed for months, according to Virin the construction of the new
ginia Dillard, chief librarian. Pathe's

Just off this stage is Martin Nalcarpenter shop, which studio international coverage has increased
art director William Saulter calls steadily since 1941 and this footage
"the heart of the operation." Head has seriously cramped storage faelectrician Eddie Gunn works nearby cilities in the midtown office.
in a ring of spots and John Haupt,
Pathe's library is not only the
head Grip, centers activities here dur- largest, but the oldest in the world.
ing shooting hours.
It is of inestimable value as a social
Hanging over the stage like an and historical record, and supplies a
constant market with everything
eagle's nest is eagle-eyed Walter
from dog races to presidential inMaguire's property department. Here
augurations.
outside prop man William Plunien
"Our stories date back to 1896,"
brings everything but automobiles.
Big props come up to Stage 2 on a Mrs. Dillard said. "Teddy Roosevelt
is in the earliest
shooting up lions
4-ton-capacity elevator. Two stages
lan's

—

are used primarily
for close-quarter work on industrial

on the

fifth floor

in Africa."

Energetic Mrs. Dillard has been
with Pathe almost ten years. Her
comprehensive knowledge of the liHead scenic artist Fred Hemme brary and her quick, agile dispatch
in
ninth
studios,
suroperates
floor
of its many problems make one feel
rounded by blueprints and sketches that she has hauled its 37,807 cans
for forthcoming Pathe productions. of film around by hand and learned
Frank Woolley is sound chief, and every frame by heart.
king of the sixth floor where Pathe's
"Sometimes they want Churchill
superlative new sound equipment is in a pea-jacket and the next time
centered.
in a top hat," Mrs. Dillard added.
Projection rooms, music studio and "We have to have it all and know
recording facilities share seventh where it is."
An elaborate card index and the
floor space with Raoul De Leon's
RKO Foreign Versions Department. diligent work of four girl assistants
On the floor above are dressing rooms locates any subject desired in a matand cutting rooms, both the begin- ter of seconds. Negatives ten years
ning and the end for man" a screen- back can be secured immediately at

ALL ELECTRIC

RKO

WORK

Pathe Studio and
Laboratory

in

RKO-PATHE

N. Y.

STUDIOS

J.

L MURPHY,

Inc.

PATHE INDUSTRIES

LABORATORIES

•

RKO STUDIOS & LABORATORY

Plumbing

covering 37 acres in Mexico

Heating

films.

—

testee.

the Madison

Avenue

vaults,

by

E-J

Electric

Automatic Sprinkling

Installation

235 East 42nd

New York

Co.

Air Conditioning

St.

17, N. Y.

General Piping

THEATRE
SPECIALISTS
35 YEARS

340 EAST 44TH STREET

NEW YORK

17,
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Y.
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&
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The pathe rooster
for crowing.

He

has good reasons

has spotlighted the news

of the world since the cradle days of

He

movies.

has helped announce the

pageants of history

.

.

.

has participated

growth arid technical standards
of sound films.
in the

All of the
in

RKO

sound recording equipment

Pathe's progressive

studio bears the

new

RCA

RCA

New York

trademark. This

installation represents the

most advanced sound engineering... incorporates

ments

We

RKO

many

in

exclusive

develop-

are proud of our association with

Pathe, which extends over

years of picture

that

RCA

sound film recording.

making

we have been

.

.

.

many

proud too

able to contribute

materially to the outstanding quality of

RKO

Pathe

releases.

Congratulations, RKO Pathe!
your famous mascot have everincreasing cause to crow!

SOUND

SYSTEM

May

1

Pathe Studio Special

3ft

Scriptwriters' Conference

RCA Tailors Sound
Hook-up

Friday, April 25, 1947
DAILY

Accented Commercial

Program

for Studio

Sound recording

facilities equal
the needs of feature entertainment films produced on the "Hollywood" scale were made available in
New York with the completion of
RCA equipment installations in the
new 106th St. studios of RKO Pathe,

(Continued from Page

to

of

the

"There is no such thing in tlv~j
country today as a non-theatrirl
audience," according to Phillips h.

sky-

scraper construction of the new stuRCA and RKO have engineered
an ingenious system of live recording, music scoring, and rerecording
facilities which provide maximum
the

permits economies not obtainable in
the one-level layout of most West
Coast studios, the unusual flexibility
of the system enables the RCA licensees to offer a visiting Hollywood
producer the exact sound characteristics (frequency response, compression, acoustics, etc.) with which
he is used to working.
Pix Occupy Six Floors
With six floors of the 11-story
building devoted to motion picture
production, the major portion of the

of the script conference are exposed in this candid shot of RKO Pathe's creative
Here Phil Reisman, Jr., head of the script department, meets with "This Is America",
Sportscope, and newsreel authors to air title suggestions. Left to right: Richard Hanser, Burton
Benjamin, Oviatt McConnell, Ardis Smith, Reisman, Robert Youngson, Jerry Brondfield, and
Summer Lyon.

The mysteries
staff.

History Recorded By Pathe Men
Newsree/s Covered the War Completely
(Continued from Page

the old silent days, a news
gathering expedition consisted of one
man and a camera. Today, in sharp
In

sound system is located on the sixth
and seventh floors. Voice, music,
and sound effects, picked up by RCA contrast,
an RKO Pathe news crew
velocity and uni-directional microcarries equipment valued above $25,phones on the various scoring and 000 and involves the integrated servshooting stages or in the dubbing ices
of a chief cameraman, an asstudio, are fed to amplifiers and
sistant,
sound man, a contact man
RCA variable-area recorders on the and verya often two men
who handle
sixth floor, where facilities are pro- special lighting equipment.
vided for both 35 mm. and 16 mm.
Back of this field crew is a comrecording.
plete organization which operates
In a chamber adjoining the remuch like a newspaper. There is a
cording room, a battery of film phonews
desk where most of the news
nographs, or rerecording dummies,
clips clear, and a staff of editors and
provides for synchronized
sound
take-off from a number of separate
sound tracks. The output of these
dummies is fed through a huge cus-

tom

built

RCA

rerecording console

on the seventh floor for controlled
mixing on a single track. The soundheads are designed for use with
either standard or push-pull sound
track, and the motors which drive
the dummies are synchronized by

means of a selsyn
The rerecording

interlock system.
console, installed
in the large dubbing studio on the

seventh floor, provides for mixing
sound from numerous sources, which
may include a combination of live
pickup from microphones and previously recorded speech, music, or
sound effects from the film phonographs, with separate control over
the level and the character of the
sound obtained from each of the
original sources.

New Bound Brooh
Labs, in Preparation
Steel skeleton for Pathe's new
four-story laboratory addition to the
Park Avenue studios is ready for its

drape of concrete and masonry. Bound
Brook, N. J., processing plant expects
to move in by early autumn.

manager for

Pathe's

commercial department.

dios,

efficiency and flexibility.
Although
floor -above -floor arrangement

i

product.

Nichols, sales

advantage

1)

produces Pathe News, "This Is America," Sportscopes and other theatrical

Inc.

Taking

at Pathe

1)

project.
Its dramatic impact and
technical proficiency may well bring
it to the general public in America's

movie houses.
Future Pathe Plans

Coming from Pathe

in the near
future are films produced for SparksWithington, Inc., the Fisk Tire
Company, Lederle Laboratories and
Carstairs Distillers.
For SparksWithington, Pathe is doing a sales
promotion film both in black-and-

later the heartwarming turns of the
tide at Stalingrad and in the Coral white and color ot tell company hisSea, the American public was vividly tory and exhibit a new line of Spartan
reminded of the newsreel's impor- radio sets.
tance as a medium of swift and

honest communication.

War

Recorded Fully

The drama and significance of
what the camera saw encouraged
Pathe to devote entire newsreel
issues to reports such as those from
Tarawa, North Africa, Salerno and
Normandy. As the war ended, two

notable stories made newsreel hisprepare commentaries.
tory: the revelation of German atrocIn addition there is a music de- ities at Dachau and Buchenwald, and
partment, and special super-rapid the atomic bomb attack on Hirorecording and laboratory facilities shima.
which operate at incredible speed, so
Early this year, Walton C. Ament,
that within a few hours after nega- former editor of Pathe News, beis
received
Pathe's
Madison
tive
at
came vice-president and general
Avenue offices, prints are available to manager of RKO Pathe. Alfred Butmetropolitan theaters while others terfield took over editorship of the
are on their way by plane to the rest newsreel, with Harold Bonafield as
of the nation.
managing editor and John D. LeVien
news editor. They will slant Pathe's
Speed Essential
coverage to meet the challenges of a
Negative is screened almost the new international concept in newsinstant it arrives at Pathe headquar- reel makeup.
ters.
Writers and editors confer,
Lessons learned at the battlefront
agree on which shots to print, angle and behind the lines in every theater
their story and go to work at once
of operations have filled out the skelon editing and commentary. Film to eton of pre-war newsreel techniques.
be printed is sequenced into one Today, with cameras focussed where
workable strip. Titles are added, and the pulse of history beats—in both
a composite track of music, narration the
capitals and byways of the world
and live sound is made. Rushed to
Pathe continues its reporting job
the giant printers at Pathe's New mindful
of the courage and integrity
Jersey laboratories, 500 or more
those who built it.
writers

"It is our conviction that any production below the level of the best
theatrical quality must be unacceptable from any audience standpoint," Nicholas said.
Indicative of Pathe achievement is
the success of "Mr. Bell," produced
for the Bell Telephone System. The
film originated as a public relations

who

—

prints are readied for distribution.

of

C.

UNDERHILL

P. B.

NICHOLS

Fisk Tire film demonstrates the

new

Safti-Flite tire.

Company

de-

medicine are being
filmed for Lederle, while Carstairs
gets the story of improved distilling
methods.
In production now is a candy manufacture film, made for the National
Confectioners Association. Life in
Palestine is being recorded by Pathe
cameras for United Palestine Appeal.
Pathe personnel work closely with
liaison representatives to insure authentic treatment of unusual screen

velopments

in

material.
For the State Department, Pathe
has put in production a "News Magazine" series which will be distributed
in 24 languages to 52 foreign coun-

Pathe makes commercial films
Goodyear Rubber, The Texas
Company, U. S. Rubber, RCA-Victor,
The Good Old Days
Buick, Bulova Watch, N. W. Ayer,
Pathe "Flicker Flashbacks" util- Inc., and Cities Service.
izes the extensive Pathe News liFilms have also been made for The
brary. In addition to clips from old- Red Cross, National Council of Comdirection.
As Pathe cameras brought home time feature films, this series ex- munity Chests, the National Foundafashion, tion for Infantile Paralysis, the USO
first the tragic events from the fall plores nostalgic worlds of
and the United States Navy.
of Poland through Pearl Harbor, and sport and politics.

During the war Pathe's coverage

increased enormously. In July, 1942,
Frederic Ullman, Jr., took over the
helm. Reorganized as RKO Pathe,
Inc., the organization reached a new
scope of production under Ullman's

tries.

for
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Guts? Honesty

Top Documentary

Discard Sensationalism But Call Spade a Spade
By PHIL REISMAN,

RKO

Editorial Manager,

Ingredients!
Pathe Hallmarhl

Is

JR.

Pathe

"Snip-and-Clip" Crew

An RKO

Pathe "This Is America"
a documentary film, and a documentary film is as hard to define as
trying to build a pyramid out of
is

Set Pathe Standard

red hot ball bearings.
There are all kinds of documentary films. There are the Hollywood
'documentary-type" pictures where
boy-meets-girl-on-92nd - Street - with-

By

With

;

of industrial
ductions.

Phil

We

body.

one

.

.

.

but

Reisman,

Jr.,

RKO

took a beating on that
how honest can you get?

Our blueprint for a documentary
With an Upper "D"
We can afford
calls for realism.
But what too many people think the electricity, but we prefer to

when they hear

the word,

is

Navaho blanket
hell montaged out

a

is

.

.

.

of
scored to a musical

that has the
it,

and then

saw and two

guys blowing through opposing ends
of one kazoo.
If we made those we'd soon be in
the second-hand celluloid business.
When we write a story for a "This
Is America," or any other fact film,
we go by our own definition of the

word "documentary."
First on our list of specifications is
We're not in business to
honesty.
tread on people's pet insteps. _
don't search controversial subjects
in the spirit of cheap sensationalism.
And we don't turn the grindstone for

We

But when, and if,
anybody's axe.
we come face to face with a spade,
we photograph it and our narrator
For instance,
calls it a "spade."
when we made "No Place Like
Home," a not too optimistic study
of the housing shortage, we took
no sides, favored no factions. As a
.

result

we managed

TVotes
Forthcoming

.

.

to alienate every-

on Nags
RKO

Pathe Sportscopes include two separate reels devoted to horse racing. "Racing Day"
reports both business and sport sides
of America's most expensive pastime,
while "Racing Sleuth" takes a look
at unusual protective bureau set up
by sportsmen to keep racing free of
racketeers.

Pathe Editorial Manager.

us if we had sought an easy way to
make "Northern Rampart." We pre-

documentary

and commercial

pro-

There wasn't
by the sun.
enough wattage in the world to have
lighted Maunoa Loa for "The 49th
shoot

any

box-office picture.
Of all the
services and processes through which
a Pathe commercial goes, none is
more vital than the snip-and-clip activity of the editing room.

camera do the casting.
When the sound documentary was
can always cut out the scene
where the people look into the lens. young, common practice was to assemble scenes chronologically and;
give the film a modicum of pace
Some Actors Used
through voice and music. But as
Of course, sometimes our scripts technique was refined, fact film edipermit us to use actors. When they tors awoke to the visual potentiali-i
do, we avoid the matinee idol with ties.

fer to let the

Must Have Realism

"Documentary" with an upper case
"D", a film with long hair and dirty
fingernails that strives to be Arty
by being obscure ... a film that is
photographed through the bottom of
a beer mug and seven thicknesses of

its

The day of the "slap-'em-toeether*
commercial is past. Today's require.
ments are as stringent as those foi

mentaries.

of,

KE KLEINERMAN
newsreel,

This Is America series and a varietj
of short theatrical features well established in the national mind anc
pocketbook. RKO Pathe offers todaj
skilled technicians and modern editing equipment for the development;

out-benefit-of -process-screen. There
are the propaganda jobs which
preach the joys of mating with a
tractor to the hymeneal strains of
dialectic materialism, or the pleasures involved in field-stripping and

assembling a debenture, depending
on whether the camera is racked
over to the left or right, and the
travelog, with the inevitable hotel
verandas and the sunset as Technicolored as the ribbons on an Albanian Colonel's chest, and the sport
reels and the newsreels, and the comThey're all documercial shorts.

its

We

the Duco hair, and pick the plain
Today the commercial film, dealing
"you-and-I"
with specialized and technical subWherever the people with talent and
Our
forthcoming "I Am an
faces.
ject matter, has developed editing
we aim our script and

State," or the ruins of Manilla for

"A Nation

Is
story directs,

Born."

Alcoholic" being the case history of
our camera. We do not hold with
man for whom one drink is too
"A rock is a rock and a tree is a amany,
woven into the story of Alcotree." "Shoot it in Central Park."
Anonymous, was obviously imWe want scenery that hurts when holics
possible to make with its real charyou hit it with your fist; and Stage
acters.
But, with a straight and
One for "This Is America" will honest
story, and authentic locations,
always be any one of the 48 (or 49
we've produced a picture that couldn't
when Congress comes through to otherwise
have been made.
back up our title) states that offers
the logical, most realistic setting for
The Humanity Ingredient
our story. (Around here, it hasn't
Another ingredient we prescribe
been a location trip unless we've had
to clear through Customs on the way for our documentary subjects is
humanity ... or more often we call
back.)
Private Smith
it "the little guy."
was a "little guy". So were the
Even When It Hurts
kids in "Highway Mania," and the
We believe in realism even when young couple in "White House" and
it hurts.
When Private Smith of the models in "Beauty for Sale,"
the USA, in our picture of the same and the ex-GI's in Campus Boom."
name, fired his M-l on the range, And so are the people sitting in the
you saw it kick and felt his shoulder audience. There is really no moget sore. Figuratively speaking, we tion picture subject so big that it
don't believe in blank cartridges in can't be reduced to its lowest comdocumentary films.
mon denominator, the "little guy"
Our scripts mostly call for real who can look up at the screen and
people doing real things. We couldn't say "That could be me."
If we
have trained actors to the rhythm want to tell the story of the United
of the machete of the Porto Rican Nations, we don't have to shoot
cane-cutters in "Forgotten Island," through a pair of pinch-nose specor told 10,000 Mardi Gras merry- tacles at charts and diagrams and
makers how to go crazy in the streets pin-striped pants. With our gimof Old New Orleans for "The Big mick we could tell the whole story
Party."
We'd have had our head of
by showing how one of the
chopped off or been tramped to death smallest cogs, say a secretary in the
if we had, and besides, who could mimeograph section lives and
Actors are works, and how in her small way
afford 10,000 extras?
nice people, but there are tricks to she contributes to the peace maplacer mining, for instance, that you chinery which the bigger cogs are
don't learn around a Walgreen drug meshing around with. The big picstore ... as any Alaskan sour-dough ture isn't always the clearest.
would have quickly written in to tell
The first motion picture ever

UN

concepts to a stage of fluid clarity
unsurpassed in the industry.
Pathe editors know the force of
pictures. Narration embellishes and
enlarges, but it never carries the
visual load. Seeing is believing, and
seeing with the focus of a trained
eye is knowledge. The editor controls form. Aesthetically and intellectually, he determines the impact

which sells and explains.
Newsreel experience has taught
Pathe editors to work with speed as
well as thoroughness. Commercial
production requires capacity for both.

made, a shot of a

fire

engine coming

the street, was a documentary
film, so we can't claim to have in-

down

vented them. But we've been making them longer than anyone else
and we've always built from our
.<

.

.

own

blueprint.

Acoustic Treatment
Acoustical wall treatment at the
Park Ave. studios consists of a twoinch-thick rock-wool blanket faced
flameproofed muslin and
with

mounted from wall
tween wood ground

to

ceiling

strips.

be-

Surface

of the rock-wool blankets and ground
strips

ing of

was concealed with a sheath3/16 of an inch thick perfo-

rated asbestos board nailed to the
National Acoustics
ground strips.
handled the job.

• »•-..•«

Completed in 1946

DIESEL

CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
Specializing in

work

for the

Film Indus try-

Now

Under Construction

INC.

)

Eastern Trek Spurred
Eleven-Story, Million-Dollar
(Continued from Page

of

the

Harlem

lot

1

leads

a

into

world as alien from this borough
But once in it
as a palm tree.
ceases to appear paradoxical, and
as we push deeper into the efficient
labyrinth of complicated machinery,

I

involved in converting the old
Odd Fellows Temple into a modern, fully equipped, self-sustaining film studio.
Building was
bought by Pathe Industries and
is

on long-term lease to

RKO

Pathe.

By

Pat!

Former Odd Fellows

engineers as
the country.

one of the finest in

Main studio measures 90x80 feet,
Using fill/
with a 27-foot ceiling, and was conTelephone
verted from the original ballroom
proved so
of the old lodge hall. Walls are comso much
pletely covered with a blank of twothere is ta
inch rock-wool.
Four other stages ally.
In
include music dubbing, scoring rooms,
learned in
smaller shooting stages.
Dressing
have prove
rooms, make-up rooms in the best
gauging th
Hollywood tradition provide finishdio.
ing touches to the vast completeness
Never id
of the studio. On other floors of the
constant ch
structure are strategically located
became a s
prop rooms, film phonograph room,
shorts cam'
sound recording shop, and central
less regulai
recording room.
j

:

in operation a
scant five months ago, the studio has settled into its niche as
though there for years. Blase
New Yorkers, characteristically
refusing to gape at the marvelous while at the same time able
to be absolutely transfixed by

RKO Pathe studios. Shooting
1880's. Studio's first large set.

sets,

technical

laboratories

we

see

no fumbling imitation of Hollywood.
In the midst of this organized
confusion, there is revealed a marvelously efficient organization buzzing away at the multitudes of jobs
that are later woven into the pattern of finished motion pictures.

First vertical studio in the
country, brainchild of Frederic
Ullman, Jr., Pathe president,
was a year in building, with an
expenditure of over $1,000,000

"Mi-

First filr.
was a thre<

Though placed

Production scene on the main stage at

':

productions:
Selznick's "
into the bu
production.

Pathe f

Eastern

:::

teristic
city of

of

studio.

A

1

1

sky
natural the£

of physicalir
rather thar i
able in mar
signers son

"Mr. Bell," scene Boston

improvisatk
With the
to the use allr

Air Conditioned Throughout

tural peculfa
building fo
gotten arou:
free handlin

Air conditioned and soundproofed
throughout, a highly efficient acoustical treatment has been given the
music scoring room and the 70-seat
theater.
Convex plaster panels and
perforated transite, with rock-wool
base, line the walls, providing excellent absorbing qualities. After six

W

making
were called
.

t

sets to varied
tated the sd

ous

—and

lar door,

months of continuous operation,
Pathe engineers have ironed out any
bugs that may have cropped up and
the scoring room is now rated by

pr.Jn

wh

of flats.
Science Illustrated

—

Nervecenter of RKO Pathe News the news
desk where assignments go out to a world-wide
network of cameramen.

the activity of some construction gang on a city sewer, have
blithely ignored their latest, and
perhaps strangest, tenant. Stars

coming and going

in and out of
the studio doors are besieged by
no flocks of autograph collectors.
No studio cop has to beat them

away.

Another tj
overcome ex<|;
original stru
case which \

swiped

from

house, when
the knowing

,{:.(

and

publicity

subject

is

n

This refuel
used straten
juxtaposed i
the clever ar
the spiral fa
the floor, but

j

efficiency bo?i

portion of t
meet. Afteidently expec

The tough kids of the neighborhood are blissfully unconcerned that
in their very midst are being manu- taposed rooi
factured films that they later will a fireman's

j

Nat Shilkret is conducting. Studio recording
Music Recording room at the RKO Pathe studios.
room is considered among the world's best by motion picture engineers.

shell out two bits to see in the local ploratory tri
cinema. But Pathe's skyscraper is of the lot,
no ivory tower, and the tenants to locate tha
therein are not as unaware of the
Veterans
outside world.
Questioner
Axis of mile upon mile of city perforce had
streets, the studio is stepping-off to see into i
point for location crews using muni- studio were
cipal streets and other facilities for ing amount
pictures with New York locale.
as well as

Gotham Lot Tees

Studio as
Sets

Pace For Film Industry's Eastern Production

Film

»•

the studio
udget adver^r the N. Y.
it

i

"rtiished

j

\

me, lessons
"Mr. Bell"
|

•!:ible

value in
j

1

of the stu-

I

saw
America"

the lot
Is

I

1

while other

i,

.sith

a

efficient stuQuestions evoked
dio in the East.
long, painstaking descriptions of the
various departments. When descriptions ascended into the realm of
higher physics and acoustical engineering, this reporter listened humbly, took notes, and tried to act as
.

j

gener-

f

For, though the personnel there are
veterans at their jobs, they are still
young enough to appreciate the

wonders of their very

film

and aroused
rament that
'^.ng it

Off

more or

j

i

re ambitious
>:he lot when

The handy

Catskills offer the best

with the added fillip
of round-the-corner accessibility.
The near East offers an assortment
of lakes, rivers, and even an ocean,
comparable to none. And a lot of
in forest land,

ing talks with the Commissioner
of Commerce here to streamline
permit facilities for shooting
within municipal confines.
In past years the lack of a
central coordinator to handle

though the information were all
perfectly comprehensible.
Frank Woolley, Pathe's chief engineer, described the acoustical
treatment of the sound stages which
he devised himself.
Large sound
stage v which can handle up to 36

—

\

musicians and has handled satistnny" moved factorily as many as 52, in a pinch
represents an acoustic triumph,
paration for
and has been judged flawless by
leading sound engineers from all
j

—

al

j

g

Lot

over the world.
Capitol Records Co., which has
leased space from Pathe, is now
making records there, using various

characnient.
In a
d;hat is more
-

is

naper

movie

Limitation
irds heighth
4 .vhile admirq:-c>

HI
The

offered de-

largest

Ingenious
sorted to.

had

to allow

movieUfolding doors
:i;ies in

also built to
4 encies in the
l. spiral stair{
;

suspect
relict

was

light-

theater

made movie-making somewhat

Com-

for

production

of a headache with
red tape obstructing.

units

reams of

While no one would go so far out
on a limb as to predict the eventual

Recognizing the city as the
potentially great film center it
can be, members of the industry

location of the entire industry here,
there is very definitely a place for
Eastern production on an increasingly larger scale.
The Pathe studio, pioneer of the
trend, is setting an admirable example for the industry.
The future
will tell whether it is to be the van-

have organized and are undergo-

guard.

tention.

i

a

permits

of

j

—

of

end of the coun-

of full-scale productions scheduled amply supporting this con-

passage of
tructure dieif an ingenitrianguifc[ue
I
free passage
ir

This is a mockup
About Town."

Chamber

Eastern Trend Seen
Eastern film-making is definitely on an upward trend, with
the evidence of the growing list

be

to

to be created at RKO Pathe studios.
for the Maurice Chevalier film, "Man

merce, notwithstanding.

lodge, struca
in

laerent

way

yet

sun shines on this
try, too, California

ding adapted
I

set

The
I

'

sound engineer's viewpoint. Beyond the
giant mixing console at the RKO Pathe studio
can be seen the dubbing stage.

account for

i

{he engineers'
ijes when the

combinations, from duet, to full size
jazz bands, with great success.
About his acoustic treatment,
i|;ome Cape is
Wooley claims it to be as good as
two any in the country
j| connect
"and a darn
en installing sight better than
some."
4 is found that
Good Weather in N. Y., Too
hes to reach
With the successful lesson of the
stop
Pathe's
I
Pathe studio there seems little room
jjJDiey raised a
make ends for doubt that New York can house
a major production unit adequately
is, we confiwithout falling back on such Coast
:t set of juxrequisites as weather, sunshine, and
;onnected by
vast distances.
i several exNew York, aside from the unique
the caverns
incomparably
advantages
its
of
is yet failed
unique urban scenery, is the focus
.

.

.

)

it

communication to locations of almost any type within a few minutes
of

g Outlook
writer,
|j

who

considerably
of the great
th a refresh?ht courtesy,
enthusiasm.

to several hours, with the possible
exception of rolling prairies.
For desert, Maine is handy, with
its miles of desolate waste.
England, a short distance away, offers incomparable marine settings.

New

Science Illustrated
Cameraman-technician George Schmidt checks a battery in the RKO Pathe camera room. Here
the Mitchell and Wall cameras which ere
are stored the vitals of motion picture production
used by Pathe production and news crews.

—
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Pathe Set Designers
Hit Stride in
First

set

built

Harlem
RKO

at

Pathe's

new Park Ave. studios was all wet
from the moment it took form on
Designer William Saulter's drawingPlanned for opening- seboard.
quences in Pathe's "Mr. Bell," Sal-

handsome

ter's

1880

street

scene

dousing from the special
department as Dr. Bell ran
through a premeditated cloudburst.
Since that auspicious near-champagne christening, the scenic design
department has been hard at work
in its ninth floor studios preparing
sets for David 0. Selznick's "Portrait of Jennie" and additional scenes
for Rene Clair's Maurice Chevalier
film, "Man About Town."
Saulter and his crew executed detook

a

effects

signs created for Selznick

by

J.

W.

The Pathe crew is under
Piatt.
Piatt's supervision of the "Jennie"
project, and back home with Saulter
for

"Man About Town."

Added

to

this are Pathe's industrial and commercial films, all designed and constructed by the scenic department.

Original Sets Built

"Most of the sets built here are
originals," Saulter said. "None have
been copied from actual interiors.
Sometimes a studio interior will be
conditioned by a location exterior
which has revealed some physical
aspects which must be preserved for
reality.
This was the case with
Piatt's bar interior for 'Portrait of
Jennie'."

All sets are conditioned, Saulter
emphasized, by script instructions
If a player has to
for movement.
cross a hotel lobby to reach a flower
shop, the location will be conditioned
by camera angle, camera movement
and plot motivation.

Sets Strike

Mood

Top Promotion Plugs

Pathe's Jeep Adaptable to Odd Jobs
But Can Handle the Pay Loads Too

Lot's First Six

Pathe is using one of Willy's new seven-passenger jeep wagons as a utility
and assignment car, carrying camera crews and equipment on stories in the
New York area.
When not on newsreel assignments, says Al Butterfield, Pathe editor, wagon
runs errands at the Pathe Studio here, where major films are produced. One of
its first jobs was carrying costumes and luggage from the studio to Cape Cod,
where Jennifer Jones and Joseph Cctten were on location while making a new

Topnotch publicity breaks and advertisements in leading publications
greeted the opening six months of
the

From

to the

end of World

topflight

film

Manhattan.

New

the turn of the centurj

War

a dozen
outfits functioned in
I,

Hollywood.

Touched off by major stories appearing simultaneously in Newsweek
and on the front page of the New
York Herald Tribune, the Studio
opening made news for all the city's
most influential newspapers, for na-

Pathe had studios

in

Jersey, where they filmed Pearl

White cliff-hangers and innumerable
first-class feature films.

Some Pathe technicians busy today on Stage 2 at 106th St. were
just as active a quarter of a century

ago at Biograph, TecArt, Paragon,
Solax and Vitagraph.
Pathe Prop
Chief Walter Maguire, "gaffer" Jimmy Sheean, Chief Electrician Eddie
Gunn and Assistant Tommy Gavin
all have happy memories of New
York's first film heyday.
Old Timers on Staff

Eddie Gunn has been in the business since 1919, and has yet to work
on the Coast.
He heard Clifton
Webb lecture on motion pictures at
Columbia University, and from that
time on knew where his interest in
electrical matters was going to lead
him.

Gunn's first job was for William
"Most important of all," Saulter
continued, "is to fit the set to the Fox on "Over the Hill," a 1919 epic
mood, tone and character of the directed by Harry Mallard. A megapeople who will move about in it. phone and riding boot man at che
zenith, Mallard used to sit many
Piatt's work on the artist's studio
precious daylight hours creating a
for 'Jennie' was of particular intersequence, and begin shooting just
est in this respect."
as the sun went down.
Anything
Three draughtsmen translate the that showed up on the screen in
scenic designer's ideas from water"Over the Hill" can be credited to
color sketch to dimensional and con- Joe Ruttenberg,
now a Hollywood
Ten or more camera ace, who somehow got
structional drawings.
scenic artists do the paint job after enough
light to make a dent on his
as many as 15 carpenters and plas- celluloid.
Cameramen, incidentally,
terers have completed building.
were hired in those days because
Pathe carpenters and painters be- they owned cameras. The studios
gan construction on a complete the- didn't.
ater interior for "Man About Town"
Weather Dictated Whether
on Friday.
By Monday morning
tests were being made, and cameras
Shooting was a year-round agony
were turning on Chevalier early of hot and cold blasts. Big, barnTuesday.
like studios soaked up heat in the
The scenic design studio is the summer and made the lights unbearAt Astoria they used to put
technical heart of the film operation. able.
Through it flow the creative ideas cakes of ice on the roof and bank
of all concerned with the film: script more ice around the set and blow
fans across it.
In the Winter it
ideas, acting ideas, directing ideas
all come to rest momentarily on the was a common early-morning pracdrawing board where the physical tice to move all the lights together
on the big stage and thaw out the
base of every production is laid.

tional and international news syndicates, for photo services and magazines.

1)

east and
shooting.

crew for an afternoon's
Edison

studios

Pathe Studios.

the result of a major campaign directed by the Pathe Promoy
tion Department, Editors and readA
ers alike became well acquainted
with the facilities of the "biggest,
greatest, newest" studio East of

Skyscraper Lot Recalls Old Days
See Return of Film Biz To Home Grounds
1896.

RKO
As

David 0. Selznick picture, "Portrait of Jennie."
On newsreel jobs, the 104-inch-wheelbase wagon usually carries a crew of
four. Included are a driver, a head cameraman, an assistant cameraman and a
Cameras, film, lens, reels, microphones and sound recording
sound engineer.
apparatus may be stowed on slats running the length of the flat floor. A heater
is installed and seats are removable.

(Continued from Page

Mos.

^Tho

February issue

of

Fortune

the Ivlagazine carried a full
page ad
calling businessmen's attention to the
tion on a revolving stage under a
new movie plant. This was followed
glass roof.
by a double truck ad in Business
In 1913 the trek westward began
Screen geared for the commercial
as Jesse Lasky moved his Famous
producer and those interested in
Players to Hollywood. Within a few renting
stage space. When David 0.
years, every name in the industry
Selznick came to New York, Pathe
had set up West Coast shop and left
his "Jennie" unit through
New York with a handful of operat- welcomed
double page spreads on the West
ing studios. Pathe left in 1924, and
Coast.
All motion picture dailies
came back only when sound pulled have
carried ad-descriptions of the
the newsreel into sudden front-rank
New York facilities.
prominence.
Associated Press and International
Talking pictures sent a flurry of
film ventures through New York. News Service have released numerVitaphone took over the old Man- ous dispatches to all member papers
hattan Opera on 44th St. and shot calling attention to production activities at Pathe. Alice Hughes devoted
operatic tonsils in a wild, brief deher syndicated column "A Woman's
votion to the musical screen.
Almost every major firm clicked shut- New York" to a visit to Gotham's
movie-making center. Louella Parters on a Broadway hit or two. Then
sons and Earl Wilson have likewise
came a standstill.
given valuable space to Pathe.
Ernst Lubitsch hauled a unit East
Over the air waves the public has
to film Maurice Chevalier in "The
learned more about the RKO Pathe
Smiling Lieutenant." Near the Lu- Studios.
On CBS Harry Clark broadbitsch set Edmund Goulding was at
cast a complete story. ABC's Campwork on a stern, heavy drama. In bell Martin and Shirley
Wolf called
the middle of a soulful Goulding attention
to the elaborate plant;
take, a few picturesque Lubitsch while
at NBC, the Jinx Falkenbergcobblestones would clank, or a burst Tex McCrary show
devoted time to a
of song from Chevalier would fly radio description
of the building.
into the mike.
Only the Lubitsch
The "Wall Street Journal," spottouch held off trouble, it appears.
ting an industry trend, gave a page
Sound chased most of its new one column to the debut of feature
Eastern recruits back to Hollywood. production at the RKO Pathe Studio.
The industry developed a microphone Andthe New York Times' Magazine
neurosis and was bedridden in Los carried a picture story based on proAngeles for a period now known as duction there, of RKO Pathe's "Mr.
in

'

Bronx pursued the sun with produc-

_

"transition."

Bell."

During that time, and for the past
decade, city fathers of New York
have been trying to lure the glamor
business back home.
Arguments
about lewer cost, newer equipment
and concise location are attracting
more and more major producers
such as David 0. Selznick, noAv
shooting "Portrait of Jennie" here-

An extensive "Talk of the Town"
piece in the New Yorker described a
reporter's tour of the "East Coast
Hollywood." Tide Magazine and the
Journal of Commerce have carried
features.
Publicity activities featuring the
new studio have owed much to the
generous cooperation of Barret Mc-

abouts.

Cormick

RKO

Pathe, with its five stages,
complete laboratory, studio conveniences and capacity for three working units at one time, holds out a
welcoming hand. David 0. Selznick,
completing "Portrait of Jennie" at
the studio, holds an option on time
and space for three more feature
films.

and

Rutgers

Neilson

RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.
RKO Pathe advertising
licity

of

and pub-

are under the supervision of

Alfred Butterfield. William K. McClure is Publicity Manager, assisted
by Curtis Cecil, Irene Cornell and
Kathleen White. Advertising is
placed through Foote, Cone & Belding, James Kleid, account executive.
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Top Execs Who Make Skyscraper Studio Tick
By WILLIAM

K.

New

York, in order to put himthrough Harvard Law School.
Throughout the last war, he served
as chairman of the U. S. Newsreel
Pool, co-ordinating newsreel activities with the war programs of all
Government departments, with film
industry heads, and with Allied gov- J:
ernments.
(

McCLUBE

ter,

self

Frederic Ullman, Jr., president of
Pathe, Inc., entered the production side of motion pictures after
varied experience in theatrical exhi-

RKO

bition.

Graduated from Yale in 1925, he
had spent Summers in and around
ipstate New York and Ohio movie
louses, soliciting program advertis.ng and performing odd jobs for the

management

of a theater chain in

which his father, Frederic Ullman,
St,, had acquired an interest.
His first project after college was
a Buffalo real estate development,
but he soon returned to the business
in which, in one phase or another, he
has made his entire career. He
came general manager and buyer

Left to right: N. Peter Rathvon, president of RKO; Ned E. Depinet, vice-chairman of
board of RKO Corp. and director of RKO Pathe, Inc.; Kenneth M. Young, president of
Pathe Industries, lessors of studio building; R. W. Purcell, chairman of the board of

befor Pathe Industries.
a theater group, and later backed the
construction of" a number of houses
in the pre-sound era. He also opened
and went to work for Time, Inc.,
and operated one of the earliest of 1937
for which he had been correspondent
"art" theaters, specializing in exwhile editing the Harvard Crimson
perimental and foreign films.
other campus publications.
With this cash-register back- and
Newspaper experience in Rochesground, Ullman came to New York
ter, N. Y., where he was born, gave
to take up a new role in film producButterfield a head start in jourtion. His first job was as a newsnalism.
reel contact man for Pathe News,
After a stint as
then just branching out into sound.
market research
Ullman's duties involved coverage of
analyst for Time
everything from ship news to torand Life, and
nadoes, from handling chimpanzees
writing
to arranging Presidential speeches in
which led to asthe hectic, swift-moving newsreel
sisting the vicebusiness of that time.
president in
Keenly interested in significant charge of advercurrent affairs, Ullman took a sixtising, Butterfield
month leave of absence to produce, went over to the
in association with Gilbei't Seldes,
editorial staff and
the feature-length picture, "This Is
became National
America," an experiment in docu-

copy

Defense Editor of

mentary film-making which has left Life. Later, he beits stamp on contemporarv factual
came assistant

!

came

in 1928, He
fundamentals of film-

New York

to

learned the
making in the
cutting rooms at
the old Fox-Case
studios.

I

By

1931,

he joined
Pathe, the newsreel had learned
to use its new
voice and was developing a big ap-

Douglas Travers
Douglas Travers, production man-

RKO

ager, has been with
Pathe only
two and a half years, but his association with
goes back to that
organization's first day.
Motion pictures have occupied
Travers since 1922 when he went

RKO

preciative audi-

ence for fact
films.

Bonafield
the Pathe

was in
news

from Columbia University
Ludwig Erbe in

department until

1931, during
which timehe

i.

BONAFIELD

edited two of the
newsreel's greatest picture-stories,
the Morro Castle fire and the Hin-

Harold Lewis

—

notably those on El Alamein,
Stalingrad, Tarawa, D-Day, and Surrender in Tokyo Bay as well as of
the State Department's Pathe-produced "United News" and of "Opera-

—

Harold Lewis, manager of RKO
Pathe's Park Avenue studios, is a
native of New York. The stupendous tion Crossroads."
January 1946 saw Butterfield apjob of organizing and coordinating
studio facilities has been his since pointed promotion director for all
RKO-Pathe product and studios. In
June, 1946.
Prior to this, Lewis was a produc- January of this year he returned to
tion manager on the Pathe lot at the newsreel as Editor.
RKO in Hollywood. He has held
similar positions with Grand National
Films and also at Monogram. He is
a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Jay Bonafield

Foreign Versions Department, and
the State Department's "News Magazine," now in production in 24 languages at RKO Pathe.

when

disaster.

Becoming head

film

editor in the production department,
producer of the
A. BUTTERFIELD
Bonafield was in close contact with
radio March of
every Pathe short subject. Among
Time.
In September, 1942, Butterfield the films he edited were the exclusive
joined Pathe News as head script two-reelers featuring the Dionne
writer and News Editor of the news- Quintuplets, a series that proved a
boxoffice smash.
reel. Field work
America documentary series was both newsreel of his own included
At Pathe for more than 15 years,
and NBC television
added to the Pathe schedule, along coverage of the
national political con- Bonafield was appointed to his preswith Pathe News, Sportscopes, and ventions
in Chicago in 1944. He was ent position in January, 1945.
other short features.
the author of Pathe's widely-noticed
special newsreels through the war

years

RKO

RKO

field

denburg

motion pictures.
Returning to Pathe, Ullman continued to supervise commercial production and become vice-president
and general manager of Pathe News,
Inc. In July, 1942, he became president. In that same year, the This Is

In 1942, Ament was appointed*
vice-president of Pathe News, Inc.,
and was elected to the board of directors.
He became vice-president
and general manager in January of
this year, in which position he supervises all production, editorial and
business affairs of
Pathe, Inc.,
among them the Pathe Newsreel, the
"This Is America" series, Sportscopes, Flicker Flashbacks, commercial and special-purpose films. He is
also responsible for operations of the
new RKO Pathe Studios, the

Walton
Walton

C.

C.

Ament

came

pro-

duction for

FBO.

Although born

New

in

Milford,

Conn., Travers
got his start in
show business at
the old Grand

Opera House in
San Antonio, Tex.
Here he rose from
usher to assistant
treasurer.

Travers spent
14 years in Hol-

He was
assistant head
D. TRAVERS
film editor at
RKO, and worked on the company's
first great historical film, "Cimmaron." His most recent film on the
Hollywood lot was "Murder, My
lywood.

Ament, vice-president Sweet."

and general manager of
Inc.,

West Coast

to assist

into

RKO

New York

Pathe,

motion

picture production via the law. In
1933, as a member of the firm of
Donovan, Leisure, Newton and Lumbard, he was assigned to the reorganization of Radio - Keith - Orpheum Corp. and Pathe News, grew
interested in the special problems of
newsreel and short feature making,
and accepted the opportunity to
switch careers in mid-stream as
News Editor of the Pathe Newsreel.

Jay Bonafield, RKO Pathe's vicepresident in Charge of Production,
Ament had been gTaduated from
supervises the "This Is America" Penn State in 1927. Following up his
series, and Pathe's commercial films. early intention of entering the law,
Alfred Butterfield
In addition he produces the famous he taught cadets at DeVaux Military
Alfred Butterfield, editor of Pathe Sportscopes series.
School in Niagara Falls, and students
News, graduated from Harvard in
Born in Tunnelton, W. Va., Bona- at Charlotte High School in Roches-

News Magazine
In 24 Languages
"News

Magazine,"

newsreel produced at

international

RKO

Pathe for

U. S. State Department, covers events

which influence and reflect the
of

all

lives

Americans. People, science and

sports are chief subjects.

ords series

in

Pathe rec-

24 languages on both

35 and 16 mm.

films.

We

are proud that

we have been

able

to contribute materially to the out-

standing quality of equipment used

throughout the new

New

in

fa*

York.

RKO

Pathe Studio

Congratulations,

RKO

Pathe!
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To Studio Was Tough Conversion Nut

Ingenious Devices Used
To Convert Odd Fellows

Pathe Laboratories to
Be Situated Adjacent

Temple

To Main Building

to Studio

(Continued from Page

RKO

Ballroom Converted
Second and third floors of the original structure presented a particularly interesting problem in redesign, with a few added problems involved in the conversion. In typical
lodge style the ballroom occupying
those two floors, which were later
converted to the main shooting stage,
75 x 90 x 30 ft., was decorated to
the hilt gingerbread designs in plaster and gilt.
A U-shaped balcony
was ripped out to
allow for sound-

proofing. The
hung plaster ceiling

and

plaster

wall decorations
were also removed to allow

room for the
sound-proofing. A
full gridiron

was

then erected at

new

ink-

New

Pathe Laboratories building, now under construction, estimated to cost $1,000,000,
cover a site fronting 101 feet on Park Ave., and 230 feet on 107th St.
Is being
built by Diesel Electric Co. on plans prepared by Mayer b Whittlesey-M. Milton
Glass.
Nick Tronolone, Pathe Labs vice-president, is in charge of the new development.
will

signed, triangular sound-proofed
doors.
Each stage has its own
sound-recording room with large
glass vision panels controlling all
action on the sets. The film phonograph room serving the three shooting stages and the seventh floor
music room is also on this floor. In
addition, there are three offices and
three cutting rooms for the use of
customers using the stages.

The sixth

new electric lighting and sound

has the central
recording room, with three glassenclosed sound booths, the power
room, a shop for repairing equipment, and an office for the sound en-

equipment

gineer.

the ceiling;

conditioning
ducts installed;
air

proM. M. GLASS
vided, and dressing and make-up rooms created. At
the third floor level design called for
a large sound-recording and control
booth with a 15-foot plate glass wall
giving unobstructed view of all parts
of the shooting stage. Immediately
adjoining the stage at the secondfloor level is a second scene shop and
also an elevator large enough to take
a fully loaded truck from the street
to the stage floor.
Fourth floor is arranged for 10
cutting rooms, four offices, six film
vaults and a screening room.
The fifth floor has two sound
stages, each 30 feet by 60 feet with
18-foot ceiling heights.
There is a
prop storage room of equal size between the two stages, conveniently
arranged so that flats may be taken
to either stage through specially de-

"Loop Mayazine" New
Pathe Innovation
Herman Boritz, Pathe projectionist,
tacks an invention of his own on projectors being used in intricate rerecording process at the new Pathe
studios. Herman calls it a "loop magazine."
It feeds any
required film
length in loop form, and saves rewinding time which ordinarily mounts
up to hundreds of expensive hours.

Nick Tronolone, vice-president of Pathe Laboratories, is in
charge of the new development.
Fireproof Construction
/
Of fireproof construction, the builaing will cover a site fronting 101
feet on Park Ave. and 230 feet on
107th St.
The first floor will be
devoted to the developing, drying
and finishing departments with a
daily capacity of one and one-half
million feet of film; a receiving and
shipping department, with a loading
bei-th
within the building large
enough to accommodate three trucks
simultaneously; and 10 film vaults.
The second and third floors will be
equipped for printing, cleaning, negative assembly, conforming and timing^departments for both color and
black and white films. Twelve vaults
on the second floor and 57 on the
third floor will afford ample storage
facilities as well as much needed
additional storage space for the industry in the East. On the fourth
floor there will be provided three
screening rooms for the use of customers. One of the three rooms is
specially designed for 16 mm. film
tects.

1)

vide a spacious lobby and reception
room, complete service film laboratory, a fully equipped machine shop
Pathe's
where equipment for
Mexico study was built.
On the
same floor is also a fully equipped
carpentry shop where sets are built.

floor

proofed chambers.

The projection studio is arranged
as a small theater with deeply upholstered chairs for the audience and
large,
specially-engineered-anda
built mixing console on a podium
across the rear.
This console is
wired to the central recording room
and all the sound-control rooms and
shooting stages in the building.
Here the engineer is in full control
sound recordings being made,
and can also control the house lights
of all

of the projection studio, as well as
supervise the adjoining music room.
The projection booth serving the
seventh floor studios is located on
the eighth floor as are also a large

A music recording room, 52 feet
by 63 feet (large enough to accom- dressing room and two customers'
modate a 36-piece orchestra), and a cutting- rooms.
The ninth floor contains a comprojection studio, 25 feet by 63
feet, with adjoining sound-control plete title-printing department and
rooms, foyers and offices occupy the tenth and eleventh floors are
the seventh floor.
Both the music used for subsidiary departments of
the two companies.
music room and
For the convenience of the emthe projection
ployes, actors and guests in the
studio have 18building there is a dining room and
foot-high ceilings
lunch counter in the basement with
and were carefacilities for preparing meals from
fully designed
light snacks to full dinners.
and built to incorporate the most
Woolley Supervised Sound
advanced ideas in
The design and installation of all
the control of
sound-recording equipment was unsound reflections
der the direct supervision of Frank
Woolley, chief sound engineer for
and frequencies
RKO Pathe. Woolley also worked
on the walls,
with the architects in the design and
floors and ceillayout of the shooting stages, music
ings.
The wails
room, the projection studio and the
and ceilings are
control rooms.
treated with polyFollowing closely upon the opening
cylindrical panels
N. TRONOLONE
of the studios, Pathe Laboratories
alternating with
treated with sound- began construction of a four-story
flat surfaces
Draperies on building at the corner of 107th St.
absorbing materials.
tracks are arranged on some of the and Park Ave. to accommodate a
walls to provide for flexibility in the modern film laboratory which will
quality of sound reflection for vary- provide the finest facilities for the
ing needs of recording or projection. developing, printing and storage of
The floor of the music room is cork motion picture film in the East.
New building, estimated to cost
tile and that of the projection studio
Each room is equipped about $1,000,000, is being built by
is linoleum.
with a standard full-size projection Diesel Electric Co. from plans and
screen.
The speakers are located specifications prepared by Mayer &
behind the screens in specially sound- Whittlesey-M. Milton Glass, archi-

projection.

The chemical storage and mixing
and the mechanical equipment for the developing and drying
rooms,

departments will be located

in

the

cellar.

new building
be connected to the corresponding levels of the present 11-story
building on 106th St. and the twostory scenery and machine shops adjoining on Park Ave. so that comAll the floors of the

will

munication between all departments
tated, and integrated operation of all
buildings will be achieved.

Lots of

New

Change
studio

is in vivid contrast to
the old plant which stood at 134th

and Park Ave. until destroyed
in 1929.
However, some
technicians who worked there are
currently employed on the modern
St.

by

fire

sound stages.
Building's HistoryDiesel Electric Co. purchased the
studio building in 1932.
In 1945
title passed to Pathe Industries, Inc.,
who in turn rented eight of the 11
floors on long-term lease to

RKO

Pathe, Inc.

Jive After Five
In New Harlem Lot
Pathe studio doesn't go dark after
Pathe personnel knock off for
the day. Sound stages get an aftersundown workout from Capitol Records who make the most of studios
designed by Pathe sound chief Frank
Woolley and equipped with latest

RKO

RCA

facilities.
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JIOULD BROflDEn PIK FREEDOM TREflTV SCOPE
Foreign Pictures Tapping: Hinterlan d Audience

m>

;

Operators Giving
Pix a Try in the
mailer Towns of Country
ircuit

DATA ON H'WOOD REDS BEFORE

- ritish

Foreign films, led by British im>rtations, are beginning to tap
"fie vast hinterland audience and ex-

'48

Gov't Will Probe Studios on Leads From IA's
Roy Brewer; Hans Eisler Included

aletro

May Release

Finnegan Draft

|Llf«* Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM

THE FILM DAILY
Washington
MPAA over the
week-end gave general approval to
the draft of the Freedom of Information Treaty proposed by Richard
J. Finnegan, Chicago Times editorpublisher. The Association suggested,

—

Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY nounced by

the time this story apThe House Commit- pears, will only incidentally concern
,

Washington
Un-American Activities will Hollywood. Important Washington
bring out a full and documented re- individuals will be implicated, howport on Communist activities in Hol- ever, it was said.
lywood before the end of the year,
In 1945 the Committee conducted a
a member told The Film Daily last long study of alleged Red activitiesn
Friday. At the same time, he said, in the pix capital, culminating in a
an investigation of composer Hans voluminous report which never won
Eisler, which may have been an(Continued on Page 8)
j

tee on

!

I

Hollywood
Metro, with deals alset with Liberty Films and

.

jfl

f

Decree Before Metro

N. Y. Building

Sales Confab Today

Hearings To Start

DjttLY

jjjady

alter Wanger for the distribution
so-called "outside" pix, will make

Include

Washington Bureau of

however, that the treaty draft be
changed to include all motion picture
elements, rather than the present
accent on newsreels.
Detailed analysis of the Chicago
proposals will be withheld until the

MPAA

to Washington of
(Continued on Page 5)

return

.lore "Outside" Pix

to

All Elements in Pictures

t

hibitors throughout the country are
"osely watching the results.
Hi Much of the credit for the curTent "experiments" can be attributed
sjjthe efforts of Lawrence J. Mc(Continued on Page 5)

MPAA Sees Changes In

Code
Para.'s Sales Drive

To Open On Aug. 31

More than 116 M-G-M home

office
Public hearings on the proposed
executives will gather at revision of the state standard buildthe Hotel Astor at 11 a.m. this morn- ing code for places of public asParamount's 1947 sales drive will
(Continued on Page 8)
ing for the opening session of the sembly are slated to begin within the
get under way on Aug. 31, it was
company's first all-embracing gen- next few weeks, following a request
|
announced at the week-end by
* Gallup Leaves
R;
eral sales conference since the out- by William H. Roberts, chairman of
Charles M. Reagan, vice-president
break of World War II.
the
State
Board
of
Standards
and and sales chief for the company.
Vill
William F. Rodgers, M-G-M vice- Appeal.
The contest, which will be con*
president and sales chief, will welPublic
opinion
is
now being ducted under the title "Celebrating
Dr. George Gallup, president of come the group
and preside over the sampled about the proposed amend- 35 Years of Leadership," will run
Ludience Research, Inc., has an(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)
until Nov. 29.
^ ounced his resignation as vice-presReagan said that plans were being
Bdent of Young and Rubicam, Inc., in
(Continued on Page 2)
der to devote full time to the
City Admissions Mcintosh Joining

additional deals "for any productions
•hich we believe meet our standards

and

field

Y&

Expand ARL AIPO

'

Tax BUI Killed in House

(Continued on Page 5)

t

Chile Admits "Hall"
Free of All Taxes
"Carnegie Hall" will be admitted
Chile duty-free and will play in
Chilean theaters free of all taxes,
Walter Gould, UA foreign manager,
to

revealed Friday. Move is the
instance in the history of Chile
a Hollywood film has met the
entertainment, artistic, cultural

ii

MPAA

Oklahoma

*

first

that
rigid

and

educational standards set up for the
classification "de uso cultural" under the copyright convention. Chilean
Government will sponsor simultane-

ous premieres today at the Central
Theater, Santiago, and the Valparaiso
Theater, Valparaiso, with the proceeds of the Central opening, under
the patronage of the wife of the
President of Chile, to go to her
favorite orphanage.

As Albright

Assistant

—

"Duel" in Texas Opening;
FWC Dates Start in May

Oklahoma City
The Oklahoma
MPAA President Eric A. Johnston 81
House of Representatives Friday announced over the week-end the

a bill which would have per- appointment of J. Stanley Mcintosh,
David 0. Selznick's "Duel in the
mitted Oklahoma City to levy a one Evanston, 111, educator, as assistant Sun" will have its Texas premiere
per cent sales tax on admissions as director of the association's Depart- today and will begin runs in 81 Fox
an addition to the two per cent men of Educational Services. The West Coast theaters during the week

killed

(Continued on Page 5)

$ Exchange Shortage Hits
Ties In With Foreign Bars
Settle Miskinis Anti-Trust
Suit vs. Distribs., Circuits

on U.

Washington Bureau of

—

S.

IndL

THE FILM DAILY

—

Continued on Pag* 8)

SRO Becomes

10th
Stockholder in CRI

Pix

Washington
Most critical problem facing the American motion picture industry today is the shortage
Detroit Suit filed last September of dollar exchange in many major
by J. Miskinis, Sr. and Jr., operating film markets throughout the world,
Civic Theater, against eight major a survey of Government and industry
distribs., UDT, Wisner and Wetsman reports indicates.
and Fred De Lodder Circuits chargThis problem is more critical than
ing usual "conspiracy, etc" and ask- the increasing inclination on the part
(

(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 8)

SRO
ports,

has joined Confidential
as a stockholder

Inc.

subscriber,

by

Neil

it was announced
Agnew, president.

checking agency's

services

Re-

and

Friday

will

The
be

utilized starting with the release of

"Duel
10th

in the Sun." SRO makes the
subscriber-stockholder of CRI.

Leonard Case is expected to be
designated SRO's member on the

CRI board.

V

V

^
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Among

DAFF, Universal International vee-pee,
air.

on

the

the drive th
biggest in the company's history wit
film notables who sailed Saturday
Queen Elizabeth were: ROBERT the largest prizes ever offered to b
playwright, and
his
wife;
DR. awarded the winners.

the
liner

left over the week-end
Texas where Cotten will appear at "Duel
in the Sun" openings. GREGORY PECK left from
the Coast to join the contingent.

SHERWOOD,
GEORGE GALLUP, statistician, and his wife;
RAY MILLAND, actor; GARSON KANIN, ploywr.ght-director, and his wife RUTH GORDON,
actress-playwright;
JOHN C. WILSON, the-

EDWARD L. WALTON, Republic assistant
general sales manager, arrives in Chicago today
tor a week's visit.

ALLEN DULLES, attorney.
TED GOULD, general sales manager

JOE ROBERTS, SRO
JOSEPH COTTEN

Eastern

publicity

head,

and
for

EDWARD

ALPERSON, president of Alson
L.
arrives in New York today from Hollyafter stopping off in Chicago for several

Prods.,

wood
days.

atrical producer, and his wife; WALTER
Paramount publicist; I. A. R. WYLIE,

Films,

Ltd. of

Canada,

M-G-M

attend the

EUGENIA

NORMAN

AYERS,

manager,

JULES

WB
today

returns
Jacksonville.

Southern division soles
from Charlotte and

LAPIDUS,

WB

Eastern division sales
returned over the week-end from a
iveek's trip to the Pittsburgh area.

DOROTHY LAMOUR and

CHARLES CHAPLIN
"MONSIEUR VERDOUX"

liner

HOWARD

are visiting

DR.

HERBERT
is

due

in

T.

KALMUS,

the

remain

A

WIL-

Technicolor presi-

STARTLE yout
Released thru United Artists

Fall
convention, slated for
Oct. 20-24 at the Pennsylvania Hotel,
here, will be devoted primarily to
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Boston

MPF

secretary

of

in

Attorneys

in the

$302,000 breach

of contract action brought by Laudy
Lawrence against Sir Alexander

Machinery

"The Egg And

Boston Area machinery for the
Motion Picture Foundation will be
established at a luncheon meeting of
exhibs., distribs. and reps, of labor
at the Copley Plaza Hotel tomorrow.
M. J. Mullin and Sam Pinanski are
temporary area organizing chairmen.

Dean

Martin,

Reilly,

Buddy Clarke, Henry Young-

Hazel

ii

nnmuMplHM^iW M'
i

Sam

E.

Diamond has been named

PRC's Philadelphia branch manager,
it was announced Friday by Ralph
H. Clark, general sales manager. He
assumes his new duties today.
Diamond started in film biz with
Universal in 1931 switching to 20thFox in 1933. He headed the 20th-Fox
branch until resigning to join PRC.

,

n>

r

hhtVarm&'s Daughter

fclYOU

Boon Opwi 9.30 A.M.
t'way

oi

49th SL

ALANLADD

men
Calcutta
A Parramoum

ficrwr*

7&4&iMO<//vr
!

:,

TRAIL STREET
-.

Randolph

SCOn

-

U4

Robert RYAN

Aime JEFFREYS - George "Gabby" HAYES

V

man, John Sebastian, Georgie Price
and the Golden Gate Quartet, will

The Academy Award Picture!
Winner

If

of Nine

Academy Awards I

THE BEST YEARS OF

£k OUR
Branch Head

nn

»"

LORETTA YOUNG
JOSEPH GOTTEN • ETHEL BARRYMORE „

Betty

Scott,

amination.

Philly

I"

fig-

ures including Duke Ellington, Eddie
Duchin, Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom,
Max Baer, Barney Ross, Jerry Lewis,

Korda and London Films have come provide the entertainment when New
to an agreement on the pre-trial ex- York's Cinema Lodge welcomes its
amination of Sir Alexander, it is newly-elected president, Bob Weitlearned. Under the arrangement, Sir man, at a dinner at the Hotel Astor
Alexander will appear for examina- tomorrow night. Cinema Lodge will
tion some time in June with the trial honor retiring president Jack H.
to be started five days after the ex- Levin, at the same dinner.

As

Fred

MacMURRAY

Entertainment Notables
At Cinema Lodge Dinner
Leading entertainment world

Exam,
Agreement
June by
Pre-Trial

Sam Diamond to PRC

To be Set Tomorrow

—

executive

1/2

7/8

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Jr.,

SMPE.

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

Smith,

'/8

_
—
— %
—

.

Keith, Western Electric; W. C Kunzmann, National Carbon, and Harry

Claudette

COLBERT

A Universal-International Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

—

High

3 rd

Rockefeller Center

—

18>/4

!t

—RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL —

Seidelman Back
After 6 Weeks in Europe

—
—

Am. Seat

'? ° y

BROADWAY THEATRE

town today.

Joseph H. Seidelman, prexy of
Universal Int'l, hinted at "a big deal
papers on theater engineering, in- on re-issues" upon his return aboard
cluding acoustics, lighting, seating, the S.S. Queen Elizabeth last Friventilating, decorating and display, day. He told newsmen that he would
according to an announcement by amplify his remarks at today's press
Mary Loren L. Ryder, Society president. conference.
HAVANA
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
"Egg and I" will have its London
BOMBAY— Society also plans to emphasize specLouise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road, ial keynote subjects at future con- preem, May 3, at the New Gallery
Saffar,
Paul
—
ALGIERS
Fort, Bombay 1.
Theater, a Gaumont-British house.
MONTREAL— ventions.
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
Among items planned for the Seidelman said he had hoped to arRay Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xaviei
VANCOUVER Jack Droy, 411 Lyric agenda is a discussion on require- range a transatlantic day-and-date
St.
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher, ments in theater design for tele- preem with the Radio City Music
Theater Bldg.
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
vision. Economic maintenance of the- Hall but plans fell through.
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys, aters will be discussed in detail.
U-I has entered "Egg" in the
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
on pre-fabs, quonset- Brussels Film Festival, Seidelman
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copen- Symposium
ROME John Perdicari, type theaters, and drive-ins will be announced. He had been in Europe
hagen-Van Loese.
MEXICO included.
Phone, 42758.
Via Ludovisi 16.
for six weeks.
Steering committee which will
A London cable to The Film Daily
work out detailed plans for the theater engineering conference includes published on April 15 reported that
James Frank, Jr., National Theater 90 Universal re-issues would be
Supply, general chairman; E. I. handled in Britain by Phil Hyams
{Apr. 25)
Sponable, Movietonews, Inc.; Don E. through purchase of Anglo-AmerHyndman, Eastman Kodak; Clyde
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Motion Picture that
will

latter's
for the

U-I's

SMPE

"iiiinmminiiiimii

screen
S.

husband

her

family at Baltimore. They will
Preakness Race on May 10.
dent,

Theater Engineering to be
SMPE Fall Parley Subject

for Regal
here from Toronto to

sales conference here.

stage and
from London on the U.

THEATER*

N. Y.

writer;

America.

LIAM ROSS

manager,

is

SELZER,

LEONTOVICH,

player, arrived

3,

THE

day,

E.

skedded to arrive from Europe today via
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make

crystallized to
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The latest 16 MM. sound,
equipment has been installed
in

our air conditioned

.

.

.

SCREENING ROOM
.
.
in addition to our 35 MM.
R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectors . . .

sH-T?

ON SCREEN

.

Can

We "Show"

You?

6-0081-2-3-4
Film Storage and Serine t

Call:

Circle

BONDED
FILM STORAGE
1600

Co., Inc.

BROADWAY.

KATHARINE

SPENCER

TRACY

•

HEPBURN

IN

PERSON

GEORGE

GIVOT

M-G-M's

BENAY

'THE SEA
OF GRASS*

VENUTA
Plus

OTHERS

N. Y. C.

fc
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OLD CUP!
&?*

A

glorious

romance

that hits all the high spots

of the world ... set against the

breathless excitement of the

world's most famous racing classics

CORNEL WILDE
^i

:

.0

if

NTE

CHNIC0L0R
\

Glenn Langan • Helen Walker
I

James Gleason

•

Henry Stephenson

Margaret Bannerman • Ethel Griffies

1

•

Tommy Cook

BRUCE HUMBERSTONE
Produced by ROBERT BASSLER.

Directed by

Original Screen Play

THERE'S

NO COMPANY WITH SUCH GREAT TECHNICOLOR TRIUMPHS AS

BOB, SON OF BATTLE
I

by Wanda Tuchock

In Technicolor

WONDER WHO'S

• FOREVER

KISSING HER

NOW

AMBER

MOTHER WORE TIGHTS In Technicolor
CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE In Technicolor

In Technicolor

In Technicolor

•

•

PRINTED

IN U. S. A.

j
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'ould

<?!{< DAILY

Broaden Pix

teedom

Foreign Pix Tapping
Hinterland Audience

Treaty Scope

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

resident Eric A. Johnston, Associa-

Meanwhile, MPAA
ipokesmen suggested several changes
1 the treaty which would enlarge its
cone as far as the motion picture
V<try is concerned.

Jion officials said.

now

prodenned to

_^(der the treaty draft as

ved, "correspondent" is
rclude newsreel photographers.
•1PAA would expand

this definitioa

o include other elements of the pix
and
ndustry, such
as
directors
k riters.

Similarly, the present draft's deflation of "copy" includes only maerial produced by newsreel photogaphers. MPAA suggested that this
nclude all motion picture material.
The Association, however, had gen;ral praise for the proposed treaty

»nd

its

aims and indicated

it

would

end its support. The treaty was suggested by Assistant Secretary of
state William Benton. The proposals
iave been submitted to
Dther organizations for
and suggestions.

MPAA

and

comments

MPAA

Meanwhile,
said that another treaty has been approved in
general by the Association after cer:ain changes were made. This was
:he Freedom of Information Treaty
draft drawn up by Dr. James T.
Shotwell, head of the Committee to
Study Organization of Peace. This
draft has been submitted to the
Human Rights Commission of the
Economic and Social Council of the
United Nations.

MPAA

suggested

that the nroposals be broadened to
include specific mention of motion
pictures. In its original form, it was
not made clear the motion pictures
were included, although the treaty's
authors said that this was their intention.

"Duel" in Texas Opening;
81 FWC Dates Start in May

1)

general sales manager for
Prestige Pictures, part of the J.
Arthur Rank division of Universal,
and Lewis Blumberg, McGinley's as-

Ginley,

Monday Morning Memos
•

•

MEMBERS of Cinema Lodge will fete their new
Bob Weitman and Jack Levin tomorrow night at the
M. wonders how many who will attend, are cognizant
for Levin it also marks the completion of his 30th year

SOME

•

and old

SOO

presidents.

Astor

Phil

of the fact that

It was the third week in April 30 years ago
Mutual Film Co„ as a poster boy
From there he
moved on to the Ivan Film Co.. as stock room clerk and what then
seemed to him as hitting the jackpot he became a road show rep. for
With this 10 years of groundwork behind him.
Merit Film Corp

in the film industry

that Jack joined

he founded Copyright Protection Bureau in 1927, only to resign in 194S
to

Confidential

start

which was

Reports. Inc.,

Looks

April of that year

like

flowers. April also does for Jack Levin
that

he was elected president

•

•

of

launched

officially

what April showers does
For

it

TV

was

1946.

in April.

Cinema Lodge

MAYBE YOUR FAVORITE INDUSTRY NEWSPAPER

•

in

May

for

should

have a vice-president In charge of corrections
At any rate, it was the
Capitol's James Sullivan and Josephine Di Ralmondo who were married
Lazy typesetter dropped the "ine" Friday. ... • Take
yesterday
it from Jacques Traubee, prexy of Traubee Products, Inc., and chairman
of the Perfect Housewife Institute, who is just back from Coast studio
Irene
confabs, the 10 most perfect housewives In Hollywood are:
Dunne. Loretta Young, Rosalind Russell, Ingrid Bergman, Claudette Colbert, Betty

Grable, Esther Williams, Gale Storm, Betty Hutton and

Nancy

Coleman.

...

of

Malverne
fill

(L. I.)

•

Herald,

the late Bessie

WGBB,

Freeport.

is

Lambert (Mackreth). publisher-editor

among

those

BeaHy's spot

•

...

WOR

is

timore

publication

Patrece Snyder

of

a veteran of

Performance,"

MPTO

dinner at the Lord Bal-

Beverly Music Co. will

written

by

Eagle-Lion's

and Ann Weingarten

Mcintosh Joining

As Albright

is

Friends of Frank A. Hornlg, Maryland

"Repeat

the

seriously considering to

Mrs. Mackreth

made him very happy with a testimonial
Hotel last week. ...
• Dick Haymes'

prexy,

rush

Sally

MPAA

Assistant

'Continued from Page

sistant.

McGinley

Will

Y & R;

Blumberg

have

In Sardis, Miss., (pop. 5,000) and
Miss., (pop. 3,500), Flexer is
playing a British picture for one day,
once a month. Flexer has contracted
for a group of three pictures to test
the plan; "Seventh Veil," "Brief

Amory,

Encounter"

and

"The

Years

Be-

tween."

Among

the larger circuit opera-

Malco and Robb & Rowley are
attempting to develop a clientele for
British pictures by booking the English product twice a month. Malco
is experimenting in Pine Bluff, Ark.,

tors,

while

Gallup Leaves

and

toured the country and while concentrating on the major cities have also
sold several of the circuit operators
on the idea of giving the imported
product a try in the smaller towns,
if only on a experimental basis.
Realizing that at present the audience for what is commonly called
"art" pictures is limited, Prestige
has concentrated on selling exhibitors
the idea of occasional but regular
showings of the imported product. It
is felt that an increasingly
large
audience can be built upon the
nucleus of patrons for this type of
picture that exists in every town.
David Flexer, circuit operator who
has had a great deal of success with
the Prestige product on a first-run
basis in Memphis, is the first of the
exhibitors to try this policy in small
towns.

Robb & Rowley are

testing in

Little Rock.

Expand ARI, AIPO

I)

(Continued from Page

Bercovici vs Chaplin
1)

Resume

Tomorrow
headed by Roger Al- rapidly expanding activities of ARI To
(Continued from Page 1)
bright.
and of his American Institute of
Attorney Louis Nizer on Friday
of May 6, it was learned at the
Mcintosh will assist 'on projects in Public Opinion (The Gallup Poll).
rested the case of Konrad Bercovici
week-end.
"help
co-operation with educators to
Dr. Gallup, who served as vice- against Charles Chaplin, with a
The Texas opening is in Amarillo develop the maximum educational
Defense
president in charge of the Y & R re- reservation for rebuttal.
and the picture will light Interstate
Frohlich,
Circuit houses in Ft. Worth, Dallas, usefulness of the motion picture," search department for 15 years, was started by Louis D.
Chaplin's attorney, with the reading
Houston and San Antonio on suc- Johnston said.
sailed for England aboard the Queen
of depositions by the late Alfred
ceeding days.
Prior to joining MPAA. Mcintosh Elizabeth Saturday and will be gone
Reeves, who was Chaplin's studio
served with Encyclopaedia Brittanica five weeks. He will attend a world manager, and Daniel James, a writer
Max Weinstein Rites
Films in Chicago as associate in
and director. Trial will be resumed
Cleveland
Funeral services were research and production of educa- conference of research experts in tomorrow before Judge Harold P.
held Friday for Max P. Weinstein, tional motion pictures. He assisted England. Dr. Gallup plans to reBurke.
27, one of the owners of the Ritz in
Encyclopaedia's recent release veal several new techniques for public opinion sampling during the conTheater, Cleveland. Weinstein had "Atomic Energy."
been ill for the past six years.
During the war, Mcintosh was clave.
Mo. Censorship Bill
Dr. Gallup will meet with film
stationed in Chicago as regional di*w w
w *« *« 'wv* w v » » r * » » » » * » »*•*««•
»**-««-#*#V*w
MW#*V* * +\ * V* «V*V«-i
%••*
W«-%W*VWV*W*V»,
rector of production for the U. S. leaders in England and plans the
Hearing Wednesday
immediate start of a research service
Office of Education.
A public
Jefferson City, Mo.
in Britain planned to cover all ashearing on the House State censortljirtridau t.t
pects of film research. Plans for
City Admissions expansion of ARI's domestic service
ship measure has been scheduled
t.t
for Wednesday. Other measures afwill be announced on his return from
Tax Bill Killed in House
t.t
Department

is

—

!

•

«-v

i'.t

—

t.t

\J5end
Lj re
i

t.t

Oklahoma

etinqA _/o
etinai

t.t
t.t

Carl Laemmle, Jr.
J. D. Trop
Cecelia Parker

Adele Mara

fttttWWWtffl^t'il

Lionel Barrymore
Bryant Washburn

York
Martin Moskowitz
Carl

P.

:.:
t.t
:.:

ti

&i£!*jiij**jnj!2!l*i£*lg*i

fecting motion pictures will be called
up if time permits, including bills

abroad.

t.t
t.t

Apr. 28

(Continued, from Page 1)

state tax now in effect. Industry representative did not publicly denounce

Harry Kaufman Stricken

Harry Kaufman, stage
—the
Hippodrome since

Baltimore

the measure, but they had fought manager at
similar legislation effectively earlier 1914, died suddenly
attack.
in the session.
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N. Y. Building Code

Hearings To Start

Monday, April

$ Exchange Shortage Hits IndL
Ties In With Foreign Bars
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

to the existing code and copies
of the revised code will be mailed out
shortly to those interested in attending public hearings and voting on the

ments

amendments.
Hearings will probably run several
weeks, according to John Coggeshall,
industrial code referee for the Department of Labor. Exhibitors and
theater owners are invited to attend
and air their views on the proposed
revisions.

of foreign governments to place restrictions on American films. Both
problems, however, are closely related to each other.

The exchange problem came to a
head last week when a Swedish delegation arrived in this country to begin discussions with U. S. officials
on Sweden's moves to impose import
restrictions because of that country's
critical financial condition.

Industry sources posed the general
in this way: Even after the
industry has fought to get its films
into countries with as few restrictions as possible, in many areas of
the world little or no money has been
paid for these pictures.
This money problem is critical
in "at least" the following coun-

problem

Revised code,

first in

25 years, calls

for more rigid enforcement of fire
regulations, with all exterior stairways to be constructed of entirely
incombustible materials and stairs
and landings to be designed to sustain a live load of at least 90 pounds
per square foot with a factor of
safety of four. All fire doors are to
be at least 78 inches in height; more
rigid handrail specifications. Where
wooden wainscoting is used, incombustible material must be used beStrict rules as to standing
hind.
room provide for no more than four
rows of standees permitted. Sprinkler heads are to be placed under the
stage, in dressing rooms, scene docks,
workshops, and storage rooms.

Wilmington May Slash
Theater License to $450
Wilmington, Del.

—A

slash in the

from $600 to
$450 for next year impends as the
result of special studies made by a
City Council committee.
A year ago the annual license fee
was upped from $300 to $600. Six
members of the City Council met
last week with City Council President
James A. LeFevre and City Solicitor
David F. Anderson to consider slashing a large percentage of the city's
mercantile and professional license
fees which were increased last year.
At the close of the meeting, all
of those attending had agreed to
cuts, and Anderson had been asked to
prepare an amendment to the license
ordinance passed last year.

Sweden,

tries:

Norway,

hardest.

Meanwhile,

it

was

disclosed that

—

Boston
Mrs. Kenneth Douglass,
wife of the head of Capitol Supply
here, died Friday at Brooks Hospital,
Brookline, after a long illness. Services will be held today in Nashua,
N. H. A son, Kenneth, Jr., also survives.

Asked about the current movement of the U-l sales cabinet into
conferences with exhibitors and
the company's sales
force, Bill Scully, U-l vice-president
and general sales manager, who has
field

for

the movement himself, re"The boys are going into the
field
to peddle their eggs." The
eggs of course being "The Egg and
joined
plied,

I."

Reds Before 194S
(Continued from Page

1)

S.

Pix

Decree Before Metro
Sales Confab Today

1)

the U. S. Embassy in Paris soon may
begin disdftssions with French officials looking towards the settlement
of remittances due American film
companies. Although reports vary,
due to different interpretations, the
money involved is estimated at
French
$7,000,000.
to
$4,000,000
already have paid about 25 per cent
of past remittances. France, how-

(Continued from Page

1)

meetings which will continue
throughout the week.
Highlighting today's activities will
be a general discussion of the N. Y.
Statutory Court decree. This wijLJ
take place in the afternoon, folio
ing luncheon, at which time sail

managers, district and branch managers and head bookers will be free
ever, has a tough exchange problem to ask questions pertaining to operaand Government and industry offi- tions of the edict, parts of which
cials admit that the question may have been stayed by the U. S. Supreme Court.
not be resolved for many months.
In addition to the general meetIt was also learned that Chinese
officials have proposed that U. S. ings, a number of individual sessions
film companies "invest" all 1946 re- are scheduled among field sales manmittances in China. In effect, this agers and their respective district
means that American companies and branch managers and chief bookcould not take the 1946 remittances ers. Special daily events also are
out of the country. In addition, the on the roster. These activities will
Chinese have proposed that remit- be finalized by a banquet Sunday
tances due since January, 1947, be night in the Grand Ballroom. Marsettled on the basis of only five per garet O'Brien and George Murphy,
cent of the total due at the "prevail- M-G-M stars, also will participate in
ing rate of exchange," which at the some of the activities.
Flanking Rodgers on the dais will
present time is about 1,200 Chinese
one American dollar. be Howard Dietz, Howard Strickling,
dollars
to
Chinese, after considerable prodding Edward M. Saunders, Edwin W.
by the State Department, finally Aaron, John E. Flynn, John P. Byrne,
settled remittances due for the last Rudy Berger,
John J. Maloney,
five months of 1945. This was for 15 George A. Hickey, H. M. Richey, Si
per cent of remittances due at the F. Seadler, William R. Ferguson,
Alan F. Cummings, Ted Gould, Wilexchange rate of 20 to one.
liam B. Zoellner, Jay Gove, Joel
Bezahler, Paul J. Richrath, Irving
Helfont, Leonard Hirsch, Charles F.
Deesen, William G. Brenner, Jay
Eisenberg, Pincus Sober, Herbert
Crooker, Arthur Lacks, Harold Postman, Maurice N. Wolf, M. L. Simons,
and Max Weinberg.
(Continued from Page 1)

May Release

More "Outside

Committee ma- and promise good business," accord- Settle Miskinis Anti-Trust
chief.
jority. It was not generally released, ing to Louis B. Mayer, studio
"Each deal we make will be an in- Suit vs. Distribs., Circuits
although excerpts from it did evenone," Mayer said. "We will
the approval of the

dividual

(Continued from Page 1)
appear in the Gerald L. K. make no agreements to release blocks
Smith publication, "The Cross and of pictures by any outside producers." ing $1,200,000 damages, was disconthe Flag."
Liberty Films' "State of the tinued last Friday by stipulation
It is anticipated that the investi- Union," will be filmed on the Metro with prejudice so that the case cangation will be devoted in a large part lot with Spencer Tracy starring and not be re-opened.
Capra producing - directing.
Details of settlement were not disto studio labor unions as investiga- Frank
tors work on leads supplied a mem- Metro will receive a percentage dis- closed. Case alleged inability to get
ber of the Committee by Rov Brewer, tribution fee, and will be paid for desirable runs for. pictures because
IATSE officer, who not long ago Tracy's services and the use of its of buying power of circuits named
made extensive charges of Commu- studio facilities. "Joan of Arc," in and "size and business methods" of
nist activities in private meetings the production of which InTid Berg- Co-op Theaters of Michigan.
with at least one Committee member man and Victor Fleming will be asSuit was unique in invoking New
here.
sociated with Wanger, will be filmed York case by claiming that distribRepresentative Richard NJxon, R., at the Roach studios, with produc- utors had duty to offer each picture
for separate bidding by each theater
Calif.,
who earlier this month tion slated to start July 15.
charged that Communist propaganda
involved and sought key run status
films,
Hollywood
for Civic Theater. Settlement underhas been found in
Engineers
Sound
Zone
will
not
he
said at the week-end that
stood to be compromise on sub-key
York
status.
at this time document his charges. Meet Today in

tually

WB

New

"Eggs-actly"

the

on U.

Report On Hollywood Metro

license fee for theaters

Douglass Services Today

The

Netherlands, France, Italy, Germany, Austria, China, Chile,
Peru. In addition, Great Britain
always looms in the background
as a possible member of this
group. Since American motion
pictures dominate most of the
screens of the world, any financial move against foreign films
generally hits U. S. industry

28, 1947

* DAILY

A

two-day meeting of zone sound
Warner Theaters will
home office today and
tomorrow. The sessions will be preWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
sided over by Col. Nathan Levinson,
Hollywood Roy Rogers and Trig- head of sound activities at the Warger, along with Bob Nolan and the ner Studio, and Col. Frank E. Cahill,
Sons of the Pioneers will do a six- Jr., director of sound for Warner
week tour with Rogers' Thrill Circus. Theaters. Topics to be discussed inInitial date is the Polo Grounds, New clude latest developments in sound
York, June 15-22, to be followed by equipment, modernization of projecappearances in Columbus, Indianap- tion booths and the general improveolis, Louisville, Cincinnati and Pitts- ment of sound quality.
Following the home office meeting,
burgh,

Rogers Circus Tour to
Start in N. Y. June 15

—

engineers for
be held at the

the zone sound chiefs will hold meetings of the sound crews in their respective areas. The circuit's entire
staff numbers more than 60.
Sound men from the various zones
who will attend the local meeting include J. V. Cole, Albany; G. R. Beck,
Milwaukee; R. H. Giles, Cleveland;
Newark; C. P.
C. J. Bachman,
O'Toole, New Haven; W. J. Charles
and Henry Eberle, Philadelphia; P. J.

sound

Delvernois, Pittsburgh; J. A. Pratt
and D. Ferguson, Washington, and

Joe Florio,

New

York.

First Dates
'Frisco

— In

Boston,

— Confirm Box office

Magazine's Prediction of Its

Paramount
teams stars of the two

Academy Award

I

latest

hits, in

I
with

SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE-VIRGINIA FIELD

BY KARL

-

REGINALD OWEN

MAC

•

-

ANTHONY

QUI -MELVILLE

DIRECTED 8Y LEWIS ALLEN

Screen Play by Karl Tunberg

COOPER

THE YEAR'S GREATEST REVIEWS
HAIL THE YEAR'S GREATEST FIGURE!
Movie
n
a

of the

week!"

—

UFE

.

.

"Rush down

.

Kerr rhymes with Star!" — TIME

.

.

a seat!"

to get

for

-

WALTER WINCHELL

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Gives the heart

"Best film released

Easter!"- WORLD-TELEGRAM

"Kerr captivating!"

"May

- MORNING

TELEGRAPH

.

.

.

"Kerr

is

velvet!"

- PM

well be performance which took her to Hollywood and co-starring

part with Gable

in

ner charming!"

— WORLD -TELEGRAM

'The Hucksters!'"- DAILY

Deborah Kerr!"- WALTER WINCHELL
for

N. Y. TIMES

."Superb performance!"— DAILY MIRROR

Don't miss 'The Adventuress!'"- JOURNAL- AMERICAN

something to throb about!"

—

'The Hucksters!'"- POST

NOW

.

.

.

.

.

.

NEWS

.

.

.

"Gable's

new

part-

''The Adventuress' has lovely

"No wonder they snatched her
"Kerr dominant!"- HERALD -TRIBUNE
.

.

.

SETTING BOX-OFFICE RECORDS
AT NEW YORK'S VICTORIA THEATRE

|
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export of GERmn n-mnP E

protested

Films Understand Role is Greatest—Johnston
Congratulates M-G-M Meet
Delegates on Their Parts
In the

War and Victory

Marking the first speaking appear(MPPDA) presiance of an
dent at a major company's national
sales conference
in memory, Eric
A. Johnston told
the more than 115

MPAA

attending delegates to M-G-M's
conclave at the
Hotel Astor yesterday,

that the

motion picture

in-

Rinzler to Receive

MPA

Beacon Award

Samuel Rinzler, head of the Randforce circuit, has been named recipient of the

Beacon Award

ciates for

Reciprocal

m eritorious
and distinguish ed

ser-

vice

industry.

the
Pre-

sentation

will

to

zation's

Washington

WaldorfAstoria, May

ERIC A.

JOHNSTON

in from
Washington to address the session,

SAMUEL RINZLER

16. MPA will also pay tribute to the
newly-formed Motion Picture Foundation on that date.

(Continued on Page 7)

just back from a
six - week European tour.
"I don't think

—Underlining the "im-

Cole, Becker

on U. S.

MPF

Pix Monies Stalled

Fill

—

Amuse. Unions
In Anti-Labor

Join

Laws

AFL

film

companies

(Continued on Page 8)

D of J Probe Report
Surprises UDT Prexy
— The Washington
Detroit

port

the

of

anti-trust

United
surprise,

Hudson,

(Continued on Page 7)

yesterday.
Representatives

Sweden Freezes 50%
Of U.S. Pix Rentals

Stockholm (By Air Mail)— Fifty
affiliates
headquarters per cent of American film rentals in
the campaign Sweden will be frozen under terms
to map
against the Taft and Hartley labor of a new proposed agreement permitting resumption of import of
Detroit Carl W. Buermele, gen- bills.
Purpose of the meeting, according Hollywood product. Because of the
eral manager of General Theater
of dollar exchange, import
to mobilize stars of shortage

Buermele Chairman
Of Michigan Area MPF

Elect

met yesterday

of

the

AFL

at
details of

—

Service,

was

elected

chairman of the

(Continued on Page 7)

to the

AFL, was

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 8)

re-

investigation

of

Theaters

by

Detroit

the Department of Justice
plete

—

—

in

(Continued on Page 8)

Battle

Posts in K. (.

THE FILM DAILY

Chile have
reached a stalemate, it was learned
yesterday. The United States Eraican

American

heads who had met in Paris, and on
April 7 had cabled Eric Johnston,
MPAA and MPEA prexy, their protest both to the export of German

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Entertainment
Washington
Arthur Cole,
Kansas City, Mo.
with the AFL have
the
local Film Row, yester- unions affiliated
of
dean
Washington
Discussions looking
joined in the Federation's nationtowards a settlement of 1947 re- day was elected permanent chairman wide drive against pending CongresPicture
Motion
Kansas
City's
of
mittances which will be due Amersional labor bills, it was announced
Washington Bureau of

the

Army group was
aware ofthat

perative" need for exports of the
American motion picture industry, psycho logical
Secretary of Commerce Averill Har- point," he stressed
riman yesterday said the reciprocal at yesterday's
trade program is the symbol of "full- press conference
in his office.
fledged American participation in
Seidelman emworld trade."
Testifying in favor of the recip- phasized the fact
that he was voic- JOSEPH SEIDELMAN
rocal program before the House
Ways and Means Committee, Secre- ing the unanimous
opinion of the industry's continental
tary Harriman said the United
(Continued on Page 3)

Chile Talks

head,

foreign

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

an-

the

Seidelman, U-I's

Program

Termed 'Imperative'

nual dinner at

flew

German pictures should not be shown outside Austria and
Germany for at least 20 years lest these films provide the propaganda spearhead for a renascent pan-Germanic movement,
warned Joseph

annual-

by Motion
Picture Asso-

the

other industry to
bring understanding and do more
for the peoples of
the world."
Johnston, who

Propaganda Spearhead for Pan-Germanic Move Feared

ly

given

take place on
occasion
of the organi-

dustry "can do
more than any

U. S. Continental Heads Unanimously Also Opposed to
Re-Building of German Industry, Seidelman Reveals;

UDT

is

according to

A

a

com-

Earl

J.

spokesman for Co-operative Theaters of
Michigan also indicated no knowledge
of alleged investigation and indicated
such report might be unfounded. A
possible source of the report, it was
suggested, may be a rumored checkup by the D. of J., here on specific
facts supporting the
government's
case in the New York anti-trust suit.
president.

Would Limit Aussie
Government

Circuits

Will Press Bill

Eaton Joins in Monopoly
Suit Against Lightman

if

Returned

Sydney

Sydney (By Air Mail)— A
restrict the

Hoyt's Directory Ads
Held to Night Papers

number

bill

to

of theaters that

one individual or company may own
will be introduced in Parliament if
Memphis John W. Eaton, former the present government is returned
owner of the Peabody Theater, a at the May 3 elections, J. M. Badneighborhood house, has joined as a deley, chief secretary, revealed.
The government, he said, is of the
plaintiff in the monopoly and conspiracy action filed by a group of opinion that the independent exhib-

—

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 8)

(By

Air

Mail)

—

Rising

advertising rates in the face of fixed

blamed

by
admission prices are
Hoyt's Theaters for the decision to
cut out newspaper directory ads in
the morning dailies, except on Saturdays. With rates more than double

pre-war costs, circuit decided to confine

its

daily directory to the

ning papers.

eve-

—
&*\
I—

Shore Tax Referendum
Encounters Opposition
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Netherlands,

arrived

in

aboard

Saturday

Rotterdam, the
S.S. Veen-

j

dam.

AL JOLSON arrived in New York Sunday for
the "return to Broadway" opening of Columbia's
"The Jolson Story," at the Victoria on Thursday.

Editor

IRVING BERLIN

Chicago

in

is

from

Holly-

New York.N.

at the post-office at
act of March 3, 1879.

Terms

Y., under the
(Postage free}

United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
remit with order. Address all communications
FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New
to
York 18, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117, 9-7118,
Cable address Film9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
day, New York.

CLARENCE JALAS,
secretary,

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:

Blvd.,

CHICAGO,

45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-

133 Wardour St. W.
Stuart, Hotel Manila.

1.

MANILA—Homer
HAVANA — Mary
BOMBAY—

Blanco, Virtudes 214.
L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg.,

Louise

Ram

Hornby Road,

ALGIERS— Paul

Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue

Saffar,

MONTREAL—
Charras.
9, 464 Francis Xavier
VANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
SYDNEY—Bowden Fletcher,
Theater Bldg.
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys,
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copenhagen-Van Loese.
ROME — John Perdicari,
Ray Carmichael, Room

St.

Western

on a

operators

union

until recently assistant
the publicity director of Anglo-American
Film Corp., in London, who arrived here on the
S.S. Queen Elizabeth at the week-end, left for
Hollywood last night by train.

NUGENT

ELLIOTT

arrived on the Coast yesYork.

New
NORMAN H. MORAY,

terday from

WB

short subject sales
returned yesterday from
threea
of the country.

manager,

month tour

MARION DORAN, who
story

HENRY AISNER,

French film director, left
LaGuardia field by plane yesterday to direct
production in France of "Alice in Wonderland."

department

holding

is

conferences

left

HERBERT

'heads the Enterprise
visiting in New York and
with Phyllis Blum, Eastern

KALMUS,

T.

Technicolor prexy,
Mass. yesterday.

here for Centerville,

LOREN

trip.

CLAUDE HEILMAN,

L.

RYDER, SMPE

day.

MONSIGNOR JOHN
tive

secretary

of

the

J.

McCLAFFERTY, execu-

Legion

Decency,

of

is

in

Hollywood.

MAYO

VIRGINIA

returned

Hollywood

to

yesterday by train.

HAROLD

LLOYD

is

from

due

the

Coast

shortly.

MARY MARTIN

returned

from

London

SEYMOUR SIMON,
is

in

New York

Chicago theater attorney,

for film

conferences.

JOEL LEVY, Loew's out-of-town booker, leaves
Thursday for a vacation at Atlantic City.

over

the week-end.

Candy

Bill

Would Bar

Sales in Theaters

—

that only one

amusement ir°^

at-

^

tended.
a result the

bill

hit

its

first

snag and opposition is mounting by
leaps and bounds.
Condemnation of the secret proceedings came speedily from the Atlantic City Press, the newspaper club
of the city, the beverage association and various individuals.
Meanwhile half the town is voicing violent opposition to the bill for
the first time on suspicions cast by
the secret session.

Chi. Indie

Union

The City Commission

of

Theater 'White Collars'

last

week

did

the unexpected and postponed introduction of an ordinance calling for

a referendum on a local luxury tax
independent organi- which would hit theater admissions,
zation of theater white collar work- hotels, cigars, and liquor. It will
ers is to be formed at a meeting in be deferred until at least May 1.
According to City Solicitor Leon
the office of Meyer L. Chekas, attorney for Show Folks, Inc. Chekas Leonard the legal and technical assaid a committee of 10 will be named pects of the ordinance was finished
at the meeting to complete the or- but the remainder awaits a conferganization. New group will not be ence with the City Comptroller on
its financial aspects.
affiliated with either AFL or CIO.
The action of the city commission
An IATSE local is now conducting
negotiations in behalf of Chicago in laying over the ordinance makes
theater white collar workers and the date of the actual referendum
there are reports that the CIO is con- very unsettled, although barring fursidering a move into that jurisdic- ther delays it would possibly be held
some time in the latter part of June.
tion.

Chicago

Wisconsin

chamber" session in City Hall attended by Mayor Joseph Altman and
resort businessmen. It was noted

As

president, in town.

ORTON H. HICKS, head of M-G-M's 16 mm.
department, leaves by plane for England, Mon-

rep.

28, Calif.

Phone
WASHINGTON—Andrew H.
Granite 6607.
Wash.
Dahlonega
Road,
16.
D. C.
Older, 6417
Manning Clagett,
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

is

Chicago,

to

THE

|

EDWARD M. SCHNITZER, UA Eastern and
Canadian sales manager, now in Detroit, goes
from there to Toronto, Montreal and Ottawa to
start Dominion selling of "Carnegie Hall" and
"Monsieur Verdoux."

DR.

wood.
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Atlantic City The smooth water?
on which the luxury tax was floating
toward a referendum turned into a
whirlpool suddenly following a "star

— An

Madison, Wis. The judiciary committee of the Wisconsin Assembly
has scheduled a hearing for May 1,
on the bill by Assemblyman Charles
Westphal (R., Milwaukee) to prohibit the sale of confection, food and
drink in theater lobbys.
This would bar all candy and popcorn stands in theaters, as well as
check the sale of all soft drinks at
show houses.
Protest Coin Machines'
Showmen and chain merchandizes
Invitations Sent
of confections are expected to appear
Use in Crime Films
in opposition to the measure, while To Foreign Dealers
it is expected to draw support from
Chicago
A protest against the
Roy Boomer, secretary of the Thesmall merchants, grocery associause of coin machines in backgrounds
tions, restaurant men and druggists. ater Equipment & Supply Manufacof crime stories has been lodged with
Legislators view the chances of pas- turers Association, has announced
the Hollywood studios and some 1,000
sage of the proposal as slim, how- that invitations to foreign theater
supply dealers and theater owners radio stations by James T. Mangan,
ever.
have been mailed for the next director of the Coin Machine Induspublic relations bureau. Mangan
TESMA -TEDPA joint convention tries'
Said Interested
and trade show to be held in Wash- argues that 75,000,000 Americans
week
In Parisian Apollo
ington, at the Shoreham Hotel, Sept. patronize coin machines each
and consider the machines an essen24-29.
tial part of their economy.
Paris (By Air Mail)
Overruling
He points out that the coin mathe licensing committee, the governFiles Denial, Asks
chine
industry employs 2,000,000
ment has given permission for the
people and that many of the 50,000
Apollo Theater to become a film Cross Claim Dismissal
coin machine operators are also inhouse, as it was before the war. Warin theaters and occasionally
ners is said to be interested in the
A general denial and a request for terested
sponsor radio programs.
house.
a dismissal was filed yesterday by
As a result of the move, the Ac- General Precision Equipment Corp.
tors' Union has made a strong pro- in answering the cross claim of Artest and their delegates on the com- thur Levey and Scophony. Answers
FOR A
mittee have retired with threats to held that the cross claim was not
take action unless the permission is properly brought, that the Court has
KIND OF VACATION!
cancelled.
no jurisdiction, and that the claim
to this beautiful 200-acre estate just 50
violates the rules of Federal promiles from Manhattan. Individual rooms,

TESMA

financial.

—

=
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Lizenby Funeral Today
Chicago

—

Bernard C. Lizenby,

manager for Ampro Corp.,
dead from a heart attack. Funeral

city sales
is

rites will be held today.

WB

—

GPE

MEN GO

Czech

On

to Lecture MP's
Pix Nationalization

cedure.

M

J SeW

superb cuisine. Supervised exercise,
steam room, .massage, riding, tennis,
golf, all included in weekly rate
$135 -$150.
N. Y. OFFICE
.

MERVIN ASH & CO.
MEMBERS

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
and unupon request.

Statistical information on listed
listed

securities available

Telephone: HAnover 2-3050

61

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

London (By Air Mail)

—Members

of Parliament will hear a lecture on
Nationalization of the Film Industry
at an all-party meeting in the House
of Commons on May 7. Lecturer will
Jindrich
Elbl,
chief
of
be
the
Czechoslovakian Department of Film

Imports and Exports.

REEVES
SOUND
1600

STUDIOS, INC.

BROADWAY

Complete

Circle 6-6686

Film

and

Disc "Recording Facilities
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L0 5-4291
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Reciprocal

Cinema Lodge Honors

Termed 'Imperative'

Weifman and Levin
Film company executives tonight
will join other entertainment leaders
and top-ranking B'nai B'rith officials in welcoming Robert M. Weitman, new president, and at the same
tiro**- ay tribute to the retiring preside==*ack H. Levin. More than 500
are expected at the dinner in the
Hotel Astor.

Columnist Ed Sullivan will act as
master of ceremonies of the entertainment portion of the evening
which will include Duke Ellington,
Eddie Duchin, Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom, Max Baer, Barney Ross, Jerry
Lewis, Dean Martin, Hazel Scott,
Betty Reilly, Buddy Clarke,

Henny

(Continued from Page

LOU JACKSON,

•

•

•

"We cannot indefinitely support
our export trade through gifts and
loans, although such assistance is
quite justifiable during this postwar reconstruction period," he told
the committee. "The more we import,
however, the more we shall be able

executive producer ot British Nationcd, will

Mission is not strictly conabout three weeks
hotel project,
Bermuda
.
a
there's
how
as
Seems
fined to films
• Indiana exhibs. are "agin" more neurotic, psychopathic and crim• George H. Nyquist of Baltimore is offering a new
inal themes. ...
20th-Fox's Jimmy
private checking service for theater circuits.
Mauretania. ...
• Maxis New York-bound aboard the S.S.

be coming over

in

.

.

...»

to export."

Stressing the support to the reciprocal trade program given by the film
industry, Harriman noted that the
"motion picture industry, with an
output of over two billion dollars annually, has been receiving approximately 40 per cent of its gross rev-

Pattinson

well Hamilton, editor of Motion Picture Magazine,

makes

his tele

bow

New tele show. "Hello BroadThursday night on Station WABD
Studios. TelevisionWanamaker
DuMont's
from
televised
way." will be
Radio Enterprises producing. ... • Speaking of tele. B & K's Station
WBKB will telecast next season's home games of the Chicago Rockets

enues from foreign markets."
MPAA President Eric A. Johnston
will appear before the Committee on
Thursday.

Harry Sherman's next
super-western, "They Passed This Way." will be shot on the famed
King Ranch in Texas

• Roundup

scenes

He's negotiating

for

for

T

T
TRUST GABRIEL PASCAL

•

•

•

an

Eaton Joins in Monopoly
Suit Against Lightman

come up with the unusual
which he proposes to trans-

to

Irish castle

• Sam Coslow

has purchased screen rights
Everybody." unproduced play by Laszlo Vadnay
and Max Lief, from Mary Pickford and will make it as the first of
• Bernard Lewis. Story Prods, exec.,
five under his newt UA deal. ...

form into a studio.

"Champagne

to

is

Home

Youngman, John Sebastian, Georgie
Price and the Golden Gate Quartet.
Film industry leaders scheduled to
be on the dais include Barney Balaban, Jack Cohn, Malcolm Kingsberg,
Leonard Goldenson, Leopold Friedman, Si Fabian, Harry Brandt, Sam
Rinzler, Max L. Cohen, Alfred W.
Schwalberg, Maurice A. Bergman,
Jean Benoit-Levy, Saul E. Rogers
and Al Senft.
Henry Monsky, national president
of B'nai B'rith; Abraham Glovsky,
president of District Grand Lodge
No. 1; Sam Sievers, past president
of District Grand Lodge No. 2; Samuel Markle, president of the Metropolitan Council of B'nai B'rith and
Larry White, executive secretary of
District Grand Lodge, No. 1, are
among those B'nai B'rith leaders who
are scheduled to be on the dais.

A. H. Rosenberg, president of the
Universal Match Co., will be present
receive a special Cinema Lodge
citation for the radio program, "David Harding, Counterspy," which the
Shutter Candy Division of Universal
to

sponsors on the American
Broadcasting Company network. The
program is being cited for its contributions to brotherhood and interfaith understanding.

Match

SICK LIST

is

at

at his home in
following collapse
ill

recovered.

has been seriously
Detroit for six months,
of the right lung, has

to five- week

Bemie

stay

$368,000 to a total of $3,378,000.

reports

Answers filed by defendants in
and anti-trust suit filed against M.
A. Lightman, the eight major companies and others by a group of
neighborhood theater operators have

Commitment wrinkles due to the time lapse are being pressed out.
• If Hunt Stromberg can swing it, Leo Durocher will be in the cast of
"Judge Landis and 25 Years of Baseball" or serve as technical adHunt has optioned screen rights to the book by
viser on the pic
.

J.

G. Taylor Spink, owner-publisher of the Sporting

been

News

•

Post

TV

•
are

• • ADD SIGNS O' THE TIMES: Some 8.000 business firms
now using premiums, and approximately $1,000,000,000 in "free"

merchandise will be distributed

this

year

Figures

National Premium Exposition, just held in Chicago. ...
of

Chicago will discuss "Detecting Counterfeit Stamps"

come from th$
• Ben Reeves
at

the

May

14

Cinema Stamp Collectors. ... • "Manual of American
Dialects," by Lewis Helmar Herman and Marguerite Shallett Herman,
just published (at $6) by Ziff-Davis, should be a "must" for those engaged in writing for or playing in films, radio, tele or stage.
• Who says radio writing and directing experience doesn't pay off in
pictures?
Ted Byron, who started making the switch over about
three years ago and recently left N. W. Ayer to freelance, is much in
demand these days as writer and dialogue director. ... ©Its con-

meeting

of the

.

viction that foreign

coverage at present

Telenews Prods.' decision

to

manager

Showroom

at 36

W.

dept., is

49th St

.

.

now

...

Each

all argued for separate trials on
the grounds that trying the case as
a single unit would be prejudicial
to the defendants.
Judge Marion
Boyd had already denied a motion
for seven separate trials.

Lightman and Partners
In Friendly Dissolution
Memphis

—A partnership involving

neighborhood theaters has been
dissolved by M. A. Lightman, Joe
Maceri and Paul Zerilla. Move which
does not affect the Malco Circuit, was
caused by a friendly disagreement
when one partner would not go into
Lightman's new business building
a theater in Overton Park because
the new house would compete with
one of the existing operations.
six

Under the settlement, Lightman
retains the Linden Circle and Memphian Theaters, together with Maceri
and Zerilla. The latter formed a new
partnership to operate the other four
houses involved.

1
if

$
if
if
if

inadequate largely explains

produce a weekly digest, says Robert
Kingsley feels, too, that reels are

inclined to slight controversial issues.

merly with NBC's press

is

Federal Court.

and

• MRS. EUGENE MEYER, part-owner of the Washington
and wife of its distinguished publisher, was saying the other day
that "as a member of the press. I realize that I am vulnerable when I
"Many of the comic strips are no
attack the radio and the films"
contribution to child welfare," conceded Mrs. Meyer
She might
For instance, the emphasis placed by her own
well concede more
Washington Post on the unsavory Mee-Schmidt tragedy in Havana
Such stories, too, can be a "handicap to the mental, moral and emotional development of American childhood"
And they can do worse
than "ruin the good taste of our children"

O

in

filed

of the defendants denied the charges

T

T

T

.

.

1)

nabe theater operators against M.
A. Lightman, the eight majors, and
others. Amount sued for is raised

the casting stage with "This Side of Innocence"

Kingsley, production

BERT MOELLER, who

(Continued from Page

for

here from the Coast for a four

Hal
JACK LEVIN

...

1)

States "must buy more from abroad
to enable the world to continue to
buy from us."

Tuesthty's Telelines

from Soldiers Field. ...

ROBERT WEITMAN

Program

•

Stephen

J.

de Baun,

publicity director of the

Lnad
| Lj re etinas
Apr. 29

for-

new RCA

Jo

H. S. Kraft

William

S.

McCune

Henry Ginsberg
Ralph B. Austrian

p
if
if
if
if
if
if
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HUMPHREY

BARBARA

BOGART STAN
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with

NIGEL BRUCE

directed

by

PETER GODFREY produced by MARK HELLINGER

Screen Play by Thomas Job • From the Stage Play by MARTIN VALE • Music by Franz

Waxman
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DAijy

Sing

Paramount

Crosby, Barry Fitzgerald, Joan
Caulfield
107 Mins.

SET CONTROLS FOR SOCK BIZ WITH
THIS ONE; GOOD SHOW ALL THE WAY
WITH CROSBY AND FITZGERALD CLICKING SOLIDLY.
Gentle humor pervades the story herein.
The light touch is always to the fore. To
end laughter will ring as the plot gets
humorous punctuation from situations buildthis

ing

to

that purpose

fine
In

in

subtle,

neat con-

most creditably reflect the
talents of Director Elliott Nugent.
box office parlance "Welcome Stran-

structions

that

the sense of the first
be all of that for

ger" very probably,

in

word of the

will

title,

both exhibitor and patron alike.
In
the jaunty style of his past performances Bing Crosby crosses swords with
Barry Fitzgerald and his characterization is
lively, infuses charm, lightness, convincing
tones of seriousness where tf(ey are necessarily

indicated.

The two

players

com-

plement each other. As a two-man team
they have grown on the audience and here

"A Boy and

"The Jungle Gangster"
(Answer Man No. 3)

"Welcome Stranger"
with

—

SHORTS

Universal

"Thrills of Music"
Series 1)
(No.
Columbia
9^2 Mins.

6—

Should Please
Buddy Morrow, his trombone and
orch. go through their musical paces
and come up with "You Go To My
Head," sung by Gloria King; "Not
In Front of All These People," which
features the jitterbugging of Ronnie
and Rey, and a sweet version of
Brahm's "Lullaby." Should please
swing fans.
"Wild Turkey"

RKO

8 Mins.

Appeals to Sportsmen
Coveted trophy of hunters, the wild
turkey,

is

herein

spotlighted.

Woodmont Rod and Gun Club

The
of

9 Mins.
illustrates

five

questions and answers in an interesting and entertaining way. Typical
of the questions is: What was the
first movie ever called colossal ? Certain to draw audience interest.

A country boy finds a dog
chained and bleeding on the pr £rty
'liog
of a neighbor. He unchains
but tells his mother he doesn't Know
where it came from when the dog
follows him home.
The neighbor
"Forgotten Island"
RKO
18 Mins. summons him to court but the decision is in favor of the boy. Playing
Very Good
An American problem, Porto Rico on the heartstrings, it should go over
is about half the size of Massachu- especially well with kids.
setts, yet has a population of two
"Scooper Dooper"
million that must find sustenance
18 Mins.
from her. Employment is meagre Columbia
Good For Laughs
and slums are plentiful, but slowly
Sterling Holloway, a hick newsthe U. S. is trying to help her into a
position where she will be self-suffi- hawk, comes to town thinking he has
cient and economically sound. A fac- a job on a metropolitan daily, but
tual analysis of the problem, it is finds he is the brunt of a practical
educational, interesting and a credit joke. The same jokester sends him on
a false lead, but the tables are turned
to the This Is America series.
when Holloway turns in the scoop of
the year. Should prove good for
"Screen Snapshots"
laughs, especially with Holloway
(Number 7 Series

Hancock, Maryland, provides the
background for two in quest of the
again in their latest performances, they
26)
bird; Henry P. Bridges and Eltinge
should cement that attachment still more
10 Mins.
Warner.
Outdoor
settings and love Columbia
strongly.
Pleasant, Interesting
of hunting give this appeal for
Storywise the plot is an inventive, imsportsmen.
Las Vegas, Nevada, is spotlighted
aginative offering unfolding with ease and
in this camera tour of the West's
coherence. It is simple for the most part
favorite party town. Brian Aherne,
"Community Sing"
and includes in its various excursions the
Belita, Cathy Carter, Ginny Simms
CNo. 6— Series 11)
life of a smalltown doctor, romance, music,
Columbia
10 Mins. and Joan Edwards are a few of the
wit, characters and the
able singing of
Hollywood personalities on hand to
Good Tunes
Crosby. It is cleverly broken up so that bits
enjoy the scenery and clime, of,
Don
Baker
the
and
Song
Spinners
intrude.
introduced
but
never
of story are
among other things, Boulder Dam.
lead
the
audience
through
such
tunes
They polish the production and it finally
Pleasant and interesting.
Buttermilk
as
"Ole
Sky,"
"The
evolves very easy to take and enjoy.
Things
Summer,"
"The
We
Last
Did
Starting in Boston, the scenario takes up
"Harness Racing"
with Crosby and Fitzgerald almost at once. Whiffenpoof Song," "Rickety RickWarners
10 Mins.
Fitzgerald
has been doctor to a small shaw Man," and "My Little Grass
Racing Thrills
Maine town for 30 years and he engages, Shack in Kealalehua." Good tunes
variation should make it sell.
Tracing the career of the "standsight unseen, a substitute medico, so he and
ardbred" horse from his vigorous
can get off to a long contemplated vacahours of training to the big day of
"Vaudeville Revue"
tion.
Unknown to each other aboard a
Warners
10 Mins. the race is only one feature of this
train, the pair get into each other's hair
look into harness racing. Highlight
'The Good Old Days'
in light style. On arrival they meet up and
immediately Fitzgerald does not want any
The music, songs and dances of an of the film is the Western Harness
Racing Association's grand circuit
part of Crosby around. A deal is a deal, era when "variety shows" or vaudemeet at Santa Anita. A Technicolor
however, and Crosby is determined to stick ville were the rage, are brought back

—

out no matter what the attitude of the
doctor or the small town folk.
Crosby is a good doctor, however, and
his application is rewarded. Fitzgerald has
an attack of appendicitis; Crosby operates
it

skillfully.

His

assistant

the
thing

in

this

short.

A.

different

kind of
today, it

action short to thrill racing fans.

"Red Fury"
(Answer Man No.

—

Universal

"Clown of the Jungle"

RKO

6 Mins.

4)

8 Mins.

Has Audience Interest
Fourth in the Answer Man

series,

footage illustrates five questions
Hits Comedy Jackpot
Donald Duck is discovered in a and answers which should hypo a
South American jungle on a "Bird typical audience. Questions such as:
Was the San Francisco fire the greatLover's Photographic Expedition."
He is interrupted in his work by an est fire we ever had ?, etc., are certain
Aracuan bird, known as the clown to draw audience interest.
the

jungle,

who

frustrates

fans.

"Birth of a Notion"

Warners

7 Mins.

Gags and Mirth
Daffy Duck decides to forfeit his
usual Southern vacation and stay
North for the Winter. Taking refuge
in the warm home of a scientist,
things get too hot for him when the
doc turns out to be a Peter Lorre
character with designs on Daffy for
experiments. Full of gags and mirth.
"Flicker Flashbacks"

(No. 6)

RKO

9

Mins.

Sure Laugh-Getter
This episode of F.F. dusts off a

few sequences of two pix made back
when acting was pure drah-ma. First
part has to do with some thieves who
are interrupted by a couple of athpolicemen and a bevy of bloodhounds. Last sequence is taken from

letic

oldie

titled

"The

Violinist,"

a

tender love story taking place all
over Venice. A sure laugh-getter on

this

of

galore.

an

theater than what we know
should hold nostalgia for some and
fulfil] the curiosity of others.

emergency

you know
Joan Caulfield. First
Crosby has set his cap for her and Fitzgerald recognizes the Crosby medical and
romantic talents. He connives behind the
scenes to bring the two together.
From about that point on the plot boils
and bubbles merrily for the most part.
Crosby is accepted generally and the element that would dismiss him is foiled by
its
own foolishness. Lastly Crosby is triumphing over the opposition and headed
for romantic fulfillment with Miss Caulfield.
CAST: Bing Crosby, Barry Fitzgerald, Joan
is

in

His Dog"
20 Mins.
Rich Humor Interest
Winner of the 1946 Academy
Award two-reel division, this Technicolor footage has human interest

Warners

Very Good

The Answer Man

-V

his

every attempt at photography. Paced
"Fright Night"
fast and furiously, it should certainly Columbia
17 Mins.
hit the comedy jackpot.
For the Stooge Fans
The Three Stooges are fight man"Community Sing"
agers in this one. They are warned
Caulfield, Wanda Hendrix, Frank Faylen, Eliza(No. 7— Series 11)
beth Patterson, Robert Shayne, Larry Young,
by Big Mike, a gangster, to throw
Percy Kilbride, Charles Dingle, Don Beddoe.
9 Mins. the fight or take the consequences.
Columbia
CREDITS: Producer, Sol C. Siegel; Director,
Rates High
They overfeed their boy hoping to
Elliott Nugent;
Screenplay, Arthur Sheekman;
Adaptation, Arthur Sheekman, N. Richard Nash;
The Song Spinners lend vocal as- weaken his chances. His opponent
Story, Frank Butler; Photography, Lionel Lindon;
sistance to Dick Liebert and his or- breaks his hand just before the big
Art Direction, Hans Dreier, Franz Bachelin; Set
saved.
Decorations, Sam Comer, John McNeil; Songs, gan as they sing "Open the Door fight and they figure they are
Johnny Burke, James Van Heusen; Music Score, Richard," "The Coffee Song," "There Big Mike has other ideas, and chases
Robert
Emmett Dolan; Film Editor, Everett is No Breeze," "The Best Man" and them around a warehouse for about
Douglas; Sound, Stanley Cooley, Joel Moss.
PHOTOGRAPHY, "My Adobe Hacienda." Top tunes a reel trying to put them across.
DIRECTION, First Rate.
should put this one high.
Stooge fans will like it.
Fine.

any program.

"Out West"
Columbia
17'/i Mins.
Three Stooges Click
The Three Stooges score pretty
well in this satire of western films.
The boys are told to go West. Once
they get there they experience most
of the troubles that usually befall
our best cowboys, with the U. S.
Cavalry arriving to save the day.
Quite a few laughs make this one of
their best efforts in years.

"Smoked Hams"
Universal

7

Mins.

Good For Laughs
Woody Woodpecker and Wally
Walrus are night and day sleepers
respectively. Each interferes with
the other till their feud grows into
gigantic proportions and anything
goes. Most anything is tried, providing some groans and quite a few
laughs.

I
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DAILY

Pix Understand Role
Is

Greatest— Johnston

CHARTERED

Of U.S. Pix Rentals
DRIVE-IN THEATERS,

FLEXER

(Continued from Page

1)

congratulated those present for the
part they played during the war and
for their major contribution toward
.-ictory.
He announced that M-G-M
.vill produce the first of a series of
edi***> als which will relate the in:

position on important mat:ers affecting the nation.
In his welcoming address to those
present, William F. Rodgers, vicepresident and distribution chief, said
that the company did not intend to
wait for the final decision on the
Government anti-trust suit by the

U. S. Supreme Court but would "plan
now for our future."
"M-G-M has been recognized as
the leader in the motion picture industry and that's where we will
stay," he added. "We're not going
to make way for anyone else. Our

merchandising

in all its

phases has

merited leadership and we will continue to maintain it."
In opening the discussion of the
implications of the N. Y. Statutory
consent decree, it is understood that
Rodgers reiterated his previously expressed stand on the subject of auction selling. M-G-M will continue to
experiment with competitive bidding
in selected situations and will consider every bid submitted by an exhibitor in order to make certain that
no theater owner is arbitrarily refused a request run.
Rodgers is said to have told the
delegates that one of the prime purposes of the convention was to clarify all questions about the decree and

INC., Dover,
Del., capital, $3,640; principal office, PrenticeHall Corp. System.

FREER

PRODS.,

Dover, Del.,
$1,000; principal office, W. D. Burton.
INC.,

capital

AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISES, Chicago, by Edward Levinger, Solomon Glick and S. Pollock.

NORWAY
preferred

New

CORP.,

stock,

to manufacture
ael Freedman,
directors.

York,

2,000

shares

2,000 shares no par common,
motion picture machinery; MichJoseph Henry, Harry G. Kosch,

Fill

MPF Posts

K.C.

in

(Continued from Page
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Foundation panel. J. A. Becker, head
of Associated Theaters in Harry
Truman's home town of Independ-

was named trustee.
The two named, along with A.

Jules Benedic, Clarence A. Schultz,
Sam Abend, M. D. Cohn, R. R. Bichele
and Felix Snow, will serve as one-

year committeemen. Two-year committeemen are L. J. Kimbriel, T. R.
Thompson, Frank Plumlee, Earl Dyson, Robert F. Withers, Mike Cullen
and Homer Strowig.
One vacancy exists on each classification, to be filled soon, the committee announced. Benedic, who has
been temporary chairman of the
Kansas City organization, will attend
the annual convention of Iowa and
Nebraska Exhibitors at Omaha next
Monday and speak on behalf of the
Foundation at the organization meeting there which will be part of the

Havana

—

sales
trict

individual

managers with their field dismanagers, branch managers and

chief bookers.

being permitted entry, subject to
terms of the remittance deal. Government authorities here are seeking to place an overall ceiling on the
total amount of pix monies permitted

The total sum under the 50 per
cent deal is expected to be approximately $1,500,000 for this year.
Agreement will be subject to revision if the monetary situation
improves.

Lowenstein Named Head
For ATONJ Convention

Annual PCC Meeting
To Be Held

May

13

At a general membership meeting
of the Allied Theater Owners of New
Jersey held yesterday, President Edward Lachman announced the appointment of Harry Lowenstein as
chairman of the organization's forthcoming convention to be held at the
Ambassador Hotel
from June 24-26.

JAMES JAMISON, Columbia
FRENCH HARVEY, manager,

Frank, Mrs. Irving Dollinger, Mrs.
Haskell Block and Mrs. Morris Fogelson.

Continued resistance to the amuselegislation in New Jersey
and to the demands for increased the-

ment tax

ater levies by

Denver.

Howell,

Palatka,

Fla.

HOWARD PALMER,
Fla.

manager. Sunrise,

Ft. Pierce,

Ascap were also

dis-

cussed by the membership.

N. Y. Strand to Play
Warner Reissue Bill
Warners combination re-issue bill,
"The Sea Hawk" and "The Sea
Wolf" goes into the New York Strand
for a two-week run, starting May 23.
The usual "in person" show at the
Strand will be suspended.

Buermele Chairman
Of Michigan Area MPF

Elect

(Continued from Page

1)

Motion Picture Foundation for Michigan area yesterday, and Earl J.
Hudson, president of United Detroit

THE FILM DAILY Theaters, was elected trustee.
Hollywood Annual meeting of the
Permanent Charities Committee will Larry Strong Dead in Chi.
be held in the SAG board room on
Chicago Larry Strong, 58, head
May 13, Edward Arnold, executive of the Essanay Electric Mfg. Co.
vice-president, -announced.
Agenda and member of the local operators
includes the election of officers and union for 30 years, is dead after a
consideration of the response from long illness. Requiem mass will be
industry groups on a proposal to celebrated at Holy Name Cathedral
enlarge the distribution of funds tomorrow, with interment in Mt.
from the annual charity drive.
Carmel.

—

salesman,

Atlantic City

ward Lachman, Mrs. Harry Lowenstein, Mrs. Lou Gold, Mrs. Sam

—

posts

in

Lowenstein appointed the following members to the convention Working Committee: Dr. Henry Brown,
Haskell M. Block, Lou Martin, Sidney
Franklin, Lou Gold, Maury Miller,
Basil Ziegler, Wilbur Snaper, Joseph
Siccardi and Harry Kridel.
To the Ladies' Committee were
appointed the following: Mrs. Ed-

West Coast Bureau of

new

1)

ence,

impact upon sales methods and convention.
that it was expected that no one
would return to his respective branch Skouras, Silverstone Host
without satisfactory answers to any
Dinner
problem that might arise in his mind. 600 At
J. Robert Rubin, M-G-M general
Havana (By Air Mail) More than
counsel, and Jay Eisenberg, Pincus
Sober and Ben Melniker, all of the 600 attended the banquet given by
legal staff, assisted Rodgers in inter- Spyros P. Skouras, president of the
20th-Fox, and Murray Silverstone,
preting the decree.
Much of the emphasis in the dis- president of the 20th-Fox Int'l, to
cussions was placed on the "reason- the Cuban press, exhibitors and disand "substantial tributors at the Hotel Nacional.
able clearance"
competition" provisions. Since the Among the guests were Dr. Arturo
inauguration of the consent decree in Bustamante; Edward Ugast, presi1940, it was pointed out, the com- dent of 20th-Fox of Cuba; Eduardo
pany has endeavored to make certain Alonso, president of ARTIC (Critics
that all clearances were reasonable Association); Antonio Sastre, presand it is expected that those in ex- ident of Paramount Circuit; Jose
istence today are justifiable. This is Valcarce, of Circuit Valcarce, Edelespecially important in the light of berto de Carrera, president of Circuit
that provision of the decree which Carrera; Henry Weiner, UA manplaces the burden of "reasonable ager, and Mary Louise Blanco, The
Film Daily.
clearance" upon the distributor.
The meetings continue today with

between

(Continued from Page

Hollywood films was stopped
sometime last month.
Pending final negotiation of a new
agreement American films are again
of

for export.

Cole, Becker

its

consultations

Sweden Freezes 50%

—

w
Chile Talks

on U.

Tuesday, April 29, 1947
DAILY

German-Made Pix Export

S,

(Continued from Pase 1)
bassy is expected to enter the discussions because of the adamant

stand reportedly taken by Chileans.
With a large portion of 1946 remittances still unpaid, American companies have been endeavoring to negotiate a formula for 1947 earnings
in Chile. Principal reason for Chile's
reluctance to allow earnings to be
taken out of the countrv is a critical
shortage in dollar exchange. Discussions have been under way between
representatives of U. S. film companies and the Chilean National Foreign Trade Council. This group is a

semi

-

private

organization which

films,

and

to the rebuilding of the

German film industry.
(The Film Daily over

the a year," Joseph Seidelman, prexy of
recommendations
to
Chilean government.
Universal International, observed at
The Chilean trade group during yesterday's press conference. Citing
1946 discussions made informal pro- films at random, he suggested:
posals that 10 to 15 per cent of re- "Seventh Veil," "Wicked Lady," "Nomittances be invested in the Chilean torious Gentleman," "Ceasar and
film industry. American companies Cleopatra," "Stairway to Heaven,"
these proposals on the "Odd Man Out," Great Expectarejected
grounds that it would amount to tions," "Henry V," "Adventuress,"
subsidizing a competitive industry. "Bedelia," "Black Narcissus," "Brief
Similar proposals are believed to Encounter," "This Happy Breed" and
have been made during discussions "Captive Heart."

Join AFL
In Anti-Labor Bill Battle

Amuse. Unions

American exhibitors don't give

particularly
cerned.

fig-lit

the legislation.

The committee, named

to

carry on

an intensified series of radio programs, mass meetings and personal
appearances from Coast to Coast,
includes:
Associated
Actors
and

—

Artistes of America
Edward J.
Michale; American Federation of
Musicians
Harry Steeper; American Federation of Radio Artists
George Heller; Actors Equity Association
Paul Dulzell; American
Guild of Musical Artists Lawrence
T^bbett; Association of Theatrical

—

—

—

—

—

Press Agents and Managers
Zac
Freedman; Radio Directors Guild
Ed Byron.
The committee will hold its first
meeting to man the campaien tomorrow at the headquarters of
in
New York.

AEA

Washington Bur.,

son, their first child, was born
April 24 to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Weiss of 105 E. 63rd St., at the Doc-

con-

THE FILM DAILY

—

A vigorous propresent pix policies in
Germany is expected to be registered with top Government officials by MPAA, it was indicated
yesterday.
ire is
Special target for
the policy of the American Military Government to allow export
Washington

—
—

MPAA

The U-I executive intimated that
Erich Pommer, advocate for the export of German films, was motivated
by personal ambition as well as by
a desire to re-build the German film

of Nazi-made motion pictures, as
exclusively
in
these
reported

columns.
If

as

pointed out, will be deferred indefinitely because of spiralling
costs. He illustrated the 75,000,000 franc cost of "Devil in the
Flesh," U-I's first French film,
made on a 50-50 basis with
Transcontinental Films; if the
same picture were to be made

now,

would cost at least $120,000,000 francs.
Deal specifies
that U-I will get 50 per cent of
all foreign revenues on the dollar side and remit the other 50
per cent through the French
it

treasury to Transcontinental.
Latter gets the equivalent sum
francs.
"Devil" might be
brought to America to be exploited by Prestige Pictures.
Regarding possible British restricin

tions against

American

films, Seidel-

man urged "American companies
it within their power to foi-eany serious action." Time and
again, Seidelman reiterated the need
for giving British films more playing time on American screens so that

stall

A

is

MPAA ATTACK SEEN -

the German film industry from a competitive standpoint
for they subscribed to free enterprise and freedom of the screen but to the threat
in a reborn German nationalism exported via films.

have

STORK REPORTS

where America

The average Englishman often attends a British film, Daff interpolated, out of a sincere desire to help

Britain could realize a greater flow
of dollar revenue.
Daff's Viewpoint

AMG

Policy

is

War Department

—

Detroit
Half million dollar construction program to serve Detroit's
colored theater patronage, together
with a deal to go into independent
production, is under way at the Kor
man Circuit office here, it was con-

firmed by Saul Korman, circuit bead
Korman is opening the ne- ^ake
Theater, first local house erected for
colored patronage in a dozen years,
Wednesday. This house was erected
in partnership with the big Wisper

and Wetsman chain.

Korman, in partnership with Ben
Fishman, an insurance executive who
will not be active in the business, is

starting

—

Korman now operates a string of
theaters, chiefly in colored nabes,
here, and has also branched out into
theater operation in Cleveland and

Miami.

At
name

Cleveland, he is changing the
of the Sunbeam Theater, which
he has operated since the first of
the year, to the King.
Korman is also dickerin 0- with Arthur Leonard, independent producer,
to go into active production partnership.
He expects to complete this
phase of his plans when he goes to
the Coast for the Variety national
convention.

Aussie Bill Would Limit
Theaters in Circuit

as extensive
officials

here

have indicated, MPAA President
Eric Johnston may protest to the
White House, as well as to top

French production, Seidelman

Hollywood, the radio and the theater
to

Produce

immediate construction of
two new 1,400-seat houses the Pix
at Hastings and E. Palmer Aves
Organization must now submit a and the Republic at Oakland and
weekly report of its foreign business, Holbrook Aves., each to cost $250,000.

test against

1)

to

British film exports. Situation has
changed, Seidelman said, for the JAR

industry.
(Continued from Page

Brit-

ish films a "break."
Daff reasoned this

way: Should
a period
months in stories from its Wash- Britain impose severe restrictions on
ington Bureau has called attention American product, then American
On producers would receive less revenue.
to the German film situation.
April 23, The Film Daily "broke" With reduced receipts, Hollywood
the story that marketing of Nazi- film makers would be required to
made films globally was contem- allocate less money to each producplated under a new policy approved tion, with a downward effect on
quality. Poorer pictures would reby the AMG.)
Seidelman asserted that he and sult in reduced movie attendance.
Seidelman underlined his aide's rehis colleagues in American and British film circles were not opposed to marks when he referred to the repeated assurances the Board of Trade
"Surely (American) theaters can used to give the Bank of England
improvement on
find time
play 12 British pictures regarding the fiscal
to

Leonard

1)

of

makes

on 1947 remittances. It is the position of the U. S. industry that any
earnings kept in the countr" should
be invested at the discretion of
American film companies. Americans also have opposed the high
import duties. Remittance question
is also a problem in Peru.

Korman May Join

Move

Fear Pan-Germanic Propaganda
(Continued from Page

Hit

Department officials.
Meanwhile, the State Department continued its own investigaState

tion of the entire situation.

country hold on to the dollars
she pays for imports.

his

U-I Deal With Hyams
Deal U-I made with the Hyams
Brothers, Seidelman reported, was
made with the approval of the JAR
Organization which had original
rights to the 90 Universal features
produced in the five-year period from
1937-38 to 1941-42. Buyers' cash payment "in excess of $500,000" gave
them a 10-year franchise; vendor
gets a participating and controlling
interest in the distributing branch of
Anglo-American, which will be renamed Albion Films. Minimum of 20
re-issues annually was agreed upon
by A-A. "England is still a strong
double feature country," Seidelman
pointed out, "and exhibitors need the

(Continued from Page

1)

itor is being forced out of business

by combines which are rapidly absorbing or buying out the small operators. Bill would be in the form of
an amendment to the Theaters and
Public Halls Act, and would be introduced by Baddeley.

Tommy

Harris

Dead

—Tommy

Detroit

Harris, 68, vet-

eran showman, died at his home here.
Formerly in vaudeville, he was with
various Detroit booking offices and
managed a number of Detroit vaudeville and film houses.

Third Week ior "Duel"
"Duel in the Sun" will be held over
for a third week in Loew's, Rochester, and the State, Syracuse, beginning Thursday.

UJEDDIflG BELLS

product."

De Noon-Hoyden
Correction

Titles of the reviews of the short
Al E. Daff, veepee in U-I's foreign
Hospital.
tor's
Mrs. Weiss, the department, who had just flown in subjects. "Pigs is Pigs" and "Figaro
former Marilyn Starr, is the daugh- from England yesterday morning, and Frankie" were transposed in The
ter of Herman Starr, vice-president and was also present at the inter- Film Daily of April 16. Comments
of Warner Bros. The child will be view, observed that the quality of under "Pigs" belonged with "Figaro"
named John Starr Weiss.
Hollywood films will be affected if and vice versa.

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY
Hayden and

— Sterling

Betty Anne de Noon, non - pro.,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Omer de
Noon of Pasadena, were married at
the Montecito Presbyterian Church,
near Santa Barbara.

j

44th St. 21st floor
York N, Y.
.
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B TTEflDB flCE UP 12' TO 40%
MPAA Seeks War Dept. Aims on Nazi Pix Export

LflTin flmSRICfll)
Harmon

Talks With Ass't
Sec'y Petersen; State Dept.

AMG Program

Probing
I

5,000-7,000

NAZI-MADE PIX PLAN STIRS S0L0NS
Opine That Films Export Should Be Curbed
Pending Writing of Peace Treaty

J HE FILM
DAILY
The War DepartWashington
ment may "modify" its unprece-

Washington Bureau of

—

dented

allowing

of

policy

export

from Germany of many Nazi-made
films, The Film Daily learned yesterday.

Following a N. Y.-Washington
meeting of MPAA officials on
the subject, Francis Harmon, MPEA
vee-pee, met with Assistant Secrestaff

(Continued on Page 7)

Republic Seeks

More

—

Herbert J. Yates, president, said yesterday on his return to the studio.
Meanwhile, he said, the company
policy of increased attention to highContinued en Page 6)

Johnston,

SMPE

Washington

H. OLDER
THE FILM DAILY

—The

revival of the
industry, coupled with
the decision by occupation authorities
to permit the screening of Nazi-made
films beyond the German and Austrian borders, has resulted in a good
deal of Congressional interest.
Sen. Sheridan Downey, D., Calif.,

German

told this
will call

film

correspondent yesterday he

for full information, while
lican

—

any detailed statement.

MPAA

Dates for the initial round of
branch meetings to be held preparatory to the start of Paramount's
1947 sales drive were announced yesterday by Charles M. Reagan, vicepresident in charge of distribution.
Meetings will begin on May 5 and
terminate on June 10.
Meetings scheduled to be held by

Presi-

Filed

by May 20

Washington Bur.,

THE FILM DAILY

—

Defendants in the
N. Y. Equity case are expected to

May 20

limit

yesterday.

Government spokesmen
"were progressing"

and the May target date should be
met. Previously, reports circulated
that one or more of the defendants
would not file necessary exhibits
with the Supreme Court, thus postponing court action on appeals.

itors

—

and Martin J. Mullin was sented to the next session of Parliaunanimously elected trustee to serve ment.
on the national board from the New
With all CEA branches co-operatEngland area at a luncheon-meeting
(Continued on Page 8)
held yesterday at the Copley Plaza.
Sam Pinanski and Mullin, apdation

Continued c* Page 6)

For Enterprise Four

(Continued on Page 7)

UA

Argentina Backs 1944 Decree
Sets

for

Minimum Domestic Playing Time

$1,900,000

Demanded

Buenos Aires

In

Terms

"Tsar to Lenin" Action
Herman Axelbank yesterday

filed

a $1,900,000 copyright infringement
suit in Federal Court in connection
with the 1937 release, "Tsar to
Lenin." Axelbank sued as the reiContinued on Page 8)

500 See Robert Weitmon
In as Cinema Lodge Prexy

Five hundred members of the entertainment field, including film company execs., saw Robert M. Weitman
as
president of
B'nai
inducted
Eai-ly replies to a letter sent by
B'rith's Cinema Lodge last night at
the American Theaters Association
(Continued on Page 8)
in order to ascertain the position of
its members regarding a National
Health charity drive, as proposed by
$1,750,000 Budget
the MMPTA indicate a feeling among

(Continued en Page 6)

the case before the
it was indicated here

said the records

—

London (By Cable) British exhibare bombarding the Board of
Harold Stoneman of In- Trade with protests against eliminaterstate was unanimously elected tion of the distributors' quota from
chairman of the Motion Picture Foun- the Films Act which will be preBoston

r ilm Execs., City Meet
Health Week Plan Dimmed
Today on Pix Co-ordinator By Early Exhib. Replies

First meeting April 9 with Sal J.

in

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 7)

See Equity Record

records

am

future of

Head NE Foundation

For Drive Meetings

"llms.

file

Int'l.

enthusiastic over the great
all the South American
countries," Skouras declared. "I am
greatly impressed by the people
"I

Sfoneman, Mullin

Sets Dates

Second meeting of members of the
dent Eric A. Johnston to discuss the
Society's nation-wide campaign for -notion picture industry with Comnissioner of Commerce Sanders will
theater television.
Expected to confer with Johnston be held this afternoon to discuss appointment of a city co-ordinator for
(Continued en Page 6)

Washington

Fox

Also anxious to get at the bottom

upon the State Department

(

THE FILM DAILY
Top SMPE officials

—

Repub-

McDonough of

U. K. Exhibs. Press

Officials

of

Washington
will meet today with

Gordon

Los Angeles said he intends to communicate with the Secretary of War.
Both Downey and McDonough expressed grave doubts about the wisdom of the Army's course but each
insisted he wanted to have the full
story before him if he were to make

To Meet on Television
Washington Bureau

Rep.

Latin American theater attendance
has increased from 12% per cent to
40 per cent, Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th-Fox, estimated at yesterday's double
feature industry
press conference which "co-starred"
Murray Silverstone, prexy of 20th-

For Distrib. Quota

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Republic is in negotiation for additional top-flight production and star personalities to
augment the studio's present roster,

(

ANDREW

Reagan

Top Personalities
West Coast Bureau of

By

Washington Bureau of

More Theaters

Needed, Declares Skouras,
Back from 11-Country Tour

(By Air Mail)

—

of the 1944 Argentine revolu-

tionary government decree which
forced theaters to play a percentage
of domestic product have been approved T>y the Argentine Congress.
Law calls for Buenos Aires houses
with more than 2,500 seats to show
an Argentine feature every two
(Continued on Page 7)

has set a $1,750,000 ad budget
Enterprise's "Ramrod," "Arch of

Triumph," "The Other Love' and
"Body and Soul,' it was said yesterday. Co-op newspaper and consumer advertising will be stressed
for "Ramrod," while "Arch of Triumph" and "Body and Soul," slated
for Fall openings, will get heavy
plugging

in resort areas. Paris

junket

"Arch" premiere is in work. On
this side, "Arch" is now slated to
hit keys in September. "The Other
Love" starts at the Rivofi in midMay.
for

w
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Studio and Theater Sound
Co-op Planned at WB Mee

Goma

comiriG urn

i

Warner

Circuit zone sound eng:
meeting with Col. Natha
Levinson, head of sound activities a

neers,
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of Monogram and Alfranchise in Dallas arrives in Hol13 with MRS. RUST to attend
International convention of Variety Clubs.
Artists

May

lywood on

GERALDINE FITZGERALD has arrived in Hollywood from New York for wardrobe and makeup conferences. Miss Fitzgerald will return to
New York in about two weeks and sail on the
S.S. Queen Elizabeth for England.

STANLEY

CRAIG,

Paramount's general
manager for New Zealand, and WILLIAM HUR-

WORTH,

H.

assistant manager
in
Sydney,
Australia, are due to arrive in San Francisco
on May 1 and April 30, respectively for their
'irst visit to America.
JR.,

ALFRED HITCHCOCK leoves Hollywood next
*eek for New York where first steps in launching

of his own independent company,
atlantic Pictures Corp. will be taken.

ROBERT

S.

WOLFF,

RKO

Radio

Trans-

managing

of the United Kingdom, returned to
yesterday after conferences with
executives in Hollywood. Wolff will re-nain here until his scheduled May 9 sailing on
Mie S.S. Queen Elizabeth.
lirector

New

York

tudio

NAT LEVY, RKO Radio Eastern division sales
nanager, left last night for Cleveland from
"here he will begin a tour of the Cleveland
Cincinnati and Indianapolis exchanges. He will
"turs next week.

Rank and Davis Sailing
Sunday for N. Y. Parleys

HAVANA —
BOMBAY—

London (By Cable)

—

J.

Arthur

CLAUD MORRIS, SRO

exploitation

chief,

re-

turns to New York today from Amarillo, Texas,
where he attended the opening of "Duel in the
Sun."

WB

SAM LEFKOWITZ,
Eastern district manager, is on a trip to Buffalo and Binghamton.
He returns to New York at the end of the
week.

WILLIAM
be

in

C.

GEHRING, 20th-Fox exec,

will

CARRINGTON,

Altec president, back in
visit to N. Y. of-

Hollywood after three-week
fice.

ROGER
Puerto

WILLIAMS,

Rico,

flies

maximum sound

performanc-^ipolo

nel Levinson outlined proced? ^'fo
better unification of efforts befwee;
the production and exhibition ends.

New

Cleveland today.

G. L.

the Warner Studio, discussed plan
for closer co-ordination between etu
dio and theater in order to achiev

Paramount

manager

in

back to San Juan today.

PAT SCOLLARD, Paramount

labor relations'
head, returned to his desk yesterday after Coast
conferences at which new agreements covering
white collar workers at nino Los Angeles film
exchanges were negotiated with the Office Employes International Union, AFL.

STANLEY DUDELSON, salesman
Prods. Detroit, has resigned
California where he plans to
business.

and

for Al
is

Dezel

moving

to

re-enter the film

Kodak's Richard Brady
Retires After 41 Years
With Eastman Kodak for 41
years, Richard Brady, manager of
the East Coast Division of Kodak's
motion picture fi'm department, has
retired to spend his leisure shooting

standards, replacements
supplies and various loca
sound problems were discussed, am
there were demonstrations of nev
equipment by representatives o.
RCA, Simplex and other firms. Col
Frank E. Cahill, Jr., director o:
sound for Warner theaters, and «
dozen zone engineers participated.

power

Chaplin Due on Stand
Defense

In Bercovici

Charles Chaplin is expected to take
the stand today in his defense of the
damage action brought by Konrad
Bercovici in connection with material
used in "The Great Dictator."
At yesterday's session before Federal Judge Harold Burke, the jury
heard the depositions of Sir Alex-

ander Korda, Paulette Goddard, and

Rank and John Davis, with Mrs. golf.
two agents, Allen J. Miller and StanRank and Mrs. Davis, will sail
Pioneer in the industry, Brady ley Bergerman. Mrs. Estelle MontMONTREAL— day on the S.S. Queen ElizabethSunfor joined Eastman in 1906 where he be- eagle made a defense witness
apNew York where they will attend a came expert in handling the then pearance. Louis Frohlich is conVANCOUVER —
meeting of the Universal board, and new Velox paper. After six years ducting the Chaplin
SYDNEY—
defense, while
confer with Nate J. Blumberg, J. spreading information on the paper Louis Nizer is attorney
for Bercovici.
UY
BRUSSELS—
Cheever Cowdin, Robert R. Young throughout the West, he was trans-

COPENHAGEN—
ROME —

inniicinL

f

{Jv.es.,

;

Apr. 29)

;
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B. Mover Loew's Salary
Topper With $500,000

T

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

and Arthur Krim.
From New York, they will go to
Toronto and Chicago for meetings
with Rank associates. Davis will fly
back to England after the Chicago
meetings, but Rank and his wife will
continue to California, returning
here in July.

Asked
5V4
53/4

Services for William Westberg
A solemn high mass for William
J. Westberg, 55, vice-president of
Filmlab, Inc., will be held in St.
Gerard's Church, Hollis tomorrow at
10 a.m. A pioneer laboratory technician, Westberg died at his home
in Hollis on Sunday. He started his

career with Vitagraph about 40 years
ago. Survivors include his wife and
a daughter.

—

Louis B. Mayer.
M-G-M reduction chief, in 1946
^rew $500000, tonpins? the list of
Loew's salaries, the SEC reported
vesterday. Robert Montgomery was
the highest naid actor with $286,000.
while Nicholas M. Schenck, president,
received $224,767.

Bonuses and nrofit shares reported
by Loew's included $111,357 to J.
Robert Rubin, vice-nresident, and
$63,357 to Benjamin Thau, vice-president.

ferred to N. Y., center of the industry at that time.
Born in Galishiels, Scotland, Brady
has for the major portion of his life
devoted his energies towards improving films. Beginning with one of his
earliest positions, partner of the
photographic gallery Brady & Sands,
in Providence, R. I., Brady rose to
one of the top executive positions
Brady is a
with Eastman Kodak.
pioneer member of SMPE and a
member in good standing of the Dunwoodie Golf Club. His home is in

New York

An independent ticket of candidates for the Actors Equity Association council has been put in nomination by a group who feel that Ilka
Chase and Aline MacMahon should
have been put up by the nominating
Independent slate comcommittee.
prises Ralph Bellamy, Miss Chase,
Tom Ewell, Alexander Kirkland,

ANGEL WANTED—
Established writer needs small office (writhas own typewriter) for three months
less, to complete film original; 24,000
words already written. Benefactor gets
5 per cent of any movie sale. Box 131,
THE FILM DAILY, 1501 B-WAY, N. Y. C.
er
or

POSITION

WANTED

Executive business woman. Ten years film
experience and office management. Five years personnel administration.
A valuable asset to any executive needing capable assistant to relieve him of
all
details.
Excellent
references.
New
York area. Write, Box 127,
THE FILM DAILY, 1501 B'WAY, N. Y. C.

Oppose

—

Jefferson City, Mo. Fred Wehrenberg,
president, and Mrs.
A. F. Burt, president emeritus and
founder of the Better Films Council
of Greater St. Louis, will head delegations at today's public hearing on
the proposed state censorship bill.
Another delegation is expected from

MPTOA

Kansas

City.

Bernstein

Independent Ticket Up
For Equity Council Vote

to

Mo. Censorship Bill

City.

Technicolor Meet May 19
Annual meeting of stockholders of Miss MacMahon, Mildred Natwick,
Technicolor. Inc. will be held here Helen Ray and David Wayne.
May 19. Only business scheduled is
Group also endorses Raymond
the election of four officers for the Massey and Elliott Nugent who will
term of three years.
run on the regular ticket.

NO CASH INVESTMENT

Wehrenberg

Ascap Treasurer

Louis Bernstein, was elected Treasurer of Ascap at a Board of Directors meeting yesterday.
Ali other
officers remain the same.

SAVE MONEY!
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Golden Upped

ishop Succeeds Flynn

Transfer of Jay Golden from the
supervision of Brooklyn theaters to
the post of manager of the West

The retirement of John E. Flynn

om

faii^^ and

the

M-G-M

appointment

of

<»

u'j^L Bishop, "
•„ i^lc eed him

Midwestern

5
ales

nnounced at yes-

y

odgers,

named chairmen

manag-

Flynn

r.

ontinue in

association of

9 years
e^essors.

with

new

provide modern

the

to

of the

New

quarters for

Committee,

Entertainment

drive's

the

of

_,„,_„. n r „ nn ,„
burtus bishop, JR.
,

M-G-M and

its prejoined the Goldwyn
1918 and was district

York's

Mrs.

with

Mrs. Schenck, incidentally, has

Garden and around the country

at the

He

'-ompany in

contribution

$5,000,000 medical center

January when Harry Brandt, hearing

in early
to

fine

lanager in St. Louis when Goldwyn
lerged with the Metro Company in

its

•

publicity

WORKING A1CNG

quietly

punches

were

up a program

Bishop joined the company as a
alesman in Charlotte in 1926 and
•e^ame branch manager there ten
ears later.
In 1937 he went to
'ittsburgh as branch manager and
n 1941 he was made Midwest disrict manager.
He has been in his
u-esent post as Southwestern district
nanager with headquarters in Dal. as

in fund-raising drives

that bids likely to

May

ater use

A

II

of highlights in

On May

20,

New

York

AN

•

make

19,

named

to

parade

and radio

be given

TV

be

will

Times Square, with a

history, stage, fT-in
will

Wo-

"Tribute to

torchlight

in the

stara

Garden,

set

up

most colorful

to

headed by Eddie Dowden of Loew's
and includes Homer Harmon at the Roxy, Fred Lynch at Radio City
Music Hall. Paula Gould of the Capitol, Edythe Freeman of the Strand,
Nick Matscukas of Skouras Theaters, Blanche Livingston and Ira Morals
of RKO, Hy Carnow of UA, Sid Mesibov of Paramount, William Slater
of Columbia. Ross Doyle and Bryan Lee of M-G-M, Saul Handwerger,
Peter McCarty, Howard Kurtz, Russ Grant, Bob O'Brien, Teddy Arnow,
Bob Nashick, Ann Bontempo, Carl Fishman, Jerry Sager of the Loew
ofiice
They are arranging tie-ups with national and local advertisers
Tom Rogers of M-G-M is handling radio and network tie-

Publishers and editors

in

indus-

papers will be luncheon guests
of William F. Rodgers, vice-president
.'and general sales manager, today,
;ry

;he third

day of the M-G-M

sales conheld at the Astor
Hotel.
At this time, the publishers
and editors will personally meet the
recent new appointees in the field as
Aell as renew acquaintances.
At yesterday's luncheon E. B. Hatrick, vice-president and general manager for News of the Day; Mike Clofine, editor; Walter Bredin, assign-

ferences

ment

being

editor;

and

that

Arthur

Lacks,

(handling News of the Day sales, were
Hluncheon guests.
Meetings yesterday were confined
to individual sessions between the

19 night-time shindig

This committee

one

of the

is

ups

T
•

•

•

exponent

T

T

THE SHADE OF THE LATE, GREAT TEDDY ROOSEVELT,
day of "the strenuous life," must regard with envy the

in his

pace set by Spyros P. Skouras and Murray Silverstone on their LatinAmerican tour of 11 countries in 28 days
Despite a round of engagements which frequently did not terminate until 4 a.m., they were

and early

managers and the district
and branch managers under their

up

supervision.
Head bookers for the
various divisions also attended as
well as legal representatives from
the home office.

"crime and horror" committee of the Minneapolis P-T-A's, key figure

five sales

bright

more.

...

campaign

:':

•it

O end
(_/

~>

re e

l

tin 9

8
-'

£5 irt haaif
J

Do

0. Slenker

:.:
:.:

Joe Yule

it.

.

.

play golf on 17 days,

Hugh

ban "The Outlaw"

the seashore

on

five

Flynn, chairman of

the

visit

E.

.

to

•

Hal Young,

there, in

a

of

program

at

director of "Citizen Saint," is

•

•

My

.

ADD GREAT

.

one

of the

—

20th-Fox prexy, in withdrawing from yesterday's industry press confab.

DM

San Fran-

vise

Los Angeles
and Denver, with

cisco,

headquarters

I

in|

San Francisco.

Other assignments revealed
JAY golden

include:

Goodwin Sable, from manager of
Keith's to city manager of Keith's,
Colonial and State, Dayton, O.;
Francis Anderson, from manager of
the Palace to city manager of the
and

Palace

Temple,

Rochester,

N.

Harry Weiss, from manager of
RKO Proctor's, Newark, to division
manager in Brooklyn, including the
Kenmore, Tilyou, Dyker and Shore
Road Theaters; Charles Oelreich,
from manager of RKO Yonkers to
division manager in the Bronx, including the Fordham, Pelham, Castle
Y.;

and Marble Hill Theaters.

promotions

include

to the

Yon-

kers from the 23rd St.; George
Baldwin, to the 23rd St. from the
Colonial;
Arthur Koch, assistant
manager, Coliseum, to manager of
the Colonial, and Herbert Heintz,
from the Alhambra to Proctor's,

Newark.

AA-Monogram Regional
Called for

May

West Coast Bureau

—

uj

I

13

HE FILM DAILY

Hollywood A West'Coast regional
sales meeting of Allied Artists and
Mon:gram has been called for May

13 at the Ambassador Hotel, Steve
Broidy, president, announced. Broidy
will preside over the meeting which
will discuss sales campaigns for "It
Happened on Fifth Avenue," "Black
Gold," "The Gangster," "Tragic Sym-

phony" and "The Hunted."

mmmm

bells

Yarborough-Gunderson

—

Houston, Tex.
Rubie Dick Yarborough, of the Interstate Theaters
staff, was married to L. E. Gunderson.

.

EXIT LINES: "Will you excuse me, please?
Spyros P. Skouras.
is calling me"

boss. Charles Skouras.

Theaters.

Golden will super-

letter to

the Denes Psychodramatic Theater, new adult education
Washington Irving H. S.
• And Jimmy Young, whose
"Behind the Rising Sun" was filmed by RKO, is the new publisher and
part owner of the Wilmington (Del.) Sunday Star
»
»

directors

•

Apr. 30
C.

|:

to

Man-Bites-Dog Dept.:

Mayor H. H.
Humphrey apologized for his protests, conlessed that he had acted "on
the strength of the advertising," said his face was red and that he rein the

gretted

8

•

RKO

of

Harold Daly who goes

At Rodger s Luncheon

help

new

Additional

Publishers and Editors

on record

of

assignments announced yesterday by Sol A.
Schwartz, vicep r e s ident and
general manager

Hill

ALL-INDUSTRY PARADE COMMITTEE has been

May

built

most success ul on record
is being prepared for the-

officially

a mammoth show

•ince 1943.

•

be

On May

city

and ho'dng

committee has

of the

special trailer

to 18 is to

effectively,

certain, the

be one

again with a host of stars

•

and

a
Ave., and up Broadway

men" week In the
staged down Fifth
taking part.

results

'till

•924.

pageant

T

T

T
•

•

1

i

number

been giving practically her entire time for years in the interests of the
Appointed director of the committee was Gabriel A.
Infirmary
Wechsler, who was general secretary of City Fusion, and national
secretary of the Billy Rose-Ben Hecht pageant, "We Will Never Die."

isory capacity.

he

a new

Nicholas M. Schenck as treasurer

will
an ad-

Flynn's retirelent ends an ac-

Coast division,
h g h ighted a

on'y all-women-staffed, 94-year-old civic hospital, formulated a threeBrandt and Helen Hayes were
way public relations campaign

vice-

resident and genral sales

back

started

all

It

MAKING a

IS

Infirmary drive for

proposed campaign

conf eren e
William F.

ales

.

THE INDUSTRY

• • •
New York

rday's session of
le company's
national
jrrent

M PHIL M. DALY

the Public Service

fit

was

chief

RKO

Theaters Coast Spot

or Metro's Midwest
active participation in

to

Kramer-Browar
Engagement

Cleveland

—

is

an-

nounced of Roselyn Kramer, daugh-

Abe Kramer

of Associated CirHerbert Browar, son of Mark
Browar, former Pittsburgh circuit
ter of

cuit, to

operator.
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Germany-Made

Films

Free Movies in Columbus Department Store
May Bring Counter Moves by City Theaters

Policy Stirs Solons
(Continued from Page

—

Columbus, 0. Local theater managers, who declared recently that they
weren't planning installation of merchandise like nylons, cosmetics and records,
may think twice. The town's biggest department store ran an ad for old-time
Chaplin films opposite theater pages reading, "There's never an admission
charge in our assembly center."
Revived first a month ago as part of the store's anniversary month, the films
are being shown again. "Audiences that laughed and cried and reminisced at
the silent movies have asked for Charlie's return," reads; the ad. The films include "Shanghaied," "Between Showers," "Rough Passage" and "Stepping
Out." Theatermen are wondering how the store executives would like theater
ads reading "There's never a charge for our nylons, yard goods, or girdles!"

1)

of the problem was Democrat Senator Francis Myers of Pennsylvania,

that what he has read
Army's policy seems to him

who remarked
of the

"shortsighted, to put it mildly." He,
along with the other two solons and

Reps. George Bender and Walter
Huber, Republican and Democrat respectively of Ohio, remarked that
any export of Nazi-made pix should
certainly be curbed pending the writing of the German peace treaty.
Huber and McDonough, both of
whom were active two years ago
when the Alien Property Custodian
was contemplating free release of
Nazi product it had seized in this
country, remarked that thev felt the
same objections they had voiced at
that time were equally valid today.
Reps. Helen Gahagan Douglas of
Los Angeles, and Emanuel Celler of
New York, both Democrats, were
also reported upset about the Army
policy. They took the lead blocking
the projected release of the films
held by APC.
In the meantime, it was learned
here that the Americanism Committee of the American Legion will take
up the matter when it meets in
Indianapolis this week-end.

Republic Seeks More

Head NE Foundation
(Continued from Page

Top Personalities
(Continued from Page

1)

1)

pointed temporary chairmen of the budget productions is being mainFoundation for the five New England tained.
Yates reported that the new deals
states, introduced the chief speaker,
Louis Novins, who presented the are expected to be as important as
aims and motives of the project to a that recently announced with the
He
group of more than 200 industry rep- Charles K. Feldman group.
resentatives. Novins is a former as- pointed out that the story of the life
sistant attorney-general of Massa- of Babe Ruth will be the basis of one
of
the
biggest productions ever
chusetts and a native of Boston.
The large and enthusiastic audi- turned out on the North Hollywood

ence was made up of industryites including groups from labor, circuits,
trade papers, supply houses, exhib-

lot.

The Republic president stated that
he had received many favorable reEvery dis- ports on the company's "B" product
itors and distributors.
from theatermen during the recent
tributor outfit was represented, as
regional sales meeting and that at
Officials
Johnston,
well as all the circuits and many
least 16 of that type film will be
from
this
exhibitors
area.
prominent
To Meet on Television
The exchange area committee was made during the new season. Subjects will rely heavily upon exploitaelected
by ballot and included the
(Continued from Page 1)
tion themes and titles.
following:
Maine,
Russell
From
C.
J.
are Loren L. Ryder, SMPE president,
The Roy Rogers outdoor specials
Hampshire,
Kurson;
and
Sam
New
and Paul J. Larsen, chairman of the
will be produced on special budgets
Joseph
Fahey;
Vermont,
Edward
committee on theater television.
and will feature outstanding name
While MPAA generally has steered Mathieu; Rhode Island, Edward personalities.
As announced, all
clear of this subject in the past, it Fay and Meyer Stanzler; Massa- Rogers productions will be photowas revealed that the Association chusetts, A. C. Kilpatrick, Phil Smith, graphed in Trucolor.
already is conducting a survey to de- R. Snider, L. Goldberg, M. Levinson,
A complete outline of the 1947-48
termine the feasibility of Hollywood Arthur Lockwood, John Ford, C.
Kurtman, M. Melincoff. J. Derry, E. program is being made up during
participation in theater tele.
The whole question also is being Groth, C. Morse, M. J. Mullin, Phil studio conferences and announcement is to be made shortly.
explored by the FCC. The Depart- Marget, F. Boschetti, Stoneman, E.
ment of Justice, too, has expressed M. Lowe, W. Mitchell, H. Rifkin, S.
an interest in the subject through the Goldstein, 0. Ramsdell; allied in- Film Execs., City Meet
dustries, Joe Cifre; labor, William
Scophony anti-trust suit.
on Pix Co-ordinator
SMPE has plugged for theater Scanlon; exchange representatives,
television to protect the motion pic- Herbert Schaffer, John Moore, Bill
(Continued from Page 1)
Homa, Meyer Feltman, and Ben
ture industry's investment.
Abrams.
Scoppa, IATSE; Steve Fitzgibbons,
The group elected will be divided Movietonews; Harold Lewis, RKO
into sub-committees at the next meet- Pathe; and Judge McGuire, city labWebster City's
ing for organizational purposes.
or conciliator attending, was devoted
a Special Shotv
to presentations of opinions from
Percy Long,
various members of the industry on
Webster City, la.
Y.
Screen
Writers
N.
possible plans for naming a film comanager of the Webster Theater,
ordinator to supervise and simplify
group of five
forlorn
noticed
Plan Organization
a
clearance problems encountered in
school kids and their teacher standing in front of his matineeless house
Plans will be discussed to form a shooting pictures in the city.
the other afternoon. Questioning reNew York screen writers organizaMeeting today will go into the matvealed that the teacher and her
tion
at today's
meeting in the ter deeper and a meeting with Mayor
flock, not realizing that the theTerrace Room of the Capitol Hotel at O'Dwyer will be arranged.
ater was closed during the after8 p.m. Peter Lyon, veepee of Radio
noon, had driven in from Dayton, la.
Writers Guild, and James Gow, coauthor of "Deep Are the Roots" and Striking Film Techs. Vote
so the kids, four of whom had never
"Tomorrow the World," will be the To
seen a movie, could have a treat beto
guest speakers.
cause of their good school work.

SMPE

Today

Long

Runs

—

Pay Dues

Rising to the occasion, Long located an operator and ran a special
matinee for the group. Long's good
deed rated him a notice in the Des
Moines newspaper.

A

dividend of 25 cents per share,
payable May 20 to stockholders of
record on May 9 has been declared
by the board of Technicolor.
.

Hollywood

—

Co-op. Distrib, Set-up

Proposed for Imports
A

joint distribution organization
for selling foreign films to theaters
across the country was outlined -yesterday by Marty Levine, £
£ fVal
manager of Brandt theatei „Ind
president of Distinguished Films,
who said that the plan calls for a
set-up similar to U-A, with his own
organization, Siritzky, and Superfilm
being principals.

Tentatively named United Film
Distributing Association, initial talks
among the principals have formulated a basic formula for operation
which calls for offices in Los Angeles
and Chicago, with New York as home
office.

Prime object of the association
said Levine, is to avoid the duplication of selling which is the practice
nowamong foreign film distributors.
Calling for a joint selling arrange-

ment wherein each owner

will

have

the right to aoDrove or reject the
contract, Levine said that the plan
calls for a minimum of 18 films per
year assured, with an outside 8-10
expected.

"The foreign film business is
growing," said Levine, "for some of
the following reasons: First, foreign
films provide adult entertainment.

The

sex situations are cleverly
handled with the result that almost
no local censorship trouble is being
encountered. The Johnston office also
cannot touch the foreign pictures or
emasculate their content to conform
to
Hollywood standards," Levine
said.

Prophesying 250 foreign film theaters in the country by year's-end,
Levine said that the co-operative association would endeavor to pioneer
in territories where foreign pix had
not in the past been shown, opening

a large new market.
Further meetings among the principals will be held in two weeks following the return of Oliver Unger,
_

Levine's assistant, who is making a
cross-country survey of the foreign
film theater market. Levine emphasized that, once in motion, the association would welcome other companies joining the organization.

Faber Joins Marshall
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
ant

on

known

—Al Sherman, consult-

screen

media and widely
announces the

film publicist,

appointment of Marshall L. Faber,
former producer and specialist in industrial films, as an associate, with
offices at 2812 Wisconsin Ave.

STORK REPORTS

IATSE

—

Minneapolis
George Engleking,
booker at Paramount, is the father
In "order to preserve of a boy.

West Coast Bureau of

25c Technicolor Dividend

April 30, 1947
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rights
in the international body,
striking film technicians have voted
to pay up their dues in the non-striking IATSE.

Indianapolis
son,
Co.,

manager
has a

—

Burdette N. Peterof the Theater Supply

new baby

son.
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MPAA Seeks Policy
On German

new mdustrv

in

GORDON SPRADtEY,
C. Petersen, to
policy on the German
filr^^port program. In addition,
Ha.^Ri was expected to discuss with
Patersen the entire German film inofficial

dustry problem.
The explosive question was fast
coming to a head following this
paper's disclosure that the American
Military Government has approved
the export of Nazi-made films. The
State Department is conducting its

own investigation.
Although AMG has
all

German

.

|

films approved for ex-

i

Strand,

Miami,

Fla.

CECIL HIGGLE, manager, Variety, Miami Beach,
Fla.

JOE SOMMERS, manager,

Miami Beach,

Royal,

Fla.

PAUL MURPHY, manager. Northern

Miles

cir-

Columbus, 0.

LOUIS CALAMARIE, assistant manager, Apollo,
Chicago.

TED DUVAL,

trainee manager.

Uptown, Chica-

go.
trainee manager. Admiral, Chi-

cago.

(Continued from Page

[

Minimum Screen

Gateway,

(Continued from Page

1)

RAY TOEMMES, manager, Parkway, Miami, Fla. months, while other first-runs
JOHN M. SHEPHERD, manager, Miami Theater,
play one domestic feature
Miami, Fla.

must
each

month, and neighborhood houses must
RAY EXELROD, PRC sales staff, Chicago.
ART ROSENTHAL, head booker, PRC, Chicago. give up two weeks, including two SatFRANCIS YOUNG, assistant manager, Arcadia, urdays and Sundays, out. of every
WILLIAM CADMUS, manager, Annex Theater, five weeks. All theaters must show
Argentine newsreels every day.
Wilmington, Del.
Rentals are set on a percentage
SONNY SHEPHERD, manager, Miami Theater,
Miami, Fla.
basis of 40 per cent in the first-runs,
ED MAY, manager, Lincoln, Miami, Fla.
with a range of 25 to 35 per cent in
PHILIP MASTERS, manager, Rosetta, Miami, other theaters.
Fla.
Argentine producers are bound to
CLAUDE NORTON, manager, Surf, Miami, Fla. dedicate at least 10 per cent of their
HAROLD GEORGE, assistant manager, Capitol, production to stories based on local
Miami, Fla.
history, art and literature.

Health Week Plan Dimmed Paramount Sets Dates for
By Early Exhib. Replies
Sales Drive Meetings
(Continued from Page

1)

See 35% Budaet Cut
For Dept. of

Commerce

1)

by

AMG

officials in

—

is

approved

apparently

a

feeling

Germany. Maas among a group of theater owners

^hat charity drives on a local level
is due back in this country next week.
eliminate many of these problems and
Johnston will confer with Maas and
are therefore preferable to a nationif the situation still warrants action
wide effort.
following the policy statement from
Robert W. Coyne,
executive
Assistant Secretary Petersen, the
director, was careful to point out,
chief will protest to top State
however, that replies have not been
Dept. officials and perhaps to Presireceived in sufficient numbers to
Truman.

ATA

.

manager,

Chicago.

BERNARD SCHAFT, manager.

cuit,

DONALD HURST,

trainee

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
some exhibitors that such a project Hugh Owen, Eastern and Southern
Washington Department of Comwould
present
many
complications.
division
manager,
in
sales
advance
of
MPAA President Eric Johnston Several members have expressed the sales contest, follow: New Or- merce's 1948 budget may be sliced
"at least" 35 Per cent by the econhas been cautious in taking action in
opposition to a national drive be- leans, May 9-10; Atlanta, May 12-14; omy-minded House Appropriations
the case until he had confirmation
cause
of
difficulty that might Charlotte, May 15-16; Buffalo. May
the
Committee on Friday, it was indifrom Germany and until an official
arise in determining an equitable 19-20; Albany, May 21; New Haven,
cated yesterday. Although the Depolicy statement was obtained from
method
of
territorial distribution of May 22: Boston, Ma- 26-28; New
partment's motion picture division,
top War Dept. officials here. Irving
the collected funds. The fact that York, May 29-31.
headed by Nathan Golden, is exMaas, MPEA vee-pee and general the Red Cross
and the March of
Meetings listed for Earle W. Swei- pected to miss the economy axe,
manager, was sent to Germany to
Dimes
have
refused to participate in gert, sales manager of the Mid- other departments providing services
investigate reports which MPAA offijoint charity efforts is also pointed Eastern division, are: Washington.
of interest to the motion picture incials here found hard to believe.
up as a liability factor.
Mav 5-6; Pittsburgh, May 7-8; Phil- dustry are expected to be slashed
Maas now has sent confirmation that
There

the export policy has been

I

LABE

MELL, manager. Ace, Miami, Fla.

LARRY DOYLE,
insisted that

port will be "thoroughly screened"
for pro-Nazi material, the policy has
aroused a storm of protest from industry, Government and Congressional leaders.
Maas Due With Full Report

j

Miami,

manager, Tower,

Fla.

War Howard

Arg. Backs '44 Decree;
Sets

Pic Export

(Continued from Page 1)

tary of
ge t ibe

posts

MPAA

dent

Also expected to be aired during
this and future discussions of War
Department policy regarding Eric
Pcmmer, who may be removed from
War Department civilian roles by
July because he has been a citizen
less than 10 years, is expected to
try to stay in Germany and continue

determine the majority
opinion of the membership.

definitely

adelphia, May 12-13; Detroit, May
14-15; Cleveland. May 16-17; Cincinnati, May 19-20.
Meetings set for James J. Donohue, Central division sales manager
are: Dallas. May 26-27: Oklahoma
City, May 28-29; Memphis. Mav 3031; Chicago, June 2-3: Milwaukee,
•Tune 4: Minneapolis, June 5-6; Indianapolis, June 9-10.

Scheduled for George A. Smith.

Western division

sales

manager, are

or

abolished

in

the

fund-cutting

drive.

Cuts are expected

in

funds asked

for the patent office, small business,
international trade, business economics and domestic commerce of the
census bureau, which had asked for
$5,000,000 to conduct a survey of
manufacturers, is expected to be cut
heavily. In addition, the Office of
Technical Services, which has been
collecting technical information in
Germany, may be abolished outright.

May
May 7-8; Portland. May 9; Seattle, Mav 10-12Film Representatives
Salt Lake City May 14; Denver, May
15-16: Omaha, M*v 17; Kansas Citv To Academy Elected
Grand Rapids, Mich. — A "Thank May 19-20; Des Moines, May 21; St.
We*t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
German You" party was given by Grand Louis, May 22-23.
Hollywood — Jean Hersholt and

||

these

Grand Rapids V. C. Party
Marks Youth Day Success

5-6:

meetings: Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

his work of rebuilding the
film industry in a private capacity.
American military officials in Germany would have to approve this re-

Rapids Variety Club for 350 old time
Presentation of prizes to winners
newsboys of the Grand Rapids Press in the company's 1946 sales contest George Murphy have been elected to
at the Rowe Hotel here last night, will be made at the meetings, at represent actors' branch of Academy;
Donald M. Nelson, Walter Wanger,
ported move, it is understood here. in appreciation for their aid in selling which also will be distributed Para- executives and producers; William
newspapers on Youth Day held mount One Hundred Per Cent Club
Wyler, Delmer Daves, directors;
earlier in April when $22,500 was pins.
Simons' Molher Dies
Perry Lieber, Howard Strickling,
raised.
public relations; Charles G. Clarke,
Hartford Mother of Jack Simons,
n
The original goal set was $9,500 to Paramount Ort nn 4-Day
Farciot Edouart, cinematographers;
Center Theater manager, is dead in keep Youth Center and its Summer
Meet for
District
Frederick C. Quimby, Louis Notarius,
Pittsburgh.
camp for underprivileged children Wert Coast Bureau
subjects; Charles Brackett,
of THE FILM DATT^V short
-nnning for the coming year. Variety
Mary C. McCall, Jr., writers. Officers
Hollywood
George
Smith
A.
Club of Grand Rapids and the Grand
will be elected tomorrow night.
Not Try This?
Rapids Press teamed up sponsoring Paramount's Western division salef
manager, yesterdav opened a fourYouth
Day
with
all
old
time
newsTheaters in
Des Moines, la.
boys selling: papers. Because the day conference with company's Wes*
Des Moines taking part in a traffic
event was such an overwhelming suc- Coast district and exchange mansafety contest designed as a "save
agers to acquaint them with comcess,
it has been decided to have it
life" drive have created interest
a
pany's new sales policy. Attorney
as
yearly
a
affair.
with a stunt of keeping an electric
The "Thank You" party took the Richard Morgan, of the home office
light bulb burning atop the marquee.
CINECLASSICS, INC., New York, motion pieform of an indoor circus with all the is also attending parleys.
Each of the Tri-State theaters have
ture producer, 200 shares no par value stock,
big top atmosphere: side shows,
by Vincent Bejtman, Zyfumunt Prumbs, Ruth
kept the light burning for 32 days
clowns, barkers, guessing booths and Friedman's Father Buried
S. Rubenstein.
and nights during which time not
circus food.
Samuel Friedman, 63, father of
RALPH E. MALLET, INC., New York, 200
single
traffic
fatality
has oca
Individual scrolls of appreciation Emanuel Friedman, Century The- shares of no par value stock, amusement concurred in Des Moines. The lights
cessions, by Ralph E. Mollet, Wilton M. Krollgiven
were
each old newsboy by aters' Nassau County district manman, Effie M. Bellos;
will continue to burn until a trafGrand Rapids Variety Club. The old- ager, who died Friday, was buried
BEECH THEATER CORP., New York, 200
fic fatality occurs.
est newsboy, bv the way, was 82 Sunday at Mt. Hebron Cemetery, shares of no par value stock, exhibitor, by

—
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—

Why

—

CHARTERED

years.

Flushing, L.

L

David Freiberger, Anna Novak, Rose

J,

Smisek.

'
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300-400 Houses Now
Building In Lai.

Am.

Up 12V2

to 40%
5,000-7,000 Additional Houses Needed
L.

A. Audience

(Continued from Page

From

300 to 400 theaters are

They are thoroughly lieved there were "tremendous"
he added. "Majority of 16mm. possibilities in Latin Amerexhibitors I have met are people of ica and in reply to other inquiries,
high integrity
same as the peo- said that some 60 to 65 pix would be
ple of the United States
just as produced in Argentina this year, and
good-hearted, open-minded and pro- that 20th-Fox might distribute some
pictures produced below the Rio
gressive."
His company, Skouras announced, Grande. Further production in Mexhad no intention of acquiring any ico by 20th-Fox, he said, would detheaters south of the Rio Grande pend upon the suitability of subjects.
During their month's tour, Skouras
even though as he said, "South America needs today conservatively be- and Silverstone visited about 500 theaters in Mexico, Panama, Guatemala.
tween 5,000 and 7,000 theaters."
Skouras reported that some 30 new Peru, Chile, Argentina, Brazil, Trintheaters were under construction in idad, Puerto Rico, Cuba and Uruthe Mexico City Federal District, guay.
their aggregate seating capacity hitOf especial interest to him, Skouras revealed, was ACA, Argentine
ting upwards of 70,000.
Skouras pointed out that not only benevolent organization, composed of
are most Latin Americans opposed all people in the film industry, "even
to the outside ownership of theaters, trade papers." "Through the ACA,
but he himself thought it healthier film personnel were freed from
worrying about sickness since the orIN ARGENTINA
ganization provided for their welBuenos Aires (By Air Mail)
fare. Skouras implied that the MoFeatures released in Argentina in
tion Picture Foundation might find
the ACA program helpful, and said
1946 totaled 564, an increase from
a full breakdown was en route to
the 521 distributed in 1945, it is
him.
learned. Of these 41 were Argen-

revealed.

During the recent "Good Neighbor
tour" with his chief, Silverstone was
able to observe the wisdom of the
company's policy, effected more than
a year ago, of titling instead of
dubbing product exported to Latin
America.
Silverstone revealed that Skouras
had donated a print of 20th-Fox's
forthcoming "Captain from Castile"
to the Argentine Cinematographic

fine people,"

.

.

.

.

.

.

Association, a benevolent aid society,
for its fund-raising benefit next
Spring. It is estimated from $25,000
to $50,000 will be raised.
Silverstone asserted that it was a
mistake to evaluate the position of
American pix simply on the basis of
playing time. He insisted that 20thFox had realized a greater total
tine-made while 168 were spoken
revenue from Latin America by playin Spanish; 364 in English, 21
ing top product with fewer pictures.
in French, six in Russian and
day-andHe referred to the
five in Italian.
date technic the company had adopted
Film theater attendance in
in Latin American countries as one
Buenos Aires totaled 40,000,000
of the methods toward getting more
during the year and total receipts
revenue.
is put at 45 million pesos.
there
that
Silverstone suggested
was much that American distribs. and wiser for American film distribucould do in Latin America "to set tors to concentrate on selling pictheir own house in order."
tures to our neighbors to the South.
"Better off in long run," he said "to
help them build their own theaters."

—

FWC

Simmons Named Mgr. of
Paramount Dallas Branch

Asked how this could be done without U. S. financial assistance, Skouras replied that greater personal conHeywood Simmons succeeds Fred tact, especially by prominent U. S.
Lamed as manager of Paramount's film executives, would inspire South
Dallas branch, Charles M. Reagan, American exhibitors to wider activvice-president in charge of distribu- ity.
tion, announced yesterday in revealAn indication of the widespread
ing several promotions from the pro-American attitude was the poprecently
killed
in
was
Larned
ranks.
ular preference of titled to dubbed
an automobile crash.
films, Skouras said.
People down
sales
manSimmons
as
Replacing
there, he added, feel that a film's
Tom
Bridge,
will
be
ager in Dallas
quality is marred by dubbing. Not
transferred from San Francisco. John only do they want to improve their
Smith,
Bowles, assistant to George A.
knowledge of English, but they also
Western division sales manager, be- like to hear the voices of their favcomes sales manager of the San orite players, he asserted.
Francisco office.
Skouras scoffed at the suggestion
that American films were at a disadvantage since the emergence of
Binford
-ompetitive product from Europe and

Bans 'Em

Without Screening

—

Lloyd Binford, chairMemphis
man of the Memphis and Selby Coun-

Board of Censors, doesn't need
see pix to know whether they
should be banned in bis bailiwick.
No, indeed.
Without giving it the double-o,

ty

to

South America.
Good pictures, he
emphasized, no matter the origin, are
good for the entire industry. And
since he felt that America would always produce the best pictures, there
was nothing to worry about, for
"good pictures never have a bottleneck."

during the past 10 days
has slapped bans on four pix, cut
another so severely, its booking was
cancelled.

U.

Binford

S. position in

Latin America.

The 20th-Fox prexy

said he be*

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

ing on a nation-wide campaign, War
dour St. yesterday was veering t
the opinion that the Board o ft& Vad
may weaken and accept the & KeJito
viewpoint.

Additional backing for continuanc*
of the distributors quota has com*
from Sidney L. Bernstein, of th<
Granada Theaters board. At the
time, Bernstein came out in support
of an. exhibitors' quota.

The Granada executive arguec
that the renters' quota is essentia,
for the protection of the independenl
producer whose outlook, he claims
would be bleak without the opportunity for distribution and playing
time provided under the Act.
Bernstein, however, believes thai
the renter quota should be based or
the amount of studio space available
and that the exhibitor quota shoulc
be set with the number of pictures
available in mind. He favors variable
percentages, based on year to yeai
production with a cost clause alsc
on a fluctuating basis, related to the
actual costs of production.

500 See Robert Weitman
In as Cinema Lodge Prexy $1,900,000

|

'j

\

Demanded In

"Tsar To Lenin" Action
1)

the Hotel Astor and paid tribute to
(Continued from Page 1)
the retiring president, Jack H. Levin. ceiver of the subjects which he proUpon taking office Weitman de- duced in a joint venture with Ma
^ared that though World War II is Eastman, the editor.
over, the war against the Jew conAxelbank was appointed receiver
tinues as vigorously as before and
of the film in 1941 by the N. Y. Su
enunciated the need for Jews to rally
preme Court in White Plains, sue
to all causes that improve America
ceeding Allen S. Hays and Harold J.
and the need particularly for defendBlackman. He charges Hays and
ing all minorities. He also reminded
Blackman with violation of their
his audience, that "this might be
trust in selling portions of the film
Judaism's last stand."
allegedly without the authorization
Reluctantly Weitman admitted,
of the Court, which, he claims, gave
"while the world looks to America
the receivers the right to license
for leadership America herself is
"Tsar" for exhibition or distribution.
tolerating intolerance."
Axelbank seeks the return of the
Other speakers who participated
in the induction of Cinema Lodge's film or $250,000, plus $250,000 dam
ID
new slate of officers were: Barney ages. From G. H. Lenauer and Len
Balaban, Al Senf t. Sam Rinzler, auer International Films, he seeks^jpi
Maurice Bergman, Abraham Glovsky 5250,000 for alleged infringement and
and the retiring President Jack H. withholding of property after the
cancellation of a distribution deal.i
Levin.
Other defendants, from whonr H
r
seeks $100,000 each f or
Conclave Will Feature Axelbank
alleged infringements of portions of
Discussions the film include the Museum of Mod- »
ern Art Film Library, March of
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Time,
Loew's, Warwick Pictures,
Hollywood
A novel feature of United Artists, National Film Board
PCCITO convention, which opens of Canada, International Film Buhere May 5, are the "open forum" reau, Eastman, and John Doe, as
discussions slated for special sessions president of the Socialist Workers
during two days of confabs at which Party.
time following subjects will be discussed and acted upon: The Federal
Court decree, Ascap, local checkers,
This Ought to Rate
:

.

:

PCC

"Open Forum"

—

film

In his general discussion of PanAmferican relations, Skouras said
that recent actions of President Truman and the GOP support given the
Truman Greece and Turkey aid program had served to strengthen the

Binford slapped a ban on the Republic serial, "Jesse James Rides Again."

For Distrib. Quota

11

now everywhere.

under construction throughout Latin
America, industry press was informed by Murray Silverstone, prexy
of 20th-Fox International, at yesterday's dual interview with Spyros P.
Skouras. No less than six nabes are
being built in Havana, Silverstone

U. K. Exhibs. Press

rentals,

arbitration,

state

and

municipal taxes on admissions, clearance and runs, and those unfair
trade practices detrimentally affecting independent theater operation.
Fred Wehrenberg, president of
MPTOA, and Morris Loewenstein,
secretary, will address the convention.

—

A Free Razor Yes?
Minneapolis — A woman

called

the Lyric Theater here and praised
"The Razor's Edge." But she had
one question, "Who was it wrote

the book?" she asked, "Gillette?

44th St. 21st iioor
New York N. Y.
...
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SflRMff RAPS PUT LACK Of T6L6 JHTCRC5T

RCA Shows

Biff

ilworykin Tells Institute

Revival of Seven American Features Asked

System Will Be in Lab
For Several More Years
Philadelphia

— RCA's

By Germans Through Medium of Theater Poll
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Germans have asked for revival of seven American films already

—

Washington
shown in Berlin, it was reported yesterday. Films include "Maytime," "Firefly,"
"Naughty Marietta," "Captains Courageous," "Great Ziegfeld," "Marie Antoinette," and "Alexander's Rag Time Band."
The preferences were determined through letters dropped in "fan request
boxes" which have been installed in theaters in the U. S. Berlin sector.
Meanwhile, it was revealed that German-language synchronization of "Random Harvest" and "Lost Angel" has been completed at Tempelhof Studios.

all-electronic

was demonstrated on
large screen yesterday at The

olor television
n:a

Screen Electronic Color Tele

-Franklin Institute, in connection with
an address last night on the method
by Dr. V. K. Zworykin, vice-president and technical consultant of the
RCA Laboratories Division. Showing
was on a seven and one-half by 10
foot theater screen.
The demonstration was confined

West Coast Bureau of

MPAA

THE FILM DAILY

include

H

to

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—Terming the proposal
MPAA

a

Manage New

Sales Conclave

Howard Dietz, vice-president and
director of advertising, publicity and
exploitation; Silas F. Seadler, advertising manager; William R. Ferguson, exploitation manager; Herbert Crooker, publicity manager, and
Max Weinberg, short subjects publicity, will be the principal speakers
at the M-G-M sales conference tomorrow at the Astor Hotel. Howard
Strickling, studio publicity chief, and

Paramount will re-establish an exchange in Jacksonville, Fla., with
L/Al Duren as manager, on June 1, it
peas announced yesterday by Charles
r
t

(Continued en Page 6)

Theater Television
In 5 Yrs.
Hyndman

—

Universal use of television

in

the-

seen as a definite probability
within five years by Don Hyndman,
past SMPE president. Declaring that
aters

is

tentative

installations

duced

limited

in

will

numbers

be
in

intro-

a

year
that

two, Hyndman prophesied
engineering and operational details
for mass theater coverage by tele
would take a longer period to iron
out.
"Chief fault with television
now," Hyndman said, "is that entertainment is not being fully exploited. When enough good entertainment is being televised, the
mechanical process by television will
become relatively unimportant."
or

order to "en-l
the de-l

courage

velopment of

a|

art form."
Sarnoff's state-

ment was in response to ques-|
tions put to

him

by members of
the film trade
press at the

DAVID SARNOFF

RCA

MPAA

Co-op Pledged

En Theater Tele
Washington Bureau of

Aleman

Visit

Planning

Defers Co-ordinator Meet

Never Requested Bercovici
To Write Material—Chaplin

imminent visit here of Mexico's Presidenf Aleman, forced cancellation of
yesterday's scheduled meeting between industry execs, with Commissioner of Commerce Sanders on pro-

Appearing in his own defense in
the trial of JConrad Bercovici's $5,000,000 damages action in connection
with material used in "The Great
Dictator," Charles Chaplin yesterday testified that he never asked

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 8)

Official

/

business concerned with the

Washington
tion in

100 Million See Gov't Pix
Is Solon's Attack on $ Cuts
Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Marking the end of
its retrenchment program, M-G-M
will achieve a new high level of production this Summer, it is revealed
by the announcement of 13 productions to go before the cameras by
mid-August, in addition to four
started this week.

Elimination of all
funds for international information
activities from the State Department budget, as now contemplated by
the House Appropriations CommitAn important factor behind the
tee, is "plainly against the public in- policy reversal is believed to be the
terest" Representative Robert Sikes, prospect of an early settlement of
(Continued on Page 4)

Study

(Continued on Page 4)

—

THE FILM DAILY
MPAA's co-opera-

a nation-wide study of the
(Continued en Page 7)

War Dept. to Probe
German Pix Policy
Washington Bur.,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Washington
The War Department has assured MPAA of a full
investigation

Speed Ahead 7

for Metro
73 Pix Before Cameras by Mid-August

Full

demonstration of

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued en Page 6)

Para. Jacksonville Branch

t

;

Dietz Will Address

Pix—Johnston Metro

MPAA

Duren

—

Philadelphia
Brig. Gen. David
Sarnoff, president of the Radio Corporation of America, yesterday deplored the lack of
interest in televi-j
sion by the motion!
picture industry|
and urged co-op-

new

"splendid contribution,"
Hollywood
has taken over President Eric Johnston yesterday
jurisdiction of the Academy's regave formal approval to the draft
search Council. Move followed an
of the
Freedom of Information
offer made by
to make an
Treaty drawn by Richard J. Finneinitial outlay of $100,000 for regan, Chicago Times editor-publisher.
search.
Frank Freeman will conJohnston, however, suggested
(Continued on Page 7)
changes in the treaty draft which
would broaden its scope and include

— MPAA

WB

in

Info Treaty Should

Jurisdiction to

For Orders, Delivery Within a Year;
Interested

eration betweenl
the two mediums!

(Continued on Page 8)

Acad. Research Unit

RCA Prexy Says Co. Ready

of

present

German export
Nazi-made films.

permitting
of

This pledge was given

Harmon,

MPAA

Assistant
Petersen.

Secretary

policy

of

of scores
to Francis

vice-president,

by
of War Harold
Petersen disclaimed detailed knowledge of the policy promulgated by
in Germany and
apparently instigated by Eric Pommer, now in charge of rebuilding the

AMG

German film industry.
The Department official also
that the entire German film

said

prodeter-

gram would be explored to
mine its propaganda potentialities
as

charged by Joseph Seidelman, U-l

foreign chief.

Thursday,

VWSti

Brosnyi, Chi.

Chicago

Moy

Thurs.,
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GORDON JENNINGS,
tographic
last

effects

Paramount

man,

returned

special photo the Coast

"CHICK" LEWIS

takes off

today for

Holly-

wood.

NATE GOLDEN

leaves

Washington

from today for the Coast; from
goes to Mexico.

LEVEY

and

week

a

Hollywood, he

REED

JONES

New York from New Orleans.
MOSKOWITZ, vice-president and

C.
treasurer of Loew's, returns
cation in Florida.

Monday from

GEORGE MURPHY, M-G-M
day for the
the

M-G-M

star,

a va-

leaves

Coast after attending several
conferences and screenings.

JOEL LEVY, out-of-town booker
leaves today with
Atlantic City.

his

wife

for

LAPIDUS, WB Eastern and Canadian
manager, left yesterday for
sales
where he will hold a meeting today
and tomorrow in connection with the WB 1947
sales drive. Lapidus will be back in New York
on Monday.
JULES

MARTHA TILTON

a

toof

for Loew's,
vacation in

Stevens Lines

West Coast Bureau of

—

from

arrived

the

M-G-M

STRICKLING,

studio

LEON
motion

Up Pix

BAMBERGER, RKO Radio sales progoes to Omaha to address

J.

and

Nebraska annual con-

—

RKO.

nnfinciflL
{Wed., Apr. 30)

on the report that the deal with
Liberty Films had been consumNet
Chg. mated.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Bell

&

Howell

High

Low

19

19

16%

16%

Paramount executives in New York
yesterday had no comment to make

;

East.

Picts

232y2 230

Close
19
163/8
232'/2

Kodak

do pfd
Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's/lnc

190

190

190

I"

S. distributors have been
forced to book their product into
second-run houses. First-run spots
have adopted stage policies.
Three first-run theaters, formerly
available, now book only Spanishlanguage product. It is indicated
vaudeville is coming back strongly

JOSEPH COTTEN- ETHEL BARRYMORE,

Rh efarm erSPaugAter
#IV(!)Lr

Op*n 9:30 A.M.

way

a* 49th

Si.

ALAN (.ADD

it

EFLA Meets in Columbus
With Ohio Radio Institute

Doofj
I

MSSELL

w

BENDIX.

.

CALCUTTA
;7&l&/l/WO(//vr

—

Columbus, O. Discussion of the
Educational Film Library Associain
UNESCO,
participation
technical problems of teacher training, the use of film and radio in
school rooms, and recent trends in
the field will highlight the annual
EFLA convention opening today.
Ohio State University is playing host
which will meet at the same
to
time as the University's annual Institute for Education by Radio.
tion's

EFLA

LAWRENCE

WALTER

CLAIRE

TIERNEY TREVOR

SLEZAK

BORN TO KILL,

— "%

The Academy Award Picture!
Winner of Nine Academy Awards!

2

THE BEST YEARS OF

gj|iiii;«PBy ^.^5r

1/4

.

1/4

3%
3%

RKO

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

3

3

3%

3%

13% 13% 13%
OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

according to

Asked

Cinecolor

4%

51/4

Pathe

5

6

Rites for Stanley

Wft

Coast Bureau of

—

Hawkins
THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Funeral services for
Stanley E. Hawkins, 48, commercial
manager and secretary of Sound
Services, Inc., were held at Wee Kirk
of the Heather, Forest Lawn. Long
associated with Western Electric,
Hawkins for some time was studio

manager

Don Hyndman, East-

extended playing time. Situations
not included are RKO outlets in the
Cities, Duluth, Minn., Superior,
Since their first demonstration, Twin
when the American Broadcasting Wis., and Sioux Falls, S. D.
Company took pictures by plane of a
Coast Guard cutter making a rescue
at sea, 70 miles from Philadelphia,
he latest 16 M.M. sound
and telecast the pictures by film 70
equipment has been installed
minutes later in Philadelphia, Eastin our air conditioned
man has been conducting exhaustive
SCREENING
tests with the still experimental apin addition to our 35 M.M.
paratus. "We only have three models
R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectors
available," Hyndman said, "and we're
Can We "Show" Yout
still a long way from production."
Call: Circle 6-0081-2-3-4
PV/w 'stnvnnr* nvd Service
"However," he added, "all the major
television companies have expressed

+ % man exec, and
SMPE.

past

president

ON SCREEN

of

of General Service Studios
Survivors include his wife, mother interest and it would seem that teleand three sons, Norman, Robert and vised newsreels are a definite probability once production begins."
Donald.

,

LORETTA YOUNG

1/4

.

MacMURRAY

"The Egg And

—

.

Fred

COLBERT

A Universal-International Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

—

With
Havana (Via Air Mail)
show business generally booming in

"Best Years" Will Play
+ 2 V Eastman
to
Show
New
Amusement Houses
Minn.
+ Vl
19% 19% 19% + H/4
Film
Drying
Process
21 %
20% 21 % + %
Minneapolis RKO Radio and MinParamount
24y2 23% 24% + %
RKO
13
12% 12%
Amusement Co. have closed a
— % Members of the industry press will nesota
Republic Pict
6% 6
6
be invited to view Eastman's revolu- deal for showing of "The Best Years
Republic Pict. Pfd... 12%
12% 12% —
20th Century-Fox
30% 30y4 30% +
tionary apparatus which uses heated of Our Lives" with the picture scheduled to start playing the big circuit
Universal Pict
23
22% 22% +
chemicals to dry film
approxWarner Bros
143/8
14'/4 +
14
% imately 15 seconds by the in
tomorrow. "Best Years" will play "B"
use of elecNEW YORK CURB MARKET
with prices
Monogram Picts. ... 4
3% 4 + % tronic tubes "within several weeks," houses in all situations,
raised to $1.20 top, and will be given
Columbia

Claudette

Runs As

Saffar.

—

i

Rockefeller Center

manager,

the AITO of Iowa
vention, May 5-6.

b- RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL-

to-

THE FILM DAILY Cuba, U.

Hollywood
Representatives of
Libert" Films disclosed that no deal
has been closed with Paramount and
that several details remain to be
ironed out. It is believed most formidable problem yet to be overcome

founders of Liberty, will establish
MONTREAL— his own independent producing comCharras.
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier pany, his initial vehicle to be John
VANCOUVER Jack Droy, 411 Lyric Steinbeck's "The Wayward
St.
Bus," to
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher.
Theater Bldg.
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone, be followed b" "Glory Shoes" and
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys, "They Ran All The Way," a new
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN— novel
by Sam Ross.
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, CopenIf Liberty continues with RKOhagen-Van Loese.
ROME John Perdicari.
Via Ludovisi 16.
Phone. 42758.
MEXICO Radio, Stevens will make these proCITY— Louis Turnoff, Morelos 56 No. 523. ductions as a member of Liberty.
Stevens will be executive producerdirector on "I Remember Mama" for

ALGIERS— Paul

ex-

stopping at the Waldorf-Astoria.

is

LEE SHUBERT sails for Europe on May 9.
EDDIE CANTOR arrives from the Coast
morrow by plane.

Cuba Asks Stage Shows

Hangs

THEATER

N. Y,

Coast,

LONDON
is the tax situation.
MANILA—
HAVANA —
In event a deal is consummated, and popular demand has made
BOMBAY— George
Stevens, who was one of the necessary to include stage shows.

Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue

Cemetery.

TWA.

HOWARD
ecutive,

U. S. Pix In 2nd

Para.-Liberty Deal
Fire;

Chief, Dies

— William

division

via

CHARLES

have returned to

CHARLES

1947

Toronto,

night.

JULES

1,

Brosnyi, International News Service head here and
pic industry booster, died at the
Passavant Hospital, after a long illness.
Burial will be at Calvary

cominG ADD GOinG
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RROAHWAY

Co., Inc.

N V

f.

PERSON

FRED LOWER*
with Dorothy Rae

IN

BROOKLYN'

Cornel

.

.

HAPPENED

IN

JERRY WAYNE

.

ROOM

.

FRANK SINATRA
KATHRYN GRAYSON
PETER LAWF0RD
JIMMY DURANTE
in M-C-M's

WILDE

-

Maureen O'HARA

The Homestretch
A

20th Century-Fox Picture in Technicolor
Plus

On Stage— HAZEL SCOTT,
CARL RAVAZZA

The BARRY'S

HENNY YOUNGMAN

Rayy"
A
V/

I

1

'

Ave 4
-

50th St.
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YOU CAN READ THIS IN TWO
SHAKES OF A LAMB'S TAIL!
During the past few weeks California Preview audiences have witnessed

A

succession of

Never — no never
For instance,

Oh how

M-G-M

coming
!

— in

all

M-G-M

which have

electrified all

"SONG OF LOVE."

annals has Leo revealed such product

these

Its

M-G-M

And

equally sensational

Preview was an
titles!

is

historic occasion!

They're the talk of the

"FIESTA," Technicolor's Biggest

West

after

another they thrilled Preview audiences

And watch

A

more big M-G-M news!

for

15

mightiest tradition!

just as they'll thrill yours.

mighty productions under

production program never— no never— witnessed before in

Entire industry

Great

hits are

!

Oh

Mister

Coast!

Spectacle!

"GREEN DOLPHIN STREET," a Giant Drama in M-G-M's
"CYNTHIA"- with "Green Years" appeal!
"THE UNFINISHED DANCE" Technicolor wizardry!
"THE ROMANCE OF ROSY RIDGE" tremendous!
"LIVING IN A BIG WAY," comedy smash!
One

Hollywood

CLARK GABLE'S "THE HUCKSTERS"-

that audience cheered!

Remember

pictures

M-G-M

way—

this

Exhibitor, be proud

on the way from your pal— Leo the Leader!

TWO MORE SHAKES TO TELL YOU ABOUT THE STAR CASTS!
"THE HUCKSTERS" — Clark Gable, Deborah Kerr, Sydney Greenstreet, Adolphe Menjou, Ava Gardner, Keenan
Wynn, Edward Arnold
"SONG OF LOVE"— Katharine Hepburn, Paul Henreid, Robert Walker "FIESTA"
(Technicolor) — Esther Williams, Ricardo Montalban, Akim Tamiroff, Cyd
Mary Astor,
John
•

•

Charisse,

Fortunio Bonanova

"CYNTHIA" —

•

"GREEN DOLPHIN STREET"— Lana

Turner,

Van

Heflin,

Carroll,

Donna Reed, Richard Hart

George Murphy, S. Z. Sakall, Mary Astor • "THE UNFINISHED DANCE"
(Technicolor)
Margaret O'Brien, Cyd Charisse, Karin Booth, Danny Thomas • "THE ROMANCE OF ROSY
RIDGE" Van Johnson, Janet Leigh, Thomas Mitchell, Marshall Thompson, Selena Royle, Dean Stockwell
"LIVING LN A BIG WAY"— Gene Kelly, Marie McDonald, Charles Winninger, Phyllis Thaxter, Spring Byington

—

Elizabeth Taylor,

—

V^
8
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Sarnoff Raps Pix

13 Metro Pix Before

Theater Tele Altitude

Cameras By Mid-Aug.

(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page

large screen color television which
took place at the Franklin Institute.

Sarnoff said that the motion picture industry had not shown itself
alert to the progress of television
its

and

implications to the entertainment

Thursday's Tattlings
•

•

CRYSTAL BALL

•

Hollywood

part of

to

field.

"I have no criticism of the motion
picture industry as it now stands,"
he stated, "only regret that they have
not demonstrated any enthusiasm for
television."

The

RCA

president pointed out
that the discovery of sound on film
did not come from motion picture
people but from the electronic laboratory and that it was his belief
that television would also prove to
be similarly beneficial to motion picture theaters.
"I think a healthy attitude for the
picture industry would be to study
the problem, co-operate with the television industry, install some blackand-white video screens in theaters
and try them out."
Sarnoff envisaged two classes of
programs, one for television in the
home and another that would be
transmitted or piped into theaters.
He said that his company would
take orders for theater tele screens
and projectors now and promise delivery within a year. He added that
Warners was alone among the film
companies discussing the problem of
eventual installation of video equip-

ment in theaters.
The radio pioneer disclaimed any
implications that RCA would enter
into the theater field.

"RCA owns no theaters," he
"We are not developing theater

said.
tele-

vision to displace anybody nor have
we any intention of aligning ourselves with any one group. When
perfected, our equipment will be
made available to everybody."

DEP'T.:

(Continued from Page

no

TAKE

FROM AARON

IT

Master in Chancery Charles A. MacDonald

•

economy."
i*

fcjlrtlida

who

STEIN,

should know, there's

Chicago Piccadilly

out-of-court settlement of the

starts

suit in sight

May

hearings

6.

.

I,

if

«

it

.

.

and the Missus who yes• Joe McConville
terday marked their 30th wedding anniversary. ...
At any
seems to have stolen a march on the industry's philatelists
Congrats, to Technicolor's George Giroux

Columbia

rate.

seas exhibs.

Int'l

all

new

yesterday used the

about

"Down

uncensored Russian footage

to Earth.".

Air-Letter

•

...

new Pathe News

in the

to

over-

tell

Credit that intriguing
to Julian

Bryan.

.

.

• New

York industryites still talking yesterday about the brilliant program at the Cinema Lodge dinner honoring Bob Weitman and Jack
Levin
Marvin Kirsch. FILM DAILY alumnus and RADIO DAILY
business manager, who
a dozen bows. . . • • Louise
Weyhrauch, secretary to Ed Hinchy, head of Warners' playdate dept.,
today celebrates her 20th year with WB. ... • Bob Gillham is going
to capture the attention of the more than 125,000 persons expected at

arranged

Derby

the 73rd annual running of the
writer

tell

'em

all

it rates!

in Louisville

by having a

about "Duel In The Sun" at Loew's

down

sky-

in the Blue

TV

Grass State

• • • HAVING COME UP WITH a stellar scoop in Deborah Kerr.
Max Youngstein's Eagle-Lion publicity dept., has left no stone unturned
One of the neatest breaks in years was the appearMiss Kerr on the cover of Time Magazine pointing out that "Kerr

publicity -wise

ance

of

This was followed up by Life Magazine naming
rhymes with Star"
"The Adventuress" picture of the week, in addition to a full-page layout on Miss Kerr
On May 11, This Week Magazine will feature
Miss Kerr in the Hollywood spotlight, comparing her with Bergman,
Garbo, Leigh and Garson

•

•

•

ADVICE TO HOLLYWOOD

career should see

life

•

actor

worth his

See poverty and disease
Mingle with the crowds"

hard

Know

—Glenn

magazine

Ford, in the June issue of Salute

•

"An

DEPT.:

•

SOCIETY DEP'T NOTES: Columbia is hosting a Hotel Astor
Gene Autry, who joins as producer-star. .
• And RKO will do the honors for Dore Senary at "21" on Tuesday.
• Watch for Eric A. Johnston's "British Labor Laws" in the June Reader's

reception tomorrow for

1)

Florida, told the House yesterday.
"Upwards of 100,000,000 people,"
Sikes said, see the documentary films
produced by the State Department or
distributed by it each year.
Striking out these funds, he said,
"would be a false and dangerous

%J^>end

the

T
•

•

•

people outside the screen world

100 Million See Gov't Pix
Is Solon's Attack on $ Cuts

Watch a general scramble on

strengthen programs, improve pix quality

.

.

Digest.

way

...

•

Bernard Schubert

production of his

new

opus,

is

here from the Coast to

"One Nation

Indivisible"

(1)

and

La Sea! a"
Metro. ...

ate for Italian filming of his original, "Griselda of

.

.

.

set Broad(2)

?

Jo'

ii

Rose Hobart
Robert Lord
J.

:,:
:.:

a
a

G Backman

Arthur Freed
Lee Loeb

1

Arthur Greerrblatt
Ralph Freed
Charles Reed Jones
Glenn Ford
Harry H. Hamburg

Paul Hartman

Totter.

Scheduled for May production are
Winter Comes," "The Kissing
Bandit" and "The High Wall." June
starters will be "Virtuous," "Upward
to the Stars" and "On An Island With
You," while July will see shooting
"If

begun on "Luxury Liner," "The
Three Musketeers," "Speak to Me of
Love" and "The Red Danube," with
August list including "Brothers of
the East Side" and "Hills of Home."
Two independent productions to be
released by Metro, "State of the
Union," with direction by Frank
Capra, and a screen life of Joan of
Arc, to star Ingrid Bergman, will
also be started this Summer.

$100 No-Parking Zone
Charge Is Protested

—

Minneapolis
Minnesota AmuseCo., operators of several Loop
theaters, have protested to the police
committee of the City Council the
city's charge of $100 a year for a
no-parking zone in front of a place
of public assembly.

ment

Mrs. Charles Shapiro Dead
Chicago
Mrs. Charles Shapiro,

—

wife of Charles Shapiro, Essaness
Circuit executive, is dead.
Three
children survive. Burial will take
place at Waldheim Cemetery.

CHARTERED
MOTION

PICTURE

(GERMANY),

INC.,

EXPORT

Dover,

Del.,

ASSOCIATION
100 shares of

no par stock.

is,

COURTLEY CARTOONS,

•

j;
:.:

May

Margaret O'Brien and Danny
Thomas, while Sono Osato has been
added to "The Kissing Bandit" cast.
Curtis Bernhardt has been assigned
to direct "The High Wall," to feature Robert Taylor and Audrey

Schu-

it-

etinqi
$ Lf re etinai

S. Berman will produce from
Robert Ardrey's screenplay.
Cast of "Brothers of the East
Side" will include Jimmy Durante,

Pandro

negoti-

• A doff
"Song of Love" was recently completed at
of Phil M's chapeau in the direction of the copywriter responsible for "The
• Technicolor has
Jolson Story" copy in yesterday's N. Y. Times. ...
turned out a record 305 prints of SRO's "Duel in the Sun" for U. S. playdates, plus five more prints for the Philippines and other Pacific isles
bert's

1)

the studio labor trouble. Production at the Culver City plafj/^as
been slack since the war and ^
K$ e "
creased sharply in recent montns as
a result of the retrenchment plan.
Announcement included a number
of casting assignments not disclosed
in the product announcement of last
March. Included in the new assignments are the tentative casting of
Robert Taylor, Van Johnson and Robert Walker in the projected remake
of "The Three Musketeers," which

:.:

is
is
XX
is
is

i$

is

•

•

MONEY-MAKES-MONEY

—

to advertise

good business

to

when

the

If

it's

good business—as

office

is

Advertising dollars are the industry's ammunition

Can you imagine a
ammunition

to

military strategist cutting

win an engagement?

down on

Del.

Capital,

COURTLEY MUSIC CORP.,

the use of

Dover, Del. Capital,

$1,000.

SUBURBAN DRIVE-IN THEATER CORP.,
ver,

or anticipated?

Dover,

$1,000.
it

humming, why isn't it just as
advertising effort when a b.o. dip is noted

box

re-double the

DEPT.:

Del.

Do-

Capital, $1,000.

STRACKER FILM PRODS.,

INC.,

New

York,

producer, 100 shares of no par value stock, by
John Strarford, Andor Hacker, Alfred H. Adler.

MURPHY-BERNARD,
ducer,

by

Gerald

L.

Maude
Murphy.

INC.,

Murphy,

New

York, proBernard,

Mcurice

"But operator,
is

very special!
to get the

this
I've

news

got

to

Paramount'...

And

That's Just the First General Release

Engagement of Paramount 's 6-Star Best-Seller
starring

fN-SON

IE
Produced by

jl

ROBERT FELLOWS b
with JOHNNY SANDS

EH

U
•

JEAN WALLACE

•

EDITH

KING

•

WARD

S-WM. fiENDIX
DA SfLVA

Screenplay by Frank

Wead

mrnm

and Arthur Sheekman

^te
Info Treaty

Include

Should

Pix—Johnston

(Continued from Page

1)

elements of the motion picture
industry rather than confining itself
to news reels. These were the suggestions made by Johnston's staff
prior to formal approval by the
MPAA head, who had been out of the
city when the treaty draft was sent
all

to the association for comment.
In brief, the treaty covers three

Thursday,

Seattle Trust Suit Re-triul Halts; Court
To Rule on Rasis of First Trial's

Dietz Will Address

—

78 U. S. Theaters

decide the case.

Now

Playing French Films

main subjects: Information agencies,
correspondents.
The
and
selling
Plan for co - operative
treaty's definition of "copy" and
agency among the three top-rank"correspondents" was confined to
copy

GWTW

Measures

—

Wittnebel-Brauninger

"The Egg and I"; Warners'
"Humoresque," and Boris MorrosWilliam LeBaron's "Carnegie Hall."

Republican Convention To

—

Jones-Laramie
Butte

—Leslie Laramie of the Uni-

versal-International office was recently married to Marjorie Jones.

program

calls

\

j^"*

fo A

two

G

Duren

to

Manage New

Para. Jacksonville Branch
(Continued from Page

1)

M. Reagan. Duren moves up from
the sales managership in Atlanta.
Paramount has been operating a

STORK REPORTS

to

Baby daughter was born Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Schoehet, at

the Unity Hospital, Brooklyn. Father
an accountant in Paramount's N.
Y. exchange.
is

A daughter, weighing six pounds
and one ounce, was born in Jewish
Hospital, Brooklyn, to Mr. and Mrs.
Marty Eisenstadt. Mrs. Barbara

Eisenstadt is the daughter of Irving
Role of Tanner, a newspaperman, Chidnoff, portraitiere to the industry.
in RKO's version of "The Miracle of
Detroit Mrs. Fred Sussner, cashier
ing a heart attack. His son, A. R. the Bells," will be played by MaxMilentz, will probably continue the well Hamilton, editor of Motion Pic- at Paramount, has a new son, Gregory.
operation of both houses.
ture Magazine.

owner and operator of the American
and Park Theaters, died here follow-

.

which numbered approximately 150.
The meetings will be continued until Sunday night when a banquet will
wind up the week's sessions.

—

—

—

Today's

shipping station in Jacksonville since
1939, when the company dropped that
city as a branch center.
Succeeding to the sales managership in Atlanta will be Bill Holliday,
now a salesman in the Charlotte
office of Paramount. Lawrence Terrell, the company's booking manager
D. S. Bill Signed for D. C.
in Charlotte, has been moved up to
Washington bureau of THE FILM DAILY
replace Holliday. Joe L. Cutrell will
Washington
President Truman become successor to Terrell, having
yesterday signed a daylight savings been promoted from booker
at the
bill for Washington.
White House Charlotte branch.
action paves the way for a public
hearing conducted by the District
Commission. The city heads will base
their decision on local daylight savings on testimony of local residents.

Robert S. Brauninger, son of Al
Video Facilities
Brauninger, manager of WB's 16
mm. department, has become engaged to Doris Marie Wittnebel of
Television facilities will be conNew Rochelle. Wedding date has not structed in Philadelphia's municipal
been set.
auditorium so that the 1948 convention of the Republican Party can be
Larry Strong Rites Held
Webking-ScdM
videoed over a network covering
Chicago
High mass was celethirteen
states.
possibly
Butte—Edna Webking, M-G-M inIn addition, it is expected that brated at Holy Name Cathedral for
spectress, was married to James
president
Strong,
of
D.
films will be taken of the meetings, Larry
Salki.
rapidly developed, and flown to other Essanay Electric Manufacturing Co.,
tele stations in localities not covered who died after several weeks illness.
French-Carey
by the continuous cable in operation A veteran member of the Chicago
Operators Union, Strong founded
Hartford, Conn. Tom Carey, Jr., at that time.
Essanay some years ago.
son of the chief of Tom Carey Theatrical Promotions, plans to marry Arthur Milentz Dead
Geraldine French on Saturday.
Hamilton in "Bells" Role
Liberty, Tex. Arthur R. Milentz,

Have

be/^^ano

for the general meeting.

GWTW

Iowa

tional's

ject production, also will

—

American

UJEDDIRG BELLS

1)

Today

—

K

(Continued from Page

Fred C. Quimby. head of short sub-

Removal

On

MPAA

Metro Sales Conclave

screenings, one in the morning and
the second at night. Between screenings there will be a general meeting
of Bldg. Controls
of the entire field and home office
sales force, when repor+s will be
In Bill Expected
given on the individual sessions
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY which have been held the past two
Washington Swift passage by the days between the five sales managers
House today is expected for the and the district and branch managers
Wolcott Housing Bill to remove under their supervision. Head book
most controls over building materials ers are attending the general as well
as individual meetings. At luncheon
and commercial construction.
At the same time, there was little today a number of home office execs,
likelihood that the section giving will be the guests. They will include
housing administrators the authority Jay Gove, Charles K. Stern, William
to limit, at their discretion, permits D. Kelly, Arthur Lacks, William
for new theaters and other places of Brenner, and P. V. Thompson.
At yesterday's luncheon H. M.
amusement in areas where materials
or labor are short, will be removed Richey, assistant to Rodgers, introduced to the trade press 11 members
from the bill.
of the sales staff recently promoted,
and Bill Ornstein, trade contact, in
$504,349 "Duel" Gross
turn introduced press reps, present.
John E. Flynn, who is retiring as
Coast
Midwestern sales manager, but will
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY continue in an advisory capacity, also
was introduced to the gathering

ing foreign pic distributors here, as
newsreels. Johnston also suggested
outlined by Martin Levine, Distinthat clauses of a treaty written by
guished Films president, to the trade
Dr. James T. Shotwell be included
press yesterday is based on the esin the Chicago proposals as a preamble defining pix freedom. John- timate of 78 theaters throughout the
country playing French films reguston's comments were sent to Warlarly or on a split-week basis.
ren Pierce, editorial writer on the
With all foreign pic distributors
Chicago Times.
using same sales organization, Levine
said that profits from an estimated
N. Y. Para. Sets 6 Pix
distribution of 30-50 pictures annually would insure adequate profit
Thru Thanksgiving
for all member companies. He also
predicted the opening of new markets
Six features to cover the theater's
in smaller cities because of the great
requirements through Thanksgiving
Tops
of foreign films providDay have been set by the Paramount popularity
ing a typically adult type of enterTheater, Robert M. Weitman, mantainment, unavailable, for the most
aging director, announced. SucceedHollywood
SRO's "Duel in the
part, in Hollywood product.
ing the current "Calcutta," will be
Sun" has passed the $500,000 gross
"The Imperfect Lady," to be folmark in its Los Angeles engagement,
Pix
lowed by "Dear Ruth," "Perils of Enter 10
the $504,349 "take" topping
Pauline," "Welcome Stranger," In Brussels Festival
by nearly $90,000. Pic earned $203,"Desert Fury" and "Variety Girl."
335 at the Fairfax, $78,400 at the
Weitman, who also directs the
Ten U. S. features have been en- Egyptian, $222,614 at the Vogue.
Brooklyn Paramount, said that attered in the Belgian Film Festival, to Pic is in its 19th week.
tractions booked for that house to
be held in Brussels in June, E.
cover the Spring, Summer and Fall
Lapinere, Paris chairman of the
seasons include the same pictures,
Solons Adjourn;
Public Relations Committee,
preceded by "My Favorite Blonde."
reports.
Industry
Die
Entries include Columbia's "Down
"Duel" Into B & K House?
to Earth"; Walt Disnev's "Song of
Des Moines Bills designed to set
Chicago— SRO's "Duel in the Sun" the South"; Samuel Goldwyn's "The
State Lake Best Years of Our Lives"; M-G-M's up new building regulations, license
may go into the B &
Theater in the Loop instead of into "The Yearling"; Paramount's "To film distributors, create a stale censorship board, and an anti-Ascap act
local RKO stands.
Each His Own"; RKO-Liberty's "It's died in committees when the Iowa
a Wonderful Life"; 20th-Fox's "The Legislature adjourned.
Razor's Edge"; Universal - Interna-

Day

1, 194"<

Record

Seattle
Re-trial of the anti-trust damage action brought by the Theater Investment Co. and the Venetian Theater against eight film producer-distributors
and four exhibitor corporations was suddenly abandoned in Federal court here.
Attorneys for both sides appeared before Federal Judge John C. Bowen and
agreed to submit the case to the judgment of the court on the basis of the
record of the first trial, which resulted in a jury disagreement last November.
June 17 was set as the date when Judge Bowen will hear the arguments and
his decision later will

May

—

;i

a

hursday,

MPAA

May

I,

1947
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Co op Pledged

Theater Tele Study

In

(Continued from Page

1)

theater television was
>.'ecj^B^T esterda^ by President Eric

"easi bJlit y of

i

^VHF>- The

MPAA

head met with

Ryder, SMPE president,
Paul Larsen, chairman of the
Society's committee on theater tele.
The SMPE officials told Johnston
that the question of bringing video
:o theaters should be explored by
le entire film industry and all indusjry groups will be asked to join in a
study of the entire problem. Although
some segments of the industry are
lorerr^L.

»:id

.

?xpected to fight theater tele, the
officials said this opposition
should be overcome.
SMPE has studied the technical
side of theater television, but the
question should be broadened beyond
SMPE's accent on engineering as-

SMPE

SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS Acad. Research Uni
Tom
M-G-M

"Cat Concerto"
and Jerry No. W-835
7 Mins.

Superb Fantasy
M-G-M's Academy Award-winning
and Jerry cartoon in which Tom
turns concert pianist. With a beauti-

Tom

2nd
Hungarian Rhapsody, Tom and Jerry
perform an assortment of didoes that
are guaranteed to leave the most
phlegmatic moviegoer helpless in the
fully satiric rendering of Liszt's

aisles.

Beginning wonderfully

straightlaced, the reel runs only a
short distance before Jerry boobytraps the piano into remarkably
clever situations. Film winds up to
a socko finish with Tom a quivering
wreck slumped shirtless over the keyboard, and the victorious Jerry
proudly taking bows from the top of
the piano.

"Cockatoos for Two"
Columbia
6 Mins.
Fast Moving, Funny
A cold and hungry pidgeon changes
sub- places with a rare Cockatoo on its

requested the SMPE officials to
mit formal suggestions in writing.

way
for

No

'Outside'

Work

to a new
delicacies.

owner with a craving

When

the

pidgeon

finds out the fate in store for him
he is glad to admit to fraud when the
real bird shows up. Fast moving and

for

Contract Musicians

funny.

i

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY
Studio contract muProduction in

—

work regulations issued by

J.

No. W-834

M-G-M

7

Mins.

Clever

Two wandering bums, George and
who sound like Archie and

Finnegan, become virtuous and decide to take a job. Position as dogcatchers leads them in some merry
chases with an assortment of mongrels, with the dogs foiling all passes
with the net. Failing to outwit any
of the pups despite a number of ingenious disguises, the two bums wind
up with at least one convert among
the dogs, and fade-out shows three
bums walking the ties.

AFA, with

the approval of
James C. Petrillo, president.
Under the revised regulations s.tuof the

musicians making $133 weekly
from taking outside
engagements, except periodic symphonic engagements. Part-time musicians are permitted outside work,
but if they make between $25 and
$75 on the outside they are allowed
only a single studio job during the
same week, and are barred from studio work if they make more than $75
from other jobs.

dio

are prohibited

Coen

to Travel Bureau
San Juan (By Air Mail) Eugene
A. Coen has resigned as manager of
the M-G-M Puerto Rico office and
has been succeeded by Norman Beck-

—

long a traveling auditor for the

ett,

France

Continuing, Says Bessy

Youngstein Ups Three
Eagle-Lion Publicists

W.

Gillette, international representative

.

10 Mins.

Great
(Continued from Page 1)
Tracing the growth of ice hockey
tinue
chairman of the council and
as
since its birth in Montreal in 1875,
this footage covers its aspects as William F. Kelly as manager.
The Academy Awards for techniCanada's national sport. Final sequences picture the Montreal Cana- cal achievement have no bearing on
new status of Research Council,
diens and the Toronto Maple Leafs
Jean Hersholt announced.
(Canada's two best teams) in President
He pointed out that of 26 awards
action, which proves to he rough and
classifications, nine are given for
tough with plenty of spills and acscientific or technical excellence. Retion. A fine sports reel which should
search done by council under new
draw a substantial following.
plan will be of direct benefit to studios and may involve ownership of
patents which is outside scope of
"Hound Hunters"
Academy.

West Coast Bureau of

sicians are forbidden to take outside
work under a series of share-the-

i

"Iced Lightning"
Para.

Junior,

Johnston was told.
Johnston was reported to be agreeable to a study of the question and
pects,

DAiLY

Three publicity department proContrary to prevailing opinion,
French production is not in the cel- motions were announced yesterday
by Max E. Youngstein, Eagle-Lion
that's the report of Maurice
lar

—

general manager of Cinemonde and Film Francais, fan magBessy,

azine and trade weekly, respectively.
Pausing in New York before pro-

ceeding to a tour of Hollywood, Mex-

and Argentine studios, Bessy
his point with the info
were 15 features currently
in production in France as compared
with 14 a year ago.
Even with difficulties in electricity,
financing and distribution the French
producer manages to make pictures,
he said. Big drawback, he admitted,
was the need for amortizing costs
abroad when production was in the
high-budget class.
ican

illustrated
that there

director of advertising-publicity-exploitation, before he left the home

Boy Claims Manager
Resented Criticism
Claiming that because of his capcriticism
of an attraction at
the Astoria Grand Theater, Manager
Seymour Samuels twisted his arm and
banged him against the wall, Michael Ryan eight, is suing the theter in Long Island City Court. Young
Ryan claims that he merely observed
that "the picture stinks," but Samuels said that the youngster's remarks were quite extended and that
he was trying to assist him to the
street. Action will be tried on May 6.
sule

The third phase of Century Theaters' visual education experiment
was completed Monday at the Rialto,
Brooklyn with the showing of
"Huckleberry Finn" to more than
seventh and eighth grade
1,000
Brooklyn schoolchildren, as part of
their regular classroom studies. The

civic, stage,

the preview showing of UA's "Carnegie Hall" when it is presented simultaneously at the Winter Garden and
Park Ave. Theaters tonight to swell
the welfare funds of the New York
Foundling Hospital and the pension
fund of the New York Philharmonic-

Symphony Ork.
Kate Smith, John Garfield, Fred
Waring, Edward Raftery, Paul N.
Lazarus, Jr., Deems Taylor, Perry
Como, Jimmy Dorsey, Gradwell L.
Sears, Sam Dembow and Pam Blumenthal will attend the Garden event.

Jack Perrin Heads New
Screen Test and Film

mm

Sixteen
sound studio has just
been opened by American Screen
Test and Film Corp., recently organized firm, at 92 Gold St. According
to prexy Jack R. Perrin, the company "will produce commercial and
television films, visual aids and documentary films in color and black and
white."
der Arthur Jeffrey, and Leo Brody,
Cedric Z. Sha'bsis and Ernest J.
magazine contact, will be assistant Falton are vice-presidents of the
publicity manager under Jerry Pick- new company. Charles A. Harbruck
man. All will also continue in their is the recording supervisor.
present capacities.
Company's first documentary shot
Youngstein's tour will culminate on location has just been
released.
at the Eagle-Lion Studios where he Fifteen minute short was
a history
will confer with Sam Israel, studio of CCNY, with
commentary by Edpublicity director, on plans for the ward G. Robinson.
world premiere of "Repeat Perform-

May

22 in Zanesville, O.

Organize Stereo Films

Bischoff's Star Films
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

The indie producHollywood
tion company headed by Sam' Bischoff has been chartered under the
corporate name of Star Films, Inc.
First pic for UA, "Intrigue," stars
George Raft.
$12,083 for "Torment"

"Torment"

in its first

week

ATO

May

6
Board Meets
Ind.
Associated Theater
Indianapolis
Owners of Indiana board meets at
the Hotel Antlers here on May 6.

—

—

Detroit
Stereo Films, Inc. has
been organized by Charles F. Rulapaugh, in association with Arthur
Wright and Patrick McKenna. Company will develop stereoscopic pictures.

British Firm to Show
New Tele. Projector

at the

experiment will be concluded June 21 Avenue Playhouse, 450-seater, garat which time an evaluating report nered $12,083.40.
of the project will be rendered.
If this report is deemed favorable,
the visual education program will be
extended to include more schools and
more Century theaters.

Top-ranking figures of

screen and society life will attend

office to join A. W. Schwalberg, vicepresident and sales manager, on a
tour of company exchanges.
Under the new setup, Jonas Arnold, press book editor, will be assistant advertising manasrer under
Hal Danson; Lige Brien, home office
exploitation representative, will be
assistant exploitation manager un-

With theater building stymied, excompany.
Coen plans to rejoin the Peerless hibition is widened with 16 mm. circuits, many of which are mobile units. ance,"
Travel Bureau in New York.

1,000 See "Huckleberry"
In Century Experiment

"Carnegie Hall" Openings
To Attract Many Notables

London

(By

Air

Mail)

—A

new

projection

system,
said to be less expensive than other
projection devices, will be demontelevision

optical

by Wray Optical
the British Industries Fair,

strated

Works at
May 5-16.

Thursday,

May

1947
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RCA Shows Big Screen

Aleman

mousTRv posts

in nEiu
JOSEPH

DIBELIA,

manager.

trainee

Manor,

Chicago.
1)

to projections of stills and motion
pictures but Dr. W. E. Engstrom,

vice-president in charge of RCA Laboratories research, who co-operated

LEONARD
B.

HIX,

manager,

Wayne

Theater,

Wayne, Mich.
POOL, operator. State Theater, Wayne,
E.
Mich.

CHARLES REPEC, booker, B & Q
EG HOROWITZ, Screen Guild-Film

circuit, Boston.

SI

Classics'

manager, Boston.

JAMES CAMP, manager,

Biltmore,

Miami,

Fla.

CHARLES THOMAS, manager, State, Charlotte.
DICK HORTON, manager, Rialto, Durham, N. C.
HENRY STARK, Columbia booker, San Francisco.

GEORGE SCULLEY,

Columbia,

bookkeeper,

San

Francisco.

LEON

CHARLES,

dialogue

and

director

story

editor. Allied Artists, Hollywood.
with Dr. Zworykin in a press preHOWARD DENIAL, manager. Iris, Detroit.
CARRALCASAZ, manager. Monogram
view yesterday afternoon said that ELMER BERRY, assistant manager. Center, De- JOAOPictures
do Brasil, Sao Paulo.
troit.
apparatus is being developed to enJOHN KOHLER, from assistant manager, Reade's
DON LOFTUS, manager. Strand, Fort Dodge, la.
Majestic in
Perth Amboy,
manager,
to
able color tele featuring outdoor acPAUL BRENEMAN, manager. King, Belle Plaine,
Reade's Paramount in Plainfield.
la.
tion scenes. He intimated that this
SABIE CONTIE, Reade manager, from Paramount to Oxford in Plainfield.
development may be ready for dem- JACK GREENBERG, National Screen Service
salesman, Des Moines.
FRANK GIEGER has resigned his post as manaonstration by Fall.

JEAN POST, Universal salesman, Des Moines.
Dr. Zworykin, in his address at BOB SOKEL, assistant manager, Loew's Valentine, Toledo, O.
the Institute, said that the demonLEONARD FREID, manager, Hollywood, Eau
stration was in order to give some
Claire, Wis.
idea of the status of simultaneous BOB WESTERMAN, assistant manager, Loew's,
color television at the present, showHarrisburg, Pa.
ing both its imperfections and its MURPHY McHENRY, Edward Small publicityadvertising director, Hollywood.
promise.
from Eagle-Lion's press
"Color television is still in the lab- DONALD J. WOLLINS,
book staff, to assistant field exploitation
oratory stage," he said, "and will
man, Boston territory.
continue to be for several years to DAVID E. DIENER, UA advertising staff.
come. The objective of RCA in this MILT CRANDLE, public relations director, Hipfield is to create an all-electronic
podrome, Town and Little Theaters, Baltimore.
color system equal in clarit^ to that
of our present black-and-white all- TED ROUTSON, from publicity chief at the Hipelectronic method."

RCA's

electronic

podrome,

color

Baltimore,
Little Theater.

television

system, as explained by Dr. Zworykin, consists in broadcasting three
partial images red, green and blue
over adjoining channels of standard width and optically superimposing
the three images at the receiver. The
flying-spot method, developed over a
decade ago, has come to the front
due to recent developments in
cathode-ray tubes, phosphors and
phototubes, and because it is particularly suitable for the color television system.
The flying-spot, Dr. Zworykin said,
assures perfect picture registration
at the transmitter. Its scanning pattern is imaged onto the color film
transmitted and the aperture of the

—

—

WARREN BUTZ,

to

manager

of

the

manager. Liberty, Spokane.

LEO ROCHKIND, manager,

AL WEISS, manager,

Willis,

Russell,

Detroit.

Detroit.

ger of Reade's Oxford

JACK CUMMINGS,
dence,

JOSEPH

R.

in

Plainfield.

manager,

Drive-In,

Provi-

I.

ARGENTIO,

manager,

M.

E.

Loew's

Theater, Baltimore, Md.

RICHARD
ater,

A. RANK, manager. East Detroit TheEast Detroit, Mich.

HERBIE LYONS, United

publicity

Artists'

staff,

Chicago.

VINCENT

TILOTTA,

manager,

Elliott,

River

Rouge, Mich.

WALLY NIKKEL,

manager,

Roseville,

Roseville,

Mich.

VERNON POWELL,
ville,

JACK

manager.

Crescent,

Louis-

POWELL,

manager,

Shelmar,

Louisville,

Ky.

JAMES BELLO, Warner office manager, Atlanta.
ROYCE WINKELMAN, manager, Charles Theater, Charles City, la.

JOE YOUNG,

assistant manager,
Hartford, Conn.

Daly

Theater,

Never Requested Bercovici
Judge Adcock on 70th Year To Write Material—Chaplin

—

Canadian Luxury Tax
Held in New Budget
Ottawa
come taxes

—

will

While Canadian inbe trimmed an aver-

age of 29 per cent, sales and luxury
levies will be retained, it was learned
when the proposed 1947-48 budget
was presented in the House of Commons. The 15 per cent excess profits
tax will be eliminated at the end of
1947, but the 30 per cent corporation income tax will be retained,
Finance Minister D. C. Abbott announced. It was disclosed that higher revenue by over $1,000000 was
anticipated from the theater amusement tax in 1947-48. Statistical

showed the Government col$13,387 000 in levy on theater grosses in year ending March
31
which was $1,100,000 greater
tables

lected

than the 1944-45 income.

name a

1)

city film co-ordinator

handle clearance probl^*^,- fov
Eastern production units, t. Kr
In conference with ivxayor
O'Dwyer all day, Commissioner
Sanders indicated that the meeting
would be held tomorrow, at 10:30 in
to

his office unless organizational prob-

lems of the president's

visit altered

plans again.

Informed yesterday that proceeds
mieres at the Winter Garden and
Park Ave. Theaters will be donated
to two local funds, Mayor O'Dwyer
expressed gratification and said:
"The motion picture industry
knows that we here in New York will
continue to give every possible cooperation. We want them to
that we are very happy to have

know
them

with us, and will be happy to work
with them."

Ky.

Chi/s Film Bigwigs Fete

Chicago
John Balaban, Eddie
Silverman, Walter Immerman, Arthur Goldberg, Elmer Upton, James
Donohue, Allen Usher and Hal
Stephens, were among speakers at
the 70th birthday surprise dinner at
the Chicago Club for Judge Edmond
D. Adcock, member of Adcock, Fink
and Day, Chicago attorneys for B &

(Continued from Page

posal to

of the special "Carnegie Hall" pre-

'Continued from Page

1)

Bercovici to write any material for
him for the film.

Seven "Generals" for
Warners Latta Drive

—

Albany Supervision of the Warner Theaters 13-weeks C. J. Latta
Show-Business Drive is under seven
"generals" to whom managers of
theaters
report
exploitation
on
stunts, tie-ups, bookings and special
events in connection with the drive.
The generals include Joe Weinstein, Western upstate booker; Ralph

E. Crabill, Western district manager;
P. Faughnan, contact manager; Woodrow Campbell, assistant
booker; Jerry Atkin, assistant advertising manager; Max Friedman,
Keystone films, he had written all booker-buyer, and Charles A. Smakmaterial used in his films. He said witz, assistant zone manager. Drive
that he had purchased only two story started March 30 and ends June 28.
properties in his entire theatrical

Under

direct examination by his
attorney, Louis D. Frohlich, Chaplin
traced his career in motion pictures,
emphasizing that since his first three

K and Paramount.
John Black, former prexy of Amerimaging lens, in turn, is imaged ican Law Association, presided and career.
through the film and through a beam- guests gifted Judge Adcock with a
In the session before Federal Judge
splitting system on the cathodes of General Electric television set.
Harold Burke and a jury, Chaplin
three phototubes. Their output represents the picture signal for the

Defers

Pix Co-ordinator Meet

Electronic Color Tele
(Continued from Page

Visit

it takes him from one to
three years to write and elaborate on
a script and that, since 1928 he has
not taken less than two and a half
years to make a picture, including
one year's shooting time. His shortphosphors. Pictures are then pro- est shooting schedule was 90 to 100
jected by lenses displaced slightly days.
Chaplin testified that he often diswith respect to the tube axes, on a
cussed his picture plans with literary
common screen.
Dr. Zworykin pointed out that, visitors and that, while they somewith this system, a black-and-white times contributed ideas in conversareceiver can respond to a color pro- tions, he did not purchase material.
gram by picking up the green signal He said that at a Culver City breakonly, which normally comes quite fast he told Bercovici that "others
close to reproducing the brightness have given me that idea" when a
gradation in the complete color dictator portrayal was discussed.

said that

red, green and blue content of the
color picture.
In the receiver the three signals
are applied to the girds of three
kinescopes with red, green and blue

picture.

James

Frank Farley,
For Para.

UK Head

British Prods.

—

Frank
London (By Air Mail)
Farley has taken over the managing
directorship of Paramount British
Prods, in addition to his duties of
serving the Hollywood studio with
stories, talent and research. He has
been the company's Continental rep.
on production matters for the past
20 years.
to the war, Farley head» Prior
quartered in Paris. He moved to
London in 1939 and has made his
headquarters here since then.

fEflimE TOUCH

Large screen projection is arrived Berge Leaves D of J Today
at by a reflective projection system, Washington JTureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Resignation of Wen- KATHERINE KRUEGER, assistant manager, Cinreminiscent of the Schmidt telescope
derella, Detroit.
used by astronomers. Principal ele- dell Berge, trust-busting Assistant
TRACY, manager of the Van
L.
ment is a spherical mirror concentric Attorney General, becomes effective GERTRUDE
Dyke Theater, Detroit, is resigning to move
with the kinescope tube face. A today. Attorney General Tom Clark
to California with her husband.
projector of this type, he said, has has given no indication of Berge's SHIRLEY GREEN, telephone operator, Chicago's
produced 15 by 30 foot pictures of successor. Berge was active in diColumbia exchange.
brightness and detail suitable for recting the Government's N. Y. GLORIA PAVANTE, booking department staff,

—

theater use.

equity case.

20th-Fox,

New Haven.

-7
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ALLOCATES $72,000 ,000 fOR U . S. PIK
Seven Exlanger Suit Defendants Ask a Review
U. K.

Offer New Evidence
Goldman Bidding
on
Based
District Court
Federal
To

Would

—

The

petition,

it

Bros, has been authorized by its board of directors to purchase share:
company's common stock on the New* York Stock Exchange, it was announced Friday. No determination of the number of shares to be acquired has
been made, it was said, and the company plans to hold any stock acquired in t!ie

treasury

he

Painters, Prod. Strike

Show Progress

THE FILM DAILY
Painters Local 644
Hollywood
announced yesterday that it agreed
to abide by the AFL executive counWest Coast Bureau of

—

A

producers and the Painters
Continued on Page 7)

Hicks Will Tour Loew's

European

16

MM. Branches

Leaving by plane Monday for a
five-week survey of Loew's International 16 mm. branches in England,
France, and Belgium, Orton Hicks,
head of Loew's narrow-gauge sub(Continued on Page 3)

Two

Big Pix
Set for Music Hall
Iflore

Booking of two more ace pix for
Radio City Music Hall was announced
yesterday by Gus S. Eyssell, president
and managing director of the nashowcase.
J. Arthur Rank's "Great
Expectations," which will be the
next pic in, Eyssell has picked 20thFox's "The Ghost and Mrs. Muir,"
co-starring Gene Tierney, Rex Harrison and George Sanders. Later in
the Summer, the Hall will present
RKO's "The Bachelor and the BobbySoxer," co-starring Cary Grant, Myrna Loy and Shirley Temple.

tion's No.

To

1,

corporate

general
also

1948 on

revealed

that

purposes.
it
has prepaid

two per cent bank

its

quarterly dividend

of 37' 2

the

$1,591,000 installment due

loan.

cents per

share was declared on

the

common

stock, payable July 3 to holders of record on June 6.

»

_._,

Fox-Wis. Milwaukee

T I
I
It
ft
Technicolor Profil

Matinee Prices Cut

Dips to $436,168

New

of 35 cents.
adult prices are for

but net costs rose to $12,377,048 as
$10,351,818. Tax provision

Mondays against

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 3)

Para. Withdraws 'Stranger' $95,000 Settlement Ends
Bercovici's Chaplin Action
For Special Campaign

Plan

Status

Quo Regarding

to

Preserve
the

Imports of American Films
Washington Bureau

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

of

—British government's

1947 budget calls for allocation of
$72,000,000 for American motion pictures
approximately the same
amount paid for U. S. films last
year, The Film Daily learned yesterday.
This is the first concrete indication that the British plan to preserve
the status quo regarding American
films and anticipate no cuts in imports of these pictures in an effort

—

to save critically needed dollars.
American companies last vear took
(Continued n Page 6)

Recovery Suits

In

Wake of NT Deal
Existence of several stockholder
recovery suits growing out of the
1944 sale of 40 shares of National
Theaters Class B stock to four circuit executives and its repurchase in
1946 with a profit to the four of
$6,850,000 is disclosed in the 20thFox proxy statement mailed to all
stockholders yesterday.
Both the sale by National Theaters
in July, 1944, of the Class B common

Konrad Bercovici's damage action
(Continued on Page 10)
"Welcome Stranger" has been with- ag'ainst Charles Chaplin was settled
1946-47
drawn from the Paramount
yesterday by a stipulation filed in
release schedule for special handling, Federal
Court.
Agreement was Cox Must Bare Records
Charles M. Reagan, vice-president in reached late Wednesday, it was
In Percentage Fraud Suit
charge of distribution, disclosed yesterday. Film had been announced
for national release on June 13.
Reagan said that the new policy on

learned, with the actual filing with
the court clerk taking place yesterday.
Under the stipulation, Chaplin

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 3)

World Market Vital —Johnston
MPAA Prexy Faces Criticism of U. S. Pix

1

follow

British

—

Milwaukee
Net profit in 1946 of Technicolor,
In a surprise move,
Fox-Wisconsin Amusement Corp. an- Inc. and its subsidiary, Technicolor
nounced a 10 cents reduction in after- Motion Picture Corp., was $436,168,
noon admission prices in effect for a decrease from the $667,441 earned
three downtown houses, the Palace, in 1945, it is reported. Last year's
Wisconsin and Strand. New admis- earnings were equal to 48 cents per
sion price of 55 cents including nine share, as against 74 cents the year
cents tax, compares with 65 cents before.
previously, including 11 cents tax.
Net sales in 1946 were $13,057,510,
Children's admission is now 25 cents compared with $11,614,779 in 1945

December 26, 1945,
some progress had
been made among reps, of the major instead
Union,
directive of
indicating that

cil

for

Warners

May

was learned yes-

s£ 2KSV*

Talks

Warner

of the

The U. S. Circuit
Philadelphia
Court of Appeals on Monday will
hear arguments on the petition filed
by all distrib. defendants in the WilGoldman Erlanger Theater
1 i a m
anti-trust suit, with the exception
of Warners, asking that the case be
sent back to the U. S. District Court
for review and consideration.
,erday

Warners Will Purchase Shares of Common
in Market: Bank Loan installment Prepaid

Fabian, Wilby, Richards

Honored by Navy Dept.

—

(

THE FILM DAILY

Continued on Page 6)

Hollywood

films,

criticism of

MPAA

some American

(Continued on Page 7)

THE FILM DAI-LY
a sweeping order

of

(Continued en Page 6)

MPF Meeting
in Philly Monday

Hold

THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Faced with Congres-

sional

— In

of inspection, U. S. District Judge
Pierson M. Hall ordered production
of documents for inspection by the
plaintiffs prior to the filing of the

Washington Bureau of

President Eric JohnWashington T hree theatermen ston yesterday called for strong supyesterday were awarded Presiden- port of the reciprocal trade program
tial certificates of merit for their and underlined that the motion pic"outstanding contributions" to the ture industry can't exist without a
world market.
war effort.
Testifying for two hours before
The trio included Ernest V. RichWashington Bureau of

West Coast Bureau

Philadelphia,

Pa.

—

Bob Mochrie

Harry Brandt will address the
organization meeting of the Motion
Picture Foundation for Eastern Pennsylvania, South Jersey and Delaware
at the Broadwood
Hotel here on
Monday. Jay Emanuel is temporary
chairman.

and

w
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DORE

RKO

SCHARY,

executive

dent in charge of production,
Coast tomorrow.
N. PETER RATHVON,
the East for conferences.

is

vice-presi-

due from the

president,

in

is

Europe,
office,

production represenleaves Hollywood today for
en route back to London.

ED ALPERSON, producer, entrained
lywood

last

JOSEPH SCHENCK, PAT DE CICCO, JOHN
KELLER and LEONARD GOLDENSON are flying

TWA

Constellation.

screen writer-director, left

plane

via

two-reel

musical

San

for

Crouch

westerns

Antonio

the

in

to

to

join

production
be released

of

by

hagen-Van Loese.
Via Ludovisi 16.

COPENHAGEN—
ROME — John Perdicari,

Phone, 42758.
MEXICO
Turnoff, Morelos 56 No. 523.
Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito

CITY— Louis

MONTEVIDEO—

S. SEELEY, Altec's chief engineer, back
town from SMPE meeting in Chicago.
E.

(Thurs.,

May

Washington TSureau of

—

in

to

THE

said yesterday.
Rep. John McDowell, R., Pa., said
the committee may extend its investigation of Fascism during its
California stay.

A

special sub-committee headed

by

Committee Chairman Parnell Thomas

New

Jersey,

is

Hollywood

Jeffrey,

expected to arrive
Wednesday.
next
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D of J Anti-Trust Dept.
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of M-G-M short subthe Coast after spendfor the M-G-M confer-

SILVER, zone manager for Warner Thethe Pittsburgh territory, and HARRY
his assistant, are in New York for

FEINSTEIN,

a few days.

JAMES DONOHUE, Paramount Western
manager, on way

to

sales

Minneapolis for exchange

U. N. Proceedings

Covered With

To Be

Own Equip.
UN

Significant events at
headquarters will be covered soon via the
organization's own recording and
Will
on
camera equipment. Move was revealed Friday when Western ElecPottstown License
tric announced that the
has
Morristown, Pa.
Evidence was ordered a 235-D portable newsreel
heard by Judge William Dannhauer sound recording system from the
in Montgomery County Court here Electrical Research Products division.
in the Stanley-Warner Theaters acRecorder will be used with a
tion against the ordinance of the
borough of Pottstown which would Mitchell camera to cover newsworthy
increase license fees of theaters events at the Lake Success headquarters. Distribution of the film will
there to five per cent of gross.
be made at periodic intervals, it was
It is estimated that this would

VAN NOMIKOS

in

New York

for film confer-

Jump

UN

—

jump

the fee of the Strand from $100
per year to over $10,000, and the fee
of the Hippodrome from $100 per
year to over $5,000, managers of
theaters, borough officials and others
testified. Argument will be held and
briefs filed in several weeks.

said.

Swed.-U.

Talks Progress
THE FILM DAILY
Washington
The State Department yesterday reported "favorable
S.

Washington Bureau of

—

progress" in trade discussions with
Swedish reps. Question of American
Distribs. File Jackson Park Brief films is expected to be taken up folChicago Myles Seeley film dis- lowing the return of the Swedish
tributors' attorney filed a 40 page delegation head.
brief yesterday in the Jackson Park
Theater appeal before the Federal
Court of Appeals.

for

Harold

UA

May

1W1T
7&

Attorney General
Tom Clark yesterday announced appointment of John F. Sonnett as Assistant Attorney General in charge
of the anti-trust division, succeeding
Wendell Berge. Sonnett has served
since 1945 as Assistant Attorney Gen.
eral in charge of the claims division.

Washington

O., set

—

4%
5%

Pathe

ance" in Zanesville,

31/4

133/4

FRED QUIMBY, head
leaves Monday for
ing a week in New York

MPTO and distributor reps, in opposition to the measure.
Mrs. Burt and Mrs. Collyer pleaded
for a continuation of the former
system of censorship, under which
film producers, distributors and exhibitors have for years co-operated.

to Sin No More
announced yesterday that "The
Sin of Harold Diddlebock," starring
St. Louis and Dallas on the forthcom- Harold Lloyd, will have its title
ing premiere of "Repeat Perform- changed.

Following the regional meetings
the trio will proceed to Hollywood
for additional conferences.

OVER THE COUNTER
Cinecolor

Arthur Jeffrey, Eagle-Lion exploitation manager, and Hal Danson, advertising manager, left yesterday to
join Max E. Youngstein, ad-publicity-exploitation director, for conferences with field representatives in

22.

+

sales

killed

—

to Join

Huddles

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Am. Seat

Television

at the BabMass., May 6.

—The

was

ences.

member

in

1)

Louis

Hear Arguments

Congressional Probers

of

finanUrU

NBC

television
Hills,

i

Bill

talks.

U-l.

Washington House Committee on
Un-American Activities may take a
MONTREAL— flyer at investigating "Fascism"
during its probe of Communist inVANCOUVER —
SYDNEY—
fluence in Hollywood, a committee

UY

KRAFT,

speak on
Wellesley

jects,

aters

Forest

R.

counsel

weeks.

THOMAS CURRAN,

pro-

C.

ences.

William

Traveltalks'

from the Coast yesterday.
sails for Europe on May 9.

ROBERT RUBIN, vice-president and genfor M-G-M, is visiting
Durham,

J.

DON DeFORE and MRS. DeFORE flew in from
Chicago yesterday. DeFore, "It Happened On
Fifth Ave." star, will be in town for about two
yesterday

will

Institute,

eral

LONDON
Tackle Coast "Fascists"
MANILA—
HAVANA —
FILM DAILY

BOMBAY—

REYNOLD

N.

FITZPATRICK,

SHUBERT

manager,
son

Hol-

for

night.

to the Coast today via

A.
arrived

ducer,

LEE

Clagett,

2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter 127Homer
133 Wardour St. W. 1.
Mary
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,
ALGIERS— Paul Saffar,
Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
St.
Bowden Fletcher,
Theater Bldg.
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
2110.
BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys,
110 Rue des Paquerettes.
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copen-

Hollywood Monday for a two-week stay.
Both will make their headquarters at the Coast
Fawcett office.
in

JAMES

RKO

1947

Schendel Censorby a unanimous
vote of the House Education Committee last night following a public
hearing at which Mrs. A. F. Burt,
founder and president emer' me \ of
the Better Film Council of (Abater
St. Louis, and Mrs. Robert E. Collyer
of St. Louis, representing Catholic
Legion of Decency, joined with
St.

MAXWELL HAMILTON, editor of Motion Picture Magazine and BILL TREADWELL, publicity
director of Fawcett Publications, Inc., will be

JACK W. VOTION, RKO
tative in
the home

9-7117, 9-7118,

Cable address Film-

Andrew H.
Granite 6607.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Phone

NATHAN LEVINSON, sound chief at the
studio, and COL. FRANK E. CAHILL,
director of sound for Warner Theaters, return today from Philadelphia.

COL.
Warner
JR.,

2,

By Education Com.

ship Bill
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Associote

:

and General Manager

Louis Censorship
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cominG rud goihg
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DAILY

WILL PURCHASE
Or Lease Individual or Chain of
Theatres showing satisfactory operation.
Also consider purchase of
building in which theatre is located.
Financing available. Quick action in
first

-

reply.

PHILIP LEVIT
S.

EST.

1921

%u>

P REVUE

TRAILER
SERVICE

REALTOR

LaSALLE STREET
CHICAGO 3, ILLINOIS

39

Jilltnack'A

CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO]

SCREEN

EM

COSTS ONLY
Cfl COVERS
<»
S/|5Ly ALL
FEATURES!

Filmack 1327

M

S.

Wabash Chicago

See your travel agent or phone

\

LExinffton 2-7100
or visit

TWA

ticket office at

;

Park Ave. at 42nd St.
\

Save time with

TWA AIRFREIGHT

•

—
Friday,

May
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Technicolor Profit Dips

More
in N, Y.

$436,168

Last Year, Against
(Continued from Page

M-G-M

in recent

months has shot

parts of three productions in New
York and plans to do backgrounds on
two more films shortly. Most recent

shooting done in the East were the
New York scenes for the forthcoming gark Gable starrer, "The Huckster
A crew of over 220 technicians and artisans has just completed that job with scenes shot in
Fulton Fish Market.
Future M-G-M plans include the
New York scenes for "East River."
Another film which may be made, at
here is "Maiden
partially,
least
Voyage," with action centered along
the Hudson River steamship piers.
Technical crews spent 10 weeks in
New York shooting scenes for "It
Happened in Brooklyn," while over
30 per cent of "The Clock" was pho-

*

year dropped to $23,369 from
$364,843 in 1945.
In his report to Technicolor stockholders, Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president and general manager, pointed
out that the Hollywood labor strike
"crippled the company's operations
very materially" during the final 1946
quarter. At the height of the picket
difficulties only 35 of about 900 laboratory workers reported for work.
Technicolor, he said, had to employ and train hundreds of new
workers and the plant is reported
operating at nearly full capacity but
with some 400 new laboratory workers, many of whom had not handled
film prior to a few months ago.
Dr. Kalmus pointed up the extent
of the delay between the completion
of photography of Technicolor productions and the delivery of prints.
Prior to the strike, he said, print
deliveries started immediately after
the answer print was approved,
usually three months after shooting
was completed. Period needed to prelast

tographed here.
Pointing out that producer representatives are scheduled to meet today with City Commerce Commissioner George Sanders to discuss the
appointment of a city co-ordinator to Hicks Will Tour Loew's
permits, Joseph R. Vogel, European 16
clear
Branches
Loew's vice-president, said: "Mayor
use
helping
in
interest
us
O'Dwyer's
'Continued from Page 1)
New York for more production is ensidiary,
will travel across the three
undoubtedly
and will
couraging
countries by car to check on the
stimulate this activity."
progress of the department in the
six months it has been functioning.
Describing the 16 mm. market
St. Louis Com. Holds
abroad as "extremely active," Hicks
Bill
on
Hearing

MM.

Watchman

—

The House Criminal
St. Louis
Jurisprudence Committee last night
held a hearing on House Bill 250,
providing for employment by amusement places of uniformed watchmen
to safeguard patrons' safety in an
emergency.
The theater men told the committee that the motion picture theaters
in Missouri for years have drilled
their workers to handle fires and
other emergencies and that from five
to 35 workers in each theater have
been trained through these drills.
The committee took the bill under
advisement.
Fred Wehrenberg,
MPTOA prexy, James H. Arthur
of Fancho and Marco and Joe Ansell
headed St. Louis owners' delegation
while Kansas City contingent was
headed by Dick Biechele, Sen Lawler
and Arthur Cole.

Cudahy Would Slap
On Theater Licenses

—

Cudahy's Theaters will require city licenses under
an ordinance proposed in the City
Council. Ordinance provides license

Cudahy, Wis.

$50 for theaters with less
200 seats, $75 for 200-499,
$100 for 500-999, $200 for over 1,000. Cudahy has two theaters,, the
Cudahy, 500-seater and Majestic,
fees

of

than

752-seater.

Ordinance prohibiting smoking
theaters has been

$667,441

Matinee Prices Cut

1)

(Continued from Page 1)
pare the answer print has now been
extendel to about six months and it through Fridays until 5 p.m. There
requires an additional three months is no time restriction on children's
to make release prints.
admissions. After 5 p.m. adult adDespite the strike, Technicolor last
year sold a record 165,027,297 feet missions remain 95 cents as previof 35 mm. prints. Company antici- ously. On Saturdays, same schedule
pates that normal print delivery prevails, except after 10:30 p.m.
schedules, taking into account the
when prices drop to afternoon level
increasing demand for Technicolor
prints, will be realized some time in at, the Palace and Wisconsin. Sun1948 when the expansion program is days, admission will be 55 cents until
completed. Procedure, according to 1 p.m. at all three Fox theaters,
the report lies primarily in three with 95 cents from
1 p.m. until closdirections: 1, Cessation of strikes ing.
with reasonable output per man
The move, a complete surprise, left
hour; 2, Increased capacity by adding Towne officials and
Warner theaters
to buildings and machinery, and 3, officials with
a problem as to reducInstallation of improvements which tion. The Towne,
an independent,
have been developed by the research operated by C. J. Papas and Andrew

laboratory.

Program

calls for installation of

machinery with a minimum of new

Spheeris, and Alhambra, Warner and
Riverside so far maintain the same
prices as before.

construction at a new site in Van
Nuys, primarily for the processing
$95,000 Settlement
of negatives.
Acording to the report, Techni- Bercovici's Chaplin Action
color, Ltd. (England) reported a net
(Continued from Page D
profit of £47,591, after tax provision
for the year ended Nov. 30, 1946, agrees to pay $90,000, plus $5,000 excompared with £40,049 the previous penses for two Bercovici stories,
year. Negotiations under way with "Haymarket Riot" or "Old Chicago"
J. Arthur Rank, Sir Alexander Korda and "Cry of the Wolf," latter based
and other British producers are ex- on Bercovici's published story,
pected to result in an annual pro- "Tinker." Bercovici assigns any right
duction of from 15 to 20 Technicolor he may have, or claim to material
used in "The Great Dictator."
pictures in England.

Ends

said that selling of all M-G-M prowas done through identical channels, with exhibitors choosing either
16 or 35 mm. films at the various ex-

duct

MUSIC SCORE COMPLETED

changes.

While in England and on the conHicks will check up on the
nine
English branch offices,
10
French offices, and one Belgium

J.

ARTHUR RANK'S

tinent,

office.

He

"WHISPERING CITY"

will also stop off in Italy

survey the 16 mm. market there.
Hicks said that all M-G-M films
are being shown in 16 mm. with
clearance varying in the different
countries. Loew's International are
also distributing all Republic features with similar clearance arrangements.
to

With

PAUL LUKAS

Marks

in

David O. Selznick's "Duel in the
set new opening day records
Texas
it made its debut in

houses.

Opening in Amarillo last Monday
at the Paramount and State Theaters, pic grossed $3,400 for three
shows and grossed more than $1,400
next day.
At the Worth and
Hollywood Theaters in Fort Worth,
"Duel" pulled $4,300 for only two
performances on opening day and
the

followed with $3,000 for the second
The film started in Dallas,
day.
the Melba and Majestic theaters, on

and

hit

$4,280.

The

reason given for Fort Worth topping Dallas is that the former theaters had larger seating: capacity.

HELMUT DANTINE

—

MARY ANDERSON

Feature Documentary on FDR's Life

Day
Texas Bows

Sun"
when

—

"THE ROOSEVELT STORY"

"Duel" Hits Opening

Wednesday
in

introduced also.

Fox-Wis. Milwaukee

March

of

Time

—

Universal Shorts

Columbia Shorts

TIME
APRIL

7,
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Friday,
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$72,000,000 Allocated

By

To Reveal Records
(Continued from Page

1)

out of Great Britain an estimated
$70,000,000 to $72,000,000. Although
other items, such as tobacco, were
heavily slashed in the British budget,
American films apparently have survived any imports cuts.
Reluctance of British to cut the
budget for U. S. films apparently is
based on two items.
British
spurt
in
grosses in this country this year.
MPAA President Eric Johnston estimated that British films may gross
a record-breaking $20,000,000 in the
United States this year.
2. Lack of British films to replace
any substantial cut in imports of

American

Weeh-end Report

'

•

production
pace,

falls far short of provid-

was

in the exhibitors'

and

it's

•

REPORT'S

•

•

AROUND

a

far different story

has recruited, trained and de-

of the hardest-hitting staffs in the East

»

that the

Loew's International Building

may

be sold before construction is complete and that
Broadway may be bought or leased to house the
Loew's International
Veepee George Muchnic, however,
St.

the structure at 1600
offices

]

of

ascribes the current suspension of building activity to the delay in steel

...

shipments.

•

Metro's John

M. McCaffrey

K.

of Federal income tax return'their work sheets.

as

continue

will

"The Author Meets the Critic" when the radio show moves
Tune. 1 with Book of the Month Club sponsoring. . .
• John Hays Hammond. Jr. of RCA writes in new American Magazine
that the only tele programs worth their salt are those that have dealt

moderator
over

to

distrib-

.

Walt Disney's "Alice

And

action

in

•

...

sports events.

Wonderland"

be anything but part

will

live-

when

Luana ("Song of the South") Patten will be 12 years old, just the
age for Alice. ... • M-G-M Records, with 27 artists now under
tract, is

expected

to turn out

copies of tax returns not in his possession, if such returns are desired by
the plaintiffs. Cox was given 30 days
in which to answer the complaints in
each of the cases.
Gordon L. Files, of Freston & Files
of Los Angeles, represented the
plaintiffs on the motion.

Don't believe those reports that

production looks to be about two years distant

15,000.000 records at

its

right

con-

Bloomiield, N.

J.

plant this year

taken on

Para. Withdraws 'Stranger'
For Special Campaign

•

©

Fabian, Wilby, Richards

READERS OF THE

NEW YORK

Honored by Navy Dept.

dailies could hardly miss

Scattered
"Carnegie Hall" during the past few days
throughout the pages were a dozen or so mentions of the picture through
Names of the prominent concert
use of a smart teaser campaign
the words

were featured

stars

1)

—

(Continued from Page

Artur Rubinstein, Lily Pons, Jascha Heifetz,

i.e.,

—

ago when the

campaigns.

York.

Idea stemmed from U.A.'s ad department several months

Hall"

stunt clicked big in Hartford for the special

The presentations were made on
behalf of the President by Under
Secretary of the Navy John L. Sul-

engagement

there of the Morros-LeBaron epic

Gagne, Former

Exhib.,

T

Dead

•

—

Somersworth, N. H.
Peter M.
Gagne, 70, an exhibitor here for 35
years and mayor of this city for 11
consecutive terms, is dead. Gagne
operated the Somersworth Theater.
He had been U. S. Collector of Internal Revenue for New Hampshire
since 1933.

j

i

j

•

LONDON EXPECTS ARNOLD GRANT. UA

•

\S5end 0J>irbhdau

:

re etinas
May

Meanwhile, don't be surprised if
size up the British situation
Grad Sears huddles with J. Arthur Rank when the latter comes over in
.
.
another week to talk Rank circuit playing time for UA product.
• Metro's Herb Crooker in extending invitations to a sneak of "Cynthia" postscripts ...... "You can ill afford not seeing Elizabeth Taylor
• Regardless of what you may have
kissed for the first time". ...
read elsewhere, "The Lay of the Last Minstrel" was NOT written in

Levey
Walter Strange
William Bakewell

|

I

...

Leni Lynn
Walter Slezak
Suzi

Howard Da

Silva

George Josephs

V

Vittorio

Mussolini (remember?) hopes

3

4
Paul Lazarus, Sr.

Charles Levy

to

Vittorio

has sought

for

amusement tax exemptions
cidentally,
fi
tt

,*.*.*..*>>.*...*,,*>>>.>.•,*,.>**«

under the

in duty on

films,

for

film charity performances.

new Canadian budget

accessories

and

T

there will

theater

.

WAC's

profor
the-

ater division.
In lauding the trio's efforts, Sullivan said, "The services rendered by
the
Motion Picture Theaters
throughout the country in the field
of public information were of tremendous value to the Navy and to
the nation."

get into

AP reports from Buenos Aires
• Mae Murray's in town
sanctuary. ...
• Actors Fund annual meeting
stay. ...

.

Aherne

Arthur Gottlieb
S. M. Sachs
Crandall

May

serving as chairman of

a month's
be held at the Empire Theater a week from today. ... • Columbia is employing the "return engagement" policy for "The Jolson Story"
• Bank
overseas as well; inaugural will be in Glasgow on June 2.
of America is bankrolling Sam Bischoff to the extent of a $5,000,000 credit
• First Czech pic in color, "Warriors of
for four productions. ...
Faith," reveals further improvement in Agfacolor, presumably by the
• Canadian Government has determined to end Federal
Russians. ...

Mary Astor

Rieger

•

WAC's

gram committee, and Fabian

will

Jack Gallagher
Denison Clift

May
Jack

where

%
Brian

services as chairman of

.

from London

2

Jules

in "conceiving

to

Pittsburgh.

$

Richards was cited for his services
and aiding in the organization" of WAC; Wilby for his

director, in July

the Argentine motion picture industry, the

:.

i.t

livan.

T

T

1)

Paramount-Richards Theaters; Robert B. Wilby,
president of Wilby-Kincy Service
Corp., Atlanta, and Si H. Fabian,
president of Fabian Theaters, New
ards, president of

Walter Damrosch, Rise Stevens with small type underneath announcing their appearance at the Winter Garden in the picture, "Carnegie

the Bing Crosby-Barry Fitzgerald
picture will be to release the feature
individually in each situation with
special advertising and exploitation

and

Decree authorizes the removal of
any of the records for reproduction
and directs the defendant to obtain
from governmental agencies any

of

NBC

news and

with

•

(Continued from Page

Today,

easy

the half-decade

veloped one

going up on 57th

drastic changes
are expected in these quotas. The
question, however, is still very much
up in the air. Eric Johnston expects
to have further discussion with British film industry and government officials before official action is
extension of the quota act.

U-I Eastern ad-publicity director.

*

No

quotas.

BERGMAN.

A.

small, the going far from

Bergman during

Although the British government
apparently plans no import restrictions on American films, this is no
indication that changes will not be
utors'

MAURICE

fifth anniversary as a Universal exec
Maurice took over the reins at the home office, the department

j

ing enough films for British screens.
Box office receipts of American films
are estimated at more than $400,000,000 annually.

made

•

When

increasing at a rapid

is

it still

•

yesterday celebrated his

Although British

films.

1)

defendant's answer to the percentage
fraud suits filed by 20th-Fox, Paramount and Loew's against William
E. Cox, owner and operator of the
Forum Theater, Barstow.
This is said to be the first time
that production of documentsine1
inspection in a percentage ftin.<
suit has been required prior c'6
the filing of the defendant's
answer.
Order denied the defendant's motions for a more definite statement
and for a bill of particulars. It went
on to direct the production for inspection of all records of the defendant pertaining to the operation of
the theater from the date of its
acquisition by the defendant, including bank pass books, statements,
ticket purchase invoices and copies

PHIL M. DALY
i

Expected

1.

1947

2,

Court Orders Exhib.

GQcrncjilhi

U. K, for U. S. Pix
(Continued from Page

May

UJEDDinG BELLS

.

...

Artists inspectress,

was married

to

Lyle Hein.

•InLeary-Boise

be no reduction

equipment imports.

Whalen-Hein
Mary Whalen, United

—

Omaha

.

.

Omaha

.

T
!

—

Mary

Leary,

Artists assistant cashier, will
Winky Boise of Canada.

United

marry

—

May

Friday.

2,

1947

Painters, Prod. Strike

Talks

Show Progress

(Continued from Page 1)
a their discussion of problems pre-

from returning
work.
Contract negotiations were not en-

senting the painters
u

meeting

and

was

adjourned by producers after the painters resected the possibility of sep.ira'B ftthe unions of CSU and pas'sng ™ Irough picket lines of other
into

tered

.•rafts.

Session ended after an hour and
with the understanding that
rhe producers were willing to meet
at any time at the request of Herbert K. Sorrell and his committee
from Local 644.
a half,

Para. Sees Decree Breaking

Up Fanchon & Marco
Vest Coast Bureau of

—

Tie

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood It is reported that
Paramount is contending that the
anti-trust decree, forbidding product

franchise arrangements, is forcing
the cancellation of the franchise with
Fanchon & Marco, who operate the
Los Angeles Paramount, and that
forced cancelling also affects lease
hold on theaters that are
F &

M

owned by Paramount.

M

have been operating the
F &
house since 1933, but if Paramount's
Paramount
up,
contention
holds
would operate theater.

World Market Vital—Johnston
MPAA Prexy Faces Criticism of U. S. Pix
(Continued from Page

the House Ways and Means Committee, he said that "international
trade today is hitched to the Ameri-

can dollar."

"The

dollar

is

Johnston said.

scarce

abroad,"
scarce

"It is truly

internationally.

"That is America's trade problem. Other countries can't buy from
us if they are short of dollars and
they can't get dollars unless we buy
from them. Obviously, when countries run short of dollars, they will

—

NO

STUB, NO SEAT
THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Rep. Thomas
-

Washington Bur.,

Martin, R. Iowa, yesterday quoted

Army

officials

American
G.l.'s

film

in

films

as

slating

that

were not shown

Okinawa because V.

S.

companies protested luck of

enclosures at screenings, thus allowing nutives to see the pictures free of charge.
President Eric A. Johnston said
he would look into the matter.

MPAA

MPAA

pointed
Later, however,
out that films are rented to the
Army at a very low cost and
contracts provide that a nominal charge be made for showings
of the pix. It is up to the Army
to provide enclosures when films
are screened.

conserve them to buy only the barest
necessities and there is no profit for
us in 'distress' purchases."
Leg. of Higher Insurance
Johnston stressed as a "signifiSpringfield, 111.
Attorney Thomas cant fact" that American film reMcConnell, Jackson Park Theater mittances abroad last year amounted
attorney, yesterday attended a hear- to about $125,000,000 "which is aling on insurance bills, now before most exactly the total profit of the
the State Legislature, to regulate motion picture producing companies
the same year."
insurance rates.
McConnell told the committee that
While Committee members in geninsurance rates in Chicago were 20 eral appeared to approve much of
to 40 per cent higher than suburban what the MPAA head said, at times
towns, which did not have the fine Johnston was forced to issue a vigorfire
department Chicago has and ous defense of U. S. films.
that rates affecting theaters, as well
"You fear no competition from
as other business
establishments abroad," Rep. T. A. Jenkins told
would go still higher if bill was Johnston. "Your industry is master
passed.
of the domestic market and could be
master of the world market."
Samuel Y. Merchant Dies
Jenkins also questioned the adManchester, N. H.
Samuel Y. visability of foreign countries usMerchant, who operated the Lyric ing what available money they have
Theater with his wife, Charlotte, died to pay for motion pictures, which,
suddenly at a local hospital.
he said, were less essential than
food.
Chairman Knutson pointed

McConnell Warns

Illinois

—

—

STORK REPORTS

Toronto B of E Rules
Against Juve Change

—

Toronto
Toronto Board of
Sam Wolowitz of the Warner ac- Education hasTheturned
thumbs down
counting
department,
became a on the recommendation of the Daughfather Monday with the birth of a
ters of the Empire to the Ontario
seven pound, 11 ounce, boy at Israel
government that the Provincial
Zion Hospital, Brooklyn. Newcomer
statute be revised to permit the unhas been named Mark.
accompanied admission to theaters
of juveniles 14 years of age and
IV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Santa Ana, Calif. Caesarean sec- older. The present age limit is 16
The women's organization
tion was necessary to deliver actress years.
Bette Davis, 39, of her first child, a urged the change on the ground that
seven-pound daughter. Noted tra- young people are more mature than
gedienne was married to William when the law was passed 25 years
back.
Grant Sherry in 1945.

—

Metro Closes Talks

On Decree

Selling

1)

Final discussion of selling operaunder the decree, marketing
plans for "The Yearling" and screenings of two new pictures highlighted
yesterday's sessions of the current
M-G-M sales conference.
William F. Rodgers, vice-president
and general sales manager, said that
"The Yearling" would be shown in
all of the branch cities during May
against American films in many and announced that "Cynthia" will
countries. Although he made no de- have its nation-wide tradeshowing on
tailed statement, he admitted that May 12 and 13.
many countries erected trade barScheduled for today's sessions are
riers because they were protecting talks by Howard Dietz, Si Seadler,
industries.
He
their native film
William R. Ferguson, Herbert
emphasized, however, that British Crooker, H. M. Richey, Max Weinrestrictions could no longer be ex- berg and Jay Eisenberg.
plained away as necessary to proTomorrow Rodgers will reveal detect a young film industry.
tails on pictures scheduled for re"Great Britain's motion picture lease during the next three months
industry," Johnston said, "is no as well as talk about his impressions
longer in the infant stage."
of those pictures viewed on his reJohnston was also questioned cent visit to the Coast.
briefly about Communist influence
There will be a brief session Sunin Hollywood.
He said, "We are day afternoon followed by a screentrying to get rid of the Communists ing of "Fiesta" and a banquet in the
in Hollywood."
evening.
Johnston told the Committee that
foreign trade "permits our industry Legit. Leaders
to function in its present scale."
"If our industry had to depend on For
the domestic market," he said, "it
Billy Rose, Richard Rodgers and
could not possibly maintain the high
quality of its products or its high Emil Friedlander will sponsor a
levels of employment, wages and luncheon meeting of leaders in the
legit theater field, on behalf of the
salaries."
Johnston said later that he still UJA on Wednesday, at the Hotel
intends to go to the Geneva Trade Astor, it was announced yesterday by
Barney Balaban, national chairman.
Conference, "if I am needed."
Major Edward N. M. Warburg, cochairman with Balaban for the UJA
June 1
in Greater New York, will be the
Planned in Atlantic City
guest speaker.
About 50 prominent figures in the
Atlantic City Despite signs of a entertainment
world are exoected to
cooling attitude concerning the lux- attend. Included
among these are:
ury tax evidenced following a "star Barney Balaban,
Spyros P. Skouras,
chamber" session in City Hall at Matthew Fox, Gilbert Miller, Arthur
which the press was barred, Mayor Hopkins, Herman Shumlin, Dorothy
Joseph Altman and City Solicitor Fields, Irving Caesar, William Klein,
Leon Leonard have perfected a one- Saul E. Rogers, Walter Vincent, Altwo-three plan for the local referen- fred de Liagre, Jr.,
Alex Yokel,
dum, much on the order of the one Bernard Hart, Mannie Sachs, Dave
that rushed the tax bill through the Ferguson, Al Schacht,
Lou Novins
state legislature, it is learned.
and Sam Shain.
The ordinance calling for a referendum on the tax was introduced in Show "Unfaithful"
26
the City Commission yesterday, and
WB's "The Unfaithful" will be
the "time table" provides: May 15
nationally tradeshown May 26.
Final passage and public hearing
(and passage regardless of protest);
June 3 Referendum in conjunction
Erroneous
with primaries. June 15— Collection
of tax starts provided referendum is
Pix
Gov't Toppers

out that the imports of foreign pictures are increasing and wondered
if many of them were not "superior"
to American films going abroad.
Rep. Simpson also questioned the accurate portrayal of the U. S. in the
films which were being sent abi'oad.
Johnston Outlines foreign Bars
Johnston gave the Committee a
thumbnail sketch of restrictions

tions

Luncheon

UJA on Wednesday

Tax Referendum

—

May

—

Would Bar
on

successful.

Amusements, theaters, hotel rooms,
tobacco and liquors will be taxed.

Asbury Park Looking Into
Amusement Tax Procedure
Asbury Park

—

City Commission
has requested Atlantic City officials
to furnish a copy of the proposed
sales tax referendum ordinance and
a copy of the tax bill itself. While no
further comment was forthcoming,
move was taken to mean that Asbury
Park is considering a like measure, as
permitted under the enabling legislation passed in the recent legislative
session.

Chicago

—

Representatives

Best,

Schneider, Blomstrand and Pattern,
introduced a bill in the Legislature
to create a state motion picture in-

commission of three
appointed for two years
Governor, who would pro-

vestigating

members
by

the

hibit

within

the

state,

exhibition

of films, which falsely portray events
in

lives of past

and present members

of Congress, Governors,

members

of

and President and
Vice-President.
But bill was referred to committee on license for
state

study.

legislatures

<£

is

the third anniversary of a memorable industry

event— the
that

—a

May

3rd, 1944 world premiere of a picture

made both entertainment and

picture that endeared not only this movie, but

"the movies", to millions

show — the picture

called

TO
the picture industry

is

who

seldom see a screen

"Going

My

Way"!

DM

once more agog with news of

another delightfully humorous,

comedy with the same
first

boxoffice history

human and

tender

great stars, reunited for the

time in a story by the co-author of their

first

immortal

hit.

By

wire,

by

letter,

by word

of

mouth

and on the printed page, the thousands of industry
representatives

who crowded

shows of "Welcome Stranger",

last Friday's

in

trade-

one united voice

II

are saying

mwr-wm-

/m^mmmmm
CM) mm mm
OS fi&M

laramount
Does

It

Again!

~3fe

10

"Miracle on 34th

(Continued from Page

Street"
Edmund

Gwenn
20th-Fox

96 Mins.

Circuit Court, which now has the
case before it on appeal by the de-

fendants.
In the

brief

submitted,

Loew's,

A PICTURE TO SHOUT ABOUT WILL Paramount, RKO, 20th-Fox, ColumBRING GOLDEN YULETIDE IN JUNE TO bia, Universal and United Artists
ask permission to make application
THE NATION'S BOX OFFICE.
Here again we have something to shout
And we feel we can shout loud and
long. It rates. A few worth while numbers

about.

have come off the line so far this season.
This one easily tops them all, stands considerably above, very much apart.
Christmas coming in June is a phenomena.
June being the release date of "Miracle
on 34th Street." Christmas will come in
June and stay a long holiday while at the
nation's box office. That it will be most
welcome at the time of the doldrums, too,
is not hard to imagine.
Many strange things happen herein.
Macy's tells Gimbel's. Macy's tells its customers that other stores carry the goods
they are looking for and even supplies
names and addresses. And not only does
this prove a sound method of ingratiating
customers, it makes everybody concerned
very happy.
Stranger still is the fact that via magnificent common sense and the utilization
of splendid wit the existence of Santa
Claus is proven by the United States Mail,
an official agency of the United States
Government; and all this is brought out in
Court hearing on Christmas
a Supreme
eve in which the district attorney seeks to
obtain

certificate

a

mental institution

man who

What

of

for

a

himself

calls

commitment

to

a

white-bearded old
Kringle.

Kris

written above merely touches
on a few of the highlights. This is a beautifully
accomplished task of story-telling
that is sparklingly new, crisp, intelligent,
loaded with warmth, humanity and skillfully delineated
performances that maintain levels of conviction in almost every
is

was written for the screen and
directed by George Seaton. It has much
plot intermixture to keep it diverting to a
story

is
another new
treatments. The audience
will
sit
fascinated,
rock
with laughter,
roar with delight
and maybe even shed

degree of constancy that
thing

screen

in

.

.

.

a tear.
In

to the trial court to file a bill of review and to that end to remand the

brief outline the story

mund Gwenn
believes

gets

that Ed-

tells

Kringle"

earnestly

himself to be Santa Claus. He
the Macy's Thanksgiving Day
later takes a job as Santa at the

into

Parade,
store.

"Kris

as

He

startles

—

at

first

—the

ment by suggesting other shops

to

manageharried

mothers trying to please their youngsters.
However, the good people appreciate his
suggestions and thank the management.
That they later become lifelong customers
is
very evident. The Yuletide atmosphere
pervades and Gwenn has himself a time

making friends with Natalie Wood, who is
about seven, her mother Miss O'Hara, head of
the toy department at the store, and John
Payne,

he

next door

the Misses
everything
flowing smoothly until shortly before Christmas when he tangles with the store's
lives

O'Hara and Wood. Gwenn

psychiatric

adviser,

2,

1947

to

has

bops him one with

a

cane. He is taken to Bellevue. Payne, a
lawyer, brings the case into Gene Lockhart's court and there ensues a legal battle
touched with shrewd irony that is some of

1)

which Goldman has preferred to the
Erlanger as an outlet for the firstrun exhibition of motion pictures,
has done a gross business at a rate
far lower than the rate the Goldman asked this court to assume or
the rate which this Court must have
assumed for the Erlanger in assessing damages; and if the Erlanger,
during the damage period, had
grossed revenue at the rate which
the Karlton has grossed in recent
months (even without deduction for
the poorer first-run market and lower first-run admission prices obtaining during the damage period) the
Erlanger during the damage period
would have operated at a loss.
Plaintiffs ask that the final decree
of Dec. 19, 1946 be reviewed and reversed in consequence of this new
evidence and that the first decree of

record of that court and to stay all
proceeding's on appeal.
Petitioners, the petition says, desire to present to the District Court
new evidence which came into existence subsequent to the trial en
damages May 6-7, 1946 and which
would probably result in a modification of its judgment on damages.
This evidence will seek to show,
it is said, "that at no time has Goldman bid or otherwise negotiated for
any picture offered to him from Dec.
19, 1946 to April 25, 1947 by any of April 8, 1944 dismissing them should
the plaintiffs, except Fox, which now stand and be 'established and conplay own pictures in own theater firmed.
taken back from Stanley-Warner,
for exhibition at the Erlanger; that
Goldman bid only for 16 out of 63 Hear Blum vs. Goldman
5
pictures offered for the Goldman, Damage Argument
Karlton and Keith's; that he refused
Philadelphia Argument on damto bid or negotiate for 43 of the 63 ages in the Frank and Sara Blum
pictures offered to him for any of 69th St. property vs. William Goldhis theaters."
man case will be heard in U. S. DisMeanwhile, it is claimed, the Er- trict Court here on May 5. The court
langer remained closed, although previously awarded Blum property
product of each of the plaintiffs, ex- in the case which hinged upon a
cept Fox. were available to Goldman Supreme Court of Pennsylvania rulfor exhibition on first-run there. It ing: upholding the act of 1945 regulatis further claimed that the Karlton,
ing sales by fiduciaries.
,

May

—

$132-000 for Benefits

"Carneaie Hall" Debuts

To Warner Club Members In Two N. Y. C. Theaters
During the previous

year,
Club, social
and welfare organization of 12.000
employes, received more than
$132,000 in various benefits.
Info gleaned from the recently
issued brochure, "Know Your Warner Club," reveals that 922 members
received more than $85,000 in sick
benefits alone; 461 were given wedding gifts totalling more than $23,000; 304 got birthday gifts that add
up to $15,200; and 119 received sundry contributions of more than $7,500.
More than $13,000 was loaned out to
102 members.

members

of the

fiscal

Warner

WB

case.

The

May

7 Erlanger Defendants Appeal Recovery Suits In
Have New Evidence on Goldman Bids
Wake of NT Deal

REVIEWS
with Maureen O'Hara, John Payne,

Friday,

Making

its

Broadway bow

at the

Winter Garden Theater last night,
"Carnegie Hall" played to a distinguished audience composed of
New York's film industry, civic and
society leaders in a special benefit

performance for the New York
Foundling Hospital. At the same
time, the Park Ave. Theater held a
benefit showing for the New York
Philharmonic - Symphony Pension
Fund.
A detail of 24 patrolmen routed
traffic at the Winter Garden to provide lobby clearance for the premiere
the best comedy in recent times.
The locale is all New York, including festivities, highlighted by the arrival
characters and
their
local
argot,
New of the celebs. A lobby broadcast on
was another feature
Yorkese. Much, if not all, was shot about Station
'

WMCA

the town,

Macy's, around City Hall.
CAST: Maureen O'Hara, John Pavne, Edmund
Gwenn. Gene Lockhart, Natalie Wood, Porter
Hall, William
Frawlev, Jerome Cowan, Philip
Tonge, James Seay, Harry Antrim, Lela Bliss,
Robert Hvatt, Marlene Lyden, William Forrest,
Theresa

in

Harris.

(Continued from Page

1)

for $565,000 and its repurchase in
August, 1946, for $7,415,000 were
approved by 20th-Fox stockholders
at meetings.

Concerning the pending litigation
the proxy statement says:
"In July, 1944, National Tfoe'ters
Corporation, a wholly owHUq., subsidiary, with the approval re? the
holders of a majority of the voting
stock of the Corporation, sold 40
shares !of its B stock to four executive officers of its principal subsidiaries for $565,000 as follows: Charles
P. Skouras, President of National

Theaters Corporation and Fox West
Coast
Theaters
Corporation,
25
shares for $353,125; Elmer C. Rhoden, President of Fox Midwest Theaters, Inc., 6 shares for $84,750; F.
H. Ricketson, Jr., President of Fox
Inter-Mountain Theaters, Inc., 6
shares for $84,750; and Harold J.
Fitzgerald, President of Fox Wisconsin Theaters, Inc., 3 shares for
$42,375.

"These 40 shares of B stock represented a 2V2 per cent equity interest
in National Theaters Corporation,
but were potentially a 20 per cent
interest as they were convertible
into a 20 per cent stock interest in
National Theaters Corporation on

payment of an additional $5,085,000,
making a total cost in that case of
$5,650,000. National Theaters Corporation retained the right to repurchase this stock at the price offered

by any prospective bona

fide

pur-

chaser.

"In August, 1946, with the approval
of the holders of a majority of the

voting stock of the Corporation, National Theaters Corporation reacquired its B stock for a consideration of $7,415,000, the amount offered
-thersdfer by Transamerica Corporation, which was on the basis of
$12,500,000 for a 20 per cent interest.
The profit before taxes on the
resale of this stock was, as to the
stock acquired by Mr. Skouras $4,281,250, as to that of Mr. Rhoden
$1,027,500, as to that of Mr. Ricketson $1,027,500, and as to that of
Mr. Fitzgerald $513,750."
The proxy statement discloses that
14 directors of the company are
candidates for re-election at the annual meeting scheduled for May 20.
According to the proxy statement
20th Fox paid Confidential Reports,
Inc.,
$886,178 and Ross Federal
Service, Inc., $109,738 during the
last year.

The statement also discloses that
Garden and the the company paid the MPAA $325,Park Ave. are equipped with the new 345 and that its general counsel,
fibreglass screen, the Nu-Screen, and firm of Dwight, Harris, Koegel and
industry first nighters last night dis- Caskey received $271,500 for legal
of the opening.
Both the Winter

played a lively interest.

services.

CREDITS:

Producer, William Perlberg; Written for the screen and directed by George
Seaton; Story, Valentine Davies; Directors of
Photography, Charles Clarke, Llovd Ahern; Art
Direction, Richard Day, Richard Irvine; Musical
Direction, Alfred Newman; Music. Cyril Mockridge: Orchestral Arrangements, Edward Powell;
Spf Decorations, Thomas Little, Ernest Lansing;
Film Editor, Robert SimDson; Soecial
Effects,
Fred Sersen; Sound, Arthur L. Kirbach, Roger

Heman.
DIRECTION,
Excellent.

Splendid.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

N. Y. Hi Court Gets Col. Suit
New York Supreme Court trial of
the breach of contract action brought
by Hollywood Plays, Hopwood Plays
and Myra Wood against. Columbia
Pictures has been set for May 12, it
learned. Plaintiffs are suing for
$150,000 in connection with their
property, "Good Night Ladies."
is

SICK LIST
JOE

HEPPNER

heart attack

in

is
recuperating
French Hospital.

from

a

MRS. JAC FULD is in the Knickerbocker
Hospital for a minor operation.

.

.

IP

Wherever history
VVTHEN Hitler danced at Compiegne
**

made

tions of light

better-informed public.

with unique reality and objectivity,
wherever history is being made.

If

he

is

to get the

most from

and well-known family of Eastmao
motion picture and sound films.

ROCHESTER

LEE

•

.

needs superior film. That's why he prework with members of the large

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
FORT

.

fers to

.

BRULATOUR,

.

the newsreel photographer naturally

—

E.

this role

... to give the most to the public

Because of him, more people understand more of what goes on in the
world of the significant events in the
daily life of mankind. Handling his
equipment with skill and ingenuity

J.

• .

surmounting the most adverse condiand weather ... he has an
important role in the creation of a

1940, the newsreel photographer was there ... as he is almost
always there, recording what happens
in

.

being

is

4,

N.

DISTRIBUTORS

INC.,

CHICAGO

Y.

•

HOLLYWOOD

happened

istory

last night}t

(J¥/ffi£G/£ zj]JlX£L became the
first

Motion Picture

to

*

be premiered on

\\]lh

...NU-SCREEN

///,

We are proud to have played such an important part
in the

showing of a truly great picture

.

grateful to United Artists for releasing

New York theaters
Avenue )

(

the Winter

.

.

it

and we are
through the two

Garden and the Park

that have installed our profit-making product.

When a screen can accomplish
NU-SCREEN has proven

it

standard equipment in

can do,

all

of the

it is

everything that
a sure bet to

become

last as

is

a permanent fixture that

long as your theater.

NU-SCREEN "puts every seat

Made

is

built to

of seamless Fiberglas,

in the center section."

6 Points
of Profit:

more important

theaters in the country.

NU-SCREEN

v/TT**

•
•
•
•
•
•

ELIMINATES DISTORTION

ELIMINATES HOT SPOT AND GLARE
ELIMINATES KEYSTONING
GIVES ILLUSION OF DEPTH

IMPROVES SOUND

CAN BE WASHED

LIKE GLASS

*

WUSCREEN

Herman Gluckman,

president, 1501 Broadway,

New York 18, N. Y.

CORPORATION

"^

concave-convex Fiberglas motion picture screen.

5[JCOA

M8M

3IJOJL **9fl

4 4tn St.
N. Y.
York

^'ist;

ti cor

Intimate in Character
International in Scope

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures

Thought

Twenty-Eight Years Old

Independent

in

-^FDAILY'
VOL.

91.

NO.

NEW

87

MAY

YORK, MONDAY,

5,

TEN CENTS

1947

UIAV6 Of BDTI TR UST HC TIODS in PROSPKT
Allied Canvasses Members Buying- Via Bids
Questionnaire Now Being
Circulated Seeks Info, for
"The Proper Authorities"

THEATER COLOR TELE SET—RYDER
SMPE

Prexy Declares

RCA

Satisfactory" for
In the belief that the inauguration
of competitive bidding by several
distributors despite the stay of those
provisions of the decree by the U. S.
Supreme Court deviates from the
selling method laid down by the N.
Y. Statutory Court, all regional units
of the Allied States are canvassing
their members with questionnaires in

order

to

gather

information

(Continued on Page 5)

"Color as presented

in

Philadelphia

(RCA's demonstration of

full color,

large-screen color television) was
sufficiently satisfactory for presentation in motion picture theaters," according to Loren L. Ryder, president of SMPE speaking at an indusfor try
press interview, Friday.
Ryder said the Society is proceeding with television plans, and is calling industry attention so that it
should decide on plans for utilization

Zoellner Heads Metro

System "Sufficiently
Film Houses

of theater television.
On a limited
Ryder added, television will be
seen on theater screens by the end of
this year. As to the universal adoption of tele in theaters, he said economic factors had to be considered.
Once theater exhibitors decide
what sort of equipment for theater
television they want, Ryder said, engineers will speedilv tailor equipment to fit the use. Greatest obstacle
(Continued on Page 5)
scale,

Yates Family Adds

Short Subject Sales
The appointment of William B.
Zoellner to the post of short subject
sales manager for M-G-M was an-

nounced

at the
week-end by William F. Rodders,

"Active," Says Berge To
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— Wendell

AMP! Holdings

Washington Bureau of

—

past 18
months by E. W.

Aaron,

assistant

general
i

/ tX

-

sales

manager.

Westchester Turns
Right to Levy

Down

5% Tax

Westchester County will make no
attempt to impose a 5 per cent ad-

(Continued on Page 8)

Somlo Replaces Guidice
As Head of Twin Cities

new un- missions
tax, a move made possible
dertaking, Zoellner will make by Governor Dewey's tax program
the recent session of the State
more frequent which
Legislature
authorized,
was
it
in order to contact
In his

(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 5)

Paramount has earmarked $500,000 for the advertising budgets for
"Welcome Stranger" and "Perils of
Pauline."

"Welcome

Stranger." set for special

withdrawn from the
1946-1947 release schedule last
week. "Perils of Pauline," goes into

handling,

was

general release July 4.

Metro Buying Spot Radio Time
Using

90

Stations in

has been learned.
Attorneys who have handled complaints of independent exhibitors in
the past are preparing a number of
anti-trust cases, with the first exoffing, it

pected to be

filed shortly.
film attorney revealed
(Continued on Page 5)

One

CEA To Trade Board

On Quota May 14
London (By Cable) — For the third

time, a CEA deputation will confer
the Board of Trade on May 14
to press its case for the retention of
the distributors' quota.
The British Film Producers Asso(Continued on Page 8)

E-L Appoints Pickman
Assistant Adv. Director
Jerry Pickman, publicity manager
of Eagle-Lion Films since its inception in the company last Fall, has

been promoted to the newly-created
(Continued on Page 5)

45

Cities'—-Diet'z

MPAA Commie Report
For House's Probers
Washington Bur.,

Washington

For

Joins in Plea

Goldman Case Review

—

Philadelphia Warners has joined
the other seven distributor defendants in the William Goldman Erlanger Theater anti-trust suit who today will appear before the Circuit
(Continued on Page 5)

Advertising, publicity and exploi-

and their importance in getting people to attend theaters were
stressed at the M-G-M sales confertation,

ence Friday by Howard Dietz, vicepresident and director of advertising-publicity-exploitation; Silas F.
Seadler, advertising director; William R. Ferguson, exploitation head,
(Continued on Page 8)

THE FILM DAILY
MPAA President

—

A. Johnston has pledged "com-

Eric

the House
Committee
in
its probe of alleged
Communist
influence in Hollywood, it was replete co-operation" with

Un-American

Activities

vealed over the week-end. Johnston

gave

Warners

that

—

London (By Cable) Appointment
of Josef Somlo as managing director
of Twin Cities, succeeding F. Del
w. B. zoellner
Guidice,
was announced Friday.
trips to the field
learned at the week-end.
Somlo since 1943 has been general
short subject sales representatives
County Executive Herbert Gerlach, manager of British Commonwealth
in all branches. In addition, he will

S600,000 Ad Budget
For Two Para. Films

A

wave of exhibitor anti-trust
suits against the distributor-defendants named in the N. Y. Statutory
Court's Dec. 31 decree is in the

THE FILM DAILY with

Berge, outWashington
Film company exgoing Assistant Attorney - General, ecutives were comparatively inactive
said here last week that United De- in the market, so far as shares in
vice-president and
troit Theaters and Co-Operative The- their own companies are concerned
distribution chief.
aters of Michigan were still under during the month of March, accordIn his new as"active investigation."
ing to SEC figures released over the
signment, ZoellBerge made this statement to The week-end. Largest single transacner is taking over
(Continued on Page 8)
tion reported was the acquisition of
the activiti e s
42,000 shares of 20th-Fox common
handled during

the

Indies Said to Base Cases
On Alleged Violations of
Court's Law Conclusions

this

assurance

to

J.

Parnell

Thomas, R., N. J. committee chairman. A special three-man subcommittee headed by Thomas begins its
Hollywood probe Wednesday.
Meanwhile, it was learned that

MPAA
its

has been quietly assembling
report on Communists in

own

the film capital, which will be turned
over to the committee.

!
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Metro Charges

Suit vs.

Style Plagiarism in "Lake"

—

Detroit
Suit seeking injunction
against Metro's "Lady in the Lake"
10 Cents has been filed in Michigan Circuit
Mon., May 5, 1947
Vol. 91, No. 87
Court here by Mrs. Betty Brown
Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Cadiff, on the grounds that the film
technique of having the audience parPublisher
Associate
MERSEREAU
DONALD M.
and General Manager ticipate in filming was originated by
her. She is suing United Detroit TheEditor aters, which exhibited film here, in
CHESTER B. BAHN
addition to Loew's and M-G-M.
Mrs. Cadiff asks for accounting
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
York
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18,
Broadway,
Holidays
at
1S01
and
on the profits from the film and also
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Allyn Butterfield Prods.

To Do Features, Shorts

Eastern Screen Writers
Form Membership Ass'n

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Allyn Butterfield, who
has formed Allyn Butterfield Prods,
here to produce both features and
shorts, trained out Friday for Lafayette, Ind., where he will produce a
documentary, "Spirit of Purdue" for
Purdue U. Pic will be the first of a

West Coast Bureau

—

series to be
leges.
Butterfield,

made

for leading col-

—

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALLRockefeller Center

documentary in which the Purdue
student body of 12,000, including a
choral group of 350, will apnear. Or-

"The Egg And

I"
.„rl

LORETTA YOUNG
• ETHEL BARRYMORE,

JOSEPH COTTEN

RhcfarmerSDaugAter]
&IV.OLI

Doon Open 9:30 A.M.
ft'woy ot 49th St

Eastern screen writers meeting
here last week resolved "to organize rected by Purdue's Alfred Stewart.
into a voluntary
all those eligible
.

ALANLADD

.

—

PCA

VANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher.
Theater Bldg.
19 Moxon Ave.. Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone.
UY 2110. BRUSSELS— Tean Piene Meys,
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—

Broidy revealed that 26 first-run
Membership
premieres of Roy Del Ruth's "It Happened on Fifth Avenue" were booked
A drive for members in the motion last week for this month. Cities inCopen- picture industry will be conducted by clude Philadelphia, Washington, New
3,
Perdicari.
MEXICO the Film Division of Progressive Orleans, Buffalo, El Paso, Cleveland,
Citizens of America, it was decided Birmingham and Albany.
at a membership committee meeting.
Each opening will be handled by a
Ed Schrieber, Century Circuit adver- member of Lou Lifton's enlarged
tising-publicity director, was chair- staff of field exploitation men.

ROME —

MacMURRAY

iginal score for the pic is being di-

.

John Lindberg, Jernhanealle No.
Tohn
hagen-Van Loese.
Phone, 42758.
Via Ludovisi 16.

Fred

COLBERT

A Universal-International Picti
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTA.

28, Calif.

St.

Claudette

Butterfield to Lafayette to direct the

membership association to advance AA, Monogram Delegates
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone their mutual economic and social inWASHINGTON— Andrew H. terest, and to improve the quality of Discuss Selling Plans
Granite 6607.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Manning Clagett, the product which they create."
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
2122 Decatur Place NW. Fhone, Hobart 7627.
Newton Meltzer was elected tem- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Steve Broidy, Allied
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N. porary chairman of the group. All
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON
Artists and Monogram head, prethe
meeting
bepersons
present
at
127Film
Renter,
The
Fredman,
—Ernest W.
MANILA— Homer came charter members. A commit- sided over Saturday's regional sales
133 Wardour St. W. 1.
HAVANA — Mary tee was appointed to investigate the meeting. Selling campaigns for "It
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
BOMBAY—
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Happened on Fifth Avenue," "The
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road, possibilities of affiliation with other Gangsters," "Black Gold," "The
organizations.
writers'
Safrar.
Paul
ALGIERS—
1.
Bombay
Fort,
Hunted" and "Tragic Symphony"
MONTREAL—
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
were discussed.
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier Bergman to Head

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:

1947

5,

THEATERS

Y.

NT.

former editor with
Pathe, RKO and Universal, and a
pioneer in the documentary field, has
the idea. She told The Film Daily established offices at 6823 Santa
she was in show business before Monica Blvd.
Script for "Spirit of Purdue" is by
coming to Detroit five years ago.
Arthur Durlam, who accompanies

New

1501 Broadway,
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Postpones

Film Co-ordinator Meeting
Meeting scheduled for Friday between film execs, and Commissioner
of Commerce Sanders on the appointment of a city film eo-ordinator, was
postponed indefinitely until official
ceremonies in connection with the
visit of President of Mexico Aleman
are concluded.

publicity

"Docketing" of Equity Case

Week

—

Bergman and
Cinema Lodge Veepees

Maurice A. Bergman, UI Eastern
ad-publicity director, and Robert K.
elected vice-r>residents of New York's
Cinema Lodge of B'nai B'rith, ^completing the organization's slate of
officers for 1947-48, Robert M. Weitman, president, announced Friday.

latest !6 M.M. sound
equipment has been installed

A ART

.

.

.

SCREENING ROOM
...

in addition to our 35 M.M.
R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound and

Simplex Projectors

.

.
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THE BEST YEARS OF

,f

ease will thus become "docketed."
A Supreme Court decision whether
to hear appeals in the case may
come any time after this is done.
Deadline for filing required docu-

manager of the New York
have
been ments
Paramount
Theater,

Asked

Cinecolor

Mex. Prexy

-

Shapiro,

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Picts.
3% 3% IVs
.

advertising

heads the membership com- In Hi Court Seen This
mittee, which includes Morris HelWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
prin, Marvin Rothenberg, Phil GerDefendants in the
Washington
ard, Ira Tulipan, Max Weinberg,
Marie Slate, Jeff Livingston, William N. Y. Equity case are expected to
F. Kruse, Lora Hays and Jack Bush. file required exhibits with the Supreme Court this week, it was indicated last Friday. With the GovShapiro
ernment also expected to file, the
director,

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Winner of Nine Academy Awards

of the session.

Maurice A. Bergman, Universal-

;

The Academy Award Picture!

and his Orchestra
A REPUBLIC PICTURE

NOW

at

Brandt's

GOTHAM
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-tub

A glorious romance
that hits all the high spots

of the world ... set against the

breathless excitement of the

world's most famous racing classics

MEL WILDE
^n

H

TEC

HNIC0L0R

with

Glenn Langan • Helen Walker
James Gleason

•

Henry Stephenson

Margaret Bannerman • Ethel Griff ies

•

Tommy Cook

BRUCE HUMBERSTONE
by ROBERT BASSLER.

Directed by

Produced

THERE'S
BOB,
I

Original Screen Play

by Wanda Tuchock

NO COMPANY WITH SUCH GREAT TECHNICOLOR TRIUMPHS AS

SON OF BATTLE In Technicolor • FOREVER AMBER fo Technicolor • MOTHER WORE TIGHTS In Technicolor
WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER NOW In Technicolor • CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE In Technicolor
PRINTED

IN U. S. A.
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Wave of Anti-Trust

cominG ana GomG

Actions in Prospect
I

in

many

Continued from Page

1)

cases where he had

in

the

pa/^^Vecpmmended
\va

t\\

Allied Quizzes Exhibs.

arbitration, he
advising his clients to bring

an anti-trust action.

IRWIN ZELTNER is in Boston to supervise a
SRO exploitation men engaged in
more than 100 New England en-

crew
of
ondling

gagements

of

JOHN GARFIELD

TWA

today via

He said that it was true that a
decision could be had more quickly
by filing arbitration demands but
that inasmuch as anti-trust suits required but little more preparation,
and can bring- the exhibitor a tripledamage claim if sustained, action in
the courts now seemed to be the
most favorable means of redress.
This attorney also pointed out that
an anti-trust action, the distributor must open his books to the plaintiff, an invaluable asset in the preparation of a case.
Prime reason given for the change
in tactics are the Conclusions of Law
which [he N. Y. Statutory Court submuted wich its findings of fact and
decree.
Attorneys generally agree

"Duel

in

the

returning
Constellation.

HAROLD DUNN,
the

to

Coast

PERRY LEIBER, RKO
jrrived

studio publicity director,
over the week-end from the Coast.

CALVERT

PHYLLIS

London

leave

will

that these conclusions are now the
existing- law and that the stay or
particular decree provisions have no
effect upon the Court's decision as
to what practices of the distributordefendants are in violation of the
Sherman Act.
The crux of exhibitor anti-trust
action will be based upon alleged distributor violations of those Conclusions of Law which found that the

his

RICHARD WALLACE

LEON
of

ing
via

BAMBERGER, RKO

promotion

in

m

sales

is

due

in

from the Coast

next few days.

department,

arrives

Sunday

York.
film edit-

New York

in

TWA.
MARIA PALMER, who

is
in
Omaha attending the conventhe Allied Theater Owners of Iowa and

J.

the

JANE GREER is vacationing in New
JAMES WILKINSON, head of RKO s

veek-end.

nanager,

has a featured role
Enterprise's "The Other Love," will arrive
New York from Hollywood today.

Nebraska.

Ryder Sees Color Tele

"Duel" Into B & K Loop
fheaters at $1-1.50

Satisfactory for Theaters

Chicago

— B & K has finally

'Duel in the Sun" into

its

for

year.

June 4 for Hollywood.

tion

manager

sales

desk

within

DORE SCHARY, RKO studio production hsad,
jrrived in New York from the Coast over the

assistant

Releasing
Corpoiation,
returns
to
today after a two-week tour of the
company's exenanges on plans for the coming
Producers'

on

in

Holding that if distributors offering pix for bids do not follow the
entire competitive bidding formula
outlined in the N. Y. Equity suit
decision, they will be liable for any
damages sustained by exhibitors, the
Associated Theater Owners of Indiana suggests a careful watch by its
members. Group suggests that exhibitors study the decision, make
note of any directives that are not
followed when pictures are offered
for bids, and report the instances for
the ATOI files.

NORMAN AYERS, WB Southern division sales
manager, returns today from the Philadelphia
and Washington territories.

Sun."

is

Buying Competitively

(Continued from Paje

II

the beginning of installation of
television in theaters is the failure
of the industry to decide that they
to

booked

Loop Chi-

cago and State Lake Theaters, both want it.
starting May 16. "Duel will run in
Agreeing wholeheartedly with
.he Chicago Theater for one week Brig. Gen. Sarnoff's statement
that
and the extended-run will go into the motion picture industry had
.he State Lake Theater. Admissions shown
a deplorable lack of interest
will be hiked to $1 for daytime ad- in television,
Ryder said that it was
missions and $1.50 for evening admis- true that the industry
has been too
sions. Stage show will be eliminated complacent. Society
is now conferfor the week of the Chicago Theater ing with MPAA and ITOA
on plans
showing. Heavy advertising cam- for theater television, details oi
paign will herald engagement with which will be released
by the ori'ed Tod handling details, in co-op- ganizations themselves,
Ryder said.
aration with the B & K publicity departments.
'

NJTO

'Duel" in 24 L. A. Spots

— "Duel

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

I

III',

ill

in

the

1/
DAILY
Sun" will

simultaneously in 24 Greater
Los Angeles theaters Wednesday,
greatest
number of picture
che
houses set to show a single film in
Southern California history No seats
will be reserved. Seats are $1 until
:>pen

5

p.m., $1.25 at night.

E-L Appoints Pickman
Assistant Adv. Director
(Continued from Page

1)

post of assistant director of adver-

Fed. Trustees Offer
Exhibs. Aid in Tax Battle

—

Down
5% Tax

(Continued from Page

1)

whose viewpoint prevailed, told the
Board of Supervisors Budget Com-

x-^end

(JSirthdau
ix

:•:

«
j'j

•

J"{

*

Lj r e et i na5
%
May
June Lang
Charles C. Pettijohn

Jo'

5
Tyrone
Alice

;•.*>>>>>>>>.>.>.>>

Power

*»
Faye

85
85
85
85
w«*-i

mittee, that education is a state
function; if additional funds are required, it is the obligation of the
state to impose the necessary taxes,
collect them and distribute the necessary sums to the localities.
Mt. Vernon is not expected to avail
itself of the 5 per cent tax; right to
levy it passes to the city with the
county declining.

engaged in competitive bidding- are beingasked to make a prompt reply
"J. Was competitive bidding initiated
by tile distributor and not done in response to the demand of any of the exhibitors involved in the bidding?
"!i.
Did the distributor announce to
the exhibitors in the competitive area,
30 days before the bidding was to take
place, the names of the pictures on
which bids would be received?
"3. Did the distributor include in the
bidding notice the amount of fiat rental
as the minimum film rental for a specified number of days?
"I. Did the d stributor's notice include
(a) the time when the exhibition is to
commence, and (b) the availability and
clearance, if any, which will he granted
for the run?
"5. Did the distributor allow the exhibitor at least 15 days after receipt of
the notice during which the exhibitor
could submit his bid?
"(i. Did the distributor withdraw any
or all of the pictures offered for bidding
before the lime specified in the notice or
within the 15 day period provided in the
Court decree, without any explanation
for the withdrawal?
"1. If there was a reason assigned for
the withdrawal of the pictures within
the 15 day period, what was the nature
of the explanation?"
It is Allied's contention that "yes" to any
iJ
the above questions indicates that the
distributor is not adhering to the sellingmethod prescribed by the Court.

For

Goldman Case Review

Named

Sales Mgr.
For Metro Short Subjects

session of the sales convention at the
Hotel Astor.

Right to Levy

Allied leaders contend that the
distributors are selling competitively
on their own responsinility and "will
not be able to hide behind the Court
decision to lend the color of legality
co their actions."
The following- group of queries is repre;entative of those lo which Allied members

Tomorrow

"agreeing individually with their respective licensees to grant discrim-

Westchester Turns

ties."

Harmon

Zoellner

inatory license privileges to theaters affiliated with other defendants
and with large circuits."

1

Newark, N. J.
Trustees of the
Federation of New Jersey Theater
Will Address
Owners met here last Friday in the
Warner offices and decided that the India Society
organization will offer assistance to
Francis S. Harmon, MPAA's New
all exhibitors threatened by the recently passed state enabling act that York veepee, will sub for his chief,
would permit municipal taxation on Eric Johnston, tomorrow night at the
India Society's banquet in the Waladmissions.
It was also decided to survey ex- dorf-Astoria Hotel.
hibitors in order to ascertain whether
they favored setting up the Fed- Warners Join in Plea
eration as a permanent organization.

had "unreasonably re- tising, publicity and exploitation, and
strained trade and commerce in the will assume his new duties today. The
distribution and exhibition of motion announcement was made by Max E.
pictures and attempted to monopolize Youngstein, Eagle-Lion departmental
such trade and commerce in viola- chief.
tion of the Sherman Act by conspirIn addition to his duties, Pickman
ing with each other to maintain a will continue as publicity manager
nacion-wide system of runs and clear- of Eagle-Lion Films, in which capaances which is substantially uniform city he will be assisted by Leo Brody.
in each local competitive area and by
defendants

(Continued from Page

transmission to the "proper authori-

(Continued from Page

1)

Court of Appeals here in behalf of a
petition asking that the case be re(Continued from Page 1)
manded to the trial court for review
continue to head the company's re- and consideration.
print and importation division.
Details of M-G-M's short subject
program for the coming season were
discussed by Rodgers at Saturday's

Rathvon Fetes Aleman

A party in honor of Miguel Aleman, President of Mexico, was
tendered at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel
Saturday night by N. Peter Rath-

RKO

president, and. his wife.
Prominent industry leaders attended.
von,

Arthur Goldberg's Father

—

Dead

Chicago
Israel Goldberg, father
of Arthur Goldberg, B & K attorney,
is dead. Wife and two sons, Arthur
and Milton survive. Burial will take
place at Westlawn Cemetery.

Hurry Sherman Plans
'Carmen as Western
3

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Harry Sherman announced he will produce the "Carmen" story transplanted from its

—

traditional
tier

West

in Spain
to frontop western. He has

locale
as a

bought an original by Graham Baker
and Teddi Sherman. Picture will be

made

in

Technicolor.

Sherman

has

approached Jan Peerce with a deal
to play one of the important roles,
and plans on recruiting some of the
biggest stars of stage to play and
sing roles of dance hall girls and
stars.

!

.:

ECC

IC

TOHnfeA

RlYOU,

NX
week

Fifth

World Premiere

of

engagement as big as the
.

week's figures match

Sixth

.

.

first

the fifth's— for the picture that's

giving Broadway's famous

long-run house

highest

its

sustained grosses in months!
.

.

First

.

money

week

Boston

hits

top

of biggest attractions

—

as RKO's newest box-office

pacemaker gets

set for

holdover

and peak grosses

runs

in first

runs everywhere!

"The gayest thing
since

'It

—
"One

in celluloid

Happened One

Night'."

Rose (in his nationally
syndicated column)

Billy

American cine-masterpieces. What a
performance that Loretta Young
of the truly great

turns in

—

—

but superb."

Louis Sobol (in his nationally

syndicated column)

Cosmopolitan Magazine's
"Movie

Of The Month."

Citation

"A charming
has

its

romantickler
dimples in the right

-

place."
"It's

one

.

you'll

.

.

Walter Winchell

want

to see."

— Hedda

Hopper

"An A-plus movie."

—
"Amusing,

Louelta Parsons
.

excellent

— Time

Magazine

lifelike

.

,

entertainment."

"A
.

.

.

very lovely motion picture
simple and beautiful*

•rt,:
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D of J

Detroit

Probe

FieM Delegates

"Active," Says Berge
(Continued from Page

1)

Film Daily before his resignation
from the Department of Justice became effective. The former head of
the anti-trust division said situations
in other cities also were being probed

but the Detroit investigation was the

most "active."
Prior to his leaving the Government, Berge also said he was
"pleased" with the progress of the
New York equity case and emphasized that the Department of Justice would continue to press for complete divorcement.
Meanwhile, it was learned that
Robert L. Wright will continue in the
D of J and see the New York case
through the Supreme Court. There
have been persistent rumors that
Wright, who is serving as special
assistant to the Attorney-General,
would soon resign.

CEA

To Talk With Trade
Board on Quota on May 14
(Continued from Page

1)

ciation delegation conferred with the
Board of Trade late last week follow-

CEA energetic protest
the
against, the elimination of the distributors' quota in the Films Act
now being framed for introduction
at the next session of Parliament.
ing

Amusement Tax Not

for

Schools—Pa. Allied
Philadelphia

—

Amusement

tax

measures before the State Legislature at Harrisburg are not exclusively for educational purposes, as is
generally supposed, but are actually

general revenue bills, it is pointed
out in a service bulletin of the Allied

Owners of
Independent Theater
Eastern Pennsylvania.
Bulletin suggests that members
appeal to the general public and their

Buys

bors of several hundred

newspaper and magazine editors

buyers

in

Other

magazines.
film

company

magazine

space buys in 1946 were: Loew's,
$1,320,328; UA, $1 171,115; Paramount, $1,022,079; 20,4i-Fox, $521,514; Warners, $347,995; Universal,
$315 892; Rep., $207,150, and Col.,
$417,232.

earlier

recipients

(Continued from Pa*e

1

i

and Herbert Crooker, publicitv man]
ager.

of

f

\

Dietz discussed the scope or .^-G-M
advertising and promotion, pointing
out examples used in connection with
a number of recent releases. Company, he said, uses exclusive spon
announcements on 90 radio stations
in 45 cities, with advertising-direct]
co-operative and teaser, appearing inj

deeds.

Loew's for the stunt bought 640 acres of New Mexico land from Santa
Fe RR for $1.40 an acre, and the Sea of Grass Land Co., headed by Dietz and
with its stockholders all Metro publicists, bought the land from Loew's out of
their expense accounts, it is reported. Thus were the legal niceties observed.
1

newspapers in 60 cities.
Noting that M-G-M has 30

Yates Family Adds

pictures]

various stages of work or neai
completion, Dietz said that production also will be started at the Elstree Studio in England this Fall,
with "The Secret Garden," "Youngin

AMP! Holdings

o
West

Coast'

Bureau

Hollywood

of

THE FILM DAILY

— First convention since

(Continued from Page

last

1)

Bess" and "Romance of Henry Mena-

August by President Spyros

P. fee" scheduled to go before the cam1941 of the Pacific Coast Conference Skouras. Skouras exercised options eras.
gets
Owners
Theater
Independent
of
for these shares, increasing his block
Advertising programs for pictures
under way today at the Ambassa- of the stock to 47,250 shares.
to be released during the next few|
through
run
will
Meeting
dor Hotel.
number of transactions by Herb- months were discussed by Seadler
A
Thursday, concluding that evening ert J. Yates, Sr., and members of his
who screened a number of the pix
with a banquet in honor of the in- family in capital stock of Associated
while on the Coast two weeks ago.
dustry.
Motion Picture Industries, dating
Arguing that advertising and exRepresentatives of independent ex- back to December of 1945, were also
hibitor groups throughout the nation reported. Although Yates holds none ploitation is the "lifeblood of our inwere tendered invitations bv Robert of this stock in his own name, his dustry and any exhibicor who doesn't
chairman of ONSRUF, Inc. has increased its hold- advercise and exploit his pictures
general
Poole,
H.
PCCITO, with acceptances received ing from 21,920 shares at that date surfers," Ferguson listed a numoer
of national tieups and services renfrom the following:
to 46,918 by the end of last October.
Dr. J. B. Fishman, Allied of Con- A stock splitup in that month dered by his department.
Crooker said that, according to
necticut; Fred Wehrenberg, MPTOA doubled the ONSRUF block which
the Lloyd Hall Co. analysis of 56
Morris Lowenstein, was then 23,459 shares.
president;
MPTOA secretary; Clarence J. Members of the Yates family held 1,934 magazines, M-G-M in January topped
Severson, president, Montana The- shares of the stock in December, li)45, in- all other companies with 90,u00 lines
creasing' their block to 2,229 -in- October, at
aters Association, along with a Mon- which time the splitup doubled their shares. of free space, while in February the
tana delegation comprising J. H. Also in October, an additional 1,102 shareL company cornered 102,000 lines, and
Moran, Rex Flint, Herb Bonifas, Jack were bought, raising' the total to 5,560 shares. in March 77,000 lines, also topping
Two of five new directors of Republic other companies in those months.
Suckstorff,
Hy Knutson, Hilmer were
reported holding" the company's comand
Mrs.
Ernest Emerling, Loew's Theaters
Jorgeson
George, Hugo
mon stock Harry Gcetz, 27,687 and Edwin
Van
Pelt,
400. Samuel Becker, William M. advertising head, spoke, as did Frank
Flasted.
Collins, Jr., and Charles T. Fisher, Jr., reWalker, general manager, and W. W.
Also, Mrs. Mildred Wall, president, Ported none of the stock.
Southern Idaho Theater Owners;
W. Ray Johnston added 1.000 shares of Early, sales manager for M-G-M
dollar common, now holding 16,- Records; Max Weinberg, short subSam Gillette, president, Intermoun- Monogram
617 as well as options for another 12,500.
Fred C. Quimby,
cain Theater Association, and Victor Jerome Ross was reported picking up 500 jects publicity;
Anderson, president, Ralph Trathen, shares of Trans-Lux dollar common in Feb- nead of shorts production; James A.
ruary,
increasing
his
block to 2,600.
FitzPatrick; Stuart Duniap, manager
secretary - treasurer, and Francis
A gift of 100 shares of Warner's $5 comFeltch, director, Utah Theaters As- mon by Harry Warner was reported, leaving for Loew's International in Argentina, and Margaret O'Brien.
sociation.
him with 295,000 plus 16,000 shares in
trust.
Dave Palfreyman will represent
Daniel Shaeffer dropped 300 shares oi
Dinner Set
the MPAA.
Universal common, retaining 17,407 while
Charles D. Prutzman gave away 300 warrant!
PCCITO trustees L. O. Lukan of for
For
from Tonight
the same stock. Prutzman holds 6,100

—

<.

territories.

Today
space purMagazine
chased by film companies in 1946 almost doubled the 1945 budget, according to an analysis in Advertising Age. Companies spent $7,885,401 last year, $4,325,534 the year
before. Leading magazine space buyer was RKO which placed $2,653,096 last year. RKO, stood 13th en
a list of national advertising space
advertising

-Dietz

Looks as though the Sea o? Grass Land Co. finally is headed for a fade-out,
having successfully disposed of its remaining assets, represented by New Mexico
acreage.
Field delegates attending Metro's sales conference on Friday were presented
by Howard Dietz with deeds to an acre apiece, making them potential neigh-

pointing out the facts of
such legislation, using newspaper
ads whenever it is thought advisable. Seattle, Rotus Harvey of San Francisco, William Graper of Portland,
and Hugh Bruen of Los Angeles, will
Film Cos. Double
head strong delegations from their

patrons,

'45 Mug. Spuee

Metro Buying Spot

Metro Sales Conference
Join Editors as Owners of New Mexico Acres
to

MPAA's Rank

Week

shares and warrants for 29,250.

MPAA's

Somlo Replaces Guidice
As Head of Twin Cities

will be devoted to registra-

convention scheduled
way the next day.
Speeches at the sessions are planned
by Nelson Eddy, Mayor Fletcher
Bowron of Los Angeles, Poole,
tion, with the
to get under

1)

SMPE

Edmond McKenna,

now

en route to

New

York from London, has been set for
a week from tonight at the WaldorfAttendance will be limited

company and

to

association toppers.

Film Corp., the export organization
of the British Film Producers Association, of which J. Arthur Rank is
head.

zation.

Somlo, a native of Austria-HunRobert Graham, and Byron Bryant.
A feature will be open forum dis- gary, where he studied law, entered
cussions slated for special sessions
during two days of the meeting. Subjects are expected to include the N.
Y. equity suit decree, Ascap, local
checkers, film rentals, arbitration,
taxation, clearance and runs, and unfair trade practices.

closed dinner for J. Ar-

Rank,'

Astoria.
(Ccntinued from Page

It was also announced that Earl
Wehrenberg, Lowenstein, Ronald
Reagan; Donald Nelson, president of St. John has been appointed to the
the Society of Independent Motion Twin Cities board and will be proPicture Producers; Loren Ryder, duction adviser to the Rank Organi-

president;

thur

Vienna in 1908 when he
organized the Projectograph Film.
Subsequently, he was with UFA in
Berlin, coming here in 1933 to form
his own company. Since that time,
he has been identified with Victor
Saville Prods., GFD and British Lion.

film biz in

SICK LIST
BYRON HOPKINS,
in

is

Sidney,

Mercy Hospital Council

la.

exhibitor,

Bluffs,

for

a

checkup.

LEONARD HIRSCH, home office as-,
to Rudy Berger, M-G-M Southern

sistant

was rushed to Post GraduHospital yesterday suffering from peu-

sales manager,

ate

monia.
at

MRS. E. W. HAMMONS is convalescing
home following treatment at Roosevelt

Hospital.

"Ranks with the greatest
of

Out
Odd Man

all

motion picture achieve-

ments! Something to rouse an
audience into cheers!"
—Cook, World-Telegram

is

"The best

one of

the

film we've

seen so far this year... continuous sus-

..
...
—Qumn, Mirror

pense... flawless performances!"

bi&est

and highly suspensef ul

"Thrilling
lists

go home and

and dramatic

be found on

all

the

—Cameron, News
... a picture to

see and then

talk about!"

—Crowther, Times

"Extraordinarily exciting! James

history of

will

of best films of the year!"

"Terrifically tense

the
hits in

. . .

. .

.Very

Mason

is

altogether splendid

much worth seeing!"
—Barnes, Tribune

"One of those masterpieces

loetfs

Criterion

which will be hailed for years
to

come! Comparable to the

greatest!"

New York

—Winsten, Post

"Powerful, superb drama!
Will stay with

you for a

long, long time!"

—Pelswick, Journal-American

"Exciting!

Crowded with

fasci-

nating characters, tense

scenes ... an unusual film."
VSfif#.v

— Crewman,

Sun

m
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PRODUCTS
AFL Prexy Green Allows

—

With

CSU

Hollywood

Strike Interpreted
Not Necessary

Joe Louis, heavyweight boxing champion, has been signed to appear for telein Los Angeles over KTLA, Paramount station, in a series of eight exhibition matches, it was learned yesterday. The series is tentatively scheduled to
begin next Thursday evening and will be sponsored by the U. S. Rubber Com-

vision

THE FILM DAILY
Moving towards a

settlement of the Hollywood strike,
President William Green yesterday announced his ''interpretation" of jurisdictions involved in the

Pre-War B.O. Level

Program

Cultural

MPEA

Countries

Rodgers Designates
Four Field Aides
Following to strengthen, by concentration, the activities of Metro's
sales force in the field a step made
necessary by the Statutory Court's
decree William F. Rodgers, Metro
distribution
chief,
yesterday an(Continued on Page 7)

—

—

Despite drastic limitations imposed on U. S. films in Continental
countries served by MPEA, American films are making the rounds in
those countries to an extent at least
comparable to pre-war days, according to reports received at the Association's office. Picture for picture,
box office returns are substantially
eclipsing those of pre-war days in
(Continued on Page 12)

—

Philadelphia Jay Emanuel yesterday was appointed chairman of

a temporary committee to name a
slate of nominees to serve the Motion Picture Foundation in this area.
(Continued on Page 10)

Levine Gets Rights
To Byrd 'Discovery 9
Boston

— Joseph

Boston
by Admiral Byrd late in May or early June.
Francis Cronin, of Boston, is handling
the exploitation.

and

picture

New

will

York with

open
a

in

p. a.

down
|

gested that pix be
produced in less
time. Schary illusWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY trated his point
Washington
The House Appro- with "Crossfire"
priations Committee yesterday rec- which Director

Cut By House Com.

|

—

ommended

to the

House that the

en-

Edward Dmytryk

budgetary request of the State shot in 23 days.
Department's Office of International
Schary also emtire

—

DORE SCHARY
Culture for fiscal 1948 including phasized, that SO
over $3,000,000 for a film program- far as he knew, "Crossfire" was the
be denied.
As was exclusively re(Continued on Page 10)
vealed by The Film Daily, more
than two weeks ago, the decision

Ira H.

Cohn Dies

at 53;

Funeral Tomorrow

25%

Hike

in

Rates

For Fire Insurance

The first indication of how a maAlbany An increase of 25 per
Pittsburgh Ira H. Cohn, 53, local
company will face the "theaterowning" problems posed by the N. branch manager for United Artists cent in fire insurance rates became

—

—

jor

during the past 18 months, died in effective yesterday, for motion picShadyside Hospital yesterday where ture theaters and studios, brick prohe had been confined for the last tected and fire resistive.
New rates, okayed by the State
nine weeks after suffering a heart
attack Feb, 27 during the UA con- Insurance Department, reflect the
considerable rise in replacement and
vention here.
Funeral services will be held from repair costs and increased incidence
expected that the primary

Y. Statutory Court's decree may be
forthcoming as the result of conferences between Paramount executives
and theater partners which begins
to-day at Arrowhead Springs, California.
It

is

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 10)

of fires since the last rate revision
(Continued on Page 7)

Para. Acquires 288,800 Shares
End 10-Year Debt Reduction Program

company,

"Discovery." A new
known as Discovery Pictures Corp.
of New York, with Levine as president, has been organized with offices at 1560 Broadway to handle
world rights in both 35 mm. and 16

yesterday's press confer-

out cutting

Levine, presi-

E.

dent of Embassy Pictures Corp., has
signed a deal with Admiral Richard
E. Byrd for world distribution rights
to "Discovery,"
picture based
on
Byrd's two books, "Alone" and

mm.
The

at

employment." Instead, he sug-l

Is

(Continued on Page 7)

Emanuel Heads Temporary Para. Theater Partners
MPF Philadelphia Group Facing Decree Problems

Slashed

is

of

have reached their
peak." Costs can
even be reduced,
he added, "with-

(Conrinued on Page 10)

in

Production

Time

"Costs of
picture making

ap-

proved by the AFL's 15-man executive council at its April meeting here.
Under Green's interpretation, stu-

Cut

Employment

dicted
ence,

Under conditions of the deal Paramount has given options for the exclusive
rights of Louis' exhibition telecasts in Chicago and New York, to the rubber
firm, providing the champion comes East this Summer.

film capital tieup.

to

If

Dore Schary, exec, veepee of RKO
Radio in charge of production, pre-

pany.

AFL

Green's "interpretation" was

TEN CENTS

1947

6,

Joe Louis Signs With Paramount Tele For
Exhibition Series to be Shown in Los Angeles

Washington Bureau of

Washington

MAY

COSTS CRfl B€ R€PUC€P— SCHBRV

Jurisdictions in
Set Assembly to IA
Bldg. of Original to

YORK, TUESDAY,

Frisco Franchise to FC;
"Patient" into Victoria

Sam Wheeler, Film Classics' sales
manager, yesterday announced the
acquisition of the Film Classics' San
Francisco exchange and franchise
formerly owned by Robert Lippert.
This completes the acquisition of all
FC exchanges on the Coast, in addii

Continued on Page 6)

Paramount acquired 258,500 shares

common

stock on the open
market in the period between Nov.
20, 1946, and April 28, this year, it
was revealed yesterday in President
Barney Balaban's report in connection with the annual statement. Balaban said that the company acquired
60,500 shares up to Jan. 4 and, since
that time, has purchased an additional 198,000 shares.
Average price paid was $27.94
of

its

(Continued on Page 10)

'Christ in Concrete 9
To Be Part N. Y. Pic
At least part of Rod E. Geiger's
production of "Christ in Concrete"
will be made in New York, Geiger
said last week on his arrival from
Rome. American actors may be taken
Italy for interior
his studio in
shots in order to get genuine settings for parts of the film.
Geiger was co-producer of "Open
City" and "Paisa" which he brought

to

to

this

Mayer

country

&

for

Burstyn.

distribution

by

—
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—Ralph

WASHINGTON—

BILL JOHNSTON is back
an Oklahoma vacation.

DON DeFORE,

co-star

in

New York from

Artists' "It
on Fifth Avenue," will make p.a.'s
with the picture in Bridgeport and Philadelphia tomorrow, and in Washington, Thursday.
PHIL LAUFER, of the Allied Artists' office,
will accompany him on the trip.

of

Allied

Happened

JOHN

GARFIELD, ANN MILLER, GEORGIE
EDDIE CANTOR were scheduled to

JESSEL and
to

fly

the Coast yesterday via

TWA.

WILLIAM C. GEHRING, Central sales manager of 20th-Fox, on tour of the company's exchanges, arrived in Cincinnati yesterday and
today leaves for Indianapolis where he will remain until the end of the week.

EDDIE

CANTOR

returns

the Coast tomor-

to

row.

Exhibs. Must Revert to
Showmanship, Zimmerman

Wisconsin 3271.
Manning Clagett,
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-

—

MANILA—
HAVANA —
BOMBAY

133 Wardour St. W. 1.
Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Mary
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,
Fort, Bombay 1.
Paul Saffar,
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
-- Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
St.
Theater Bldg.
Bowden Fletcher.
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
2110.
Jean Pierre Mevs.
110 Rue des Paquerettes.
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copenhagen-Van Loese.
John Perdicari.
Via Ludovisi 16.
Phone, 42758.
Louis Turnoff, Morelos 56 No. 523.
Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito

ALGIERS—

MONTREAL—

VANCOUVER
SYDNEY—
UY
BRUSSELS—
COPENHAGEN—
ROME —
MEXICO
CITY—
MONTEVIDEO—
597.

Exhibitors will find it more and
to revert to showto attract patrons,
in the opinion of F. W. Zimmerman,
partner with Interstate in the Palace,
Texas and Hays Theaters, San Marcos, Tex.
To bear out his point,
Zimmerman told how he built a jail
front replica in connection with the
showing of "San Quentin," with the
result that Sunday business doubled
his average for that day.
Zimmerman, who has been vacationing in New York, left yesterday
for San Marcos.

more necessary
manship stunts

PCC

Convention Finds
Reps, of 8,600 Theaters
West Coast Bureau

nnnnciflL

Hollywood

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Thirty states and
8,600 theaters are represented at the
(Mou., May 5)
PCCITO conference where yester;
;
day's registration went over the 200
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net mark.
High Low Close
Speakers at today's session of the
Chg.
Am. Seat
173^
17}4
173/4 Vi PCCITO conference include Clarence
Bell & Howell
20
19'/8
19V8 - % J. Severson, president
of the MonBell & Howell Pfd... 105 Vi 105V2 105'/2 +
Vi
tana Theaters Association; Victor
17l/4
Columbia Picts
17'/4
17'/4 —
V4
East. Kodak
240
239'/2 240
Anderson, president of Utah TheGen. Prec. Eq
193/8
19
19
aters Association, and Mrs. Mildred
Loew's, Inc
223/8
22
22
Walls, director of the Southern Idaho
Paramount
245/8
243/8
24'/2
Vs
RKO
133/8
13y8 i3i/8
Theaters Association. All will talk
Republic Pict
6'/8
6
6
Vs on exhibitor organizations.
12l/

Republic Pict. pfd... 12'/2
20th Century-Fox ... 313/8
20th Century-Fox pfd. 40

31

31

40

40

Universal
Universal

223/4

22l/2

22'/2

80

80

80

15%

15V4

153/8

Pict
Pict.

pfd..

Warner Bros

12'/2

2

4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts.
3% 3% 3%

—
—
+
+
+

Vs
V*

.

For Chicago in June
V4

Chicago

.

Cinecolor

5

51/4

Pathe

5V2

6V2

— With

REEVES
SOUND

MERVIN ASH & CO.
MEMBERS

STUDIOS, INC.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Statistical information on listed
listed

61

and un-

upon request.
Telephone: HAnover 2-3050

1600

BROADWAY

securities available

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

ern

Electric
Electrical
Research Products
vision, has returned to the Coast from

di-

New

York.

JERRY

FAIRBANKS,

piloting his
own
plane, has returned to

motored transport
lywood from New York and Chicago.
FAIRBANKS accompanied the producer.

twoHol-

MRS.

WENDELL COREY left for New York yesterday from the Coast after completing his role
in Poramount's "I Walk Alone." He will leave
for London shortly to appear in "Voice of the
Turtle."

ARTHUR SAXON,

Samuel Goldwyn general
manager, returned to the h.o. over the
week-end from conferences on the Coast.

ROBERT

YOUNG, chairman of Alleghany
Washington.
LARAINE DAY and hubby LEO DUROCHER
New York from the Coast.

Corp.,
in

R.

in

is

SEYMOUR SIMON,

theater attorney and

VAN

Complete

Film

Disc Recording

and

Facilities

Luncheon
Guest of AMPP Committee
Philippine V-P
West Coast Bureau

—A

Hollywood

circuit owner back from New York
conferences to obtain improved clearances for
latter's Yale and Lincoln Theaters.

ALLEN ASHER, Paramount
off to Minneapolis

for

OSCAR MORGAN,
manager,

is

in

district

manager,

talks.

Paramount

short

subject

Chicago for two-day sales meet-

ings.

of

THE FILM DAILY

luncheon in honor

of Elpidio Quirino, vice-president and
secretary of foreign affairs for the
Philippine Islands, was given yesterday by the AMPP's International
Committee. Henry Ginsberg presided
at the luncheon, held in the Para-

mount

Studios.

Chi. Operators' Pension

System Based on

NOMIKOS,

306's

—

Chicago
The Chicago Operators
Union has appointed a committee to
work out a pension system for members,

using

New York

Local 306's

system as a basis. A full report
expected at the June meeting.

Motion Picture Associates
SALUTE
The Motion Picture Foundation

*
ANNUAL BEACON AWARD

TO SAMUEL RINZLER
For Distinguished and Meritorious Service
to the Motion Picture Industry

65 Features Scheduled

65 features scheduled for June, that month will see
RKO
33/8
3V4
33/s
3l/
Sonotone Corp
3'/2
31/2
the largest number of availabilities
2
Technicolor
13'/4
13'/8
13% + Vs
far this year, Allied of Illinois
Trans-Lux
3% 3% 3% + y4 so
reports.
Schedule includes 29 reOVER THE COUNTER
Asked issues, and three 1945-46 releases.
Bid
.

—

sales

Phone

1947

Application of
Charlotte, N. C.
Philip Berler, Daisy Berler and E. M.
appointment of a reRUDOLPH WEISS, head of the Warner The- Loew for the
aters' real estate department, left last night ceiver for H. B. Meiselman, Claire
for Cleveland. He returns to New York at the Meiselman,
Carolina Theaters, Inc.
end of the week.
and Manor Theater, Inc., will be
ED HINCHY, head of the Warner Bros.' play- heard today by Judge George B.
date department, is back from a trip to the Patton in Civil Court.
New Haven and Philadelphia territories.
Action was the result of a disNAT TAYLOR, RAOUL AUERBACH and HAR- agreement between Berler anc
iRY MENDELL, of 20th Century Theaters; SYD
have *iad
SAMSON, general manager of 20th-Fox in selman, who are said to
Canada; and J. J. Fitzgibbons and R. W. BOL- joint interests in the theater conSTEAD, of FPC, go from Toronto to Los An- cerns. Loew, a Boston theaterman,
geles for the Variety Clubs convention.
is
said to have become involved
J.
G.
FRAYNE, engineering development through stock transactions in consupervisor at the Hollywood office of the West- nection with the companies.

RICHARD BASEHART, appointed

yesterday a
special lecturer in the Adelphi College dramatic arts dept., returns to Hollywood today to
report to Eagle-Lion.

6,

Meiselman Receivership
Application Up Today

GoinG

finD

LOREN L. RYDER, head of the Paramount
studio sound dept. and SMPE president, has
returned to the Coast from New York.

May

Tuesday,

<?<{< DAILY

&$,ance

3)1tnnex

WALDORF-ASTORIA
Grand Ballroom
FRIDAY—MAY

16th,

1947

SUBSCRIPTION

RECEPTION

7 P.M.

$10.00 (per person)

Informal
(For reservations, write or phone Nat Harris, 20th Century-Fox
Exchange)

is

RKO RADIO

PICTURES,

Inc.

NEW YORK
TRADE

SHOWING

JOAN BENNETT
ROBERT RYAN

•

CHARLES BICKFORD

RKO
RADIO
Diucttdby
Scrim

PUy

b,

JEAN RENOIR
Frank Davis and Jean Renoir

NORMAN DIE
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SAMUEL GOLDWYN
presents

The Best Years of Our Lives"
starring

Loy

•

Fredric March

•

Dana Andrews

Teresa Wright

•

Virginia

Mayo

•

Hoagy Carmichael

[yrna

and introducing Cathy O'Doiinell and Harold Russell
Directed

From

fry

William Wyler

a Novel by MacKilllay

•

screen play by Robert E.

KantOr

• Director of Photograph,

Gregg Tolaild

be released by

fyif/mieb

Sherwood

RKO Radio

Pictures, Inc.
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Burger Elected to

Iowa, Nebraska, AIT0

Loew's Infl Board

Bar

Election of Samuel N. Burger to
the board of Loew's Int'l Corp. was

came the warmest subject at the

announced yesterday by Arthur M.
Loew, president.

Omaha — An

&

manager, is
rated one of the

•

•

widely

34th St."

producer

informed execu-

•

tives in the inter-

Joe Heppner. the photographer's photographer,

bed at the French Hospital
Tony Galento, has a heart

.

in

in

film in

was appointed

happy

district

If

you want

Transferring to

SAM BURGER

interna-

New

Int'l.

Frisco Franchise to FC;
"Patient" Into Victoria
(Continued from Page

1)

key centers throughout

the country.

The company's

first

new

pic,

Patient Vanishes," will be
national release following

"The

set
its

for
Vic-

toria run on Broadway. The James
Mason starrer goes into the Victoria
next.

Four Coast Day-Dates
For AA "Fifth Avenue'
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood FWC's top four Los
Angeles theaters have been booked
to open simultaneous engagements of
the initial Roy Del Ruth production
for Allied Artists release, "It Happened On Fifth Avenue," following
close of the current attraction, "The
Houses are GrauHomestretch."
man's Chinese, Loew's State, Fox
Uptown and Loyola.

re etlnai

\Q'

May
(f
it
t.t

Oliver H. P. Garrett

Warncke

%

6
I.

Altman

Orson Welles
Burtus Bishop
Kevin O'Shea
Ross Hunter
Elsa

it's

point, however, take it up with
The London Sunday Chonicle "broke" a

true

Rank

Story says

Much talk centered on the National
Allied and The Caravan. Col. H. A.
Cole, president of AITO of Texas,
told
the group that Texas had

a giant

will build

film

to

bestow

The

doubled its membership and tripled
its revenue in the past year.
William L. Ainsworth, national
treasurer and Wisconsin and Upper

Pulitzer

and radio

prizes

•

Michigan president, related that his
organization had helped beat down a
10 per cent tax proposal in that state.
President Howard Brookings, Oak-

LEONARD GOLDENSON.

•

Arthur Mayer. Herman Robbins.
and Sam Rinzler are taking leading roles
in the current Greater New York Fund campaign. ...
• The Italian
Government has conferred the Order of the Crown of Italy, rank of
Knight, on ex-Lt. Allen Grant, now manager of Century's Patio, Brooklyn, for "meritorious service" after the liberation. ...
© SRO's "Duel
in the Sun" is packing 'em in in the small towns, take it from Milton
Kussell
Openings are said running ahead of GWTW's.
• Howard Emmett Rogers has turned down a three-yectr contract to
head production for a new French company organized by Anton Levy,
once of FBO. ... • Curtailing color tele activities, CBS is suspending
all studio shows. ...
• Eagle-Lion sees Richard Basehart, who bows
• Columin "Repeat Performance" as another Cagney or Ladd. ...
bia's official Mother's Day short, "Famous Hollywood Mothers," gets
Kay's Missus.
a Coast-to-Coast NBC plug from Kay Kyser tomorrow
Georgia Carroll, and their daughter, Kimberly Ann, are in the reel ......

•

S. Eysse'.l

.

.

land, la., presided at the convention

which attracted more than two hundred people.
Leo F. Wolcott, Eldora, la., board
chairman, explained the Motion Picture Foundation, and a Nebraska
unit was promptly organized. D. V.
McLucas, United Artists branch

.

manager,

mittee

will

And

over

no

still

in the 20 per cent

will hit $4,000,000.

1.300.000

screens, use of posters,
to the

•
... •

Have

etc..

in 1946

medium

of their

sult the festivities were extended.
Originally due in town Thursday,

You

could do something about that

movies when you're dead or confined

to

bed,

now can

you? ... © Vera, vera funny, that Langdon cartoon in the London
Depicts a couple of Londoners entering the
Evening Standard

Says Mister

Empire tobacco

all

to the Missus:

through American

on

away

principle.

.

.".

at
.

me
.

.
j

t
•

"I shall puff
films,

t

y

I

•

LUCILLE BALL and Helen Hays will be marshals for that
torchlight parade the night of May 19 which will climax "Tribute to
Women" Week, tied in with the New York Infirmary Building Fund
campaign which has strong New York film backing. ... • Clarion
• Laffmovie
Prods.' "Albuquerque" will be a Paramount release. ...
on 42nd St. starting Thursday will offer something unique two-hour
show composed solely of Warners' Bugs Bunny shorts

•

—

Tried Hoss Instead

"It-was-a-hard-fight,-Mom,-but-we-

is

Auto accidents

temporary

won," or words to that effect for
Gene Autry, honored by Columbia
Friday with a cocktail party at the
Hotel Astor to mark his advent as a
Columbia producer-star. Party was
scheduled from 5-7 p.m., and Autry
finally made it about 7 with the re-

Universal's U. S. "Can-

Exhibs., through the

named

Maybe Gene Autry Should

a reduction

all-industry committee to press for

admission tax rate! ...

yon Passage" gross

go

May

consider revision of the excise tax setup before

was

chairman.

• • • DIDTA NOTICE how the dailies and wire services picked
up the German film situation story which Your Favorite Industry Newspaper first broke? ... • Add Pet Peeves: Gals who insist upon
They're a safety
smoking in crowded Paramount Building elevators
hazard ... • Looks as though the House Ways and Means Com-

cinema

%J^>end vSlrtkdau

if

argue the

awards committee yesterday tabled proposals

can't

*

©

•

verse" goes into the Brooklyn Strand
on May 14 for an indefinite run.

*****•***'*****

—

to

.

not only in Britain but over here, one of these days. ...

killed 33,900. hurt

$'{

Audience Research avers that "The Miracle

presumably over a special wave length assigned him by the
Government
That can be done
And it will be done.

British

"Reverse" in Brooklyn Strand
Four Continents' "Murder in Re-

*V*V**V*W.*

k.o.'d

Photo Service

theaters,

Leo Brecher, Gus

tion to other

who once

Joe,

The. Metropolitan

from which pix and "flesh" shows will be televised to his

tele studio

tional department in 1930, he became
special sales rep., working with
York. In 1940
headquarters in
he was placed in charge of sales for
Latin America, and in 1944 was appointed regional director for Latin
America. In March of this year, he
was promoted to general sales man-

i

.

.

ager for Loew's

AITO directors chewed it over for
two hours in the morning. At the
end of the day's session it was
brought to the convention floor and
decided that two publicity officials,
Leon Bamberger of RKO and Maurice N. Wolf of M-G-M, would be
given 10 minutes on today's program. After this no distributor rep.
will be allowed to speak unless invited by the AITO.

doing 30 days in

has received more pre-production publicity than any other
pic history
Which makes Jesse Lasky's Bernie Kamins vera

AR. not Phil M.
damned good story

manager.

Metro's

is

program ?

of the Bells"

work. In 1926 he

Eastern

orders

strain

•

carries on. of course. ...

special
domestic sales
1923,

—

is

—doctor's

national field.
His career with

M-G-M began

according to present

will fall in July,

Ben Bogeaus. ... • "The Miracle of
the sorta pic Phil M. wou'.d want to produce if he were a
The 20th-Fox "sleeper" will work miracles at any b.o.

distribution plans of producer

traveled and best

most

"CHRISTMAS EVE"

unscheduled issue be-

opening yesterday of the Allied Independent Theater Owners of Iowa
and Nebraska convention.
The question narrowed itself down
to this: Should distributor reprr
tatives be allowed to speak o
te

Tuesday's Telelines

Burger, general
sales

Dislrib. Talks

j

i

'

Autry's departure from Texas where
he played benefits for holocaust victims, was delayed a day, and he took
off by plane from Chicago Thursday
night for New York. Plane made the
national capital okay, but found a
blanket of fog on arriving here late
Friday morning. After circling the
met. area for four hours, the plane
was ordered back to Washington
where Autry entrained for New
York. He reached town iust before 7.
Among those attending were: J.
A. McConville, Rube Jackter, Louis
Weinberg, Leo Jaffe, Ben Serkowich,
George Josephs, Louis Astor, Hortense Schorr, Ray Murray, William
McHale, Jack Meyer and Al Rhinelander.

Carroll Norris Dead
Chicago Carroll Norris age 67,
civic leader and owner of the Baker
Theater Building, is dead. His wife,
son Lester, and brother survive.

—
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The Axe

Paramount Partners

Cultural Program Gets

Face Decree Problems

Co-op With Uneseo Seen as Alternative Four

(Continued from Page

1)

receive attention will be
that portion of the decree which orders the major companies to dissolve relationships where their intopic

to

terest in a theater is greater than
fWijjrler cent but less than 95 per

(Continued from Page

was taken on a point of order sustained on the ground that authorizing legislation for the program has
never been passed.
The overall amount, stricken from
that State Department appropria-

cei^^
tion bill, for the operation headed
Inasmuch as the Court allows the by Assistant Secretary William Bendefendant companies to acquire the ton was $31,381,220.
interest held by partners if it can
The Committee denied that its acbe shown to the Court's satisfaction
that such acquisition will not unduly tion was based simply on a "technirestrain competition, industry ob- cality," holding that there has been
servers believe that Paramount will plenty of time for Congress to apattempt to purchase complete conprove the Benton program.
trol in at least half of the more than
"Secondly," it said, "it also would
1,000 houses in which it is now a
seem that a Government-sponsored
co-owner. It is pointed out that the
company had acquired 258,500 shares program is slightly out of tune with
American precedents and American
of its common stock as of April 28,
with no indications of discontinuing principles, and even though the news
such purchases and it is obvious that and other programs are as objective
as represented, this Committee, at
these securities could be used in orleast, does not feel that our Governder to buy out partners.
ment should further remain in the
Among those attending the Ar- news business." Additionally, the
rowhead Springs conferences are Committee said it believes the proAustin C. Keough, Edward L. Hy- gram "is not efficiently adminisman, Leon D. Netter, Robert Weit- tered."
man, Montague Gowthorpe, Walter
Alternatives to OIC
Gross, Edwin Weisl, Max Fellerman,
Alternatives to the Benton proJ. J. Deitch, Hal Pereira, E. Per- gram,
according to the Committee,
kins, Harry L. Royster, J. Harrison,
are
a greater Uneseo,
greater
Frank Walker, Martin J. Mullin, international activity by private enSam Pinanski, E. V. Richards, N. terprise and greater co-operation in
Carter, G. Dureau, Fred Storey, H. spreading the story
of America
F. Kincey, Roy Smart, Earl Hudson abroad among the
State Department
and Jack Keegan.
Paramount prexy Barney Balaban leaves New York tomorrow to

pix, radio and publishing
(Continued from Page 1)
industries.
nounced four additional field aptotal of $1,878,000 has been pointments.
spent by the State Department on
Herman Ripps, district manager
pix up to the present, Herbert Ed- headquartering in Albany, has been
wards, OIC films deputy, told the named field assistant to John P.
Committee in testimony released Byrne, Eastern sales manager. Ripps
yesterday. Distribution was claimed will continue to
be based in Albany.
in 83 countries, not including Japan
Ralph W. Maw, district manager
or the USSR, and a monthly audiwith headquarters in Minneapolis,
ence of 7,000,000.
The pix division of OIC had sought has been promoted to field assistant
to expand its foi ce from 86 to 108 to Burtus Bishop, Jr., newly apemployees, seeking an increase of pointed Midwestern sales manager.

and the

A

-

$111,493 for the additional 22 work- Maw stays in the Minnesota city.
ers.
In addition, it sought an ex- The Midwestern territory has been
tra $229,988 for equipment, with revised under the new setup and
plans calling for shipment abroad now embraces Chicago, Des Moines,
of 65 portable mobile projection units Minneapolis and Omaha.
curing the next year.
John S. Allen, district manager

with

D

only a 2.7 per cent cut in Department of Justice budget estimates.
Prior to his departure from the D
of J, Wendell Berge, then chief of
the Department's anti-trust division,
told The Film Daily the the Government was investigating scores of
motion picture situations throughout
the country.
The Committee recommended that
the Department of Justice be given
$108,396,500.

D.C., L.A. Para. Meets
Kick Off Series of Talks

Procedure of

For Fire Insurance

—

resorted to instead.
He charged distributors with withholding alleged new evidence for 10
months. It was claimed that Goldman is anxious to get to the Supreme
Court with his anti-trust case by this
Jacobs-Reich
Fall and is desirous of a hearing on
Pittsburgh Doris Jacobs, daugh- this appeal in June. Gray said Goldter of Sidney Jacobs, district mana- man does not want to operate the
ger for Warner Theaters in West Erlanger until he can keep the house
Virginia, and Jay Reich, of this open continuously with an unintercity, will wed on June 8.
rupted flow of product and questioned
how many of the offered pictures

UJEDDinG BELLS
—

Hike in Rates

(Continued from Page

—

Washington,

said.

With

New

Orleans,

will shift back to
his former stamping
Berger's territory, revised,

Washington,
grounds.

now

includes Washington.
C. Hensler, district manager
with headquarters in Detroit, has
been named field assistant to John J.
Maloney, Central sales manager.
Hensler stays in Detroit and Maloney
in Pittsburgh. The Kansas City ex-

Frank

change has been added to Maloney's
division in lieu of Washington.
Sam J. Gardner, whose appointment as field assistant to George
A. Hickey was earlier announced,
will move his headquarters to San
Francisco next week. The Salt Lake
City and Denver branches formerly
in the Midwest division have been
placed under Hickey.

1)

Rates have been filed with
the New York Insurance Dept. by
the New York Fire Insurance Rating Organization and accepted by
Deputy Superintendent of Insurance
Walter F. Martineau.
Rates normally are reviewed every five years and would not be adjusted until complete experience for
1943-47, inclusive, is available, but
losses being sustained on the classifications adjusted required immediate recognition, the Insurance Dept.
of 1944.

figures indicating 1944 as the

Three Promoted

in Chi.
Harry Simons, M-G-M
office manager here, has been named
traveling auditor. Edna Frank, chief

Chicago

—

booker, succeeds him. Clarence Keim
has been named supervising booker
of the Chicago exchange.

High Requiem Mass for
Mrs. Healy Tomorrow
High requiem mass for Mrs. Alice
will be held tomorrow morning in the Roman Catholic Church
of Our Lady of Victory in the Bronx.
Healy

turning point in fire insurance losses,
was shown that property values, Interment will be in Westchester's
labor and material costs and loss
Gate of Heaven Cemetery.
frequency have risen steadily, the
Mrs. Healy, who died Sunday, is
last factor being attributable to a
the mother of William Healy, assisgeneral deterioration in maintenance
tant to Austin C. Keough, Paraand replacement of equipment.
mount vice-president and chief counit

sel.

Portland, Ore., Circle

Sosewitz-Shapiro
were first rate; also mentioning dis- Purchased by
Chicago Sam Shapiro, B&K audi- tributors' endeavors to stop the runtor, was married to Sara Sosewitz. ning of damages, etc., while the
Portland, Ore.
Ted Gamble of
Court held the matter of their appli- Gamble Theater Enterprises has
Rcncm-Dloughy
cation to file a bill of review, etc., added the Circle Theater to his PaChicago
Edward Dloughy, Jr., under advisement.
cific Northwest theater chain, acThe defendants were given an addi- quiring it from Col. G. T. Woodlaw.
son of the B&K Apollo manager,
was married to Betty Ronan last tional two weeks to file their brief Ralph Woods stays on as general
week.
on their appeal to this Court.
manager.

—

in

—

25%

Dislribs.

headquarters

of J Budget Cut Advised
has been elevated to field assistant
to Rudy Berger, Southern sales manBy Appropriations Com.
Allen will move his headWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ager.
Washington
The House Appro- quarters to Dallas and Berger, who
priations Committee recommended has been making his headquarters in

Goldman Hits Court

meetings in a series of
Philadelphia
William A. Gray,
Paramount branch conferences, preparatory to the 1947 sales drive, be- counsel for William Goldman, regan yesterday with confabs in Wash- plied yesterday in U. S. Circuit Court
for the third district to a show
ington and Los Angeles.
Presiding at the Washington con- cause petition of Loew's, Inc., et al,
ference is Earle W. Swigert, Mid- asking permission to file a bill of
Eastern
division
sales
manager. review and to stay all proceedings
George A. Smith, Western division on appeal of the E danger Theater
sales manager, is conducting the case. Gray charged this was a delaying action and that the defendants'
Coast meeting.
Paramount's 13-week "Celebrating brief on the appeal to the Circuit
35 Years of Leadership" sales contest Court had not yet been filed, although
it was due on April 30, but that this
opens Aug. 31.
"extraordinary court procedure" was

Field Aides

1)

join the conferees.

Initial

Rodgers Designates

Gamble

—

STORK REPORTS
Santa Monica,

Calif.

— Mrs.

Red

Skelton, wife of the M-G-M comedian, gave birth to a seven-pound
girl yesterday.
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Para. Acquires 258,300 Shares

Production Costs Can

End 10-Year Debt Reduction Program

Be Reduced-Senary

(Continued from Page
(Continued from Page 1)
per share, not including the divicompleted film on the problem dend saving to date amounting to
of anti-Semitism. Admitting that the $89,100.
Balaban pointed out that the comprime purpose of the cinema was entertainment, Schary declared: "The pany has completed a 10-year program of debt reduction and capital
screen has begun to grow up
simplification. As of Jan. 4, neither
must develop a point of view about the company nor its consolidated
."
things
subsidiaries had outstanding any inRKO's production chief underlined terest bearing obligations senior to
the common stock other than $2,000,the idea that any art form, whether
000 of parent company notes due
it be the novel, drama or cinema, is
which are convertible into comonly truly vital when dealing with 1951,
mon stock, and $65,850 of preferred
the world and its problems; even
musicals "have to be related to real stock of three Canadian subsidiaries.
Funded debt of Canadian subsidinterest."

first

.

.

.

.

.

public

The oft-abused "B" picture was

es-

poused by Schary as the champion
of originality— that is, it could be.

Employing
"B" films

neglected aspect of
— "I hate
the definition;
they should be called something other
" — producers are thus able
than
test new talent and original ideas.
this

'B's'

to

RKO is experimenting with such an
approach, Schary revealed, in "Boy
With Green Hair," an anti-war fantasy; and "Set-up," a prize fight
yarn told in the same period of time
as the actual incident itself.
In announcing "our approach to
the 'B' production is going to be
identical with our aproach to 'A'
product," Schary obviously excepted
other types of low-budget features,
for he also said, "we are not abandoning all the small westerns," intimating that his company's production

amounting to $5,074,801 at
the beginning of 1946, was paid in
full from the proceeds of $6,307,500
received in Canada by Famous Players Canadian Corp., Paramount subsidiary, from the sale of an additional 445,500 shares of its stock,
of which 70,500 were sold to certain
iaries,

officers,

thus reducing Paramount's

Ira H.

Cohn Dies

Attack; Funeral

of

Heart

Tomorrow

(Continued from Page

Emanuel Heads Temporary
MPF Philadelphia Group
(Continued from Page

1)

1)

the

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

disclosed
rently in release; five others in the
editing stage; another five were in

production;

and

four

more

and other

plaintiffs, in the action for

damages and an injunction to prewere vent the handling in Canada of certain films produced in the U. S. in
tie-up with J. Arthur Rank. Application was made by Rank and three

about to start.

date.

WB

Theater Ad Men
Confer in New York

Eagle-Lion Films, Inc.,
Harry Goldberg, director of adverArthur Rank Organization, Inc. tising and publicity for Warner Theand General Cinema Finance Corp.
aters, is holding a meeting of several
After hearing arguments, Gordon zone advertising heads at the home
companies,

J.

SICK LIST

presiding in Master's
Chambers, reserved judgment but
granted time for an appearance by
applicant defendants until decision
on the point is disposed of.
D.

JOSEPH J. DEITCH, executive of Paramount Theaters Service Corp., has left the
Polyclinic

Hospital

in

convalescing at home.

New

York

and

is

Conant,

By Green

(Continued from Page 1)
stock interest in FPC from 89 per
dio work would be allocated as fol
cent to 66.67 per cent.
Paramount has continued its study lows:
1. All assembly work on movie
of television as an educational, news,
sets would go to IATSE.
entertainment and advertising medi5
2. All construction work/ ^um, Balaban stated, operating two
volved in preparing sets w(
stations through subsidiaries, B&K,
Chicago, and KTLA, Los Angeles.
go to the Brotherhood of C~ipenters, an affiliate of CSU.
Company also has a 29 per cent inGreen's interpretation was dated
terest in Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, which manufactures televi- April 30 and is the latest version of
sion equipment and operates com- the "clarification" of the 3-man AFL
mercial tele stations in New York committee's decision in the strike.
and Washington, with a FCC con- Members of this committee include
struction permit for Pittsburgh.
Felix Knight, William Birthright and
Paramount's net for the year William C. Doherty.
ended Jan. 4 was $44,042,106, equal
Because of the AFL's previous
to $5.27 per share on the basis of "clarification" there was no
imconsolidated earnings. Figure com- mediate reaction here to Green's
pares with $17,952,432 earned in "interpretation."
1945, equal to $2.06 per share.
Green previously had directed
Report stated that the annual unions involved in the strike to meet
meeting will be held on June 17 with him in an attempt to settle the
with the management to solicit dispute.
proxies in a statement and form
There was considerable evidence,
to be mailed about May 15.
however, that the AFL council is
determined to settle the strike before Congress passes drastic labor

MPF

.

Interpreted

1)

Ralph Schugar Funeral Home Selections will be voted on at a
tomorrow afternoon, with burial meeting to be held at the Broadlater in the family plot in New York. wood on May 12.
Serving with Emanuel are Martin
Cohn was widely known throughout the country in film distribution B. Ellis, Samuel Gross, Lewen Pizor
and the theater industry with which and Lester Wurtle. Harry Brandt
he was associated for more than 30 addressed yesterday's session, outyears. He started his career as a lining the Foundation setup and its
policy was still quite flexible.
film salesman with the old Pathe and aims.
Kill,"
Referring to "Born to
Universal, and joined Fox about 29
Schary declared: "That kind of low- years ago as salesman. Then
Committee Named
becomthey ing
keyed picture is doomed
special rep., he covered almost At Atlanta Meeting
were given to the audience because every part of the
U. S. and later
Atlanta Members of the Atlanta
then
the audience wanted them
became Canadian district manager. area Motion Picture Foundation comcame a period of rejection ... as This was followed by branch man- mittee were named at a meeting
patrons tired of violence ... we are agerships in Cincinati for
two years called by William K. Jenkins, presgoing to cut down on arbitrarily and Pittsburgh for
14% years, and ident of Georgia Theater Co. More
(these also) must
violent films
Buffalo two and a half years.
than 100 industry representatives
have great force for good."
Cohn left 20th-Fox in January, from Georgia, Florida, Alabama and
Even with the almost constant de- 1946, when he joined United Artists Tennessee participated in the sesmand for vicarious adventure, Schary as branch manager in Pittsburgh.
sion.
doubted that war films would enjoy
A 33rd degree Mason, Cohn was Elected to serve on the Atlanta
any popularity for another decade. a member of the Picture Pioneers. committee were: Jenkins, R. B.
He called attention to the "enormous His widow is the only immediate sur- Wilby, E. D. Martin, O. C. Lam, Nat
responsibility" of writers and film
vivor.
Williams, Frank Rogers, Charles
makers in producing war films. After
Lester, and Mitchell Wolf son for twothe
Schary
declared,
World War I,
year terms. John Mangham, Lex
cynicism expressed in book and film Rank Asks Denial of Writ
Benton, Kermit Stengel, J. H. Thompwas an evil thing, for such an atti- To Withhold Pix from Can. son, Mack Jackson, Herman Steintude led to apathy and defeatism.
ichen, Jack Kirby, N. A. Waters and
"If we had moved against imperialToronto
Application has been Ike Katz were named for one-year
ism in '31," he insisted, "we would
terms.
not have had to fight the last war." made here by four defendants for the
Chairman and trustee will be
Reverting to studio matters, Schary setting aside of the concurrent writ
named by the committee at a later
that 13 features were cur- entered by Empire Universal Films
.

Strike Jurisdictions

today. Among those attending are Charles A. Smakwitz, of the
Albany zone; Dan Finn, New Haven;
Everett Callow, Philadelohia, and
George Kelly, Newark.

office

legislation.

Roy Brewer Finds New

AFL

Order Unacceptable

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
The April 30, 1947
order by AFL executive council, giving all assembly work on movie sets
to erectors, and all construction work
preparing sets to AFL carpenters,
unacceptable to non-striking set
erectors, according to Roy Brewer,
in
is

Hollywood rep. of the IATSE.
Brewer maintains the December,
1945 directive is "final and binding"
and said it gives "erection of sets
with exception of trim and millwork
to erectors."

Jorgenson Named Prexy
Of Idaho Theaters Group

—

Boise, Ida.
Hugo Jorgenson of
Rigby was elected president of the

Idaho Theaters' Association at the
annual meeting, succeeding Mrs. Mildred Wall who declined to be a candidate. Mitt Bonecher was named
vice - president, Roger Mendenhall,
secretary, and I. H. Harris, treasurer.
New board of directors includes
Mrs. Wall, Jorgenson, Bonecher,
Mendenhall, H. A. Wagner, Max
Lloyd,
Bob Anderson, Lawrence
Jones, and Hilmer George.
Discussions at the meeting centered on the organization and scope
of the association which
corporated.

is

to be in-

CHARTERED
FILM GUILD OF AMERICA, INC., audio visual
equipment, Chicago, certified to do business in
New York State.

EDUCATIONAL PICTURES,
$20,000,
by Harry Fogler,

capital,

Levine.

INC.,

New

York,

to distribute motion pictures,
H. Steinberg, Lillian

Abraham

v^
\

SUPER-CHARGED

He's

SHOW-

with

MANSHIP... that BLASTS from your

and ROARS from your

screen...

lobby. ..to sock

your

patrons smack between the EYES. ..and

full

upon the EARS... with the high-powered
SELLING... that draws a

CROWD... to your

Box Office!
fto job's too big for this little guy.

...when
sold...

it's

YOUR

..

because

attraction that has to be

you can count on him to do

a job

of TELLING. ..a bang-up job of SELLING...
that insists on being

HEARD. ..and SEEN...

by entertainment-hungry patrons!

He backs up every
filled

attraction with sock-

TRAILERS... and punch-packed ACCES-

SORIES... that

SIT-up...and

make patrons PUT-up...and

make him the PRIZE BABY of

the Industry!

DOTIOIML

Qcteea

SERVICE

at mtiMousrmr

34

T2

Pre-War B.O. Level
In

MPEA

the

majority of situations,

:<

May

6,
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REUJS Of EQUIPfflEnT FIELD ik

Countries
Crescent Plans

(Continued from Page 1)
it

New

Factors behind the situation are
MPEA's rigid process of
selection, with
Hollywood's finest
product proving tremendously popular, with resulting staying power.
With box office results the criterion,
extended runs, move-overs and holdovers of U. S. product are being
chalked up for picture after picture.
In addition, output of native production has been so limited that, despite the strong play for home-made
films, American playing time has
not been materially affected. MPEA
believes that the handpicked Hollywood product is more than able to
hold its own against the best other

Nashville Theater

said to be

.

cities.

No

less impressive
coverage in Budapest,

is

MPEA's

where, in re-

fares.

The theater and office buildingwould be constructed on 130 feet of
Church St. frontage opposite the
Maxwell House Hotel.
R. E. Baulch, president of Crescent,

present Crescent headquarters building will be sold. Crescent has held
on to the property until it could acquire another Church St. site suitable for development as a Class "A"
theater.

cent weeks, Hollywood features have
Crescent now is seeking to get
been playing in as many as 10 of possession of the two parcels of propthat city's 13 first-runs. Of six move- erty which it purchased for beover houses in the Hungarian capital, tween $300,000 and $350,000. The
an average of four have been play- property may be made available to
ing U. S. films, while all six played the company in early 1948, it was
product during the Easter learned.
week.
If building materials costs and
MPEA's program is gaining mo- shortages are reduced by that time,
mentum in Rumania, it was reported. the company plans early construction
In Bucharest during the week ended of a combination theater and office
April 5, for example, eight
building to cost between $1,000,000
films were playing against four for and $1,500,000, according to reports.
all other competitive films. Prior to
The company recently purchased a
the war, Hollywood pictures aver- 413 by 500 foot lot on Hillsboro Road
aged a first-run attendance of about in West Nashville, which is suitable
35,000. Today, the ticket take on for amusement center development.

MPEA

MPEA

films

is

running

double that figure.

about Cost was $65,000.
Other purchases include a $75,000
site on Gallatin Road in East Nash-

Lebedoff After Houses
In Southern California
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Sol Lebedoff, Minnesota exhibitor, will make his home in
California and expects shortly to acquire one or two theaters in Los Angeles area. He was an exhibitor organization leader in the Northwest
and has joined the ITO of Southern
California and Arizona.

—

r

new theater in East Bernstaf
.y.,
.eabe known as the Community
ter. ...
• C. B. Wilson has sold his
Ritz Theater in Alexandria, lnd., to R. S.
• Mrs. Iva Moore inWeilert.
stalled new Simplex booth equipment,

of the Chicago Theater Sup-

.

ing a

ville.

.

•

Paramount

Theater

Hammond,

in

Theater, located on the Old Spanish

near Scott, has been opened
here. House was built at a cost of
$200,000. J. L. McKinney, one of the
Trail,

co-owners, has been
Install

named manager.

American Seats

Havana, Fla.

—

New

seats have

been installed in the Havana Theater
by J. A. Moss of the American SeatGus Edwards Memorial
ing Co. Other improvements are conEddie Cantor, George Jessel and
templated.
Georgie Price who had trouped with
him once, paid their respects to Gus
Edwards, celebrated song writer and
showman, at a special memorial
OUTDOOR
Now Specializing*
service ounday at Woodlawn CemeREFRESHMENT
in Refreshment
tery. The tribute, symbolized by the
CONCESSIONAIRES
from Coast to Coast. Concessions for
m3mori_.; monument, was arranged
over 1/4 Century A
by his widow, Lillian Edwards. BeRIVE-IN THEATRES;
sides Rabbi Israel Goldstein who
presided, others who attended were:
SPORTSiERVICE, Inc. jacohs bugs.
Gene Buck, ex-prexy of ASCAP, and HURST BLDG. '
BUFFALO, N. V.
Joan Edwards.
*

Theater in Mitchell, lnd.

CONGRESSMAN

In-

Brenkert projector installation
going in, as well as the bases, while the new
J and G Theater in Erie, Illinois, opening
last week, has complete RCA equipment,
including Brenkert projectors, RCA sound,
Westinghouse rectifiers, RCA snow white
screen and International seats. ...
• The
new Alliance Drive-In theater near Anderson, Indiana, is receiving Brenkert projectors,
Century Roth generators and RCA
equipment for 500 autos.
.
James Harmeson will manage the Drive-In for the
.

.

.

new

equipment

for early

delivery.

.

.

Rockoff

.

.

.

records

here.

.

.

.

are already wider

way

Hamilton C. Jones from

.

.

.

Liberty Theater, Middleport, O.; Arco TheBradstown, Ky.; Center Theater, Bradshaw, W. Va.; Franklin Theater, Greensburg,
Ky.; Roxy Theater, Caldwell, O.; Tipton

• The
Theater, Huntington, W. Va. . . .
Wilby, Selma, Ala., was granted CPA approval for installation of air conditioning at
a cost of $3,2550.

to clear

wreckage and rebuild the Sourwine
Theater block, in Brazil, lnd., which
was completely gutted by fire, according to Stanley A. B. Cooper, manager of
the Citizens Theater Co. .
He said
.
that insurance is sufficient to cover most
Company ivill build a new
of the loss.
'

.

Alabama Theaters,

.

.

Inc.

House

is

owned by

• The

...

Re-

Minn., which has
been closed since Dec. 11, 1946, when fire
broke out in the house, has re-opened. . . .
• Barton R. McClendon, owner of TriState Theaters, has announced that con-

Theater,

villa

struction

PLEA'S

.

ater,

expects to have the house opened by June 1.
• Joe Stern's Highway Theater in Chicago,
is receiving new Brenkert projectors, lamps
and bases and RCA sound equipment. .
• Charley Lindau and Charles Flaherty Kedzie Theater have ordered one thousand International chairs for their house. .
.
• Sol Kaplan of Dezel film agency, says
they are using 20 prints of Captain Fury and
Captain Caution in the Chicago territory
and the demand for the unit is breaking
.

.

.

.

.

.

O Chester Cooley named
and Stanley. ...
president of DaLite Screen, Inc., Chicago,
J. C. Heck advanced to chairman of the
board and J. Heck named assistant sales
Announcement of the new
manager.
.
sales manager is expected shortly.
• Fred Matthews, Motiograph Co., says export business is picking up and they wilt
soon announce the head of their new export
• Altec's Cincinnati disdepartment. ...
trict manager, M. G. Thomas, reports that
new service contracts have been signed by

circuit.
• Lou Rockoff's
.
Drive-In theater at Dells, Wisconsin,
has ordered 500 RCA speakers and other

Alliance

\

Charlotte, N. C, is seeking to get the
approval of the Civilian Production Administration to allow Albert E. Miller of Hickory
and Lincolnton, to build theaters at Maiden

.

diana, has a

Renville,

has begun on the

new $100,000

• Durwood
theater at Idabel, Okla. ...
Theaters, Inc. has announced plans for remodeling and re-decorating the circuit's
three downtown theaters in St. Joseph, Mo.,
and the re-opening of the 700-seat Crystal
Entire improvement program of the

.

about

cost

circuit

will

Electric

Theater

is

$50,000.

.

to be re-decorated.

.

.

.

.

.

.

900-seat huo.se of concrete

Theater in Houston Bow
Houston, Tex.—The 900-seat OST

.

1

.

.

new sound equipment and a new Walker
Plastic moulded screen in her Orpheum

the circuit will get complete installation of
RCA sound heads and Phil Bland Oak Theater is getting some new poster cases.

.

OST

.

.

.

,

to

.

.

now

of the year, tenanted seven to nine
of Prague's first-runs, with similar
ratios holding for other Czech key

YAHR

MIKE

—

ply Company, says that Brenkert proNashville Construction of a new
theater and office building for the jectors and bases and RCA sound installa& K Tower
headquarters of the Crescent Amuse- tion are going into the B
Also similar installation for
ment Co. on Church St., tentatively Theater.
• Lincoln
planned for early next year, will their Uptown Theater.
probably set the pace for the planned Theater, Decatur, Great States circuit, is re• The
rebuilding of one of the city's nar- ceiving RCA sound equipment. ...
rowest and most crowded thorough- Loop Roosevelt and State Lake Theaters of

announced that such a new theater
or in the building would not interfere with the
future.
company's plans to construct a new
MPEA points out that in Holland theater as part of the Warner Buildits pictures are running in every ing, also in downtown Nashville.
Dutch city and town of importance
Baulch said he was not yet in a
in both first and subsequent-run sit- position to comment on the possiuations. In Czechoslovakia, member bility that the Fifth Ave. site of the
company films have from the first Princess Theater, parking lot and
countries have to offer,

ABOUT THE TRADE

was

said.

American

Tuesday,
DAILY

and

steel fire-

New

Seats

are

ordered

for

the

1,300-

seat Missouri, and the 700-seat Orpheum
proof construction and the building will
The will get a new marquee
be modern in every respect.
theater part of the building will be completed first so that it can be operated Drive-in Equip. Co. Moves
while the remainder of the building is
Cleveland—The Drive-In Theater
• Neiv Brenkert
being completed.
Equipment Co., of which David Sandprojection equipment is being installed
ler is president, has moved into new
at the Springs Theater, Tampa, Fla., as
location at 2130 Superior Ave.
well as new RCA sound equipment.
Joe Taylor is manager, and states that
upwards of $3,000 will be spent on the
Used Upholstered Opera Chairs
equipment. ... • The Melrose, Dallas.
Interstate suburban noiv closed for reAny Quantity
modeling, will reopen as The Esquire
in May. ...
• W. M. Thomas is buildhave the Cream of the Crop
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

We

Write or wire
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GROSSES, IETS, DI VIDER S S6T jj€UI HIGHS
French Ask $3,000,000 Annual Top on U. S. Pix
Discussions on Ceiling
!

'

Under Way;
Estimated

$5,000,000

Due

Washington Bureau of

—

U. S. Cos.

Gross sales and operating revenues of Loew's for the 16 weeks ended March
topped the comparable 1946 period, company revealed yesterday in its report for the 28 weeks ended on the same day.
Net income for the 28-week period was reported at $8 596,779, off slightly
from the $8,952,056 reported for the same 1946 period. Net is equal to $1.67
per comrr;on share, compared with $1.76 last year.
Gross sales and ooerating revenues for the 16 weeks ended March 13 were
estimated at $56.655,0C0. compared with $55,335,000 in the same 16 weeks of
13,

THE FILM DAILY

Washington The French government has "suggested" establishment
of an American film import "ceiling"
of $3,000,000 annually for a period
of two years, the State Department

revealed yesterday.

(Continued en Page 6)

Walsh
Strike

Hits

Green's

Cohen New 20th-Fox

SAG

Latin-Am. Supervisor

Filed In Labor Dept.

End Formula

pointed
Richard F. Walsh, prexy of IATSE,
lashed out against the interpretation
William Green, AFL prexy, regarding the jurisdictional dispute be-

of

tween IA and CSU.

interpretation

of

Mr.

(Continued en Page 6'

Skouras, Harmon Speak
As India Society Dines
Francis

S.

Harmon,

MPAA

(Continued on Page 7)

No Distributor Quota
Decision Yet Reached

—

The Board
London (By Cable)
of Trade has reached no decision as
the inclusion of a
quota in the new Films
the formulative stage, it
in Parliament yesterday.
Meanwhile, J. Arthur

territories,

super-

visor for all
Latin

-

ords also were set for total net instockholders.
A Film Daily compilation reveals

Strike Notice

come and for dividends paid

stone,

distributors'

Act now in
was stated

Rank, BFPA
prexy, and Sir Alexander Korda presented a united front against CEA
charges that Korda was pressing the
Board of Trade for quota percentages up to 50 per cent. Simultaneous Rank and Korda statements declared complete unity on the quota
existed between them.

—

THE FILM DAILY

president

Solution To

Monopoly

—

20th

announced yesterday. Cohen
will have as his
aides, William W.

Bernhard

J.

FC

Carlo Bavetta.

to

Pix for

Coast

to Set

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Joseph Bernhard,
president of Film Classics, arrives
COHEN
Spyros P. Skouras, EDWARD D.
from New York at the week-end for
20th-Fox president, and Silverstone, a series of important conferences
and is in line with company plans tied in with the acquisition of addito place men in top supervisory tional new pix which FC will distrib-

Hollywood

American
survey made by
-

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued en Page 6)

World Market

Appointments
follow the recent

Latin

PCC Told Divorcement

of Labor as of April 21, it was
learned here yesterday. The notice,
sent in last month by the SAG, was West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Speaking on "allied
acknowledged on Friday of last week
and the union was asked to name a viewpoints" Dr. J. B. Fishman, presigroup or association to whom official dent of ATOA of Connecticut, told
notice might be sent on behalf of PCCITO members that there exists
a monopoly in production and said
(Continued on Page 7)
the solution would be divorcement of
theaters. He said a sellers market

Silver-

-Fox International and
Inter - America,
of

Washington Bureau of

Washington
While negotiations
has been ap- continue in Hollywood between producers and the SAG, a strike notice
has been docketed at the Department

America,

Murray

Sullivan and
vice-

president, and Spyros P. Skouras,
president of 20th-Fox, spoke last
night at the annual India Cultural
Banquet, sponsored by the India Society of America at the Waldorf-

to

A chart detailing the gross, net,
tax provision and dividends paid by
the nine companies surveyed, in both
1946 and 1945, is printed on page 7.

(Continued on Page 7)

Edward D. Cohen, formerly 20thFox supervisor of several South
American

"This

Total gross of film companies with
passed the billion dollar
mark for the first time last year, according to the most recent annual
reports of nine companies. New reclisted stocks

1945.

George Canty, Department motion
picture advisor, said that in response
to a l-equest of the French government the U. S. Embassy at Paris

$1,004,817,735 Gross in
1946 Resulted in Net of
$120,883,162 for 9 Cos.

Higher Operating Revenue for Mar. 13 16 Weeks
Reported bg Loeiv's: 28-Week Net Dips Slightly

is

(Continued on Page 6)

Goldwyn Lowers
for

Prices

"Years" at Astor

Lower Summer prices go into effect
today for "The Best Years of Our
Lives," at the Astor Theater. New
scales start at 95 cents, and range
through $1.20, $1.50 and $1.80. James
A. Mulvey, president of Samuel

Rank-Davis Schedule Crowded

(Continued on Page 7)

Board Meetings, Social Events Fill 6 Days

Spgros Skouras Talks
With Pres. Truman

Terms of Liberty Films
Deal with Para. Revised
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

Paramount

—

THE FILM DAILY

Deal under which

J. Arthur Rank, British film tycoon, and John Davis, managing director of the J. Arthur Rank Organization, Ltd., who arrive on the Queen
Elizabeth Friday with their wives
for an extended American sojourn,

New

take over Liberty
Films for a reported $5,000,000 in
Paramount common stock, has been
revised and is scheduled to be closed

York before entraining for Chicago.
Rank's New York schedule starts
with a Hotel Commodore luncheon

now

Friday, hosted by the World's Sun-

this

month,

will

it is

learned.

As

(Continued on Page 6)

it

will

spend six crowded days

1

Continued on Page 7)

in

Washington Bur.,

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— Spyros

P.

Skouras,

20th-Fox president, yesterday had
brief talk with

President

Truman

a
.at

White House. Skouras, recently
returned from South America, said
he discussed his trip with the chief
executive.
He declined to say
whether the industry's foreign probthe

lems had been touched

upon.

V

9*
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to

Spend Month

M-G-M Home

Office

First field sales manager to spend,
month at the M-G-M home office'
under the rotating plan announced

a
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Coast

STRICKLING, M-G-M

chief, has delayed
until tomorrow.

IRVING MAAS, MPEA

his

studio

departure

to

pub-

BORIS

from London va
American Overseas,
following a survey of German film situation.
re-

HERMAN GOLDBERG, supervisor of maintenance and purchasing agent for Warner exchanges, left yesterday for a tour of branches
ncluding Oklahoma City, Dallas, Omaha, Des
Moines, Minneapolis eand Chicago.

Skouras Dinner Tonight
To Honor Pattinson
20th-Fox

Pattinson,

V.

due at the home

is

division
in

man-

sales

New Haven

yes-

terday.

Polish Posts

Balaban Leaving for UJA
St. Louis, Coast Meets

sales director in Great Britain, will
be honored tonight at a dinner hosted
by Spyros P. Skouras, president,
and Murray Silverstone, president
of 20th-Fox International.
Dinner
will be in the Terrace Room of the
St. Moritz.
Among those who will attend are: W. C.
Michel, Otto E. Koegel, Thomas J. Connors.
Donald A. Henderson. Joseph Moskowitz.
Charles Schlalfer, William J. Kupper, Edmund Reek, Wilfred J. Eadie, A. J. Balatoan.
Oan Miehalove, Leslie Whelan, Emanuel Sil-erstone,
Albert Cornfield, Franklin Irby.
Rodney Bush, Jules Fields. Eddie Solomon.
Toseph Pineus. Irving' Kahn, Christy Wilbert.
Tnnas Rosenfield, Sid Blumenstock, Stirling-

KAPLAN,

Paramount Eastern talent
tomorrow to attend the Dominion

Barney Balaban leaves tonight for
industry meetings in St. Louis, Los
Angeles and San Francisco on behalf
of the UJA, of which he is national
ger, has returned to his desk from Texas whsre
he attended the premiere of "Duel in the Sun" chairman of the motion picture divion the Interstate circuit.
sion. Balaban will talk to a meetH. M. BESSEY, Altec vice-president, has re- ing
of St. Louis showmen tomorrow
turned from Atlanta.
and at meetings in San Francisco
E. Z. WALTERS, Altec
comptroller, has aron May 12 and Los Angeles.
rived from Hollywood
BERNARD GOODWIN, v.-p. of Famous Music
Peter Colwin, UJA national direcCorp. and Paramount Music Corp. and secretor of trades and industry, and Sam
tary of the Allen B. DuMont Labs., has returned to New York after a two-week studio Shain of 20th-Fox, will accompany
visit. Flying back with him was EDWARD WOLthe Paramount president.
leaves

chief,

vice-president, flies in

NIKITAS DIPSON, Batavia exhib., has
turned from an extended visit to Greece.

Sydney,

in

JULES LAPIDUS, Eastern
ager for Warner Bros., was

the

today

James

sistant manager
office today.

Drama Festival at London, Ontario, Canada.
JOE ROBERTS, SRO Eastern publicity mana-

PIN,

general

manager

of

two music com-

the

panies.

LOUISE MACE, motion picture columnist for
the Soringf icld, Mass. Morning Union, is ir
Springfield
Hospital,
recovering
from
major
surgery.

WILLIAM

S.

LYON,

licity dept.

returns to
Philadelphia.

Honor

100

of the

Metro studio pub-

New York tomorrow from

F. C.

Lydon

At Boston Testimonial

—

Boston
Francis C. Lydon, past
president and chairman of the Motion Picture Co-ordinatiner Commit"ee was tendered a testimonial luncheon yesterday by Independent ExSilliphant, Norman Steinberg, Roarer Ferri.
hibitors, Inc.
Lydon recently re^am Shain. C. E. McCartney, William Gehsigned from Affiliated Theaters to
-ing\ Andrew W. Smith, Jr., Peter Levathes.
Lamoyne Jones, Martin Moskowitz, F. T. join SRO as field representative.
Kelly, J. H. Lang;, Boris Vermont. E. I.
Walter E. Mitchell, chairman of
Sponable. Alan Freedman. Ulric Bell. Georgre the
affair, presented
Lydon with
Generalis and Morris Kinzler.
a gold wrist watch. Some 100 friends
were in attendance with the following on the dais: Leonard Goldberg,
to

Levey Cited by NJRC for
Activities on Both Coasts
Jules Levey was cited by the National Jewish Recognition Committee for his welfare work here and in

Los Angeles. The testimonial, tendered by the committee in conjunction
with the United Jewish Welfare
Fund, was officially made public this
week.

Westrex's Gregg Sailing
Eugene S. Gregg, Westrex vicepresident,
sails
on the America
tomorrow on the first leg of a three
months round-the-world trip. Gregg
will stop at Western Electric offices
London, Basle, Paris, Cairo, BomCalcutta, Rangoon, Singapore,
Sydney and Wellington, returning to
the U. S. by way of Hollywood, about

in

bay,

Aug.

15.

He

is

a delegate to the an-

meeting of the International
Chamber of Commerce at Montreux,

nual

Switzerland.

Arthur Mayer and

Rinzler will represent the industry in the $6,000,000 drive for the
Greater New York Fund starting today, it was announced^ by Frederick
Warburg, campaign chairman.
Proceeds are used to support 423
New York hospitals and welfare

INVESTIGATE!

Ik
IF
;

YOU BUY

JilmackA

STADIUM. AMUSEMENT PARK OR

agencies.

SV

manager respectively in Poland,
Irving Maas, vice-president, reported
yesterday by cable. Active release
operations in Poland are expected to
get under way by the middle of this
month.

HOWARD
licity

CONTACT INTERNATIONAL

6V/

MPEA has named E. Van Dee and
Alexander Zablodowski manager and
sales

FAZAN, cutter on M-G-M's "The
and the Bees," has returned to the
Coast after spending five days in town.
Birds

Aske^

Van Dee, Zablodowski
In

ADRIAN

Sam

13

Bid

MARY SMITH.

secretary,

Va

OVER THE COUNTER
Pathe

ERIC A. JOHNSTON, MPAA-MPEA president,
in New York from Washington yesterday for a three-day stay. He was accompanied
by his executive aide, JOYCE O'HARA, and his

arrived

by William F. Rodgers, vice-president and general sales manager, will
SAM LEFKOWITZ, WB Eastern district mana- be John J. Maloney, Central sales
ger, left yesterday for New Haven and Bosmanager with headquarters in Pittston, returning Friday.
burgh. Maloney will sit in on regBEN KALMENSON, WB vice-president and
ular cabinet meetings and actJa an
general sales manager, was in Kansas City yes' ng
terday. He goes from there to Dallas as his advisory capacity to Rogers f
y
next stop.
his term, starting Monday.
WILLIAM HURWORTH, JR., Paramount as-

!/<-

22'/4

Cinecolor

CHAS. C. MOSKOWITZ, vice-president and
treasurer of Loew's, has returned from a Florida
vacation.

HENRY A. LINET, Universal - International
Eastern advertising manager, returned from th2

Coast yesterday.

— Chg%
— % Theatermen
Chosen
—2
Arthur Howard, Nathan Yamins,
+ % Aid Greater N. Y. Fund
—
%
Leslie
Nendslev, Daniel Murphy,
—
— % Leo Brecher, Gus Eyssell, Leon- James Guarino, Julian Rifkin and
Tom Duane.
—
ard H. Goldenson,

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
3V4 3%
3%
Corp
3% 3% 3%

Sonotone
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

SIDNEY BERNSTEIN, head of the British
circuit, flies to New York from London
Saturday to confer with Alfred Hitchcock.
Granada

he latest 16 M.M. sound
equipment has been installed

1

r
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Your needs

supplied efwith Roll, Machine
Folded, Reserve Seats, etc.
Samples, prices on reficiently

.

SCREENING ROOM
in addition to our 35 M.M.
R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectors . . .
.

.

.
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x
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Film Stnraqe and Service
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quest.

Call:
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TICKET!
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AVE.
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Sales offices in
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Filmock 1327

S.

PI'

COVERS
ALL
FEATURES]

Wabash Chicago

I

today
is

-

-

a

great day

in

motion picture
history

Manhattan
Capitol

Commodore
Delancey
83 rd Street

Lexington

Olympia

Orpheum
175th

St.

72nd

St.

Sheridan
Victoria

Inwood

Bronx
American
Boulevard

•

•

111

tke

SUN

Fairmount
National
167th Street
Paradise

Post

Road

Brooklyn
Alpine

Bedford
Pitkin

Gates

Kings
Oriental

46th Street

Metropolitan

Coney Island
ii

Long Island
Plaza

Triboro
Valencia

Woodside
Prospect

New Jersey
Loew's Jersey City

Newark

State,

Traco, Tom's River
St.

v2

James, Asbury Park

Strand, Perth

Amboy

Opening

May

DAVID

O.

SELZNICKS

8th

Rivoli,

New

Brunswick

Strand, Freehold

in

i

SUN

Strand,

Long Branch

Strand,

Red Bank

Opening

May

IN

TECHNICOLOR

Directed by

11th

Palace, Flemington

Newton, Newton

KING VIDOR

Gem, Frenchtown
St.

will begin

its

unprecedented engagement

and 49 other theatres

in City

and Suburban

at

Cloud, Washington

the Capitol

New York. There

Westchester
Loew's

will

be approximately 230 performances of

this picture each

New

Rochelle

Mount Vernon
Loew's White Plains

day and 563,000 seats available daily to the vast audience that

Audience Research

Institute (highest Vant-to-see"
'

Loew's Yonkers

of any

Connecticut
unreleased picture yet surveyed) predicts awaits this picture.

Plaza,

Stamford

Loew's, Bridgeport

Upstate

New

York

Broadway, Kingston

1

Wednesday, May

7,
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French Suggest Limit

PCC Told Divorcement

On

Monopoly

Solution To

U. S. Pix Imports
I

(Continued from Page

1)

exists and he urged exhibitors to encourage independent production
which will bring rentals down and

more

selectivity.

PCC,

•

•

•

MIGHT BE WEDNESDAY

IT

everyone over

Robert H. Poole, executive secretary of

"Duel" Day in N. Y.

it's

film rentals will

said

with at the convention along with a few other practices that are detrimental to independent theater owners. Speaking in
absence of President Fred Wehrenberg who is ill, MPTOA Secretary
Morris Lowenstein urged the formation of a big strong national exhibitor organization in which circuit
operators and indies could partici-

definitely be dealt

million other
j us t

at

the Selznick

But to
to you today
and Loew organizations and a coupla

people throughout Metropolitan N. Y. it is "Duel" Day
It is the day David O. Selznick's Technicolor epic.

that!

"Duel In The Sun," makes its debut at the Capitol and 49 other theaters
According to Bob Gillham. there
and surburban N. Y

in the City

And thus 563.will be 230 performances of this picture each day
000 seats will be available daily to the vast "want-to-see-it" audience
This represents the highest mass figure set for any advance
opening

of

any

it

this

film in

setting the pattern for

Maybe

industry!

a new type

Terms of Liberty Films
Deal with Para. Revised
(Continued from Page

Several weeks prior to

that

Paramount,

it is

understood, would

RKO

RKO

Meanwhile, Wyler has acquired from

RKO

the screen rights to "Sister
Carrie" and will take the property
with him to Paramount. Capra has a
commitment to make "State of the
Union" as a Liberty production for

*

release by M-G-M but profits from
that venture would accrue to Paramount on conclusion of the merger.
VV#*

8
|
I
g
:.:

it

8
}.:
:.:

::
:.:

::

*** * ,

J^end vDirtkda 9
Q>re etmai
r

Jo—

May
A. Eschmann
Herman Lorber
L. Ward Royalty

E.

Joseph Bernhard

Gary Cooper
Benjamin Glazer
Gale Robbins

Arturo de Cordova
Anne
George "Gabby" Hayes
Tommy Goldberg

Baxter

woman and

every man,

"Duel"

$5,000,000 Estimated As Due
Meanwhile, trade sources estimated
remittances due American film companies for the year ending on June 30,
of this year will break all records
in France and may top $5,000,000. If
the $3,000,000 ceiling were adhered
to, this would mean a substantial
portion of the remittances would be
blocked from leaving France. Trade
sources estimated that for the same
period earnings were about $7,500,-

catchy teaser ads

of

finally

has

and features

first

to hit

knows that
newspaper ads

child in the Metropolitan area

been launched

Besides

our eyes

was

the

the solid concentration ac-

corded "Duel" by Gillham's really great "land-air-and-SEE" campaign
On land, a mobile trailer truck covered the important sections of
featured a fast-selling trailer with

It

sound and

full

000.

in

Question of entire remittance of
frozen film accounts due American
companies still must be solved. Discussions have been stalemated because (1), rate of exchange involved
and (2), French insistence that the
two-year ceiling question be settled
at the same time as the blocked remittance problem.
American companies estimate that
remittances (exclusive of the OWI
account)
amount to $11,827,730,
using exchange prevailing at time
their applications for remittances
were filed. French, however, using
the 119 to 1 exchange rate at the
time of the signing of the BlumByrnes agreement say that only $6,899,158 are due. The French already
have approved a token transfer of
25 per cent of the blocked balances
at the 119 to 1 exchange rate.

Each night there was
And this, too.
the famous Selznick Blimp hovering in the sky
Then the Railheralded in brilliant lights the coming of "Duel"
way Express truck signboards smacked us in the eyes daily

in

two stars in consideration
lend
of a
for the cancellation by
two - picture Liberty commitment.

York dailies via a series

and sure had 'em

stop,

look,

listen

T
•

•

•

THERE WERE

was held

MANY

A

TIE-UPS

"Varsoviana" Dance

Barn nightly

At the Waldorf-Asa beauty contest to select "Miss Duel In The Sun" with over $2500
prizes awarded the winners garnered plenty of local newspaper

contest

at the Village

1)

financial condition.

"Duel" got am advance

opening

the.

this was backed by plenty of art and feature stuff in all papers
The early part of this week the campaign really got under way in
Today, we firmly believe
earnest with tie-ups, stunts, ballyhoos, etc

Wyler, Capra and Briskin would
be signed to Paramount contracts,
while Stevens will continue to operate as an independent producerdirector.

New

build-up in all

color

kin.

is

event.

T

tentative terms have been
put in the form of a 26-page synopsis
to be converted into a formal contract when an agreement is reached.
No comment was available from Liberty representatives.
Deal is said to call for a four way
division of the Paramount stock between William Wyler, George Stevens, Frank Capra and Samuel Brisstands,

any

• • • EVERY CONCEIVABLE CHANNEL of film merchandising
was heavily tapped to get the Metropolitan public white hot for "Duel"

the city

1

In

bear close watching

will

pate.

of
president
Reagan,
Ronald
Screen Actors Guild, emphasized
that Hollywood is not full of "Reds"
and said that the producers association and SAG stand read" to point
out real Communists in industry if
Presirequested by congressmen.
dent Donald M. Nelson of SIMPP
pointed out that production costs
must be lowered and can be lowered
without reducing wages.

SRO crew

this

of picture-selling

Continued from Page

has been authorized to begin discussions with French authorities on establishment of some dollar ceili"""^
y.it
Setting a $3,000,000 annualV
suggested
to
the
Dewas first
State
partment by the French embassy at
the time of the signing of the BlumByrnes accord in May, 1946.
The State Department, however,
countered this request with the written suggestion that it should be
necessary to observe the French
market possibilities for American
films under the new accord before
considering the French request.
The French government repeated
the request late in 1946, however,
stressing that the transfer of accumulated U. S. film earnings would
work undue hardship on France's

toria,

_

breaks for "Duel"

by

Co-op ads and window displays were arranged
200 windows and ads from

Here are a few:

the hundreds

265 windows and 1500 posters on the 25c book

Whelan's

103 RCA Victor windows
dows and 4350 posters from
windows
90 windows, on

75

Woo!worth windows

the Cigar
the SI

book

98 American

News

1500 posters in con-

and

trucks

win-

23

Young Hal

500 "Duel" Sundae

junction with the Billiard Institute tie-up
ers

26

Institute

in addition

stick-

above

to the

co-op ads from Chesterfield and Raleigh

Bernhard
•
their

•

•

IN

SUMMING

opening with the

UP. mighty few pictures ever came up

fruitful

heralded "Duel In The Sun"

And

Phil

Gillham and his crew and the Loew gang
for "Duel"

RCA

First Quarter Net
Increases $1,519,841

RCA's net for the initial 1947
quarter was $4,680,065, an increase
of $1,519,841 over the comparable
1946 period. Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, president, said yesterday at the
annual meeting of stockholders. Consolidated gross income was $76,560,096 this year, against $48,972,924
last year.

accorded Selznick's

penetration

M doffs his chapeau
for

1)

Green's" Walsh declared, "is unacceptable to the IATSE
nothing
to bind the IA to live up to it
Mr. Green and executive council have
.

.

no power to change wording or arbitration award
H they have the
power, then there was no award."
.

.

SICK LIST

.

.

.

1)

ute world-wide and the setting up of
a full FC program, to be provided
in part by FC and in part by outside
producers.
Initial deal Bernhard is expected
to finalize calls for two new pix, with
a block to follow.

Walsh Attacks Green's
Film Strike Interpretation

.

to Set

(Continued from Page

Bob
a really smash campaign

.

Coast

long

to

(Continued from Page

to

FC Pix for World Market

to

MRS.
from
pital.

a

NED

E.

DEPINET

minor operation

in

is

Lenox

recovering
Hill

Hos-

'
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Record Grosses, Nets, Dividends Reported For Films
1945-

1946
Tax
Net

Gross

Provision

Columbia (a)
Loew's (b)

40.510, 909
188,476, 317

3,450 ,489
17,958 ,945

$ 3,550 000

Monogram

228
200,781, 567
120,125, 633
24.315, 593
200.529, 482
53,934, 865

379 474
39,199 106

399 ,841

6,235,

(a)

l.iramount

.

I'nlvprsal

Hfe==g

Plus

.

163,908, 141

$1,004,817,735

$120,883,162

$85,764,014

$47,422,274

(b)

12,181 ,804
1,097 940 (c)

(c)

Year ended June 30: (b) Year ended

New

23,980 ,06O
7,390 000
14,650 ,000
3,629 ,486
18,500 .000

Grosses, Nets, Divvies
Set

439,708

Augr. 31;

(c)

735, 000 (c)

Year ended Oct. 26;

1)

that the total gross for Columbia,
Loew's,
Paramount,
RKO, Republic, 20th-Fox, Universal
and Warners for the financial years
variously ended between June and
the end of 1946 was $1,004,817,735.
Comparable figure for the annual
periods ended in 1945 was $868,192,-

Monogram,

152.

Total net income was $120,883,162
last year, compared with $63,611,211.
Dividends paid bv the companies in
;i946 totaled $47,422,274, against
$23,559,613 disbursed in 1945. Tax
provisions -dipped slightly last year
,i

compared

to $85,764,162,

John

Arthur Rank's
command," was elected

Davis,

J.

"second in
vice-chairman of the board of the J.
Arthur Rank Organization, Inc., at a
meeting yesterday. William Heineman, general salesman manager for

Films,

will

confer

with

Rank and

Davis.

RKO

Radio "21" Party for
Gold wyn Lowers Prices
Schary Is Widely Attended For "Years" at Astor
RKO

Radio hosted a cocktail party
Continued from Page 1)
at "21" yesterday for Dore Schary, Goldwyn Prods., explained that the
newly elected production head of the change is in keeping with the busicompany's Hollywood studios. Scene ness trend at this time of the year.
was the Hunt Room.
Audience Research yesterday anticipated an audience of approximately 37,000,000 moviegoers for
"Years," based on continuing studies
4 Mono. Re-issues

Monogram

will

re-issue

four

of

Summer as double bills.
First bill
set for May 31
release
will be "Queen of the Yukon" and
films this

"Wolf
for late

Second

Call."

bill
planned
be "Dillinger"
the Big House."

Summer

and "Mutiny

in

will

Fill

346,259*
6,951,016

236,603
145,146
740,000

7,504,272
519,765

03,687

$63,611,211

S88.803.6I8

$

300,000
6,418,459
1,519,842

,725,099 (d)

650,000
420,082
700,000

( il

$23,559,613

6 Days

Cohen New 20th-Fox
Latin-Am. Supervisor

1)

(Continued from Page

1)

capacities in three principal capitals
of Latin-America. Cohen will head-

quarter in Buenos Aires for the time
being, while Sullivan, as district manager for Argentina, Brazil, Chile,
Peru, Bolivia, Paraguay and Uru-

guay,

will

Janeiro.
Bavetta,

make
new

his office in Rio

district

manager

de
for

Rank activities in that country.
The party will leave Toronto on May 21
for a trip by train across Canada to Vancouver, where Davis will leave to return by

sentative of

England.
Mr. and Mrs. Rank

air to

will proceed to Los
their daughter, Mrs. Fred
to see their new granddaughter.
They will remain in California.
on holiday, until their return to England on
(he Queen Elizabeth on July 17.

Angeles,

to

M. Packard,

visit

and

Law, Rank Equipment
Exec. Here for Talks
Tom A. Law, Gaumont-Kalee

ex-

and sound and film equipment manufacturing expert for J.
Arthur Rank, has arrived from London for conferences with Rank affiliates and American acoustic and
technical trade heads.
Following
meetings at the local Rank and Uniecutive

versal offices,

Law

leaves

Monday

SAG Files Strike Notice
of

Labor

(Continued from Page

Mere

W. W. SULLIVAN

area,

will

headquarter

City

and

will

in

Mexico

Skouras, Harmon Speak
As India Society Dines
(Continued from Page

1)

Astoria. Representing the Indian in1)

the producers. Just about every studio in Hollywood was named among
those against whom walkouts might

be called.

CARLO BAVETTA

supervise Mexico,
Panama, the Central American countries, Ecuador, Colombia, Venezuela,
Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic,
for
Cuba and Trinidad.

Toronto and Chicago whore he will
spend most of his time at the Bell &
Howell plant. He returns to England
on May 24.

With Dept.

J.

Central America and the Caribbean

dustry were Director-Producer Vijay
Bhatt and other film men.
Skouras presented a scroll of appreciation on behalf of the Indian
Society to Bhatt, noting that the
producer's interest in promoting understanding of modern culture between India and the U. S. "is worthy
of the highest praise." Harmon spoke

a strike notice does
that a strike is
to follow. It does mean, however,
of theatergoers. AR's figures, prior that the Guild can lawfully walk out of the American industry's interest
to announcement of the Academy after May 21 in the event an impasse in India film productions and in preAwards, indicated a potential audi- is reached in the current negotia- senting our films to India audiences.
ence of 32 to 33 million ticket buyers. tions. Were it not for the strike
notice, a 30-day wait would still be Shields Rites Today
required under the terms of the
Funeral rites for Russell Shields,
Wilford P. Arms Dead
Smith-Connally act.
short subject film editor for MovieYoungstown, O
Wilford P. Arms,
tone News, who died at his home last
86, chairman of the Palace Realty Release "Cheyenne" June 14
Saturday after a long illness, will
Co. board, and of the McCaskey
WB's "Cheyenne" has been set for be held today at 2 p.m. at the
Register Co., Alliance, is dead.
national release June 14.
Mizpah Presbyterian Chapel.

—

I

1.

spend two days conferring with J.
Nabb, head of Bell & Howell, and with
A. N. Raulaud, television expert.
The party is due in Toronto on May 17.
where a number of meetings will be held
with officials of the Rank interests there,
headed by J. Earl Lawson, president of the
Odeon Circuit of Canada and general repre-

i

Bills

Year ended Nov.

(e)

,483,001

$ 1

day School Association, at which he who will also attend a meeting of the board
controlled by the Robert
will speak. Rank is an international of Pathe Industries,
On Tuesday, also, Gus
R. Young interests.
officer of the association.
The Fri- S. Eyssell, president and managing director
day schedule also includes a meeting of the Radio City Music Hall, will be host
of the board of the J. Arthur Rank to the party at a luncheon at the theater,
Expectations,"
Organization, Inc. (the American where the Rank film, "Great
is underlined.
company) of which he is chairman
After a series of meetings on Wednesdayand Robert S. Benjamin is president. Mr. and Mrs. Rank and Mr. and Mrs. Davis
will
On Saturday, Rank and Davis will will entrain for Chicago where they
H. Me-

U-I's Rank film division, was elected
888,803,618.
a director, and Robert Weait was
Paramount reported the largest elected treasurer. Latter is director
1946 gross, $200,781,567, nosing out of Latin American and substandard
l!0th-Fox which listed a gross of activities
for the Rank Organization
$200,529,482.
In 1945, 20th-Fox's on this side.
8185,672,542 topped the $162,360,864
reported by Paramount.
Paramount also earned the largest meet with officials of Universal to
Sunday, he
net, $39,199,106, without taking into discuss future plans.
consideration the undistributed earn- will be the guest at the country
ings of non-consolidated subsidia- home of Spyros P. Skouras, presiries, followed by 20th-Fox with $22,- dent of 20th-Fox.
Monday, Rank will spend virtually the
619,535. Paramount's $15,425,432 net entire day with Universal, being the guest
in 1945 was high among film com- of their board at a private luncheon at the
panies, Loew's was in second place Metropolitan Club. Guests also will include
William A. Scully. Joseph H. Seidelman,
with a net of $12,913,369.
William J. Heineman and Alfred
Daff.
In
Paramount also disbursed the most the afternoon, he will attend a E.meeting
of
generous dividends in both 1946 and the Universal board, of which he is a mem1945, with $12,358,349 last year and ber. Monday evening. Rank and Davis will
be guests of Eric A. Johnston and the MPAA
$7 504,272 in 1945.
Twentieth-Fox board
at a private dinner at the Waldorf
paid $11,304,906 in 1946 dividends, Astoria.
while Loew's melon was $6,951,016
Tuesday. Arthur Krim, president, and Al
W. Schwalberg, vice-president, of Eagle-Lion
in 1945.

its

$868,192,152

Dividends
Paid

Provision

$ 1,945,167
12,913,369
165,161
15,425,432
6,031,085
572.039(d)
12,746,467
3,910,928
9,901,563

Rank-Davis Schedule Crowded

'with 1945's

To Be Double

(c)

(d) Jan. 1-Nov. 26;

(Continued from Page

'

175,534,918
4,807,445
162,360,864
96,118,810
10,016, 141(d)
185,672,542
51,049,428
146,618,251

Board Meetings, Social Events

Records

(Continued from Page

$ 36,013,753

8,248,588

22,619 535
4,565 219
19,424 &V)

.

(el

stock; (a)

9

12,929 627

Net

Gross

12,358,349
4,574,699
400,000
11,304,906
1,768,570
8,327,454

KKO
Kepublic
eOth-Fox

Tax

Dividends
Paid

filing of

not necessarily

mean

eRP
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OUTLOOK IS BRIGHTER
Demands Slow Since Decree Stay

Only Two Cases Filed
1,

MAY

LEGISLATIVE

Arbitration
Since April

YORK. THURSDAY.

POMMER'S STATUS DEFINED TODAY

Against

March

in

M.

S.

Szymczak, German Economic Director, Brings
German Export-Import Plan to Truman

Despite the stay by the U. S. Su-

26 Legislatures Adjourn;

Washington Bureau of

Washington

preme Court of that portion of the
Statutory Court's decree which put
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
an end to the arbitration system as
Washington
The War Departa means of settling distributor-ex- ment today is expected to announce
hibitor disputes, an unusual lull in a statement of policy on the future
the number of demands for arbitra- status of Eric Pommer, Germantion has manifested itself.
born former UFA producer now in
Only two cases, one each in Bos- charge of rebuilding the German moton and Cleveland, have been filed tion picture industry.
with tribunals of the American ArbiThe Film Daily cannot now re-

—

veal details of the policy statement
it is checked today in a teletype "conversation" with top Military Government officials in Berlin.
Meanwhile, it was learned that the
general German export-import program has been placed before President Truman by M. S. Szymczak,

until

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 8)

Wolcotl, Brookings

Balaban Sees UJA

—

Oregon, legislation still must be
approved in a state-wide referendum. Legislatures in 18 other states
are

still

Re-eleded by AITO

"Green Light"

F. Wolcott and Howard Brookings were re-elected board
Led by Prestige Pictures' "Brief
Encounter," English productions that chairman and president, resnectively,
were previously considered suitable of the AITO of Iowa and Nebraska
as the annual convention closed here.
only for "art" audiences, are being
booked by several of the country's Other officers re-elected were: George
March, vice-president; Tim Evans,
leading theater circuits.
Loew's, Fox West Coast and Inter- secretary, and Mel Kruse, assistant
executive secretary.
(Continued on Page 8)
Des Moines will be the site of the

1948

Money

AITO's next
(

Artists

annual conven-

Continued on Page 6)

—

At Hearing on

power

"The

of

confirming

Egg

forecasts

of

Universal- International executives,
William A.
Scully,
vice-president
and general sales manager, said yesterday.

Scully

said

the

picture

the biggest grossing picture
versal's

according

history,

in

to

is

U.ii-

sales

department figures. Figures were
based upon runs in the Los Angeles
area,

Cincinnati,

apolis,

Detroit

"The Egg"
for

setting

Universal

stance.

Louisville,

Indian-

and Oklahoma, with

new

product

grossing highs
in

every

in-

New York UJA

(Continued on Page 8)

(or

Universal Building
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— Continuing

its accel-

drive for $65,000,000 at a luncheon
erated program, the Office of the
yesterday at the Hotel Astor.
Housing Expeditor yesterday anThey were spurred by the ad- nounced approval
of repair or new
dresses of Barney Balaban, national construction
of 24 theaters and mochairman of the UJA motion picture tion
picture
facilities,
including
division; Billy Rose, a co-chairman
$128,000 installation of office parti(Continued on Page 8)

Upon

Collective Praecipe

—

"Egg"
Record Grosser for V
is

support to Greater

Attorneys Agree

Monday

Boston
Members of the Motion
000 allocation for 10 features, to be Picture Co-ordinating Committee will
attend a Municipal Finance Commit(Continued on Page 6)
tee hearing Monday at the State
House on House Bill 1393 which contains a 10 per cent admissions tax
Scully Sees
as
clause. Sponsors originally intended

I"

In aid of European Jewry overseas
and the protection of human rights
at home more than 50 key leaders
of the legit theater, talent field and
music publishing world pledged their

MPCC to Fight Mass. Levy

Chicago
Independent Artists' financing deal with Fred R. Tuerk,
partner of Cruttenden & Co., local
investment firm, calls for a $17,000,-

Sustaining

censorship

Drive Topping Goal

Omaha— Leo

and

in session.
total of 13

Although a

(Continued en Page 6)

Pix Get Circuit Time

For Independent

THE FILM DAILY

—The

motion picture
industry is nearly "over the hump"
in its continuing drive against restrictive legislation, a roundup yesterday indicated.
Total of 26 State legislatures have
adjourned, with one New York
passing legislation directly aimed
at the industry. In one other state,

Prestige's English

$17,000,000 Chi.

Measures

10 Censorship

Defeated; Three Pending

Attorneys for the eight defendants
the Government equity suit met
yesterday and agreed upon a collective praecipe which will include those
pleadings and exhibits from the record which each desires to be included
in the forthcoming printing.
in

(Continued on Page 8)

RKO

Picks Reagin to

Head Memphis Exchange

—

Memphis
R. V. Reagin, office
manager for RKO's branch, has been
made branch manager to succeed A.
M. (Al) Avery, who resigned to become vice-nresident and general manager of the newly formed

Flexer

(Continued on Page 8)

Para. Net Off For First Quarter
$9,522,000 Equals $1.30 per Share
Bulova Watch Concedes
May 7 Was "Duel" Day

Paramount's net earnings for the
1947 quarter were estimated

first

Bulova Watch sadly recognizes the

power of movie ads over
stitutional teasers.

When

its

own

in-

the watch

boys decided on a teaser campaign to
plug their new timepiece and settled
for

"Watch For the Day"
(Continued on Page 8)

as their

yesterday at $9,522,000, after all
charges, including $1,700,000 representing the company's direct and indirect interest in the combined undistributed earnings for the quarter of
non-consolidated subsidiaries.
Comparable figure for 1946 was
$11,587,000, including $3,086,000 of
(Continued on Page 8)

Loetv's State to Get
JVet«

110-Ft. Sign

Dismantling of the 27 - year - old
Loew's State upright sign was started
yesterday by Artkraft-Strauss, who
are building a replacement 110-feet
high for the theater. New sign,
reaching from building's seventhfloor extension to the roof will be
Broadway's largest theatrical sign.
Switch is expected to be completed
within two weeks.

;
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Picts

Kodak
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Paramount
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Republic Pict. pfd.
20th Century-Fox
Universal

Close

.

.

.

Pict

Warner Bros

—
+
+

RKO
Trans-Lux

mm. program.

W. STEWART McDONALD,

execs,

vice-president of
Warner Theaters, is on a trip to Pittsburgh and
Chicago. He returns to New York tomorrow.

ARTHUR

KRIM, Eagle-Lion

B.

returned to
he conferred

president,

has

New York trom Hollywood where
with

Bryan

E.

Foy,

E-L

produc-

tion chief.

WILLIAM MAYBERRY,
rector,

left

20th-Fox casting
yesterday for the Coast.

WILLIAM

HOWARD
licity

hear,

and TOM ASPELL, Metro Coast
in Chicago conferring with Alliance
booking supervisor John Doerr.

are

SPYROS PAPPAS,

R.

BERNARD

J.

circuit's

GATES, Monogram Latin-Ameriis

in

Buenos Aires.

Press Party for

A press cocktail party was added
by Universal's J. Cheever Cowdin
and Nate J. Blumberg to the crowded
schedule confronting J. Arthur Rank
upon his arrival tomorrow. Press
party is set for the Metropolitan
Club next Tuesday.

NEW YORK THEATERS

exploitation
Boston.

c

pub-

—RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL—
Cornel WILDE* Maureen O'HARA^
A

20th Century-Fox Picture in Technicolor

- HAZEL SCOTT • The BARRY'S
CARL RAVAZZA • HENNY YOUNGMAN

DOW

7th Ave.

K.SJJIM

50th

&

Claudette

Fred

COLBERT

MacMURRAY

"The Egg And

PLUS ON STAGE

EXPERIENCED MOVIE - COPY
WRITER TO BE CHIEF ON MOTION PICTURE ACCOUNT. MUST

'/4

Rockefeller Center

The HOMESTRETCH"

WANTED:
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The Academy Award Picture!
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IN
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PERSON
WALLY

BROWN

ROBINSON
LON

.....

CHUCHO

McCALLISTER
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'The

RED HOUSE'
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Not on Para. Meet Agenda

Starring
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Hollywood No action will be taken and no discussions will be held on
dissolution of partnerships at meetings being held this week by Paramount execs, and theater partners at
Arrowhead Springs, it was learned
yesterday. Sessions will be confined
to problems of theater operations under the decree and postwar condi-

ptRfV

JOSEPH GOTTEN

•

ETHEL BARRYMORE

Your

"HIT PARADE
OF 1947"

Dissolution of Partners

tions.

SIEZAK

BORN TO KILL.

OVER THE COUNTER

—

WALTER

CLAIRE

**S,k

19%

305/8

of

I"

A Universal-International Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

/s

24i/

Cinecolor

West Coast Bureau

Rank

di-

FERGUSON, M-G-M

STRICKLING, M-G-M studio
returns to the Coast today.

Alliance exec, planed from

Chicago yesterday for West to survey
Washington houses.

LEON J. BAMBERGER, RKO Radio sales promotion manager, has returned from Omaha.
head, returned yesterday from

contract enon future 16

checking

SAM DAVIS
circuit's

can supervisor,

3

2IV2

12%

31/8

Chicago

in

is

RICHARD DE ROCHEMONT, MOT

head, sails
on the S.S. America today for tour of Europe.

Cowdin-Blumberg Hosting

Cleveland yesterday.

WILLIAM PORTER, Monogram
gineer,

1

21 /8
24 Vi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts
3% 3% 3%
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

S.S.

for Europe.

Chg.

19%
5

ny8

rko

for

the

238

238

238

Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's,

Low

17'/2
17 >/i
17Vi
.106'/2 IO6V2 106'/2
16% 163/s 16%

Howell pfd.

Columbia

on

sails

Winner of Nine Academy Awards!

Net

Am. Seat

America today

actress,

BOX 129

7)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

SIMONE SIMON,

DOCUMENT EXPERIENCE.
ARY EXCELLENT.

finflnciRL
(Wed.,

stop on a tour of the Midwest territory.

Saffar.

St.

to

Theater Tele

for

Hollywood— Loren L. Ryder, SMPE
prexy, told the PCCITO convention
yesterday that the film industry must
GEOFFREY UNSWORTH left the Coast yesSPYROS P. SKOURAS and CHARLES SCHLAIterday for New York, en route to London. He determine the extent of its interest
FER head for the Coast next Tuesday.
•has been making Technicolor tests in the Fiji
in theater tele and should establish
JOSEPH M. FRANKLIN, president of Franklin Islands for a J. Arthur Rank production.
a plan of procedure, if interested.
& Herschorn Theater Co. Ltd., operating a new
DAN S. TERRELL, of Loew's Theaters' adBrunswick and Nova Scotia circuit, has arrived
David Palfreyman of MPAA, also
desk
his
returned
to
in
New York from Miami Beach and returns vertising department,
addressed the session and pointed
Loew's
Theaters
in
visits
to
after
yesterday
tomorrow.
Halifax
to
Orleans, Kansas City, Houston, Evansville, out the danger of increased munkyrjal
CURTIS MITCHELL, Paramount's ad-pub di- New
Indianapolis, Dayton, Toledo, and Cleveland.
taxes and that 24 states have 4?k.~ s ~
rector, flew to the West Coast yesterday to atJACK HARRIS, N. Y. division manager for sion taxes. He urged exhibs ffiixtend the Arrowhead Springs meeting and a
Loew's Theaters, is back on his beat after a plain their position to the legislators.
series of studio confabs.
JOSEPH HAZEN, prexy of Hal Wallis Produc- Florida sunning.
The question of PCC joining the
ART MOGER, New England field man for
tions, arrives tomorrow aboard the S.S. Queen
Warners, returns to Boston today from New Motion Picture Foundation is exElizabeth.
pected to be reached today.
ROY HAINES, WB Western division sales York.
SID KRAMER, RKO short subject exec, left
manager, left yesterday for Chicago, his first

MONTREAL—

Charras.
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A.M.
St,

with

GIL

busii>

eSS

LAMB

•

BILL

GOODWIN

EAGLE-LION FILMS

NOW

Nashville

3,

Tennessee

WOODY HERMAN

"The 1947 YEAR BOOK OF

and

PICTURES

his

Orchestra

A REPUBLIC PICTURE
*Names on request from

CRESCENT AMUSEMENT CO.

WILLIAM FRAWLEY

'

at Brandt's

GOTHAM

tions

you

MOTION

one of the finest edihave published."
is

R.

E.

BAULSCH

Now they call

it

THE S6A

OF

GR0SS\
"It adds

up

to a

terrific attraction

wherever

it

plays!"

with a host of
songs by

^

Jimmy McHugfi and
Harold Adamson

^m

JOAN

CONSTANCE

EDDIE

MOORE EDWARDS

ALBERT

AND REPUBLIC GUEST STARS
and

:

NOLAN

I'ii

t

SONS OF THE PIONEERS

Screen Play by Mary loos

McHugh and Harold Adamson

A

011

Original

•

•

Story by Parke levy

•

Songs by Jimmy

Associate Producer and Director, Frank McDonald

REPUBLIC

PICTURE

W-ROCKETING 1EP»»^

1

)

.

)
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Wolcolt, Brookings

Re-elected By AITO
(Continued from Page

To Industry Fading
(Continued from Page

1

Directors announced yesterday it will be held May 7-8.
AITO adopted one resolution re^
questing the time between the East
and the West be equalized for acceptance or rejection of a contract.
Should this not be done, the exhibitors decided, an exhibitor should reject or accept the contract himself
within 14 days.
The unit pledged that its members
will not buy 50 per cent pictures and
condemned the policy of employing
local checkers.
The officers and the following were
the board: Nebraska:
elected to
tion.

Wally
Solum, John Grabenstein, Carl Mansfield and M. Biemond. Iowa: H. E.
Rehnfield, John M. Ladue, Charles
Niles, Robert Hutte and Earl Kerr.
Don V. McLucas, temporary chairman, was elected permanent head of
Omaha Motion Picture Foundation.
Robert Livingston, Cooper Theaters,
Lincoln, was elected area trustee.

Elmer Hunke, George

Borkin, Ex-D of

Hall,

to

J,

Joseph Borkin, former special assistant to the U. S. Attorney General, and chief economic advisor in
the D of J's anti-trust division, has
economist, Prexy
yesterday.

J.

Arthur Rank

as

• • • THE QUESTION BEFORE THE HOUSE: With the House
Ways and Means Committee set to open hearings May 19 on general
an

all-industry organization to ade-

death?

...

•

said

MPF Posts

—

Pittsburgh Morris A. Finkel, president of the AMPTO of Western
Pennsylvania, was elected district
committee chairman and M. A. Silver, Warner zone manager, was
named regional trustee at the Motion
Picture Foundation organizational
meeting here.

"Nais" Bows on Coast
THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bureau of

—

Marcel Pagnol's
Los Angeles
"Nais," distributed by Siritzky Int'l,
will be world-premiered at the Las
Palmas Theater today, under the
auspices of the French Consulate.

Basil O'Connor's attack

a nation is
upon joint

make you wonder
Were they "unwar years? ... • Not that it has anything to do with
Film biz, but you might read that Robert B. Grady agency ad which appeared on Page 3L of the N. Y. Times yesterday. ... • Didja know that

—

Des Moines Park S. Robuck, 57,
owner and operator of the Ideal Theater, died at Iowa Methodist Hospital.

children's films in Frederick County.
Three other State legislatures may

adjourn within the next two weeks
in Maine, Oklahoma and
South Carolina.

—those

Money

$17,000,000 Chi.

American"

For Independent

in the

•

RKO's Phil Reisman, who
sails Saturday on the Queen Elizabeth for London and the Continent, will
RKO's Bob Wolff and Jack Votion
be gone for five or six weeks
"Duel"

is

already playing in Manila? ...

own month's U. S. visit to a close, sailing with Reisman.
• As Loew's Oscar A. Doob writes in Young Man magazine. "There's No
Ceiling on Opportunity". ...
• Didja note that Hugh Dalton, Britain's
Chancellor of the Exchequer, told Commons that the U. S. film remittances
totalled $68,000,000 annually (according to the UP), whereas the new
British

.

budget allocates $72,000,000?

.

.

•

•

•

WHO's

Tuerk

Club yesterday, the occasion being Paramo unt's cocktail party
Hosts for the

Holman, John By ram and Alan Jackson
in were Bernard Goodwin, Boris Kaplan,

1

produced during the next five years.
A budget of $8,000,000 has been set
for the first four films which the
company headed by Fred Brisson,
will produce. First is "Lucky Penny,"
which will go into production in September, for release through RKO.
Brisson is also treasurer of the
company which has Dudley Nichols
as vice-prexy and R. S. Garbus as
secretary.

.

WHO in the publishing world could have been found

A. Doran, studio exec

Artists

(Continued from Page

T
company were

Hi'.ler

is

also financially interested

Eddie Albert Prods, now shooting
two 16 mm. pix here.
in

Russell

Others from Para, to drop

Henry Salsbury.
Gordon Swarlhout,

Innes.

Jean Weidman, John Rearick, Paul Nathan, C. N. Odell,
Rex Taylor, Aileen Brenon, Burt Champion
Guests generally embraced book publishers, publishing house editors, literary agents, magazine editors and a sizeable contingent from the legit, theater

• • • METRO'S HOWARD DIETZ was guest of honor at a Union
League Club reception tendered by the board of the George "Junior" Republic Association. ...
• Eagle-Lion's press-radio safari to Zanesville,
O., for the May 22 bow of "Repeat Performance" is taking on the aspects
of a full-fledged expedition
New York contingent flies out via a
chartered American Airlines ship on the 21st ...
• Bill Slater leaves
Columbia tomorrow to launch his own United Publicity Bureau at 319 W.
48th St.. which will handle the Broadway opening of FC's "The Patient
Vanishes".
• Michael Curtiz sends his Technicolor musical, "Romance
in High C" before the cameras June 2.
• Albert Millet. ex-Billboard,
is the new ad manager of Continental Records. ...
• Is G. H. Beeston
leaving the board of Canadian Odeon? ...
• Julian Dana, author of

Chi.'s Rio Theater Names
10 Distribs. in Trust Suit
Chicago

— New

Rio Theater Coma $1,200,000 suit under the anti-trust act for conspiracy
and monopoly and named the following as defendants: Paramount,
Warner Bros., Loew's, 20th-Fox,
RKO, Columbia, Universal, UA,

pany has

filed

Republic, Monogram, Balaban and
Katz Corp., Warner Bros. Theaters.
Epstein, Arvey, Ziffren and Mantyband are attorneys for the theater.

Rio Theater contends they were refused films by distribs. until the
10th week after Loop showing.

. .

.

Park Robuck Dies

was also learned that the Govof Maryland vetoed a bill
which would have provided for the
exclusive showing on Saturdays of

fund drives as "un-American"

at the 1-2-3

Finkel, Silver Elected

died.
It

quoting a British nutrition expert to the effect that Britain as
to

With the adjournment last ^turday of the Iowa legislature, * eel
tax bill and a censorship m'e^aure
ernor

• • • ERIC A. JOHNSTON visited CARE yesterday to send food
packages to the London medico, nurse and hotel employes who attended
him when he was bedded down with pneumonia there last year
Incidentally, didja read that London cable in the N. Y. Times yesterday

for D.

To Pittsburgh

is

quately present the industry's case? ......

slowly starving

)

all

waukee.

Thursday's Telelines
revision of tax laws, whereinhell

1

but three
have been defeated. Censorship bills
still must be fought in Illinois and
Connecticut and the city of Mil-

PHIL M. DALY

consulting

Bob Benjamin

were introduced,

bills

bring their

Rank Org. as Advisor

been retained by the
Organization, Inc.,

Legislative Threats

the new A. P. Giannini biog.. is in
Day will carry shots of Sherman

.

.

town. ...

•

Billing'.ey's

daughter, Barbara, playing

Next week's

host to Margaret O'Brien at her Stork Club birthday party

Meg, dressed as a nurse,

Women Week," May

will

make a plea

11-20, tied in with the

News

of the

Moppet

for all to join in 'Tribute to

New

STORK REPORTS

York Infirmary drive.

Mrs. Doris Maxwell, wife of Dr.

Morton Maxwell and daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. Myer Schine, Gloversville, gave birth to a baby girl at
Harkness Pavillion, New York, last
Saturday.

it

Defer Trust Suit Hearing
Collier On Maryland Board
Chicago Hearing in the RiverBaltimore
Rodney Collier, manside Theater, Milwaukee, and Minne- ager of Warners Stanley Theater,
sota Theater, Minneapolis, anti-trust
has been named to the Board of Exsuit before Judge Michael Igoe has
been postponed to May 25, to allow aminers of the Moving Picture Opercounsel more time for brief prep- ators, it was announced by Gov. W.

i:*zxx&Xiix&^XKK&x^iix&t&t&

aration.

re
I Lj

e

tin a 3

Jo

May 8
Stanley Simmons George Archainbaud
C. E. Quick

—

—

Preston Lane.

A son was born yesterday to Mrs.
Lige Brien, wife of Eagle-Lion's asThe
sistant exploitation manager.
boy, whose name will be decided later
this

week, weighed seven pounds four

ounces. The child is the Brien's second; their first son, Herbert, is now
five years old.

^*-Il

I

1

& fe.

At

fyS^

N LADD

A

GAIL RUSSELL

with

JUNE DUPREZ
Lowell Gilmore
Directed by

•

Edith King

JOHN FARROW

Produced and Written for the Screen by Seton

I.

Paramo unt's
Greatest

I

Miller

LADDventure

- Say

Trade

i
Critics

)

))

m
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May

8,
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Pommer's Status

In

Germany Defined

Decree Stay Slows Arbitration
Two Cases

Filed Since Apr.
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Pa~e

1)
tration Association since April 1,
Federal Reserve which was the deadline for such acBoard of Governors, and director of tion prior to the stay order. This is
CAD's economic division in Germany. in sharp contrast to the 20 demands
Szymczak told The Film Daily filed in March alone, at a time when
that he did not discuss with the it seemed that arbitration was on
President details of the German ex- its way out.
Some sources credit the recent inport-import program.
Disclosure by this paper of the activity to a belief that competitive
contemplated export program has bidding will be inaugurated by the
raised a storm of protest in Govern- majors where requested and a conment, industry and Congressional sequent adoption by exhibitors of a
"wait-and-see" policy before resortcircles.
The War Department here will ing to arbitration as a means of
send press dispatches, including those settling any currently existing comin The Film Daily, to Berlin next plaint.
Also an important factor is the deweek for study by AMG officials.

member

of

the

1;

20

in

Mar.

Paramount Net Off
For First Quarter

1)

by some exhibitors to resolve
alleged discriminatory practices on
the part of distributors via antitrust action in the courts in the
hope of obtaining triple-damage
judgments as well as a redress of
unfavorable runs and clearances.
Prospects of a wave of such suits

(Continued from Page

cision

earnings of subsidiaries. Quarter earnings for 1947 are
equal to $1.30 per share, compared
with $1.54 for the initial 1946 quar1

ter.

President of

Academy

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Jean Hersholt has
been unanimously re-elected president of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
Hersholt
will again ask Jack L. Warner to
serve as chairman of the Finance
Committee. Perry Lieber, Howard
Strickling and Mary McCall, Jr.,
were named to the Public Relations
Committee.
Appointed to confer with a group
representing MPAA and to request
of Prexy Eric Johnston to consider
an international film congress scheduled for Hollywood in 1948, were
Donald M. Nelson, Walter Wanger
and Hersholt.

Sweden Plans
Limit

Sm UJA

Balaban

(Continued from Page

portents of court vs. arbitration solutions to differences within the industry and the coming months may
well indicate in which arenas most
of the battles will be fought.

June

6.

OHE

Gives "Green Light"
For Universal Bldg. Plans

York

RKO

Hollywood; and Edward M. M. Warburg, a chairman of
the UJA New York City campaign.
"Knowing the men of the amuseproduction

in

am confident that we
raise the $2,100,000
goal we have set for ourselves but
will greatly exceed this figure," declared Balaban.
Film industryites in addition to
those named present at yesterday's
affair included Matty Fox, Arthur
Israel. Sam Rinzler. Saul Rogers,
ment

will

Sam

division, I

not

only

Bulova Watch Concedes
May 7 Was "Duel" Day

Shain and Ben Washer.
(Continued from Page

Metro Office Managers'
Meets in Cincy, Denver

—A

Stockholm (By Cable'*
plan to
put a $1,000,000 annual limit on the
amount of revenue American distributors may take out of this country
is being considered by the Swedish
State Bank. Revenue limitation is
seen as preferable to a ban on imports of U. S. product.

Last year American companies
exported 168 films to Sweden and
took out revenue to the amount of

Under the State Bank
$2,750,000.
plan any revenue in excess of $1,000,000 would have to be deposited in
Sweden for the time being.

come-on with

May

1

7 as the date of

introduction, they didn't reckon with

SRO's terrific promotion of "Duel in
two three-day the Sun" with the same slant. Catchmeetiners of office managers in the
'ng on halfway in the campaign, time
field. East and West, the first in

M-G-M

will

hold

London (By Cabled

—A

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

Funds for State Dept/s
Info Program Unchanged

.

.

—
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program.

On Monday

on daylight savings time beginning
at 2 a.m. Sunday and ending Sept. 30.

Income in U.S. for '5th Ave/
Hollywood

THE FILM DAN V

—With every maior

cir-

cuit in the country set to plav "It

[

(

Dead at 88
Englewood, N. J John Hale, 88,
actor and stage manager for 50
years, died in the Englewood HosJohn Hale

—

-

pital here.

He

retired in 1943.

Happened on 5th Avenue," Steve
Broidy, president of Allied Artists,
predicts that the Roy Del Ruth production is headed for 14,000 domestic
playdates, with an anticipated gross
of more than $3,000,000 domestically.

Canon Brohee Dead

P'-ussells (via cable)— Canon Abel
Brohee died here of a cerebral hemEagle-Lion's "Lost Honevmoon" orrhage. He was president and one
has been set for Loew's State on of the founders of the International
Broadway,
Catholic Motion Picture office.

commis- E-L Pic Into Loew's State

sioners yesterday ordered the capital

1)

MPCC

.

West Coast Bnrea'i rf
Washington Bureau cf

THE FILM DAILY

District

(Continued from Page

Drive-in Theaters, Inc., with headquarters in Memphis. Reagin has
been with RKO for the past 20 years.
The new company plans the erection of 25 drive-ins, to cost $2,500,000. Building program will span two
years. David Flexer will head the
company, Avery will be vice-president and general manager.

—

deal for
Washington Representative Karl
distribution of a minimum of 40 features in Czechoslovakia to the end Stefan, R., Nebraska, who chairs the
of 1948 has been signed here by the State Department sub-committee of
the House Appropriations CommitJ. Arthur Rank Organization and the
Czech Film Corp. Deal includes the tee, told The Film Daily yesterday
that no agreement has been reached
"This Modern Age" series.
regarding funds for the State Department's international information

D. C. on Daylight Savings

To

Head Memphis Exchange

boys polled a select list of people
on what the slogan suggested to them
To Fight Mass. Levy
almost unanimously they came
back with "Duel Day." Bulova con- At Hearing
25.
Charles K. Stern, Loew's assistant ceded a minor defeat but retained its
(Continued from Page 1
treasurer, and Alan F. Cummings, in sense of humor. Yesterday Ted Baldcharge of branch operations and win, SRO Eastern exploitation chief, to make the Massachusetts tax contingent upon relief from the Federal
maintenance, jointly will conduct the received a lovely funeral wreath,
ap- levy but the clause was not dropped
sessions. M. L. Simons, Harold Postwhen Congress failed to lower or
man and Bill Ornstein will attend propriately inscribed "May 7."
remove the national admissions bite.
both meetings.
Cincinnati's Netherlands Plaza Hotel
and the second in Denver at a hotel
yet to be selected. Cincinnati sessions
start May 21, those in Denver May

Broidy Sees $3,000,000

Rank's Deal with Czechs
Calls for 40 Features

New

Time

RKO Picks Reagin

$1,000,000

on Remittances

I)

tions for Universal Pictures in
York City.

Reason given by OHE's facilities
review committee for the approval to
Circuit
Universal was "to relieve unemployment of industrial workers."
Included in the record-breaking list
(Continued from Page 1)
of approvals for new theaters was a
state have already booked the Pres$190,000 stand to be constructed in
tige product and other circuit oper- Alexandria,
Va. The approval was
ators are considering similar action. made on the basis of "essential comIn addition to "Brief Encounter," munity facilities."
Universal's "green light" means
"The Years Between" and "The Overwork on the company's new Park
landers" have already been set for Ave. building quarters
will now move
New York runs, with "The Captive ahead, permitting occupancy during
Heart an almost certain choice to the Summer.
join them.

Pix Get

1)

of the Amusement drive in New
City; Dore Schary, in charge of

,

board yesterd^., dewere reported in The Film Daily on
clared the regular quarterly common
Monday of this week.
dividend of 50 cents per share, pay-,
Observers on both sides of the
able June 27 to holdei*s of record on
fence are carefully analyzing the

Prestige's English

Driv Topping Goal

;

Paramount

(Continued from Page

Jean Hersholt Re-elected

1

undistributed

SICK LIST
LEONARD HIRSCH, home

office assistant

Rudy Berger, Southern sales manager,
has been discharged from Post Graduate
Hospital and now is recuperating at home
following a siege of pneumonia.
to

JOHN GUTTUSO

treasurer, Palace

ater, Albany, is in the hospital.

The-

.
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CKTcnDs pommeirs countm pik pact
To Return German Industry to Native Control
Editorial

U. S., British Agree to
Limit Regulation "Only as
To Political Censorship"

Texas Shows the

THE FILM DAILY
— American
and Brit-

—

Washington Bureau of

Washington
ish

Military

Government

officials

*ave agreed to establishment of the
German motion picture industry as a
German activity subject to regulation

?

"only as to political censorship," THE
Film Daily learned yesterday.
Details of the extensive plan to put
'the once-powerful German industry
back on its feet and allow export of
(Continued on Page 8)
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By CHESTER

several occasions o' late,

^^ side

it

organization

as well
to

— that

Way

it

B.

BAHN

has been observed

in

===:—
this

columnar space

Washington
and out-

is a crying need for the establishment of an all-industry
represent the trade's interests when adverse legislation,

Federal, state or local, threatens.

To hand

is a letter from John L. Franconi, of Film Classics of Texas, expressing inwhat has been published and, more importantly, calling attention to what has
been accomplished in that respect over the years in the Lone Star State. Writes Franconi:

terest in

"Probably one of the reasons that Dallas is a ranking exchange center is due to a
and practice of leadership in industry affairs that has obtained here from the be

spirit

(Continued on Page 6)

Urged

for

Angeles

THE FILM DAILY

— Expressing

66 Toppers at Rank

Mason Will Produce

Dinner by Johnston

Pix in U.

S.,

proval on

opti-

mism over regulatory features of
Eric Johnston will be host to J.
the decree handed down in the N. Y. Arthur Rank at a dinner for 66 top
equity case and urging indie exhibitors to meet with distributors to
work out a mutually satisfactory
formula in the event action of the
lower court is reversed by the Supreme Court, Byron Bryant, San
(Continued en Page 6)

industry executives in the WaldorfAstoria's Le Perroquet Suite Monday.
Among those present will be John
Davis, managing director of J. Ar-

thur Rank Organization, Ltd., Robert
Benjamin, president, and J. B. L.
Lawrence, vice-president of J. Ar-

James Mason has completed plans
for entering indie production on this
side, it was learned yesterday.
First pic, story of German war
prisoners in England, will have exteriors filmed in England and interiors made in a Canadian studio. Mason will star, but will not be re(

Continued on Page 10)

(Continued en Page 6)

!

Hitchcock's "Rope" May
Be Largely Shot in N. Y.

"Amok" Order Denied

is

expected to add

go ahead with his

full

program

German pix

in-

(Continued on Page 6)

Board Increase

Okayed by Members
Board of directors of the

MPAA

yesterday elected Abe Schneider,
Joseph R. Vogel, Austin C. Keough,
John W. Whitaker, W. C. Michel and

John

O'Connor Class B members
vacancies caused by an authorized increase in the number of directo

J.

fill

tors.

in

Rank, Young and Blumberg N. Y. Appellate Division
In Joint Press Conference

—

Increase

was

authorized

at

an

(Continued on Page 10)

Dunningcolor 16MM.
Overseas Use

New
Prints
Albany
Application of Distinto inIndustry - press - conference - to-end- guished Pictures for an order against
spect possible sites for filming his all-press-conferences will be held at George D. Stoddard, Commissioner of For Metro's
first independent picture based on the Sherry Netherlands
on Monday Education, the Board of Regents and
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DATLY
the Patrick Hamilton play, "Rope." with Eric A. Johnston doing the Ward
C. Bowen, acting director, in
Hollywood Dunningcolor is turnA large part of the film may be shot honors. Participating in the verbal connection
with the banning by the
give-and-take will be J. Arthur Rank, New York Censor Board of "Amok," ing out 16 mm. color prints for Metro.,
(Continued on Page 3)
with the pix designed for the occu(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 3)
pation forces, the Navy and for foreign release, it is disclosed in the
iVew
(Continued on Page 10)
Alfred Hitchcock arrives in

York Monday from the Coast

I

Pommer

additional fuel to the now-explosive
situation in Germany. In effect, the
anneuncement means that Pommer
has received an official green light

MPAA

Canada

Department's

Division
Affairs
yesterday
announced that it was "satisfied"
with the work of Eric Pommer and
had extended his contract to rebuild
the German film industry.
The Department's stamp of ap-

for rebuilding the

Decree

West Coast Bureau of

Los

Pad

THE FILM DAILY

— War

Civil

to

Exhib.-Disfrib.

Are Expected

Washington Bureau of

there

adequately

Denies Possibility of

Protests

.to combat legislation

—

. .

CAD

Propaganda Usage; Loud

—

202,000
Yorhers
See "Duel" in a Day

Setting an all-time record for the
of people seeing a screen
attraction at one time in any par-

Restrictions Threat Lessens

British Industry

Sees Favoring Trend

number

202,000 New Yorkers
saw David 0. Selznick's "Duel in
the Sun" in the initial 15 hours of
its
run in 38 Loew neighborhood
houses and the Broadway Capitol.
Indicative
were the
in
Bedford
Brooklyn and the Woodside in
Queens, which did half a week's normal business in a single day.
ticular

I

area,

PRC

Sales Headquarters
Moving to Bond Building

PRC

will move its sales and execuheadquarters from the Pathe
Building to the twelfth floor of 1560
Broadway sometime this month, it
was learned yesterday.
With Eagle-Lion occupying ths
tive

(Continued on Page 3)

—

London (By Cable)
Increased
playing time for British films, both
at home and in the U. S., has lessened
industry pressure for. added restrictions against American films in the
new Films Act. Attitude is best expressed by a high government source
who commented: "As far as films are
concerned, our dollar expenditure is
declining and our dollar receipts in(

Continued on Page 8)

Warners Newsreel
In November Bow?
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Warners is planning

—

launch its own newsreel about
Nov. 1, it was learned yesterday.
Warner circuit houses' contracts
with other newsreels for service are
said to have expired, with the circuit advising the reels that it intends to spot book in the future.
to

V\
§
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Moves Goldsmith
From India To S. Africa
U-I
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Milwaukee Nabes

Join

Fox-Wis. in Price Cut

— The

surprise

move

of

Fox-Wisconsin in cutting weekly
matinee admissions, appears to have
resulted in a general neighborhood
evening admission cut.
Other major circuits and indies are
expected to cut evening and matinee
prices shortly.

M-G-M

LOUIS JOURDAN, French

star under contract
David O. Selznick, has returned to the Coast
wife.

arrives

M-G-M's "Song
Monday.

of

star

ind
T

America

S.S.

Paris

ox reps,

for

offices,
in

o'.

from Hollywood

RICHARD DE ROCHEMONT
he

visits

and

left

to

yesterday
with

20th-

is

ARTHUR RANK heads the contingent o'
J.
lm notables arriving today on the liner S.S
tneon EMzabeth. With him are MRS. RANK
:

OHN
-.

DAVIS, JAR

Ako skedded

vife.

managing director

on<l

h

:

'

EDWARD
are:
d'rector of Gaum->nt

LYONS, joint-managing
Kalee, and MRS. LYONS:

S.

J.

MYERS

British Lion, anr
producer; JOSEPH
MZEN. Drexv of Hal Wallis Productions; KAY
HARRISON, Technicolor's managing director in
Mie UK; and HELENA BLISS, actress.

director

KING,

Home

Offices Contributed
$18,622 to Greek Orphans

distributor

Kansas City yesterday
City and Los Angeles.
left

of

GE

Denver,

for

films,
Salt

left

Lake

Coast yesterday

the

for

EUGENE ORMANDY

is

expected

in

Hollywood

IRENE

GIBBONS, executive fashion designer

for M-G-M, arrives
a brief stay here.

NORMAN

Sunday from the Coast

for

WB Southern division sales
Southwest for Dallas and Ok-

AYERS,

manager, is in
lahoma branch
week-end.

He

meetings.

returns

at

the

Home office contributions to th<
industry's appeal for the War Or
phans of Greece totaled $18,662.21
Sol A. Schwartz, home office chair
man, reported yesterday.
Contributions by companies were
20th-Fox, $4,573.05; Paramount, $3,
955.56; RKO, $3,893.10; Warners, $2,
272.35; Universal-International, $2,
150.15;
Loew's,
Columbia
$634;
$393.50; United Artists, $330; Eagl<
Lion-PRC, $308.50, and Monogram
$152.

arrival

for

British

lint managing
'is wife;
S. S.

BONDY,

O.

tomorrow.

Europe.

of Dezel Productions,
en route to the Coast for the Screer
convention.

luild

AL

Chicago.

ALBERT DEZEL, head
"letroit,

BURTUS BISHOP, JR., Midwestern
manager, flew to Chicago in order to
spend a few days with John E. Flynn. From
Chicago, Bishop will head for Dallas.

JOHN HODIAK

on

MOT's Londor

consult

to

Vincent Palmeri has been made
in Mexico, replacing Jacl
Epstein who resigned. Karl Jungmarker has been appointed to takt
over the company's Swedish post lef;
open by the retirement of Led
Gussen.

manager

sales

:

PAUL HENREID,

activities.

of

Warner Ad Men

to Meet
in Pittsburgh

1

Hm

Rehearsals Start Monday
For Humanitarian Dinner
THE FILM DAILY

Monday

latest 16 M.M. sound
equipment has been installed
in

—

Pittsburgh
Local and Cleveland
Warner Theaters advertising men
will meet here Monday for a oneday session to be conducted by Harry
Goldberg, advertising-publicity director for the circuit. Summer promotion campaigns will be discussed.
Goldberg returns to the home office

our air conditioned

.

.

.

SCREENING ROOM
.
. in addition to our 35 M.M.
R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectors . . .
.

Can
Call:
^•tttn

We

"Show" You?

Circle

6-0081-2-3-4

Storage and Seriiicp

BONDED
FILM STORAGE
HUtf

Co., Inc.

BROADWAY.

N. Y. C.

to be staged at Warners for
the Variety Clubs International Hu-

manitarian Awards Dinner. Stage
on the Burbank lot will be the
to be held

Two

Warner

as

"ringmaster" and host to the 1,200
guests who will assemble in a circus
setting.
Leo Forbstein's orchestra
will provide music for the occasion.

SIGN NOW!

se

becd"

7tif Jitfttack'j Uleuf

3V4

3V4
334

OVER THE COUNTER

Milwaukee

production

of European Copyrights and
Distribution, flew to Paris yesterday to purchase
ghts to four foreign films.

'.ove,"

pro-

manager, will sail for England on the
Queen Elizabeth tomorrow to check into
the company's British and continental European

.

IV4

Sonotone Corp
Trans-Lux

RUSSELL HOLMAN, Paramount's Eastern
S.S.

ANDRE LELARGE,

his

director of talent acreturning to New York

bine.

duction

geles.

+
—
% theater for the dinner,
— 2%
May 17 with Jack L.

16%

163/s

RKO

Loew's,

Chg.

Close
19

190

over

tour of exchanges in Dallas, Oklahoma City, At'anta, Kansas City, San Francisco and Los An-

'o

is
in Chicago,
the week-end.

tivities,

South Africa, it was announced yesterday by Joseph H. Seidelman, company's foreign head. Goldsmith wil
act as liaison between his com^anj
and African Consolidated Filr quails
Schlesinger - Universal - Rank V _6m-i

ment

2353/8 2353/8

?36
190

do pfd
Gen. Prec. Eq

HARRY MAYER, WB

loca-

ger,

—

Net

&

RICHARD WALLACE, director of RKO's "Tycoon," leaves Hollywood for a New York vacation Monday.

Hollywood Rehearsals start Monday under direction of LeRoy Prinz on Tuesday.
and James V. Kern, for the entertain-

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Bell

lias

With You." Thorp?

Island

was accompanied by
tion manager.

W-'t Coast Bureau of

financial

is
makmg a tour of veterans' hospitals and rehabilitation institutions
in the Middle and Far West. His itinerary includes Omaha, Des Moines, Chicago, Memphis,
Los Angeles and San Francisco.

returned to
Hollywood to confer with Producer Joe Pasternak following a location scouting junket to

28, Calif.

Blvd..

WASHINGTON—Andrew

accompany him.
HAROLD RUSSELL

assistant direcexploitation,

and

publicity

out

New York Monday.
RICHARD THORPE,

vith

HOLLYWOOD.

Representatives:

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

home

last night for Zanesville,
O., to
finalize plans for tne world premiere of "Rereturns
Pickman
Performance,"
May
22.
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MPAA Movie Album lo

Mayer lo Make R.C.

Truman on Birthday

Texas City Survey

Washington Bureau of

—

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

Arthur L. Mayer, president of
Mayer-Burstyn, and operator of the
New York Rialto, will add another to
his many mis-

MPAA

yesterday
resented President Truman with a
[ovie Album as a birthday gift.
The Album, a
compilation of sequences from the
five American
newsreels, is a
pictorial record of
highlights of the
Chief Executive's
public career, particularly since he

entered the White
House. It runs 13
reels and covers

important events,
both at home and
abroad, in which
the President has
participated.

THE PRESIDENT

The presentation
was made at the White House by the
Washington reps, of the five news-reels. They are: Anthony Muto, 20thFox Movietone News; J. C. Brown,
i- M-G-M News of the Day; Robert H.
• Denton, Paramount News; George
VDorsey, RKO Pathe News; and James
•'-

•-

Lyons. Universal Newsreel.
The Album was prepared in New
York under the supervision of the
newsreel editors' committee.

SBtE.

PHIL M. DALY
Again, "Tfte Jolsoit Story"
SPRING AGAIN (says
like the softer and more

•

•

•
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has happened

that

opened

last

is

and Al

picture

this

to

Music Hall

the

at

more than starling
Who ever heard of bringing a film back to a first-run house immediately after closing its first
tour of the territory?
But the story becomes more startling as it
goes along
'Cause after the Victoria run the picture moves to
first-run in Brooklyn, and then comes back for another tour of the Loew
chain and the subsequent independents!
And the same story is
going to be repeated all over the country, with Baltimore first!
Already scheduled into the Hippodrome, it will play all other houses in
the district which originally booked it
Victoria

slightly

is

T
•

•

T

REPEATING THE RECORDS already

•

Technicolor musical would be redundant

space

in the

done

everything

Outgrossing

Way"
(a

cock.

Bernstein will remain to negotiate
a deal with a major distribution company for release of all Transatlantic
product whether directed by Hitchcock or other director.
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Houston

in

saw

Jolson in his hey-day like

at

that!

•

•

it

over

Just

it

see

to

My

it

who knew
name return

From

it

let

it

go

not that the public likes

Burlington, Vt.,

it

manager Len

who saw

it

its

son moans he

is

Oakland, held

sorry he didn't book

it

for

a longer run

The Roxie,

is a new record, by so far there
no comparison, and at the Apollo, Chicago it will soon reach its
1,000th performance
Probably the prize of all exhibitor comment
comes from V. C. Weschler, at the Colonial, Erie, who boasts he paid
it

for 23

weeks, which

is

in fi'm rental

more than

territory

saw

than he ever grossed on

half of the

run

men

•

this

a

picture before!

combined population

the picture during

its

V
•

of Erie

record 31-day run!!!

When

the

they lay

men
it

in the theaters

on the barrel head

that the

guys who

are smart business
for

a picture at top

J>*

a row, it must have more than something
Something?
It must have
everything!
You can work
up a lot of arguments by claiming "The Jolson Story" isn't
tops as

Lf reetinqi ^Jo
John H.

May 9
McMahon Richard

K

entertainment and tops as a box

Barthelmess

Connie Russell

May
Clarence
Fred

Brown

Mae Murray

L.

William

Phil

Thiele

when he was deputy commissioner
for the Pacific. Subsequently he performed a like service on two trips to
the European theater of operations

and another
and Japan.

to India,

Burma, China

in

N. Y. Appellate Division

to too

of.'ice

(Continued from Page
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was denied yesterday in the Appellate Division of the Sunreme Court.
Court at the same time denied
leave to appeal to the Court of Appeals. The only way in which the

puller-in

of the higher court itself.

PRC

Sales Headquarters
to Bond Building

Moving

(Continued from Page

1)

15th floor, the PRC move will bring
both of the Pathe Industries motion
picture company subsidiaries under
one roof. PRC's advertising, publicity and exploitation departments
were combined with E-L under the
overall supervision of Max E. Youngstein about five weeks ago.

We

many guys who have played

wouldn't try

G. S. Eyssell, president and managing director of Radio City Music
Hall, will honor Dore Senary, studio
head of RKO Pictures, at a luncheon
today. Among those present will be
N. Peter Rathvon, Ned E. Depinet,
Robert Mochrie, S. Barret McCormack, Perry Leiber, Russell V. Downing, Jack F. Dailey and Fred L.
Lynch.

it!!!

II

Johnny "Scat" Davis
Silvers

Mrs. Frank McGlynn Dies
BaJto. Cuts "Duel"
Mrs. Rose O'Byrne McGlynn, wife
Baltimore— Maryland State Board
of Frank McGlynn, screen and legit
« actor, died at her home here. Sur- of Motion Picture Censors ordered
vivors include her husband, who is on a number of cuts in SRO's "Duel in
JOE LEE, long Fabian advertising
his way from Hollywood, a son and the Sun," scheduled to open at the tor in Brooklyn, is recovering from
a
three married daughters.
Century Theater on May 22.
week serious illness.

SICK LIST

Margo
Franconi

May
Doodles Weaver

methods and services in similar
situations in the future.
Mayer has served as troubleshooter for the Red Cross since 1944,
ties,

D. O. Selznick

Astaire

Jay Kaye
Lynne Baggett
J.

We've talked

10

the

Eyssell Fetes Dore Senary

T

PHIL M. has always taken the position

business

And

and surrounding

terms, not once, but twice in
J.t

and

progress and efficiency of the Red
Cross relief operations. His report
ARTHUR L. MAYER
will be used as a
basis for an extension of RC facili-

matter may now be appealed to the
Court of Appeals is by permission
is

12-day run represent about two-thirds of the population of
the community
And Dick Gatson, manager of the Iowa, Ft. Madi-

that

aster

again and again

Older people

17 times)

Curtis of the Strong says that the 23,747 paid admissions

more

Basil

O'Connor, he will
survey the extent
of the damage
done by the dis-

"Amok" Order Denied

played

it

and kids who never knew his
it up as a 1947 phenomena and

but that the exhibitors !ove

•
(

it

add

-

j

house

Chairman

Tieing

Mary's" and "Going

of St.

WHAT'S MORE INTERESTING

•

during

enough

GWTW

released since

More people come back

youngster
see

isn't

In his capacity

as assistant to

Montreal, a predominently Catholic town during Lent and with

in

to

by Columbia's

set

Besides there

Everyone knows what the picture has already

column

no holidays!

around the Medical Center along the
East River.
While here Hitchcock will be joined
by Sidney L. Bernstein, English circuit operator associated with him in
i the
formation and management of
'Transatlantic Pictures Corp. Bernstein arrives by plane from England
tomorrow. Hitchcock and Bernstein
will meet in New York with officials
of Bankers Trust for financing' first
two Transatlantic films "Rope" and
''Under Capricorn" on top-budget
basis, both to be directed by Hitch-

"The Jolson Story"

since

October, the return engagement at the

Outdraw'.ng and out-running "The Bells

1)

the voice

Bib'.ical voice of the turtle,
AI Jolson,
"Our land" in this case being that part of Broadheard in our land
way occupied by the Victoria Theater, and the voice of Jolson coming
Like everything else
from the sound track of "The Jolson Story"

of

today for
Texas City, Tex.
leaves

and

calendar!)

the

IT'S

or topping all long-run records in practically every

I Hitchcock's "Rope" May
Be Largely Shot in N. Y.

sions for the
American Red
Cross when he

***' !***'* ******

direc-

seven-

Bright

comedy

and glowing love

thrill

... in this delightful

story of a

groom-

less bride stranded
in

Mexico City

with oh, such a hand

some diplomat
to the

rescue I
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SHIRLEY TEMPLE

FRANCHOT TONE

GUY MADISON
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A WILLIAM KEIGHLEY PICTURE
with

UNA ROMAY- GENE LOCKHART
«••<

CORINNA MURA
Produced by

WARREN DUFF

Screen Play by MICHAEL KANIN

GRANT MITCHELL

•
•

Directed by WILLIAM KEIGHLEY
•

Based on a Story by VICKI

J
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Ladies'

CIRCULATION-in

Life,

W
Satur-

CosmoCompanion,

Post, Look, Liberty,

Woman's Home
Home Journal, Red Book, Fan

Magazines... American Weekly, This
Week and Parade, circulated in 64
important Sunday newspapers.
^
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Texas Shows the Way

Friday,

May

9,
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66 Toppers af Rank

.

.

combat

.to

Dinner by Johnston

Pommer's

AMG Pad

legislation

(Continued from Page

Germany Extended

En

1)

was strikingly exemplified in the manner in which the matters
about which you comment were handled and continue to be handled in Texas."

ginning. This leadership

(Continued from Page

thur

Rank Organization,

1)

Earl
Lawson, K. C, president, Odeon Theaters of Canada; Arthur Krim, president, Eagle-Lion Films; Robert R.
Inc.; J.

chairman of the board,
Robert W. Purcell, president, C&ORR and chairman of the
board of Pathe Industries; Thomas
J. Deegan, Jr., assistant to Young;
William J. Heineman, general sales
manager, J. Arthur Rank division of
Universal; I. W. Schlesinger and M.
Young,

C&ORR;

A. Schlesinger of African Theaters,
Ltd.; A. W. Schwallber-T, Eagle-Lion
vice-prexy.
Sir

John Magowan, envov extra-

ordinary and British Minister to the
U. S., will be the official representative of the British

Empire.

Representing
the
MPAA and
will be Joyce O'Hara, Will H.
Hays, Carl E. Milliken, Gerald M.
Mayer, John G. McCarthy, Sidney
Schreiber, Fred W. DuVall and Irving
A. Maas.
Others to attend will include: Jack
Cohn and Abe Montague, Columbia;
Nicholas M. Schenck, Arthur M.
Loew, Joseph R. Vogel, Charles C.
Moskowitz, and J. Robert Rubin,
Loew's;
Adolph
Zukor,
Stanton
Griffis, George Weltner, Paul Raibourn, Fred Mohrhardt, and Louis

MPEA

Phillips,

Paramount; Ned E. Depinet,

THE

(Continued from Page

"If

is

likely

that the

first

man
was the
Committee's work, more

organized legislative

the

effort in

industry

Committee set up here in 1920. As a resulf of this
than 20 bills were handled in two sessions of the State Legislature. And the ground
work was laid for a repeal of the State's blue laws which prohibited Sunday shows,
and for the enactment of a local option law that has spread Sunday shows state-wide.
Legislative

"In the intervening years, thru the co-operation of exhibitor bodies, the public relaand the services of individuals, there has not been
a single piece of inimical legislation
in Texas.
"I make the suggestion that it would be well for leaders in other centers to study the
Texas situation and to formulate continuing action to protect the industry."

RKO;

Spyros
Michel,

also

P.

Murray

William

Silverstone,

Tom

C.
J.

Connors, Joseph H. Moskowitz, Otto
Koegel, and William Kupper, 20thFox; Edward C. Rafterv and Gradwell L. Sears, UA; Nate J. Blumberg, J. Cheever Cowdin, Joseph H.

Seidelman, William A. Scully, MatJ. Fox, John J. O'Connor, and
Charles Prutzman, Universal; Harry
M. Warner, Maj. Albert Warner,
Robert W. Perkins, Wolfe Cohen, and
Stanleigh Friedman, Warners; also
Other members of the MPAA:
Joseph Hazen, Herman Robbins, Maj.Gen. E. P. Curtis, T. Kennedy Stevenson, Earle W. Hammons, George J.
Schaefer, and William J. German.
Other reps, of the industry present
will be Gus S. Eyssell, president and
managing director of Radio City
Music Hall, and Pat Casey, Coast industry labor negotiator.

thew

UJEDDinG BELLS
Potter-Reynolds
Chicago
of

Harry

—Harriet Potter, daughter
Potter,

State Lake,
Reynolds.

manager

was married

to

of

the

Frank

Rowa-Dubicki

New

Conn
John Dumanager of the Palace Theater, was married to Gloria
Rowa.
Britain,

bicki, assistant

addition, the Dept. cut down
criticism of Pommer for buildirq Uai
basis for use of German flimsy >.'

.

propaganda weapons.

A CAD spokesman denied that Pommer
was in a position to build a propaganda
machine "even if this was Pommer's desire."
addition, CAD said that Pommer could
not use his job for "personal gain" as
charged in some quarters.
CAD's statement apparently was in direct

In

would be well, indeed.
plan, which Franconi has been good enough to make available, was prepared in 1920 by S. G. Howell, who was chairman of the original governing committee
jf five, composed of two exhibitors, two exchange representatives and one neutral
Howell. It is interesting to note in passing that one of the two exchangemen on that
committee was Ned E. Depinet, now vice-chairman of the RKO board.

The State Department may take
over administration of Germany and
other occupied countries, it was indicated yesterday. It is known that
Secretary of State George Marshall
approves the plan. The Dept. is now
in a position to assume these new
duties.
If this is done, the Dept.
may not go along with the War Department's green light to Eric Pom-

It

The Texas

o

THE

Texas table of organization is a comprehensive gem, with nary an angle over
'
looked, and it is easily adaptable for general use on a state basis. Under the Gov3rning Committee there is a campaign manager.
On the exhibition side, the campaign manager is charged with responsibility fot

"selling" the co-operative effort to theaters, securing contributions as well.

Exhibitors

are asked to use their screens for slides, films, and topicals and to use their
nfluence with office holders, organized bodies and newsoapers.
As regards the public, the Texas plan envisions, in addition to the use of the screen

unlisted

ipproaches to newspapers for editorials, news stories and special articles. Or'anirec
groups such as Chambers of Commerce Rotary Clubs, Advertising Clubs, Ministerial Associations, Technical Clubs, Bar Associations, etc., also have their place in the approach
to the public. So, too, do class publications, public speakers and direct mail.
In the public official category, to be approached by the campaign manager, and by
exhibitors, are mayors, county attorneys, sheriffs, commissioners. General publicity and
iirect-mail also have their roles to play here, according to the Texas plan.
Much the same line of approach, but amplified, is laid down in the instances of
state officials and Federal solons.

NDUSTRY

leaders in other sections of the country may be quick to point out that the
elements going into the Texas campaign plan are by no means sensational, and that
thev have been drawn upon elsewhere.
Which of course is true enough. That contention, however, sorta misses the Francon
->oint and the Franconi point is this:
The Texas industry has united since 1920 to safeguard its own interests, and unity
'ias paid off to the extent that
as Fr?nconi writer
"in the intervening years
there has not been a single piece of inimical legislation in Texas."
If not in Texas, why in YOUR state?
I

Skouras,

films.

In

tions representatives of the circuits,

Robert Mochrie, and Malcolm Kingsberg,

1)

dustry, including the export of Ger-

o
Film Classics of Texas executive continues:

mer.
answer to charges made by Joseph Seide'man,
foreign head, on his return from a
tour.
Seidelman had charged
Pommer with using his job for personal gain
and said export of German films would pro-

UI's

European

vide a propag-anda spearhead.
CAD also announced that it had no "recent
information" on the joint Anglo-American
agreement approving the export of German
films from the former enemy country.
The War Dept. announcement, however, is
not expected to end the controversy which
has centered around Pommer since he ar"ived in Berlin last July charged with the
task of rebuilding the once-powerful German
fTm industry.
Pommer's contract with the .American
Military Government would have ended this
July.
r*AD spokesmen said this contract
had been extended 60 days and indicated
that further extensions may be made.

:

—

—

Hank Will Produce
Three Religious Pix

J. Arthur Rank, who is being honored by the World's Sunday School
o
Association at a luncheon at the ComP. S. The House Ways and Means Committee opens hearings May 19 on gen- modore Hotel tomorrow,
following
revision
move
eral
of tax lau>s, including the excise statutes. And still there's no
his arrival from London, will produce
to establish an all-indus'ry committee to present the trade's case!
three special religious films this

—

Formula
Decree Stead

Exhib.-Distrib.

Urged

In

(Continued from Page
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Francisco attorney, addressed yesterday's session of the PCCITO.
He praised PCC for its long fight
to get action on the decree and
praised the work of trustees Rotus
Harvey, at San Francisco, and Hugh
W. Bruen and executive secretary
Robert H. Poole. Emphasizing that
organizations like PCC can police
details of the decree, he said the
real issue is a drive by the Government for divorcement.
Attorney Robert Graham of Seattle, gen
ITO of Washing-ton. Northern Idaho and Alaska said the exhibitors in
Washing-ton have not paid an Ascap fee
since 1935 and take the position that when
a producer has acquired the right from copyright owner to use his music, and motion
pictures are to be exhibited in theaters, that
copyright owner has been fu'ly paid for the
use of his music.
"Any attempt by copyright owners, singly or collectively, to demand further payment on motion pictures
in theaters is a restraint of trade in violation
of antirust laws," said Graham. He declares
eral counsel for

Minn. Anti-Gamblin« law
Fails to Ban Bank Night

—

year. One of these, the Biblical story
of Ruth, is aimed at combating racial
prejudice and will be released this
Summer. The two other films en-

Minneapolis Bank Night in Minnesota theater is not a violation of
the anti-gambline Ipw recently enacted by the State Legislature, according to an interpretation by the
Attorney General. Opinion was requested by Eleveth City.

titled "The Wedding Feast" and "The
Burden Bearer," will also be released

"Necklace" Fol T ows "En fonts"

sent a scroll.

this

Summer.

Francis S. Harmon, MPAA viceprexy, will extend a welcome to
Rank and Dr. Forrest L. Knapp,
general secretary of the World's
Sunday School Association, will pre-

Rank will speak over WOR and
French-made "The Queen's Neck"Les Enfants du MBS on "Religious films for Reaching
follows
lace,"
Paradis" at the Ambassador Theater the Children and Youth of the
on

May

World."

13.

that the Ascap problem
industry.

West Coast Bureau

of

—PCC

is

one for the entire

THE FILM DAILY

delegates authorized
organization trustees to retain counsel to
take all necessary steps to secure a determination as to legality of Ascap exacting license fees from theaters for playing music
on sound track only and instructed trustees
to submit to its member units a concrete
proposal for raisin? $25,000 for such purposes.
Trustees were a'so empowered to enlist support of other exhibitors.

Los

Angeles

Cut Scales Belotv
Paris Tax Level
(By Cable)

—

In a protest
municipal tax
levies, film
theater operators have
decreased admission scales to 10
francs, an untaxable level.

Paris

against an increase

in

Fern me Fans In Buffalo

and

Pittsburgh,

Fcho Daily Variety's Applause for This Great

I

i

i

hA;

Screen Play by Karl Tunberg

h

31
German

Industry Back

Friedman Astes Stars
For Col. British Pix
Joseph Friedman, Columbia British
now on this side, is concerned
with lining up American "names"
for two pix to be produced before
the end of the year. One is "The
First Gentleman" which goes into
exec,

(Continued from Page

German-made

films

1)

were revealed to

this paper.

Supervising the German film proNettleford
July at
production
in
is
a Joint Film Production
Studios. Friedman wants a Hollywood star to team with Cecil Parker
Control Board, with Eric Pommer
"The
one. However,
for
in
this
chairman. British and American repChasm," Friedman would like sevresentatives have tentatively agreed
eral "names." Latter's exteriors have
that proceeds from export of the
already been shot in Italy.
German films would be used to purchase critically-needed raw stock and
other equipment needed to bring the
German film industry back to its
once powerful standing.
Duties of the Film Production
Board include the following: 1. To
in U.S.,
recommend the issuance of joint U.
S.-British production licenses; 2. To
(Continued from Page 1)
censor scripts prior to production;
creasing.
It would be disadvanta3. To issue working permits for production; 4. To allocate raw stock; 5. geous to interfere."
Same source said that British films
To advise and assist the German film
industry in the procurement of ma- on the average are grossing more in
Britain than U. S. pictures. "The
terials and production facilities.
Target of the plan is to speed the market for American films here is
return of the German film industry declining as British production capato German private interests. To this city is increased," he added, and "The
end, all money obtained from export demand for American films is declinof German films will be poured back ing here and at the same time the
into the industry, thus speeding its market for British movies in the U.
S. is increasing."
expansion.
Sir Stafford Cripps, president of
The export program, as this paper
has revealed before, includes many the Board of Trade, favors mainfilms made while Hitler was still in tenance of the status quo on the thepower. These films, the War De- ory that a change in quota regulapartment has stressed, are carefully tions might set up retaliatory action
screened for pro-Nazi propaganda.
in the U. S. where British films are
The entire question of the revival earning needed dollars.
of the German film industry, however, is explosive and already has
Paramount Sets Release Dates
been criticized in many quarters.
Paramount will release "The
As the man directly in charge of
the revival program and chairman of Trouble With Women" on June 27
the powerful Joint Film Production and Pine-Thomas' "Danger Street"
Board, Eric Pommer is in a position on June 20, Charles M. Reagan, viceto dominate the potentially-lucrative president in charge of distribution,
European market.
said Friday.

gram

U.K.

Lessens

Friday,

REV9EUJS Of HEUJ
"The Big Fix"
James

with

Brown, Sheila Ryan,
Nash, Regis Toomey

PRC

OF

GAMBLERS

AND SPORTS SHOULD SPUR THEATER
PATRONAGE.
Recent national expose of the gambling
hand in sports should certainly provide
background interest of this PRC offering
concerning basketball.
Ken Williams (James Brown) and Andy
Rawlins (Tom Noonan) return to Norton
University under the G. I. Bill of Rights.
They meet Ann Taylor (Noreen Nash) who
works in the registrar's office and she persuades her landlady to rent them the attic.
Ken and Ann decide its love, but Ann, the
basketball coach, and everybody else at
the college is curious as to why Ken refuses to play basketball since he
ton's star before the war. Reason
sister,

Lillian,

who

fell

in

was Norwas Ken's

with crooks and

wanted Ken to throw some games. She
shows up one evening and persuades Ken
that she has broken up with them and realizes what a terrible mistake she made.
Ken joins the basketball squad and they
make a clean sweep of their early games

theatre

—

DeVry IN-CAR SPEAKERS permit closed windows
in bad weather; provide individual volume
patron's
to
control
taste; confine sound
theatre
immediate
to

plaints; give farthestparked patron uniform synchronization of sound with
order for IN-CAR
your
Don't delay . . . Place
action.
SPEAKERS now and assure on-time delivery.

PERFORMANCES.
A discerning showman

running h^ ^es
u
over the credits of this one will find V r.'f-

dozen

points

exploitation

—

caliber.

Tying

in the radio show is a natural, too.
More on the overlong side, "Hit Parade"
of the year is all about two boys and two
girls. They form a quartette and are really
in
show business when they adhere to
song material the customers want and applaud. But when they are booked into an
uptown spot Albert thinks there will be a
new demand for sophisticated stuff with

insulting innuendos.

It

is

tried

and proves

floperoo.

a

A

her dying moments calls Andy and
him about Brenner and the gang. They
are caught red-handed, Norton wins the
championship, and Ann and Ken look forward to years of connubial bliss.
Should go over with collegiates and
in

tells

sport fans especially well.

CAST:

James Brown, Sheila Ryan, Noreen
Regis Toomey, Tom Noonan, John ShelCharles McGraw, Charles Mitchell, John
Morgan, Nana Bryant, Howard Negley.
CREDITS: Executive Producer, Ben Stoloff;
Associate Producer, Marvin D. Stahl; Director,
James Flood; Screenplay, George Bricker and
Aubrey Wisberg; Based on an original by Sonia
Chernus and George Ross; Adaptation, Joel MaDirector of Photography, Virgil Miller,
A.S.C. Photographic Effects, George A. Teague,
A.S.C.; Editorial Supervision, Alfred DeGaetano;
Film Editor,
Norman Colbert; Art Direction,
Perry Smith; Set Direction, Armor Marlowe;
Assistant Director, Howard Koch; Dialogue Director,
Stewart
Stern;
Costume Supervision,
Dorothy Drake;
Director
Make-up,
of
Bud
Westmore; Hair Stylist, Eunice; Sound Director,
J. N. A. Hawkins; Sound Mixer, John L. Myers;
Music, Emil Cadkin;
Music Director, Irving

Friedman.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

I)

agent,

film

Moore and in order
pact he must make

—

—

CAST: Eddie Albert, Constance Moore, Joan
Edwards, Gil Lamb, BUI Goodwin, William FrawRichard Lane, Frank Fenton, Ralph Sanford, Frank Scanned, Roy Rogers, Sons of the
ley,

Pioneers,

Woody Herman.

CREDITS: Producer and Director, Frank McDonald; Screenplay, Mary Loos; Original Story
Parke Levy; Photography, John Alton; Musica
Director, Cy Feuer: Arrangements, Leo Arnaud,
Songs, Jimmy McHugh, Harold Adamson; Filrr
Editor, Tony Martinelli; Sound, Earl Crain, Sr.
Art Director, Frank Hotaling; Set Decorations
John McCarthy, Jr., Charles Thompson; Danes
Director, Fanchon.

DIRECTION,

Effective.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Average.

Truman

See Para. Pic
THE FILM DAIL'i
Washington
President Truman
lo

Wnshinaton Bureau of

—

celebrated his birthday yesterday
and saw Para.'s "Welcome Stranger'
at a special White House preview.

STORK REPORTS
—

Orlando, Fla. A daughter, Cath
was born to Mr. and Mrs. Rich
ard Gabel, in the Orange Memoria
Hospital. Father is connected witl
the Florida State Theaters.
erine,

John Davis, Robert R. Young, Nate
J. Blumberg and other Anglo-AmerDenver A son was born to tin
ican film toppers. It will be Young's wife of Cy Lee, owner of Popper:
first press discussion of his film in- Supply Co., at Mercy Hospital.
terests and future plans. Lay press
will see the group after the industry
Detroit -William Campbell, assist
newsmen bow out. Unusual press ant manager of the Lakewood The
confab idea originated with Jock ater, is the father of a baby boy
Lawrence of the Rank Organization. Thomas William.

—

DeVry

good

there's

—

—

of

the cast
Eddie Albert, Miss
Moore, Joan Edwards, Gil Lamb, Roy Rogers, et al. The song that serves as the
basis for the screenplay is a ballad of certain sentimental value for the romantics.
First

effective direction.

He agrees, then goes to Detective
Lieutenant Brenner, who has befriended
him, and tells him the story. Brenner tells
Ken to play along until such a time as the
head men can be taken.

tions.

(Continued from Page

Send for specifications and prices on DeVry theatre
projector and sound systems, totf "The right pair to
DeVry Corporation, 1111
draw to for a full house."
Armitage Ave., Chicago 14. III.

For the Perfect Show 1iom %**£
"-*
gettyM*'
Indoors or Out

90 Mins.

A HARDY ANNUAL SHOULD SERVE
UP ENTERTAINMENT SIMILAR TO PAST

who

an eye to the championship. Lillian
and her gang decide the time is ripe and
she tells Ken that she killed a man in an
auto accident and that the gang will send
her to jail unless Ken follows their instruc-

Rank, Young and Blumberg
In Joint Press Conference

community com-

Republic

In a drunken moment Lillian tells Ann that
she never killed the man, that the story is a
hoax. Brenner, who is the real head of the
gang, finds this out and shoots Lillian,

with

DIRECTION, Good.

area, eliminating

of 1947"

with Eddie Albert, Constance Moore, Joan

however, is after Miss
to get her signed to a
a deal
on her sayso
for the quartette. He gets the package.
In Hollywood Albert is
relegated to the
studio's tune department, Lamb and Miss
Edwards knock themselves out making
serials. Miss Moore goes places.
The unavoidable bustup comes and once
more Albert is in the E3st. His tune clicks
and makes the "Parade." A bit later, through
the efforts of Miss Edwards, Albert and
Miss Moore are reunited and the quartette
is
wending its merry way once again
Woody Herman and his band are a good
thing, too, in this film. Frank McDonald
has given the show good production values

lone;

operators look to DeVry for
more than dependable moderately priced projection
DeVry's new IN-CAR
amplifying
equipment.
and
SPEAKERS for drive-in theatres are another outstanding contribution by DeVry to the Exhibitor's
and Projectionist's goal the perfect show.
Drive-in

1947

Edwards
63 Mins.

TOPICAL QUESTION

ton,

/THEATRE OPERATION

9,

fiLfftS

Parade

"Hit
Noreen

Nash,

EVERYTHING FOR DRIVE-IN

May

DAILY

NOW!

AVAI L ABLE
Admiral

RICHARD

E.

BYRD

in

'DISCOVERY"
A

THRILLING 90 MINUTE

MOTION

PICTURE

The Greatest Adventure
Story of All Time!

Own Best Sellers
"DISCOVERY" and "ALONE"

Based on Admiral Byrd's

the Stirring Story of the

Conquest of a Completely

ALL RIGHTS

^ mm

cr^6

m

^

NEW WORLD

domestic & foreign

CONTROLLED BY

DISCOVERY PICTURES CORPORATION
1560

WORLD

BROADWAY,

Suite 511 A,

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

PREMIERE -BOSTON -June 5th

|||
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MPAA

Board Increase

Springer Wins Medal
For War Bond Success

Okayed By Members
(Continued from Page 1)

meeting of MPAA members
who approved the filing of a certificate of change to increase the

for

general

from 18 to not
Members also ap-

erick

State

tive

the authorized increase.

the

WFC.

President Eric A. Johnston reported to the board on his appearances and testimony at hearings befor Congressional committees on UnAmerican Activities and Reciprocal

for

special

developments.
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox president, spoke on his recent trip through
South American countries.
Others attending the meeting were
Nate J. Blumberg, John J. O'Connor,
N. Peter Rathvon, Ned E. Depinet,
Nicholas M. Schenck, J. Robert Rubin, Spyros P. Skouras, W. C. Michel,
Earle W. Hammons, Herman Robbins, Joyce O'Hara, Francis S. Harmon, Sidney Schreiber, Fred W. DuVall and Ed ward T. Chey fitz.

Lopert in D.C.'s

—

director

curing

General

for

se-

4-star

Eisenhower's

insignia as a prize for the top

Gamble"

Frances Rafferty
65 Mins.

WESTERN PROGRAM ENTERTAINMENT; SHOULD DO VERY
WELL.
Easily

click

one

this

can

Cinecolor

marked

be

off

for

Besides being done

potentialities.

in

has good, sound and effective

it

Bond

salesman during a State-wide drive.

performances

all

down the

line

which round

out the elemental western plot to fine advantage. Rather than heap rough and tumble

Mason

Will Produce
Pix in U. S. and Canada

action,

has

(Continued from Page

1)

auired for the exteriors, which

will

be made by Roy Kellino who recently
returned to London from New York.
Mason has lined up a second story
which he plans to produce wholly in
New York if present plans prevail.
Indie producing program will not
preclude Mason appearing in pix for
other producers.

Goldwyn's N. Y. publicity office after
completing a special job in advance
of "The Best Years of Our Lives."
Miss Miller will vacation at home before announcing a new connection.

*

sequence upon sequence,

that in proper place and time and,
plenty of smart direction which lends

an aspect of gentility to some of the proceedings in a refined Latin manner.
Frances Rafferty is a rangeland hellion
who is having a bad time of it due to the
depredations of "Big Foot," a toughie in
the hire of a conniver who is trying to get
land

turn he

will

sell

at

able to keep hired hands on her ranch
the aforementioned depredations

due

to

but
"arranges" for Martin and Carlo to
stick
around. Which they do. Promptly
when "Big Foot" comes a-raiding Martin
and Carlo are there to give him what-for.
It is with the simplest of ease that Martin
and Carlo set out to round up the gang.
But not without some of the most intelligent action sequences to be cooked up in
recent westerns.
she

directing turned

in

a

in

a

good

is

of superior vintage.

Playacting

bet.

similar

by

the

task.

It's

principals

CAST: Richard
Marc Cramer, Val

Martin,
Frances
Rafferty,
Carlo, Benny Bartlett, Frank
Fenton, Byron Foulger, Edwin Parker, Pierce
Lyden, Frank McCarroll.

ter;
inal

Producers,

Director,

Reginald

Buddy

Ralph
Photography,

Rogers,

LeBorg;

Jackman; Art Director, George Van MarProduction Manager, Robert Beche; OrigStory, Bob Williams; Screenplay, Bob Wil-

liams,

Harold

DIRECTION,

Tarshis.

Very

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Dunningcolor 16MM. Prints
For Metro's Overseas Use

&jb,ance

WALDORF-ASTORIA
Grand Ballroom
FRIDAY— MAY

16th,

1947

SUBSCRIPTION

with Alan Curtis, Terry Austin

PRC

62 Mins.

SATISFACTORY SECOND NUMBER IN
SERIES WILL PLEASE CRIME-PUNISH-

MENT

!-

...

FANS.

,quav
Enough melodramatic situations, dt
tive work and other familiar aspects of
the criminal are whipped up in this second of the new Philo Vance series from this
•

RECEPTION

7 P.M.

$10.00 (per person)

Informal
(For reservations, write or phone Nat Harris, 20th Century-Fox

Exchange)

producing company to satisfy constant demand for that type of screen fare as entertainment.

The panorama of action is unfolded in
sequences that can hardly be called static
for something is doing all the time whether
it is playing cat and mouse with killers or
fooling around with children. Lethal points
of interest are strewn along the way, too.
Here Philo Vance, played by Alan Curtis,
becomes involved in the problem of a
valuable emerald that* was smuggled into
the country. He meets up with friends who
engage his talents and still more friends
who engage his close attention. Following
a murder a deal is made with the police
Vance can trace the killing as long as
he does not interfere with their work. Curtis finds the emerald and immediately everybody is out to make a deal with him, some
others with the proat the point of a gun

—

—

tection of their police shields.

With a fair amount of coherence Curtis
gets his prey where he wants them and his
big gambling moment comes when he confronts a man with a gun. Said man does not
know how to handle the weapon. He tries
to shoot Curtis with the safety on. At this
point the true killer makes his/her identity
known and then the cops arrive. The yarn
is

Buddy Rogers and Ralph Cohn have given
this one smart production. Reginald LeBorg

Fred

For Distinguished and Meritorious Service
to the Motion Picture Industry

in

an approaching railroad. Into this sphere rides Richard Martin, a caballero from south of the border,
with his musical accompaniment, man-atarms, etc., Val Carlo. Miss Rafferty is un-

Cohn;

TO SAMUEL RINZLER

which

rights

disgusting profit to

a

CREDITS:

ANNUAL BEACON AWARD

one

this

all

also,

Motion Picture Associates
SALUTE
The Motion Picture Foundation

innet
3)L

1947

,

commendation

Little

department.

9,

"Philo Vance's

SUPERIOR

Springer was singled out

Miss Miller Leaves Goldwyn
Washington
Ilya Lopert, New
Llewellyn Miller is checking out of
York film executive, has become a
partner of Louise Noonan Wilier in
the operation and management of the
Little Theater here. Lopert formerly
was associated with Metro's foreign

Richard Martin,

Comet-UA

of

W. Gehle, Chase Bank execuand former State chairman of

proved by-law changes conforming to

Trade Agreements. He also indicated his encouragement by recent

with

theater

the Treasury's Saving Bonds division, and FredLight,

directors
36.

"Adventures of Don
Coyote"

manager
Century Theaters, by Philip M.

Springer,

May

REVIEWS Of HEUU FILMS

A medal and citation for his time
and effort in the promoticn and sale
of War Bonds was awarded to J. R.

earlier

number of
more than

Friday,
DAILY

(Continued from Page 1)

annual stockholders report by Prexy
Carroll H. Dunning.
He specifies
"The Yearling," "Till the Clouds Roll
By" and Metro cartoons as among
those coming from the Dunningcolor
plant, now working on two shifts.
Dunning says the company has
experienced rapid growth this year,
with the first quarter more than
doubling the comparable quarter of
1946. Profit and loss statement shows
a 1946 loss of $38,079.
Dunningcolor now can obtain parts
for its animatic projector and expects biz in this department to rise
substantially.
Stockholders meeting will be held

on

May

17.

played with fair

skill.

Basil

Wrangell

di-

rected.

CAST: Alan Curtis, Terry Austin, Frank
Jenks, Tala Birell, Gavin Gordon, Cliff Clark,
Toni Todd, James Burke, Francis Pierlot, Grady
Sutton, Joanne Frank.
CREDITS: Producer, Howard Welsch; Director,
EdBasil Wrangell; Original Story, Lawrence
mund Taylor; Screenplay, Eugene Conrad, Arthur St. Clair; Photography, Jackson Rose; EdiEditor,
torial
Supervision, Alfred DeGaetano;
W. Donn Hayes; Sound Director, J. N. A.
Smith;
Music
Mixer,
Hawkins; Sound
W. C.
Director, Irving Friedman.
PHOTOGRAPHY, AverDIRECTION, Okay.
age.

FSC Acquires 6 British
Films for Latin America
H. Alban-Mestanza, prexy of ForCorp., announced that
his company is releasing a second
series of six English films because
"the Latin-American box-office response to British product is so gratis
eign Screen

fying."

Pix skedded for simultaneous

dis-

tribution throughout Latin America are: "Murder in Reverse," "Lisbon Story," "Spring Song," "Latin

Quarter,"

"Woman

to

Woman"

and

"Appointment with Crime."

FSC

has also acquired several
British
re-issues;
among
them: "Thunder in the City."

"A A"

Harry Holman Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Harry Holman, 76,

—

character actor, died here of a heart
attack. His only relict is a daughter, Mrs. J. B. Rowland.
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GRADVJELL SEARS, UNITED ARTIST PICTURES

729 7 AVE NYK
BUILD

A

BETTER MOUSETRAP AND THE WORLD WILL BEAT

EVER THIS QUOTATION WAS CORRECT

IT

PATH TO YOUR DOOR

A

WAS CERTAINLY

IF

PROVEN BY CARNEGIE HALL

WHICH HAS SMASHED ALL PREVIOUS ATTENDANCE AND ADMISSION RECORDS PLUS THE
FACT THAT WE WERE COMPELLED TURN AWAY THOUSAND UPON THOUSANDS OF PATRONS
THE PARK AVENUE THEATRE HAS BEEN A COMPLETE SELLOUT AND THE ADVANCE SALE
IS VERY

HEAVY

MIGHT ALSO INTEREST YOU TO KNOW THAT NO AUDIENCE HAS

IT

EVER ENJOYED A MOTION PICTURE LIKE CARNEGIE HALL AFTER EACH ARTISTS

PERFORMANCE THERE
A

SPONTANEOUS APPLAUSE FROM THE ENTIRE AUDIENCE THIS

IS

MEW EXPERIENCE FOR A MOTION PICTURE THEATRE FURTHERMORE STRANGE AS

MAY SEEM CARNEGIE HALL
THE MASSES TO SUM

IS

NOT APPEALING TO

ALL UP CARNEGIE HALL

IT

A

IS

CLASS AUDIENCE

IT

ONLY BUT TO

TREMENDOUS HIT AND

A

IS

I

EXTEND

MY SINCEREST CONGRATULATIONS THROUGH YOU TO MISTER BOR S 110RROS AND MISTER
I

LEBARON WITH PERSONAL REGARDS TO YOU
BOB UNGERFELD MANAGING DIRECTOR OF WINTER

GARDEN AND PARK AVENUE THEATRE

Boris

Morros and William Le Baron Presents

'CARNEGIE HALL" with Marsha Hunt -William

Prince- Frank

McHugh- Martha

O'Driscoll

Buloff and in order of appearance WALTER DAMROSCH BRUNO WALTER NEW YORK
PHILHARMONIC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA LILY PONS GREGOR PIATIGORSKY RISE STEVENS ARTUR RODZINSKI
ARTUR RUBINSTEIN JAN PEERCE
VAUGHN MONROE AND HIS ORCHESTRA JASCHA HEIFETZ
EZIO PINZA
FRITZ REINER
LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI and HARRY JAMES Directed by Edgar G. Ulmer Production Supervisor, Samue! Rheiner

Hans Yaray Olin Downes Joseph
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Owen

•

•

•

•

Original Story by Seena

•

•

•

•

Screenplay by Karl

•

Kamb

•

A

Federal Films Production

•

Released Thru United

Artists

Intimate In Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Nine Years Old

-^FDAILY
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NEW
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REVEALS PLflRS FOR CEBjjHjn AMIS
Quota Decision Due in Late Summer, Says Rank

POmmER

BFPA Prexy Sees Migration

ONLY

Of British Stars to U. S.
Having Beneficial Effect

U. K.

EXHIB.

QUOTA—HAZEN

Hal Wallis Prods. Prexy Confident British Gov't
Plans

No

Transcript of Reported
Views Under Scrutiny by

Government

Freezing of Remittances

Migration of British stars to Holly-

By

wood does not harm the British film
industry, J. Arthur Rank, BFPA

Kupper

films despite the tight money situation, Hazen said that any attempt to
limit the American "take" would
probably be made via a restriction
upon the number of U. S. films per-

mitted to enter the country.
"The amount of revenue earned

by British pictures in America
will be an important factor in

ing
the

appointment as manag-

his

for

director

company

by

announcements
Tom J. Convice

nors,

-

presi-

charge of
sales, and Murray

dent

in

Rank's Theater Tele

Loew's

Will Debut in Fall

Me«a

(Continued on Page 7)

Fox International
president.

20th-Fox Heads to Coast
For Sales Policy Meets

Kupper succeeds Otto W.

who

resigned because of

health. As managing director of WILLIAM J. KUPPER
Great Britain, he
also becomes managing director of
(Continued on Page 3)
ill

Mid-west Will Have
Tele Web by Inly
Chicago
is

in

—

A

prospect

network
Chicago by July

Sales policy on important forth-

coming

20th-Fox product will be
discussed in Hollywood by top ranking sales and advertising-publicity
executives in meetings scheduled for
this week.
Spyros P. Skouras, president of
(Continued on Page 6)

it was disclosed at the
by Capt. William Eddy,
director of the B & K Station WBKB.

first

now

VHF
in

the Midwest's
relay link and construction
installing

its

final

Michigan City,
South Bend, all
station's

games.

_

stages

New
in

Notre

will

link

Carlisle

and

Indiana, with the

transmitter

Primary purpose of
to televise

Buys

(

Continued on Page 12)

New G-K Projectors
For Canadian

Odeon

Building

(Continued on Page 7)

Momand Files Appeal;
Expect Fall Argument

in

first relay

Dame

Loop.

the

link

football

is

home

Washer

Appointment of Ben Washer as
Paramount's Eastern publicity manager, to take effect in June,

—

(Continued on Page 6)

—

has sold the rights for Norway,
Denmark, Czechoslovakia, Rumania,

Philadelphia
The.U. S. Circuit
Court on Friday granted the petition
of defendants jn the Goldman-Erlanger anti.-trus't suit for a re-hearing in order to present new evidence
in the action.
Judges Biggs, McLaughlin, and
O'Connell fixed June 3 as the date
for the re-hearing before Judges
Parker, Briggs and Leahy, the same
body that heard the first appeal in

(Continued en Page 6)

(Continued en Page 7)

lin

was an-

(

Reject Ticket Levy
Albany

gram,
costs

—

are

visors

Thomas

Charles Chaplin's "Monsieur Verdoux" and "Great Dictator" will be
marketed in six countries by a distributor other than UA, it was
learned over the week-end.
Chap-

as

Manager

Boston Notice of appeal has been
nounced Friday by Curtis Mitchell,
by A. B. Momand from the
national director of ad-publicity. GorCircuit Court of Appeals decision of
Continued on Page 6)
Federal Judge J. Wyzanaski entered
on Feb. 13, and from a judgment entered by Judge Wyzanaski on April
7 I ip-State Counties
13, regarding effects on the statute

Philadelphia Court Sets June 3 Date
Chaplin Pix in Six Lands
Via Outside Distributor

to Join Para,

East Publicity

filed

Goldman Rehearing Granted

week-end

is

Inl'l

television

for

of this year,

Station

American

(

Silverstone, 20th-

Bolle,

reported attitude towards the
industry have been revealed to The Film Daily.
The story is one of the reaction of
Pommer to the great behind-the-

his

Model "21," Gaumont-Kalee'slatest
British experimental theater teleArthur M. Loew, president of development in projectors, will revision in three or four situations will Loew's International, on Friday con- place those in use on the Odeon Cirbegin sometime this Fall, J. Arthur firmed the acquisition by the com- cuit in Canada, according to Edward
Rank, British cinemagnate, disclosed pany of the Mecca Building, 1600 F. Lyons, joint managing director
to the industry press upon his arrival Broadway.
Structure will be re- of Gaumont-British Kalee. Lyons arContinued on Page 10)
here Friday. Rank said that he has named
the
Loew's International
already asked the British government Bldg., and be used to centralize all

in

Great Britain, was
revealed Friday
in

—

Washington Details of Eric
Pommer's plans for rebuilding
the German film industry and

(Continued en Page 6)

As 20th-Fox Chief
Fox and

MANNING CLAGETT
THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

The next British quota law will
prexy, told the industry press Friday
provide for an exhibitors' quota only
upon his arrival aboard the S.S.
and U. S. distributors will be reQueen Elizabeth. On the contrary, lieved of nroduction activities, in the
he sa.d, the American public gains a
opinion of JoseDh H. Hazen, presi(Continued on Page 10)
dent of Hal Wallis Prods., who returned from England on the S.S.
Queen Elizabeth Friday.
Stressing his belief that the British
lo Britain
government will not resort to freezing revenues obtained by American

Resignation of William J. Kupper
as general sales manager of 20th-

Officials

E.

Upstate County superagainst Gov.

revolting

Dewey's

designed

to

local

tax

pro-

meet increased

from higher teacher
enacted by the iast
Program includes local

resulting

salaries

also

Legislature.

ticket levies.
in
Broome, Orleans,
Supervisors
Chautauqua, Cattaraugus, Columbia,
Saratoga and Steuben Counties have

rejected proposals to levy the taxes,
while requests for a special session
of the Legislature have been received from the Cattaraugus, Or-

leans and Columbia supervisors.

.

V

.

—

!

3te

Monday, May

1947

12,

Buys Habe's 'Aftermath'
With Price Up to $100,000

U-I

commG PHD
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

Publisher

CLAUD MORRIS, SRO's exploitation chief, returns today from Philly and Washington and
leaves New York for Chicago in connection with
preeming on "Duel."

DONALD

M. MERSEREAU

Publisher

Associate

:

and General Manager

CHESTER

BAHN

B.

Editor

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York 18,
N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W. Alicoate, President; Donald M. Mersereau,
Vice-President and Treasurer; Patti
Alicoate,
Vice - President
and
Secretary.

Entered as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938,
New York, N. Y., under the
act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free!
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
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at the post-office at

in charge of a SRO exploigroup, arrived in New York Friday from
ioston and went on to Philadelphia Saturday.

IRWIN ZELTNER,

tation

JACK BENNY, MARY LIVINGSTON, PHIL
HARRIS, ROCHESTER and MARJORIE REYNOLD;,
jre in Chicago for a week's p. a. at the Chicago Theater. ALICE FAYE IS IN CHICAGO.
LUCILLE BREMER has arrived from Hollywood.

HENRY

CRUM,

manager, was

W.

(BILL)

P.

SRO

Southeastern

district

Charlotte, N. C. last week.

WHITE, manager. Southeastern
HICKEY LAWING, special

Equipment Co., and

have returned to Charlotte, N. C. from a
business trip to Atlanta.
FRANCIS S. HARMON is in Cincy today to
be the principal speaker at a Church Federation
jf Cincinnati dinner honoring Charles P. Taft.
.ep.,

BARNEY BALABAN, SAM SHAIN and PETER
COLWIN have arrived on the Coast after a
stopover.

Louis

jt.

MORGAN

DENNIS

HOLLYWOOD,

in

PAIGE

JANIS

and

will

CHICAGO,

Denver for a crowded day s scheden route to Cheyenne for ths
oow of "Cheyenne."
EDWARD L. HYMAN, Paramount Theaters
Service vice-president, is in San Francisco, en
.oute to the home office, via Salt Lake City,
Minneapolis and Kansas City. He is accompanied

—

jy
executive.

Representatives:

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

28, Calif.

Phone
Granite 6607.
WASHINGTON—Andrew H.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
Manning Clagett,
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
Blvd.,

45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-

133 Wardour St. W.
Stuart, Hotel Manila.

1.

Louise

kam

MANILA— Homer
HAVANA — Mary
BOMBAY

Blanco, Virtudes 214.
L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg.,

Bombay

Fort,

Filmafric.

ALGIERS— Paul

1.

Ray Carmichael, Room

Saffar,

MONTREAL—

Rue Charras.

8

Hornby Road,

464 Francis Xavier

9,

VANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
Theater Bldg.
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher.
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone.
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys.
110 Hue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
John I.indberg, Jernhanealle No. 3, Copenhagen-Van Loese.
ROME — John Perdicari,
St.

Via

Ludovisi

MEXICO

Phone, 42758.
Turnoff, Morelos 56 No. 523.
Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito

16.

CITY— Louis

MONTEVIDEO—

itop

off

21,

MAX FELLERMAN,

a

Paramount

SHUFORD,

advertising
manager, left for the Coast Friday for a week i
:onferences on new product advertising campaigns.

RUSSELL HOLMAN, Eastern production head
Paramount,

for

lert

for

England

Queen Elizabeth.
DOROTHY FORD, actress,

the

Saturday

on

S.S.

rive

in

were:
and National Foundation for Infantile Paralyse
nead; LEE SHUBERT, theatrical manager; COL
JACK VOTION, RKO studio representative in
Europe; ROBERT WOLFF, RKO London representative;
ARNOLD PRESSBURGER, producer;
THOMAS J. HARGRAVE, president of Eastman

Kodak, and

DR. C.

man director
JAMES R.

of

KENNETH MEES,

E.

is

skedded

New York tomorrow ayem

via

to

ar-

East-

research.

GRAINGER,

Republic

executive

vice-president in charge of sales and distr.bution, arrived in Hollywood yesterday for a week
at the studio.

EDWARD
general

day

WALTON,

L

manager,

sales

a

for

three-day

York

assistanl
Seattle to-

in

Naved secretary,

is

in

N. Y.

State Lake, Chicago and his wife are vacationing in Mendota,

—RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

CAMERAMAN HARRY WILD

is

en route from

Hollywood for a vacation.
H. B. (BOB) ENGEL, general sales manager
MARVIN PAARMANN, service engineer, 10.
the DeVry Corp., Chicago, are on an extendec
sales-service trip through the Southwest.

and

Queen

Elizabeth

make "So

CAROL
M-G-M,

now

is

in

for

tour

of

Paramount.
head fo:
London and due back May

Yakima,

LAWRENCE
western

Portland,

star is
Seattle,

BERTRAM WILLOUGHBY, Ideal Pictures prexy,
returned to Chicago from a trip to the Coast.
diana

his
territory.

JULES
sales

K.

is meeting with
De Vry
agency for Ohio and In-

new

CHAPMAN,

manager,

with John

is

in

Film

Classics

SLEEPER

BORN TO

for conferences
head.
vacationing in Miami

FinnnciflL
{May

langin as Eastern publicity director
for the Enterprise Studios was an-

9)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Am. Seat
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Prec.

Paramount

RKO
Universal

Pict

Warner Bros

Low

17

17

17

236
187

236
187

236
187

18%
21%
24%
12%

Eq

Loew's, Inc

Republic Pict
20th Century-Fox

High

.

.

.

Close

18%
4

18%
21%

12%

243/8
125/8

21

24

5%

5%

30%

30%

30%

22

22

15%

22
15'A

Chg.

—
+
—

l/

2

%
3

...

—
.

l/g

5% +

'/£

15%
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

3%

3%

RKO

3V4

3

Sonotone Corp

3V4

314

Monogram

Picts

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

12%
3% V/2
OVER THE COUNTER
13VS

3%

JAMES ALLEN,
lic

relations'

staff

of
is

the
in

Warner

New York

studio pubfor several

MSSEU
-.

A Paramount

nounced Friday by Robert S. Taplinger, vice-president in charge of
ad-publicity. Polangin has been han-

I

fie

NIGHI FtArUIB
NIGHTIf

WWIWWWM

dling Enterprise publicity in Washington, where he operated his own
publicity firm.
Headquartering at the Eastern
Enterprise office, Polangin will act
as liaison for the studio publicity
department, headed by William F.
Blowitz, with
and Loew's Int.,
Enterprise releasing companies. Office of Friedberg and Katz will continue to handle special publicity activities for Enterprise.

LORETTA YOUNG
JOSEPH COTTEN • ETHEL BARRYMORE „

khtlarmer'sVaughter
^IVOLI Dean mammmm
OpM

UA

9)30 A.M.

I'way

« *9+

St.

The Academy Award Picture!

Asked

Cinecolor

4%

5

Pathe

5

6

Winner

Myers Looking For
Distrib. Deal on "The Shop'
S.

3%

of Nine

Academy Awards

J.

THE BEST YEARS OF

If
S.

J.

Myers, joint managing

|k OUR

di-

rector of British Lion, arrived from
England on the Queen Elizabeth Friday and told trade press reporters

that his visit

was "primarily a

LIVES'
'

* <ird

•

va-

cation."

Myers brought with him, however,
area will meet May 19 in the Nicolett a print of the recently completed,
Hotel to organize an area unit of the "The Shop At Sly Corner," and said
Motion Picture Foundation. A com- he would probably arrange a distrimittee of eight to 16 will be elected. bution deal for the picture while
The meeting call was issued by Ben here.
Berger, Harold Field, M. A. Levy and
It is reported that pic will probHarry B. French.
ably be released by Republic.
of-

.

p/l&4MO(/A/r £2.

3 'A

MPF Area Meeting in
Minneapolis on May 19
Minneapolis — Theatermen

BENDIX..

days.

3

13

Bid

KILL'v

ALANLADD

Beach.

Appointment of Frederick N. Po-

SLEZAK

assistant

Atlanta
is

WALTER

CLAIRE

ITIERNEY TREVOR

Mangham, exchange

MARTHA

I"

story

Vancouver and Chicago.

on

"The Egg And

A Universal-International Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

for

Eastern

JIMMY WAKELY, Monogram
p. a.

MacMURRAY

is

29.

a

Fred

COLBERT

sails

My Love"

Evil,

BRANDT,

Claudette

en route to New
May 23 on th.
England where sh

GERALDINE FITZGERALD
S.S.

—

Rockefeller Center

III.

on

THEATERS

New York

conferences.

HARRY POTTER, manager,

execs,

Enterprise Names Polangin
East Publicity Director

chance of hitting the bell,
the
novel which is about the AlLiu' occupation of Germany and the problem of fraternization goes on sale
this summer in America, England,
Switzerland, Argentina, Italy, Sweden, Germany, Holland and Brazil.
Viking Press is the American publisher.
Production on the picture is
skedded for this Fall.

Republic

arrives

STEWART SHELDON

TWA.

$100,000, will be deter-

to

mined by number of copies sold.
Author has better than °ven

headquarters.

DON WHITE,
for

$50,000

visit.

LOU LICHENSTEIN, Chicago 20th-Fox exchange office manager, was transferred to New

will

Paramount

art

Queen Elizabeth Saturday
BASIL O'CONNOR, American Red Cros.

Theater's
executive,

ment.

Sailing on the S.S.

York from Hollywood. She

D. A. DORAN, Paramount studio
left for tile Coast over the week-end.

STANLEY

PONS and ANDRE KOSTELANETZ

LILY

U-I bought Hans Habe's "Aftersliding scale arrangeFinal price, ranging from

math" on a

en route to Ireland on the S.S. America.

in

May

ule

G0IDG

ON SCREEN
EDWARD G.

this

ROBINSON
LON
McCALLISTER
•Names on

request from

EAGLE-LION FILMS

i

IN

PERSON
WALLY

BROWN
CHUCHO

MARTINEZ
Extra!

'The

RED HOUSE'

SALICI

PUPPETS

I

Monday. May

12,

1947
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Rank Views Films

Kupper

As Aid to Religion

As 20lh-Fox Chief

lo Britain

(Continued from Page

Arthur Rank, British film

J.

ty-

coon, spoke at a luncheon given in

Jgmov by World's Sunday School
Ast^^tion, at the Hotel Commodore,
i-:

Friday, scarcely three hours after
his arrival here for a whirlwind tour
of his interests in this country and

Canada.
In a prepared speech entitled "Religious Films for Reaching the Children and Youth of the World," Rank
said that the war had shown the
value of education via films and that
religious training could be admirably
included in curricula, by an extension
of the

same technique.

this moment," he said, "there
are practical difficulties preventing
the rapid growth and rise of religious
rilms, which are the outcome of the
war." He mentioned the shortage of

"At

projectors and films, but added that
he confidently expected that the difficulties would be overcome in the
next year or two.
"I am glad to say," Rank added,
•'that production of religious films
will commence again in July in a studio equipped with the most modern

equipment."

To honor Rank's work
films, three of

in religious

which were exhibited

Sunday School
Association presented him with an
award the first in the history of

at the luncheon, the

—

leaders present on the
included Spyros P. Skouras,

Industry

Blumberg,

Nate

Francis

S.

ROBERT

•

•

YOUNG

R.

scenery en

it

will not

be

•

...

route!

John

Davis

and

Harmon, vice-president

MPAA, who made

of

the welcoming ad-

Arthur Rank on the

That deal

out the

purchase by a group

for the

ol

insurance companies of one of Broadway's leading theater-office build• Take it from Alec Moss, Howard Hughes will give
ings is off. ...

a new

Faith Domergue.

• When

vera quietly? ...

•

...

million-dollar buildup.

a

find,

What's

from five to 10 per cent

circuit cutting b. o. scales

about a local

this

Love" opens at the

Enterprise's "The Other

Wednesday. UA will have four pix in five New York houses. .
• Metro's "Romance of Rosy Ridge" is now "Night Raiders.". . .
• "Dishonored Lady" is reported headed for the Broadway Theater,
• Jack Le Vien, Pathe News
either late this month or in June. ...
news editor, and Harry Smith, director-cameraman, planed for Europe
Sunday to begin shooting a "This is America" in occupied Germany
.

Rivoli

Tentative

High Cost

of the

title

subject,

"Displaced Persons.".

.

.

• Add

Canada wants a $815,000

National Film Board of

of Living:

budget increase

•

•

•

whether

they'll

sponsoring.

•

KNOW

DIDJA

commercial shorts

"Tribute

in

Ansco

be used

is

testing

one-minute

color overseas, with the results to determine

U.

in

S.

Camel Cigarets

theaters?

is

... •Is UA after another New York theater?
to Women Week," inaugurated here today to spur the New
.

York Infirmary drive,

•

Fairbanks

that Jerry

may be

taken up nationally next year.

Wuxtree! Edward Small says

he'll start

glanced

.

• Gotham
taxi,

.

.

.

Glimpse:

paused momen-

"Odd Man

at the billing for

•

.

production "within the next

month" on "The Life of Rudolph Valentino.".
Times Square jaywalker, almost knocked over by a
tarily in front of the Criterion,

.

Out,"

Minneapolis Main Stem looks

then

made a

like

Teresa Wright Lane, what with "Imperfect Lady," "Pursued" and

bee-line for the b.o.

...

• Who's buying that Republic stock in the
• Marcello Girosi. of Superiilms and Supercinema, sails
Satumia May 23 to line up more pix from the Scalera and Minerva

"Best Years" playing. ...

dress.

market? ...

Distribs. File

In

on the

Denials

Vermont Trust

Studios for U. S. distribution

Suit

— Distributor

defendants in
the anti-trust suit filed by State Amusements, Inc., operator of the State
Theater, Bellows Falls, Vt., have filed

Boston

and

several English-language pix.

of the charges. Interstate
Theaters and Rockingham Operating
Co., defendant exhibitors, filed their
denials a month ago.
State, through John Vaukoukis,
owner, charges restraint of trade in

to

...

arrange

•

for

After

production in Italy of

reading

"Command

you can understand why Clark Gable insisted Metro buy
It's a honey
Suspense?
And howl
screen rights
cision,"

!

Also guts!

!

!

Dethe
!

!

!

denials

commerce in motion picture
George S. Ryan is counsel for

• • • TELEVISION ENGINEERS ENVISION the establishment of
a net of small tele transmitters, fed by a central station, which will beam
news and sports events directly to theaters. ... • Twentieth-Fox's
Sid B'.umenstock, just a city boy at heart is deserting the Malveme.
having sold his home

...

•

Screenplay

interstate

L.

films.
the plaintiff.

"Rope," which Alfred Hitchcock will direct in Hollywood

Wildberg Drops Chi. Civic

Hamilton

lantic

—

Chicago The John Wildberg inhave relinquished the Civic
Theater lease.

terests

WJ^end
?

etinas -Jo

MacDonald

Ed Halperin
Harry Faster

is

there.

for

for

Trans-At-

being completed in London by Playwright Patrick

"Rope" was a London stage hit back in '29. ... • Ento make "Tales of Hoffman" as a musical appraises
as a natural. ... • Para, has an ace in "Welcome Stranger"
So
have the exhibs. who will p!ay it later. ... • Robert R. Young, according to the Wall St. Journal, next plans to modernize railroad stations ....
Won't Bob, please, oh, pretty please, purchase the Long Island RR?

terprise's

•

•

Silverstone Bares Further
20th-Fox Brazil Promotions
Further changes in 20th-Fox's
South American sales setup were announced Friday by Murray Silverstone, president of 20th-Fox International
and Inter-America. Appointments include the promotion of
Roger Rosenvald to supervision of
the Southern division of Brazil, covering offices in Sao Paulo, Curitaba,
Porto Alegre, Botucatu, Ribeirao and
Preto.

Alberto Rezenda has been named
supervisor of the Northern division,
including Rio de Janeiro, Bahia, Belo

Horizonte

and

Recife,

assisted

•

T

n

1

well-informed British industry ite

Disquieting Note Dep't.: "I

—

by

Armando Pavan.
Other promotions include Heiter
Passerino as manager in Porto
Alegre; Geraldo Morra, manager in
Sao Paulo, and Rudolph Schoham,
head office traveling sales analyst
and branch auditor.

High Court to Rule on
Appeal Hearing in June
Washington Bureau cf

THE FILM DAILY

— With

the New York
equity case officially "docketed," the
U. S. Supreme Court at any time
from now on may rule whether to
hear appeals in the case. Court attaches Friday said, however, this
decision probably will not come before June 2.
All required exhibits and documents have now been filed with the

Washington

Supreme Court by defendants and by
the Government. Actual printing of
the record of the case, however, will
not have to be accomplished until
after the Court decides whether to
hear the case.
/

plan

wonder if the thought will shock
you that in the event of a war between America and Russia, a very
large proportion of the people of the U. K. would not want to go into it
on America's side, and that in fact very many of them would apt to
line up with the Russians?
Indeed, there is more distrust of American capitalism than Russian communism" From a letter written by a

May 12
Karl

Samuel D. Berns

Pictures,

T

(JSirthda
:.:

1^

film colony,

I.,

making

his part of the anSilverstone expressed
his gratitude to Connors for making
the new arrangement possible. Connors expressed his reluctance in losing Kupper and wished him success
in Great Britain.
Kupper became general sales manager in 1942, following service as
Western division manager and in the
home office and as branch manager in
Albany, Charlotte, Pittsburgh and
Chicago.

In

nouncement,

bet your

the purposes of pointing

lor

just

J.

And you can

Hollywood

trans-continental train ride to

bottom dollar

tors.

accompany

will

.

religious films.

dais

Monday Morning Memos
•

1)

British Movietone News and will rep
resent his company as a member of
the Gaumont-British board of direc-

Goldman Pays 485 (is
For Philiy's WDAfi
Washington Bur.,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Washington
The FCC over/the
week-end approved the purchase of
controlling

interest

in

radio /'station

by W/f
a m
Goldman Theaters for $485(000. Deal
involves all of the 500 sliares of iscommon voting stock.
sued and
Transferors were Alexander W. Dannenbaum and Cecije L. Naumburg.

WDAS,

Philadelphia,

1

1

i

foremost screen triumph

Erich Maria Remarque's daring unpublished story

starring

BARBARA
STANWYCK
in

David Lewis' Production of

l\i

with

RICHARD CONTE
Gilbert Roland, Joan Lorring, Lenore Aubert,

Maria Palmer, Natalie Schafer
Screenplay by Harry Brown and Ladislas Fodor

Adapted from the

story

"Beyond" by

Maria Remarque

Erich

Directed by

Andre de Toth

(lfs

been a long time

since they've

applauded an American

film!)

Wholly effective. Richard Conte the most perfect cad
ever seen. Best of all, Stanwyck's remarkable talent.
DAILY EXPRESS

A

great film!

DAILY MIRROR

Outstanding booking. Tremendous star appeal.
Supremely, beautifully acted and directed,
TODAY'S CINEMA

A

film

worth seeing! Beautifully made and played.
DAILY GRAPHIC

Film relished inordinately. So slickly

done.

and so luxuriously
NEWS CHRONICLE

Very gallant enterprise worthy of your support.
EVENING STANDARD

Handsomely produced, high-powered performances.
Never a dull moment. Intelligence governs the whole.
EVENING NEWS
Romance, pathos, comedy exquisitely blended. Perfect
acting by brilliant cast. Sure appeal to everybody.
DAILY FILM RENTER

BREAKING ALL EXISTING RECORDS IN
SENSATIONAL LONG RUNS AT THE EMPIRE
AND OTHER THEATRES, LONDON!

Stanwyck's performance her finest accomplishment. A
powerful classic. Extraordinary direction. Will pay off
handsomely.
HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

More than

satisfactory grosses. Enterprise definitely
enters quality production field. Stanwyck at her best.
DAILY VARIETY

Directed with tact and intelligence. Excellent performances by Stanwyck and Niven. Conte particular standout.

VARIETY

Luxuriously mounted, skillfully fashioned. To coast
along to very good takes.
FILM DAILY

MP HERALD

Ranks at the top of the heap.

Stanwyck gives
grosses.

stirring

performance. Above average
BOXOFFICE

To draw the better grosses.

and for months and months

EXHIBITOR

to

come

after the

NEW YORK PREMIERE
at the

RIVOLI THEATRE
May 14
it

LOVE' from

UA

)

<W
PCC Names Bruen As

WHO'S WHO

IN

Monday, May

West Coast Bureau of

Los Angeles

— In

THE FILM DAILY

Born
Eddie

Foy

and

Dec.

appeared

1898. Educated at

8,

Institute,

New

Jersey.

vaudeville

in

with

He

is

family

for

De La

Eagle-Lion

Quota—Joseph Hazen

Salle

Films.

Institute,

New

(Continued from Page

the eldest son of the late

of the ITO of Montana
on their convention, May 28-29, will
vote on the question of affiliating

Members

with PCC.
Frances Langford was presented
with a golden marble statuette for
her entertainment of service men
during war and in peace time.

'

land,

Hazen

UJEDDinG BELLS

to Join

East Publicity

Para, as

Manager

(Continued from Page

pointed out that the quota system holds its greatest danger for
the British exhibitor who will
suffer if he is forced to play
British pictures that lack box
office appeal. In the main, however, Hazen said, the British
public prefers English pictures
to American, is quite conscious
of the motion picture industry as
a basic part of their economy
and evinces a great deal of interest in its progress.
Declaring that the combination of
Ray Milland, Ann Todd and Geraldine
Fitzgerald and five prominent English players gives the current Wallis'
production, "So Evil, My Love," the
most star-studded cast in any English pic to date, Hazen said that
shooting at the studio would begin
this week. The producer's personal
plans are to remain in New York for
awhile and then head for the Coast
where he will ready a Fall produc-

20th-Fox Heads to Coast
For Sales Policy Meets
(Continued from Page

1)

Momand

Files Appeal;
Expect Fall Argument
(Continued from Page

1)

of limitations.
It is expected that
the case will be heard by the Circuit Court of Appeals in early Fall.
Notice is the latest move in a
series of anti-trust actions broue-ht

Momand

starting in Oklahoma in
when he asked $4,000,000 damages of Griffith Amusement Co. and
^he eight majors. Case was dismissed
in 1936 and the dismissal was upheld

by

1931,

Needles-Tonken
Hartford,

Conn.

daughter of Henry

— Pearl

Needles,
L. Needles, War- but

ner Theaters district manager, will
marry Morris Tonken on June 8.

1)

without prejudice.
Momand
to Boston and refiled the action in 1937, winning a Federal Court
jury award of $960,000 which was set

—

Elected Prexy

ecutive head of production.
Allied Unit In La.
Morris Kinzler of Kayton-Spiro
agency; Christy Wilbert, 20th-Fox
Alexandria, La. Second new Allied
advertising manager; Louis Shanbe formed since the last
field, art director, left yesterday to unit to
national convention has been organjoin the conference.
ized here with W. A. Prewitt, Jr., of
Associated Theaters, as president.

Of

—

Frank Mclnerny Dead

Don George was named

—

Minneapolis Frank Mclnerny, 63,
formerly manager of the Empire
Theater in Chicago, died at his home
in Minneapolis last week. At one time
press agent for Wallace Beery, Mclnerny was known to Northwest
radio

listeners

as

Murphy

in

vice-presi-

dent of Allied Theaters of Louisiana
and Mississippi, with A. Barrenson
elected secretary-treasurer.

Negotiations looking towards the
affiliation of the

ITOA

of

New York

with National Allied are continuing.

the

comic team, Ole and Murphy. A veteran newspaperman, Mclnerny wrote
"Around the Town," widely read
column in the Minneapolis Daily
aside in February by Judge Wyzan- Times.

moved

Switow-Burkoff
Ky. Joyce Ann Switow, aski.
Harry Switow, Switow
Amusement Co., and Stanley T. Bur- Regarding Talks Today
koff of Chicago, were married reLondon (By Air Mail)
cently.
regrading talks between
Louisville,
daughter of

J,jitish

the world, Hazen pointed out that
production there was not as highly
organized or well integrated as in
Hollywood which resulted in a 50 per
cent longer shooting schedule for
the average picture.

Donaldson, former don Swarthout continues as publicity- 20th-Fox; Murray Silverstone, presof 20th-Fox
International;
resident manager for M-G-M here, exploitation co-ordinator, with Sid ident
Tom Connors, vice-president in
will become district manager for Mesibov as assistant manager of
PRC, replacing Al Herman who goes exploitation and C. N. Odell, as New charge of sales; William J. Kupper,
managing director in Great Britain,
Donaldson will York press chief.
to Buffalo-Albany.
For the past two years since his and Charles Schlaifer, advertisingsupervise sales for Boston and New
Haven exchanges for PRC and Eagle- Army discharge and for several publicity-exploitation head, top the
years prior to the war, Washer has Eastern delegation.
Lion.
Schlaifer left Friday for Washbeen Eastern publicity manager for
A. J. Fecke, an industryite since Sam Goldwyn. He has also been UA ington where he met with William
Michelson, 20th-Fox exploiteer on
1917, for the last 15 years with Re- publicity director in New York. While
campaigns for "Miracle On 34th
public, has joined PRC as Boston in the Army, Washer acted as general assistant to Irving Berlin and St." and "The Ghost And Mrs. Muir."
branch manager.
handled publicity on the latter's "This He proceeds to Chicago today for a
similar session and will conduct a
Is the Army."
Chaplin Pix in Six Lands
meeting at Kansas City before goOn moving over to Paramount, ing on to the Coast.
Via Outside Distributor
Washer will concentrate on special
Skouras, Silverstone, Connors and
campaigns for "Welcome Stranger," Kupper leave tomorrow for the tion.
(Continued from Page 1)
"Perils of Pauline" and "Dear Ruth," meetings with
Darryl F. Zanuck,
Italy and Holland to Jacques Griin addition to the routine chores.
vice-president in charge of producnieff.
Price is said to have been
tion, and Joseph M. Schenck, ex- Prewitt
$225,000.

anti-trust suit will be heard by Federal Judge Elwyn R. Shaw.

that the

have demonstrated their ability to
make good pictures and face only the
problem of getting back the currently
high production costs from the British and American market.
Although equipment and facilities
in England are the equal of any in

— Tom

Judge Shaw Gets Rio Suit
Chicago— Rio Theater's $1,000,000

said

The production executive

Washer

Boston

1

determining any such restriction," he added.
Turning to film production
bg-

act,

—

of

Tom Donaldson to PRC
As Hub District Head

III.,

production

Little Foys." He invaded Hollywood 25 years
ago as a writer at the old William J. Fox Company and a
year later he was made a director. A brief hitch with
Mack Sennett followed Foy's initial work for Fox. In 1925
he went to work for Warner Bros, on the first all-talk"The Lights of New York"
ing feature-length picture
which opened at the Strand Theater on Broadway. From
Warners, he moved to Twentieth Century-Fox as an
executive producer. Among the pictures for which he
was responsible were "Guadalcanal Diary," "Thunderhead," and "Smoky." When Eagle-Lion Films was formed
early in 1946, the organizers automatically turned to Foy.
In the short time since Foy has headed the new studio,
great strides have been made, and the company's program rivals that of many major lots. Stands 6 ft. Weighs
155 lbs. Hair, brown. Eyes, hazel.

industry, PCC
named Hugh W. Bruen delegate and
Trustees
Rotus Harvey alternate.
re-elected Bruen treasurer and Robert H. Poole exec, secretary.

opinion

Chicago,

later Peddie

charge of

in

"The Seven

and affirmatively for improving

public

in

York and

response to an
Johnston,
from
Eric
invitation
MPAA prexy, to appoint a delegate
to represent the PCCITO in an exhibition section of the industry film
committee, to explore possibilities of
using the screen properly, effectively

FOY, vice-president

1947

Only U.K. Exhibitor

HOLLYWOOD

Rep. on Industry Com,
BRYAN

12,

UI1V

Colbert Signs for Pickford Film

—Theater

West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

May

12:

MPAA

dinner.

May

honors J. Arthur Rank at closed
Waldorf-Astoria, New York City.

12-16: Screen Guild Productions national
sales conference and annual board of directors and stockholders meeting, Hollywood.

Hollywood Claudette Colbert has
and been signed by Mary Pickford, Budthe National Association of Theat- dy Rogers and Ralph Cohn to ap- May 13: Universal's press cocktail party to J.
Arthur Rank, Metropolitan Club, New York
Poster-Jacobs
rical and Kine Employes will be near opposite Robert Cummings and
City.
Harriet Poster will marry Arnold started at a meeting today. Groups Don Ameche in "Sleep. My Love," to May 13: Permanent Charities Committee anJacobs, formerly with Walt Disney's will set up a joint comittee of 12 be released through United Artists.
nual meeting, Hollywood.
office and now with Siritzky Int'l, from each side to consider the sub- Film goes before the cameras early May 14-17: Variety Club's 11th annual international convention, Los Angeles.
June 1, in Temple Emanuel, Bronx. ject.
next month at the Hal Roach plant.

CEA

Monday, May

Loew's

12,

Int'l
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Goldman Rehearing Granted

Buys

in

revolving doors

Philadelphia Court Sets June 3 Date

Mecca Building

(Continued from Page

1)

Minneapolis Benefit
Bached by Film Stars

the Circuit Court. Meanwhile the
stay order granted the defendants is
of the company's departments, now
continued pending the June 3 rescattered in three locations.
hearing, and the original case is held
SKBksv's announcement confirms the
e>!«pive item in the Along the in abeyance.
Defendants, comprising the eight
Riaito column of The Film Daily on
majors, in their petition for a reMay 2.
(Continued from Page

1)

Deal serves to kill, for the present,
Loew's International plans to build
on the plot acquired on 57th St.,
East of Broadway. Project was
abandoned because of current building problems weighed against the
certainty of occupancy in 1600 within
the next six months.
Contract of sale has been signed
and title to the building will pass
at the end of this month when it will
be possible to serve notice on the
building's present tenants.

"Duel" for Adults Only
Chi. Censor Board Rules

hearing

show

they
William

said

that

would

seek

Goldman

—

Hollywood lumMinneapolis
backing this city's "blind
auction" at the Auditorium May 15,
inaries are

Texas City disasBarrymore has
given a gift worth $1,500 and contributions have been received from
people such as Margaret O'Brien,
Belita, Bette Davis, Rita Hayworth,
Johnson,
Cary
Clark Gable, Van
Grant and Ginger Rogers. Local stage,
screen and radio celebs will be on
tap for guest shots, while Jimmie
for the benefit of

ter

to

has

failed to bid or negotiate for pictures
offered to him between Dec. 19, 1946
25, for exhibition at the
Erlanger, and that Goldman bid only
for 16 out of 63 pictures offered for
the Goldman, Karlton and Keith's
Theaters. Meanwhile, it is claimed,
the Erlanger remained closed although product from seven of the
defendants was available during the
period, and gross business at the
Karlton has been lower than the rate
the Court assumed in fixing damages.

and April

King Here

to

Discuss

sufferers.

Fidler

will

Lionel

act as chief auctioneer.

in

vestibules

Rank's Theater Tele
Will Debut in Fall

U. K. Para. Production

Chicago— SRO's "Duel in the Sun"
has been "pinked" for adults only by
S. S. King, of Shipman & King,
the Chicago censor board.
operators of a 35-theater British
"Duel" opens in Chicago, at the chain, is on a six-week visit to obE&K State Lake and Roseville Fri- serve production and exhibition techday.
nics here, he told the industry press
Day and date with the Chicago upon his arrival last Friday aboard
opening, pic will play in Blooming- the S.S. Queen Elizabeth.
ton, La Salle, Decatur, Danville,
It was also possible, he said, that
Galesburg, Kewanee, and Peoria, 111. he might arrange further production
Also Champagne, South Bend, Mari- deals with Paramount. He announced
on, Lafayette, and Terre Haute, Ind. that he had just completed "Dancing
With Crime" for Paramount. An ex-

(Continued from Page

1)

for a charter to transmit video programs into his theaters.
Once he gets the okay on that score.
Rank added, he hopes to go ahead
with his plans on Television City, originating point for his tele "feed"
lines.

Rank said that he exnected to visit
R. N. Rauland, head of the Chicago
company of the same name. Rauland,
which has American rights to the

even

in

indoor

system owned by Rank,

Baird tele
Philadelphia— "Duel" run is sched- hibitor for many years, only recently also has indicated theatrical tele on
uled to start May 30, at the Fox, in- did King become actively interested an experimental basis may be exdicating that the Pennsylvania cen- in production. He disclosed that he nected late in the year.
Though
had also produced "Silver Dai'lings"
sorship problem has been solved.
there's no financial tie-up, Rank disfor ABPC.
closed that he and Rauland exchange
research information as well as
N. Z.
Craig,
15 Blank
to
patents.

Paramount

Houses

Topper, In For Talks

Start

"Duel" in June

Stanley H. Craig, Paramount's genSRO's "Duel in the Sun" will open
eral manager for New Zealand, ar- early next month in 15 A. H. Blank
rived in New York from the West houses in the Des Moines area, Milton
Coast last Friday. He and William Kusell, SRO general sales manager,
Hurworth, assistant manager in Syd- revealed prior to his trip to the
ney, who arrived Wednesday, will Coast.
remain for two weeks to confer with
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
George Weltner, president of Paramount Int'l, and other officials. Duo
Hollywood
Plans to achieve the
will visit Hollywood en route home. maximum grosses for "Duel in the
Sun" are being discussed by Milton
Kusell, SRO general sales manager,

Gillham Challenges Conn.
Clergyman on "Duel" Ban
Commenting on the attack on "Duel
Sun" by two Hartford clergymen who asked the Connecticut Leg-

in the

to ban "the dirty picture"
from theaters in the state. Bob Gillham, SRO's Eastern ad-pub director,
told The Film Daily Friday that he
had no knowledge of the matter other
than what he had read in the papers.
been rein sales meetings at the Ambassador The film, he said, has
classified by the Learion of Decency,
Hotel yesterday and today.
and was meeting with approval from

Special Youth Scales
Suggested in Detroit

—

Detroit
Establishment of an intermediate price range for teenagers is advocated in the result of

among

poll

Side

Shopper,

Readers
far a

the East
community weekly.

readers

in

asking

price consideration

—

fcr

—

around 25 cents
on the grounds that the youths zrs
not earning their own wsy and cannot afford adult scales, and that thsir
families cannot afford to pay out

adolescents

money

extra

see

shows

price.

for

at

them
the

Named

regularly

full

to

admission

MPF Committee

for Pittsburgh

a

number

record

" 'Duel'

is

of theatergoers.
definitely not a 'dirty'

picture," Gillham added.
Referring to a statement

Morris Lefko, George Notopolous,
David Kimmelman and Robert Kling-

which appeared in newspaper advertising of
the film "Duel," the Lesrion of Decency in a statement Friday said it
'has not 'passed' this film in the sense
that the Legion has approved the
film or given the film an unobjectionable rating. The Legion has rated
the revised version with its numerous changes and additions of prologue and epilogue, B or Objectionable in Part for this reason: 'Immodestly suggestive sequences; glorifi-

ensmith.

cation of

of

unanimous

were

special

Complete

—

Pittsburgh Full committee elected
to represent the Motion Picture Foundation in this area includes: M. A.
Silver, national trustee; M. A. Finkel,
chairman- John H. Harris. Sam Fineberg, Michael Manos, William Blatt,
Fred Beedle, Robert Coyle, Perry S.

Nathan and

J. B. Clark.
Also, Lee Conrad, Bert M. Stearn,
George Sallows, James Alexander,
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Sees U. K. Stars' Exodus Aiding

Lower Costs

(Continued from Page

Closer co-operation among producer, director, writer and editor as
well as others involved in creating
a picture would help tremendously

reducing production costs,
James Wilkinson, RKO's chief editor,
told The Film Daily.
One of the best ways for reducing costs, Wilkinson added, was by a
careful editing of the script before
Trouble, he said, was
shooting.
finding enough editors who could vis-

toward

ualize the action
self

from the

script

it-

and know where to make the

right cuts.

Wilkinson also observed that he
to sneak previews in the
Los Angeles area since audiences
were not only too sophisticated but
also were not a true cross-section of

was opposed

American audiences. He preferred,
instead, to preview pictures in Frisco
or further East, and on the basis of
audience reaction, make the necessary revisions.
Wilkinson's Eastern trip was to confab with company biggies on the 16

mm. program.
E-L's

8

"Performance" Into

More Shea Theaters

"Repeat PerformEagle-Lion's
ance'' has been booked into eight
additional first-run Shea Circuit theaters in Ohio following its world
premiere set for Shea's Liberty in
Zanesville on May 22, it was announced at the weekend by Edmund
C. Grainger, president of Shea En-

and A. W.

12,
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Quota Fate In Few Mos.— Rank New G-K Projectors

Sees Script Editing

Key

Monday, May
DAILY

Schwalberg,

Brit.

Pix

For Canadian

Odeon

11

(Continued from Page
Anglo portedly had been piqued over the
with
acquaintance
and thus is led to acquire comparatively small playing time ac- rived here with his wife Friday
sound appreciation of British art and corded its films on the British Odeon aboard the liner Queen Elizabeth.
circuit
in which, incidentally, UA
product.
Lyons also disclosed that his/ j'.'s
Rank replied:
Nevertheless, Jock Lawrence, vice- has an interest
technicians and scientists are ai£,-rk
president of the J. Arthur Rank Or- "We've got to play the pictures on
on the interchangeability of the G-K
ganization Inc., revealed that from the circuit which bring in the most
lens.
now on, Rank will "sew up" his play- revenue." Rank said that he was
With the approach of Summer and
ers to long term contracts, ranging eager to meet Grad Sears, UA disthe consequent greater availability
tribution chief.
from eight to 10 years.
On the pier to welcome Rank Fri- of electricity, Lyons looks forward to
Dubbing the quota question "politincreasing
the company's export
ical," Rank expressed the opinion day were: Joseph H. Seidelman, U-I's
now has been
that no decision could be expected on foreign chief; Jock Lawrence, JAR schedule which up until
the shipment to all parts of the
the quota for at least another three veepee; Matthew Fox, United World's
"21" as
board chairman; Robert Benjamin, world of 60 units of Model
or four months.
well as 50 units of another projecOrganizathe
JAR
U.
S.
prexy
of
Queried how he felt about the retor, Model G-K 40, every month. The
ception of British pictures in Amer- tion; Arthur Krim, prexy of Eagle10 studio cameras manufactured each
ica, he replied that he was satisfied Lion; and representatives from Pathe
month are quickly absorbed in the
with the progress his films were Industries.
domestic market, he told the press.
making, admitting frankly at the
Here to confer with distributors Lyons added that by the end of the
same time that he hoped they would
year he hoped to bring a model of
nave done better. "One can't expect and to meet friends, Rank said that
the various types of equipment his
everything in a moment," he added. he had no intention of making any
company manufactures, to America.
Upon being reminded that UA re- new deals.

better
actors

1

—

—

Sears Sees "Bigotry" in
Ohio ITO Chaplin Stand

Mitchell Stresses Radio
Value in Film Publicity

Action by the ITO of Ohio board
urging U. S. exhibs. to refuse to
book Chaplin's "Monsieur Verdoux"
because of his alleged war-time
record, personal conduct and "refusal" to become a U. S. citizen drew
a sharp retort Friday from Gradwell

Arrowhead Springs, Cal.
Curtis
Mitchell, Paramount advertising and
publicity director, stressed the importance of radio in film exploitation and publicity in an address before the conference of company executives and theater partners. Sessions closed at the week end.
The Para, ad chief pointed out
that the Summer was a particularly
good time for radio advertising inasmuch as many of the top regular

in

Sears,

UA

distribution topper.

Noting that "in the course of almost every year, P. J. Wood can find
some cause on which he and his organization can take a militant and

—

Technicolor Ltd., Plans
18 Productions By 1949
Technicolor, Ltd., is embarking
upon a $500,000 expansion program
which will double its present capacity, according to Kay Harrison,
managing director of the British

company, who arrived on the Queen
Elizabeth Friday for conferences
with Herbert T. Kalmus.
Five Technicolor productions are
scheduled for the current year, but
it

is

hoped

to

up

this figure to 18

annually by 1949.
When the building program is
completed,
Technicolor hopes
to
make its facilities available to producers on the Continent. Order of
priority will be to film makers in
Paris, Rome and Madrid.

Sears said that "the programs are on vacation and movie
oth- names become the biggest audience
ager.
have been answered by pullers during that period.
ers
Mitchell demonstrated radio aids
Houses booked include the State Chaplin to the evident satisfaction
which had been created under the
Cambridge; Midland, Newark; of the public." Continued Sears:
in
Hippodrome, Marietta; Palace, Ash"The only element in Wood's pro- supervision of Martin Lewis, Paratabula; State, Conneaut; Bexley,
which causes us to even dignify mount radio director, who was also
test
Dover; Shea, Geneva, and Quaker, it with a response is the fact that in present.
Montana Exhibs. Set Meet
New Philadelphia.
it we see another abortive effort of a
Wolf Point, Mont.— Montana TheEros
Films
to
small, vociferous, bigoted group to
aters Association will hold its anVallejo Exhibs. Trust
force its will and its judgment upon Handle "U" Re-issues
nual Spring convention in Boulder
the American public.
No matter
Springs May 28-29, Clarence J.
Suit Asks $1,050,000
what they call it, it is still censorLondon (By Cable)
Hyams Severson, president, announced.
ship;
such
it
should
combatted
as
be
Charging 41 deBrothers have organized Eros Films,
San Francisco
-turn.
Ltd., to distribute re-issues acquired
fendants with Sherman Act viola- and defeated at every
an
as
a
company,
and
as
"UA
I
from Universal as well as pix setions, Raymond William and Pauline
individual
believe
that
it is the right
cured from the J. Arthur Rank OrSyufy have filed a $1,050,000 damage
of the American public to choose its ganization.
Group is said to total
action in Federal Court. The Syufys,
entertainment
for
itself.
believe
We
who operate the Rita and Victory that it is presumptuous and un- 42, with "U" furnishing some 20.
Control of Anglo-American Film
Theaters, Vallejo, sued for triple
STANDARD THEATERS, Milwaukee, theater
non-sovereign Corp. has been purchased
by Eros operator, capital, 100 no par shares, by A. Weiss
damages on a claimed $350,000 loss American for any
group
the
responsibility
of
to
take
from Lady Yule.
and C. Morris Puis.
from alleged trade restraint, monopselecting for the public the motion
DICKINSON OPERATING CO., INC., Mission,
olv, price-fixing, and other violations.
pictures it should see."
Kans., authorized to operate theaters in MisSDG Honors Jean Benoit-Levy
Defendants include Fox West
souri.
Coast, 20th-Fox, Loew's, RKO, WarJean Benoit-Levy, director of the
R. & W. THEATERS, INC., Bedford, Va., to
ners, Paramount, Columbia. United 15-Magazine
UN Film Board, was conferred with operate theaters, capital, $100,000, by Dan
Theaters,
National
Artists
and
Weinberg.
honorary life membership in the
Planned for "Stranger"
among others.
CRAIGSVILLE THEATER CORP., Staunton, Va.,
Paramount's Bing Crosby-Barry Screen Directors Guild by Prexy Bud John M. Herndon, president.
Fitzgerald
starrer, "Welcome Pollard at last Friday's cocktail
HAMPTON THEATERS, INC., Hampton, Va.,
Stranger," will receive the biggest party held in the Victory Room of the capital, $50,000. H. J. Fokas, president; Athene
C. Fokas, vice-president; W.lliam J. Fokas, secremagazine advertising campaign used Hotel Sheraton.
tary-treasurer.
on a Paramount picture since "For
VERMONT -TENNESSEE OPERATING CO.,
Whom the Bell Tolls," Stanley Shu- Minn. Trust Case End Seen
INC., New York, 200 shares no par stock, tD
Chicago
reported tentative operate
A
ford, advertising manager, said Fritheaters, by David
Freiberger, Anna
SAM BRAM head of Bram Studio and in- day prior to his departure for Hol- agreement has been drawn up in the Novak, Rose
i. Smisek.
at the Israel
dustry veteran, is gravely
EDUCATIONAL PICTURES, INC., Delaware,
lywood. Campaign opens this month Riverside Theater, Milwaukee-Minneits
certificate to do business in
Zion Hospital, Brooklyn.
and runs for two months in 15 na- sota Theater and Minneapolis anti- surrendered
New York State.
LEO BURSTINE, operator of the State, tional magazines and eight fan pub- trust cases and it is expected they
AMUSEMENTS, INC., Louisville, Ky., to operSouthtown and Tivoli Theaters, Springfield, lications with a total circulation of will be signed shortly and dismissed ate theaters, capitalization $50,000, by Louis
terprises,

E-L

vice-president and sales

loud

stand,"

man- arguments already advanced by
.

.
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—
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GREAT EXPECTATIONS

V)

by Charles Dickens. Next attraction at Radio City Music Hall!

JAMES MASON JoDD MAN OUT"
Now

a Carol Reed Production.
at

LOEWS

in

3rd record-smashing week

its

Criterion Theatre!

"STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN"
in Technicolor.

Now playing

the

RKO

metropolitan theatre circuit!

"BRIEF ENCOUNTER"
by Noel Coward. On every

ten best

list,

now playing

LOEWS metropolitan

theatres!

"notorious"gentleman"
also current in

RKO metropolitan

theatres!

"THE YEARS BETWEEN"
by Daphne DuMaurier. Also current

in

LOEWS theatres!

"THIS HAPPY BREED"
by Noel Coward. In Technicolor, now in

its

5th record week at the Little Carnegie!

"THE CAPTIVE HEART"
new attendance

setting

records in

its

3rd week at Studio 65!

"THE WICKED LADY"
now playing

at neighborhood theatres throughout the city

"THE SEVENTH VEIL"
also current in your locality!

Wherever you go in search of entertainment
whatever you seek in screen enjoyment
you will find the best under the banner of
.

This a facsimile of an
advertisement which is
appearing in the New
York newspapers today.

.
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.

.
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Pommer's German Plans Look to Export Market
Transcript of Reported
Views Under Scrutiny by

Government

Officials

(Continued from Page

1)

scenes struggle between American,
Russian and British interests to get
a firm foothold in Germany, frenerally
regarded as the political key to the
future of Europe.

Pommer's reported views were
made known in a conversation with
an American in Berlin, and copies
of the transcript of the remarks
credited to Pommer were under close
scrutiny by men in Government
over

the

sions

deemed

Shades of Himmler and Goebbels!
announces that American and British authorities
have agreed to help build Germany's exports by letting 'carefully screened' films,
made by the Nazis before the war, be sent to the United States and Britain."
"Screen for what, and by whom?"
"The prospect of seeing any films made by the Nazis leaves us cold. But

"An Army

official

in

that 'screening' business raises the bristles."
"If there is any of that we want to do our own. Furthermore, we don't like
the term 'screening.' It has a totalitarian connotation and was one of the byproducts of war that we want to forget."
York World Telegram.
Editorial in the

—

Balaban's Plea Brings
Trebled UJA Pledges

week-end, with repercus-

New

"Names"

Lineup

Set For
of
Infirmary Benefit May 20

— Pledges and contribu-

"Names" lined up for the New
York Infirmary Madison Square
Garden benefit show on May 20 was
year following an address here by announced Friday by Marvin
Barney Balaban, Paramount presi- Schenck.
Topping the Hollywood contingent
dent, and national chairman of the
my
are Jennifer Jones, Carmen Miranda,
up the German industry once and industry drive.
Joseph Gotten, Lucille Ball, Margawould like to do it again because if
About 40 area showmen attended ret O'Brien. Stage and radio names
I don't, the Russians will take what
the meeting, including Joseph Ansell, include Ethel Merman, Milton Berle,
should be German markets away.
Ella Logan, Bert Lahr, Jean Parker,
Doesn't Hollywood recognize this Edward Arthur, Sol Bank, Paul Beisman, Herbert Benin, Lester Bona, Lucienne Boyer, Hazel Scott, Carmen
fact?"
Russell A. Bovin, John Caporal, Cavallero, the Andrews Sisters, Bill
(Queried in New York Friday
Maurice Davis, Andrew Dietz, Bar- Robinson, Jessica Dragonette. Band
whether he had ever offered Eric
ney Diamond, Chris Efthin, Charles names include Fred Waring, Duke
inevitable.
said to have told this
American that "Arthur Rank is so
anxious to get me for his organization that he has repeatedly told me
I can write
own ticket. I built

Pommer

Pommer

is

a post, J. Arthur

St.

tions

Louis
to

UJA

tripled those of last

Rank

Joldman, and Herman H. Gorelick.
Also, Sol Hankin, Clarence Kaiman,
Pommer had never approached
Sam Komm, David P. Komm, Nat
him, nor he Pommer. No negoKopler, Lester Kropp, Paul Krueger,
tiations had ever taken place beTheodore Lending, Joe Litvag, Julius
tween them. Rank said.)
Leventhal, George Pliskos, Barney
In the same conversation Pommer Rosenthal, Matt Schulter, Maurice
also is reported to have stated:
Schwitzer, William Sherman, Frank
"Pommer was the German motion Speros, Nat E. Steinbeck, Fred Wehrpicture business once and Pommer is anberg, and Clarence Turley.
again, and purely for sentimental
reasons, Pommer wants to see the studio facilities, and that I also know
German film business back in its that in allowing so many of my old
former position. Here are 60,000,000 German pictures to be played in the
people of the highest culture and British zone, they have killed the reattainments located in the very heart building of their British stars. The
of Europe. Do you and Hollywood British fear Hollywood pictures so
want to see these millions of good much they would rather play any
Germans live in a vacuum? As Ger- old German picture to an American
many goes in the next 10 years, so film."
will all of Europe, and how stupid the
Pommer Watches Dubbing
American industry has been about
Pommer said he had been called
"all sorts of names in the trade
me."
"Hollywood," he is said to have press" even though "I watch over
continued, "hates me because they che dubbing of Hollywood features
fear the competition of my German like a mother with a baby."
films. The Russians hate me because
"Where would Hollywood be," he
I am beating them at their own game, asked, "without Pommer supervising
and they know I am keeping the the dubbing for Germany? Every
best directors, producers, and tech- dubbed picture I put through is comnicians here in the American zone.
petition for German films and it
"The British hate me because they means building' up not only box office
know I have absolute control of all but star values. Yet they point the
finger of scorn at Pommer and say
he is an enemy.
"I have sold my German producers
and distributors on having MPEA
told

THE FILM DAILY

rami

VIRGINIA JACKSON, Jam Handy,

advertising-

promotion department, Detroit.

MARIAN MESSMORE,

contact staff, Jam Handy,

Detroit.

distribute their product; sold them in
face of their great opposition as they
naturally want their own distributing
agencies. I tried to protect Hollywood until I found I was attacked.
Now Hollywood can protect itself, as

I'm not going to stick my neck out
son, Detroit.
any more.
BETTY GEARY, assistant manager, Michigan,
"I am going to tell you what is my
Detroit.
the American industry
conviction
JENNIE BRAGA, assistant manager, Ramona,
has dug its own grave in Germany
Detroit.
GENEVIEVE REID, assistant manager, Riviera, by its stupid and repeated mistakes.
MPEA even has gone to the State
Detroit.
VIRGINIA MARTIN,

assistant

Ellington, Louis Prima.

that

touch

manager,

Madi-

—

Berger Price Slaps

Berlin

Baecher Anti-Trust Aide
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington

—Attorney

General
Friday announced
appointment of John Ford Baecher
as first assistant to assistant Attorney General John F. Sonnett of

Tom

C. Clark last

the anti-trust division.

Department to have
from Germany."

me removed

Pommer is also quoted as saying
that at "secret" meetings, his "old
friends are united in the determination" that the days when some members of the American industry "rode
roughshod over this German market
are gone forever."
"They will never come back,"
Pommer

"even if I have to lick
them again as I once did."
Many Requests for Pix
Pommer is quoted in the transcript
as saying further that "every day" he
gets letters from Turkey, Egypt,
from "all over South America" from
Mexico, and the United States "asking

me

said,

for

German

Bring Quick Replies

—

Minneapolis An appeal to President Truman to specify two particular movies in his price-lowering
campaign was voiced here by Benjamin Berger, president of North
Central Allied Independent Theater

Owners, Inc.
Berger sent to President Truman a
letter, reading in part: "I wish to
call to your attention that in spite of
your pleas for price reductions, Samuel Goldwyn is now releasing "Best
Years of Our Lives," and David O.
Selznick is also releasing "Duel in
the Sun," and both insist that the
theater owners more than double the
." This, Berger
admission prices
termed "a slap at your very welcome
price reducing attempt."
.

.

Spokesman for the Goldwyn

office

Friday said that "Best Years," while
representing an advance in price,
offered

"sufficient

value

for

the

money" and that bad pictures, by
the same token, should be offered at
lower prices. Goldwyn office added
that it had been made unmistakably
in advance advertising that
"Years" would be shown at advanced
prices throughout this year.
SRO's Bob Gillham, Eastern adpub chief, termed such protests
•'nothing new," and said that in his
opinion, the admission charge for the
advance run of "Duel" was not excessive. Gillham added that the public was showing its acceptance of
the advanced price scale by breaking

plain

attendance records in the 210odd theaters now showing the film.

all

"If the public didn't believe 'Duel'
offered their money's worth in entertainment," Gillham continued, "they

would stay away

Tom

in droves."

Son Dead

Gilliam's

Chicago— William

T. Gilliam, 17,
Gilliam, 20th-Fox exchange manager, died at his home
in Maywood, 111., after a short illness.
Burial is to be held today.
Parents, Tom, Jr., and James, brothers, survive.

son of

Tom

product."

"I've got the German film business," the transcript continues, "right
in
pocket and there it is going to

DEW

my

The Near East and Middle
East will become a wonderful market

POSTS

remain.

for German pictures as will all the
countries in Scandinavia. Foreign

markets, that is the game I like to
play. It is not money that worries me
at the moment but raw stock."
Carrying on in the same vein,
Pommer reportedly said "MPEA may
not know it, but when General
Echols was told the American industry would furnish no more American titles for Germany unless AMG
furnished raw stock, we were all
ready over here to stop all American
pictures and keep the houses open
with old German films."

EDDIE RUDOLPH, UA sales staff,
IRVIN GOOD, 20th-Fox salesman,

MARIAN
licity

St.
St.

Louis.
Louis.

ANDREWS,
office,

Fabian advertising-pubStaten Island.

FRANK SENERCHIA,

assistant manager, Stadium,

Tottenville.

WILLIAM NAPIER,

operator,

Duke, Royal Oak,

Mich.

ROBERT SWEETEN,

general manager,
phy Theaters, Alamosa, Colo.
G. DRADDY, office manager,

JOHN

Tom MurUA,

Bos-

ton.

McKENDREE

WILLIAMS, manager,

Franklin,

Franklin Square.

HERBERT SUMBY, manager, Baldwin, Baldwin.
GERALD PRATT, assistant manager, Grove, Freeport.
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fORfll

Advisory Group Machinery
Aimed at Cooperation in

—

Common

Code, 0. J. Silverthorne, chairman
Censor Board declared in his annual report that the success of
British and foreign pictures "is due to the candid way in which non-American
producers produce their topics." He declared that films of other countries, unhampered in choice of subject material, had enjoyed "striking success."
Films not made in Hollywood do not suffer from the Code restrictions, S'.lverthorne said, although those produced in Britain provide examples of discretion
in the use of provocative themes. Such films had what is regarded as novelty
and realism, he continued, but Hollywood producers were handicapped in the

Toronto

Motion Picture Export Association
not be able to assume the responsibility of distributing American films in Germany by July 1
unless the American Military Government makes facilities available to
the MPEA, Irving Maas, the organ-

veepee and general man-

making

ager, told the industry press yester(Continued on Page 9)

UMT

Film Distribution Facilities

Critical of the U. S. Production

of the Ontario

will

ization's

13.

Production Code Seen Hampering V. S. Films
Resulting in "Strihing Success" for Others

Distribution But

Unclear on

MAY

PRODUCERS

mPflfl BRITISH
AMG Wants MPEA to Take

YORK. TUESDAY,

Interest Matters

A Joint Standing Advisory
Committee with machinery to
facilitate co-operation in matters of common interest and public
responsibility, has been set up by
the British Film Producers' Association and the MPAA, it was announced last night at the
(Continued on Page 9)

MPAA

of films with a fresh approach.

It

Dick

Rowland

Dies;

Funeral Tomorrow
Richard A. "Dick" Rowland, 66,
veteran industry executive, died yesterday following an illness of about
a year. Organizer and first president
of Metro Pictures, and one time general manager of First National, Rowland, in recent years had been con(Continued on Page 11)

Pulitzer Prize Novel to
Col. for $200,000 Plus

U. K, Nationalization

Not Practical

—Rank

AFL

unions

in

the

motion

picture

in

Supreme Court Will
Hear Griffith Appeal

Emanuel, Ellis Elected
To Philly MPF Posts

Universal's theater-acquisition pro-

(Continued on Page 11)

Over

1,000.000

—

the area Motion Picture Foundation,
while Martin Ellis was named chairman. Ulrik Smith will serve as vicechairman, Lester Wurtele as secretary and Harry Abbott as treasurer.

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 4)

Hollywood "All-Out" For V.
77

200 Delegates Pour

In

C.

For Convention

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood This town is literally
jumping with showmanship today!
AA, Mono. Production
For the first time in its history,
Hollywood is truly the capital of the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Steve Broidy, presi- film industry, with most of the 1,200
dent of Allied Artists and Monogram, delegates of Variety Clubs, Internaannounced over the week-end that tional on hand early for the 11th ansince he is unable to complete any nual convention which officially gets

Labor Situation Halts

West Coast Bureau

—

—

'Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 12)

First

To See

Week

David O. Selznick's "Duel in the
Sun" will attract an audience of
1,100,000 during its first week at the
(Continued on Page 12)

Jay Emanuel yesterelected national trustee of

Philadelphia

day was

"U"—Fox

gram, held up by the high cost of
building and buying, envisages a
chain of 50 "show windows" in major American cities within the next
three years, Matty Fox, executive

"Duel" In

industry has been called for today by

William Green, AFL president, to
set up procedures for the adjudication of jurisdictional disputes without
strikes. Green
said
he called the
meeting after polling the 12 unions
involved, including IATSE, AAAA,
BSE, and those representing carpenters,
electrical
workers,
plumbers
and pipefitters, painters, musicians,
office employes, radio directors,
operating engineers and plasterers.

Formation of Eagle-Lion Films

Sought by

(Continued on Page 12)

Meet Green Today
THE FILM DAILY
A conference of

Trade

(Continued on Page 4)

AFL

—

S.

co-operation with J. Arthur Rank
was explained yesterday by Robert
R. Young, financial power behind
Pathe Industries, as his contribution
to the belief that the U. S. must
discontinue its 40-year practice of
unilateral exports in favor of a reciprocal policy under which America

—

Washington

Favoring U.

"Nationalization of the British film
industry is not practical and I am
satisfied that it will never come
about," J. Arthur Rank told the industry press yesterday at a joint conference with Robert R. Young, principal stockholder in Pathe Industries.
Rank reported that theaters in
Britain had experienced a difficult

Sum of $200,000 was reportedly
paid by Columbia yesterday to OmniWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
book Magazine, representing the auWashington
The Supreme Court
thor, for "All the King's Men" by
yesterday noted probable jurisdiction
(Continued on Page 12)
in the Government's anti-trust suit
against the Griffith Circuit. Oral
argument in the case will probably
be heard next Spring, although there
Studio Unions to
Washington Bur.,

E-L-Rank Tie-up Seen 50 "Show Windows

System Permits
Rehearsal Previews

Tele.

A patented television system which
would permit a film production executive to view rehearsal scenes as
they would appear on a motion picture screen has been devised by
Adolph N. Rosenthal, director of research and development for Scophony. Rosenthal's development employs a tele camera used in combination with a motion picture camera,
with the orthicon shooting from the
same angle as the other. Scenes
would be piped to a television screen
that a production cabinet
the rehearsals and
needed cuts or enlargements

so
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left

vacationing

Atlantic City.

in

M-G-M's

of

yesterday

for

to
sales

depa

legal

two-day

a

trip

to

here from
Coast to confer w'th Budd Rogers, his sabs
and U-A home office execs, on sales plan.;
"Heaven Only Knows."

HENRY FONDA was in Baltimore over the
veek-end to visit his hospitalized mother.
IRENE, M-G-M designer, here from the Coast.
JOSE ITURBI and manager GEORGE MARACAS, are in Mexico City from Hollvwood to fill
] concert engagement. On May 15, Iturbi will
'oin his sister, Amparo, in Galveston, at a benefit concert
for Texas City disaster victims.

NORAN

E.

KERSTA,

manager

of

NBC

the

Television dept., will address a luncheon meetng of the Pittsburgh Advertising Club today.

MERRIMAN

HOLTZ,

president of Screen
Mettes, has returned to Portland, Ore. from
Hollvwood where he presided over the Western
regional meeting of Naved.
H.

L.

GROVES,

Midwestern
touring

as

and

districts,

a's

branches.

NEWMAN,

ODerator, Courtesy Theater,
has returned from a four-week trip,
to California.

Detroit,
by car,

WILSCHKE,

O.

Mtec,

branches

CR

has

left

for

operations'

an

supervisor

extended

trip

to

for

the

Coast.

HOLBRODK
Co

,

O.,

BISSELL. of AHvertisers Dist- butAlbany, made his first trip to Clevelast week following his recent auto-

Clubs

convention

in

Los

SPYROS

Paris.
first

"Alice," said to be France's

color film,

francs,

A. M. SCHUMAN, general manager, Hartford
Theaters circuit, Hart.ord, and MRS. SCHUMAN
are back home, after a M.ami tr p.

million

PAUL PURDY, manager, Newington
Newington, Conn., and MRS. PURDY
turned from a Nsw Hampshire visit.

French-made

Theater,
have re-

SAM

HARRIS, secretary-treasurer. State Theater, Hartford, Conn., and MRS. HARRIS, arc
v ome. following a five-week
vacation down ir

AL LEVY, 20th-Fox Detroit
in New York to bring back

is

who was taken

daughter,

office

manager,

four-year ol
a recent trip

his

on

ill

here.

EDWARD ARNOLD

and PAT SOMERSET, as-

executive secretary

sistant

t^e

of

SAG

arrived

Washington yesterday from the Coast.
CAPT. EDDIE RICKENBACKER is in Hollywood this week to appear in a color picture

average

of

35

is

budgeted at 144

compared with the
million

PAPPAS,

Alliance

ilane
insDection
trip
theaters of t'ie circuit.

circuit,

on

a
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Vi

Wells to be Named Head
Of UNRRA Film Section

Asked

43/,

51/s

Pathe

5

5%

CO.

MEMBERS

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
isted and unupon requesf.

Telephone: HAnover 2-30S0

NEW YORK

-hief of the

UNRRA

apnointed

Film Section,

Tean Benoit-Levy, director of the
Films and Visual Information Division, announced. Wells, information
film chief, is now on official loan to
the
Department of Public Information.
Benoit-Levy also announced that
Frederic K. Abbott, former editor
and general manager of the United
Newsreel, has been made newsreel
and television liaison officer for the

h=ing filled bv Jerry
Eastern Air Lines.

MAURY
arrived

ORR,

Bunin, who conceived
action-animation process used in
M-G-M's "Ziegfeld Follies," will take
a party of 40, plus all needed equipment, to France for a 15-month stay
while the picture is made. Role of
Alice, to he filled by a British actress,
will be the only "live" character in

the picture.

a six-week

yesterday

tour of

Prods.,

fo:

Disney's "Alice" is Top
Budget Feature of Lot
West Coast Bureau

UA Western

Chicago

in

Fairbanks

his

sales

on

manager,

the

first

leg

territory.

ESSICK, of the Scoville, Essick & Reif
is
vacationing at Hot Springs, Ark.
HUGH OWEN is in Atlanta for a three-day
Para, sales meeting.

P. E.
circuit,

—

of

THE

HLM

DAILY

Hollywood
Although Bunin announced he will produce "ALce in
Wonderland" in Paris, reps, of Walt
Disney studios said that Disney's
"Alice" is now in work and produc-

tion plans are such as to make it the
largest budgeted feature of the stusales confab which concludes today.
dio. Also they are fully confident as
NAT LEVY, RKO Eastern d'vision sales mana- to the company's legal rights, not
ger in Florida for a two-week vacation.
only with respect to copyright and
LEONARD GOLDENSON and HAL PEREIRA title registration, but also other
flew back to New York over the week-end fr'm
the Paramount Theater partners and associates' equitable protection.
EARLE

SWEIGERT

E.

is

in

Philly for a

Para,

parley at Arrowhead, Calif.

CLAUDE

LEE, Paramount public relations' dithe Variety Clubs InternaLos Angeles.

rector, is attending
tional convention in

W.

C.

GEH^ING,

20th Century-Fox,

Central

will

sales manager of
arrive in Kansas City to-

day.

Meets With
Chicago Exploiteers
Schlaifer

Chicago

—

Charles Schlaifer, 20thdirector of advertisinsr-publicityexploitation and radio, held meetings
here yesterday with Midwest exploiteers, exhibitors and local theater
ad men. Company's long-range advertising policy was discussed as
well as exploitation plans for "Miracle on 34th Street" and "The Ghost

Fox

Schlaifer is en route to Hollywood
for conferences with 20th-Fox sales
and production toppers.
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CHIEF BARKER JACK LYKES and MILTON
TArtLOFF are representing the Toledo Tent at

t-

president of Maathon
Pictures, left by motor yesterday for the Coast

E.

Local

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Lou Bunin has completed
arrangements with Union
General Cinematographique to produce "Alice in Wonderland," combining live action and animation, in

:

Cinecolor

BROADWAY
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M-G-M

3%
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office

CLAUDE MORRIS, David O. Selzn ck executive
n Chiroao for "Duel" Lood opening, Thursday.
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MAXWELL G
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upervisor with headquarters in Los Angeles,
as returned to the Coast alter a two-week
acation in New York.

York.

-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
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British popular singer, in
platters for RCA Victor.
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West Coast Bureau

RICHARD F. WALSH, president of IATSE, and
HY FINE, district manager, M & P Theate.s,
were among the 100 persons attending the 45th

tne

ales
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Bunin's French "Alice" to
Cost 144 Million Francs
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Later this week Warners

will

//

announce

the exact times and places for the Trade

Showing of a genuine sensation — "The
Unfaithful". You'll

opportunity
sibly

be grateful for the

— arrange to see it if you pos-

can — and take Mrs. Exhibitor too/

H

ANN SHERIDAN LEW AYRES ZACHARY SCOTT JTHE UNFAITHFUL
with

ri/T ADD CM
Lit AKULll* STEVEN

Produced by

Directed by

GERAY.

Original Screen Play by David Goodis and

James Gunn

.

Music by Max Steiner
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Normanly, Once

rriirr

U" Vice-Prexy, Dead

U. K. Nationalization

ALONG

Not Practical— Rank

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
James P. Normanly,
53, former vice-president and general
West Coast Bureau of

—

manager

of the
died at his home
here of a heart

Universal

(Continued from Page

Studio,

Tuesday's Telelines

ailment. Normanly was with

•

•

•

indeed,

1941.

duced. .... .Story

Before that he
had a long bank-

which

ing

nancing

fi-

motion
NORMANLY

came
the West Coast from New York
take charge of the Bank of Amer-

...

•

the.

Owen

Sen.

Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Mae V. Normanly, and a son, John F.

Mono. Production
(Continued from Page

1)

further productions until such time
as current negotiations between producers and the various Guild groups
are clarified, he has decided to temporarily halt production at Monogram and Allied when the current
pictures are completed. There are
three pictures in work at the pres-

ent time.

Supreme Court Will
Hear Griffith Appeal
1)

a bare possibility it might be heard
in the latter part of this year.
The appeal was brought by the
Government from a ruling by a Federal District Court in Oklahoma City
which turned the Government back
on every major count.
is

Elected
To Philly MPF Posts
Ellis

(Continued from Page

•

...

will

be back

•

•

Brewster's proposed

up

is

Caterer for

Saturday

Varbalow and Ben Amsterdam.

reps,

(JjS i

Final

rentals in England within the next
12 months, and on the world front,
envisaged tremendous box office expansion.
Turning to the American scene,
Rank expressed his appreciation to
Eagle-Lion Films (a Pathe subsidiary) and to Universal for the promotion and distribution of his product here. He said that he had set
no specific revenue goal for the U.
S. at the moment, but wanted to see
British pictures receive an ever-increasing number of bookings.

Yum, yum!

Culver City desk
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KNOW
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"Black

March,

about a fortnight

in

T

that the British film industry, thanks to You-

Know-Who, now ranks seventh among all U. K. industries in importance
and monetary return?
And didja
Before JAR's day, it was 35th
also know that the J. Arthur Rank Org. has nearly 30,000 on its collective
payrolls? ...
• Advance p!aydates on Warners "Cheyenne" have hit

Wow!

a record total of 570.
Grass of Wyoming" in
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20th-Fox will shoot "Green
Unit will shoot throughout

!

June at the Fairfield County Fair grounds and Mount Pleasant.

•
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RCA's new Exhibition Hall at 36 W. 49th St. when it
opens tomorrow for a look-see. ... • Trailer for the Greater N. Y. Fund
campaign will be previewed at today's first report luncheon at the
Better drop into

Roosevelt Hotel

500 Met. area theaters will

T
N.

•
Y.,

that's

JUST WAIT 'till Berne J.
Chi. and L. A. super-markets!

mulling over the idea
12ih

show

it

T

•

• RKO's

puts those free color pix in

Ellis

Phil

M. knows

one

of

circuit

countering with groceries, frozen foods.

of

annual boat ride

Bear Mountain will be

to

in

two

.

.

.

install-

• What's this about Harlem's Club Baron
being converted into a Cinema-Cafe on the 21st, with Herald's Negro
feature, "Boy! What a Gir'.!"
Single price will cover entertainment,

ments, on the 19th, 26th. ...

and

food-drink. ...

•

as a Conn, exhib. ...

Congrats

to

Peter Perakos, marking his 40th year

• Mono,

is

setting

"Climbing the Matterhom," photographed
.

back release
in the

of its two-reeler.

new Ensco

color, until

.

T
•

•

•

AMPTO OF WESTERN FENN.

ner June 4 in Pittsburgh's William Penn

who

will tender

for

a testimonial

Secretary Fred

din-

Herrington

J.

• Warwith the Missus will celebrate their golden wedding. ...
is playing "Les Miserables". . .

ners Poplar Theater in Philly currently

• Emerson

Yorke has entered his
Film Festival. ...

in the Brussels

bowing

in the color field.

State Dept. of

Commerce

•

...

short,

•

vacation films.

.

.

is

"Life

Cycle of the Mosquito"

Encyclopaedia Britannica

Fi'.ms is

Milton Berle heads the Urban League

rig
n.Q 54

-Jo

13

Jack Holt
Joseph A. McConville

•

is

$450,000.

releasing a color chart,

first

...
in

a

•

N. Y.

series of

.

PERSONAL MEMO

:':

its

West Hempstead terminus

example the rest will follow."
Anglo-American co-operation in the
film industry pointed toward greater
international understanding, Johnston declared. He asserted that those
who branded such efforts as cartels
or monopolies were grossly mistaken.
For, he added, the purpose of AngloAmerican film interests was to expand the world market for all films.
Cartels, he pointed out, strive to contract world markets.

Gracing the dais at yesterday's

Anglo-American press conference in
the Sherry-Netherland were Arthur
B. Krim, Robert Benjamin, John
Davis, J. Arthur Rank, Eric Johnston, Robert R. Young, Nate Blumberg, Matty Fox, Joseph H. Seidelman and Jock Lawrence.
Other biggies who sat in on the
Rank- Young confab were: Maurice
A. Bergman, Max Youngstein, Al
Schwalberg, Bob Weait and Monroe
Greenthal.

Eyssell Luncheon Today

Honors

J.

Arthur Rank

Arthur Rank will be guest of
honor at a luncheon given by G. S.
Eyssell, president and managing director of Radio City Music Hall, in
the theater's studio apartment toJ.

Among those present will be
Robert R. Young, Arthur Krim, Robert Benjamin, Matthew Fox, John
Davis, Jock Lawrence, Thomas Deegan, Jr., Nate J. Blumberg,, Barton

day.

Chairman George A. Arkwright of the
N. Y. State Public Service Commission and to Samuel Reiter, LIRR district
Phil M. had a 10 a.m. date uptown yesterday with
passenger agent:
Train No. 927 due out of
He couldn't keep it
Robert R. Young
Malverne for N. Y. at 8:57 A.M. instead pulled in from N. Y. bound for

•

"We have got to have much more
playing time than we are now getting,"
the British film magnate
staced. "This must start with the
major circuits. When they set an

.

rtkd
•

May

thinks the

of

Service Fund's entertainment division; goal

Mary Kenyon

establish

to

bill

be Dave Chosen

will

at bis

1

Elected to the board of directors
for two-year terms were Ellis, Wurtele, Abbott, George Schwartz, Lewen
Pizor, Norman Lewis, Ted Schlanger
and Bud Hissner. Elected for oneyear terms were Smith, Sidney Samuelson, Al Davis, William Mansell,
Jack Greenberg, Sam Gross, Sam

i

Wal-

each of the Academy's 11
Variety's Humanitarian Awards dinner

the

to

T
•

December.

\u r e el

•

• Clem McCarthy will make a special trailer for Jeffrey Bernerd's
Gold". ...
• Al Lichtman, who was under the surgeon's knile in

•
(Continued from Page

course

of

at the Warner, studios

Labor Situation Halts

\\

AP

The
in a London cable, published in New York yesterday, said
that Sir Stafford Cripps, pr# ^nt
of the Board of Trade, had sugj^ted
to a special Parliamentary Committee of the Labor Committee that
proposals for part-nationalization of
the British film industry be discussed
at "another meeting later in the year
when the position of the film industry
generally will be more clear."

.

Actors Fund, which he long has served so

... • Didja know that Jean Hersholt
Academy awards ceremony should be less pretentious?

next

branches.

d

.

has ever pro-

as yet untitled; shooting starts in Ju!y. ...

is

Vincent again heads

to
to
ica branches.

n

.

Sol Wurtzel to direct the highest budget pic the latter

decision

~_J e

doing very well

is

certain towns.

by

In 1932 he

:*

in

cent admissions tax.

pictures and the-

Emanuel

which

a foreign trade board holds industry interest. ... • Town of Manlius
wants Onondaga County (Syracuse is the county seat) to impose a 5 per

atrical ventures.

AA

I,"

first-runs

into

Arthur Pierson. one of Broadway's ace stage directors, has been set

admirably.

he

specialized in

is

•

ter

ing career dur-

EGG AND

UNIVERSALIS "THE
reported going back

Universal from
1936 until his
retirement in

I)

time during the cold spell of the past
Winter but that grosses today were
slightly higher than last year. He
anticipated no falling off of film

to

at that

hour!

!

Turnbull, Vanderbilt Webb,
Thomas M. Debevoise and Russell V.
P.

Downing.

about the big new Bouncing Ball song series
and the whole new streamlined line-up of

Paramount
Shorts
FOR

1947- '48

.

.

.

MORE CARTOONS— 24
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Adds an important new
cartoon series
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.
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Paramount
leading audience favorites

\*v£

^

3^v Vvf

se'

tVv«

Increases the supply of

**

.

<?

instead of 6 because

enough of the Strong

showmen

Man

can't get

of ticket-selling

laughter.

64

New- Season
Shorts

* Noveltoons

(8)

Maintaining the recently announced increase
number of releases from 6 to 8, because of
their overwhelming public acceptance. The
series that "discovered" The Bouncing Ball
and introduced other novelties.
in

*All P?~oduced by Famous Studios

ORDER OF THESE

A REPEAT

THREE FAMOUS SERIES

Kt

Musical Parade
Featurettes
IN TECHNICOLOR
Made

Honored

with real
features with

like features, cast like features

marquee star-names. Scored

like

Speaking of
Animals
twice with

Academy Awards, they

have highlighted with fun and interest every

show they've played.

real hit music.
i

Produced by Harry Gray

!

Popular

cience

IN MAGNACOLOR

Paramount
Pacemakers
A

new

series that

has

that these were the
featured

made good. So

first

Dramatizing the headlines of science in the
terms of every-day living, these fine Shorts assure program diversity and high-level audience
interest.

original

shorts ever picture-

by "Life" Magazine.
10

GRANTLAND
RICE
Produced by Jack Raton

Unusual
Occupations

The 27th year of America's

IN MAGNACOLOR

Sportlights
unchallenged leader in its field.
And its field is America's most
popular topic
sports.

—

Your patrons meet such

interesting

people,

doing such fascinating things that this series
has been audience-acclaimed for 10 years.

AND HERE'S A BRAND NEW

AND SING OUT
THE BIGGEST NEWS OF ALL

PROGRAMMING

P;aramount

News

other newsreel

is

scoops

all

Shorts Package
innovation

already popular with exhibitors as 2nd
feature substitutes, program balancers or
holiday, midnight, and kiddies' specials.

today no

Paramount News. Un-

like

rivalled in coverage,
it

alike because

all

The Paramount
A Paramount-pioneered

THE E YES JND EARS
OF THE WORLD
Newsreels are not

IDEA...

unique

in editing slants,

competitors time after time.

patrons are missing something

if

Your

you don't

show Paramount News!
It

takes your

them more

—

audience

shows

it

everywhere

— shows

more dramatically.

best-on-film reporting points

Its

up every event

from human interest items to world-shaking
headlines.

You'll find everything important

to the public presented
its

104 issues a year.

more importantly

in

The

Boxoffice Will Sing

With

64 Shorts
—
42 In Color

In 9 Series

Plus Paramount

from

News

Raramount
A

for

1947'48

/
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MPAA-British Prods.

Form Joint Group
(Continued from Page

1

private dinner for 66 industry notables and others in honor of J. Arthur Rank. Formation of the committee also was announced simul-

taneously in London. Eric A. Johnwas the host at the WaldorfAstoria event.
ston

will be empowered to
matters of mutual interest
to * preferred to it by consent of
both parties. It will comprise two
parts, one located in London, the
other in the U. S., with membership

Committee

dea^

^th

include three representatives of
each association, together with a
deputy for each, to act in the place
of his principal whenever necessary.
"A Welcome Step"
Rank and Johnston hailed the
agreement as a welcome step by the
industries of both countries to handle
their own problems. "The motion
picture," said Johnston, "is a universal medium of expression for exchange of ideas, information and entertainment. We hope that the establishment of this Joint Committee
will provide the interchange of films
among the peoples of the world and
enable the British and American industries to make an ever increasing
contribution to world understanding
and peace."
to

In his reply, Rank stated: "Our
two industries are in competition. They will always remain
I feel that I am expressing
your views as well as my own
when I say that such competition
is in the interests of both indus-

so.

as well as of the public
we serve. . . . Notwithstanding
this, there is a large field in
which the aims of our two industries and the interests of our
public are identical and not comtries

petitive.

"Therefore, both as an individual and as president of the
British Film Producers' Association, I welcome the decision to
set up this Joint Advisory Committee and will do everything in
my power to make its proceedings of value to both associations and to the cinema public
throughout the world."
Members of the Joint Committee
are Johnston; Nicholas M. Schenck,
president of Loew's, and Barney
Balaban, Paramount president, representing the MPAA, while the British group is represented by Rank,
Sir Alexander Korda of the executive
council, and Sir Henry L. French,

MPEA Needs AMGDistrib.Setup Texas
AMG Wants

MPEA

To Handle Distribution

(Continued from Page

his recent return from a
five-week tour of England, Holland,
France, Austria, Czechoslovakia and

day upon

for the post of MPEA's
representative in Berlin

office

Harold Smith, formerly MPAA's
agent in Paris. Smith's job would be
At a series of conferences held a to deal with military authorities on
month ago in Berlin, attended by rep- political and cultural matters, acresentatives from the MPEA, AMG cording to Maas.
Robert Vining,
and the British M. G. Maas pointed MPEA rep. in Germany, scheduled
out that the AMG had voiced its de- for arrival here next month, will be
sire to co-operate toward establish- appointed to another post, not yet
ing the MPEA in charge of American disclosed. Maas pointed out that if
film distribution in the American the MPEA does apply for an OMGUS
zone.
license, then a special post would be
But despite AMG's good intentions, made for the man responsible for
Maas said: "Still isn't clear that distribution of American pictures. So
these facilities will be made available far no one has been named, he added.
to us."
Though he did not care to discuss
Maas also revealed that
is

Germany.

British and American authorities had
decided to merge their zones so far
as the distribution of films were concerned and that there would be a
free, open competitive market in the
two zones.
It

was further understood, Maas

MPEA
OMGUS

stated, that the
would take
out a license from
(Office of
the
Military
Government United
States) in order to engage in dis-

tribution

(OMGUS

of

American

German

Friede-Jaffe

Marriage

ceremony for Mrs.
Evelyn Friede, daughter of Mrs.
Moses Annenberg, and William B.
Jaffe, attorney, were held Sunday
afternoon at the
mother.

home

of the bride's

Radio

—

San Angelo, Tex. The San Angelo
Broadcasters, composed of a group
of well known circuit men, has been
granted license by the FCC for a
standard broadcast station here to
operate full time on 600 kilocycles
with a power of 1,000 watts night and
5,000 watts day. The group also has
interest in stations and applications
for others in several other Texas
cities.

The group is composed of E. H.
Rawley who has 20 per cent interest
in the local outlet and who has 40

license

private

AMG

MPEA

MPEA

MPEA
MPEA

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

MPEA

MPEA

Houston Broadcasting

owner

films."

Another point that makes MPEA's
films. assumption of its duties by July 1

in

KDLK,

Del Rio, sixth owner
City, has 10 per cent
the Houston and five per cent in
the Texas Gulf applicant. L. M. Rice
has seven and a half per cent in the
local, 10 per cent in the Houston
and five per cent in the Corpus
Uhristi applicant.
F. M. Dowd, president-treasurer of

in
in

KIOX, Bay

the Robb & Rowley United Circuit,
has seven and a half per cent in the
local and Joe H. Torbet has 10 per
cent in the local and is quarter owner
in

KDLK.

Samuel

Litwin Dead
Funeral services will be held today
at Kirschenbaum's,
Brooklyn, for
Samuel Litwin, 49, formerly of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue, who died
Sunday at Bellevue Hospital. Litwin
helped set up a number of industry
tax forms while he was a special
agent in the Bureau.
pet,"

Maas

declared

no

such

ar-

rangement could be made.
Principle-of-the-thing reason sty-

mied any further discussion. Yugoslav government also insisted on a
flat rental deal. So far as any Russian pix-pact is concerned, that also
is one-in-a-million possibility. Closest
to the semblance of negotiations:
Russian biggies often attend the
special screenings of American films
shown at the American Embassy in

Moscow.

.

.

UJEDDinG BELLS

in

per cent interest in the Metropolitan
Co., applicant
for a standard station at Houston
the proolem of reviving the German and 60 per cent owner of the Texas
film industry, Maas asserted, "It is Gulf Broadcasting Co., applicant for
not in our national interest to have a a station at Corpus Christi. Glenn
rapidly reviving German industry.'' McLean has 20 per cent interest in
iLmpnasizing tnat such matters were the local grant and 40 per cent in
the concern of others in higher au- the Houston and five per cent in the
thority, Maas said, "My job is to sell Texas Gulf.
James A. Clements has 20 per
American films, not to set up policies
for production or non-production of cent in the local outlet, is a quarter

is necessary to con- particularly difficult, Maas explained,
trading; formerly a was that the American autnorities
Treasury license was needed.)
had been "derelict in selecting picEven though
officials have tures"
with the result that not
not yet indicated how soon they can enough product was available and
make essential facilities available, Nazi films had to be screened in
agents in Germany are now order "to fill up the gaps." Maas
making a survey on: 1) food, which made it clear that the pictures in
means one good meal a day to the any case were chosen by the Army
personnel to whom "food is more im- authorities and not by the MPEA.
portant than money"; 2) personnel; Furthermore, he added, since few pic3) facilities, including branch office tures had been selected last Fall,
quarters in Berlin, Frankfurt, Muwill not have enough pictures
nich, Stuttgart, Hamburg and the available to distribute when it is
jointly administered city of Bremen; supposed to take over July 1. Con4) distribution of "Welt im Film" dition has been further aggravated
(World in Film) Anglo-American by the lack of raw stock and the
newsreel, produced especially for the need for processing film, such as
German population.
titling and so on in a limited time.
On the last point, Maas underMaas also revealed that the
lined the fact that although the
MPEA's plans in the 16 mm. field are
British counterpart of
about to bear fruit, appropriately
will distribute the WIF newsreel
enough, in the Fall.
in the British zone,
has
On the much argued popularity or
received no assurance that it
lack of it regarding American films,
would distribute the reel in the
Maas declared: "In every country
American zone. Maas further
I've visited, people are just nuts
emphasized that a British official
about American pictures." He cited
had told him the British M. G.
such
instances
"Guadalcanal
as:
would withdraw from the disDiary" ran for 10 weeks in Prague,
tribution of pictures in its zone.
despite its pronounced war flavor.
Tarzan pictures in Holland outdirector general of the group. Names grossing bigger and better pictures.
of the deputies will be disclosed
"Mrs. Miniver" rolling up the
shortly.
biggest gross in the history of the
business.
Johnston Fathered Plan
"Union Pacific," reJoint Committee idea grew out of leased four or five weeks ago in
a proposal advanced in London by Germany, is sensational.
.
.
Johnston last November. He sug"American pictures," Maas degested that Britain and the U. S. clared, "are so successful we've got
take the leadership in creating an everybody on the ropes, even the
International Film Council and later native producers." Previously, Maas
invite other nations to join.
Sub- insisted that German competition
sequently, the UNESCO conference "doesn't mean a damn thing."
in Paris adopted a resolution favorofficials sought to make a
ing such a council to represent the deal with the Yugoslav government
film interests of all countries.
similar to the one made with the
Rank and Johnston expressed the Polish and Czech governments wherehope that the step will prove of in the latter two countries release
value not only to their two nations, American films with the proviso that
but to all countries where British
controls
the
distribution.
and American films are exhibited.
Since "Yugoslavia is a Soviet pup-

duct

Expanding

Owners

1)

Slated

home

Circuit

STORK REPORTS
Irving and Mrs. Greenfield are the
parents of a girl, Carol Frances, born
at Lenox Hill Hospital on May 10.
The father is assistant to Leopold
Friedman, general counsel for Loew's,
Inc.
Carol Frances weighed seven

pounds and 13 ounces.
Indianapolis

—

Thomas Goodman,

head booker at Paramount exchange,
is the father of a baby girl, born at
the

Coleman Hospital.
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MAY RELEASES
May

"Aw, Rats!"

—

releases of 14 distributors total

Releases,
including six reissues.
and running
dates
(in parenthesis)
47,

when

times,

available, are:

COLUMBIA
For the Love of Ru=ty (1), 69 mins.
Bulldog' Brumniond at Bay. (15), 70 mins.
Prairie Raiders

(29).
Millerson Case (29).

The

EAGLE-LION
Repeat Performance

(22).

M-G-M
91 mins.
2
Undercover Maisie (16), 90 mins.
The Great Waltz (re-issue), 103 mins.
The Yearling 128 mins.
Hig-h Barbaree

(

)

.

New probSan Antonio, Tex.
lem is confronting theater men here.
With patrons bringing in candy and
pop corn and leaving remains on the
floors, local health authorities have
found local theaters over-run with
rodents which carry a large amount
of fleas which are carriers of the
dread typhus fever. Notice has been
issued by health officials for spraying
of all theaters with DDT. Health officers are also considering binning
the bringing of pop corn and other
sweets in the theaters so infested.

-

,

MONOGRAM
Queen of the Yukon (re-issue), (3).
Hard Boiled Mahoney (10), 63 mins.
Sarge Goes to College (17).
The Law of the Gunsight (24), 56 mins.
S-ong of the Wasteland (31), '57 mins.

PARAMOUNT
Blaze of Noon (2), 91 mins.
Big Town (23), 60 mins.
Calcutta (30). 83 mins.

PRC
Border Feud (10), 55 mins.

Too Many Winners (24).
Oorsiean Brothers (reissue) (24), 111 mins.
102
(24).
Lady (re-issue)
International
mins.
Killers at Large (31).

RKO-RAD10
Banjo (8) 68 mins.

A

Likely Story (15), 89 mins.
Born to Kill (22), 92 mins.
Honeymoon (29), 74 mins.

REFUBLIC

My

Gal (15), 6d rmns.
Oregon Trail Scouts (15). 58 mins.
Winter Wonderland (17), 71 mins.

That's

Pilot

Duel

in the

SELZNICK RELEASING CORP.
Homestretch, 96 mins.
The Ghost and Mrs. Muir
Jewels of Brandenburg, 64 mins.

UNIVERSAL
88 mins.

Vigilantes Return.
Magnificent Obsession

(re-issue), 101 mins.
a Girl, (re-issue), 84 mins.

WARNER BROTHERS
The Two

Lazar

3 ) 83 mins.
Mrs. Carrolls (24), 84 mins.

to

(

,

Produce

THE FILM DAILY
deal under which

Smith and Arthur St. Claire. Initial
film will be based upon John Fenimore Cooper's "The Prairie."
Jones' announcement preceded the
opening of the SG first anniversary
stockholders meeting at the Hollywood Roosevelt. Meeting opened yes-

Churches

May

for E-L

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Irving P. Lazar, who
has been executive assistant to
Bryan Foy since the establishment of

West Coast Bureau

—

Eagle-Lion, has been elevated to the
rank of producer and starts with
"New Girl In Town," which has a
budget of $1,500,000. Lazar was
formerly with MCA, and was associated with the stage production of
"Winp-s of Victory."

—

Louis Co-operation with such
Drganizations as the Legion of Decency is possible under the wording
of a resolution adopted unanimously
oy the Southern Baptist Convention,
according to M. A. Huggins, secretary of the resolutions committee.
St.

Dishonored Lady (16). 85 mins.
Dangerous Venture (23), 59 mins.
Copacabana (30), 92 mins.

Love and Learn

of

A

Follow Legion Rulings

(2), 94 mins.
Adventures of Don Coyote (9), 65 mins.
Fun on a Weekend (16), 93 mins.

100 Men and

—

Screen Guild Productions will release
three productions to be made by
Zenith Pictures was announced by
John J. Jones, SG president. Zenith
is headed by Frank Wisbar, Sidney

Baptist

UNITED ARTISTS
Ramrod

of Mind,

Hollywood

neld tomorrow, followed on Thursday and Friday by general sales conferences.

Sun, 138 mins.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

The Web.
Time Out

West Coast Bureau

A

(3).

BARBARA NORTON,
Artists Theater,

CLAIRE CHICKER,
tain,

Conn.

assistant
Detroit.

churches to co-operate locally with
che membership of other denominational groups in setting up standards
:'or motion pictures.
Industry was
censured for presenting "scenes depicting gambling, drinking, organized
rice,
divorce and general immor-

cashier. Music Box,

New

Bri-

w.rn

Paul Kelly, Adrian

Booth,

Evelyn

SHORTS

Ankers, James A. Mi.lican
Republic

66 Mins.

ADVENTURE STORY AGAINST A BACKGROUND Or ALAiKAN SALMON FISH"The
INo PACKS MELODRAMA.
Para.
An adventure
area

fishing

of

story

laid

Alaska,

salmonsettings and

Stupidstitious

the

camera work are good, the story is okay,
and the actors sincere enough.
Matt Garraway (Paul Kelly) and his
brother, Bui, (James A. Millican) own an
Alaskan fishery. Matt is selfish, takes advantage of Bill, and has an eye for the
ladies, especially the half-breed, Jane Kos(Adrian Booth). In order to obtain a
cash advance from an important lish
products firm in Seattle, Matt pledges a
greater haul of salmon than he is able to
deliver. The secretary of the firm, Laura
Reed, (Evelyn Ankers) is cverwhelmed by
ter

Cat"
7 Mine.

Funny

the

in

his

charm and promises

When Matt

Herzog Sees $6,000,000

Annual Cinecolor Sales
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

returns

to marry him.

he
finds Bill sullen and not eager to accept
any more of his orders. To keep the men
he must keep Bill, so Matt fakes an illness, which also brings Laura to the fishing grounds. Jane is ready to kill Mat.
when she hears of Laura but Matt tells
her she is there to marry Bill, not him.
Jane helps Matt in his i, legal scheme to use
the

special

Indians'

to

the

fishing

fishery,

privileges

to

quota, and when her boy friend gets
in the way, she kills him. This brings on
police
investigation
but Matt continues
with the illegal fishing. When Jane d.sfill

his

covers the truth about Laura she harpoons
Matt, who dies soon afterwards. Jane is
sent to prison for the murders and Laura

marries

Bill.

CAST: Paul Kelly, Adrian Booth, Evelyn
Ankers, James A. Millican, Roy Barcroft, Louis
Jean Heydt, Ted Hsciit, Harlan Briggs, Fiancis
McDonald, Maurice Cass, Neyle Morrow.
CREDITS: Associate
Producer,
Donald
H
Brown; Director, Richard Sale; Original Screenplay, Milton M. Raison; Phorog.apher, A.fred
teller; Musical Director, Mort Glickman; Film
Editor, William Thompson; Sound, Richard Tyler,
Art Director, Paul Youngblood; Set Directions,
>ohn McCarthy, Jr., Perry Murdock; Specia^
tffects, Howard and Theodore Lydecker; Makejp Supervision, Bob Mark.
DIRECTION, Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

"Sarge Goes To
College"
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Monogram

63 Mins.

JIVE SESSIONS ENLIVEN "TEENAGERS" STORY OF A VETERAN ENROLLED AT JUNIOR COLLEGE.
This

time

the "Teen-Agers"

turn

their

marine sergeant, injured in
is to undergo an
operation.
Pending his operation he is sent to a junior
college, which is attended by the "TeenAgers."
Two sessions of jive are suppled by Wingy
Manone, trumpet; Candy Candido, bass;
Abe Lyman, drums; Les Paul, guitar; Jess
Stacy, piano; Joe Venuti, violin; Jerry Wald,
clarinet. Jack
McVea and his band do
McVea's "Open The Door, Richard," and
Russ Morgan and his band also entertain.
Will Jason, new producer-director of the
series, had a busy time, for in addition to
producing and directing, he collaborated
attention on a
the war, who

ality."

of

THE FILM DAILY

— Cinecolor sales are ex-

pected to reach $6,000,000 per

annum

when machinery and equipment now
is installed and raw stock
oecomes available, Karl Herzog,

manager. United

"Spoilers of the North"

Resolution urged individual

on order

ttmmE touch

flLfTIS

A superstitious cat catches Buzzy,
a flippant bird, who knows the feline's weakness. Everytime / L cat
gets ready to devour him,\NcAzzy
brings on another omen or charm
which panics the cat and frses him.
Switch at the end proves that the
wise-guy is not always so smart, and
the audience gets the last laugh.

big

terday with registration of francnise
nolders, directors, salesmen and other
delegates.
board of directors meeting is scheduled for today, with the
alection of directors and officers to be

SCREEN-GUILD
Bush

Screen Guild Signs for
Three Zenith Pictures

REVIEWS Of nEUJ

Cinecolor treasurer, said in a quarterly statement to stockholders.
Sales for the fiscal year ending
Sept. 30 should reach' $2,700,000,
Herzog said, compared with 1945
sales of $250,000 and $850,000 in

en three of the songs.
Alan Hale, Jr., enacts the role of the
sergeant and does an excellent job. June

1946.

Preisser,

Nola

Neill,

Warren

Mills

and

"Part Time Pal"

Tom and Jerry— No. W-833
M-G-M
8 Mins
Intoxicatted
In his perrenial chase of wily
Jerry, Tom gets dunked in a barrel
of cider and his resulting bender
renders him highly friendly towards
his arch enemy. His drunken antics
make this one highly amusing, but
when his edge wears off, he's back

chasing Jerry around again.

"Tanbark Champions"
20th-Fox

8 Mins.

For Sports Fans
Originating in New York in 1833,
the horse show has grown in audience
and participation till it is now one of
America's leading spectator sports.
Stars of the equine world are paraded
before the camera plus a special

golden anniversary ceremony of Mrs.
Loula Long Combs, an outstanding
member of the show ring. Should do
well with sports fans.
"River Watch"
Nat. Film Board of Canada 10 Mins.
Interesting
More than 7,000,000 tons of Canadian goods are carried down the
St. Lawrence River each year on
their way to world markets. This is
cfte story of how that river is kept
open for safe navigation. An interesting picture of our Northern neighbor.

Frankie

Darro,

regular

members

of

the

on hand, but do not have too
much to do. Freddie Stewart, another regular, handles the songs in his usual effective
style. Arthur Walsh, Monte Collins and Har
Vy Tyler are among the principals.
CAST: Freddie Stewart, J'ine Preisser, Frank e
Darro, Warren Mills, Noel Neill, Arthur Walsh,
Alan Hale, Jr., Russ Morgan, Monte Co'Mns,
Frank Cady, Margaret Brayton, Selmer Jackson,
Earl Bennett, Margaret Burt, Harry Tyler, Pat
Goldin, William Forrest, Irwin Kaufman, Russ
Morgan and Orchestra, Jack McVea and Orchestra, The Jam Session, Candy Candido, Abe
Lyman, Wingy Manone, Les Paul, Jess Stacy,
Joe Venuti, Jerry Wald.
CREDITS, Producer and Director, Will Jason;
series,

are

!

Associate
Producer,
Maurice
Duke;
Author,
Henry Edwards; Screenplay, Hal Collins; Cameraman, Mack Stengler, ASC; Editor, Jason
Bernie; Dialogue D'rector, Monte Collins; Set
Designer, Dave Milton; Musical Director, Edward Kay; Songs by Will Jason, Henry Nemo,
Buddy Kaye, BMly Reid, Val Burton, S d Robin,"
D ck Howard, Bob Ellsworth, Russ Morgan, Mack
David, Jack McVey, Dusty Fletcher, John Mason
and Dan Howell.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
;

;
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Tuesday,

Dick

May

13,

Rowland

Funeral

3*

1947

Dies;

Sought

Tomorrow

(Continued from Page

MORRIS YENTES,

1

nected with 20th-Fox in an Eastern
production capacity.
Funeral services will be held at
two p.m. tomorrow at Campbell's
Funeral Church, 81st St. and Madison Ave. Burial will be in Pittsburgh, his home town, on Thursday.
Sur ^rs include his wife, Daisy

Ro4 wd, and two

sisters, Mrs. Jessie
Mfller of New York, and Mrs.
Oliver McCracken of Los Angeles.

R.

Rowland entered films in 1905 as
a distributor, later sellinp- his business to General Film Co. He organized Metro in 1914 and started a
circuit of theaters. Marcus Loew purchased Metro in 1919 and, two years

Rowland became general man-

ager of First National. Since that
time he was with 20th-Fox, UniverParamount, Republic and did
sal,
production work. As an independent
producer, he made "Cheers for Miss
Bishop," released by United Artists
in 1941.

Enters "Suspense"

Monogram's "Suspense" has been
entered in the Brussels Film Festival, to be held June 1-39. Norton
V. Ritchey, president of Monogram
International, announced.

CHARLES SHAFER, manager, Norwest, Detroit.
RICHARD SKLUCKI, assistant manager, Palms-

Hun-

manager,

assistant

Huntington.

tington,

Monogram

50 "Show Windows"

inousTRV posts

in nEiu
ROBERT SCHNEIDER,

later,

11
DAILY:

assistant

Farragut,

manager,

State,

Brooklyn.

Columbia

WILLIAM GRIFFITHS,

Mil-

booker,

waukee.

Columbia salesman, Milwau-

DUANE McCLAIN,

kee.

Oak, Mich.
RAYFIELD, house

Royal

Oak The-

ABE

LUDACAR,

Royal

THOMAS
Miami,

manager,

Miami,

assistant

monager,

Miami,

Mi-

GEORGE BUSCH, RKO
W.
E.

!DWARD

Oakland

manager,

HARRIS,

Theater,

Square

Chicago.

BENJAMIN,

UA

publicity,

Minne-

A.
WOODARD, manager.
Jacksonville, Fla.

Haven,

JOICE,

Washington.
AMES LEVINE,

Paramount

exploiter,

EVERET

Jackson-

Beach

Theater,

Fla.

OLSON,

Para,

field

Charlotte,

rep.,

N. C.

Paramount

Cltre-

explolteer,

G.

G.

land.
J.

Pier,

ELMERT HECHT, manager. Park, Tampa, Fla.
JACK BURKETTE, manager, Glades, Moore

apolis.

MAXWELL

Valen

Fla.

ville,

Fla.

Loew's,

salesman, Milwaukee.

HENEY, manager. Beach

P.

SHEPHERD, manager, Miami, Miami,

WILLIAM

Valentine,

Loew's,

assistant manager,
tine, Toledo.

Fla.

SONNY"

manager,

BOB SOKOL,

I

JSCAR

Loew's,

Toledo.

Fla.

TIM TAYLER,

I.

manager,

assistant

Dayton.

LEONARD SALBURY, manager.

ami,

Royal

Detroit.

10MAN HEROLD,
ater,

Detroit.

JACK SAGE, manager, Ramona, Detroit.
HERBERT GREMEL, assistant manager,

PERRIN, manager, Ritz, Albany.
LA FLAMME, manager. Strand,

(Continued from Page

Prairie,

Sun

Prairie,

MORRIS WEINSTEIN, PRC, New Haven.
STANLEY GLOWSKI, manager, Redford Theater,

It

vice-president of the company revealed yesterday at the Anglo-American conference.
When completed, the plan will
assure the companv of a first-run
outlet in the significant population
centers for distribution of the British
importations from J. Arthur Rank as
well as its own Hollywood produced
films.

"Rank's interest in these theaters
be reflected by the profits derived by his pictures as against Uni-

will

Fox explained.
The Universal executive paid
ute to the American press for
versale, "

tribfirst

recognizing
pictures

WALLER, manager,

Wis.

by"U"-Fox

their
value.

the merits of British
and aiding in prorogating

artistic

and

entertainment

Fox pointed out the difficulties enexhibitors
countered
in
getting
WILLIAM KUBITZKI, Universal salesman, Kan- CHARLES SHAFER, manager, Norwest Theater, throughout the country to accept
English product but said that a great
sas City.
Detroit.
LARRY BEICHELE, office manager. Film C'aitfei, OSCAR HALVERSON, assistant manager, Wes- deal of progress is being made. "Any
Kansas City.
playing time we can get," he added,
town Theater, Detroit.
ROBERT BANKSON, manager, Bix Theater, Bloc BEN LERNER, manager. Nationwide Theatrical "is a step in the right direction and
Mound, III.
Agency, Detroit.
aids in educating the public."
*LCIDE

Al-

bany.

ROBERT

Detroit.

GRIFFITH,

manager,

Plaisance,

Chi-

cago.

3URTON WALDRON, Monogram

salesman, Min-

neapolis.

LEO FALLON, manager,

Ushers, seat brusherers, big

spec'al

rep.,

Franklin,

and

HIGDON,

Atlanta.

Minneapolis.

chief

buyer,

Griffith Consoli-

City.

DAVID GAFFNEY, PRC
land.

office

manager, Cleve-

"Column" Becomes "Lured"
Hollywood
changed the

— Hunt
title

Stromberg has

of his

from "Personal Column"

small,

exhibitors
will

A.

dated Theaters, Oklahoma City.
WESLEY WHITE, manager, Agnew Theater, Ok-

lahoma

WILLIAM TALLEY, PRC

And you

RAY

FUN ON A WEEKEND'
all

everybody's going to have

everyday you

play

this

Andrew Stone

hit

from

UA

UA

release

to "Lured."

—
ntf
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Showmanship Rules as Barkers Take Over L. A.
Registration Continuing

Today; Business Program
Sessions Start

"Variety Bids You Welcome!"

E-L-Rank Tie-up Seen

Tomorrow

(Continued from Page

Favoring U,

Trade

S.

1)

under way tomorrow for sessions extending the balance of the week.
As delegates debarked yesterday

would import the products of other

from

countries instead of expecting cash

(Continued from Page

special trains and cars from all
parts of this country as well as from

Canada

exchange.

Arguing that

and

Mexico,
they were
greeted in the South Patio of Union
Station with a fiesta atmosphere.
Colorfully garbed senoritas, a Mexstring
ensemble,
ican
cowboys

whooping

it

up combined to

his interest in/" i/.ion
related to his intvNo// in
railroads, the C & O board chairman
said that railroads can only survive
under a system of free enterprise
and that free enterprise is threatened
by the deteriorating international
situation which finds the world an

initiate

the visitors into a gay mood. Monogram provided transportation to the
various hotels in its fleet of "Fifth
Avenue" buses.

Open-Arm Welcome
The convention delegates are being
welcomed with open arms by the film
Rivaling the "big top" of the
greatest show on earth, Stage Two
at Warners Studios is going into circus regalia for the Humanitarian
Awards dinner of Variety Clubs, International on May 17 when Jack L.
Warner will be ringmaster and host.

is

armed

camp.

World

armament,

stated, is the cause of existing
high prices which will eventually
bring labor under stress.
Motion pictures, he continued, are
the finest vehicle for bringing order
into international relations and are a
means for stimulating reciprocal foreign trade. "We must take something from England for our products

FIRST BARKER REGISTERS. First delegate to arrive in Los Angeles for the 11th annual
Variety Clubs International conclave was Theodore Gildred of Mexico City Tent No. 29.
Here, he receives his credentials from registrar Bette Geisser, as National Chief Barker
Robert J.
Donnell and Charles P. Skouras, Chief Barker of Host Tent 25, Los Angeles,
look on.

Over

1,000,000 To See
"Duel" In First Week
(Continued from Page

A

pictures

Young

Pulitzer Prize Novel to
Col. for $200,000 Plus
(Continued from Page

1)

Thanks to the advance Capitol and 49 other houses in the
industry.
greater New York area, Neil Agnew,
work of Charles P. Skouras,
president and chief barker of Los An- SRO president, announced yesterday.
Agnew said that his figure was
geles Tent 25, studio heads have
based on returns for the first five
gone all out to extend hospitality.
Jack L. Warner will host the en- days of the simultaneous run. Almost
tire delegation of 1,200 barkers in ad- a million persons, or practically onedition to 200 civic, state and industry seventh of the city's population will
leaders on Saturday night as the see the picture in its initial session.
"million dolconvention wind-up.
"Duel" continues for a second week
lar" stage show, produced by LeRoy beginning tomorrow at only the
Kern,
will pre- Capitol, Metropolitan in Brooklyn,
Prinz and James V.
sent Jack Carson as emcee. Heading Loew's, Jersey City and State, Newthe list of stars will be Dennis Mor- ark.
gan, Janis Paige and practically
every other personality on the Warner roster. At this event will be an- work includes heart clinics, premanounced the winner of this year's ture birth clinics, free blood banks,
fresh air camps, free milk funds, Boy
Humanitarian award.
Other events scheduled by the in- Scout sponsorship, polio clinics and
dustry toward the visiting barkers juvenile delinquency work.
are luncheons by Gene Autrv and
Full coverage of the convention
Gene Autry Prods.; Henry Ginsberg will be made by newsreels and radio.
and Paramount; Darryl Zanuck at Al Brick of Fox Movietone News, is
20th-Fox; a dinner at Earl Carroll's chairman of the committee handling
Theater for the delegates and their that end of publicity. Salutes are bewives by Steve Broidy and Allied ing given Variety during the week of
Artists and a theater party for wives the convention by every motion picof delegates by Sid Grauman at Ken ture star who has an air show of
Murray's "Blackouts." Other enter- his own.
tainment items scheduled are a stuTent 25's
dio tour and sightseeing visit for the
Officers of Tent 25 have been workentire delegation, with luncheon at
ing together for more than three
the Santa Monica Cabana Club.
months under the direction of
To Plan Benevolent Work
Skouras. The well knit team emAt the business sessions starting braces W. H. Bud Lollier, property
tomorrow, plans will be discussed for master; George Topper, dough guy;
furthering the various programs of Sherrill Corwin, publicity director;
benevolent work for underprivileged Dr. Ben Feingold, Heart Committee
children which steadily have grown chairman. Members of the convenin scope.
tion committee are Williard Keith
Great interest is being' manifest and Howard Stubbins, studio conin lobby and corridor discussions con- tacts; George Topper, finance; Oscar
cerning the awarding of the Charity Oldknow, decorations; Jack Berman,
Citation Plaque. This will go to the tokens and gifts; W. H. "Bud" Loltent which in the opinion of a judges lier, registration, hotel and transcommittee has done the most during portation. Norman Manning is cothe past year to further this type of ordinator under the direction of
activity. The range of tent charity Chief Barker Skouras.

FWC

!

Young

"I'm

of

favor

in

said,

taking

adding
Arthur's

(Rank) films."
Young's viewpoint was expressed
at a press conference for Rank and

1)

himself.

Robert Penn Warren, recent Pulitzer
Prize winning novelist.
Deal consisted of a straight cash
payment, which publisher and author
presplit
equally
according to
arranged plan for resale rights, plus
payments to be arranged later.
Harry Cohn who concluded the sale
yesterday with
Geffen,
Maxwell

Omnibook

besides IOUs,"

Asked about his future plans in the
motion picture industry, Young said
he will be busy with the New York
Central railroad for the next two or
three years.

He

denied knowledge of any plan
PRC and Eagle-Lion, both
of which are subsidiaries of Pathe

merge

to

publisher, said large-scale

Industries.

production plans were being laid for
Eagle-Lion, Young stated, is spendthe novel dealing with Huey-Longtype political demogoguery in the ing money liberally to set up a top
distributing organization, without exSouthern states.
pectations of any immediate profit.

The

arrangement between EagleLion in this country and the Rank
Eagle-Lion companies is completely
reciprocal, he said, so that in the
Columbus, O. Creation of a new event the British government were
tax increasing cost of theater admis- to freeze currency, operations could
sions to the public would be the re- continue on both sides of the Atsult of repeal of the present state lantic.
three per cent admissions tax, warned
P. J. Wood, secretary of the Inde- Bob Savini On Coast
pendent Theater Owners of Ohio, in
R. M. Savini, president of Astor
an open letter to members of the
Pictures, has arrived on the Coast by
Ohio House.
Wood, who estimated that film the- Constellation to attend the Variety
Clubs convention and to complete
aters in Ohio pay 75 to 80 per cent
preparations for new Astor producof the present state admission tax
tions. On his return trip, he will stop
levy, urged House members to supand Seattle.
port Senate Bill No. 250 under which in San Francisco
the state will continue to collect the
tax but return the same to the polit-

Ohio 3% Tax
Means New Levy Wood
Repeal

of

—

I

ical subdivision of origin.

Sheehan, Wurtzel's Aide
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Howard Sheehan,

—

brother of Winfield Sheehan and currently associated with Sol M. Wurtzel
Prods., has been upped to the post of
Wurtzel's executive assistant.

A. T. Worthington
Bluff ton, O.

— A.

SICK LIST
H. L.
salesman,

(LADDY)

home by

influenza,

is

to

his

20rh-Fox

Indianapolis

JOSEPHINE GIORDANO, PRC exchange
is recovering from an operremoval of a tumor on the left

staff,

Detroit,

Dead

ation

for

T. Worthington,

leg.

NIXIE RUTLEDGE, of the Peak Theater,

56, former owner of the Star Theater, died suddenly Saturday at his

Dallas, has

home

Waco,

of a heart attack. Funeral
services will be held tomorrow.

HANCOCK,

confined

up,

entered the Veterans Hospital at
Tex., for a complete physical check-

and rest cure.
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Films Council
Own

Proposed Gov't

and Co-operative
Booking by Indie. Exhibs.

Circuit

London (By Cable)
renters

the

nOT€ IT

TRANSATLANTIC PLANS LONDON STUDIO
Two

$5,000,000 Budget Set for First

Progress Reported As
Confab Covers Disputes

Amuse.

In All

Releases
Co.

With Financing Through Bankers Trust

BOT Reports
(By Cable) — Exhibitor

London
Quota Act defaults decreased in the
year ended Sept. 30, according to
Board of Trade quota returns. Total
exhib. defaults on the British quota
were 681, compared with 1,014 in the
previous year.
Total length of British films exhibited was 9,834 million feet, or
(Continued on Page 7)

called by AFL President
William Green to find a formula for
peaceful settlement of jurisdictional
disputes in the pix and amusement
industries, ended its first day's session yesterday with union leaders

ference

Transatlantic Pictures Corp., newly
formed Anglo-American production
company, has earmarked $5,000,000
for its first two pictures and plans to
build a six-stage studio in DenhamElstree area of England, it was announced yesterday by Sidney Bernstein, co-partner in the venture with
Alfred Hitchcock.
Bernstein, who heads the important
Granada circuit in England, told the

industry press that the company is
incorporated in both England and
America and will make pictures alternately in each country.
Bankers Trust Co. of New York
is financing the venture and, in addition to the production budgets, $1,000,000 will be spent for pre-release
advertising. Additional writers and

Warners' Newsreel

Sears Sees $8 Million

reporting

"considerable

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 8)

COver 1946

166 P.
In

November Bow

For

"Henry" U.S. Run

Washington Bureau of

Washington

(Continued on Page 7)

VC

Air Forum
On Conn. Censorship

—

Conn.
Whether the
Connecticut should insti-

tute censorship of films will be the
subject of a forum discussion over
Station
here tomorrow night,
with Herman Levy,
general

WTHT

MPTOA

counsel, presenting the industry viewpoint.
Child
Welfare Commission

censorship

called for
statute,

enactment of
predicating

demand on SRO's "Duel

in

American

Canvasmen

Meet

—

Man

Harriman

a

its

the Sun."

(

—

German

(Continued on Page 7)

WTHT to

week

of

An $8,000,000 U. S. gross for J. motion picture equipment during the
consideration
for
many
years but delayed by war-time short- Arthur Rank's "Henry V" was pre- first quarter of 1947 increased a
ages and other factors, plans for dicted yesterday by Gradwell L. whopping 166 per cent over the same
Warners newsreel have been com- Sears, vice-president in charge of period last year, Nathan D. Golden,
pleted and the first issue is sched- distribution for United Artists. Net
(Continued on Page 6)
uled for early November release, profit accruing from the picture's enHarry M. Warner, president, an- gagements is expected to hit the $4,Officers,
000,000 mark.
nounced yesterday.
Operating under a five-year disto Start Convention
(The Film Daily last Friday distribution plan, the picture in April
continued on Page 8)
completed its initial year with a $2,West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
(Continued on Page 7)
Hollywood With registration comAides Taking
pleted today, the Variety Clubs InTo Field on
Out'
Sees Profits
ternational convention starts business sessions this morning with a
of Foreign Policy
Three Universal Int'l Eastern adv.meeting of national officers and napublicity execs., working as a team,
Continued on Page 6)
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
will visit six important keys to lay
Washington Profits are more imthe foundation for future campaigns portant than foreign policy in the
on J. Arthur Rank's "Odd Man Out." selection of Hollywood films for overPic Situation
Maurice A. Bergman, department seas distribution, Secretary of ComStirs Solon Voices
head; Al Horwits, publicity manager, merce W. Averill Harriman told the

Ahead

general secretary of the National Association of Theatrical and Kine Employes, sails for the U. S. on Sunday
for talks with IATSE officials and

last

THE FILM DAILY

— Export

Under

'Odd

London (By Cable)—Tom O'Brien,

of

progress."

The meeting will continue today.
Edward Arnold, SAG official, told

Bergman and

O'Brien Sails Sunday
For Labor Discussions

Hartford,

THE FILM DAILY

— First top level con-

Washington

1947 Equip. Exports

Quota Defaults Down,

State

Industries

Washington Bureau of

quota,

(Continued on Page 7)

British

fll€€T

Recommends Renter Quota End

— Elimination

co-operative
booking by independent exhibitors, a
government circuit of theaters and a
proposal to include effective safeguards against infiltration of control
over production, distribution and exhibition by foreign interests were included in the Quota Act proposals
published yesterday by the Cinematograph Films Council.
Recommendation to eliminate the
renters quota is a bitter blow to the
of

TEN CENTS

1947

HIT OPTimiSTIC

HCflDS

flfL

14,

Reade
Names

Files

(Continued on Page 6)

$3,900,000

All Majors in

Minn. ITA Expels Member
For Jumping "Jolson" Ban

Newark
Newark

Washington Bur.,

Suit

German film situation have
sent to Major General William H. Draper, economic adviser to

explosive

been

Trust Action

— Walter

Reade,
pendent circuit operator, has

the

many,

indeinsti-

an anti-trust action and a
triple-damage claim amounting to
Minneapolis
Test case involving $3,900,000 in a suit against all maability of an exchange to demand jors and four exhibition companies
terms from buying combines resulted filed in the Federal Court here.
this week in the expulsion of HomeComplaint, submitted on behalf of
wood Theater operator, Martin Lebe- the Strand Theater Operating Co. of
doff from Minneapolis ITA, it was Plainfield by attorney Monroe E.
tuted

—

(Continued on Page 3)

THE FILM DAILY

—

Washington
Congressional inquiries and protests involving the

(Continued on Page 6)

A
of

American Governor of Gerit was learned yesterday.
War Department compilation

Congressional

criticism

and

in-

q u r e s along with various press
stories were sent by plane to General
i

i

Draper

in

gressional

the

Berlin.

policy

German

Most

of the

Con-

inquiries centered

of

films,

under Adolf

allowing

around
export of

particularly pix

Hitler,

it

made

was learned.
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Record Turnout at
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Wednesday, May

Inc.,

With

Cheever Cowdin, board
and Nate J. Blumberg,
president, as the official hosts, Universal tendered one of the best attended press cocktail parties of the
year for J. Arthur Rank, British film
tycoon now in New York, at the Metropolitan Club yesterday.

com-

Corp.
came 24 hours after theaters resumed display advertising in the
strike-ridden Springfield newspapers.
Announcement of the new subsidiary
came from Harry Bliven,
Picture
president of the Motion

—

Company.
Bliven,

ber of
rectors,

Film

Incorporators,

J.

chairman,

here.

Disclosure of the new
pany — New England Facsimile

COminG

"U" Party for Rank

Film Group,

makers of industrial and tele
films,
has announced organization
of a subsidiary corporation to publish a full-time facsimile newspaper

Among

those present at the affair
were: Joseph H. Seidelman, William
A. Scully, William J. Heineman, Sam
Charles
Macnovich,
Matty Fox,
Prutzman, E. T. Gomersall, Adolph
Schimel, J. J. O'Connor, Al Horwits,

besides

Eugene C. Zack, memthe Film Group board of diand J. Kendall Brigham
are

Henry Linet, Lewis Blumberg, Andrew Sharick, Monroe Greenthal, Al
Daff, Eugene Walsh, J. H. Murphy,
Tony Petti, James M. Franey, Charles
Kirby, Eugene W. Castle, Harry J.
Spieff, William F. Kruse, L. J. Mc-

Group's assistant treasurer.

THE

Jurisdictional Strike Ban
In Passed Senate Measure

14,

1947

DAILY

WALTER

TITUS,

L.

Gome

and

Republic

JR.,

Southern

manager, left yesterday for Mexico
division
City, where he will
join James R. Grainger
Titus is making a stopover in Dallas, arriving

Mexico City on Saturday.

in

WILLIAM W. HOWARD, assistant genera
manager of RKO Theaters, leaves tomorrow for
Denver to

manager

Jay Golden as new division
RKO's West Coast theaters.

install

for

HARRY W. SMITH, RKO Pathe dire«-*or-cameraman and JOHN D. LeVIEN, n' x
"1itor,
RKO Pathe News, leave for Europelg C.y via
American Airlines

four-week courage

a

for

of

European situation.

the

MARGARET SULLAVAN
Astoria from

at

is

the

Waldorf

Hollywood.

GREGORY PECK and his wife leave for New
York on May 28.
ELEANOR PARKER, Warner star, arrived in
London over the week-end, en route to
Continent and the Brussels Film Festival.

RAYMOND MASSEY,

ford and Van Heflin
arrives from the Coast
show rehearsals.

LUCILLE BALL

is

the

co-star with Joan Crawin Warners' "Possessed,"

on

May

from

in

the

21

for

legit

Coast for a

brief stay.

Kranze, Laurence
Ginley,
B.
G.
IRENE GIBBONS, head M-G-M fashion deAudrain, Maurice Bergman, Louis signer, has arrived from Hollywood. She'll be
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Nizer, Louis Phillips, Herman Rob- here for two weeks.
WASHINGTON—Andrew H.
Granite 6607.
Waskington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
BERNICE ANDERSON, of the Minneapolis
bins, Dr. Isidore Lubin, Francis F.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Washington
In the face of an Harmon, Robert R. Young, and Ar- M-G-M branch, is on a week's vacation.
Manning Clagett,
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
GLENN WOOD, head booker of Universal,
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627. almost certain Presidential veto, the thur Krim.
Minneapolis, has returned from participating in
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N. Senate yesterday passed a drastic
the
ABC bowling tourney in Los Angeles.
LONDON
7441.
Briargate
Phone
Ave.,
Oakley
labor bill which includes outlawing
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127TOM CADWALLADER, Universal-International
Drive
Meet
jurisdictional
of
strikes.
The
measure
Homer
MANILA—
133 Wardour St. W. 1.
divisional manager for Victoria, Tasmania and
Mary now goes to conference for comproHAVANA
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
S. A., is en route from Australia for home ofBOMBAY— mise with a toue'her bill already ap- Held in Philadelphia
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
fice distribution conferences.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road, proved by the House.
ANN SHERIDAN has returned to the WarALGIERS— Paul Saffar,
Fort, Bombay 1.
Philadelphia A two-day meeting ner studio from an Eastern vacation.
In addition to the ban on jurisdicMONTREAL—
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
district
Mid-Atlantic
of
Warners
CLAUDE JARMAN, JR., M-G-M star, is schedRay Carmichael, Room 9. 464 Francis Xavier tional strikes, both House and Senuled to arrive in New York with his father from
VANCOUVER Tack Droy, 411 Lyric ate bills also (1) outlaw the closed sales personnel, in connection with the
St.
Coast on May 23 and will leave the followFletcher.
Bowden
SYDNEY—
drive,
conwas
Theater Bldg.
current sales
ing day by plane for London.
shop; (2) prohibit secondary boy- the
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone.
Norman
here
yesterday.
cluded
BILL
BROWN, manager of Loew's Poli-Bijou,
cotts;
make
unions liable for un3)
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys.
Ayers, Eastern division sales man- New Haven, and MRS. BROWN arrive in town
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN— fair labor practices; (4) allow emFriday
to celebrate their 29th anniversary.
John Lindberg, Jernhanealle No. 3. Copen- ployes to petition to NLRB for elec- ager, presided at the sessions.
L. HYMAN and MAX FELLERMAN
ROME John Perdicari. tions to determine which union shall
hagen-Van Loese.
Those in attendance included Rob- areEDWARD
MEXICO
en route to New York from the Coast via
Phone, 42758.
Via Ludovisi 16.
ert Smeltzer, district manager; W. G. Frisco, Salt Lake City and Kansas City stopCITY— Louis Turnoff, Morelos 56 No. 523. represent their workers.
Mansell, local branch manager; Fred overs.
MONTEVIDEO— Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:

28, Calif.

—

Two-Day

—

WB
—

—

—

597.

Beiersdorf,

20th-Fox Biggies Mull
Releasing Policy on 7 Pix

nnnnciAL
(Tues.,

;

May

13)

;

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Am. Seat
Bell

&

Col.

Picts

Howell

Columbia
East.

Picts.

pfd..

High
16

Low

Close

16

16

183/4

18V4

18l/4

15%

15

151/4

81 Vi

81 Vi

81 Vi

234l/4 234
1 85/8
18

Kodak

Gen. Prec. Eq

Paramount

21%
24%

RKO

125/g

Loew's,

Inc

Republic Pict
Republic Pict. pfd..
20th Centurv-Fox
.

Universal

Pict

21

24
I2V4

24
12V4

51/4

5i/8

12Vi
30

30

21%

22

15

15

51/s

3i/2

+

Picts.

.

RKO

3 5/a

3V?

27/s

2%

3%

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

13

3Vd

12VZ

5/8

—
—
—
- Vi
— %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

2% 3Vs
12Vi

'

•

Bid

Vs
Vs

-

%

Asked

Cinecolor

4%

5

Pothe

51/4

6V4

May

20
Suit of Charley Fine,
Chicago
movie operator, against the Paramount Exchange, for alleged false
arrest in connection with the sale
of a print of "Going My Way," which
Fine purchased at an express auction, has been postponed to May 20
before Federal Judge Phillip Sulli-

—

000.

Two of the productions, and a Para- Chorus Sings
23
seventh still to be made, will be disPictures
Choral
Paramount
The
roadshowing
cussed for
"Forever
Amber" and "Captain from Castile" Society of 50 voices will give its
and before the season is over there sixth annual concert in the grand
will be Zanuck's personally produced ballroom of the Plaza Hotel on May
picture for 1947 "Gentleman's Agree- 23. Proceeds will go for refugee
ment."
needs in Europe.

May

JOE ANSELL,

of Ansell Bros, circuit and veeof Southern California Pictures, will meet
brother LOU ANSELL, prexy of SCP, on 1"
Sunday in Mexico City to participate in the
scoring of their company's first major produc"it
tion, "Women in the Night."

pee

his

Lloyd Award Affirmed
San Francisco The U.

—

S. Circuit

Appeals has affirmed a
$40,000 judgment and injunction
awarded the Harold Lloyd Corp. in
its suit against Universal and Clyde
Bruckman involving infringement
of Lloyd's film "Movie Crazy" in
Court

of

Universal's "So's

Your Uncle."

SWITCH!

3 5/ij

OVER THE COUNTER

Fine Trial Off to

captain;

—

—
+ Vs
—
— %
—

12'/2

sales drive

Charles Beilan, Tom Noble, Dave M.
Cooper, O. B. Guilfoil and B. F. Bache
staff;
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY of the
Philadelphia sales
Los Angeles Joseph Schenck and Sterling Wilson, John Garst, John
Darryl Zanuck conferring with Spy- Walker and Leonard Pearlman of the
ros Skouras and 20th-Fox Eastern Washington
sales
staff;
George
Net officials here as to policy on the forth- Hutcheon, Philadelphia office manChg. coming release of six major produc- ager, and Eddie Phillips, Washing% tions produced at a cost of $19,500,- ton office manager.

11/4

185/g
21

12V2
30Vs
22

15%

Warner Bros

234

Washington manager; W.

W. Brumberg,

THE BANK OF THE

PREVUE

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

TRAILE
SERVICE

iSank of Ametrtra
NATIONAL

S

N

sav |nc !

ASSOCIATION
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.
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FREE

Filmack 1327
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COVERS
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ALONG

Industry Toppers At

Rowland

DAILY

Optimistic Note Hit

As AFL Heads Meet

Services

Top industry executives

will

(Continued from Page

at-

tend funeral services today for Richard A.

"Dick" Rowland, veteran production executive,

;who died Monday
after
ness.

I

a

long

ill-

bell

Funeral

Church, Madison
Ave. and 81st St.

Soon after the
services, the body
will be shipped to

Pittsburgh for interment there to-

morrow.
the

founder of Metro

Pictures and

former general manager of First National are his wife, Mrs. Daisy Rowland and two sisters, Mrs. Jessie R.
Miller of New York, and Mrs. Oliver
McCracken of Los Angeles.

NFB Film on Russia
Quebec

!

joined their neighbors across the street in the

chase

space

office

for

implement

a merry

Bldg. in

Spotless Cleaners bought 723 in order to

Mecca

expansion program

its

723 Seventh Ave., have

Mecca

Bldg.. as

you

first

learned

column on May 2, will house Loew's Int'l. ... • City of East
Orange, New Jersey, wants to jump present city theater license rates 100
in

this

per cent
J.

City's theaters are lighting the

to

•

move. ...

know

Did ja

Arthur Rank has purchased two Image Othicon tele cameras from

...

for export to Britain?

•

Looks as though the Enterprise

lease the Center Theater for "Arch of Triumph" pic

Show opens

in

Gus

Eyssell's

is

on

ice

May

bailiwick.

28.

.

.

.

turn table in the Dominion House of
Commons for G. H. Castleden (CCF-

fast

Film Board spokesman said
the film dealt with a review of the
history of Russia and that it had
been banned some time ago in Quebec
where there was disagreement with
of the
Russian revolution.

reason

of

the

Nine

PRC

pictures have been set
release it was announced yesterday. In addition, two
new films are being edited and three
more scheduled for June production.
May releases are "Border Feud,"
released May 10; "Too Many Winners," "The Corsican Brothers" and
"International Lady," May 24, and
'Killer at Large," May 31.
Releases for June are "Stepchild,"
June 7; "Philo Vance Returns," June
for

May and June

"Heartaches" and "Pioneer JusJune 28. Being edited are "It's
Moider" and "Go West."
14;

tice,"

,* *** %*

ex-D of

•

and

J

annexed by

just

becoming one

Passing

of

J.

Arthur Rank Org. as advisor

plications of that

might ponder

Wall

St.

—and well— the possible

•

•

•
J.

THE BOYS

industry im-

Journal headline the other day:

Forces Doubled. Tripled as Firms Gird for Competitive

pet for

He's

economists and consultants in Washington.

Dick Rowland and Jim Norman!y cast a heavy pall over

• You

...

film biz.

of the top

"Selling

Wars"

are doing more than just rolling out the red car-

Arthur Rank

Didja see that double truck picture play on

And

"Great Expectations" in the N. Y. Times magazine Sunday?

PRC Sets Nine Features
For May-June Release

1

T

• New Hampshire exhibs. will face opposition from six strawhats this
season. ...
# Personal memo to Mort Sunshine: Those by-lined articles
in your annual were the real McCoy. ...
• Keep an eye on Joe Borkin.

presentation

3

!

T

'Cause the Ice

but a

[

!

a photo saying.

in

films"

TENANTS OF THE POWERS BLDG.,

•

•

deal

Yorkton).
The return gave no further details,
1

cousins?

British

National Film Board
film, entitled "Our Northern Neighbor," has been prohibited from public showing in Quebec, Revenue Minister McCann said yesterday in a re-

Montreal

'

our

oi

"We can't grow
Accompanying ad copy reads:
"Britain spends £18,000,000 a year on American films
Let's see more
No wonder Ernest W. Fredman
good British films and save do'lars"
and Herbert Wilcox, among others, are sizzling, and condemn the BFPA
policy as unfortunate, ill-timed, ill-advised and stupid
With BFPA
President JAR in N'York, they sure picked a helluva time to start that
kind of ad campaign!

Du Mont

—A

some

Lockwood

we can make

tobacco but

that

Prohibited in

with

Producers Association propaganda ads appearing in London

depict Margaret

dailies

•

Surviving
RICHARD ROWLAND

Mid-tveeh Musings
• • • WHAT GIVES
British Film

Services will be
held at 2 p.m. in
the Frank Camp-

****''*''** * «W«V«V*V*VW* v*

didja read Bob Ruark's column in the N. Y. World-Telly

Monday

And have you noted the huge signs for Rank pix in the Times
Square area and elsewhere? ... • Warners are reported spending
$75,000 on that Variety Clubs Humanitarian Awards dinner at the studio
Saturday night. ...
• "Dishonored Lady" goes into the Broadway on
the 23rd. ...
• Looks as though "New Orleans" will take over the
Winter Garden when "Carnegie Hall" withdraws. ... • 'Sfunny how
reporters for the daily press

reporting that

Rank said

can "ball up" trade

build motion picture houses in 50 major
light

American

would purchase

cities"

or

That torch

parade down 5th Ave. on the 19th in behalf of the N. Y. Infirmary
campaign an industry inspiration, by the way promises

—

building fund
to

stories, like for instance

"the British iilm industry

be a honey.

.

.

—

.

T
•

•

•

J««a

| Lj re
'

(JSirtkaau

etinad
etinqs Jo'
May

Arthur

8

14
Robert

W. Eddy
B.

S.

Pully

J.

Daily, that the first session ended on an "optimistic note,"
although the meeting was described
as "exploratory."
Herbert K. Sorrell, CSU, prexy,
said the conference "laid the ground-

work" for adjudication of

jurisdic-

without recourse to
conference may last
through tomorrow, with union leaders expressing hope that the jurisd actional problems which have
plagued the pix and other amusement industries may soon be resolved. The confab also was expected to take up the current Hollywood strike although the discussions covered the entire amusements
tional fights
strikes. The

field.

Among

those present were:
Richard F. Walsh, IATSE; Paul
Dulzell, AAA A; Edward Arnold and
Pat Somerset, SAG; Joseph Padway,
AFL general counsel; Herbert Sorrell, CSU; Arthur D. Hill, F. A. Fitzgerald and L. O. Wilson, Operating
Engineers Union; J. W. Garvey and
Faust Moreschi, Laborers International Union; Joseph E. Rooney, Walter A. Redmond and James Myles,
Plasterers Union; Fred Tobin, Teamsters Union; W. H. Cooper, Building Service Employes; L. P. Lindelof
and William J. Gallaher, Painters;
Ed Gilbert, Carpenters; Max Krug
and Paul R. Hutchings, Office Employes Union; A. Rex Riccardi, Musicians Union; D. W. Tracy and C.
P. Hughes, IBEW; William C. O'Neill
and John L. Spaulding, Plumbers and
Pipefitters Union; Earle McGill,
Radio Directors Guild, and Charles
E. Constable, Teamsters Union.
Absent was William Hutchinson,
president of the Carpenters Union.

night?

Minn. ITA Expels Member
For Jumping "Jolson" Ban
(Continued from Page

1)

reported. Lebedoff bought Columbia's
"Jolson Story" on company's conditions after ITA refused to bargain
at those figures.

Another twin cities buying comTheater Associates, had trouble
over "Jolson" terms with member
house Volk Bros. Following settlement of Jolson" terms dispute, Volk
hurriedly showed film a day early
and reaped profits and glowers.
bine,

'

WHO

SAID Britons and Yanks talk the same language?
J. Arthur Rank during the press conference on Monday mentioned
he made "amateur" movies, was quickly picked up by a lady of the Met.
press
It developed "amateur" movies to JAR are non-theatricals.
• Which reminds that CEA stands for one thing in the U. K. (the national
exhib. ass'n) and another here (Commodity Export Administration).
.

STORK REPORTS

• MPEA starts distribution in Poland tomorrow with release of Metro's
"Young Tom Edison". ... • ARI survey on "Duel in the Sun" testing

checking department at Warners, is
the father of a girl. Lorraine Ann,
barn Sunday in Fifth Ave. Hospital.

.

|

1)

The Film

.

.

.

.

audience penetration on May 3 as a result of pre-release, publicity in New
York indicated a figure of 89. the highest on record
Only 11 per cent

Benjamin
of

New

Yorkers contacted were not aware of the pic's opening!

T

-

m

T

Bill

Dowling of Rudy Hagen's

Chicago

—

film

Harold Dyer, assistant
of the Central Park, reports the birth of his first son, James

manager

Joseph.

f

DESIGNED
RECENT
A TREAT! THE PRODUCTION IS PRAISEWORTHY FOR ITS GOOD PERFORMANCES!"

ON

CASH

ff

EADLINES!
IRST RATE! VIOLENT

MELODRAMA THAT WILL

"EXCITEMENT

-Daily
Variety

PLEASE!"

Ho "ywoo<
Reporter

AND SUSPENSE!" "ft

"JEWELS OF BRANDENBURG" with RICHARD TRAVIS
CAROL
MICHELINE CHEIREL LEONARD STRONG
THURSTON and Lewis L. Russell Louis Mercier Fernando
Produced by
Alvarado
Directed by EUGENE FORDE
SOL M. WURTZEL PRODUCTIONS, INC. -Original Story by
•

•

•

•

•

Irving

by

•

Cummings,

Jr.,

Irving Elman, Irving

and Robert G. North
Cummings,

Jr.,

•

Screenplay

and Robert G. North

Released by 20th Century-Fox

—
—

—

Wednesday, May

CM\
Profits Said

Reads

Ahead

Names

Of Foreign Policy

$3,900 # 000

Files

All Majors in

(Continued from Page

1)

Stein, alleges that Reade's theaters
(Continued from Page 1)
Foreign Affairs Committee are and have been subject to a 14
yesterday during hearings on a bill day clearance from first-run Newark,
and that this clearance was not
to establish legal authority for the
Overseas Information Program of granted to benefit the Newark theaters, but rather the Warner thethe State Department.
Harriman's appearance followed aters in Elizabeth and Cranford and
that of Undersecretary Dean Ache- RKO houses in New Brunswick.
Reade asks the Court for the folson. The two spoke at some length
lowing reliefs:
on the general need for a Govern1. An injunction against continuing
ment program, agreeing however,
that in the main it should "round the clearance arrangement; 2. An
out" and supplement, rather than order that the majors divest them-

House

supplant, the functions of privately
controlled media of information.

selves of all theaters in Essex,

and Middlesex

Counties;

Newark

Suit

Trust Action

Coal Shortages Hit
Australian Grosses

the

shortage

coal

cf

supplies

which come from New South Wales
where the miners have not been
producing enough for all purposes.

3.

Canvasmen

VC

1

I

US

—

.

ceive either from individual offerings
or even the aggregate of Hollywood

Zhukov

writes, show social problem
have declined, biography and

films

product are not important in the history are neglected, the "notorminds of the distributors, he said.
ious" American way of life has been
At the same time, Harriman in- emphasized.
sisted, even though many of the films
do not truly show America, on the
Samuel Goldwyn, in a statement
whole they serve a beneficial purpose issued yesterday, expressed his dein that they create a strong interest light that the Russians like his "Best
even though "unbal- Years."
in America
anced."
"I sincerely hope that every iron
curtain will be lifted so that all
Russians may see it, as it shows how
democracy works in a democratic
country," the producer said.

—

UJEDD1RG BELLS

ATS
Smith-Turner
Detroit— Audrey Smith of the 20thFox exchange staff was married to

Elects Officers and
Director for New Year
Don McClure was

of the

Allan Turner.

at

Hyde-White
Chicago— Don White, NAVED

and

the

elected president

American Television Society
annual

directors.

election

Other

of

new

officers
officers

are Bert Taylor, Jr., vice-president; Miss Dian Dincin, secretary,
retary, and Helen Hyde, assistant
and Archibald U. Braunfeld, treaeditor of Business Screen, will be
surer.
married May 31 in Joliet.
Named as directors were George
Shupert, Charles A. Alicoate, Charles
Burt-Alexander
J. Durban, Jack Levine, Paul MowChicago Mary Burt, cashier at the rey, Edward Sobel and Edward StasSouthern Theater, was married to heff.
Deward Alexander, television ensec-

—

gineer.

,

Barron-Wittert

—

Devonshire's Pittsburgh Deal

—

Boston
Devonshire Films announces that it has sold the Pitts-

Chicago Pauline Barron of the B burgh territory rights for its re& K accounting department, will issues to Crown Film Co., operated by
marry Phil Wittert next month.
Max Shulgold.

TOMORROW

9:00 A.M. Registration Headquarters,
Barkers Room, Ambassador Hotel.
10:00 A.M. Opening: Business Session Official Delegates of Convention. Any Barker

—

welcome

Embassy Room, Am-

to attend.

bassauoi Hotel.

—

E.V.Richards Guest Speaker.
Lunch All Registered Barkers,
Embassy Rcom, Ambassador Hotel. Tick-

10:30 A.M.
12:30 P.M.
et in

—

book.

Host, Gene Autry Produc-

tions.

Business session reconvenes.
7:30 P.M. Dinner Earl Carroll's Theater
All
Restaurant, 6230 Sunset Boulevard
Registered Barkers and their wives. Reservations for all who desire to attend
must be made at the Reservation Desk
not later than 6:00 P. M., today.
Tickets for two in Registration Book.
Host: Steve Broidy. Monogram Pictures
2 :30 P.M.

—

and Allied

Artists.

FRIDAY
9:00 A.M. Registration Headquarters,
Barkers Room, Ambassador Hotel.
10:00 A.M. Business Session, Heart Reports.

Embassy

Room.

Ambassador

Hotel.

12:00 M.

Lunch and Fashion Show.

Registered Barkers'
Grove, Ambassador
Registration Book.

Wives.
Hotel.

All

Cocoanut
Ticket

in

Host: Hollywood
Turf Club and Oscar Oldknow.
12:30 P.M. Lunch All Registered Barkers.
Embassy Room, Ambassador Hotel.
Ticket in Registration Book. Host: Para-

—

mount

Pictures, Inc.

—

2:30 P.M. Final Business Session
Election National Officers and Canvasmen.
5:00 P.M. Evening open for all Barkers.

No

events scheduled.

SATURDAY
9:00 A.M. Registration Headquarters,
Barkers Room, Ambassador Hotel.
9:00 A.M.
Studio and beach trip, which
includes Luncheon, California Cabana
Club Santa Monica. Trip available to
all Registered Barkers and their wives.
All who intend taking this trip must
notify headquarters desk not later than

—

COver

1946

'Continued from Page

Adelaide, S. A. (By Air Mail)
Coal shortages have again led to
severe power cuts and curtailment
of transport services and the film industry is again suffering severe box
office losses. Exhibitors are fed up

with

166 P.

li

Department of Commerce pix con-

Representative John Davis Lodge,
Officers,
Connecticut Republican and one-time
Meet to Start Convention
pix actor, asked Harriman whether
he believes that Hollywood and the
(Continued from Page
American radio industry give the broad Theater Corp. and Essex Amusement Corp. are named in the suit.
British people "a balanced, accurate
only in the West
canvasmen
tional
Defendants have 20 days in which
and advantageous picture of AmerGold Room of the Ambassador Hotel,
to answer charges.
ican life?"
to be followed with a luncheon for
Harriman at first tried to dodge a
and canvasmen and
officers
the
Writer
Says
direct answer to the question, replytheir second session. Their annual
ing that an effective and necessary Film Jingoism Tool
dinner will take place tonight.
job can be done by the State DeSenator Capehart, Indiana, mempartment in those areas not taken
Moscow (By Cable)
"The Best ber of Indianapolis tent, arrived yescare of by the private agencies. Years of Our Lives" has been singled terday and will be a guest speaker
Lodge, however, kept after the out by Yuri Zhukov, Soviet writer, at the banquet Saturday night.
former ambassador to London, spe- as an exception to the general trend Screen actors will enact roles of the
cifically asking about American pix of films emanating from "the desofounders of Variety Club, in a dramain London.
late background of Hollywood." This tization giving history of organiza"Well, you know the movies," was brought out in a recent Zhukov
tion.
Harriman finally replied. "Britain article in the magazine "Culture and
James J. Fitzgibbons, president
.
number.
.
limited
only
a
can take
Life." He took exception to the man- of Famous Players, Canada, will
distributors
the
those
She takes
ner in which films are being produced speak over ABC today on Variety
think will have the greatest sale." based on activities approved by the
Club.
picrounded
a
how
Considerations of
U. S. State Department and film inProgram for the next three days
ture of American life the British re- dustry chiefs. Statistics he analyzed,
follows:

USSR
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1947 Equip. Exports

Union

Triple
damages in the amount of $3,900,000.
In addition to the eight majors,
Warner Bros. Circuit Management
Corp., Stanley Co. of America, Nu-

14,

daily

sultant, reported yesterday. Preliminary statistics reveal exports of
equipment reached $3,357,792, compared to $1,260,088 for th& "«\rst
quarter of 1946.
*g c,
During the same period, exports
of all types of motion picture films
totalled 207 million linear feet valued
at $3,844,368. This compares with 128
million feet valued at $2,475,856 exported in the first quarter last year
a dollar jump of about 55 per cent.
During the first quarter of 1947,
3,408 motion picture cameras of all

types were exported, having a value
of $351,941. Of this total, 128 were
35 mm. cameras valued at $130,598;
1,194 were 16 mm. cameras worth
$138,312; and 2,086 were 8 mm. cameras with a valuation of $83,031. In
the first quarter of 1946, only 107
motion picture cameras of all types
were shipped abroad, with 19 being
35 mm. cameras valued at $44,095;
cameras valued at
34 being 16
$8,304; and 54 were 8 mm. cameras
at $7,247.
total of 7,863 motion picture projectors of all types were exported
during the first quarter of 1947,
valued at $1,448,937. For the same
period of 1946, 1,879 projectors of all
types valued at $538,510 were exported.
Value of motion picture sound
equipment exports totalled ^l. 304,633
in the first quarter of 1947, of which
$949,300 were sound reproducing
equipment and $355,333 was sound
recording equipment. This compared
with a total of $562,027 in the first
quarter of 1946, composed of $475,392 worth of sound reproducing
equipment and $86,635 of sound recording equipment.

mm

A

B'nai B'rith Short Preems
in Tribute to Monsky

Mon.

By way of tribute to the late
Henry Monsky, president of the B'nai
B'rith, Cinema Lodge will hold the
premiere of ."This Is B'nai B'rith,"
27-minute short, in the auditorium of
the Museum of Modern Art, next
Monday, it was announced by Robert M. Weitman, president of Cinema.
Friday, May 16th at twelve noon. Tickets for two in Registration Book. Host:
Fox West Coast Theaters. Get bus information at Registration Desk.
Meeting Newly elected Nation11 :00 A.M.
-

—

al Officers and National Canvasmen
Selection 1948 Convention City.
Mr. Jack L. Warner dinner in
6 :30 P.M.
honor of members of Variety Clubs International, and for announcement of
recipient of 1946 Humanitarian Award.
Warner Brothers Studio. Burbank, California. All Registered Barkers. Stag
Black Tie. Transportation will be provided.
Get information at Reservation
Desk. Ticket in Registration Book.
9:00 P.M. Theater Party for wives of all
Registered Barkers, at Ken Murray's
Blackouts, El Capitan Theater, Vine

Street,

Hollywood.

Transportation will

he provided. Ticket in Registration Book
for your lady. Exchange at Registration
Desk for Reserved
Theater Ticket
Host: Sid Grauman.

)

Wednesday, May

14,
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Sears Sees $8 Million

Run

For "Henry" U.S.

Recommend Renter Quota End
Council Proposes Gov't
(Continued from Page

•

Continued from Page

1)

DAILY

1)

Cinematograph Exhibitors Association which has fought such a plan in
opposition to the British Film Pro-

250,000 gross and over $1,100,000 in
net profits. Figure was reached, it
representawas pointed out, with only 16 prints ducers Association. CEA
tives were said to be opposed to most
of
arrival
the
With
distribution.
in
of the Council's quota recommendaa la-q'e number of additional prints,
fu/.^? bookings will be accelerated. tions.
In favoring co-operative booking,
i^Trter engagements with special
campaign techniques will be put into the Council recommended to the BOT
effect soon, resulting in a more wide- that legislation forbidding discrimspread distribution of the picture, ination by renters between circuit
under plans being formulated by and co-operative booking be included
Harold Auten, Rank representative, in the new Act.
Differential quotas were recomadand Paul N. Lazarus, Jr.,
publicity director. Auten will con- mended for the following categories:
(1) Major circuits and West End
tinue to handle bookings and playshowcases; (2) groups with minimum
date charting with Lazarus, Jr.
will have played average receipts of 4,000 sterling
By June 1,
off 173 "Henry V" engagements, of weekly; (3) independent theaters in
which 52 will have been Canadian favorable situations, and (4) all
showings. A Summer innovation will other theaters except where receipts
be the scheduling of dates at popu- are less than 100 sterling weekly, in
With a which case theaters would be exempt
lar Eastern resort towns.
heavy demand for return engage- from quota.
Separate quotas for first features
ments, the picture will be shown in
repeat performances, it was said. and supporting programs were recStarting in June, 39 Los Angeles and ommended, with fluctuating percentSan Francisco area houses are sched- ages between 50 maximum and 25 per
cent minimum, to vary year to year
uled to start runs.
according to circumstances. StartTry Lower Price Policy
ing percentage for grade (1) would
be 33-1/3, scaling down to 10 per
For "Henry V" in Dallas
Dallas "Henry V" will open at cent for grade (4).
the Melba May 29. Price scale will
on 21st
be matinees $1 and $1.50, evenings "Imperfect Lady"
"The Imperfect Lady" will open at
$1.50 and $2, lowest to date in the
U. S. Experimental price policy is the N. Y. Paramount on May 21, replan to encourage wider audiences. placing "Calcutta."

UA

UA

—

Own

Circuit

British

Para. Re-issuing 5
Features in Britain
London

mount

(By

pix,

of the Sea,"

—

Three ParaCable)
Geste," "Rulers

"Beau
and

"Men With Wings,"

are being re-issued

in

Quota Defaults Down,

England. Three

other productions, "The Jungle Prin"Hatter's Castle" (made in
England for Paramount release and
not yet shown in the U. S.) and
"For Whom the Bell Tolls," are due
for re-issue there in the near fu-

BOT Reports

(Continued from Page

1)

20.96 per cent of all pictures shown,
while all British features produced
totaled 8,689 million feet, or 19.99
per cent. During the year ended
March 31, 83 British features were
registered, compared with 67 in the
previous 12 months.

cess,"

O'Brien Sails Sunday
For Labor Discussions
(Continued from Page

ture.

with Eric A. Johnston,

Berqman and Aides Taking

1

MPAA

O'Brien will seek agreement with

on an exchange plan for
To Field on "Odd Man Out" IATSE
makeup, hairdresser and other studio

employes between British and American studios on a reciprocal basis.
and Charles Simonelli, special events The British film labor leader also
director, will make a tour of Detroit, will seek a similar agreement with
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Louisville, In- the MPAA, and will discuss labor
questions with Johnston.
dianapolis and Chicago.
(Continued from Page

1)

"Odd Man Out" will be screened
Closes Distrib. Deals
for the critics of these cities, as well
as radio commentators and newsPal,
paper columnists, and campaigns will
be discussed with theater reps. Plans
Two distribution deals were apdeveloped at these parleys will be proved by UA's board yesterday at a
carried out by field men who will meeting in
the home office. First deal
follow Bergman, Horwits and Simon- calls for the release of two George
elli into these territories.
Pal feature length cartoons, "Tom
Tour, beginning next week, will set Thumb" and "Rip Van Winkle."
a pattern for future development of Other is for the distribution of John
campaigns for the U-I released Rank Ford's Argosy Production, "Last

UA

With George

Argosy

Outlaw," in color.

pix.

...the butcher, the baker, the candlestick

maker

FUN ON A WEEKEND'

everybody's going to have

And you

will

presi-

dent.

everyday you

play

this

Andrew Stone

hit

from

UA

V\
§

WRDGA

Warners' Newsreel
In

Wednesday, May

Tiein of 7,500 Stores Highlight
Of 20th-Fox Ad-rub. Campaign for "34th St."

November Bow

14,

1947

DAILY

Transatlantic Plans

Studio in Eistree

A

long range, heavy caliber barrage of advertising, publicity and exploitation
20rh-Fox's "Miracle on 34th Street" will fire its heaviest charge via a tie-in
with 7.5C0 member stores of the National Retailers D y Goods Association. Additionally, Charles Schlaifer's staff will execute a special camoaign in New York
with the 34th St. Association promising to turn Herald Square into a gala
celebration area. All display angles have been worked up; trailers will be featured in stores. Plan is to lay advance publicity groundwork three weeks in advance of opening date. Film opens locally at the Roxy, June 4.
for

(Continued from Page

closed

that

1)

Warners would launch

newsreel about Nov. 1.)
Heading- the newsreel organization
will be James Allen, a member of
the Warner Studio executive staff
since 1943 and one time head of pubTohn Balaban To
lic relations for the D of J.
Allen,
Parley
who has been conferring with Harry At Minn.
Warner for the past week, will return to the Coast Friday for further
Minneapolis John Balaban of B
confabs with Jack L. Warner, vice- & K, Chicago, will outline the Motion
president in charge of production, rePicture Foundation at a luncheon
garding the project.
Applicants are under consideration meeting May 19 at the Nicolett Hotel.
for most of the key spots and other Harry B. French is chairman of the
positions will be filled from avail- organizing committee for the Minneable personnel when Allen returns sota film exchange territory.
early next month to start assembling
his staff. Headquarters will be in Liebler's 25th Anniversary
New York, with the Brooklyn laboraWalter Liebler,
foreign comptory turning out prints.
troller, last week rounded out 25
Technical aspects, including needed
equipment, were worked out by Col. years of continuous service with the
Nathan Levinson, head of Warner company. The "dean" of the home
office staff chuckles as he thinks back
studio sound activities, who has been
to May 7, 1922, when he was engaged
in the East for the past month.
temporarily by
for one week.
its

Speak

MPF
—

UA

UA

(Continued from Page

CEA-KRS Group to Set Up
A 16MM. Licensing Unit

menting Hollywood studio facilities.
Hitchcock will direct and contemplates drawing heavily from the New
joint
A
London (By Air Mail)
York stage for his cast.
licensing committee to deal with 16
"Under Capricorn," Transatlantic's
will
mm. distribution and exhibition
second pic, will be a Technicolor probe set up by exhibitors and distrib- duction set for England in May,
utors, it was decided at a meeting of 1948. Ingrid Bergman will star, with
CEA-KRS Joint Committee. Hitchcock again at the directorial
the
Group reviewed 16 mm. distribution reins.
and exhibition and decided that some
.fiiso planned is an untitled original
points raised should be discussed by about London and "I Confess," an
each side separately, with a view to adaptation of a French play by

—

clarifying positions.

Verneuil.

Isabel Jewell with Goldwyn
After two years of starring roles
on radio, Isabel Jewell returns to
the screen in Samuel Goldwyn's "The
Bishop's Wife."

Although no distribution plans
have been set as yet, negotiations are
now in progress with several American companies and it is expected that
a deal will be consummated during
Bernstein's present stay.

m
ft
Last night

new

saw a

I

pre-release screening of a

British who-perpetrated-it called

Danger." Murder, guv'nor!

It

"Green

dormitory.
Alastair

It

features a civilized

Entertainment

and

leader

girls'

of the

funnyman named

Sim who can spot Abbott and Costello

laughs. Producing, acting

for

makes Hollywood's

recent shoot-'em-ups look like pillow fights in a

Industry...

sixty

writing — right

up

Eagle-

there with Mt. Everest.

Lion I
J.

66

ARTHUR RANK

presents

GREEN FOR DANGER
starring

SALLY

GRAY

•

ROSAMUND JOHN
an

*

TREVOR

EAGLE-LION FILMS release

1)

may

be taken into the company on a partnership basis.
Initial production will be "Rope"
from a play by Patrick Hamilton.
Shooting will begin in Sep/' c>*ier
with exteriors in New York E Eledirectors
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CSU PflinT€RS BGR6 6 TO P €flC€ TALKS
VC Re-elects McCraw; 3 Cities Seek '48 Meet

III,

J. J.

Editorial

Fitzgibbons Urges

.

the world needs both

. .

By RALPH WILK
of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles
At initial business
meeting of Variety Clubs International, William McCraw, national ex-

-

West Coast Bureau

—

ecutive director, was re-elected for
another year. Registration for convention now has exceeded 1,200, including wives of delegates and other
visitors.

In an interview over KNX, John J.
Fitzgibbons, Famous Players Canadian prexy and chief barker of the
(Continued en Page 6)

and Variety

Faith

Clubs Pledge $2,000,000 in
'48 For Charitable Purposes

THE

By CHESTER

B.

Jurisdictional Strikes

-

BAHN

Washington Bureau

Show Business takes physical form in Los Angeles today where up200 delegates and members are assembled for the first business session

great Heart of

wards of

'

Head— IA, CSU
Five Union Chiefs to Draft
Plan to Abolish Future

No. 2

1

of the Variety Clubs convention.
Variety's

founded

in

barkers have held
Pittsburgh 20

across the Mexican and
portant of all.

rrPMii in

'"l r" rl'riruhrnanr l, "°

since

rst time,

C,

The whole world, and

The whole

world,

,

CONSIDER

from clubs
the most im-

is

has most urgent need

elfish

With the weather man last night
promising that only partly cloudy
will be encountered, Ned E. Depinet
will play host today at RKO Radio's
11th annual golf tournament at the
Westchester Country Club with more
than 400 industry leaders his guests
at the all-day affair which will be
highlighted by dinner in the club(Continued on Page 7)

At

First

H'wood Confab

Hollywood

—

Be sure

count each

to

member

in."

Let the lesson of that Creed be carried to the Earth's four ends, and there
no iron curtains. And no World War III.

will

ex-

(Continued on Page 4)

Munson Ampro Chairman
I

With Palmer as Prexy

Reds' Films Belter,

Chicago

Paid "Dick" Rowland

Culturally, Says

Envoy

Loew houses

in

the

Nsw

Burnside,

86th

St.,

Price
prevail.

Hillside,

Brevoort,

Palace and Spooner.
scale of 90c and $1.25 will

(Continued on Page 4)

Continued on Page 7)

UNESCO

— Retirement of Axel Mun-

son as president of Ampro Corp.,
and the appointment of .Arthur J.
Palmer, General Precision Corp.,
vice-president, to succeed him, is an(Continued on Page 4)

-

York area which did not participate
in the first week 38-theater showing of "Duel In The Sun," have
booked the SRO picture for two,
three and four-day "meve over" engagements. Houses are Loew's Broadway, 42nd St., 116th St., Rio, Burland,

rent analysis of the film industry.
Standard & Poor's takes the position, however, that "diminution of

(Continued on Page 7)

—

Moving Over

in

Film dividends paid this year by
major companies should equal last
year's conservative payments, it is
forecast by Standard & Poor's cur-

friends,

ther.
yo
d through thin
Be Loyal through th
Then on lists of life's lasting friendships

of

To 11 Loetv Stands
Eleven

(Continued on Page 6)

judge him
is

'Variety' claims

(

"DtieS"

The Film Daily

ds,

THE FILM DAILY
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Final tribute was paid to Richard
Eight members of A. "Dick" Rowland yesterday by
Washington
General W. Bedell
Screen Guild Productions' board of scores of industry friends in the Smith, United States Ambassador to
directors were re-electe^ yesterday Frank Campbell Funeral Church, 81st Moscow, told the House Foreign
during that company's first Holly- St. and Madison Ave., just before Affairs Committee yesterday that
(Continued on Page 4)
his remains were escorted to Pitts- Russian cultural standards are higher
West Coast Bureau

IATSE,

with

learned.
If the painters agree to go back
to work, the striking carpenters thus

'46 Film Dividends

'ounting

f

Trade's Last Tribute

SG Directors Re-elected

P.
Lindelof, AFL painters
president, agreed to a peace meeting

rence

No Drop Expected

well the Cre

Man's u
Not by dolla
But by mint

ist

the current, costly Hollywood strike

llowship

t

"Good

RK0 Golf Tourney

THE FILM DAILY

was seen here yesterday when Law-

humanitarian ser-

Depinel Hosts 400
Al

of

— A definite "break" in

need of Variety's simple

a

message of charity and

was

ds delegates

of the magnificent spirit
vice.

tent

initial

its

Washington

Connors, Henderson,
White Aid Heart Fund
Headed by

Pix Confab Postponed

Nations Await Result of
Overseas Correspondents
Czecked, Double-Czecked
International Film Relations Committee yesterday reached agreement
on an accredited list of 70 overseas
correspondents working in the New
York area. Forty-nine names were
dropped from the rolls at a meeting
(Continued on Page 7)

Geneva

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

Talks

THE FILM DAILY

Final draft of the
UNESCO-sponsored convention, looking towards the free flow of educational films throughout the world,

has been postponed pending possible
action

by the International Trade

Conference in

Geneva,

it

was

re-

vealed yesterday.

William Farr, head of the
(Continued on Page 6)

a committee composed
Connors and Donald A.
Henderson of 20th-Fox and William
A. White of Skouras Theaters Corp.,
the New York industry has launched
a campaign to raise its quota in the
New York Hsart Association's 1947
of

Tom

Drive

J.

for

$500,000.

The organiza-

devoted to the study, cause
and cure of heart disease, which
has taken a very severe toll in the
film business. The 1947 budget of
tion

is

Association calls for increased
expenditures for research, the establishment and maintenance of cardiac clinics, and for education.
the

'

Wk
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Thurs.,

15,
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WASHINGTON—

Southern sales manager for
from his New Orleans
meetings with John S. Allen,

Dallas

in

field assistant.

HORTENSE WEICHSEL,

secretary to Joel Levy,
is back from a va-

Loew's out-of-town booker,
cation in the Bahamas.

GEORGE SHARF,
ment,

and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York 18,
N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
Merser ;
J. W. Alicoate, President; Donald M.
Patti
eau, Vice - President and Treasurer;
Secretary.
and
Alicoate,
Vice - President

is

headquarters for

is

of

M-G-M's

back from a short

legal

trip to

depart-

New Haven.

J.
SEEGAR HEAVILIN, make-up editor of
Paramount News who accompanied Capt. Eddie

Rickenbacker on a flight to the Coast from
New York, will be aboard the new Lockheed
Super-Constellation, the "Gold Plate," with the
the 52-pasEastern Airlines president when
senger plane takes off today for the East.

EVELYN KNIGHT,
wood late
MRS. J.
winging to

LOUIS

J.

actress,

is

in Des Moines today to prepare for tne
20 theater openings of "Duel In The Sun" on
the Tristate circuit June 10.

MCA's

prexy,

his

L.

wife

of

A. via TWA.
KAUFMAN, Warner

Ram

L.

Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg.,

BOMBAY—

Hornby Road,

ALGIERS— Paul

Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric. 8 Rue

Saffar.

ex-

M. P. Associates Dinner
To Honor Samuel Rinzler

Rinzler, with a salute to the Motion

Picture Foundation.
Local industry luminaries who are
scheduled to attend include George
Schaefer,
Schwartz, Leonard
Sol
Goldenson, Martin Quigley, Francis
Harmon, Ted O'Shea, Gus Eyssell,
Bill White, William Heineman, A. H.

Sanders, Bob Weitman, George
Skouras, Fred Schwartz.
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Disney Prods., has
is stopping at the

New York from

Hol-

Y.
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RADIO CITY MUSIC

Rank-Davis Leaving for
Chicago Talks Tonight
J.

draw

Knight has
com-

THEATERS
HALL—

Rockefeller Center

Claudette

Fred

COLBERT

MacMURRAY

"The Egg And
A

Arthur Rank and John Davis
their current New York visit to

entraining with
close tonight,
Mrs. Rank and Mrs. Davis for Chicago where they will spend Friday in
a series of conferences with execs,
of Bell & Howell, the Rauland company and others. On Saturday, the
party, which will include Jock Lawrence, leaves for Toronto where confabs with execs, of Rank's Canadian
interests will occupy some four days.
From Toronto, the group will
travel across Canada to Vancouver,
where Rank has a speaking engagement, after which they continue to
Hollywood, arriving on the 29th.
Execs, of all American companies
with which Rank interests are identified will assemble in Hollywood, it is
understood. Included will be Robert

Universal-International

I"
Picture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

a

Young.

H73
LAWRENCE

CLAIRE

WALTER

TIERNEY

TREVOR

SLEZAK

BORN TO

Toy Golden Honored
By RKO Associates

KILL'v

ALANLADD

RUSEU
B&DIX*

^

A Paramount

Picture

1&lft4MO(//Vr

™

mmmmm^ammmnam Mmmum mHimm
t

LORETTA YOUNG
JOSEPH COTTEN • ETHEL BARRYMORE

defendant film

Business associates of Jay Golden,
nanies' motion to strike the Rivoli
newly promoted RKO Theaters Coast
Theater anti-trust complaint, filed
division manager, tendered him a
by Thomas McConnell, Chicago atfarewell luncheon yesterday in the
torney.
Pine Room of the Warwick Hotel.
Plaintiff anticipates that the action
Present in addition to the eruest of
will go to trial this Fall.

ihefannerfrDaugiter

honor, were Malcolm Kinersberg, Sol
A. Schwartz, William W. Howard, A.

Frank Rosenberg to Prod.;
Lou Smith Heads Col. Pub.
THE FIT.M DAILY
Lou Smith, recently

West Coast Bureau of

Asked

Walt

of

Seen

As Judge Nixes Dismissal
Net
Chg
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WALT DISNEY
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

LAVIN,

arrived from the Coast and
Waldorf.

York with

lywood next week.

territories.

Charras.
MONTREAL—
9, 464 Francis Xavier
VANCOUVER — Tack Droy, 411 Lyric
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher.
Theater Bldg.
19 Moxon Ave.. Punchbowl, N. S. W. Plione.
UY 2110. BRUSSELS— Tean Pierre Mevs.
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
fohn Lindherg, Ternhanealle No. 3. Copenhagen-Van Loese.
ROME — Tohn Perdicari. Schwalberg, Harry Brandt, Malcolm
Via Ludovisi 16.
Phone. 42758.
MEXICO Kingsberg, Si Fabian, Jay Emanuel,
CITY— Louis Tumoff, Morelos 56 No. 523. Harold Rinzler, Emmanuel Frisch,
MONTEVIDEO— Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito License Commissioner Benjamin
597.
Fielding, Jack Ellis, Ray Moon, Mor-

Ray Carmichael, Room

<?t.

arrived in New
wife yesterday from the Coast.

JACK
Theaters'

ecutive, returned to New York yesterday from
a business trip to the Pittsburgh and Cleveland

Annual dinner-dance of Motion Picture Associates tomorrow night at
LONDON the Waldorf-Astoria will combine the
MANILA— Homer honor of the organization's Beacon
133 Wardour St. W. 1.
HAVANA — Mary Award, which will be given Samuel
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Louise

arrives

JOSEPH COTTEN

STEIN,

—

Holly-

today.
C.

1947

Chicago
Area theater operators
conferred yesterday with Mayor Martin Kennelly on city tax problems.
ERIC A. JOHNSTON, Gerald Mayer and Joyce
O'Hara leave by TWA for England and the Exhibitors reported to the Mayor
that theaters would co-operate in
Continent on June 22.
KATHLEEN SELBY, assistant to Frank Farley, every way possible to help solve
Paramount
British
Prods.,
Ltd.,
has
director of
the city's financial problems, but, inarrived in New York on her first trip over. She
asmuch as Chicago's license fees are
leaves for the Coast this week to visit the
the highest in the country, fca&£
studios.
RICHARD WALLACE, director, and his wife face of falling business, they I ^ are in Manhattan for a visit.
a local amusement tax.
HAROLD RODNER, assistant general manaAt the conference were John Balais
in
Alger of Warner Bros. Service Corp.,
ban, Eddie Silverman, James Costin,
bany until the end of the week.
CLAUDE MORRIS, SRO field exploitation chief, Jack Kirsch and Arthur Schoenstadt.

in

due

15,

Chicago Exhibs. Caution
On Local Admissions Tax

cominG mid GoinG
Vol. 91, No. 95

May

Thursday,
DAILY

Hollywood

—

with Liberty Films, has resigned to
accept the post of Columbia studio
lublicity director, succeeding Frank
Rosenberg, who it is reported, is considering a production post that has

answers been offered him at Columbia.

N. Y. Federal Court to the
counter claims made by David Rose. Redeeming Poli-New Eng. Bonds
Poli-New England Theaters is reMason's attorney made a general denial of the Rose claims and asked deeming $800,000 of its first mortdismissal of the counter claims and gage 5s, due Nov. 15, 1958, as of
for an award to Mason on his original June 12, 1947, holders are being: noticomplaint which sought a declara- fied. Payment will be at 100 and
tory judgment to void a memorandum accrued interest at New York Trust
Co., corporate trustee.
agreement with Rose.

W. Dawson, Harry Mandel, W.

The Academy Award Picture!

B.

England, Major L. E. Thompson, O.
R. McMahon, Thomas O'Connor, David Canavan, John Redmond, E. H.
Groth, Robert Sherman, Matthew
Polon, Joseph Becker, James Roth,
Dan Friendly, Sigurd Wexo, C. B.
McDonald, H. R. Emde, Michael Edelstein, John Hearns, Edward Sniderman, Joseph DiLorenzo, Charles Oelreich and Harry Weiss.

Winner

Sublease

large,

attractive

executive

office plus share secretary's office

small stock room.

Times Square

and
area.

Academy Awards!

THE BEST YEARS OF
CTiin;inref >*ro7
.1

I23T

in

of Nine

ON SCREEN
ANNE BAXTER
WM. HOLDEN
SONNY TUFTS
l

B'way,

N. Y. C.

PERSON

CHARLES
TRENET
EXTRA

Box 142

FILM DAILY, 1501

IN

NOON'

Dorothy

DONEGAN

Plus Others

NEWS

BIG

FOR THE
y

-T

FAMILY
TRADE!

that

M-G-M

movie

We

want you to know
has launched the Biggest Production Program in

Okay Mr. and

Mrs. America and offspring!

history! Yes,

Mr.

M-G-M

the busiest spot in California!

Exhibitor, your Friendly Studio

We

is

safeguard your business future

with Big Stars in Big Entertainments! Millions of dollars in

star

names and production values for your public! Within the next
few weeks all these mighty attractions will be under way:
"HIGH WALL'-Robert Taylor Audrey Totter
•

WINTER COMES"-Walter

"IF

Deborah Kerr
w

•

Pidgeon
Angela Lansbury

VIRTUOUS"-Van

Johnson

•

June Allyson

"KILLER McCOY"-Mickey Rooney

Spencer Tracy

Lana Turner

"KISSING BANDIT

big

leads the

Ricardo

Montalban Cyd Charisse Jimmy Durante

"SPEAK TO ME OF LOVE

Greer Garson

Walter Pidgeon
(Technicolor)

Van

•

Gene

Kelly

Heflin

DAUGHTER -Katharine Hepburn
"HOMECOMING OF ULYSSES'
"B. F.'s

Clark Gable

•

Deborah Kerr

UNION

-Spencer Tracy

Claudette Colbert

Kathryn Grayson

Donna Reed

•

•

"STATE OF THE
(Technicolor)

"UPWARD TO THE STARS"-Bob

it's

Peter Lawford

•

CASS TIMBERLANE

Yes,

•

•

Lana Turner William Powell

"ALIAS THE GENTLEMAN" Wallace Beery
Tom Drake

•

Esther Williams

"THREE MUSKETEERS

Elizabeth Taylor

Frank Sinatra

"ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU "(Technicolor)

"EASTER PARADE'
(Techmco/orJ Judy Garland
Gene
Peter Lawford
Cyd Charisse

Irving Berlin's

Walker

•

Kelly

•

news

for America's millions!

And as

way with optimism, daring and

usual,

it's

M-G-M that

greatness!

FAN MAIL Last week we reported a series oF Audience Previews of completed M-G-M attractions. We're still getting fan mail about these
"THE HUCKSTERS,'' "SONG OF LOVE," " FIESTA" (Technicolor), "GREEN DOLPHIN STREET," "THE BIRDS AND THE
BEES" (Technicolor), "CYNTHIA," "UNFINISHED DANCE" (Technicolor), "ROMANCE OF ROSY RIDGE," "LIVING IN A BIG WAY."
I

big hits:

;<?$

Thursday,

(Continued from Page

1)

— perhaps

S.

else in the
world.
Testifying on a bill to provide
legislative sanction for the State Department's cultural relations program, Smith said he felt definitply
that the standards of the Russian
people are higher than "the cultural

a>M pHIL Mdinner for the visiting

that

week

to

May

attend

York de luxe
Eric A.
29
Joyce O'Hara

Grad Sears and JAR will get
a frar.k talk today. ... • British Picture News, published
in London by the Rank Org. as prcmotional mag., is to be en'arged. will
It's a helluva
be published at least six limes during the comirg year
good jcb. ... © When JAR's "Kenry V" bows out of the Stage Door
in Frisco after 34 weeks on the 18th, "The Captive Heart" moves in.
• Harry Sherman has landed Henry Eagle, Navaja circus-rodeo trick
• Great States will
rider, and will give him a Tom Mix buildup. ...
play both "Best Years" and "Duel" at 78 cents for matinees, $1.20 at
Newly fcrmsd (by Dr. Karl Frucht and Maurice Swann)
night. ...
Internationa! R2search Information is sett'.ng up a spacial film division.
precedes during the comirg week. ...
together for

well.

said Russian pix

are produced on production budgets
so low "most of our moving picture
directors in this country wouldn't
look at them but they are done very
well." Despite the handicaps of poor
power supply and other things, he
said he was Teatly impressed by the
artistic quality of the Soviet fiims.
In one case, he said, a legitimate
actor came to Moscow on week-ends
from Leningrad to work on a film.
Stage actors are frequently used, he
explained.
The week-end arrangement was satisfactory because the
studio could shoot only
Sunday,
when the load on the city's power

—

m

facilities was low enough to permit
full current for the studio lights.

Bolton of Ohio, a
committee, asked
Smith if it were not true that the
Russians are producing most of their
films with facilities taken over from
Czechoslovakia, Germany or other
countries to the West. Smith replied
that most of the production is in
Moscow, but that he believed Russian
and Czech production people are collaborating on a film today.

.

.

.

www

LOOX FOR

•
...

sign.

INTENSIFIED

weak

Jack Benny's

ater

Chicago Theater

Windy

in the

show, "Double or Nothing" will

Yep, "Rank's

plug "Great Expectations"

Woman's Heme Ccmpanion's

the

a healthy

It's

"Odd Man Out" in a program originating in Newark's Mosque TheAnd on June 8, from Louisville, Ky., same air show
Sunday

wi'l

Mrs. Frances

air

companies

all

slogan

third

the

annual opinion

name!".
poll

.

.

.

sees Igrid

Bergman and Bing Crosby tops, with Greer Garson and Walter Pidgeon
Something new in film mags is promised in the
as runnersup. ...

new Hollywood
critical,

Cinema, edited by

monthly.

informative side,

it's

Eli

On

Willis

said neither a trade nor a fan paper.

the
.

.

.

O Wonder

whether Lou Jackson's plunge into the Bermuda hotel field
Lrdy Yu'e) was inspired by the examp'e set by lha Brothers Schine?
Ernest W. Fredman thirks that Ice Eeide'man was on the mild side
in propos ng that export of German p'x be banned for 20 years......
"Freddy" cpines that 50 would be better..
(with

:

ITO of Arizona, S. Calif.
Okays PCC's Ascap Action
West Coast Bureau

cf

Hollywood— ITO
fornia

and

THE
of

FIT.M

D 4 TT V

of

Southern Cali-

Arizona

T
O

the first
PCCITO unit to ratify action of PCC
board of trustees who seek to have
tested the legality of Ascap's action
in collecting from exhibitors as well
as producers.
is

T

T

LOUIS EROMFELD, ro

!ess, wi'l

emcee

the world premiere

Eagle-L'on's "Repeat Perfcrmance" in Zar.esvil!e, O., on the 22nd.

.

.

.

"Dear Ruth" has its world debut on the 29th, by the way, in
House will be marking its 20th anniA -bury Park
Thought-in-passversary, and the city the 50th of its chartering. ...
ing: Jock Lcwrence is doing a bang-up public relations chore for JAR;
Para.'s

Rsade's Mayfair,

smart handling

a'l the

Abbot A. Weisbord of Metro's ad
way. ...
work for that corking 96-page N. Y. In-

dept. des'gned, directed the art

Munson Ampro Chairman

firmary souvenir book tiad in with the current drive. ...

With Palmer as Prexy

Aumont goes over to Britain to play in Columbia's "The First Gentleman". ... © Personal memo to all exploitation men: If Congress acts
Eocker T. Washfavorably, you'll have some more "tie up" days:

(Continued from Page

nounced.
of the

1)

Munson becomes chairman

Ampro

board.

Before taking on his new duties,
Munson and his wife will sail to

Sweden for a vacation.
«

»

»»<»> »»<
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Allen Davey
Patty Brady

15

c

«
8
\\
i.t

Jean Pierre

ington Day, Apr. 5; Constitution Day," Sept. 17; Leif Erikson Day, Oct. 9;

American Indian Day,

fourth Sa'.urday in

September

T

0O

Browning

Alvin Gross

Tom D'Andrca

J.J

be sporting about

boys,

l3t's

paces?

know

How

it

Or

about sabers?

Shall Phil M's seconds call. Mr. Reiter? ...

that 60 per cent of

Mexico?. ...

SG Directors Re-elected
At

First

interestirg,

that

in

is

World-Telly the other night

A

1)

Re-elected were John J. Jones,
Robert L. Lippert, J. Francis White,
Jr., Arthur Lockwood, John L. Franconi, Bert M. Stearn, Albert Dezel
and Jack Engel, while Francis A.

Bateman was

new member named

the

to the board.

was re-elected president;
executive vice-president,
Lockwood vice-president, S. K. M.
Jones

Lippert,

Decker, treasurer,
secretary,

I.

H. Prinzmetal,

Madison Schwer, assistant

secretary anl Bateman
assistant treasurer.

was named

Jack Cartwnghc, who has served
as publicity and advertising director,
has been anpointed to the new nost
of public relations director, and Jack

Leewood,

man

formerly

puolicuy

field

for Warners, publicity director.

Ken Thomson to E-L
As Foy's Exec. Aide
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Eagle-Lion Films announced here yesterday the signing
of Kenneth Thomson as executive assistant to Bryan Foy, company vicepresident and production chief. Thomson, who succeeds Irving P. Lazar
in the post, has been prominent in
West Coast Bureau cf

—

the industry for many years as actor,
agent, producer and executive secretary of the Screen Actors Guild,

Flexer Reduces Admission
Memphis, Tenn.
David Flexer's
Ritz Theater announced yesterday a

—

Lance M. Davis, Robb

Vera

Hall" copy which appeared in the
trend?

SICK LIST

Didja

set for June

Rotan, Tex., has been re-elected mayor. ...

Muzck "Carnegia

H'wood Confab

wood convention and one new member was added to the board.

pisto's

Michael Curtiz's "Serenade" will be shot in

Pittsburgh Variety Club's golf tourney

16 at the Chartiers Heights Country Club. ...

& Rowley partner

i.t

{?

interests.

10 cent reduction on admission.

:.:

Irving

The analysis finds the foreign outlook satisfactory and sees no threat
to Hollywood in the expansion of the
British film industry by the Rank

JUST AS PHIL M. was abcut to get aboard at Malverne yesterday, coach of train No. 927 gave an imitation of one of those fireworks
Come, come,
displays at the N. Y. World's Fair and burst into flames
at 20

!

shows."

(Continued from Page

spade work by

new

at the

MIS

City will gross S100.C0D. ...
ha'.l

fie'd

"Hit the fie!d" is the

to pre-sell p'x

1)

the stimuli which lifted profits of the
motion picture industry to new highs
in 1946 indicates that earnings of
leading companies have passed their
peak, and declines are in prr c er t.
this year."
c
It is noted that theater attendance thus far this year "has been
somewhat below a year ago," and
increased living costs are offered as
a major reason why the nublic is
becoming "more discriminating in expenditures, particularly for inferior

^

MPAA New

Arthur Rank on the Coast

J.

Johnston Hies out at the end of next

the "fine arts" generally. Thei-e was
no question that he meant films as

of

in

(.

AMPP WILL DUPLICATE

American radio." He later
expanded the statement to include all

member

DALY

Typewriter Key-notes

basis of

The Ambassador

1947

'46 Film Dividends

Envoy

(Continued from Page

than those of the U.
higher than anywhere

15.

No Drop Expected

Reds' Films Belter,
Culturally, Says

May

DAILY

A.

(TONY)

P.

Civic

The3ter,

collar

bone

when the

ARTHUR
and

his

injuries.

as

car

well

he

SEARS.
son,

ARCHER,

Denver,
as

of
br.ken
broken ribs

president-

suffered
three

a

was driving overturned.
Civic

CHARLES,

Theater's auditor,
incurred shoulder

1W

May

Thursday,

15,
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REVIEWS Of nEUJ
"They Won't Believe

"The

flLfllS
Woman on the

Me"

Beach"

with Susan Hayward, Robert Young, Jane

Joan

with

Greer

95 Mins.
RKO
ABOVE AVERAGE TRIANGLE DRAMA
HA5 "AMES AND ACE PERFORMANCES
TO=~c=f WELL OVER MARK.
Wmle the title of this one might evince
connotation or resemble a song title,
not so. After the first reel it gets into
its dramatic stride and unfolds in solid, engrossing style that mounts to a sharp, exlight
is

it

citing conclusion

further depth

given

by a

note of irony.
Initially,

Charles

Ryan,

RKO

Mins.

71

KEEN

PERFORMANCES

DIRECTION,

CONSIDERABLY ENHANCE STORY; HITS

EMOTIONAL LEVELS, PEAKS.
Enough of the unusual in film drama has
been injected into this offering via the
direction of Jean Renoir to garner it interesting response from the adult audience.
And, in that sense, too, it should prove a
FINE

diverting dramatic piece.

simple geometric terms it is the boy,
the other woman, her blind husband. Transpiring on and near the sea,
In

attempt

is

made

the

give

to

degree of sympathetic

culprit in the case a

his

girl,

traces .his

story concentrates on the emotional
storm stirred up in a Coast Guard officer,
Robert Ryan, a neuro-psychiatric case, when
he meets up with Joan Bennett.

scoundrelly past from an initial sortie into
adultery to a series of events which lead

dialog which sketches personal backgrounds.

treatment.

the

In

familiar

where

Robert

murder.

In

his

Young is beinj
own words he

the

of

style

flashback the story thread appears

in

court
fcr

tried

The

handling of divergent aspects of decadent matrimony. As a
dramatic offering first rate playing by the
film

has merit

leads conciderably

in

enhance what transoires

Although married

to Rita Johnson, Youn';
seen dallying in what on the
surface appears to be an innocent friendship with Jane Greer. This is thwarted by
Miss J:hnson who is rich, has the dollar

at

is

first

rn

on Husband Young. They go to the
Coast where Young is set up via the John
son coin as partner in a stack brokerage
firm and hence exposed to Susan Hayward.
Immediately there is another illicit, underhand affair with Miss Hayward making it
difficult for Young by constant reference

si

Again his wife learns of his
and bre?ks it up. They repair to
a ranch but at first opportunity Young is
back in L. A. and meets Miss Hiyward.
They resume where they left off but this
time it is as serious as gong to Reno and
making divorce plans. They have a comfortable sum of Miss Johnson's money, too.
En route there is an accident. Miss Hayward is killed. An inquest suggests she was
Young's wife and he accepts this, meanwhile planning to kill Miss Johnson. Returning to do this he finds her a suicide.
wife.

his

to

duplicity

Later the cops find her boiy. In the last
courtroom scene, as the jury is to announce
verdict.

its

suicide.

verdict:
It

is

He
Not

Young

window-leaping

tries

Much

of the

compact

tale

pointedly the case

is

is

in

Miss Bennett and
played by Charles Bickford.

ships

of

lights

in

Bohemian

circles

Bickford's blindness forced

solidified in

the

relation-

her

husband,

Once

shining

advent

the

them

to

of

retreat

from the world of art. M'ss Bennett blinded
Bickford in an alcoholic man-wife brawl.
Temperamentally they are inseparable. But
Miss Bennett is a young woman with an
eye for the boys.
Optically handicapped Bickford's
other
senses are keenly apparent and Ryan is
torn between suspicion, belief snd disbelief. This is particularly pointed up as his
affair with Miss Bennett grows sericius. An
accident

proves

Bickford's

blindness.

KftcfireH/
1

Ryn

easy morals. H3
'onfronts her and severs the tie. Later
Bickford blows his top. burns his valuable
canvases. Miss Bennett enlists Ryan's help
learns

in

his

of

Miss

Bennett's

the conflagration. As B'ckford b"rns up
old life she feels the old Bohemian

magic come back and she rejoins him to
new life. Rvan returns to Nan Leslie
who has been having a bad time on the
fringes of the Bickford-Bennett-Ryan tristart a

angle.

Performances are generally of the better
variety.

CAST: Joan Bennett. Robert Ryan, Charles
bickford. Nan.L=slie, Walter Sande, Irene Ryan,
Gl°"i Vernon, Frank Darien, Jav Norris.
CAST: Associate Producer, Will Price D recf or.
Jean Renoir: Screenolav, J"an Renoir, Frank
Davis; Adantat on. Michael H"gan: Based on
"ovel bv Mite""-!!
Wilson: Photograohv, Leo
T "v»r, Harrv Wild; A^t Directors. A'bert S.
;

;

is

killed

in

the

attempt. The

Guilty.

not a pretty tale

much

way

of the

once the initial story groundwork is
performed, it seizes on mental processes
and proves stimulating. Joan
Harrison's
but

has know how, which might
be apolied to Irving Pichel's directrn.
CAST: Robert Young, Susan Hovward, Jane

production
also

Greer.

the

This

police entanglement.

to

Rita Johnson,

'VAcstim. Walter

E.

nnrrell

Keller:

Set

SHvera, John SturWant;
Poland G">ss, Lvle Bovor: Music,

Deco-ations,
Film EHit-vrs.

Hanns

E'sler-

Musical Director. C. Bakaleinikoff
Ord">strnl
•"'ana-m-nts, Gil Grau; Sound, Jean L. Speak,
Cl""i P^rtman.
D">ECTION, Very Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY
:

Excellent.

Tom

Powers, George Tyne,
Don B"Hoe, Frank Ferguson, Harry Harvey.
CREDITS: Producer, Joan Harrison; D rector,
Irving
Pichel;
Screenplay, Jonathan
Lat m?r;
Based on story bv Gordon McDonnell; Photographv, Harry J. Wild; Art Directors, Albert S.
D'Agostino, Robert Boyle; Set Decorations. Darrell
SMvera, William Magginetti; Roy Webb;
Musical Director, C. Bakalein koff; Film Editor,
Elmo Williams; Sound, John Tribby, Clem Port:

|

Bennett, Robert
Bickford

Wirthwein

tn

Captain

Paramount Sales Drive

Harold Wirthwein. assistant West
Coast district manager for Paramount, has been designated captain
man.
of the 1947 sales contest. Charles M.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, First Reagan, vice-president
in charge of
Rate.
distribution, announced.
Wirthwein on Jun° 16 will begin a
Potter on B & H Board
tour of the company's branches preChicago— T. Albert Potter, presi- liminary
to the start of the 13-week s
dent of Elgin National Watch Co.,
drive on Aug. 31. Tour will follow
has been elected to the Bell & Howthe present series of branch meetings
ell Co. board, J. H. MeNabb,
presi- being conducted in the field by divident, announced.
sion sales managers.
;

TOM CONWAY
ALLEN JENKINS

ARTHUR TREACHER
CLAKEHCE KOLB
FRITZ FELD

DIRECTED BY

ANDREW STONE
9 *iyl>ody's

get

it

«**

-from

>>

:.

Thursday,

€/ **

UNESCO

Pic

IA, Painters to Talk Peace

Confab

Halted By Trade Talks

Com.

to Draft Plan to

UNESCO's

would be

1)

film section, said that a

UNESCO

principal objective of

to effect lifting of trade barriers

15, 1947]

Re-elects McCraw;

Seek '48 Confab

1)

(Continued from Page 1)
au- has come for action which will effecsources, and the tively prevent any further jurisdic- Toronto Tent, said that he felt interstudio strike may be tional strikes in the Hollywood stu- national Chief Barker Bob O'Donnell

isolated, according to

thoritative

AFL

was months-long
and

VC

End All Disputes

(Continued from Page
(Continued from Page

May

DAILY

ended.

would

dios."

This development came as the AFL
Green said he felt that a "great
permit the free movement of educa- announced the appointment of a spe- deal of progress already has been
tional and informational films be- cial committee to draft a plan "under accomplished."
The committee appointed by the
tween all nations. Preliminary draft which jurisdictional strikes can be
barred for all time to come in the conference, was given a four-fold
of the convention which calls for Hollywood studios."
directive:
duty free entry of educational films
The AFL announcement came after
1. To study all phases of the
jurisdictional questions involved
into countries and recommends elim- a two-day meeting of representatives
in the motion picture industry.
ination of quotas; already has the of Hollywood unions called by AFL
2. To analyze the causes of disgeneral approval of the UNESCO President William Green. The meetputes among unions representing
member nations. Action on the final ing started on a note of skeptiworkers employed at the studios.
cism since William Hutcheson, presidraft, however, has been held up bedent of the Carpenters International,
3. To draft a plan providing
cause of the Geneva discussion.
for the peaceful settlement of
A similar period of "watchful wait- failed to attend the confab. No rep.
all future disputes which would
ing" has been noted in commercial of the carpenters attended any of
eliminate any possibility of
the sessions. Representatives of other
film circles. Except in isolated cases,
strikes for jurisdictional reasons
most nations apparently are watch- anions criticized Hutcheson for byin the studios.
ing developments at Geneva before passing the meeting.
4. To submit this plan, when
During the meeting Richard
erecting new barriers against free
drafted, for the approval of all
flow of films, both commercial and Walsh, IATSE representative, pronational and international unions
Although several na- posed to Lindelof that a meeting be
educational.
which have members employed
tions, including Russia, are not mem- held to effect settlement of the Hollyin the studios.
bers of UNESCO, these countries wood strike. Lindelof accepted, thus
Although even the most optimistic
would be asked to approve the con- oroviding the first real break in the
vention and permit the free flow of strike. No date for the meeting was AFL spokesman admitted that there
set, although it was expected that it remained many blocks on the road
educational films.
to
settlement of the Hollywood
would
be held within a short time.
Films Importance Emphasized
strike, the meeting between IATSE
the
event
that
the
painters
agree
In
Speaking before the Washington
and the painters was described as a
film council, Farr emphasized the im- to go back to work it would virtually real "break" in the dispute.
Both the
portance of films in creating under- isolate the carpenters.
Perhaps, one principal key to the
standing among the peoples of the painters and the carpenters are settlement is the reaction of CSU.
world. He said UNESCO hoped to affiliated with the CSU. Attitude of Sorrell continued his opposition to
set up a "clearing house" of films CSU is still unknown, although Herb- IATSE during the meeting. Whether
from all countries in each nation in ert K. Sorrell, CSU prexy, told The CSU will go along if the painters
the world so that these motion pic- Film Daily he was neither optimistic agree to go back is still anybody's
tures could be drawn upon to pro- nor pessimistic over the results of the guess.
mote international understanding. He meeting.
The unions whose presidents make
emphasized that he was opposed to
Meanwhile, the AFL announced up the special committee appointed
any form of censorship of these films, that a committee, composed of the by the conference include: Internastating it should be the responsibility presidents of five national and inter- tional
Brotherhood of Electrical
of the country involved to censor national unions, had been appointed Workers, International Brotherhood
UNESCO-sponsored films from other by the conference.
of Teamsters, IATSE. Brotherhood of
nations.
The conference, according to Green, Painters, Decorators and Paper
He also revealed that UNESCO "unanimously decided that the time Hangers, and AAAA.
field representatives are now surveying war - devastated countries in
Beverly
Favors
Europe and the East to determine 12 Brazil Exchanges for

be disappointed if Variety
Clubs of the United States, Canada.
Cuba and Mexico do not pKU^ at

least $2,000,000 for charitablV enterprises this year. Shortly after Fitz-

announcement, the O'DonAid Organization declared it
would accept this as a challenge and.
make two million dollars its goal.
O'Donnell extended heartiest"

gibbons'
nell

greetings to representatives of the
new tents, New Haven, San Fran-;
cisco and Miami. He also praised
hospitality afforded by Chief Barker
Charles P. Skouras and members of
host Tent No. 25.
Delegates were guests at a 20th1

Fox luncheon at which Spyros
Skouras, Darryl Zanuck and George
Jessel paid high tribute to the Variety Clubs.
In addition to Miami and Cleve-'
land, Mexico City is making a strong;
bid for the 1948 convention and Ch ef £
Barker Luis Montes of the Mexico
City tent said his city would have
3,500 hotel rooms available.
Irving Berlin has offered to turn
over royalties of his song "No Business Like Show Business" to the
Clubs, which will be made the Variety
;

Clubs

official

song.

5 Newsreels to Cover

Variety Club Dinner
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—

Five newsreels will
Hollywood
cover the Humanitarian Awards dinner of the Variety Clubs International at Warners Studio on Satur-

day night, when Jack L. Warner

will

play host to more than 1,200 guests.
Among the special material written
for the show is an act called "The
Stand In," with Ann Sheridan, Alexis
Smith and other stars playing the
roles. Peter Godfrey, Warner director who is an accomplished amateur
magician, will do a magic act with
of
the
assistance
eight Warner
Deletion of Ticket
Glamourettes.
LeRoy Prinz and James V. Kern
Boston Mayor Daniel McLean of
putting on the multi-star show,
Beverly recommended at the House are
Carson will be emcee.
hearing on the tax measure sponsored and Jack
by the Mayors Association of Massa- Vaude on
Circuit
chusetts that the 10 per cent admisTuesday night vaudeville is feasion tax clause be deleted when the
tured in nine RKO houses: Regent,
bill is
considered. Mayor McLean
Coliseum, Hamilton, 125th Street,
stated that the clause was inserted
when it seemed possible that the Fed- Mt. Vernon, Yonkers, White Plains,
eral
admissions
levy
would be Franklin and Royal.
dropped or decreased.

Mayor

what motion picture equipment and
personnel are needed. Results of this
survey will be presented to a group
of experts this Summer he said.

Musicals Most Popular
In Femme Mag. Ballot
Musical pictures rose from second to top place in popularity in the
Woman's Home Companion third annual opinion poll. Romantic dramas,
tops last year, dropped to fourth,
while psychological dramas rose from
a one per cent vote in 1916 to a
preference vote of 42 per cent in
the current poll. Women 36 years
of age and under were largely responsible
taries,

for

this

which showed

rise.

a

Documen-

strong trend

with older voters last year, are becoming more popular with young wo-

men,

while

feature

cartoons

and

newsreels also gained added support from younger voters in the recent ballot.

Monogram

International

THE
— Monogram

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

FILM DAIT.Y

International has established a 12-branch exchange system in Brazil for distribution of Monogram and Allied Artists
releases, Norton V. Ritchey, Monogram International president, revealed. H. Alfredo Steinberg, general
manager for Brazil, and Bernard J.
supervisor,
Gates, Latin-American
have set up a main office in Rio de
Janeiro, with branches at Sao Paulo,
Porto Alegre, Recife, Curitiba, Ribeirao, Preto, Botucatu, Bahia, Belo
Horizonte, Campos, Rio Preto and
Itauba.

Tax

—

RKO

x

If the recommendation is accepted,
there will be no more legislative matters affecting films during the remainder of the Legislative session.

Peak Schedules "Blue Light"
"The Other Love" Big
Top box

at Rivoli

Enterprise's

which opened yesterday at the Rivofi
Theater, George Schaefer, vice-president in charge of distribution, said.
Initial day receipts passed the best
previous opening days grosses, despite

morning

"Blue Light" will be the next proof Peak Films of London,
E. Moses, sunervising director, revealed here. Starring role will
be played by an American actress
with featured parts to go to English
players. S. R. Kunkis, attorney, is
handling negotiations for the U. S.

was registered by duction
Other
Love." Sydney
"The

office

rains.

actress.

NBC

Tele to Cover
Moch Attack

N. Y. C.

NBC's mobile television unit and
newsreel crews will cover the mock
attack on New York City by 125
Super-Fortresses tomorrow. Two image orthicon cameras will be stationed atop the RCA building to
bring the action to the video audience. In addition, the newsreel films
will

be

over

WNBT.

televised

tomorrow

night

—

—

May

Thursday,

15,

—

1947

0*\
.

At

.

.

(Continued from Page

CO,

who

will atend are:

Sam DemW. H. Clark,
John Hertz, Jr., Edward A. Golden,
Jack Cohn, J. Henry Walters, Gordon
Youngman, Malcolm Kingsberg, A.
tfer

>gnew, Grad Sears,

bow,

Jr., J.

R. Vogel,

\V. Schwalberg, William J. Heineman, Harry Brandt, Max A. Cohen,
Garrett Van Wagner, Robert Mochrie,
Gus Eyssell, Ralph Austrian, Gene
Tunney, Harry Michalson, Walter

Branson,

Harry

Gittleson,

in

convention assembled today, go

*^ at the 1948 convention bring

1)

house at which time prizes will be
awarded. John A. Farmer and R. S.
Gavin head the arrangements committee.
f
pg those

to Variety

forgetting a

As Bob O'Donnell has so aptly phrased it, the
its place of prominence today has been made

Barret
McCormick,
Sidney
S.
Meyer, Frank L. McNamee, Robert
THawkinson, Ned Clarke, Harry Ro^enquest, Martin Quigley, Jr., George
Howard, Rutgers Neilson, 0. C. Johnston, Red Kann, Chester B. Bahn,
William Snyder, Charles Levy, Jack

still

more new American

brilliant

possible

accomplishments
because Variety

—

primarily a foundation of Faith
and established on a firm foundation
the evidence of things not seen."
substance of things hoped for

built

.

There
There

.

.

no substitute for Faith.
no substitute for Variety.
This world requires both.
is

is

roll

Show
'v

call

One of the greatest stars-in-person
show in the city's history will be held
tents — not
for the benefit of the New York Infirmary Building Fund at Madison
of Variety
Square Garden Tuesday night. Entire
has "been
The show is being staged and produced
by Marvin Schenck.
The stars who will appear include
Andrews Sisters, Lucille Ball, Fred
Astaire, Fred and Elaine Barry, Milton Berle, Lucienne Boyer,

Overseas Correspondents
Czecked, Double-Czecked

Trade in Last Tribute
To Richard A. Rowland

(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page

MPAA

1)

board room, with For- burgh for interment today in the
tunat Baronat presiding.
family plot.
In attendance were Clarence JSimple services were conducted by
Schneider, Columbia; David Blum, Rev. David Pyle of St. Thomas
M-G-M; Paul Ackerman and Mary Church, Manhattan. Among those
Butler, Paramount: Don Prince, RKO noted who came to pay their last
Radio; Leslie F. Whelan, 20th-Fox;
respects to the veteran production
Samuel Cohen, UA; James Solon,
Ned and Alicia
Universal; Gerald R. Keyser, War- executive were:
ners; Mel Strauss, Vanguard, and Depinet, George Skouras, Mrs. SpyKann, Martin
\lfred
Corwin
and
Walton
B. ros P. Skouras, Red
Quigley, Joseph Pincus, Joseph MosThomas of the MPAA.
kowitz, Charles A. Alicoate, Maurice
Lavvigne, E. J. Warner, Robert RuGilbert Opens New Agency
bin, Thomas Terris, Si H. Fabian,
Norman S. Gilbert, formerly of the Earl Wingart, Paul Mooney, Sam
U. S. Rubber Co.'s advertising and Dembow, Jr., Ed Churchill, Bert Lysales promotion staff, has opened his tell, Richard Barthelmess, Frederic
own advertising agency at 939 Eighth Ullman, Jr., Ralph Poueher, C. B.
Ave., to handle sales promotion and Mattock, Peter Levathes,
Harvey
oublic relations as well as trade and Day, Ed Ettinger, S. Spring. Norman
?onsumer advertising.
Steinberg, Jules Levey, Irving LesGeorge Genser, Lamoyne Jones,
Lapidus. David Lew. Fred Mevers, eralis.
Ted O'Shea, Joseph Walsh. Gene Milc
ord, Newman Fuchs. Walter Reade,
Walter Reade, Jr., Arthur Sachson,
^be Schneidei A. W. Smith. Louis
Weinberg, Allen Wolf, Barney PitVin, Ben Abner. Norman Ayers. Arhur Willi, Edward Aaron, David
Mack, also
Jack Bellman. Jack Bloom. Wilbur
England, Vincent Borrelli. Jack
Rowen, James Herries, Jack Byrne,
Ralph Clark. Nat Cohen. Abe Dick^•tein, Harolrl Dunn. Clarence Eiseman. Jack Ellis, Don Princ°. Joe
in

the

Goldstein, Ted Schlanger, Charles
McDonald, Fred Schwartz, Jack Shea,
M. A. Silver, John Turner, William White, Max E. Yellen, John
Murphy, John J. Payette, I. Rappaport, John Benas, Clayton E. Bond,
George Crouch, Harry Feinstein, Len
Gruenberg, Nat Fellman, Phil
IS.
Hodes, Sam Rosen, Sam Goodman,
E. C. Grainger, I. J. Hoffman, Lou
Golding, Harry Katz, Frederic Ull-man, Jr., Walton Ament, also
Harry Kalmine, A. J. Kearney,
;Dan Treister, Lou Kaufman, Harry
Mandel, Frank Marshal, Jules Girden,
iJohn Cassidy, Herb Copeland, Harry
^Kaplowitz, Charles Bryan, Jay Bonarrield, Nick Tronolone, Max Fellerman, Peter Gage, William Gehring,
Jack Level, Harry Gold, E. T. Gomlersall, Frank Hirst, Richard Huber,
Rube Jackter, I. J. Jutkovitz. Ben
Kalmenson, Walter Derham, William ^elder. Nat Furst, Sevmour Florin,
Zimmerman, William Kupper, Jules Max Gillis, Morey Goldstein, Milton

Carmen

Cavallero, Joseph Cotten, Brian Don-

Tony and
De Marco, Duke Ellington and

levy, Jessica Dragonette,

Sally

Drumm,

,

resDonses

and

Frank

Charles Boasberg, Carl Peppercorn, Sid Kramer, M. G. Poller,
A. A. Schubart, W. B. Levy, W. German, Edward Hyman, Irving Lesser,
Major L. E. Thompson, Frederick L.
Ehrman, Thomas H. Martell, Gordon
McFarland, Sam Rinzler, Harry M.
jDorning, Paul Hollister, Harold Holt,
rfjp. N. Furber, George K. Garvin, Sol
E. Schwartz, Jay Emanuel, Abel
Green, also

good wishes. May the

a

London, from
from representatives of
New York club.

vibrant

For Infirmary

1)

all

resounding "Here!" from delegates from across the
Paris, from Sydney, among others. And may there be

from

seas
similar

Record Talent Lineup

the world needs both

RKO Golf Tourney
(Continued from Page

and Variety

Faith

Depinet Hosts 400

DAILY

orchestra, Stan Fisher, Helen Hayes,
Jennifer Jones, Bert Lahr, Ella Logan, Jackie Miles, Victor Mature,
Carmen Miranda, Ethel Merman,
Margaret O'Brien, Lew Parker, Jean
Parker, Louis Prima and orchestra,
Bill Robinson, Jimmy Stewart, Rockettes, the Roxyettes, Rosario and Antonio, Ed Sullivan, Hazel Scott, Fred
Waring and orchestra and Glee Club,
Henny Youngman, and the production number from George Abbott's
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek."
Tickets from $1.20 to $4.20 (including tax) are now on sale at all

Loew's, RKO, Skouras and Brandt
theaters and Madison Square Garden.
Tickets will be delivered to homes if
orders are phoned to the nearest
Loew theater. Due to the fact that
liberal donors, who purchased large
blocks of tickets, have turned back
many tickets to be re-sold, there are
a number of seats still available at
these modest prices.

-

.

,

L

Roy Haines. Clarence Hill,
Moe Kerman. Bert Kulick, Tom Ken-

Maier.

UJEDDIRG BELLS
'.Vest

Briun-Tomasini
THE FILM DAILY

Coast Bureau of

—

Mary Brian said yesterday that she and George Tomasini, film editor, will be married this
Hollywood

Summer.
Bolivar-Ford
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood A church wedding here
|is being arranged by Anna Bolivar,
Mexican actress, and William Ford,
nephew of John Ford, following a
civil ceremony performed in JMexico.
!

nedy, James Jerauld, Sam Lefkowitz,
Lloyd Lind, E. A. McAvoy. Ray
Moon, Novman Moray. Ed Morey,
Tacoues Chabrier. William Murphy,
Hua-h Owen, Ralnh Pielow. William
McShea, Henry Randell, Moe Sand*rs, Jack Schlaifer. Edward Schnitzer, Sol Trauner, Jack Wrege, Edward L. Walton. Irving Wormser,
Seymour Schussel, Robert Sherman,
Bernard Kranze, Dave Bines, Jack
Davies, John Dugan, Harry Kalchime, Nat Kalchime, Miles Ingalls,
Leonard Romm. S.ol Shaniro, Charles
Yates, Harry Romm. Willard Alex-

ander.

Harry

Blair,

Tom

Kettering,

M. Kornbluth, M. Goldstein, Fred
Waters, Alexander E. Reoch, Mort
Singer, G. C. DeCosterd.

|£flGLf>UOnl

EAGLE-LION FILMS, PRODUCERS OF THAT
DISTINGUISHED COMEDY, "LOST HONEYMOON"
—"A sure core for the blues"— says Hedda Hopper

<
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Co-starring

DENNIS O'KEEFE

-

in

M

JOHN LODER

watch the
business

William Lundigan

•

Morris Carnovsky

•

Paul Cavanagh

•

PRODUCED BY JACK CHERTOK
Directed by Robert Stevenson

•

Screenplay by

at
Edmund

A HUNT STROMBERG Production

TODAY!

Natalie Schafer

lO great

H. North

Loew openings!

f^cOA!
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PRRflfflOUnT GIVES $500,000 to founoflTion
Carpenters' Union Approval Not Needed Walsh

—

Would

Much

as

THE WASHINGTON SCENE

IATSE Prexy Richard

Walsh would

co-operation
of William Hutcheson, prexy of the
toward
International,
Carpenters
ou clawing future jurisdictional
strikes, work toward achieving labor
stability in the studios will proceed
just tha same, Walsh announced
upon his return here from a two-clay
confab in Washington with othei
AFL heads.
Walsh pointed out that when ma1

$2,000,000 in Pledges

Reeling Round ---

Like Their Co-op.
Will
Proceed Toward
But
Labor
Stability
Studio

By

West Coast Bureau

MANNING CLAGETT

Hollywood

the

like

Continued on Page S)

WASHINGTON
ERIC

JOHNSTCN

A.

hardly

stopped the presses when

Reported by Richards
At Variety Club Meet

he told

the

House Ways and

*""

Means Committee recently that the American moticn picture industry "can t exist'
without the foreign market. The industry knows it. Congress is being told about ii
:nd the State Department is doing something about it to an extent never before t.ue
n the history of the film business. Under Johnston's astute leadership, the film industry
M.ssions
its Embassies and
s working almost as one with the St3te Department and
scattered throughout the world. Because of this, there has been an understandable
.endency to take for granted this close wcrking of industry and Government in fight in j
the restrictions that have plagued Hollywood for so many years.
It has not always been sc
this closeness with the State Department. Up to a vcrv
(Continued on Page 6)

—

Shooting in 2

JAR Awaits Word on

Weeks

J. K. Anti U. S. Pix

THE FILM DAILY
Production on

400 Guested By RKO

Ads At 11th Golf Tourney

Washington Bureau ef

Washington

—

MPAA's

Screen "Editorial" series is
expected to begin within two weeks.

E award

T.

Cneyfitz,

assistant

to

Johnston, said yesterday.
left yesterday for Hollywood where he will confer with industry leaders on the series.
Production has been delayed because of desire to make the films
Eric A.
Cheyfitz

(Continued on Page 11)

for
Chicago
Perfect weather greeted more than
Arthur Rank, through 400 RKOites and their guests at the
Jock Lawrence, announced that he 11th annual golf tournament held
was waiting for word from London yesterday at the Westchester Counbefore he comes to any decision re- try Club. Ned Depinet, RKO execugarding the BFPA ads that have tive vice-president, hosted the affair
been appearing in the British press. which concluded in the evening with
While the British Film Producers a banquet.
Depinet distributed prizes to the
(Continued on Page 11)

Before

entraining

last night, J.

Tordan

Named Germany

MPEA

Status With
Paramount Not Decided

Manager

Stanton Griffis, chairman of the
executive committee of Paramount,
whose appointment as Ambassador
to Poland was confirmed by the Senate Wednesday, will be sworn into

sociation in Germany yesterday, will
leave for Berlin in two weeks. Distribution veteran of 19 years with
Paramount International, Jordan's

Griffis'

for

following winners:
Kickers Handicap,

RKO

$10,000,000 goal,
plus other gifts
exceeding $50,000

were announced
by E. V. Richards
yesterday at the
r
pening session of
the Variety Clubs

International
Convention.

Marian F. Jordan, appointed
ager for Motion Picture Export As-

THE FILM DAILY

— The

FCC yesterday
extended for 90 days the time in
which companies "controlled" by

(Continued on Page 3)

Is

Buy

Nearly Completed

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Deal under whi.h
Paramount will take over Liberty
films in exchange tor a block of
Paramount common was reported in
its final stages yesterday. Informed
sources said
that William Wyler

—

signed the pact prior to leaving for
the East, leaving one more signature
needed to complete the contract.

$1,575,000 Damages
On

Named Pickford Rep.

United Artists Board

L. Chalif was elected as
Pickford's representative on
UA's board, replacing Herman Weisman, resigned. Chalif is a member
of the law firm, Leon, Weill and Mahoney of New York, Washington and
Vitalis

Mary

Mexico City.

the

Paramount

partner said that
$2,000,000 has

already been
pledged

E.

V.

RICHARDS

by industry leaders, with
(Continued on Page 6)

First

ile

to

Appeal Points
first of

in K. C.

Actions

(Continued on Page 12)

—

House

Committee

Un-American
was forced to
the picture by a Government

Activities
play in

—

that

Damages

A

totaling $1,575,000

conspiracy to close
(Continued on Page 6)

are
the

on

he

Mellett denied he
"compelled Taylor or any one else
to do anything."
representative.

aters.

asked.

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Lowell Mellett, local
columnist and former chief of OWI's
motion picture division, denied here
that he forced A:tor Robert Taylor
to appear in the film "Song of Russia." Taylor charged before the

Washington

Kansas City
Major distributors,
four National Theaters subsidiaries
and Elmer C. Rhoden, Fox Midwest
executive, were named defendants in
two anti-trust suits filed in Federal
Court here yesterday by Glen Dickinson, head of a circuit of 32 the-

the

defendants in the Government antitrust suit to make known to the U.
S. Supreme Court their points to be
relied upon in the pending appeal
from the N. Y. Statutory Court's
Dec. 31 decree, in a statement filed

Mellett Denies Taylor
Was Forced into Film

Dickinson Files Tirust Suits
Chalif

Foundation also
was revealed and

(Continued on Page 11)

(Continued on Page 3)

Para.'s Liberty

gift of

$50,000 from the
E. V. Richards

Columbia became the

Para. Gets 3 Mos. For FCC
man- Hearing on Tele Denials
Washington

§j

employe:

(Continued on Page 12)

Wnthinaton Bureau cf

THE FILM DAILY

donation of $500,000 by Paramount Pictures towards
the
Motion Picture Foundation's

Another

Industry Pix Series

of

—A

.

May

Friday,

comma nno
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WASHINGTON—

STEWART,

a starring role

Can

CHESTER

from London

arrive

will

screenplay conferences
and Sidney Bernstein.
in

Happen"

for

over

with

completed

recently

Benedict Bogeaus' "A Miracle
United Artists' release, will

in

Hollywood at the week-end.
S.S.

BEN SHLYEN sails
JERRY PICKMAN,

May

for Europe on

24.

Eagle-Lion assistant direcof advertising-publicity-exploitation, arr.vcj
Zanesville, O., to supervise preparations for
the world premiere of "Repeat Performance."
tor
in

GEORGE MUCHNIC,

Loew's International vicepresident, left yesterday by air for a twomonth inspection tour of M-G-M overseas offices. He will visit branches in England, F.ancc,
Italy,
Egypt,
Greece, Norway, Denmark anJ
Sweden.

NATHAN LEVINSON,

COL.
studio

sound

activities,

head

leaves

for

:ales

Warner

LAPIDUS,

manager,

returns

today

Warner

of

the

home

today after seven weeks at the

JULES

SANTEE,

president,

Erpi contract license

is

en

manager,

Chicago.

ARCHIBALD SILVERMAN, owner
dence

Strand,

has

of the Provi-

from

returned

Havana

a

cruise.

JOHN

WILDBERG,

producer, flies to
London on June 1, to prepare for the showing c.
"Anna Lucasta at one of Jack Hilton s four
theaters tnere. Play is offered by Wildberg &
Hilton, witn an American cast. Wildberg re'

Queen Elizabeth on May 22
are HERBERT WILCOX and ANNA NEAGLE;
E.
H. LUNDY, general supervisor of GaumontBritish Theaters, and MRS. LUNDY and ARTHUR BROWN, G-B booker and his wife.
Due on the

in

Paramount

from the Coast.

H. B.
is

who

New York from Hollywood tomorrow.
LEO DUROCHER and LARAINE DAY return to

arrive

route

Coas.

office.

Eastern d vision
from Cleveland.

turns

to

New York about June

BRUCE CABOT,

23.

Hollywood

actor,

bound, via

TWA.
PRODUCER W. LEE WILDER leaves Hollywood
May 28 on an exhibitor-press tour in behal
of "Mad Venture," a Republic picture. Wildei
will

1947

Para, to Conclude Second
Wk. of Branch Sales Talks

goivig

JEAN HERSHOLT, Academy

"Rope,"

of

the week-end lor
Alfred Hitchcock

16,

will conclude the sec-

ond week of branch conferences in
advance of the 1947 sales drive with
meetings in Charlotte, Cleveland,
Denver and Omaha. Charlotte meeting was opened yesterday by Hugh
Owen, Eastern and Southern division
manager, and will be concluded
today.

Meeting in Cleveland starts LmAy
with Earle W. Sweigert, Mid-^BRern division manager, while George
A. Smith, Western division manager opened the Denver meeting yesterday and will meet with Omaha
personnel on Saturday.

cover St. Louis and Chicago.

MERRIMAN

H.

Adettes, Portland,
Roosevelt Hotel.

HOLTZ,
is

in

WILLIAM WYLER due

president of Screen
town, stopping at the
in

New York

London
Dies in

J. C. Jackson
Film Fire

Films'

Rome

today

—

from the Coast.

London (By Cable)
Death in
of John C. Jackson as a result
of a fire in the Minerva Film Corp.
Non-Theatrical Film Ass'n offices there, was announced yesTo Nominate Officers, Dir. terday by Sir Alexander Korda. Jackson had been associated with London
Members of the Allied Non-The- Film Productions since 1933 and was
atrical Film Association, meeting at a director of British Lion.
At least 26 persons were killed
the Vanderbilt Hotel, will start the
second day's convention activities and 25 injured by the flash fire. Addi-

Rome

LONDON SG Plans Release of 42
MANILA—
Homer
St.
W.
1.
Wardour
133
HAVANA — Mary Features for 1947-48
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
BOMBAY—
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
with the nomination of officers and tional bodies may be buried in the
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
directors for 1947. Election will be ruins as the fire trapped almost
ALGIERS— Paul Saffar,
Fort, Bombay 1.
Hollywood — Screen Guild Produceveryone in the building.
MONTREAL—
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
held tomorrow.
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier tions, Inc. will release 30 new feaAcross
the
street
from
the
Hotel
VANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric ture pictures and at least 12 re-reSt.
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher, leases on its 1947-48 program, it was Vanderbilt, in the 71st Regiment
Theater Bldg.
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
Armory, the three-day exposition of
The latest 16 M.M. sound
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Mevs. announced at a sales conference motion picture and other photoequipment has been installed
nere.
President John J. Jones and
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
in our air conditioned
graphic
equipment
starts today.
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, CopenVice-President Robert L. Lippert
SCREENING ROOM
hagen-Van Loese.
ROME — John Perdican, outlined the product for the coming
.

Via Ludovisi

16.

MEXICO
Phone, 42758.
Morelos 56 No. 523.
Walter Schuck, Cerrito

CITY— Louis Tumoff,

MONTEVIDEO—Dr.

597.

finnnciAL
May

(Thurs.,

America Promotions
Announced by Reisman

Latin

15)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
High

Low

15%

15y8

Howell

173/4

Columbia Picts

15%

173/4
143/4

Am. Seat
Bell

&

East.

Kodak

234

232%

Paramount

21%
24%

21
233,4

RKO

12y4

12

Loew's,

Inc

Universal Pict
Universal Pict.
Warner Bros

pfd.

15%— Vs
+ 4
14%— Vs
234
+ 2
21%— %
23%
12

5'/4

5V4
12l/4

21%

21

29%
21%

80

80

80

15'/4

15

15'/4

29%

l/

173/4

12V4

Republic Pict
53/8
Republic Pict. pfd... 12'/4
20th Century-Fox ... 30

Chg.

Close

+
—
+
—

Va

%
%

+
+ %
+ 1%
+ %

3

Sonotone Corp

3%

2%
3%

12'/2

12%

Technicolor

12'/2

+ %
+ %
+ Va

Bid

Asked

3

3V4

OVER THE COUNTER

4%
5%

Cinecolor

Pathe

Tomorrow
George C. Christos
Services

—

5%
63/8

for

Chicago Masonic funeral services
will be conducted tomorrow at Corcoran Chapel for George C. Christos,
67, associated with Van Nomikos in
Rex Theater Co. He died at St.
Georges Hospital of a heart attack.
Survivors include his wife, a son, a
daughter and a brother.

.

in addition to our 35 M.M.
.
.
R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectors . . .
.

Final Bookers

Club Meets

Motion Picture Bookers Club of
will hold its final meeting
of the season, before adjourning for
the Summer, at the Taft Hotel on
June 30. A buffet dinner will be

New York

Can

We

"Show" You?

Circle

Call:

6-0081-2-3-4

Film Storage and Service

BONDED
FILM STORAGE
16(10

served.

Co., Inc

BROADWAY.

NYC

Two Latin American promotions Ailvine Speaks Today
were announced yesterday by Phil
Glen Ailvine of the MPAA speaks
Reisman, RKO Radio vice-president today on the Children's Film Library
in charge of foreign distribution.
at the annual luncheon of the WorErich Steinberg becomes the com- cester Better Films Council.
manager in Panama, with
Joseph Rosenfeld upped to travelpany's

ing auditor for the territory.

3000

Va
l/
4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts
3%
3% V/2
RKO

year to more than 50 franchise holders, district managers and salesmen
from all parts of the United States
and Canada.

.

SAVE MONEY!
Vac

Ji/tnack'j

TUm

PREVUE
TRAILER
SERVICE
COSTS ONLY
SCREEN

THEM

c M Eft
5#|vy
I

Filmock 1327

S.

weel

COVERS
ALL
FEATURES!

Wabash Chicago

LOST DATES
AVAILABLE
.

.

To Independent Producers
and Distributors.

How

lost?
Thru indifferently prepared
press
books,
accessories,
selling campaigns that fall flat with
exhibitors and circuit bookers.

We

don't claim to have ALL that
answers
but we do have
that can turn the trick!

—

CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCESCO
See your travel agent or phone

LExington 2-7100
TWA ticket office at
Park Ave. at 42nd St.

or visit

Save time with

MANY
-F^=^ *
n

Keep

in

Touch!

United Publicity Bureau
319 W. 48th

St.,

N. Y. C.

Circle 6-4846

TWA

AIRFREIGHT

\

\

May

Friday.

16.

1947

0*\l>UU
Carpenters' Approval

Not

Needed-Walsh
(Continued from Page 1)

chinery is finally set up to handle
studio labor disputes, it will be done
only with the unanimous approval
of those unions whose members are
employed in the studios. And accordi^^ to Walsh, the approval of the
tenters International would not
I
t.Pnecessary to establish peace making authority.

Meanwhile the five-man committee

representing

the

International

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Brotherhood of Painters, Decorators and Paper Hangers, AAAA
and IATSE will survey all phases of

When the
plan for the
peaceful settlement of future jurisdictional strikes, then such a plan
will be submitted for approval to
the national and international union s
whose members work in the studios.
Walsh indicated that for all practical purposes the current Hollywood
strike is a "dead issue" since "production is running along smoothly."
He also intimated that the suspension of production activities at the
Monogram Studio was no fault of
technical labor. He hinted that the
new contract demanded by the
Screen Actors Guild was the real
reason for Monogram's closed stuthe jurisdictional dispute.

committee evolves

a

dios.

=========

===========

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
•

ROY DEL RUTH,

•

•

following his policy of obtaining top

in

independent productions

casts for his

Allied

for

release, fee's

Artists

he has done more juggling the past few weeks than a vaude single
opening act
Shifting situation in regard to availability of the various
like

which he wants

stars

schedule line-up with

Holiday"

"Illegal

all

use has had him shuffling and reshuffling his

to

Happened

"It

jockeying

In

Washington," "Red Light," and
finally

"Red Light" as the next to roll, since it developed that Victor Moore
be available for "It Happened In Washington" for awhile
Del Ruth has taken camera crews to San Francisco, Carmsl, and San
Quentin where they obtained background footage for "Red Light." which

set

will not

concerns the commercial trucking business

T
GEORGE SIDNEY

•

•

bar

exam by

•

the time he

Lewis story which he

Sinclair

Production

M-G-M

at

be able

figures he'll

pass the stale

to

finished directing "Cass Timberlane," the

is

megging as an Arthur Hornblow.

is

Much

story

the

of

lawyers and

concerns

and numerous advisors are kept handy in all the
quences to advise Sidney on all points of law involved
courts

tor

and

mock-up
ity

Supreme Court

of the

on instructions

of

of

of

Minnesota, constructed

who

Producer Horr.blow

ing him letters after the picture

being out

pertinent se-

The

are currently working on u set which

his troupe

doesn't

Jr.,

direc-

an exact

is

absolute

fidel-

want anyone

writ-

to

released beefing about a door-knob

is

Spencer Tracy and Lana

place in the court scenes

With
Paramount Not Decided
(Continued from Page

1)

May

21 and leave for Warsaw
about three weeks later.
Griffis said yesterday that no decision had been made as to whether
he would resign his position with
Paramount or take a leave of absence for the duration of his new

THE FILM DAILY
Washington
War Department
announced yesterday that it had accepted the resignation of Pare Lor-

—

CAD's theater

entz as chief of

sec-

tion.

Department officials said they had
"no knowledge" of reports that Lorentz had resigned over CAD film pol-

Germany.

Well known as a documentary film
producer, Lorentz resigned effective
May 31. He has served since last

August

in the

key capacity of acquir-

adapting and producing films for
the U. S. in re-education programs
in Germany, Japan, Austria and
Korea. Lorentz also has been responsible for furnishing stage plays
and newsreels and for the selection
ing,

American films for showing in
occupied territory.
There were reports here that Lorentz opposed features of the CAD
of

Germany.
The Department said Lorentz performed an "outstanding service during a most critical period of the reorientation program." The announcement also stated that Lorentz was
film policy in

"leaving

entirely

his

of

own

volition."

As a

Turner are the cast toppers in Sidney's opus

lieutenant colonel in the
Air Forces during the war,
Lorentz produced many of the briefing films used in training Air Transport Command crews.

•

•

•

AS USUAL, Harry Sherman is right in the middle of his
now shooting sequences for "They Passed This Way."

location troupe

Sherman's

forthcoming

Gallup. N.

M

production

stage-coach drivers,

will

rat.

in

near

desert

the

play a

bit

in his pic-

with part of the gang living

in

them commuting back and

a

well out on the

tent city erected at the location

forth from

Gallup.

ces Dee. and a total of around 100 players

WE 335-D Recorder Is

man's troupe

Joel

desert,

and

part

MrCrea. Fran-

and technicians are

in Sher-

Delivered to Eastern
•

A Western

Electric 335-D recording system has been installed in the

Sound Studios by WE's
Research Products diviDelivery marks the initial in-

Eastern

Electrical

stallation on this Coast of the equipment, to be used by Eastern for
lip sync dubbing of U. S. films in

foreign languages.

•

•

WILLIAM LeBARON

and Boris Morros are keeping the
and cable wires hot, with developments going
forward both in Hollywood where LeBaron is preparing to launch the
duo's next production for Federal Films, Inc.. "Babes In Toyland," and
Paris where Morros is lining up continental preems on their current
trans-Atlantic telephone

Federal Films production

for

United Artists release. "Carnegie Hall"

Morros also has deals cooking

and

facilities

for

in his active effcrts to line

filming part of their future Federal

up stage space

Films production

schedule on the Continent and in London

STORK REPORTS

O

•

•

RICHARD THORPE

is

Minneapolis

—

Melvin Turner,

M-G-M

bookei^ has a new daughter
born to Mrs. Turner at St. Barnabas
Hospital.

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Bruce Bennett, War-

West Coast Bureau of

ner star,

Tuesday
has been

is

the father of a boy born

Newcomer
named Rian Anthony.

to Mrs. Bennett.

way

yet

discovered

for

selling

the

idea around to

location

scouting

M-G-M

and most

ef-

Thorpe used a

Greyhound helicopter extensively on a location scouting junket to Florida
where he found spots where part of "On An Island With You," Joe
Pasternak production which Thorpe will direct, will be filmed
Thorpe figures his time on the trip was cut to only small fraction of what
it would have been had he done all his scouting there in trains, automobiles,

and yachts

Named Germany

Manager

for

MPEA

(Continued from Page

TV

1)

were made available by arrangement with George Weltner._

services

Jordan's duties will be supervision
of distribution activities. They will
be distinct from those of Harold

Smith, former MP A A manager in
Europe. Smith will serve as liaison
for MPEA and military authorities
on cultural phases and policy. Robert E. Vining, on temporary assignment in Berlin for MPEA, will return here next month. He will be
named to a new post.
Jordan joined Paramount in 1928
and served as manager in Poland,
Yugoslavia, India, Burma, Ceylon.

{^•^••••••••.•••.••••••••vjij

£5irtkda V

^_)ena

executives that the helicopter offers the easiest, cheapest,
ficient

Jordan

In his time.

Ccmpany has been working

producer's

of

Enterprise,

Sherman has played
possemen, and even heavies. Just a little gag of the

This time he's doing a desert

ture.

for

And. as usual. Sherman

office.

sion.

Film Chief Post

Washington Bureau of

icy in

He has

for the rail position

CAD

Army

Griffis Status

office

HOLLYWOOD
****•••**••*•

Pare Lorenlz Resigns

Vo

Lj re e ti nf.
May

Henry Fonda
Rae Manheimer
Lila Goodin

Jose Schorr

May
Malcolm

St. Clair

May
Perry

Como

Ruth
18

y

y
y
y
y

y

17

Maureen O'Sullivan

Bruce Bennett

»

i%

16

Margaret Sullivan
Rosa Madell
A. John Mayer

y
•>
M
y
y
y
y

Donnelly

John Shelton
Bernard Feldman

y
y
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y
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Dickinson Files Trust
Suits;

(Continued from Page

fendants.

Fairway
several years ago in a Kansas City
suburb, three miles from the Mission and about five miles from the

Fox Midwest

built

the

Dickinson charges
first-run dayand-date bookings with Kansas City
downtown and 56 days clearance
over the Dickinson, although the
Dickinson is larger, had been in
operation since 1938 and, in disregard of the. admissions charged. The
Overland Park is now unable to
obtain new product, it is charged.
S. P. Halpern, Minneapolis attorney, is directing the case for Dick-

Overland Park.
the

(Continued from Page

Fairway received

war

started,

•

however, and more particularly after the United States en-

the motion picture industry became aware that the overseas market
might slip away while the guns were still booming. Films were being kept out of more
and more countries and in others trade barriers were becoming higher and more numerfight,

ous.

The

wiser heads in the industry realized that State Department assistance was needed
a more co-ordinated basis. The oversea* fight against trade restrictions was developing into a world-wide battle and could no longer be directed from isolated "Desks"
in the State Department. There would have ta be set up a full-fledged motion picture

—

—

"The Hucksters" and "The Romance
of Rosy Ridge."
Although release dates have not
been set, nation-wide tradeshowing
dates have been set on five other pictures as follows: "Song of Love,"
June 17; "Song of the Thin Man,"
July 17; "Merton of the Movies,"
July 22; "Tenth Avenue Angel,"
July 28 (Wash., July 29) and "The
Unfinished Dance," Aug. 5.

Name Adams Eastern Head

power to help the FouHKtion.
Miami Beach, Fla., was voted the

their

1948 convention city with Mexico
City as only contender. San Francisco entered a bid for the 1949 convention.
At the morning session Barney
Balaban, Spyros Skouras, Claude
Lee, George Dembow, James R.

Grainger and Ed Rowley were

advisor

troduced. Gene Autry was host at
lunch, with Steve Broidy host at;
Earl Carroll's restaurant last nighl

— someone

who knew the

industry's problems and had a background

of

commer-

in-'

President Roosevelt approved the plan and Secretary of Slate Hull ordered
it put in operation. After many names were tossed into the hat and
rejected, someone
realized that the State Department itself had someone who could qualify on all counts.

where Chief Dough Guy Marc Woli

Thus, in 1942, George Canty was called from Buenos Aires where he was commercial
attache and brought to Washington to become the State Department's first motion

Charles P. Skouras spoke on Variety's aims, pointing out that the or-;
ganization goal is 52 tents. It wasj

cial

law.

picture advisor.

•

•

The

In accordance with a program previously announced by William F.
Rodgers, M-G-M vice-president and
distribution chief, the company will
release two pictures monthly during
June, July and August, it was made
known yesterday.
The release schedule for these
months follows: June "Living in a
Big way" and "Dark Delusion"; July
"Fiesta" and "Cynthia"; August

1)

preliminary Foundation plans so enthusiastically received that it is
likely that the goal will be raised
before the end of 1947.
Richards dispensed with his prepared speech, declaring that h« knew
delegates would do every ^j^
in

and on

inson.

Metro Releasing 6 Pix
During June, July, August

(Continued from Page

—

A FTER. the
** tered the

lo M. P. Foundation

D

few years ago, Hollywood regarded the foreign battle as a series of isolated skirmishes.
The State Department was generally avoided and with it the guiding hand reaching
out from Washington to the Government's foreign outposts. As they used to say abour
Government itself, the motion picture industry had no "foreign policy." If a tidy French
problem came up, the industry went to the State Department's "French Desk''; if a
Brazilian poser presented itself, it was the "Latin-American Desk"
and so on down
the line, with none of the "Desks" knowing the first thing about the motion picture industry and caring less.

•

16, 1947

Para. Gives $500,000

THE WASHINGTON SCENE

1)

May

eua

Reeling Round- - -

Ask $1,575,

Dickinson Theater, Mission, Kan.,
through discriminatory clearance, for
which $350,000 in triplicate is asked,
Damages of
is charged in one suit.
$175,000 in triplicate are asked in
behalf of the Overland Park Theater with Dickinson alleging, that
although the latter remains open,
its business was impaired by the de-

Friday,

!

had not been made before.
knew the foreign problems of
the film industry
and knew them from on-the-scene observation. In 1924, Canty entered
the Government in the Foreign Commerce Service. This was then under the Departmen"
of Commerce. Almost immediately Onty was ordered to study the foreign problems of
the motion picture industry. From 1925 to 1935 he served as Motion Picture Comm'ssioner for Europe, with headquarters in Paris and Berlin. He also served in Pra?ue
Warsaw, Brussels, The Hague and was in Amsterdam at the time of the German invasion
Everywhere he went, Canty became familiar with the particular problems confronting
the film industry. He switched over to the State Department when the Foreign Commerce
Service merged with the State Department's Foreign Service in 1939. Even after this,
however, he still followed the motion picture industry and its foreign problems.
only thing surprising about the selection was that
Canty was one of the very few men in Government who

it

—

•
IT

shouldn't have been a surprise, then,

•
when George Canty was selected

as the State

Department's motion picture advisor.
As motion picture advisor, his is the guiding hand that directs State Department
representatives all over the world when the American film industry runs into new or
revived restrictions in overseas markets. Since only a comparative few even in the industry know George Cantv there is a temptation at this point to drag out the manbehind-the-scenes label. This, however, would glamorize a quiet, hard-working Gov*

ernment career man who just plain knows the nicture industry.
As a Foreign Service officer, Cantv has a limit of four years placed on his assignment in this country. If you remember when he was first made motion picture advisor, that means that his Dresent job is up at the end of this year.
When that happens, Hollywood will have lost a right arm.

Hosford Resigns from
After 47 Years Service

WE MPA Award to Rinzler
At Dinner Tonight

reported organization's cash on han<j
as $64,821.90.

learned that Variety is anxious tc
have the Kansas City and Milwaukee
tents revived and seeks the establishment of tents in New Orleans

and Havana.

Myrna Loy gave an address
welcome

ol

to delegates.

Variety Announces Speakers
For Humanitarian Banquet

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Six speakers will ad
dress the Humanitarian Awards din
ner of the Variety Clubs Interna
tional tomorrow night at the Warnei
Bros. Studio, it was announced yes
terday. In addition to John H. Har
ris of Pittsburgh, founder and "Bij
Boss" of the showmen's organiza
tion, who will announce the winne:
of the 1947 Humanitarian Award
the 1,200 guests will hear brie
talks by Jack L. Warner, who i
West Coast Bureau of

—

host for the occasion; Mayor Flet
cher Bowron of Los Angeles; R. J
O'Donnell, international chief bar
ker of the Variety Clubs; Charles P
Skouras, chief barker of the Lo
Angeles tent, and William McCra"v
of Dallas, international executiv
director.

Also to be cited at the dinner fo
William F. HosBeacon Award for outstandingOf Thompson
ford as director and vice-president in and meritorious service to the film outstanding welfare service will b
industry will be awarded Samuel one of the Variety Clubs located i
Al Adams has been named head of charge of Western Electric operaRinzler, head of the Randforce Cir- 32 cities of the U. S., Canada an
the J. Walter Thompson Co. East- tions was announced by C. G. Stoll,
cuit, at the annual dinner-dance of Mexico.
ern motion picture advertising unit, president. Hosford's resignation beEntertainment program staged b
Motion Picture Associates tonight at
it is announced. Recently associated
LeRoy Prinz and James V. Ker:
comes effective May 31 and marks the Waldorf-Astoria.
with Warners and RKO, Adams asOver 650 members of the organiza- includes 10 special sketches and o
sumes his new duties on June 2. the completion of nearly 47 years
tion and their guests will attend the iginal songs. Jack Carson will b
Thompson agency handles Benedict with the company.
master of ceremonies, with mus'
Bogeaus and Beacon Pictures, both
Post of executive vice-president affair in addition to many notable
supplied by Leo Forbstein's studi
releasing through United Artists.
will he filled by Stanley Bracken, figures representing local phases of
orchestra in circus uniforms.
industry.
the
while H. C. Beal becomes director
and vice-president and F. J. Feely
Rites Tomorrow for Mrs. Ochs
takes on the added duties of en- Judge Null Reserves Decision
gineer of manufacture.
Fremont, O. Funeral services wi
Samuel
Judge
N. Y. Supreme Court
Null yesterday reserved decision in be held tomorrow at Ochs Bro:
Dale Deane Dead
the $i50.000 damage action brought Funeral Parlors for Mrs. Berth
Chicago Bell and Howell reports against Columbia for alleged breach Ochs, who died yesterday in Clevs
Baker-Crane
the death, from a heart attack, of of contract in connection with "Good land. Mrs. Ochs was the mother c
Oak Park, 111. Herbert Crane, as- Dale Deane, for many years their Night, Ladies." Plaintiffs are Holly- Herbert, Albert and Vincent Och
film industry, an
sistant manager of the Lamar, was representative in Denver and Colo- wood Plays, Hapwood Plays and of the Cleveland
Mrs. Amelia Deshetler of Columbu
Myra Wood.
rado. Wife survives.
married recently to Beth Baker.

Advt. Unit

Resignation

—

UJEDDinG BELLS

—

—

of

.

HAVE YOU GOT
u

I-

TROUBLE
WITH

WOMEN?

Si
3fl

r

you haven't,brother, it's time
you did. Because here's the
picture that lifts the lid on The
Trouble With Women
If

.

.

ok now, Professor
Millftnd but your student
body is showing!
. ..

&1210

Teresa's having the best
time of her life since her
smash performance in "The
Best Years Of Our Lives.

I

"O.K.

,

Prof.

.So

.

you know women

<+**

like a book.

.

.But

how do you explain
that student
under the cover?"

V
Ray's

in stride

on the

laughter side as a professor

who

writes

To Tame

m

on

"How

Women"—

then gets a lesson in
caressin' from his prize
pupil, Teresa!

sen

$

''<<

'.<-

/
ROSE HOBART- CHARLES SMITH
LEWIS RUSSELL
IRIS

ADRIAN FRANK FAYLEN

Directed by

•

SIDNEY LANFIELD

Screen Play by Arthur Sheekman»Produced bv Harry

Tugend

I

r
*3kt^#W

^V
v..

*t

"The Trouble With Women"

Paramount s
Hilarious Harbinger of

These Sensational July and August

THE PERILS OF PAULINE
DEAR R UTH

Hits:

In Technicolor

WELC OME STRANGER
Hal Wains' DE SERT FURY In Technicolor
VARIETY GIRL
With

4 Dozen Stars!
UK

»-

IFriday,

May

16,

11

1947
DAILY

Industry Pix Series

Shooting in 2

tl

Weeks

U. K. Anfi U. S. Pix

1)

GEORGE FINLEY, manager, Orpheum, Chicago.
MARTIN HART, assistant manager, Beverly,

IRVINE,

C.

LUDACER,

ABE

ELDEN

Marion,

Plaza,

L.

III.

LEON KOCH, manager.

Interstate Circuit,
Theaters, and United
Detroit Theaters, for stations in
Dallas, Boston and Detroit respecOriginal deadline for heartively.
ing requests was Sunday.
of

and

Stadium,

Mt.

Vernon,

ger,

Fox Midwest resident manaCape Girardeau, Mo.

Cape Girar-

Orpheum,

Charles

New
City,

la.

30DFREY (BUDDY) BRIGGS,

assistant manager,

Denver.

State,

HOWARD RUTHERFORD,

manager, Loew's Park,

Cleveland.

manager,

Loew's

Off
*"

Monday

for

ners,

Twentieth Century - Fox's campaign on "Miracle on 34th St." will
get under way Monday when three
members of Charles Schlaifer's advertising and publicity staff take off
on a swing around the country for
discussions with branch managers,
field exploiteers, exhibs., merchants,
press and radio. Departing are Rodney Bush, Sid Blumenstock, Stirling
Silliphant. National campaign will
be patterned after local hoopla.

Washington Bureau

o/

—

THE FILM DAILY

Capitol Architect
Davis Lynn reported yesterday that
remodeling Senate and House caucus rooms into motion picture "theaters" would cost an estimated $84,000. House plans are more lavish
and will cost an estimated $55,000.
Included in the cost is a $3,500 projection room and $1,000 for a screen
Senate "theater"
and equipment.
will cost about $29,000. The Senate,
however, plans a $5,500 projection

Washington

Milwaukee Clearance Case
Modified By Appeal Board
The Arbitration Appeal Board has
modified the recent award of the Milwaukee tribunal in the demand for
arbitration filed by the Mars Theater in Milwaukee against RKO,
Loew's and Paramount. Operators of
:he Burleigh, Garfield, Milwaukee,
Egyptian

and

Hollywood

Theaters

room.

Modified award grants a maximum
clearance of 14 days to the Milwaukee and Hollywood over the Burleigh,
14 days to the Hollywood over the
Mars, and one day to the Burleigh
over the Mars.

Two awards have

been

handed

down

by the Boston tribunal in
cases involving all of the "Big Five."
None of the majors are to grant
:he Opera House in Bellows Falls,
Vt.,

more than 28 days over the

State Theater in that city, and said
clearance is to be reduced whenever
necessary in order to make pictures
available to the State not later than
80 days after availability to Opera
House or one day after feature has
nnished playing there, whichever is
che later.

-

FOX SIAM,

INC.

New York, with capital of 100 shares no
value stock, three shares subscribed, to
motion picture film.
port and distribute

pa
imIn-

corporated at Albany by Raymond J. Gorman.
David H. Jakeman, Charles N. Caldwell.

also reduced the clearance enjoyed by the
Colonial and Capitol in Augusta, Me.,
over the Gull Theater in Winthrop,
to 14 days and specified that the
clearance is applicable only to piccures played by the two prior run
theaters within 35 days of availability.

cago.

KEITH BAIN, RKO exploiteer, Omaha.
THOMAS W. RYAN, manager, Carlton, Detroit.
JOHN PENROD, manager, Sheridan Theater, D«troit.

Empress,

Detroit.

LEE ENGERSON, operator. Harper Theater, De-

ZANE GRAY HAWKS,

assistant
Detroit.

manager,

Har-

capital in $100 shares, three shares subscribed
to manufacture educational films. Incorporated
ot Albany by Jacob Beller, Charles W. Ficke,
Albert J. Haase.

Nelson

INC., New York,, with
capital of 100 shares no par value stock, three
shares subscribed, to operate motion picture
Nellie
theaters.
Incorporated at Albany
by
Price, Louise Pece, Blanche Fabian.

tonight's

to

West Coast

Address SG Dinner
SUreau, of THE FILM DAILY

—

Hollywood
Featured speaker at
windup dinner of the

Screen Guild Productions conference,
at The Club, Beverly Hills, will be
Donald M. Nelson, SIMPP president.

—

London (By Cable) Purchase of
House as a Central headquarters, was announced
yesterday by the J. Arthur Rank Or-

historic Devonshire

ganization.

Detroit.

JOHN SULLIVAN,

the

nine-story, 700sold to Rank for

room building was
Rctthvon

Heads Committee

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Appointment of N.
Peter Rathvon as chairman of the
Academy Finance Committee for the
new year, is announced by Jean
Hersholt, president.
Rathvon will
serve with Donald M. Nelson, treasurer and Frederick Richard, assist-

West Coast 'Bureau

assistant

manager,

Cinder-

Detroit.

RICHARD WREN, manager. Victory, Detroit.
CLAUDE SANDERSON, manager. Van D/ke TheDetroit.

manager, Florida, Tampa,

Fla.

FRANCIS STEEL,

Opposite the Ritz Hotel

Piccadilly,

$5,000,000.

FRED PELLERITO, manager. Regent, Detroit.
EDWARD JAMES, assistant manager. Regent,

ella,

Devonshire House Purchased
for Headquarters

By Rank

in

troit.

manager,

Seminole,

Tampa,

—

ant treasurer.

TONIGHT
Motion Picture Associates
SALUTE
The Motion Picture Foundation

*
ANNUAL BEACON AWARD

TO SAMUEL RINZLER
For Distinguished and Meritorious
to the

Service

Motion Picture Industry

&&unce

3>L
innet

WALDORF-ASTORIA
Grand Ballroom
TONIGHT— MAY

RECEPTION

16th, 1947

SUBSCRIPTION

FILM AIDES, INC., New York, with $20,000

ASTER ENTERPRISES,

Chi-

The Boston tribunal has

CHARTERED
TWENTIETH CENTURY

Covent,

Fla.

Eustis.

intervened.

Congressional Theaters
Estimated at $84,000

manager,

Lewis, Inc. motion picture dspartment, Chi-

DONALD HOLCOMP,

WILL BROWN, manager, Seminole, Miami, Fla.
IMMIE DICKSON, Florida representative, War-

Confabs

assistant

Valentine,

Toledo.

"Miracle" Exploiteers

THOMAS,

DUVAL, trainee manager. Uptown, Chicago.
RAY BALLARD, v. -p. in charge of the Frank

ater,

LUDACER,

Ampro

1)

Association, which is headed by JAR,
is
advocating tighter restrictions
against American films, Rank in his
recent interviews has been championing an opposite course.

J.

per Theater,

Republic salesman.

CHARLES FINN, manager. Gem,

ABE

G.

production manager,

Chicago.

FRANK CROWE, manager,

III.

HOMER MARVEL,

ownership rule.
BUD MEYER, manager,
deau, Mo.
Order affecced tele applications of
Allen B. DuMont Labs for stations THOMAS McANDREWS,
Haven.
Cincinnati and Cleveland; and
in

New England

Capitol

III.

tiple

j

Valentine,

Loew's,

WRIGHT, manager,

Benton,

Star,

co-manager. Century, Chica-

cago.

manager, Capitol, Cleveland.
DE SILVA, manager, Orpheum and

Paramount may request a Commis- RICHARD

applications

The Jam Handy

Toledo, O.

1)

(Continued from Page

manager, Covent, Chicago.

HERBERT KUHLOW,
Corp.,

art staff.
Detroit.

manager,

exchange,

SAM GERACE,

sion hearing on dismissal of their
television applications. Video expansion of these companies was stopped
by the Commission under the mul-

WALTER LYONS,
HECTOR BISHOP,
go.

M-G-M

contract dept.
Minneapolis.

FRANK

Ads

ORVILLE MOATS, manager. Coronet, Evanston,

Chicago.

JANE GAUGER,

J.

(Continued from Page

.

Avalon,

III.

Organization,

Pd | f Gets 3 Mos. for FCC
Hearing on Tele Denials

.

manager,

assistant

Chicago.

Continued from Page

;

I

DEMOS,

CHRIST

igood "entertainment" as well as informative. Cheyfitz also will attend
a meeting next week to discuss plans
for the "This is Hollywood" series.

;

JAR Awaits Word on

new irdustrv posts

in

7 P.M.

$10.00 (per person)

Informal
(For reservations, phone Nat Harris,

2f)th

Century-Fox Exchange)

-

12

REVIEWS Of HEW

460 Guested By RKO

AM 1th Golf Tourney
(Continued from Page

RKO

employe: Fred Ehrman, 83;
Loss Gross runner up. South Course,
RKO employe: Hal Sloane, 92; Low
Gross runner up, West Course, RKO
employe: Harry Pimstein, 83; Low
Gross, South Course, guest: J. Wat-

Low

Gross, West Course,
guest: Charles Yates, Jr., 76; Low
Gross runner up, South Course,
guest: S. Wheeler, 90; Low Gross
runner up, West Course, guest: Mel
Farrington, 78; Putting Contest:
Sen. Conrad, 35; Nearest the pin.
South Course: S. F. Schmelzer;
Nearest the pin, West Course: H.
Germaine; High Score: I. Kalw, 223.

Foursome winners were: H. QuimFred Waters, Mike Poller, HMoran, S. Braverman, E. D. Fabian,
H. Link, Norman Ayers, George
Garvin, A. Sachson, M. Schenck, L.

by,

Frick, R. Pielow, R. K. Mackenzie,
Mitchell May, L. Sarnoff, H. Walker,
R. E. Hyman, E. Aaron, S. Rinzler,
J. D. Baker, N. E. Keeseley, C. C.
Doering, Walter Branson, L. Miller,
Schneiderman, T.
Avella,
E.
S.
O'Connor, E. McGuire, W. B. England, H. Hein, N. Rochelle, Ben
Grimm, D. Friendly, J. Bonafield, F.
Roth, T. Sullivan, J. A. Cron, F.
Marshall, E. Datwyler, S. Strawsberg, J. J. Siccardi, W. R. Walker.
Winners in a benefit raffle were:

Leonard Goldenson, Jim Mulvey,
Harry Brandt and Dan Leventhal.
Seated on the dais were: Ned
Depinet, Robert Mochrie, Fred Ehrman, Sol Schwartz, Major L. E.

Thompson, Walter Branson, Harry
Michalson, Fred Ullman, Jr., Charles
Boasberg, Paul Hollister.

Shooting on "Gentleman's Agreement" will be started by 20th-Fox
in New York on June 2, it is learned.
Major part of the Gregory Peck-

McGuire

Mil. and,

Paramount

CCLLtGE CAMPUS COMEDY; ENTERTAINMENT VALUES SUSTAINED EFFECTIVELY.
standard merry whirl that unfolds
here as the psychology professor, Ray Milland, arrives at the university to take up
his teaching chores.
He is preceded by
Its

a

and fanfare of his book, "The
Subjugation of Women." It was quite a
tome, the audience is made to understand
embracing eye-opening theories.
Then there is the girl in the case, a newspaperwoman, who is assigned to get the
lowdown on the new prof. What transpires
from then on generates enough light humor
to sustain the program.
Ray Milland, Teresa Wright, Brian Donlevy, Rose Hobart and a half dozen other
players glide through the tale with ease
and manage to hold comedy to the fore in
a nice, pleasant way. The uproarious moment
is
provoked by Iris Adrian, a burlesque
stripteaser,
who does a publicity frame
job on Milland.
publicity

In
falls

her pursuit of her story Miss Wright
love with Milland and he is simaffected by her, psychological theory

shot in the East.

ilarly

The complications that rough up this
romantic proceeding are introduced by Miss
Hobart and Donlevy. Former is Milland's
fiancee. Donlevy is a conniving editor. He
also has more than type on his mind where
Miss Wright is concerned.
Sidney Lanfield's direction builds each
sequence up for laughter. This element is
shaded with the romantic pursuit of the
various principals. There's business about a
libel suit which motivates Donlevy and Miss
Wright. They want it withdrawn. In effecting this, Donlevy, before the yarn concludes, almost leads Miss Wright to the
altar. But it is Milland who gets the girl.
CAST: Ray Milland, Teresa Wright, Brian
Donlevy,

Rose

Hobart,

Charles

Smith,

Lewis

Millican, Matt McHugh, Jimmie Smith.
CREDITS: Producer, Harry Tugend; Director,
Sidney Lanfield; Screenplay, Arthur Sheekman
Based on story by Ruth McKenney, Richard
Bransten; Photography, Lionel Lindon; Art Direction, Hans Dreier, Earl Hedrick; Set Decoration, Sam Comer, George McKinnon; Musica'
Score,
Victor Young, Robert Emmett Dolan;
Editor,
William Shea; Sound,
Harold
Lewis,

Wisdom.
DIRECTION, Okay.

Philip

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

fEmmi touch
secretory,

West Coast Bureau,

—

M-G-M,

Minneapolis.

TRACY,

GERTRUDE

Knickerbocker,

manager,

Cleveland.

BARBARA SCHWARTZMAN,
department.

FAY

SPADONI,

20th-Fox

booking

New Haven.
20th-Fox

office

staff.

New

Haven.

GLADYS HUNTZINGER,
tures,

billing

clerk,

PRC

Pic-

Detroit.

MARION COLEY, RKO
to cashier,
signed.

JUNE PAGE,

booker, Detroit, promoted
replacing Myrtle Heikka, re-

cashier,

Eastwood

Theater,

East

Hartford, Conn.

ESTELLE ROSENBERG, assistant
man, Amalgamated Buyers
Haven.

to Herb ColeService,
New

is

a moral,

taught by her rag doll

t^

it

has warmth and familj

appeal.

"Mighty Mouse

in

Dead End Cats"

20th-Fox

7 Mins.

Kids Will Love It
The boss of the cats orders Mighty
Mouse done away with any cost. He
taken while asleep, locked in a
which is then covered with
cement, and thrown to the bottom oi
the river. Terror reigns supreme in
Mouseville, but not tor long. M. M.
escapes from his watery grave and
saves the day. Kids will love Mighty
Mouse's heroics.
is

safe

8 Mins.
Solid Entertainment
One of the best Sportscopes to be
presented in a long time, this footage
reveals the whys and wherefores of
the Thorough-bred Racing Protective
Bureau and shows how the Bureau
swings into action to protect its industry from unfair practices. With
sport fixing very much in the headlines this short has exploitation value
as well as solid entertainment.

of 1

Para.

8 Mins.
Bright Spots
Popeye and Bluto tangle again as

rivals for Olive's
affections. The
scene is the carnival grounds where
they each have their ups and downs
in such places as the Tunnel of Love
and the Roller-Coaster. Popeye is

the victor, however, when he downs
spinach and eliminates Bluto.
Has plenty of bright spots.

his

Happy
7

Mins.

Full of Laughs
The wisecracking magpies invade

an orchard, much to the regret of the
watchdog. They thwart his every
move and heckle continually. Final
action, however, leaves them wondering what hit them. Their incessant
chatter and practical jokes spell
fea- laughs from beginning to end.

HE FU.M DA I J

said.

For convenience and brevity, the
telescoped the basic argu-

petition

ments advanced in the original appeal brief which asks a reversal of
the New York Statutory Court's ban
on block booking and questions that
body's right to establish selling practices for the industry.
The seven other defendants

—

Paramount, Loew's, RKO, 20th-Fox,
Jniversal,
Warners and United

—

are expected to file their
statement of points to be relied upon
sometime next week.
Artists

Md.'s Censorship Nets

—

Baltimore The Maryland Board of
Motion Picture Censors in figures
nade public last week, states it piledup a net profit of $23,593 in 1946,
which was turned over to the State
Treasury.

Film companies pay the censoring
agency for each mation picture that
comes under its scrutiny, at the rate
3f $2 per thousand feet of 35 mm.
31m and $4 for each thousand of 16

mm.
"Abusement Park"

in

V

Hollywood Producer George Pal
and Charles Einfeld and David Loew,
Enterprise heads, have been huddling on a projected deal whereby En-

terprise will finance Pal's first
ture production.
In addition to his regular program
"In Room 303"
of commercial, industrial, and edu17 Mins.
cational productions, Pal plans on
Should Click
making at least one and possibly two
When Leon's son meets up with a
high-budget Technicolor features per blonde in Boston who knows Errol as
year.
"Popsy," things really begin happening. The son's fiancee gets huffy and
Ivens' Pic Thru Brandon
her father threatens to call off a big
Joris Ivens' "Indonesia Calling" is deal with Errol unless he straightens
now being released by Brandon Films his son out. Leon tries, jumbling
in the U. S. and by Film Traders, things worse than ever. Should click
with Errol fans.
Ltd. in the U. K.

RKO

1)

with the clerk of the Court by Attorney Louis D. Frohlich.
"Columbia intends to rely upon
each of their formal assignments of
error and adopt same as their^A} ts
to be relied upon," the staSRent

RKO

"The Talking Magpies

1947

State $23,593 in '46

"Racing Sleuth"

20th-Fox

Pal-Enterprise Talking

booker's

who

see with her heart better than most
people see with their eyes. Phrasing

Go Lucky"

Feature Financing Deal

DELORES SARELL,

girl

be

will

starrer

A

Raggedy Ann car coon which tellt
the touching story of a little blind

in

or no.

10 Mins.

Family Appeal

16,

First to

(Continued from Page

"The Enchanted Square"
Para.

May

Appeal Points

SHORTS

Teresa Wright
80 Mins.

Russell, Iris Adrian, Frank Faylen, Rhys Williams,
Lloyd
Bridges,
Norma Varden, James

20th-Fox 'Agreement'
Rolls On June 2 in N. Y.

Dorothy

with Ray

Columbia
File

Women"

1)

guest: Ted Lawder, 75; Low Gross,
South Course, RKO employe: G.
Ronan, 90; Low Gross, West Course,

89;

flLfflS

"The Trouble With

A. Winston, 75; Kickers Handicap,

son,

Friday,

Cf *\ DAILY

projection.

Since a greater flow of sound films
seem to be coming before the board
;his year, they expect to turn in
aven greater sums in 1947. This does
lot mean more new films but more
re-issues of old films are going the
rounds. Hence more revenue can be
expected.

Censors Opposed County Bill
Baltimore
Failure of Gov. W.

—

Preston Lane,

Jr. to sign a bill requiring special censorship for children of films shown in Frederick
County was based to some extent on
opposition by the Maryland Censor
Board. Censors held that administration of such a law would be difficult
since the Board lacks authority to
designate audience classifications or
to direct film distribution after subjects are screened.

March Gross Receipts
Up Nine P. C. in Ohla.
Oklahoma City

—

Gross receipts

taxes of Oklahoma theaters
increased nine per cent in March
over the same month of 1947, the

before

State

Tax Commission reported. At

the same time, the Commission disclosed that the number of theaters
making sales tax returns increased

from 303

in

1946 to 363 this year.

Equipment
Maintenance

Building

Remodeling

VOL

NO.

91,

93. In

Two Sections—Sec.

YORK, FRIDAY,

Nw Screen

Concave-Convex

BOUT THE
TRADE

l/RCEHLER MFG.

Fiber-

Wehrenberg Sends

glass Unit Offers DistortionFree Vision-Top Sound

Fire Bulletin Out
St.

CO.,

.

Theater

.

Chicago for 1,500 re-.ts
Kitz have ordered 2,230
for their Riviera Theater, 3 200 for their
State Lake Theater and 2,000 for the State
Theater. ...
• Harry Peterson, of the
Krcehler Mfg. Co., was in charge cf ihs
in

&

Balaban

crew who salvaged several hundred seats
the Rialto Theater

in

Michigan, after
theater was flooded by he3vy rains recently.
... • C. T. Carr is returning to the
nation picture business and plans to cpen
a 300-seat house in Russellville, Mo., within the next few weeks.
Hause, in a remodeled auditorium building is about £0
by 100 feet. Carr was in the exhibition
end of the business in this section about
in

Flint,

.

...

10 or 15 years ago.
Theater, Columbia, Mo.,

• The

Hall

cperated by College Theater Co., Inc., has purchased two
30-ton refrigeration units from the Exhibitors Supply Company of St. Louis.
.
• Walter A. Stewart, general sales manager of American Optical Co., Southbridge
Mass., has been elected vice-president in
charge of sales, and a trustee. ...
• A
new 3 000-seat house is being built in Ssn
.

.

midway between Mexico
States border. The
to be called The Potosi, will open

Luis Potosi, a city

and

City

house

the

United

May. ...
• Martin Fetch
is remodeling his 265-seat Community Theater in Macedonia, la.

some time

in

•

MCDONALD

•

COOK ADVERTIS

and Park Ave.
Theaters, intro-

Chicago, handling
DeVry Co. advert/sing and other equipment company space, are moving to
(Continued on Page 6)

tionary

—

In what is said to be the
general price reduction for a 16
mm. sound projector in some time,
Natco, Inc. has set the cost of its
first

new Model 3019-2

at $469, a reducfrom the cost of the
current model. Among new features
is
a centrifugal switch controlling
motor and lamp, said to eliminate
danger of burning film.
tion

of

$28

Nu

CENTS

PflllEL

urges

a

theater

A new

recorder in the Western Electric 435
tvne recording system. A base is provided on top of the panel for mount-

A

SMPE Meet

recorder control panel, the

RA-1286. designed to provide fully
automatic control in the recording of
soun^ on film, has been announced bv
the Electrical Research Products Division of the Western Electric Company. The equipment is intended for
use with either the RA-1231B or C

ing-

of the recorder.
switching unit

containing

were admirably solved with the

re-

De Vry's Olsen Back
A. Sales Trip

— Norman D. Olsen, export

Chicago

manager for

the DeVry Corp., manuof motion picture equipment, has just returned to his Chicago headquarters after an extended
four-week p-oodwill sales trip through
facturers

South America.
included

(Continued on Page 21

of

SMPE

told

stop-

The Film Daily

"We

rr

OHE "Green

U More Projects
p/„ „;„•„„,,,„ n, irra „

are not out to

sell

Lights

yes-

terday.

Hyndman

(Continued en Page 4)

itinerary

SMPE

convention offering a
program unique in Society history,
will present an engineering clinic for
theater construction and maintenance. Don Hyndman. past president
Fall'

anything,"

Washington

—

rt

yuf FTLM DAILY

Office of the

Housing

"but merely to pre- Expeditor has announced approval of
sent to theater owners and exhibitors repair or new construction of 24
the best engineered system for good theaters and motion picture facilibox office in their theater, based on ties.
As in past weeks, most of the ap(Continued on Page 6)
provals were given because of veteran ownership. Theaters approved
Appoints
on this basis included the following:
said,

RCA

Benham

To Brenkert Exec. Post
Appointment of H.

J. Benham as
the president of the
Brenkert Light Projection Co., RCA
Victor Division subsidiary in Detroit.
Mich., has been announced by J. R.
Little, sales manager of RCA's Distributed Products Section. In his new

assistant

.

to

(Continued on Page 6)

Ideal Slide-Back Chair

Bows

(Continued on Page 7)

Kleid Joins Capitol
Supply As Sales Manager
Capitol Motion Picture
Supply
Corp.
announced yesterday that
Barney Kleid has joined the'r organization as sales manager. Kleid will
head the sale of the complete RCA
projection and sound line and all of
its distributed products, such as In(Continued on Page 6)

Seat Allows Free Aisle Passage

Boston's Tremont Will

Close For Renovation

a

(Continued en Page 4)

its

screen placing HERMAN GLUCKW.AN

Olsen's

Bulletin

Louis.

For Fall

alded premieres.
In the two theaters of different
sizes, problems of

S.

all

Unique Program Set

severest test at
the widely-her-

From

to

To Provide Automatic
Control in Recording
Sound on Film

special bulletin on

and

-

Screen, a concaveconvex fiberglas
screen. Though in
use since February at the Park
Ave. Theater, Nu-

Screen passed

A

cleanup, checks of extinguishers and
exits, and regular staff fire drills.

to New
York the revolu-

New
Natco Trims Price of
16 mm. Projector

St.

duced

ING AGENCY,

Chicago

sent

reports

.

—

Louis
precaution

drills has been
area theaters by Fred
Wehrenberg, president, MPTO of

fire

and Park Ave. of the film "Carnegie
030 Hall," May 2, at the Winter Garden

Chicago,

'^ orders have been received for 2
Push Back seats from the Wometco circuit
for their new Miami theater.
Beck's
Tiffin

10

1947

16.

Introduced in Dual Pic Premieres
Th dual premiere on Broadway

and

MAY

BOUJSJEUI RECORDER C0I1TR0L

OIE
A

NEW

II.

Development of a new type of theater chair,

known

as the Ideal Slide-

Back chair, has just been announced
by William A. Gedris, president of
The Tremont Theater in downtown Ideal Seating Co., Grand Rapids,
Boston, recently, acquired by B & Q Mich.
circuit, will close its doors on June
Affording more than six inches of
I for the Summer for complete renosmooth, effortless retraction on a
vation. This 2,300-seat house, the horizontal plane, with no humps and
most ambitious project of the circuit, no jarring, new chair when occupied,
will re-open in the Fall to take its allows 100 per cent more passing
olace with the Boston picture palaces. space than conventional chairs. When
William Riseman Associates, Boston unoccupied there is a gain in space of
architects, have drawn up the plans.
(Continued on Page 6)

Avert/ Joins Flexner tit
Drive-In Circuit Plan
Memphis
Avery,

come

— Resignation

of

A.

M.

RKO
vice

-

branch manager, to bepresident - secretary - aen-

manager of Flexner Drive-In Theaters, becomes effective tomorrow.
David Flexner, head of the company,
recently announced that a circuit of
25 modern Drive-In Theaters will k?
eral

constructed

at an

of $2,500,000.

approximate cost

EQUIPMENT NEWS

Friday,

two Sections

—Section

II

THE

A

Section of
FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment industry, published every second week by Wid's Films and
Film Folks, Inc., 1-501 Broadway, New York
City.
John W. Alienate, Publisher; Donald

M. Mersereau, Associate Publisher and General Manager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; West
Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood, Cal., Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief.

Golden Gate Plans
Three

New Ventures

Rogers' Ownership Changes
Roger City, Mich.— C. A. Vogel-

who

heim,

erected

the

400-seat

Rogers Theater here some years ago,

was

take over operation of the
15 from Walter A. Kelly.

to

house

May

Rivoli's

Troy

New Owner

—

The

theater constructed 35 years ago and one of the
oldest smaller theaters in Troy, was
purchased from Mrs. Bernice Horowitz by the Amusement Center, Inc.,

Walter

Rivoli

Doyle announced.

C.

for

Minn.

Bros., Minneapolis,
has purchased the Cozy theater building here. Perkins and his son-in-law

also

to build a

—

Wayne

New

land, Fla.; Miami, Miami, Fla.; Huber, Hicksville, 0.; Jarvis, Binghamton, N. Y.; Holly, Medford, Ore.;
Lithia,
Ashland, Ore.; Walworth,

Over
D.— The

Brother Takes

—Earl Perkins, sales-

Warner

own

Minn.
in hand. In Milbrae on the Peninsula berg to L. J. Meehlhause, of Cherothey have a corner site on the El kee, la. Hunerberg has operated the
Yancey
Camino Real, on which they plan Clark Theater here since 1938.
de-luxe 1,200-seat theater.
They have just purchased a site at Hollywood Purchased
Lomita Park, just outside of San
Spencer, S. D.
Kenneth Jensen
Fancisco on the Peninsula highway,
and Dennis Jensen have purchased
and they have plans for a house seatthe Hollywood here.
Dennis will
ing about 1,000. At Santa Clara,
manager.
Calif., Golden Gate Theater Circuit
have bought 75 acres, and they have
Bldg. Purchased
plans for a sports center which will Fort
include a drive-in theater, roller rink,
Fort Wavne, Ind.— E. H. Kilbowling, swimming pool and other bourne, Fort Wayne realtor and viceamusements.
president of Wayne Theaters, Inc.,
has bought from the Shirdon Realty
Co. for $50,000, the three-story brick
Kroehler Installations
The following is a list of recent building at 120 West Berry Street,
installations of Kroehler Push Back housing the Capitol Theater. Wayne
Theaters has operated the Capitol
chairs:
Park Theater, East Walpole, Mass.; and Eastern theaters here since 1938.
Steel ton, Steelton, Pa.; Grove, Grove-

the

Triumph,

Changes Hands & Name

Normangee, Tex.

—

The Yancey

Theater here has been taken over by
L. R. Jones and its name changed to
the Jonesy.

Matheny Buys Texas
Tex.— J. M. Wilson has
Texas Theater here to Burl B.
Matheny. Matheny formerly owned
and operated the Harlem at Denton.
Gunter,

sold his

Ovid's Only Theater Sold
Detroit Paul F. Meder has

—

sold

the Ovid Theater, only house in Ovid,
Mich., to Edwin Van Sickle, who formerly owned the Manchester Theater
at Manchester, Mich.

S.

Elbs

—

brother of the

Adams,

Mass.;
Strand, Freehold,
Jamaica, L. I., N. Y.;
Oriental, Brooklyn, N. Y.
J.; Hillside,

Fulcher Buys Avon
Wortham, Tex.
Truett Fulcher

EVERYTHING FOR DRIVE-IN

—

THEATRE OPERATION

has purchased the Avon Theater here
from N. H. Adams.

Drive-in theatre operators look to DeVry for
more than dependable moderately priced projection
and amplifying equipment. DeVry's new IN-CAR

SPEAKERS for drive-in theatres are another outstanding contribution by DeVry to the Exhibitor's
and Projectionist's goal the perfect show.

—

IF

YOU BUY

DeVry IN-CAR SPEAKERS permit closed windows
in bad weather; provide individual volume

STADIUM. AMUSEMENT PARK OR

patron's
control
to
taste; confine sound
to immediate theatre

CONTACT INTERNATIONAL

Folded, Reserve Seats,

'%

prices

on

etc.

re-

Send for specifications and prices on DeVry theatre
"The right pair to
projector and sound systems, too
DeVry Corporation, 1111
draw to for a full house."
Armitage Ave., Chicago 14. III.

—

<l«est.

INTERNATIONAL

,

TICKET CO.
52

GRAFTON

community complaints; give farthestparked patron uniform synchronization of sound with
action.
Don't delay . . . Place your order for IN-CAR
SPEAKERS now and assure on-time delivery.

needs supplied efficiently with Roll, Machine
Samples,

area, eliminating

TICKET!

Your

K

AVE.

NEWARK

4,

Safes offices in New York and
Principal Cities

1947

N.

J.

For the Perfect

Show

Indoors or Out

A. Sales Trip

(Continued from Page

^oun,Se4t
'

gay**'*'

DeVry

1)

overs in Haiti, Dominican Republic

Puerto Rico, Trinidad, British
Guiana, Panama, Venezuela, Columbia, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala and Mexico, where
ieie

'

he visited franchise distributors o£

DeVry equipment.
Personal contacts with these

i

fir?

were arranged to discuss future sales
development and promotional ideas

new DeVry "12,000 Series"
theater projection and sound equipment currently on the production
line.
His further purpose was to
make a sales survey and analysis of
the various markets as a basis for an

Comfrey, expanded export program.

Smiths' Sell Half Interest
Corydon, la. The Smith brothers,
late Lloyd Scobell, Marcel Scobell, Frank and Floyd, have sold a half
has taken the Elbs Theater which interest in their Wayne theater at
Walworth, Wis.; Esquire, Colum- was owned by Lloyd. Marcel Scobell Corydon to the Iowa United Theater
bus, O.; Bijou, Montreal, Canada; formerly was a booking
agent at circuit which operates 20 other
El Lago, Minneapolis, Minn.; Adams, Sioux City, la.
houses in Iowa.

Wagner,

S.

on the

Salesman Purchases Cozy
Jeffers,

—

From

Miller Sells Texas
De Leon, Tex.— J. R. Miller has
sold his Texas Theater here to A. R.
Parsons and H. L. Millineton, who
have taken over operation of the
house. Parsons and Millington have
started remodeling a store building
for a theater when they purchased
the Texas. They plan to operate the
new house, to be known as the Leon,
when completed as their "A" house.

man

Meehlhause Buys Clark
Clarksville, Iowa— The Clark TheaSan Francisco Golden Gate Theater Circuit has three new ventures ter here has been sold by Bob Huner-

N.

16,

DeVry's Olsen Back

THEATER DEALS
In

May

Cf^WJLY

;

—

^
^

^

No Theater

PUSH-BACK,
It's

Truly

Modern Without

KROEHLER

the greatest theater improvement since air conditioning!

the only seat that combines real lounge -chair comfort with the

box-office attractions of the exclusive

FREE

Is

BOOKLET

gives

all details.

Push-Back

feature.

Write to one of our Kroehler Public

Seating Division Offices: 666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago 11, Illinois;

2028 South Vermont Avenue, Los Angeles

Avenue,

New

York

16,

New

York.

7,

California; 206 Lexington

Here's the normal,
comfortable loungechair position of the

Push- Back Theater
When a patron
ant&rs or leaves
Seat.

Seated patrons need
not stand
a gentle
movement of the
body slides the seat
back, providing adequate pa<aqJT^g .apace.

—

Relax, chair slides
back to normal, comfortable position
no
standing up, no interrupted vision and
inconvenience.
no

—

EQUIPMENT NEWS

Nu-Screen

is

Shown

Panel

(Continued from Page

1)

that ideal vision and hearing
was achieved in every seat in the
house. Even seats far to the side,
ordinarily subject to great distortion,
vere proved to have equal ease of
riewing with any other seat in the
suit

louse.

ALABAMA

—

Florala
Martin Theaters, headquarters in
Columbus, Go. will soon start warK on their
new theater nere.

CALIFORNIA

—

San

Francisco
Building has started on the
new 160U-seat ne.g.ibornood house on Geary
Boulevard. It will oe cuiieu tne Kitz, and is
owned b/ San Franc. sco Theaters, Inc.

The development

of Otto Hehn, the
screen has been in operation since
L942 when it was successfully used
an experimental basis in the Pantages Theater, on the Coast, and also
in installations for the Navy on
Treasure Island, in San Francisco
Bay. Enthusiasm for the screen has
been expressed by both the Navy De-

m

partment and Rodney Pantages, and
negotiations on installations are currently under way.

Herman

Gluckman,

Nu

-

Screen

president, explained that the installations in the two New York theaters marked the start of the comuany's production, which has been
jnder way since the beginning of the

GEORGIA

—

Cairo
Construction or a new Negro theater
here is reported and expected to start soon.

—

Wrens
Mrs. V. M. Edwards is building a
new tneater here wnich Will seat 500.

—

M

M

Leesburg
Hegh Martin, jr.
Theatei
&
circuit wall n&ujqua.tsis nere will soon start
j new $2u0,0ou tneater with l,4U0 seats.

Miami

W

tone.

Laboratory reports for sound level
and screen brightness measurements
by Electrical Testing Labs., Inc. and

Eastman Kodak give the screen
greatly superior ra tings.
Gluckman pointed out that in the
Park Ave. Theater, with seats of the
front row only five feet from the
screen, distortion in many of the
seats was formerly a problem. With
introduction of the Nu-Screen, all
those seats that were once considered
dead spots are now as good as any
others in the house, with distortion
licked completely.

Way

Opens in Crystal City
HiCrystal City, Mo. Seven hundred
fifty seat Hi-Way was opened here

—

by Dickson and Adams,

Inc.

—

Introduced

—

'Power," "Ready,"

NEBRASKA

Projection Administragreen l.ght tor Henry
_,r.g.r to go anead w.t.i pians tor building a
iiew theater here.

NORTH DAKOTA
— Airred Djimer has razed
w.ll

erect a

a bu

new tneater on

I

and

lamp indicates tnat power circuits
for the entire recording system nave
been closed, while tne "Keadv" lamp
operates in parallel witn a similar
hgnt in the mixer, indicating that tne
recordist is reauy and tnat une mixer
may signal tor tne system to be
started.

Lyons The Civilian
has tiashed tne

Portland
nere and

"Slate

"Motor," -Lamp," "L.V."
(light valve), "N.R." (noise reduction), "Bioop" and "Shutter."
Lighting of the '\Fower" signal

Punch,"

tion

.ng

1)

J-

t.ie

site.

i

Sanford

—

R.

J.

Haven

Winter

Bladenboro

—The

Hoyd
Hj.m,

Theater chain,
City, has taken
erection
or a
Negr_

neadquu.tets in
out a pciimt tor tne
motion picture t,, cater, AppfoX.mate
ween placed at >li,oU0.
witn

cost

i.a-

IOWA

— W.

Cook, of Logan, Iowa, who
purcnased a local commercial building
,rom Mrs. (jretta H.ll, contemplates opening a

Churdan

H.

recently

new theatet

in

the structure early in tne i-ra-

mer.

—

Storm Lake
Pioneer Theater Corp. of
Minneapolis, announced plans tor open, up a
nurd theater at ito.m Lake, la. The co.pj.arion now operates the Vista and Lake Tneaters
here.

— W.

G. Fussell, owner and operator or tne Lyric Theater, is building a i.ew
movie house across the street trom his ptesent
location, it Will be ready in August.

—

Charlotte
H. B. Meiselman, theater promoter and builder, and opeiaror of a numoer or
movie nouses in onj around Charlotte, is read/
witn his new
l,00o-seat
525-52/ South Tryon it.
start

to

theater

—

Charlotte
Plans tor the construction of a
SIuu.oOj tneater in the 5U0 block ot 36th St.,
east or Caldwell St., was announced by R. P.
Pmson, owner of the Caroiinas brancn ot the
Astor Pictures
Exchange. According to Mr.
Pinson, work has already begun on the 500seat theater.

—

Charlotte
Seventy-five
thousand dollar
theater tor first-run pictures will
be bu.lt
here
immediately by the Legendre Trincner
Circuit.

Theaters

t.an

this

in

city.

Mt. Pleasant— H. D. (Hank) Hearn, of the
H. & S. Tneaters, Inc., announces the new
Ptohl
his
incorporation will build here w.li
seat 500 on the mom floor and 100 in the balcony.

— The

Anderson
has

Anderson Drive-In Theater
construction on an 11 -acre
purchased, located north of here

started

tract recently

on Mate Road 9.

Wabash

— With

architect's plans prepared before tne outbreak or tne war, tne conr.a.t tor
tne construction of the new Esquire theater in
Wabash, Ind., has just been awarded to the
C. J. Garbcr Co. or Indiana. Work will be started
tms year, toliowing razing of the old Trcrmnt
Hotel building on Market Street. Much ot the
brick in it wul be used in the new structure.

$50,000. Wayne Theaters has operated both
the Capitol and the Eastern Theaters here Since
1938.

Mrs. Nazera Zegiob, owner of the
Elviia Tneaters, has announced
plans to build a new 2,000-seat house near the
Dreamland.
Paul Matzinger, Cleveland, is the

Mailers Brothers, operators of a
Warsaw
number of theaters in Indiana, start construction on their newest $200,000 theater here about
the middle of the month. New theater to be
known as the Lake Will be located on Ma.n and
Buffalo, across from the courthouse.

KENTUCKY

Plans have been made for the
the new Walnut Theater at Sixth
and Walnut Sts. by the Walnut Theater Corp.
Negro 1400-seat house.
It will be an all
Louisville
building of

Clinton

000

is

—A

MINNESOTA
new 400-seat theater costing $40,town of 537 persons.

to be built in this

here.

SOUTH DAKOTA

—

Webster
Benfield and Schenecker will erect
a new oJO-sear tutaier nere at a cost or »o5,uOO. Kerry crosier, Minneapolis Tneater architect,

dtawir.g the pians.

is

TEXAS

—

Decatur Plans for a tnird theater here to
ooU has been announced by H. i. Usry
and L. R. Mncaid wno operate tne otner two
nouses nere. 1 ney have completed pian* tor the
building and await lifting of building controls
or finai perm.t tor going anead Wii.i tne actual build. rig. They expecr to nave tne tneater
completed witnm to.r montns following the
sear

starting

New

date.

Boston

—

Construction of a new house
be started here as soon as CPA approval
been obtained by the Watts-Keasler Circuit w.tn headquarters in Rodessa, Lou.siana.
no circuit operates
in
Louisiana and east
lexas. New nouse will have 800 seats. Tne
circu.t at present owns and operates the Strand
nas
I

and

Bowie here.

arcnitect.

—

Toledo

Engineering surveys in preparation
construction or the new $2,000,0Ju
Paramount Theater on property acquired by
Balaban and Koiz. Chicago, on the northwest
corner of Superior and Jackson Sts., in downtown Toledo, have begun.
for

the

OREGON

—

Albany Art W. Adamson will again shortly
add to his string of Class A theaters in Oregon and Washington and has received authority
to erect a

DeLake

$59,9/2 theater here.

—

Pettus
The Woolsey circuit of Corpus
has announced pians tor a new theater
be bunt here as soon as materials and a
perm.t can be obtained. Tne circuit has already purchased lots tor the site ot their new
Christi
to

nouse here.

—

Port Aransas
Plans for a new airdrome theater here has been announced by Forrest Duniap of Dallas, owner ot a circuit ot about six
theaters throughout the state. Plans hove been
completed tor the house and construction is
expected to start soon.

—

Further construction on a partlytheater here, owned by Charles Shaney,
has been temporarily enjoined by U. S. D str c,
Judge Sam H. Driver, on the ground stated b,
the
that
production administration,
civilian
structure was being bu.lt in violation of the
act.
housing
veteran's
built

—

—

OHIO

—

Lorain

Dreamland and

—

Fort Wayne
E. H. Kilbourne, vice-president
of Wayne Cheaters, Inc., has purchased a threestory brick building at 120 West Berry St.,
housing tne Capitol Theater, at a cost or

I

will

INDIANA

Corp.

!

Clinton
r.o.is ror a new $iOu,uu0 theater
here r.uve Dcsn co.np.eieu anu construction is
expected to oeg'.n i.ie ia^t or tne year, the
i/u.iu.tig is to as or br.cK anj steel con^tr.ci.oii. i..e theater w,,i oe ownea by Mrs. j. M.
UiCK, or huiL.g.i, anu ueiand rouug. ine latter manages t..e eoi.no a.io BroaaWuy 1 heaters

at

ILLINOIS

—

DeKalb
The Anderson circuit will build
a new theater here, as soon as materials ca.i
be secured. Iney operate the Fargo and tg,p-

SOUTH CAROLINA
—

NORTH CAROLINA

owner of the Ace Thenew motion picture nouse o..

Ellis,

is building a
j.ieppard Avenue.

ater,

in Lowell

Lowell, N. C. Rocky Theater here
was recently opened by C. M. King.

is

(Continued from Page

car drive-in fj be erected one-third of a m.ie
east or here at the intersection ot li.gnways
/l ana 3d. However, equipment has been pjichased to accommodate i,uuu car* on the 18ocre tract-

San Angelo
V.

—

—A

—

E. H. Rowley, president and C.
Jones, secretary of the J. U. R. Realty Co.,

nave purchased a lot 50 x 190 adjoining their
Texas Theater for a reporte dprice of $45,000.
They plan to erect either a 10-story office
building, a new theater with five floors of offices above, or a home fo ra chain store with
offices above.

PENNSYLVANIA
Work was underway on the n-w
Philadelphia
$75,000 drive-in theater by the Fablan-Hellman chain on the outskirts of Philadelphia, Neil
Hellman, general manager, announced.

—

Sequin
H. A. Daniels, owner and operator of
two houses here announces the construction of
a third house to begin soon.

WEST VIRGINIA

corporation headed by Dr. J. Bal'nand J. D. Shumaker, of Butler,
Pa., will construct a new 500-seat theater in
this town, which has never had a regular movie

Completion is expected by a driveproject headed by E. R. Custer, president of
the Allied organization of exhibitors of the

house before.

Mountain

Mars

Rocky Open

1947

motor-driven cam shaft furnishes
automatic control for nine separate
operations performed in sequence
within a matter of seconds. Signal
lamps are illum.nated as each operation is performed, showing that suar*
step has been properly accomplish^
The nine indicators are labeled;

Grading has started by the new.ySt. Joseph
formed Missouri Motor Mov.es on t;ie new 6UJ-

—

The E. N. Cla.ghton interests, opera chain or theaters in fiotida, nav.
cbaed a plot ot gtouna on S
8tn Stree.
jnd Dougius Hood, and wul erect a i,00u-sea.
intater.
ne structure w.ll include lu stores.

/ear.

Especially tailored to each theater,
Nu-Screen offers some unique advantages to exhibitor's and patrons
alike. It eliminates distortion, making even side seats pay. Hot spots
and glare are eliminated. Screen is
washable. The fiberglas is easily
cleaned with a damp rag and soap.
Resurfacing is never necessary.
On viewing the screen, this reporter noticeu a particularly soft picture, with a surprising illusion of
depth induced by the concave-convex
engineering of the screen. Sound
came through with highs and lows
well integrated, and no harshness
was apparent. Checking several locations throughout the \v inter Garden
Theater, equally fine results were observed. No dead spots were noticed.
To achieve a uniform Fiberglas
fabric for the screen, a special loom
was developed at Owens-Corning for
Nu-Screen with a 24 foot width. With
the innumerable filaments of the
fiberglas reacting like tiny baffles,
they allow all sound frequencies to
penetrate at any volume setting,
eliminating flatness or bouncing of

—

Clinton
F.
W. Woodrutt & Son, general
contractors for the new theater being erected
nere tor J. I. Goshen, wno aiso operates t.ie
Uptown Theater in Seaaiia, Mo., are rece.v.ng
bias trom sub-contractors ror various kinds o.
work. The house aes.gned by Rooert O. Boiler,
s.0,0.,0
will cost upwards or
It will
rep, ace
a theater destroyed b/ nre several mo.ttns ugj.

ai.i.o

16,

MISSOURI

—

FLORIDA

May

WE Recorder Control

COnSTRUCTIOn PROJECTS

Dual Pic Premieres

En

.

Friday,

"d^Ss

ger,

dentist,

Belle

—

in

state.

11

:

/

*rus/t as/c/e

-that fack~/aster v&tf. . . use*

HIGH INTENSITY PROJECTION
the added cost
FOR
sions per
day,

of one or two admisyou can make every black-

and-white picture sparkle with detail

.

.

.

give rich, brilliant overtones to your color
pictures

box

.

.

.

and bring more people

to

your

email theatre the

and

same impressive

fidelity of color

visibility

found on the screens of

the largest big-city theatres. This means

more pleasure

for

your audiences

.

.

.

and a

consistently bigger box office!

office!

You do it with High Intensity Projection.
For example. One-Kilowatt High Intensity Projection provides a 50-100 per cent
brighter screen. It makes available to the

Take advantage of the profits to be had
from High Intensity Projection. Consult
your supply house immediately on the availability of

High Intensity lamps.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,

INC.

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

30 East 42nd Street,

New York

Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City,

17,

New

N. Y.
York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

.

.

EQUIPMENT NEWS

Examining Ideal Slide-Back

Ideal Slide-Back

Theater Chair

Friday,

c^fes

For Fall

as the laying of carpeting with the
pile facing the wrong way has resulted in a number of avoidable ace;
dents in theaters throughout tl^
country. Hyndman said that the
clinic would endeavor to present ways
of avoiding similar practices, and
would at the same time suggest
sound engineering principles developed by SMPE research on the best
methods of operation of theater
eauipment. Emphasis will be placed
on proper air conditioning in theaters, with representatives of various

The seat

the
as
disengages
it for occupancy.
A full-length, die formed, steel
back panel entirely covers the seat
cushion. There are no pinching hazards, no sharp edges to bump shins,
and no understructure to hamper

companies demonstrating scientific
methods of getting the best use out

cleaning.

of equipment.

in construction, Ideal Slide-

Back chair has only three more mov-

Not a Sales Show
"This will not be an exhibition of
products," Hyndman pointed out.
Products will be displayed wherever
necessary, but as much as possible,
models of equipment will be used to
avoid any suggestion of endorsement
by the Society of equipment on the
market.
"This may be just a one-shot
affair," Hyndman said, "and success
or failure of the venture will determine future SMPE policy on innovations of the sort."
Convention is slated for New York,
Oct. 20-24, at Hotel Pennsylvania.

ing parts than conventional chairs.
It has been sturdily built for long,
trouble-free service, without maintenance, adjustments, or replace-

The
of any moving parts.
special bearings require no lubricaments
tion.

The Ideal Slide-Back chair is adjustable to meet all theater seat rearrangements, all
floor inclines, and can be used as a
stationary chair in balconies with
high risers.
Providing good posture, the chair
has cushions of comfortable deepquirements,

all

being
is
It
construction.
offered in a variety of models, with a
wide selection of end standards and
upholstering materials.

1)

improvements in acoustics, comfort,
carpeting and decorating."
Emphasizing that a thing as simple

automatically
patron lowers

Simple

SMPE Meet

(Continued from Pate

1)

over 50 per cent. Thus, the necessity
of standing to allow others to pass
is actually, and not just theoretically,
eliminated. Furthermore, the operation of the chair in no way disturbs
those in the row behind. Normal position of the chair is automatically resumed after a person passes.
When unoccupied, seat automaticallv and silently slides back, rises

and locks into position.

1947

16,

Unique Program Set

Bows

(Continued from ?a- n-

May

spring

Kleid Joins Capitol
Supply as Sales Manager

Henry A. Nordmark, seating engineer, points out exclusive features of Ideal Slide-Back chair to
William A. Gedris, president of Ideal Seating Co.

ABOUT THE TRADE

(Continued from Pate 1)
ternational Theater chairs, screens,

(Continued from Page

carpeting and all products associated larger quarters at 360 N. Michigan
with general theater use.
Ave. ...
• Dock Boyle, city manaKleid has been connected with the ger of the Hall Circuit, Kerrville, Tex.,
past
the
business
for
theater supply
operators of the Rialto and Arcadia
20 years, formerly with National Theaters, announces a complete reNew
in
Theatre Supplv's branch
modeling program for the Arcadia.
York.
Among the improvements will be an

WE Equipment Set
For

UN Pix

Coverage

Expanded motion picture coverage
of United Nations activities is being planned following the recently
completed contractual arrangements
between Electrical Research Products
Division of Western Electric and the
UN. Under terms of the agreement,
has furnished a complete, single

WE

sound

recording
system to the international organi-

channel

newsreel

zation.

Duke

—

—

Coast's

.

.

completely

redecorated and displaying new curhas opened for business again, .
© "Voice of the Theater" sound has
been installed in the Spencer Theater
• New sound,
in Spencer, la. .
lamps and rectifiers and screen have
been installed in his theater in Burlington junction, Mo., by Lester E.
White.
.

.

1)

.

.

•

Monroe

Theater

in

Chicago,

$35,003 renovation job
this Summer, including a brand new front,
using glass doors of the latest type and
receive

a

The

Ritz

had similar machines installed.
.
Frank Yassenoff and Harold Schwartz,
Columbus, O., have opened the Riverside
Drive- In for the Spring and Summer season,
following recent reopening of their Eastside Drive-In. Yassenoff and Schwartz plan
also

.

.

•

Benham

will

1)

make

a gen-

eral study of the Detroit plant and
take an active part in its management, reporting directly to Karl
Brenkert, president of the company.

Formerly commercial engineer for
RCA's Theater Equipment Section in
Camden, N. J., Benham has been
with RCA since 1930 when he joined
the field organization of the RCA
Service Company, servicing theater
sound systems.

Altec Lansing Speeds

Equipment

Installations

Continued activity in "Voice of the
Theater" installations is evidenced
by shipments from the Altec Lansing
construction of three additional drive-ins Plant in Hollywood to the following
in
the Columbus area. ...
• Tropical locations: Queen, Brownwood, Tex.;
Nut Co., Chicago, owned by Gib Courshon Hollywood, Los Angeles, Calif.; Fox,
and Edward J. Levin are planning early Billings, Mont.; Hayward, Hayward,

production of a hot pop corn vending machine that will handle, five, 10 and 25-cent

Calif.;

The Rosholt, Rosholt,

S. D.;

Temple, Fairport, N. Y.; Royal, King
packages. They have named the new equip- City, Mo.; Standard Theater Supply
ment, the Challenger.
• Quinton Co., Greensboro, N. C; Strand, SturWingerter has reopened the Wingerter, in gis, Mich.; Teatro del Lago, Wil.

.

.

which

has been closed
Art Goetz has installed a large screen and is nuking improvements in the State, Hazan, N. D.
Selfridge,

N.

since last Fall.

will

West

la.,

tains,

lOVANI'S

Opened

Salinas, Cal.
Fox
Alisal opened.

new

.

The Prim, Primghar,

.

for Negro Trade
Wisper and WetsDetroit, Mich.
man Circuit opened the 1,400-seat
Duke for colored patronage. Estimated cost, $300,000.

Alisal

increase in the seating capacity to
1,200, redesigning of lounges and restrooms, a new marquee and the erection
• The former
of a high tower. ...
Empire Theater, Manchester, N. H.,
which was closed last December, has
been reopened on Massabesic St. as the
remodelel and modernized East Manchester Neighborhood Theater.

(Continued from Page

Theater, Tallahassee, Fla., has been equipped wi.h ultra
violet ray fixtures for the purpose of purifying the air. The State and Florida have
.

Appoints Benham
To Brenkert Exec. Post
capacity,

an all-steel ticket box. Robert Nelson associates will handle the cleanup job, which
will modernize the house in every department. ...
• Film Deliveries, Inc., Columbus, O., is building a $15, COO one-story
garage building at 860 W. Third Ave., Hut
city.

RCA

D.,

...

•

.

•

In

been

Hartford, lobby at

remodeled,

and

a

.

.

M. Loews has
new candy con-

E.

cession stand has been installed.

mette, 111.; National, San Antonio,
Tex.; Embassy, Los Angeles, Calif.

Central City's

Newy

to

—

Bow

Fay French
Central City, Iowa
plans to open his new theater here
any day now.

\

;

Friday,

May

EQUIPMENT NEWS

1947

16,

CW^DAllY

OHE "Green

Lights"

DEW THEATERS

24 More Projects
(Continued from Page
R. L.

Hawks,

Bill J.

1)

Hawks, Delano,

Kans.; L. W. Richardson, Warrenton,
Ore.; Arlington L. Howe, St. Leonards, Md.; Daniel T. Francis, HardDuidry and Perry Johnson,
ing
Breaux Bridge, La.; James D. FitzCatrick and Donald C. Hones, Erie
\unty, N. Y.; Harold Nusbaum,
ipringfield, 0.; Lawson P. Stine,
Steele. Mo.; Manley Iclark, Lawnlale, N. C.

Other approvals include those for

new stands
L.

Little,

or repairs, as follows: T.
S. C; W.
F.

Camden,

Aydelotte, Fort Collins, Col.; North
Carolina Theaters, Inc., Salisbury, N.

C; Alton Capps, Onslow County, N.
C; Wayne Vernon, Enid, Okla.; Louis
and

J. R. Gold, Fla.; Charles L.
Butler, Mo.; Kallet Theaters,
Marcy, N. Y.; R. S. Starling; W. L.
Anderson and R. W. Hendrick, San
Angelo, Tex.; Essex Amusement
Corp., Newark, N. J.; Albert Wakeman, Frankenmuth, Mich.; Arthur
Robinson, Scotlandville, La.; United
States Theaters, Inc., Los Angeles,
P.

Bows

San Lorenzo

in

San

—

Lorenzo, Cal.

Theater is the name of the new 930Golden Gate Circuit house
seat
opened here recently.

Any Day Now

in

Riverbank

Riverbank, Cal.— Del Rio, new 700seat theater in Riverbank, owned by
Bill Peters, will open anyday now.

Alabama

City's

Bama

Louis A. Arru, Buechel, Ky.

OHE

Rejects Application
For Jacksonville Stand

Push-Back Seats Installed
In Minneapolis El Lago

Boulder Creek's Gloriiied Hut

Yancey

Bow

to

in

at

Oakwood

Six Years

—

Detroit
Julius Gugala, after a
long period of construction, opened
Hie Mars Theater, located at 19005

Conant Avenue,

first

new house

j

J

tion of

Vogue Plans May Bow

—

push-back seats

in this area.

Seats were installed bv Elmer Foster
of Foster Seating Co. for Henry

FORT-A-CIDE

Green of Lake Amusement.

Bows 960-Seater

—

•

:

Steelton, Pa.
Owned by Harry
Chertcoff, of Lancaster, the Elton
Theater, 960 seats, has been opened
here.
Standard Theater here, also
owned by Chertcoff, has been closed
and will be offered for sale.

j

Used Upholstered Opera Chairs

Any Quantity

We

THE "MIRACLE" ODORLESS
DEODORANT AND DISINFECTANT
For

Hospital

have rhe Cream of the Crop
for exact photo

MART

first

Rest

reply.

PHILIP LEVIT
REALTOR
LaSALLE STREET
CHICAGO 3, ILLINOIS
39

829

Clean

Rooms

Or Lease Individual or Chain of
Theatres showing satisfactory operation.
Also consider purchase of
building in which theatre is located.
Financing available. Quid; action in

CHICAGO USED CHAIR
Sam

—

ASK YOUR DEALER

WILL PURCHASE

.

Write or wire

in

Detroit in six years. House seats 950.

Levinsohn,

So. State Street,

Owner
Chicago 5

S.

EST.

1921

—

Replaces Former
New Van Theater is

slated to open here by J. H. Stagner.
and replaces one which was destroyed
here by fire early in January. Stagner received priori*— in rebuilding as
his was the only theater here.

Newsreel Opens Shorily
Milwaukee

—

The

Telenews, a
straight newsreel house under construction in

— New Yancey Thea-

Normangee.

First In

New Van

Van, Tex.

—

Boulder Creek, Cal. Boulder Creek
acquired its first movie theater, with
the opening of a 400-seater named
Boulder Creek Theater. The house is
a glorified Quonset hut. W. C. Dolan
and his son, George, own and manage the theater, and it is their first
venture into the theater business.

Cleveland
Warners' new Vogue
Theater is nearing completion and
Theater plans are being made for a May 30

—

J.

The program

will include installing

in the three houses.

—

Minneapolis
El Lago
here has just made the first installa- opening.

;

manager, Walter

Norris.

rooms

Van's

—

new theater in Jacksonville Beach.
Theater was scheduled to cost approximately $137,500. Plans have
been drawn and a contract tentatively
awarded. The theater application
was classed as a non-housing project.

local Butterfield

an entirely new front and marquee
at the Kent, reseating the entire
Walworth, Wise— Walworth Thea- Kent and Center Theaters, increasing
ter has been opened by Constantine the capacity of the Majestic and
Papas.
modernizing and retiling all rest-

theaters for the Gadsden area.

Oakwood, Tex.

jected the aDplication of the Beach
Theater, Inc., of Jacksonville Beach,
for the construction of a proposed

—

Butterfield
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Theaters will spend between $175,000
to $200,000 in modernization of their
Majestic, Kent and Center Theaters,
all downtown houses, according to

Walworth Bows

City,

The Citizens ter, a 200-seat house will be opened
Advisory Council Committee of the
here on June 1 by Bob Yancey. He
Office of Housing Expeditor, has reformerly owned and operated a house
Jacksonville, Fla.

—

Ballinger, Tex. The new 600-seat
Ritz Theater is scheduled for opening
here the middle of May, by H. Ford
Taylor. The new house replaces one
that was destroyed by fire early this
year. This is the town's only house.

Modernization Drive

Ala.— New $120,000 Newcomer Invades Bunker
The modern type of front at the
Bama Theater in East Gadsden area
Bunker, Mo. The Ozark Theater, Kent Theater will be of glass and will
has opened. Owner B. Ward Wright a 300-seater, has been opened here ?ost approximately $100,000.
Enalso has the new Coosa Theater in by W. D. Hibbitts, a newcomer to the trance to the foyer will be of heat
East Gadsden. This makes seven motion picture business.
treated glass doors which will open

Alabama

Fisk,

Calif.;

Only Theater

Bollinger's

The Lorenzo

Bullerfield Sets Big

opening

in

downtown

section, plans

about a month.

the foyer to the street. Structural
glass will be used above the marquee.
One thousand and seventy-six seats

be replaced in the Kent Theater and 876 seats in the Center.
Seating capacity at the Majestic will
be increased from 1,136 to 1,500 by
decreasing the depth of the large
stage, formerly used for theatrical
productions. The American Seating

will

Co. will install seats.
Beginning of program

is

now

wait-

ng approval by the Grand Rapids
division of non-residential construction.

.

.

(

Wherever history

being

is

made . .

VVTHEN Hitler danced at Compiegne

surmounting the most adverse condi-

1940, the newsreel photographer was there ... as he is almost
always there, recording what happens

tions of light and weather ... he has an

in

important role in the creation of a
better-informed public.

and objectivity,
being made.

with unique
wherever history is
Because of him, more people understand more of what goes on in the
world of the significant events in the
daily life of mankind. Handling his
equipment with skill and ingenuity
reality

If

is

to get the

most from

FORT LEE

•

.

and well-known family of Eastman
motion picture and sound films.

.

BRULATOUR,

.

needs superior film. That's why he prework with members of the large

ROCHESTER
E.

.

fers to

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
J.

this role

the newsreeh photographer naturally

—

.

he

... to give the most to the public

4,

N. Y.
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EmPLOVEES mvesTmenT

co.
Films Important in Foreign Relations—Byrnes
Winner

PflRfl.

Humanitarian
Award Holds Industry is
of

Stockholders Must Okay
James Byrnes $4,000,000
Plan Benefiting

Variety Honors

!—

'

Aware

"W

of Responsibility

1

1

i

By RALPH WILK

M

THE FILM DAILY
Confidence that

If est Coast Bureau of

—

Hollywood
motion picture executives, as
well as writers and artists, are

^1

conscious of their responsibility of
seeing to it that U. S. films do not
misrepresent the American life, was
expressed Friday night by James F.
Byrnes, former Secretary of State,
in his broadcast address while accepting the Variety Clubs, Interna-

;',

,\~.

'.

.':

x

Contracts were signed by

Runyon,
Saltniel,

Damon

Grant and William D.
chairman of the board.

is the financial front for
such Chicago business men as: David

p

Feuchtwanger Novel

to

"Proud Destiny," novel by Lion
Feuchtwanger to be published by
Viking in September, has been purchased by Enterprise at a figure reported to be in excess of $300,000.
Story, dealing with Franco-Amer(Continued on Page 3)

Goldivyn Dislrih. Pact

RKO

Extended

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— N. Peter Rathvon, RKO

West Coast Bur.,
prexy,

'

J
>

(Continued on Page 3)

1

$1,188,166 Paid to
Para. Directors
Paramount officers and directors
last year were paid a total of $1,188,116.24, an increase of 8113,284.13

(;/|
HUMANITARIAN AWARD PRESENTATION

ceremony tock place in Washington with
Carter T. Barron (left), first assistant national chief barker, making the introductory
remarks and Chief Justice Fred M. Vinson making the formal presentation to James F.
Byrnes, former Secretary of State and Associate Justice of the Supreme Court.

It

Hot 16MM. Prints

Para., Liberty Sign;

over the previous year, it is indicated
by the notice of annual meeting of
stockholders, to be held at the home
office on June 17. Total annual benefits estimated to be payable under
(Continued on Page 4)

n
Permission For

To See U.

High Spot of Meet

S.

announced that over the week-

end the distribution agreement between his company and Samuel
Goldwyn Productions, Inc., has been
renewed. Extension will cover year
beginning July 1st, 1947.

In a deal consummated after extended negotiation, Paramount acquired all of the outstanding stock
and assets of Liberty Films, it was
announced over the week-end by
Barney Balaban, Paramount president.
Agreement involved an ex-

"Hot 16 mm. prints" was the subpect of a panel discussion that highlighted the 1947 convention of the
Allied Non-Theatrical Film Association, held at the Hotel Vanderbilt
over the week-end.
Speakers included Edward A. Sargoy, of Sargoy

Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 3)

(

Organization of

MPF

Goldenson Reports to

MPA

No

About three-fourths of the na-

Hotels Available, So.
Car. TO Conclave Is Off

—

Charlotte
Theater Owners of
North and South Carolina have decided not to hold a

Summer

A

conven-

committee named by direcand composed of Messrs. H. D.
(Hank) Hearn, Roy Rowe, and Roy

tion.
tors,

(Continued on Page 6)

Speeded
on Progress

exchange areas have already
been organized by the Motion Picture Foundation, which while still in
the formative stage, has received
broad and enthusiastic reception
from the men in the industry
throughout the country, Leonard
Goldenson, vice-president of Paramount in charge of theater opera-

tional

(

Continued on Page 6)

Pix

Washington Bureau of

Washington

Enterprise for $300,000

With

the continued interest of officers and
will be voted upon by
Paramount stockholders at the annual meeting on June 17.
Plan, formulated by the Paramount board, proposes a corporation
to be formed in New York with an

'

0'Shea Joins Reagan

(Continued on Page 6)

Proposal to establish a $4,000,000 Employees' Investment
Company, designed to assure

^\i

Jr.,

Salthiel

*h

key employes,

To Marshall Grant

Inc.

Key Employees

Officers,

.-.-,

m

Runyon Film Rights

Much sought after screen rights to
the life of Damon Runyon was
clinch&d in a deal at the week-end between the estate of the celebrated
writer and Marshall Grant Pictures,

1H
!

Vr 1

,

i

iContinued on Page 5)

•

officials

in

Germans
Asked

THE FILM DAILY

— American military

Germany have

called on

the U. S. film industry to approve
a plan whereby some German citizens will be allowed to attend G-I
(Continued on Page 3)

and Okla.
Tax Measures Dead

Me., S. C.

Washington Bur.,

THE FILM DAILY

Washington

Three more state

—

have

adjourned without
passing restrictive measures aimed at
the motion picture industry, a survey revealed over the week-end.
This brings to a total of 29 the state
bodies which have adjourned. Legislatures in 15 other states remain in
session. Latest to adjourn were the
the legislatures of Maine, South Carolina and Oklahoma. Tax measures
were introduced in all three, but
died with adjournment.
legislatures

—

V

!

Wi

Monday, May

Mon.,

May
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HOLLYWOOD,

WASHINGTON—

LONDON
MANILA—

HAVANA —
BOMBAY—

Bombay

Fort,

ALGIERS— Paul

1.

Saffar,

MONTREAL—

Rue Charras.

8

Filmafric,

Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
Bowden Fletcher,
Theater Bldg.
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
Jean
Pierre Meys,
2110.
BRUSSELS—
UY
110 Rue des Paquerettes.
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copen-

VANCOUVER —
SYDNEY—

St.

ELMER RICE, playwright, and
BETTY HELD, are sKedded

re-

London to arrange

tor

his actressto arrive to-

the

productions

"Dream fiirl" and "sweet Scene," and then
Zuncn for the International P. E. N. con-

ro

fab.

BERNARD

28. Calif.
Representatives:
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Andrew H.
Granite 6607.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Manning Clagett,
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127Homer
133 Wardour St. W. 1.
Mary
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Virtudes
214.
Blanco,
Louise
Ram L. Gogtaj, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,

have

GOODMAN,

R.

Warner

exchange

returned Friday from a three-ween
..wing around tne company's Midwest ottices.
supervisor,

C. J. FELDMAN, Western division sales
ager tor Universal-International, returned

me

from

Coast over tne week-end.
V.

E.

advisor,

Rank technical
J. Arthur
Hollywood Saturday tor the East.

TRUEFITT,
left

ARTHUR
for

man-

ABELES,

S.

Warners

in

general manager
and supervisor tor

L.

Argentina

KINGSLEY,

vice-president

of

Oxford Films, flew to the Coast Friday to arrange the Western premiere of the Swedish-

made "Torment."
LEONARD ALLEN, Paramount Southern pubback in Atlanta, after a business
to Birmingham, Ala.
licist,

is

trip

COPENHAGEN—
ROME — John Perdicari, Lazarus Files $4,500,000

hagen-Van Loese.
Via Ludovisi 16.

MEXICO
Phone, 42758.
CITY— Louis Turnoff, Morelos 56 No. 523.
MONTEVIDEO— Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito

Suit vs. Distribs., Circuits
THE FILM DAILY
Simon M. Lazarus,
who operates two theaters in South
Pasadena and two in Monrovia, has
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

finflnciflL
Net
High
Bell

8,

Howell

Low

Chg.
17'A —

Close

MVl

17'A

15
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Gen. Prec. Eq

18y2

18

18

Loew's, Ine

21 4
24'/8
12l/4

2034
23Vi
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5'/8

Columbia Picts
East. Kodak (New)

.

Paramount

RKO
Republic Pict
Republic Pict. pfd...
20th Century-Fox
.

Universal
Universal

.

.

Pict.

Warner Bros

pfd..

14%

12

29% 29V4
20% 21

80
15'/4

79
1434

12

—

79

1

143^.

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... 3Vi
3% 3V4
RKO

3

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trons-Lux

4%

23,4
4'/4

12V2

12'/8

3%

31/2

4'A UV& 3'/2 23/4

•

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

to

Charles

JOHN

MALONEY,

J.

Central

sales

manager

M-G-M, returns here today from Pittsburgh atter spending a week-end at his home

for

Smoky

tne

in

City.

MARGARET O'BRIEN
Wednesday

for

Bermuda

are scheduled to return

and her mother

leave

tor a vacation.
to the Coast July

They

a $4,500,000 action in Federal
Court against 20th Century Films,
National Theaters Corp., Fox West
Coast Theaters Corp., South Pasadena Theaters Corp., Loew's, Inc.,

Vt

Asked

43,4

5'/4

51/2

6I/2

Wick Replaces Gillham
In Thompson Co. Berth
Al Wick, formerly with Warners,
has been appointed head of the Eastern motion picture ad unit of J.
Walter Thompson Co.
Wick replaces Bob Gillham who
recently left the post to become Eastern ad director for the Selznick Re-

12 Shorts
Air Mail) A series
of 12 shorts are scheduled for production by the film and visual infor-

GEORGE BILSON, head

of

RKO

production, arrives from
day tor talks with h. o. execs.
subject

—

full

Radio short

the Coast

WILLIAM RICHARDjON, of Astor
WILLIAM SATORI, Monogram

in

Rockefeller Center

CLAUDE

F. LEE,
leaves the

Paramount public
Coast tomorrow

New

OI>

^HlOO^

_v:

ALANLADD

CIO. Agreement calls

for pay increases of five dollars or
15 per cent, which is highest, retro
active to Feb. 1. Other specifications
of the contract are similar to those
signed with major film companies.
Negotiations continued last week
between SOPEG and Confidential Reports, Inc. Another meeting is sched
uled to be held Thursday. Joe Mos
cou is representing CRI and Otto
Langer the union, in addition to four
CRI employes.

TONE- MADISON

TEMPLE

Pact covering 54 white collar employes of Sargoy & Stein was signed
Friday by company officials and representatives of the Screen Office and
Professional Employes Guild, Local

Rl/fftl

CALCUTTA
\

Paramount Plcfw*

pAM/wotf/vr zz,
i
%
I

The ENTERPRISE STUDIOS present

BARBARA

DAVID

STANWYCK
in

IIVEN

ERICH MARIA REMARQUE'S

Today

The Academy Award Picture!
Winner of Nine Academy Awards

rm. BEST YEARS OF
MITCHELL MAY,

Jr.

#n OUR

LIVES'

y

*

«».

s,

CO., INC.

INSURANCE
in requirement* of the

Motion Picture Industry

write

7S
N. Y.

I"

H73

Sargoy & Stein Sign
Wage Pact With SOPEG

UOPWA,

MacMURRAY

relations
for

York.

109,

Fred

COLBERT

A Universal-International Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Continental European
London on a trip to Zuncn and Paris.
director,

Claudette

"The Egg And

Anonta.

Specializing

BOX 134, THE FILM DAILY
BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18,

THEATERS

T- RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL—

to-

IS!

Are you a producer or distributor looking
for an alert, capable, assistant? Here's
a man with ideas and capital seeking
such an association.
For
more details

1501

Y.

j\.

International
representative, hai left

length entertainment

HERE HE

complicates

of the 4,000-seat

theater.

JOHN JENKINS, Astor Pictures, Dallas, has
returned to that city atter a business trip witn

mation section of UNESCO, an official announced. At the same time,
the section said that it has no plans

make

management

1.

Washington representative
of tne Day, and tormer head of the
White House Photographers Association arrives in New York toaay on the S.S. Drottingnolm after a visit to Sweden and Moscow.

and

approval

bell's

future

British company.

of profits.

to

Street Corp. for protection oi .aeir
rights under these ground leases.
Ruling is subject to Judge Camp-

News

M-G-M, Inc., Paramount Pictures,
Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
RKO Corp., RKO Radio Corp., War- Technicolor Stockholders

% Unesco Plans
%
London (By

Pathe

Chicago
Joseph Elward, special
master of Judge William Campbell's
court, ruled Friday that the Metropolis Theater Company and Thompson
Estate, ground owners of Oriental
Theater Building, have right to "tart
suits
against 32 West Rs
ph

CHARLES MACK,

3/4

Cinecolor

leasing Organization.

secretary

Loew s assistant treasurer, returns today from a vacation at Miami and Havana.

Annual

5'A

12

MANHEIMER,

CLAIRE
K. Stern,

ner Bros., Vitagraph, Inc., Columbia
Meeting
Pictures, Universal Pictures, Universal Film Exchange and UA Corp.
Technicolor's annual stockholders
He alleges he had been forced to
enter a joint operating contract with meeting to be held at 15 Broad St
South Pasadena Theater Corp. and at 3 p.m. today will be attended by
FWC agencies, under which he would Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus and Kay
get a nominal salary and 49 per cent Harrison, latter head of Technicolor's

23l/2
12

29%
21

Pict

12

—

filed
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

—

JR.,

that country, Uruguay, Paraguay and Chile,
arrived in New YorK late last week for home
office conferences.

EDWARD

goiiig

BEN JOEL, out-of-town booker for Loew's, is
due back today from an Atlantic City vacation.

for

wire,

in

t.

Cleveland, wnere tney spent tne
conterences on the "Repeat Per-

turned from
«yeeK-end in
formance.

Terms (Postage free)
1879.
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
remit with order. Address all communications
March

act of

MAX

manager or bagie-Lion turns, and
ruUrtoSTElN, oa-publicity director,

Oriental Theater Owners
Awarded Right to Sue

FRANK HARRIS, former owner of Harris Drivein-Theaters, Atlanta, is off for a several-month
stay with Y. Frank Freeman at his San Fernando Valley ranch.
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"Hot 16MM. Prints

Plan Para. Employees In vest-Co.
Company

High Spot of Meet

Benefits Officers,
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

counsel for major film coman§H|n copyright protection matSt:

ters,

,

^nd Edward

Scheidt,

special

agent of the FBI, who presented the
views of the Department of Justice.
Scheidt stated the FBI is interested in information concerning unauthorized use of copyrighted films,
particularly the 16 mm. variety, and
will tend its facilities to investigate.
Coming under the jurisdiction of the
U. S. Copyright Law, Scheidt pointed
out, it is a criminal offense to infringe a copyright wilfully and for
profit, or to aid or abet such infringement. He said it was also an
offense to remove copyright information from films or insert false
notices.

Sargoy supplemented Scheidt's description of the criminal aspects of
copyright violation. He revealed additional penalties were involved in
improper acquisition or use of 16
mm. prints intended for use by the
armed forces. If two or more persons conspire to commit such infringement the more serious felony
of violation of a U. S. Statute may
^ e involved.
Sargoy further stated 16 mm.
prints donated by the industry to
armed forces for use abroad if
stolen, embezzled, sold, or improperly disposed of while in the possession of the services, would make the
offender liable under the U. S. Criminal Code.

authorized capitalization consisting
of notes in the principal amount of
$3,760,000 and 240,000 shares of $1

par common stock. Paramount would
subscribe at par to all shares of the
Employes' company.

Under the

plan,

certain

officers

and key employes will be offered the
right to purchase common stock at
two-thirds of the par value, with
each participant to have 15 days

from the date the offer is made to
him to accept or reject the offer.
Barney Balaban, Paramount's president, will not participate and the
Paramount board has determined
that
will

Paramount stockholders is the
board's belief that "possession of a
stake in the Corporation's future by
those primarily concerned with the
execution of the Corporation's policies will deepen their interest in the
Corporation's well-being, add further incentive to their efforts and
encourage their remaining with the
Corporation. This, it is believed, will
promote continuity of management
and contribute to the Corporation's
continued growth and financial sucof

To Attend U.

shares. A joint agreement among
participants will provide that any holder who
to dispose of his shares must first
offer them at their net asset value to other
shareholders and then to the company. Agreement would also give the company the right
to purchase shares at net asset value in the
event that the stock is involuntarily transferred by bankruptcy of the holder or similar
occurence.
In the event that a participant
enters the employ of a competitor, the company will be entitled to purchase his shares
at any time within three months at net asset
value.

company

In the event the participants do not elect
to purchase the entire $240,000 of common
stock the principal amount of notes will be
proportionately reduced. Notes will bear interest at a rate not in excess of 2% per cent
and will mature within five years from the
date of issue.

Any investments made by the Employes' company will be in Paramount
common, to be purchased on the open
market. Notes will be subject to annual
sinking fund payments of at least 50
per cent of the company's earnings, and
a covenant will prohibit investments in
any other manner so long as the notes
are outstanding.
Control of the Employes' company will
rest in its common stockholders, with each
share entitled to one vote. P.articipants will
select a board of directors and decide on the
desirability of establishing a voting trust for
the Paramount common held by the Employes'

company.

Paramount will not sell shares to the Emcompany but may authorize purchases by the Paramount committee which
ployes'

supervising common stock purchases for
the co.mpany. on a formula basis.
A two-thirds approval by Paramount stockholders at the annual meeting will be required to put the plan into effect.
is

S.

Pix

1)

desires

the following officer-directors
be offered the opportunity to

Behind the proposal to establish
an Employes' Investment Company
for key Paramount personnel, as outlined in the notice of annual meeting

Key Men

Request For Germans

(Continued from Page

1)

motion picture shows, it was learned
over the week-end.
The request has been made to
MPAA, it was learned, although

Army

contracts for films are made
with individual American companies.
Under the proposal, German

women accompanying American

interest in American films and also
assist in indoctrination in American
way of life which has been accented
in American films sent to Germany.
Although no immediate action was

forthcoming from representatives of
U. S. film companies, it was reported
that the industry definitely is cool to
the whole idea. It was described as
another potential block to the American industry in Germany.

Loew's Book FC Reissues
Film Classics has booked its reissues of "The Thief of Bagdad" and

"The Ghost Goes West" over the
Metropolitan Loew circuit, George
Waldman, FC district manager, revealed.

cess."

purchase 15,000 shares of common; Y.

Frank Freeman, Leonard H. GoldenDismiss Percentage Suits
son, Austin C. Keough and Charles
Vs. Nomikos; Para. Upheld M. Reagan. No other directors would
participate.

—

Chicago Judge Walter LaBuy on
Friday dismissed percentage suits
against Van Nomikos Circuit by
20th Fox, UA, RKO, Loew's and Warners but retained Paramount's suit
against the circuit.
Miles Seeley, attorney for the film
companies, said these suits would be
reinstated in state courts, unless a
Van Nomikos settlement was made
voluntarily.
Seymour Simon, Van
Nomikos' attorney, said they voluntarily allowed plaintiffs' auditors to
check circuit's books, which proved
companies had no case in Federal
courts.

UJEDDinG BELLS

A Paramount board committee comprising
Balaban. Stanton Griflis, just lamed American envoy to Poland, and Edwin L. Weisl
will determine the other officer and employee
participants and the number of shares to be
offered each. The board will select successors to committee unable to function, with
committee members restricted from participating in the Employes' company.
While the committee has not yet
reached any final determination, it has
decided that Henry Ginsberg will be
offered the right to purchase 24.000
-hares of the Employes' company common, and that some 40 other participants w'll be selected from the personnel
of Paramount and its subsidiaries, with
participation in no case to need exceed
0.000 shares.
Extension of an existing contract for a
year, or an agreement to remain with Paramount, or a subsidiary, for a year will be a
condition of the right to purchase Employes'

Feuchtwanger Novel

Dolores Collins, of M-G-M, was
married yesterday to John Dede at
Our Saviour Church, Bronx.

Jensen-Brown

Omaha

—Hazel Jensen, RKO

biller,

will marry Dwane Brown of Council
Bluffs, la., there June 15.

Barberick-Weiss
Omaha
Joe
Weiss,
Warner
Brothers booker, will marry Mary
Barberick here July 12.

—

to

Enterprise for $300,000
(Continued from Page

Collins-Dede

1)

ican angles of the American Revolutionary War, will be produced and
directed by Lewis Milestone. Property was sold to Enterprise after
spirited bidding.

Marshall Urges Intl Trade Org.
Washington— A' Geneva agreement
on a charter for an international
trade organization will mark a
"great step toward economic stability," Secretary of State George
Marshall said over the week-end on
the occasion of world trade week.

mili-

tary personnel would be allowed in
the special, low priced shows reserved for American Government
and military personnel. Army's theory is that the plan would stimulate

fUUA

1
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Para,, Liberty Sign;

$1,188,166 Paid fo

O'Shea Joins Reagan

Para. Directors

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

change of Paramount stock for Liberty stock.
Deal brings into the Paramount
fold three of the industry's outstanding producer-directors, Frank Capra,
William Wyler and George Stevens,
as well as Sam Briskin in an executive capacity.
In addition E. K. "Ted" O'Shea,
who headed Liberty's distribution,
will assume an important position
under Charles M. Reagan, Para.'s
vice - president

and
manager.

general sales

Balaban

said

that the move
was a furtherance
of the company's
policy to create
high quality product, a policy that

would be greatly
enhanced by the

acquisition

of

Liberty's creative
artists.

Among

E. K.

"TED" O'SHEA

the

story

properties

which

will

now

go to Paramount

"Friendly Persuasion," "No
Other Man," "Glory Shoes," "He Ran
are
All

The Way," "The Wayward Bus"

and "Sister Carrie." Also acquired
are contracts with screenwriters Jo
Swerling, Howard Koch and Anthony
Liberty's assets include interests
Wonderful Life" and "I
Remember Mama," both of which
will be distributed by RKO as a result of previous commitments, and
"State of the Union," which will be

A

handled by M-G-M.
Other assets are contracts with
outstanding artists, cameramen, production executives and film editors,
and several Technicolor commitments.
All parties expressed their satisfaction with the new arrangement
and it is expected that production on
the Paramount lot will proceed immediately following prior commitments.

Murray Bracker Dead

—

Funeral services
Savannah, Ga.
were held here for Murray Bracker,
former New York theater manager
and employe of United Artists and
Kay Kamen-Disney, who died last
Wednesday.
>,>>.>,<>>>.>>.*.*>.*>..*>'
3>>
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•

•
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Frank R. Capra
Lothar Mendes
Carey Wilson
Anthony Bushell
Brewster Morse
Lifton
N.
Louis
William Waldholz
George A. Derrick
Bruce Bennett

CAN'T

consider film prospects so

bad when RKO

•

that Pete Harrison

starts

.

.

20th-Fox's

• Why

.

campaign lor
It is a crime to spend money ior
"Duel" and concentrate on the pic?
Or don't publishers read what some of the
newspaper advertising?
• Drive-in operators around
lads and lassies have been writing? ...
the country might borrow a leaf from the book of a Chicago drive-in which
buys spot radio time to plug its Saturday midnight show
Move pays
don't critics on the dafies stop "reviewing" the ad-publicity

off

as motorists cruising 'round the countryside tune

in,

catch the radio

blurbs ......

T
•

•

•

T

T

YOU AND PHIL M have

word

of Ross MicLean, Canada's
Government Film Commissioner, that the NFB is not seeking a $815,000
budget tilt and that further, the budget for the present fiscal year shows a
drop of $211,000 or 10 per cent. ... • What's this about a possible
new trade weekly of Coast origin? ... • National Laugh Week Foundation plans a radio variety series, "Humor Hall of Fame," in the Fa!l. .

ihe

.

•

Irv

Shapiro

land houses,
of

box

office

of

Concession Enterprises,

insists

now

servicing 203

New

.

Eng-

matinee returns from candy sales are running ahead

•

revenue. ...

Chicago Times columnist was

that affirmation Enterprise is considering

"Ramrod" was replaced by "Born

a

against

suit

to Kill" after

REO

only one

wet on
because

all

week

at the

City Palace

T
•

YOU'VE GOT a few spare moments, you might mull over
the possib'e film biz effect if the AFL and CIO really do merge in a year,
as Bill Green predicts. ... • Nancy Wilson Ross, author of "Left Hand

•

is

•

IF

what writing Tiot' Hollywood property
Major studios are bidding for her brainchild. ... • "BeautiJoe" is a natural follow up for Eddie Alperson's "Black Beauty," isn't
• Trust Pete Wood to add the day's quota of yeast
Cur. . .

the Dreamer," has found out

means
ful
it?

Ohio ITO bulletin "recommends" that exhibs. cancel existing news"and thrus be in a position to negotiate with Warners for
That, however, adds Pete is
some part of their newsreel business"
no boost for the new reel slated to bow in November. ... • San An-

rent

reel contracts

tonio drive-in cafe is

adding 16MM. movies. ...

• AA's

"It

Happened

on Fifth Ave." is getting holdovers; goody, goody!

Conger Goodyear,

in

to

"Great Expectations."

it's

designed

mothers
and even bachelors
Top
"U" is $500, and there are 100 other awards. ... • Phil M.
doffs his chapeau to REO-Pathe and the team of Marya Mannes, Raymond Edward Johnson and Nathaniel Shilkret, writer, narrator and composer, respectively, who he'ped make "Look Homeward, Wanderer," a
to interest expectant fathers,

prize via

stirring

documentary record

Hebrew pioneers
forward account

in Palestine

effort in

of

how

of the

This

remarkable achievements of the

16MM.

short

is

the United Jewish

presenting, without fanfare or forensics, a
the desert land

was

strait-

transformed within a genera-

a thriving land. ... • Don't be surprised if Gloria Swanson.
erstwhile silent star, makes a comeback via Paul R. Thoma's recent 10minute Kodachrome comedy short. "Dear Miss Gloria"
Thoma plans
to star Miss Swanson in a series of color comedies with an O. Henry twist
tion into

Major. Phil

M hears,

is

T

dickering for distribution rights

T

I

\

$5,000.

I

\

and Adolph Zukor, board chairman,
$136,400.

Stanton Griffis, chairman of the
executive* committee and new U. S.
Ambassador to Poland, received no
remuneration last year, nor did E.
V. Richards.
Notice stated that 145 other employes received 1946 remuneration
of from $20,000 to $50,000, aggregating $4,250,609.40, while 46 employes were paid up to $100,000,
aggregating $3,184,963.25, and 25
were paid in excess of $100,000,
aggregating $3,993,580.72.
Others whose remuneration exceeded $20,000 last year, excepting
trade associations and the American
Arbitration Association, included:
Simpson Thacher & Bartlett, attorneys, $171,893.75; Price, Waterhouse
& Co., accountants, $96,125; Confidential Reports, Inc., $839,359.32;
Voorhees, Walker, Foley

&

Smith,

architects and engineers, $28,084.60,
and O'Melveny & Meyers, attorneys,

•

Marshall Field's tab. .... .Tied

\

Also, Duncan G. Harris, $5,000;
John D. Hertz, $5,000; Russell Holman, assistant secretary, $58,100; j
Jacob H. Karp, assistant secretary,
$70,333.33; Austin C. Keough, vicepresident and chief counsel, $85,000;
Earl I. McClintock, $5,000; Frank
Meyer, assistant secretary, $20,650.77; Fred Mohrhardt, treasurer, $37,950; Maurice Newton, $5,000; Robert D. O'Brien, secretary, $25,600;;
Paul Raibourn, vice-president in
charge of budget and planning, $30,000; Charles M. Reagan, vice-president in charge of domestic sales,
$81,482.14; Edwin L. Weisl, $5,000,

$21,000.

CREDIT MAURICE A. BERGMAN and his hard-hitting boys
with cracking PM for a first contest, announced Friday via a full page

•

•

Appeal's latest

::

ST.

has bought a Coast home? ...
"Gentleman's Agreement" shooting here on June 2.

know

most

(Olrtrida*

WALL

can get a $10,000,000 revolving credit sans security, now can it?
• Wait 'til 20th-Fox's Charlie Schlaifer
Think that one over, pal. ...
starts Summer commuting irom Sayville, and Phil M will have still another
supporter in his campaign to wake up the Long Island RR. ...
Didja

Windy

Veiller.
in "It's

Monday Morning Report

1)

the pension trust plan in the ""ent
of director retirement is $71:
36.
Remuneration paid individu...' directors and officers, all of whom will
be up for re-election at the meeting,
was listed as follows: Barney Balaban, president, $159,000; Stephen
Callaghan, $5,000; Y. Frank Freeman, vice-president, $132,500; Henry
Ginsberg, vice-president and general
studio manager, $219,500; Leonard
H.
Goldenson, vice - president in
charge of theaters, $85,000, and A.

Hosier Will Produce
Americana Feature
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
One of most ambiHollywood
tious screen interpretations of contemporary Americana has been acquired by Producer-Director Henry

—

in "Kaleidoscope," an original
by Justin Callahan. Koster is
enthusiastic over author's presentation of story as a series of separate

Koster
story

episodes,
American

life

each of contemporary
in

a

very

different

stratum such as tenant farmer, slum
dwellers and middle and upper class
bracket groups, with each segment
of narration weaving into one integration at finale.

M onday, May

<W
Byrnes Wins VC Humanitarian Award

1947
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(Continued from Page
Lonal 1946 Humanitarian

1)

Award.

foreign relations" and that "the motion picture has become an unofficial

Bob O'Donnell summed up the
meaning of Variety Clubs and told

to many countries, interpreting to other people our American way of life."
The former Secretary of State received the award, selected by a committee of some 70 newspapers and
magazine editors and publishers,
radio commentators and playwrights,
from Chief Justice Fred M. Vinson,
who was introduced by Carter T.
Barron, first assistant national chief
barker, in ceremonies broadcast from

of the good influence that they are
exercising in their respective communities.
Warner welcomed the
group and Charles P. Skouras and
John H. Harris were among the
speakers. Jack Carson was emcee

ambassador
Variety
'

m

Clubs, International,
ngeles meet, re-elected R.

barker Carter
;

Barron,

first

as-

sistant;

C. J.
Lotta, second as-

sistant Marc
Wolf, dough guy.
John H. Harris,
;

national biff boss,
is life officer ;

•

Washington.

;

wood Reporter;

larrison

Reports,

P. S. Harrison,

unanimously

can dictate peace, and affirmed that
"the people of the U. S. must not
demand perfectionism in our peace

warded Heart Award to Minneaplis Tent and honorable mention to
making."
irand Rapids Tent. Various Variety
Twelve hundred delegates to Varipledged
themselves
to con- ety Clubs, International Convention
lubs
ribute $2,030,000 for charitable en- and 200 Los Angeles civic leaders
jerprises.

!

including Mayor Fletcher Bowron
were guests of Jack L. Warner at a
dinner and entertainment Saturday

Byrnes stated that the industry
"now plays an important part in our night.

—

London (By Air Mail)
BFPA
campaign against American pictures
was described by Sir Henry French
Something approaching war-time's as a desire to get more playing time
hush-hush returned to Washington for U. K. pix by displacing the "less
last week when Variety's Humani- satisfactory imports from America."
presentation ceretarian Award
Sir Henry disclaimed "any exmonies were photographed and re- treme proposals" but argued that
corded by the five newsreels and by April, 1948, when the new Films
Mutual Broadcasting System at the Act will take effect, British producMayflower Hotel. Step was made ers should be able to provide eight

Byrnes, observing that he has "had
Jack Berenson,
Philadelphia, was the opportunity to know of their
elected national good works," asked the privilege of necessary because both Chief Justice
property master. giving the honorarium of $1,000 Fred M. Vinson and James P. Byrnes
Committee of which accompanied the award, to the were to be otherwise engaged Saturjudges, consist- Washington tent's welfare fund.
day night and unable to be in Hollying of J. W. AliByrnes warned that if war should wood for the Award dinner. Secret
coate, THE FILM come, it will be "because of the in- was perfectly kept. Station WOL,
DAILY, chair- capacity of those who control the Washington, broadcast the transcrip"BOB"0'DONNELL
man; Arthur Un- governments of the world," asserted tion Saturday night. Newsreels were
:er, Daily Variety W. R Wilkerson,
that neither Russia nor the U. S. projected at the Warner studio din•J oily

BFPA Would Replace

thus permitting the diners to
view the ceremonies as well.

ner,

Mervyn LeRoy and James
Kern staged the show.
Paramount played host Friday to

while

delegates at a luncheon in the Fiesta
Room of the Ambassador Hotel. Barney Balaban, Charles M. Reagan,
Claude F. Lee and Curtis Mitchell

features out of 26 and four second features out of 26.
Convinced that British producers
will have to maintain an output of
second features and shorts for some
time, Sir Henry said, "We are not
anxious that they shall displace any
first class American films, but they
can with advantage displace some of
first

the less satisfactory imports."

were present from the home office,
and studio executives, headed by

Henry Ginsberg, turned out

in full

force.

They included Prank

Butler,

Frank Cleav-

D. A. Doran, Y. Frank Freeman, A. B. Hilton, R. L. Johnston, Sidney Justin, Jack Karp,
Ted Leonard, Luigri Luraschi, William Meikleer,

john, Georg-e Brown, Morris Simpson, Richard

Sokolove, Charles West and Joe Youngrerman.

kUA

;

)
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Odeon Bldg, 19 Thea.
With 18 More To Go

Organization of

MPF

Golden son Reports

MPA

to

(Continued from Page

—

Chicago Odeon Theaters of Canada now has 19 houses in various
stages of construction and when completed 18 more
was revealed by

be started,

will

it

tions and chairman of the organization committee of the Foundation,
told over 600 Motion Picture Associates and their guests at the latter's
annual dinner-dance in the Grand

Speeded
on Progress

To Marshall Grant

1

yond that now assumed by the companies. That is where the Foundation will function."
As to Foundation finances, Goldenson stated: "No specific recommendations were adopted. The method of
financing will have to await the first
meeting of the board of trustees

Arthur Rank at
a press conference here, where he Ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria on
stopped before leaving for Toronto Friday night.
"The Motion Picture Foundation,"
Friday night.
Rank also disclosed that 21 per Goldenson said, "is an extension of when we can get the representative
cent of films now being shown in the spirit behind the Associates all opinion of the industry."
Goldenson pointed out it was the intention
England are made there and the bal- over the country."
of the Foundation to operate on the "grass
of
Assoance are American films. The film
salute
the
Calling the
roots" level. "Let there be no doubt about
tycoon also noted that English the- ciates a tribute from the old to the it," he said, "The Motion Picture Foundation
on anybody.
ater attendance has recovered from new, Goldenson also termed it an ex- is not a project superimposed
Its strength will lie in the fact that the men
the Winter slump but that admisin the field will determine its policies and we
sions, which includes various taxes,
intend to keep it thai way."
J.

new venture

are higher than in U. S.

"We are launching
dustrial relations."

McNabb Hosts Luncheon
For Rank in Chicago

"The Rockefeller Foundation told us they
had not yet encountered any such project
before. They were excited about its possibilities and felt that other industries would fol-

MPF

—

Chicago
J. H. McNabb, Bell &
Howell prexy, was host for a luncheon honoring J. Arthur Rank, at the
Chicago Club Friday. Among the
guests were John Davis, Tom Law,
British Acoustics Films director; T.
Albert
prexy;

Potter,

Elgin

Max McGraw,

Electric

Watch

of the

McGraw

and 25 other leading
industrial
and financial

Co.,

Chicago
leaders.

SAM RINZLER

Rank was

escorted

LEONARD GOLDENSON

through the

Bell & Howell Lincolnwood
plant after the luncheon and shown
the new 16 mm. theater projector,

huge

30 watt dual master slide projector
and other new B&H equipment now
being manufactured.

No

Hotels Available, So.
Car. TO Conclave Is Off

a

in in-

Sets a Precedent

low our example," Goldenson revealed.
"I make this prophecy to you
and I don't
usually pose as a prophet. Within five years
positions
in our inthe
most
honored
one of
dustry will be membership on the Board of
Trustees of this Foundation. With the help
of all of you, we are going to create a new
landmark in industrial progress. This project does not belong to any special branch
of the industry.
It belongs to everybody."
Concluding. Goldenson said: "In this respect, The Motion Picture Foundation can
serve as the common meeting ground for
everybody in the industry.
Here, the differences which sometimes divide us, can be
buried. It is the common ground of all humanity.
No nobler basis can be conceived
by which men can g^t together than to serve

—

Co.

pression of the desire to co-operate
with the nation-wide project
if
necessary through merging the Associates with the Foundation in
order to serve the greater good of
the industry at large.
Looks to Merger in Future

—

-

common good."
Sam Rinzler Honored
The Associates Beacon Award

the

1)

Smart, after looking around and investigating found that hotel accommodations at Myrtle Beach, Asheville, Wrightsville Beach and other
likely places, had been booked ahead
through the Summer.
Then the committee tried to secure a boat for Bermuda and hold
the convention aboard, but it was not
possible to make this arrangement.

dis-

tinguished service to the industry was presented to Samuel Rinzler, head of the Randforce Circuit.
Presentation was made by Si
Fabian. Fred Schwartz,
president, pre-

"I am sure, however, that the
MPA
problem of merging can be worked sided.
out by men of good will so that the
Gue6ts invited to the dais included George
welfare of the industry can best be J. Schaefer, Sol Schwartz, Martin Quigley,
served. The spirit which prompted Francis S. Harmon, E. K. Ted O'Shea, Gus
Eyssell, William White, William J. Heineman,
this dinner is one which we are Alfred W.
Schwalberg-, Harry Brandt, Maleager to absorb into the overall colm Kingsberg, Emanuel Frisch, Jay

Accordingly, President Ben L. Strozier and Mrs. Walter Griffith, secretary, have advised members that
convention plans had been cancelled.
If urgent business develops efforts
would be made to schedule a one-day
convention.

STORK REPORTS
Chicago

—Will

Scranton, advertising director of the Ampro Corp., returned from a three weeks' Hot
Springs vacation to find he had become a grandpa twice. His son, Will
Scranton, Jr.. is the father of a
seven pound boy, named Wilfred
Scranton III., and his other son,
Paul Scranton, war vet. student at
University of Oregon, is the father
of a baby girl, named Virginia Elizabeth Scranton.

structure of this great new enterprise," Goldenson added.
"It is not our intention to provide
any basket into which the obligations of the companies can be discarded. If such were the purpose,
then we would have been opposed to
the Foundation. However, there is a
vast area for potential activity be-

(Continued from Page

Emanuel, Harold Rinzler, License Commissioner Benjamin Fielding, Jack Ellis, Morris
Sanders, Ray Moon, Bob Weitman, George
Skouras, and Arthur Sachson.

the cameras start rolling.
So far no definite plans have beei
set on writer or cast.
Althougl
Grant has three ace writers, Lym

Riggs, Roy Chanslor and Jay Dratle:
on commitment, he would like to ge
Gene Fowler, an old friend of Run

and no mean scribbler him
pen the screenplay.
In the meantime, the company';

yo'n's,

self, to

first feature, "Moonrise," is slated t<
start production, June 2, at an es
timated cost of $1,500,000, with Johi
Garfield as star and William Well
man as director.
Second and third pictures on th<
Grant production schedule are: thi
Runyon story and "Gainesville,
S. A.," the extraordinary Texas towi
that became a circus.
Within 10 days, Grant Picturet
should be all set on its releasing
outlet. Pact will call for a minimun
three-film release.

Skouras, Connors to Mull
20th-Fox Pix Roadshowing
West Coast Bureau

Pic Policy

Forced Lorentz

to Quit

THE FILM DAILY

Washington -» Pare Lorentz resigned as chief of CAD's film and
theater section because of dissatisfaction over certain Army film policies in Germany and other occupied
Joseph B. Marker, former soecial
attorney in the anti-trust division of countries, a War Department spokesman admitted to The Film Daily
the Department of Justice, has reover the week-end. Lorentz could
turned to private practice with the
not be reached for comment.
ooening of offices at 60 Wall St.
Again emphasizing the documentMarker's principal D of J assignment was the television anti-trust ary producer's "outstanding service,"
Department spokesman here adsuit against Paramount, Television
Productions, Inc., General Precision mitted that Lorentz was concerned
Equipment Corp., Scophony Corp. of with the slowness of military govAmerica and Scophony, Ltd. He re- ernment authorities in Germany in
signed his post recently but is avail- turning over distribution facilities

Marker Returns to Private
Practice With Eye on Tele

able to the Government for advice if to MPEA.
needed.
Marker said at the week-end that Indian Pic via Brandon
Brandon Films will release "Chilhe is continuing his active interest
in the growth and development of dren of India," first feature-length
television and will serve as a tele picture dealing with India's contemporary problems to arrive here.
consultant.

of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Prior to returning U
New York, Spyros Skouras said th<
being reserved as tc
"Forever Amber," "Captain From Castile" and "Gentleman's Agreement" will be roadshown. Skouras declared that he anc
Tom Connors will continue their discussions in the East where the fina
announcement will be made.

decision

Army German
Washington Bureau of

1)

N. Goldenson, Louis B. /^-ppen
heimer, Maxwell Abbell, Dl
'Sau
Kalfter, Peter Torosian, A. Ronal
Button, Harry Hoffman, Henry Har1
Maurice Horner, Jr., David M. Sal
tiel, Lee Heisman, and Richard Ro
senwald.
Runyon story will be budgeted "h
excess of $2,000,000," Prexy Mar
shall Grant told the press. At th
same time he declined to disclose th<
purchase price.
Damon Runyon Memorial Fun<
for Cancer Research, however, wil
get 10 per cent of the film's earning;
as well as $25,000 on the day whei

U

for

:

(Continued from Page

Runyon Film Rights

is

whether

Atlantic City Votes

June 3 on 3% Levy

— An ordinance

Atlantic City
posing a three

amusement

im-

per cent tax on
tickets, hotel accommo-

liquor and tobacco will be
on in a referendum at the
June 3 primary election. If approved,
law would go into effect June 15.
Ordinance was unanimously approved by the City Commission on
the assurance of Mayor Joseph Altman that at least 90 per cent of ex-

dations,

voted

pected revenue of $1,500,000 a year

would be paid by
sort.

visitors to this re-

.'

.

A
it

Honey

.

I

Office*

comedy

Riotous

of a Picture .

.

.

will

.

mean more than average
at

boxoffice!" -HOLLYREPORTER..."Audi-

WOOD

ence fairly screamed!"—
FILM DAILY
."Names to
.

bill

.

.

.

and laughs

.

for the

-MOTION

customers!"

PIC-

TURE DAILY
."Names for
the marquee ... a lot of
.

.

-MOTION PICTURE

laughs!"

HERALD

. .

."May well war-

rant extra playing time!"

SHOWMEN'S TRADE
VIEW

RE-

."Should please
most audiences!" -EXHIBITOR . . ."Three well-established names for the mar.

quee!"

.

— BOX

"Bright story

thick

and

PENDENT

.

.

OFFICE ...
gags fly
.

fast!"
. .

—INDE-

."Brightly pro-

duced, directed, enacted by
class

talent

.

.

.

will

click

—

DAILY
with audiences!"
VARIETY.. "Crammed with

amusing

situations, spark-

ling dialog., .will delight

audiences!"

-FILM BULLETIN

Eagte-lion Rims presents

i

FRANCHOTTONE
ANN RICHARDS
TOM CONWAY

®
FRANCES RAFFERTY
CLARENCE KOLBUNA O'CONNOR WINSTON SEVERN
Original Screenplay by Joseph Fields

•

Music by Werner Heymann

•

BRYAN FOY

Produced by Lee Marcus

•

Directed by Leigh iason

:
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20,

OMISTOn, mflRSHflLL TALK 01) U.K. QUOTA
ATA Files Intervention Motion in High Court
Fire

by Exhib. Group

And

Its

//

Associates

Save $$$//
.

A

motion for leave

Government

the

the Supreme Court by
the Southern California Theater Owners and the Confederacy of
Southern Associations. Move is in
eddition to the
appeal from the
denial of its motion to intervene,
by the New York Statutory Court.
Si Fabian, ATA president, said the

ATA,

ATA

notion was necessary procedure
->rder

and

to protect the rights of

its

appeal.

in

ATA

associates in the forthcoming
While it is unusual for inI

Continued on Page 11)

IF

Unit Being

MPF

Formed

—

Minneapolis .John Balaban of B
and K, Chicago, and attorney Arthur
Goldberg yesterday explained the deails of the Motion Picture Foundaion work and organization to 140
Minneapolis film executives organizng a local chapter of MPF here.
Group, presided over by Benlamin Berger, president of North

r

<

Continued on Page 10)

Walsh to Washington
To Meet with Tracy
Richard F. Walsh, IATSE president, left yesterday for a conference
n Washington with Dan W. Tracy,
International president of Electrical
iVorkers Union, in connection with
Continued on Page 8)
I

'•Save Dollars" Out

As BFPA's Slogan

— Faced

with
outspoken British denunciation of
the type of anti-American slogan
employed, and with rumblings from
the U. S. indicating deep resentment there, the British Film Producers Association has quickly modi-

London (By Cable)

fied its "See a Good British Picture"
advertisement campaign, eliminating
the injunction to "save dollars."

.

B.

BAHN

bestowed
indusfry

of

be the British
trade chappie who thought it would be
quite the proper thing to launch a British
year,

recipient

the

should

Producers Association national press
campaign keyed to the slogan. "See a
Good British Picture and Save Dollars, " at
the very time that the association's president, J. Arthur Rank, was in our midst on
what very patently is a mixed business and
Film

good

mission.

will

inaugurate

such

a

campaign

under

any circumstances is bad enough. To pick
out a time when Rank was not only absent
from London, but in New York for a series
of important business conferences and a
round of hands-across-the-sea social events
well, pal, that calls for something
more than a Murad to cover the embarrassment engendered.
As a London cable which you will read
•

Continued on Page 10)

British

— British

films take

for

MANNING CLAGETT

—MPAA

up 30

Continued on Page 11)

Ft.

Asks Wide Film Program

—

Denver With more than 1,600 in
attendance at the regional meeting
of UNESCO, a small group of lay
delegates considered the place of
films in the field of fostei'ing better

understanding between nations and
majority and minority groups. The
group held several meetings, and at
(Continued on Page 11)

MPAA

officials declined to discuss
the purpose of the conference, it was
anticipated that the entire Anglo-

To White House Meet

American

Invitations have been extended to
leaders in the motion picture industry as well as to important industrial, religious, educational and organization heads throughout the nation to attend a White House Conference on Thursday for the purpose
of discussing plans for the American

shall will assure Johnston of
Continued on Page 10)

film import-export
tion will be explored.
It is

Heritage Foundation.
Purpose of the project, which is
being sponsored by the Department
of Justice with the endorsement of
President Truman, is to recreate a
greater appreciation of the blessings
of the American heritage and an
(Continued on Page 9)

—

Cleveland, O. Anticipating repeal
of the state three per cent amuse-

ment

tax, Mayor Thomas Burke has
revealed plans to levy the same tax
locally. State amusement tax repeal
has passed the House and is pending
in the Senate.

of Processed Film in April

UNESCO Denver Regional

THE FILM DAILY

Pix Toppers Called

Technicolor Output at Peak
19,000,000

Year's Trial Ex-

Washington Bureau of

Cleveland Mayor Plans
3 P. C. Amusement Levy

per cent of United Kingdom theater
bookings, compared with the 17 M>
per cent quota, J. Arthur Rank said
here at a week-end interview. Estimating the receipts for British pro1

One

President Eric Johnston will meet today with Secretary of State George Marshall in an important
conference principally directed at the U. S.-British film situation, it was learned yesterday.
While
Department and
State

UK Bookings

Over Quota— Rank
Toronto

Time

By

the

boner

prize

the

for

Quota Act; Assures More Screen
British Pix; Expect State Department Backing

Washington

•

there's to be a leather medal
for

Prexy Pressing

tension of

prize boner

By CHESTER

;

To

Minneapolis

.

to intervene in

trust suit has been

with

filed

MPAA

Editorial

Decree Bidding Under

Technicolor shipped more than 19
million feet of processed film during
April for the largest monthly volume
in the history of the company, it was
revealed by Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus,
president of the organization, at the
annual meeting of stockholders yesterday.
Profit for the month, before taxes,
was in excess of $300,000, Kalmus
said.

Attributing the increased activity
(Continued on Page 4)

ques-

expected that Secretary MarDepartI

German Pix Export
Policy to

Be Dropped

Washington Bureau

Washington

cj

—

THE FILM DAILY

War Department

officials have quietly assured American film industry leaders that the
program of exporting Nazi-made
motion pictures from Germany will
be junked, it was learned yesterday.

(Continued on Page 10)

Chicago Amusement Tax
Permitted Under Bill
Springfield,
— A bill permitting
111.

the City of Chicago to adopt a series
of special taxes, including an amusement levy, has been introduced in
the Illinois Legislature by Rep.
J. Ryan. Measure is designed
avoid a threatened large deficit
for Chicago.

James
to

Soviet's

Nuremberg

Feature at Stanley
Artkino's

"The Nuremberg

Trials,"

account, will have its
U. S. premiere at the Stanley on
Saturday. Initial feature-length docofficial

film

to
be released by any
represented at the trials,
picture has been nationally distributed in the U. S. S. R. since last February, and is being shown in the

umentary
country

Russian occupied

zone

in

Germany.

[i

'

^•v

.
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OTTO PREMINGER is here from the Coast.
ROBERT WALKER leaves the Coast today for
New

York.

and

Honolulu,

JEBENS, leave
week in June.

28, Calif.

Phone

Blvd.,

WASHINGTON—

Andrew H.
Granite 6607.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Manning Clagett,
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-

MANILA—Homer
HAVANA — Mary
BOMBAY—

133 Wardour St. W. 1.
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg.,
Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.

Hornby Road,

ALGIERS— Paul

Saffar,

MONTREAL—

Ray Carmichael, Room

464 Francis Xavier
Jack Droy, 411 Lyric

9,

VANCOUVER —
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher,
Theater Bldg.
Moxon
Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
19
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys,
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copenhagen-Van Loese.
ROME — John Perdicari,
St.

MEXICO
Via Ludovist 16.
Phone, 42758.
Louis Turnoff, Morelos 56 No. 523.
MONTEVIDEO— Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito

—

597.

York-bound.

Picture Enterprises,
assistant manager,
FERNE
for the Orient by plane the first
his

M. SCHNITZER, Eastern and Casales manager for United Artists, will

arrive in Boston
;ales conferences

cerning current
He goes to Phi

I

today for the first of two
with district managers conand forthcoming UA product.

will

district

be

man-

Glovers-

in

WILLIAM JACOBS, Warners' producer, left
the Coast yesterday for New York to look over
the Broadway plays and new talent possibilities.
I.
F.
(MIKE) DOLID, assistant to WB's Ben
Kalmenson, and NORMAN AYERS,
Southern
division
sales
manager,
left
yesterday
for
meetings in Charlotte and Atlanta. They return

Friday.

ROY

WB

HAINES,
returned

over

Western division sales
the week-end from a

tour.

LOU COHEN, manager,

COHEN

and MRS.

Loew's

Poli,

Hartford,

is

back from vacation.

J. DONOHUE, Paramount's Central division
sales manager, is back from a two-week trip
to Chicago, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Indianapolis and Louisville.
J.

AILEEN BRENON,

Pictures, has returned trom

Louis.

CLAUDE JARMAN,
to

charge of magazine pub-

in

Paramount

licity for
St.

JR.,

has cancelled his trip

England where he was scheduled to make a
at the London opening of "The Yearling."

p. a.

financial
May

{Mon.,

MITCHELL RAWSON,
department,

RUSSELL
19)

department,

IRENE

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Am. Seat
Bell

8,

Howell

High

Low

Close

151/2

15l/

151/2

17
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17

2

Columbia Picts
East. Kodak
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45V2
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451/4
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Loew's,

203-4

17
20

20 !4

Paramount
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2234

231/4

RKO

11%

11

11%

51/8

5

Inc

Republic Pict
Republic Pict. pfd..
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
.

Universal

Pict

.

.

12

27%
361/2
203/4
I41/4

5

36
20

12
277/s

36
20
14

Monogram

Picts

RKO
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

3%

3%

25/8

21/2
3l/s

3%

12V4
31/2

11

Vs

1/4

31/s
21/2

lot,

plans

—

—
3^—

is

the

Inc.

has arrived from the
purchase story material for Screen
He is stopping at the Earle Hotel.

43/4

5

6

Plays,

Painters, Designers to

On Return to Work
of

MEMBERS
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
and unrequest.

Telephone: HAnover 2-3050

NEW YORK

first

manager,

sales

as-

Kansa;

in

is

W. H. STRATFORD, business agent of Local
IATSE, has returned to Chicago from New
York business conferences.

DAVE

BIEDERMAN, of Carton Films, Inc.,
is in New York.
BEATRICE RAMOS will terminate her New
York visit on May 27, returning to Mexico- City.
KARL MACDONALD, vice-president of Warner

Int'l

over

branches
gentina,

sales manager for Latin America,
week-end on a six-week tour of
Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Chile, ArUruguay and Brazil.

and

the

in

BALL

LUCILLE

arrived

in

Hollywood on Saturday for
casts, and will remain until

New York
and

p.a.'s

May

from
broad-

buyer for Wilby circuit
Atlanta is in California.

in

NASH WEIL,

Wil-Kin Theater Supply, viceback at his desk in Atlanta after

president, is
a trip to Dallas.

PERRY SPENCER,
turned

has

Universal-lnt'l,

of

re-

Atlanta from Miami.

to

BOB HOPE planed

into Amarillo, Texas over
week-end, where he will play a benefit
Amarillo Boys Ranch. Accompanying
him was his radio troupe, including JERRY
COLONNA, VERA VAGUE and DESI ARNAZ.

the
for

the

Managers Union Expected
To Affiliate With CIO Unit

En Route

THE FILM DA II Y
Members of the The-

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

of

ater Managers Union, ATOM, are expected to affiliate with Office and Professional Workers of CIO.
At a meeting last week proposal to

with this group was met by

affiliate

picketing.

to Paris

Appointment of William L. Bell as
European recording manager of
Wextrex Corp. is announced. Bell
left over the week-end to set up
headquarters in Paris, accompanied
by his wife and two children.

THE FILM DAILY
Dwight

Gen.

D

enthusiastic response on the part of
managers, especially the suggestion,
made by CIO, that studio workers,
technical and professional, already in
their union, together with managers
and assistant managers, might become a base for formation of a theatrical division of the CIO.
Plans also include organization of
ushers, doormen and cashiers in the

bill is growing, with MPAA
President Eric A. Johnston numbered among those declaring their
faith in Assistant Secretary of State
William B. Benton, head of the OICj
and subject of frequent congres-

Mundt

,

|

I

sional attack.

Funeral Services Held
For David E. Rose, Jr.
Funeral services were held yesterday for David Evert Rose, Jr., 31,

Paramount International theater

de-

partment trainee, son of David E.
Rose, producer, who died Saturday
at the French Hospital. Rose returned from his Havana post three
months ago for a series of operations.

Besides his parents, he

is

survived

by his wife, Martha, a son David
Evert, 3rd, and a brother. Donald

RKO

Sets Disney's "Song"
For Return Engagements

RKO

is

preparing repeat engage-,

ments on Walt Disney's "Song oil
the South," only six months afteij
the film's general release.
Company reports that the picture'
is
Disney's most successful sine*

"Snow White," and ranks among
five top

th<

grossers ever distributed bj

RKO.

immediate area within the next few
days.

—A

In

REEVES

Hub

testimonial luncheon
for Harry Segal, newly appointed
Eagle-Lion special sales rep. and for
newly
appointed
Albert
Fecke,
branch manager of PRC, was held at
the Salle Moderne of the Hotel Statler yesterday. The affair was sponsored by the Motion Picture Salesmen's Club with Saul Simons, Columbia salesman, the chairman.

Boston
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Hollywood -- Members of studio
Painters and Screen Set Designers
Unions will vote at special meetings
next week on whether to return to

work or continue

CO.

general

sistant
City.

Honor Segai, Fecke
Coast

FREDERICK H. GILDEMEYER, Puerto Rican
manager for Western Electric, is in town for
home office conferences.

1/4

Asked

for

Universal-International

—

chief of staff, will
testify tomorrow before the House
Foreign Relations Committee on the
need for a Government-sponsored
cultural and information program.'
So far as is now known, Eisenhower
will be the last witness to testify
in the bill by Rep. Karl Mundt, R„
S. D., which the committee KJVi
to read for approval yesterday^"!?-ing a closed-door session.
In the meantime, support for the

ad-publicity

due from Hollywood tomorrow.

West Coast Bureau

1

41/2

BROADWAY

to

20th-Fox distribution chief,
today from the studio.

— % Vote

Pathe

61

return

STANLEY ROSE

1/4

Cinecolor

Statistical information on listed
listed securities available upon

to

3Vs

Bid

<S

publicity

Vz

OVER THE COUNTER

MERVIN ASH

M-G-M's

1/4

11

31/4

of

back from a vacation.

GIBBONS, executive fashion designer

21/4

13%
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Warner Bros

—
— %
+ %
—
—
—
—

V4

is

CHARLES SCHLAIFER, 20th-Fox
head,
to

4

publicity

on vacation.

STEWART,

M-G-M

the

M-G-M's

TOM CONNORS,

*/b

+ IV4
+ %

is

of

Coast the end of the week.

— %

1

12
263/4

on

returns

Gen. Prec. Eq

141/s

Chg.

New York

in

O'KEEFE,

J.

are vacationing.

PHYLLIS SELVIN, secretary to General Manager A. M. Schuman, Hartford Theaters Circuit,
Hartford,

for

years.

in

A.

J.

Eastern

Albany today and

in

manager,
Midwest

visit

next.

ly

tomorrow.

ville

vice-president,
Philadelphia, Washington

and

left

EDWARD

is

leaves tomorrow
Boston.

Trans-Lux

Hollywood,

MARILYN NASH is New
E. J.
YOUNG, of Motion

nadian

ELSOM,

RUDDY VALLEE

vice-president and sales
Eagle-Lion Films, leaves today for
Zanesville, O., where he will attend Thursday's
vorld premiere of "Repeat Performance." Ac:ompanying Schwalberg will be MAX E. YOUNGjTEIN, E-L ad-publicity director.
of

SAM LEFKOWITZ, WB

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

CITY

Coast.

W. SCHWALBERG,

A.

manager

ager,

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:

the

NORMAN

Eisenhower,
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BOX
THE FILM DAILY,
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Four years of preparation
are now concluded for

/

produced and distributed
twice each week beginning
to be

I

Korda Asks

Week

Of 19,000,000 Feet

—

London (By Air Mail)
British
producers need the protection of a
high exhibitors quota because of the
present organization of the English
industry and the "enormous preponderance of Hollywood's great business
enterprises on the British screen,"
Sir Alexander Korda said in an
article in the Daily Telegraph.
Korda disclaimed any desire for
monopoly

of British screens,

He

suggested that one week in three be
reserved for British
films,
and
doubted whether British film makers
"can without this measure retain
their independence and their character, or can build for the future an
industry whose products are neither
second-rate nor fatuous, but worthy
in every way to go to the furthest
corners of the world as ambassadors
of the country they represent."

Snyder Favors Congress
Tax Revision Project
THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Treasury Secretary
John Snyder told the House Ways
and Means Committee yesterday he
Washington Bureau of

—

is

in full accord

with the Congres-

sional plan for a thorough revision
of the entire tax structure next year.
At the same time, industry hopes
that he might register some feeling

against continued high admissions
and other excise levies were blasted.

now

"It is

appropriate to re-ex-

amine these excises with a view to

them together into a coherent
system adaptable to our peacetime
requirements," he said, adding
vaguely that regressive, burdensome
excises might be reduced or eliminated. At the same time he stressed
that a major consideration here
would be "competitive conditions."
Snyder spoke also on the need for
"equalization
of
income," which
would offer some relief for screen
fitting

toppers, among others, whose earnings flutuate from year to year.
Additionally, he suggested that some
means be devised to lighten the burden of double taxation on American
business dealing abroad.

Gleason

Today

Rites

West Coast Bureau

of
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•
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Derr

Mitchell Rawson

James Stewart

Johnny Arthur
H.

joined

HERBERT WILCOX and Anna Neagle. New York-bound on

•

Queen

the

a two-month

Elizabeth for

stay, will next

produce a pic based

life and exploits of Renate Muller, Nazi spy and film and musiOne of the purposes of their visit, which will
comedy star
take them to the Coast, is to sign, if possible, a Continental star to
Wilcox is moving up his ace cameraman. Max
play the actress
While Wilcox and Miss Neagle
Greene, to direct the spy thriller
are on this side, a camera unit will be shooting exteriors in Paris, Vienna
and Cairo. ... • Ed D. Durwood, general manager of DurwoodDubinsky Bros. Theaters, Kansas City, is in town until Friday, stopping

on the
cal

the Plaza.

at

...

•

Is

United Artists dickering

for

Boston's Esquire

where "The Best Years of Our Lives" played to 180,000 admissions in
• In all probability, the War Dept. will not appoint
20 weeks? ...
a successor to Pare Lorentz who has resigned as chief of the CAD's
While differences over the CAD's film
film and theater section
policy in Germany reportedly played a part in Lorentz's decision to
One,
step down, two other contributing reasons ore suggested
Two, "red tape" indrastic personnel cuts in Lorentz's division
volved in having to contract for U. S. pix and equipment thru Army
Technical Services. ...
• Ben Washer, who is leaving Samuel Goldwyn Prods, to become Paramount's Eastern publicity manager, will be
guest of honor Thursday at a luncheon at the Chateau Briand with Tames
Mulvey and Lynn Farnol hosting

•

•

•

WALL STREET

TV

is

for

balance of financ-

Insurance companies
needed to swing a Nevada studio deal
were not interested. ... • Out of 168 nominees, Fred Allen, Will
Rogers, Bob Benchley, Jack Benny, Charlie Chaplin, Jimmy Durante,
W. C. Fields, the Marx Bros., Damon Runyon, Mark Twain and James
Thurber have been elected to the Humor Hall of Fame by the 115 official electors of whom Phil M. was one. ...
• "Odd Man Out's"
fourth

week biz at the N. Y. Criterion ahead of
news editor of WAUX, Waukesha, Wis.,

Bralick,

"Hollywood Headlines,"

program,

Park location footage will be shot
will also require up-state

Carmen

version of

will

Joel

station.

.

•

.

.

•

Bill

a five-minute

• Harry Sherman's buckskin
McCrea warbling. ... • Appleton.

.

.

Woman,"

third novel

by

Dave Goodis, Warner scripter. ... • Know any company with
mm. pix dubbed in Italian who wants to make a deal in Italy?
Phil M. has an inquiry from a Milan company

16

Century plans Fall publication

•

•

of

"Behold This

MANAGERS OF OUT-OF-THE-WAY

Virginia Sale

1^?

450 men had been
trained to replace those still out.
Questioned as to the competition
faced by Technicolor in the form of
other color processes, Kalmus said
that
various
people
have been
struggling with the problem for
some time, but that it has proved
to be a very difficult technical under-

and

another

taking.
"I think that the other color processes, at the moment, are not the
competition," he said.
"The real

competition is black-and-white which
processes motion picture film at a
cost of 1% cents per foot as against
6% cents for Technicolor."
Commenting on the German Agfa
process used by the Soviet Union in
"The Stone Flower," Kalmus remarked that the important unknown
was the cost of the system.
Kalmus also revealed in response
to a stockholder's query concerning
Monopack that the process has been
available for use by other companies
for some months now with the payroyalties

of

to

Technicolor.

These royalty payments, however,
will cease with the expiration in
1948 of the patents on this process.
Annual decrease in revenue as a result of this will be approximately
$200,000 to $300,000.
Primary business of the meeting
was the almost unanimous re-election of Dr. Kalmus, J. L. Anderson,
L. G. Clark and Eversley Childs as
directors of the company for a threeyear term.

New Jersey Tax Group May
Test Enabling Legislation
Atlantic City

— New Jersey Tax-

payers Association

is

studying court

enabling legislation passed in
the final days of the 1947 Legislative

tax

have discovered that the house off the beaten path has
Bea great advantage over the others: better parking facilities
sides, a good picture, like the proverbial improved rodent trapper, brings

a

the customers in from

everywhere

At

least, that's the

observation

session, according to Taxegram, publication of the group.

UIE0DII1G BELLS

Oliver Unger, vee-pee of Distinguished Films, recently back from a

nationwide tour of the foreign pix set up. ...

•

Phil

M

bumped

into

town with the Mrs. to give
the B'way plays the o. o
He also wants to see how his latest directorial effort, "Framed," is received when it opens at the Globe
Theater, Saturday
He leaves for the Coast, Thursday after next
to get ready for "Stray Lamb," a William Cagney production.
• When the Motion Picture Foundation becomes an actuality, look for
Ampa to become a wholly social organization
Dick

is

in

.

.

.

Lee Hugunin

Leon Schlesinger

had

strike

action to test legality of the local

specializing

theaters

in

Central

USP's "Ever the Beginning,"' which

backgrounds.

have

the

for

for

...

the third.
will write

skilled personnel

the

that recurred
last year but that half of these K^V
returned to work by March of

ment

being approached

ing

Richard Wallace th'other day

\Sj^)end iSirtkdau

wards of 900

Tuesday's Tidings

of

•>>>>:
,*«•**•**;
»***

»> t.

1)

in foreign films

will be held

today for Lucille Webster Gleason,
former actress and wife of James
Gleason, who
heart attack.

(Continued from Page

an augmented staff of technical
workers, Kalmus pointed out that upto

•
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Technicolor Hits Peak
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Three for U. K Pix
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"ULCER HELD SPUR TO BETTER
So THAT's what makes editors!!!

WORK"—N.

Y.

Sun head-

Meriwether-Warren
Montgomery, Ala.
Marvin Warren, manager of tke Wilby-Kincey
Theater in Elizabethtown, Tenn., was
married to Eleanor Rushing Meri-

—

wether of this

city.

Hinkle-Richards
Columbus, O.
Charles Richards,

—

manager of the University
Theater, will marry Geneva Hinkle
assistant

on June

6.

:

May

Tuesday,

3*

20, 1947

"The Ghost and Mrs.
Muir"
Gene Tierney, Rex

with

George

Harrison,

Sanders

20th-Fox

104 Mins.

THIS "GHOST" STORY- WILL BE A
SC-ID BOX OFFICE MATERIALIZATION:
^ifLENDID JOB.

W As

entertainment excursions into
the supernatural have been frequent and
varied, ranging from wild comedy and sophisticated rascality to the morbid and at
times ludicrous, they generally prove powerful box office draws.
"The Ghost and Mrs. Muir," it can be
said quite honestly, stands to outdraw them

all.

film

a

is

It

tellingly

episodes ever to be
heard on a soundtrack. That bit alone, in
the early stage of the plot, is a moot thing
gestively

Rabelaisian

that will be gossiped about to attract ?reat

primitive slapstickery invades the unof

this

tale.

The ghost does

go about having himself a
humans. He tries but finds

time

not

startling

case losing
the story of

his

From that point on it is
"Mrs. Muir," her life, child, love, work
and most affecting of all, her residence in
Gull Cottage, a house formerly inhabited
by a sea captain. When she takes up life
there he still inhabits the place, but as a
ghost. Once he senses that she is not to be
put out he takes kindly to her. lets her
stay, eventually
grows to love her. The
out.

embraces the life of the woman
early widowhood to her death .and

story

from

leaving her

mortal

coil

arms of her spectral
looking

as

lovely

as

she departs

in

the

lover, a spectre herself,

the

first

stir

up the emotions.

testing role Gene Tierney gives
In
a
performance that will cement her place
in audience esteem. Fine actor that he is,
Rex Harrison is enjoyable to watch and
listen
to
the character he portrays
as
registers. He is the ghost of the seaman.
That man was a man and no bones about it.
He is rough in language, belligerent, baudy,
intensely human. These aspects of character
are contagious where Miss Tierney is concerned. There's George Sanders too. playing an erring husband who sets his cap for
Miss Tierney in no uncertain terms, but,
luckily, she finds him out before complications can set in. Edna Best has many excellent scoring moments.
Leaving London after a year of widowhood with her child, Miss Tierney takes up
residence with her maid, Miss Best, in
a

Gull Cottage.

The

place

is

a

bargain rental

due to Harrison's depredations.
Harrison materializes, grows to like Miss
Tierney, going so far as to let her stay on
approval. She measures up to his expectations and their friendship develops. Her
source of income soon fades. Harrison scares
off her in-laws who come to gloat but depart in a flurry. He suggests Miss Tierney
write,
life

to

at

his

SATISFYING.
Audrey Long and Steve Brodie as

pair

a

youngsters have a diffithe way through this
story after they become involved with a
gang of racketeers. It's a crime drama with
little relief from lethal aspects of gangster
of

cult

recently-wed
time of it

which

revenge

all

pursue

them

to leave their

refuge

with

Miss

com-

couple,

the

pelling

home and seek

Long's aunt

on

Min-

a

nesota farm.

With

few clever touches in its directhe story has enough in the line of

tion

a

work, attempted
action,
dirty
murder and relentless police work to prove

suspense,

to audiences with a taste for this
type offering. Crime gets punished, righteousness triumphs, like always.
Brodie is a truck driver who pulls out
of a job when he learns it is robbery. Making off, the crooks battle the police. Rayitself

mond
The

Burr's brother

taken. A cop is killed.
the chair. Burr
rap

is

—

the

faces

kid

dictation,

the

story

of

his

be called "Blood and Swash." She

will

Brodie eludes Burr's
clutches, makes off with Miss Long. She
pregnant. After a number of unsavory
is
vicissitudes, they reach safety. Not long

comes a-prowling,

after Burr

having been

work

who

ley,

Long.

Miss

kidnap

catches

knock

done

prior sleuthing

Douglas

by

Fow-

gets done in for his pains. Burr
with Brodie and is about to

up
him

brother

same

off,

get

to

is

day,

the

same hour

hotseat.

It

his

misses

the ensuing chase Burr gets his at
Brodie's hands. Jason Robards is the policeman in the case and convincingly plays the
In

fire.

lawman, even given

to

a

bit

of

sentimen-

when the culprit lies cold dead. Anthony Mann's direction holds the story together highlights its melodramatic moments.
tality

Brodie, Audrey Long, Raymond
Fowley, William Challee, Jason
Freddie Steele, Lee Frederick, Paul E.

CAST: Steve

time he set

eyes on her.
It is a superb job of directing by Joseph
L. Mankiewicz and there are lines of dialog that sparkle, thrill, entertain, constantly

EFFECTIVE ENOUGH CRIME-PUNISHMENT MELODRAMA SHOULD PROVE

schemes to frame Brodie, indicates he

and curious custom.
folding

with Steve Brodie, Audrey Long
73 Mins.

RKO

Douglas

"iurr,

Robards.
Burns,

Grunning.

Ilka

CREDITS: Producer, Michel Kraikc; Director,
Anthony Mann; Screenplay, Harry Essex; Story,
Dorothy Atlas, Anthony Mann; Photoqraphy.
Georae E. Diskant: Art Directors, Albert
*.
D'Agostino. Walter E. Keller; Music, Paul
Bakaleinikoff;
^awrell;
Musical Director.
C.
Decorations. Darrell Silvera; Film Editor,
Fay;
Sound, Earl A. Wolcott, Roy

Set

Marston

Granville.

DIRECTION, Okay.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

of

so.

It

is

published,

proves

a

source

income and bookstall sensation.
Getting

it

published Miss Tierney meets

The aforementioned romantic fiHer
asco takes place. The years pass.
daughter grows to womanhood, marries.

Sanders.

Miss Tierney ages finally dies to be rewith Harrison who deoarted the
"remises these many years of her life to
return on her passing.
"The Ghost and Mrs. Muir" is a solendid
entertainment. A good buy for anyone's
money.
CAST: Gene Tiernev, Rex Harrison, George
r
inders, Edna Best. Vanessa Brown, Anna Lee,
Robert Coote, Natalie Wood, Isobel Elsom. Victoria Home, Housely Stevenson, Whitford Kane,
united

Brad

Slaven.

CREDITS:

Fred Kohlmar: Director,
Joseph L. Mankiewicz- Srrepnplav, Philip Dunne:
Prom novel by R. A. Dick: Photographv, Charles
Lang, Jr.: Music. Bernard Herrmann; Art Direction, Richard Dav.
George Davis: Set Decorations, Thomas Little, Stewart Reiss: Film Editor, Dorothy Spencer; Sound, Bernard Freericks,

Producer,

Roaer Heman.

DIRECTION,
cellent.

Excellent.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Ex-

Elizabeth Taylor, George

with

M-G-M

Murphy
98 Mins.

INTELLIGENTLY PRODUCED, DIRECTDRAMA FOR GENERAL AUDIENCE ACCEPTANCE.
ED FAMILY

understanding of what constitutes entertainment for all the audience,
particularly for the female portion is very
much in evidence throughout the unreeling
of this story. Robert Z. Leonard has recorded the "Bishop" family on film in warm,
understanding style and his handling of the
problems that confront the main trio involved in the proceedings is leisurely, competent and thorough.
Miss Taylor is the chief target of the
Intelligent

story's

focus.

Her

portrayal

who

adolescent schoolgirl
into

womanhood

is

of

misfit

a

at length

flowers

highly effective. Veter-

—

ans in the cast besides Murphy
Mary Astor,
Z. Sakall, Gene Lockhart, Spring Byington
brace the plot considerably with solid
:

S.

—

soundly performed.
Storywise it is an insight into the lives,
loves, hopes, happiness, parenthood, idiosynroles,

and

crasies

town

folk.

economic problems of small
At first Murphy and Miss As-

seen as college students falling in
planning careers and study abroad.
They marry instead. Parenthood cancels
their fond hopes. Murphy becomes manager of a hardware store, Miss Astor mothers
Miss Taylor. From that point on it is Miss
Taylor with whom the script is mainly
concerned. She is a frail chiW, under constant medical supervision. S. Z. Sakall gives
her singing lessons to improve her "thoracic" muscles. She's a good singer and he
encourages her. In school she is the class
tor are
love,

brain

trust

while

other teen-agers

indulge

puppy love romantics.
While father Murphy relies on Gene
Lockhart for guidance to everyone's dismay and disgust, Miss Taylor is exposed to
James Lydon, a returned vet student, cynosure of the school's female roster. Miss
Taylor falls ill and fails to appear in a
school-produced operetta. She would have
in

become

an outstanding social success if
she performed. However, Lydon takes her
to the prom and after that night conflicts
that are slowly boiling are resolved to an
ultimate intelligent conclusion. It comes
out that everyone is happy with the status
quo.

CAST:

Elizabeth Taylor, George Murphy, S.
Mary Astor, Gene Lockhart, Soring
B«ington, James Lvdon, Scotty Beckett, Carol
Brannan, Anna 0. Nilsson, Morris Ankrum, Kathleen
Howard, Shirlev Johns, Barbara Challis,
Horlnn Briggs. Will Wright.
CREDITS: Producer, Edwin H. Knopf; Director. Robert Z.
Leonard; Screenplay by Harold
Buehman. Charles Kaufman: Based on a plav
by Vina Delmar: Photoaraohy, Charles Schoenhaum; Art Direction, Cedric Gibbons, Edward
Carfaqno; Film Editor. Irvin Warburton: Musi<-nl
Score
Bronislau Kaper; Musical Numbers
lohnnv Green: Sound.
Douglas Shearer; Set
Decorations, Edwin B. Willis, Paul G. Chamber7..

does

"Oregon Trail Scouts"

"Cynthia"

"Desperate"

blend of many

skillful

elements put forth in a most intelligent
style, formed with consummate taste and
at the same time treated with drollery. The
audience likes to laugh at the spectral; inwardly they thrill. It's a quirk in human
nature to disbelievingly believe. Such stuff
found here plus one of the most sugis

No
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Sakall,

lain.

DIRECTION,

Tip Notice

Effective.

Bill

Harrisburg. Pa.

when

Good.

Killed

—A

amusement, places
patrons

PHOTOGRAPHY,

tins

bill to require
to give notice to

for concessions

were not retained by employes was
defeated in the Senate.

with Allan Lane, Bobby Blake
Republic
58 Mins.

BETTER GRADE WESTERN FARE;
BET FOR JUVENILE AUDIENCES.

GOOD

Herein "Red Ryder" played by Allan Lane,
and "Little Beaver," played by Bobby Blake,
match wits, cunning, woodcraft, Indian
lore and arms against conniving trappers

who

are trying to do a local Indian tribe
out of their government granted rights to
a river where beaver is also found.
Hardly a dull moment transpires. Something is always afoot. Lane has a full-length
time of it handling the criminal element

and

his pals, the Indians, are

always around

to lend a hand.

installment

this

In

how

the

of

series,

the

Beaver" came to be
"Ryder's" assistant. Seems he was traipsing along with a
medicine show. His
guardian, Earle Hodgins, is murdered. He
runs off and joins "Ryder's" outfit, is
finally adopted. "Me stay with you and be
sidekick," he says.
story tells

With

"Little

the

all

Indian

business,

this

is

a

good bet for children, very young children.
CAST: Allan Lane, Bobby Blake, Martha
Wentworth, Roy Barcroft, Emmett Lynn, Edmund Cobb, Earle Hodgins, Edward Cassidy,
Frank Lackteen, Billy Cummings, Jack Kirk.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Sidney Picker;
Director,
R.
G. Springsteen; Original Screennlay, Earle Snell; Photography. Alfred Keller;
F i1m Editor, Harold R. Minter; Musical Director,

Mort Glickman;

Sound, William E. Clark; Art
Younablood; Set Decorations,
Theodore Lvdecker.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Director,

Paul
John McCarthy,

Jr.,

"BordeTFeud"
PRC

with "Lash" La Rue, Al St. John
55 Mins.

CAPABLY HANDLED JOB SHOULD DO
THE TRICK FOR AUDIENCE SATISFACTION.
The feud between the Condons and the
Harts is kept alive and constantly provoked
so that Bob Duncan can eventually grab
their gold
out.

mine when both sides are wiped
is prepared to wipe out the

He, too,

survivors.

However, he's thwarted. First thing you
know, "Lash" La Rue is on the scene and
everywhere at once, at the right time,
getting

his

innin?s

himself

off

as

He

in.

"The Tiger,"

passing

tries
a

notorious

killer.
At first he succeeds. He is soon
found out. When this happens he really gets
tough and before very much more footage
is unreeled Ian Keith
turns out to be the
ringleader and that's all there is to it.
All the reauired elements were read into
the script. There's full measure of riding
scenes, gunfighting, brawling and St. John's
prattfalling comedy.
CAST: "Lash" La Rue, Al St. John, Bob
Duncan, Brad Slavin. Kenneth Farrell, Gloria

w arlen, Casey MacGregor,
Conrad, Ed Cassidy.

Ian

Keith,

Mikel

CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Thomas; Production
Manaqer, William L. Nolte; Director, Ray Taylor; Original Screenplay. Joe O'Donnell, Patricia
Harper: Photography, Milford Anderson; Sound,
Glen Glenn; Set Decorator, Louis Diage; Film
Editor. Joe Gluck.
DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Alexandria House

—

to

Bow

Alexandria, Va. Alexandria Amusement Corp. will open its new VirDrcrddy in
Hub Spot
ginia Theater on Thursday. Designed
John G. Draddy has been appointed by John and Drew Eberson, the 1,200office
of UA's Boston seat house was erected in connection
branch under John Dervin, branch with a large shopping center, under
construction for the past 18 months.
manager.

UA

manager
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GROUCHO MARX "(S
f Carmen Miranda ^
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Andy

Russell

Steve Cochran

Gloria jean
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MUSICAL PRODUCTION

COPACABAN4
with the

COPA GIRLS- the 14 Most

Top Nightspot Reporters

.

.

.

JJ

America- and the Nation's
ABEL GREEN EARL WILSON

Beautiful Girls in

LOUIS SOBOL

Directed by

ALFRED

•

E.

•

GREEN
(

Screenplay. by Laslo Vadnay, Alan Boretz and Howard Harris
dialogue by Sydney R. Zelinka

•

•

Additional

Words and Music by Sam Coslow
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"Moss Rose"
Cummins

with Peggy

Barrymore

82 Mins.
HAS
R

20th -Fox

GOOD WHODUNIT N U M B E
STORY THAT VARIES FROM
;

NAMES,

ROUTINE.
Fair game

whodunit enthusiasts, here
murder drama that
seizes upon the thought processes,
for

handled

neatly

a

is

once it
keeps interest
the

killer

an

at

revealed

is

intense
at

the

pitch

very

until

end.

It

was soundly produced by Gene Markey.
There is much commendable fidelity to
period and location. Major roles are effectively played. Contributory character bits
register.

evident

is

in

the

recreation

Being primarily a murder story settings and sequences have
creditable gaslight elements and fog atmosphere to lend macabre aspect to the

London

of

of

1905.

who

directed,

Gregory Ratoff,
knit
the plot together in craftsmanlike
style. It unfolds with coherence, building
to a last-minute-saved-from death twist.
With murder the center of attraction,
the story also delineates unusual characters
who stem from the seamy side of London.
In the case of Miss Cummins, she is a tarscheming showgirl, who, having got
tish,
a line on Victor Mature in the matter of
the murder of Margo Woode, her girl
friend, uses her knowledge to compel him
to take her to his large country estate
for a few weeks so she can act a "lady."
unfolding.

Once she

there it proves her regeneration
and first thing you know Mature falls for
her which was more than she bargained
is

for.

Case gets started after Miss Woode is
found dead, drugged and smothered. Nearby is an open Bible and in it a rare moss
rose. Miss Cummins reports Mature's interest in Miss Woode to the police and
after he is freed she makes her proposition. After some hesitancy he agrees and
they go to the family home, Charnleigh
Manor, in the country. Ethel Barrymore is
Mature's mother. He's a strange, brooding
character given to bursts of outrage and
then, changing quickly, she becomes humanly ingratiating. To Miss Cummins the
place is paradise found and she enjoys it
until

and

come on

the police

Medina

Patricia

done in
Bible and

is

smothered.

cluded. Mature

is

arrested.

the scene.
also with

flower

What

Later
drugs

are

in-

transpires

won't be told here.
though, that it almost proves fatal to Miss Cummins. Story is
told via flashback with Miss Cummins narrating as the scene shifts.
CAST: Peqgy Cummins, Victor Mature, Ethel
Barrymore, Vincent Price, Margo Woode, George

from

that

Suffice

it

point

to

be

RKO
SHOULD SATISFY THE DEMAND; HAS
GOOD PRODUCTION, PACKS THRILLS,
SUSPENSE.
Pumped full

of melodramatic fiction that

not for one

will

moment be taken seriously
right mind, this new num-

by anyone in his
ber in the series generates gruesome murwork,
der,
dirty
ugly
characters being
very ugly and justice triumphing.
Exhibitor aware of prior playing time for

knows what the score is and
be guided accordingly. As melodrama

these numbers
is

to

more on the comical

are considerably

everyone knows whodunit
but Ralph Byrd. He's "Tracy" and followthere
ing one adventure after another
are plenty to keep things perking
he fincase

this

In

—
—

Culprit

himself.

hand and
it

man

gets his

ally

in

a

has

about to

a

hook

strike,

voltage

high

rather the

or.

in

man
place

gets
of

a

Byrd, he tangles

circuit

electrocuting

himself.

The characters that parade through the
cartoon strip are creditably imitated on the
if
screen. It is a mild criminal diversion

—

what the audience wants.

that's

Byrd, Lyle Latell, Kay Christopher, Jack Lambert, Ian Keith, Bernadene Hayes,
Jimmy Conlin, William B. Davidson, Tony Bar-

CAST: Ralph

Powers.
Producer, Herman Schlom; DirecScreenplay, Robert Stephen
Rawlins;
tor, John
cartoon
strip
by Chester
Based on
Brode;
Gould; Photography, Frank Redman; Art Directors, Albert S. D'Agostino, Lucius 0. Croxton; Music, Paul Sawtell; Musical Director, C.
Bakaleinikoff; Set Decorations, Darrell S'lvera;
Film Editor, Marvin Coll; Sound, Jean L. Speak,
Terry Kellum.
rett,

Richard

CREDITS:

DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

"Killer Dill'
with Stuart Erwin

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Screen Guild Release

Gene

Markey;

Director,

Kirk;
Decorations,
Set
Thomas Little, Paul
Fox; Editorial Supervision. James B. Clark; MusiDirection, Alfred
Newman; Music, David

cal

Edward

Orchestral Arrangements,
Maurice de Packh; Sound, George Lev-

Buttolph;

Roger Heman.
DIRECTION, Good.

erett,

Form Mercury

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Fine.

Pictures

Mercury Pictures has
been formed here by M. L. Barnes,
Tom Thomas, Ray Kelley and Henry
Rcckwell to make non-theatrical pix.

PROVE

'Francis the First"

FARE WILL

STANDARD WESTERN
PROBABLY

WITH

ALLRIGHT

FANS.
En route to their ranch Boyd, Clyde and
Brooks decide to stop off at a nearby town
for some supplies. When they get there
another decision
to have some fun
keeps
them overnight and first thing you know
they are up to here in a problem. Some

—

—

slicker

trying to promote a phoney irriHis coup is set for the same

is

gation deal.

day

that

come

celebration

a

scheduled

is

to

the square dance
contest. Brooks for the wild bronc riding.
Boyd sees to the supplies. The crook starts
his

registers

activities.

Same

for

night

the

excitement

—

Next morning Clyde is in jail as
a plant. Seems there was a switch in suitcases when the bank was robbed and he got
the one with the money in it, the crooks
starts.

made

off with his old clothes. Then, too,
there is some business with a hotel dumbwaiter and an unscrupulous deskclerk. After

the usual tangle the mess is satisfactorily,
straightened out and the trio ride off to
the ranch
where they should have gone
in the first place.
This one is a bit slower getting started

—

than

previous

numbers but

delivers

what

required.

is

CAST:
Brooks,
Corey,
Gil

William
Boyd,
Andy Clyde, Rand
Andrew Tombes, Leonard Penn, Jeff
Mary Ware, Donald Kirke, Hollis Bane,

Patric,

Frank Henry.

CREDITS: Producer, Lewis

J. Rachmil; DirecGeorge Archainbaud; Screenplay, J. Benton
Cheney, Bennett Cohen, Ande Lamb; Original
Story,
Ellen Corby, Cecile Kramer;
Based on
characters created by Clarence E. Mulford; Photography, Mack Stengler; Music, David Chudnow; Film Editor, Fred W. Berger; Art Director,
Harvey T. Gillett; Sound, Frank Hansen; Set
Decorations, George Mitchell.

tor,

DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
71 Mins.

Hirschmann Pays Tribute
To Late Henry Monsky

This offering will do nicely in its market. It marks the return of Max M. King
to independent production and gives Stuart
Erwin a chance to do some excellent troup-

Ira A. Hirschmann, prexy of Metropolitan Broadcasting- and Television,
Inc.,
was the principal
speaker at last night's special memorial tribute to the late Henry
Monsky, international president of
B'nai B'rith, in the auditorium of the
Museum of Modern Art. Part of the
program was featured by the premiere of "This Is B'nai B'rith,"

Lewis D. Collins handled the direction

effectively.

The acting

in this gangster farce is firstwith Frank Albertson, Anne Gwynne

principals.

Erwin.

a

timid lingerie salesman, notices

seem

admire hard-boiled characters, especially gangsters, and not having
any success with the fair sex, he starts to
emulate the gangsters. He runs afoul of
that girls

Welden,

a

to

public enemy,

and becomes

in-

nocently involved in a gangster plot.
Erwin is tried for murder and wins aeauittal, despite the inefficient efforts of his

Albertson who had yet to win a
Erwin also wins Anne Gwynne. for
whom Albertson has made a strone olav.
CAST: Stuart Erwin. Anne Gwynne, Frank A hrrtson, Mike Mazurki, Milb"rn Stone. Dori*h»
Granger, Anthonv Warde. Ben Welden
Will
lawyer.

case.

1

Orlean,
Kniaht.

Stanley Ross, Shirlev H'mter, Charles
Stanley Andrews, Julie Mitchum.
CREDITS: Producer. Max M. Kina: Director
L»wis D. Collins: Author, Alan Friedmnn: Screen,
olav, John O'Dea; Cameraman. William Sickner; Editor. Marty Cohn: Music, John Thomp-

son:

Art

Director, Frank Svlns.
Effective. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

DIRECTION,

88 Mim
FRENCH FANTASY-COMEDY IS NOVE
AND WITTY; FERNANDEL CLICKS.
Film Co.

27-minute film produced by industry
Supreme Lodge, according to Bob Weitman, prexy of
Cinema Lodge.

lish

titled

Fernandel,

films.

Rags Ragland
off the main

looks

in

role

a

in

who

rese*»^le

and action, carrie
manner noteworth

of praise.

As the simple, naive, and unattractiv
stage manager of the Cascaroni Family'
traveling troupe, Honorin (Fernandel), ha
realized

Cavalier

in

ambition

his

Francis the First.

to

th

play

When

an
he

in

fected tooth incapacitates the star,
forced to step into the role. He is wors.
than awful at rehearsals, and so that h
i

may improve before the performance h
goes to the hypnotist, Cagliostro (Mihales
co), to give him courage. The hypnotis
tells him he is going to be as brave an
strong as a Cavalier of Francis the First
whereupon he speeds back a few centurie
and finds himself a Renaissance gallant a'
Amboise in 1520. Through a train of cir
cumstances he is accused by a jealous hus
band, becomes a court favorite, helps £
ghost in distress and amazes everyone witl
his knowledge of the future.
However, the hypnotist's powers aren'
eternal and Honorin wakes up only to fin<
the star's sickness has disappeared and h'.
has been deprived of his role. Deciding h
likes court life much better he asks th.
hypnotist to send him back once more ani
the picture ends as more of his adventure
begin.
Star's prowess with role sparks pix
good comedy entertainment.
CAST: Fernandel, Mono Goya, Alexandre

int.

Rig

nault, Henri Bosc, Sinoel, Genin, Lemontier, Mi
halesco, Ferval, Faivre, Amato, Vitry, Marconi
Aime-Simon Girard, Alice Tissot.

CREDITS:

A

Calaby
Scenario,

Production; Directior
Paul Fekete; Music

Sylvanio.

DIRECTION, Adept.

PHOTOGRAPHY, Gooc

Walsh to Washington
To Meet With Tracy
(Continued from Page

1)

plans for setting up machinery fo.
the settlement of future jurisdic
tional disputes in Hollywood.
Walsh is expected to return t$
New York the following day.

Interim Tele

Antenna Plar
City Investing

leaders for the

Okayed By

Galaxy

Solid
resistance
of
apartmen
house landlords to the installation o
television antennas in New York waj
broken at the week-end when th*-

Light

of Stars Will

Up

Infirmary

Headed by a star

Show

that includes Lucille Ball, Jennifer Jones,
Helen Hayes, Margaret O'Brien,
Joseph Gotten, Victor Mature, Ethel
list

Merman, Brian Donlevy and Bert
Lahr the biggest all-star benefit
show of the year will take place this
evening at Madison Square Garden
for the New York Infirmary.
All New York motion picture cir-

|

A cast headed by one of France's to
comedians, Fernandel, aptly handles a fan
is
novel, witty -^n'
tasy - comedy which
should score with those interested if^,?

Christian-Jaque;

GANGSTER FARCE MARKING PRODUCTION RETURN OF MAX KING MARKED
BY STUART ERWIN'S EXCELLENT PORTRAYAL.

ins.

with Fernandel

Vog

never

off.

Clyde

side.

Mike Mazurki and Ben Welden among the

Producer,

—

Kay Christopher
60 Mins.

rate,

Gregory Ratoff: Screenplay. Jules Furthman, Tom
Reed; Adaptation, Niven Busch: From the novel
bv Joseph Shearing; Photography, Joe MacDonald:
Art Direction, Richard
Day,
Mark-Lee

Detroit

Ralph

Byrd,

said

Naughton.

Powell,

with William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Brooks
UA
60 Mins.

on

Zucco, Patricia Medina, Rhys Williams, Felippa
Rock. Carol Savage, Victor Wood, Charles Mc-

CREDITS:

"Hoppy's Holiday"

Dilemma"
with

they

Intelligence

"Dick Tracy's

Victor Mature, Ethel

II

City Investing Company advised th'.
Television Broadcasters Associatioi
that it had accepted an interim plai
until a master antenna
be fully developed.

system c&\
'

Roshon Forms Promotional Depl
Formation of National Industria
Pictures to handle 16

mm.

sales pro-

announced by th
Roshon Or^anizatior
cuits have co-operated in sale of New department will utilize the 2.
Roshon branches.
tickets and in advance promotion.
motion

films,
Kussell
C.

is

-

Tuesday,

May

20, 1947

<?#< DAILY

Pix Toppers Called

To While House Meet

:<

Reviews of short subjects

>

in Aladdin's Lamp"
"Loose in the Caboose"
"Popular Science Featuring
8 Mins.
Marine Miracles"
Twentieth-Fox
7 Mins. Para.
(Continued from Page 1)
Should Make 'Em Laugh
Para.
10 Mins.
For the Kiddies
awareness of the democratic way of
Something New
Little Lulu misplaces her train
Sultan Aladdin has everything one
life.
Latest issue of Popular Science
ticket and is thrown off by an eager
The motion picture industry has could wish for in Baghdad, yet his conductor. Determined to stay
on the features the latest in milady's timeall sayspurns
beautiful
daughter
committed itself to play a leading
train, she pulls most of her cute saving boudoir gadgets plus a trip
role in the program which includes ing, "I only want Mighty Mouse."
tricks to avoid being put off again, aboard the 'Aquina," a boating labopportunity
cat
an
ruthless
sees
A
lional tour of a "Freedom Train"
causing the conductor and passen- oratory where scientists inspect ma"Aing significant American his- to steal the Princess plus the magic
lamp. This he does and it takes gers many hardships. Should bring rine creatures for findings helpful
u^cal documents.
to mankind. Colorful and interesting,
Among the industry toppers to Mighty Mouse's best efforts to save on laughs.
it brings to the screen something
whom invitations to Thursday's con- them both. Should please the kid"Straight Shooters"
new under the sun and sea.
ference have been extended are Bar- dies.
RKO
6 Mins.
ney Balaban, Irving Berlin, Nate
Filled With Fun
"The Talking Magpies in Cat
Blumberg, Jack Cohn, Russell
"Donald's Dilemma"
Donald Duck is doing fine as a
Trouble"
Crouse, Ned E. Depinet, Si H. Fa7 Mins.
RKO
barker at a shooting gallery till his Twentieth-Fox
bian, Sam Goldwyn, Eric Johnston,
7 Mins.
Laughs Galore
three nephews decide to try their
Jack Kirsch, Donald M. Nelson, R.
Bright Spots
psychiatrist
in
an
Daisy
consults
a
luck. They break most of the clay
O'Donnell, Lou Novins, Ronald
J.
The Magpies, Heckle and Jeckle,
Donald's affection pipes and are disgruntled when they
Reagan, Edward Arnold, David 0. effort to win back
turn protector to a 3% day old baby
hit
on receive tiny boxes of candy for their
which has chilled since he was
Selznick, Spyros P. Skouras, Lawbird to save it from the clutches of
the head by a flowerpot. This strange efforts. They decided to repay their
rence Tibbett, Fred Wehrenberg and
a bird-hungry cat. It takes some fast
fate has also turned him into a great uncle and proceed to do so in their
Warner.
Maj. Albert
thinking to outwit the feline, but
singer who ignores her completely. most teasing manner and inimitable
public
relaNed Shugrue, former
they usually do. Filled with bright
tells her to hit Donald on style.
The
doc
Filled
with
fun
mirth
and
tions director for ATA, is national
spots to please all.
the head again. This she does and throughout.
director of the program and is now
returns
his old gravel-voiced,
he
to
in the process of setting up organi"Wilbur the Lion"
Daisy-lovin' self. A new twist added "Gandy Goose
in Mexican Baseball"
zation offices.
Para.
10 Mins.
to D.D.'s popular routines it should
Twentieth-Fox
Shugrue, as National Director of
7 Mins.
For the Family
pull laughs from all.
motion pictures and special events
A Home Run
Wilbur, a juggling lion, retires
for the Treasury Department under
Gandy Goose and his friend, Sour- from the circus and returns to AfTed Gamble during the war, success"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Mouse"
puss, take on the Mexican League rica. He finds life not as easy as
anfully toured seven Victory Loan
Bulls. Using all sorts of trick plays, ticipated and his former friends
Tom and Jerry
are
trains during War Bond drives.
M-G-M
8 Mins. Gandy & Co. run their score 21 to 0, easily bored with his circus routine.
but in the end lose the game by join- He has himself purposely
Frightening Satire
recaptured
Danish Financing Group
To prevent Jerry Mouse from ing the Mexican conga line and for- and returns to the lights and pleassaking
the
for
game
fun.
Sure
to
ures of the Big Tent. A novel Puppedrinking milk from the refrigerator,,
To Start Operations Soon
Tom brews a deadly potion. Instead fill the seasonal spot and score a toon, it has appeal for the whole
home-run.
family.
Copenhagen (By Air Mail) Gov- of polishing the rapid rodent off as
ernment committee set up to give intended, it imbues him with superfinancial support to Danish film pro- mousean powers and for a while the
ducers will start operations within a familiar cat-after-mouse chase is refew weeks, it is learned. Available versed. When the brew wears off, the

—

"Mighty Mouse

-

,

—

funds thus far amount to 300,000 familiar routine begins once again,
Crowns (about $60,000) for the rest with amusing, if frightening results.
Some pretty strong stuff for kids, hut
of 1947.
Since the first of this year only entertaining overall.
three Danish features have been produced, with most of the Danish stu"The Big Party"
dios placed at the disposal of Swedish RKO
17 Mins.
producers.
Should Please
Behind the scenes at Mardi Gras
Detroit Council Elects
time in New Orleans is a subject inDetroit
Mrs. Wayne Mohr was
teresting to most patrons. The latest
elected president of the Greater Dein the This Is America series pretroit Motion Picture Council at the
sents Carnival time in all its wild,
annual meeting. Others elected were confettied glory, showing not only
Mrs. Roy Riddle, first vice-president;
the results of the months of labor,
Mrs. C. Lundy, second vice-presibut the preparation for these excitdent; Mrs. F. C. Van Deusen, reing events. Rich in traditions and
cording secretary; Mrs. Clifford Rey- memories,
New Orleans makes an exnolds, corresponding secretary, and
citing subject for lens study and

STARS! TONIGHT!
MADISON SQUARE GARDEN
8:15 P.M.

Never Such a Line-up!

Benefit of
Infirmary Building Fund

—

L.

W.

Forrester, treasurer.

Benedict

changed to Marshal Templeton, Inc.,
Templeton announced. Daniel W.
Goodenough has been elected secretary and William C. Byers will be
in charge of the Indianapolis office.
.:

ISICK LIST
JOHN STEINBECK,
i

'

writer, fractured his

knee cap last week. He will remain
the Lenox Hill Hospital for at least two
weeks.
in

"The Russians Nobody Knows"
Twentieth-Fox

19 Mins.

Exploitation Value

An

official

UNRRA

cameraman

shot some 15,000 feet of film inside
Russia which left that country uncensored, and has been boiled down
by the March of Time to an interesting, factual document of life on the
Borscht circuit. Photographing people in general, the footage is a mirror of them, rather than the government, and concerns community
spirit rather than political maneuverings. Having great exploitation
value in usually restrictive subject,
it should prove a boon on most bills.

York
!'

(LISTED ALPHABETICALLY)

ANDREWS

SISTERS

ETHEL

FRED ASTAIRE
LUCILLE BALL
FRED & ELAINE BARRY
MILTON BERLE
LUCIENNE BOYER

CARMEN CAVALLARO

MERMAN

MARGARET O'BRIEN
LEW PARKER
JEAN PARKER
N. Y. POLICE

ATHLETIC LEAGUE

LOUIS PRIMA & ORCH.

COTTEN
BRIAN DONLEVY
JESSICA DRAGONETTE

BILL ROBINSON
THE ROCKETTES
ROSARIO AND ANTONIO
THE ROXYETTES

TONY & SALLY

JIMMY STEWART

JOS.

Becomes Templeton

—

Detroit
Name of Benedict, Inc.,
visual training producer, has been

jt right

should please any audience.

New

DE

MARCO

DUKE ELLINGTON & ORCH.
STAN FISHER
HELEN HAYES

ED SULLIVAN

HAZEL SCOTT
FRED WARING & ORCH. &
HENNY YOUNGMAN

JENNIFER JONES
BERT LAHR
ELLA LOGAN
JACKIE MILES

The

VICTOR MATURE

Grand Finale staged by

CARMEN MIRANDA

Glee Club

Production number from Geo.
Abbott's "BAREFOOT BOY WITH

CHEEK"

LEON LEONIDOFF

TICKETS FROM $1.20 to $4.80 (inc. tax)
ON SALE MADISON SQUARE GARDEN AND
IN HOTEL ASTOR

LORRY

if

10

cMJ

Unit Being

Extension of Film Quota Act

Formed

I

Continued from Page

MPAA

1)

AITO,

elected a 17-man
board of directors which will meet
Friday to elect a chairman. Newlyelected Foundation directors are: A.
W. Anderson, Warner Bros.; L. J.
Miller, Universal; Benjamin Berger,
North Central Allied; E. R. Ruben,

Welworth Company; Harry French,
Minnesota Amusement Company;
William Elson, theater operator;
Charles Winchell, Minnesota Amusement; Benjamin Friedman, theater
operator, for a two-year period.
For one-year term are Tom Burke,
Theater Associates; W. H. Workman, M-G-M; Henry Greene, Lake
Amusement Company; Ernest Peasele,
Stillwater,
Minnesota;
Leo
Peterson, Rapid City, S. Dakota;
Maitland Frosch, Frosch Supply
Company; H. D. Field, Pioneer Theaters; T. E. Mortensen, Greater Amusements, and Walter Palm, operators union.

Ebersons Draw Plans
For Lindenhurst House
Architectural

film

of

John

and

Drew Eberson has submitted

plans
for the theater to be built by Prudential Playhouses at

ment backing to the
head's
proposals for extension of the British Film Quota Act for a year's trial
period. Companion piece to this proposal is the assurance that considerably more British films will be
shown in this country.
It is also expected that by the time
Johnston leaves for England and the
continent next month, the U. S. Embassy will have already begun discussions with the British concerning the extension of the film act. J.
Arthur Rank has stated that a decision on the quota could be expected
in late

Summer.

Although the general program of
the American film industry has received general approval of top Government leaders including President
Truman, it is believed that Johnston's conference today with Secre-

tary Marshall is the first time that
the British question will be discussed
in detail. It is presumed that Secretary Marshall is fully cognizant of
the British-U. S. film question and
will be prepared to discuss the problems involved in detail. While the
British question is expected to be
the principal subject of discussion,
the
also
whole foreign picture
will be touched upon. Johnston is

House

denhurst Theater, destroyed by fire.
Eberson-designed house will seat
900 in a fireproof structure to employ war developed materials. Features include large lobbies and reception rooms, 40-inch spacing for
seats, air conditioning and a novel
decorative scheme.

Elman Acquires Chi.
Devonshire Franchise

—

Boston
Devonshire Film Co. has
granted the Chicago franchise to the
Capitol Film Co., operated by Henri
Elman.

Charles Harper Dead
Columbus Charles W. Harper, 67,
veteran Columbus theaterman, died

—

after a six weeks' illness. Survivors
include his wife, Mrs. Minnie Harper and a sister, Mrs. Pansye Perkins.
Burial was in Green Lawn

Cemetery.

Planned by O'Brien

Ames,

Paramount Continues
Pre-Drive Meetings
Meetings

yesterday

in

Buffalo,

Owen, Eastern and Southern division
sales manager, presided over the

booker, PRC, CUvtland.

meeting, while Earle W.
conducted the Cincinnati
gathering.
George A. Smith, Western division
sales manager, handled the Kansas
City meeting and will be chairman of
sessions in Des Moines, tomorrow
and in St. Louis Thursday and Friday.
Owen schedules meetings in

Sweigert

Co.,

la.

GEDDES,

manager,

Verdi

Theater,

Son

Francisco.

MICHAEL NICHOLAS,

assistant to Ed Schreiber,

Century circuit ad-publicity director.

RALPH LAGER, Century circuit booking dept.
WILLIAM T. ORR, WB studio talent dept.
JACK GOLDBERG, WB home office publicity
staff.

.

.

prize boner

1)

1)

elsewhere in Your Favorite Industry Newspaper discloses, the BFPA has been quick
to modify the campaign which, it should
be noted, was promptly deplored by inproducers and such out
British
dividual

playing a leading role in lining up
backing for the international trade
conference at Geneva a pet program of Secretary Marshall and the
the
as
British
trade journalists
spoken
State Department.
Although the American industry Daily Film Renter's Ernest W. Fredman.
,O
has been highly critical of both the
exhibitors' and distributors' quotas THE campaign, it seems, was cori^g^id
in Great Britain, it is thought here
by the BFPA's newly-appointed 'Thymic
that differences will be ironed out relations officer," and it appears that it is
by the time the subject comes up for tied in with the association's agitation in
discussion. With the full and official favor of an increase in the exhibitor's
backing of the State Department and quota in the new Films Act. The latter is
the U. S. Embassy in London, it is being hotly opposed by the CEA.
expected that the position of the
British industryites have commented that
American film industry will be con- the campaign, with emphasis upon "save
siderably strengthened.
dollars," is very stupid and ill-timed. Which
There is now little question but of course it is. As "Freddie" has pointed
that many more British films will be out, the innuendo of the "save dollars"
shown in this country. Johnston has slogan is "don't go to see American films."
estimated to The Film Daily that Also as "Freddie" has remarked, it is not
British grosses in this country may only uncalled for, but "playing politics."
top $30,000,000 in 1947.
Certainly, it is not inclined to improve
Johnston has called for an exten- Anglo-American trade relations and, comsion of the status quo in Great Brit- ing at the very time when British proain for the trial period of a year.
ducers are trying to get something more
This would give the British time to than a toehold in the American market
see the dollar effect of increased
it
could become a boomerang. "Save dolscreen time in this country. With lars," had the slogan not been disowned
backing
the Department officially
by the BFPA, might in the end had an
this program, there appears to be a
echo here. That would not have been good
better chance that it will receive the
for either the U. S. or the British indusapproval of the British government.

—

K

try.

Policy to

—

London (By Air Mail) Plans for
an Anglo-American trade union committee will be furthered in the U.
S. by Tom O'Brien, NATKE general
secretary, who sailed on the Queen
Elizabeth Sunday.
Prior to sailing, O'Brien welcomed
the
announcement that a joint
MPAA-BFPA committee had been
established, and stated that the formation of a similar committee by the
IATSE and NATKE would be the
first step towards a better understanding between the entertainment
workers in the U. S. and Britain.

Cincinnati and Kansas City marked
the beginning of the third week of
sessions being held in advance of
Paramount's 1947 sales drive. Hugh

POSTS

REX TRUESDELL, manager, Ames Theater

DON

.

o

Buffalo

PAUL HARTNETT,

Topic

German Pix

Ave., Lindenwill replace the Lin-

riEUJ

is

Montauk High-

way and Wellwood
hurst.

20, 1947

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

Central

May

"Save $$$"

Johnston, Marshall Talk on U. K.

MPF

Minneapolis

Tuesday,
DAILY

Albany tomorrow and
on Thursday.

in

New Haven

Export

Be Dropped
D

(Continued from Page

Whether American Military Government officials in Germany will go
along with this reversal

is

another

AMG

question. However,
officials approved the whole export program
and placed a firm stamp of approval
on Eric Pommer.
Even if the Nazi-made films were
cut off the export list, however, there
would remain still the general problem of whether to allow export of
any German motion pictures. Many

A

**

with

fails

to

good

films.

A

decision on the whole question
be taken out of the hands
however, since the State
Department is scheduled to take over
administration of all occupied countries, with the exception of Japan.
State Department officials are considerably cooler to Pommer.

may soon
of AMG,

SOPEG Meets Tomorrow
Screen

52nd

pictures

British

are

getting

some

coin

ir

'em arc
doing better than good Hollywood films
So why carry coals to Newcastle, so tc
speak?
Our British cousins might better invesl
their advertising budget in white space ir
the American press.
After all, it's the American public which
must be "sold" if the British picture "take'
here is to fully measure up to Rank expecof

tations.

St.

Louis Commission

Suggests
St.

Louis

5%

—A

Ticket

five

Tax

per cent amuse-

ment

tax, estimated to yield froir
$750,000 to $1,000,000, was among a
list of preferred income source pos-

sibilities

pointed out by

Mayor Aloys

Kaufmann's Citizens Tax Commission in its final report. While the
Commission did not recommend anj

P.

specific taxes, it suggested the tickel
levy be considered, along with an income or city earnings levy and othei

revenue sources.

and

Professional
Employes Guild, Local 109, will hold
a full membership meeting tomorrow at the Palm Gardens, 306 W.
Office

without the offensive slogan
make sense. It's no secret thai
or

Britain these days; indeed,

industry and Government officials
oppose the export from Germany of

any native-made

campaign

S a matter of fact, the British

STORK REPORTS

St.

Bernard

Van Borssum Dead

—

Terre Haute, Ind.
Bernard Van
Borssum, 72, of the Savoy Theater,

Ed Aaronoff, Warner publicist, is
the father of an eight pound boy
his second child, born last Thursday.
at Israel-Zion Hospital, Brooklyn.

died of injuries suffered when he was
struck by an automobile. Survivors
include his wife, a daughter and a

Detroit Robert Lamb, Paramount
booker, is the proud father of a new

son.

baby

—
girl — his

first.

Tuesday,

May

3*

20, 1947

UNESCO Denver

Unit

11

<

Asks Wide Pic Sched.
S
]i

the close of the sessions, a committee

recommended that:
The UNESCO National Com1.
mission, at the earliest possible date,
take the necessary steps to facilitate
T
jg£ maximum production, procure=3nt. distribution, and skillful utilisation of films for international un-

derstanding.
2. Local communities be encouraged by the representatives to this
conference to form film organizations to carry out the purposes cf
the National Commission.
Community surveys be made
3.
purpose of determining
for the
source of films, projectors, trained
projectionists, and

program

TEHED

It

200 shares of no
theaters; by Rosalyn I.

stock;

par

to

operate

DISTRICT THEATER

jamin Meyerson.

COMMANDER

PICTURES

CORP.,

New

capital, 600 shares no par value stock;
manufacture motion picture film; by Mortimer N. Felsinger, Lawrence C. Gibbs, Leonard
Kaufman.
to

IMMORTAL

PAINTERS, INC.,
New
1,000 shares of no par value
motion picture films, projectors, by S.
ney, Rudolph Allen, Sibley C. Carter.

stock;
E. Syd-

BURMA,

INC,

UNIVERSAL
Dover,

Del.,

PICTURES

capital,

OF

ANDERSON

.

York;

capital,

York;

100 no par shares.

1,000

Motiograph Distributor

products through independent
supply dealers in the U. S., it was
said, while Dominion Sound Equipment represents Motiograph in Canada, and B. F. Shearer Co. in Hawaii
and Alaska.
Frazer & Hansen also handles
Altec-Lansing, Strong Electric and
other products in the foreign marsell its

kets.

Make Three
in Summer

to

West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE

11

Three Biblical films
be produced by Cathedral Films
Summer, the Rev. James K.
Friederich, president, revealed. Scenarios for a feature, "The Story of
Esther," and a pair of two-reelers,
"The Story of Amos" and "The Story
of Simeon," are being prepared in
collaboration with John T. Coyle.

Hollywood

will
this

—

the theater.

par

CORP., Morris, III.,
$100 par common, by F. W.
Anderson and Daniel R. La-

OF KANSAS

SCREEN GUILD PRODUCTIONS
stock,

INC., Kansas City, 100 shares of no par
$5,000 paid in capital, by J. H. King,

L. King and W. Lambader.
DIXIE THEATER, INC., Columbus, O., to
own Dixie Theater, 700 shares of no par value

M.

common

by Al Taylor, president; Delton Taylor,
vice-president and
Charles Taylor, secretarytreasurer.

M-G-M

Office

Managers

Seven members of M-G-M's home
office

Thumpers

II

Realty Co., Andy Anderson, Arch
and Milas L. Hurley, Raymond and
Gamble EnterGervers,
Willard
prises, St. Louis Ambassador Theater, Edem Theater Co., St. Louis
Missouri Theater, and Fanchon &
Marco Service Corp.

in Cincinnati

organization leave for Cincin-

two
managers' meetings which begins tomorrow.
Departing group includes Charles
K. Stern, assistant treasurer; Alan
F. Cummings, chief of branch operanati today to attend the first of

office

Reserve Rosen Appeal Decision

O'Brien,

Brenner,
Charles
G.
William Ornstein, Harold
Postman and M. L. Simons.
Second of the two conclaves is set
for Denver beginning May 25. Stern
and Cummings will jointly conduct

The Circuit Court of Appeals has
reserved decision on an appeal by Al
Rosen from the dismissal of his
Loew's.
against
suit
plagiarism
Rosen claims material in his "Mad
Dog of Europe" was used in Loew's
"Mortal Storm." Suit was dismissed
in Federal Court by the late Justice

both sessions.

Samuel Mendelbaum.

W.

tions;

Paramount

SHOW

TRADE
New York

Tub

America constitution,
designed to smooth operations between the parent grant and local
tubs, were approved at the May business meeting. Under the new rules,

City Territory Only

of

national executive board members
will be known as hi thumpers, with
delegates to be tezmied pitchmen.
delegates
convention
National
must be the chief tub thumper from
each unit or a member elected by the
Nominees for national offices
tub.
must be the chief tub thumper or a
past chief.

"DEAR
RUTH"

•

From

the

World- Famous Stage Hit
Starring

WILLIAM HOLDEN

•

JOAN CAULFIELD

with

Exhib. Units' Reps, to
Discuss Industry Shorts
THE FILM DAILY
Exhibitors lasx week

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

attended a meeting to consider possibilities of presenting the industry's
story in a series of short subjects,
included reps, of ATA, MPTOA, Na-

Representing

cuits.

Billy

De Wolfe Edward Arnold -Mono Freeman
•

Mary

Phillips

.

Virginia Welles

•

Kenny O'Morrison

of

PICCITO.

ATA

will

be R. B.

Henry D. Matcher, Wilby, while Morris Lowenstein will
manager of the Rivoli Theater, was attend for MPTOA; Jack Stewart
honored with a testimonial dinner and Sam Switow for Allied; Hugh
Saturday in recognition of his Bruen for PCC, and Lee and Thorton
thirtieth anniversary as manager of Sargent for Affiliated Theater CirBaltimore

mo-

no

L.

to be started next month, as well as
cartoon subjects for entertainment
purposes, he revealed.

tional Allied and

Testimonial for Matcher

CORP.,

1,000

Bar.

CITY,

—Rank

Chicago — Motiograph products —
projectors, sound systems, arc lamps Tub Thumpers Revise
and rectifiers — will be distributed National Constitution
abroad by Frazer & Hansen, Ltd., of
San Francisco, Motiograph, Inc. anBoston — Revisions of the
nounced. Company will continue to

Biblical Pix

PAYMENT
capital,

(Continued from Page

services,

& Hansen Named

Cathedral

of

Irma

To Meet

Over Home Quota

High Court

tervention to be granted in the Supreme Court, ATA counsel feels that
legal grounds exist for the granting
of the motion.
Motion limits the area of appeal
to the competitive bidding section of
the N. Y. decree, and requests that
the decree be reversed and the case
remanded for the elimination of the
competitive bidding provisions.
Petitioners are the same as participated with ATA in prior legal
moves, including Joseph Moritz,
Southern California Amusement Co.,
Exhibitors' Service, Lawrence CapiBijou Amusement Co., Paul
tol,

THEATER

shares

Anderson,

including speakers, resource leaders, British U. K. Bookings
study and discussion guides.
4. Films be made available by the
National Commission that are de(Continued from Page 1)
scriptive of the organization of the
UN, UNESCO, and other specialized duct at £100 per week, per theater,
on the average, Rank emphasized
agencies.
Local communities encourage that this is better than the grosses
5.
local theater managers to show all of U. S. product in England.
types of films, both feature and
Another producing company is to
short, for international understandbe organized for the production of
ing.
6. That the National Commission
special features for children, Rank
and local communities encourage the said, so that complete juvenile proall
on
use of films for understanding
grams will be available to theaters.
educational levels.
Production of religious pictures is

Frazar

theaters

tion
picture
shares.

capital,

HARRIS-BRODER

Intervention Plea

Filed in

INC., Dover, Del., motion picture and still pictures; capital, 1,000 shares of
no par value stock.

Baum, Anne Grant, Ben-

PICTURES, INC., New York;
200 shares of no par value stock; to
produce motion pictures; by Elsie Buchbinder,
Jerome Phillips, Agnes Gilmartin.
CABEDIME CINE CORP., Queens, N. Y:; capital, 100 shares of no par value stock; to distribute motion pictures; by Salvatore Casolarao,
Guido Beverini, Joseph Messian.

ATA

AGRAFILMS,

& R HOLDING CO., INC., New York; capi-

tal,

'Continued from Page

A

II

DAILY

Produced by Paul Jones

•

Directed by William D. Russell

•

TUESDAY,

MAY

27th at 10:30 A. M.

Normandie Theatre
51 East 53rd Street,

N. Y. G.

!

0°%
From coast

to coast

war drums

of

.

.

from border to border ... the

.

SHOWMANSHIP

are thundering

.

.

.

with

renewed vigor!
the tepees of the Big Chiefs of the industry

(n

advertising
tising

pow-wows

.

.

.

herald the coming of great adver-

and exploitation campaigns!

From the campfires

comes news

renewed

of

Showmen

of great tribes of
activity

.

.

.

... as action-hungry

warriors invade the hunting grounds ... of eager patrons
.

.

weapons

with their trusty

.

of

eye-and -ear-compelling

BAIT/HOO!
It's

your cue

WHOOP

to

IT UP. brother!

back into the "battle-of-the-Box Office"

MANSHIP

.

.

.

...

with

to get

SHOW-

away-from-theatre ... to bring your patrons

camp ... and TRAILERS and ACCESSORIES

into

at

point-of-contact ... to bring them back again
Get started
to profits
at the

.

.

.

NOW

ADUERTISING

with

this

that

grand campaign

hangs up scalps

BOX OFFICE!

SHOWMANSHIP
cot

... and lead

is

BACK! and The PRIZE BABVs

it!

He's the PRIZE

"Papoose"

of the Industry!

scbvici
mmm.,\c/fw?
*mrt mar of ntf iMHlsmr
\_y

!
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York

'

COPY ^
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SKOURBS S€€S HIGHER '47 fOBCjGjj inC0m€
Johnston Aims to AHect Geneva Trade Talks
Anglo-Amer. Film Problem

One

Likely to Bring U. S. Concessions on Other Items
Washington Bureau of

—

Chicago— Nearly one in every five U. S. cities of 50,000 population has used
motion pictures of municipal activities in reporting to citizens, according to the
International City Managers' Association. Amateur photographers filmed the

THE FILM DAILY

MPAA

Washington Proposals of
President Eric Johnston to increase

subjects

(

17 or more cities, while professional

16

MM. Package

Bombay (By Air

—

Mail)
In a move
stimulate interest in 16 mm. exhibition, RKO is advertising in India trade papers offering a package
plan to set up interested persons in
to

business.

Under the heading "Now You Can
-

Own Your Own

Theater!"

RKO

Ra-

Columbia

Profit

Up

Reservations Pouring In
For N. J. Allied Conclave
five

weeks remaining before

ATONJ's Conference of Independent
Theater Owners and testimonial banquet to Jack Kirsch, National Allied
president, reservations for hotel and
(Continued on Page 6)

848,343 Collected For
Rehabilitation
A

Australia

K.,

check

39-Week Period

Columbia's net profit for the 39
ended March 29 was reported yesterday at $2,935,000, an
increase over the $2,315,000 earned
in the same 1946 period. Earnings
were equal to $4.34 per common
share this year against $3.45 in the
comparable 1946 period.
It was pointed out that common
stock outstanding on March 29, 1947
totaled 622,782 shares, against 595,(

Continued on Page 6)

Up

ing theater collections

356 U. S. Pix Registered
For '46-'47 U. K. Distrib.

in
the United King-

dom, Australia
and New Zealand.
Replying to a

ended March 29 was $264,383, equal
to 38 cents per common share, Roy O.
Disney, president, reported in a letter to stockholders. Figure compares
with a loss of $22,261, or six cents
per share for the comparable period
last year.
Pointing out that results for
short periods frequently are disContinued on Page 71

6)

In

Ascap's Realignment

signments, with supervision to be
exercised by the board through the
executive committee, include:
Herman Greenberg, formerly as(

made in con"The Forgot-

Continued on Page 7)

$8,897,603 20th-Fox Quarter

nection with the film,
ten Casualty," was presented to Dr.
Howard Rusk, head of the Dept. of
Rehabilitation and Physical Medicine

Net Compares With $6,241,953 Last Year

of the N. Y. U. College of Medicine,

British Pic in

by Nick John Matsoukas, represent-

George P. Skouras. Film was
produced and donated to the proposed $2,500,000 Institute of Rehabilitation and Physical Medicine,
as a community service of Skouras
ing

Theaters.

RKORank

Shoot Second
September

to

Net profit of 20th-Fox and subsidiaries for the quarter ended March
29 declined to $5,897,603.34, com-

London (By Cable)— RKO's sec- pared with $6,241,953.80 for the inond British picture to be made in itial 1946 quarter, it was reported
association with J. Arthur Rank will yesterday. Earnings for the 1947
go into production in September, it quarter were equal, after prior and
was disclosed yesterday by Phil convertible preferred dividends, to
Reisman, RKO's foreign chief, now $2.07 per common share, as against
on this side.

(Continued on Page 3)

Skouras stated a
good many indiv id u a 1 s were
laboring under
SPYROS

the false impres-

SKOURAS

P.

sion that films
from such countries as France, England,

and

Argentina

Mexico,

to

(Continued on Page 3)

Walsh, Tracy Plan End

—

continued on Page

from a

stockholder,

—

London (By Cable)
While 107
Ascap's board of directors has dewere registered with cided to discontinue the post of genTrade for the year eral manager, formerly filled by the
ended March 31, only 44 were major late John G. Paine, it was revealed
rjroductions, the balance being quick- yesterday, in the announcement of
ies and featurettes around 3,000 feet an executive realignment. New asIn the preceding year, 83
British films, were registered.
During the 1946-47 year, 356 U. S.
pix were registered for British dis-

question

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Net income of Walt
Disney Productions for the 26 weeks

British films
the Board of

in length.

office

are excellent

West Coast Bureau

General Manager Out

home

yesterday. He
added, prospects

$264 383

to

Fund

for $48,343.24, represent-

and N. Z.

Income from foreign markets will
be greater this year than in 1946,
Spyros P. Skouras, president of
20th-Fox told the
annual stockholders meeting at

Disney 26-Week Net

(

dio Pictures, Ltd., points out the lack
(Continued on Page 6)

With

U.

Continued on Page 71

Offered In India

{

in

fells 20th-Fox Stockhold-

ers Prospects Excellent in

the

weeks

i

cameramen were employed

at

En

RK0

in

least seven. In some places, scenarists were employed to write the scripts.
Subjects covered by city films include general municipal activities, fire prevention, public health education, recreation opportunities and similar topics.

British film time in this country and
to extend the British Quota Act for
at least a year's trial period will

play an important role in trade discussions with England at the Geneva
conference, it was indicated yesterday.
This was seen yesterday follow-

Five American Cities Using Films in
Reporting Municipal Activities to Citizens

in

To Hollywood Strikes
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— The

AFL

drive to

find a formula for ending jurisdictional strikes in Hollywood was a

closer yesterday following a
meeting between IATSE President

step

(Continued on Page 6)

Rank Heads Hoard
Of Canadian Odeon
Toronto

—

J.

Arthur

Rank

elected a director and chairman
the board of Odeon Theaters

was
of

cf

Ltd. at a board
meeting
Monday. It is the first time that
Rank has personally held office in
Canadian circuit.
Earl Lawson was re-elected president and a director, and the following were re-elected members of the
board: John Davis, D. C. Coleman,
J. S, Duncan, Leonard Brockington,
and George Peters. H. P. Green was
named to the board replacing George

Canada,

Beeston.

V

V
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Appellate Division yesterday reserved decision on an appeal by Walter Reade's Longpark, Inc. from an
injunction denial by N. Y. Supreme
Court Justice Samuel Null. In its injunction request Longpark sought to
stop RKO from allegedly running
the Trenton-New Brunswick Theater
Co. by assuming authority of the
board of directors, in violation of
New York and New Jersey laws.

Trenton

-

New Brunswick was

owned 50 per cent by RKO and 25
per cent each by Longpark and the
Stoors Estate, until Reade purchased
the Stoors interest during the past
year. The board, comprised of two

members named by RKO and one
each by Longpark and Stoors, was
unable to come to an agreement on
with the result that Reade
complained to the N. Y. Supreme
Court that RKO was trying to dominate the company.
Circuit comprises the Park, Island
Park, Hamilton, Broad, Brunswick,
Capitol, Lincoln, Palace, State and
Trent Theaters in Trenton, and the
Albany, Reade's Rivoli and State in
New Brunswick.
policy,

LONDON
Homer Goetz Coming Over to Set
MANILA—
133 Wardour
HAVANA — Mary
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
BOMBAY—
214.
Louise Blanco, Virtudes
Metro British Production
Hornby Road,
W.

St.

1.

Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg.,
Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.

ALGIERS— Paul

Saffar.

MONTREAL—

Ray Carmichael, Room

Francis Xavier
411 Lyric

464
VANCOUVER — Jack Droy,

St

9,

SYDNEY—

Bowden Fletcher.
Theater Bldg.
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone.
Pierre Meys.
Jean
BRUSSELS
2110
110 Rue des Paquerettes.
John Lindberg, Jernbanealte No. 3. Copen
John Perdican,
Wen-Van Loese.
Phone, 42758.
Via Ludovisi 16.
CITY Louis Turnoff, Morelos 56 No. 523.
Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito
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Eastman Declares Dividend
Rochester

— A quarterly dividend
new common

rent,

privilege

for

sue

to

Doublebee
Company, former operators, without
prejudice against creditors and bondagainst

holders of building.
Lewis
Jacobson,
attorney
for
bondholders, says their case before
Referee Joseph Elward continues despite State Appellate Court's upholding validity of assets sale by L. H.

tion

ABP

this side will be
Fall production is sched-

Production
At Elstree in the Spring
to Start

—

Associated

now operating the house for a
reported $165,000.

Fine's Para. Suit Dismissed
Chicago
Judge Phillip Sullivan
yesterday granted summary judgment, dismissing Charley Fine's
$100,000 damage case against Hal
Stephens, manager of Paramount

—

in Fine's arrest made by
for trying to sell "Going My

Exchange,

FBI

the

New

back

on

president of Warner
the Coast today from

York.

VERNON

C. CALDWELL, public relations difor Walt Disney Prods., is in New York
conferences with S. Barret McCormi'
'KO
/"" is
ad-publicity director. Accompanying Cc
HANK PORTER, one of the studio's ^/•cre-

rector
for

ative artists.

HAROLD DUNN, PRC

assistant general

sales

manager, has returned from Chicago product
meetings with district managers, branch managers and sales department personnel.
A.

MAX

SCHWALBERG,
YOUNGSTEIN,

W.
E.

E-L sales chief, and
ad-publicity head, g:>

Chicago from Zanesville, O., Friday r r
week-end sales parleys on "Repeat Performance."
to

.

PECK, DOROTHY McGUIRE anj
are due here in a few days by
from the Coast to shoot scenes for "Gentlemen's Agreement." DEAN STOCKWELL, als:>
featured, is coming by train.

—

the

arrives

Bros.,

air

Chicago Judge John Barnes yesgave Metropolis Theater
Company and the Thompson Estate,
Oriental Theater Building ground
owners,

visit.

HARRY M. WARNER,

ANNE REVERE

terday

ground

York for a week's

GREGORY

Oriental Theater Ground
Owners Permitted to Sue

making program on

Way" film, back to exchange, which
he said he bought at an auction.

WILLIAM A. SCULLY, U-lnt'l v.-p. and general sales manager, and FRED MEYERS, Eastern sales manager, leave for Gloversville today
to confer with Schine circuit executives.
JACK LAVIN, Walt
is

Disney studio
en route back to Hollywood.

$1,250,000

Asked

executive

for

Alleged Infringement
Irving Fiske, also

known

as Irving

Lewis Fishman, yesterday filed suit
in Federal Court asking $1,250,000
damages of Alfred Hitchcock and
Cary Grant, on charges of infringement, use of his title, slander of the
title, false and mistaken impression,
and unfair competition.
Fiske charges infringement of
his common law copyright on "Hamlet in Modern English" and his preface, "Hamlet and the Modern Audience," by the defendants, who are
said to have printed, published and
exploited passages from his works
and to have made use of his titles,
allegedly claiming they were the
owners.

Pa. House Passes Time Bill
Pennsylvania
Harrisburg, Pa.
House has passed a bill calling for a
state-wide referendum on the question of daylight saving time. Measure now goes to the Senate.

—

"Copacabana" Dates

First

UA's "Copacabana"

will play the

Stanley, in Philadelphia, on June

and the Uptown
the

in

pic's

in

first

6,

As a result, Fiske charges, negotiations to sell the properties have,
been broken

off

and hindered.

Toronto June 7,
two out-of-town

engagements.

Available—

INVESTIGATE!
9iltnack'*

ILM STORAGE

TRAILER
SERVICE

stock

SCREEN

payable July 1 to holders of record
on June 5. Dividend is equivalent to
$1.75 on the old stock, recently split

THEM
FREE

COSTS ONLY
Crt COVERS
3>/iaU ALL
** Per FEATURES!

Filmock 1327

WM^-r.

IF

%u>

JJATJ

was declared by Eastman Kodak,

five-for-one.

—

respect him for the warmth of his
heart, for his unflagging energy, for
his wisdom, his vision, his leadership.
"Throughout the years he has
been in charge of labor relations
he has made notable contributions to
the welfare of all in the industry.
He can be proud of his achievements,
just as all of us are proud of him."

2

1

41/j

of 35 cents on the

Eric

i/

+ %
80+1
14% + '/4

Bid

Pathe

President

'/'

OVER THE COUNTER
Cinecolor

MPAA

Johnston said yesterday.
Casey
handled motion picture labor relations for nearly 20 years.
"Pat Casey grew up in show business,"
said
Johnston.
"He has
friends everywhere. All admire and

Barkhausen and Randolph Bohrer
to Oriental Entertainment Corpora-

finalized.
uled.

GOIM

MAURICE WHITE, circuit operator with headWashington
Retirement of Pat
Casey will be "a great loss to the quarters in Cincinnati, and his associates, NICX
SCHAEFER and ROBERT LIBSON, are in New
industry,"

aboard the S.S. Mauretania
yesterday for New York en route to
Hollywood where Metro's picture
sailed

and

l/r
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British Pictures yesterday announced
it will start its studio building program; production at reconstructed
Elstree plant slated for Spring.
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Finds Biz

At Pre- War Levels

Upped O v seas Income —Skouras
Sees Fine Prospects

in U. K.,

(Continued from Page

Theater attendance has slipped
seven per cent to 35 per cent from
the record highs established last
year and is leveling off to about prewar levels, according to a national
si'-vey of a dozen key cities reported
sterday's Wall Street Journal.
Pod pictures, the survey was
quick to report, still pack in crowds
but the run of the mill product fails
to attract patrons who attended theaters several times a week during
the war as a matter of habit. Duals
continue to be in demand with reported instances of exhibs. trying to
drop them resulting in attendance
i

t~

decline.

Revealing that a few Coast theaters have reverted to premiums to
hypo filmgoing, the survey predicts
that more will be doing this soon.
"Bargain nights," featuring duals
and slashed prices, are being attempted in some situations.
On the subject of box office price
cuts, Journal reports exhibitors as
generally opposed to such a move,
although the policy is being tried in
a few situations. Exhibitors are reported as hesitant to trim scales in
the face of -costs and operating expenses said to have increased 48 to
50 per cent in the past two years.
Exhibitor expressions quoted include that of a Seattle operator who
said, "We're just getting back to

normal. It's nothing serious. We're
still doing about as well as before
the war."
A Warner representative in Pittsburgh, summed up: "People just
aren't spending as much as they did.
When that happens they don't come
downtown to the shopping district;
therefore, they don't attend the
movies. Attendance at neighborhood
theaters, on the other hand, has held
up very well. Good pictures are always well attended but we are running into trouble with the lower
grade pictures."

Three Weekly Changes for

MAC as Grosses Decline

—

Minneapolis Extension of a policy
of three changes weekly to a majority of its situations

is

announced

by Minnesota Amusement Co. as a
move to absorb a constantly growing product backlog and to bolster
sagging weekday grosses.
An accelerated "shopping mind"
of ticket buyers, according to circuit officials, has resulted in slackening attendance for ordinary pictures, although strong product continues to hold up, even on extended
playing time.

WEDDinG BELLS

name

a few, were making great inroads in the foreign market.
"Where there is a free market,"
Skouras added, "there is a constant
increase in demand for American
films."
Earlier this year Skouras
made a survey trip which took him
throughout Central and South America.

Receipts Off Two Per Cent
Skouras reported attendance off
10 to 12 per cent for April of this
year. This factor, he added, applied
to theaters operated by the company.
Receipts he estimated were off two
per cent. He said the company was
active in the operation of over 600
houses.
Skouras waxed enthusiastic over
the 20th-Fox lineup of new product.
He called attention to the forthcoming release of "Miracle on 34th
Street" and "The Ghost and Mrs.
Muir." Stockholders attending the
meeting were invited to remain after
the session and view the two new
pictures.

Listing next season's offerings by
the company, Skouras said "Forever

Amber" and

Hartford, Conn.

—Helen

cashier, State Theater,
will

marry

Bill

Fearn

Rowinski,

New

Britain,
on Sept. 6.

N. Z.

Down

next year as officers were: William
C. Michel, executive vice-president;
Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-president in
charge of production; Thomas J.
Connors, vice-president in charge of
sales; Murray Silverstone, vice-president; Joseph H. Moskowitz, vicepresident. Donald A. Henderson was
elected treasurer and secretary, succeeding to the post left vacant by
the late Felix Jenkins.

Other

officers

include: Wilfred J.

assistant
Eadie, comptroller and
treasurer; Francis T. Kelly, assistant treasurer; Fred L. Metzler, assistant treasurer; Reed B. Simonson,
assistant treasurer; C. Elwood McCartney, assistant comptroller; J.
Harold Lang, secretary; George F.
Wasson, Jr., assistant secretary;
William Werner, assistant secretary.
Sherman
Directors include:
L.
Adams, Robert L. Clarkson, Thomas

Connors, John R. Dillon, Wilfred
J. Eadie, Daniel O. Hastings, Donald A. Henderson, Robert Lehman,
William C. Michel, William P. Phillips, Seton Porter, Murray Silverstone, Spyros P. Skouras. Darryl F.
Zanuck.
J.

"The Captain From
were in final stages of
In person share representation at
preparation and would be given test
while
runs. "Amber," he said, would open the meeting totalled 2,058,000,
signed proxies represented 1,922,661
at the Roxy in November and also
on the West Coast from Vancouver shares. No person of record or to
the knowledge of the corporation
to San Diego. Purpose of test run
beneficially owns more than 10 per
was
determine
Castile"

to
release policy.
"Castile" would be handled similarly,

opening simultaneously in New York,
Chicago and Los Angeles. He listed
other forthcoming productions: "Bob,
Son of Battle," "Mother Wore
Tights," "I Wonder Who's Kissing
Her Now," "The Foxes of Harrow,"
"Nightmare Alley," "Daisy Kane"
and "Gentlemen's Agreement." In
all, he said, the company had a lineup of 13 films, some completed,
others in various stages of completion and planning. They represented
an investment of $31,500,000.
Officers Re-elected

Skouras was re-elected president

cent of 20th-Fox's outstanding voting stock. As of March 29, 1947, the
company reported 180,003 1/3 preferred shares and 2,765,813 1/3 com-

types of contests are all features of
tomorrow's events celebrating the
world preeming.

Eastern Pa. Allied Meets

while consolidated net before tax
provision and minority interests was
$10,517,849.06 this year, $12,339,022.45 last year. Provision for Federal
income taxes was $3,900,000 in the
1947 quarter, $5,250,000 in the comparable 13 weeks of last year.
Directors yesterday declared a
quarterly dividend of $1.12% per
share on the outstanding prior preferred, payable June 16 to holders
of record on June 4, and quarterly
cents per share on
dividends of 37
the convertible preferred and 75
cents per common share, payable
June 30 to holders of record on

%

June

House Committee
Washington Bureau of

Washington

to

Hear

Gamble

Johnston and

—

THE FILM DAILY

Eric A. Johnston,
president, is expected to testify before the House Ways and
Means Committee early next month
on the pix admissions tax. The Committee has opened a series of hearings on the excise taxes, as part of
its overall survey of the tax struc-

MPAA

ture.

Present plan

calls

for testimony
Ted R.

some time next week by

RKO RADIO PICTURES,

INC.

TRADE SHOWINGS
of

ROBERT

RAYMOND HAKIM'S

and

presentation

of

"THE LOIG NIGHT"
ALBANY

BUFFALO

Fox Projection Room
1052 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

Fox Projection

290

122

Projection

Arlington

St.,

Room

Boston,

ALL

SHOWINGS

AT

Franklin

St.,

Room

Buffalo,

N.

Y.

NEW HAVEN

BOSTON
RKO

Mass.

Fox Projection Room
40 Whiting St., New Haven, Conn.

A

Hershey.

16.

—

—

Philadelphia Allied Theater Ownof Eastern- Pennsylvania will
hold a film buyers conference today at the Sterling Hotel, WilkesBarre.
similar meeting will be
held tomorrow at the Hotel Hershey,

1)

excess of $100,000 were paid to 35 mittee, or at least to file briefs.
employes; 49 received in excess of
$50,000 but not more than $100,000 Para. Chi. Meet Tomorrow
Chicago J. J. Donohue and Harand 164 were paid in excess of $20,000 but not more than $50,000. Total old Wirthwein will preside at a threesum paid as salaries to aforemen- day Paramount sales meeting starting tomorrow.
tioned was $14,636,141.

"Cheyenne" Bows in Three
Intermountain Theaters

—

(Continued from Page

$2.53 per share for the comparable
quarter of 1946 on the same basis.
Gross income for the past quarter
was $48,944,024.85, compared with
$46,390,305.20 for the 1946 period,

Gamble, ATA board chairman, with
Johnston to follow upon his return
mon.
to Washington the following week.
Aggregate remuneration paid for No other pix group has yet sought to
the last fiscal year to directors and testify, although it is not unlikely
officers for services in all capacities that other exhib. groups will arrange
was $1,285,191. Yearly salaries in to have spokesmen heard by the Com-

of the company following the election of 14 directors by stockholders.
Elected with Skouras to serve for the

Cheyenne, Wyo.
Three of FoxIntermountain Theaters, the Lincoln,
the Paramount and the Princess,
will day-and-date the premiere of
WB's "Cheyenne" here, tomorrow.
Parade, Governor's welcome, barbecue, square dances, rodeos and other

to $5,897,60

1)

ers

Rowinski-Fearn

A us.,

2:30

P.M.,

WEDNESDAY,

MAY 28

LOUIS

ST.

St.

Louis

Shubert (move over)

.

.

3 weeks
3 weeks

PORTLAND, ORE.
Music Box

5 weeks

RICHMOND
Capitol

4 weeks

BALTIMORE
Town

6 weeks

SEATTLE
Music Hall
4 weeks
Music Box (move over) 3rd week

SALT LAKE CITY
Rialto

.

.

3 weeks

.

PHOENIX
4 weeks

Vista

NEW ORLEANS
Orpheum,

Liberty ... .3

Liberty (hold over) ....

weeks

2 weeks

NEW YORK
25th

Astor*

week

CHICAGO
Woods

22nd week

BOSTON
20 weeks

Esquire

Boston (move over)

1

st

21

st

.

.

week

LOS ANGELES
Beverly

Palace
Guild

1

7th

8th

week
week
week

PITTSBURGH
9 weeks

Fulton

SAN FRANCIS'CO

CINCINNATI
7 weeks

Capitol

Colony

weeks
Royal (move over) .... 2 weeks
Flamingo (move over) 3 weeks
11

.

Rialto

Franklin

4 weeks
(move over) .... 4 weeks

TUCSON
3 weeks

Lyric

4 weeks

Tower
(move over)

.

.

8th

week

STOCKTON,

CAL.

State

3 weeks

ROCHESTER

FRESNO
Tower

DENVER
.

week

.... 8th

OAKLAND

MIAMI BEACH

Aladdin

United Nations

.

Kinema (move over)

.

.

3 weeks
2 weeks

Temple

6th

week

DALLAS

.-

Cabart

WASHINGTON
8 weeks

Keith's

MINNEAPOLIS
Pan

8 weeks

SAN DIEGO

2
2
Santa Fe
2
State (move over) .... 2

Town

2 weeks
.

.5 weeks

weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks

PROVIDENCE
Albee

Adams, Mission
Mission' (hold over).

Melba

LONG BEACH

SAN ANTONIO
Texas

3 weeks

GALVESTON
State

2 weeks

SACRAMENTO
:

.

.

.

.5 weeks

BUFFALO
20th Century

4 weeks

Capitol

Hippodrome (move
5 weeks

3 weeks
over)
1

week

£

PORTLAND, ME.

LOUISVILLE
4 weeks

Strand

SYRACUSE

KNOXVILLE

Empire

6th

week

3 weeks

Pike

ALTOONA

PHILADELPHIA
Acadia

6th

Pix

6th

week
week

HOUSTON
4 weeks

Kirby
FT.

ST.
3 weeks

Empire

WORTH
3 weeks

Palace

CLEVELAND
6th

Lower Mall

6th

DETROIT
Downtown

week
week

Olympic

2 weeks

WORCESTER
3 weeks

FALL RIVER
Centre

3 weeks

week

MONTREAL

CUMBERLAND

SAVANNAH

5th

Mouse

2 weeks

week

1

MADISON, WIS.
3 weeks

week

st

1

week

3rd week

2 weeks

VANCOUVER
3 weeks

WINNIPEG
DES

4th

week

4th

week

MOINES

Orpheum

.

.

ILL.

Garrick

2 weeks

Parkway

Kent

.

Hastings

Roxy (move over)
6th

.

TACOMA
Blue

Plymouth

Weis

SPRINGFIELD,

2 weeks
over)

Senate

Liberty

University

PAUL

Orpheum
World (move

PEORIA
Beverly, Varsity

1

Varsity (hold over) ....

1

week
week

CHAMPAIGN
Orpheum

week

4th

WOONSOCKET
2 weeks

Bijou

HARRISBURG
Senate

.2

weeks

TOLEDO
3rd

State

LITTLE

week

ROCK

Royal

2 weeks

MEMPHIS
Strand

3rd

week

INDIANAPOLIS
Keith

3rd week

ATLANTA
Rialto, Hilan

2nd week

To be released by

RKO Radio

Pictures.

Inc.

MILWAUKEE
Riverside
3 weeks
Alhambra (move over) 3rd week

BRIDGEPORT
Klein

3 weeks

Memorial

KANSAS CITY
Tower

4 weeks

BIRMINGHAM
4 weeks

Birmingham

SPOKANE
3 weeks

State

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Broadway
4 weeks

CHARLOTTE
Visulite

.-

OMAHA
Brandeis

.

.

OKLAHOMA

4th

.

3 weeks

Plaza (hold over)

COLUMBUS, OHIO
Palace

CITY

Criterion, Plaza
,

week

2 weeks
1

week

2nd week

ALBANY
Grand ........... 2nd week

—
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Offered in India
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flooded with inquiries.

officials

pass along

Tracy,

members

are

Film Producers Association's "public relations

to the British

tures to Loew's very able Joseph

minds that once before

UA

Vcgel with the presidency

tried to line

And Ed

•

AFL

been directed to set up procedure for
the conference of the five-man com-

AFL

mittee.
spokesmen said the
special committee would meet "soon."
Also under brief discussion was

Walsh's coming meeting with Lawrence P. Lindelof, AFL painters
president.

has given a thought

War

assist at least for that

•

gram

will cover tomorrow's Zanesville, O., premiere of E-L's

ance".

• DOS has

...

•

drama coach. ...
Danish

b.o.

1)

identical, 356.

Frank Orsatti Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—Agent

Frank

Orsatti,

heart attack at his
Santa Monica Beach home. Survivors
include four brothers, Victor, Ernest,
Alfred and Jesse, and two sisters,
died

of

a

Carmen and

Funeral services

Stella.

tomorrow.

will be

"Repeat"

in Triple

Zanesville, O.

formance"

—E-L's "Repeat Per-

open in three theLiberty,
Weller and
Quimby, tomorrow night.
will

,

the

aters,
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PHIL

IF

fell

through, according to John

reaction counts

— and

it

does!

—the

suit

policy, he'd

every purpose, but

go

for

it,

if

•

•

to take

some

CLAUDE

•
it

Phil

RFD

R.

No.

You

Granted Ed's technique

had a house with a

T

"different"

COLLINS, wartime newsreel

1.

.

.

.

•

Phil

M. was

%

makes

its

bow

at

...

•

• David

Film Classics'

Mason

Lola

maybe

home

in

Penning-

Credit the
first

in

the role

MPAA's Glen
new product

release of

of

Pic is

"Patient

a private eye.

.

.

.

wyi vmvm V4 V

Rose's attorneys, Simpson, Thatcher & Bartlett will examine

James Mason in their offices today. ... • The SS He de France when
again plowing the seas will boast of a 500-seat film theater.

Lane

.

;.t

vi <B*»Vtr»y» tf» vi yiMnMfo

Rubber

Co.,

Manley Popcorn Ma-

chines, Capitol Motion Picture Supply, Blumberg Brothers (RCA), Joe
Hornstein Supply Co. (Motiograph),
Altec Service, M-G-M. Monogram,

RKO,

Universal,

PRC, Eagle-Lion,

Vanguard, National Screen, and Republic.

A

meeting of the convention comis headed by Harry H.
Lowenstein, will be held on Monday,
May 26, for the purpose of consolidating plans for the convention and
mittee, which

social activities.

STORK REPORTS

The Children's Film Library program,

the Victoria Theater tomorrow

Vanishes," starring James

Sam JaffcRobert Montgomery

Papayanakos, Gouverneur, N. Y.;
Ralph S. Pasho, Naugatuck, Conn.,
and H. W. Robertson, Covington, Va.

has

co-ordinator,

thinkin' that

inaugurated by the Greendale and Park Theaters in Worcester, Mass.,

latter.

are set for the Hotel Ambassador
in Atlantic City from June 24 to 26,
will provide an excellent opportunity
for the airing and solution of many
problems confronting theater owners
today.
Among those heading delegations
from their respective territories will
be Abram F. Myers, Washington;
Sidney Samuel son, Philadelphia;
Benny Berger, Minneapolis; Meyer
Leventhal, Baltimore; Leonard Goldberg, Boston; Jesse L. Stern, N. Y.
C; Van Nomikos, Chicago; James

its

T

pals might like to drop Collins a line at his

ton, N. J

audience

If

only on an experimental basis

if

easy, per M. D.'s orders

of his

M

Ed Lachman, ATONJ prexy, is
confident that the meetings, which

Sanitary Automatic Candy Co., MayAluminum Ware, Perfo Mat &

for the best trailer

are clicking solidly

should hear the laughter and applause

might not

manager.

fair

an award

"Vogue-side Chat"
trailers

in quantity from exhibitors, distributors and manufacturers, according
to E. Thornton Kelley, convention

T

M WAS PASSING OUT

to $1,500) is the subject of the

1)

exhibition space are being received

about 20 years

for

T

too high

more than merely tempted to call Century's
Ed Schreiber up to the dais
Ed o' late has been writing the scripts
for a new type of trailer being used in Century's Vogue, foreign film
house
The light touch is employed, whether policy, the attraction
or a side line (you can shop in the Vogue's art gallery for works priced

up

Reservations Pouring In
For N. J. Allied Conclave

Partial list of those exhibiting at
the theater equipment show includes
Coca Cola, Stub Rod Control Co.,

were

for the 2,600-seater

writing of the year, he'd be

Allvine for the

:.:

V

the

21

Jeanne Bates

ffw9 wm W0W0 i v* ¥9 99

and

Romance" hung up

Negotiations for renewal of the lease on

urged they be continued thru the Summer

:.:
*,:

•

of the

studio diction

has proven so successful that now two Saturday morning shows are the
rule in both houses
And the Worcester Better Films Council has

l\^>end vDirthaa
:.:

•

Acme

"Repeat Perform-

record of the season, just ending a 22-week run in Copen-

T

Bow

new

Metro's 1945 "Thrill of a

hagen's Palladium

•

.

landed Florence Cunningham, founder

Gloucester (Mass) School of the Theater as his

T

Total number of foreign
pictures registered for 1945-46 was

Hollywood

.

Dep't decision to junk the Nazi pix export pro-

Century has been operating that house

tribution.

to the pos-

UP, King Features, AP, INS, Wide World Photos and

Century's Albemarle Theater in Brooklyn

54,

topper

"John-Doe-has-switched-to-Calvert-because

Mannheimer, because the terms

356 U. S. Pix Registered
#
For 46-'47 U. K. Distrib.
(Continued from Page

UA

$1,705,000 this year, $l,960,0o/*for
the 1946 13 weeks.

(Continued from Page

T

WARNERS

IF

re-

" ad
campaign for its new newsreel coming up Nov. 1?
• A doff of
Phil M's chapeau today to Eddie Dowden and his aides for that impressive torchlight parade which launched the N. Y. Infirmary's $5,000,000
drive. ...
• And a doff, too, to Marvin Schenck and his staff for last
night's Madison Square Garden show, a benefit for the same worthy
cause. ...
9 Paramount gets an ace sales exec, in Liberty's "Ted"
O'Shea. ...
• Your Favorite Industry Newspaper easily can claim an
that

of

30, 1946.

Rodgers

History could re-

Raftery could stay on as the

WONDER

•

over-

view

in

man— Bill

up a Loew

Rodgers remained with Loew's

for the post

• UA

"save dollars" campaign? ...

officer" responsible for the

.

Walsh and Tracy have

said.

negie's

1)

shares outstanding on

^

• THOUGHT IN PASSING: Anybody got a copy of Dale Car"How to Win Friends and Influence People" that they'd like to

•

•

of the special five-man committee set
up to draft a plan to end, "for all
time," jurisdictional strikes in the
studios.
No policy decisions were made at
the meeting yesterday,
spokes-

men

•

sibilities

Workers prexy.

AFL

common

Operating profit for the 1947 period was $4,640,000, against $3,275,at
000, with Federal tax provis'

Mid-WeeU Musings

T

1)

Richard Walsh and D. W.

Both

447

March

PHIL M. DALY

peat

Walsh, Tracy Start Drive
To End H'wood Strikes

Electrical

39-Week Period
(Continued from Page

investment. New and modern talking equipment. Excellent pictures.
Latest releases, extremely low cost
of operation. Easily installed and
operated anywhere. Lucrative business with daily turnover."
Mail or personal inquiries are invited at the company's office in the
Dhun Nur Bldg.
Plan is similar to offers made by
RKO in Panama, Argentine, Colombia and Peru, where, it is understood, the local RKO offices were

Up

in
1)

of adequate theaters in many areas
in India and offers: "Small capital

(Continued from Page

Profit

T

T

.

.

Arthur Blutreich of the Warners
department at the home
office is the father of a seven and a
half pound boy, his second, born Sunday at Mt. Eden Hospital, the Bronx.
theater

London (By Cable) —-Celia Johngave birth to,

son, British film star,

her third child,

Johnson won the

a daughter.

New York

Miss
Film

Critics award as the best film actress
of the year for her performance in

"Brief Encounter," and was a nominee for the Academy Award.

Wednesday, May

3*

21, 1947

Johnston Proposals
Affect

to

REVIEWS Of REUI

Geneva Talks

De^rtment backing

to

MPAA

hrj^; proposals. It is now expected
tftr'Pthe U.S.-British film problem
will be tied in with possible American concessions to Great Britain on
other commodities fining the Geneva
conference on ITO. Thus, films would
play a leading role in international
bargaining on trade.

Under Secretary of State Will
Clayton has returned from Geneva
where he headed the American delegations, for a round of conferences
with Marshall, President Truman
and other Government officials.
According to MPAA, Johnston discussed the general foreign situation
with Marshall and dealt with some

Although MPAA dewhether the British

specific cases.
clined to say

question was specifically discussed,
it can be stated that this problem
was the principal topic. The U. S.
Embassy in London, it was understood, has been directed to sound out
the British government concerning
the Johnston proposals with particular emphasis on the additional
time which will be given to British
films in this country. Johnston will
leave for England the latter part of
next month.
said that Johnston brought
Marshall up to date on the problems
confronting the American industry
in various parts of the world.

MPAA

M.

L.

Simons'

First

Assignment

M. L. Simons, recently appointed
assistant to H. M. Richey, M-G-M's
director,
will
relations
exhibitor
make his first appearance before a
group of theater owners in his new
capacity at the Montana Theaters
Association convention set for Boulder Springs, Mont., on May 28
and

29.

Gags and

in

production numbers that
show the female form divine
of

are served

further

still

off

strik-

to

advantage and
plot
that
is
a
as
screwy as they come, gets screwier as it
unfolds. Constantly it is one laugh after
another. The range is from the belly rumble
to the hearty guffaw.
ing

A

showmen who know what

pair of

the

audience wants and gave it to them, Director Alfred E. Green and Producer Sam
Cos.'ow delivered up
potentially
sock
a
package of entertainment in "Copacabana"
that was responded to all down the line, and
spontaneously, by a sneak preview neighborhood audience.
Further

name

saleability

values of

and basically

First

ness story,

New

for the

with

it

now

is

familiar

a

mo.t

a

show

busi-

grand advertisement

York nitery of the same name
err.)
"gorgeous"
(our

(count

14

"Copa

quotes)

the
is
Steve Coch-

Russell,

also a

is

show

the

in

Andy

ran and Gloria Jean. Latter
appealing ingenue.

And

Girls."

they

are

gor-

Miss Miranda and Marx are a knockout
comedy team. Where the latter gets off a
sly
innuendo. Miss Miranda knocks them
for a loop with her dialectic treatment of
the language. When they take brief moments out of the picture so the boy-meetsgirl
romance can be generated, they are
eagerly awaited for their next appearance.

The Marx-Miranda combo is on free time.
They are broke, too. Marx becomes a 10
per center and sells
owner of the Copa.

Miss Miranda to the

He

sells

her twice, as

"Mademoiselle Fifi," a French chanreuse
and as "Carmen Novarro." It is a difficult
assignment. She has to double up and split
seconds to keep up the bamboozlement.

The story hits into the hectic with Miss
Miranda knocking herself out. Steve Cochconfuses

further

Marx

"Fifi."

the

the

finds

by

issue

himself

in

falling

and out

quandary, harassed by the staff,
by agents; Hollywood beckons,

bedevilled

Miss Miranda has a slow burn that soon
sparks off her Latin temperament and before you know what is about all is up in a
whirlwind.

appears "Fifi" has been done
on the spot. But such a spot.
He plays checkers with himself while the
cops beat their brains out. It comes out that
he could not have killed her. She is two
oeople in one. It becomes page one stuff.
Finally,

Marx

in.

it

is

Marx

fEflimE TOUCH
BARBARA GELTY, candy
ford,

ADELINE
New

girl,

MIECKOWSKI,
Britain,

Poli,

Hart-

cashier,

Music

Box,

booking

clerk,

War-

Conn.

CAROL KEARNS BISSON,
ners,

Loew's

Conn.

Omaha.

GEORGIANA BERRY,

contract

clerk,

Universal,

Omaha.

VARY

LINDY,

Omaha.

winds up in Hollywood, makes a
movie of what has transpired and the romance of Miss Jean with Cochran concludes
with the pair viewing the Marx effort.
Never does it have a dull moment. Marx
is
in there all the time oitching to moot
comic effect. The music is good. Miss
Miranda delivers both song and line to
what can be considered probably her best
oerformance to date.
Also figuring
son,

Louis
information

desk,

Paramount,

columnist
Sobol,

in

the deal

of

Hearst

SERIAL *
"The

Vigiliante"
(15 Part Serial)
Columbia
20-25 Mins.
The Vigilante, hero of the West to
millions of comic book fans, is
brought to the screen by Columbia
in fifteen chapters of action and suspense. Fans will be brought back

again and again with such chapter
titles as: "In The Gorilla's Cage,"
"Blasted To Eternity," "Death Rides

The

Rails," etc.

Each

edition

man-

ages to have a suspenseful enough
climax to warrant more.
The Vigilante, in reality a Gov-

ernment agent, is known to millions
of fans as a famous Western movie
troubador. In this guise he is in
quest of the "100 tears of blood,"
priceless rubies, which have been
smuggled into the country. The trail
leads him far and wide and into unpredictable dangers which are as
varied as they are numerous. Seems
to pack enough action to please the
most ardent fan, and thrill those
seeking tight spots.

More Construction
Applications Okayed

are

tapemeasure
scribe; and

Wilrenown;

Earl

Variety's

Abel Green.
CAST: Groucho Marx, Carmen Miranda, Andy

Washington

or

theaters have been approved by the
review committee of the
the Housing Expeditor.
Three of the applications were approved on the basis of "hardship,"
including "industrial unemploy-

ment."
Approvals in this category included: William Green, Palmetto,
Ga.; Yellowstone Amusement Co.,
Martin City, Mont.; C. W. Duncan,
Wetumka, Okla. Other approvals included Ernest and Percy Pherson,
Rutland, N. D., and Louise Mask,
Bolivar, Tenn., both as "essential
John
A.
community facilities";
Dempsey, Augusta, Ga., and A. B.
Whitfield, Calico Rock, Ark., both
because of veteran ownership.

Honors Taylor

Maj. Rex Taylor, Paramount photo
editor, has received the Order of the
British Empire for outstanding services rendered to the British press and
British war correspondents while
serving as press chief of the European theater of operations before and
during the invasion of Europe.
Cochran, Gloria Jean, Louis Sobol,
Wilson and the Copa Girls.
Producer, Sam Coslow; Director,
Vadnay,
Screenplay,
Laslo
Alfred
E.
Green;
Alan Boretz, Howard Harris; Original Story,
Laslo Vadnay; Photography, Bert Glennon; Set
Decorations, Julia Heron; Film Editor, Philip
Cahn; Music Editor, Weldon Hancock; Sound,
Fred Lau; Lyrics and Music, Sam Coslow; Mus Edward Wardcal Director, incidental music,
Russell, Steve

Abel Green,

Earl

CREDITS:

;

Musical

Arrangements, Jack
Musical

Zweifel, Bob Gordon;
by Larry Ceballos.

DIRECTION,
Grade A.

1)

torted by the timing of feature releases, Disney said that, by virtue of
the adoption of the receipt of income basis of feature amortization,
"Make Mine Music" made a material
contribution to earnings. in the first
half of the financial year.
He also reported that substantial
revenues from "Song of the South"
were received in April, with signs
pointing toward a profitable longterm distribution.

u

Ascap Dropping Post
Of General Manager
(Continued from Page

1)

'

.

-.,

sistant general manager, becomes
sales manager in charge of all!
licensing activities. Richard F. Murray, also an assistant general manager, becomes manager of foreign
relations, in charge of foreiga matters, the internal statistical departments and publicity.

George A. Hoffman, comptroller,
continues in charge of accounts,
finance and general personnel; Herman Finkelstein, resident counsel,
continues in charge of legal activities carried out on the Ascap premises,
while Schwartz & Frohlich,
general counsel, will be in charge of
litigation, as heretofore.

— Seven

facilities
Office of

Britain

$264,3*3

THE FILM DAILY
Executive assignments were based
more applica- upon
a report to the board by a
construction
repair of

Washington Bureau of

tions for

to

(Continued from Page

7

geous.

of

—

Attorney Thomas McChicago
Connell, Jackson Park Theater attorney, and Miles Seeley and Edward
Johnston, for film companies, appeared before the Circuit Court of
Appeals yesterday to present their
arguments in appeal from Judge
Michael Igoe's decision in Chicago
Three- judge
rone clearance case.
court has taken case under advisement.

way they

the

up here are a can't miss combination. And
may add to those two factors a flock

for

Court

girls,

you

ran

Zone Clearance

it

1>

the

Disney 26-Week Ne)

Up

Carmen Miranda

with Groucho Marx,

Continued from ?a~e

flLfllS

"Copacabana"

92 Mins.
UA
ing a conference between Johnston
POTENTIALLY SOCK PACKAGE OF ENand Secretary of State George Mar- TERTAINMENT; GAGS, GIRLS, MUSIC,
shall. Johnston, it was reported, was
GAYETY. BUY IT.
assured by Marshall of full State
i

i

DAILY:

First

Rate.

Mason, Harold
Numbers Stageci

PHOTOGRAPHY,

special committee.

to Construct New
Film Storage Building

Bonded

Bonded Film Storage

Co. will constorage building
adjoining its present building on
Vernon Blvd., Long Island City, it
was announced yesterday. Construction is expected to start immediately.
New building will mark the fourth
vault structure operated by Bonded
in the city area. It is expected to
be ready for occupancy in the Fall.

struct a

new

,

film
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QUOTA BCT EHTEMIOn OPPOSED in BRITBIH
War Dept. Report on German Pic Situation Due
W.
CEA,
And George
Army
MPF
Pace
Advanced by
Moved
Editorial

Statement Will Be In Reply
;'o Critics;
flfo

2

be

from Positions

THE FILM DAILY
Washington
War Department is
Expected to answer critics of its film

—

1

.

=
QROM

\

I olicy in Germany with the issuance
loday of a report on the entire ex| losive

'

the

member

.

.

by Para.

set

By CHESTER
the

BAHN

—

—

industryite

206,000 persons

London (By Cable)
of

and

re-

identi-

are

with the U. S. theatrical film trade,
the
according to the latest estimate
most important news of the past week
was the announcement by Paramount partner E. V. Richards at the Variety Clubs, International convention that Paramount Pictures has pledged $500,000 towards the

pith the German film situation.
In effect, the Department state-

pent expected today will be in an-

—

Motion Picture Foundation's present $10,000.000 goal.
Of prime importance too, was Richards'

Swer to criticism leveled at the preson Page 6)
( Continued

announcement that the E. V. Richards Foundation has made a $50,000 pledge,
further

and that the

6MM. Developments

RKO

total

thus far pledged by in-

dustry leaders approximates $2,000,000.
other details were given, and it is to

assumed that the names

Conclave

donors

will

of

be made public

the
in

No
be

additional

due course.

On the record as it now
Important developments in the 16 $500,000 gift by Paramount
lm. field will be announced at RKO
(Continued on Page
:adio's 16th annual sales meeting, to
be held at the

the

stands,
is

the

first

8)

Hotel, July 7-9, it
was learned yesSessions
terday.
will be the first
conducted by Robert Mochrie, vice-

president and
general sales

Allied To

Ask D. of J.

Probe of Bidding Uses
Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Washington
Charges that some
equity
manager; former of the defendants in the N. Y.
bidding prac-

meetings were
conducted by Ned
E. Depinet, executive vice-president, who will sit
in on all sessions.

ROBERT MOCHRIE
e

distribution.

Close to 500
delegates from
foreign

and

pro-

(Continued on Page 7)

Mono.'s "Fifth Ave."
into JV. Y. Rivoli
W est Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

—

Hollywood
Roy Del Ruth's "It
Happened on Fifth Avenue" has be3n
set for the Rivoli Theater in New
York, following "Other Love," it
was announced by Steve Broidy,

Monogram

prexy.

case are using illicit
tices will be brought to the

official

attention of Attorney General Tom
Clark, it was learned yesterday.

The move

year,

is expected to be
(Continued on Page 6)

made

Until Later in

Year

As

a result of a poll of its directors, the American Theaters Association has decided to postpone the
organization's national convention.
Postponement until later in the
year is deemed advisable due to the
heavy current demand on members'
(Continued on Page 6)

of the present Films Act for one
S. Government or not, will
be vigorously opposed by British
producers, exhibitors and film labor,

whether supported by the U.

Argentine Quota

it

was established yesterday.

Speaking for the British Film
Producers Association, in the absence
of J. Arthur Rank, now visiting the
U. S. and Canada, Sir Henry French,
director-general, branded Johnston's
a strong possibility that
p j ea for postponement of new quota

Passage Seen
There

is

the current quota bill on foreign pix
imports up before the Argentine
Legislature will be passed, despite
the unofficial opposition to the bill by
Dictator Peron, Ignacio Kronenberg,
head of Foreign Screen Corp., told
the trade press yesterday.

(Continued on Page 8)

Disfribs* File

Appeal

Recently back from Argentina,
Kronenberg said that the high rate
of native production, with 80 films
already made this year as against a

Louis Lewis Leaves

UA

To Take SRO Europe Post

Seven of the eight appellants from
the N. Y. Statutory Court's Dec. 31
industry decree will file with the U.
S. Supreme Court tomorrow their
statement of the points on which
they intend to rely in the forth(

Continued on Page 7)

Louis Lewis has been placed in
File
Statement
charge of all financial and related
and
in
Britain
Fox Option Shares
matters of the SRO
on the Continent, it was announced
yesterday by Neil F. Agnew, SRO
A registration statement covering
president.
234,300 shares of common stock to
Lewis, who will assume his new be offered publicly for the account
duties in the near future, has re- of 24 option holders was filed with
signed as director and secretary of
(Continued on Page 6)
UA, London, and affiliated companies
with which he has been affiliated for
more than 12 years.

SEC

On

N. Y. Exhibs. Try Contests
Offer Prizes in Moves fo Hypo Attendance
ATA Convention Off

FREDMAN

—Any move initiated by Eric A. Johnston,

MPAA president, for extension

(Continued on Page 7)

j

Waldorf - Astoria

Eric Johnston

By ERNEST W.

viewpoint

personal

purely

individual

that

B.

BFPA.

R. Fuller for the
H. Elvin for Cine-Technicians Vigorous
for

In Opposition to Proposal

fied

situation.

Meanwhile, it was learned that a
department reshuffle will move two
Lrmy officials from their present
osts. Both are directly concerned

tefore

Henry French

Officials

i Washington Bureau of
1

Sir

Faced with fading box office rean anticipated seasonal
slump, a number of Metropolitan exhibitors have seized upon prize con-

turns, plus

tests as their initial move in the
fight to maintain theater attendance.
Latest to be revealed was yester-

day's announcement by RKO Theaters of a $2,500 Scrambled .Stars
contest, designed to herald a series
of dual attractions to play the cir(

Continued on Page 6)

European Situation
Canvassed by Toppers
The general European film situawith some emphasis upon Ger-

tion,

many,

was

Johnston,

canvassed

MPAA-MPEA

by

Eric

A.

president, at

New York informal meeting yesterday with company presidents and
vice-presidents. Recent international
a

developments also came

in

for

some

attention.

Johnston, who was accompanied
here by his executive aide, Joyce
O'Hara, and his personal secretary,
Mary Smith, flew back to the capital
late in the day.

.

3%
House Com. Approves
Permanent Info Setup

Benjamin

THE FILM DAILY
Washington
The House Foreign
affairs
Committee yesterday approved the Mundt Bill to set up within the State Department a perman-

—
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—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
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Manning
Wisconsin
3271.
Clagett,
Phone
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127Homer
133 Wardour St. W. 1.
Mary
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Virtudes
214.
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ALGIERS— Paul

Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue

Saffar,

tion.

Effect of passage of this bill
subsequent appropriation of
needed funds will be to continue
present OIC, including its pix

and
the
the

and

radio operation. It is likely, however, that the funds for the program
will
be
considerably
below the
$3,000,000 asked for pix and the $15,000,000 asked for radio in the $31,000,000 budget just cut from the

Department's appropriation
passed by the House last week.

bill

Plan 26 Americana Films
From Sennett Productions
"Nickelodeon Chuckles," a synchronized two-reeler, will be the premier release of a series of 26 Americana Comedy Film Classics produced
by Grand International Pictures from
the Mack Sennett comedies made

U. K. Firm
Chicago Ampro Corp. has organ
ized an English subsidiary, Amprc
Zanesville, O.
Robert S. Benja- Ltd., with offices in London. Ampr
min, president of J. Arthur Rank
16 mm. equipment for the U. K
Organization, Inc., and director and
general counsel of Pathe Industries, market will be manufactured in Eng
Inc., is here to join Eagle-Lion vice- land and in Scotland.
president and sales manager A. W.
Schwalberg and director of advertising, publicity and exploitation Max
E. Youngstein at tonight's world
premiere of Eagle-Lion's "Repeat
Performance" at the Liberty, Weller
and Quimby. Hollywood contingent -F- RADIO CITY MUSIC HALif—H
here is headed by Richard Basehart,
Rockefeller Center

—

r

=0

who

native of Zanesville

is

co-starred

"Repeat Performance" with Louis
Hayward and Joan Leslie; Frances
Rafferty, Chili Williams and Benny
in

Rubin.

MEXICO
Phone, 42758.
Turnoff, Morelos 56 No. 523.
Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito

MONTEVIDEO—
597.

MPAA

a
designed to obtain preferential hiring
veterans
picture
of
by the motion
industry.

Eagle-Lion Films has already
adopted such a program and AVC
hopes to obtain the co-operation of
all companies in the endeavor.

financial.
(Wed.,

May

21)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Am. Seat
Columbia

High

Low

Close

153/4

153/4
141/2

153/4
15
451/4

15

Picts

45%

Kodak

Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's, Inc

18

443/8
18

21 Vs

2OV2

18
21

Paramount

24%

231/4

237/s

RKO

lU/s

10%

lU/s

East.

Republic Pict
Republic Pict. pfd..
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
.

Universal

.

.

Pict

Warner Bros

51/4

51/4

51/4

11 l/2
281/4

IU/2

36

36

201/4
143/4

I91/4

IU/2
2734
36
20

14%

143/4

27i/4

Chg

+ %

+
—
+

+

3/4
1/2

Vi
Vb

—
— %
— 34
Va

+

1/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

Picts.

.

.

.

RKO
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

iVs
234
314
12l/4

Trans-Lux

33/g

3

2l/2

23/4

3V8

31/8

lll/2
33/8

121/4
33/g

+ %
+ l'/4

+

1/s

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecolor

.'

Pothe

Asked

4%

4%

51/4

6I/4

Competitive Bidding
For 3 Chi. Situations
Chicago

—Three Chicago situations

are still available for competitive
bidding, Jack Kirsch, president of
Allied of Illinois, said. Situations are
the Annetta vs. the Palace; the Harmony vs. the Division, and the Revue
vs. the Rivoli. RKO, 20th-Fox and
M-G-M are still receiving bids.

BFPA Against Export of
Made by the Nazis

Films

London (By Cable)— The British
Film Producers Association is as
opposed to the export from Germany
of Nazi-produced films as the U. S.
industry, it was said yesterday by
Sir Henry French, director-general.

Final arrangements for the coming TESMA-TEDPA trade show and
convention to be held in the Shoreham Hotel, Washington, Sept. 24-29,

room

locations, construction de-

West Coast Bureau of

inent publicity director and exploiteer, has been named executive vicepresident of Screen Plays, Inc. He
will launch a nation-wide campaign
on Ring Lardner's stories starting

with "The Big

Ami" Writ Denied

West Coast Bureau

Los Angeles

of

THE FILM" DAILY

— Federal

Judge Paul

Metro

Shifts

Trade Shows

M-G-M
announced revised
tradeshow dates on three forthcomhas

McCormick has denied the injunc- ing releases as follows: "Romance of
by Joseph Scheinman of, Rosy Ridge," July 1, all exchanges;
Casino Film Exchange, New York, to "The Hucksters," June 17, all exrestrain Levinson Finney Enter- changes; "Song of Love," previously
prises from distributing a foreign announced date cancelled, new date
J.

tion sought

version of "Bel Ami."

to be set shortly.

Arthur Rank's

J.

UJA Musicians
Sets

Luncheon

MILLAND

WRIGHT

•

A

Paramount

The ENTERPRISE STUDIOS present

BARBARA

Rivoli
•*

V/

(Vov

ot 4?ft

Si.

The Academy Award Picture
Winner ol Nine Academy Awards:

THE BEST YEARS 0.

gjMiun'jHrt
ON SCREEN

UJA

1st N.Y.

Jews

IN

Showing!

PERSON

LAMBERTI

ROSALIND RUSSELL

BUSTER SHAVER
MELVYN DOUGLAS
Extra!

'THE GUILT OF

16 M.M. sound
equipment has been installed
.

.

BEITY REILLY

JANET AMES'

the latest

our air conditioned

DAVID

STANWYCK NIVEN

^

~v

Picture

-p/IR/IMOC/A/r\l

sion.

New York City's quota in the
drive to help the dispossessed
of Europe is $65,000,000.

x.

<2%?y&0q&&

June 4

Musicians Division of the United
Jewish Appeal will hold its annual
luncheon, June 4, at the Park Central
Hotel, it was announced by Richard
McCann, president of the Associated
Musicians of Greater New York,
Local 802, and chairman of the divi-

MADISON

one^inoon

Screen

Division
for

TONE

•

Town" and "Cham-

which

are first on
Plays production schedule.

pion,"

TEMPLE

THE FILM DAILY

— George Glass, prom-

Hollywood

in

"Bel

in

"Great Expectations"

TESMA-TEDPA Show

MPAA

16.

Valerie

HOBSON

Complete Arrangements
For

tails, and information about adver9, 464 Francis Xavier
VANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric Vets Employment Priority
tising matter.
SYDNEY—Bowden Fletcher, Urged of
Theater Bldg.
by AVC
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys,
George Glass Named Exec.
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
The motion picture chapter of the
John Lindberg, Jembanealle No. 3, CopenAmerican
Veterans
Committee
will Vee-pee for Screen Plays
hagen-Van Loese.
ROME — John Perdicari, present to the
program

CITY— Louis

John

MILLS

A Universal-International Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Ray Carmichael, Room

Via Ludovisi

THEATERS

N. Y.

ing

St.

—

Bow

have been made and full details of
the planned convention have been
forwarded to Society members.
Description of booths, with locaover a period of 30 years. Picture
opens June 18 at the Trans-Lux The- tions and prices are included in the
mailed out
by Roy
ater, Broadway and 50th St., it was prospectus
announced by J. J. Balaber, editor Boomer, TESMA secretary. Also
listed are transportation data, meetand producer of the series.

MONTREAL—

Charras.

22, 194"

Ampro Forms

in Zanesville

For "Performance's"

Washington Bureau of

May

Thursday,
DAILY

P/us ofhers

.

SCREENING ROOM
... in addition to our 35 M.M.
R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectors . . .

Con
Call:

We "Show"

Circle

Yout

6-0081-2-3-4
i> erwce

On
Plus!

PHIL HARRIS

Marjorie

Film Storaae and
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PILM "STORAGE
1900

N. V

Reynolds
Or.
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•

ROCHESTE'

Sportsmen

Quartet

Screen!

"THE BRASHER DOUBLOON"
George

Inc

Co..

BROADWAY.

Stage! In Person!

JACK BENNY
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Wyler Cited By AAF

Washington Bureau of
Washington Lt.

—

SAMUEL

Honor

to Lt. Col.

William Wyler,
ace Hollywood
for his

director,

work on the war-

"Mem-

time

hit

phis

Belle"

other work

and
for

the Air Force pix

program.

The award was
given in recogni-

Wyler's

tion of

1

work as "motion
picture director
with the Eighth
Air Force in the

European theater
of operations and

WILLIAM WYLER

at the headquarters of the

Army

Air

Forces."

The

citation spoke of his "distinct
to the efforts of the
by an objective protrayal of

contribution

AAF

aims, functions and success in
global warfare through the medium
of the motion picture"; the "success
which has attended the showing of
its

this film
to the

has brought great benefit

AAF

and

reflects credit

upon

the courage, craftsmanship and devotion to duty displayed by this
officer in

this

difficult

assignment."

The

citation said in conclusion
that "Col. Wyler's work will live on
as an accurate historical portrayal
of
efforts to effect victory in

AAF

World War

a>

II."

M PHIL M. DALY

•

announced a $2,500

— Give

•

•

•

to the

YOU'VE BEEN WONDERING

IF

Films Act, consider

be

the exhibs. will

this:

there

If

at the

mercy

of the

Rank

pic

to

... • Still another Rank exec, is
Louis Elliman, managing director of Odeon (IreNew York-bound
land) Ltd. is on the Queen Elizabeth, arriving tomorrow
He'll stay
here until June 2, then head for Chicago and Hollywood
Trip is
largely

to

S. pianist.

•

•

•

CHARLES

H.

KENNEY

feldt,

memo

to Charlie: Phil

M.

Century's Alan Opened
Century Theaters has opened
its new Alan Theater, New Hyde
Park, L. I., 37th link in the circuit.
Seating 600, house was more than a
year in construction.

liJ^end vJ$lrthda<

y

if

Unas Do-

~3

May

jj

22

Benjamin Abner

,|

'.••.*.*.*>>..*>>>.*.»..•>*.

•Xt*.**.**.*4

—

accept

to

Y. Heart Ass'n

he'll

Per-

Fund—

exceed anything the company has come up with

in the past.

Universal will gross approximately $3,500,000 with "The Killers".
Phil

have

•

M. found his daily chuckle yesterday

their

own

•

now has 16mm.

on the Spot" and "Because

of Him.".

put a roving picket line in Times Square
to protest anti-labor legislation.

...

.

and

•

T.

Delacorte,

versions

of

Jr.,

.

.

.

.

.

.

now

Street,"
will

the garment center this

Shirley

Temple goes

to

noon
Warners

ments

...

•

Didja

know

that

Two

Cities

new

dubbed "The Baron?". ... • With
"Carnegie Hall" at the Winter Garden to be followed by "New Orleans." "Other Love" at the Rivoli, "Copacabana" opening at the Criterion
on May 28, "The Fabulous Dorseys' opening the following day at Loew's
familiarly

"Dishonored Lady' opening at the Broadway tomorrow, the Main

Stem should be dubbed

UA White Way,

MPAA's Frank McCarthy made an
to

Brussels

if

the

•

heads

•

of

•

tures reveals

opines

Lew

•

The

on his recent

visit

Barasch. ...

excellent impression

where he conferred with

dignitaries of the Belgian Film Fes-

ambassador, the Belgian Home Secretary,
U. S. distribs. in Belgium and the Belgian press
Give to the N. Y. Heart Ass'n Fund

Admiral

Kirk, the U. S.

—

—

TODAY
it

will

j

IN FILM HISTORY:

abandon production

May

at Fort

22,

supervisor

mainte

of

for

production in

Italy.

ALEXANDER KORDA is expected t
leave London for New York in mid-June.
SAM SIRITZKY, vee-pee of Siritzky Int'l
SIR

to Washington today for the preeming o
"Well-Digger's Daughter" at the Little Theatei
flies

suffering

returns to
Hollywooc
influenza, canceling

intestinal

engagement at the Copacabana.
PHIL CHAKERES,
Chakeres
of
Springfield, Ohio, arrives
to confer with John and
new theater.

DREW

EBERSON,

in

Theater:

New York

Frida

Drew Eberson on

I

hi

I

returned
thif
company's Mexic
Panama, Caracas

architect,

week after three months
City branch and side trips
and Balboa Heights.

in

to

:

R.

JAMES STEWART

1918:

Goldwyn

Lee and move

left

Hollywood

yesterda

for the East.
in

Chicago for opening of "Re

Mill."

Tentative Dates Set
For Bldg. Code Hearings
Tentative dates for public hear'
ings on the proposed revision of th
State Building Code for places oi
public assembly, including theaters

New York

is

New Yor

MARCELLO GIROSI, president of Super Filmleaves tomorrow for Italy and France to line u
releasing deals, and also to make arrange

have

"Mary Hagen". ... • Roy Del Ruth has landed radio
"It Happened in Washington". ...
• Jerry
Fairbanks plans a Summer expedition to Hawaii to shoot both Para, shorts
subjects.

in

nance and purchasing agent for Warner Bros
exchanges, returned yesterday from a two-wee
tour of Midwest branch offices.

writer Vic Knight to script

and commercial

has arrived

HERMAN GOLDBERG,

for the title role in

head, Josef Somlo,

the Coast.

as "czar".

"Scarlet

• SPG and SOPEG

.

returne

from the Coast.

PAULA STONE

Ave. "Great

in that Fifth

Publishers of comic magazines

"Johnston office," with George

United World Films

i

M. KAL

tax hearings.

Campaigns

•
•

New York from

EDWARD ARNOLD

TED

in behalf of "Un-

•

to

an

vice-president

sales manager, and HARRY
of Warner Theaters, have

MINE, head

'

GAMBLE, ATA Board Chairman, wil
be in Washington Wednesday, May 28, to appea
before the House Ways and Means Committee'

be there

conquered," "The Emperor Waltz" and "Variety Girl"

tival,

if
if
if
if

has been

the only thing that

PARAMOUNT WILL SHOOT THE WORKS

•

State,
if
if
if
if

add

happy

is

WB

KALMENSON,

BEN
general

Friday,

followed by a reception-buffet at the Rockville Country Club

"Girl

Eagle-Lion sales exec.

will

—

Fund

to

Expectations" corset window. ...

He succeeds Asher Shaw, who resigned several months ago, to go into
other show operations. The new appointee is a brother of Max Weis-

Y. Heart Ass'n

make Malverne the perfect residential community on Long
Island on Monday when he opens his new Malverne Theater, designed
Invitation premiere will be
by Architects John and Drew Eberson
lacking

SID BLUMENSTOCK, 20th-Fox assistant ex
manager, is en route to Minneapoli
from New York to stage a special screenin
of
"Miracle on 34th Street" for top Twi
City merchants.

CARMEN MIRANDA

study theater operations

— Give to the N.

fly

Rome,

M. A. LEVY, district manager of 2?'i:Fox
and HARRY LEVY, Fox Minneapolis cf* f\es
man, are in Des Moines to attend the
/ .din
of their nephew, Harold Lydon, also a 20th

of supply,

Rank and Korda groups as regards

Society at the Hotel Plaza will be Paulo de Alencar, Brazilian violinist,

and Jeanne Henrend, U.

I

ploitation

British exhibs. are

no alternative source

is

Internationa

Loew's

Fox salesman.

—

be no

will

Theaters Circuit, operating
some 20 theaters in Detroit and upstate Michigan, as well as individual
houses in Minneapolis and Cincinnati.

Tele-

get the greatest

will

ciated

World

It"

why

jus!

York

indies. ...
• "The Seventh Veil," the
number of playdates in the U. S., will
gross about $1,000,000 on this side. ...
• Producer Sidney Buchman
is completing the directorial chore on "Assigned to Treasury"; shooting
was held up by Dick Powell's illness, and Robert Stevenson, the original
director, is now in London to fulfill a Sir Alexander Korda commitment.
• Guest artists at tomorrow night's concert of the Paramount Choral

because there

rentals

— Give to the N.

—

the N. Y.

N. Y. Heart Ass'n Fund

Edward J. Weisfeldt,
manager of the Eiverside
Theater, Minneapolis, has been
named general manager of the AssoDetroit

and

so bitterly opposed to the abolition of the distributors quota in the next

•

former

And

prize contest

gram's main banner read: "Kills Her Rival, Glad of

BURGER,

president
Simpex Co
of
to Europe tomorrow. He will visi
Brussels, Zurich, Budapest, Vienn<
the Scandinavian film centers, winding v
trip in London, late in August.

Paris,

New

Major

GONG

and

ROSENFELD,

plans to

his

NORMALCY RETURNED YESTERDAY

•

circuit

sonal

Weisfeldt Operating
Associated's Circuit

I.
I

Thursday's Telelines
•

N.

22, 1947?

sales manager, and DAVID LEWIS, regional d;
Europe, North Afric
rector for Continental
and the Middle East, flew to Europe yesterdo
via TWA.

THE FILM DAILY

Gen. Ira Eaker,
commanding the Army Air Forces,
yesterday awarded the Legion of

|

COminG

itu i\

With Legion of Honor

May

Thursday,

™£i{< DAILY

to

Pic-

H'wood.

been

set.

First

meeting

?:

ii

City will be in the Empir*
State Building, June 6.
Meeting
in Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse an<j^
Albany are to follow daily.
)

DeVry Projectors
For Matson Liners
Mufti versions of the famous DeVry "Gl" projectors and sound systems will be installed in all new Matson luxury liners, Bill DeVry, company prexy, disclosed yesterday.
Equipment was used during the war
aboard warships and Army camps.
Mufti versions embody several peacetime improvements.

h

Thursday,

May

22, 1947
DAILY:

Com.

Sets Ticket

Tax

Hearings for Next
oh of

—

Washington
aring forth

its

Wk. "Northwest Outpost" "The Patient Vanishes"
with Nelson Eddy, Nona

THE FILM DAILY

MPAA

plans to
views on the Federal

Republic

WELL

porarily stalled.

Like the good old operettas of yore, this
one has a colorful plot and background. Nelson Eddy singing, Nona Massey playing the
feminine foil and singing too. The music

for testimony on the
tax had been scheduled for

'

Wednesday and Thursday by

k

MPAA

However,
:he committee.
;>rexy Eric Johnston, who has

re-

quested a hearing, will, at the time,
be in Hollywood. Also, the committee has a ruling prohibiting the appearance of a witness after hearings
on a particular subject have been
completed.
heads have not
Meanwhile,
come to any conclusion whether to
substitute someone for Johnston, attempt again to have the hearings
postponed, or to merely file a writ-

MPAA

ten brief.

Several exhib. units favor a postponement, it is reported, so that a
more adequate coverage of exhibitor opinion can be obtained.
In the meantime the committee
will hear Ted Gamble, representing
ATA, tentatively slated for Wednesday.

at British Fair

—

London (By Air Mail) Two large
screen television projection systems
vvere displayed at the British IndusBoth methods are extries Fair.
'pected to be suitable for theaters
with manufacturers in each case
=claiming low installation costs.
Imperial Chemical Industries demmstrated a system based on the
Schmidt astronomical camera designs, using a transparent plastic
optical system.
Method shown by
*Vray Optical Works is expected to
)ick up cathode ray tube images and
lash them on a screen without loss
>f illumination or definition.

Form Killingsworth Productions
Organization of Killingsworth
Productions, to produce shorts for
advertising agencies, is announced
by Oland Killingsworth, former director of New Forum shorts for the
Embassy Newsreel Theaters.

Baptists Decision

on June

13

—

Cleveland Proposal to lease the
Baptist Church auditorium
tor use as a motion picture theater
will be decided on June 13 by the
Cleveland Baptist Association.

"Euclid

SICK LIST
f

JEFFREY, exploitation manager
Eagle-Lion Films, who has been confined
his

home

ill

since his return from Hol-

ywood, is expected back
he end of next week.

at

his

desk

Haas and

INTEREST,

with which Film Classics steps out as a distributor of other than
the James Mason
re-issues, devotees
of
In this British pic,

cult

Elsa

The many appearances

of Eddy in the
not wholly devoted to his vocal
talents. He has moments when he-man acj

what

delivers

is

required.

lawman has been shot

I

ting ransom

Eddy

made

to serve Miss Massey's
Schildkraut escapes the
prison, makes off with a guard. Miss Massey falls into their clutches aboard a Chinese junk making ready to sail but at the
is

In

includes the American G.I. Chorus for
supplement. It goes without saying

the

Friml

music

is

catchy

and

eminently

satisfactory.
CAST: Nelson Eddy, llona Massey, Hugo Haas,
Lanchester, Lenore Ulric, Joseph SchildElsa
Peter Whitney, Tamara Shayne,
Emo
kraut,
Verebes, George Sorel, Rick Vallin, Countess
Rosanska, Dina Smirnova, Lola DeTolly.
CREDITS: Associate Producer and Director,
Allan
Dwan; Screenplay, Elizabeth Meehan,
Richard Sale; Original Story, Angela Stuart;
Adaptation, Laird Doyle; Music Score, Rudolph
Friml;
Musical
Director,
Robert Armbruster;
Lyrics,
Edward Heyman; Photography, Reggie
Lanning;
Film
Sound,
Editor,
Harry
Keller;
Earl Crain, Howard Wilson; Art Director, Hilyard Brown; Orchestration, Ned Freeman.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
DIRECTION, First Rate.
Grade A.

Show "Discovery" in Hub
Boston — A tradeshowing

by

in

Hyde

Park.

Seems

daughter,

demand

notes.

baddies involves a car going over a
gunplay, Mason in the hands of the
kidnappers who give him a going over, escape from a fire aboard a barge, getting
the lowdown on the missing girl, again falling into the hands of the gang chief and
almost fading from the scene in a gas
chamber. There is a last-minute rescue by
Scotland Yard. Also included in the telling
such stuff as bodies in closets, founis
tain pens with gas cartridges and I've-gotyou, you've got-me-now gunplay. All this
the

cliff,

\

this

vocal

their

thing you know Mason is up to his
neck with the criminals and he does not
always come out on top. This tangling with

proper time Haas and Eddy appear on the
scene and when the smoke from their guns
has cleared all is rosy, peaceable, safe and
thoroughly romantic.
Film has first-rate production values and
also

find

First

j

Between a Russian Easter celebration
and many courtly affairs given by Haas and
Miss Lanchester, and in proper operetta
purpose.

will

Lena, has been
spirited away from a mental nursing home.
It turns into a snatch job with Morne getLordship's

his

1

style,

—

For the general audience the film has a
quick pace, plenty of action; interest is
held from onset of the story to ultimate
outcome. Mason dominates practically evtvy
sequence, which, too, is what the audience
wants.
Son of a cop and a private eye in his
own right, Mason takes up the case he
learns of at Lord Morne's house, after a

script are

Miss Massey complements the
whole in a capable manner.
Story, directed to good advantage by
Allan Dwan, concerns a Russian-controlled
outpost in northern California in the 830b.
Haas is governor. The place is used as a
prison settlement. Eddy is an ex-U. S. Army
captain hiring out to Haas, who likes him
very much, has Czaristic decorations conferred upon him. into this sphere sails Miss
Massey one day, fresh from Russia. She
seeks to save her father from the depredations of Joseph Schildkraut. He is her husband in name only.

femmes

quite

ations.

into place.

demanded and he

the

up to snuff as he rips off this
potboiler which includes in its plot a good
number of regulation melodramatic situ-

"Northwest Outpost" has very much to
it and is well
rounded out entertainment of many facets. Each fits neatly

is

— meaning

man

recommend

tion

WITH MASON DOMINATING

PRACTICALLY EVERY SEQUENCE.

Lanchester. prince and princess, respectively,
handle comedy ends capably.

plus a kiss

fadeout.

CAST: James Mason, Mary

Clare, Margaret
Vyner, Gordon McLeod, Frederick Valk, Barbara Everest, G. H. Mulcaster, Terry Conlin,
W. G. Fay.
CREDITS: Produced by Pathe Pictures, Ltd.;
Lawrence
Director,
Producer,
John
Argyle;
j

Adapted from Mick Cardby story,
"They Called Him Death," by David Hume.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Fair.
DIRECTION, Okay.
Huntington;

Split

A.

French Pic as Shorts
F.

Films

has

acquired

the

French-made "Birth of the Cinema,"
a four-reeler, and will release it as
two short subjects. Two-reelers will
be titled "Animated Cartoons: The
Toy That Grew Up" and "The Biography of the Motion Picture Camera." "Birth" was shown last Fall
at the Cannes Film Festival in tribute
to the films' 50th anniversary.

of

Ad-

Has Radio License

—

San Angelo"

with Roy Rogers,
Republic

Andy Devine
71 Mins.

GRADE "A" WESTERN ENTERTAINMENT SHOULD CLICK ALL DOWN THE
LINE.
Easily this is one of the best of the new
crop of Roy Rogers' westerns in Trucolor.
Every bit of the way there is something
doing that fits into the category of the exciting, entertaining or thrilling.

who is one of the more inwestern heroines, in addition to
being easy on the optics, is present in the
doings for fine feminine touches; Devine
throws his comic weight around for reDale Evans,

telligent

sults.

As

star

man

of

the

doings,

Rogers,

performances, throws
punches, slings lead, sings songs Grade A
ably

as

as

past

in

—

quality.

Plotwise

a
good story that
and sometimes striking
natural backgrounds, at the same time being played out in coherent sequences; dialog holds up well.
San Angelo is a ranch on the Mexican
border. Murder is done. Suspicion points
to a local mining outfit. Rogers and Devine take up the problem aided by the Sons
of the Pioneers troupe. Miss Evans arrives
on the scene. She is a writer of western
thrillers. Her name sounds mannish and she
plays up the ruse she finds made to order
on her arrival.

utilizes

First

film

has

colorful

thing

she's

in

the

thrill

doings,

Another character is murdered. Snooping around, Rogers, Devine and Miss Evans
find an old Mexican mine which connects
with the one in question. There is a pitched
gun battle, Rogers disposes of the crook';
and killers in slambang style.
New elements in this western include
dogs, an Englishman who stages a fox hunt
too.

with a raccoon. He's seeking an heir to an
earldom. Heir turns out to be Devine.
With never a dull moment, this one is
very much worthwhile. William Witney's
direction is all know how.

CAST: Roy Rogers, Andy Devine, Dale Evans,
John McGuire, Olaf Hytten, David Sharpe, Fritz
Leiber, Hank Patterson, Fred S. Toones, Eddie
Acuft, Bob Nolan and the Sons of the Pioneers.
Producer,
Edward J.
CREDITS: Associate
White; Director, William Witney; Screenplay,
Sloan Nibley; Original Story, Paul Gangelin;
Photography, Jack Marta; Orchestrations, Mort
Scott;
Director,
Morton
Musical
Glickman;
Film Editor, Les Orlebeck; Sound, Fred Stahl;
Decorations,
Art Director, Gano Chittenden; Set
John McCarthy, Jr., Helen Hansard.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
DIRECTION, Very Good.
Good.

30%

Lion Div.;
Yeah, Business is Bad!
British

London (By Air Mail)

—Dividends

of 30 per cent on the common stock
10 per cent on the preference
issue were recommended by the British Lion board for the year ended

American Film Producers has com-

pleted "Dividends for the Future,"
a two-reeler, for the Army Air March 31. Company reported a net
Forces.
Film will be available of £105,590 for the year. Stockholdand ers will act on the recommendations
through
film libraries
prints can be purchased through the at a meeting scheduled for May 20.
U. S. Office of Education.

AAF

Eldredge Joins Para.

"Monte Cassino" Ready

Subtitling of "Miracle of Monte
Cassino" has been completed by SimEl Paso, Tex. West Texas Broad- pex Co. Film will be distributed here
casting, headed by H. J. Griffith, has and in South America coincident with
been granted a license to operate a 100th anniversary of the Benedectine
Order in the U. S.
5,000 watt radio station here.

Griffith

"Bells of

;<

American Completes 'Dividends' and

miral Byrd's "Discovery" was held
yesterday by Embassy Pictures "with
Joe Levine, president, and Harry
"Zippie" Goldman, vice - president,
hosting the affair. Pic opens June 5
with Admiral Byrd scheduled to
make a p. a. at the new Center Theater.

ARTHUR
"o

Rudolph Friml. Hugo

by

EX-

—

[Show Two Big Screen Tele
Systems

is

76 Mins.

JAMES MASON STARRER HAS QUICK
PACE, PLENTY OF ACTION, SUSTAINED

ROUNDED OUT ENTERTAINHIGHLY

Mason

Screen Classics

Mins.

91

MENT; MUSIC, NAMES;
PLOITABLE MATERIAL.

Hearings

•

with James

Massey

admission tax to the House Ways
and Means Comittee have been tem-

L)L.

new nuns

Review of thc

j<

Int.

E. P. Eldredge, Jr. has joined the
Latinstaff of Paramount Int'l's
American Division, of which A. L.
Pi-atchett is manager. Eldredge, a
newcomer to the film industry, will
serve as a trainee for about five
months at the home office.

L'

)

Thursday,

if***
k DAILY

(Continued from Page

by Abram F. Myers, Allied States
general counsel and board chairman.
Myers already has warned that defendants engage in competitive bidding "at their

own

Contests to

More than 6,000 patrons, braving the rain, stormed the Roxy Theater yesterday morning to catch Jack Benny's opening p. a. performance and were rewarded
with a spot appearance by Benny's radio feudist, Fred Allen. In an exchange
typical of their joint radio appearances, Allen explained: "Today, the murderer
returns to the scene of the crime," after accusing Benny of killing vaudeville

1)

risk."

contacted, Myers would only
say that the "time is not ripe for

$175,634, set by "The Razor's Edge"

^
cuit's

contest which runs from May£//|to

War Dept. Paper on German Pix
Two Army

Officials Shifted
(Continued from Page

From Posts

1)

ent film policy in Germany by various industry and Government leaders
reported by The Film Daily.

SEC Statement

On Fox

Option Shares

(Continued from Page

1)

the "rebuilding" of the German film
industry under the direction of Eric

Hume.

Pommer.

Still

hanging over the entire situa-

however,

$3,027,475,
covering 169,400 of the options,
already has been received. Funds, it
was stated, will be used for working
capital for general corporate purposes.

Transferred overseas in what was
described as a routine move will be
Col. Robert McRae, now chief of
CAD's reorientation branch. Colonel
McRae, with Pare Lorentz, was
chiefly responsible for the selection
of American films sent to Germany

Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-president
charge of production, will offer
100,000 of the shares which he acquired on an option at $13 a share

Federated's First For
UA Will Be "Lona Henry"

Western Australia MPEA
Favors Federal Body

which

in

when

the

market price was 10%.

Spyros P. Skouras, president, has an
option for 70,000 shares at a price
of $24.25.
He has exercised the
option already on 42,000 of the
snares.

tion,

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY

Federated Pictures
Corp. has been formed by James B.
Cassidy and Polan Banks. Novel,
"There Goes Lona Henry," has been
bought from Mary Pickford and will
be produced starring Veronica Lake.
Andre De Toth will direct. Production, budgeted at $1,500,000, will be
released through UA. Banks is prexy,
Cassidy vice-prexy in charge of production. Production will be partnership deal with Miss Pickford.
-

Spyros P. Skouras, president of
20th Century-Fox Film Corporation,
last night issued a statement concerning the shares of the corporation's common stock referred to in
a registration statement filed with
the SEC yesterday. There were, he
said, 240,000 shares of which 100,000
were optioned to Darryl F. Zanuck, Marion Dix to India
vice-president in charge of producProduce
Pix
tions in 1940, and 140,000 optioned
to himself and certain of the execuLake Success Marion Dix will be
tives of the corporation in 1944.
The Commission had required reg- in charge of production of a forthistration of the shares although coming series of training films to be
Economic
neither he nor Zanuck had any pres- made in India for the
ent intention of disposing of any of and Social Council. Miss Dix, who
their shares and as far as he knew has been chief of the Film Section in
none of the remaining shares op- the Division of Films and Visual
tioned to other officers would be Information, will be in charge of film
production and distribution at the
immediately disposed of.
Information Center, New Delhi.

UN
—

To

UN

UN

fimmi touch
HAZEL DEINES,

contract clerk, Paramount,

Oma-

ha.

JANE

DE OVIES, booking
gram, Atlanta.

department,

Mono-

ANITA BRUNO, stenographer, M-G-M, Omaha.
MRS. KATHLEEN FINNEGAL, assistant manager,
Court Square,

Springfield,

Mass.

y

Rivoli managing director, is offering passes to the
theater to the person correctly identifying a group of 46 players whose)
pictures were culled from the Sunday Mirror's colorphotos of the past
30-odd months. Top award is a oneyear's pass, second prize, a six
months' pass, with three months'
passes to the third and fourth prize

and other occupied countries. Lorentz
has resigned from his post.
In another move, Brig. Gen. Robert winners and one month's passes totji
McClure, now head of information
fifth to tenth award winners.";;
Up to now, the Department here for CAD in Germany, will be the
Consolation prizes are offered to all
has not been informed of many re- switched to New York where he will who name 80 per cent or more of the
cent developments in Germany. A head information for CAD's reori- stars.
Department official said the state- entation field office. Colonel McRae
Universal-International has put up
ment today will include a report on will be replaced by Col. Edgar E. a $500 top award, plus a number of^
the strong probability that the State Department
will take over administration of the
occupied countries, with the exception of Germany.
The War Department's report today is not expected to end the present controversy.

of

I

Montague Salmon,

;

;

the SEC yesterday by 20th-Fox.
Offering would be made at an undetermined time at prices in accord
with the market, it was said.
Proceeds to the company, if all
the options are exercised, would be
$4,636,875,

and West-

July 19.

eral.

File

New York

RKO

comment."

was learned, however, that
It
Allied's poll of members on competitive bidding is nearly complete.
Based on the results of this poll,
Myers, it was understood, will lodjj-e
a complaint with the Attorney Gen-

houses in

1

chester. Grand prize winner will get
$1,000 for identifying a list of stars
with the pictures in which they will
be seen on
screens. There will;
be a total of 109 cash prizes ifi the

the Christmas-New Year's week.

in

Hypo B.O.

(Continued from Page

15 years ago. Benny insisted he was back for an encore because of his success
12 years ago at the house.
Roxy business yesterday was reported running ahead of any previous opening
day. although no figures were available. Roxy's record week's "take" stands at

When
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N. Y, Exhibs. Using

Roxy Theater Jammed for Jach Benny Opening;
Fred Allen Stops By for a Spot Appearance

Probe of Bidding Uses

May

,

Simon Beserosky Dead

—

j

j

,

is

Perth (By Air Mail)—The Western Australia MPEA, after hearing
report on the Melbourne conference
regarding a federal body, very
strongly supported the move to
amalgamate all the state exhibitor
groups for common action on problems affecting all states.
Wellington, N. Z. (By Air Mail)—
MPEA annual conference elected
H. E. Righton (Wellington) president; L. Smith (Auckland), vice-

The

president, and E. C.

Edmond,

secre-

ATA

Convention Off
Year

Until Later in

(Continued from Page

1)

time as a result of numerous industry meetings already scheduled plus
the fact that after a few months industry problems will have assumec
a

more

OHE

definite pattern.

Approves Three Theaters

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— Three theater appli-

cations, each costing $52,000, have
been approved by the Office of the

Housing Expediter, it was announced
yesterday. Northern Arizona Theaters, Inc. received approval for a'
theater in Flagstaff, Ariz., on the
basis of "essential community facilAlso approved was applicatior
of Dayshore Amusement Co., for e
theater in Millbrae, Calif. Anothei
approved was a proposed $90,00C
stand in Attalia, Ala., applicatior
made by Thomas E. Orr.

Brisbane (By Air Mail)
Queensland MPEA elected W.

—

The

S.

Cus-

tance, president; R. F. Stevens, vicepresident; T. C. Halbert, F. Hoe, A.
E. Hughes, J. S. Morris to the executive committee, with M. Palmer
and E. Settlefield as country reps.
First

Springfield, Mass.

DEW

Run

—Western Mass-

achusetts Theaters has established
a first-run policy for its Broadway
Theater, formerly a holdover house
for first-runs opening at the Para-

DAN

J.

ROHYANS,

I

POSTS
director

EBF

of

adult an<r^

home education.

ELMER SICHEL, PRC-Eagle Lion, Albany.
EVERETT OLSEN, Paramount special represen

mount.

totive, Charlotte and New Orleans.
LEONARD ALLEN, Paramount special

ing alleys.

HAROLD ZELTNER, M-G-M

represen

tative, Atlanta.
Boston Simon Beserosky, former
E.
G. FITZGIBBON, Paramount special repre
theaterman of New Bedford, died at
Weinstock
to Improve Area
sentative, Chicago, Milwaukee, and Min
the Deaconess Hospital, Brookline,
neapolis.
David Weinstock, prexy of Rayafter a long illness. He had been
JOSEPH KALISKI, SRO representative, Pitts
president of Allen-Charette Co. with bond Circuit, will improve the Westburgh.
several theaters in New Bedford, chester property he recently bought SAM P. FARBER, Eastern division special sale
North Fairhaven and on the Cape. with a 1,100-seat theater, bus terrepresentative, Filmack Trailer Corp., Ne>
York.
In 1935 he sold out his theater in- minal, roller-skating rink and bowl-

terests to enter other business fields.

;

1

ity."

tary.

Broadway Goes

other prizes, for a letter contest inl,
on "Great Expectations." Con-r
test, open to parents and parentsto-be, is tied to the film's Radio City
Music Hall engagement.

PM

salesman, Chicago

Uj

May

Thursday.

21, 1947

16MM

Developments

Before

RKO

(Continued from Page

't
J

(Continued from Page

Copst contingent.
-'**•
Levy, Walter Branson and
t
CE=rles Boasberg, Eastern, Western and North-South division chiefs,
:op the list of district managers,
wanch men, salesmen and field rep-

from exchanges

Throughout the U. S. and Canada.
Also attending will be representaM cives of RKO producing affiliates, ineluding Walt Disney Productions,
Samuel Goldwyn, Sol Lesser, Robert
Riskin, Argosy Films, Independent
Artists, Rainbow and Frank Ross
;

;

•

:

'

Productions.
Winners of the 1945 Net Depinet
Drive are to be announced and prizes
awarded by Depinet.

:

Co-ord. Ass'n Mulled For
Impetus to Commercial Pix

"'

*"

?

—

Roads
(Via Air Mail)
might soon lead to Rome once more
but cinematically speaking. Many
big
producers, from interlocking
timers like J. Arthur Rank to indies
like Arnold Pressburger are taking
advantage of favorable dollar and
pound exchanges and low production

Rome

—

!

:

\

tributing Italian-made pix in the U.
S. through their company, Superfilm.
They have also started a theater
chain known as Supercinema. Assured of definite distribution, the
Girosis have now embarked on a coproduction venture with Scelera and

Minerva here whereby Superfilm
would supply American equipment,
costs in Italy to make Anglo lingo raw stock, writer, director and a few
actors; and the Italian producing
pix "with Italian backgrounds."
Many French producers have also units would be responsible for all the
taken advantage of the greater pro- other technical labor, studio space
duction freedom in Italy. But the and extras.
Superfilm's English language pix
neatest trick of all is the new arrangement lined up by the Girosi will go into production soon when
Brothers, Marcello and Cesar, with Marcello, who has had 10 years of
Scelera and Minerva companies in experience in movie production, arrives here to supervise his company's
Italy.
Girosis until now have been dis- first production.

Eros Reveals Titles

Argentine Quota

Of 28 U.

Bill

Reissues

S.

Co-ordinating association to see
•ommercial films through their runs
in the same manner as general the-

j

'

Appeal

Tomorrow

1)

luction staffs are expected at the
sessions, with N. Peter Rathvon,
president,
and Dove Schary, in
charge of production, heading the

resentatives

Distribs. File

Favorable Exchange Rate, Low Production Costs Attract
U. S., English and British Ventures

Conclave

•

i

PRODUCERS' ROAD LEADS TO ROME

Passage Seen

coming

1)

Columbia filed a
similar statement last week.
AH appellants have adopted the
appeal.

points contained in their previously
submitted Assignments of Errors as
the basis for their arguments before the high tribunal.
Sometime this month it is expected that the Court will officially
note jurisdiction in the case, a mere
formality since it is rare that the
Justices refuse to hear an appeal in
a Government instigated suit.
Final hearings are likely to be set
for the Fall term, especially if the
Department of Justice indicates an
interest in final determination of the
case as quickly as possible.
If the case is set for the Fall calendar, it may well be that the industry will see the finale to the
seven-year dispute early next year.

Ideal's 19th Branch
Set for Indianapolis

—

Indianapolis
Ideal Pictures has
19th branch

opened

its
here with
Continued from Page ll
London (By Air Mail)— Titles of
Evelyn Baker as manager. Offices in
British
re-issues
28
American
and
20
total of 45 for the entire last year, Japan and the PI are under considatrical
releases, was outlined by
Phillips B. Nichols, RKO Pathe com- to be handled by Eros Films, Ltd., was being used as a lever by the eration.
company
headed
Phil
and
new
by
powerful film industry bloc.
mercial department sales manager,
Nichols said that efficiently or- Sid Hyams, have been revealed.
Quota will call for approximately Winters Picked as Chan
ganized and publicized, such an or- Hyams brothers recently took over 50 per cent on all imported films as
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ganization would have clubs and Anglo-American and made a dis- of last year. About 650 films from
Hollywood Roland Winters, vetmanagements lining up for book- tribution deal with J. Arthur Rank all countries were imported in 1946, eran New York stage and radio
for some 500 former Universal reir.g dates.
actor, was selected yesterday by
Kronenberg said.
"There are a scant forty or fifty leases and a group of English films.
Kronenberg said that the quality James S. Burkett, Monogram proI

—

thousand 16 mm. film projectors in
the country at present." Nichols
added, "but localities which averaged
less than 2,000 showings a year in
pre-war days are already asking for

Initial releases are

"East Side of

ducer,

to

succeed

the

late

Sidney

"The Storm," "Son of of Argentine films was "very high," Toler as Charlie Chan in
the film
Frankenstein," "The Mumy's Hand," rivalling Hollywood in lavishness of series. Winters will
be the screen's
"They Were Sisters," "Hawaiian sets and "thousands of extras." He third Chan; role was created by the
Nights," "Broadway," "The Spoil- also said that pi-oduction would late Warner Oland.
shortly be begun on Technicolor fea5,000 individual releases in 1947. ers," "Green Hell," "House of Seven
Meeting such demands will force a Gables," "Waterloo Road" and tures.
Set "Moss Rose" Screenings
solution on the industry."
"Tight Shoes."
"Moss Rose" will be tradeshown
With a system of exchanges opAmerican-made films to follow in- Michigan ITO Adopts
in
all
20th-Fox exchange centers
erating
in
key
cities,
distributing clude "If I Had My Way." "Hired
|
May 26 with the following excepOperating Program
T and exploiting productions, they Wife," "Back Street," "Flame j>f
tions:
New York, May 27; Des
Heaven,"

:..

New

.

„T.

could

service,

among

other exhibitors, the growing educational market, Nichols said.

"New Orleans" Key Openings
UA's "New Orleans," which
be the next attraction at the

York Winter Garden

in

will

New

about three

weeks, has also been set for early
June openings at the Majestic, Dallas, the four Music Halls, Los Angeles, and the United Artists Theater, Frisco.

May

24: Film Exchange Employes Union dance
Local F-45 IATSE, Midland Hotel, Chicago!

May

28-29: Montana Theaters Association annual Spring convention,
Boulder Springs.

New

ness,"

Oi'leans,"

"Unfinished

"Appointment

for

BusiLove,"

"Saboteur," "Little Tough Guys in
Societv," "The Invisible Man Returns," "Model Wife," "I Stole a
Million," "One Night in the Tropics,"
of Cheyenne," "Rage of Cheyenne," "Rage of Paris," "Argentine

"Lady

Nights," "Service De Luxe," "When
the Daltons Rode" and "Ghost of

Frankenstein."

Forthcoming British nuota films
"2,000 Women," "The Man in
Grey," "A Place of One's Own,"
"Gentle Sex," "I'll Be Your Sweetheart," "Demi-Paradise," "Fanny by
Gaslight," "Cottage to Let," "Dear
Octopus," "Love Story," "Lamp Still
Burns," "Madonna of the Seven
Moons," "Secret Mission," "Silver
Fleet," "Canterbury Tale," "Jeannie," "They Met in the Dark" and
are:

"I

Know Where

June

1:
sels,

1947 International Film Festival,
Belgium.

3-4:
Little

June 4:

ITO
Rock,

RKO

Dover,

of

Arkansas

annual

meetinq

Corporation stockholders meeting,

Del.

Michigan

ITO has

viewpoint.

ITO

designed under the new
setup to carry weight in legislative
matters, labor negotiations, relations
with
distributors,
and
move
a
launched a month ago here to void
Ascap seat charge, collecting only
from producers.
is

Moines, May 28; Portland, Seattle,
Los Angeles, May 29.

=SE3S=

g

---_-

"_,

mmWS- T

16MM. Mobile Units
To Show Negro Films
16 mm. mobile units will betouring small Southern towns
next month, showing Negro features
to Negro audiences, according to
Jack Goldberg, prexy of Herald Pictures, producer of "Boy! What a
Girl!" and "Sepia Cinderalla," two
features with all-Negro casts.

gin

W»- Henry Kilkev Injured

Ark.

—

Two

I'm Going."

Mont.

June

Detroit

adopted a revised operating program
calling for a general membership
meeting covering the state once
every quarter. Directors meetings
will be held monthly hereafter, to
provide skeleton organization to represent smaller independent exhibitor

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

THE FILM DAILY

—Henry Kilker,

73, vet-

eran actor-director, was critically injured in an accident at his home.

Ask where you WORK
Ask where you BANK

May

Thursday,

Quota Act Extension

Opposed

in Britain

(Continued from Page

1)

legislation as "quite impracticable
and not likely to lead anywhere."
W. R. Fuller, general secretary of
the CEA, expressed a similar view,

declaring that the present Act has
been unworkable. "So why extend
it?" Fuller demanded.
George H. Elvin, general secretary of the Association of Cine-Tech-

FEGTE. One of Hollywood's better-known free-lance art directors
and production designers. Spent past year as production designer for Benedict Bogeaus Productions. Born in Hamburg, Germany, at the turn of the
century. Educated in Berlin where he attended the Academy of Applied Arts.
In 1919 he received his start in pictures with UFA, as an apprentice in the
paint department. He tried his hand at set sketching and then was given the
opportunity to paint set murals for pictures directed by
Ernst Lubitsch. These early pictures included

"Ann Boleyn" and other subsequent
coming

this

the outstanding

July 1, Moe Kerman, president, announced.

men

that studio to

in

field

his

with

such

pictures as

become

a

free-lance

Production De-

Since 1943, he has created sets for Samuel
Goldwyn's "The Princess and the Pirate" and "Wonder
Man"; for Frank Borzage's "I've Always Loved You"; for Ben Hecht's "Spectre
of the Rose"; and prior to his work for Benedict Bogeaus Productions, Fegte
was the production designer on the John Wayne production, "The Angel and
the Badman."
signer.

McGraw-Hill Pic
To be Released in June

Mich. Allied Assails
Indie Rental Advances

McGraw-Hill Text-Films will be
out with its first educational film,
almost on schedule, when it releases
the short based on French's "Engineering Drawing," early this June.

Detroit
"Short sighted policies"
of indie distributors in raising film
rental prices to the levels currently

—

Para.

set

(Continued from Page
gift.

To comment

1)

that the amou.i*

impressive is to say the obvious. Barney
Balaban and his Paramount associates have
set both an example and the pace. And, it
might well be added, they have dons
something more: They have given the
Foundation's cause a well-timed lift Actions have a way of speaking much/, fjl-e
convincingly than words.
/
The reception of the Foundation plan
around the country has been excellent, as
indeed it should be. Already approximately
three-quarters of the national exchange
areas have been organized, with the first
national meeting of the Foundation waiting
upon the completion of the territorial organizing program. The latter should be a
matter of a few more weeks.
is

o

lilEANWHILE,

'"

several of the statements

made by Leonard Goldenson, who was
of the Foundation's Committee

chairman

on Organization, before the Motion Picture
Associates at the week-end will bear re"It

not our

intention to provide any
which the obligations of the
companies can be discarded."
"This project does not belong to any
special branch of the industry. It belongs
is

into

everybody."
"Let there be no doubt about it. The
Motion Picture Foundation is not a projett
superimposed on anybody. Its strength will
to

the

in

lie

fact

that

the

men

in

the

field

determine its policies and we intend
keep it that way."
"We are launching a new venture in in-

everybody in the industry. Here, the differences which sometimes divide us, can be

"Many

art said.

;«

peating. Said Goldenson:

igan.

majors

!

'

will

by

Sven- will follow the trademark that has
graced their screen for years," Stew-

"Mechanical Drawing," and
son's
Diehl's "Textbook of Healthful Living."

.

are not only
affronting their natural ally, the independent exhibitor, but also ignoring a profitable market potential, according to Jack Stewart, general
manager of Allied Theaters of Mich-

charged

exhibs. are ready to even
vel Films.
eliminate some major nroduct to
of
Rosenberg,
manager
Albert J.
take advantage of the situation, if
Text-Film, announced the July, Aug- the independent distributor would
ust and September releases in re- play ball with them, but when all
spective order of: Schorling's "Stu- prices are the same, small exhibitors

dent Teaching," French and

.

corporate

basket

song writing team of Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart will be produced
by Arthur Freed for M-G-M, it is
McGraw-Hill late last November
announced. Featuring the songs and
announced its entry into the educastage productions associated with
tional field with a schedule of 27
the team, picture may have Judy
narrow guage shorts and as many
Garland, Frank Sinatra and Gene
film strips, to be produced by PatheKelly in the top roles.
scope, Audio Productions and CaraFavorite Handling "Musketeers"
"Three Musketeers" will be released by Favorite Films Corp. on

and

"Death Takes a Holiday," "The General Died at Dawn,"
"Five Graves to Cairo" and "The Uninvited," to name
but a few. His Oscar-winning "Frenchmen's Creek"
ended his 19-year employment at Paramount for he then

strongest labor opposition."
With these three powerful components of the British industry
united in their opposition, and the
Board of Trade viewpoint coinciding
with those of producers, theater operators and labor, informed trade
here believe Johnston's First
quarters
move is hardly likely to succeed.

M-G-M Plans Rodgers-Hart Biog.
A feature based on the lives of the

country

Paramount Studios in Long Isiand. His credits while
working there included "Laughter." "The Royal Family,"
"The Letter" and "Jealousy." Hans Drier, Supervising
Art Director of Paramount's Hollywood studios, added
him to his staff in 1931, where he soon became one of

left

made by Johnston, would get "the

to

"Passion,"

1923 saw him
becoming an Art Director
hits.

at the

Eric A. Johnston and J. Arthur
to discuss the
British quota legislative situation in
Hollywood next week, it was learned
yesterday. Rank is en route there
from Toronto, via Vancouver. Johnston flies there from Washington.

if

.

CRNST

Rank are expected

nicians, asserted that the proposal,

MPFbyPace

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
*"*
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to

dustrial

relations."

"The
serve

Motion
the

as

Picture

Foundation

common meeting ground

can
for

*

is
the common ground of all
No nobler basis can be conceived
men can get together to serve
the common good."
Come to think about it, Goldenson's re-

buried.

It

humanity.
by which

marks

in

torial

on

themselves are as good an edithe Foundation as one could

write.

Come to think about it, too, the ParaPoint was made that no attempt
mount contribution would seem to have
Jungmeyer
Alson
Joins
would be made to produce Text(SI
rated far more attention than it received
Films on every phase of a subject.
V-P, Associate Prod.
some quarters.
Instead, only those parts of each
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
course which are most difficult would
Peak Films Gets Story
Shartin-Goldstone
i
be clarified through such aids as
Hollywood Jack Jungmeyer, Jr.,
Cleveland Iris Shartin, daughter animated drawings, photomicrogra- has become associated with Edward
Sydney Moses, head of Peak Films, i
of William S. Shartin, Eagle-Lion phy, slow motion and other tech- L. Alperson in the ownership and has acquired the film rights to
district manager, was married on nics.
operation of Alson Productions, Al- "Tragedy of Man," from Geza HercSaturday to Howard Gold stone of
New wrinkle in the distribution: person announced. Jungmeyer will zeg and Barbara Tolnai. Pic, tentaChicago.
firms 40 textbook salesmen will plug serve as vice-president and associate tively titled, "Love Eternal," will be
the films; entire distribution will be producer. Alson scheduled five big produced in England, with Herczog
Naify-Sutro
handled from New York home office. budget films for 20th-Fox release as advisor. Film will have only threeJ
main characters, Adam, Eve and
during the next three years.
San Francisco Plans for the marLucifer.
riage of Gloria Naify, daughter of Devonshire Cleveland Deal
Devonshire Films has
James A. Naify, T & D Enterprises
Boston
treasurer, and Edgar Sutro, have granted a franchise for the Cleve- "Two Letters" for Times
been announced for June 1.
land territory to Imperial Pictures,
Film Rights International's
operated by Bernie Rubin. Devon- Italian-made "Two Anonymous LetDouglas-Lapine
shire group includes "Under the Red ters" opened at the Times Theater
Mary J. Robe" and "Dinner at the Ritz," two last Saturday, marking a new forNorth Adams, Mass.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Douglas, cashier, Paramount The- former 20th-Fox releases.
eign film policy for the house.
Hollywood Betty Grable's second.
ater, became the bride recently of
a six and a half pound baby girl,
Show "Pauline" Tomorrow
Eugene A. Lapine.
Opening
at Squire
"Thunder"
arrived via Caesarian section at
"The Perils of Pauline" will be
Wend ish-Buccheri
General Film Productions' Czecho- Cedars of Lebanon Hospital, yestertradeshown by Paramount in all
Hartford, Conn. -- Pat Buccheri, branch areas tomorrow. The New slovakian resistance film, "Thunder day. Proud papa, Harry James, is
manager of the Rialto, was married York showing will be held at the in the Hills," opens at the Squire tooting 3,000 miles away on a band
engagement in Atlantic City.
Theater tomorrow.
Normandie Theater at 10.30 a.m.
to Edith Wendish.
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Industry Heads Pledge Freedom Train"Backing:
pik

Emphasizing
Expected to Be

Dries of Pix

heme

is

SLIPPING IN LATIN-AMERICA

U. S.

Eberson Blames American Carelessness as Theater

roduced by Industry

Builders There
Washington Bureau of

Washington

Now

THE FILM DAILY

assured Attorney General
»m Clark of full backing to plans
«•
sending the "Freedom Train"
ross the United States.
The film industry is expected to
oduce a series of films emphasize the theme proposed by Clark.
In a meeting at the White House,
(Continued on Page 6)

lans for City Film

o-ordinator Stalled

American business

THE FILM DAILY
Washington A top level meeting
carelessly to hold it once competition between the War Department and
in other countries began.
Besides industry leaders, presumably includ-

rapidly losing its once firm grip on a billion
dollar Latin American market in charging exorbitant prices for basic
theater building by its lackadaisical commodities in building, shipping of
handling of contacts in those coun- materials was also being handled in
tries, according to Drew Eberson, in- too spasmodic fashion to ensure holdternational architect, who told The ing of customers in South America
Film Daily that builders there were who are being much better treated,
"shopping" in England, Sweden, Bel- both financially and expeditiously by
gium, and France for products once firms in other countries.
Current boom on building in Latin
completely supplied by U. S.
Eberson said that American busi- and South American countries is
(Continued on Page 8)
nessmen were handling trade too
is

Quota Legislation to

Announcement yesterday from the
office

of the resignation of

"Shop" in Europe

Dept. Receives New
Information From AMG;
Report Expected Today

War

Washington Bureau of

— Industry leaders yes-

;tday

nyor's

in

Parliament

in

Winter

—

ing

MPAA

President Eric Johnston,

to discuss the German motion picture situation is expected to be held
this week-end, it was learned yes,

terday.
it was revealed that a
Department report on the German
question has been held up because of
in
additional information from

Meanwhile,

AMG

(Continued on Page 7)

20lh-Fox Clarifies

Page Ads Pay Off With

Slock Registration

Saturation Bookings

mmissioner of Commerce George
nders put a temporary crimp in
A new note in film merchandising
Twentieth-Fox yesterday issued
London (By Air Mail) With ini plans under way between industhe new Films the following clarifying statement is being set by the use of full page
execs. and the Commissioner, itial discussions on
newspaper advertisements on "Duel
presenting the city, to set up an Act out of the way, indications are to end the confusion which arose in in
the Sun," where the picture is bethat collating of related material connection with required filing of a
Page
6)
(Continued on
may take longer than had been ex- registration statement with the SEC ing played on a saturation basis,
pected, with the result that the mea- for 234,300 shares of common stock Robert M. Gillham, SRO Eastern
.

—

J

ank Forms Committee to
it Comedy in Features

(Continued on Page 3)

Votes George Stevens Re-elected Vogel Declines UA Bid;
Hike Proposals Screen Directors Prexy
"My Heart's With Loew's"

SOPEG Membership

— Greater New Wage
phasis on comedy will be included

London (By Air Main

J future
es,

J.

Arthur Rank produc-

indicated by the forma-

is

it

(Continued on Page 3)

Warners to Reissue

of THE FILM D All V
Joseph R. Vogel, vice-president of
George Stevens has Loew's, yesterday revealed that he
been re-elected president of the has turned down an offer of the
opened this Summer by Screen Office Screen Directors Guild; Lewis Mile- United Artists' presidency. In a let& Professional Employes Guild, stone was elected first vice-presi- ter to Arnold Grant, UA attorney,
Local 109, UOPWA, CIO, it was de- dent; John Huston, second vice-pres(Continued on Page 7)

Wage increase clauses in current
pacts with the majors, with the exception of United Artists, will be re-

(Continued on Page 8)

Al Jolson Starrer
Al Jolson

starrer,

"Go

Into Your

be re-issued by Warners for
general distribution this
Summer, it was revealed yesterday.
Picture initially released in 1935-36,
also features
Ruby Keeler, G.enda
Farrell, Akim Tamiroff, Barton Mac-

Dance "

will

Lane and Patsy
Pic
will
be

Kelly.

the second Jolson
be made available in the
wake of the b. o. success of Columbia's "The Jolson Story." Astor Picstarrer

tures

is

to

distributing

New York,"
UA in 1933
Bum."

"The Heart

originally

as

released

"Hallelujah,

I'm

of

by
a

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 7)

N. Y. Extended

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

(

—

Continued on Page 7)

Runs Shrinking

Attendance Off/ 8 'way Hone/moon Ends

No

V. S.

Cuts in
London
"save

Johnston. Rank, Execs, to
Meet on Joint Committee
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood A meeting to clarify
details and further the understanding reached in New York on the
Joint Standing Advisory Committee
set up by the BFPA and the MPAA

West Coast Bureau

—

will

be

held

at

the

Beverly Hills

(Continued on Page 6)

Broadway's honeymoon is over.
Music of the cash register, while certainly still above the pre-war tonal
level, has diminished. And the pay'

yawn at much ballyhooed
attractions. Of course, there are exceptions, like "Best Years," which
has been playing at the Astor since
Nov. 21, and will probably remain
there until Labor Day.
But for the most part, pictures
(Continued on Page 6)
ing guests

Pix Import
K. Program

XJ.

(By

Cable)

program

dollars"

—

The

which

has

been formulated by the Treasury, the
Board of Trade and Food Ministry,
and which is now in the hands of
Prime Minister Attlee for Cabinet
approval, contemplates no cut in

Hollywood
learned

film

imports,

authoritatively

Meanwhile,

the

it

was

yesterday.

BFPA

advertise-

ment campaign is now keyed to the
It's a British Picture
slogan, "Good
let's Have More of Them."

—

—

w

May

Friday,

23, 194

DAILY

Casolaro Leases Princess

From Josephson
With
yield to
Vol. 9), No. 101

Fri.,

May

M.

CHESTER

B.

MERSEREAU

Cinema Verdi about to
New York City's bus ter-

his

minal on the square block bounded
by Eighth and Ninth Aves. and W.
Publisher
41st and 40th sts., Salvatore Casolaro has just inked deal with Gilbert
Publisher
Manager Josephson for a 10-year lease to the
Princess Theater, Sixth Ave., corner
Editor
W. 39th St.
10 Cents

23, 1947

JOHN W. ALICOATE

DONALD

for 10 Yrs.

Associate
and General
:

BAHN

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York 18,
N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W. Alicoate, President; Donald M. Mersereau, Vice-President and Treasurer; Patti
and
Secretary.
Alicoate.
Vice - President

CasolarOj who also heads Cabedime Cine Corp., expects to shell out

$50,000 to refurbish the old 600-seat
legit house. Theater will specialize
Italian first-runs.

Zunuch's Africa Part
Told by General Clark
Part

played

by Darryl

F.

20rh-Fox production chief

Mark Wayne

Clark's

in

Zanuck,
General

dealings

with

Praised by

Wyoming Gov.

—

LONDON
MANILA—

NEBENZAL,

United

the Coast

Artists'
p
for so

Monday

JACK LAVIN, casting director for Walt D
ney Productions, left tor Hollywood last ni<
after a week in New York where he^ concluc
several musical contracts for the '
any.
ive
r
RUPERT HUGHES is a New Yor.l_.itor.
CLAUDE LEE, Paramount s public relate
director, has returned from the Coast.

pressed

GERALDINE FITZGERALD and LEO G. C/
ROLL sail on the S.S. Queen Elizabeth torn

into

telligence

service

agent

as

courier,

in-

and

intermediary
in a dozen ticklish situations, which,
General Clark reported, "He invariably successfully ironed out."

Monday

Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Manning Clagett,
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127Homer
133 Wardour St. W. 1.
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Mary
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,

SEYMOUR

ducer, is due from
conferences.

Admiral Darlan during the conquest
of North Africa, was mentioned yesterday in one of a series of copyrighted articles on the operations in
the New York Times. Colonel Zanuck was to take pictures but was

Casolaro sails
Entered as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, today on the S.S. Saturnia for a
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
three-month visit to Italy where he
Terms (Postage free) hopes to line up
act of March 3, 1879.
next season's proUnited States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, duct for his new acquisition.
Theater Openers Guild
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Princess was leased about two
remit with order. Address all communications
To
be Revived
months ago by Josephson. He deto THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New
York 18, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117, 9-7118, cided to turn over his lease to CasoCable address Film- laro "for a consideration."
9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
Opening of the Eberson-designed
Realtor
day, New York.
Albert Strauss arranged both deals. Malverne Theater, in Malverne, L. I.
Monday, will simultaneously mark
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.
the renascence of the war-shuttered
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
WASHINGTON—Andrew H. Films Educational Role
Theater Openers Guild, that group of
in

GOMG

COfllNG and

exhibs, manufacturers and architects
to openings like fire buffs
chase engines.

who go

row to join the cast of the Paramount Brit
picture to be made by Hal Wallis at Denh
studios, London.

HARRY GOLDBERG,
rector
today.
S.

licity

for a
will

tor

advertising-publicity

Warner Theaters,

is

in

Washing

BARRET McCORMICK, RKO Radio ad-p
director, flies to the Coast on Sum
pre-sales convention look at product,
be away about two weeks.

EMMET
British

DALTON,

sales

Samuel

who

head,

from London
over the week-end.
York

by

CARYL BARRETT,

air

Goldwyn Pro)
has arrived in N
goes to the Cc

publicity agent,

leaves

the Coast today.

ROBERT YOUNG

is

in

New York

for a

r

week vacation.
PHIL REISMAN, RKO Radio vice-president
charge

of

foreign

distribution,

who

arr.ves

Cheyenne, Wyo. Tribute to the
Gala proceedings will be held at Paris today after visiting the company's he
industry for the part it has played
the Rockville Country Club, which quarters in London, next will proceed to Bi
sels to attend the
in
International Film Fest
the
advancement
of
American
HAVANA
$
be used as headquarters for opening June 1.
BOMBAY— democratic ideals was paid yester- will
members
who
may
want
to enjoy
GEORGE GUNN, camera department head
day by Gov. Lester C. Hunt during
ALGIERS— Paul Saffar,
Fort, Bombay 1.
some golf or indulge in some elbow- Technicolor, Ltd., is due from London today
MONTREAL— ceremonies in connection with War- bending during the day, according to the S. S. Queen Elizabeth.
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
ner's
"Cheyenne."
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
BEN LYON and BEBE DANIELS left Chic
Charles H. Kenney, chief hangerVANCOUVER Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
St.
for Hollywood on word t.iat their son has b
Governor Hunt said, "American upoer.
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher, motion
Theater Bldg.
injured in an automobile accident.
pictures have long been
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
JOHN EBERSON, theater architect, is b
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys. recognized as one of the finest and
from Washington.
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
most instructive educational instruJOEL SERKOWICH, Columbia Midwestern.
Mulvey-Farnol Hosts at
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, CopenJ:
ploiteer, is in Minneapolis.
hagen-Van Loese.
ROME John Perdicari, ments of our democracy, and their
role
as
an
effective
for
and
dramatic
Via Ludovisi 16.
Phone, 42758.
MEXICO
BEN MARCUS, Columbia district mana
CITY— Louis Turnoff, Morelos 56 No. 523. portrayer of American history is
was a Minneapolis branch visitor this week.
MONTEVIDEO— Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito splendidly illustrated for Wyoming
PRC'S JULIUS "RED" EDINSON is in /:
Ben Washer, who is terminating a
waukee.
:
today."
12-year association
with
Samuel
SID BLUMENSTOCK and WILLIAM GEHR
Picture premiered last night at Goldwyn to join Paramount as East- ar° in Chicago for 20th-Fox booking con
the Lincoln, Paramount and Princess ern publicity manager, was guest of ences,
honor at an informal luncheon at
Theaters.
JOHN BALABAN and ARTHUR GOLDBE
the Chateau Briand yesterday. Hosts attorney, returned to Chicago from Minneaf
(Thurs., May 22)
^;
MPF
meeting.
were James Mulvey, president of
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

—

—

—

Ben Washer

Luncheon

.

'

financial.

Samuel Goldwyn Prods., and Lynn

Hitchcock, Bernstein to
+ % Coast for Release Talks
Net

Columbia

Picts.

East.

Kodak

Gen.
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Eq

High

Low

Close
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205/8
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Loew's, Inc

Paramount
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RKO
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Republic Pict
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20th Century-Fox
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Universal Pict
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+
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Picts
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RKO
Technicolor

81
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Sonotone Corp

Trans-Lux
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3%
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3%

3'A

2%
3%

12%

3%

3>A

2%
3%

13

3%

Pathe

4%
5 A

Negotiations

for

the

release

of

"Rope" and "Under Capricorn,"

in-

roles in the picture from members
of Broadway and Summer theater
stages.

Asked

4%
6 'A

Aileen Brenon Leaving
Para, to Take SRO Post
Aileen Brenon, head of magazine
for Paramount Pictures,
has resigned from the company after
an association of 15 years. Miss
Brenon, whose resignation is effective June 6, will join the ad-publicity
staff of the Selznick Releasing Organization.
publicity

for

SIGN NOW!

+ %

Bid

director

Among those present were: S.
Barret McCormick, Maurice Kann,
Terry Ramsaye, Abel Green, Chesitial
productions of Transatlantic
ter B. Bahn, Sherwin Kane, James
Pictures, will be continued on the
Jerauld and Jack Harrison.
Coast by Alfred Hitchcock and SidVi
% ney Bernstein, who start for Hollywood today. Executives also will
1% make arrangements for studio space
% for interior shots
of "Rope."
Hitchcock is due back in the East
Vs
at the end of June to cast minor

OVER THE COUNTER
Cinecolor

ad-publicity

Goldwyn.

'A

%
+ %
+ %

5V4
1 1

Farnol,

Chg.

Chi. Theaters Threatened
With Closure Unless Fixed

—

Chicago Mayor Martin Kennelly
has instructed police to warn all theater

owners and other

who have not obtained

businesses,

PREVUE
TRAILER
SERVICE
COSTS ONLY

city licenses,

they will be closed, unless they obtain
them promptly.
Some theaters are operating on
permits, as they have not completed
alterations and repairs ordered by
the city fire or building departments.

SCREEN

THEM
FREE

a M Eft
O/S^y
Per

*

Filmack 1327

S.

COVERS
ALL
FEATURES!

Wabash Chicago

Flying

is

the

to travel to

way

—

CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
SANFRANCISCO
See your travel agent or phone

LExington 2-7100
TWA ticket office at
Park Ave. at 42nd St.

or visit

I

)

riday,

May
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CH\

lass, Exhibs, Escape

DAILY-

Page Ads Pay Off With

ALONG

dverse Legislation

Saturation Bookings

—

(Continued from Page

Massachusetts exhibitors
aped new adverse laws during the

c|t>oston
;

pointed

17 L-*"»flative session, it is indir report of Independent Exted I
number of measures
jitors, inc.
ecting theater operation were iniuced but all were disposed of in
'

A

The Eagle Screams, the Lion Roars

,-iimittee hearings.

only

introduced included one which
have given Springfield the
•ht to increase license and permit
Another, sponsored by the
.,ces.
lerican Legion, authorized cens to protect the public against imral, indecent and bad habit formc suggestions in films.
bill sponsored by the Mayor's
A.

1

3ills

YESTERDAY "REPEAT PERFORMANCE" BOWED

•

•

•

•

i

to Zanesvil'e.

world premiere

uld

added

O.,

of the

Theater and the

unprecedented demand

Ohio and neighboring

the entire stale ol

ment roused by Max

E.

Not

romance had its
Weller, which had to be

the Eagle-Lion dramatic

at the Liberty

take care

to

where

states,

lor tickets,

but also to

which joined the

peat Performance" premiere

is

all

anyone needs

the proof

excite-

The "Re-

Youngstein's crew of tub-thumpers

ANYONE

(if

•

-ociation of Massachusetts would
'\e permitted taxes on amusents, while another petition set up
;her fees for licenses in cities and
\ns.
Two labor-sponsored meaes required special licenses to
?rate steam boilers and provided
»•(•
licensing of refrigeration maoperators.
Jfl ne

needs any
will

::

Stays at Helm
"Renter" Company

edman

London (By Air Mail)— The Brit-]
and American Film Press, Ltd..,
ntered last month, has acquired
Urol of the Daily Film Renter
Moving Picture News from Pic-

& Pleasures, Ltd. Latter was
the
corporation,
while
closed
fVmer will seek public financing, it
learned.
Ernest W. Fredman, veteran Britade journalist, is managing diof the new company, and
'•tor
nains in full direction of the Brittrade daily under a long term
itract as managing editor, a post
long filled. Staff and policy also
,

flpQJ

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau of

big

—

nchise for
ied Artists

|

distribution

the

and Monogram pro-

>>>>*> #*

•

of

• * **

S^ena vSirtkaau

«^v

«

and

the affair

tennial celebration,

May
-:

•

•

which reached

Dorothy Lee
Loren Tyndall

Feinman

Creighton
Ira

May

»

25
Jeanne Crain
Marshall Neilan,

* * V# ** * ' V* * **-*'
***

Hale

Genet

Robert Mochrie

Peter Whitney

Kutinsky

its

climax

every other

city in

complete

Brought

to

emceed

v<

Jr.

Method

is

able in multiple-run engagements,
the actual cost of advertising per
seat is small."
Method was used by SRO to herald
the Metropolitan area openings of
"Duel" at the Capitol and a group
of Loew's houses, and will be repeated in Iowa where 28 dates are

June 10; Minneapolis,
beginning June 20; Trenton, June 11,
and the Chicago area on June 8.

set beginning

Rank Forms Committee
Put

Comedy

to

in Features

(Continued from Page

to celebrate its

to

"Repeat

opening with

The day was declared

state oiiicials

Ohio also on hand

Prize-winning novelist,

itzer

and

yesterday.

icst night

TOWN WAS TURNED OVER

holiday, with national

official

tically

really

out

also paying divdends on the advertising dollar, he said.
Observing that the cost of advertising messages are out of proportion when the film is playing in only
one or two spots, Gillham held that
"it is practical to spend money on
full-page ads at national rates in a
situation like this because with the
large number of theater seats avail-

T

parades, parties, celebrations and dinners

an

is

spot of Zanesville's sesquicen-

Performance" and the personalities present

and Mayors

of prac-

Louis Bromiield, Pul-

Press coverage was.

the affair

Zanesville for nationwide coverage were

re-

1)

of a committee of producers,
directors and writers with experience
in the field. Group will advise on an
ambitious program of comedy films

tion

now being

planned.

Behind the move is the feeling
that world audiences will welcome an
opportunity to laugh at typical
British humor. It also is hoped that

and photographers from AP, INS, Wide World and Acme
Present, too, were Columnist Earl Wilson; Bob Ruark of Scripps-HowaTd;
Movie Life Magazine's editor, Betty Etter, and her photogs; PM's Sunday
feature editor, Shana Ager, and her cameramen; New York Daily Minor
reporters and photogs; and reporters, editors, photogs and local corres-

new comedy stars will be discovered.
Rank committee includes Michael

pondents

British Quota Legislation
To Parliament in Winter

porters

trade papers

of

T

T
O

•

Youngstein's

T

BY SPECIAL AMERICAN AIRLINES p'ane members
staff took out NBC's Maggi McNellis; Bill Leonard, CBS

columnist; Delores

Craeg

of

WINS;

Inez

of

Gerhardt, whose "Star Dust"

in more than 2,000 papers; Jay Breen and Douglas AnderUP; Louis Messolonghitis, King Features; Dick Connors, Press As-

of

Mem-

sociation

Reporters and photogs from Kansas City,

phis, Atlanta,

Columbus, Cincinnati and other keys were also on hand

to

cover

ville,

in

Ln addition to the

local

St.

Louis,

network shows emanating from Zanes-

commentators joined Columbus and Cincinnati commentators

"blow-by-blow" reports

to

The city-wide parade

their listeners

which wound past the City Hall reviewing stand yesterday afternoon was
headed by 10 uniformed bands and a motorcade

T
•

•

ALL OF WHICH PROVES

e

paying

T

for

off

one thing

1

may

not be whipped into shape
until late in the year, possibly not
before Christmas, it is learned. It
also is expected that the bill will be
preceded by a White Paper.
Parliament's schedule is heavy for

Autumn,

argued and the
Eric A. Johnston,
head, may be reflected in the
first draft of the Act, as well as any
measures aimed at easing the strain
as
resources
dollar
British
on
this

planned

visit

it

is

of

MPAA

There's no

showmanship
and bally"Repeat Performance" shows every s!gn

old-fashioned selling with

and promotion

(Continued from Page

sure

affected by motion pictures.

T
just

Balcon as chairman, Sidney Gilliat,
Frank Launder, Peter Ustinov, Angus McPhail, John Dighton and Gordon Wellesley.

air

column runs

of

James Gleason

Robert Sinclair

Sammy Blum

C. Grainger,

"Repeat Performance"

of

T

THE WHOLE

•

hoo

May 24

Morris

Edmund

Debate Tonight on
Simultaneous Runs

but BIG!

23

George E. Stone
Ben Silvey
Stephanie Bachelor
Al

set

T.

was named high

T

substitute

(y re etlnai ~Jo~

But

starring role

agreed that the world premiere

stuff,

son

Steve Broidy leaves
Hollywood
•e today for New York to confer
:h John W. Davis, managing direcfor JAR, regarding Canadian

first

Shea Theaters, and John

of

ofiicials

•

Vest Coast

was

with Zanesville native Richard Basehart tabbed for a

nain unchanged.

oidy, John Davis Will
ilk Canada Distrib. Deal

and hard work

originally planned, the premiere

Woodward, manager of Zanesville
Theaters, Inc., found in Zanesville's Mayor William G. Watson a politico
Mayor Watson
with all the showmanship instincts of an exhibitor
tied in for the premiere doings the entire state of Ohio
State and city
head

es

'

affair,

P.A. in connection with his

hli

!

As

pictures!

,

i

New

proof!) that old-fashioned ballyhoo, promotion

still se'.l

as a local

;c

A

1)

publicity-advertising manager,

Hersholt Suggests Text Book
Hollywood Preparation of a textbook ranging from scenario and
script writing to acting and producing has been recommended as an
Academy objective by Jean Hersholt,
president. Hersholt wants the Academy to collaborate on the book with
tures in certain European countries. the new department of motion picTrial lasted two weeks.
tures of the University of Calif.

Rifkind Reserves Decision
Federal Judge Simon H. Rifkind
yesterday reserved decision in the
$250,000 damages action brought by
General Overseas Corp. against Republic International. General seeks
damages for alleged hreach of a distribution contract covering 32 pic-

—

Question, "Would you like to have
movies simultaneously with
Broadway showings at your neighborhood theater?" will be thrashed
on the radio tonight by Alton Cook,
first-run

World -Telegram

motion

picture

Bert Champion, Paramount's radio publicity representative. Program is to be broadcast by

critic,

WWRL

and

at

10:30.

UNITED ARTISTS
ing

spirit

as

has long recognized the pioneer-

the strength of the industry and of

its
ive

own company. Among
are

men whose

its

many independent producers

greatest success has been achieved in

departing from the traditional heroes and
spirit is currently

music picture of

the trite and usual,

among

This

evidenced by Producers Boris Morros

and William LeBaron whose
greatest

stories.

is

all

CARNEGIE HALL, the
time, and a far cry

already

showing

its

from

ascendency

the leading grossers of the year. Showing,

too, that, like all the best of independent producers,

Federal Films releases thru United Artists.

Artists
Since 1919, to foster the best

independent combinations
of producer, cast and story,

and with superior

sales

man-

power, to offer for distribution,

motion pictures

for the

boxomce

success

best possible

A
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Directed by Edgar G. Ulmer
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Production Supervisor— Samuel Rheiner

HARRY

JAMES

Original Story by

Seena Owen

Screenplay by Karl

A

Kamb

Federal Films Production

Released thru UNITED ARTISTS
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N. Y. Extended

Runs

Industry Heads Pledge

THE BROADWAY RUN SCORE BOARD

'Freedom Train' Aid

Shrinking; B. 0. Off
CAPITOL
(Continued from Page 1)
this calendar year have averaged a

1946 to June 1946

Jan.

5*

shorter run compared with those
played during the same period last
year.

"Ziegfeld

For example, during the JanuaryJune period of '46, "Dakota" and
"OSS" each ran for six weeks at the
Gotham. At the other extreme were
three pictures that played two weeks
Only one picture, "Angel
apiece.
and the Bad Man," played as much
as five weeks this year at the same
theater. And two other films lasted

"The Postman Always Rings Twice".
'Two Sisters From Boston"

only one week.
Nor can the quality of the product
generally be blamed for the fall in
During the first six
attendance.
months of last year, the Paramount
showed two seven-week pictures:
"Stork Club" and "Road to Utopia."
Yet, "My Favorite Brunette," top attraction so far this year at the Crossroads showcase played for only five
weeks despite the matinee bargain
price of 55 cents.
Radio City Music Hall, which heads
almost
every
Baedeker of
the
Gotham visitor, also reflects the
growing tendency on the part of John
Q. to shop around for his wares,
whether they be movies or shirts.
Then, too, one of the best rule-ofthumb barometers of out-of-town
trade is attendance at Gus Eyssell's

show

place.

"Weekend at the Waldorf"
"Love Letters"
"Up Goes Maisie"
"They Were Expendable"
"Tars and Spars"
"The Stork Cl.b"
"The Harvey Girls"
"Vacation From Marriage"
"Adventure"
"Col. Effingham's Raid"
"Sailor Takes a Wife"
"Miss Susie Slagle"

"Lady

Happened in Brooklyn"
"The Red House"
"Blaze of Noon"

"Road

Utopia"

"Guilt of Janet

"It

Ames"

Current

1946 to June 1946

1947 to Present

Jan.

Weeks
Dracula"
'Dick Tracy"
'Pillow of D?ath"
'Went to Races".
"Terror By Night"
"Behind Green Lights"
"House of Horrors"
"Shock"

"Tower of London"
"Two Smart People"
"Michigan Kid"
"House of Seven Gables"
"Dangerous Millions"

.

Strikes

"Devil Thumbs
"Boomtown"

Back"

"Fear

"Night Editor"
"She Wolf of London"
"Falcon's Alibi"

Ride"

the Night"

Kill"

"Perilous Holiday"
"Shadow of a Doubt"

3*
2
2
1

2
1
1

1

2
2
1

;

1

"Violence"
"Shoot to Kill"
"Backlasi"
"Jewels of Brandenburg"

"Cat Creeps"
to

in

a

"Untamed Fury"
"B g Fix"

"Bedlam"
"Dressed

1

1

Current

Job"

1946 to June 1946

Jan.

(Continued from Page

1)

of film co-ordinator to handle
clearance
problems on municipal
office

movie making.
Discussions in two meetings between the Commissioner and industry members had progressed favorably and plans had been laid for presenting the various proposals of the
delegates to Mayor O'Dwyer, who
had expressed deep interest in the
proceedings.

Corp.

Hargrove"

"Wouldn't Say Yes"
"Because of Him"

2
3

6
7
2

"Scarlet Street"

"Bandit of Sherwood
"Little Giant"

Forest"

"Bad Bascomb"

"Odd Man Out"

2
2
2

Paradise"

Come Back"

"Hoodlum Saint"

Weeks
"Temptation"
"Love Laughs at Andy Hardy"
"Dead Reckoning"
"Song of Scheherazade"
"Show Off"
"Johnny O'clock"

3

2

2
5
3
1

4
Current

2*

Jan.

MPAA

and Robert R. Young.
Luncheon meeting will be preceded by a joint press conference,
which also will include Nate J. Blumberg, Universal president. Luncheon
.

Jan.

1946 to June 1946

tion.

1947 to Present

Weeks

Weeks
22*
20

"Best Years of Our Lives"

Current*

SICK LIST

VICTORIA
Jan. 1946 to June 1946

Jan.

1947 to Present

Weeks
'Enchanted Forest"
'Walk in the Sun"
'Rebecca"
'Joe Palooka"
'Yank in London"
"Well-Groomed Bride"

Weeks

3*

"Beast With Five Fingers"

8

"Wake Up & Dream"

4

"Bedelia"
"Thief of Bagdad"
"Adventuress"
"Jolson Story"
"Patient Vanishes"

2
3
3

5*

4*
2
4
4
4
3

Current

PALACE
Jan.

4
2
3

"From This Day Forward"
'Heartbeat"
"Without Reservations"

.

.

.

.

4
5*

Weeks
"Song of the South"
"Sinbod the Sailor"
"Locket"
"Trail

is

recovering

at

from

the
an

attorney

White

emergency

Mary

for

Plains

Hospitjl

appendec-

tomy.

RUTH KRUGER, Warner

Omaha,

Brothers,

returned to work following

a

JULIUS GEERTZ, manager

1947 to Present

Weeks
7

ARNOLD GRANT,
Pickford,

four-week

ill-

ness.

1946 to June 1946

'Cornered"
"Spiral Staircase"
"Deadline at Dawn"

1

Hotel on May 29. With Eric A.
Johnston,
president, as host,
honor guests will be J. Arthur Rank

guests will be executives of the 10
major studios and Rank's organiza-

ASTOR
"Spellbound"
"Kid From Brooklyn"

Committee

Joint

(Continued from Page

1947 to Present

Weeks

in

SAG; Fred Wehrenberg,
MPTO; Major Albert Warner and

nold,

Johnston, Rank, Execs, to

"What Next,

"Lover

its

Sept. 17, the

Constitution.

Meet on

CRITERION

"Nght

tour from
160th
the adoption of the

begin

Weeks
"Overlonders"
"Murder in Reverse"

2
2

of

Woman

the

historic

Plans for City Film
Co-ordinator Stalled

RIALTO
Jan.

Independence,

and other

Lou Novins.

"Postman Always Rings Twice"
"Virginian"

'House

American heritage."
The "Freedom Train," bearing the

Toppers on hand included Barney Balaban and Stanton Griffis of
Paramount; James Lyons, Universal; Carter Barron, Variety Clubs;
Irving Berlin, Sam Galanty, Columbia; Bob Gilham, David 0. Selznick,
Spyros Skouras, Evans Clark and
Tony Muto, 20th-Fox; Ned Depinet,
RKO; Eric Johnston, MPAA; Jack
Kirsch, National Allied; Edward Ar-

"Tangier"

Jan.

press chief. Weighing in at
six pounds, seven ounces, the baby
has been named Kevin.

2

1)

Clark said "a positive and demanding
need has arisen in our count' A. for
emphasizing the blessings (ve the

Declaration of
Bill of Rights
documents, will
Weeks Philadelphia on
anniversary of
2

"M'ghty McGurk"

STORK REPORTS
MPAA's

4

Current

Lake"

Follies"

to

3

4

"California"
"Sea of Grass"

"Badman's Territory"

—

the

"Ziegfeld

Jan.

THE FILM DAILY
Washington A son was born to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Clark on Wednesday at Garfield Hospital. Papa is

in

4*
4

"Dead Reckoning"
"Strange Woman"

"Spellbound"
"Lost Weekend"

"Inside

Washington Bureau of

"Return of Monte Cristo"
"The Jolson Story"
"Secret Heart"
"Blue Skies"
"Till the Clouds Roll By"
"Mr. District-Attorney"
"The Perfect Marriage"

2

2

'Gilda"

"Spider"

M. Mayer, Arthur DeBra, Marjorie
Dawson and Glen Allvine.

1947 to Present

Jan.

Weeks

MPAA

Fielding, Howard Schiebler, public
relations director of the New York
City Board of Education; Mrs. Marie
Hamilton, preview chairman of the
National Board of Review; Mrs.
Catherine Edwards, motion picture
editor of Parents Magazine and the
following from the MPAA: Francis
S. Harmon, Carl E. Milliken, Gerald

5t
4*

1946 to June 1946

Jan.

"Spider

Mrs. Ruth B. Hedges, secretary of
the Educational Film Research Institute and chairman of the CaliCongress of Parents and
fornia
Teachers, was the guest of honor
yesterday at a small luncheon at the
New York A. C, given by the MPAA.
Among those attending were ComBenjamin
Licenses
of
missioner

6
.

STATE

So whatever the reason for shorter
runs: less attractive product, smaller
attendance, less money, "you pays
your money and you takes your
cherce." A quick glance at the accompanying chart will help you draw
vour own conclusions.

Tenders Luncheon
To Mrs. Ruth B. Hedges

5

.

Weeks
"The Secret Heart"
"Lady in the Lake"
"Beginning or the End"
"It Happened in Brooklyn"
"Smash Up"
"Duel in the Sun"

3

Follies"

(Continued from Page

1947 to Present

Jan.

Weeks
"They Were Expendable"
"The Harvey Girls"
"The Sailor Takes a Wife"

Street"

"Born to Kill"

"Honeymoon"

(Continued on Page 7)

8
8
3

3
3

Current

Davenport,
Theater,
Luke's Hospital recovering

port

of the Davenla.,

from

in

is

a

St.

major

operation.

GORDON SWARTHOUT,

special events
the Paramount publicity department, is resting at the Harkness Pavilion
Hospital after a coronary attack.

director

in

May

Friday.

German
In

3$

23, 1947

Pix Situation

DAILY:

-Fox Clarifies

THE BROADWAY RUN SCORE BOARD

Top Level Confab

Stock Registration

(Continued from Page 6)

WINTER GARDEN
(Continued from Page

Germany. The report now is expected
to be^issued today. The report will

V the

detailed information
rebuilding- of the German pix

inc

first

Pommer and

Eric

Brig. Gen. Rob-

Jan.

1946 to June 1946

Jan.
'Seventh Veil"

'Tomorrow Is Forever"
'So Goes My Love"
'Madonna of t'le Seven Moons"
'Runaround"
'She Wrote the Book"

McClure are expected to arrive
from Germany to take part in the
Washington conference on the Gerfilm

situation,

been

has

it

learned.

—

industry a question which has been
the subject of sharp debate within
the industry and the Government.
The Department here already has
approved Eric Pommer and his plans
for rebuilding the once extensive
German film industry. Pommer, considered the key figure in the whole
situation, has had his contract with
extended.
The Department's report is expected to include complete details
on production plans of Pommer and
also will outline the official policy
on export of German films. There is
offilittle doubt but that top

AMG

Germany and Department

in

officials

here have given

definite

green

Pommer

a

light.

The Film Daily

already has re-

ceived information that the policy of

allowing export of Nazi-made films
will be junked by the War Department. This is the policy which resulted in a storm of protest from
the industry and from Congress.

Vogel Declines

UA Bid;

Heart's With Loew's"

"My

(Continued from Page

1

Present

to

Weeks

1

8*
9

"Wicked Lady"
"Swell Guy"

3

"I'll

5*
4

Be Yours"
"Stairway to Heoven".

"Buck Privates Come Home"

V2 t

"Carnegie

.

STRAND
1947

to

Present

Weeks
'My Reputation"

/

'Three Strangers"

3

'Cinderella Jones"

3

'Devotion"
'Her Kind of Man"
'One More Tomorrow"
'Janie Gets Married"

4

"Time, Place & Girl"
"Man
Love"
"That Way With Women"
"Pursued"

3

"Stallion

3

"Love

,.

The Film Daily in the "Along the
Rialto" column on Wednesday indicated that Vogel would not leave
post.
Loew's for the

3

Current

3*

to

Jan.

June 1946

1947 to Present

'ihnny
'Pardon
'Tarzan
'Ah'lene
'Whistle
'

'W

A n gel"

My

Past"

& Leopard Woman"
Town"
Stop"

Monte Cristo"
'Make Mine Music"
;

*e

of

"It's

1946

to

2

"Strange

3

"Red House"

Woman"
My Man"

2
3

"That's

2

"Framed"

"Macomber Affair"

9f

Jan.

June 1946

1947 to Present

Weeks
'Dakota"
"People Are

6*

Funny"

2

"Getting Gertie's Garter"
"Journey Together"
'Black Market Babies"
"Murder in the Music Hall"
"li Old Sacramento"

4
4

Man"

"Sister

Secret"

Irish

I
'

2
2

(Continued from Page

1)

1946

to

3
5

4
2

Current

"Guilty"

Jan.

June 1946

'Stork Club"
'Miss Susie Slagle"
'Road to Utopia"

"Cross My Heart"
"Perfect Marriage"
"Easy Come, Easy Go"
"Suddenly, It's Spring"
"My Favorite Brunette"
"Calcutta"
"Imperfect Lady"

3

7

'Virginian"

3

'Blue Dahlia"
'Bride Wore Boots"

3t

4

RIVOLI
Jan.

1946 to June 1946

Jan.

1947 to Present

Weeks

"My Darling Clementine"
"California"
"B'aze of Noon"
"The Farmer's Daughter"

17*

'Lost Weekend"
'Kitty"
'Cluny Brown"

9
7*

"The Other

Love"

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Jan.
"Bells of St.

1946 to June 1946

Jan.
9*
5

Mary"

'Adventure"
"Gilda"
'Green Years"
'To Each His

Own"

"Anna & King

of

Green,

Milestone,

Marshall,

William Wyler, Leo McCarey, William Wellman, Sidney, Irving Pichel,
William Wilder, King Vidor and
Stevens.

Roll

By"

"Egg and I"
"Great Expectations"

4
8*

Jan.

acting

manager,

Sheridan,

6*
4

'Doll Face"
'Dragonwyck"
'The Dark Corner"
'Do You Love Me"
'Somewhere in the Night"

2
4

circuit,

Chicago.

division

manager, Essaness

5

4

Current

3

2
3

2f

Weeks
"The Razor's Edge"
"13 Rue Madeleine"
"The Shocking Miss Pilgrim"
"Boomerang"

8*
4

"Carnival in Costa Rica"
"Alexander's Ragtime Band"

3

"Homestretch"
"The Brasher Doubloon"

4

1946 to June 1946

'Saratoga Trunk"
'Stolen Life"

Jan.

23*
,

12*

3
3

1

It's

Film, Not Screen Classics

Distributor of "The Patient Vanishes" in a review published in The
Film Daily yesterday was inadvertently listed as Screen Classics. Correct distributor is Film Classics.

Current

1947 to Present

"Humoresque"
"Nora Prentiss"
Mrs.

Carrolls"

to $20,628
Jack Benny's opening day at the
N. Y. Roxy rolled up a gross of $20,Weeks
with 21,993 admissions, the
628,
8*
6

management reported yesterday.

...Running

at the top of each column indicates that the picture opened before the beg nning
calendar vear; asterisk at the bottom of the column indicates that the picture ran beyond June 30. Dagger means that the last picture indicated in the column finished its run in
the second or third week of June).
(Asterisk

aggregate of 142,000 shares of the
169,400 shares already issued under
the above described options, have
publicly stated that they have no
present intention of disposing of any

Benny Opens

W==ks

of the

STANLEY KRUEGER,

3

1947 to Present

Weeks

"Two
Chicago.

5

"Spyros P. Skouras and Darryl F.
Zanuck who separately purchased an

of their shares."

1946 to June 1946

'Leave Her to Heaven"
'The Fallen Angel"
'Sentimental Journey"

Jan.

WILLIAM ZELLER,

7*

ROXY
Jan.

HOLLYWOOD

REUI POSTS

3
3
3
5

1947 to Present

"Yearling"
"Sea of Grass"
"Late George Apley"

3

7

Siam"

fie Clouds

company.
"Of the 240,000 shares

4*

Weeks
"Till

"On Sept. 27, 1944, options to purchase an aggregate of 55,000 shares
of the common stock of the corporation at $25.87% per share which was
$1 in excess of the closing price of
the stock on that date, were granted
to 18 other principal executives of

of common
stock called for under the above described options, 5,700 shares are no
longer issuable through the lapse of
options.
The registration state4
Current ment which was required by the SEC
covers therefore only 234,300 shares.
Of this amount 100,000 shares have
been purchased by Zanuck, 42,000
Weeks shares by Skouras, and 27,400 shares
6*
by all but three of the remaining
7
option holders. Of the 64,900 shares
3
of common stock covered by unex7
Current ercised stock purchase options, 38,600 shares are issuable in 1947, and
an additional 26,300 shares in 1948.
Weeks

7*

1944.

the

1947 to Present

Weeks

ident;

Alfred

1

PARAMOUNT
Jan.

16, 1944 adopted a plan authorizing the board of directors to grant
to certain executives options to purchase an aggregate of 140,000 shares
of its common stock on specified
terms. On that date, pursuant to the

authority conferred upon them by
the stockholders, the board of direc3
tors of the corporation granted op3
tions to Spyros P. Skouras, presi2
dent, and W. C. Michel, executive
5
to purchase 70,000
Current vice-president,
shares and 15,000 shares respectively
at $24.25 per share. These option
prices were $1 in excess of the closing price of the common stock on the
Weeks N. Y. Stock Exchange on May 16,
3*

Rose"

"Abie's
"Ladies

"San Quentin"
"Angel & Bad Man"
"Tarzan & Huntress"
"Hit Parade"

4
6*

'OSS"

May

9*

Life"

GOTHAM
Jan.

"The stockholders of the corporaannual meeting held on

tion at an

Weeks

A Wonderful

4*

Weeks

George Sidney, secretary, and
George Marshall, treasurer.
Board of directors for 1947-48 includes Frank Capra, John Ford, Clarence Brown, Henry King, Huston,

4*

3

Road"
and Learn"

Weeks

UA

George Stevens Re-elected
Screen Directors Prexy

.

3

>

Vogel said: "Your offer is very
tempting, I admit, but I have my
heart and my obligations here with
Loew's, where I intend to remain."

.

3

I

GLOBE
1946

Jan.

options:

"On April 16, 1940, the corporation
granted Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-pres4
ident in charge of production, an
3
Current option to purchase 100,000 shares of
common stock at $13 per share. The
top price for the common stock on
the N. Y. Stock Exchange on that
Weeks date was 10%.

.•

Hall"

Jan.

1)

provided for under certain purchase

3

2
2

1946 to June 1956

Jan.

AMG

cials

1947

Weeks

ert

man

(Continued from Page
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Preston

J.

Rollow Dead

Preston J. Rollow, 76, Broadway
and silent picture actor, died at City
Hospital.

<M
U. S.

Seen Losing

L.

A.

REVIEWS Of DEW

1)

largely due to the gradual lowering
of prices in basic building materials,
except, Eberson emphasized, American prices which are rising. In as
many instances as possible, Eberson
said, native materials are being used
wherever structurally possible, thus
cutting costs appreciably. At the
same time, he added, this is starting
a trend towards dropping reliance on
goods from the U. S., a practice
which in the past had netted American business many millions of dollars.

is

While American theater equipment
still number one in South Amer-

ican theaters, there is strong evidence that competitive selling of foreign equipment will force prices to
scale downward generally. English
screens are being used in some installations.

equipment

French

makers are also poised for a bid for
the S. A. market, Eberson said.
Mexico remains Latin America's
busiest theater building center, with
much new construction on the way.
While Mexican President Aleman attempts to discourage an inordinate

amount of hotel, theater, and amusement unit building by withholding
governmental loans, there is still a
near-boom with outside money playing a prominent role. The Ebersondesigned Mexico City Film Center is
being pushed forward rapidly towards completion.
With domestic building remaining
for the most part static, pending
all building
architects are

hoped-for dissolution of
controls,

American

pushing construction in South America where there are no controls.
Drew Eberson leaves in two weeks
for Panama to supervise opening of
his new Balboa Theater.
Siritzky

Int'l

on Move Today

Siritzky International begins moving today from its offices in the Paramount Building to its new suite in
the Fiske Building, 250 W. 57th St.,
on the 18th floor. New telephone
number is COlumbus 5-3871.

Billboard Projections
Used by Cen'I. Advt.
Motion picture projection is saving
spectacular sign manufacturers a
heap of shekels these days by showing on a scre'en

what

a big

new

bill-

board will look like after it has been
completed.
General Outdoor Advertising Co.
has devised a method of using color
photography to film animated sequences of a proposed sign in full
color,
with
16 mm. Kodachrome.
Method requires many panels of art
work, an involved system of overlays, translucent color and controlled
lighting to simulate the actual structure

in

action.

wirn Lynne Roberts, Cnarles Drake
Republic
71 Mins.

with

LlbHT ROMANTIC JOB HAS THRILLSPECTACLE FINISH; EASY TO TAKE OF-

Eagle-Lion

tERING.
A romance on
land"

supplies

sojourn

many

at

a

a

slats,

routine

"Winter Wonderromance,

swanky Winter

a

resort

brief
hotel,

lightweight drama to
bolster the lovers. But the best parts of the
doings are captured by the camera when
the concluding ski race is filmed. Photo-

snowscapes,

superb ski action shots are
edited into the story to give the whole a
tine, exciting concluding note.
Lynne Roberts is the farmer's daughter
from a nearby valley when she meets
Charles Drake while out skiing. He's an
instructor at Skyline Lodge. First thing you
know it's love and Miss Roberts is away
from her chores every afternoon rehearsing
in Drake's ski ballet. Miss Robert's father,
Roman Bohnen, owns a meadow the Lodge
wants for a ski run. He won't sell. Eric
Blore figures in the doings as manager of
the Lodge. Things run along, mostly tnrough
the snow, with Drake and Miss Roberts
skiing all over the place and getting more
and more romantic. Mary Eleanor Donahue
is Miss Roberts' younger sister who covers
graphically

up

for her.

Leslie,

Richard

Box office potentialities generally spring
fore when a film is known to have
an interesting "different" treatment. Much
film fare is produced and released with
aim to satisfy the audience conditioned to
accept routine treatment. However, introduce an element of change from the ordinary and immediately there is a good
deal of interesting response by the public
to the

what it is all about. Always a thirst
something new the audience will pay
find out for themselves. Such
its way to
should be the case with "Repeat Performance."
Play up the angle of novelty in treatment.
to see

for

Name
ent.

ard

values of the cast are readily apparthere is newcomer RichBasehart from the legit stage, winner
Additionally,

the N. Y. Drama Critics Award for his
"The Hasty Heart" on the Broadway

role in

He is very
medium and stands

effective

stage.

is

in

to garner a

his

new

good deal

a

tragedy

with

a

unique twist

falls

into a chasm.

involves Joan Leslie in a series of
heartbreaking and sordid episodes with her
husband, Louis Hayward, and a particularly

Late that night she's rescued, spends a
night at the Lodge where she is mistaken
for an heiress due to the similarity of her
name with that of a local millionaire. She
incurs quite a bill. To pay it she quickly
cures a hangover next morning and wins
the men-women ski race when Drake takes
a spill. Clinch. This latter ski race is the
real thing, gives the story a great deal of
spectacle quality.

CAST: Lynne Roberts, Charles Drake, Roman
Blore,
Mary Eleanor Donahue,
Bohnen, Eric
Renee Godfrey, Harry Tyler, Renie Riano, Diana
Alvin Hammer.
CREDITS: Associate Producers, Walter Colmes,
Henry Sokal; Director, Bernard Vorhaus; Screenplay, Peter Goldbaum, David Chandler, Arthur
Marx, Gertrude Purcell; Idea, Fred Schiller;
Photography, John Alton; Music, Paul Dessau;
Film
Editor,
Robert Johns; Sound, James T.
Corrigan.

Mumby,

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Warner Bros. Cited with
Annual Educational Award
Harry M., Jack

L. and Albert Warner will be given this year's annual
citation for distinguished and noteworthy contribution to American education, it was announced yesterday
by Dr. C. L. Littel, president of Bergen Junior College, Teaneck, N. J.
Presentation will take place Sunday
at the commencement exercises.
In announcing the award, Dr. Littel said: "I am happy to be giving
this year's citation to the Warner
brothers. Not only for their fine

contribution by the way of the
screen, but through the Education
Bureau which they instituted, the
Warner brothers have been pioneering in making available guides and

brochures on all noteworthy films
in preparing visual aid for the

and

American teachers.
"The Warner brothers are a
sterling example of the role the motion picture industry can play in the
education of the American youth."

vicious

—

for the

most part

—

circle of friends

and would be friends, characters and genunsavory folk. Hayward is a playwright given to caressing the bottle and
dallying with Virginia Field. He wrote a
hit once. Miss Leslie starred in it. When
the scene shifts from New York to the
Coast a certain amount of regeneration is
accomplished by Hayward but no writing
and on their return to Broadway he takes

erally

up an illicit affair with Miss Field.
Miss Leslie is exposed to their double
timing. Exposed, Hayward, drunk, has an
accident that invalids him into a wheelchair for months. Comes the Christmas
season Miss Leslie, who has been caring for
him, attempts to kindle human response.
Hayward is as cold to her as he was the
moment she found his deception out. New
Year's eve, Hayward, demented, tries to
Miss Leslie. What happens from that
kill
point on makes up the vital "different"
element.
Basehart figures in the proceedings as a
poet who is "adopted" by Natalie Schaefer,
and artists. This
patroness of the arts
leads him to an insane asylum. He later

—

'l

HOLLYWOOD,

GREGORY

RATOFF

testing /"*•

'

Fer
v
"Cagliostro".
.Geo * 'Marshall
will
take the cast and unit to
Asheville, N. C, next week to start shooting "Tap Roots" there in early June....
Errol Flynn will follow "Silver River" at
Warners with "Don Juan". ... First of four,
rer

is

for

.

.

:

Sam Katzman

serials

bia

1947-48

for

based

on

will

comic

the

make

for

be "Brick

will

s t r

i

Colum-:

Bradford,")

p. ...

Martin

Mooney's schedule at Columbia has been
increased

to

five

with

the

addition

of

"Martinique" and "Port Said". .. .Joseph
Crehan will don Gen. U. S. Grant's uniform
for the
10th time in "Silver River"
David Wayne,

who

sonal triumph

in

has scored such a perBroadway's "Finian's Rain
bow," playing the part of a leprechaun, is
testing for the part of the Mad Hatter in
"Alice
in
Wonderland," with Margaret
O'Brien playing Alice
The top camera
assignment on "The High Wall" at M-G-M
has been given to Paul Vogel, who photographed "Lady In the Lake." Remembering
that

and demand.

of attention

Story

W1LK

By

93 Mins.

that

One day Miss Roberts

DIRECTION, Okay.

Louis Hayward,
Basehart

Joan

"DIFFERENT" QUALITY GIVES THIS
ONE BOX OFFICE POTENTIALITIES.

of

23, 1947

Hollywood
Vine Yard
=
RALPH

flLfllS

Theater Bldg., Market "Winter Wonderland" "Repeat Performance'
(Continued from Page

May

Friday,

MIIV

pix

know

you'll

the

camera

shared

starring honors because of the unusual subjective
treatment of the story. ... "The

Miracle of the Bells" gets under way late
month at RKO.
June Havoc, now
finishing "Intrigue" with George Raft, flies

this

East

.

June

.

.

open the Theater Guild's
season at Westport, Conn,
as star of "Girl of the Golden West"....
Alan Ladd's next for Para, will be "The
in

Summer

to

stock

Long Grey Line," an epic tale of a World
II veteran who makes the grade during the war and gets an appointment to

War

West

Point

Claudette Colbert has start-

work already on "Sleep My Love," a
murder mystery in which she co-stars with
Don Ameche, so that she can begin work
on Frank Capra's "State of the Union" in
August as planned.
ed

.

.

.

SOPEG Membership Votes
New Wage Hike Proposals
(Continued from Page

cided

this

meeting at

1)

week at a membership
Palm Garden. Increase

proposals are for $10 or 30 per cent

whichever
volved

is higher. Companies ininclude Loew's,
20th-Fox,

RKO, Paramount, Columbia, Repub-

National Screen Service.
Salary clause in the pact with UA
may be re-opened the end of this
outline is handled in the sense that Miss month.
SOPEG terms have already
this
live
again
over
Leslie is permitted to
been submitted. Membership also
particularly tragic year. She knows exactly approved
sliding scale assessment
what is going to happen. She attempts to for creating a defense fund.
exert control. But there is no control. The
piece goes to its tragic end. The climax s Rites
for Mrs.
lic,

escapes.

The treatment accorded the above

story

:

the deck
Aubrey Schenck gave the show good production values. Direction of Alfred Werker
holds the tale together capably.
the joker

Gleicher

in

CAST: Louis Hayward, Joan Leslie, Richard
Basehart, Virginia Field, Tom Conway, Natalie
Schaefer, Benay Venuta, Ilka Gruning.
CREDITS: Producer, Aubrey Schenck; Director, Alfred Werker; Screenplay, Walter Bullock;
Based on novel by William O'Farrell; Photography, Lew W. O'Connell; Editorial Supervision,
Alfred De Gaetano; Film Editor, Louis H. Sackin;
Art Direction, Edward C. Jewel; Set Decoration,
Armor Marlowe.
DIRECTION, Capable.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Funeral services were held yesterday for Mrs. Anna Gleicher,
mother of William Gleicher, in charge
of the M-G-M theater auditing department. Mrs. Gleicher died Wednesday after a short illness. She was
77.
In addition to William, Mrs.
Gleicher is survived by five other
sons and three daughters.
Rites

were held at Riverside Memorial
Chapel with interment in Mount
Hebron Cemetery, Queens.

I
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Rank, Hanson Vie for Mono. Canada Franchise
RKO

Due from Coast
To Open Negotiations
For Dominion Release

sential to

1947 quarter! was off $1405,271
it was reported Saturday.
Net
was $2270683 for the past quarter, compared with $3,675,954 for the 1945
13 weeks. Earnings were equal to 58 cents per common share this year; 97
cents last year.
Profit from operation was listed at $3,866,683.48 for the 1947 quarter, compared with $6,195,953.74. Estimated income tax provision was $1 596,000 this
year; $2,500,OCO last year.

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Initial discussions on
the future Canadian distribution of
Allied Artists and Monogram pro-

—

Wilcox Deplores

I).

initial

of

K.

AA

(Continued on Page 3)

Sec'y of

First

RKO Corps consolidated net for the
when compared with the first quarter

West Coast Bureau

duct will be held in New York this
week, it is learned, with the principal
contenders for the valuable franchise
said including J. Arthur Rank's Monogram Pictures of Canada, Ltd., and
Oscar Hanson, the Canadian Monogram company's general manager.
and
Steve Broidy, president of
Monogram, left for the East Friday

War Sees Export
Of "Acceptable" Pix Es-

Quarter Profit at $2,270,683, Down
$1,405,271 from $3,075,954 Reported in 1946

Broidy

Anti-U. S. Legislation

1946,

Washington Bureau of

Washington

"little

likelihood"

Govt. Control Films

Through Television!

leaders

who would

sight,

declared

Producer Herbert
Washington NAB President Jus- Wilcox upon his
arrival with Anna
tin Miller warned over the week-end
N eagle, his cothat concession of power to Govproducer and acernment to control radio broadcasttress-wife, last
ing "will be followed by a demand
Friday, aboard
Washington Bureau of

—

for

THE FILM DAILY

Government control of the press
the

and motion pictures."
Speaking before the

DAR

conven-

(Continued on Page 3)

Harold Field Elected MPF
Chairman for Minn. Area

Queen

S.S.

Elizabeth.

Wilcox pointed

that American films had
out

Continued on Page 6)

contract

since

nounced

last

was

deal

March

in

first

$7,000,000 Stock in

an-

The Film

—

Daily.
Boston Terms of the deal for the
Set-up calls for an educational unit purchase
of United Artists which
to be formed by de Rochemont to
the Si H. Fabian group, with First
(Continued on Page 8)
National Bank of Boston backing,
has submitted to Mary Pickford and
Charles Chaplin reportedly call for
Johnston Fetes O'Brien;
a cash payment of $5,000,000 plus a
Union Tops, Solons Attend $7,000,000 preferred stock issue
(Continued on Page 3)
Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY

AFL

officials

and

Would

Congressional Bill
congressional leaders attended a dinner given by
Halt
President
Station Limit
Eric
deplored that
in honor of Tom O'Brien,
many who had Herbert wilcox Johnston
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Minneapolis
Harold Field, St. profited from American films are British M. P. and general secretary
Washington The FCC regulation
Louis Park Theater manager, was ready to "kick the American indus- of the NATKE, over the week-end.
Guests included Senators James E. forbidding common ownership of
elected Minnesota Motion Picture try in the pants."
Murray of Montana, Harry ,P. Cain more than five television stations
Foundation chairman at a luncheonThe producer further explained of Washington, Scott W. Lucas of would be outlawed under the terms
(Continued on Page 8)
that even if certain British inter- Illinois, Raymond Baldwin of
Con- of a bill introduced Friday by Sen.
ests were to push through "protec- necticut, and Alexander
Wiley
built up the British industry, and

FCC

MPAA

—

.

German-made

future," The Film
Daily
learned over the week-end.
This was learned on the eve of the
expected arrival in this country of
Eric Pommer, key figure in the controversy which has raged over the
German film industry revival.
In a letter to Rep. Gordon L. Mc-

UW is Signed

Final

details

of

near

with Louis de
legislate against American pictures Rochemont and United World Films
are not only guilty of gross ingrati- for a series of 86 geography shorts
tude but are also
in color was signed late last week
lacking in foreafter two months of dickering on
film

THE FILM DAILY

films reaching this country "in the

(

British

—

Status

Secretary of War
Robert P. Patterson has informed a
Congressional leader that there is

De Rochemont Pad
With

German

—

of

Around Cloch Air
Plugs for "34th St."
Eleven

program*
on WOR-Mutual will salute "Miracle
on 34th Street" when it opens June
3 at the Roxy. Radio promotion will
commence at 6:45 a.m. and continue throughout the day. A letter
contest has been promoted by the
34th Street Association and will be
plugged continuously over the air.
Department stores will take newspaper space for tune-in ads. Important
shows will emanate
from the Herald Square area.
top-flight

WOR

radio

(

Continued on Page 6)

Ban Would Be British 'Blunder 7
O'Brien Warns English
Gorham's Ritz Clearance
Modified by Appeal Board
The arbitration appeal board, in a
decision filed at the week-end, modified the award of the Boston tribunal
in a demand by the operator of the
Ritz Theater in Gorham, Mass.,
(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 6)

Want

Better Films

Although a babel across the sea
continues

to
vociferate
against
American films, the firm, friendly
voice of Tom O'Brien, M. P. and general secretary of the National Association of Theatrical and Kine Employes, not only spoke up in their
favor, but also warned: "It would be
a major blunder for the British gov(Continued on Page 6)

Second Minn. Auction
For Disaster Victims

—

Minneapolis
success of the
disaster benefit

Despite the hugs
Texas City

initial

auction,

so

much

merchandise was donated that a second auction was held at the .41vin Theater Saturday to sell another
$5,000 worth of assorted items that
included a complete house which
went to the highest bidder. At the
first session, a new car sold for upwards of $2,000.
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HAL ROACH,

producer, is expected to reach
York from the West Coast Wednesday
for a conference with UA executives relat.ve
to
the sales and publicity campaign on his
Roach Comedy Carnival."
forthcoming "Hal
He will be accompanied by MRS. ROACH.

New

A.

28, Calif.
Blvd., Phone

WASHINGTON—

Andrew H.
Granite 6607.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Manning
Clagett,
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127Homer
133 Wardour St. W. 1.
Mary
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Virtudes
214.
Louise Blanco,
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,

LONDON
MANILA—

HAVANA —
BOMBAY—

due from the Coast today.

RKO

producer, arrives from

star, who finishes
"Whiplash" next week is due in
New York early next month from the Coast.
role

his

in

RICHARD BENEDICT

New York

in

is

radio engagements;
four years.

of

East

this

East

the

visit

will

next

early

is

is

a

for

first

his

advantageous

Europe, according!
is stopping ii
New York for a few days be'WU g C
ing on to Hollywood. Stolo/**- brm
erly dialogue director with Willian
Dieterle, produced and directed at
English language feature, "When ii

in
to Victor Stoloff,

'

is

inspectress,
spending her

j

in Italy.
Stoloff plans to continue produc
tion in Italy and may also do som>

pictures for Wallis.

bookers'

secre-

on vacation.

JOEL WOLFF, Minneapolis franchise holder
Screen
Guild
productions,
returned
has
there from San Francisco.
for

Thefrom

W. R. WILKERSON, publisher of The Hollywood Reporter, flew to Paris over the week-end.
He will remain abroad about a month during
which he will attend the Cannes Festival.

UNGER, UA general sales manager,
New York for Chicago tomorrow

sales conferences
district manager.

with

Rud

Lohrenz,

will

JOE GINS, Chicago, is in the Twin
set some Prestige bookings.
SID BLUMENSTOCK
Fox product confab.

off

AL SCHWALBERG,

to

Cities

Detroit for

20th-

general

sales

Eagle-Lion

-F- RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL Rockefeller Center

manager, aide HAROLD DUNN attended Chicago sales huddle over the week-end for campaign on "Performance."

for

"The Long Gray Line," left Hollywood yesterday
a crew for West Point where they wil.
film

June

Week

exercises.

DOROTHY BION,

Columbia

operator,

is

on

vacation.

agency will be in complete charge
of the casting. Jerrold T. Brandt is
the producer. Emmett Lavery wrote
the script, which is built around the
romantic aspects of radio since the
ris

flflflnCIAL
(May

days of the crystal

23)

Columbia Picts
East.

Kodak

.......

16V4
45y2
18

Low

Close

153/4

I6I/4

445/s

45%

18

18

Paramount

21
24i/2

201/2
241/4

205/g
241/2

RKO

11%

11%

Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's, Inc

%

113/s
51/4

Republic Pict
Republic Pict. pfd..
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Universal Pict

51/4

51/4

12
283/4
355/8

11%

12

281/z

35%

281/z
355/g

201/4

201/4

201/4

Universal Pict. pfd.

82

82

82

Warner Bros

151/4

143/4

151/4

Chg

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

Trans-Lux

314

3 '4

314

12%

12%

12%

31/2

33/8

in

the film.

+ % Copelan Put in
+ V2

WB

Charge of
Latin-American Houses

4-

—

Herb Copelan, Warner Theaters
home office executive, has been put

•

+ Vi
+ Va in charge of the company's Latin+
American theaters, under the super+ V' vision of Harry M. Kalmine, presi+ Va dent and general manager of the cir+ %
3/k

-+

— %

3% +

Wyler

Sails for Europe
To Gather Pic Material

Bid

Asked

Cinecolor

4%

5%

Parhe

5 1/4

6V4

executive secretary of the SMPE and
as editor of the Journal, to go into
business for himself in Florida.
Smith joined SMPE in 1943, follow-

ing

several

years

with

the

Hays

Arthur Rank's

A

Universal-International

Picture

31

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

In the belief that it is impossible
make pictures for the world market unless one is aware of the problems facing people in other countries,
William Wyler left over the weekend for a three-month European tour

MILIAND- WRIGHT

material for future pictures.

Stag Dinner

ior

Galanty
THE FILM DAILY

A

Washington Bureau of

—

Paramount

Picture

7D*RA#fO<//vr
Washington
Sam Galanty, long
Columbia manager here, will be honored at a stag dinner tonight by
Washington Variety members. Gal- i
The ENTERPRISE STUDIOS present
BARBARA
DAVID
anty is to become Washington man-

STANWYCK

ager for Selznick Eeleasing.

35

MM

war surplus

—
film.

|

in

1
&

VOLI
-smsr °Pl
JL\j |Vo.

ERICH MARIA REMARQUE'S

Black and white
Tested

and guaranteed

quality. In rolls of 100 feet; 200 feet;
feet, and
1,000 feet. Supreme and
ultra special Ansco-DuPont No. 3.

400

ot

49* St

COAST PHOTO SUPPLY COMPANY
1358 South

Hill

Street

15,

Calif.

Los Angeles

The Academy Award Picture!
Winner of Nine Academy Awards!

new assignment.
Trip

will

cover

Lima,

Peru;

recently acquired a theater; Havana,
where a deluxe house is under construction for Fall opening, and Mexico City,

Smith Resigns from SMPE
Harry Smith, Jr. has resigned as

J.

to

Copelan

% Bogota, Colombia, where Warners

OVER THE COUNTER

HOBSON

in

left over the week-end
for the initial inspection trip in his
cuit.

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
2% 23/4 23/4

RKO

NAB

Miller,
chief,
will co-ordinate radio's contribution
Net

High

set.

Judge Justin

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Valerie

MILLS

with

Saffar,

597.

John

"Great Expectations"

Radio Cavalcade' Pix Deal
Tied;
$2,000,000 Budget
MONTREAL—
Charras.
during which he will visit England
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
Extended negotiations on "Radio and the continent, Mrs. Wyler acVANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
St.
SYDNEY—Bowden Fletcher, Cavalcade" have been concluded, companies.
Theater Bldg.
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
Wyler, who became associated with
The Film Daily learned at the weekUY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys, end. Bankrolled with $2,000,000
and Paramount last week when Liberty
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copen- endorsed by the NAB, the film will Films, in which he had been a partROME — John Perdicari, go into production in mid-October, ner, was acquired by the major comhagen-Van Loese.
MEXICO
Via Ludovisi 16.
Phone, 42758.
pany, feels that the trip will afford
CITY— Louis Turnoff, Morelos 56 No. 523. featuring the 10 top stars of radio. him a prime opportunity to gather
Abe Lastfogel of the William MorMONTEVIDEO— Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito
ALGIERS— Paul

Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue

THEATERS

N. Y.

to

Midwest

ROBERT FELLOWS, Paramount producer, and
WILLIAM WISTER HAINES, writer assigned to

who

Rome,"

in

has purchased a new home and
Summer vacation redecorating it.
DELORES LARSON, Columbia
tary,

SHERRILL CORWIN, of Metropolitan
ater Circuit, is due in New York today
the Coast on a business trip.

leave

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:

vice-president of ParaService Corp., has returned to

KATHERINE ROBINSON, M-G-M

month.

J.

HYMAN,

L.

ar<

am
]

month

is

Production conditions in Italy
currently the most economical

New York from Chicago.
JEFFREY LYNN, Warners'

trip

WALT DISNEY

JOHN FORD

EDWARD

sales

JESSE L. LASKY,
Hollywood today.

—

goidg

mount Theaters

Los

general

from a trip to
Milwaukee.

J.

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

Universal-International asmanager, has returned
Angeles, Kansas City end

O'KEEFE,

J.

sistant

Italian Production is
Economical Stoloff

where another new house

is

AVAILABLE
CREATIVE WRITER
IDEA
Over ten
tion

planned.

BOX
1501

N. Y.

WOMAN

experience

in

THE BEST YEARS OF

#\ OUR

LIVES' As t67

mo-

and effective feature
magazines; fan and

for national
trade publicity, press books, radio scripts
and contracts. Imagination, know-how and
Best
ability to work well with people.
references. Samples available.

CALL SC-4-7462 OR WRITE—

BOX 138, THE FILM DAILY
BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18,

solid

writer

GIRL WRITER, EXPERIENCED IN 16 MM.
AVAILABLE FOR SCRIPT REFIELD.
SEARCH, FILM PROMOTION, CATALOGUE
EDITING. FREELANCE OR FULL TIME.

1501

years'

pictures. Proven

f

-*¥>

ON SCREEN
1st N.Y.

Showing!

IN

PERSON

LAMBERTI

ROSALIND RUSSELL

BUSTER SHAVER
MELVYN DOUGLAS

147.

THE FILM DAILY
BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Extra!

'THE GUILT OF
18,

N. Y.

JANET AMES'

BETTY REILLY
Plus other*

Office.

r*

»

»

»

londay,

»

«

May

26, 1947
DAILY

in

Rank, Hanson Vie For

UA

Mono. Can. Franchise

7,000,000 Stock
Fabian Deal for
(Continued from Page
\

hich would go to the

A^^^nally,

(Continued from Page

1>

where he

two present

PHIL M. DALY

understood that
Miss riokford and Chaplin would reit

is

vive life-time releasing deals.
The Fabian group would also obain from the local bank a $5,000,000
•i-edit in the form of a revolving
;. 'and to finance production.
According to informed sources, the
leal at the week-end was in exactly
-" he identical status that it had been
v>r the last week
it had neither
)een rejected nor had there been any

—

ndication that

would be accepted.

it

Serge Semenenko, who is representing the Boston financial institution in the negotiations, had no comfnent to

ovt.
::Via

make

New York

in

Could Control Films

Television

I

Friday.

—Miller

Hontlay Morning Report
•

•

LOOKS LIKE "THE KILLERS" history could repeat for UniWeb"
Like the former, "The Web" was made

•

versal with "The

on a comparatively low budget ("The

and

lion);

"The

like

a "sleeper"

Killers" cost

pic has

Incidentally, "U's" gross

very respectable 33,000,000,

'tis

...

said.

all

"U"

on "The Killers"

»

a

less than

mil-

the aspects of proving

Projected

a

is

very,

new Hollywood

dead duck. ... • More and more department
They're using
stores across the country are becoming film conscious
projectors not only for advertising and promotional reels, but to show
trade sheet

is

reported a

"Park the kids, shop

entertainment subjects as well

• Douglas Hobbs

one approach. ...
is

new chairman

the

that the British trade isn't too receptive to

• RKO and

Aluminum

of the

ANA's committee on

of the

films.

in comfort" is

Co. of America

•

...

Is

true

it

Audience Research overtures?

Century Circuits reported considering booking Grand
Chuckles"

Pictures' "Nickelodeon

(Continued from Page

new

Killers," the

series.

• Cinema Stamp

...

Int'l

Collec-

1)

here, Miller said that FCC
supervision of radio programs may
spread to television and motion pic-

fion,

ure.

"Great program plans," he said,
'are in the making, including the
.transmission of motion pictures into
/our homes and into your theaters.

"Then the motion picture industry
be subject to the regulations and
iecisions of the FCC which currently
•equire of broadcasters that programs in behalf of atheism be presented to offset programs devoted to
A-ill

Will a showing of the 'King
Kings' on television require the
production of a spectacle in behalf
>f atheism to balance it off?"
•eligion.
)f

tors will

hold a

business session at the Hotel Astor on Wednesday.

strictly

»
¥
THERE A NEW DAY DAWNING on the Long Island R. R.?
Brakeman who punched Phil M's commutation ticket on Train ffo.
927 Friday morning actually said, "Thank you, sir"
Any other in• Didja
dustry commuters -who can report a similar experience? ...
know that distribs. can garner S800.000 in the N. Y. met. area alone?
• Considering the fact that thus far (on the record) only the MPAA and

•

•

•

IS

.

.

.

ATA has asked to be heard on tax revision by the House Ways and
Means Committee, you'd almost believe that exhibs. don't care a tinker's
damn about trimming the Federal admissions tax to pre-war level, much
• Elaine, daughter of Dave Diamond, Hollyless win its abolition. ...
wood agent, has been named guest editor of Madamoiselle magazine and
will fly here May 31
Lass attends U.C.L.A and was one of 20
winners

in

a contest

in

which 1250

girls participated

T
Warner's Dr. Tipton Gets
?lrmy

Commendation

!
;

|

-

•

•

SYDNEY MOSES,

—

Dr. Tipton was a colonel with the
"Jffice of Chief of Staff, Washington,
erving as director of the manpower
lonservation educational program.
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Andy M. Roy

Films, Ltd.,

recently

ac-

Leni R.

also credited at that time as having written the script

rate.

Moses bought

'Tany

the rights for a song from the British Custodian of

and the new adaptation has already been scripted by
Lesley Storm
Moses hopes to sign up Ida Lupino for the Junta part
before he emplanes for England next week
His associate Dudley
Giddins, board chairman of Peak Films, arrived yesterday aboard the
liner Queen Elizabeth to report on "White Cradle Inn," currently playing
in England

Enemy

Property,

T

T
•

•

•

ago

that

Fred Astaire was through with

EVIDENTLY, someone

seriously took that yarn

some months
At any

films, alter all

is

operator,

•

working

in the Irish industry

has a $5,000,000

William Burke Miller

moving over from the

is

lab.

the

WNBC

and

Patrick Farrell, Dublin circuit
studio construction program.

new program

editor of

assistant managership.

retiring 20th-Fox British chief, sails for the U. S.

NBC's

...

•

.

.

.

te!e dep't.,

Otto Bolle,

T
Al Jolson

Norma Talmadge
John Wayne

Eddie Ryan
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THINGS NEVER CHANGE DEPT.:

National Exhibitors' Circuit, calls

re-issuing of old films under
25,

1918

new

titles.

for

—From

J.

Universal stockholder but sold his
interest to N. L. Nathanson and,
apparently as part of the deal, acquired the Monogram franchise and
exchange system with Henry Nathanson, of Regal Films, and the late

Arthur Lee.
Regal had been distributing Mono-

gram product along with M-G-M, but
the Henry Nathanson
connection
with Monogram was severed when
Loew's acquired Regal and Nathanson became an M-G-M employe. Hanson announced in October, 1942 that
the

Nathanson association was over

and that he and Lee had acquired
the Monogram franchise. Paul Nathanson was a silent partner in the
deal.

Subsequently Rank is said here to
have acquired the Hanson, Nathanson and Lee Estate Monogram franchise as a physical distribution medium for his Eagle-Lion films. It was
impossible to build exchanges at
that time because of war restrictions
on construction.

Observers here point out Monogram's interests are at odds with
Rank's almost everywhere except in
Canada. In the United Kingdom,
Monogram, through Pathe, is a competitor and, in the United States,
Rank has moved into the Monogram
via his distribution of EagleLion releases through the PRC exchanges.
Speculation that Monogram may

level

up its own Canadian distribution
system is discounted because of conset

struction difficulties. On the other
hand, Hanson is said to have sites
for at least three exchange buildings
and is ready to go ahead if he can
secure the Monogram franchise.

Mugg "Shoots" Cops
At Pathe Rhubarb

D. Williams,

manager

drastic action to prevent

THE FILM DAILY

of

May

who had been

Sneak-thief

nickels, dimes, coats,

nailed-down
fices pulled

week

last

from

lifting

and things un-

RKO

Pathe

of-

the neatest trick of the

week when apprehended.

Surrounded
called

on June 4

1)

by George D.

Burrows, executive vice-president
and treasurer, in discussions with
John W. Davis, Rank's managing director. When any talks with Hanson will be held is not known, but
both Monogram executives are due
back at the studio on June 2.
Hanson's interest in the Monogram franchise goes back to his tenure as president of Empire-Universal and his resignation to form
Pioneer Films. He was an Empire-

rate.

a N. Y. columnist patted himself on the back Friday, claiming an "exclusive" that Fred was thinking about making a pi.:: in the Fall. ...
• The

May 26
Paul Lukas
Viola Brothers Shore

Peak

was

yeast

\

of

quired the film rights to "Blue Light," which Phil M. remembers starred

he Campus.

».»+.

prexy

Leni Riefstahl, Hitler's babe, in the role of Junta the gypsy

Princeton, N. J. Dr. Laurence B.
Tipton, Warner home office executive,
jm Saturday was awarded a citation
ind the Army Commendation Ribbon
ii recognition of exceptionally meriorious war services. Col. Miles A.
Towles, head of the Princeton Uni-ersity Department of Military Scince and Tactics, represented the
Secretary of War at ceremonies on

i

I

•

will be joined

when

by

20 uniformed cops,
had been caught

he

with proverbially
red hands, runt
crook pulled out a toy pistol equipped
to shoot slides on walls and threatened the bunch. His nerve didn't pa/
off, cause when they got through
ducking and laughing they nailed
the mugg and put him on ice.

"100% audience picture,"
says Film Bulletin

The most

exciting horse racing scenes ever

filmed," says

Now

playing top

Showmen's Trade Review

engagements from Coast-to-Coast!

!

—

i

13%
Ban Would Be British 'Blunder'

Monday, May 26, 1947

DAILY

Wilcox Deplores U. K.
Anti-U. S. Legislation

O'Brien Warns English

Want Better Films

(Continued from Page
(Continued from Page

1)

tive" legislation, the exhibitors and
the public at large would suffer,

Unlikely Thai Germar
Pix lo Reach U.

S.

1)

(Continued from Page 1)
ernment to prevent American films Britain get together before they "are
left out in the cold."
Donough of Calif., Secretary Patter
from reaching Britain."
Much as he was opposed to addi- son emphasized, however, thsyV^t wil
Then he added, "On the other hand,

tional quota restrictions, O'Brien de- be necessary to allow expor^.
J"ac
simply because there would not Joe the British people are looking to
clined to offer any further comment, ceptable" German films in order to
enough domestic product to supply Hollywood
to improve on American preferring to issue a statement after obtain foreign currency and credits'
the demand, and the result would be
ne had huddled with JAR, Eric JohnWhile Patterson did not defint
a drop in the quality of British films pictures reaching England." In other
ston and other biggies.
"acceptable"
German films, toj
words, he emphasized, those angry
if the producers tried to multiply
Nationalization of the British film American Military Government offi
their output.
British voices damning American industry is
not likely to occur, cials in Germany have ruled tha
At the most, the British producers films will prevail if America con- O'Brien
said, admitting, however: these will not include Nazi-made pic
could increase their output by an"I have given my name advocating tures. This is a reversal of earlie:
other 20 per cent if other films were cinues to export bad films, especially
a state circuit of cinemas." He in- plans to allow export of such film,'
excluded, he said. Wilcox indicated some that are inferior to British
sisted that such a set-up was not even though they were carefully
that if his chauvinistic colleagues product. Spending precious dollars
partial nationalization. Besides, he screened for pro-Nazi materials.
really wanted to monopolize the mar- on inferior films is hardly wise,
added, even partial nationalization
No Pix in U. S. Soon
ket,
then they should have wit O'Brien underlined.
His primary purpose during his was not practicable.
enough to aquire more technicians
No German films will soon be ex
After
scheduled
with
his
talks
three-week stay, O'iirien told the inand build additional studios.
ported to this country, Secretarj
Here for the first time in six years, dustry press upon his arrival Friday Walsh today, he announced his inten- Patterson said, "due to the man}
tion of holding a joint press conferWilcox and Miss Neagle hope to in- aboard the liner Queen Elizabeth,
ence with his American colleague, difficulties inherent in the develop
fluence American execs, to subscribe was to "reach a permanent friendly
ment" of the German industry.
later this week.
to their plan for "the interchange of
Answering Rep. McDonough's inOther British film leaders who
artists." Wilcox said he was about
Talks between Tom O'Brien and arrived Friday aboard the liner quiry on U. S. policy towards exto make a U. S. distribution deal on
Richard Walsh started in New York Queen Elizabeth were: E. H. Lundy, port of German films, Secretary Pat"Courtneys of Curzon Street," starterson said:
v riday night, and were continued in director of theaters
for Gaumontring his wife. He brought a print
Washington over the week-end, with British, and his wife; Arthur Brown,
"To date, no German films have
of "Courtneys" and one of "Piccastill further discussions expected t°
G-B booking agent, and his wife; been exported to the States froa
dilly Incident."
Arthur Loew has
span several days this week.
Louis Elliman, managing director of the U. S. occupied zone of Germany.
already acquired the latter for U. S.
Odeon's 16-theater circuit in Eire; However, it is believed that one very
distribution by Loew's.
Wilcox, noting that New York relationship and understanding" be- and George F. Gunn, head of British effective means of re-educating the
German people along democratic
critics have been showering praise cween NATKE and IATSE. He hopes Technicolor's camera department.
Lundy, Elliman and Brown are lines is through the medium of Geron British pictures during the past to negotiate an agreement with Richman-made motion pictures. In ordei
year, returned the compliment by ard Walsh, president of the Inter- here to study theater operations.
to bring this industry to an eventual
hailing Samuel Goldwyn's "The Best national Alliance of Theatrical Stage Although he would like to remain
Years of Our Lives," now playing to Employes, on the exchange of be- beyond July when he sails for Eng- self-sustaining level, it is necessary
land, Lundy will try to visit Wash- that acceptable films be exported tc
standout London business, as "the hind-the-camera labor.
obtain foreign currency and credits,
finest picture I've ever seen."
O'Brien said he hoped to prevent ington, Chicago, Hollywood, San
"Under such a program, pictures
Discussing current London films, any recurrence of such a situation Francisco, Seattle, Vancouver and
Wilcox noted that "The Courtneys," as the unauthorized strike of hair- Toronto. This is his first trip to the made in Germany would be carefully
supervised by the occupation authorwhich is being distributed in the U. dressers when Paulette Goddard States.
Elliman, as well as his colleagues, ities to eliminate any traces of GerK. by British Lion, is continuing at brought over her own coiffure-stylist
the Empire in Leicester Square for the Korda film, "An Ideal Hus- intends to survey the reaction of man propaganda."
where it is a smash hit, the first band." O'Brien smoothed matters American audiences to British films.
Meanwhile, it was revealed that
While confabbing with JAR on the release of the War Department's reweek's take being topped by the sec- over in less than 48 hours.
Coast,
Elliman
also
give
will
stuthe
ond, and the third week running
Not that he wishes to offer any
port on the entire German film situaahead of the second.
gratuitous advice but O'Brien hinted dios the once-over.
tion has been postponed once again.
Since
British
theater
operation
has
Upon returning to England, Wil- that Walsh might be able to pick up
Release was originally scheduled for
been
years,
Brown
static
for
eight
cox will start production at Korda's a few pointers on settling jurisdiclast Thursday. The report details the
Shefferton Studios on an untitled tional
problems from
NATKE's said, he would like to gather the entire question. Accent on the eximproving
script, starring Neagle and Wilding. latest agreements with other unions. latest info with a view to
port of German films has been placed
The producer and Miss Neagle, O'Brien indicated that he would be exhibition in the U. K.
on new production.
It's
a toss-up whether British
who are stopping at the St. Regis, glad to offer his services toward
Pommer Critics Irk Dept.
will remain here for two weeks, then bringing an end to jurisdictional dis- Technicolor will be able to extend its
Department officials have been represent facilities, Gunn informed the
head for Hollywood to discuss deals, putes.
ported
after which they will visit in Frisco
With a movement developing in press. He felt that no matter what Pommerirked over criticism of Eric
in this country.
before returning to this city.
England, France, Czechoslovakia and the outcome of the quota talks here
Pommer is expected to arrive by
other countries toward establishing and in England would be. Techniproduction
would not be boat from Germany early this week.
"Copacabana" Set Back
a federation of cinema workers, color
affected.
Also expected to arrive is Brig. Gen.
Because of a booking situation, the O'Brien urged that America and
Robert McClure, head of CAD's inmanagement of Loew's Criterion has
formation in Germany. A top level
Gorham's Ritz Clearance
pushed back the opening date of
conference on the German situation
UA's "Copacabana" until June 4. Johnston Fetes O'Brien;
will be held with Department and inModified
Board
By
Appeal
scheduled
The picture originally was
Union Tops, Solons Attend
dustry officials. Expected to attend
to open Wednesday.
(Continued from Page 1)
the conference is MPAA Prexy Eric
(Continued from Page 1)
against the five majors for clearance Johnston. Johnston, however, leaves
for Hollywood tomorrow.
Wisconsin; Reps. Karl E. Mundt of relief.
S. Dakota, Everett M. Dirksen of
Appeal decision grants a maxOut of the muddled situation, howIllinois, Walt Horan of Washington, imum clearance to the Strand The- ever, one thing stands clear: The
Richard M. Nixon of California, ater in Berlin, N. H., of 21 days over War Department is determined that
Lawrence H. Smith of Wisconsin, the Ritz, and a clearance of 14 days new German films will be exported.
York
business
MORRIS KRAVITZ, New
Ray J. Madden of Indiana, Harris to the Albert Theater in Berlin over Although some industry and Conrepresentative of Local 306, IATSE is back Ellsworth of Oregon; also
the Ritz on pictures which the Al- gressional leaders oppose the export
at his desk after a 10-month illness suffered
William Green, AFL president; bert shall play first-run. In no event, of any German films, the agencj^has
by a stroke.
George Meany, AFL secretary-trea- however, is the availability to the given Pommer the green light to re-,
CHARLES COHEN, formerly with Metro, surer; Frank Fenton, AFL director Ritz to be later than 70 days after build the German film industry and
now advertising manager for Berkeley ra- of organization;
Richard Walsh, territorial release date.
export money-making non-Nazi films
IATSE prexy; Dan Tracy, IBEW
zors, is recovering at his Brooklyn home
Decision reduces the original clear- as well as those from new producpresident.
from a minor surgery.
ance allowed by the Boston tribunal. tion.
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Market Through
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WB

—A

British

Picture* Corp.,
in which Warner
Brothers
l
has a S7 /z per cent interest,
•rabarking on a new Songterm "star-making" policy,
thereby hoping, through Warner distribution, to achieve a
world market.
Last Janu-

Jack Warner disclosed
plans for ABP€ to produce
six pictures which will be
shown "throughout the Warner circuit in America
all
other theatres in the
U. S. and Canada which the
distribution organization
ary.
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tional

postponement, of
the first convention of the
American Theatres Association since its organization in
St. Louis in April. 1946, is
favored by a good number of
the board members whose
views on the subject have
been solicited by New York
headquarters. Unsettled conditions within the industry
because of the New fork
anti-trust decision and pending appeals is given as the
'
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The picture may be expected to prosper as it plays.
The screenplay, by William Bowers and Bertram Millhauser, opens in
humorous vein, with O'Brien, a struggling attorney, hiring out to Price,
millionaire industrialist, as bodyguard for a fortnight. Almost immediately he saves his employer's life by slaying an ex-convict assailant,
and then finds himself under suspicion of murder as policeman Bendix,
his personal friend, digs into the dead man's past and fails to discover
the million dollars which he is supposed to have stolen. Miss Raines,
Price's secretary, finally decides to assist O'Brien
ground, and both are accused of a second murder
In contrast to most melodrama, this one lets the
guilty party, but builds suspense by making a case
seem too tight to be upset.

audience know the
against the innocent

91

minutes.

General

audience

who

with

Mo-

talent

on

r'a

page
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Johnston Trip Ma
Bar Tax Testimony
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Eric
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as
Page 5)

sued <m

h

Ma>
Weavei

classification.

R.

US

"Copacabanfe"

it

is

review

i

"Moss Rose" and
"Pick Tracy's Dilemma" tm
page 7, Key city reports are
mt page 6.
i;

William

'.

c.
••

in sifting the back-

committed by Price.

Production is superb in every respect, from balanced dialogue to richly
accoutered sets, the whole equaling tip-top entertainment.
time,

week

Si

'

a

Raines and Edmond

William Bendix, Vincent Price, Ella
O'Brien co-starred against an admirably balanced cast, "The
Web," first Jerry Bresler production for U-I, and the first screen
directorial undertaking by Broadway's Michael Gordon, rates high
among the year's best melodramas. Interest holds as tight as a fiddle
string from start to finish, with all principals turning in top portrayals.

Running

May

[ollywood,

WITH

release.

Industry Series

.

to

I

O^
Bill

Would

Hal! FCC

Station Limitation

«

(Continued from Page
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Perils of Pauline"
Hutton, John Lund

Betty

wit-h

96 Mins.

Paramount

Wallace H. White, Jr., Maine, and
SOCK ENTERTAINMENT ALL THE
Rep. Charles Wolverbon, N. J., chair- WAY, "PAULINE" WILL PROVE BOX OFmen of the Senate and House Inter- FICE BONANZA AGAIN.
state Commerce Committees respecHere is a sock entertainment that will
tively. Instead they would provide stir up a great deal of pleasant nostalgia
for Congressional stipulation that among the old-timers, let the present crop
coverage of commonly-owned tele of youngsters in on some important film
stations not exceed 25 per cent of the history and make the exhibitor feel what
140 million people of the United a bonanza is like once again.
States.
bill

to handle common
problems and the other
broadcasting and television matters.

sioners
carrier

way this is a pleasant view of
Hutton impersonating Pearl Whits
and delivering up first-rate diversion constantly, with never a dull moment. Bolstering Miss Hutton with solidity are John
the

All

would provide also for
the dividing of the FCC into two
separate divisions of three commis-

The

each— one

Betty

Lund,
her

romantic interest,
William Demarest,

the

life;

former always;

Mich. Allied Plugs State
In Series of Shorts

—

Lansing, Mich.
A program for
publicizing Michigan's vacation, industrial and educational advantages
is
being sponsored by the Allied
Theaters of Michigan during the current week.
Allied has created a series of visual presentations of sound film to

aonear regularly on approximately
600 screens during the next five or
six months.

Services Tonight for
of Carl Clausen

Mother

Services will be held at 8:30 tonight in John J. Healey Funeral
Home, Brooklyn, for Mrs. Johanna
Zeller, mother of Carl Clausen, in
charge of publicity, advertising and
exploitation budgets at the Paramount home office. Mrs. Zeller died

Thursday.
Interment will be in the Greenwood Cemetery, tomorrow afternoon.

Buchanan Handling King Ads
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

THE FILM DAILY

—Buchanan

&

Co. will

handle the advertising campaign for
King Bros.' "The Gangster," to be
released by Allied Artists in September.

Billy

the

of

love

fine

a

per-

in

striking,

more poignant,
also on hand are such names and faces of
bygone days as William Farnum, Chester
Conklin, Snub Pollard, Paul Panzer, Creighton Hale, Hank Mann, Bert Roach, James
Finlayson, Heinie Conklin, Francis McDonnostalgia

with
take

Miss

urged to
Miss Colpie-throwing ordeal, Miss

Collier,

flyer

a

the

pair

flickers.

in

are

When

undergoes a
Hutton, highly indignant, raises the studio
roof. In her rage she does the fairly imoossible and comes to the attention of
William Demarest, a director, who is instrumental in lifting her to the throne of
Serial Queen. It is a complete success story
after that. Later Billy DsWolfe is removed
from hoboing to become her renowned villier

Lund

lain;

is

engaged

later to

become the

A balloon stunt cements the latent
romance between Miss Hutton and Lund.
Just prior to the wedding Lund breaks
off the affair and returns to the stage f o
become a Broadway success. The day of
serials passes. Miss Hutton goes to Paris
and is a sensation at the Casino. Lund
hero.

still

loves her.

united

after

The

telling

George

Pratt-Linn

Omaha

—Dorothy

Pratt, secretary

Columbia Branch Manager Joe
Jacobs, will marry Joe Linn in June.
to

Larson-Rood

—

Minneapolis Marlys Larson, Republic head biller, will be married
June 21 to Arthur Rood, Minneapolis.

Aldrich-Sandvik
Minneapolis
booker's

Sandvik

—Lois

secretary,
in

June,

Aldrich, Metro
will

marry Al

Weighed by

Charlotte—To

He

she

follows,

suffers

later to
a

Mend

of

of

Marshall's

this story

mishap

direction

is

Hollywood
Vine Yard
=
RALPH WILZ

Berler

their differences concerning- disposition of -certain theater stock, H. B. Meiselman
of Charlotte offered during the course
of a civil action in Superior Court
settle

By

HGvCTWC

here before Judge Luther Hamilton, kiETRO producer Arthur Fre^i.
y on
to let Phillip Berler take the choice
lookout for actors to play the p
of ownership and management of
of Richard Rodgers and the late Lor
either the Manor Theater, Charlotte,
Hart in his musical based on their lit
or the Strand in Asheville, N. C. "Words
and Music". .. .Sam Wanama
The Manor and the Strand are both co-star and director of Ingrid Bergm
new houses and thriving.
"Joan of Lorraine," has been inked)
The offer was not immediately ac- a seven-year
contract by Milton Sperl
cepted by Berler, he stating he preof United States Pictures, producing
ferred to first discuss the offer with
Warner Bros, release. .. .First assignrr'
E. M. Loew of Boston, who financed
will be co-starring role opposite Lilli
Berler's partnership with Meiselman.
mer in "Ever The Beginning".
.San
The Manor and the Strand were Goldwyn has
named Virginia Mayo to
selected for the offer, according to
opposite Danny Kaye in 'That's Life,"
Meiselman, so that he could sever
Howard Hawks directing.
Gerald'ne F
Berler.
The
with
business relations

•

be rewhich

smooth and
is
master
a

many elements. Production by

Sol

offer was subject to divisions of
profits and the return of the amount

sary.

De Rochemont Pact With
United World

is

Signed

(Continued from Page

1)

UW

make

has budthe films, while
geted $3,500,000 for .the two-year
project, designed as the first pictorial

teaching course on geography.

.

.

gerald and Leo G. Carroll are London -bo

Ray Milland and Ann Todd as A
of Para.'s, "So Evil, My Lo\J
which Hal Wallis is producing at Denlj
Studios, London. .. .Lloyd
Bacon has
signed with Twentieth-Fox on a two-a-y
contract with the right to make one
per annum on another lot. .. .George J
sel will be guest of honor at a testimo I
dinner in Chicago, July 15, when busir
and showmen will pay him tribute for
to

join

leaders

many

charitable

services

the

to

Wi

City.

And Now

Will

You Buy

A Father's Day Card?
Bob Hope has been named

scr<

father of the year by the Natio
Father's Day Committee, it is
nounced. Stage father selection
Fredric March, with Edgar Ber£ff
the radio father.
Other citations included fatj
short of the year. "Like Father, L
Son," Paramount; child of the ye
Margaret O'Brien, and exemphj.
father role, Gregory Peck in M-G-lf
"The Yearling."

Under de R n chemont's 16-weeks-ayear pact with 20th-Fox, the producer is said to be permitted such
outside activity.
Final details on production schedule are to be announced later this

week.

Harold Field Elected MPf
Chairman for Minn. Arecj
(Continued from Page

meeting Friday.

Roy

Vee-pee,

Other
Miller,

1)

officers al

Univer'

Call Transfer of Two Army branch manager; treasurer, Ha:
French, Minn. Amusement chief;
Officers in Reich Routine
W'hf-n-nton Bureau of

Washington

—

THE FTLM DAILY

War Department

officials said over the week-end that
the transfers of two Army officers
*- Q
uorted in The Film Daily last
Thursday wer*> "routine" and had no
connection with the present film situation in Germany. The moves inRoach. Heinie Conklin.
volved Col. Robert McRae and Brig.
CREDITS: Producer, Sol C. Siegel; Director
Gen. Robert M^Clure.
Georqe Marshall: Screenplay by P. J. Wolfsnn
While The Film Daily's dispatch
Frank B"tler; Based on a storv by P. J. Wolfson: With a <alnte to C^arl=s "W. Goddard wh- described
the moves as "routine,"
-"rote the original serial; Music Score. Robert
Department officials said an erronc mmett Dolan- Vocal
Arrangements, Jo^o'i J
Ulley; M"s c A"ociate, Troy Sanders: Dances. eous impression was eiven since the
Daniels; Sonps, Charles McCarron, Ray- changes werp included in a story on
B'llv
mond Walker. Frank Lo°sser; Photonraphy, Ray the German film situation. Although
R°nnahan: S=t Decoration, Sam Cim=r, Ray
both officers have b°en directlv conMover; A't Dir»<-tion; Hins Dr°ier, Roland Anwith the film situation in
derson:
Film Editor, Arthur Schmidt; Sound, cerned
Gene Merritt, Walter Oberst.
Germany, the Denartment stressed
DIRECTION, Fine.
PHOTOGRAPHY, First that the transfers had no connection
Rate.
with this question.

C. Siegel Ipaves nothing to be desired.
Watch "Pauline" go places once again.
CAST: rwtv Hutton, Jo>"> L"nrl. Cons*a«e°
r nl|ier, WMiiam D'mar°st, Billv D->W"l'e,
Fran"'
F avlen, William Farnum. Chester
Conklin. PaV
Panzer. Sn"b Pollard, James Finla«son, Cre qhon Hale. Hank Main, Francis McDonald, Bert

I

ecutive secretary, Stanley Kane, 3,
Billy Elson, theater operator, v
chosen a trustee.
New local chapter's first meet:.«„
will be called by Field late
'

month.

:

;

:

|

invested by Meiselman. Latter maintained that he had a verbal contract
with Berler to the effect that none
of the stock would be sold to Loew.
Berler, however, told the Court that
his was a different understanding.
ald.
are said to have invested
With many stops for comedy, the story Both men
$65,000 originally in the enterprises.
gets off to its biographical treatment with
The trouble came to a head when
Miss Hutton working away in a sweatshop,
Berler sold stock and Meiselman revery much stagestruck and unable to do
fused to sign the papers.
anything about it. That is until Constance
In the Superior Court action, BerCollier comes and takes her off to join
ler sought the appointment of a reJohn Lund's repertory troupe. This is the
ceiver to settle the financial affairs.
legit stage and Miss Hutton is all hands
Meiselman pointed out that the theand what with one mishap after another
aters involved are entirely solvent,
she finally throws in the sponge. At liberty
and that a receivership is unneces-

concludes her theatrical career.

WtODinG BELLS

Bid

.

DeWolfe

humorous comedy moments.

To make the

V.

Meiselman's Settlement

REVIE

"The

Monday, May 26,
DAILY

".

.

.

The Shape of

Things to Come?"
Television stole a march on newslast week when it beat the

reels

film

than

boys to the punch
three days. NBC's

by

more

television'

network Thursday aired exclusive
motion picture films of the total
eclipse of the sun as seen from Bocayuva, Brazil, May 20. Newsreel;
will

be released today.

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
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Intimate in Character
International in Scope
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in
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PCT€RS€n TO COnfCR WITH RfllG in GERfllRMr
J««
*
wrmm
•
WWW
anger Partner Named to Film Classics Board

W

wm,

In a move deemed highly signifiant by the trade, David Tannenium, treasurer and secretary of

m

««.

War Secretary
Report on Films
Pending Talks With Clay

Assistant

Reports Indicate That
is Slated to
become a Wanger Director

TO DECIDE COLOSSEUM CLAIM IN JULY

Sernhard

I

m

m

*»

NLRB

Determination on Representation and Bargaining
Agent Claims Awaits Filing of Further Information

Holds

Up

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—Assistant

Secretary

of War H. C. Petersen leaves today
the Colosseum of Motion appropriate bargaining agent. Mean- for Germany where he will confer
parties
conPicture Salesmen of America has while, contending
will
with top Military Government offithe right to its claim to represent tinue to submit the necessary infor- cials on the film situation in the
salesmen and sales managers of the mation to help the NLRB make a former enemy country.
various film distributors will be de- decision.
Meanwhile mystery surrounded
A. M. Van Dyke, president of the the whereabouts
cided about the middle of June, acof Eric Pommer,
cording to a spokesman of the Na- Colosseum, of Chicago, announced central figure in the rebuilding of
tional Labor Relations Board, Sec- that new Loges have been estab- the German film industry. War Delished in Albany, Des Moines, Denond Region.
Continued on Page 7)
Another point to be decided then ver, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, and
will be whether the Colosseum is the one is in formation in Charlotte.

Whether

(

Today for

Rites
N. C. Territory Gets

25

'

Pix Theaters

JOSEPH BERNHARD

WALTER WANGER

C;

New

Continuing wave of theater construction in North Carolina will
-'alter Wanger Pictures, Inc., has
een elected a member of the board bring the number of new houses
Film Classics, President Joseph opened in that territory during the
nine month period from April 1 to
(Continued on Page 4)
Dec. 31 to approximately 25, it was
said in New York yesterday by H.
D. Hearn, head of Exhibitor's Serv-

reedom

of Pix

Prestige

Now

Sells

Samuel Strausberg

To Indiana Exhibs.
Funeral services will be held at
10:30 this morning in Brooklyn JewIndianapolis
Indiana exhibitors ish Center for Samuel Strausberg,
who at first evinced little interest in 65, president of
what they termed "arty" British im- Interboro Circuit,
portations, have made an about-face
who died Friday
after seeing the box office potential
night in Doctors
of these pictures at Purdue UniverHospital after an
sity in Lafayette.
illness of four
Prestige Pictures, the unit of the months. Repre-

—

|

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 5)

sentatives from
film

let ended
^Washington Bureau

by Benton
of

THE FILM DAILY

— Praising the

Autry Not Obligated to
Repub. Under New Ruling
West Coast Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

of
indusReversing a lower
Los Angeles
ty's efforts to watch content of
ras sent abroad, Assistant Secre- court ruling, the California Spring
',ry of State William Benton has Court rules Gene Autry is under no
iphasized that the Government further obligation to Republic Pictures. Decision was based on a pro(Continued on Page 7)
continued on Page 5)

*,»

Washington

—

ATOM Polls Members
On Box Office Trends
Indianapolis

—

In

move

a

termine box office trends,
Indiana

tendance

polling

is

in

Indiana.

admission

months of

ATO

members on

spaces to designate

and

de-

to

Form includes
population,

scales.

1946 are
cent, and

First

run
as

100 per
members are
asked to indicate the percentage in
plus or minus of the first 1947 quarter, the month of April and the first
week of May.

—

(Continued on Page 4)

Lightman

Named

Post in Southeast
Memphis, Tenn.

to

MPF

Area

— Regional board

officers for the Motion Picture
Foundation was set up yesterday to
include members from Arkansas,
Mississippi, Southeast Missouri and
Tennessee. M. A. Lightman, MPTOA

of

veepee,

was

elected trustee;
(Continued en Pag* 8)

Edwin

companies,

theater circuits
and many organi|

zations

will attend the rites for

Summer

"Not enough product" was the exhibitor's cry last season and echoes
of his persistent plaint are still re-

verberating, though many companies
still possess large backlogs of films
waiting for theaters, and output in
general is fairly high.
Season from Sept. 1, 1945 through
Aug. 31, 1946 showed 410 releases
as compared to 396 for the same period thus far set with new releasing
(Continued on Page 5)

I

Strausberg, well]

known as a philanthropist.

A

pioneer Met-

ropolitan exhib- samuel strausberg
it or, Strausberg
entered the industry in the nickel(

Down to 396

Reissues Scheduled for This

three

established

THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Ted Gamble, ATA
vee-pee, and Herman Levy, MPTOA
general counsel, will appear before
the House Ways and Means Committee Thursday to present their ideas
Washington Bureau of

'47 Film Releases

of

at-

Gamble, Levy to Appear
Before Com. on Ticket Tax

Continued on Page 7)

Fulton Theater Will
Play Foreign Films
To

dark
convert
Theater on 46th St.,
West of Broadway, to an art house,
specializing in foreign and "presdispel

the

gloom of

its

house, City
the Fulton

Investing

will

tige"

Maurice

Maurer

films.

told

THE FILM
the

DAILY yesterday that
house is now being wired for

sound and will be ready for
cinematic preeming on June
House will seat about 800.

its

6.

—

.

May

Tuesday,

*

Century Wants

to

Continue Levy Elected Honorary

|AUTUW» Visual Education Trials

*Aunsiu«

Member

of Preferri

Tues.,

May

10 Cents

27, 1947

New Haven Herman M. Levy, exWith Century's visual education
experiment with the Board of Edu- ecutive secretary of MPTO of Concation completed last week, circuit necticut and general counsel
of

is awaiting an evaluating report to
determine whether the experiment
has proved valuable enough to be
DONALD M. MERSEREAU Associate Publisher
and General Manager continued and enlarged. Final screening was a showing of Warners' "The
Editor Adventures of Mark Twain" to 1,000
CHESTER B. BAHN
Brooklyn school children.
Fred J. Schwartz, Century vicePublished daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York 18, president, expressed the hope that
N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film Folk Inc.
the Board's report would indicate
J. W. Alicoate, President; Donald M. Mersera desire to broaden the program by
Patti
eau, Vice President and Treasurer;
Secretary. increasing the number of schools and
and
Vice - President
Alicoate,
Entered as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938,
children participating. "We are conat the post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
Terms (Postage free) vinced," Schwartz stated, "that there
act of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York exists a deep reservoir of regular
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
entertainment films which can be
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
remit with order. Address all communications tapped for educational purposes."
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New

JOHN W. ALICOATE

:

:

Publisher

:

:

-

York

Phone BRyant 9-7117, 9-7118,

N. Y.

18,

Cable address Film-

9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
day, New York.

Manager

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

Holquin Appointed
in

SRO

Mexico City

Raynsford

sentatives.

Blanco, Virtudes 214.
L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg.,

BOMBAY—

membermembers of the

in existence since 1921.

Its

composed of
of Representatives elected to
the Society.
ship

is

House

Ram

Hornby Road,

ALGIERS— Paul

Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue

Ray Carmichael, Room

9,

Saffar,

MONTREAL—

Charras.

464 Francis Xavier

Holquin entered the industry in
He was an assistant general
manager for M-G-M and Pan-Amer1930.

U-I Execs,

Joining Rank,

on Coast

May

(Mon.,

26)

Net

Low

Close

153/4

153/4

153/4

16
453/8

16

16

441/4

445/a

17 2
201/2

High

Am. Seat
Columbia

Picts

Kodak

East.

17i/2

17 y2

Loew's,

207/8

Paramount

24%

RKO

243/8

111/4

201/4
243/8
111/8

51/2

51/4

53/8

Gen.

Prec. Eq
Inc

Republic Pict
Republic Pict. pfd..
20th Century-Fox
.

12
.

Universal Pict
Warner Bros

12

281/4

277/s

20%

2OV2

151/g

14'/2

i/

Picts

12
277/8
201/2
143/4

31/2

31/4

31/4

RKO

27/8

23/4

27/g

Sonotone Corp

31/4

31/s

31/s

Technicolor

121/4

12

+
—
—
_

—

Vl

V4
5

8

Vi
3

8
l/

8

111/8

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

Chg.

12

-\

_
—
—
—

s/
g
1/2

1/s

7/g

Plan Jack flynn Dinner
Chicago

retiring Western division manager
of M-G-M, is being planned by the
Variety Club.
Details are being

worked

out

and

committees

ap-

to

Hold

fly to

man

weekly.

MEMBERS

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Statistical information on listed
listed securities available upon

Telephone:

61

BROADWAY

and unrequest.

HAnover 2-3050

NEW YORK

Exchange,

1501

San Fran-

M-G-M

back

exploitation,

Chicago

in

AL ZIMBALIST, Film Classics ad-publicity dideferred his trip to the Coast and is
now scheduled to leave New York Sunday.
HENRY KING, who flew in over the weekrector,

end, expects to leave
en route to the Coast.

today

for

Washington,

BEN

JOEL, of Loew's out-of-town booking
department, has left for a Carolina vacation.

JULES

WB Eastern division sales
Pittsburgh today. He returns to

LAPIDUS,

manager,
New York

tomorrow.

FELLMAN, Warner

D.

left

in

is

Theaters' execuCleveland. He returns

night for
on Friday.

last

New York

IKE and HARRY KATZ, Kay Film Exchanges'
executives, are in town, at Hotel Astor, to complete negotiations for product for their five
Exchanges in Washington, Atlanta, Charlotte,
Memphis and New Orleans.
A.
ford

SCHUMAN,

M.

Theaters

cationing

general manager of HartHartford, Conn., is vawith MRS. SCHUMAN.

Circuit,

California

in

SAN FORD,

BERT

Altec's

Theatrical

manager, is now on an extended
Middlewest during which time he
supply dealers in
Minneapolis, Des Moines,

visit

and

St.

Chicago,

trip

sales

the

to

expects

City

Louis.

DICK WRIGHT,

of Warner Theaters' CleveJ
town for a few days.
JOSEPH MANKIEWICZ is due here next weekl
from Hollywood to attend the opening of "ThtJl
Ghost and Mrs. Muir" at the Music Hall, JunJ|

land office,

in

is

16.

35

MM

—

war surplus

Black and white

Tested and guaranteed
100 feet; 200 feet;
400 feet, and 1,000 feet. Supreme and
ultra special Ansco-DuPont No. 3.
quality.

In

film.

rolls

of

Hill

Street

15,

Calif.

Ex-

and

LONDON REPRESENTATION

SOUND
1600

BROADWAY

STUDIOS, INC.
•

N. Y. 19

Complete
Di-r:

Film

Recording

.

Circle 6-6686

and

Fctcilitii

'

KNOWN EXECUTIVE
DISTRIBUTION
CIRCLES
OFFICE READY TO REP-

EXTREMELY WELL
N. Y.

tc

Milwaukee,

Omaha, Kansas

H. ALBAN-MESTANZA, president of Foreigr
Screen Corp., and Eiiane Henno Mestanza, hi;
partner-wife, are vacationing on Cape Cod.

Write

BOX 113, THE FILM DAILY,
BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18,

a

is

New

from

young lady. Thorough puband exploitation experience in mo-

REEVES

said yesterday that he plans
to branch out into Seattle and Denver after the first of the year. At

day.

JACK KIRSCH

IN

BRITISH

OPENING

cisco,

present he operates in SF and Los
Angeles.
In town on a buying trip, Rose will
stop at the Astor Hotel until Thurs-

Comerford Circuit

wife,

returned East yesterday.

Personable

Charles H. Rose, head of the Four

Film

prexy,

PUBLICITY POSITION WANTED
tion picture, theater and radio fields.
cellent contacts with fan magazines

in

ROBERT CUMMINGS and

1358 South
Angeles

licity

in

of

general sales manaSID DENAU, left last

assistant,

his

Los

newspapers.

Roses

,W^lue

COAST PHOTO SUPPLY COMPANY

pointed.

MERVIN ASH & CO.

and

NAT

Harry Goldberg

star,

PHILIP YORDAN, of United California Productions, arrived from the Coast over the weekend. Trio will confer with Eastern representatives of Discovery, Inc.

to

O—

Rose Plans Expansion to
Seattle and Denver Areas

LEM

chief;

night for Detroit where they will set "Duel
the Sun" runs.

tive,

—

— A dinner for Jack Flynn,

from

the Coast.

MILTON KUSSELL, SRO
ger,

York conferences yesterday.

Arthur Rank, Nate Blum-

J.

Los Angeles for a
Sr., president of the MPTO
land, who died of pneumonia follow- similar session with the Pacific Coast
ing an operation. Entombment will zone personnel. He returns to New
York at the end of the week.
be in Lorraine Mausoleum.
Hornig owned the Horn Theater.
He is survived by his wife and a son, Chi. O. H. Deal Dropped
Frank A., Jr.
Chicago Negotiations for leasing
the Chicago Opera House for the
premiere of "Carnegie Hall" are reCleveland Variety Club
ported to have fallen through beBuys Headquarters Bldg.
cause of labor difficulties. Musicians
are said to have demanded 29 players
Cleveland,
Variety Club has with United Artists holding out for
purchased a three story house at 19, while the Operators Union is
3730 Euclid Ave. for permanent club seeking four operators at $250 per
headquarters, Harry Schreiber, chief
barker, announced. Cost was $60,000,
including furnishings estimated at
$45,000 put in last year by *a restaurant operator. A house-warming
is scheduled for early July.

ELEANOR PARKER, Warner

between

of Mary- berg will

;

Chicago

Brussels Friday for
the
Belgian
Festival
Films and Fine Arts which begins June 2.

BILL ORNSTEIN, of
Chicago visitor.

—

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

to

SKOURAS, 20th-Fox

P.

FRANK WALKER and

VANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric ican Films, and recently was man- Milwaukee, Coast Meets
Theater Bldg.
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher, ager of Francia Films de Mexico.
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys,
Harry Goldberg, director of adver110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
tising and publicity for Warner TheJohn Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copen- Rites Today in Baltimore
aters, planed to Milwaukee last night
hagen-Van Loese.
ROME — John Perdicari,
to hold a meeting of theater manVia Ludovisi 16.
Phone, 42758.
MEXICO For Frank A. Hornig, Sr.
CITY— Louis Turnoff, Morelos 56 No. 523.
agers and advertising men in that
Baltimore Funeral services will zone in connection with Summer film
be held today for Frank A. Hornig, campaigns. From Milwaukee, Gold-

;

flew

en route to

Possible broadening of the distribution scope of British pictures is
seen in the forthcoming conference

St.

HflflnClflL

night,

EUGENE FRENKE,

Heineman

will join the conferees in L. A.

City.

SPYROS

also presi-

is

dent of the Society, which has been

Appointment of Alfredo Holquin
as manager in Mexico was announced yesterday by Neil F. Agnew, June 4.
William J. Heineman, general sales
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N. president of SRO. Holquin will work
Oakiey Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON under supervision of Manny Reiner, manager of the J. Arthur Rank divi—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127- Latin-American general sales man- sion of Universal, who left yesterMANILA—Homer
133 Wardour St. W. 1.
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
HAVANA — Mary ager, with headquarters in Mexico day by plane for Chicago and Dallas,
Louise

last

has been elected an hon- JONES, his assistant; and E. V. RICHARDS, of
orary member of the Preferri Society the Saenger Circuit, will leave early next week
in
Hartford.
Announcement was for Coast conferences with Joseph M. Schenck
made yesterday in Hartford by the and Darryl F. Zanuck.
JESSE L. LASKY is in town.
Hon. William G. Raynsford, member
IRVING PICHEL is due from the Cr "-.Thursof the Connecticut House of Repre- day.
" "It

president of Universal, and
Charles Skouras, National Theaters
president, set for Los Angeles on

Phone
WASHINGTON—Andrew H.
Granite 6607.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Manning Clagett,
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.

JOHNSTON

ERIC A.
Washington

MPTOA,

berg,

28, Calif.

Blvd.,

come

COfninC and

—
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OWN

RESENT U. S. INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS
SEEKING
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE
FOR UNITED KINGDOM.
HAVE HELD
HIGH EXECUTIVE SALES-POSTS IN THE
INDUSTRY FOR THE PAST 30 YEARS.
FULLY EQUIPPED TO WATCH EVERY
POINT COVERING DISTRIBUTION AND
ASSURING MAXIMUM RESULTS. REPLIES
TREATED IN STRICTEST CONFIDENCE.

BOX 135
THE FILM DAILY, 1501 B'WAY,

N. Y. C.

POSSESSED

11/

-

f
1

--..,.

EY

-

-

GERALDINE BROOKS

Play by Silvia Richards and Ranald MacOougall

•

Based Upon

a Story by Rita

Weiman

•

-

curtisTernhahdt

Music by Franz

Waxman

•

-

WARMER ACHIEVEMENT?

jerry"waTd

Director of Photography Joseph Valentine, A.S.C.

'

.w
Prestige

Now

Tuesday,

An

To Indiana Exhibs.
(Continued from Page

hibitors.

Among

•

•

JACK BENNY'S

P.A.

SUNDAY gave

as an active member

of the

20-

.

.

.

TBA, Lawrence W. Low-

CBS

withdrew during the color tele controversy. ... • Didia note that James
Mason, writing in the N. Y. Times Sunday Magazine, picked Fredric
March, Spencer Tracy, Charles Laughton, Van Heflin, Robert Donat and
• Britain ends
Fred Allen as "the six best actors in America"?
.

.

.

• Tom Thumb

has re-appeared in St.
• British trade is planning a testimonial in September ior
Louis. ...
Sam Eckman, who'll be marking his 20th year as Metro's managing
• Department of Agriculture estimates that 14.director there. ...
The
000,000 people saw its films at 100,000 screenings last year
30.

Gamble, Levy to Appear
Before Com. on Ticket Tax

pany as an added

•
•

.

is

.

.

the oldest in the Federal Government.

Shortly before the flash

.

J.

T

WHAT'S THIS ABOUT

•

.

.

bar, a newshawk from a bottling trade paper
Balaban and asked him: "Are you with the Roxy?"

T
•

.

.

Roxy coke

approached A.

•

.

making a comeback in Florida.
bulbs began popping at yesterday's "un-

Two-for-one days are reported

veiling" of the

starter in the

UA

distribution chief

another com-

of

MPTOA.

British publicity head, and Alfred Junge, Elstree art
be with Ben Goetz when the Mauretania docks tomorrow.
• Terms of the Para.-Liberty deal are now said to call for each of latter's erstwhile director-partners to make five pix each for Para
However. Frank Capra reportedly will only make three directly for

Findley, Metro's

appearances will include
several witnesses seeking admissions
tax exemption for county fairs,
James F. Reilly for the National Association of Legitimate Theaters,
and Rep. George Smathers, Florida
Democrat, seeking exemption for
school dramatic presentations.

Other

Rep. Starts Operations
In New St. Louis Office

—

Louis
Republic opened for
business yesterday in its new headquarters at 3320 Olive St., formerly
occupied by Universal. Move to the
new location was made over the
week-end.
In the meantime, PRO is readying
to move into the former Republic
quarters at 3324 Olive, and Film
Classics, now using space in the
Screen Guild Productions exchange,
will move into the present PRC
St.

space.
>»•%****#*

:.:

**•****>**%*****'

^>end

(JSirthd ay

:.:

company acquiring
a Wonderful Life" and "State

:.:

etinaA
Lj re etinctA
i

with Para, receiving Liberty's

deals

May 27
Lloyd Sheldon

Richard Waring
if

8

Charley Ross

Joseph von Sternberg

Vincent

Price

Ray Montgomery

make only four for Para,
share of "I Remember Mama's"

knowledge

•

•

Unit's

current
of

bulletin

• Canadian

America.

...

Sun"

marking

Si

the

will

common

of all three"

•

is

earnings

"This

asserts,

companies

these

HERBERT WILCOX'S COMMITMENT
for six pix, three to star Anna Neagle, by 1950
share in the financing; Wilcox's own financing

•

directly,

incidentally has the Indiana Allied

by any one

secured

Union," -which Metro will release

will

situation

boys hot-and-bothered

make

time,

to

British-Lion

calls

British-Lion will
is

via

the

Bank

SRO's "Duel

distribution deal for

pending Dominion censorship

action.

in
.

of

the
.

.

Charlie Chaplin won't discuss the prospects for UA's sale to the

graphic exhibit

to

• Eastman, thru Jules Brulatour, Inc., has dobe awarded winners in the Warner Club photoContest closes June

widely quoted Charlotte

S.

.

.

.

•

Dick

Pitts,

the

a 15-minute
air show June 3 over Station WBT. ...
• While Donald Nelson is
East, he'll attend a June 4 Washington meeting of the American Bar
Association at which a committee on films, radio and comic strips in
relation to the administration of criminal justice will sit in.
• Monogram has finally set Aug. 1 as national release date for William
Wyler's AAF pic, "Thunderbolt"; day is the anniversary of the AAF's
(N.

C.)

Observer

film

critic,

starts

.

.

.

founding

T

PUBLISHER PALMER HOYT does succeed William Benton as Assistant Secretary of State, the industry will still have a friend
at court, so to speak
Remember Hoyt's appearance at the Ted
Gamble dinner at the Waldorf? ... • Fredric March receives the One
World Award for Screen and Stage at Carnegie Hall ceremonies to-

•

night.

•

.

.

IF

.

I

1

In April, Bernhard disclosed that
Film Classics was altering its dis- r
tribution policy, thus far confined to
re-issues, and would release new
indie pix, not only in the U. S. but
in the world market. At the same
time, it was indicated that FC would
step up the buying up of its exchange franchises.

Early in the month, FC closed a
deal for the Frisco franchise. Yesterday, it was learned that two more
franchises had been purchased Boston and

—

New Haven—from

,

]

|

•

L
'

J

Al Swerdlove.
Morris Green, formerly with
Para.,
has been appointed New ...
Haven branch manager and super- L
visor by Sam Wheeler, FC sales
manager.
Pending deals, it is said, will,
when closed, make Film Classics the
owner of all its Southern branches.
Wanger at the present time has
picture commitments to both U-I L
and UA under non-exclusive deals. L
Pact with the latter, announced last \,
October, calls for two to four fea\

;

'.,

tures.

Wanger's "Lost Moment" for U-I

now in the cutting stage. He starts
shooting shortly on "Tap Roots,"
reported to be the last pic due U-I,
although there has been talk of further films for that company.
is

10 Per Cent Ticket Tax
Proposed for Brewton
Brewton, Ala.

—A 10 per cent city

amusement tax on

all

forms of en-

tertainment at which tickets are sold
or admission charged was proposed
by City Manager David W. Wilhelm,
with action to be taken by the city
council at a future meeting.

Fabian group. ...

nated four prizes

•

«
E.

• The

...

from RKO.

T

Jo

of the

George Stevens similarly

:.:
:.:

his interest in the RKO-distributed "It's

Para., the

yw..iger

producing company; as to that, however, there was, no comment from
Film Classics.

.

• Hugh

...

presidential derby?

director, will

1)

"J.

be elected a director of the

H. Hole represent the net on the board

carbon control on June

1)

New York

Wanger's partner in WWP.
The trade at the same time heard
reports that Bernhard was ^'
to
n ;d

Roxy a

the N. Y.

year record $29,707 gross, topping the nearest Sunday by $700.

• With CBS back
man and Leonard

in

is

Tuesday's Telelines
•

confirmed

yesterday. Tannenbaum, an attorney,

PHIL M. DALY

department's film section

on the admissions tax and whether
it should be continued or dropped.
Gamble will represent ATA and Levy

Member

(Continued from Page

Bernhard

the current group offered
by Prestige is "Brief Encounter,"
"This Happy Breed," "I Know Where
I'm Going," "Johnny Frenchman,"
"A Lady Surrenders," "The Captive
Heart," "The Years Between," "The
Overlanders," "The Magic Bow" and
"Nicholas Nickleby."

(Continued from Page

FC Board

1)

J.

Belatedly recognizing the pull of
the British films and realizing that
here was product that might well
ring the bell at their own box offices,
exhibitors decided that they would
prefer the opportunity of playing the
pictures themselves.
The Associated Theater Owners of
Indiana have prevailed upon Universal to abstain from further deals
with tax-free institutions and sell
the Prestige product to regular ex-

27, 1947

Name Wanger Partner

Sells

Arthur Rank division of Universal
Pictures which handles the special
product,
originally
British
had
offered "Brief Encounter" to the regular theater owners in this area but
were met with a rebuff. It was then
that Prestige sold the product to
Purdue and set about to conclude
similar pacts with other institutions.

May

DAILY

Single Features for

New Kenney Malverne
— Long
Malverne,
L.

I.

Island

second single feature house
when Charles H. Kenney's 700-seat
Malverne Theater, designed by John
and Drew Eberson, opened last night
with RKO's "It's a Wonderful Life."
Only other solo feature stand on
the Island is on the North Shore.
The Malverne will operate on a
three-change policy. House is scaled
at 20-25 for kids, 35-44-60 cents
for adults. Herbert S. Young will
manage for Kenney. Last night's
premiere was followed with an ingot

its

vitational

reception at the Rockville

Country Club.

[

\
:;

Tuesday,

May

w
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N. C, Territory Gets

25

New

FEATURE RELEASE SCORE BOARD
September

co-op now
ice, theater
servicing 57 theaters in the area.
Hearn, in New York for a week's
stay, is extending his own theater
iiolii). «s.
He will open the Lincoln,
460=ter, in Concord, N. C. on July
and will follow with the Pfohl,
1,
seating about 500, in Mt. Pleasant,
N. C, on Aug. 1. Former will be a
colored house, the latter serving
white patronage.
Lincoln, according to Hearn, is the
first Quonset theater to be erected
Front will be unin the territory.
usual, employing colored glass and
block glass.
will start

Down; Plan Reissues

1947

31,

Columbia

4

M-G-M

Localities range

population up to 1,500. Cinder
construction generally prevails. Admission prices are held to
36 cents for adults, with kid price
at nine cents.
Hearn reported business in the
territory down about 30 per cent
in

Oct.
5

Nov
3

Feb.

Dec. Jan.
6

3

1

Monogram

3

Paramount

2

PRC

4

RKO

4

Republic
20th-Fox

UA
U-l

Film Classics
Eagle-Lion
Screen Guild

SRO

3

4

2
2
2

3
3

July

Aug. Totals
42
31

43
26
42

3

10

1

3

31

5

4

3

3

2

3

2

2
2
x
x

2

45
32
27
23

2
x

1

21

x

1

1

1

8

2

2

2

3

Warners

May June

Mar. Apr.

2
5

23

x

1

396
t

Not

September

1,

1945— August

31,

1946

Company
Sept.

Oct. Nov.

Columbia

5

3

4

M-G-M

4

Monogram

3

2
2

2
2

Paramount

3

1

2

4
2

PRC

3

4

3

2

RKO

2
8

4
2
4

2
7

4

6

Republic
20th-Fox
United Artists

Feb. Mar.

Dec. Jan.
8

3

3

5
4

May June

Apr.

July Aug. Totals

53
29
39
25
38
36
58
32

4

3

3

2

2

2

2
3

2

x

2

16

Universal

4

3

3

4

3

Warners

2
x

3

1

3

50
26

x

x

x

2
x

Screen

Guild

block

410

Paramount Schedules More
Pre-Sales Drive Meetings

1)

companies such as Eagle-Lion, Film
Classics and David O. Selznick's

SRO now

contributing.

Approximately 91 features

will be

available to exhibitors this Summer,
and, together with the large number
of re-issues currently set should
satisfy the product demands of the
exhibitors.
Top box office pix are slated for
the Summer months in a number of
companies, including RKO's "Bachelor and the Bobbysoxer," "Long
Night," "They Won't Believe Me,"

and "Indian Summer."
Paramount has several high-bud-

set.

work next week

construction of a 500-car
drive-in at Charleston, N. C. His
first outdoor venture, theater will
cost between $75,000 and $100,000.
Before the end of the year, Hearn
expects to launch five or six additional ventures.
Majority of new houses going up
in North Carolina are in towns here-

(Continued from Page

Company
Sept.

the

tofore theater-less.

1946— August

1,

1)

management

Hearn

'47 Film Releases

Pix Theaters

(Continued from Page

on

DAILY:

UA

Sponsors Record Show
To Boost B'way Musicals

Preliminary meetings on Parafrom war-time boom levels. There
was evidence, he added, that patrons mount's 1947 sales drive were held
were shopping, with good pix still yesterday in Boston and Dallas.
Hugh Owen, Eastern and Southern
getting top biz.
division manager, conducted the Boston sessions, with J. J. Donohue,
Witnesses
Com. to
Central division manager, in the

get pix slated in "Perils of Pauline,"

"Dear

Ruth"

and

"Welcome

Stranger," date of which is still indefinite, although expected in August.

M-G-M's big "The Hucksters,"
starring Clark Gable, Deborah Kerr,
and Adolphe Menjou highlights August b. o. pix.
RKO will release James Thurber's
classic "Secret Life of Walter Mitty,"
with Danny Kaye acting out the fan-

UA's "Copacabana" with
Groucho Marx as a single is a Summer topper. U-I has slated "Ivy"
with Joan Fontaine, and "Singapore"
and "Brute Force," Hellinger thril-

tasy.

lers.

WMCA's record show, "Let's
This season's total, while short of
Dance," will be sponsored Saturday
stand as a considerable
by United Artists in connection with last, should
achievement considering labor difthree new musical vehicles opening
ficulties, high cost of production,
on Broadway.
Season is also
Program will boost "Copacabana," decree uncertainty.
for the high number of big
which opens at the Criterion tomor- notable
which spice up the qualchair at Dallas.
row; "Fabulous Dorseys," at the budget pix
For Hearings on Reds
ity, if not the quantity totals in the
Owen will open a three-day New State Thursday, and "New Orleans,"
York meeting on Thursday, while Winter Garden on June 6. Ninety accounting.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
In view of the fast cleaning off of
Washington Witnesses for next Donohue schedules sessions in Okla- minute show will highlight music company backlog shelves, the exhibmonth's hearing on alleged Commu- homa City tomorrow and in Mem- from the films, as well as records by itors' complaints of product shortphis on Friday.
the stars of the three productions.
nist infiltration in Hollywood will be
'age should be stilled shortly.
announced within another week by
.the House Committee on Un-AmerCinecolor Output
Funeral Rites for Cifre,
ican Activities, a committee official

'

Name

—

yesterday. The list is now being worked out, and it is likely that
at least three days will be devoted to
;the hearings. Thus far the date is
;

.said

still

tentatively June 16.

65%

Pioneer Boston Exhib.

Current 4

West Coast Bureau of

—

Boston
Salvador M. Cifre, 83,
pioneer showman, died in the Boston
City Hospital after a long illness. In
1904, Cifre started what is believed
to be the first Boston nickelodeon,
the Monaco Theater. Survivors include two sons, Joe Cifre, head of
Joe Cifre, Inc., supply dealers, and
Charles Cifre, operator at the Allston Theater. Funeral services were
held at the Scally Funeral Home,
Dorchester, yesterday with burial in
Plaistow, N." H.

Col. 16

in

Hollywood

Up
Weeks

THE FILM DAILY

— Cinecolor

production

for the four weeks ending June 6
will be 65 per cent ahead of the four

weeks ended

May

10,

William T.

president, announced.
Company's Burbank plant now has
Crespinel,

the standard;

{reference)
1

/

O O

iB

a capacity of approximately 6,000,000 feet per month, to be increased
to 9,000,000 feet when the current
expansion program is completed.
Capacity two years ago was 500,000 feet per month.

Autry Not Obligated to
Repub. Under New Ruling

mm. Versions in

Australia Within 3 Months

(Continued from Page

—

mam

1)

K|

of the

|

MOTION

(

PICTURE

J

INDUSTRY

I

Published by

\

Sydney (By Air Mail)
Sixteen vision in a 1942 agreement to the
mm. prints of Columbia features will effect that in the event Autry entered
available

Nick

MEMORIAL DAY

within

three months, military service "the parties will
Columbia Australian agree upon their mutual rights and
chief, announced. Perry emphasized obligations."
During. Autry's war
that 16 mm. product will not be service several efforts were made to
allowed to compete with 35 mm. the- arrange a new deal but none mater-

be

aters.

Perry,

1

ialized,

THE
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a nun
Ann

Sheridan,

Lew

Web"

"The

Zachary

Ayres,

with

Ella

Raines,

Scott

Edmund

109 Mins.

"Let's Sing a College Song"
10 Mins.

SH0RT5

87 Mins.

Universal-international
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Universal

O'Brien, William

Bendix, Vincent Price

Warners
INTENSE,

May

new fenTURCs^

drilv Reviews of

"The Unfaithful"
with

Tuesday,
DAILY

Good
The Gordonaires from Fred War-

ing's
Pennsylvanians provide the
choral background for this footage
and His Orchestra" which prefaces each song with views
ADULT FARE.
SMASH.
15 Mins. of the campus. Colleges chose— /vre:
Universal
With taste, artistry, dignity and firstStrained and sifted by Director Michael
For Music Fans
Notre Dame, University of 'Jrf-ie,
rate production, there is detailed in "The
Gordon for every ounce of suspense, this
Tommy Tucker's popular recording University of California, Soi"nera
Unfaithful" an intensely human story of
yarn, which proves the old adage about
orchestra is featured along with Methodist University, and the
marital entanglement and tragedy. It is a
giving a man enough rope, should get a blue
vocalist Don Brown, Marilyn Hare, Georgia
Institute
of
Technology.
moot clinical dissection of the indirect ef- ribbon
at every showing. Subtle enough to
the Four "Two-Timers" and the Pleasant on the ears and good for
fect of war on personal lives. Basically the
please the most ardent who-dunnit fan, it Three Lind Brothers.
Musical num- audience participation.
story structure derives its impetus from a
is unusual in that it reveals who the killer
bers played are: 'Colonel from Kenkilling that causes the narrative to become
is
and lets the audience watch helplessly tucky," "All I Do Is Dream of You,"
"Two Jills and a Jack"
something of a police case, with resultant
as the web spins tighter about the inno"For Him. No Love," "Singin' In The Columbia
18 Mins.
whodunit angles.
cent victim of circumstantial evidence.
Rain," "The Camptown Races," "I
Should Go Over
In a sincerely realistic manner the story
Wealthy industrialist, Andrew Colby, Never Knew" and "Give Out." Music
Andy Clyde decides to search for
is
projected in actual street and building
his "sweet patootie" who left him
(Vincent Price) sees in young attorney, fans will go for this.

HUMAN STORY OF MARINEATLY-SPUN MYSTERY YARN
TAL ENTANGLEMENT, TRAGEDY; FINE WHICH SHOULD PROVE A SURPRISE

which give it documentary credence.
Introduction of characters to the yarn who
are basically human in their failings and
locales

revenge permits supporting players to register good roles.

Adult audiences should evince intelligent response to the treatment accorded
the problem.

Her

part,

departure from previous ap-

a

vincing.

Ann Sheridan is thoroughly conLew Ayres as counsel and friendly

adviser,

gives

pearances,

his

performance stature and
Zachary Scott, the hus-

sustained interest.
band, renders with fine finish.
Set in a Southern California city, the
case of Miss Sheridan and her infidelity

when she

starts

tempted
late one

kills

prowler

a

who athome

to attack her as she returns
night. From ensuing details

it

is

brought out that her motive was self defense. The police, however, are not satisfied, and there is an inquest. While she
shrewdly tries to cover up, Ayres feels a
growing suspicion and this is confirmed
after a visit to Steven Geray, an art dealer,
who has a sculptured head of Miss Sheridan. She posed for it while Scott was in
the service, and carried on an affair with
the sculptor
the dead man. Geray tries
blackmail. He is frightened out of it by
Ayres. Ayres and Miss Scott try to obtain
the incriminating work but by that time

—

Marta Mitrovich, the sculptor's widow has
it
and she shows it to Scott. Brought up
sharply by his wife's adultery, he confronts
her and divorce is imminent. The police

come

for Miss Sheridan

On
is

trial

who

for murder, the

aired. All three parties

friend

—

—

faces

trial.

complete affair
husband, wife,

are painfully revealed to the
scandal-thirsting public eye. At length Miss
Sheridan is acquitted. The oncoming divorce
is
averted by Ayres who brings the pair

together via an impassioned speech in which
he logically details possibilities for saving
the threatened marriage because it survived
searching tests and stands to be a success
if
both parties can give it intelligent discussion.

suDport, Eve Arden, Steven Geray, John
Hoyt, Peggy Knudsen, Miss Mitrovich, and
Claire Meade aid considerably in rounding
out the story. Vincent Sherman's direction
In

is

understanding and penetrating.
CAST: Ann Sheridan, Lew Ayres,

Zachary
Scott,
Eve Arden, Steven Geray, John Hoyt,
Peggy Knudsen, Marta Mitrovich, Douglas Kennedy,
Claire
Meade,
Frances
Morris,
Jane
Harker.

CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Wald; Director, Vincent Sherman; Original Screenplay, David Goodis,
James Gunn; Photography, Ernest Holler; Art
Director, Leo S. Kuter; Film Editor, Alan Crosland, Jr.; Sound, Francis J. Scheid; Set Dec-

Regan,

Robert

(Edmund O'Brien)

an

easy

framing. He hires Regan as his
bodyguard saying he has been threatened by
a former partner, who has just gotten out
of jail. Co-incidental with Regan's decision
for

foil

"Tommy Tucker

for Colby is that fact that he goes
Colby's secretary, Noel Farraday, (Ella
Raines) whose surface sophistication belies
her more sincere inner self. While holding
hands with Noel, Regan hears a shot up-

"Famous Hollywood Mothers"
(Screen Snapshots

Number

stairs,

goes up, and

in

the ensuing situation

shoots the partner Colby warned him of.
To everybody but hard-boiled police Lieutenant Damico (William Bendix) the kill-

was a matter of self-defense and Regan
exonerated. Damico suspects it to be
murder, thinking Colby hired Regan to
do it, and tells Regan, who begins to believe it, too, but sees no way out of the
ing
is

frame.

information concerning an engraver connected with the
scandal that sent the partner to jail, he
has a friend impersonate the engraver deEnlisting

Noel's aid

in

money and two tickets to
Mexico. Colby realizes what Regan is doing
and calls the police, after having given
Noel the money to deliver to the engraver.
He claims Noel and Regan robbed him and
shot the butler, whom he has killed because
he knew of the former crimes. After arresting Noel and Regan, Damico tells them
all that the butler is not dead but cannot
be moved from Colby's house. Damico plays
it dumb to all Regan's warnings about Colby
but sets a neat trap which proves beyond
all doubts Colby's guilt.
manding hush

A

and smart quips
outlook which has
adds much to the
every indication of being bright on ill
horizons. Cast and crew have worked well
to send out a fine production.
script

of

talk

fast

final

CAST: Ella Raines, Edmond O'Brien, William
Bendix, Vincent Price, Maria Palmer, John AbFritz Leiber, Howland Chamberlain, Tito
Vuolo, Wilton Graff, Robin Raymond.
bott,

CREDITS:

Producer,

Jerry

Bresler;

Director,

Michael Gordon; Screenplay, William Bowers
and Bertram Millhauser; Based on a story by
Harry Kurnitz; Director of Photography, Irving
Glassberg; Art Directors, Bernard Herzbrun and
James Sullivan; Film Editor, Russell Schoengarth:
Sound, Charles Felstead and Charles

Gausman
Russell
Directions,
A.
Stevens; Gowns, Yvonne Wood;
Hair Stylist, Carmen Dirigo; Make-up, Bud Westmore; Assistant Director, Fritz Collings; Music,
Hans J. Salter; Orchestra Arrangements, David

Carroll:

Set

and William

L.

Tamkin.

DIRECTION,
orations,
cal

Excellent.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Very

William Wallace; Music, Max Steiner;
Arrangements, Murray Cutter; MusiLeo F. Forbstein.

Director,

DIRECTION,
Rate.

Glamour

mothers of Hollywood
"Melody Maestro"
and their offspring provide an en- Universal
15 Mins.
tertaining and amusing subject for
Should Click
the camera.
Subjects include: GinSinging maestro, Skinnay Ennis,
ny Simms, Rosalind Russell, Eleanor is featured with his orchestra, his
Powell, Constance Moore, Judy Ca- wife, Carmene, vocalist with the
Rosemary DcCamp, Bebe band, and tap star, Mildred Law.
nova,
Daniels, Nancy Coleman, Georgia Numbers
rendered are: "Coquette,"
Carroll
Kyser, Brenda Marshall, "I Don't Know Why I Love You Like
Gale Storm, Leslie Brooks, Lynn I Do," "I'm Looking For A Girl Like
Roberts, Jeff Donnell, Eve Arden, You,"
"Echoes of Harlem," "I'll
Elyse Knox and Irene Rich.
Lots Never Be The Same"
and "All That
of selling angles here.
Glitters Is Not Gold." Should click
"Charlie Barnet and His Orchestra"
Universal
15 Mins.
Should Satisfy
Charlie Barnet and his orch. glide
through this one with the help of
songstresses Rita Shore and Delia
Norell, tap dancer, Jeanne Blanche,
and the dance team of Igor and
Tania.
Numbers they run through
are:

"I'll

Remember

April,"

and "Murder at Peyton Hall." Jive
mixed with sweet should satisfy all.
"Charlie Spivak and His Orchestra"
Universal
15 Mins.

Should Do Well
Featuring the music of Charlie
this

also

offers

Mercer, the Stardreamers,
Margaret Savage, Jeanne Blanche

Numbers

pre-

sented are: "Devil's Holiday," "Born
To Be Blue," a medley including,

"No, No, Nora," "K-K-Katy," and
"Toot, Toot, Tootsie," "It's

My

Lazy

Day" and "Stomping Room Only."
Shculd

Fine.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

First

audiences.

"Wacky Quacky"
Columbia

6

Good

for

Mins.

Laughs

Familiar story of the hunter
tracking down the duck only to find
himself in the hunted position as the
duck outwits him at every turn.
Still good for laughs.

"Goofy Golf"
Columbia

9 Mins.

Solid Entertainment

Golf comedian, Joe Ezar, gives his
impressions of the various types of
golfers, in such a way as to keep
an audience howling. This type of
sports kidding is solid entertainment
and should really sell.

vocalist

Tommy

and Rusty Nichols.

all

"No Can

Do," "I Believe in Miracles," "You're
A Sweetheart," "Igor and Yvette"

Spivak,

with

do well with musically in-

clined audiences.

"Overture To William Tell"
Universal
7 Mins.
Fair to Middling Comedy
As a concert conductor who leads
his orchestra through the well known
strains of the Overture to William
Tell, Wally Walrus is not-so-funny.
The band is the type that falls asleep
and awakens only after the special
effects man has put on a storm beyond description. Fair to middling

"Let's Sing a Western Song"
comedy material.
Universal
10 Mins.

Ranks High
The Gordonaires from Fred WarPennsylvanians lead the audience in a group of western ballads;
"Deep In The Heart of Texas,"
"Wagon Wheels," "Red River Valley" and "Home On The Range." Excellent choral work plus audience
participation will rank this one high.

"The Coo-Coo Bird"
Universal

7 Mins.

Okay

ing's

Good.

Orchestral

26)
10 Mins.

Lots of Selling Angles

work

to

for

9— Series

Columbia

after a lover's quarrel.
As usual,
situations entangle, and in this case,
to the extent that he almost wrecks
several happily married people. Typical Andy Clyde, it should go over
with his fans.

Woody Woodpecker, in anticipation of quail hunting- the next day,
is trying to get a good night's sleep.
Ho is foiled at every attempt, and
in the end doesn't get the quail. They
get him.

Quite a few good laughs.

May

Tuesday,

m
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Freedom

Petersen To Reich For Talks

of Pix

Defended by Benton

Ass't See'/ of

War Holds Up

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

partment previously stated that Pom-

1)

should not censor films "except perhaps in time of war."
Answering a request for his views
on American films sent abroad, Bentor*__Jjtioned, however, that "this
couTTTTy should be truthfully and accurately interpreted to the people of
other countries during peace as well
as in times of acute world crisis."
"It is perhaps even more important," he said, "that this should be
done in time of peace because by so
doing, we may avoid the crisis itself."
Benton previously had charged
that
some American films sent
abroad "undermined" the prestige of
this country. Even though he tempered this by saying that the "good"
films far outweighed the "bad" films,

mer was expected

to arrive in this

country with Brig. Gen. Robert McClure, director of information control for U. S. Military Government
in Germany.
General McClure arrived in New York on Saturday. War
Department spokesmen said they
now had no knowledge of Pommer's
whereabouts, or even whether he still
was expected to come to Washington
for a series of conferences on the

German
In

situation.

Germany, Petersen

will confer

with Gen. Lucius D. Clay, American
Military Governor, on the film situation. Although the film question is
not the principal reason for the trip

Germany, War Department
spokesmen said that the whole question would be discussed with Gento

remarks stirred criticism in
Hollywood. Because of this criticism, eral Clay. Before he left for GerBenton was asked to expand his many, Peterson held up release of
an extensive report on the rebuildviews.
Noting the formation of MPEA ing of the German film industry,
which selects pix abroad, Benton said until he conferred with General
his

"men making

that the

this selection

have to determine which are
good and bad films and must use a
also

yardstick."

"Thus," he said, "when I say there
good and bad pictures, as
judged by their impact on foreign
peoples, I am simply concurring with
the industry's own judgment. As for
are

the yardstick, it is sufficient answer
for me to refer to the industry's own
yardstick, and to express the hope
that it will be developed and adhered
to."

had

Benton

MPAA's

high

international

praise

for

information

center.

Clay.

had

been planned to invite
MPAA President Eric A. Johnston
to a conference with General McClure and Pommer. Johnston, however, left yesterday for Chicago on
his way to Hollywood. Although all
conferences on the German situation
presumably will be postponed until
Petersen's return from Germany, if
such a confab is held, the top MPAA
executive will be invited to attend.
General
McClure will take a
month's leave before taking up his
new duties as head of information
It

the New York field office
CAD's reorientation branch.

for

of

"These are programs," he said,
"which industry should develop within

itself.

The Government

Roxy Theater Premieres
my $25,000 Coke Counter
censor

in

opinion should not act as a
on private industry except perhaps
in time of war."
Stating that he wished to "set the
record straight," Benton said that
"industry comments have not reflected my repeated statements that
there have been many excellent pic-

Roxy Theater "preemed" its brand
new $25,000 coke bar yesterday. This
is the first Main Stem showcase to

provide movie fans with soft drink
refreshments.
Participating in the formal opening of the refreshment bar were: A.
tures."
"Members of the motion picture J. Balaban, managing director of the
industry," he commented, "appar- Roxy; Arthur Knorr, the theater's
director and
producer; Jack
ently have known only of my com- art
ments which deplore some of the Benny, radio and film star, currently
wowing the customers at the 20thpoor pictures."
Fox showcase; and members of the

Charles

W. Harper Dead

Colum bus — Charles

Harper, 67,

man,

Winifred
veteran Columbus show-

He was

treasurer of
the Hartman for the last 10 years
and had been manager of the old
High St. and Lyceum Theaters for
25 years. His wife and a sister suris

dead.

vive.

STORK REPORTS

press.

"Best Years" Mexico City

Preem

Cathy O'Donnell will fly to Mexico
from Hollywood tomorrow,
City
along with other stars for the premiere of Samuel Goldwyn's "Best
Years of Our Lives" on the 29th and
will be attended by Mexican government officials. An elaborate program
of events has been set up for the

two days.

John Arledge Rites
Hartford, Conn
C h a r lo 1 1 e
Crockett, Tex
Funeral services
Prouty,
former Warner
Strand were held here for John Arledge,
cashier, became the mother of a 40, film actor who died in Hollywood
baby boy.
of a heart attack.
.

—

Pix Report

Suggests Films Study
API Public Relations
Indianapolis

out

— Theater

ATO

of the

letin

Facts, bul-

of Indiana,

points

Petroleum

Associated

the

In-

public relations plan as one
might well be worth study by
the film industry. API has budgeted
stitute

that

$1,000,000
initial

for

step

the

the

with

job,

distribution

of

a

of the industry, as well as suggested

newspaper

ads,

commercials,

radio

posters, mailing pieces, speeches and
facts

salient

about

the

petroleum

business.

Nomikos Asks $25,000
For

RKO

Theater Repairs

—

Chicago
Miles Seeley, attorney
subfor Winston Theater Co.,
sidiary, filed suit in Federal Court
Friday to restrain the Ti oy Theater
Co., Van Nomikos president, from
has on the
cancelling lease
house which runs to 1956.
Seeley states that Van Nomikos
demanded $25,000 for
failure to
notify Troy, in writing, that they
were going to improve house at an
estimated $50,000 expenditure. Grand
is
number one loop house now
since improvements were made.

RKO

-

RKO

RKO

RKO

Three Lust Md. Houses
Installing Nu-Screen
Sidney Lust's Maryland theaters,
the Cheverly in Cheverly, the Kaywood in Mount Rainer and the Hyattsville in Hyattsville, are installing
the concave-convex motion picture
screen, Nu-Screen, it was announced
yesterday by Herman Gluckman,
president of the screen corporation.
Installations

are the

first

three in

Maryland.

Today

lor

Samuel Strausberg
(Continued from Page

He

odeon days.
30
leased

to

1)

up a circuit
which, in 1927, he

houses,

of

the

built

Fox

interests

for

After the 1929 crash, he
re-entered the circuit field as head
$1,500,000.

of Interboro.
In 1941 he turned the

the

22-page campaign book to all members. Book contains the findings on
a survey of what the public thinks

major part

of his theater interests over to his
sons, Solomon M. and Morris O.,

and a son-in-law, Stanley Kolbert,
and devoted the major portion of his
time to his realty holdings, philanthropic and charitable work.
President for seven years of BethEl Hospital, as chairman of its
building fund campaign he headed a
successful re-building program and
recently began a new $1,500,000 expansion program for the hospital. He
was also a member of the hospital
board, a director of the Brooklyn
Jewish Center, a member of the
Brooklyn Citizens Committee Navy
Relief Fund, a member of the Brooklyn War Memorial Committee and,
during 1946, was selected as Brooklyn's
outstanding citizen by the
Daily Eagle.
In addition to his sons, Strausberg
is survived by his wife, Rebecca, arid

two daughters, Mrs. Selena Bloomgarden and Mrs. Gertrude Kolbert.

Loew's

to

Pay Dividend

Directors of Loew's declared a
quarterly dividend of 37% cents per
share on the company's common
stock, payable June 30, to stockholders of record June 13.

CHARTERED
MANN, INC., Dover, Del., to operate
theaters, capital, 300 no par shares.

W.

F.

PEOPLE'S DRIVE-IN THEATER CORP., Winsted,
W. Youmatz;
Youmatz; secretary, Joseph
Youmatz.
D. & M. AMUSEMENT CORP., New Haven;
Conn.; president-treasurer, Vincent
vice-president, John

president, Louis Blenner; vice-president, RichL. Hershalter; treasurer, Alexander C. Hershalter; secretary, Milton A. Hershalter.

ard

Clearance Complaint Filed
By Connecticut Operator
of many weeks, a
arbitration involving
clearance has been filed with the
New Haven tribunal naming all of
the five majors as parties.
Operator of the Alhambra Theater in Waterbury, Conn., has requested that he be granted availability within 50 days after first-run.

Breaking a

demand

Danny Kaye, Virginia Mayo and

Rites

Files

—

Appeal Notice

PHILLIPS

THEATER

SUPPLIES,

CONNECTICUT AMUSEMENT CORP.,

lull

for

Seligman

LOU

INC.,

New Haven; president, Louis Phillips; secretarytreasurer, George Comden; vice-president, Charlotte Comden.
Bridge-

president-treasurer,
Louis
Jossick viceport;
president, Helen Jossick; secretary, Edward W.

McPadden.

GOLDEN PRODUCTIONS,

INC.,

New

York, to

produce films; 100 shares of no par stock, by
Helen Kersavage, Betty Terzian, Beth Gold.

LAKE SHORE PLAYHOUSE, INC., Buffalo,
N. Y.; theater operator; 150 shares of no par
value stock, by Frank M. Abbate, Louis T.
Fisher, John Dee.
LOUIS DE ROCHEMONT ASSOCIATES, INC.,
New York; to produce motion pictures; 200
shares of no par value stock; by Lester G.
McLaughlin,
Sabina
B.
Rubenstein,
Charles
Casey.

Toledo, O. Sam Seligman has
notice of appeal from a recent
MADISON - POLLOCK - L'HAIRE, INC., New
decision of Judge Harvey J. Straub York, to produce films, 200 shares of no par
stock, by John A. Dailey, William Pitt
value
in
Lucas County Common Pleas
Nobel, Jr.
Court, which resulted in dismissal Mason, Jr., Herbert
FILMS FOR CHILDREN, INC., New York;
of a $10,000 damage suit against the capital
$25,000, to produce films for children,
Toledo Moving Picture Operators by Haig P. Manoogian, Virginia Dorris, Vivian
filed

Union, Local 228.

S.

Nason.

€t*\

Prewar Prices Hold

H0LLVUJ00D-VIM VflRD

Kids in Detroit

By RALPH W1LK
West Coast Bureau

—

Detroit Check of local houses indicates little, if any, actual dropoff
attendance, exhibitors
in juvenile
report, contrary to the condition in
other parts of the country. Exhibitors here feel, when they are willing
to comment, that the present caliber
of picture production is weighted
against a strong bid for young pa-

tronage, in comparison with the
strong juvenile bids of a few seasons
back, but they have found their own
way of meeting the situation.
Essentially, this has meant the
maintenance of prewar prices. Typ-

at United Detroit Theaters,
the price for young-sters remains 12
.ind
14 cents,
at
neighborhood
nouses, depending on the particular
house involved, while their second
run theaters charge only 20 cents.
These prices are the same as charged
oo far back that there is no record
jf a raise
evidently during the depression of the early thirties with
the exception of the addition of the
Lax figure when that was imposed.
On top of this, UDT, together with
.nany Cooperative Theaters of Michigan houses, and other independents,
has established a policy here of pull.ng out a picture not considered suitable for youngsters if it happens to
be booked on a Saturday, and throwing in an extra Western instead.
Result is that the kids get their
money's worth of something that
they can enjoy, instead of just so
much screen time.
One exception to the "no price
raise" policy is when special shows,
such as Saturday imorning- cartoon
shows with double value for the
youngsters, are given, when a slight
increase in price is made, and the
fact is adequately advertised, so that
the young patrons know what to
ically,

—

—

of

office

manager,

Columbia,

WICTOR
™

HERBERT'S

operetta,

has been bought by

M-G-M

"The Red

manager.

State

CLARENCE

LAMBERT,

manager,

Logan,

Chi-

cago.

SAM

FARBER,

sales

representative,

Filmack,

Chicago.

CHARLES

BOSHART,

Joseph,
A.

L.

manager,

Missouri,

St.

Mo.

LASHWAY, manager.

Electric,

St.

Joseph,

JAMES FOSTER, manager, Orpheum,

St.

Joseph,

Mo.
Mo.

HOLT GEWINNER,
gia

JR., publicity director, Geor-

CHRISTIANSEN,

assistant

manager,

Warner, Torrington, Conn.
BILL HOLLIDAY, Paramount sales manager, Atlanta.

a

long-run

on

B'way,

introduced hypnotism, and the blind pianist, Maria Theresa
Mack Gordon, the
Twentieth-Fox songwriter-turned-producer, is preparing two musicals at Fox; "Wabash
Avenue" and "Missouri Waltz"

Marion Seeks Venue
In $100,000

Damages

Named

Shift

Lightman

Suit

Post in Southeast

to

MPF

Area

—

Bluff ton, Ind
Marion Theater
(Continued from Page D
Corp., Marion, Ind., has brought acP. Sapinsley, Malco Theaters, as pertion in Wells Circuit Court, on a manent
chairman; Tom Young, manchange of venue from Grant Su- ager
20th-Fox, secretary-treasurer.
perior Court, against William O.
Board of directors include O. G.
Connors and others, seeking $100,000
damages on charges of conspiracy. Wren and Max Peruniski, Little
He further seeks to impress a con- Rock; Orris Collins, Paragould, Ark.;
structive trust upon a lease on the Dave Flexer, Memphis, Tenn.; W.
Indiana and Lyric theaters in Marion. A. Rush, Houston, Miss.; William
At stake in the case before Cir- Kroeger, Portersville, Mo.; Tom
cuit Judge W. H. Eichhom is con- Young, Ed Sapinsley, M. A. Lighttrol of the Indiana, Marion, and the man, W. A. Griffith, and Ed WilliamLyric, second-run house. Both the- son, Memphis. The board consists of
aters, along with the Paramount, five two-year men and six one-year

ICFB To Give Award

—

Brussels (By Cable)
Fourth Congress of the International Catholic
Film Bureau will be held here June
16-22.

It

is

make an

planned to

award for the

film

making "the

greatest contribution to the spiritual
and moral elevation of mankind."

Meyer Snyder

Rites
Burial rites for Meyer Snyder, father of Sada Snyder Seeff secretary
to Sid Mesibov, Paramount's assistant exploitation manager, were held
here. Snyder died in New Rochelle,
N. Y.
,

Theater Co., Atlanta.

WILLIAM

now enjoying

Red Skelton and Keenan Wynn, who
will play the roles created in 1906 by Fred Stone and the late Dave Montgomery
William Cagney has signed Paul Draper for a dancing role in "The Time of Your Life,''
which he and Jimmy are producing at General Service Studios for UA release
Edward G. Robinson starts work in Para.'s "Night Has A Thousand Eyes" early in June
Isabel Randolph may get the biggest laugh of the season in Para.'s "Dream Girl,"
when she enters a bookshop operated by Betty Mutton and demands a book titled,
"Always Opal"
Robert Walker and Kathryn Grayson have been set by M-G-M
for the leads in "Triumph of Music," the story of Mozart, Dr. Mesmer, the physician who

Min-

Lake,

Mill"

as a vehicle for

neapolis.

Chicago.

21, 1947

Singapore Business
Nears Pre-War Level
Film business

REUi POSTS
NAGLE, acting

May

THE FILM DAILY

HOLLYWOOD

were operated until a year ago under
a pooling agreement with the Hohman-Clinton Realty Corp., which
holds the lease on the Paramount.
Other defendants besides Connors,
who served as city manager under
the pooling
agreement, are the
Washington Theater Co., owner of
the real estate on which the Indiana
and Lyric are located; the HohmanClinton Realty Corp., Paramount
Pictures, and Balaban & Katz.
Connors now holds a 15-year lease
on the Indiana and Lyric theaters.
expect.
It is this lease to which the plaintiff
"You have to be consistent about contends it is entitled, because Conyour prices with the youngsters," a nors was an officer and director of
spokesman for UDT pointed out, the Marion Theater Corp. at the
"Because they have only so much to time the lease was negotiated. The
spend, and any change will com- Marion Theater Corp. held a lease
pletely upset their personal budg- on the property for ten years prior
to June 30, 1946.
Defendants state that the Washington Theater Co. served notice it
would not renew the lease with the
Marion Theater Corp. because the
corporation
through
interlocking
ownership also controlled the Paramount Theater property.
BILL WOOD,
BERNIE

Tuesday,
OAILY

men.

The first of several regional meetings to be held in various sections
of the four states will be held in
Little Rock during the convention of
the ITO and American Theater Owners of Arkansas June 3 and 4.

tling

down

in Singapore is setto pre-war level, Ong
director, and Paul Do-

Chin Kun,
mingo, manager of the Malaya Film
Service, reported to Norton v- Ritchey, president of Monogram* *V'ernational.
Malaya Film distributes

Monogram product in Malaya.
Kun and Domingo said that

interest is high in big budget features,
with interest in smaller pix lagging.
American and British pictures, they
report, are almost completely dominating the market there. They also

expressed a feeling that the government might force theater owners in
the future to play a larger quota of
British product.

Censorship

being used heavily on

is

gunplay and nudity, Kun and Domingo said. Other films being shown
in Malaya include Chinese, Indian,
Javanese, Egyptian, Russian and
Australian.

Kun and Domingo

arrived here
lap of what
be a three-month tour around
the world. They will spend several
weeks in New York before proceeding to Hollywood, Honolulu, Manila,
last
will

week on the

first

Shanghai, Hongkong, and back to
Singapore.

Prods., Designers Talks

Halted; IA Asks for Rep.
West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles Major producers informed the representative of the
Screen Set Designers Union that
they could not bargain with respect
to interior decorators

Sandler Elected MPF Prexy
Of Des Moines Area

—

because "there

a petition before NLRB filed by
IATSE which seeks representation in

is

this classification."

Des Moines
Nathan Sandler,
owner of a circuit in the Des Moines Show "Possessed" June 16
area, was elected permanent chairNational tradeshowing of WB's
man of the Motion Picture Founda- "Possessed" has been set for June
tion at a meeting yesterday with A. 16.
Picture will be generally reH. Blank, head of Tri and Central leased the latter part of July.
States being named area trustee.
Eight members were elected to the
one-year group in the panel as follows: Sandler, G. Ralph Branton, D.
C. Kennedy, J. H. Foley, Eddie
Faulks, William A. Johnson, of Des
Moines; and Mrs. A. M. Black, Knoxville, Iowa, and L. A. Kuhl, Corning,

UJEDDIRG BELLS
Hoffer-Phipps

G o n z a le s

Iowa.

—

Tex. Cecil Phipps,
two-year group manager of the Pix Theater, was
are: Blank, Lou Levy, Rudy G. married to Jewel Hoffer.
Faulks, Charles lies, Laurence Dunn,
Keenan-Cadmus
Ted Mendenhall, of Des Moines; and
Nate Rosenthal, Waterloo, Iowa;
Detroit,
William Cadmus, manWesley Mansfield, Tama, Iowa, and ager of the Annex Theater, plans
Barney Brotman, Moline, Illinois.
to marry Balera Keenan on June 28.
Presiding as temporary co-chairHarris-Harm
men were Blank and Leo F. Wolcott
of Eldora, Iowa, president of the
Zionsville, Ind.
Mrs. Eva Harris,
Allied ITO of Iowa and Nebraska. A. operator of the Zionsville Theater,
Jules Benedic, one of the organizers was married to Christian Harm.
of, and a member of the Kansas City
Motion Picture Foundation, spoke in
Thompson-Hemdon
behalf of the project.
Indianapolis Earl Herndon, buyA luncheon-meeting of the entire er for Affiliated Theaters, will be
panel was called for June 2 at the married to Eldean Thompson on
Des Moines Club at which Blank will June 29. Couple will spend their
honeymoon on the West Coast.
be host.

Members

of

,

the

—

—

—

—
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PARA. BID REQUESTS inCREBSinG— REflGBfl
Fabian Making More Attractive Oiier for
Editorial

Amended
Win Acceptance

Original Terms

Scratch-Pad

=
LIFE

In Effort to

jottings
B. BAHN =====
CHESTER
By
.

.

.

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Original offer made
by the Si H. Fabian group for purmay chase of United Artists is reported
that to have been now amended
to make

on.... Not so many years ago, you
exhibs. were complaining
and cost
rhey had to bear the brunt
of picture selling. .. .So, in due course, ths
something about it. ...And
did
distribs.
roday there is distrib. emphasis upon intensive national ad campaigns. .. .Now, exhave

hibs.

—

discovered that
represent a

campaigns

ad

those

national

move

by

dis-

terms.... F'r instance,
of Indiana charges that thru the
jack

to

tribs.

the

ATO

up

campaigns the distribs. are trying to eliminate whatever bargaining power an exhib. still retains, and that accordingly exhibs. must fight against being placed in
such

—

By Pickford and Chaplin

a

position.

Anyway,

says

— 31

the

ATO

per cent of
attendance is determined by the theater offering the maximum comfort, only 21 per
cent is determined by the program offered.
citing

a

circuit

survey

—

MPAA to

House

List

The

particular

peared last Saturday,

Phillips
if

.

column

ip-

you "care to read

and

Policies

(Continued on Page 9)

Decision Enables Empire
And World to Sue in U. S.

—Application of

Toronto

(Continued on Page 2)

for

J.

Arthur

(Continued on Page 10)

yes-

RKO

Pommer, War

The-

in

that

post

February

last.

Mull Pix Situation

At present in
New York with

Washington Bureau of

Washington

B&

3-Dimensional Lens

—

tical Co.

tomorrow pected jump over March

figures, the

Tom O'Brien, M. P., president of Treasury Department, revealed yesNATKE, and Richard Walsh, presi- terday. April collections reached
for

Host

IATSE,

Harvard Club. $33,412,813, compared with
Mayer, manag- collections of $28,796,825.

at the

will be Gerald

MPAA

International

who will attend are
(Continued on Page 9)

William F. Rodgers, Metro distribution chief, conducted a unique
transcontinental sales conference
hook-up
yesterday by telephone
which permitted every Metro sales
(Continued on Page 7)

sions tax collections took an unex-

dent of

Rodgers Sales Conference
Via Long Distance Hookup

(Continued on Page 7)

April Collections Bound Up to $33,412, 8 13
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Mayer to Host Luncheon
Washington — Despite gloomy box
For O'Brien and Walsh
office reports, April Federal admiswill be given

THE FILM DAILY

(Continued on Page 7)

Completes

L

Admission Tax "Take" Rises

Luncheon

—

Eric Pommer, key
figure in the controversy over the
German film industry, was in Washington yesterday for a round of conHAROLD J. MIRISCH
ferences with top War Department
week to make his headquarters at officials, The Film Daily learned.
the company's studio.
Department officials declined to
even admit that Pommer was in
Washington and refused to discuss

Steve Broidy, Allied Artists president, Mirisch will
leave for Hollywood in about a

Rochester
Bausch & Lomb Ophas completed the first Trimons by Empire Universal Films vision lens for three-dimensional
and World Pictures of Canada, has photography and has delivered it to
been dismissed by the Hon. G. D. the Naval Experimental Aeronau(Continued on Page 7)

Dept.

aters, Mirisch re-

Rank and three

associated companies
to rescind an order allowing service
outside of Ontario of a writ of sum-

The number of exhibitors requesting Paramount pictures via the bidding system is increasing all the
time and the company is negotiating in all such cases, Charles M.
Harold J. Mirisch Reagan, vice-president and distribuof Allied Artists' tion chief, told The Film Daily yesterday.
Although Paramount is not soliciting any bids, Reagan said, the company finds itself in the position of

Formerly
film buyer

signed
First detailed study of U. S. exhibition, including seating capacities
of individual theaters, together with
their respective booking policies and

Negotiates With

All Exhibitors Though
Not Soliciting Bids

terday.

head

Prices

in full.... It might interest Phillips to
ing director of
know that the film industry's participation division.
in the "Freedom Train" project will take
Among those
it

announced

Company

Producer-Contact
Sales Dept.

Appointment of
more attractive to Mary Pickford
as vice-president
and Charles Chaplin.
Meanwhile, informed sources said Productions, in
that Miss Pickford's Eastern reps. the capacity of
producer -contact
(Continued on Page 9)
with the sales
department, was

:

.

as

With the

it

admission prices, is being completed
by the MPAA, with plans set to release the
data by exchange
SOMEONE really should send H. I. Phil- areas at statistical
the rate of one a week.
lips, conductor of the Sun Dial co'umn
Survey has been conducted under
in the Sun, a bottle of soda mint tablets
the supervision of Robert W. Cham-

....H. I., judging from certain of his recent columns, is suffering from a severs
.Take,
attack of cinematic ind gestion.
Phillips'
"E'mer Twitchell"
for instance,
letter to Attorney General Tom Clark the
other night.... It concerned the White
House conference on the trans-continental
journey of the "Freedom Train". ... (See
THE FILM DAILY of last Friday)....
Phillips expressed the hope that the crusade would not be linked up with the
"usual parade of movie cuties," would not
be ushered into any American community
with the customary escort of "amusement
world clowns and movie colony wives plus
assorted husbands". .. .There were references, too. to "glamour, sex appeal, personality-smiles, over-publicized
entertainers,
shapelv gams and headline values,"
'to Bob
Hope, Abbott & Costello, Frank
Sinatra, Jack Benny, G'nny Simms, Dorothy
Lamour and whatever female trio is singing at the local honky-tonk."
There was as well a suggestion that some
would like to double feature the Bill of
Rights with "all the papers in the latest
Hollywood divorce scandal. .. .if not the
princioal
figures". .. .Plus more in
kind

To Act

West Coast Bureau

sure gets more complex as time goes

remember

MIRISCH TO AA
AS VICE-PREXY

UA

March

In general, collections are on the
previous month's box office receipts.

Treasury

Department

experts

(Continued on Page 10)

Col. Calls Four~Day
Chi. Sales Conclave
Four-day Columbia sales meeting
be held at the Drake Hotel, Chi-

will

cago, starting June 3. All branch and
managers, as well as top
district

home

sales personnel will be
and A. Montague, general
sales manager, will preside.
Delegates are expected to discuss general sales matters covering
this and the coming season's product, as well as promotional plans for
the forthcoming pictures which will

office

present

be sold individually.
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THE

CAROL BRANDT, Eastern story head for
M-G-M, arrives today by plane from London.
SID GOLDSTEIN, of the M-G-M publicity deHospital,

ANN

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:

28, Calif.

Blvd.,

WASHINGTON—

Phone

Granite 6607.
Andrew H.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road. Wash. 16. D. C
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
Manning Clagett,
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakiey Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter. 127133 WarHour St. W. 1.
Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Mary
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Rnad.

is recuperating at the Crown
Heights
Brooklyn, following an appendectomy.

STRAUSS,

department,

in

is

of the M-G-M Coast publicity
town for a vacation.

DEAN STOCKWELL, M-G-M

has arrived

star,

from Hollywood.

fishing

Lion sales

mana-

Atlanta for conferences.

off to

WILL DeVRY

left

Chicago

for

Canadian

a

trip.

HERMAN GREENBERG,

Ascap

sales

due in Chicago today for huddle
Kopp, Western manager.

manager

with

N.

ROBERT FELLOWS, Paramount producer,
in
New York yesterday. While here

rived
.vill

shoot background material

for

W.

M.

for

New York

UA

LEVY,

(BILL)

manager
out

route
to
represent

division

j

'

newly-appointed

district

manager.

lists

WB

AYERS,

he

"The Long

Line."

Theater Boycott Follows

"Outlaw" Engagement

Southern division sales

New Orleans and MemNew York next Monday.
ROBERT W. CHAMBERS, head of the MPAA
research dept., returns to New York today from

ANA Films
Three-Point

to

the Coast.

WILLIAM WISTER HAINES, Paramount
tract writer, arrives from
wife.

con-

mount's "A
New York from Hollywood today.

ment.

BEN GOETZ, Metro's European
aboard

the

S.S.

chief,

Mauretania

with

arrives

MRS.

GEORGE W. BURROWS, Monogram

London

A

Patton as
Atlanta
was announced yesterday by H. M.
Bessey, Altec vice-president.
Patton has been associated with
the sound motion picture industry
for the last 20 years, with Western
Electric and ERPI.
He has been
branch manager of Altec's N. Y.
Division and Engineering Supervi-

Mourn

finnnciAL

Net

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts
East.

Kodak
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OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

—A

Asked

Cinecolor

43,4

5l/8

Pathe

5i/4

61/4

Sydney

is

—

sion to
by £1,000,000, with the creating of
1,000,000 five per cent cumulative
preference shares at £1 each was

granted Rank-GUT by the Federal
Treasurer's Dept. Half of the shares
will be issued for cash subscription
by subsidiaries including Greater J.
D. Williams, Spencers, Wests and
Amalgamated, in proportion to their
present Rank-GUT holdings.

GPE

Pay

to

Directors

West

Coniinue H'wood Strike
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

to

Los Angeles

—By an overwhelming-

vote Studio Painters and Set Designers voted to continue the strike
rather than permit international
officers to negotiate a separate return to work.

35

MM

war surplus
quality.

400
ultra

In
feet,

—
film.
rolls

General

Precision

of the

a dividend of 25 cents per share on
the capital stock, payable June 25
to stockholders of record June 9.

MOTION
i

The

latest

16

Black and white
Test'd and guaranteed
100 feet; 200 feet;

of

and

COAST PHOTO SUPPLY COMPANY
1358 South HMI Street
Angeles 15, Calif.

PICTURE

w*

M.M. sound

equipment has been installed
o'if

air

conditioned

.

.

INDUSTRY

.

SCREENING ROOM

and 1,000 feet. Supreme
special Ansco-DuPont No. 3.

Los

BOOK

Equipment Corp. yesterday declared

in

Vote

REFERENCE

25 Cents
of

in

THE STANDARD

Approved

(By Air Mail) Permisincrease its nominal capital

J.

manager

sor.

friends and associates in the film inTwo Canadian Dividends
dustry crowded the chapel to hear
Toronto
a eulogy outlining his philanthropic
$1 per share common
deeds delivered by the Rev. Dr. dividend, payable June 30, was declared by Marcus Loew's Theaters,
Israel H. Levinthal.
Famous Players Canadian
Interment was at Beth David Ltd.
Corp. also declared a 20 cents regCemetery, Elmont, L. I.
ular dividend, plus five cents extra.

% GUT Financing

80+1

15%
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram

Vs

Com. Sets
Program

Appointment of Lane

Altec division

Samuel

Low

.

.

.

.|

oc-

Altec Ups Patton to
Head Atlanta Division

—

;

even

tion of National Advertisers. Hobbs
succeeds W. B. Potter, Eastman
Kodak, who served as chairman during the past two years.
A three-point program has just
been adopted by the committee to
include a study of distribution, which
will be handled by a sub-committee
under Tom Hope, of General Mills;
a study on producer client relationship, under Virgil Simpson, du Pont,
and a catalogue of films by member
companies, under the sub-committee
headed by Gordon Biggar, Shell Oil.

DON

PRINCE, RKO-Radio's foreign publicity
director, emplanes for the West Coast
today
to reorganize studio's foreign
publicity depart-

—

H gh

with

B. Hobbs,
Corp. of America, as
chairman of its films committee, was
announced yesterday by the Associa-

of the screenplay of ParaConnecticut Yankee," arrives in

GOETZ.

—

That volurrfr^~J0

Aluminum

Eau Claire, Wis.
treasurer,
A city-wide
"boycott" of the new Hollywood by left for the Coast yesterday via plane.
Catholic parishioners has followed a
refusal
of
the
owner,
Sheldon Morris-Selznick
Grengs, to ban showing of "The Out- In
Reciprocal Pact
law" after the film was condemned
Fort, Bombay 1.
ALGIERS— Paul Saffar, by
clergy
the
at
a
private
showing.
Filmafric. 8 Rue Charras.
MONTREAL—
reciprocal agreement for repreRay Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
UA says the Hughes picture turned
St.
VANCOUVER Jack Droy, 411 Lyric in huge grosses in a five-day Holly- sentation of each other's motion picTheater Bldg.
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher. wood engagement. Meantime in Min- ture clients has been entered into by
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone.
the William
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys. neapolis, "The Outlaw" turned in Myron SelznickMorris Agency and
London, Ltd., it was
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN— $4,000 gross at the 300-seater Pix in
revealed yesterday via a joint anJohn Lindberg, Jernhanealle No. 3. Copen
its first week after a three-week
hagen-Van Loese.
ROME Tohn Perdicari run at the legit Lyceum.
nouncement here and in London.
Via Ludovisi 16.
Phone. 42758.
MEXICO
Fosters' Agency of London, which
CTTY— Louis Turnoff, Morelos 56 No. 523
has represented the Morris Agency
MONTEVIDEO— Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito 1,200
at
Rites
597.
in Great Britain for over 40 years,
For
Strausberg
will continue as representative in all
fields except motion pictures, and
Services were held yesterday at will also make film deals that are the
the Brooklyn Jewish Center for outgrowth of other engagements
Samuel Strausberg, president of the which Fosters' arranges for Morris
(Jues., May 27)
;
;
Interboro Circuit who died Friday. clients.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
More than 1,200 of Strausberg's

LONDON
MANILA—
HAVANA —
BOMBAY—

..

names,

Appointment of Douglas

the Coast today with

his

tiHou

War".

stellar

on a trip to

returning

ED BELOIN, author
ar-

at

casional reference to the employment of
glamour, sex appeal, personality-smiles...
Times change, don't they, H. I.?

tors.

NORMAN

"Movies
some

of

They

plon to arrive there on Friday, making several
stops on the way to visit with territory inspec-

is

Ii

.

June.

in

manager,

jottings

(Continued from Page

H.
M. BESSEY, Altec's vice-president, is
driving to Atlanta accompanied by L. J. PAT-

TON,

.

form of the production of a series of
films emphasizing the American heritage
theme. . .As for the snide insinuations tc
which reference has been made here, it
might be a good idea to accompany the
suggested bottle of soda mints with p^oy.

Europe and the Near East, planed
yesterday for London en
Paris
and Brussels where he will
the company at the
Belgian film

of

festival

. .

the

WILLIAM

phis,

W. SCHWALBERG, Eagle

A.
ger,

Grey

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

Republic

executive
vice-president in charge of sales and distr bution,
returned to New York yesterday following a
visit
at the North Hollywood studios and a
short trip to Mexico City.

partment,
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Pommer, War

B

Dept.

-Dimensional Lens

Mull Pix Situation
(Continued from Page

new developments

the

in

(Continued from Page

1)

tical

was

however,

learned,

that

M id-Weeh Memos

Pommer conferred with Brig. Gen.
Fc^-t McClure and Col. Robert McR.Vf Conferences between Pommer,

War Department

MPAA

•

and the

officials

will be held following the re-

Germany of Assistant
Secretary of War R. C. Petersen.
Peterson is row in Germany conferring with Gen. Lucius Clay on the
turn from

film question.

Army

•

lune issue

into the Victoria early in

Fortune magaz'.ne, which hits the stands

oi

article. "Oscar for Profits".
.
.
have a housewarming party at its new home, 250
tomorrow afternoon. ... • The Ebersons can take well

tomorrow, spotlights Paramount in an

•
W.

57th

St.,

bow

deserved

.

the architectural design

for

officials.

is

Monday

of

new Malveme

the

And as a Char'es Boyer impersonator,
wowed 'em
GOOD! ... • What television needs to fully turn
You

lower-priced receiver

up from $250

sets priced

can't build

•

$750. ...

to

I

Pommer and Department

s^-with
cials,

some other

MPAA

or

^continent. Petersen is expected back
from Germany by June 10.

drop

will close

company expects

•

At two p.m. today, Loew's International

occupy several
w

to

HAVE YOU SENT

•

•

•

...

By year's end.

building at 1630 Broadway.

to the

title

in

check

now

your personal contribution

reminded

at

Tf

OUR

•

•

at

and England.

J.

S.

j,t
•,j

Berkson

W. Darling

William
Ninna

R.

Ferguson

Gombel
Martha MacVicar

Kallet Theaters

was

ing of London,

(Continued from Page

:.:

K. Whit-

was

attracted

magazine

mer

Incidentally,

pleting a

new Mohawk

new

project,

and came away an

enthusiasitc convert

M.

I.

BBC and

John Payne
Lane

article set for British publication in the

Sum-

Kallet, president of the Kallet circuit, is

com-

Valley Drive-in between Utica and

Rome

for

Pians

for Kallet drive-in

to "sit

First telephone session, for the
East, was timed at 11 a.m.; second,
for the West, was opened at 3 p.m.
in."

Rodgers, in addressing his sales
force, called for an intensified drive
all along the line to sell every Metro
feature, short and newsreel during
the remaining 14-week period of the
current season.

FRC

There's a drawing popu'ation of 250,030 for the

1

"Mike" figures

»

•

•

to

Handle Ensign Release
Ensign Prods,

Lionel Toll's
distribute
its

initial

will

production,

"Blonde Savage," through PRC.

expansion are

»

»

MAX

•

RICHARD, who used to think he had trouble with
over-crowded switchboards way beck when he was just a casting agent,
now admits that was nothing nothing a-tall!
With Eastern produc-

—

Max now

finds himself not only providing talent, but
ail

kinds of technicians

boot
Max isn't exactly sure how it ail came about
All he
knows is that producers kept making more and more demands on him,
and he kept coming through
to

•

•

for

•

DIDJA

•

...

O., he'il decide

week was

for

for his

current British

Lang would be agreeable to making "Corruption"
he couid have Tyrone Power and Betty Grabie.
.

Fritz

if

.

Prexy Milton Mooney

playdate

WALLIS

the services of Herbert Wilcox's highly efficient technical

is utilizing

2Dth-Fox

T
T
KNOW THAT HAL

whether the

of

"Abie's

Irish

.

Co-operative Theaters returns to Akron,

circuit will

Richard

:.:

in Listener

and
Magazine as

1)

and Canada

well in work, locations being already acquired

unit?
tl

Martha Vickers
Mickey Andelman

rep. in the U. S.

Seems as how Whiting, who heads Oliver
driving from Niagara Fa'ls to Albany,

Kallet Drive-in, attended

© When

Robert H. Bruckner

be

Magazine carried a page by-liner by Oliver
Cneida (N. Y.) Dnve-in Theater operated by

K. Whiting, describing the

f

May 28
Scott

j,t

Rodgers Sales Conference
Via Long Distance Hookup

Bill

April issue of Autocar

pic

U

g

**>**

Jo

As

BRITISH COUSINS are becoming drive-in conscious

providing producers with writers, directors and

re e tinad

New

not mail the

T
•

opening by July

J««fl (OLfthdau

to the

supplemented by standard film embossed with minute ridges, or lenticulations, on the side opposite the
emulsion.

disease"

of heart

Decision enables the plaintiffs to
issue writs against defendants in
other countries, which may include
S.

why

Skouras Theater Corp

tion stepping up.

U.

not,

the motion picture business needs to

in

application.

;i
:':

'

man

the Ka'let type of operation over the

1)

»»#*»** **-**•-**-********•*«*****

I

William A. White

to

says: "Certainly, no

the

floors

York Heart Association $500,000 fund?

well, with another

Action was in connection with the
Empire-Universal and World action
concerning distribution of a number
of features made by Rank affiliates
in the U. S. Judge Conant gave the
applicants leave to enter a conditional appearance here within 10
days, but otherwise dismissed the

- the

sion film to minimize reflection, it is
eight inches in diameter, and outwardly resembles a locomotive headlight. Width of the lens is an important factor, for the wider the
lens, the greater the degree of depth
perception. Action of the lens is

Since that time. Whiting has plugged drive-ins in general

Decision Enables Empire
v" And World to Sue in U. S.
Chambers

a

and 54lh St., they could profitably
There's a gold mine of young talent,

the old Knick

in at

especially Bob Henry.

by the

Conant in Master's
Osgoode Hall.

good

that corner is

selves in the neighborhood of 2nd Ave.

offi-

MPEA

v. official will be asked to attend the
conference. Johnston is expected to
be in Washington only one day before he leaves for England and the

(Continued from Page

(L.I.)

up a mass tele audience with
If any talent scouts find them-

'

MPAA

he's

in

field

n'ght.

but

Laboratory

as well as in portraiture, aerial
reconnaissance, x-ray and clinical
work. Resulting photographs are
said to give an "astonishing sense of
depth," without resorting to use of
stereoscopic spectacles. It is claimed
that it is possible to see around and
beyond images in the picture as the
observer changes his angle of view.
Lens is a 14% inch, f:2.2 portraittype. Coated with a light-transmis-

will

Siritzy Int'l

... • And if anyone is looking
for an emcee, Phil M. rises to recommend RCA's Martin Bennett, who
Marty
officiated at the premiere of Charles Kennsy's new house

The fact that
here and has conferred
with top Department officials is further evidence that Pommer has the
full backing of the Military Government in his plans for rebuilding the
German pix industry.
It was also learned that Pommer
4- has okayed details of a special comprehensive report on the German film
isituation prepared by the War Department. This report, it was understood, was taken to Germany by
In
Assistant Secretary Petersen.
Germany, Petersen will seek consent
on the report from General Clay.
Although it had been originally
President Eric
planned that
Johnston would be invited to confer

Pommer

SRO'S "DUEL IN THE SUN" goes

•
...

Theater, which opened

Although there were reports that
f
the W ar Department had cancelled
Pommer's contract, this was denied
iby

•

June.

1)

Washington. A
second lens, in a different type of
mounting, will be completed within
the next few weeks and shipped to
Washington where Douglas F. Winnek is continuing his work in conjunction with the Navy Dept.
Unl'mited possibilities are claimed
for Trivision in the motion picture

explosive

situation.
It

& L Completes

Rose"

go ahead with a Allen Theater
Booking originally set for this

TV

deferred after religious leaders protested. ...

WEDDING BELLS
Katsinas-Kerasotes
111.
The engagement
and approaching marriage is announced of Louis G. Kerasotes, son
of Gus Kerasotes, president of Kera-

—

Springfield,

Brothers Theaters, Inc., to
Anastasia Katsinas, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Katsinas, ChamCeremony
paign and Springfield.
will take place July 10, in Emmanuel
Memorial Episcopal Church, Chamsotes

paign.

Patrick-Jackson

THE FILM DAILY
Engagement of Gail

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

of

Patrick, actress, to Cornwell Jackson, advertising agency executive,
with tentative plans for an early Fall

wedding, have been announced.

1
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REVIEWS Of DEUJ films

Swiss Court Bans

"The Long Night"

Film Music Royalties

with Henry Fonda, Barbara Bel Geddes

—

Holding
Zurich (By Air Mail)
that a sound film is recognized as a
collective effort of all its co-authors,
and the composer, as one of the coauthors, cannot transfer his individual copyright separately to the Swiss

Music Copyright Society with a view
of securing royalties, a Swiss court
has decided in favor of an exhibitor

who sued SUISA.
Music society has claimed on behalf of its composer-members to Joe
legally entitled to charge royalties
on music played in films, or else to
ban the playing of music in films.
Zurich exhibitor, backed by a trade
organization, sued SUISA and the
Court decided that the Society has
no exclusive right to exhibit in public films, including the music, which
the plaintiff exhibits in his theater,
and that the plaintiff is entitled to
exhibit the films including music,

A

without any payment to SUISA.
Damages and costs were assessed
against the music society but SUISA
is now expected to appeal to the
Swiss Supreme Federal Court.

Thomas Urges
Probe

of

Full-Scale

Hollywood Reds

THE FILM DAILY
Washington The inside story on
what he found in Hollywood will be
related to members of the House
Committee on Un-American Activities this morning by Chairman J.
Parnell Thomas, R., N. J. An execuWashington Bureau of

—

tive

session

has been called, with

Thomas predicting that the commit-

101 Mins.
RKO
HIGH TENSION DRAMA. BRILLIANTLY DONE, SHOULD PROVE ONE OF THE
HIGH SPOTS OF THE YEAR, BO H AS BOX OrHCE ANU ARTISl ICALLY.
I

and suspenseful document that bravely tackles the
American social scene and delineates the lime man's character in terms to provoke comment, tne Hakim Brothers, Raymond and Robert, have produced here a film that should
prove itself to be one ot tne high water dramatic ottenngs ot the year.
Basically it is the wolf pack after its prey. Dissected into detail it is a story of frustration, young love, worldly understanding, seduction, distorted passion, a comment on
politics ot tne small American community, the warm, encompassing strength of massed
understanding humanity supporting a troubled and hunted indivioual. 1 old in varying
terms of drama, it potently mixes ingredients to set ott stark moments of high tension
caliber. A gripping quality pervaoes tne scenario, hangs on relentiess.y.
Adult tare, it is handled with a good deal more of pointed up democracy than has
previously appeared on the film horizon particularly with reference to inter-racial eleEvolving as a

striking,

thrilling

ments.
years ago a French production was shown in this country which featured Jean
tne roie portrayed herein by Henry Fonda. That film confined itself to a broad,
worldly approach to morals and, with hints of perversion, confined itself to a small
world of a few people. Rewritten into the "The Long Night' are insights relating to
the returned veteran, deception, the fundamental decency of human beings and an
indication that the crime ot passion that sets off the dramatic conflagration is an en-

Some

Gabin

in

tirely justifiable

homicide.

Latter has a fine part and she performs it for this writer's plaudits.
Discharged soldier Fonda works at sandblasting in a small town. He meets Miss Bel
Geddes. Both are orphans and warm to each otner. Fonda, very much in love, proposes
marriage. Later he learns that Miss Bel Geddes has been meeting Vincent Price, a night
club entertainer, magician variety.
It is an unsavory spectacle, the elderly man pursuing the young girl. Meeting Ann
Dvorak, Fonda learns something of the attachment. He takes up with Miss Dvorak but

Ann Dvorak.

rhere is no affection in their relations.
Later Price visits the pair and te.ls Fonda Miss Bel Geddes is his daughter, which is
a lie. He wants Fonda to stay away from the girl. Miss Bel Geddes reveals the truth
to Fonda and in a dozen more sequences he is dazedly brought up short when Price
visits him and gloatingly details his sordid conquest of Miss Bel Geddes. Price had come
to kill Fonda. Instead, driven to desperation, Fonda shoots and kills Price with the tat-

tee will authorize him to stage a fullscale public investigation of the
"Red" menace in Hollywood.
He will recommend that Hans
Hollywood composer, be
Eisler,
subpoenaed to appear here June 16
for questioning. Eisler is the brother
of Gerhard Eisler, whom the Committee believes to be an important

Flashback is the treatment accorded this tale. It starts with the death of Price and
the arrival of the police to take Fonda from his barricaded hotel room. The title stems
from inability of the local gendarmerie to blast Fonda until the arrival of tear gas which
takes hours. Meanwhile, in sectional treatment the story unfolds.
A striking, potent and profoundly affecting job of direction by Anatole Litvak gives

Moscow

CREDITS: Producers, Robert and Raymond Hakim; Director, Anatole Litvak; Screenplay by
John Wexley; Based on a story by Jacques Viot; Music Composition, Direction, Dmitri Tiomkin;
Photography, Sol Polito; Production Design, Eugene Lourie; Set Decorations, Darrell Silvern; Film
Editor, Robert Swink; Sound, Richard Van Hessen, Clem Portman.

agent.

that further hearings
might then be deferred for a week,
with other witnesses to be called beginning June 24.
Several of the witnesses who appeared before Thomas in Hollywood
earlier this month are likely to be
Robert Taylor,
including
called,
It is likely

enhancement. It stands to be one of the most talked about offerings of the year.
CAST: Henry Fonda, Barbara Bel Geddes, Vincent Price, Ann Dvorak, Howard Freeman, Moroni
Olsen, Elisha Cook, Jr., Queenie Smith, David Clarke, Charles McGraw, Patty King, Robert A.
this film considerable

Davis.

DIRECTION,

Excellent.

Hirliman to Make 6-12
Productions in Canada

—

Toronto Production of six to 12
Adolphe Menjou and Rupert Hughes. features in Canada was announced
It was also indicated that Victor here by George Hirliman. Initial film,
Kravchenko, one-time Soviet mili"Miracle of Ste. Anne," is scheduled
tary attache who renounced his
country, might turn out to be the to get under way July 15 in the
real star of the Washington hear- locale of the shrine of Ste. Anne de
ings. His book, "I Chose Freedom," Beaupre. A French version is under
Hol- consideration.
is now going into production in
Picture will be directed by Robert
lywood, and Kravchenko appeared
before Thomas in secret session Wilmont and distribution will be
while the latter was there this through Screen Guild, it was said.
month.

Amy
Cudahy Seat Tax
Cudahy, Wis.— An ordinance

on Curtiz Board
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood George Amy, producer

West Coast Bureau, of

Threaten

plac-

—

and executive assistant to Curtiz,
has been elected to the board of
would range from $50 to $200 per Michael Curtiz Productions, it is an-

ing a seating tax on local theaters is
threatened by the city fathers. Tax
theater.

nounced.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

First Rate.

'»

HOLLYWOOD

PAUL WILLETT

will

produce

six

western

specials a year in San Antonio, Tex., fur

Adventure ''pvt- 55
by Western
orCorp., newly-formed releasing
ganized by John Mangham, Atlanta, presirelease

comply

dent; John Franconi, Dallas, vice-president
and Western sales manager; J. Francis
White, Jr., Charlotte, N. C. secretaryPower and
Haviland
D.
E.
treasurer
Lloyd Nolan have been appointed to Screen
Actors Guild board of directors, replacing
.Following his redirectors who resigned.
turn from Paris yesterday, Producer Lou
Bunin announced budget for "Alice in Wonderland" which he will produce in Paris
and which will combine live action with
figures.
animation of three dimensional
Budget has been increased to $1,500,030
or 180,000,000 Francs. He is now organizing
.

.

group of 20 American writers,

who

will

artists

and

leave for France with

next month. . .W a r n e r
scheduled three
films
to
start shooting next week; "Romance in
High C," "Mary Hagen" and "Haad Over
Heels". .. John Wayne will probably star
in Republic's "The Wake of the Red Witch,'
to follow "The Fabulous Texan" on producer Edmund Grainger's schedule. .. .EdMcCarthy,
gar Bergen, without Charlie
will play a straight role in RKO's "I Rafamilies

their

Brothers

.

has

member Mama."

Lakeview Seeks $962,000

Damages
New

in Trust Action

—Charging anti-trust

Orleans

Lakeview Theaters.
headed by Robert E. Smith, has
filed a $962,000 suit for damages
against E. V. Richards, Jr., United
Theaters, Inc., RKO, Paramount and
Warners.
Suit asks for a restraining ordei
halting defendants from continuing

law

pistol.

WILE

By

technicians,

While the main role was made to order for the acting talents of Henry Fonda, Barbara Bel Geddes, a newcomer to the film scene, delivers up a fine, affecting performance that should firmly establish her in the esteem of the audience. Standing out
m the superb casting of the supporting roles are Vincent Price and, more specifically,

ter's

Hollywood
Vine Yard
RALPH
=

violations,

Inc.,

distribution practices allegedly in
violation of the Sherman and Clayton
anti-trust acts and the Robinson-Patman act. Lakeview charges that
practices favor United's Beacon Theater, located 400 feet from the Lake-

view Theater.
Action claims that the Lakeview
was erected on assurances from the
defendant distributors that pictures
on reasonable
Cleveland, O.
Funeral services would be available
"as soon as plaintiff's inwill be held today for Charles Bul- terms, and
tention to erect was generally known
lock, 59, president of Local 160,
a lot approxIATSE, since 1932 and chairman of 'United purchasedaway
and erectec
feet
400
imately
like
for
executive
committee
a
its
Beacon."
the
operbeen
period of time. He had
an

Cleveland Rites Today
For Charles Bullock

—

ator for local Loew theaters for the
past 28 years until his retirement,
a year ago, because of poor health.
Bullock was the son of Sam Bulpioneer Cleveland exhibitor
lock,
and one of the founders of the
Cleveland Motion Picture League,
forerunner of the Cleveland Motion
Picture Exhibitors Association.
Surviving are his wife, Patricia;
children, Mrs. Edythe Skody, Robert
G., Russell R., and Lynn Bullock;
his mother, sister and two brothers.
Burial in Sunset Memorial Park.

C upid

Captures "I/"

Exchange in Denver

—

The Universal exchange
[) enve r
must have set a record, what with
three weddings in one day. Mayer
Monsky, manager, was married to
Fine; Harold Michaels, salesman, was married to Betty Flaks,
while Barbara Pellish confirmation
clerk, married Allan Wandell.
Lillian
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REPORT 86,640 THEATERS

MPAA to

WORLD

IN

Commerce Survey Shows

Dept. of

Over Jan. 1940;

New

and

Prices

Increase of 18,643
Record Seats 38,353,678

List

House

REUJ POSTS
Policies
AUGUST HAMPE,

assistant

manager.

Varsity,

Detroit.

(Continued from Page
Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY
The figures compiled by Golden
new survey con- were obtained by cable from U. S.

Washington A
by Nathan D. Golden, Depart- foreign service representatives in
foreign countries.
°^ Commerce pix chief, shows
\A~
In announcing the completion of
a ftital of 86,640 theaters scattered the survey, Golden noted the imthroughout the world. This whop- portance of having accurate data on
ping total compares with 67,997 the number of theaters in determinstands in the world as of Jan. 1, 1940 ing the foreign market for films.
"American motion pictures,"
an increase of 18,643 theaters.
The record number of theaters in Golden said, "are facing today the
the world as of Jan. 1, 1947, had a most intensive competition that they
seating capacity of 38,353,678 per- have ever confronted in markets
ciliated

—

sons, according to Golden. Accurate abroad."
data on seating capacity in 1940 is
Figures compiled by Golden show
not available, according to Golden.
the following:

1940
No. of Theaters

Region
Europe ...
Central and South America
Far East
South Pacific
Middle East

36,779
4,786
3,308
2,045
1,199

Africa
Atlantic Islands

Canada

17,003
121

Total

67,997

War

Dept. Plans Forming
Of Civilian Reserves

1,493
18,765

Washington Bureau uf

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— Creation

of

an or-

130
86,640

Mayer

General

Army
The

chief of staff.

(Continued from Page

I)

ney, Inc.

Metro's Memorial

The Widows

units will be formed in
about three weeks, it was said.
Target for the special reserve is
300,000 men in about 2,500 units.
The reserves would be placed in inactive status but would be given
training.
first

of

Day Award
World War

II,

a

society to prevent further wars,, at
a special ceremony today at the
Sheraton Hotel, will present their
annual Memorial Day award to
M-G-M for "The Beginning of the

End." Hume Cronyn, M-G-M star,
who played the role of Dr. J. Robert

Representing MPAA at the meet- Oppenheimer in the picture, will accept the award for M-G-M.
was Stanley Mcintosh.

ing

(til

mom's

—

manager,

New Mexico

headed by Charles R. Gilmour, will build 10
theaters as soon as the situation will allow, with one at Santa Fe, N. M., having
already been given CPA approval. This will cost $150,000 and seat 1,000. The
Gibraltar

Enterprises,

organization will build another in Santa Fe later.
Other new theaters planned include one of 800 seats, costing $150,000 at
Ordway, Colo.; 550 seats. $70,000, Ordway, Colo.; 780 seats, $85,000, Loveland,
Colo.; 550 seats, $70,000 Socorro, N. M.; 800 seats, $125,000, Raton, N. M.;

800 seats, $125,0C0, Alamosa, Colo., and one of 600 seats, costing $70,000 at
Craig, Colo., which will replace the Craig, which was destroyed by fire while
closed for alterations.

Alger

(Continued from Page

—

Philadelphia Radio station WFIL
has purchased a five kilowatt television
transmitter,
and complete

1)

have not as yet presented the Fabian
offer to her.

studio

and

field

of the week.

6.

M-G-M TRADE SHOW

CORRECTION!
New York-New Jersey
\\

Territory

Only

FIESTA
NEW

SS

DATE
11

JUNE

Gibraltar Enterprises to Erect

I© Theaters in Colorado and
Denver

assistant

Detroit.

Fabian Amends UA Offer to
Win Chaplin-Pickford Okay

Philly
Video Station in Fall

No.

Host Luncheon
For O'Brien and Walsh

War

Robert P. Patterson and
Dwight D. Eisenhower,

DWYER,

and Vogue,

Open

to

MPAA

The plan was proposed by Secre-

CHARLES

to

ganized reserve in key civilian indus- J. A. McConville, J. Segal, A. M.
Chas. Goldtries including the motion picture Picker of Columbia;
industry, was proposed to represent- smith, Loews; J. W. Piper, Albert
atives of
and other groups by Deane, Paramount; R. H. Hawkinson, B. D. Lion, RKO; Murray anc
top War Department officials.
Emanuel Silverstone, 20th-Fox;
In the event of war, these special
Seidelman, Al Daff, C. A. Kirby,
reserves would be taken into the Joe
Army and given work similar to Universal; J. J. Glynn, Warners; L.
F. Samuels, William Levy, Walt Distheir civilian duties.
tary of

1)

MPAA

While Chaplin is reported favorequipment from RCA, ably disposed toward the Fabian
and expects to open a video station group offer, Miss Pickford is desometime in the Fall.
scribed as not wholly satisfied with
Kenneth W. Stowman, tele direc- the price offered by the Fabian group
tor for WFIL, said that construction and is said to be asking approxhad already begun in accordance imately $15,000,000.
with a permit granted by the FCC
It is expected here that a final de38,353,678 to operate on Philadelphia Channel cision may be reached before the end

659
122

1,251

United States
Puerto Rico

WFIL

16,708,907
4,398,321
1,457,913
1,439,556
952,103
719,560
379,143
59,363
775,552
11,393,660
69,600

6,331
2,779
2,083
1,844
1,207

893
509
103

Caribbean Area

Seating
Capacity

1947
No. of Theaters
51,227

head of the

research
EUGENE DARLOW, manager. Vogue, Detroit.
dept., who arrives in New York today GORDON GRAMWELL, assistant, Capitol, Pawtucket, R. I.
from the Coast. Chambers will anEDWARD SOLLETT, manager, Capitol, Provialyze the data for the Buffalo terridence, R. I.
tory that has been collated in his WILLIAM MUSSMAN, Paramount salesman, Minneapolis.
absence, and the Buffalo report, first
JOHN FARLEY, booker. Theater Associates, Minof the series, is expected to be ready
neapolis.
JERRY WEISS, Paramount booker, Minneapolis.
for release within the week.
PROPHET, Republic booking department,
Area research has been carried on GENECharlotte.
for some months by the worker as- BILL MUSSMAN, from Para,
salesman to sales
signed to the study in each terrimanager, Minneapolis.
tory. Distributors have assisted in WILLIAM COHEN, Twentieth-Fox sales manager, Philadelphia, Pa.
the work, but independent inquiry
has been employed where necessary.
bers,

Wednesday 10:30 A.M. and 2:30 P.M.

M-G-M SCREEN ROOM
630 Ninth Avenue

Instead of

•

New

York City

Monday, June 23,

as previously advertised

—

10
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April Ticket Tax 'Take'

REVIEWS Of

Over $33 Million
(Continued from Page

'Miracle of Monte

warned, however, that it is sometimes misleading to compare succeeding months, since the "carryover" is often large. Although this
"carryover" nearly cancels out over
a period of a year, it can be misleading for shorter periods.
Oddly enough, nearly half the
$4,615,988 increase over March
collections

was registered

sixth California

district,

in the

which

includes the Los Angeles area.

April admissions tax collections
$3,256,357 represented a
whopping 178 per cent increase
over the $1,169,283 collected in
of

March.
In most other districts collections
dropped in April. The third New
York district, which includes the
Broadway area, dropped to $5,937,630 in April from March collections
of $6,518,375.
All admissions figures now released by the Treasury Department
exclude the cabaret tax. Industry
estimates that theater collections

amount to approximately 90 per cent
of these special admissions tax collections.
Ocner collections for the entire
country

in

Cassino"

1)

April follow Alabama,
Arizona, $118,459; Ar-

with Fosco Giachetti and Nino Pavese
lnt'1 Film Corp.
90 Mins.

Famous

POWERFUL

RELIGIOUS

DOCUMENT

HAS STARTLING MODERN PARALLELS.
This

fine

Italian

packs

film

a

terrific

punch by understatement rather than empnasis. Tracing the founding of the Benedictine Order from the end of the fifth
century, when Italy was being over-run by
barbarians, film starts with the bombing
of the famed abbey in World War II, witn
one of the fleeing refugees recounting the
tribulations

over

the

centuries

succeeding generations of
It

is

men

the end of the fifth

faced

by

of good-will.

century

and

Roman civilization is beginning to crumble.
A Roman nobleman, Benedict Da Norcia,
angered by the complacent attitude of his
countrymen, flees to the hills to find solace
in God. His triumph over the flesh, after
living alone

in

the

hills

for months, seek-

ing the truth and peace,

is a tour de force,
and he emerges as a true man of God. His
tame rapidly spreading throughout the countryside, he is joined by others who eventu-

ally

launch the Benedictine Order. Startling
with recent dictators and strug-

parallels

down-trodden humanity of all nations
brings the message of the film home with
a sharp punch. A tyrant called Zalla, who
taxes the workers on the land of an absentee landlord, massacres many of the
men of the Order. He is eventually subjugling

gated

in

turn by the compelling dynamism

of the holy man.

$218,200;
kansas, $244,438; first California,
Acting of the all-Italian cast is uniformly
$1,103,714; Colorado, $291,927; Con- good, with several parts standing out sharpnecticut, $283,576; Delaware, $29,- ly. Giachetti as St. Benedict
imparts a
Florida,
Georgia, saintly aura to his characterization
717;
$803,125;
and is
$518,111; Hawaii, $164,291; Idaho, thoroughly compelling.
first
Illinois,
$72,382;
$1,843,104;
Titles tell the story smoothly. Direction
eighth Illinois, $249,164; Indiana,
never lags. A fine pace is maintained. Pro$346,634; Iowa, $650,229; Kansas, Juction-wise,
this is said to be the costliest
$167,860; Kentucky, $257,341; Louis- film ever
made in Italy. Started a few
iana, $506,421; Maine, $63,341; Marymonths prior to the Allied invasion, proland, $567,101; Massachusetts, $1,duction was halted until after liberation.
MinMichigan,
402,750;
$1,650,563;
There is enough in this one to make it
nesota, $550,454; Mississippi, $97,751; first Missouri, $385,901; sixth go farther than the usual religious pic. It
Missouri, $400,565; Montana, $80,- packs a wallop.
CAST: Fosco Giachetti, Nino Pavese, Alfred
807; Nebraska, $265,932; Nevada,
Varelli, Lillianne Laine, Manoel Roero, Adriana
$39,330; New Hampshire, $69,239; Benetti.
first New Jersey, $213,399; fifth New
CREDITS: Produced by Maleno Mallenotti; DiJersey, $496,502; New Mexico, $53,- rector, Guiseppe M. Scotese.
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
508; first New York, $706,059; second
New York, $227,567; 14th New York,
$469,492; 21st New York, $185,079;
28th New York, $565,347; North $56,838; first Ohio, $320,247; 10th
Carolina, $390,091; North Dakota, Ohio, $118,551; 11th Ohio, $157,030;
18th
Ohio,
$571,042;
Oklahoma,
$350,579;
Oregon, $227,898; first
Pennsylvania,
$801,794; 12th Pennto Use Six TR's
sylvania $342,513;
23rd Pennsyl'Long Wight'
vania $539,761; Rhode Island, $116,100; South Carolina, $122,732; South
Terry Turner, RKO's exploitation
Dakota, $59,493; Tennessee, $492,director, flies to Hollywood today to
475; .first Texas, $385,851; second
supervise production of six 15-minute
Texas, $1,048,833; Utah, $135,305;
transcriptions, written and produced
Vermont, $48,233; Virginia, $392,539;
by Dan Thompson, to plug "The
Washington, $447,429; West VirLong Night." Transcription uses pic's
ginia, $184,551; Wisconsin, $512,610;
four leading players: Henry Fonda,
Wyoming, $36,918.
Barbara Bel Geddes, Ann Dvorak and
It was pointed out, too, that March
Vincent Price. Turner will confab
was three more days than February.
with Barret McCormick, ad-pub chief
April collections were even above
and Perry Lieber, studio publicity
April, 1946, collections of $29,949,
head, on overall campaign.
562. Last year was a record-breaking year.

RKO

To Play

films

flEUJ

Para. Bid Requests

"Dear Ruth"

Increasing— Reagan

with Joan Caulfield, William Holden
p ara.
95 Mins.

(Continued from Page

1)

ROLLICKING COMEDY STAMPED FOR being forced to negotiate with exSURE SUCCESS; SHOULD BE TAGGED, hibitors who ask for the opportunity
"With Love, Para."
to compete for product. In this way,
A consensus of audible vocal comment the company is complying with the
following the preview screening of "Dear N. Y. Statutory Court's decrej^-f
Ruth" summed it up as superior to tie Dec. 31 which banned the distf^jjrstage

production

smash

a

which

was something

tors from arbitrarily refusing" a
license or run.
In many cases, Reagan pointed out,
this policy means selling away from
old customers, despite the company's
reluctance to do so.

of

hit.

Prev.ously, slipped into a

Broadway house
sneak preview, it proved
a rafter shaker of no mean potentialities.
The audience met every comic situation
with spontaneity and registered appreciafternoon

an

as

ation

applause at the conclusion. And
such observed response in the field can be
regarded as a general metering of future
acceptance.
via

"Dear

Ruth" is a solid, warm, human,
concocted with intelligence
and strewn with comedy situations that are
gems of shrewd understanding of people,
adolescents and the lighter aspects of wartime civilian response to the need of warrior morale in foreign climes. Shrewdly rne
humor is written into the script and the
laughter comes forth sprung from clever
manipulating of the machinery of the
human comedy.
In the middle of the war the household
of Edward Arnold is invaded by William
Holden who, having completed 25 missions
in
Italy,
flies home
to seek "Ruth" his
correspondent of V-Mail verse and pas-

homey

story

sionate prose. Joan

But

of his pursuit.

her younger sister,
sives. Miss Freeman

Caulfield

the object

is

was Mona Freeman,
who penned the mis-

it

is
given to that sort
writing in appointments
for her parents at the local blood bank.

of

thing,

Billy

At

also

to

DeWolfe

is

Miss Caulfield's fiance.

flabbergasted at the turn of events
and the deviation of Miss Caulfield's affection for him, he becomes increasingly
first

and humorously obsessed with the idea
which is beyond control that Holden is
beating his time with the girl.
Holden pursues Miss Caulfield without
restraint and she has a time keeping him
at arm's length. She agrees to run around

—

with

him,

situation

after

discussing
her parents,

with

the

awkward

being the
least she can do for a fighting man. After
the two-day leave is over she thinks distance and time will prove severing elements.
it

As an example, he

indicated that
a theater operator builds a modern theater and offers the distributor
a greater revenue potential than an
established situation, the distributor
must accept the bid even though it
means giving up the old customer.
"We don't like to do this," Reagan
added, "but we have no choice."
In this connection it should be
stated that industry attorneys are
generally in agreement that al chough
in some instances justifiable reasons
may be present for refusing to
license a specific exhibitor despite his
offer of the highest bid, the money
offer remains the most potent factor
in determining who is to receive product in accordance with the District
Court's order.
if

to Play
Theater
Esquire
Boston's

"Carnegie Hall"

—

Boston "Carnegie Hall" has been
booked into the Esquire Theater for
a roadshow two-a-day engagement
at advanced prices. The Esquire has
played two other successful road-

show engagements within the past
year.
"Henry V" ran 35 weeks
while "The Best Years" remained 20
weeks. Carl Goldman, manager for
the latter run, will continue on as
Hall." June
17 is the opening date.

manager for "Carnegie

Expect Robin Appeal
St. Louis— Arthur D. Kalbfell and
Marie K. Wimberley, owners of the

Robin Theater, are expected to appeal from the ruling of Circuit Judge
Francis E. Williams who refused
Holden floods the house with flowers and their request for a temporary incorn crispies. A.'so he is relentless in amor- junction to compel city officials to
ous dalliance. Something must be done, it renew the theater's license, and to
is.
Holden proposes. Miss Caulfield hedges withdraw the action of the building
commissioner in condemning the theand then he learns she does not
that
care

much

for him. Holden's sister

She was
Holden's crew,

engaged

iting.

a

ater.

a-vis-

member

of

sergeant. First thing after
is a judge, marries them.
settle past differences.

that Arnold,

They

to

comes

Originally

curtain

a

who

headed

the Pacific theater, Holden receives orders to go to Florida
with his sergeant to become instructors.
Shortly thereafter Miss Freeman lets slip
that she wrote the incriminating letters and
for

Holden patches things with both Miss
Caulfield and DeWolfe. His luck holds. Inadvertently giving Arnold the wrong railroad tickets, he dashes back to the household and seeing that certain look on Miss
Caulfield's face plays his last card. They
are married and dash off. With the return
of DeWolfe explanations are begun but the

sailor

rings

down with the

— another

arrival of a
of Miss Freeman's V-mail

victims.

Everyone figuring in the proceedings does
job and the production leaves
nothing desired. William D. Russell's direction has no room for improvement.
CAST: Joan Caulfield, William Holden, Mona
Freeman, Edward Arnold, Billy DeWolfe, Mary
Philips, Virginia Welles, Kenny O'Morrison.
CREDITS: Producer, Paul Jones; Director, William D. Russell; Screenplay, Arthur Sheekman;
a

first-rate

Based on the play by Norman Krcsna; PhotograErnest Laszlo; Art Direction, Hans Dreier,
Hedrick; Editor, Archie Marshek; Set Decoration, Sam Comer, Syd Moore; Music Score,
Robert Emmett Dolan; Sound, William Thayer,
John Cope.
DIRECTION; Top-Notch.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
phy,
Earl

—

V*

1/

J

He takes the words
right out of her mouth ...
the microphone boom man takes the
words "right out of the mouth" of
actor or actress
correlates sound

duced on the screen. A great part of
which is so essential to a
picture's success depends on the boom
man's skill and on his close cooperation with the sound mixer.

with action so that clarity and proper
perspective are always maintained.
Thanks to him, today's motion pictures have the freedom of action which

man's success are superior sound films
films which have the quality, so
uniformly found in Eastman Films, of

BY

his interpretive use of

—his

skill in

.

was

lost

equipment

anticipating motion

.

.

when sound was

first

intro-

the reality

And
.

.

equally essential to the

boom

.

assuring faithful reproduction.
<
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spot news of thc
Set for Louisville
Slated to begin construction next
Spring, a $15,000,000 structural development in Louisville, Ky., including two theaters, a 17-story hotel

and a department store, in which several New Yorkers are interested,
was announced yesterday.
Keported to be the biggest project

many

years in Louisville, the development will be situated on "Mirin

Mile," Louisville's famed six
block business location.
Several members of the New York
syndicate interested in the project
are now in Louisville discussing details of the projected development
with city officials and leading business execs.
Theater scheduled for the site will
seat 2,000, and will also have television facilities for large screen
acle

showings.

Land for the planned development
was purchased some time ago from
the Government on a sealed bid by
the New York syndicate under the
name of Jules R. Endler and Associates.

ALABAMA

—An
make

Lafayette

mantled

Ahead

of 1946

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Refreshment sales in
the over 3,000 theaters handled by
the Group Service Agency were substantially ahead for the first 1947
quarter over the same period last
year, Herbert R. Ebenstein, executive director, said following a tour
of the Agency's Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Portland, Seattle and Spokane offices.
Ebenstein said that all nine companies comprising Group Service report sales peaks but noted that
patrons are discriminating to the
point of being attracted or turned
away from the candy counter by the
merchandise offered.
Buyers are
selecting the better candies and leaving others behind.

WB's

New

Minn. Branch

Expected Ready in July
third new Warners exchange
building to be opened this year, the

Oakdale

—

Bert Henson

Opens

in Berkeley
Berkeley, Calif.
Atlas Educational Films, owned by Byard C. Taylor, has opened new showrooms at
2818 Telegraph Ave., for the full line
of Ampro equipment. Atlas has San
Francisco offices and showrooms at
936 Pacific Building.

Atlas

—

Cox Buys Prince from Sims

—

Ault, Colo. Wilbur E. Cox purchased the Prince here from George
Sims.

j

Enterprises will start
theater here to cost

construction of their new
$100,000 and seat 660. The Modesto-Oakdale
area will be served by this theater

Temple

City

—The

Edwards Theater Circuit
a Western-motif theater here
at the Arcadia-Temple City

have plans for
to
be erected
boundary.

FLORIDA

—

The Floyd Circuit received

release to build a new Negro theater here.
Estimated cost placed at $11,000.

a

ILLINOIS

—

Cave in Rock To be known as the Ohio,
construction here is being readied on that theater, seating between 400 and 500, by Tom
Partain and Carl Humm.

—

Fairfield
Pitner and Barnes have purchased
a site here for a theater to seat about 1,000.

—

Stockton A corner site has been purchased
bv Hubert Williams for a new 400-seat house.
Williams is the owner of the town's other
house.

to

Production

KENTUCKY

—

MASSACHUSETTS

—

adjacent

be

Whalom

to

Park.

MICHIGAN

— Grading

on the site of a Drive-In
on U. S. 31 is under way for 700 cars. The
Central Drive-In Theaters Corp. of Cleveland
hope to have it in operation this summer.

—

Englewood

MISSOURI
Kansas

suburb,
Lee
E. Mathews, V. A. Julian and Dr. C. D. Aikins
have incorporated to build and operate a theIn

this

City

Homer Vaughn, Frank Brown,

Messrs.

Sr.,

INDIANA

—

by Sept.

1.

—

Wabash

Construction of a new theater
here, to be known as the Esquire, will start
about July 1, following approval of the project
by the C.P.A. Plans for the house, to cost
over $150,000 including equipment, were drawn
several years ago but the war held up the
work. The theater will be on the site of the
old Tremont Hotel, which will be hazed.

—The

Royal Theater
Dave Williams.

—

is

Lakin
Fred

—

El

Capitan

Munson,

H.

350-seat

theater

of
is

is
the name chosen by
Dighton, when his new
constructed here.

—

Ruthorn Enterprises, owned by
Donald Ruth of the Ruth Lumber Co. and R. M.
Scottdale

Thome, Cloverleaf grocer, announce construction of a new drive-in situated two miles from
here. The theater will accommodate 600 cars.

SOUTH CAROLINA

—

John Holiday and Howard Anderson will build the first theater here. Both are
war veterans.
Pamplico

SOUTH DAKOTA
Webster— A $65,000 house
be

built

here

—

by

to seat 650
Benfield-Schenecker.

VIRGINIA

Any Quantity

We

have the Cream of the Crop
for exact photo

MART

Clean

Rest

World Opens As Foreign
Language Art Theater

—

Columbus, O.
First-run British
and foreign language films are being
offered by the 325-seat World Theater, formerly the Olentangy, recently opened by Al Sugarman and
Lee Hofhemier, operators of the Indianola and Avondale.
The World, closed for several
weeks, has a new air conditioning
system, remodeled front and has had
a complete seat re-arrangement so
that all of its 325 seats are "center
seats."

WILL PURCHASE

CHICAGO USED CHAIR

—

will

Allen D. Simpson and Grady W.
Gregory plan to build a modern theater here
to be called the Chatham.

FORT-A-CIDE

ASK YOUR DEALER

—

I

I

—

Sewickley The Brookside Drive-In Theater is
being prepared for an early opening. Capacity
be for 400 cars. Robert W. Thompson, Jr.,
and Elso H. Marr are behind the project.

THE "MIRACLE" ODORLESS
DEODORANT AND DISINFECTANT
Hospital

Reeves-Ely Sound to Build
New Lab. in Pennsylvania

—

Write or wire

For

to the consumer, but there are no
immediate prospects of such action.

being constructed

Used Upholstered Opera Chairs

KANSAS

of steel, copper and electric motors
are reduced, air conditioner manufacturers expect to nass the savings on

—

Chatham

Denison
Leo V. and Richard McTague
have workmen at work on the construction of
their new theater being built here.

>i_

OREGON

—

start immediately.

IOWA

conditi\^„

Harrisburg, Pa. Reeves-Ely Sound
Laboratories, subsidiary of ReevesEly Laboratories, Inc., of New York,
here by
is establishing a Pennsylvania branch
at Carlisle to manufacture transPhilomath The CPA approval sets in motion formers, and later electronic equipthe building of a new $10,000 800-seat theater ment, it was reported yesterday by
here. Everett A. Mika is the owner-operator.
the State Department of Commerce.
The concern will construct a onestory brick and concrete building, the
PENNSYLVANIA
first unit of which will contain 12,000
Dr. R. B. Herrick has completed the
Butler
pla nfor the construction of a 600-car Drive-In square feet. Later the company plans
near here.
to expand this plant to 50,000 square
New Castle A project for a Drive-In near feet. About 150 persons will be emhere will be under construction accord ng to ployed at first, with plans to increase
Accom- to 250. The first unit is expected to
Dr. R. B. Herrick's completed plans.
modations will take care of 700 cars.
be ready for operation by mid-Sum-

—

West Baden Already the owner of the West
Baden Theater, V. J. McKelski has scheduled
construction of a de-luxer here with worth to

air

ent material shortages. Total sales
of $800,000,000 are predicted for first
five years after the end of the war.
This would compart with $250,000,000
of sales recorded during the period
from 1930-40.
While prices have risen as much
as 40 per cent, demand has so far
been unaffected. When and if prices

ater.

will

Red Key Richard Norton will remodel the
purchased storage room of a large garage into
a theater. Project is expected to be completed

of

equipment remains well below the'
potential demand owing to still-pres-

Lunenburg License has been granted by the
Selectmen here for a Drive-In with location to

King

Winter Haven

M.

J.

Contracts for the construction of
440-seat deluxe theater here have been
awarded by i. F. Carnahan, who operates four
other theatres in as many cities in this state.

—

Sunland
The Foothill, a 1,000-seater of
Colonial design, is the new showcase planned
by the Edwards Theater Circuit.

St.,

a

Muskegon

—

Douglas

is

.

Santa Cruz The T & D Jr. Circuit, already
owners of tow theaters here will have another
one at Soquel and Seabright Avenues. Plans
are already drawn.

W.

4200

building a quonset-type house
seat 375. This will be his first theater.

Gourley

Campton

Arcadia
An allocation of $350,000 has
been appropriated by the Edwards Theater Circuit for a modern California rancho-type theand
on a site at Milchellinda
ater here,
Huntington Drive. Parking space will accommodate 600 cars.

The

Minneapolis branch, is expected to be
ready the latter part of July.

way

CALIFORNIA

—

Air Conditioning

Wichita— At

building about to be disfor the new Lafayette.

old

will

Theater Refreshment
Sales

Shortages Stymie

COnSTRUCTIOn PROJECTS

$15 Million Project

Or Lease Individual or Chain of
Theatres showing satisfactory operaAlso consider purchase of
tion.
building in which theatre is located.
Financing available. Quick action in
first

PHILIP LEVIT
39

Sam Levinsohn, Owner

Rooms

829

So. State Street,

Chicago 5

_

reply.

S.

REALTOR
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mi»€D 6KHIB. BCBCTjOjj TO ffllLTIPU RIMS
misrepresented on German Pix, Pommer Claims
Claims Misunderstandings
!)ould Be "Easily Ironed
}ut" Via Johnston, Gov't
MANNING CLAGETT
THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Eric Pommer yester-

$47,000,000

PARAMOUNT BACKLOG

Fortune Magazine Pins "Oscar for Profits" on
Company, with Major Credit to Balaban

}

ay branded as "sheer fakery" and a
teeries of misquotations and malitous lies" a confidential report allegedly quoting his views on rebuilding

be German motion picture industry.
In an exclusive interview, Pommer
aid the memorandum, which purorted to be a report of a converation between him and an MPEA
(Continued on Page 7

to

Mexican Tieup

Manned by O'Brien
Tom O'Brien, M. P. and general
ecretary of the National Associaion of Theatrical and Kine Emloyes, told The Film Daily that for
he time being he contemplates no
agreement with
labor
eciprocal
Iexican unions.
First, the IATSE would have to
(Continued on Page 6)

'or

October Convention

Pommer Shows

—

(

S,

$260,991

Deal

Net for 39 Weeks

In Interzonal

—

(Continued on Page 8)

11

ashington Bur.,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Housing expeditor
Washington
R. Creedon yesterday reiterated

Full Film

Monogram's net

there are no present plans for
non-housing construction

removing
controls.

Terming the construction

limita-

order the "keystone" of the
housing program, Creedon said controls would be kept "until condipermit further relaxation or
tions
reunless Congress directs their
moval."

tion

(Continued on Page 7)

Sell

Every Film

to

Steve Broidy, president, revealed
Net is comparable to
yesterday.
$248,976 earned in the same period
of last year. Profit before income
tax provision was $414,042 in the
period ended this year, compared

House Unit Would Include Gov't Aspect
Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Although the House
Committee on Un-American Activi-

ties will proceed with its scheduled
Cincinnati Rex A. Carr has been questioning of musician Hans Eisler
named general manager of Theater next month, there is a strong posOwners Corp., replacing Irving So- sibility that it may be late Summer
chin who recently resigned. Appoint- or early Fall before its probe of
ment is effective June 15. Carr was Hollywood goes into the public hearwith
Manny Marcus Enterprises ings stage in Washington. Before

—

(Continued on Page 7)

—

ShowBoulder Springs, Mont.
manship can maintain the patronage
that the war years built up, and
theater grosses can level off at a
much higher point than the pre-war
years if every picture is sold to every
(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 7)

"Red" Probe Urged

Carr Named Gen'l Mgr.
Of Theater Owners Corp.

Every

—Simons

profit for the 39

weeks ended March 29 was $260,991,

Frank
that

Pommer, it was learned yesterday.
Pommer, who apparently charged

Potential Patron

(

Creedon

Monogram

Films

InterBerlin (Via Air Mail)
zonal deal has been worked out bethe American and French
pecial Papers Committee which will tween
Berlin, according to MPEA's
iclude representatives of theater zones of
Goldschmidt of this city's
ircuits, to obtain papers and experts Dr. R. F.
Pact calls for Yankee pix
or the Theater Engineering Con- exchange.
to play one week in 20 of the 31
Continued on Page 8)
houses in the Gallic sector, starting

Stays, Says

Proof

Reich

Of

Leonard Satz, of Century Circuit,
as been appointed chairman of a

Construction Control

Prices

run idea inaugurated by David O.
Bestowing an "Oscar for profits" guage and manner," who in 11 years Selznick's "Duel in the Sun" is
mixed, with primary opposition dion Paramount, Fortune Magazine for "has raised the company from the rected toward the advanced admisJune tells how "in a decade the old- bottom to the top."
sion prices.
Article reports that Paramount has
est movie comHarry Brandt, ITOA president,
a backlog of 24 pictures, worth about
pany has risen
told The Film Daily, that in his
million, judged by cost, and much
$47
out of a $100opinion the saturation promotion of
more than that in potential receipts.
million bankpicture was "a good thing begiven the
backlog
is
for
the
Credit
ruptcy to become
cause it is a new idea and gets everyproducGinsberg,
Henry
mainly
to
free, clear and
one talking about pictures again."
tion chief.
No. 1."
(Continued on Page 6)
future
of Parathe
to
As
In a searching
Balathat
holds
mount,
Fortune
analysis of the
ban "expects only a modest decompany from its
cline from the staggering profits
virtual collapse in
of 1946; sees the income from
the early 1930s
foreign markets strengthening
through its presOrigin
'Ami's'
month by month; and faces the
ent debt free and
forcash,
a
with
heavy
future
earntop industry
tune in film on the shelves, a
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ing position, Forvast team of cost-cutting entertune pins the
Washington Evidence indicating
tainment experts at his back,
major credit on
that the controversial film "Bel Ami"
BARNEY BALABAN
inof
point
the
armed
to
and
President Barney
German-made has been turned
is
vulnerability by the 1,500 ParaBalaban, called "a mild and careful
over to the Department of Justice's
Page
8)
on
Continued
person, habitually restrained in lanOffice of Alien Property by Eric

French-U.

JMPE Names Committees

Advanced Admish

Exhibitor reaction to the multiple-

By

Vashington Bureau of

Primary Opposition Directed Toward Requirement of

(Continued on Page 7)

"Henry V" Returniny
For Vop'Priced Run
First

of

ing

popular

-

"Henry V" on
policy

is

set

priced
a

engagement

continuous showfor

the

Broadway

Theater, starting June 6, it was confirmed yesterday by UA. The J. Arthur Rank pic previously played 12
weeks at the City Center and 35
weeks at the Golden on a moveover for a total of 47 weeks. Broad-

way run

will

be

of

duration. Otherwise,

indefinite
"Henry V" con-

tinues nationally as a roadshow.

V

T»

May

Thursday,
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LEON J. BAMBERGER, RKO sales promotion
manager, leaves next week for Little Rock
where he will speak at the convention of the
Independent Theater Owners of Arkansas.

Editor

EDWARD

WALTON,

L.

Republic

assistant

sales manager, has returned
to
the
office following a visit at the company's

general
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HAL

BAHN,
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leaves

editor

Syracuse

for

of

tomorrow

FILM
for SU

WORTH, JR., assistant manager for Sydney,
Australia, left for the Coast yesterday where
they will visit the Paramount studios.
Loew, execs. CHARLES K. STERN, ALAN
CUMMINGS, and HAROLD POSTMAN, arrive

HUGH FINDLAY, M-G-M
attend conferences
production plans.

WILLIAM JACOBS, Warners' producer who
has been in New York for the past week, leaves
today on his return to the Coast. He will
make a stopover in Chicago on Friday.

EDDIE BUZZELL, M-G-M director, arrived
New York yesterday from the Coast.
ARGYLE NELSON, Selznick Studio chief, and
CLEM BEAUCHAMP, unit manager, arrived from

MARIAN
Germany,
via

JORDAN,

F.

MPEA

manager

today to his office

fly

will

in

in

Paris.

vice-president in charge
of advertising and publicity for Enterprise, returned to Hollywood from New York last night
via t!ie Constellation following a six-week stay.

RUBE JACKTER, Columbia
manager,

ington

spent

the

manager.

MAURICE

BERGMAN, Eastern ad-publicity
chief for U-l; AL HORWITS, publicity
manager, and CHARLES SIMONELLI, special
events head, have returned to New York from
Cincinnati.

TERRY TURNER, RKO

exploitation chief, emfor Hollywood yesterday where he will
with S. Barret McCormick and Perry
Lieber on "The Long Night" campaign.

JOHN

200

FLYNN,

E.

15 for a

CECIL BARKER, executive assistant

fishing

of

M-G-M,

will

leave June

vacation.

Candy

Suppliers Feted

By Para. Service Corp.
Chicago

— Climaxing

convention

of

Selznick,

left

New York

to

David

yesterday for

Hol-
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Pathe

MM

war surplus
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last

night

for

Theaters' exCleveland. He re-

LAWRENCE LANGER
opening
Hollywood.
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Max

last

Chicago for "Carounight and leaves today for
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Milder Back on Job

After 2-Month Illness

'Heaven' Print Here
The first print of Seymour Nebenzal's "Heaven Only Knows" has ar-

New

%
i/

8

Vs

15,

Calif.

Picture

TEMPLE

•

TONE

MADISON

Otteqtmoon
MILLAND

WRIGHT

•

York,

the producer
personally escorting the print here.
Nebenzal is in New York for sales
conferences with United Artists officials. He is speaking to members of
the trade press today.

A

Paramount

Picture

-p/i&/iMO(//vr z:.

&

THE BEST FILM

ft

Hi

igg OF THE YEAR!

WEEK!!

Winner of Nine

i

cedent,

W*.<

ASTOR
B'WAY &

OUKLIVtSk

Mayfair.

Preem

will

mark

CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO

jointly

the theater's 20th anniversary and
the city's 50th.

6

7

ON SCREEN
1st

45lh ST.

See your travel agent or phone
16 M.M. sound
equipment has been installed

The latest

our air conditioned

.

.

DORSEY

LExington 2-7100
or visit TWA ticket office at
Park Ave. at 42nd St.

\

Save time with

TWA

AIRFREIGHT

I

ROSS & STONE

DORSEYS'

THE GHADWICKS

Plus:

6-0081-2-3-4

PHIL HARRIS

Marjorie

BONDED

•

ROCHESTER

Sportsmen

Reynolds

Quartet

On Screen!

Film Storage and Service

FILM STORAGE Co., Inc.
m.ui HKfitnWAY. N. Y. C.

Stage! In Person!

JACK BENNY

Can We "Show" You?
Circle

THE SMOOTHIES

'THE FABULOUS

On

.

Call:

THE BERRY BROS.

.

.
in addition to our 35 M.M.
R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectors . . .
.

\

LEO CARRILLO

Janet BLAIR
Paul Whiteman

\

PERSON

IN

B'way Showing!

TOMMY & JIMMY
|

Asked

Tested and guaranteed
quality. In rolls of 100 feet; 200 feet;
400 feet, and 1,000 feet. Supreme and
ultra special Ansco-DuPont No. 3.
Street

Universal-International

H73

Great Britain, has returned to
his desk following an illness that
kept him away for two months.

Walter Reade and Paramount will
officially begin Asbury Park's Sum1% mer season tonight when they world
Vs premiere
"Dear Ruth" at Reade's

SCREENING ROOM

Hill

A

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

1

Black and white

1358 South
Los Angeles

"Great Expectations"

in

in

HOBSON
Arthur Rank's

J.

fila*ic/ut

—

London (By Cable) Max Milder,
managing director for Warner Bros,

rived

—

Valerie

in

special events

%

5%

COAST PHOTO SUPPLY COMPANY

John

MILLS

Para.-Reade "Ruth" Preem
1% In Asbury Park Jubilee
%

5%

film.

t-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

14

in

35

THEATERS

Y.

IV.

department for Warners, has returned from
Cheyenne and the Denver territory, where he
worked on the world premiere of "Cheyenne."

+ %
+

Bid

release.

>/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Picts
3% 3% 3% +
2% 23/4 2% +
Corp
3% 3'/8 3% +

Sonotone
Technicolor

has been promised a major studi

KAUFMAN, Warner

New York on Monday.
ABE KRONENBERG, head of the

1

Monogram

RKO

stor

Rockefeller Center

2

185
Eq

West" because

of the

in public domain. Sherman claim
his story will in no way interfei
or encroach on one Columbia plan.
Sherman's rep. said if nec«<£" r
he will go to court. Signinrj£°,l
Sherman has received an offer t
film the picture in Mexico City an
is

lywood.

A.

planed
confer

Hollywood where they will
on the company's British

"Carmen

the Coast yesterday.

general

assistant

week-end in WashMideast division

SAM GALANTY,

with

British publicity difilm art director,

JUNGE,

in

O.

ROBERT TAPLINGER,

sales

rector, and ALFRED
last night for

Berlin,

financial.

do pfd
Gen. Prec.

F.

in

Denver, Friday.

left

THE FILM D.IIL)
Hollywood
Representatives c
Harry Sherman announced he wi
not abandon the idea of filmin

—

THE

Story
Prods.' executive proplaning East from Hollywood to atgraduation Monday from Duke Universitv of Barbara Sachs, daughter of his wife.
Lea Home.
is

the

Necessary

if

West Coast Bureau of

Commencement festivities.
STANLEY H. CRAIG, Paramount general manager for New Zealand, and WILLIAM HUR-

town from

the national
confectioners here,
MONTEVIDEO—
the
Paramount Theaters Service
597.
Corporation played host yesterday to
200 candy suppliers at a luncheon
in the Stevens Hotel.
Earle Hudson, United-Detroit Theaters head, was toastmaster for the
(Wed., May 28)
affair which heard John Balaban deliver the principal address.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
Seated on the dais from the ParaHigh Low Close
Chg. mount home office were Max Schos18l/2
Bell 8, Howell
>8y2 MVl + 1% berg, candy department chief, and
Columbia Picts
16
15% 16
+ 'A
East. Kodak
455/8
44% 45'/ + % his assistant, Loyal Haight.
16.
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HORNE,

ducer,

tend

Perdicari,

Phone, 42758.
MEXICO
Turnoff, Morelos 56 No.« 523.
Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito

Via Ludovisi
CITY— Louis

home

CHESTER

man-

Southern sales

GOinG

Film "Carmen

to

Via Court

Trans World Airline

"THE BRASHER DOUBLOON"
George

Montgomery

nAVV
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I

-

Nancy

&

7tn Ave 50th St.

Guild

THE SHAPE

OF THINGS

TO COME!
Does the upward curve of a bathing
of

a baseball

the

jitters,

bat

mean

forget

it!

suit

mean

the

downward curve of your attendance? Does

a crack in your receipts? If vacation-time and

comes

That's where Leo, the Friendly Lion,

in!

the crack

outdoor competition give you

He wants you

top product during coming months to keep your customers movie-minded!

It's

to have plenty

an old

M-G-M custom!

M-G-M RELEASES! JUNE! JULY! AUGUST!
CLARK GABLE

DEBORAH KERR

•

Sydney Greenstreet Adolphe Menjou Ava Gardner
Keenan Wynn Edward Arnold
•

•

•

"THE HUCKSTERS'
•
CLARK GABLE

GREGORY PECK JANE WYMAN

VAN JOHNSON

•

"THE YEARLING'
with

(Technicolor)

Claude Jarman,
•

Jr.

ESTHER WILLIAMS
"FIESTA"

DEBORAH KERR

introducing

(Technicolor)

JUNE ALLYSON

Ricardo Montalban

•

VAN JOHNSON JUNE ALLYSON
•

HIGH BARBAREE
•

"DARK DELUSION
GREGORY PECK

Lionel

Barrymore

-

James Craig

-

Lucille

Bremer

ELIZABETH TAYLOR
"CYNTHIA''
•

GENE KELLY MARIE McDONALD
"LIVING IN A BIG WAY'
•

ESTHER WILLIAMS

(body

)

KATHARINE HEPBURN

•

SPENCER TRACY KATHARINE HEPBURN
ROBERT WALKER MELVYN DOUGLAS
"THE SEA OF GRASS'
•

•

"THE

GENE KELLY

VAN JOHNSON
ROMANCE OF ROSY

RIDGE

M-G-M
Summer

Friendly in the

Too!

of

marie McDonald

JDo you know
more

of any picture that was ever received

enthusiastically than "Great Expectations"?

ATcfe

Cameron

BAIL Y NEWS

in the

'Great Expectations'

is

as brilliant a transposition of novel

to screen as any in the history of moving pictures. ...

recommend with
still

all

my

Music

a closed book, a visit to the

make

whom

heart to those to

Hall,

Dickens

e

I

is

where they may

short cut to the acquaintance of one of the great

a

The picture is an enchanting
that it demands your full attention

novelists of the Victorian era.

reproduction of the book

The

in

guaranteed to keep you enthralled during
two hours of running time."
.

.

.

story

Archer Winsten

the

is

in the

N.

its

POST

Y.

"The arrival of the British film, 'Great Expectations' at
Music Hall marks nothing less than a new era in the trans-

fer of literary

masterpieces to the screen.

.

.

.

For

delight in

sheer perfection of movie making, the movie 'Great Expectations' is breath-taking."

Cecelia

Ager

in

PM

" 'Great Expectations'

a lovable giant of a picture, great

is

in conception, great in execution,

satisfactions

it

accords.

Rich,

great in the thousands of

built, beautifully lucid, infinitely tender,

movie

the story telling art, a great
justice,

out of

and more.
its

It

it is

The

it,

soundly

a masterpiece of

that does a great novel full

takes a classic of English literature and

appreciation and enjoyment of

standing love for

savory:

substantial,

it,

out of

its

under-

dramatizes, points up, and intensifies

its

romantic
entertainment:
... In
direction, mood, production, acting, writing, sound, photography, it is very nearly flawless."
values.

basic quality of 'Great Expectations'
it

is full

of the joy and richness of

Eileen Creelman in 'the N. Y.

" 'Great Expectations'

is

life.

SUN

is

one of the top English

pleasure to Dickens' readers, a picture that

may

films, a

send millions

back to re-reading the classics."

reprint tn

ion

**"£££
we b
Ch ° Se
g

7:J

that these

wiU

excerpts
generalidea

nu a
quality of
superb

Of course,

this reception

by the press

is

being done by "Great Expectations"

—
TIMES

Bosley Crowther in the N. Y.

any lingering necessity of inspiring more Charles
Dickens fans not to mention more fans for British movies
the thing that should certainly do the job is the film made from
"If there

is

—

'Great Expectations', which came to the Music Hall yester-

made

England
(where it should have been made) the British have done for
Dickens what they did for Shakespeare with 'Henry V: they
have proved that his works have more life in them than almost
day. For here in a perfect motion picture,

in

,

a

anything

now

Howard Barnes

"A

written for the screen."

in the

N.

Y.

HERALD TRIBUNE

celebrated novel has been served superlatively in the

The new British
humor and dramatic

screen adaptation of 'Great Expectations'.
film at the

Music Hall

realizes the heart,

excitement of the Dickens work in engrossing cinematic terms.
... In short, this J. Arthur Rank Cineguild Production is a
rare and memorable motion picture. Good sense and artistry

have gone into every reel of the film. ... A screen entertainment of stature and irresistible appeal has come to town."

Frank Quinn

in the

DAIL Y MIRROR

* "The Universal-International

release of the British-filmed

novel has the quality of enduring greatness. All the characters
get the breath of

life in this

pectations'

great

is

a

celluloid rebirth.

picture,

dissapointment, the promise of

Rose Pelswick in the N. Y.
**

tive

'Great Expectations'
translation of the

characters, the quiet

fulfilling,

.

.

.

'Great Ex-

with no trace of

its title."

JOURNAL-AMERICAN
is

a screen classic, a beautiful, sensi-

novel by Charles Dickens. All the

charm and

the well-knit melodramatics

of the novel are spun out with wondrous skill."

Alton Cook in the N. Y.

* "Hail

WORLD-TELEGRAM

and the art that have made the English
version of 'Great Expectations' such a good picture. The
people at the Music Hall choose carefully, with an inspectorial
eye about stars and box office values. But as the Music Hall
people knew when they booked 'Great Expectations', the news
of a good picture gets around in phenomenally short time
Here is the realm of great movie entertainment and, why
don't we have more of it."
to the luck

.

.

.

presents

JOHN

—

>A

GREAT
aieing
tie

reflected in the wonderful businesi

Radio City Music Hall.

p.

'

roauced A*

yrodii,

»

A nttiQ
"

"eame
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Thursday,

29,
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DAILY

No Mexican Tieup
Planned by O'Brien
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

He

did not feel that the idea would
hurt the independent exhibitor.
Brandt, however, did register an
objection to the upped admission
prices on "Duel," pointing out that
with everyone from the President
down asking for price cuts, raising
prices for pictures is a glaring instance of lack of co-operation.
Ed Lachman, ITOANJ head, expressed the view that multiple runs
might be a good thing if all exhibitors who so desired were given the
opportunity to play the picture in
each territory. This was not the
case with "Duel," he said. (SRO officials point out that it was impossible to offer the pic to all who

—

«** PHIL M.

Thursday's Telelines
• • • DIDJA KNOW THAT

THE MPEA

is

DALY

establishing a

new

...

mount, in charge?

•

Warners, finding gold

"Sea Hawk" re-issue combination,

Summer

in 1936, will

•

"Sing

release

be

Me a Love

tied with the

in that

Song," lames Melton starrer,

Al Jolson

pic,

"Go

Into

In-

Film Censors for the elimination

of

an exception or two

Pix which

of liquor

show

for

made

Your Dance".

.

.

drinking scenes has

the harmful effect of liquor

on the human being or which are concerned with the rehabilitation

sympathy with the increased admission prices despite the arguments
that may be advanced for such action
because of the picture's high production costs. "It is unfair to take advantage of the regular moviegoing
public by advancing the prices," he
added.
Summing up, Lachman stated that
he would not like to see the multiple run idea as a general practice
but recognized its value as an experiment.
Confronted with this exhibitor reaction, a spokesman for SRO revealed
that the company had no intention
of lowering the price scale already

of "Go to Church" trailers.
.
ad in the Wall St. Journal this week
which read:
"Complete newspaper plant available in Asbury Park,
N. J„ for operation by first class newspaper man who has ability to run
newspaper in a town of 15,000
No capital necessary to acquire
possession and operation of plant
Brains and ability are all that is
called for"
Who said there was no Santa Claus? ... • The Passing Parade: Robert Young obliging four giggling society matrons with
his autograph at the Stork Club at lunch time
Gene Tierney practically mobbed on Fifth Ave. while trying to get from a cab to Lord &
Taylor's
Jimmy Stewart buying dinner for Florence Pritchett who

indie operators, too

chain which calls

in

•

"We

—

^_)end {Dirtkday
kj r e

etinai
May 29

Douglas Rothacker
Hugh F. Herbert

May 30

$

Jimmy Lydon

J.t

Chester

:.«

t:
55
55

J.

Frank C. Walker
Wm. G. Brennan
Bell
Mel Blanc

May
Fred

y

Allen
Ethylleen

June
Clive
Eric

;.*

5,4

31

Ralph W. Maw
Lou Pelegrine

:;
i.i

by

Don Ameche
Ben Morris

>

.

V

V
exhibition studies

now

being com-

of

j

j

V
•

•

•

TAKE

.

.

V

FROM CHARLIE

SCHLAIFER, 20th-Fox has five
Technicolor aces coming up in "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now?". "Bob,
Son of Battle," "Mother Wore Tights," "Captain from Castile" and "Forever
Amber"
Charlie, back from the studio, says "Amber" will "make
more money than there's in the mint"
And he's extra-special enthusiastic over "Mother Wore Tights". ...
• Philip Lesley is writing
a new "Public Relations Manual" for FalL 1948, publication by Prentice-

•

IT

MacKee

been re-elected

by

Architect Michael

Theaters Co. will erect as soon as the

• Ed

CPA

who owns the Denver Gem, has just
Council there. ...
• Margaret O'Brien's

to the City

column, "Growing Up," which the Ledger Syndicate

:.:

11 dailies,

goes into the

New

is selling, is

now

in

O'Brien pointed out that such

T

• • © TODAY'S GLANCE INTO YESTERDAY: On May 29. 1918,
THE FILM DAILY reported completion of a deal under which Sol Lesser
:.:

took over rights

to

"Hearts

of

the

World"

for

organization, namely, the Na
Association
of
Theatrica

all

tional

and Kine Employes.
"I see the
IA
clearly," he added.

position prett;
"If it yielded t<

the Carpenters Union, it would begii
demolishing its own union. IA ii
time would subscribe to its own dis
integration.
labor leader

.

.

I

As an

am

in

experience!

complete agree

ment with Walsh. ...

I

don't

wan

to interfere."

Sell

Every Film

to

Every

—Simons

Potential Patron

(Continued from Page

1)

potential patron, Mike Simons, as
sistant to H. M. Richey, M-G-M di
rector of exhibitor and public rela
tions, said yesterday.
Speaking at the annual Spring
convention of the Montana Theater
Owners Association, Simons argued
"Ours is not a 'feast or famine
business. It is a good, steady, dependable business worthy of youi
continuing best efforts every day ir
the year, whether in the buying oi
your product; its advertising and
promotion to your public; the maintenance of your theater as truly the
showplace of your town; the settlement within our ranks of our own
family problems or the protection of
our industry's good name."
Simons said that the industry is
the best and happiest means to a
livelihood that exists today, and observed that "it has been good to each
of us personally."

—

:

SICK LIST
BOB HAMILTON, manager
ner
at

of the

War-,,

Gem Theater, Willimantic, Conn.,
the W. W. Backus Hospital, Norwich]
ill,

Conn.

PHIL MONSKY, brother

of the late HenMonsky, and Omaha Universal salesman,
is taking a four-week leave of absence and
will visit Colorado and California. He has
been ill.

II

Western and Pacific

BYRON HOPKINS,
who

has

Bluffs,

States

:

ry

York Post shortly

T

it

jurisdictional dispute could neve
arise in England for the reason tha
film labor is organized into one over

De

gives

Mapel,

:.:

;.:

mat
seems that th
executive board of the Carpenter
Union has failed to carry out it
agreement arrived at between th
AFL and the IA."
replied, "looking at this

ter as an observer,

National Theater Supply will provide sound, projectors and

:.:

1
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Ann Christy
Cofman

William A. Seiter
Frank Morgan
Dick Erdman

.

under the direction

J

the green light. ...

Brook
Rolf

MPAA

the

Angelis. which

Kohner

—and

didja spot that

carpeting for the 10 Long Island houses, designed

Warner Baxter
Paul

showing

the

for

THOSE EXCHANGE AREA

•

Hall. ...

•
it
il
it

>-/0~"

circuits

.

in 5 Hildinger Houses
Trenton "Duel in the Sun" will
open a multiple-run engagement
here on June 11 in five houses of the

*>>>..**>>>>,>

WB,

• More

...

3ob Chambers, the association's research expert, will embrace 23 different sections. ...
• United
Nations will release "The People's Charter." a two-reeler, first of a series
of documentary shorts, on June 26, the UN's birthday. ...
• Paramount's
Stanton Griiiis, newly-named U. S. envoy to Poland, last night addressed
a Connecticut rally for American Relief for Poland in Hartford.
• Didja know that a meeting to further the organization of a New York
loge of the Colosseum was held last week? ...
• Si H. Fabian, who
may find himself in possession of UA before another week elapses, hies
himself to NYU tonight to speak before 24 students at the concluding exercise of the program in motion picture thecier management

"Because

neighborhood areas.

•

pleted

of the tremendous success of 'Duel'
at the advanced prices, we are having no difficulty in selling the picture. Our only problem is getting
the prints."

Hildinger Circuit.
Mayfair,
Theaters include the
Stacy, Strand, Bijou and Greenwood,
Houses are located in downtown and

of

develops.

could well adopt the policy of the Walter Reade

V
•

are going right ahead with

"Duel"

Speaking

it

of

has taken over Bessie Beatty's radio time

established.

our set plans," he stated.

—

M. P.

.

Bombay

to play it simultaneously
because of the restricted number of
prints available.)
Lachman said also that he was not

liquor addicts are not affected,

i

doe:!

O'Brien explained.
Pressed for his opinion on H/* 1 i
wood's jurisdictional tug o' warjvug

"Sea Wolf"-

"team" two musicals

That recently announced Indian Government edict to the

Board

wanted

will similarly

NATKE

down there before

dian outpost in Bombay, with Frederick A. Spenser, formerly with Para|

1)

arrange an agreement with film labc

work.

been

la.,

has

Sidney, la., exhibitor,
the hospital at Council
recovered and returned to

in

,

)

Mi
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DAILY:

Misrepresented on

Pix— Pommer

!eich

(Continued from Page

ppresentative in Berlin
p

falsifications."

"There

is

nothing

Full Film

"Red" Probe Urged

House Unit Would Include Gov't Aspect
(

1)

Continued from Page

was a "chain yesterday morning's meeting there ing
was a strong possibility that the are

in this report,"

over-all

Hollywood study would be

"which accurately re- staged right after the Eisler quesconversation between Mr. tioning, but Committee members deig and myself."
(Ed. Note: cided yesterday that the staff should
" Peer's reference apparently is to be given more time to prepare for
obert E. Vining, who is being- as- the Hollywood project.
The sub-committee which recently
igned to another post, by MPEA,
service in Berlin. Vining's name conducted an inquiry in Hollywood
d not appear in the original story yesterday made the following recomj* the memorandum carried by THE mendations:
(1) That the Fall Committee
ilm Daily on May 12, 1947.)
on Un-American Activities inPommer, here for a series of meettensify its investigation of CommfSS with War Department officials,
munist influences in the motion
rior to leaving for Hollywood next
a
picture industry with the view
eek, declined to make any stateof holding a public hearing in
ent concerning the purpose of his
Washington before the full combut emphasized it is official
sit,
mittee at the earliest possible
nglo-American policy to rebuild the
date and bring before it all the
erman film industry and export
necessary witnesses to give the
i, erman films.
American people the full facts
Pommer, former top UFA proJul
and information on this dangerucer and now an American citizen,
ous situation.
in direct charge of rebuilding the
(2) That the Committee subgi, erman film industry.
poena to Washington CommuThe report referred to by Pommer
nist actors, writers, directors
Dd printed in The Film Daily
and producers, and confront
uoted him as saying, among other
them in public session with the
lings, that "I have the German film
testimony and evidence against
usiness right in my pocket and
them.
lere it is going to remain." He was
Iso quoted as saying that "Holly(3) That an investigation be
instituted to determine the re-ood hates me because they fear the
sponsibility and extent of the inDinpetition of German films" and
fluence and interference on the
Arthur Rank is so anxious to get
part of Government agencies or
fie for his organization that he has
officials
the production of
in
"'epeatedly told me I can write my
flagrant Communist propaganda
wn ticket."
films.
Pommer termed these and other
In Hollywood the committee found
Alleged statements "malicious lies."
"evasive and non-co-opera[e said he had no offers and no Eisler
mversation with Rank and he "never tive," Chairman J. Parnell Thomas
S:
retended" to have such a conversa- reported, but nonetheless smoked
out some "very important informaon.
"The only time I ever saw Mr. tion which will be revealed at the
..ank was a brief moment about two hearing on June 16."
ears ago on a purely social occaAdditional activities in Hollywood,
Thomas reported, included hearing
on," Pommer said.
Pommer said he could not discuss from "a cross-section of the (motion
ny details of the German film pro- picture) industry" concerning "Com2 ram until the return from Germany munist influences in Hollywood."
was taken from Roy
]&E Assistant Secretary of War H. C. Testimony
I'etersen. At that time an official Brewer, B. C.
Duval and Harry
tatement will be released by the Schiffman of IATSE, James K. McAD. Petersen is in Germany con- Guiness of M-G-M, John Charles
.'"?rring on the film situation with Moffitt, Esquire
critic and screen
leneral Lucius Clay and other top writer, actors Robert Taylor, Richlilitary government officials.
ard Arlen and Adolphe Menjou,
Pommer also refused to disParamount producer Henry Ginscuss the export of German films.
berg, Mrs. Lela Rogers, Jack L. WarThis paper has learned, however,
ner, Rupert Hughes, Howard Emmet
that it is now official U. S. polRogers and Leo McCarey.

ommer
-

said,

a

a:

:;,

i

1

,

i
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"

.

I.
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.

:
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to

Continued on Page 8)

"$'

Thomas, was that Communists

especially strong among screen
writers. The SWG, according to the

Committee,
of the

Proof
in

1

is

under the domination

Communist

party.

Another finding was that "some of
the most flagrant Communist propaganda films were produced as a result of White House pressure." (Reference here was to Lowell Mellett,
closely identified with the White
House throughout the war period,
including the nearly two years that

(Continued from Page

that

some prints

1)

country
unauthorized,
recommended
that the film be banned from showing in the United States, it was
in

this

were

learned.

Pommer

reportedly said there

OWI

—

39-Week Net
Reported by Monogram
$260,991

i

Continued from Page

1)

—

Montreal
Eugene Beaulac, 58,
secretary and managing director of
the Province of Quebec Allied Theatrical Industries, Ltd., and former
chairman of the Quebec Provincial
Board of Film Censors, died at his
home here last night. Originally a
journalist, he was manager of Sher-

$511,176 in the comparable
period ended in 1946.
Broidy pointed out that Allied brooke Que. Tribune 1910-11 and
Artists Productions, Monogram sub- joined Le Canada, Montreal French
sidiary, has five pictures completed, language daily in 1912 and became
including "It Happened on Fifth editor of that paper in 1929.
Ave.," currently playing at Grauman's Chinese Theater, Hollywood.
release will be "Black
Second
All, he said, "wex e frank and co- Gold," to be followed by "The Gangoperative."
What they said, he ster," "Song of Mv Heart" and "The
added, "revealed a very serious sit- Hunted."
uation."
The witnesses gave the
SAM DIAMOND, PRC-Eagle-Lion branch manaCongressmen "the names of writers, Carr
Gen'l Mgr.
ger, Philadelphia, Pa.
actors, directors and producers from
MURRAY GOLD, Universal-International salesCorp.
Theater
the moving picture industry whom Of
man, Philadelphia, Pa.
they considered to be Communists.
WILLIAM FERRIGNO, staff chief. College Thefrom
1)
(Continued
Page
ater, New Haven, Conn.
One actor testified that the Communists have infiltrated many talent of Indianapolis for the past 18 years, CHUCK ELDER, Paramount booker, Des Moines.
agencies, so that their hiring will serving as general manager in the MARK DERSH, Columbia booker, Des Moines.
ED MARANSKI, manager, Plainfield, Plainfield,
favor party liners who can kick back last 10.
Conn.
funds to party causes."
Organized in July, 1946, TOC is
JOE
FANTANELLO, assistant manager. State,
Four volumes of testimony were now servicing 44 theaters and exManchester, Conn.
made available to Committee mem- pects to take on new accounts STANLEY SINSKIE, district manager, Glackin
bers. One of the disclosures, accord- shortly.
and LeWitt Theater, New Britain, Conn.

with

AA

-

REUJ POSTS

STORK REPORTS

Named

Owners

Harold Roth, of the Eagle-Lion
ome office contract department, and
'4rs. Roth announce the birth of a
aughter, who will be named Diane
eanne, at the Peck Memorial Hosital. The baby, who weighed eight
J.

nine ounces, is the Roth's
eeond child. Their first daughter is
iow five and a half years old.
pounds,

I

was

no doubt but that the film was German-made and its showing was already prohibited in Germany because it is strongly anti-French. The
film is listed in the Nazi film hand-

book.
pix head.)
OAP now is studying reports on
The Committee also found that the the film to determine whether the
NLRB board has helped Communists film should be seized.
Meanwhile, there was some critiin their efforts to infiltrate and concism in Congressional circles betrol the industry.
cause of the long delay by OAP in
NLRB Aid to "Reds" Seen
arriving at a decision in the case.
Further, the sub-committee found There
have been reports that in some
that "at the present time there is a cases the picture
has been offered to
rebellion within the industry on the
theaters free if it would be shown.
part of a number of top actors, directors and producers, who are refusing
Party for Sid Zins
to play, direct, or produce pictures
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
that contain Communist lines, or
Washington
Planned and exwhich were written by a well-known ecuted
by his brother, Les Sands of
Communist, or in which well-known Station
Communist actors have been given a held forWWDC, a surprise party was
Sid Zins, publicity rep. for
role; and that the Communists have
Columbia, on Saturday night. The
succeeded in preventing certain good
affair was held to help Sid celebrate
American pictures, which sought to his 20th
year in show business.
glorify America and the American
Among the guests attending were:
system, from being produced."
Rube Jackter, Columbia's assistant
Thomas said, "today, the respon- general sales manager and Mrs.
sible people in the industry seem to Jackter;
Sam Galanty and Mrs.
be aware that they have been misled Galanty, Frank La Falce and Mrs.
and misused by the Communists, and La Falce, Rick La Falce, Mr. and
are anxious to rectify this situation." Mrs. George Jolson, Mr. and Mrs.
The sub-committee declared that Nelson Bell, David Polland, and Les
the "serious inroads" by Commu- Sands. The big "kick" of the evenists in the industry "presents a ning came when Sid walked into an
problem which can only be corrected adjoining room and found present
by complete exposure on the part of both his parents who had journeyed
the Committee on Un-American Ac- from New York for the event.
tivities and prompt action by the
studio heads."
Eugene Beaulctc Dead

he served as

;

' l!,

(

Pommer Shows

.

:

3**

Thursday,

Pix— Pommer

Reich

(Continued from Page 7)
to export German films

July

other than the U. S.
Pommer did confirm, however, that American and British officials in Germany are
now in complete basic agreement on the film
policy for the two zones.
At the present time in the U. S. zone
about 70 per cent of the films shown are
American pictures. In the British zone on
the other hand, about 60 per cent of the
films

shown

are old

German

pictures.

there is often conIt is understood that
siderable delay in getting American films into

German}'.

THE FILM DAILY

Asked by

on the showing of American

many,

Pommer

to comment
films in Ger-

said:

"It is of great importance to show a maxof good U. S. -produced features as long as they are carefully selected
audiences and
for suitability to German
appropriate to acquaint these audiences with
American ideals and the American way of

imum number

life."

Pommer
would be

however,

cautioned,

that

"it

fatal mistake to overfeed the
too heavy diet of foreignfilms."
a

Germans with a

produced
He confirmed that there are approximately
'1. 000
theaters now operating in the combined British and American zones. To keep
these houses open approximately 120 to 140
features are needed per year.
Asked to comment on a statement contained in the minutes of an Anglo-American
conference which is in THE FILM DAILY'S
possession. Pommer refused to do so but
admitted that in the near future distribution
of films in the British and American zones
will be thrown open as a free and competitive market.
Although it will give all foreign and German companies, if licensed, a chance to get
in the German market, it was also learned
that the target date for the switch in policy
the Fall of this year. This is considered

is

one important reason
to

get

full

MPEA

why

distribution

facilities

is

anxious

from the

AMG.
While
activities

Pommer
in

refused to discuss MPEA
stated that certain

Germany he

misunderstandings which may exist could
be "easily ironed out" in scheduled conferofficials
and
between Government
ences
MPAA President Eric Johnston. Johnston,
however, is scheduled to leave for England
and the continent early in June and it was
believed that his trip will include a visit to
Berlin.

Albany Tent

to

Welcome

Convention Delegates

—

Albany Tent Nine delegates to
the Variety Clubs convention will be
hosted at a welcome-back dinner to
be held at Jack's Restaurant on Monday, Neil Hellman, chief barker, announced. Delegates, including C. J.
Latta, Harry Lamont and Nate
Winig, will give a report on the convention.
Tent has set June 16 for its annual golf tournament at the Colonie
Country Club. Committee in charge
includes Arthur Newman, chairman;
Alten Mendelson, Charles Smakwitz,
Edward Wall, Dr. Sam Kalison, Jerry Atkins and Winig.

1)

In the American sector'
theaters, French product will
shown in 20 theaters, beginning
ig Ju
ju
11, also for one week.
Transaction, according to .
spokesman, was inspired by the r
imity of Independence Day to Ba,

whole

tries

19l

Interzonal Deal
(Continued from Page

so

From authoritative sources close to the
situation it was learned that the
not contemplate
military government did
export of films made by or with Nazi personnel. Some officials maintained, however,
that films were made while Hitler was in
power that had no Nazi taint and were not
made by Nazi personnel. Even among- these
films, it was understood, only four features
have been earmarked for export to the TJ. S.
These are four color films that have been
passed after strict and careful scrutiny, both
as to content and for possible Nazi connections of the personnel who made the pictures.
Another group of eight to 10 films
have been earmarked for export to coun-

29,

Frettch-U. S, Films
in

exchange can be

that foreign
obtained.

May

DAILY

Key Men in Para/s Growth

Misrepresented on

icy

—

4.

.

tille

Day.

SMPE Names Committees'
For October Convention
STANTON

GRIFF1S

HENRY GINSBERG

LEONARD GOLDENSON

CHARLES REAGAN
(Continued from Page

Para. Lauded for

Amazing Rise

Fortune Honors Co.; Execs Get Credit

daily and Sunday."

sylvania.

Assisting Satz will be Seymour St
Prudential Playhouses; Hem
Anderson, Paramount; Charles Bac
ations; Charles Reagan, vice-presiman, Warner Theaters; Ben Schla
dent in charge of sales and distribuger, architect, and Don Hyndma
tion; Paul Raibourn, vice-president,

(Continued from Page

mount theaters, sucking in the
quarters from noon to midnight,

1)

ference which will be featured at tl
62nd
semi-annual
convention
SMPE, Oct. 20-24, at Hotel Pen

der,

1)

and in charge of television interests; Eastman Kodak.
The regular Papers Committee u;
George Weltner, president of Parapany approaches Paramount in finan- mount International and Russell der chairmanship of Gordon i
Chambers, assisted by Herbert Ba
cial health; no other is so broadly Holman, story department head.
nett, R. T. Van Ninam, N. L. Siri
based. For Paramount profits do not
Reports Fortune: "Goldenson,
mons, and H. S. Walker will solic
depend mainly on the success of its
according to Broadway gossip,
papers for the general sessions
studio's productions. The company's
may be Balaban's successor as
the convention.
1,500 theaters show all the films of
when
Paramount's president
An Exhibit Committee has bee
the latter retires."
appointed by James Frank, it
SAYS FORTUNE
Considerable Fortune space is de- chairman of the General Committe
voted to Paramount's search for Group consists of
"Penetration is absolutely necesW. W. Simo_
story material. Article reports on Altec Service Corp., chairman;
sary to a picture's success in the
Si
how the Eastern story department
crucial first 120 days after its reney B. Moss, Amusement Supply C
Holman; Alan Jackson, in charge of and J. W. Servies, National Theat
lease: the U. S. must be keyed up
readers, and John Byram, in charge Supply. Harry
to see it soon.
Without good exB. Braun of Rad?
of play and radio scripts—compile City Music
ploitation Reagan's job would be
Hall has been appointej
weekly
Book
synopses
of
a
Red
of
public address consultant.
impossible, so he works very
short
newspaper
novels,
stories,
closely with Curtis Mitchell, New
articles, originals and scrips, which
York exploitation chief, and
Stag Honors Fontaine
is passed on to the studio.
Here it
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
George Brown, the Hollywood
is gone over by Richard Sokolove,
Washington
publicity boss."
J. E. Fontaint
Doran,
Frank
Cleaver
and
A.
D.
former Paramount branch head her<
Frank Butler.
was honored at a stag testimoni;
the whole industry, throughout the
Sokolove, Doran, Cleaver and But- at the Variety Club this week. Foi
U. S.; any other company's good picler meet daily in Doran's office prior taine, who has become Washingto
tures make money for Paramount,
to the Five O'Clock Club session in manager for SRO, is a former chi
too."
Ginsberg's office with 11 other studio barker of the local tent, and wi
Financial reorganization is said
chiefs. Decisions made in this meet- one of the original founders of V*
to have been under the direction of
the riety. Sam Galanty of Columbia an^
Stanton Griffis, "a main stockholder," ing, according to Fortune, "are
who with Balaban plotted the com- decisions that shape Paramount pic- John Payette of Warners were cd
tures, involving millions of dollars chairmen of the committee arrang
pany's return to the top Griffis as
and eventually the millions of people ing for the dinner.
fiscal half of the team and Balaban
who will
see
results until

As described in the article: "Probably no other motion picture com-

l

—

—

,

—

as the management half. Griffis' task
of assuring Wall St. that the company was basically sound is outlined
as well as his debt reduction program which eventually slashed $96
million in debts to nothing.

Balaban had meanwhile "merged,

not

the

many months, perhaps two

years,

later."

Continuing, Fortune reports
"The focus in the room, and in
the whole studio, inevitably is
on Ginsberg. He is the man who
makes the decisions in picture
making, and although he is in
constant consultation with other

Galanty Not Leaving Col.

Sam

Galanty, Columbia Mid-Eat
manager, is not leaving tha
company to join Selznick Releasin
Organization as previously reportet
Error occurred when Galanty acte,
as sponsor for a Variety Club sta
given in honor of J. E. Fontaine, wh
actually is joining the Selznick outfi'
division

consolidated, or killed outright more
than a hundred of the various Paramount companies, steadily simplifyexecutives, from
Balaban on
ing the corporate structure," and
down, his is the final word, under
Nomikos Slated for Grand Case
setting up a horizontal structure,
the Balaban principle of depart"choosing good men, trusting them,
Chicago
Judge Walter LaBu
mental autonomy."
giving them real autonomy."
ordered Van Nomikos, Troy Theatej
Fortune's survey describes the BaCommenting on the situation as Company prexy, who leased Gran
laban daily routine, from his check- the company came out of bankruptcy Theater to Winston Theater Coming of receipts, disbursements and in 1935, Fortune notes that "the pany,
subsidiary, to appear to>
reports, through consultations with studio was turning out a long suc- day for depositions in case, whicj
key executives. Pointed out is the cession of stinkeroos," later report- LaBuy will here June 4.
understanding existing between the ing that, after Ginsberg's appointParamount president and such key ment as production chief, on the James L. Pace Dead
men as Henry Ginsberg, production recommendation of Y. Frank FreeChadron, Neb. James L. Pace, re
chief; Leonard Goldenson, vice-pres- man, "the Academy Awards began tired Nebraska theater owner, die
ident and manager of theater oper- to flow to Paramount."
here.
_

—

RKO

—

!
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IPnnORS RESIGN, SOUTH 20TH-f0H SALES TOP
Admissions Tax Rate Too High, Knu tsen Admits
Jamble and Brylawski
ead House Committee
ight for Reduction

OPTIMISM KEYNOTES JOINT PARLEY
Rank

By MANNING CLAGETT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Sharp opposition to
ni e "discriminatory" Federal admisons tax was expressed before the

—

.1

Believes in Eventual Abolishment of U. K. Quota;
Johnston Sees '^Tremendous Market"

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood At a luncheon meeting
given Thursday honoring J. Arthur
Rank, British film magnate and Robert R. Young, railroad tycoon, and
hosted by Eric Johnston, the MPAA
prexy expressed optimism in the industry's future and said a "tremendous market is ahead of us."
The purpose of the meeting was
to clarify details and further the

West Coast Bureau

—

Set

Tom

J.

manager

to suc-

Connors was announced

on the Joint Standing Committee set
up by the BFPA and the MPAA and
was preceded by a joint press con-

i

ference.

Rank stated he believes that eventually England will not need a quota
act to protect it from American film
competition, in answer to a question.
He said there was no foundation
to reports that he is interested in
acquiring Republic or Monogram.

!

!

j

New York

(Continued on Page 4)

MPEA

Split

System

Unfair—Nebenzal

on Labor Pact

TOM

J.

CONNORS

A.

W. SMITH,

JR.

by Spyros P. Skouras, president of
Richard Walsh, president of the
Method of apportioning revenue 20th-Fox, following a special Meouse Ways and Means Committee, IATSE, and Tom O'Brien, M. P., and among the members of the Motion morial Day meeting of officers and
~er the week-end by Ted R. Gamble, general secretary of the NATKE, Picture Export Association is unfair,
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 6)
are nearly set on the terms of re- declared Seymour Nebenzal, indeciprocal labor agreement covering pendent producer releasing through
Anglo-American film technicians, it United Artists, at Thursday's press
was learned over the holiday week- conference before he enplaned for
Film
Cut
Cites
end.
Hollywood.
what
Announcement of the agreement's
on
Revenue should be based
TED

R.

GAMBLE

Ad

TC

Import

irms For Restraint

MPAA Theater

THE FILM DAILY First
Washington
The Federal Trade
Study
bmmission last week made sep-

—

arate complaints against four large
tafoducers and distributors of adver;ing

films, charging restraint
Continued on Page 8)

m

y iVetc Indie to

Make

"Fear Makers" Here

i

Independence Prod., Inc. has been
formed for production of a film
based on Darwin Teilhet's novel,
"The Fear Makers," story dealing
with a public opinion poll which dispublic thinking. Shooting is
torts
scheduled for next Fall here and in
Washington. John Garfield is rethe lead role.
Ben Hecht will do the screenplay.
Principals in the company include

ported
.:-

interested

in

Robert Breen, Derrick Lynn Thomas,
James Stroock, Theodore R. Nathan.
Offices are located at 139 W. 44th
St.

of

Kalmenson

to Preside at

Release in Late June Warner H. O. Meeting
I

Warner district managers and
release of the series of
studies of theater outlets by home office executives will meet in a
home office conference
exchange areas, conducted under the two-day
supervision of Robert W. Chambers, Thursday and Friday, with Ben Kalhead of the association's research menson, vice-president and general
Initial

MPAA

(Continued on Page 7)

Probe

Johnston Hits Vague Blanket Accusations
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood "In the best American
tradition, Hollywood is entitled to a

—

it is convicted" on
vague blanket charges that Communists have captured the American

fair trial before

Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox president; Joseph Bernhard, Film Classics president, and Ben Kalmenson,
Warner vice-president and distribution chief, have advised Ed Lach-

London (By Cable)

— With

its seri-

implications plain to Anglohere,
observers
American
trade
Hugh Dalton, Chancellor of the Exchequer in Prime Minister Attlee's
Labor Government, warned at the
Labor Party conference at Margate
on Thursday that a deep slash in

ous

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 8)

MPAA Asks "Fair" Red
Kirsch Testimonial to
Attract Company Execs.

Warning

Voiced by Dalton

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 7>

Washington Bureau of

}.

as general sales

ceed

Walsh-O'Brien Nearly

'

Appointment of Andrew W. Smith,
Jr.,

understanding reached in

..

Gehring Named Assistant
In Memorial Day Meeting
Of Department Chieftans

MPAA

screen, Eric A. Johnston,
president, said here Thursday. Johnston called upon the House CommitActivities
Un-American
on
man, ATONJ president, of their in- tee
tention to attend the testimonial headed by Rep. J. Parnell Thomas
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page I)

British Lion Weighs

Canadian Production

—

With J.
London (By Cable)
Arthur Rank planning Canadian production a further British entrant in
the Dominion producing field looms
National Films, it was
British
as
learned here with the return from

Toronto of Lou Jackson, director
and executive producer of BNF.
Jackson said at the week-end that
the Canadian enterprise was getting
closer, with the Ontario provincial

government giving

full

support.

Monday, June

2,
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week vacation.

THORNTON

KELLEY, convention manager
for the Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey,
spent the holiday week-end in Atlantic City
making additional arrangements for the forthcoming June 24-26 conclave.
E.

JOHN BRAHM, RKO
in

to

Mexico

director,

is

SEYMOUR NEBENZAL, UA producer and
aide, SAM ABARBANEL, flew to

publicity

MAYER,

Constellationed

Hollywood to Chicago and
eral weeks' stay.

THOMAS
operations
Dallas for

his

MURRAY,

New York

from

for

597.

of

UA

product

HANK PORTER, of the
has returned to Hollywood.

of

exchange

for
Universal-International,
several days.

is

in

in

THOMAS,

local

Greece.
to

Hollywood

New York

Walt Disney

of

staff,

has just
returned from a two-week trip which took him
to Atlanta and other points South.
P.

F.

Altec's

ARTHUR PINCUS,
from

returns

licist,

DAVID BLUM, ad-pub

RICHARD

treasurer,

Loew's International pubEuropean tour, June 6.
chief

with his wife for
Latin-America, July 2.

a

BASEHART,

Loew's

of

10-week

fnt'l,

tour

of

Eagle-Lion
here from
wife for
to the Coast.

featured

star in "Repeat Performance"
Zanesville, O.,
accompanied by

a week's stay before returning

is

his

FRED RAPHAEL, in charge of music exploiWalt Disney's "Fun and Fancy Free,"
Manhattan for the next fortn ght.
RICHARD BENEDICT, who will soon be seen

tation on
is
visiting
:

manager

—Columbia home

Athens for discussions with

ANNE JEFFREYS has returned
following the Summer closing in
"Street Scene."

sevn

RKO

:

Radio's

New York.
GEORGE
manager,

A.

"Crossfire,"

HICKEY,

headquarters

vacationing

is

Western
Los

in

M-G-M

Angeles,

is

I.

J.

HOFFMAN, New

England zone manager

'or Warner Theaters,
the week-end from a

returned to New Haven
New York visit.
CHILL WILLS and MONTE HALE were in Dal-

—

May

(Thurs.,

.=

29)
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Gulf States Unit Meets

Tomorrow
New

in

New Orleans

va-

assistant Western sales manager for M-G-M, is in Salt Lake City for a week
and then will head for Seattle and San Fran-

where he makes

cisco,

headquarters.

his

CLARK GABLE, M-G-M
Indianapolis

WILLIAM
checking

for

G.

the

auto

BRENNER,

department,

is

star,
has
races.

been

—

Orleans Allied Theater Ownthe Gulf States, recently
formed exhibitor unit, will hold a
ers

of

meeting tomorrow in the Jung Hotel.
Association plans a permanent office

KRS Defers Election

of

London (By Cable)

—

The KRS,

in this city and will build up a fulltime office staff to co-ordinate activities. Organization will affiliate with

meeting Thursday, deferred the election of a new president for a month.
Maj. Reginald P. Baker is the retir-

National Allied.

ing head.

Rube Jackter,

include

assist-:

assistant to circuit sales execuSherman, Sydney Singerman, assistant managers exchange
operations, and Seth Raisler, manager contract department.

elli,

tives; Irving

j\.

THEATERS

Y.

J

-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
John

head of M-G-M's
back from Cincin-

JOHN NICASTRO is due from the Coast this
veek to open distribution negotiations for two
'talian films, "Fog on the Sea" and "Prison,"
being released in North America by Nicastro
and Lester S. Tobias.

—

9

Rockefeller Center

Valerie

HOBSON

MILLS
in

Arthur Rank's

J.

"Great Expectations"
A Universal-International Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Pommer Due in Hollywood;

mer

New President for Month

office

ant general sales manager; Louij
Astor, Louis Weinberg, Irving Wormser, circuit sales executives; Maurict
Grad, short subjects sales manager:
George Josephs, assistant to Montague; Leo Jaffe, assistant treasurer
H. C. Kufman, manager exchange
operations; Joseph Freiberg, manager sales accounting; Vincent Bor-

nati.

negotiations.

the narrator.

1

in

When Assistant Secretary of War
H. C. Petersen returns from Germany, will be the time to thresh
Color Film Aids Drive
matters out, Irving Maas, vice-presFor Near East Colleges
ident and general manager, said Friday when queried about Eric PomDrive for $15,000,000 Fund for mer's reactions to an exclusive Film
Near East Colleges was launched Daily story, printed May 12.
with last week's nreeming of the 60Maas further explained that whatminute color film, "Outposts of ever opinions he has expressed in
American Education," at the Barbi- fhe past regarding Pommer's role in
zon Plaza Hotel Theater. Picture the revival of the German film inwas produced by John W. Roberts. dustry has been from a purely perLowell Thomas, national chairman sonal viewpoint. Officially, he has
of the fund and noted commentator, nothing to say regarding the Pomis

heads the New York delegation.^
Others attending from the iviSe

SAM GARDNER,

Chicago
Terms of settlement See Talks With Johnston
have been agreed upon in the antiWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
trust suit of Middle States Corporation Riverside Theater, Milwaukee
Washington Eric Pommer left on
and Minnesota Theater, Minneapolis. Thursday for Hollywood, it was
Case will be dismissed before Judge learned over the week-end. Pommer
Michael Isroe as soon as stipulations will spend about two weeks in the
are signed.
film capital on what was described
Attorney John Mulder and Abra- as an unofficial visit before returnham Brussell represented the plain- ing to Washington. It is still extiffs while
Attorney Miles Seeley oected that he will confer with
represented RKO's Vincent O'Brien. MPAA President Eric Johnston beWarners' Alber Jenner and Edward fore Johnston leaves for Europe late
Johnston. Paramount.
John Levin- in June.
son of Warners office handled the

+ "Va New York
+ %
'

15'/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Picts
3% 3% 3%

RKO

—

branch and district managers, opening tomorrow in the Drake Hotel
A. Montague, general sales manager

in

—

FinnnciflL

office ex-<j

ecutives and sales personnel arrive
today for the four-day meeting oi

sales

cationing.

JULES LAPIDUS, Eastern division sales manager for Warner Bros., and SAM LEFKOWITZ,
Eastern district manager, leave tonight for a
meeting in Boston. They return to New York on
Wednesday.

VANCOUVER —
las Friday for the opening there of the new
SYDNEY—
Major Theater.
BRUSSELS—
COPENHAGEN— Middle States
Anti-Trust
ROME —
Case Reaches Settlement

MONTEVIDEO—

distributors

the

Coast at the week-end.
G.

in

leaves

York.

HOWARD

has arrived

Columbia
in Chicago

Chicago

NAT LEVY, Eastern division manager for
RKO, returns today from Florida.
MAJ. HAROLD WILLIAM AUTEN, of UA,

vacationing

City.

FRED M. WILCOX, Metro director, flew back
the West Coast after a few weeks vacation in

New
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Winner of Nine
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Academy Awards
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BOX 138, THE FILM DAILY
BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18,

N.

Y.
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.

M ASTOR
B'WAY

S.

45lh ST.

concluded.

GIRL WRITER, EXPERIENCED IN 16 MM.
AVAILABLE FOR SCRIPT REFIELD.
SEARCH, FILM PROMOTION, CATALOGUE
EDITING. FREELANCE OR FULL TIME.

1501

n«NCi^

EMPLE

ON SCREEN
1st

IN

PERSON

B'way Showing!

TOMMY & JIMMY

DORSEY

Janet BLAIR
Paul Whiteman

'THE FABULOUS
DORSEYS'

LEO CARRILLO
THE BERRY BROS.

THE SMOOTHIES

ROSS & STONE
THE CHADWICKS
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2,
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Management Scope

To Payette, Barron

Broadening—Fabian

THE FILM DAILY
Washington
John J. Payette,
Warners zone manager, and Carter

of

With the theater today the center
community activity to a greater
degree than at any time, the theater
operator of today must "not only

H ishingtoH Bnr,-ai, of

—

f
.

mM PHIL M. DALY

manager

T. Barron, Eastern division

have been unani\=^ily elected permanent chairman
__Loew's,

Inc.,

national trustee respectively of
the Washington area committee of
the Motion Picture Foundation.
Full roster of 17 committee members for this area includes in addition to Payette and Barron, A. J.
DeFiore, Wilmington, Dela.; William
anci

Crockett, Virginia Beach, Va.;
Kichmond,
Thalheimer,
ton

MorVa.;

Lawrence Schanberger and Lauritz
Garman, Baltimore; Benjamin T.
Pitts, Fredericksburg, Va.; Hunter
Perry, Charlottesville, Va.; Elmore
Heins, Roanoke, Va.; Mayor Edward
C. Evans, Milford, Dela.; and Sam
Galanty, Sidney Lust, Rudolph Berger, Morton Garber, Tom Reed and
A. Julian Brylawski, Washington.

banquet

in

berg of Pittsburgh; Sidney Samuelson of Philadelphia; Nathan Yamins
of Boston; Leon Goldberg of Bos-

New Haven;

Mike Leventhal of Baltimore; Walter Mitchell of Boston; Benny Berger
of

Minneapolis; Jesse L.

New York

City;

Stern of

Van Nomikos

WILL COST

of

Chicago; Irving Dollinger of Linden,
N. J.; H. W. Robertson of Covington, Va.; C. B. Wolf of Baltimore;
Harry Fried of Ardmore, Pa.; Robert Goldblatt of Tarry town, N. Y.;
James Papayanakos of Gouverneur,
N. Y.; Bob Pascoe of Newark, N. J.;
Lee Newbury of Manasquan, N. J.;
David Snaper of New Brunswick, N.
William Schnopper of CenterJ.;
dale, R. I.; and Don Jacocks of Boston.

SI

A

S10, 000.000 offer

first

may

•

the story. ...

tell

FABIAN'S group a

less to acquire United Artists

price although Charlie Chaplin

said to

is

meeting

Didja

Mary

have been receptive

in

know

Arnold Grant's

Pickiord's

to

Fabian's

week

office this

Warners' "Rhapsody

that

and

cool $15,000,000

That's

Blue"

in

roadshow engagements in 10 Japanese key cities?.
Japs have
will span at least 10 weeks?
taken to the roadshow policy like Scotch to soda, with the result the MPEA
will employ it for a number of U. S. pix. ...
• Jack Shaindlin, who
scarcely needs an industry introduction, will be on the podium at the
Program will
Carnegie Hall "pop" concert next Wednesday night

is

currently playing

And

.

be given over

to

"The Story

G.

of

music
I.

.

among

• MPEA's

wonder

...
if

from "Spellbound,"

"The Informer," "Now, Voyager," "The Razor's
others.

of Atlantic City's

runs.

first

— tunes

introduced in pix

first

Joe,"

coverage

advertisers,

.

Tokyo run

that the

Bucharest

City on June 26.
Among others who will be present
at the banquet, which climaxes the
organization's convention, are Abram
F. Myers, Allied general counsel;
Col. Harry A. Cole of Dallas; Martin
G. Smith of Toledo; M. A. Rosen-

of

IT

September. ...

1)

honor of Jack Kirsch, na-

Max Alderman

•

a penny

rights for

tional president of Allied States, at
the Ambassador Hotel in Atlantic

ton;

•

•
not

Edge," "The Jolson Story,"

Kirsch Testimonial To
Attract Company Execs.
(Continued from Page

Monday Morning Report

Phil

• NBC

...

has landed

tele

"Miss America" contest in early

that the

is now playing in four
Moscow radio is accepting

make a

deal with Uncle Joe for the

International Newsreel

• Now

M

could

There's opportunity with a capital O!

screen advertising concession?

v

•

•

•

son

of

line

around the Garrick there

THERE SHOULD BE MORE

Hawley, Minn

When

the kids that their action

to'.d

Mayor

city officials like

E. P. John-

the town's teen agers threw

in protest against the b.o. scale.

was "un-American

a

sense that

in the

picket

Hizzoner
pre-

it

a man from charging the price he desires for the product he is selling". ...
• Passengers aboard the SS Queen Elizabeth sailing for New
York from England on Wednesday will see UA's "The Red House".
• The MPEA is planning a huge movie still exhibit in Berlin in July as a
further step in acquainting German cinemaddicts with Hollywood's newer
stars and pix. ...
• Mebbe Moss Hart has come up with the reason
why you find acting of the better sort in certain British pix
The
observing Moss says it's "because both the stage and the studios are
centered around London
Actors like Laurence Olivier can commute
between the stage and screen". ... • Didja know that Grad Sears
is going to be a grandpa, via his daughter, Patricia Sears Girardi?
vents

.

T
•
•

•

•

T

GEORGE PAL GETS

by Leo

.

T

IN from Hollywood

Could the theme song be heading
Jesse L.

.

for

week.

late in the

a come-back,

Lasky has closed a deal with Harry Link

after

.

.

.

a fashion?

Distributing "Glory"
Toddy Pictures Co. has taken over

physical distribution of the Negro
cast spiritual "Going to Glory,"
Royal Gospel Productions, the producer, announced.

a Russell Janney-Pierre Norma song, "The Miracle
Song will be p'ugged coincidentally with the release
of the RKO pic. of course. ...
• Damon Runyon Cancer Fund gets the
"take" at the Rivoli's premiere of AA's "It Happened on 5th Ave." June
10.
• Joe Kirkwood, Jr., Monogram's Joe Palooka, joins his Dad in
Philly today for a three months' exhibition golf tour. ...
• Great States
circuit will use the re-issue of "Pinocchio" as a week-end attraction in "A"
houses, then follow thru in "B" or "C" stands as a carryover special. .
• William Wyler will officially represent the Academy at the Brussels
.

.

Feist, Inc., of

\^>end iDlrtkday
Lj re?

etlnad
etinad ~Jo

.

Film Festival

T
•

•
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ADD THINGS TO THINK ABOUT

Father" moves

to the

Alvin June

17,

it

will

When

"life

play at "movie prices"

With

—

$1.-

.,,--• Three Chicago camera crews are in Lancaster, O.. where
20th-Fox is shooting "Grass of Wyoming". ...
• Sol M. Wurtzel is re-

it

Fred Graff

Robert Gillham

sponsible for Rialto's double feature last

burg" and "Backlash"
contract to Sol.

.

.

.

And

Starrer
14

To be Started July

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Bastille Day, July 14,
will mark the start of camera work
on "Joan of Lorraine," being produced in Technicolor at Hal Roach
Studios
by Sierra Pictures for
release. Sierra is comprised
of Ingrid Bergman, star of the film,

M-G-M

Victor Fleming, director, and Walter
Wanger, producer.
Production of "Joan" is expected
to require more than four months,
and all of the six stages at the Roach
plant will be utilized. Screenplay is
by Maxwell Anderson, author of the
play, in collaboration with Andrew
Solt.

Wyman-Reagan
School at EureUa
West Coast Bur.,
Hollywood

—

tablish

the

THE FILM DAILY
A

project

Wyman-Reagan

to esSchool

Speech and Dramatic Arts at
Eureka College, Eureka, III. was announced last night by Ronald Reagan, his wife, Jane Wyman and

of

trustees of the school. Plans call for
a new $150,000 building to serve as

and theater, with motion
picture facilities for visual education,

chapel

DEPT.:

S1.50-S2.

June 2
Benjamin Goetz
Heddo Hopper
Harry C. Arthur, Jr.
Frank Melford
Joseph H. Nadel
Johnny Weissmuller

Bergman "Joan"

.

.

8

ing exercise of the N. Y. U. class in
motion picture theater management.
Fabian pointed out that school
systems are utilizing the theater for
programs in connection with curricula, philanthropies depend upon the
theater and its staff to assist charity
drives, while local and national Government rely on the screen to interpret public projects and problems.
"This diversified sphere of activity
demands the finest sense of public
relations on the part of theatermen,"
Fabian emphasized. "A theater owner
or manager must know his community and have the complete confidence of those who run it."
Stating that the industry needs
virility and a return to basic showmanship, Fabian told the N. Y. U.
class: "We are not merchandisers!
We sell intangibles and when we forget that, we miss the whole point of
the theater purpose."

for the publication

of the Bells"

Toddy

master the techniques immediately
parcel of his craft but he must master much more," S. H. Fabian, president of Fabian Theaters and ATA,
said Thursday night at the conclud-

—"Jewels

week

of

Branden-

both were written by Irv Elman, under

plus

broadcasting

equipment
fields.

for

Reagan,

and

instruction

television
in

those

who graduated from

the college in 1932, and Miss Wyman will contribute half of the goal,
with the balance to be sought in
subscriptions from other graduates.

—
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:

Smith

Named 20th-Fox

REVIEWS Of HEW HLfllS Optimism

General Sales Mgr.
(Continued from Page

chiefs

1)

unanimously

agreed to appoint Conners' successor from within the 20th-Fox ranks
and the promotions were made immediately. Smith has been Eastern
division sales manager, while Gehring was Western division sales manager.

Connors, since 1942 vice-president
in charge of sales for 20th-Fox, retires from that post at the expiration of his five-year contract.
Announcement to that effect,
which caught the trade generally by
surprise,

Skouras,

was

made

Thursday by

who

said that the retiring
distribution chief would remain with
the corporation in an advisory capacity.
In
the
formal
announcement,
Skouras said there was a deep personal friendship between himself and
Connors and that during their five
years of intimate association he had
come to feel toward him as if he
were a member of his personal as
well as official family. That relationship, said Skouras, "I count as
one of my most valuable possessions,
and getting it has been one of the
joys of my life."
Connors, declaring he reciprocated
Skouras' sentiment, said that his
primary concern was the "continued
success and welfare" of Skouras personally and 20th-Fox.

Decision a Sudden One

That the

Connors

was

decision

reached suddenly was indicated by
the fact that at the annual 20thFox stockholders meeting on May
20 he was re-elected a director of
the company.
He was originally
named to the board in 1942.
To The Film Daily Thursday,

Connors

said

he

that

Gal"

"Too

with Lynne Roberts, Donald Barry
Republic
66 Mini.

top executives of the sales and other
departments. At the same time, William C. Gehring was named assistant general sales manager.

Department

My

"That's

had

immediate plans other than

no
a

fishing trip to Lake of the Woods,
the duration of which would depend
on how the fish were biting. He
might return to New York in a week
or 10 days, it was added.
According to the recent 20th-Fox

proxy

statement, Connors is the
record holder of some 6,000 shares of
the company's
common, acquired
through a stock option given in 1944.

SHOW

STORY HAS tYE-APSPECIALTY ACTS, TRUCOLOR.

THIS
PEAL,

BIZ

Inclusion of a couple of specialty acts
Isabelita and the Guadalajara Trio, the Four
Step Brothers, St. Clair and Vilova, Dolores

—

and Don Graham
plus production numbers with a certain amount of eye-appeal
give

familiar

this

show

of

tale

business

entertainment quality. It is in Trucolor
which sets off the theatrical content to
advantage. Also, there is music by Jan
Savitt and his Top Hatters.
Small time racketeers attempt to launch
a phoney scheme whereby
they will sell
percentages in a honkytonk burlesque show
they picked up for chicken feed to the
gullible public and cash in on the take
when it flops. It sounds good to Barry, key
man, but the boys, overly enthusiastic, set!
shares amounting to 250 per cent. Included
an elderly gent who dies, leaving his
is
investment to the state. The state, protecting its legacy, assigns Miss Roberts to
protect the

taxpayer's

interest.

Conflict arises when Miss Roberts get;
interested and plans and executes a good
show that is successful. The combined
talents of Pinky Lee, Frank Jenks and Ed-

Gargan cannot halt her project but
boys are saved from jail. The original
investors renege.
Barry gives his share
of the show to Miss Roberts, turns honest
and gets the girl.
ward
the

Story

manages

elements

that

spark

the

George

to

sustain

surround

the

interest.

The

proceedings

and give it diversion.
directed. Cast is adequate.

narrative

Blair

CAST:

Lynne Roberts, Donald Barry, Pinky
Lee, Frank Jenks, Edward Gargan, Judy Clark,
Paul Stanton, John Hamilton, Ray Walker, Marian Martin, Elmer Jerome, George Carlton.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Armand SchaeDirector, George Blair; Screenplay, Joseph
fer;
Hoffman; Original Story, Frances Hyland, Bernard Feins; Photography, Bud Thackery; Musical Director, Morton Scott; Songs, Jack Elliott;
Film Editor, Arthur Roberts; Sound, Earl Crain;
Art Director, Frank Arrigo; Set Decorations,
John McCarthy, Jr., Otto Seigel; Dances, Hal
Fair.

PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.

manager

in July, 1942, having
resigned as
sales manager a
few days before. His industry experience goes back to 1914, when he

sales

joined Pathe, to be followed with
posts at Hodkinson, First National
and Warner Bros. In 1935, Smith
was elected a vice-president of Vitagraph, leaving that post in 1936 to
become general sales manager for

United Artists.
joined RKO in 1939 as Eastern division sales manager and be-

He

sales

manager

in 1940.

Gehring has been with Fox and
1946 salary as $110,625, and estimated his annual benefits under the 20th-Fox since 1918 except for a
company pension plan on retirement period as Eastern division manager
Connors has been

with

Many Winners"

PRC

for Tiffany Productions. He joined
the company as an exchange clerk
and served as manager of branches
in Buffalo,
Detroit, Albany, Salt
Lake Citv, Montreal, and Toronto.
With Tiffany in 1929-31, Gehring

BER HAS ACTION, GAGS, DIRECTORIAL
PACE.
Entirely

up

adequate
in

this

program fare is oftreatment of the
of "Michael Shayne.

latest

adventures
Performances are good. Direction sustains
interest, Telling has its comic aspects which
should register.
further

Beaumont, playing the "Shayne" role,
embarks upon a case which deters his
vacation plans with Miss Marshall. It con-

when he

(Continued from Page

Rank

1)

also declared that he enjoyed

excellent

working

conditions

Lion.

The

with

E^'e

Universal-International and

emphasizeov ^f-t*

visitor

he does not plan to produce in th<

United States or to sign Americai
stars to long term contracts.
Rank said that there are a smal
number of Communists in the Britisl
film industry. However, the industrj

not alarmed over it.
Young, asked what revolutionarj
ting into the take of the Santa Rosita racesuggestion he would make to the filn
track. Someone is cashing in phoney mutuel
industry, said he would try to per
tickets. Counterfeiting is indicated.
suade the U. S. motion picture indusA good deal of confusion besets Beau- try to import more foreign pictures
mont before he is engaged by John Hamilincluding Russian pictures. He saic
ton to get the lowdown. Claire Carlton, who
he believed Russia would show Amerhas information, is done in. She is the first
ican pictures, if the U. S. would takecorpse and is later followed by a few more.
Russian goods in its market. Young
the
Beaumont goes to the scene of
crime.
emphasized the U. S. should encourHis way is obstructed by a pair of plugugage world trade and that our deallies who try unsuccessfully to eliminate him
ings with foreign markets should be
from the proceedings. Miss Marshall fol-

cerns, fundamentally, a racket that

is

lows Beaumont about, becomes quite exasperated but is on hand to keep Beaumont
posted with information he requires.
After a couple of more killings, Beaumont has the killers trapped and hands
them over to the police. Parts of the plot
are somewhat confusing but they evolve
coherently and last seen, Beaumont and Miss
Marshall are headed for some duck shooting.

William

Beaudine

directed.

CAST: Hugh Beaumont, Trudy Marshall, Ralph
Dunn, Claire Carleton, Charles Mitchell, Grandon Rhodes, Ben Welden, Byron Foulger, Jean
Andren, George Meader.
CREDITS: Producer, John Sutherland; Director,
William Beaudine; Screenplay, John Sutherland;
Adapted by Fred Myton, Scott Darling; Based
on characters, story by Brett Halliday; Photography, Jack Greenhalgh; Sound, John CarHarry Reynolds; Sets, Tommy ThompMusic, Alvin Levin; Music Supervisor, Dick
Carruth.
ter; Editor,

son;

DIRECTION, Adequate.

PHOTOGRAPHY, Av-

erage.

Turner Back

is

cut-

to Altec

In Atlanta District
Donald L. Turner, formerly with
Altec and until recently an executive of International Business Machines, has rejoined Altec as branch
manager of the Atlanta district,
effective May 30, according to an announcement by H. M. Bessey, Altec
vice-president.

Turner had been manager of Alcommercial engineering department and had also been associated
with ERPI and Globe Wireless.
In his new position Turner will
tec's

work with N. L. Mower who continues as branch manager in Atlanta.

Ruth Gillis Dies In Crash
beRuth Gillis, M-G-M secretary, was
gan with Pathe. He switched to
one of the victims in the airplane
Metro in 1916 and rose with the comcrash at La Guardia field last Thurspany thru the years to top sales
become 20th-Fox branch manager day night. She was 34 years old.
posts. He joined 20th-Fox on Dec.
in Cincinnati to be followed by pro15, 1941, as personal assistant to the
motions as sales manager in Chi- Prestige Handling "Nickleby"
president, the late Sidney R. Kent,
cago and, in 1937, an appointment
J. Arthur Rank's "Nicholas Nickleand in the following year was elected as Central division manager.
He be- by," based on the Charles Dickens
to the post which he now leaves.
came Western sales manager in classic, will be distributed in the
Smith joined 20th-Fox as Eastern March, 1941.
U. S. by Prestige Pictures.
identified

the industry since 1913

At Joint Conference

61 Mins.

ADEQUATE "MICHAEL SHAYNE" NUM-

fered

Keynote

is

Hugh Beaumont, Trudy Marshall

RKO

The same statement gave Connors' came RKO's

at 65 at $7,850.

with

Belter.

DIRECTION,

1947

2,

Cr*\|ft4llY

bi-lateral, instead uni-lateral.

He said that he has had no negotiations with the Duke of Windsoi
to be an Eagle-Lion representative,
but that he would be happy to engage him.
Johnston further said a joint
American-British committee woulc
be appointed shortly to study means
of helping to build up the German,
film industry.

Nate Blumberg, Universal prexy.
declared the question of the company
acquiring theaters in this country
would depend on the effect of the conArthur Krim, Eaglesent decree.
Lion prexy, said E-L plans to produce 12 pictures in the next 12
months.
J. Cheever Cowdin, William Goetz,
Kenneth Young and Joseph Schenck
were among more than 50 industry
leaders that attended the luncheon
meeting.
During his six weeks Hollywood
stay, Rank will make his office on the
Universal lot in a bungalow adjacent
to President Blumberg's.

Young will make his initial inspection of the Eagle-Lion Studios and
will join Rank in conferences with
Krim and Bryan Foy,

vice-president

charge of Eagle-Lion production.
Expansion plans for the coming year
are high on the agenda at these conin

ferences.
John Davis, Rank's

managing

di-

and Robert S. Benjamin, president of the J. Arthur Rank Organrector,

ization in this country, did not make
the Western trip because of scheduled conferences in New York. Davis
sailed Saturday on the Mauretania
for England.

|

'Outlaw" Moves Over in Minn.

Minneapoli

—United

s

moved "The Outlaw"

Artists

into the 300seat Pix Theater following a threeweek run at the legit Lyceum. Scale
was upped from 50 to 75 cents as
the house marked its initial moveover from a first run.

•

THE

REFERENCE
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MPEA

Split

System

Unfair—Nebenzal

Solon Admits Ticket Tax High
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

ATA

1)

vice-president

and A. Julian low grosses often mean the absence
Brylawski, vice-president of MPTOA. of any profit. It is almost singular
Faced with insistence by some to the theater business, that profit
is confined to the top layer of the
committee members, notably Chairgross business. Any factor affecting
man Harold Knutsen, that movies the top layer of aggregate revenue
are "luxuries," the industry's first cuts sharply and disproportionately

each picture earns abroad and. not
on the present practice of allocating
profits on the basis of U. S.-earned
revenue, Nebenzal added.
Budd Rogers, Nebenzal's Eastern
rep., who was also present at the
press confab, cited the separate deals representatives to testify before the into the area of profit. We see,
therefore, the example of a 20 per
indie
producers
Selznick,
Small, tax-writing
group said motion pic- cent
decrease in admission totals
Hughes and Stromberg had made in
tures are "necessities" and the 20 wiping out not 20 per
cent of the
per cent Federal levy is a contingent profit but the entire profit.
Queried later that day, Irving
Costs Are Constant
Maas, MPEA veepee, explained that threat to the film business.
Gamble warned that the high tax
Gamble pointed out that costs rethe organization's earnings are distributed to the member companies "could become, in a short period of main almost constant despite varying
traffic at the box office.
on the basis of the domestic gross business
recession, the proximate
earnings of those pictures that are cause
"It is approximately as costly to
of business failure."
available for distribution in MPEA
keep a 1,000-seat theater open with
Chairman Knutsen gave a clew
territory.
Maas emphasized the
100 patrons as it is when the house
as to possible action by the compoint that the initial investment of
is full," Gamble said. "The technical
mittee when he told Brylawski
member companies in MPEA has
staffs of theaters are highly unionized
that "I can see that the admisbeen fully repaid. He did not know,
with wage scales very high. Picture
sions tax is too high and must
he added, what arrangements such
rentals have increased steadily recome down but not eliminated
companies have with independent
flecting the high costs of present day
altogether."
producers.
Noting that theater business has production. Fees, taxes and general
dropped 15 to 35 per cent, Gamble overhead added to these items cona cost of operation which is
MPEA territory, as proof of their said, "Any corrective action by way stitute
dissatisfaction with the present set- of tax reduction would be construc- most difficult to pare down when
business recedes.
up. Rogers added, however, that the tive and timely."
"The average motion picture theTheater Business Unique
MPEA is a good thing for the industry as a whole, but it just doesn't
"The theater business," he told ater," he said, "is a small business
serve the purposes of most inde- the committee, "is quite unique with seating capacities averaging
pendents.
among industries. It differs from less than 600. The admissions quesNebenzal did not indicate, though, many businesses in that in most tion should not be judged by the $1
that he would resign from MPEA. businesses
smaller grosses mean and more admissions charged in a
He said that at the time he signed smaller profits, with the businesses few deluxe theaters. The average
up he was under the impression involved capable of telescoping down admissions today, ex-tax, is 34 cents.
Films Not a Luxury
everybody would join the Export in labor costs, overhead, etc., to some
Association.
degree in synchronism with de"Far from being a luxury," he
said, "the movies today are a necesAbout other overseas matters, creased revenue.
"In the theater business, however, sity in the life of ordinary people.
Nebenzal asserted: Making English
language pictures on the Continent
They are as much a part of the averwas not satisfactory. For some rea- added, had either joined the IA or age life as are radio and magazines
son, he did not know why, they just had found employment in the build- and books.
"The motion picture theater long
don't work out, despite the fact that ing trades.
"Heaven Only Knows," the first of since has ceased to be solely a place
such production is more economical.
He cited his own experience with his five-picture commitment to UA of entertainment. It has become a
"Beggar's Opera," which he made in will be ready for release in August. community institution of first rank
Berlin.
The German version was "Atlantis" has about five more weeks and has assumed community remuch better than the French, he said. to go, and should be ready for re- sponsibility."
Gamble also told the committee
Yet, both were made with different lease in September, he said. Shootcasts. ... He had no comment to ing script is now being written on that "any tax elimination would be
make about reviving the German film "Madame Butterfly." And he is still immediately reflected in reduced adawaiting an okay from Technicolor missions costs to the public."
industry.
His production like that of most on "Mayerling." His plans had been
In his testimony, Brylawski said
stymied when he learned that Metro that "there is
other producers was not in any way
a limit somewhere to
had
prior
a
right to "Brothers Karahindered, Nebenzal asserted, because
the amount of special excise taxes
mazov," which he had titled "Tem- on admissions that the motion picof the jurisdictional strike. Most of
the painters and carpenters, he pest." Nebenzal declined to reveal ture theaters can carry."
the name of the picture that would
"We doubt," he said, "that any-

—

.

.

.

"Tempest," since negotia- body knows exactly where that limit
were still pending on the is, even in a particular theater, but

replace
tions

WEDDING BELLS

script.

Costs will continue to increase, the
producer asserted, citing the latest
demands of the Screen Actors Guild
as an example. So far as speeding
Kem-Cummings
up the time element in production to
Las Vegas, Nev. Elizabeth Kern, save money that was out, he said,
(laughter of the late Jerome Kern, unless the producer wanted to risk
was married here late last week to the quality of his picture.
Jack Cummings, movie producer
Regarding budgets, Nebenzal exnephew of Louis B. Mayer, after plained that retroactive payments to
eloping from Hollywood.
labor often threw original estimates
way off balance. Even estimating
Thompson-Henry
retroactive possibilities at the time
Detroit
Mary Jane Thompson, a production was planned was no
bookkeeper
at
Paramount,
will guarantee that the producer would
be able to hew to the line.
marry Bob Henry this Saturday.

—

—

JUNE RELEASE!

Gamble, Brylawski Lead Opposition

—

we

believe that the present Federal
which takes about 20 per cent of
our total cash intake, is definitely
exceeding that limit, in all too many
instances and should be abolished
completely and at the very least go
back to pre-war rates."
tax,

Theaters Sell Time
"It has been argued," Brylawski
said, "that the theater

passed on the

June releases of 13 distributors
31 features including two re-issues
leases, dates and running limes o\
tures are:

COLUMBIA
The. Corpse Came C. O. D. (1), 87 —iii
Little Miss Broadway (19), 69 mi^pSport of Kings (26), 68 mins.
Swing- the Western

Way

Vii'i

(26).

EAGLE-LION
Caravan.

Red

Stallion.

M-G-M
Living in a Big Way. 103

rains.

Dark Delusion, 90 mins.

The Wolf

MONOGRAM
Call

(re-issue).

(7), 61 mint

High Conquest (21), 79 mins
Code of the Saddle (28).

PARAMOUNT
Danger Street (20), 66 mins.

The Trouble With Women (271 80 nu

PRC
Stepchild (7), 70 mins.
Philo Vance Returns (14), 64 mins
Heartaches (28).
Pioneer Justice (28).

The

Woman

RKO-RADIO
on the Beach, 71 mins.

REPUBLIC

That's My Man (1), 99 mins.
Web of Danger (10), 58 mins.
Saddle Pals (15), 72 mins.
Northwest Outpost (25), 91 mins.

SCREEN-GUILD
Bush

Pilot (7), 60 mins.
Heart of Arizona (re-issues)

(14), 68
Hollywood Barn Dance (21), 65 mins

20TH CENTURY-FOX
Moss Rose, 82 mins.
Miracle on 34th Street, 96 mins.

UNITED ARTISTS

Stork Bites

Man

(21), 74 mins.

UNIVERSAL

Odd Man Out, 116 mins.
The Web, 87 mins.
Vigilantes Return.

WARNER BROTHERS
Cheyenne (14). 100 mins.

Schneider Feted at
Farewell Luncheon
William Schneider, who resi
from the Paramount publicity
partment to join Donahue & Coe,
given a farewell luncheon Thur
at the
Blue Ribbon resatu
i

Schneider starts with the advt
ing agency on June 9.
Among those present from
Paramount home office were:
Stanley Shuford, Sid Mesibo
N. Odell, Rex Taylor, Aileen Br<
Louis Pelegrine, Milton Mohr, Gc
Harvey, Virginia Morris, Jera
Cooper, Joseph
Rosner,
An
Cardea, John Cicero, Frances Si
Milton Hoffman, Leo Heller, I
Stone, Ed Sullivan, Paula \
Fraser, Frances Weil, Charles
bel, Edith Talcott, Linda Salzbe
Mary Butler, John Joseph Guilf
Peggy Fewer, Julia Sullivan,
Snyder Seeff, Charlotte Mala
Loretta Landrigan, Lottie Vorc
mer, Tess Klausner, Edna Hig

Nathan.
Attending from Buchanan
Charles Friedman, Earnest Mu
George Richardson, Roy Winklei
William Ard. Others on hand
Vincent Trotta, George Fraser, I
ert S. Berg. Leo Brody and Hal
Priscilla

tax and only bears the cost of collecting it, because the tax is seperate from the admission price. This
may be quite true of such taxes on
tangibles, but it is a false deduction
with respect to theater admissions." son,

all

Paramount alumni.

-m
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MPAA

jalsh-O'Brien Nearly
t

I

Continued from Page
is

I

y, American technicians called to
idon for certain pictures would
employed subject to American
•king conditions.
rValsh and O'Brien were guests of
tor Thursday at a luncheon at the
Gerald
rvard Club at which
yer, managing director of the
International division, was

AA

dal host.

ments

educate our

in the

own gov-

knowledge and the

the common people of the
as reflected in their reception
motion pictures."
n responding to an introduction
Mayer, O'Brien declared that
tes of

.

J

will

plans to go to Ireland

be an Argosy production

for

in

RKO

the

rid,

llywood and London should work
ether in a periodic interchange of
as. Deploring the anti-Americanoccasionally expressed in Eng-

Ella

release

Raines has been tagged by

Universal- International for one of the top spots in "The Senator Was Indiscreet," starWarring William Powell. Peter Lind Hayes and Ray Collins are also in the cast..
ner Bros, has borrowed Rory Calhoun from David 0. Selznick to play opposite Shirley

Leeds to a termer
Columbia castings include: George Macready into "The Black Arrow," Tom Powers into "Double Take" and John Halloran into "The Angel and the Outlaw"
Dante Ferrante, recently signed by RKO, has legally changed his name to Dan Foster
Edmund O'Brien, having scored such a hit in "The Web," has been assigned by
Universal-International to "Imagination," which stars Ronald Colman with Signe Hasso.
Written by Garson Kanin and Ruth Gordon, it will be the first Kanin production for
Conover cutie, Rosemary Pettit,
U-l release and will be directed by George Cukor
brought here by Michael Curtiz Productions for tests, has been signed to a long-term
contract. First bit will be in "Romance in High C."

Temple

in

Jack Warner has signed starlet

"Mary Hagen"

•
JIMMY DURANTE

*

will

Lila

•

celebrate his 31st year

in

show business and

his 31st

cast of M-G-M's "You're Beautiful," technicolor musical in which
he woos and wins for the first time in his career. .... .William Eythe has deserted
H'wood temporarily and will make several Summer theater appearances in the East

Hal Wallis returns from England, he will begin work on "The Crying SisMexican leading lady, Miroslova,
by Mabel Seeley
has been inked by Eagle-Lion for a top spot in "Adventures of Casanova" in which Arturo de Cordova has the title role
Understand Al Jolson is torn between making
a sequel to "The Jolson Story" at Columbia, and a co-starrer with Bing Crosby at Paramount
Evelyn Ankers was given one of the top roles in Columbia's, "Lone Wolf
in London." Nancy Saunders has the other femme lead
Same studio is planning :
musical dealing with the company of a Mississippi show boat called, "Dixieland"
Elia
Kazan now in New York directing local scenes for Twentieth-Fox's "GentUman's Agreement," has been signed by Irena M. Selznick to direct the new Tennessee
William play, "A Streetcar Named Desire," which she will bring to B'way next Fall.
ters." based on a mystery novel

First

MPAA Theater

Study Release

(Continued from Page
to

in Late

June

make

I

a "fair and dignified" in-

vestigation.

"The millions of Americans who
go to the movies every week would
not tolerate Communism on the
screen," declared Johnston. "Neither

would Hollywood producers.
have come up the hard way.

know

the benefits of

They
They
the American

system and are deeply concerned
with protecting and advancing it.
That is the reason they are offering
the fullest co-operation to the Committee. They are just as anxious as
any member of the Committee to
expose any threat to the screen and
to the American design of living.
"We know that there are Communists in Hollywood as in other
American industries. They would
like to capture the American
screen as they would like to capture the screen of any free country. But we are alert to this
threat. Awareness is the first
step to combat Communism, and

Four Chinese Shorts Ready

Hollywood

is aware.
agree with the House Committee on Un-American Activities
that the proper way to fight Communism in this country is to expose
it fearlessly. Turn the spotlight on
a Communist and he becomes ineffective. Like any termite, he works

"We

China Film Enterprises of Amerbest in the dark.
35 Park Ave., have announced
"Nothing can be accomplished
four more shorts on Chinese culture
by script-burning, head-hunting and publicity-seeking. Only
available for immediate release:
a fair, dignified and objective
"Ancient Chinese Painting- in Amerinvestigation will
ica," "How to Paint in the Chinese
reveal the
facts
the cold, hard, specific
Way," "Out of a Chinese Painting
Brush" and "Painting the Chinese
facts. We wholeheartedly invite
Landscape." The four pix are on
such an investigation and pledge
16 mm. Kodachi-ome in sound.
our complete aid."
ica,

(Continued from Page

1)

M. P. said:
"I condemn any single commercial firm or film company
*vhich uses our economic and
oolitical differences to advance
•ny motion picture or company."

dept., will not be available until late
June, due to decision to re-check data
to assure complete accuracy, it was

fe called the advertising slogan
ave dollars and see British Films"
ently employed by the BFPA both
pid and unfair.

week.

the

picture

when he heads the

l

d,

Summer

'Fair'

Communist Probe

HOLLYWOOD
of '48 to produce and direct "The
Quiet Man," based on a short story published in the Saturday Evening Post in 1933.
Maureen
Hara, Victor McLaglen and John Wayne will have the leads in the pix which

OHN FORD

When

)'Brien told the 20 persons presthat "the people who sell films
over the world know more about
tastes of the various peoples and
ionalities than do the politicians.

We must

By RALPH WILK

1)

expected this week
pn Walsh and O'Brien are sched:c hold a joint press conference,
"v^shaping up, it is understood
agreement provides for the free
(hange of behind-the-camera labor,
Jritish technicians deemed importto Hollywood production, it is
would come over and their
1.
oloyment would be governed by
working conditions. Simiitish
ipletion

:

HOLLVUJOOD-VinE VfiRD

on Labor Pact

Requests

learned over the holiday week-end.
Original plan was to release the first
report, on the Buffalo area, this

—

The

territorial surveys cover no
than 23 different entries, and are
'[
slated for release at the rate of one
'"'Everything we in England know a week. They will be made available
)ut the making of sound motion by the MPAA to all industryites.
tures we have learned from HollyFor the first time, the studies will
od. It is most ungracious for the show the number of theaters in each
tish film industry to be hostile exchange area playing single and
:pite the production of such addouble feature programs. Prelimin:
rable product as 'Great Expecta- ary statistics indicate a sharp varins,' 'Henry V,' 'Brief Encounter' ance.
'Piccadilly Incident'."
Also for the first time, the indusJ'Brien
expressed
his
opposi- try, among other things, will have
o Communism, in which attitude at its disposal accurate figures on
"*ilsh concurred heartily.
the number of weekly changes by
3pyros
P.
Skouras,
20th - Fox individual theaters. The range is
xy, commended O'Brien on his from one to four.
^-sighted internationalism.
These booking policies do not in^resent at the luncheon besides clude admission prices nor are theise
already named were Arnold aters classified according to first or
* Picker and Jack Segal of Colum- subsequent-runs, it should be noted.
l
y, Charles Goldsmith of Loew's,
xrt Deane and J. William Piper of Ayers Project Approved
^ ramount, Robert K. Hawkinson
Wmhinnton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
!*i B. D. Lion of RKO Radio, MurWashington
Construction of a
'?»' and Emanuel Silverstone,
Boris $95,000 theater in Bridgeville, Del.
rmont of 20th-Fox, Alfred E. Daff has been approved by the Facilities
1 Charles Kirby of Universal, Max
Review Committee of the Office of
eenberg of Warners, and the fol- the Housing Expeditor. The applicaJjVing from the MPAA: Gerald M. tion, approved on the basis of "esv yer, Sidney Schreiber, F. W. Dusential
community facility" was
•*11, Theodore Smith, John G. Mc- made
by Thomas E. Ayers and S.
^ rthy and Glen Allvine.
Layton Ayers.
less

-

1

;

:

_

'

;

—

{

\

.

IRVING CHIDNOFF
'Portraitiere to the Industry,"

550

Fifth

Avenue, N. Y. C.

m

Monday, June
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MPEA Opposes Export of German-Made Film
Military Gov'ts
Take Contrary Position
Based on Economic Status

U.

S., Brit.

MPEA

on record as being unalterably opposed to export of any
German films in the near future,
is

The Film Daily

learned yesterday.
This firm stand includes opposition
to export of new German production
as well as all old German films.
American Military Government
officials and their British counterparts are just as firm in their stand
that German films will be exported
to other countries, including the
United States, so that foreign exchange can be obtained and the German motion picture industry put

back on

Tftis

Beats "Walking a Mile for a Camel"
Washington Bureau of

—

Washington The State Department tells this story of American films and the
people of Pei Hsin Hsiang, a mountain village near Kunming, China. Only about
one in 10 persons had ever seen a motion picture, and the entire village was
looking forward to the visit of an OIC mobile unit.
When they learned that the jeep bearing the film and projector could not
travel the ancient mountain trail to the town, the State Department reports, the
inhabitants banded together to repair, widen and extend the road so that the
projection unit could reach the town.

FTC Cites

Ad

Film

Firms For Restraint

its feet.

(Continued from Page

MPEA's

strong position was relayed to Military Government officials in Germany by Allen Dulles,
now international trouble shooter for
the Association and its representative at the Geneva trade conference.
A similar position was taken by
other representatives of the American industry in Berlin.
MPEA's opposition is based on the
belief that export of German films
could serve as an international mespropaganda.
senger for German
MPEA told Military Government offiit
was learned, that Nazi
cials,
propaganda had poisoned the minds
of Germans to such an extent that it
would be a long time before it could
be expected that films acceptable for
export would be made.
MPEA's general opposition to the
export of any and all German films

I)

trade and attempt to create a monopoly. The respondents are RayFilms, St. Paul; Alexander
Bell
Films, Colorado Springs;
Motion
Picture Advertising Service, New
Orleans; and United Film Ad Service, Inc.,

Each

Kansas City, Mo.

charged with entering into
long-term exclusive contracts with
exhibs. for the screening of films
produced or distributed by them with
the respondents claiming exclusive
rights to the screens of the exhibitors with whom they have signed.
These provisions, according to
FTC, have been substantially enforced by each of the respondent
companies and have been observed
"by a substantial number of exthe
hibitors
located
throughout
United States."
Alexander is charged with such
was broken down to specific objec- contracts throughout the nation,
tion to both films made while Hitler while the other companies are limis

in power and new production. ited to specific regions.
This was the position relayed to
Twenty days is given the companby ies to file answers.
Military Government officials
films
export
opposing
of
Dulles. In

was

MPEA

said
made prior to May, 1945,
that although some films were not
made by Nazi personnel, every film
was passed by the Hitler government. Even though the films were socalled "entertainment" pictures and
were made by non-Nazi personnel,
said it was obvious that because of its accent on all-Aryan cast
or for some other reason the film
would be acceptable to the Hitler

MPEA

firm opposition

ernment

from Military Gov-

officials.

In conferences with

British Military Government, American officials agreed that German
films must be exported so that foreign exchange could be obtained. In
top level decision, it was agreed that
the German motion picture industry

would be re-built and

product
exported. This decision now stands
and has the approval of Military
government.
Governors of both the American and
of
export
opposed
the
also
MPEA
British zones in Germany.

German

films

made

since

V-E Day

on the theory that Germans, long
used to the Nazi propaganda barrage, could not be trusted to make
films acceptable for export.
MPEA's position, however, met

SRO Distribution in
Britain Through SRO?
London (By Cable) —

British dis-

the
in
for SRO's "Duel
tribution
Sun" and other David 0. Selznick
reported likely to be
pictures is
through Pathe Pictures, Ltd., but at
the

week-end, it was learned that
been finalized.

nothing had

THE FILM DAILY

its

It is also the official position of the
Military Government that films acceptable for export can be and will
be made in Germany. Through an
extensive screening process that includes approval by a chain of Military officials, it is the considered belief that German films made for export will contain no propaganda
taint feared by MPEA.
It is the opinion of some observers
that unless the American film industry reverses its position a hot battle
over the issue can be expected. One
key may be the attitude of the U. S.
Congress towards the German film
situation. While it is the official U.
S. position that non-military industries in Germany should be rebuilt

import Cut Warning

Voiced by Dallon
(Continued from Page

1

)Wt-

imports would be the alternative
non-closing of the present gap H|
tween exports and imports.

"The plain fact is unless we clo
the gap between exports and ii
ports we will have to cut imports
the most grievous fashion," declar
Dalton, whose knowledge of t
British film situation was sharpen
by his earlier service as president
the Board of Trade.
Dalton further made the signi
Hollywood is at the crossroads of cant pronouncement at Margate th
the British Labor Government wo
world popularity, opined Leon Sirnot attempt to negotiate furth
itzky, prexy of Siritzky Internationloans.
al, at Thursday evening's cocktail
The British Treasury head's wai
party that was tossed in celebration
ing that imports might be drastica]
of the opening of the company's
restricted unless a more favorat
new suite of offices in the Fisk Build- trade balance results
brought in
ing.
bold relief the British film quo
Just as nations rise and fall, sim- situation.
ilarly the films of nations have enEric A. Johnston,
pres
joyed the ebb and flow of popularity, dent, who is expected here late in t
Siritzky philosophized. "During my month, is asking for a year's
exte
37 years of experience in the film sion of the present Films Act, pi
business, I have observed the pop- dicating his request on the expect
ularity of the Italian film yield to tion that British film earnings
the French, and the French yield to the U. S. will show a sizeable
the German, and all of them yield crease in the next 12 months.
to the American. Hollywood pictures
British trade arms producers, e
still enjoy a pre-eminance.
But for hibitors and labor have voiced vi
how long?", he asked.
orous opposition to the Act's exte
Admitting that British pictures sion.
were making inroads on the foreign
J. Arthur Rank, who is now vis
market, Siritzky insisted that so far ing in Hollywood, thus far has n
as he could tell, product from the made public his own reaction
U. K. was not yet so popular as prod- Johnston's proposal. Rank is knov
uct from the U. S., so far as France to feel, however, that British pi
was concerned. He pointed out that tures are entitled to a better bre;
his circuit in France had played all in the U. S. than they presently e
sorts of pictures, yet American pic- joy, although progress has be
made during the past year.
tures were the most popular.
Among those who attended the
cocktail party were: Arthur Mayer,
to Preside at
Ilya Lopert, Sam Baker, Cesar Girosi, Michele Fizaine, Dr. Juan Negrin,
H. O. Meeting

Hollywood Popularity

Seen

at Crossroads

MPAA

>

i

——

Kalmenson
Warner

Rosita Negrin, Paul Moss, Simon
Jaques Chabrier, Dorothy
Gerstein, Walter Lasker, Jack Segal,
Alfred Katz, Billy Friedberg, Irving
Lesser, Sam Tulpan, Max Rosenzweig, Dr. Joseph Lieberman, Arnold
Jacobs, Seymour Florin, Philip SoloJr.,

(Continued from Page

Schiffrin,

Sam Siritzky and
of the industry press.

mon, Lena Girardi,

members

Martin in Legion Post

—

Leesburg, Fla. Hugh Martin, M.
Theaters manager, was installed as commander of the Leesburg American Legion post.

& M.

and their products exported, there
appears to be considerable Congres-

1

manager, to preside.
Taking part will be Samuel Schni
der, vice-president; Mort Blume
stock, vice-president in charge of a
vertising
and publicity; Divisi'
Sales Managers Roy Haines (Wej
tern), Jules Lapidus (Eastern ai
Canadian) and Norman Aye:
(Southern) Norman H. Moray, sho
subject sales manager; I. F. Doli
Kalmenson's assistant; Bernard
Goodman, supervisor of exchange
Ed Hinchy, playdate departme^
head; William W. Brumberg, fie
exploitation staff manager.
District managers to attend
elude: Sam Lefkowitz, Eastern; Ro
ert Smeltzer, Mid- Atlantic; Charl
Rich, Central; Harry A. Seed, Mi
west; Hall Walsh, Prairie; John
sales

:

;

i

opposition to thp film program. The State Department thus
far has kept hands off the explosive
situation. State Department is expected to take over administration Kirby, Southeastern; Doak Roberl
of Germany but is not expected to Southwestern; Henry Herbel, We
reverse present military policy con- Coast, and Haskell M. Mastei
Canadian.
cerning the German film industry.
sional

.

g
I
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OVERSEAS KID SHOW PROfllOTIOII
Smith, Gehring Realign 20 th -Fox Sales Posts
.OEUI'S in
__

1

loskowitz

Named

.ssistant;

Levathes

Smith

,

hort Subjects Chief
In the forefront of a series of

Home

conferences

office

20th-

at

yesterday between Andrew W.
jnith, Jr., newly appointed general
ix

!»les manager.
illiam C. Gehr-

Program Detailed in
Brochure Planned to
Develop Foreign Marts

2,500 1HMM. Sound Projectors at S295 Each
To be Sold by Major V. V. Department Store
projectors

moves

to

knock down the price

of 16

mm. souod

the reported plan of a major New York department store to offer
projectors for $295 each, on terms. Machines are said to be n pro-

is

2.500 new
duction in an Eastern state.
Four other companies are said to be producing similar projectors, designed to
be marketed at less than $300.
:

ig, assistant
e n e r a 1 sales

r

jianager, and
n y r o s
P
kouras, presi.

resulted in
n m e n t of

snt,
?

a

i

e

-

1 i

company's
at ion of

Buffalo

MPF Posts

Martin

Mosko-

a p executive

Opens

Meet

—

Chicago

in

—

Sales

A

Chicago
review of sales and
liquidation of current product, as
well as plans for the new year, are
on the agenda of the Columbia

Officers elected at the

founding meeting yesterday of the
Buffalo exchange area of the Motion
Picture Foundation were: Max Yellen, national trustee;
George McKenna, local chairman; Vinjent MeFaul, treasurer, and Elmer Lux, sec-

was

z

—

Buffalo

new

ts.

t

McKenna Hold Columbia

force and

iles
.

Yellen,

j

branch and district manager's meeting opening today at the Drake
ssistant to
Hotel. A. Montague, general sales
m t h Peter WILLIAM C. GEHRING
manager, will preside, with more
retary.
evathes was
The group also elected David Mil- than 50 key sales figures, including
»nieJ short subject sales manager,
home office executives, top sales per!er, Lux, and Matthew B. Sullivan.
ling the post left va ant by the
sonnel, and all branch and district
all of Buffalo, to the exchange comte William
Clark.
i

>inted

|

i

First U. S. major company to
the move, Loew's, through its
subsidiary, Loew's International, is
planning to embark on a large-scale
children's show program overseas in
a drive to build and develop its foreign market.
Line of campaign to be adopted internationally by Loew's will be detailed in a 20-page slick-papered
brochure, "Special Children's Shows
Why and How," now being edited
by David Blum, Loew's International
ad-publicity chief.
Keyed to the thought, "we do owe
youth an obligation," the brochure
gives a "dollars and sense" reason for

make

.

(Continued on Page 7)

Byrnes

to

Represent

j

Carence

C.

Hill,

rmerly
executive
assistant
to
nith when the latter was Eastern
vision sales manager, will assume
(Continued on Page 4)

roder-U Talk Reissue

i

Frohlich Off for Hearings
On Copyright Legislation
Louis Frohlich, Ascap attorney, and
of the Ascap board of di-

350 Pix

Negotiations are under way be^een Jack Broder, Detroit and Los
ngeles theater operator, and Uni>rsal whereby Broder will acquire
S. and Canadian re-issue rights
more than 350 U pictures dating
.

I

(Continued on Page 5

1

1

Expectations"

broke

all

previous Memorial Day records when
it
grossed more than $25,500 last
Friday, at the Radio City

Music

Hali.

'

Almost

people saw the J.
Rank production that day.
The JAR film, released through U-l,

25,000

Arthur
is

the

first

Eyssell's

British

emporium

film
in

to

play

James Byrnes, Counsel to
Johnston on Films Matters

-Fox in Hi Court
Washington Bureau of

Washington
State James

THE FILM DAILY

— Former

Secretary of
yesterday
confirmed to The Film Daily that
he will represent 20th-century Fox
before the U. S. Supreme Court in
the appeal from the New York equity
F.

Byrnes

Coast Bureau of THE FI I
DAILY
decision.
leave for Washington
Hollywood
Eric A. Johnston,
The former South Carolina Senconnection with legislation
prexy, announced that James
affecting music copyrights scheduled
(Continued on Page 5>
F. Byrnes, former Secretary of State,
for hearings tomorrow.
Ascap group will urge adoption of will be associated with him as his
Ohio Senate to Limit
a bill which would bring juke boxes counsel on motion picture industry
Admissions Tax Rate
under the copyright law provisions, matters.
Y. Frank Freeman was elected
and will oppose the Speiser bill pi-oviding for royalty payments to re- chairman of the board of the AMPP
Columbus Senate Taxation Comcording artists.
mittee of the Ohio Legislature voted
(Continued on Page 4)
informally to limit the admissions
tax, if the State abandons that field,
to five per cent. Present state levy
three per cent. House-approved
is

rectors,

If.

will

in

w

MPAA

1/

—

—

Shorts Prices Rise Slightly

"Great Expectations"
In Music Hall Record
"Great

of

(Continued on Page 7i

member
today

lights for

managers in attendance.
Promotion and distribution

Continued on Page 7)

Gus

eight years.

Average

20%

Gain

Still

Below Cost Gain

ITO of Arkansas Meets
Today in Little Rock

Efforts of major company short
subject sales departments over the
past few months to get increased
rentals for their product, on which
Little Rock, Ark.
An open forum costs are estimated to be more than
on theater concessions, co-operative 200 per cent above the pre-war averadvertising,
admissions,
budgeted age, have been partly successful,
buying and the Motion Picture Foun- according to a Film Daily survey.
dation will highlight today's open- Checkup of leading exchange cening session of the Independent The- ters reveals that exhibitors in many

—

'

Continued on Page 61

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 5)

$5,500,000 Gross for
'DueV in Three Weeks
David O. Selznick's "Duel in the
Sun" grossed $5,500,000 in the first
three

weeks

of exhibition, Milton
general sales manager,
announced yesterday. Figures are for
the period ended last Wednesday.
Kussell,

SRO

O
cominG

Aunaiuu

10 Cents
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Western division sales manager, leave
the Coast today.

for

M-G-M home

of-
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IRVING
Scranton

PICHEL
area

is

in

Columbicl
Boston

in

—

Wilkes

the

Pennsylvania

of

Named

Manager

GOMG

(HID

SPYROS P. SKOURAS, 20th-Fox president;
LEM JONES, his assistant, and HERMAN WOB-

3,

DAILY

O'Brien

mm

HIM DOM i

Df

**

obtaining

Barreloca-

Boston
Tom O'Brien, sales m;
ager at Columbia, has been appoi
ed branch manager effective yest
day, according to Harry Rogov

"The Miracle of the Bells" which
With him from the RKO studio
are LOU SHAPIRO, RALPH BERGER and CLIF-

district manager, who made the
nouncement. O'Brien entered the
dustry in 1939 in a clerical posit
FORD STINE.
fice
publicity department, returned yesterday
from a two-week vacation.
J.
J.
UNGER, United Artists' general sales with Vitaphone. He has been w
Editor
CHESTER B. BAHN
Universal and Monogram and jj!
JESSE KAY, of M-G-M's studio music depart- manager, returned yesterday from Chicago.
ment, is in town for a week's visit.
FLORENCE GRIBETZ, secretary to Stanley Columbia as a salesman in l^g
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
SAM MARX," M-G-M producer, will be in Shuford, Paramount advertising manager, is on
Last year he was promote*
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York 18, town from the Coast the latter part of June a two-week vacation.
N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. for a vacation.
LEON J. BAMBERGER, RKO sales promotion sales manager. The branch m;
j. W. Alicoate, President; Donald M. MerserOSCAR A. DOOB and JOHN MURPHY, of manager, is in Little Rock attending the an- agership at Columbia had reman
Treasurer; Patti
eau, Vice-President and
nual meeting of the Independent Theater Ownopen since last year when Rogo
Loew's, have returned from Washington.
Secretary.
and
Vice President
Alicoate,
was promoted to district manage
JOHN EBERSON, theater architect, is in Wash- ers of Arkansas.
Entered as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938,
CONSTANCE
BENNETT
is
from
due
the Coast
ington. Will be back Thursday.
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THE

LEWIS

PRC branch manager in
town on his honeymoon, following
his
marriage last week to the former
JEANNETTE BERLINER, Buffalo office manager
Buffalo,

for

LIESER,

J.

is

in

Universal.

FRANK

E.

CAHILL,

HOLLYWOOD,

WASHINGTON—

Warner Theaters'

di-

rector of sound, has returned from Cleveland.

HARRY GOLDBERG, Warner
advertising and
Coast yesterday.
of

Representatives:
28, Calif.
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Andrew H.
Granite S607.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Manning Clagett,
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
Joseph
Esler, 6241 N.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—
Oakiey Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
—Ernest W. Fredman. The Film Renter, 127-

JR.,

Heywood

publicity,

Theaters' director
arrived on the

Second to
Leave Booking Combine

Friday.

JOHN FORD is due from the
PAUL JARRICO, assigned to
olay for
yesterday.

"The

White

Coast Saturday.
do the

Tower,"

flew

screento Paris

CLIFF LEWIS here from the Coast and Mexico.

is

—

—

—
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—
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Dead

—

died of a heart attack.
He had been a local theaterman for
more than 30 years.
Co.,

MERVIN ASH & CO.

MPAA Rep on

Washington

MPAA

—

research head, will represent the association tomorrow at a
meeting of the American Bar Assobers,

a special

to the adminstration of
criminal justice. President Donald
Nelson will represent SIMPP at the

same meeting.
"Roosevelt Story"

to Brussels
Tola Productions' "The Roosevelt
Story" has been invited to compete
in the Brussels Film Festival next
month, and will be shown on June
14. Screening will mark the first
public showing of the picture, not
yet shown in this country.

Telephone: HAnover 2-3050

NEW YORK

Fifth week of preliminary discussions on Paramount 1947 sales drive
started yesterday with the opening
if a two-day meeting in Chicago,

ATOM

Employs
Bookkeepers
also be included, it

announced.

;

porters will
learned.
Move follows an earlier annour
ment that the Theater Manag
Union, another
unit, is c
sidering an affiliation with the (
Office and Professional Workers e
step towards the formation oj
theatrical division of CIO.

ATOM

Ansco

District

Managers

Hold N. Y. Convention
Ansco

district

managers from
San Fr

sales districts, including

Los Angeles, Chicago, Tor
Boston, Washington, Dallas,
Cincinnati are meeting this week
the Hotel Chatham, it was announ^
by E. Allan Williford, vice-pr'
dent of General Aniline & Film Cc
in charge of the Ansco film and c^j
era division.
cisco,

to,

:

;

EFERENC

BOO

Donohue, Central
manager.
Donohue
schedules meetings in Milwaukee on
Wednesday and in Minneapolis on
Thursday.
division

"urley
St.

Louis

J. J.

sales

—

of

of the

St.

Louis Board

MOTION

—Clarence M.

Turley, St.
secretaryCo.
been elected to the

Amusement

PICTURE

Owners and

Managers' Association of

St. Louis.

INDUSTR1

REEVES

THE FILM DAILY

Private funeral services will be held tomorrow for
Mrs. Augusta Yorke, wife of G. S.
"Gabe" Yorke, who died following
a lingering illness. A son, Harvey,
and a daughter, Mary survive.

on

Louis

treasurer, has
board of the Building

Services for Mrs. Augusta Yorke
Hollywood

8ROADWAY

known

separate
organization
Associated
Theater

Paramount Schedules 3
More Pre-Drive Meetings

Chambers will participate in
ABA committee on motion
pictures, radio and comic strips in conducted by
ciation.

West Coast Bureau

listed

THE FILM DAILY
Robert W. Cham-

Washington Bureau of

MEMBERS
information on listed and unsecurities available upon request.

ABA Meeting

at

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Statistical

61

Com.

—

5%

Mount Vernon, O. James C. Piatt,
62, city manager for Schine Theatrical

Arts

relation

Asked

5fo

Pathe

3/8

Chambers,

of THE FILM D. >H
Hollywood Local Fox West Co
cashiers, doormen, candy girls
ushers have been organized intx

West Coast Bureau

;

Carr Resigns from Marcus
To Become TOC Gen'l Mgr.

Indianapolis
Rex A. Carr announced his resignation as general
manager of Marcus Enterprises,
LONDON
Minneapolis
Second break away
which operates theaters in Indiana
MANILA—Homer from buying and booking combines in and Ohio,
133 Wardour St. W. 1.
to become general manHAVANA
Mary the last two weeks has occurred here.
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
BOMBAY— Jack Heywood pulled his New Rich- ager and buyer for Theaters Owners
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,
Corp. of Ohio, in Cincinnati. TOC
ALGIERS— Paul Saffar, mond and Stanley, Wis., theaters out operates and services more than 40
Fort, Bombay I.
MONTREAL— of Theater Associates, biggest Min- Ohio theaters.
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier neapolis combine. Heywood claims
VANCOUVER— Jack Droy, 411 Lyric "a simple booking problem" as his
St.
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher,
Theater Bldg.
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone, reason. Heywood plays close to Twin
Hellinger
Location
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys, Cities first-run while TA negotiates
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN— many deals during and after
For
City"
Here
Cities'
John Lindberg, Jembanealle No. 3, Copenhagen-Van Loese.
ROME John Perdicari, first-runs. Arrangement disrupted
With the arrival of Mark Hellinger
Via Ludovisi 16.
Phone, 42758.
MEXICO Heywood's first-run pix policy esCITY— Louis Tumoff, Morelos 56 No. 523. tablished at New Richmond only 50 from Hollywood to supervise producmiles from the Twin Cities.
tion of "The Naked City," story of
Marty Lebedoff, Minneapolis oper- New York's Homicide Squad, starator, made first break when he pulled ring Barry Fitzgerald, actual shootout last week over "Jolson Story" ing has begun with camera crews
deal.
filming shots of the Holland Tunnel.
(Mom., June 2)
i
i
Major portion of the film is to be
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
shot in town.
High

FW

ATOM

Forms Unit for
Cashiers, Doormen, Ushc

SOUND
1600

BROADWAY

STUDIOS, INC.
•

N. Y. 19

Complete Film and
Disc Recording

Facilities

Published by

THE

FILM

1501 Broadway,

DAIL

New York

18, N.

:
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Wi^i

ANN SHERIDAN
LEW

2ACHARY

AYRES SCOTT

THE UMFAITHFUI
with

EVE ARDEN

by David Qoodis and James Gunn

•

Music by Max Stelnet

Produced by

Directed By

VINCENT SHERMAN

STEVEN GERAY
Original Screen Play

.

JERRY WALD

0\
20th-Fox Sales Posts

Small
ALFRED

LEVY, production manager, Midwest

K.

Film Studio, Chicago.

new

the

ll

CURTIS DAVIDSON, manager, Shaw, Quincy,

of supervisor

position

Admission Price

urn inousTRV posts

Realigned By Toppers
(Continued from Page

Tuesday, June

of

exchange operations. Morris Caplan
will be in charge of statistics. Eddie
Collins was named home office aide
for Southern, Western and Canadian divisions, while Jack Bloom will
serve in a similar capacity for the
Mid-East and Central divisions.
Divisional sales territories will be
increased from four to six including
Canada as a separate division. West-

Perth

jestic,

LOU DUFOUR, exploiteer, RKO, Omaha.
JAMES SIMPSON, Republic shipping departmenr
head, Charlotte.

Fla.

MARSEN, manager. Rose, Thomasville, Ga.
WALTER FLOWERS, assistant manager, Arch
St., Theater, New Britain, Conn.
EDDIE MOROY, assistant manager, Reade's MaC.

F.

Amboy.

WILLIAM FELD, special sales rep., Eagle-Lion.
WEBBER HOWELL, second booker, Paramount,
Atlanta.

LEE COLLINS, third booker, Paramount, Atlan-

M.

J.

assistant cashier, Paramount, Atlan-

ta.

DEL DALLING, manager, Montana, Butte.
BOB LOVE, contract department head. Paramount, Atlanta.

BELVIN

ger,

LYONS,
E.

assistant

CAHOON,

Los Angeles.

Pittsburgh

manager,

Michigan,

SRO, Salt Lake

manager

office

branch,

to

UA's

of

salesman.

SHELDON SILVERMAN, Summer manager, Windameer, Cleveland.
RICHARD RIEGER, manager,

Embassy,

Cleve-

land.

WILLIAM MUSSMAN, Paramount
ger,

ABELSON,

FRED

sales

mana-

branch

mana-

Minneapolis.

Film Classics'
ger, San Francisco.

CLARENCE

HOLTZE,

manager,

Tomah,

Erwin,

Wis.

CARL

H.

WIECK, manager. Temple and Vernon
Viroqua,

Theaters,

Detroit.

HOWARD

MCCARTHY, Monogram branch mana-

E.

DAVE BROWN, from

ta.

BOB BUSH,

JOHNSON,

BILL

Wis.

Interstate

publicity

director,

assistant

publicity

Houston, Tex.
City.

ED SALZBURG, SRO, Cincinnati.

JAMES MENUTIS,

Interstate

Houston, Tex.

director,

James Byrnes, Counsel to
Johnston on Films Matters
ll

Chicago

meeting yesterday.
Two immediate industry matters
of major importance in which Byrnes
will assist Johnston are:
1. Undertake development of a set
at

MARTIN MOSKOWITZ

PETER LEVATHES

ern and Southern divisions remain
unchanged. Herman Wobber, Western sales manager and Harry G.
Ballance, Southern chief, remain in
their positions and organizations.
Wobber will add Kansas City and
St. Louis to his territories.

its

of fair trade practices for

member

companies of association.
2.
Protect freedom of American
screen.

Byrnes, who always has been an
outstanding champion of freedom of
expression, will join Johnston in re-

sisting any effort to undermine
freedom of the screen. Byrnes also
Creation of a Yankee division was will work with Johnston in preparing
announced by Smith with Ray Moon, the association's case before House
former New York district manager, Committee on Un-American Activiin charge. His territory will include ties at its hearings in Washington.

New

York,

Buffalo,

New

Boston,

Haven, Albany. Moon will move into
Frank Carroll,
the home office.
former aide to Smith, will be his assistant.

20th-Fox Will Film 'Escape'
Entirely In

England

Ready

—

Washington

Connell reports the receipt of answers filed in the Rivoli Theater antitrust case before Federal Judge John
Knight in Buffalo and will proceed
to take depositions in the case this
month.
Case is expected to be heard during the Fall term in the Western
New York Federal District. McConnell also expects an early decision
in the Jackson Park theater case

now

before the Appeal Court.

Tele Frequency Switch By
Hit by TBA, Philco

FCC

Washington Bureau of

Washington

West Coast Bureau

—

for the new Central division, consisting of the Great Lakes

Film Screening Rooms
Planned For Capitol
Washington Bur.,

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—

If

appropriations

remodeling of House
and Senate caucus rooms go through,
Congress may soon have film screenof $84,000

for

recommen-

ing rooms, following the

dation

David

of

Lynn,

architect

of

the Capitol.

—

THE FILM DAILY

FCC

proposals to
frequency assignments for
television relay ran into sharp opposition from TBA and Philco.
David B. Smith, Philco vice-president, charged that the proposed
changes would "very seriously retard" the growth of television and
would "do great harm to this new
industry at a time when it is struggling to get on its feet and get
switch

Capitol Hill for

many

Under the Reorganization
tol's

architect

is

Bill

authorized to

years.

Capi-

make

remodeling of caucus
rooms to provide "improved acousand seating facilities and for
tics
the presentation of motion pictures
or other visual displays on matters
plans

of

for

the

national

interest."

manager with supervision over six
offices in Canada which now becomes
a separate sales division.

Smith also announced the appointment of Charles Kosko, Pittsburgh
salesman, as Buffalo branch manager. William Graham, who has been

The new Mid-Eastern division will filling the position temporarily, will
have C. E. Peppiatt as sales man- be moved to the Chicago exchange to
ager, with supervision over the At- become office manager.
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Washington, D. C; and
the newly named River district consisting of Cincinnati, Cleveland and
Indianapolis. Sam Gross, Philadelphia branch manager, was promoted
to Atlantic district manager, succeeding Peppiatt. Herb Gillis, Philadelphia salesman, was made Philadelphia branch manager.
lantic

Motion picture presentations have
been a part of hearings on both
sides of

district manager succeeding Lorentz.
Joe Neger, Milwaukee branch manager, moves to the post of Chicago
branch manager, succeeding Gilliam
and Joe Woodward, Kansas City
salesman was promoted to Milwaukee branch manager.

district,

The other
remain

five sales

managers

will

the field and be headquartered as follows: Jack Lorentz,
in

Chicago;

Herman Wobber, San Fran-

Harry

Ballance, Atlanta; C.
E. Peppiatt, Philadelphia, and Sydcisco;

Rise'

Comparison

—

THE FILM DAI
While the cost

of

food, clothing and other basic cot
of-living items has risen by half
the few months since the end of t

OPA,

theater admissions, which
never controlled, have registered
a comparatively small rise.
Latest figures by the Bureau
Labor Statistics and they may
among the last figures of this natu
by the Bureau if the Senate dc
not prove more generous than t
House show an overall rise in ti
index figure for adult admissio
from the 1946 average of 157.8 tc:
February average of 165.4.
The 1946 figure for children wi

—

i

—

which rose to 162.8 this Ftj
ruary. These figures are pegged
a basis of 100 for the 1935-39 avi
age.
i

interesting to note the

B

Attorney Thomas Mc- figures on a number of basic co

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Darryl F. Zanuck,
20th-Fox production head, announced
John Galsworthy's "Escape," based
district, Chicago, Milwaukee and Deon the famous stage play, will be
troit; also the Prairie district, Minfilmed by 20th-Fox entirely in Engneapolis, Omaha and Des Moines.
its locale, late this Summer
Tom Gilliam, Chicago branch man- land,
with Rex Harrison as male star.
ager, was promoted to Great Lakes
William Perlberg will produce and
Joseph Mankiewicz direct.
started."

Jack Lorentz was appointed sales

manager

19'

156.7,

Report Answers in Buffalo
RivoJi Trust Suit

in

Washington Bureau

It is

(Continued from Page

3,

DAiLY

ney Samson, Toronto.
Following the announcements a
meeting was held with the division

modifies

now

register index figui

above 200. The rise in pix adm
sions has, however, been fairly gr;
ual and moderate. During the ent
period from 1939 to now, the per
of sharpest increase came betwc
1943 and 1944, when the index figi
climbed by over 20 points for adu
and nearly 24 points for childr
This of course coincided with the
crease in the admissions levy, w
a general reshuffling of box ofl
tolls throughout the nation forced
the congressional action.

BLS figures for adult admissic
are as follows: 1939, 102; 1940, 104
1941, 110.4; 1942, 116; 1943, 126
1944, 147.2; 1945, 153.1; 1946, 157
and February, 1947, 165.4. Childre
admissions have followed the sa
pattern, although the figure has
mained somewhat below the ad,
index except in 1945, when it went
155.9, 2.8 points above the cor
sponding adult tally.

Findlay Appeal Hearing Set

—

Boston
Appeal of Jack Find
from a decision by Judge Hartig[
which placed the operation of
Central and United Theaters, We
erly, R. I., in the hands of Moi
Pouzzner, will be heard in the C
cuit Court of Appeals on June
Judgment was entered in the c;
brought by Pouzzner against Fi:
lay, a former partner, and the We
erly Theaters Operating Co.

KfflmE TOUCH
THERESA PETERSON,

inspectress,

Metro,

/

neapolis.

JANE PATTERSON,

office

manager, UA, P

burgh.

VICTORIA GRYGUC, candy girl. Arch St.
ater, New Britain, Conn.
VIRGINIA MURPHY, stenographer, RKO, Om
FERN MARTIN, chief of staff, RKO-Broru
Omaha.
EVELYN HURLBURT, cashier, Colonial, Hartf

Sydney Samson, who has been sales managers to discuss sales plans
Conn.
Canadian district manager, was pro- for the company's forthcoming pic- VICTORIA BATTALINO,
ford, Conn.
moted to the post of Canadian sales tures.

"',

coshier,

Allyn,

H

j

Sfoesday,

June

3,

1947
C4iU

%yrnes to Represent

Broder-U Talk Reissue

ilth-Fox in Hi Court

Rights for 350 Pix

Continued from Page

and U.

S.

(Continued from Page

1>

Supreme Court Jus-

that he would argue
before the high tribunal
t
nsel for 20th-century Fox.
the Supreme Court has
...nounced that it will hear
Seal in the case, a decision is
said

the
as
Alnot
the
ex-

week.
nes said he would argue the
Even though the
e "next Fall."
me Court decides to hear the
e, it is not expected to be argued
least until Fall. There was no
ieation of Byrnes' fee for arguing
ted next

j

I

:

Tuesday's Tattlings
•
is

being re'ated by Martin Bennett of RCA, erstwhile of Warners Theaters
Seems that not so long ago. Marty and another RCA man were in a

where

hostelry

local

the

company maintains a

suite for business con-

and while

There's a tele receiver or two installed

ference purposes

awaiting the arrival

of

other conferees. Marty

came on

Just test patterns

the dials idly

and

his side-kick twisted

until,

suddenly, there ap-

peared on the screen the figures of men frisking around a swimming
The RCAites all but tumbled out of their
pool in their birthday suits

case.

Jyrnes only recently opened law
•hces in Washington. It is believed
Byrnes was requested to take
m case by Spyros P. Skouras, 20thpresident.
Skouras was in
x
Bjjishington a short time ago and is
ieved to have talked to Byrnes
"J
^deeming the case.

Funniest tele story going the rounds

TELE TATTLE TALE:

•

•

made a dash

then

chairs,

telephone, put

the

for

a

the

thru to

call

-.

n!i

Byrnes statement to
Film Daily did not detail the
he would play in the appeal,

was

station

is

believed here that

than

Jwe the

he will do

make an appearance beSupreme Court. As a former

mber of the High Court, he is
i^niliar with its procedure and is
' leeted to take an active part in
appeal of 20th- Fox.
ylt had been reported that Byrnes
'
uld represent all the major deldants in the case. Entrance of
rnes into the case was taken as
lication that a top level fight

;'"

be

Nj?ll

>

made before

the

Supreme

uit.

rtiJ

1

Ippeal Filed in Quonset
leater Permit Refusal
New Haven — An appeal has been
;d in Common Pleas Court against
.-

refusal of Building Inspector
G. Falsey to permit the conaction of a Quonset type theater

my
:

W Meadow St. Appeal, filed by LeonE. Sampson and Robert C. Spo-

.'

it

was, as the

A

happened

it

crew had

the pool to complete a setup for a night tele pickup

to

And

the nudity

on the

York hotel room) resulted

they'll learn that those

If

air

was

(and the

RCA

very

all

wrong

receiver in the

the tele station execs, read this,

indignant phone calls which they received that

presumably from a minister and a

night,

tertainment originated with

— you

guessed

ha

m

how

indignant denials

But

But one of the engineers, quite unwittingly turned the

New

re

came

This naturally involved closed circuit testing, which

well

switch key

"

Here's

later to learn

been dispatched

e

*e

the other end,

wasn't possible, they were told

just

It

\lthough

::i

From

out-of-town tele station

jurist,
it!

protesting such tele en-

— Marty

and

his

•

•

TWO-BIRDS-WITH-ONE-STONE DEPT.:
hegira of the Mecca Building tenants, Loew's Int'l,
assigned Cross & Brown to aid the luckless ones in

To
the

facilitate

new

their

the

for

As a

the Clock" in his

concrete example, Sobel cited "Conquer

paper

•

•

•

DEAL

UNDER

IS
bi

terms the action of the building
spector "arbitrary, illegal and an
use of discretion" based on a "misiception" of building rules.

^Permit was denied for construcm of a 300-seat Quonset theater to
used for motion picture showThe building inspector disfcs.
_. proved of the mode of construc-

lingual

WAY

PRC

Eagle-Lion or

for

release

to

murder mystery. "Whispering City"

English version features Helmut Dantine,

and type of materials to be used.
walls, it was said, should be of
isonry and of a fireproof nature.
'ii

Germain and Jacques Auger
Pic was bankrolled by Rene
Germain, Quebec financier, at the reputed figure of 600 G's
Several
for the

As each scene was

the

in

megaphone

for

St.

that

ing

was

title

shown

is

in

in

in the sup-

and around Quebec-

Fedor Ozep handled the

Jack Shaindlin handled the musical score
the exec, producer

both versions will be

French

No change

were shot

Hyacinthe Studios

both casts

Paul L'Ang'ais

lie

Exteriors

would

shot in English, the cast

French-speaking players

porting cast, though
interiors,

There's the possibility

shown simultaneously

"La Forteresse"

no

sets

1)

limit

amount municipalities may

on

the

levy, is

before a sub-committee of the Taxation group. If repeal of the tax is
authorized by the Senate, it will become effective Oct. 1.
Meanwhile the Ohio Association
of Local Government Officers has
asked the Legislature to kill Gov.
Thomas J. Herbert's plan, taking the
position that the state should continue to collect the tax and appor-

argument
pendent

amount back
Stand

to local

com-

similar to the
furthered by the Indeis

Theaters

Association

of

Mary Anderson and Paul Lukas

Nicole

make way

(Continued from Page

which

bill,

Ohio.

Counterparts in the French version are played by Paul Dupuis.

interesting sidelights:

Ohio Senate to Limit
Admissions Tax Rate

munities.

.1

•k,

arrangement.
Confabs between Universal and
Broder will continue this week with
a decision possible by Friday.

tion this

v

v

*
Quebec Productions'

UA

new

Though it's hard to emerge unscathed with ill will in such
an awkward situation, Loew's, at least, is trying to help those who
must vacate 1600 B'way by year's end
Loew's Int'l will take over
eight of the ten floors. ...
• SMPE Atlantic Coast division members
very impressed with what Nat Sobel of Cineffects, Inc.. had to say on
the progress made in the utilization of special effects in modern production
Sobel pointed out producers today are employing more foresight and intelligent preparation than ever before, with cinema audiences
by

is successful in consummating the deal, he will in turn offer
PRC a choice of 60 from the total
for distribution over a five year
period.
The move is a logical aftermath to
Broder's March purchase of similar
rights to 40
features and his
subsequent organization, together
with his brother Paul, of the Broder
American Releasing Corporation.
To solve the distribution problem,
the Broders plan a national chain of
30 exchanges; 10 of which they will
own outright; 10 of which will be
partially owned or controlled; and a
third group of 10 exchanges that will
be set up on a straight franchise

Broder

owner, has

search

offices

naturally benefiting

terprise distribution chief, but talks
in a stalemate.
was also indicated that if
It

ended

mate

T
•

1)

from 1933 to 1946, it is learned by
The Film Daily.
A similar pact was sought several
months ago by George Schaefer, En-

in

New

to

Annual outing of Paramount employes

will

be

held

at

the

New

Longshore Country Club, Westport,
Conn., on June 25. Executives and
employes of all departments will
.ravel to Westport via a special train
from Grand Central Station.
'*.**.*..*.,...*.
»*'***'*'' »'''**'*' ''''V*V*V#*V
V#

York

Currently the French version

Canada, with the Englsih version

Paramount Sets Outing
in Westport on June 25

is

be-

J^>end £5 irthdau

follow in September.

jjjj

:.:

SICK LIST
ARTHUR SACHSON,

general sales manner for Samuel Goldwyn Productions, was
^oorted in good condition yesterday followan appendectomy performed Saturday
l
Joseph's Hospital, Far Rockaway.
chson was stricken in Detroit on Friday
flown East for treatment.
"ffld

Hi

St.

:.:

•

•

•

TIP

TO TALENT SCOUTS

Cast

your

optics

female talent on display in "The King's Jester," Italian fi!m
locally

soon

Specifically

•'

Hugo

Phil

to

on the
be seen

M. means Maria Mercader, Doris

and Emil Neumann, Academy Award
tonal background on BYOOL ("Best
Years of Our Lives") have been engaged to do a similar chore on Enterprise's forthcoming "Body and Soul"
Duranti.

...

music scoring team

Friedhofer

who handled

Q

re

etinai Jo'

M
j.t

June i

j.:
:.:

E.

M. Orowitz

H. Hoffberg
Ted Tetzlaff

J.

Alan LeMay
Harvey Aulback
William

Francis E. Ziesse
Dick Pritchard
Sylvia Sanders
John S. Allen

:.:

Anne Harkavy

:.:

Shirley

:.:
?.:

:.t
:.:

:

Tuesday, June

*

Majors Short Subject
Prices Rise Slightly
(Continued from Page

with Joan

sections have come through with
boosts of 15 to 25 per cent, although
attempts to hike prices are still being resisted by customers in some
areas.
On a country-wide basis, the increases obtained by short subject
distributors thus far average less
than 20 per cent, which is considerably under the amount that shorts

producers say they must get before
they can operate in the black under
present high costs.
Unless better results are obtained
in the campaign for higher rentals
on shorts, according to one sales executive, some film companies will be
forced to curtail or abandon production of this product. Reissuing of
outstanding subjects of past years
has been helping some distributors
to balance off current production
costs, but it is pointed out that this
practice has limitations and the
quota of shorts suitable for re-issue
is gradually declining because of reduced production of new films.
Another recourse under consideration is the general release of subjects
sponsored by big industrial firms and
offered

to

major

film

distributors

without charge. An increasing number of these commercial shorts are
being made without any visible advertising in them. They merely put
over an idea of some kind, or display new products or developments
through the medium of an entertaining story. Production costs in some
cases run from $50,000 to $100,000,
or about twice as much as a film
company can hope to gross on a
short.

Even the most popular of
animated cartoons, now

shorts,
cost so much

to produce, it is claimed, that it
takes shrewd figuring to break even
on them. A seven-minute animated
subject that could be made for about
$10,000 before the war, it is stated,
now requires a production budget of
around $35,000 not counting prints
and distribution costs.

—

Charles Fiorito Rites

— Funeral

services were
held Thursday for Charles Fiorito,
77, owner of the Ashland and Lee
Theaters buildings. Ashland is operated by the Kaimann Circuit, while
the Lee is dark.
St.

Louis

Review Of thc new alios
'Possessed"

1)

Crawford, Van

PRC

Massey
108 Mins.

HAS WIDE POSSIBILITIES, POTENTIALITIES AS

ADULT DRAMATIC

FARE;

STAND OUT PERFORMANCES, ACE

DI-

RECTION.
Ranking with the best cinematic treatments of mental disorders, "Possessed " has
wide possibilities and potentialities as adult
dramatic fare. It is an intelligent treatment

impending insanity performed with

rate

artistry.

Curtis

Bernhardt's

first-

direction

a constant display of taste in handling a
tricky subject tnat could possibly have gotis

ten out of hand. Always, what transpires is
reduced to terms that are quickly grasped
by the spectator and understood.

The

trio

who perform the

lead roles, Miss
Heflin, render teil-

Crawford, Massey and
ing performances. Geraldine

Brooks

makes

The screenplay

has a degree of proelements which tend to utilize
phraseology from glossaries of the art of
mental healing. However, this aspect is not
confusing, is explained away in terms of
conviction and coherence. Production
by
Jerry Wa<d is in fine taste and again parts
fessional

story,

like

in

works, is set
Los Angeles to

his past

actual street locations
give documentary reality.
in

in

Deranged to the point of collapse, Miss
Crawford is initially seen at dawn in downtown LA. She collapses and is taken to the
municipal
via

hospital
in
a
coma. Restored
drugs, by Stanley Ridges, a psychiatrist,

she recounts her case history.

Under the influence of narco-synthesis,
Miss Crawford tells of her affair with Van
Heflin while she, as a nurse, attended Ma3sey's wife. Heflin does not take Miss Crawford's feelings for him seriously. Rather, he
is inclined to dismiss them lightly and this

this

part

up to the two. Heflin won't have any
of

a

Shortly

reconciliation.

thereafter

M

a s s

e

'

y

wife

s

is

drowned. It is labelled a suicide and dismissed by the police. Massey's children
come home. Geraldine Brooks, a grown-up
girl, suspects Miss Crawford and her father.
She makes it difficult but Massey prevails
upon Miss Crawford to stay and later proposes marriage to her in spite of her having
no emotional feeling for him. They marry.
Miss Brooks learns to accept Miss Crawford and they

become friends.
comes on the scene

Heflin

there

CHARTERED
SOUTH OZONE THEATER CORP., New
capital,

200

shares

operate

amusement

Samuel

Frankfather,

Miss

York;

no par value stock; to
parks and
theaters,
by
Charles Kleinberg, Elaine

of

Reiss.

VOGUE PICTURES CORP., New York; capital,
200 shares of no par stock; to produce motion
pictures,
by Lawrence
Kulick,
Ruth Kulick,
Frances Frank.

MOTION PICTURE PLANNING
York;
tion
tine

CORP.,

New

capital, 300 shares no par stock; mopicture business, by Gerald Meyer, ChrisCorbett, Geraldine Resciagno.

Shaw
64 Mins.

-

WELL.
Rewriting

couple of new angles into
treatment of newspapermen and their female followers, Producer
Buck Gottleib has fashioned a dramatic
entertainment that has action plus lightness in the comedy sense. William Beauthe

familiar

dines

a

film

direction

romance and

a

blends
melodrama with
few laughs. Playacting by the

principals registers.
Dirty business is afoot in veteran's housing and Lowery has the inside dope on the

scandal

but

Lowery

it.

editor won't let him print

his

quits, gets plastered,

meets Ana-

Shaw whose father

bel

is the ringleader of
crooks and also dominating stockholders of the Daily Tribune. Miss Shaw is
hired to get a new angle on a suicide that

again and
resumption of their affair, with
Crawford suffering mental turmoil

is

"Birth of the Motion Picture"

A. F. Films, Inc.
17, 20
Very Well Done

T

Made up of two two-reelers ~
"The Toy That Grew Up" and "T
Biography of the Motion Picti
Camera" this series is very well do
and should provide lots of interest
a general audience.
The seco
shows how the camera and film (
veloped from magic lanterns a

a

leading to lapses of memory as a result of
the duplicity. She visits a medico who advises mental treatment.
When she learns from Heflin that he is
planning to marry Miss Brooks she kills
him. From that point on her mind is a blank

she is picked up in LA. Ridges indicates to Massey, who has arrived at Miss
Crawford's bedside, that there is a cure
for her but it will
be long and heartrendingly painful. Massey, who steadfastly
until

loves her, states he will wait.

Miss Crawford's performance

is

a

finely

;

colored cartoons, while the first <j
picts how animated cartoons or
\
inated.

the

Another prominent figure in the setup is killed. Lowery sets the
police on the affair and followed about by
Miss Shaw he becomes a target of elimination himself.

With
tale

a

fair

mounts

semblance of coherence the

to a

lethal

climax with bodies

The expose is
Miss Shaw wrote it
seems her
pappy was a Jekyll-Hyde character and the
truth must come out. Last seen she has
married Lowery and they are indulging in
lying

all

over

the

place.

printed.

—

the well-known clinch.
CAST: Robert Lowery, Anabel Shaw, Charles
Evans, Frank Ferguson, George Lynn, Leonard
Penn, Ann Staunton, Dick Rich.
CREDITS: Producer, Buck Gottleib; Director,
William Beaudine; Original Screenplay, Fenton
Earnshaw, Tom Blackburn; Photography, James
Brown; Set Director, Glenn Thompson; Film Editor, Harry Reynolds; Sound, John Carter; Music,
Alvin Levin; Musical Supervisor, Dick Carruth.
DIRECTION, Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

ITO of Arkansas Meets
Today in Little Rock

leads to a severance of ties.

Across the lake, Massey, acquaintance to
Heflin, and his invalid wife live. Massey':;
wife suspects Miss Crawford of an illicit
alliance with him and she constantly throws

:

NEWSPAPER MURDER YARN HAS
LIGHT TREATMENT, HOLDS TOGETHER

"Rabbit Transit"

Warners

(Continued from Page

ater

ATA

1)

Owners of Arkansas and the
of Arkansas convention at the

Hotel Marion.

7

Mil

Lots of Chuckles
reading about the

figures in the case.

ner role register soundly.

of tne

with Robert Lowery, Anabel

Raymond

19-

At Large"

"Killer

Heflin,

Warners

of

3,

After
tur
beating the hare, Bugs Bunny ch
lenges Cecil Turtle to another ra
to redeem the respect due rabbi
Various side trips occur, but Bu
finally wins, only to be arrested i
speeding. Up to B. B. standards a

good for

lots of chuckles.

"Let's

t

Make Rhythm"

RKO

20 Mi
Potential Hit
tale of young love surrounds t)
musical featurette headed by St'
Kenton and his crew that should ha

A

A

|

box-office appeal in any locale.
the process of making records, St

".

helps out a girl juke-box operat
whose machines have gone dead,
that she can hear from her be

Cute tale mixed with so
music make this a decided hit.

friend.

"The Challenge of Housing"
Nat. Film Board of Canada 10 MiiT
Significant
brief survey of the causes a
effects of present housing conditio^
and an indication of attempts bei

A

",

Meetings will be continued tomorrow with R. J. O'Donnell, Inter- made in various countries to provi
state
Theaters of Texas general adequate homes. Offering a hi'
manager, and Variety Clubs, Inter- standard at which to aim, the pix
national chief barker, to address the interesting and significant.
afternoon session.
Committee reports at the morning session will
be followed by the election of offi-

"So You're Going to be

a Father=

Warners

10 Mia
Good
With the news that he is to }l
.
John Mackey Dead
come a father, Joe McDoakes stai
Hartford, Conn. John F. Mackey, to have pre-natal fears which we
53, one-time music head for Warner him down till he's a shadow of 1
theaters in Hartford, Waterbury and former self. Contrary to his hop<,
New Britain, is dead.
the baby is a girl, who sixteen yea
cers and board

1

members.

—

1

.

etched job that will stand out among her
recent appearances.
CAST: Joan Crawford, Van Heflin, Raymond
Massey, Geraldine Brooks, Stanley Ridges, John
Ridgely, Moroni Olsen, Nana Bryant, Erskine
Sonford, Gerald Porreau, Lisa Golm, Don McGuire, Douglas Kennedy, Monte Blue, Griff Bur-

later turns into an obnoxious bobb
soxer who looks just like her fath('

Good for laughs.

Strom Joins McGraw-Hill

David E. Strom has been nam/
educational consultant of McGrav
CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Wald; Director, Hill Text-Films,
is
it
announce
Curtis Bernhardt; Screenplay by Silvia Richards,
Ranald MacDougall; Based on a story by Rita Former audio-visual aids director
Weiman; Photography, Joseph Valentine; Art the University of Connecticut, Stro
Director, Anton Grot; Film Editor, Rudi Fehr;
has prior experience as director
Sound, Robert B. Lee; Set Decorations, Fred
the visual aids department of tl
M. McLean.
DIRECTION,
Intelligent.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Minneapolis Public Schools. IFirst Rate.
joined McGraw-Hill yesterday.
nett.

'•'

:
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Villen,

McKenna Hold

Buffalo

MPF Posts

Loew's in Overseas Kid Shows
Foreign Markets

is

Aim

(Continued from Page
(Continued from Page

1>

representing the distributors.
itee,
general committee to represent
,

setting up the program: "Children's
matinees give box office returns by
using the cinema at a time it otherwise would be idle."

distributors
was
ibitors
and
Need for co-operation from PTA
ned as follows
Vllen, McFaul. Robert T. Mur- groups, politicians, business men and

^Villiam Dipson, Gus Basil, Al- others is urged. Especially, "include
"F. Ryde, Myron Gross, George the very sections of the public that

.

Andrew

Gibson, Charles have attacked the cinema," the bookl ylor,
Merritt A. Kyser, and Mc- let adds.
nna, all of Buffalo; Robert NayNot only does the booklet lash out
Thomas against all-cartoon programs as a
n of Niagara Falls;
dsh of Binghamton; John Os- detriment to good will, but also isf -ne and Fred Schweppe of Elmira; sues the warning: "No double feaKallet of Albany; Harry Bern- tures! Avoid double features as you
f5n of Ithaca; Lester Pollock, would the plague."
Instead, the
Chester; Michael Kallet and Sid anonymous Nestor suggests building
-sman of Syracuse; and C. C. a program around such Metro proling of Geneva.
duct as "Adventures of Huckleberry
It was decided that no theater Finn,"
'Tale of Two Cities" and
l4i»in should have more than two "The Yearling," with such shorts as
mbers on the general committee. newsreels, travelogs, cartoon and
ou Novins, assistant to Barney other one-reelers dealing with scihiban, Paramount prexy, outlined ence, sports, music and history.
aims of the industry's philanSome guidebook pointers: 1) Chil>pic organization.
dren's programs should not conflict
with the theater's regular performance; 2) House should be cleared of
ve June Starters Sets
kids and cleaned of litter; 3) Make
looting Record for U-I
certain that the film offered on the
kid program is not scheduled for re'-st Coast Bureau of THE FILM l> IILV
issue; 4) Admission prices should
^Hollywood
With five pictures not be set too high for the kids.
ted to go before the cameras this
Since most kid
programs are
nth, Universal-International will
an all time high of eight pictures offered on Saturdays, Sundays and
holidays, the brochure calls attenI the sound stages.
"June starters include "Tap Roots," tion to the point that the exhibitor
should make sure there is no objec.Valter Wanger production; "Black
nel,

|

•

—

rt,"

M'
flic

Bush Drowned

lories L.

Silsbee, Tex.

—

sh, 19, Jefferson
r ijectionist, was

Charles Lindberg

Amusement
drowned

in

Co.
the

Uage creek.

-G-M Changes Show Dates
M-G-M has set tradeshows

1

Teduled for that date,

June

is

set back

26.

UEDDIDG BELLS
Friend-Morrison
'

—

Detroit
Lavonne Friend, Parajunt switchboard operator, plans

.

field

— M-G-M

managers,

office

auditors and masterbookers for

the

ond and

final meeting, the first being held last week in Cincinnati for
the group East of the Mississippi.

Streamlining operations keynoted
both sessions which were attended

bv six home

office

executives.

Centals for EB School Pix
Chicago
A nation-wide rental

—

program

for

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

GUT

cirStates, and the Hoyt and
cuits in Australia, as well as others
in

.

.

i

"Down

Continued from Page

1)

Earth," to follow the same
general pattern as the campaign on
"The Jolson Story" will be discussed,
while one of the top matters to be
gone over are plans for presenting
"The Jolson Stoi-y" in repeat runs
around the country. In addition to
general sessions, part of the fourday gathering will be devoted to
individual meetings between branch
to

managers

and

district

office

representatives.

District

managers

and

home

attending

in-

clude Nat Conn, New York; Sam
Galanty, Mideast; Carl Shalit, Central; Jerome Safron, Western; Ben
•

Marcus, Midwest; Harry Rogovin,
New England; R. J. Ingram, Southeast; J. B. Underwood, Southwest,
and Harry Weiner, Southern, New
Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania.
Branch managers present include
J. C. Bullwinkel, Albany; T. O'Brien,
Boston; Phil Fox, Buffalo; George
Roscoe, Charlotte; B. J. Lourie, Chicago; A. S. Moritz, Cincinnati; O. J.
Ruby, Cleveland; R. C. Hill, Denver;
M. H. Evidon, Des Moines; E. Hochstim, Detroit; W. Guy Craig, Indianapolis; Tom Baldwin, Kansas City;
W. C. Ball, Los Angeles; H. Chrisman, Memphis; H. Olshan, Milwaukee; H. J. Chapman, Minneapolis;
T. F. O'Toole, New Haven; H. Duvall, New Orleans;
Saul Trauner,
New York; C. A. Gibbs, Oklahoma
City; J. H. Jacobs, Omaha; A. H.
Levy, Pittsburgh; J. R. Beale, Portland; W. G. Seib, Salt Lake City;
L. E. Tillman, San Francisco; L. N.
Walton, Seattle; C. D. Hill, St. Louis,
and Ben Caplon, Washington.

Ithaca Honors Previn

Charles Previn, Radio City Music
director of music, received
an honorary degree of Doctor of
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
The House yester- Music last Saturday, at a comday gave its final approval to Re- mencement ceremony held by Ithaca
publican-sponsored legislation to cut College, the conductor's musical alma
income taxes July 1 by $4,000,000,000 mater.
Previn will address the
annually. Senate sanction is expected graduates, will make an appearance
today. The measure pares income conducting the college orchestra, and
taxes by from 30 to 10.5 per cent later will be guest of honor of the
faculty of Cornell University, of
beginning July 1.
which he is also an alumnus.
IATSE Election Today
Officers of George R. Beers Dies
Grand Rapids, Mich
the IATSE Eighth District will be
Miami, Fla.
George R. Beers,
elected today at the second session
member of the Miami Showmen's
of the group's 39th annual convenAssociation, died in a Baltimore hostion. Meetings opened yesterday and
pital.
Services were held here on
conclude today.
Saturday.

schools

went

into

—

—

—

week, H. R. Lissack, vicemarry Bill Mon-ison on June 21. president of Encyclopaedia Britan- Nadel Succeeds Kissel
nica Films, announced.
Programs
will be handled by offices in Dallas,
Columbus, O. Norman Nadel has
Oszustowicz-Wise
Boston, Pasadena. Calif., and New succeeded Bud Kissel, resigned, as
Detroit Wanda Oszustowicz, sec- York, as well as Chicago.
motion picture editor of the Citizen.
tary to T. L. Henrich, Paramount
Nadel will continue to handle music
j.jice manager, plans to marry Bob
as well as films and legitimate theKing Views "Dear Murderer"
^ise on June 21.
Oslo (By Air Mail)
Gainsbor- aters.
ough's "Dear Murderer" had its preCaporal-Manders
miere in the presence of King Haa MacKillop With Tempo
St. Louis
Gloria Nikki Caporal, kon of Norway, marking the initial
Appointment of D. J. MacKillop as
J
tfcughter of John Caporal, Wellston command performance of a British vice-president in charge of Southern
.^nusement Co. head, is engaged to film by a reigning European mon- sales, was announced by Irving
illiam George Manders.
arch.
Fogel, president of Tempo Record Co.
J

Chicago

in

Hall's

Western
and
Southwestern
of branches have wound up general
ong of Love" in all exchanges for and individual meetings held at
'ne 17. "The Hucksters," formerly the Cosmopolitan Hotel, the sec]

.

House Approves Income
Tax Cut; Senate Gets Bill

Denver

hi

youngsters to participate in an amateur program "not over a total of
15 minutes."
Tie-ups suggested are: Birthday
parties, with local grocer providing
cake free, in exchange for publicity.
Radio program to broadcast the
kid talent with a "reputable merTeachers
chant to sponsor it."
Librarians
to plug essay contests.
Merto dovetail books with pix.
chant tie-ups, and so on.
Booklet discusses other matters including nurses, police assistance, and
even such public relations pointers
as: "The theater manager should
make it a standard practice to stand
in the lobby and greet the children as
they enter."
Also referred to is the Metro Cub
Club, with an untitled theme song,
sung to the music from the "Wizard
of Oz."
Proof of the program's feasibility
is offered by the experience of Metro
Theater managers in Valparaiso,
Santiago, Lima and Montevideo in
South America, the MPEA's Children's Finn Library in the United

Metro Office Staffs End
Series of Branch Confabs

"Imagination," "The Senator tion by religious groups to Sabbath
programs.

Indiscreet" and "Ride the Pink
rSe -"

as

also counselled to invite talented

is

Although the exhibitor is warned
not to "overemphasize the extra features of the children's program," he

•

.

Opens

1)

in
Continental
Britain
and
Europe.
Exhibitor is urged to remember:
"Parents everywhere are interested
in the welfare of their children. They
will co-operate with exhibitors if
that will ensure suitable screen fare
."
for their youngsters
Booklet is directed to exhibitors
and distributors outside of the U. S.
and Canada. There's a possibility it
might be translated into Spanish.

,

,.

Up

of Build

Columbia Sales Meet

effect last

'fl

—

—

—

—

STORK REPORTS
New
koski,
has a

Britain,

manager
new baby

—

Conn.
of the
girl

—

Les MarMusic Box,

—his

second.

Cleveland
A second daughter,
Helene, was born to Bernard Rubin,
one of the partners in Imperial Pictures.

.
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imAmiwUcK,
from a SHOWMAN!... Get out and
SELL! Get out and YELL! Get out and TELL your
patrons about your ATTRACTIONS! Use the

Take a

tip

BILL-POSTING
RADIO
HERALDS... your LOBBY and FRONT... use your
SCREEN... to let the folks know ... there's a Show
going on... and THEYYe mo/ted/... Join The PRIZE

NEWSPAPERS
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BABY!... Get Back To
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SEE BVRflES CAST AS inDUSTRV'S 1947 UIILLKIE
Tele Network Facilities Go Commercial Aug. 1
H T. & T. Files Rates
New

*&

Tests

York- Washington

NO SATURATION POINT, SAYS HUGHES

Are Completed

Network

"Outlaw" Producer Claims an Unending Revenue Source
In Small Towns Away from Key City Situations

television broadcasts took

another forward step with the an-

nouncement by American Telephone
That there is no saturation point
& Telegraph Co. that intercity video
for any picture which the public
'acilities will be available on a commercial basis on Aug. 1. Covering wants to see, is the claim of Hughes
-ates for the facilities, now compris- Productions, based on the performance of "The Outlaw." Records dising coaxial cables, but eventually to
close that an unending source of
(Continued on Page 7)
revenue is available to distributors in
small towns away from key situations, it is claimed.

fo Use Color for 7

Findings are based on repeat enof "The Outlaw."
In

gagements

many

instances

cited

in

a report,

more than 100 per cent of a community's population saw the picture.
Examples pointed out include the
Scenic Theater, Lexington, 111., and
the Roxy, Norfolk, Va., where the
picture played five times within the
Hughes
space of seven months.
claims that the saturation point has
not yet been reached despite four
(Continued on Page 6)

Chicago

— Announcement of eight

;op-flight musical westerns starring
ZJene Autry was made yesterday by

A. Montague, Co-

lumbia general

neeting in session
at the Drake Hotel.
First of the
will

be

Goldman Petition
Philadelphia — Defendants

K. Pix Act

British Prods.
Hollywood
films

Model Amusement Tax
Law is Expected Soon
of

of a series of model

amusement

tax,

taxes will be released
State Tax Commission yesissued model laws for sales

compensating use tax and other

vehicle use tax, in accordance
legislative

Only vio-

tivities.

counsel came

Important Reissues
yester-

West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

from

Rep.

John

Rankin, commit-'
tee
It

member.
was recalled

Favoring

Seen

in '48

Belgium's Regent to See
Eric Johnston June 24

mandate.

^mes

f.

byrnes

(

with

Continued on Page 7)

Holder Sues

(Continued on Page 6)

/

U/

Directors

Charges Improper Benefits

in

BIR Waiver

TO

Charging that a waiver with the
Ark.
Confab Discusses
Bureau of Internal Revenue between
MPF, Co-op. Advertising
February and July, 1946 constituted
unjustified and improper benefit
Forum discus- an
Little Rock, Ark.
to an executive group, and was a
sion of industry .problems featured
of corporate assets, Stephen
opening sessions of the annual two- fift
runcale,
Universal stockholder,
day joint convention of the Arkansas
filed suit in New York
ITOA and the ATA of Arkansas yesterday
Federal Court on behalf of stockwhich opened yesterday.
holders similarly situated, and for
Topics included theater conces-

—

sions, co-operative advertising, the-

ater

Hearings

—

—

present one expires in September, Belgium, officially opened the
i948 and that it will require British special information center which will
exhibitors to play more home-pro- be a feature of the World Festival
in

C.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Arguing for reducTHE FILM DAILY
That a new British
Brussels (By Cable)
Admiral tion or elimination of the 20 per cent
be drafted when the Alan G. Kirk, U. S. Ambassador to Federal Admissions Tax, Thomas

—

act will

Levy at D.

Murtha, IATSE spokesman, pointed
out that film theater attendance was
falling

off.

Murtha

stated, "In the face of the
(Continued on Page 7)

Minneapolis Daily to
increase left*. Rates
Minneapolis

With the issuance

laws
for the guidance of New York State
counties and cities which decide to
impose local taxes to meet education and general revenue needs, it is
expected that the model (aw on

terday

Un-American Acto|
appointment as industry

(Continued on Page 7)

shortly.

—

by the House
Committee on|

Byrnes

MPAA

a. montague
release
"The Last Round-Up," now

first

u n d ocumented
congressional attacks
this time

criticism

Roadshow

West Coast Bureau of

Initial

the

dustry againstl

I

New U.

next

—

the 1947 Wendell Willkie in defending the American
motion picture in-

(Continued on Page 7)

years, four this
year, and four for

Albany

—

IA,B'way

in

black - and -white,
with the remaining seven to be in
color. Releases
will be spread
over the next two

is

FC Will

In

THE FILM DAILY
Washington It is expected here
that James F. Byi-nes will become
Washington Bureau of

Hollywood A roadshow policy for
day were given 10 days to file a brief
here that Byrnes concurred in the
on behalf of their petition for leave important re-issues will be intro(Continued on Page 8)
"That
duced
Film
with
by
Classics
to file a bill of review in the District
Hamilton
Woman,"
Sir
Alexander
Court in order to present new evidence in the Goldman-trlanger anti- Korda production, starring Vivien
Hit Ticket
Leigh and Laurence Olivier, as the
(Continued on Page 6)

manager, at
the branch and
district manager's
sales

films

Ordered

!

lent adversel

Of 8 Col. Autry Pix
Briefs

Charges of 'Reds' in Films
Will Be Chief Task of
Former Secretary of State

admissions,

budgeted

(Continued on Page 7)

buying

the benefit of the corporation.

Suit asks that individual defendContinued on Page 8)
(

— Amusement adver-

be raised July 1, as
ad rates by the Minnumber one
neapolis Star-Journal,
daily in the Northwest. Combination
tising rates will
will all display

morning and evening rates, now 70
cents per agate line, will jump to
75 cents while the Sunday rate of
80 cents will go to 90 cents the line.
These rates for first-run houses in
Loop while neighborhood houses will
get slightly lower rates; 53 cents the
line daily and 66 cents per agate line
Sunday.
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4,

DAILY

Thompson
Totowa, N.

cominG mid GoinG

to

Construct

J.,

Drive-in

Eastern Drive-in Corp., headed by
J. Thompson, former operator
of the Cocalis Theaters, has acquired
a 40-acre tract of land in Totowa,
N. J., upon which grading will begin
shortly in preparation for a modern

James
Wed., June
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M. A. LEVY, 20th-Fox district manager, was
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Z.
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Officers Will

Re-elected

Be

Tomorrow

—

Dover, Del.
RKO stockholders
meet here today to elect directors
and approve the appointment of
Price,

Waterhouse

New

&

Co. as auditors.

board will meet in

New York

with Floyd
B. Odium and N. Peter Rathvon, Ned
E. Depinet and all other officers
slated to be renamed.

tomorrow

to elect officers

New York today on

Schulman

the

ROSALIE ROSS, RKO
cationing

Hartford Judge Denies

will

sail

from

S.S.

Queen Elizabeth.

England

publicity staffer,

is

to

and Westchester.
Construction

va-

returned

main here

—A

to New York yesterday and
for some four or five weeks.

will

re-

Hartford, Conn.
petition of AlSchulman, operator of the
bert
Rivoli Theater, for a writ of manPara, at
damus to compel Fire Chief Henry
Ben Washer, newly appointed
C. Thomas to allow a direct telephone
connection between the theater and Paramount publicity manager, was
Fire Headquarters was denied by welcomed into the company fold at
Judge Thomas J. Wall in the Court a luncheon yesterday at Sardi's.
Heading the group who greeted
of Common Pleas.
Chief Thomas ordered the instal- Washer was Curtis Mitchell, ad-publation of the ADT system in Hartford licity-exploitation director.
theaters and 15 other houses have
Others from the department who
complied with the order. Judge Wall attended the luncheon were Stanley
found that the building supervisor Shuford, Sid Mesibov, C. N. Odell,
and the chief had the right to issue Paul Ackerman, D. John Phillips,
the order and none of the petitioners' Aileen Brenon, Rex Taylor, George
strict rights had been invaded.
Harvey, Louis Pelegrine, Burt Champion, Ed Sullivan, Milt Mohr, Carl
Clausen,
Frances
Simon,
Peggy
in Minn.,
Fewer, Edith Stone, Charles StroDei,

Ben Washer Welcomed
To
Luncheon

Payments Made
Milwaukee Trust
Chicago

— Checks

Suits

RKO's Reisman Honored
At Brussels Reception

—

Brussels (By Cable)
The AmerCenter of Information at the
Film Festival here will hold its first
reception today with Phil Reisman,
RKO vice-president and foreign distribution chief, as guest of honor.
More than 300 people will attend
including high Government officials,
directors of the festival, members of
the diplomatic corps, delegates from
all participating nations and the international press.
ican

Mono., AA Set Convention
For Milwaukee July 18-20

Edna Higgins, Tess Klausner, Loretta Landrigan, Evelyn Seeff,

were delivered

Stoff,

currently in prog-

County, N. J., and Thompson expects
co have six or seven theaters in operation by the Spring of 1948.

JOE SHEA, who has been with the Chicago
company of "Harvey" during its 43-week run,

Petition

is

ress for a unit on Route 10 in Morris

California.

in

Selma

THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bureau of

—

Jimmy Powers, Joseph Rooney

Hollywood
Allied Artists and
Monogram's annual convention has

yesterday to plaintiffs in the anti- and Charlotte Malamud.
trust suits of Riverside Theater of
Milwaukee and Minnesota Theater of
in Phone Confab
Minneapolis. The cases were settled
Reps.
out of court and dismissal stipula- With U. S.,
tions will be filed here this week in
Paramount utilized the conference
Federal Judge Michael Igoe's court.
"While the amounts of settlement type of phone call in a unique manwere considerable," said plaintiffs' ner yesterday when the home office
attorney Abraham H. Brussell, "they discussed exploitation ideas simulwill not, through agreement be di- taneously with all the firm's special
reps, in the U. S. and Canada.
vulged."
Participating in the conversations
at the New York end were Charles

been set for July 18, 19, 20 in Milwaukee. In addition to President
Steve Broidy, Western contingent
will include
George D. Burrows,
Scott R. Dunlap, Louis S. Lifton,
John Harrington, George West, Howard Stubbins and Mel Hulling.

l/

OVER THE COUNTER

RKO

Altec's comptroller, has reCoast.

1/4

V4
Vs

,

MORROS

BORIS

WALTERS,
to

fx

'/4

2% +

3'A

Honeymoon"

1

y2
Philadelphia Row to Fete
+ Vs
Mel Koff and Sam Diamond
+
+ Vi Mont. Theatres Ass'n Joins
+ %
Philadelphia — Mel Koff,
SRO
M. Reagan, vice-president and dis+
PCC as ITO of Montana
tribution chief; Curtis Mitchell, ad- branch manager, and Sam Diamond,
publicity - exploitation director, and recently appointed PRC-Eagle Lion
+
...
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Sid Mesibov, assistant exploitation manager here, will be feted at a
+
Hollywood — Montana Theaters As- manager.
luncheon June 16 in the Ritz Carlehas changed its name to
Campaigns discussed were for ton. Motion Picture Associates, in
+ 8 sociation
Independent Theater Owners of
1

—

3Vi

"Lost

in

Canada

June 3)

15 V4

of

is

drive-in theater.
Thompson holds a license
the Hollingshead patent which gjf*Ss
DREW EBERSON, theater architect, left yes- him franchise rights to build drive-in
terday by plane for Panama, Havana, Manila, houses in all of New Jersey, the five
and Mexico City on two-week tour of Eberson boroughs of N. Y. C, and several N.
Latin-American projects.
Y. counties, including Long Island

NAT SALAND, president of Mercury Film
Laboratories, is due in Hollywood today. He
will stop at the Ambassador Hotel.

Reagan

finnnciiu
High
\\]A

opening

for

exploiteer,

Eagle-Lion

at the Riverside.

ROME

{Tttes.,

Edelman.

Robert

to

planed to
daughter,

"Dear Ruth," "The Perils of Pauline" conjunction with Variety Club Tent
Montana and has joined PCCITO. and "Welcome Stranger."
13, is giving the testimonial.
Clarence J. Severson, president, and
«^ ^«*
were
member,
Suckstorff,
board
J. M.
elected trustees to represent organization on the PCC board.
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MINUTES FROM

BROADWAY

•

the eoo-Aenc aoolpm zukor estate

ne latest 16 MM. souna
equipment has been installed
in

our air conditioned

.

.

MEMBERSHIPS AVAILABLE

.

NO

SCREENING ROOM
in

addition to our 35

High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectors . . .

Can
hiltn

We "Show"
Circle

-<Ki

ASSESSMENTS • DUES ONU
• French Cuisine
• Starlight Dining and Danclnt
• Private Movie Theatre and Television
• Cocktail Lount*

NO

You?

6-0081-2-3-4

Storage and Sertnce

BONDED
STORAGE

FILM

•

• Championship Golf Count
• Swimming Fool
• Trout Stream, well-stocked
• Tenuis

M.M.

RCA.

Call:

INITIATION FEE

Co., Inc.

RROinWAY.

HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS

A few

choice rooms

still

unreserved

for further Information telephone or wrlle
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GREAT NEWS OF NEW LAUGHS AND NEW PROFITS
with

this tiptop feature of fun.

One-hour-and-42-

minutes of great Cinecolor comedy, laughful of the
stars of

today and tomorrow. The biggest package of

chuckles, chortles

and

belly laughs that ever threatened

a house record. Yes, Brother, with loads and loads of
that's

funny

in

it,

there's loads

and loads of money in

all
it!

A

^

vVA«
a

>

HEAPS OF NEW PROFITS!

If it's

profits

*..:.<-*-

...

1

yoo

re after

get after

UA!

Wednesday, June

V*2s
Briefs

Ordered

In

(Continued from Page

trust

suit.

in fixing

damages.

Court yesterday included Judges
John J. Parker, John Biggs, Jr. and
Paul Leahy, the same body that
heard the first appeal in the Circuit
Court. Their permission to file a
bill of review in the District Court
is needed because of the pending
appeal.

Belgium's Regent to See
Eric Johnston June 24
(Continued from Page

of

1)

Films and Fine Arts now under
here. Motion picture industries

way

of 19 nations are participating in the
Festival which lasts through this

month.

A highlight of the month will be
the arrival on June 24 of Eric A.
Johnston, president of the MPAA. He
is to be received in a private audience by Regent Prince Charles who,
on the same day, will entertain 60
producers and stars at a dinner.
number of leading American
stars are expected during the month,
including Rita Hayworth, Linda Darnell, Paulette Goddard and others to
be revealed.
Three juries composed of Belgian
writers will give a number of awards
Features,
for film achievements.
cartoons and scientific education or
information shorts will be judged
following showings at the Great Hall
of Brussels Palais Beaux Arts, which
can seat more than 2,000 persons.
Awards will be made on June 30.

A

85 "Glory" Bookings Set
Toddy Pictures has booked "Going
to Glory,"
ture, in 85
Jf*>*W#V^V#V*»
it
s~>

all-Negro spiritual fea-

Negro

«»>*

theaters.

*•>% i»TS

#x-»

$J5end

-

d->irthdan

Jo

Mid-vceeU Report
•

COUNT THE INDUSTRY ADVENT

•

•

James

Byrnes as one

F.

of the

As a former Associate

new MPAA and

the

Jack

Arnold
Russell

Arthur Sachson
Jess Barker

most important trade developments since

law as regards

may

a

the formulation of

MPAA member

ern

Justice of the

20th-Fox counsel

companies and

Supreme Court

of the

be expected

know

Secretary of State, Byrnes

—should

the

when he

attention

And as a

Activities

former

eminently qualified to further serve the

is

be desirable

that

S..

the

freedom of the screen at future hearings of the

to protect the

House Committee on Un-American
industry

U.
(1)

Sherman
the Congress, he may

law as regards

the

(2)

and Clayton Acts
As a former member of
to be heard with respect and careful
appears

to

—in

international

the

the latter, too, there are grave problems to

In

field

be solved

T
•

•

TWO OF

THE HAPPIEST PEOPLE in New York yesterday
Wilcox and Anna Neagle. in our midst from London

•

were Herbert
There was ample reason
Britain's Sunday Pictorial selected their
latest picture, "The Courtneys of Curzon Street" as its Film of the Month
And added to that was word that the picture had been selected

a

as

entry

British

terday to say a very cheery, "Hello!"
these two charming Britons.
Int'l

•

Eastern ad-publicity chief, will be

Golfing a foursome, including

strangers

Herbert dropped in yes-

They

•

...

No

Film Festival

Brussels

the

in

THE FILM DAILY, Anna and

thru the years to

don't

come

finer than

Maurice A. Bergman, Universaloff for

the Coast again on Friday.

Arthur Rank, no less, Charles P.

J.

Skouras shot a hole-in-one at Bel-Air Country Club. ... • Screen
Guild Prods, plans to open its "The Burning Cross" in Atlanta and
other principal Southern

scout, is in

town

in

...

•

a stay

for

of

now UA branch manager
Chorlotte, N. C.

.

.

•

.

August

late

cities

KKK.

implies, assails the

as

Pic,

the

title

•

about 10 days. ...

in Atlanta, will

move

Johnny Buchanan,

his family there from

.

Honeymoon" wi'l make its bow on the Main Stem at Loew's
"Honeymoon" is also set to play the Loew circuit

.

.

State

TV

on June 26

•

•

June

3.

The

1947"

be present

lanta,

compilation

Dallas,

Chicago,

Charlotte,

inscription

achievement

covers

Cincinnati,

AtDenver,

Indianapolis.

Los Angeles, New Orleans, New York, St. Louis, San
Francisco, Seattle and Washington.
The Park Theater in Estes Park,
Colo., and the Von Theater in Harmando, Miss., have played "The Outlaw" four times. Three engagements
of the picture were played in Medina
and Oliver Springs, Tenn.; Warrior,

Kansas

City,

Ala.; Gibson, N.

C;

Natalia, Round
Tex.;
Meridian,
Miss.; Shreveport, La.; Norfolk, Va.,
and numerous other situations in thei

Rock

and

Rule,

Midwestern and Western territories.
Single return engagements have been
olayed off in an unprecedented number of situations with third and

repeat showings already
booked for the future.
United Artists, which is releasing
'The Outlaw," set an industry-wide
precedent in the simultaneous hooking of the picture some time ago in
Dallas with 22 day-and-date openings in neighborhood houses in a
competitive situation.
fourth

Truman Given Income
Tax

Bill for

Signature

reads: "To Jack
of

any stage

The Bennys return

to

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

THE FILM DA7EY

Senate yesterday
rounded out action on a compromise
version of the Republican bill to cut
personal income taxes by 10.5 to 30
per cent on July 1. Vote was 48 to
House has already okayed the
28.

Benny

for

attraction

Hollywood today

the

May
in

21

::

now in the hands of President
Truman who is generally expected
Bill's

re-

to

the

Roxy's executive director, yesterday at the conclusion of his "in person"
office

engagement.

Hughes

bill.

WELL. JACK BENNY finally has received an "Oscar"
Jack, a favorite emcee for Academy Award functions in the past,
ceived his foot and a half high gold statuette from A. J. Balaban,
engagement
standing box

first

Jack Gross should have been given review

producer of RKO's "The Woman on the Beach" and
"They Won't Believe Me"
Phil M/s face is very red. Jack.
e GWTW follows "The Web" at the Criterion
And Eagle-Lion's

•

the percentage of gross in the repeat engagements equalled or bettered the percentage reached in the

Wil'iam Orr, Warners studio talent

credit as executive

"Lost

1)

the initial run for the same i Jf jd
of playing time. In three instances,

set of fair trade practices to gov-

be expected

veto

it,

backed up by enough Dem-,

ocratic Senators to sustain his
if

move

made.

outto

order to

at their daughter's graduation

UJEDDIHG BELLS

T
•

•

JIMMY STEWART returns to the Broadway
when he replaces Frank Fay in "Harvey"
Fay

July

•

London's

critics

used

ing" on the occasion of
fit

for the Printers

stage in mldwill vacation.

their best adjectives to hail Metro's
its

"The Yearl-

a $56,000 benenation-wide newspaper charity.

royal premiere Saturday as

Pension Corporation,

W

Rosalind

distinguished

the

of

the retention of the late Wendell L. Willkie in 1941 as special counsel

June 4

Lane Chandler
Richard Tucker
Marvin Kirsch

Hughes Claim

repeat engagements in each of the
situations. On two of the return engagements at the theaters, the picture actually grossed more thr - in

PHIL M. DALY

•

na6
Lj re? eti
etina6

For Pix,

(Continued from Page

replies.

Principal claim forwarded by counsel for William Goldman was that
the new evidence is not admissable
or pertinent because it applies to a
time period much more recent than
the period covered by the first Erlanger Theater suit which the decree
and damages covered.
Defendants, comprising- the eight
majors, claim that Goldman has
failed to bid or negotiate for pictures
offered to him for the Erlanger which
remains closed although, it is said,
the product of seven of the defendants has been available. Gross business at the Karlton is claimed to be
lower than the rate the Court as-

1947

Saturation Point

1)

Another 10-day period

was allowed for

sumed

ifa$\frV}*iL

No

4,

a!

•

•

West

of

Broadway?

.

.

.

—

Milton Ausman, son of
Ruth Gardinier, Co-operative The-

1

aters booker, will be married
Shirley Smith oh ^Saturday.

to.

-L

w

DIDJA KNOW that with the "proper guarantee," a conready to put up an office bufding, including a studio, lab
and screening room on the plot opposite the Coronet Theater. 49th St.

•

tractor Is

Smith-Ausman
Cleveland

Wajer-Barach

—

Cleveland Stanley Barach, son of
Nat Barach, National Screen Service
branch manager, will be married to
Shirlee Water on Aug. 10.

I

»
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Net

Television Network Plans

Facilities

o Commercial Aug.
»

(Continued from Page
c

hide radio relav,

DuUlY.

FC Will

Important Reissues

1

1)

have been

(Continued from Page
filed

AT & T with the FCC.
Ixnerimental television transmis<"" v=^r coaxial cables between New
!nd

issues.

Washington has been fur-

Joseph Bernhard,

without
broadcasters
shed
to
With
.large, it was pointed out.
T feels that
Tsts completed,

president,

is

"That Hamilton Woman," both Miss
Leigh and Olivier have attained additional box office value.
Picture

coaxial cable and

idio relay routes to be installed
ithin the next few years is shown
also indicates the
i this page.

:herefore will be given a ballyhoo
opening at the Canyon Theater, Bevarly Hills, on June 11, to be followed
by a road-show engagement in New

Map

•

FC

of the opinion that since the original release by United Artists of

AT &

A map showing

1)

picture to get such special
handling. Company plans to roadshow at least four of its top reIrst

.

oi

Roadshow

cations
of
operating television
ations and those approved for con-

York.
Al Zimbalist,

FC

director of pub-

and advertising, is here to
supervise and stage the Canyon campaign, which will be used as a model
for other houses booking the attrac-

licity

way is now clear for commercial
rations over this route, and, as
Sditional routes are equipped for
levision service,
over the comis

)

pany's

expanding networks.

AT & T
•axial

reports that 4,000 miles of
cables are ready for tele-

lone use, with the mileage to inease to 6,500 by the end of this
»ar and to more than 9,000 miles by
end of 1948. Additional equipent is needed to adapt the coaxial
ible routes for television transmis-

Present, building and future television network routes are indicated on this map supT. Coaxial cable installed or under construction during this year is in-

plied by A. T.

&

tion.

dicated by a solid line. Broken lines indicate coaxial cable and radio relay extensions
planned for the next few years, while operating television stations are marked with
solid dots and stations approved for construction by circles.

!A,

B'way

levy at D.

Hit Ticket
C.

I

&rk. TO Confab Discusses
MPF, Co-op. Advertising

To Use Color for 7

(Continued from Page

Hearings Of 8 Col. Autry Pix
j

©ns.
:

At present coaxial cables with

tele-

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

1)

and the Motion Picture Foundation,
which was reviewed by Ed Zorn of
Pontiac, 111., president of United
Theaters of Illinois.
Speakers included Robert Coyne,

1)

executive director of the ATA, New
production with a $500,000 budget, York City, and
C. C. Mundo, presiwhile the second release will be dent of the
Arkansas ITO.
"Strawberry Roan," to be photoSpecial screenings held in connecgraphed in Cinecolor. Pictures will tion with the convention included
jhile a New York-Boston radio relay
Ways and Means Committee was Ilka be made by Gene Autry Productions
#stem is being installed and a New Chase of Actors Equity. She pointed of which Armand Schaefer is presi- "Duel in the Sun," "Gun Fighters"
and "The Egg and I." A mountain
ork-Chicago radio system will sup- out the value
of the theater during dent and Mitchel Hamilburg vice- style barbecue was given for the
ement the coaxial cable installation. ;he war and added it is just
as neces- president.
delegates last night.
Two additional video channels will sary in peacetime. "But we can be of
Montague emphasized that the
Officers will be elected today and
available on the New York-Washvalue only if we continue to exist," Autry films will not be a series. Each the annual banquet will be held togton route next year and facilities she said.
will be a separate entity with no "renight. Among guests at the conven.n also be extended southward to
Speaking on behalf of the Drama- peat" characters or situations. New tion are Leon J. Bamberger, h. o.
ichmond and northward to Albany
of personalities, both singing
groups
Carol Weld, Memphis,
iring the same year. Coaxial cables tists Guild, Marco Connelly, presi- and acting, are being selected, an^ rep., and Miss
with RKO Pictures.
being extended to many other lent, demanded that creative writers the productions will be photographed both
•e
be informed as to why the theater
:ties and, as the broadcasters' plans
on location in such spots as Arizona,
•come better crystallized, television should be victimized by cruel and Utah and Colorado.
unjust
taxes
which
threaten
deto
liiipment can be added within a reanable period for such cities as Los stroy an institution that should be
U. K. Pix Act Favoring
honored
and protected.
-r.geles, Atlanta, Miami, New OrStage producer Brock Pemberton British Prods. Seen in '48
ans, Dallas, Fort Worth, El Paso,
uffalo, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, De- went on record debunking the astronomical figures attributed to theater
(Continued from Page 1)
oit, Chicago and St. Louis.
Rates filed with the FCC for part activities. "If the facts were known," duced pictures than at present was
«ne service, call for an inter-ex- Pemberton stated, "it is probable belief expressed here by Sidney A.
ange video channel to cost $1.25 ±at more money is lost than is made Myers, assistant managing director
ir circuit mile for the first hour of in the legitimate theater business." of British Lion Films, which disof the
;e and a
quarter of that amount
tributes Republic's output in United
r each additional consecutive 15
Kingdom.
Walsh Back en Job
jinutes.
In addition there is, for
He said leading American, as well
Cleveland
Jack Walsh, M-G-M as British pictures, are playing to
ch city, a monthly station connec:ity salesman, is again in circulation big business in England and that Roy
iDn charge of $250, plus $15 for each
following a foot injury caused when Rogers'
•ur of use.
being sold as
releases,
Monthly charge will be $40 a an axe he was using to clear his "action musicals," are doing espectmth per circuit mile for eight con- property of trees slipped.
ially well in provinces.
cutive hours daily, plus $2 a month
Myers, who left Hollywood last
for each additional consecutive hour. night for New York, and who sails
For each station connected on a June 14, hopes to close a deal with
monthly basis the charge will be $75u Republic to handle British-made "The
a month for eight consecutive hours Shop At Sly Corner" in this country.
daily and $50 a month for each addiMyers denied a published report
Published by
tional consecutive hour. Rates are that he would confer with Alex* est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
for video facilities with present rates ander Korda regarding whether ReHollywood
A boy weighing six to apply for sound channels fur- public or Film Classics should be
unds, seven ounces was born to nished in conjunction with television selected to take over American dis- ! 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y. |
irbara Britton at Wilshire Hospital. channels.
tribution of Korda's British output.

adaptions are operating beNew York, Philadelphia and
'ashington. During this year the
..bles will be extended to Chicago,
sion
.een

impending recession,

the maintenance of the admissions tax will cause
a further falling off in attendance."
Also testifying before the House

?
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Holder Sues

See Byrnes Cast as
Industry

V47 Wiilkie

m
U

/

/

Wednesday, June

Directors

Charges Improper Benefits
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)
assertion last year of President Truman that freedom of the screen must

be "firmly protected."
In September, 1941 Wiilkie served
as counsel for the film industry before
a Senate committee which

ants account to the corporate defendant for all loss and damage occasioned by the transaction, plus court

and attorney's fees.
Defendants include Universal Pictures,
N. J. Blumberg, Paul G.
charged Hollywood with propagand- Brown, J. Cheever Cowdin, Preston
izing for war. In 1947, the industry Davie, Matthew Fox, William J. German, John J. O'Connor, Ottavio ProAbram F. Myers, board chair- chet, Charles D. Prutzman, J. Arthur
man and general counsel of national flank, Budd Rogers, Daniel M.
Allied, expressed high regard for Shaeffer, G. I. Woodham-Smith, D.
Byrnes yesterday, but said he was C. Collins, W. H. Taylor, Jr., Robert
not sufficiently acquainted with the S. Benjamin, W. A. Scully, J. H.
former Secretary of State's MPAA Seidelman, and Clifford Work. All
except Collins, Taylor and Work are
assignment to comment upon it.
still Universal directors, while Benjamin and Woodham-Smith became
stands charged with propagandizing directors in 1946, according to the
Byrnes,
for Communism. This time,
complaint. Individual defendants are
former Secretary of State and U. S. or were directors except Scully and
Supreme Court Justice and a long- Seidelman, who are vice-presidents.
time fighter for freedom of expresComplaint alleges that the Universion, will defend the movie industry.
sal board sanctioned an improper
In his statement in July of last transaction for the personal benefit

year, President Truman said:
"At a time in contemporary history when freedom of expression is
being jeopardized in many parts of
the world, I want the film industry
to know that freedom of the screen
an important attribute of our
is

democratic

system

and

must

firmly protected."
In accepting the Variety
International Humanitarian

be

Clubs'

costs

of Blumberg, Cowdin, Fox, Prutzman, Work, Scully, and Seidelman,

referred to as the executive group.
According to the suit, profit in
excess of $1,230,500 was alleged to
oe realized via the exercising of
options on Universal stock obtained
oy the defendants prior to February,
1945. Executive

group

is

said to

still

Award,
Byrnes last month expressed firm attempt to draw up a code which will
confidence in the Americanism of not run counter to anti-trust laws.
Hollywood.

He

said

he was

sure

that film executives as well as artists
and writers, are conscious of their
responsibility of seeing that films
truly represent the American life.
This was not the first time that
Byrnes had spoken in favor of the
job done by the American motion
picture industry. In November, 1944
he represented President Roosevelt
during ceremonies when Cordell Hull,
then Secretary of State, was presented the Variety Clubs' Humanitarian Award. Byrnes was then a
Justice of the Supreme Court and
had high praise for the industry.

Byrnes, Defender of Pix
of State, Byrnes was
a consistent fighter for the free flow
of films throughout the world and a
staunch defender of freedom of the
screen.
It was Byrnes who signed the film
agreement with France last year.
Byrnes also will assist in drafting
a tough
a fair trades practice code
nut which the industry has been trying to crack for many years. Byrnes,
it is expected here, will confer with

As Secretary

Surprise! Rankin's 'Shocked'

Naming

Byrnes

to represent the
the Un-American
committee caused considerable interest at the Capitol. Although comparatively few members of Congress
were willing to go on record with
public statements, Rep. John Rankin,
D., Miss., took the floor of the House
yesterday to declare that he was
'very
much surprised, if not
shocked."
GOP Rep. Gordon McDonough of
Los Angeles was also surprised,
viewing the retaining of Byi'nes as
an indication that the industry was
more concerned about the approaching hearings than it cared to admit.
"It's a good job for Jimmy Byrnes,
and it's interesting to see that the
motion picture industry picked a

industry

of

before

in

«

SIR Waiver

1)

hold options to acquire 148,285 additional shares, on which, at the time
of the waiver they had realizable
profits and a reasonable expectancy
of additional profits of $5,041,690.
Under the income tax law, it is
claimed, profits realized and to be
realized would be reportable by each
of the executive group members as
compensation and would be taxable
at rates in excess of 75 per cent.
Under the tax law, it is claimed,
Universal had the right to deduct
from its
own taxable income,
amounts equal to the profits reportable.
Plaintiff charges that for the purpose of enabling this executive group
to report profits realized and to be

realized as capital gains, taxable at
25 per cent, the director defendants
wrongfully caused
Universal
to
waive its rights to deduct said profits

from

its

own income, thereby

caus-

ing Universal to pay taxes on profits
already realized by the group in the
amount of over $723,500 more than
they would have paid except for the
waiver.
As a further result of the waiver,
alleged, Universal incurred a
it is
reasonable expectancy of paying
caxes in the future, if the executive

group picks up

its

options, amount-

ing to $1,500,000.

Saul Abrams, Long Island
Theater Operator, Buried
Funeral services were held Monday for Saul Abrams, 55, operator of
the Nassau Theater, Roosevelt, L. I.,
whose death occurred on Sunday in
South Nassau Communities Hospital
following a seven weeks' illness. Interment was in Wellwood Cemetery,
Farmington, L. I.
A World War I veteran and a
leader in American Legion post ac-

Abrams entered the industry
a salesman for Big U in 1918.
Turning to exhibition, he managed
Skouras houses in New Jersey, as
well as a theater in Hempstead prior
:o becoming an exhibitor on his own
13 years ago in Roosevelt.
tivities,

as

Survivors include his widow, Mrs.

brother, Leo Abrams
Democrat to represent it," he said. of National Screen Service, a son,
"But I'm surprised that Eric John- Norman, and a daughter, Mrs.'
ston should be so worried about Frances Heyman.
freedom of expression on the screen
as to feel it necessary to call upon
permit any abridgment of free
a former Secretary of State to represent his membership before the speech".
"The Public Must Decide"
Un-American Activities Committee.
Attorney General Tom Clark in an I don't understand why he should be
"As for some of the charges which
so concerned."
might be made before the committee,
Asked if his words could be taken the important thing is how the pubto imply an indox-sement of the meth- lic feels about the whole matter. The
ods and record of the Un-American public must decide for itself on the
Activities Committee insofar as its basis of facts, rather than on what
impartiality and fairness are con- may be said in argument by comCY DILLON, branch manager of Republic cerned, McDonough replied, "I'm not mittee members or Byrnes."
Rankin apparently differed with
at Charlotte, N. C, has entered the Metalking about the committee. It's
morial Hospital there to undergo an oper- the whole Congress that must be con- McDonough's interpretation of the
ation.
sidered, and this Congress will not meaning of the retention of Byrnes.

—
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"The Bachelor and th^
Bobby-Soxer"
Temp

with Cary Grant, Myrna Loy, Shirley

RKO
95 Min
SHOULD FIT SUMMER BILL AS >HT
WEIGHT COMEDY DIVERSION; fjjL
'

CAST, PLAYED.
Varying
from
other recent
offering
wherein the adolescent girl makes a sil
spectacle of herself over a man old enoug
to be her father, "The Bachelor and tf
Bobby-Soxer" makes the grade via shrew
inclusion into the plot of a couple of ne
angles to the familiar tale.
Herein the emphasis is focussed on g;
moments which mount to comedy climaxe
Sprinkled profusely in the telling are lin<

which have possibilities
Also, there
idol

is

to

create guffaw

dissolve business wherein th

of the

knight

in

females glows frequently as
armor. That's Cary Grant, and k

carries practically all the brunt.

A

famous American

Grant

artist,

is

and out of minor courts due to his eas
going perspectives on life
particular
where it concerns nightclub brawls. H
falls afoul of Miss Loy, who is a judg
After his last escapade she lets him o
promising to send him to the jug when f
next appears.
In no time flat he returns to the hant
of the law. Following a lecture on art
Miss Temple's high school where he causi
no little flutter among the bobby-soxer
Miss Temple included, he is interviewe
by her for the school paper and off-handed
lets her think she can be his model.
Same night he returns home late. Mi
Temple is there. Tracing her movemen
Miss Loy, her sister, and VaLee, frien
break in and what with Miss Temple beir
only 17, Grant lands in the local hoosegov
An understanding is reached. In ord<
to cure Miss Temple of her infatuatio
Grant must squire her about and this
time grings him close to Miss Loy. The ir
evitable happens.
The blowup
or boy loses girl
com(
in a nightclub where there is a hectic sessic
with practically every principal player hat
ing his or her moment. Ultimate resultthey all go off leaving Grant alone, charr
pagne-soaked. He is burnt up, plans
leave town.
Ray Collins fixes things, however, ar
at the airport Miss Loy and Grant bury tl
ax and are off to a proper romantic finis
A good deal of play on words in wh
on the surface appears to be sur-realist
foolery, is involved in the script and tl
lexicon of the bobby-soxer makes itse
known and heard. In this sense there

—

;

—

—

i

exploitation

possibilities

via

cleverly

coi

cocted advertising. Direction by Irving Re
maintains lighter aspect of the doings ar
the production under the by-line of Do
Schary is upper bracket.
CAST: Cary Grant, Myrna Loy, Shirley Tempi,
Rudy Vallee, Ray Collins, Harry Davenpoi
lohnny Sands, Don Beddoe, Lillian Randolp
Veda Ann Borg, Dan Tobin, Ransom Sherma
William Bakewell, Irving Bacon, Ion Bernar
Carol Hughes, William Hall, Gregory Gay.
CREDITS: Producer, Dore Schary; Directc
Irving Reis; Original Story and Screenplay,
Sidney Sheldon; Photography, Robert de Grass
Art Directors, Albert S.
D'Agostino, Corn
r iark: Set Decorations, Darrell Silvero, Jam
Altweis; Music, Leigh Harline; Musical Directc
C. Bakaleinikoff; Film Editor, Frederic Knud
son; Sound, John L. Cos;. Clem Portmon.
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CUT LABOR COSTS fOR "B'S", BROID V ASKS
ABA Sees Need for Motion Picture Code Change
Lawyers Troubled Over
Inability of

Code

to Sift

Numerous Crime Films
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—Possibility

that revisions in the motion picture code
may be sought was seen here yesterday following a top level confab
called by the American Bar Association to discuss impact of crime films
and radio programs on the public.
Though no direct criticism was
leveled at the film industry,
officials made it plain that there is
considerable concern over both the
number of crime pictures and their

Ambler Ordinance Imposing $1 Performance
Fee Challenged in Penn. Court by Warners

—

Norristown, Pa.
An ordinance providing for payments of a one dollar fee for
each motion picture performance given in the Borough of Ambler has been protested in Montgomery County Court, here, by Northeastern Theaters, Inc.,
Stanley-Warner subsidiary. Action, brought on behalf of the Ambler Theater,
seeks to have the ordinance declared illegal. June 13 was set for a hearing.

Means

Skouras Pledges NT

Overflow of Pix

Disclaiming any attempt to "win
anything" or "to fight anybody,"
Steve Broidy, prexy of Monogram
and Allied Artists, at yester-

Majors

curtailment of all pro-

in Far East

duction except
westerns.

"We want

THE FILM DAILY
— Competition
of Brit-

West Coast Bureau of

Pix Labor Study

accompanying Tom

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 7)

O'Brien,

come

West Coast Bureau

—

of

May

—

Madison, Wis.
The attempt to
ban sale of popcorn, candy, and soft
drinks by

whelmingly

theaters was

by

tive assembly.

a

over-

killed

Wisconsin

legisla-

The vote was 77

The assembly

to 10.

has before it
a bill to impose state levy on theaters' admissions for soldier's bonus.
still

Little Rock, Ark.— E. W. Savage
of Booneville, Ai-k., was elected president of the Arkansas ITOA at yesterday's session of the annual convention. B. F. Busby, Little Rock,
was elected vice-president, and Sam
B. Kirby re-elected secretary and
treasurer.
C. C. Mundo, Little Rock, retiring

president,

was named chairman of

(Continued on Page 8)

Performance Copyright Fought
House

Bill

Would Confuse, Says

Para. Executive Publicists
For High Budget Releases

Wnihington Bureau of

—

Kilroe

THE FILM DAILY

Washington
Stiff opposition to
House Bill 1270 extending_ the copy-

right privilege to performing artists
the executive pub- as distinct from composers and prolicist, has been established by Curtis ducers was registered with the House
Mitchell, Paramount director of ad- Judiciary Committee yesterday by
vertising-publicity, in a move to give Edwin P. Kilroe, chairman of the
copyright committee.
additional individualized attention to
high budget releases. Several execuIn a brief statement filed with

A new category,

MPAA

(

a

to

com-

tures will cost
before production,
not after." Broidy
compared the sit- , „„~.„«
STEVE BROIDY
„
of & <<B
producer with a man who expects to

^.^

(Continued on Page 7)

Monogram

Franchise

Canada Extended

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
In attacking American Communists and calling them
"a disruptive force in American
Atlantic City Ticket Tax
Government, American industry and
Passes;
American labor," Eric A. Johnston,
Start June 15
MPAA prexy, addressed the Screen
Atlantic City— The Atlantic City Writers Guild. Johnston further
luxury tax referendum passed at said, 'they would destroy all that
Tuesday's primary election by al- we have achieved. Bluntly, I think
most a two to one vote. The official American Communists are treasonannounced yesterday, was
count,
(Continued on Page 7)
8,509 for and 5,496 against. Mayor
Joseph Altman announced he would

Wis. Theater Candy
Sale Ban Rejected

to

plete understanding," he added,
"as to what pic-

Johnston Calls U. S. "Reds"
"Treasonable, Subversive" Ark. ITOA Elects Savage
Prexy; Mundo Heads Board For

(Continued on Page S)

(Continued on Page 8)

Mono-

gram's

Hollywood

general secretary of National Association of Theatrical and
Kine Employes, who has been on this
side for several weeks.
O'Brien and Walsh in England
will continue a series of conferences

con-

here,

c e

explained

London

Elizabeth

press

fer en

Hits

Recommending that the majors acquire theaters in key cities throughish pictures should be welcomed by out the Far East in order to assure
American exhibitors, Charles P. themselves of playing time for their
Skouras declared at a luncheon he product, Leon Britton, RKO superfor
lo
gave in honor of J. Arthur Rank and visor in that area, told The Film
Robert R. Young.
Daily yesterday that an already
Skouras said good English films overabundance of pictures coupled
U. K.
are proving a stimulus to thinking with the influx of films made by inof Hollywood and will result in a dependents threatened the status quo
Richard F. Walsh, IATSE Inter- finer overall quality of motion pic-. enjoyed by the leading eight comnational president, sails next Wed- ture entertainment.
panies.
He added that the results can only
nesday for London on the Queen
Britton, who is in the U. S. from

Walsh

Pictures

Employment,
Asserts Monogram's Prexy
Fuller

day's

ABA Screen For U. K. Pix

(Continued on Page 8)

More Low-Budget

Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 6)

More favorable terms to Monogram and Allied Artists are contained in the new two-year pact
which extends the present franchise
of Canada has with Mono-

Monogram

(Continued on Page 8)

Brandt Will Operate
Miami Tele Theater

—

Miami Beach

Swank Theater,

incorporating two television screens,

launch dock and patio, will be built
for Harry Brandt along the Biscayne
Waterway here, by Edward Singer
of this city.

House
ater

to be called

will

seat

Lodge seats

Venetian The-

1,200 on

will

be

two

floors.

individual

club

chairs.

b

Krumgold, N. Y. theater
arranged the long - term
Frank Williams represented
lease.
Singer. Brandt interests were repped
by Weisman, Celler, Quinn, Allan &
Berk

realtors,

Spett.

0l\
:
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(BUCK) TIDWELL, Warners'
is

in

Republic

Minneapolis from

New York

BOMBAY—

Hornby Road,

ALGIERS— Paul

Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue

special
City.

rep.,

is

ESTHER HILTS and DOROTHY DION, Columbia

Minneapolis

inspectress

and

operator,

are

vacationing.

HARRY WOODS,

20th Century-Fox travelling
Minneapolis for about a month.
IRVING MILLS, 20th-Fox, Minneapolis, is en
route to New York City for short vacation with

auditor,

is

in

family.

LORRAINE
Minneapolis,

SYVERSON,
has

resigned

M-G-M
and

is

inspectress,
moving to

Frisco shortly.

LEON BRITTON, RKO supervisor in the Far
has arrived in New York from his Singa-

East,

pore
office

headquarters

for

conferences

home

with

executives.

CLIFF LEWIS, publicist for John Ford Productions, is in New York conferring with RKO home
office

ED BELOIN, author of the screenplay of
Paramount's "A Connecticut Yankee," has gone
to Rockland, Me., to pass a few days vrth home
'oiks before starting back for the Coast on
Saturday from Boston.

Int'l Tops
With Ginsberg

to

in

Huddle
H'wood

Shuford

to

goiiig

Bert Ennis is joining Paramount'
advertising staff Monday as an as
JOHN HOWARD LAWSON, screenwriter, flew sistant to Stanley Shuford, Pars
in from Hollywood to take part in the "Artists
Fight Back" public meeting next Wednesday mount's advertising manager, it wa
at Manhattan Center.
announced yesterday by Curtis Mr
E.
J.
McEVOY, U-l short subjects sales
manager, is in Minneapolis discussing policies chell. Ennis succeeds William Schne
with Minn, branch chief Roy Miller.

BEN BERGER, NCA president, was
Canada as the mercury skidded to
home in Minneapolis now.

HOWARD

20!

in

He's

LONDON,

motion picture end
radio director for the National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis, leaves for the Coast tomorrow, via American Airlines. He will stop at
the

Beverly

J.

Hills

,

Hotel.

RUSSELL HOLMAN,
duction head,
yesterday.

who left the company L
.veel
This will be Ennis' second '^^ocu
tion with Para. From 1934 to 19S
he was on the company's writin
staff in the East, working on short

der,
fishing

Paramount

returned

by

plane

Eastern

from

pro-

Europe

THEATERS

N. Y.

ROBERT FELLOWS, Paramount

producer, returned to the Coast yesterday after supervising
the shooting of background shots for "The
Long Grey Line." Accompanying
him were
WILLIAM WISTER HAINES, author; MILTON
LEWIS of the casting department; HARRY CAPLAN, assistant director; and KENNETH DELAND, business manager of the unit.

SAM

SEIDELMAN,

PRC

foreign

f— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL—
Rockefeller Center

WALTER

L.

TITUS,

division manager,
for a visit at the

JOHN FORD

will

JR., Republic Southern
arrive in Dallas today

HOBSON

in

Arthur Rank's

J.

A Universal-International Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

an honorary M. A.

receive

degree from Bowdoin College
on Saturday. He is expected

in

Brunswick, Me.,

in

New York Mon-

day.

RKO

Valerie

MILLS

"Great Expectations"

branch office.

will

John

manager,

leaves for Hollywood today.

execs.

LONDON
St. W. 1.
MANILA—Homer
Manila.
HAVANA — Mary Para.

133 Wardour
Stuart, Hotel
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg.,

travelling
City.

New York

Minneapolis from

MICHAEL FALLON,
in
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St.

Top Paramount International executives from New York, London and
Paris will meet in Hollywood during
the week of June 16 for conferences
with Henry Ginsberg and other stu-

Re-elect 9 Directors

TEMPLE

—

Dover, Del. All members of the
RKO Corp. board were re-elected
yesterday at the annual meeting of

stockholders. Price, Waterhouse &
was appointed auditor for the
Heading the group will be George Co.
1947 fiscal year.
Weltner, Paramount International
RKO board comprises: Ned E.
president, who will be joined by J.
E. Perkins, managing director for Depinet, Harry M. Durning, Fredthe British Isles; F. E. Hutchinson, erick L. Ehrman, L. Lawrence Green,
managing director of sales; Tony C. L. Boyd Hatch, Floyd B. Odium, N.
Reddin, Director of theaters and ad- Peter Rathvon, George H. Shaw and
publicity for Paramount Films Serv- J. Miller Walker.
Board reorganizes in New York
ice, Ltd., and John B. Nathan, division manager for continental Europe, today with re-election of all officers
North Africa and the Middle East. slated.
The last four named sailed yesterday for Southampton on the Queen

•

TONE

MADISON

on e*m%oo*

dio production officials.

finnnciRL
{Wed., June 4)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Am. Seat
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Low
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Paramount

RKO
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Bell
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Howell

Columbia
East.

Picts

Kodak
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Net
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Universal
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Warner Bros
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Trans-Lux
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Monogram Picts
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1% Top Officials at Preview
% Of "Give Us This Earth"
%

3%

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecolor

Pathe

Sid

Asked

5%

6%

6

7

Kramer Cited by Navy

For Service in

War

Sid Kramer, assistant to Harry
Michalson, RKO short subj'ects sales
manager, received a Certificate of
Appreciation from the U. S. Navy
yesterday for "meritorious personal
service during

World War

II."

Paramount

Picture

Washington Bureau of

Washington
short, "Give

—

{reference)

book!
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M-G-M's message

Us This Earth" was

&}

THE BEST FILI
OF THE YEAR

'<$?

Winner of Nine

\

(the standard) LJ

Elizabeth.

4

% 11%— %

3%
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MILLAND- WRIGHT

WEEK!

M**"*" -

'THE BEST

YEARS OF J L
OUR LIVES^

ASTOF
B'WAY &

45lh ST

pre-

viewed yesterday before a top group
of Government and United Nations

of the

including Sir John Orr,
FAO head. The film, second of
M-G-M's theater of life fact-films,
was produced in co-operation with
the Associated Press, will be dubbed
in 15 foreign languages and distributed, abroad.
The film revolves around Dr. Spencer Hatch,
rehabilitation expert, who shows Mexican natives how
scientific farming can bring their
depleted land back to productivity.
The film, a two-reeler, was produced

ON SCREEN

IN

PERSON

officials,

PICTURE

Dorothy

LAMOUR

EARL WARREN

*MY FAVORITE

SEXTET

BRUNETTE'

INDUSTRY

YMCA

Robert Mochrie, RKO vice-presi- by Herbert Morgan who also wrote
dent and sales chief, and Michalson the screenplay. Gunther V. Fritsch
were present for the award which directed. Assistance was given by
was made by Commander J. A. E. OGR's film section, headed by Dallas
Halverstadt.
O'Handley, USN.

BOB HOPE

MOTION

DI0SA_C0STELL0

Maureen O'Hara, John Payne, Edmond Gwen

Published by

THE

FILM

1501 Broadway,
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New York

18, N. Y.

on 34th Street
"Miracle
A 20th Century-Fox Picture
Plus on

Stage— JERRY LESTER
Extra!

-

ART LUNi

JAN AUGUST

ROXY

7th Ave &
50th St.

~

WHO IS CYNTHIA?
Walter Winchell said: "I fell in love with Cynthia." Louella Parsons said
it and so did Hedda Hopper, and Jimmy Fidler said it on his nationwide
broadcast. Everybody's saying it including Earl Wilson, Louis Sobol,

Dorothy Kilgallen, Erskine Johnson, Sheilah Graham and many other
nationally syndicated columnists whose names carry weight from Coast
to Coast.

You

too will say: "I

because "Cynthia"
experiencing the

is

fell in

love with Cynthia" and so will your patrons

the joy of living. She

first kiss,

the

first

is

womanhood
heart-ache. The

sweet young

romance, the

first

trade press says:

"Up

front

among

season's hits."

— Boxoffice

"An unusual film for wide and popular appeal."

— M. P.
"Blanket approval from family audiences.
Word of mouth build-up will be reflected
-Showmen's Trade Review

at box-office."

Herald

"Homey

quality promises well for box-office

returns."

—Variety

"Packs plenty of entertainment."— The

Exhibitor

That vast American audience which packed theatres in big cities and small
towns for "The Green Years" will recognize that in "Cynthia" M-G-M
has again made a wonderful motion picture of real people, their joys
and their troubles and their dreams. It is the first starring role for beautiful Elizabeth Taylor, the

"Cynthia"

is

"National Velvet"

something to take to your

girl,

and her portrayal of

heart.

M-G-M's "CYNTHIA"— ELIZABETH TAYLOR, George Murphy, S. Z. Sakall, Mary Astor with Gene Lockhart, Spring Byington,
James Lydon, Scotty Beckett. A Robert Z. Leonard Production • Screen Play by Harold Buchman and Charles Kaufman • Based on
a Play by Vina Delmar . Directed by ROBERT Z. LEONARD . Produced by EDWIN H. KNOPF. A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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"Hollywood Barn

"Riffraff"
Anne

with Pat O'Brien,

RKO

80 Mins.

A NO. ONE MELODRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT WITH EXCELLENT POSSIDIFFERENT

FRESHLY
PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE.
BlLlilEi

OFFERS

Masquerading

under

a

certaimy does not do

full

it

A Number One

film unreels as

The

entertainment.

'

most

that

this

justice,

melodramatic

what s-in-a-name'

cliche can very well be appl.ed here.

talent

The headquarters

responsible

for

prooucnon, Director Ted Tetziatf, Pro-

this

ducer Nat Holt, executive Producer Jack
uross nave rasmoned an onenng tnat
;.
has creaitaoie newness, a vivid pace, wry
aiaiogue nanaiing and a prooucnon tecnnique rresmy omerenf.
oasicany it
manner witn

wnodunit in the modern
a map snowing tne location

is

or reruvian oil

a

wens tne

or muruer, cnase, torrure,

prize in tne game
cops and roooers

unorrnoaox manner in wmcn rat
tunctions.
"Zenirn Services
icnpnng juo is a ponsned worn of storyvivid assortment ot
telling imruuucing a
cnaraciers ana a loaa or excitement tnai
win Kttp tne audience on its roes. Wnen
tnm&s Happen no puncnes are pulied.

ana rue

U

rjnen

'

s

n6 luidie is ranama wnere U ttnen hires
out to jeiome Lowan ana Jason Kooaras,
local teps. or Dig oil interests. I ney Dougni
up wuui-ar wens in Peru. I ne location naa

72 Mins.

IN IIS

MAR-

This hillbilly offering will do well in its
market. Its chief entertainers are Ernest
fubb and his Texas Troubadours, active in
radio. B. B. Ray, who wrote the original story,
nandled the direction effectively, while Jack
ochwarz functioned as producer.

Tubb and his boys, Lori TalHelen Boyce and Jack Gutnrie score
singing "Oakie Boogie," while comedienne
Miss Boyce does well with "Cowboy SweetIn addition to

bott,

Tubb does

work with "Walking
You" and 'You Nearly Lose

his best

the Floor Over

Your Mind."
Tubb and his Troubadours do their practicing in a church and they accidentally burn
it down. They go on the road to earn sufficient funds to rebuild it and have many
trials and tribulations before achieving their
goal.

CAST: Ernest Tubb and

His Troubadours, Lori
Boyce,
Earle
Hodgins, Frank
Arnold, Larry Reed, Red Hereon, Anne Kundi, Betty Mudge, Cy Rino, Frank
instow, Albin Robeling, Dotti Hackett, Philharmonic Trio, Pat Combs, Jack Guthrie.
Falbott,

McGlynn,

Helen
fnil

CREDITS:

Producer, Jack Schwarz; Director,
Ray; Author, B. B. Ray; Screenplay, DoroKnox Martin; Cameraman, Jack Greenlalgh; Art Director, F.
Frank Sylos; Music,
Walter Greene; Editor, Robert Crandell.

3.

B.

thea

DIRECTION,

Effective.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Frisco MPF Will Elect
Trustee and Secretary

—

tiimsen

orr as an artist seeking sketcn sites,

San Francisco The regional unit
comes here of the Motion Picture Founda-

on tne scene, tie ooes sawouck biz witn
U Br, en Dur ne s alter the map, also.
Up until tne very last sequence everybooy in the auaience knows wnere tne
map is. Its in piain signr constantly but
tne players just don t look there. Tnis
note ot suspense should have tne spectators squirming.
Atter getting around a good deal and be-

has elected Jerry Zigmund of
Paramount Theaters as chairman of
its 17-man committee.
Other members are Neal East,
Herman Wobber, Robert L. Lippert,
Abe Blumenfeld, Floyd Billingsley,
Irving Levin, Roy Cooper, Richard
Spier, Ben Levin, Al Maas, Al
Schmitkin, Homer Tegtmeier, George
coming involved in a numoer of tickdsh Nasser, Verne Taylor, Rotus Harvey
and injurious situations, O tsnen gets mad, and Jay Golden.
A national trustee and secretary
tackies iiezak and his piuguglies. Miss Jeffreys spots the map. Later, turning it over will he elected at a meeting next
to Kobatds, O bnen collects five grand and week.
tion

Miss Jeffreys.
An aiways interesting tale, the action
gets around Panama. Backgrounds have a
Casting is
realistic, documentary quality.
well nigh perfect with all players delivering tirst-rate jobs. Percy Kilbride has
many slick comedy moments and lines.
Keep a weather eye on this one, it has
excellent

photography,

First

Martin spouts lines of comedy

in

Mexican

the story plods steadily to a rip
snorting climax in which the culprits are
blasted from their stronghold and right tri-

umphs.

Tim Holt, operator of a stagecoach line,
seeks out the Tonto gang when his best
friend, next to Martin, is killed in a robbery. In order to get into closer cahoots w.th
the gang he passes himself off as a killer.
After being jailed he makes a break with
Tony Barrett, incarcerated member of the
gang, awaiting execution. In gratitude, Barrett takes Holt to the hiding place. Nan Leslie figures in the doings as sister to Richard
Powers, gangleader.
Carol Forman is a halfbreed girl. She almost spoils Holt's trap. The climax arrives
when Holt holds off the gang as they try
to escape a pitched gunfight with a posse.
Lastly, it looks like love with Holt and Miss
This is a first-grade western.
CAST: Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard Martin,
Richard Powers, Carol Forman, Tony Barrett,
Harry Harvey, Jason Robards, Robert Clarke,
Jay Norris, Lex Barker, Steve Savage.
CREDITS: Producer, Herman Schlom; Director,
Lew Landers; Screenplay by Norman Houston;
Based on novel by Zane Grey; Photography,
Albert S. D AgosJ. Roy Hunt; Art Directors,
Pyke; Music, Paul Sawtell;
tino; Charles F.
Musical Director, C. Bakaleinikoff; Set Decorations, Darrell Silvera, John Sturtevant; Film
Editor, Lyle Boyer; Sound, Terry Kellum.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
DIRECTION, Good.

Lou Bunin Leases Paris
Studio Space for 'Alice'

I

|

Bcddpate"
with Phillip Terry, Jacqueline White
RKO
68 Mins.
3

WHODUNIT

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Studio space has been
leased in Paris for the Lou Bunin
production, "Alice in Wonderland,"
$1,500,000 color film combining live
action with animation of three-

ENTERTAINMEr'

LIGHT VEIN SHOULD DO
AVERAGE AUDIENCE.

OKAV

^ A
^ITH

This new version of Earl Derr Biggers'
mystery novel measures up favorably with
past performances and should again do its
stuff providing the audience with whodunit
entertainment in a light vein.
It is replete with a deserted house, queer
characters, eerily opening and closing of
doors, sliding panels, bodies, screams, yowling casts. To further confuse the issue,

which

Baldpate,

a

is

resort hotel

Summer but something

else

again

in

the

in

the

Winter, is used as a meeting place for
jewel thieves working an insurance racket
with the owner of stolen gems.
To this establishment one wintry night
comes Philip Terry, a writer of mystery
novels. He has made a bet he will finish a
story at the inn within 24 hours. In quick
succession six other visitors come with their
keys and soon the morgue-like aspect of
is disturbed no end.
Terry learns Miss White was sent there
to thwart his writing. Eduardo Cianeili is
on the premises as a phoney caretaker, in
reality head man of the mob. Other visitors
include Arthur Shields, who passes himself
off as a professor, Margaret Lindsay, "niece"
to Cianeili and also moll to the gang, Jimmy Conlin, Tony Barrett, Jason Robards and
finally the police.
Plenty happens in the telling. All in good
time the affair is satisfactorily solved but
not before lethal gunplay occurs. When
Terry gets around to his story he neglects
it in favor of Miss White who has draped
herself on his lap. Lew Landers' direction

the place

is

effective.

CAST:

Phillip Terry, Jacqueline

do Cianeili,

Jimmy

White, Eduar-

Margaret Lindsay, Arthur
Tony Barrett, Richard

Shields,

Powers
Robards.
CREDITS: Producer, Herman Schlom; Director, Lew Landers; Screenplay by Lee Loeb; Basec
on novel by Earl Derr Biggers; Photography
Jack Mackenzie; Art Directors, Albert S. D Agos
tino, Lucius 0. Croxton; Set Decorators, Dar
rell
Silvera; Music, Paul Sawtell; Musical Di
rector,
C.
Bakaleinikoff; Film Editor, J. R
Whittredge; Sound, John C. Grubb, Terry Kel
lum.
Conlin,

Jason

DIRECTION,

West Coast Bureau

dimensional figures.

—

D'Agostino, Walter E. Keller;
tors, Albert S.
Set Decorations, Darrell Silvera, Michael Orenbach; Film Editor, Philip Martin; Sound, John
E. Tribby, Terry Kellum.
Fine.

With Lew Landers directing this oater,
the story packs plenty of punch. When it
hits into its stride, what transpires gets realistic handling. Without embellishment of
song or silly comic trivia, although Richard

Monday

Walter
George

t-hoOriginal Screenplay by Martin Rackin;
tography, George E. Diskant; Music, Roy Webb;
Musical Director, C. Bakaleinikoff; Art Direc-

DIRECTION,

spectacular inclusion into the scenario of the
required western elements of excitement.

—

CREDITS: Producer, Nat Holt; Executive Producer, Jock J. Gross; Director, Ted Tetzlaff;

Rate.

original

to

Effective.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good.

MPTO May Merge
With Gulf States Allied
Miss.

—

New Orleans Possible merger oJ
the Allied Theater Owners of th<
Remodeling and alterations of the Gulf States with the
MPTO of Misspace are now under way in prepara- sissippi may
be the outcome of £
tion for the arrival of Bunin's staff meeting
of the officers and director;
of 20 American technicians late next of both organizations
set for July 6-£
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
month.
in Biloxi, Miss.
Hollywood When his son, Robert,
It was pointed out at an ATC
places "Texas, Heaven and Brookmeeting early this week, presidec
lyn" in production in mid-August, Paramount Jacksonville
over by President W. A. Pruitt, thai
Edward "Doc" Golden will make a Exchange Opens
several MPTO members had alreadj
visit to 20 key cities in conjunction
with a sales campaign on behalf of
Jacksonville Paramount's new ex- affiliated with Allied and there wa:
the picture. He has set simultaneous change here will be opened Monday general agreement that complet<
preview dates in nine Texas cities in the Florida Theater Bldg. Branch unification of the two units would b<
and Brooklyn and is negotiating with will serve theaters in Florida and desirable.
officials of Heavenor, Okla., popula- South Georgia, formerly serviced out
Warners Books "Shoot to Kill"
tion 169, to change name of hamlet of Atlanta.
Warner Theaters has booke<
to Heaven, and, if this is done, picAl Duren is manager of the new
ture will also have a preview show- office, with G. K. Haddow of the Screen Guild's "Shoot to Kill," int<
m S there. "Heaven" will be released home office in town to make arrange- 55 New Jersey theaters on a pre
ferred playing time basis.
ments for the opening.
by United Artists.

"Doc" Golden Will Tour
To Spur "Heaven" Sales

possibilities.

Bnen, Anne Jeffreys,
Pat
Slezak, Percy Kilbride, Jerome Cowan,
Robards,
Marc Krah.
Givot, Jason

CAST:

FARE.

Stemming from the Zane Grey

Leslie.

I

passing

EXCITING AND INTELLIGENTLY
EVOLVED ZANE GREY STORY IS FIRST

dialect,

heart."

"Seven Keys

Richard Martin
61 Mins.

which in the past has been a good thing for
the cinematic western scene and its devotees, "Under the Tonto Rim" is an intelligently-evolved story, excitingly enhanced by

marKed on a map wmcn cnanges
hanos en route north and is deemed lost.
orien, aiways out to make a Duck, or SU
bucKS, or a grand, takes tne search in his
striae, rreviousiy ne nad hired out as Dodyguara to tne man tnougnt to have posnar man is aone in
session ot tne map.
Slezak,

Leslie,

DOURS SHOULD DO WELL

been

Waiter

Nan

GRADE WESTERN

i

and soon

Holt,

HILLBILLY OFFERING WITH RADIOS
ERNtST 1UBB AND HIS TEXAS TROUBAKET.

title

Tim

RKO

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Screen Guild

"Under the Tonto Rim"
with

Dance"

Jeffreys

I
I

I

\Q

ai

:

I

Read
The Dramatic Thirteen-Page

Success Story of

PARAMOUNT
"The No. 1

U. S.

Motion Picture Company

In the June Issue of

|

JUST OUT
One Dollar Per Copy
Ten Dollars Per Year

i

9(
Artists

Copyright

(Continued from Page

\ArW

GQomifoi

MPAA

Opposed By
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ture adjourned late Tuesday nigh
without passing any measures ad

M PHIL M. DALY

n

">

T
T
20th-Fox Works a Miracle

litigation."

"We believe
the result of
this

bill

would

be to give copyright protection
to

performers

KILROE

"Colonial

Street,"

MACY'S TOLD GIMBEL'S!
34th

Hugo

counts ...... was the

or

Ambassador

Chabert," starring the

Raimu, follows "The Queen's
Necklace" at the Ambassador The-

J^end iulrtliaay
Z/o-

June 5
Frank N. Phelps
Harry

i.

Takiff

Marjorie Woodworth

Peggy Stewart

up

lined

while

ticket

first

deep

four

.

.

to

be present

saw Borough PresiPresident P. Raymond
But what's im-

day when showmanship
campaign Charlie Schlaif er and his staff put
the picture ...... Nothing was left out and the result was a cam-

pressive ...... and that's all-important in this

on

for

terrific

paign matching in every

way

the great boxoffice qualities of this tender

and heart-warming 90 minutes

•

•

•

VIRTUALLY EVERY STORE, bank,

establishment on 34th

hotel

and commercial

No less than
was bought by the participating 34th
picture ...... And that includes three full-

turned out to bally the pic

St.

7500 lines of free advertising space
St.

stores in their salute to the

page
its

34th

St.

and the

For the

.

lampposts

stores

went

Here are some more samples

Macy's

ads., courtesy of

went on.

first

time in

its

out with

window

announce the premiere

package from the midtown

heralds went to

Macy

copies daily of

hand-bill, "Hi-Spots" carrying

Added

to this

its

were many

in

batches of 2000

•

•

AND

•

stores

.180,000
10,000

a big picture plug

in-store ballys. .... .Incidentally, the 12,000

to

visits to the

see the pic which

T

T
couldn't miss

and
were in-

customers ...... and Macy's distributed

ployees of Macy's are paying

days

what

displays, outdoor banners

flags. .... .500,000 mailing pieces from the 34th St. Association

serted in every outgoing

of

history, the city turned over 100 of

for shield decorations to
all

Roxy durinq

was

em-

the next four

CATCH that radio salute on Tuesday. .... .You
WOR, Mutual's key out'et, made it an around-the-

a 20 -minute period from 6:30
A. M. to 6:15 P. M. that didn't mention "Miracle on 34th Street" at least
once ...... Eleven top programs gave the picture the nod, adding up to
two-and-one-half hours of continual plugging of the film. .... .Gimbel's.

noon

Collins, Spear's

This

is

the

first

had

on-the-spot broadcasts during the after-

time that

WOR

ever sewed up 12 hours of air

time to promote a motion picture ...... And right on

day and

today,

some

15 other national

and

down

local

the dial yester-

shows were

on 34th St.".
not to mention
Kate Smith and Ted Collins who really went to town on the pic in their
Tuesday broadcast. .... .When New Yorkers didn't get told about "Miracle

made

Street" on the air, in the papers,

sure that outdoor posting

was

at

and on 34th Street, the Roxy
a maximum. .....

T
• • • IT'S A SATISFYING THING to see a campaign start from
a huddle around a desk and branch out until it reaches the proportions
of this one
And the New York campaign doesn't stop at the banks
of the Hudson
.. Schlaif er's department has already set the ball rolling
to duplicate this

outstanding bally over the nation
of the

Exhibitors, mer-

National Retailers Dry Goods Asso-

key centers are busy now setting up campaigns similar to
If it's showmanship that's going to keep this business
out of the doldrums
this is it
Take a bow. 20th
for a
miracle of an exploitation campaign
ciation in

New

A bill sponsored by the MPTO o
Connecticut liberalizing the admis
was ap

proved. It is no longer necessary fo
children under 14 to be accompanies
by an adult up to 6 p.m. under th
new law, and the admission age fo.
girls is lowered to 14, to conform
with that of boys.
A law which prohibited corpora
tions from deducting rent paid i:
arriving at net income for state ta:
purposes was repealed. This will re
suit in substantial savings and als
remove a film rental tax potential
Also repealed was a law which pro
hibited employment of women afte
10 p.m. New measure extends th
time limit to 1 a.m. and to 6 a.m
under certain conditions. Repeal i
expected to eliminate some of th
female box office attendant and ushe
problems.

York's

200 July 4 Dates Set

By

WB On "Unfaithful'

Warners' Fourth of July holida;

"The Unfaithful," alread;
has been set for engagements ove
the Independence Day week-end ii
more than 200 theaters. The pictur
will have its pre-release world pre
miere June 27 at the New Yorl
Strand.
release,

.:.

telling

millions of listeners about "Miracle

on 34th

A

proposed bill for state censor
ship was not enacted and a measurm
calling for state aid to towns fo
school moving picture purposes wa defeated.

:-.

clock tribute to the film ...... There wasn't

Oppenheim

rentals.

filmed in their store

T

DIDJA

it

verse to films or theaters.
°Tnai
M. Levy, executive secretary' V tin
MPTO of Connecticut, reported tb
Legislative record as follows:
Bills requiring licenses for boile;
and elevator operators, and all othe
featherbedding bills either died ii
committee or were rejected. No ad
missions tax was enacted. A sale
tax was passed but it does not in
elude theater admissions or tax film

sion of children to theaters

of screen entertainment

,,

rWMffi$Mffi^ffirSttffitfflffl*re^tttMWt-?H

.

.They

world-famed shopping center was represented

chants and the 7500 members

G> letinas

Gimbel's told Macy's!

.

Street-Midtown Association stood by to see that

of the 34th

late

ater.

.

of the picture. ....

Rogers buy the

E.

.

York about 20th's "Miracle on 34th

seemed yesterday, when they

it

ances and interthus
giving a prop-

performers

New

St. told

gala world premiere

at the

dent

all of

his

ances," the Kilroe brief continued.
"These claims would be of a
peculiarly harassing nature because
the passage of this bill would open
up a new field of law in which there
are no established principles to guide
courts or lawyers."
Strong opposition to the bill was
expressed also by spokesmen for
Columbia and Decca records and
Ascap. At a hearing to be held next
Monday, Congressman Sol Bloom of
New York and representatives of
the National Association of Broadcasters and Broadcast Music, Inc.
are scheduled to be heard.
Appearing for Ascap, Attorney
Louis Frohiich and Composer Deems
Taylor termed the granting of a
copyright on recordings unconstitu"Neither the performance
tional.
may be recorded nor the manufacturer of the record is an author and
therefore neither of them is entitled
to a copyrignt," they maintained.
Neither Tayior nor Frohiich dwelt
upon the bill to provide for royalties
of juke box performances. This matter was considered by most witnesses
to be secondary to the bill by Rep.
Hugh Scott granting copyright privileges to pertorming artists.
for

•

in their respective perform-

interpreters in
their respective performances or interpretations, so this would result in
the motion picture industry being
harassed by endless claims that its
performers had in some manner
imitated previous recorded perform-

"Chabert"

they and

Haulenbeck

erty right to
P.

•

and interpreters

pretations,

EDWIN

•
And

Anti-Films Bills

By Conn. Lawmakers
New Haven — Connecticut Legisla

T)

the committee, Kilroe declared that
"in our opinion the bill proposes to
give copyright in sound as distinguished from sound reduced to a
record. This is a novel idea in the
field of copyright and can only lead
to confusion and

No

Minn. SOQ-Seat Pix
As Move-Over House?
Minneapolis

—

I

Nothing short of

the three-week "take"
at the miniature 3£0-seater Pix Theater here for "The Outlaw." The
picture rolled up a reported gross of
nearly $10,000 for the run. First
week gross was $3,700; second week,
sensational

is

$3,000; and third
over that figure.

As

a

result,

a

week

just a little

number

of

major

companies may follow suit of UA in
booking top pictures to the Pix after they have folded "A" runs at
the Century, Lyric and Lyceum.
"Boomerang" is already booked as a
move-over.

;

:

June

jrsday,

1947

5,

™J$
Far East Has Overflow Of Pix
DAILY

Labor Costs for

if

3's," Broidy

Need More

Asks

Houses in Key Cities —Britton
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

5

winds up paying

finally

-I

rhp suit.

\

Producers have the same problem,
aidy pointed out, when the unions
'duce fresh demands, particularly
reference to retroactive pay. Since
eiling has been reached on rentals
"B" pictures, producers can not
'beet exhibitors to pay for the ini

:

ased production costs. The whole
tter, Broidy explained, boils down
a manufacturing problem.
In effect, Broidy was pleading

wage

or preferential

BIZISBAD(?)

costs so

-

Yeah, business generally

1947 earned enough to cover
the year's preferred dividends!

j

I

go-

of

\

j

is

ing to hell fast! The Reading Co.
(railroad) in the first four months

'

ar as low-budget pictures were
:oncerned. While top product

>r

1

:

amortize costs, no matter
1* hat they are, program product
>annot, Broidy declared. Fur» i.hermore, he insisted, more low''Dudget pictures, and conseran

3

quently

employment,

fuller

ould be possible if the crafts
» 'extended "B" producers a "spec1
al consideration" as a means toi Vard
equalizing the advantage
1
"A" pictures had over the "B's."
it was no secret, Broidy declared,
*\t even "A" pictures were playing
This meant, Broidy
*:>rter runs.
d, that formerly where 13 "B's"
re needed to round out a therequirement for a certain
•r's
gth of time, now 26 "B's" would
necessary to supplement "A" pro;t for a similar run.
'•'Curtailment," Broidy explained
•"-ther, "was solely in respect to
V.ver budget pictures." Allied Artar
s, Monogram's subsidiary, would
»

'*

>

r

.

'itinue

3'-as
As
•es. As

to

make high-budget picstands
now stands,

rho situation
the

iTORK REPORTS
Mr. and Mrs. Roger DiPasca are
rents of a five-pound, 14-ounce
ughter, Linda Marie, born at the
ickersham Hospital. Mrs. DiPasca,
e former Virginia McCullough,
is secretary to Columbia's execute vice-president Jack Cohn before
e birth of her daughter.

—

Va. A son was born
Mr. and Mrs. John Urse,
io operate the Eastland Theater.
Fairmont,
is

week

W.

to

Pittsburgh
an

—

Mr

Fleishman,

leater, are the

ughter.

Screen For U. K. Pix

11

Singapore headquarters for the the cm-few in the wake of frequently
occurring riots.
first time in eighteen months, said
In Malay, business is holding up
that political unrest and economic
well but will not be helped by a reinstability were the chief obstacles cent jump in the admission tax from
in the way of thriving business in 20 per cent to 33-1/3 per cent.

(Continued from Page

1)

his

md $100 on a suit. After the first
ing, Broidy said, the customer
Is out that the suit might cost
i!5,

Skouras Pledges NT

.and Mrs. Norof the Brighton

parents of a baby

The RKO executive also stated
that the British had imposed a 10
per cent quota for British films in
both the Strait Settlements and Hong
China's economic difficulties have Kong whereby exhibitors must give
forced the Central Bank of China to seven days out of each 70 days playfreeze all monies due the distribu- ing time to English product.
tors. There were no remittances in
Turning to the field of 16 mm.
1946 and Britton sees the chances as films, Britton reported that the
slim for any this year.
greatest progress in the area has
In addition the National govern- been made in the Strait Settlements,
ment has imposed an import quota especially in the rubber plantation
limiting the amount of footage for and tin mine areas. China's internal
American pictures in 1947 to 2,400,- difficulties have delayed the devel000 meters to be allocated between opment of the narrow gauge product
the eight major companies. With the there.
average picture running about 3,000
Although Japan and the Dutch
meters, this means only 8,000 prints East Indies are normally within
can be brought into the country this Britton's territory, American disyear.
tributors have not yet moved into
India's business has suffered from these countries. Distribution there
the exodus of more than 500,000 is under the
supervision of the
British troops and the imposition of MPEA.

the Far East. As a result of current
conditions, box office revenues have
declined from 20 per cent to 30 per
cent within the past six months.

be beneficial to theaters, as audiences respond to better, more original pix. Skouras pledged to Rank,
co-operation of National Theaters in
properly introducing and presenting
British films.

Rank, expressing his appreciation
for co-operation accorded his films
during the last two years said, "all

we ask

is a helping hand in introducing a new type of product to a
new market. With proper help and
return we can make more films of a
universal appeal to stimulate your

box office."
Spyros P. Skouras pointed out that
Rank had played an important part in
keeping open English markets for
American pix. He declared that cost
is now so high
"that we must have English market
for more profitable Hollywood pro-

of U. S. production

duction.

If

market which had

re-

turned to us $80,000,000 last year
should be closed to us because England could not afford to import our
pictures, either quality of American
films would suffer or American the-

atergoers would have to pay more
for their entertainment."
Considerable time was devoted in
Personnel at Studio
a round-table discussion by NT exFor N. Y. School Pupils
ecutives dealing with weaknesses in
West Const Bureau of THE FU.M DAILY
School children attending m A raing British product as noted by American
Hollywood Edward Muhl, recently find matinee screenings of "Henry audiences and recent improvement in
appointed general manager of Uni- V" at the Broadway Theater during quality.
versal-Int'l
Studio, has realigned Tune, July and August will receive
Nate Blumberg, Arthur Krim, E.
operating personnel at the studio and a 20 per cent discount on tickets, V. Richards, Robert Benjamin, Herformed an operating committee to under an arrangement consummated man Wobber, William J. Heineman,
co-ordinate activities.
by United Artists with John E. Harry Cox, Lem Jones, assistant to
Under the new set-up Morris W. Wade, New York City superintendent Skouras, and presidents of four diviWeiner has been named studio man- of schools.
sions of NT were among those atager; Morris Davis, business manIn a notice to all school principals, tending luncheon-conference.
ager; P. R. Guth, assistant to the Wade called the arrangement "an
general manager; George Bole, as- opportunity for your children to see
Gildemeyer
sistant studio manager, and Lau- a superior motion picture with hisrence Weinberg, head of the legal torical and literary value." At the Subsidiary in Brazil
department.
same time United Artists made availFrederick H. Gildemeyer, formerly
The operating committee of the able 500,000 special discount tickets
Puerto Rican manager of the Weststudio will consist of Muhl, Weiner, for the use of school children.
"Henry V" opens at the Broad- ern Electric Co. (Caribbean) has
Davis, Guth, Bole, Weinberg and
James C. Pratt, production manager; way Friday in its initial popular been appointed vice-president of the
H. S. Brewster, studio comptroller; price continuous performance run, Western Electric Co. of Brazil, moGeorge Douglas, statistical research; following 47 reserved seat, two-a-day tion picture equipment and service
and John Joseph, national director of weeks at the City Center and Golden subsidiary of the Westrex Corp., it
Theaters.
advertising and publicity.
was announced yesterday in New
York. Gildemeyer will leave by plane
Broidy said, Monogram had 12 com- Johnston Calls U. S. "Reds" from New York today for Rio, where
he will assume his new administrapleted scripts ready to roll before the
cameras. But the studio, he reiter- "Treasonable, Subversive" tive duties.
Gildemeyer joined Erpi, a former
ated, could not go ahead unless pro(Continued from Page 1)
Western Electric subsidiary, in June
duction costs are defined.
Backlog including current releases able and subversive. They are po- 1929, supervising theater installations in the Midwest during the early
are: Four Allied Artists pictures, tential foreign agents."
not including "5th Avenue," 13 MonoJohnston planed yesterday for days of talking pictures. He transgrams, plus an indefinite number of Milwauke to address the National ferred to the San Juan, Puerto Rico,
westerns. Monogram will continue convention of
Republican office of Westrex in 1937. In 1938,
to release two pictures each month. Clubs Saturday. From there he will he went to the Havana, Cuba office,
Beginning Sept. 1, Broidy announced fly to Spokane, Washington, where returning to San Juan in 1940, where
that with the fair settlement of he has private business interests, be- he remained until a few weeks ago
labor problems the company intends fore going to Pullman, Wash., June when he came to New York for conto produce 32 Monogram films, 16 16, to deliver the commencement ferences with Westrex officials.
westerns and six AA's. Three fea- address for Washington State Coltures have already been completed lege and to receive an honorary de- Powers in Saroyan's "Life"
for next year's schedule.
gree.
Producer William Cagney has
"We want to make as many picJohnston leaves New York by signed Tom Powers for the role of
tures as we possibly can," Broidy plane June 22 to represent the in- Blick, blackmailing racketeer, in the
concluded, "because there's going to dustry at the International Film Fes- screen adaptation of William Sabe a market for those pictures."
tival in Brussels.
royan's "The Time of Your Life."

Muhl Realigns

U-I

20

%

"Henry V" Discount

—

Heads WE's

Young

&*\

Firecrackers, Exhib.

ABA Sees Need for
Film Code

MPTA

Met.

Change

A

trailer

Will

Use

warning that the pur- the

chase or possession of firecrackers

1)

impact on the public, particularly is a misdemeaner was authorized by
the board of the Metropolitan Mothe juvenile and adolescent mind.
tion Picture Theater Association at
It was felt by some that if the
motion picture code cannot sift out a meeting held in the office of Harry
these films some revisions should be Brandt, chairman. Trailer is a remade. The conference, which included sult of nearly 100 complaints of firerepresentatives from SIMPP and crackers being set off in member
MPAA, took no action. It was theaters, it is learned.
While the sale of fireworks is unagreed, however, that representatives
present would take the problem back lawful in New York, MMPTA memto their organizations to study. Another meeting will be held later,

probably

ABA

president, told
Carl B. Rix,
the group that there was considerable concern over two problems:
1.

selling

September.

in

some stores are
them under the counter and

bers reported that

ITOA

A.rk.

Prexy;

Presentation in films, radio

and comic strips of legal proceeding, such as true portrayal
of judge, court rooms, lawyers
and juries.
2. Depiction of crime and criminals in the three medias.
officials said many lawyers
and jurists feel that courts and related subjects are often presented in
an unfavorable light in motion pictures, radio and comic strips.

ABA

Elects

Savage

Mundo Heads Board

(Continued from Page

1)

ABA

New

officials

also

stressed

the need for nation-wide nonpartisan survey of the actual
impact of crime movies and radio
programs on the public. No details of such a survey, however,

I

I

J

(

'

I

I

Warn

Kids

designed to point out
to parents and youngsters that even
their possession is against the law.
Question of holding an area Health
Week Drive, possibly with audience
collections,
was put off pending
further study of the matter.
Edward Rugoff, partner in the
Rugoff & Becker circuit, was elected
to the MMPTA board succeeding
George Skouras. Latter was elected
to the board when the group was
organized but never served as his
circuit did not join the organization.
trailer

Rock.

Tom W. Young

Zorn

Rush

of Memphis; E. V.
Pontiac, 111., and Arthur
of Jackson, Miss.
of

Army Reeruitiny Show
Dorothy Lamour will be mistress
ceremonies on a new Summer variety program designed by NBC to
of

stimulate

recruiting

for

Program

will

spot for

13

NBC

donate time

v/ill

cast,

with

ent

to

services.

have

weeks

MCA

receive

the

the Army.
Fred Allen

starting" July

6.

broadto provide the taltoken payment for
for the

For Canada Extend
(Continued from Page

gram

of the

latter's prexy,

U.

S.,

1)

Steve Br<

announced to

th(

^

I

<

those of May 2, 1947. The comp
tive period, Broidy pointed out,
not include
product.
At the beginning of Auj
Broidy sails with Norton V. Rite
Pauline." Johnston is now working prexy of Monogram Internations
in the home office on a special cam- line up additional British picture
American distribution, as wel
paign for the picture.
Morton Nathanson, recently spec- set up production plans on "M
ial rep. for Liberty Films, has also and "Highwayman." Broidy poi
been made an executive publicist. He out both works were suited for
reports to Paramount on Monday duction there because of the
with his initial assignment to be Hal for authentic background. Broidy
clined to reveal the titles of the*
Wallis' "Desert Fury."
Work of the executive publicists British pictures Monogram has a,
will continue from the day shooting able for current U. S. distributic
Broidy and Ritchey will s,
is started on a picture through its
seven or eight weeks abroad.
national release date.
publicists
is William J. Johnston, former special press rep. for Bob Hope, who has
been assigned to "The Perils of

Named

tions of

AA

Walsh Off to London for
U. K. Film Labor Study
(Continued from Page

1)

inaugurated here with a viev
reaching an Anglo-American aj

ment for the exchange of

film

1

nicians.

Walsh while abroad will ma
survey of labor conditions in the

and theaters where NA
members are employed. He plai;
return to U. S. in about two mo
dios

UlEDDinG BELI

Andy Smith, Jr., 20th-Fox's new
Kramer-Browcir
portrayals of various general sales manager, and William
legal procedure and proceedings and Gehring, new assistant general sales
Cleveland Roslyn Kramer, da-jfc
indicated that the film industry had manager, will meet the industry ter of Abe Kramer, of Assoc
done a fair and true job.
press at a conference Friday morn- Circuit, will be married on Jur
There was little doubt, however, ing at the home office. Luncheon to Herbert Browar.
that there is considerable concern will follow.
over crime pictures and the portrayal
Black-Royster
of criminal elements.
Rites for Wilson Leahy, Jr.
Charlotte, N. C. George Roj
It was brought out during the conWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
who is in the Universal-Int'l boo
Hollywood
Funeral services for department, will wed Jeanette 1
fab, though, that many other items
than crime pictures and crime radio Wilson Leahy, Jr., 26, of Paramount's on June 28.
programs contribute to juvenile de- payroll department, were held at the
linquency. Such factors as schools, Church of the Recessional, Forest
Reiter-Johnson
churches and home life may be even Lawn, with interment at Forest
Minneapolis
Delores Reit<
more important elements in curbing Lawn. Leahy was the son of Wilson
or contributing to juvenile delin- Leahy, Sr., head of Acme film lab- Minneapolis Columbia exchange
ried Robert Johnson.
quency.
oratories.
sis

Dorothy Lamour to MC

Franchi ;

dustry press yesterday.
Earl Lawson, head of
v> C
dian outfit, a Rank affil*/ V re«
sented CM in the negotiations,
pact goes into effect Sept. 1, 194;
Broidy also revealed th
based on current figures, "
Happened on 5th Avenu
should gross more than $2,00(
000 domestically. Products
cost of the picture was $1,21<
Para. Executive Publicists
000. Advertising and print cos
brought the overall product!'
For High Budget Releases
cost to a total of $1,500,000.
(Continued from Page 1)
Monogram's chief implied thai
tive publicists will be added to the spite 11 per cent increase in s,
Paramount staff, with each to be as- the company's profits were not
signed to an individual picture, to portionate because of increased
conceive, initiate, develop, plant and duction costs. He based his
co-ordinate special publicity and ex- parative figures on May 2, 1946

May

MPAA

5,

is

Theater owners from various sec- Sol Rosenblatt is
Arkansas reported that aver- Chairman of Garment Ind.
age movie theater attendance has
dropped off 35 per cent in Arkansas
were worked out.
Sol A. Rosenblatt, former NRA
in the past six months and discussed
motion picture code administrator
In the meantime, however, each means of offsetting the slump.
who served as an Air Force Colonel
organization will be asked to explore
during the war, was yesterday apthe subject to find out how extensive
Ticket
City
Tax
Atlantic
pointed impartial chairman of the
the problem is and what methods can
garment industry of New York sucbe used to combat the problem.
Start June 15
Passes;
ceeding former Governor Charles
Although informally presented,
Poletti.
lawyers present seemed to think that
(Continued from Page 1)
Colonel Rosenblatt previously
the motion picture code needed over- take immediate steps to put the tax
served as impartial chairman from
hauling.
into practice. It may go on June 15.
The meeting was described as the The tax will place a three per cent 1935 to 1940.
first of its kind and with far reaching
levy on motion picture admissions.
possibilities by Arthur Freun, chairAlthough up-state picture interests Smith, Gehring to Meet
man of ABA's committee on motion fought it, there was no opposition
Industry Press Tomorrow
Pictures, radio and comic strips in
from local exhibitors.
relation to administration of justice.
presented a detailed analy-

Monogram

the board of directors; other members of the board are K. K. King of
Searcy, W. D. Mitchell of Dumas,
Terry Axley of England, Sidney
Wharton of Warren, W. C. Sumpter
of Lepanto, Charles F. Bonner of ploitation campaigns.
First of the executive
Pine Bluff, and 0. G. Wren of Little

Speakers at yesterday's session
included Maurice Wolfe of Loew's,
New York; B. F. Busby of Little
Depiction of crime and criminals, Rock; Leon Bamberger of RKO Pichowever, was viewed as the "major" tures h. o., and T. W. Sharp, retired,
problem and was the subject of most of Little Rock. C. B. Akers of Griffith Theaters, Oklahoma City, legisof the discussion at the meeting.
lative chairman of the ITOA of OklaRepresenting SIMPP was Prexy
homa, spoke on legislative needs for
Donald Nelson. Representing MPAA
the industry.
were Robert Chambers, research
The Moaon Picture Foundation,
head; Sidney Schreiber, MPAA genand creation of a $10,000,000 fund
eral counsel, and Theodore Smith,
was discussed by E. P. Sapinsley,
York office.

from MPAA's

Problem

Trailer to
|

(Continued from Page
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Congressional Survey Backs industry Biz
''i

Industry Leaders
"Mild Recession"
No 1947 Recession
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RESEARCH STAFFS FOR EXHIBITORS
Could Play Beneficial Role Under Competitive
Bidding System, Says AR's Sayers

Industry leaders yesterday saw
report of the Congressional E^onCommittee headed by Sen. RobWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
A. Taft, as backing views held
Hollywood
Exhibitor groups
motion picture field to the might profit by organizing their own
Baj! the
ect that while attendance may
pollsters, Jack Sayers, veepee in the
ode during the next few months, it
Hollywood office of Audience Re1!
not fall off enough to seriously
search told The Film Daily.
ect grosses for a long period.
In the event that auction selling
Senator Taft's committee conbecomes a standard practise, he sug(Continued on Page 6)
gested, exhibitor-sponsored research
staffs could gauge fan reaction to
certain films, and on the basis of
such "guinea pig" tests bid for the
best product. Since Audience Re-

Washington

!

,

t

:

7,000,000 Financing
eal (or Eagle-Lion

—

Xl'Boston
Eagle-Lion is reported in
$7,000,000 financing deal with the
rst National Bank of Boston and
other banking institution, the new
pney to be used for its expanded

oduction program.
" At the same time,

'-'[

Hub

;

it is

understood
Rob-

financial quarters that

R. Young is making additional
nds available to Eagle-Lion.

t
J

Washington Bureau of

search conducts surveys principally
for producers, the firm could not perform the same services for exhibitors, Sayers pointed out, as there
would be an obvious clash of interests.

During the 10 years that Audience
Research has polled more than 3,500,000 movie fans, one point has been
found to be almost axiomatic, Sayers
revealed, and that is: "If you don't

THE FILM DAILY
— With
battle

lines

fast forming, the FCC on Monday
begins its extensive probe into the
entire network television question.
Hard on the heels of the announcement by AT&T that its coaxial cable
television service will be put on a
"commercial" basis on Aug. 1, came
evidence that AT&T's rate proposals
will run into firm resistance from
video broadcasters and organizations.
Protests against the allegedly "ex(Continued on Page 6)

deal in pictures instead of types of
(Continued on Page 6)

See $7 Million Gross

Warner News Plans

12 fteade Theaters

To Be Outlined Today

Get Tele Receivers

For "The Egg and I"
Universal's "The Egg and I" will
Sales and distribution plans for
Custom-built DuMont television have a national gross of approxthe newsreel to be introduced by sets with 18 x 20" screens will soon imately $7,000,000 on the basis of
Warners in November will be out- be installed in Walter Reade the- returns thus far, it was estimated
lined today at the concluding session aters throughout New York and New yesterday.
This figure more than doubles the
of a two-day meeting of district Jersey. Two sets have already been
managers and home office executives delivered and are being installed, the $3,000,000 take from "Canyon Pas(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 3)

>hnston Expected in D. C.
_or Byrnes Policy Parley

Plans
Probe Into Coaxial Cable
And Radio Relay Systems
Washington Bureau of

;:,

—

FCC Meet Monday

RKO

(Continued on Page 3)

Votes Dividend;

20th-Fox to Distribute
Dryhurst's British Pic

Officers Re-elected

THE FILM DAILY

PRC's Clark

to Rest

Up;

Thomas Due from Coast

Quarterly dividend of 30 cents per
Ralph H. Clark, who was appointed
President share on the common stock was deLondon (By Air Mail) World dis- PRC's general sales manager in Febexpected to confer clared yesterday by the RKO board tribution rights to "While I Live," ruary, leaves at the week-end for a
— iefly with James F. Byrnes the lat- of directors, payable July 1 to hold- being produced at the M-G-M Elstree four weeks' rest in an endeavor to
""t part of this month, it was indi- ers
plant by Edward Dryhurst, have been
(Continued on Page 6)
of record, June 16.
Continued on Page 8)
Other business of the meeting in- acquired by 20th-Fox, it is an-

Washington

U rie Johnston

—

—

MPAA

is

(

(Continued on Page 3)

V e w Time Refer andum
In Detroit Next Fall

—

theaters are
faced with a threat of daylight saving time change actively for the first
time in at least 10 years, as the reDetroit

Detroit

of action by the City Council
approving a vote on the measure.
The Council declined to take final
responsibility, and passed the issue
on to the voters by a referendum
election to be held Nov. 4. If adopted,
sult

the

measure

will

become

effective

sentiment

here
appears to be generally against such
in

1948.

a move.

Exhibitor

$3

Million for

(Continued on Page 3)

B'way Plays

Hollywood Bought 28 1946-47 Properties
Despite several disappointing play
UA Fills U.K. Quota
purchases
Needs With Two Films

—

London (By Air Mail)
United
meet its quota requirements for some time to come via distribution of two pictures to be made
by Shipman & King, David Coplan
revealed. Shipman & King, exhibArtists will

itors,

are stepping into production
(Continued on Page 6)

last season, film producers
shelled out $3,000,000 for the screen
rights to 28 plays that appeared on
Broadway during the 1946-47 season
just ended.
Since many of the purchases are
tied in with a percentage of the
profits, the film companies stand to
spend almost $10,000,000 for the 28
properties.
Heaviest outlay for a single purContinued on Page 8)
(

Fate of State Dept.'s
OIC Seen Today
Washington Bur.,

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY
Decision should

be reached by the House today regarding the future of the documentary film program and other parts of
the State Department's OIC. It is
expected here that the House will
pass Rep. Karl Mundt's bill granting
statutory authority for the program.
Rep. Adolph Sabath, D., Illinois,
spoke at some length of the advertising

and

value

referred

tential
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to
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Hollywood for
will sail June
for London.
Brussels from London this

exhibitors, arrived
brief stay.

MRS. RAY MILLAND, wife
and their son DANNY,

star,

New York
12 on
Milland

of the
left

yesterday by train and
the S.S. Queen Elizabeth
will

week-end

to

fly

appear at the

to

Film

International

Festival.
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Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Mary
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LONDON
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Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue

Ray Carmichael, Room
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Saffar,
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464 Francis Xavier
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Theater Bldg.
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110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
St.

John

Lindberg,

DUKE

No.

Jernbanealle

Copen

3,

HICKEY,

division

is

relations

Dallas to
Childarea.
in

in

the Texas

JENNIFER JONES
Hotel, New
portrait painted.

wold

leaves New York tcday
Cincinnati, where he will make p.a.'s in
connection with next week's opening of "Repeat
Performance" at the RKO Grand. Basehart and
MRS. BASEHART will be escorted to Cincy by
JERRY PICKMAN, who will return to the Home
Office on Wednesday or Thursday.

W. SCHWALBERG,

manager

of

Eagle-Lion

vice-president and sales
Films, has left for At-

where he will conduct another sales
meeting and "round-table discussion" of "Repeat Performance" over the week-end.

DOROTHY

PETERSON,

signed

yesterday

appear in "Mary Hagen" for Warners,
New York today for the Coast.

JAMES

E.

COSTON, Warner

manager with headquarters

in

to
leaves

in

is

London,

"seclusion" at GrisConn., having her

AUMONT

JEAN PIERRE

will arrive, via AmeriAirlines, in New York from Hollywood on
for a week's stay. Aumont is expected
to leave for Europe on June 15.

JOAN BENNETT
from

due

is

in

New York

today

Hollywood.

executive in the Milwaukee area, reNew
to the Midwest yesterday from

to voters at a special election.

MARGARET O'BRIEN

returned

has

New

to

"Expectations" $140,000

Tops

First

Week by

NUNNALLY JOHNSON
a

has

arrived

here

for

big

city

from

the

short visit.

AVA GARDNER

is

expected

the

in

next week from the Coast.

WALTER WANGER

in

is

today

West Coast for a look-see.
JOSEPH BIRSTEIN, FILM DAILY

staff writer,

and

bride, leave Sunday evening, immediately
following their wedding, for an up-State honey-

OSCAR LEVANT

is en
route from New York
Warners' studio to appear in "Romance in
High C."

to

JULES LEVEY

is

in

Washington on a business

Arthur Rank's "Great Expe

J.

tations" rolled up an estimate
$140,000 in its second week at Rad
City Music Hall, the gross for tl
second stanza, topping the fir
week's "take'-' by about $7,000. Pi
ture is expected to stay for at lea
four weeks, and possibly five.

FC

Starts

Deal

for Prods.;

First Pic Rolls in

Summer

JOAN CAULFIELD

has arrived

OLIVER UNGER, co-producer

in

New

velt

"The RooseStory," leaves over the week-end for Brus-

sels

to attend

the

Film

of

Festival.

IRVING RAPPER, Warners' producer, has
rived
stay.

arthe Coast for a short

New York from

in

SOPHIE

ROSENSTEIN,

Warners'

matic

LEON BAMBERGER, RKO Radio sales promotion manager, is due back today from the exhibitors convention in Little Rock, Ark.
DOLORES DEL RIO leaves New York for
Mexico City on June 15, and after three days
go to Buenos Aires to star in Sono's
-creen version of Wilde's "Lady Windemere's
Fan."

coach, has arrived
stay of about 10 days.

in

studio

New York

drafor

a

DAVID ROSE planed from Coast to New
York in connection with suit he has filed
against James Mason. Upon his return he will
spend a week conferring with J. Arthur Rank.

THE FILM DAIL)
Film Classics h:

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—

started negotiations for productioi
made for its release, with i
Zi
b a 1 i s t now in Hollywood
handle deals. Initial picture will s
into work early this bummer.
to be

m

there, will

turned home with his
iting New York.

CLAIRE

has

Wisconsin exhibitor,
wife yesterday after
arrived

in

Gotham

re-

Three Leaislatures Fold
Without Hurting Films

vis-

from

Wnthinaton Bureau of

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY

Fete

Bill

Evidon

—

Monday

Minneapolis
More than 100 fil
and theater friends will convene
the Nicollet Hotel Monday to ho
Bill Evidon, Columbia city salesma
who goes to the Los Angeles bran<

Three more state
(Thurs., Tunc 5)
legislatures have adjourned without
office. Bill Elson, Walter Hoffma
restrictive measures aimed
Roach Meets Today With passing
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
at the motion picture industry, a Mary Lebedoff, Lowell Kaplan, ai
Net
Publicity, Sales Tops
roundup yesterday revealed. Latest Sid Lax head up the arrangemen
H gh Low Close
Chg.
Am. Seat
15'/2
15V2 15V2
legislatures to wind up are those in committee.
Columbia Piers
16
15% 15%
Hal
Missouri, Rhode Island and ConnecRoach
will
meet
today
with
East. Kodak ....... 45%
45% 453/8 — %
Gen. Prec. Eq
17% 17'/4 17%— % UA sales executives and the adver- ticut. Tax bills were introduced in
Loew's, Inc
21% 21% + % tising, publicity and exploitation all three legislatures.
21 2
Paramount
25% 25% 25%
heads at a luncheon in Toots Shor's
This brings to a total of 32 the
RKO
11% 11% 11% — -%
to formulate plans for his first post- state bodies that have adjourned, the
Republic Pict
5% 5
5
Republic Pict. pfd.
113,4
11% 1134'. .. war production. "The Hal Roach vast majority without passing any
20th Century-Fox
28% 28
28V2 + % Comedy Carnival."
restrictive measures. Twelve legisWarner Bros
15V4 15'/8 15V4 + %
Attending will be Edward C. Raf- lative groups are still in session.
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
ery, president; Gradwell L. Sears
Monogram Picts
33/8
i/
33/B
33/g —
g
RKO
2% 27/3 27/8 + l/g vice-president in charge of distribu93 Per Cent Holdovers
Sonotone Corp
3'/
V/$
3%
tion; J. J. linger, general sales man8
Technicolor
s/ —
i/
1 1 S/8
5/8
8
8
ager; Edward M. Schnitzel-, Eastern For "Two Mrs. Carrolls"
OVER THE COUNTER
and Canadian sales manager; Maury
Bid
Asked
Orr, Western sales manager; Paul
Cinecolor
,.
Out of the first 85 openings of
55/8
Path e
53/4
6% N. Lazarus, Sr., contract manager; "The Two Mrs. Carrolls," 79 thePaul N. Lazarus, Jr., advertising and aters, or 93 per cent, have given the
publicity director; Tom Waller, pub- picture extended playing time, acScales in Effect
licity manager; Mori Krushen, ex- cording to Warners.
For Eastern
See your travel agent or phone
ploitation manager; Francis Wini<us, advertising manager; Jack Ellis,
LExington 2-7100
Wage scales agreed upon in mid- New York district manager, and Wilor visit TWA ticket office at
May by Pat Casey, then producers' iam Ornstein, Robert Goldfarb, Abe
ne latest 16 M.M. souna
representative, and the International Dickstein, Jack Wrege and Johr.
equipment has been installed
80 East 42nd St.
Hollywood.

UA

:

.

.

.

1

trip.

York

from the Coast.

INA

$7,000

York from Bermuda.

moon.

Theaters' zone
Chicago, and L.

GRAN,

turned
York.

Minneapolis
night for a

Monday

lanta,

F.

last

can

RICHARD BASEHART

for

DON GITTERMAN,

financial

community

connection with the

in

Library

Film

MPAA

representative,

field

conduct surveys

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

CHICAGO,

Sunday.

A.

Y.

days of conferences here.
to William Wyler,
back to the Coast from New York on

fly

ren's

N.

in

N.
L.
NATHANSON, head of M-G-M in
Canada, and T. L. GOULD, Dominion general
manager, left New York yesterday after several

LESTER KOENIG, assistant
will

MANN,

and TED

—

Eldorado, 111.
Operators of tf
Grand, Nox and Orpheum Theate
plan to seek a Circuit Court injur
tion if the City Council goes throug
with a proposal to tax admissio:
three cents. Threatened measure
designed to provide funds for pa.
ment of back salaries to city en
ployes. Theater owners argue re,^
such a tax should not be ims. IS
without the proposal being subnVrfc'f

.

.

u

.

1 1

1 1

LOS ANGELES
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

(,

,

New

Cameramen

Photographers,

went

into

Local

644,

IATSE, Hughes

week. Retroactive pay is provided on all production work from July 1, 1946.

New

effect

this

scales are: First

t

cameraman,

$87.50 daily, $325 weekly; additional
cameramen, $62.50 daily, $240

weekly; still cameramen, $45 daily,
$175 weekly, and assistant cameramen, $26.25 daily, $105 weekly.

of the

home

office sales staff

Present also from the Roach

staff

Jules Seltzer, ad-publicitj
head; Grace Rosenfield, Eastern representative, and Herbert Gelbspan
Members of UA's New York branch
in attendance will be Edward Mullen
Ray Wylie, Richard Perry, William
Schutzer, Dave Burkan and Sam
Rifkin.
will

be

our air conditioned

in

.

.

.

SCREENING ROOM
.

.

.

in

addition to our 35

Save time with

TWA

AIRFREIGHT

M.M.

R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectors . .

Con

We

.

"Show" You?

6-0081-2-3-4
Film Storage and S entire

Call:

Circle

BONDED

FILM STORAGE
'«(U1

Co., Inc

RROAOWAY.

N. Y. C.

!

—a

iday,

June

6,
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;

Varner
d
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News Plans

Get Tele Receivers

Be Outlined Today
(Continued from Page

1

(Continued from Page

I

first

Kalmenson, vice-president and
Eeral sales manager, who is con-

•

Jthers attending yesterday's meetincluded Samuel Schneider, vice-sident; Koy Haines, Western divin sales manager; Jules Lapidus,

All-night

who marks

back stage party
his 55th birthday

game

Dodger-Pirate

slightly ruffled

•

Rockland County. ...

City,

and

J.

.

And

.

Strand tonight honors Ted Lewis,

the 20th anniversary of his

own movies

took his

•

...

at Ebbet's Field.

every day.

his golf score

at the N. Y.

first

Strand

of yesterday's

Paramount's Hugh

because the missus (Arleen Whelan)

ANOTHER

•

•

Also, Gil Goiuen, national advertis-

the front of the Astor,

manager; Larry UoioD, eastern

•

Owen

is

she only started p'.aying a few weeks

FOR "BEST YEARS": The

"FIRST"

using 15,552

e'.ectric

light bulbs,

giant sign on

blinking their

Samuel Goldwyn's "The Best Years of Our Lives," has blinked
And the "life
more than 2.000 hours during the past 28 weeks
.So, for the first time in history (on
span" of a bulb is 2,000 hours.
the authority of Lynn Farnol, the Astor bulbs are being replaced, and
one picture thus will be blessed with a second complete set of 15,552
praise of

Charles A. Haiiey,

for

Brumoerg,
in exploitation SLart manager; bain
fkowitz, Eastern district manager;
•nry ueroei, Western district mail±5iil

...

Smeitzer, Mid-Atlantic
iiasKeil Masters,
nauian aisincc manager; Harry A.
eu, Midwest district manager; Hall
aisn,
Prairie district manager;
aries Ricn, Central district maner; JJoaK Kooerts, Southwest discc manager; John E. iumy, Souther; rcooert

.

.

bulbs

met manager;

•

•

•

services,

FORTY-FIVE TOP BREAKS, many

and

all

Artists pictures

manager; iiowara L.evthe legal start', and others.

within a space of two weeks,

UA

a big national send-off

them over the wire

ol

is

giving a rash of United
grinding out the pub-

is

on Mcfrjorie Reynolds, Maria Palmer, Jimmy Stewart, Lucille

licity

"A

"The Other Love," "Heaven Only Knows," "Lured,"

for the benefit of

The first two installations mark
the beginning of a large-scale television program which will make
Walter Reade theaters in New York
and New Jersey the first circuit in
the area to offer a full television
schedule and motion pictures.
Reade cited the large audience
approval of his first such installation
at the Park Ave. Theater as proof
that the public is ready and waiting
for television in theaters.

RKO

Votes Dividend-

Officers Re-elected
(Continued from Page

1)

eluded re-election of the present officers of the company. These include:
Floyd B. Odium, chairman of the
board; N. Peter Rathvon, president;
Ned E. Depinet, vice-chairman of
the board and executive vice-pres-

Malcolm

ident;

Kingsberg,

vice-

president; Gordon E. Youngman, vicepresident and general counsel; John
M. Whitaker, vice-president; J. Miller Walker, secretary; Garrett Van
Wagner, comptroller; William H.
Clark, treasurer.
Assistant treasurers re-elected are:
A. W. Dawson, O. R. McMahon, Harold E. Newcomb, Thomas F. O'Connor, A. E. Reoch, Kenneth B. Umbreit, William F. Whitman.

Ball,

Joan Lorring, Hal Roach, Dorothy Ford, Marilyn Nash and Philip Yordan

|'st district

and the second
N. J.
Announcing the new project; Walter Reade stated that the new television lounges are being especially
designed for comfort and visual clarity, and will be operated as an added
feature to the regular motion picture
programs.
J.,

getting closer to

is

ago!

partment head.

on of

indus-

membership, occupying the

to private

New

• Bing Crosby

engagement. ...

stern and Canadian division sales
;nager; Norman Ayers, Southern
'ision sales manager; Moray; 1.
Dolid, assistant to Kalmenson;
rnard R. Gooaman, supervisor of
.nanges, and Ed ninchy, piaydate

ant to Moray;

'

a club open

many

.

•

[i'g

Dlicity director;

Para. exec, and

Meyer Schine has appointed Eugene Voit, formerly with the WaldorfAstoria, as executive vice-prexy and general manager of the Schine chain
• Prof. Robert Gessner, chairman of the mp dept.
of five hotels. ...
in NYU's Washington Square College, took off for the Coast yesterday
to fill an engagement as guest teacher at the USC this Summer.

L-ussed.

1

is

800-acre Adolph Zukor estate at

With Father," which
screened in the afternoon. Comny's current sales drive also was

g

Griffis.

Mountain View, as

Golf and Country C"ub

are aware,

tryites

s

j

Stanton

to

View

tain

ji'tiuding '"Life

i

THE PERSONAL TOUCH:

•

•

soon

1)

James Theater,

St.

in the Strand, Freehold,

assume his duties as U. S. envoy to Poland, was guest of honor
last night at a dinner hosted by Brig. Gen. John Reed Kilpatrick, president of Madison Square Garden Corp., from the board chairmanship of
For the Garden, Griffis has worked the same
which Griffis is retiring
• A. J.
financial miracle that has marked his film association. ...
Balaban, the Roxy's general manager, is the new president of the Moun-

man H. Moray, short subject
es manager, will explain the plans
mg set up to handle the new prot. James Allen, who was appointed
Harry M. Warner, president of
arners, to head the newsreel edi(|)4al staff, is due from the Coast
take part in the session.
Albert Warner addressed
Maj.
session briefly, while
sterday's
lit Blumenstock, vice-president in
'.arge of advertising and publicity,
ve a preliminary talk on special
-npaign plans for coming product,

in Reade's

Asbury Park, N.

Week-end Report

ting the sessions, revealed yester\__t hat the reel will be called The
r News.

'

Reade Theaters

Can Happen." "Monsieur Verdoux" and "The Comedy Carnival"
Some of the personalities already have returned to the Coast

DC

License Fee Proposal
To Be Heard on Monday

Miracle

Ith-Fox to Distribute
ryhurst's British Pic

others are

still

T
(Continued trom Page

made

Deal was

'unced.

1)

•

•
possible
;

Sam Eckman, Jr., waived
G-M's prior claim to distribution

T

WITH WAR-TIME MATERIAL SHORTAGES no

•

plague, Irving Chidnoff, "portraitiere to the industry,"

ien

activity in the professional field,
of stars

fhts.

And

and featured players

adjectives
:.:
:.t

Q

re etlna 6

Jo'

V
M

:.:

**

June 6
Maurice Hanline
Richard Crane
Doris

Tyler Brooke
Frank D. Ferrone
Merrick

«

June 7
William

F.

J.

F.

Ryan
Kirby

Ernest B. Schoedsack

laud

• New

Alexis

Smith

Michael

Meyer

Berger
P.

Beck

s*t«»»ms$ss88%s&S88£838t8$m3

Ave. studios from

now on

trotted out their best

on

"Miracle

What's

this

34th

St."

about Eric

Pommer

And

with

•

a

and

special

disclosing the formation

committee by the British Westerners
it!

.

.

.

•

Skips a Scheduled Stop; Passengers Get Back Best

New

SICK LIST

with the inscription, "Confidential"

calling Ho'.lywood un'air to Miss Gilbert

York Times headline

NOW

and save several hundred fellow

will

film folks

and Gene Autry
"Long Island Train

Way

THE FILM DAILJ

public hearing on
proposals to increase license fees,
including those for motion picture
theaters, will be held on Monday by
the District
Commissioners. Proposals call for a jump in fees to $75
for motion picture houses. Present
annual fee is $30. Washington
is not expected to oppose the fee
increase.

consulting

To Phil M. yesterday the postman delivered a London
And what do you suppose was inside?
A tip on JAR's newest plans?
No sir.—
"message to Hollywood producers from 2,000 British Helen Gilbert fans,"

letter

—A

MPTO

York dailies yesterday

20th-Fox's

.... •

a

full

Chidnoff's Fifth Ave.

Friendship Club, to do something about

June 8
Sheila

ample reason!
counsel? ...

of

Jacob Wilk

Rodgers

to

longer

resuming

medium than

cou'd there be a better publicity

case display? ...

J^end {Dlrtkdau

is

and you may expect a steady stream

to his Fifth

Washington Bureau of

Washington

here on the merry-go-round

They Can"
Robert R. Young buy the LIRR
from a fate worse than death?

MRS. HELEN HANEY, who operates
Milan

at

Milan,

Ind.,

is

confined

the

to her

home by a broken rib, the result of an accident while getting into her car.

WALLACE

CROSS, SR., manufacturer of
Cross Carbon Saver, Detroit, has returned to his plant, following seven months'
illness and removal of one kidney.
the

•

DAVID O.SELZNICK'S

'

IN

TECHNICOLOR

.

.

.

and

the surface

is

scarcely scratched!
Audience Research

Institute surveys

show

that

84% (8,400,000) of the

approximately 10,000,000 movie goers in the Metropolitan area

DUEL IN THE SUN.

want

to see

Over

a million

seen

DUEL

in

and suburban

and

a half

New

of these people have already

York, leaving 7,000,000 more

New York who

are

still

in city

waiting to see

DUEL.

ADDITIONAL MULTIPLE RUNS AVAILADLE
Phone

NOW

Eldorado 5-5323

Selznick Releasing Organization
400 Madison Avenue
Milton Kusell, General Sales Manager

Sidney Deneau, Asst. Sales Manager

13^5

Friday,

June

6, 194t

Televisors to Fight

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD

Congressional Survey

AT&T Network Rales

AUBREY

Backs Field's Biz Viei

(Continued from Page

cessive"

rates
filed with the

are

FCC

1)

expected to be
before Aug. 1.

Under commission rules objections
to the rules must be filed by 10 days
before that date. There is now a
strong possibility that a hearing on
the rate quesion will be set by the

FCC.
Admittedly concerned over the rate
and the "interest" of
AT&T in an alternative tele network
service micro-wave relay, the Television Broadcasters Association were
proposals

scheduled to meet last night to map
plans for quick action.
According to the FCC, the only
coaxial cable service which will be
affected on Aug. 1 is that between
Washington and New York. Officials
of WTTG, the Washington station
of the Allen B. DuMont Labs, already
have stated that the AT&T rate proposals would force the video station
to operate on an almost exclusively
local basis, with little or no use of
the cable.

The Commission's "informal engineering conference" set for Monday will draw tele broadcasters,

SCHENCK,

executive

producer for

more
assumed

television stations
to require at least three or

THE

ee Research

attorney
his

B.A.

(Continued from Page

As Aid

to Exhibitors

For "The Egg and I"

(Continued from Page 1)
pictures, you can get into trouble."
Trying to spot trends, he emphasized,
is a hopeless and useless task. Sayers cited several instances where, on
the basis of box office returns, certain types of films were regarded as

(Continued from Page

sage,"

"U's" previous

1)

top

money-

maker.
Extended playing

PICTURE

House Com. Postpones
Hans Eisler "Red" Hearings

INDUSTRY
DAILY,

1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
j

„i

<

mining and extractive i
dustries; labor leaders, farmers ai
economists for continuance of co:
ties in the

UA

Quota

Needs

Two

(Continued from Page

1)

Thomas Due

Distinguished Has "Vengeance'^
U. S. and Canadian rights to tl
Italian film, "Vengeance" has be<
acquired by Distinguished Film
Martin Levine announced. Followir
an editing and titling job by Walt-!
Klee, picture will be premiered in tl
Fall at Brandt's Apollo and Atlant
Playhouse Theaters.

STORK REPORTS
Buffalo

—

Mr. and Mrs.

Llo;

became the parents of an eigh
pound daughter, Mary Louise, bo:
Mills

June 21 Release for "Stork"
"Stork Bites Man," Comet Produc- at Women's College Hospital, Toro
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tions feature produced by Buddy to, Ont. Mills is manager of the Mi
Washington
Hearing of Hans
Rogers and Ralph Cohn, will be re- town Theater here.
Eisler,
Hollywood composer, on
leased nationally by UA on June 21.
charges of Communism before the
George W. Sisom, merchandi
manager of the Westrex Corp.,
House Committee on Un-American
"Desert
Fury"
on
Aug.
15
the father of Walter Gordon, born
Activities, which has been scheduled
for June 16 has been postponed to
"Desert Fury" will be released na- University Heights Hospital in tl
mid-September.
tionally by Paramount on Aug. 15. Bronx.

—

Published by

the group, indicate a two for or
majority favoring reduction in co
poration income tax rates and wk
criticism of the double taxation
dividend income. A substantial m,
jority in most groups favors redu
tion in export controls, with major

with a pair of films with radio bac
PRC's Clark to Rest Up;
grounds.
One will be an adaptation of tl
from Coast
opinion.
radio serial, "Just William," wii
(Continued from Page 1)
the other to feature Carroll Levi
more network programs available
simultaneously."
regain his health, it was reported said to have a Sunday listening auc;
Meanwhile, the FCC revealed that yesterday. Harold Dunn, assistant ence of some 10,000,000 people.
65 commercial television stations are general sales manager, will head up

—

MOTION

Other phases of the survey, sue
marized by Dun & Bradstreet f<

time is being
obtained for the picture in the ma- trols.
jority of situations thereby almost
A large majority of most grou]
doubling the usual number of playwas against voluntary industry-wit
ing days.
price agreements and did not fav
Exhibitor bids for the picture were legislation permitting such practice
not significantly in excess of the
Majorities of all groups
exce;
number submitted for other "U" farmers favored reduction of pe
product, it was revealed. Explanasonal income taxes.
tion for this is seen in the fact that
only certain situations have manifested an interest in competing for
Fills U. K.
product and the number of these reWith
Films
mains static despite the attraction
of any individual production.

authorized. Of this number, six the department in his absence.
Harry Thomas, PRC president, is
television stations are
now authorized, six are licensed and understood due in New York tomor59 have received construction per- row from the Coast.
mits. Eleven stations are on the air
regularly, the others testing prepara- Cleveland Sets Arbitration Dates
tory to such service. In addition,
Cleveland
Hearing dates for
nine applications are pending.
Television service to 37 cities in three arbitration cases have been an24 states and the District of Colum- nounced by J. E. Camden, clerk of
bia is proposed in current grants and the Cleveland tribunal. Dates and
applications. California leads all the cases include: June 10, Idol Theater,
states with a total of 13 grants or Lodi, vs. Loew's; June 11, Orville
applications, followed by New York, Theater Co. vs. all five N. Y. consent
decree signers; and June 13, R. A.
Ohio and Pennsylvania.
Momm, vs. Loew's.

of the

1)

ducted a survey of business leade
in the manufacturing, mining, co
struction, transportation, finance, n|
surance, wholesale and retail fiel>
as a preliminary to public hea; ^1
scheduled by the group starting'; Jj
23.
Survey revealed that while
majority of the business leade: J
queried anticipate a "mild recessior
chis Fall, result "does not give ar
real support to the theory that v
are nearing a depression."
At the same time employers e:
pect an increase in production, sab
and output per man hour in tl
second half of 1947, all healthy bus
ness indications.

See $7 Million Gross

commercial

K

FILM

An

Received

Staffs

now

REFERENCE

THE

Films.

j

communications common carriers and
manufacturers of television and
"poison," then a top notch producmicro wave equipment.
tion in the same group came along
In its announcement of the conferand the s.r.o. sign had to be put up.
ence, the FCC stressed that the comSayers
out that any surmon carriers, including AT&T, vey whichpointed
reflected fan preferences
should come "prepared to state when
for types of films, such as mysteries,
they will be able to supply relay dramas, musicals, westerns,
etc,
or
relay
wave
micro
facilities by
would be misleading. "Moviegoers
coaxial cable to each of the cities like
good pictures, not classificahaving existing or potential tele- tions,"
he asserted. Sayers also revision stations." New York, Chicago, vealed
that there was no such thing
Los Angeles, Washington and San as a typical community which could
Francisco, the FCC said, might be
be used as a constant sample; there
assumed as initial program origina- were means, however, of slicing a
tion points and "cities having three cross-section
of representative
might be
or

Eagle-Lion

turned producer. Attended Boys High School, Brooklyn.
degree at Cornell University in 1929, his law degree at
New York University in 1933. His first business contact
with motion pictures occurred in 1933 when he became
In
1935 National
legal consultant for United Artists.
Theaters engaged him as attorney and film buyer. He
handled film purchasing for more than 550 theaters. In
1941 Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th Century-Fox, 8
engaged Schenck as his executive assistant. In 1944 he
became a producer at 20th-Fox. In 1946 when Bryan I
Foy, an executive producer at that studio, was signed to
head Eagle-Lion as vice-president in charge of production, (f
he signed Schenck as executive producer. Schenck's
father, George Schenck, retired, was district manager of
Loew's Theater in Brooklyn. Schenck's chief personal interests are his wife and their children, Linda, 7, and
George, 5. Stands 5, 9. Weighs 172. Eyes and hair,
brown.
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DRILV REVIEWS Of REUJ FEATURES

flLfll

iky

Bob, Son of Battle"
Lon

th

Edmund Gwenn
rh-Fox

103 Mins.

FINE GENERAL

AUDIENCE FARE IN
CHNICOLOR HAS SUPERB PERFORMJT|S AND UNDERSTANDING DIREC-

with Randolph Scott, Barbara Britton
Columbia
87 Mins.

WESTERN WITH GOOD
NAMES AND CINECOLOR SHOULD

SUPERIOR
PLOT,

CLICK EASILY.

A

few superior cuts above the general

this western number from Producers^Mining the somber drama of Charles Actors Prod, has a Zane Grey plot, Cineivant's
famous novel concerning Scot- color, Randolph Scott, Miss Britton, Dorothy
' il
hillfolk
whose livelihood is raising Hbrt and a number of angles that should
-h
?ep and enhancing the telling with Tech- turn the trick where the audiences have been
:olor and superb
performances, a good jaded by the routine. Camera work is lucid,
inly entertainment evolves with charm,
flowing. Scott almost cashes in his chips
sweetness and moments of com- when Grant Withers tries to do him in by
fs of
llmg interest when attention is focussed
riding him down. This is a new action gimsheep dog field trials. As a vehicle for mick and is plenty exciting. Tale is heavily
talents of youngsters Lon McCallistir punctuated with gunplay and the
lethal
;
d Peggy Ann Garner it serves admirably
stalking of Scott by an assortment of types.
t it is Edmund Gwenn's show. Reginald
When the story gets under way it bevjn renders a fine performance.
comes apparent that Scott, of the lightlevel,

™

.

-

warmth

Gentle

pervades

the

the
hu-

story,

temperaments

interests,

:ales,

and

)nity of the

people the story involves ara
with sincerity, humor.

lineated

Leisurely the story covers a few years,
lergence of McCallister and Miss Gar,;-_,_ir
from ado'escence to early adult years
indicated. But the prime element is the
tention of the people in the community

sheep dogs. Some are champions in
work with sheep. Others are killers.

their

.

sir

Gwenn
and

fher

McCallister

are
respectively.

son,

widowed

Gwenn

is

and mistreating McCallister.
thinks when he's alcoholically befuddled,

.en
;

to drink

be

wen's

headstrong. Mcspare time at Reginald
where he is given motherly

disobedient,

lazy,

i.lisrer
J

and

spends
place

his

by Jean

re

Prescott, sisterly attention by
Garner.
Each year there are field trials for dog;
d shepherds. Gwenn's mongrel. Red Wud

iss

twice.

ns

sphy
lief

he wins

If

a

third

time

the

remains his permanent possession,
competition is Owen's Auld Bob.

Gwenn

drunken fit smashes McCalwhich Miss Prescott gave him
her deathbed. McCallister goes off ro
e with Owen. Third competition comes
" and Gwenn is defeated by Owen's dog,
-lich is put through its paces by McCa!ter. That night the mystery of the slain
eep is solved. Gwenn's dog is the killer.
almost breaks his heart to do it but he
Sjoofc Red Wull.
:

a

in

ter's violin

i

i

Delivering

the trophy to Owen, Gwenn
McCallister was disqualified on his
request. Seems a dog has to be worked
its own master. Gwenn also learns
Mc-

ning-draw, decides after he has shot his
best friend, to hang up his guns and join
another pal in peaceful pursuits. When he
arrives he finds the man dead. Reporting
is arrested
and about to be
hung. Charley Grapewin saves his neck. The
local sheriff clears Scott. He takes up w'th
Grapewin and begins tracking down the
killers. This takes him to Miss Britton and
her sister, Dorothy Hart, daughters of Griff
Barnett. Latter is behind the skullduggery
since small ranchers are moving in on his
ran'.eland. His is a cattle empire.
Bruce Cabot is Barnett's head man and
lover to Miss Britton. Also, he is the killer
Scott seeks. The situations add up and are

the killing he

climaxed with the death of Grapewin after
which Scott dons his artillery and gets the
Hrop on Cabot and Forrest Tucker. Charles
Kemoer, local sheriff, runs him out of the
locality and he heads for California. Miss
Hart rides off with him.
has

m

illister is

ertures

wed Miss Garner. They make
him. He acquiesces. Lastly

to

to

eryone concerned
me."

^

singing "Auld

is

Lang

gentle story, gently told. An underanding job of directing was turned in by
fluis King. Mostly an outdoor story, locaIt is a

Jms

contribute

__CAST:

Lon

much

effectiveness.

McCallister,

Peggy

Ann Gamer,

Gwenn, Reginald Owen, Charles Irwin,
—Jmund
ve Thursby, John Rogers, Leyland Hodgson,
rry
_•

Edgar Norton, Norma Varden, Jean
Housely Stevenson, Cyril Thornton,

Allen,

.scott,

nes Finlayson.

CREDITS:
jis

P

'el

Producer, Robert Bassler; Director,
King: Screenplay, Jerome Cady; Based on
by Alfred Ollivant; Photography, Charles

irke;

Musical Direction,
Cyril
Mockridge;
rhestral Arrangements,
Maurice De Packh;
I Direction, James Basevi, Alfred Hoggsett;

the manv-faceted script together.
CAST: Pandoloh Scott. Barba'a Britton, DoroHart. Bruce Cabot, Charles Graoewin, St-ven
^-rav, Forrest T"cker, Oa'los K»mper, Grant
V/if-rs. John Miles, Griff Barnett.
CRFDITS: Producer, Hcrv Joe Brown- Dirpc*ir.
George Waaaner; Phntograohv. Fred H.
'ackman: Srreenolay by Alan L"May; Bisod
•"> a
novel by 7ane Grey Film Editor, Hnrvey
M ano°r; Art Direct'on, Georqe Van Marter;
* n t De<-"rat ons, Al G r e°nwond; Musical Scor°.
p,, dv
Musical
Schrng=r:
Supervision,
David
ChuHnnw Siund. Fred Lau.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
;

Decorators,
ti

Editor,

Al

Orenbach,

Thomas

Little;

Nick De Maggio; Sound, George
Harry M. Leonard.
ERECTION, Very Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,

;! -erett,

Columbia

10 Mins.
Entertaining
Allan Mowbray, acting as narrator,
"Hired Husband"
takes his audience on a visit to the
RKO
19 Mins. British colony
in Hollywood.
SurDown Errol's Alley
prisingly numerous, they number
Errol
and
wife
are
Leon
his
in a such members as: Cary Grant, Rontight spot when they find out that ald Colman, Ida Lupino, Ray Milland,
Mrs. E.'s rich aunt is coming to visit Herbert Marshall, etc., who pose
them thinking that she is still mar- prettily for the camera. Interesting
ried to her first husband. The aunt and entertaining.
doesn't approve of divorce and if she
found out the truth might cut Mrs.
"Tweetie Pie"
E out of her will. Leon plays butler
7 Mins.
while his wife and her first husband Warners
Sure Laughs
try to convince the aunt that they are
terribly in love and very happy.
A cat, the family pet, gets rather
Errol fans will go for this in a big upset when a new pet, a little bird,
way.
is brought into the house.
He tries
to get rid of her in every way he can
"Jirterumba"
think of, but to no avail. The bird
Universal
15 Mins. has a few tricks, too, which are
bound to bring on laughs.
Should Click Solidly

This should be a solid click on any
it is one of the fastest
moving and best done of this type.
Desi Arnaz and his orchestra are featured along with Dulcina and Judy
Clark.
With emphasis on rumba
rhythms the numbers played are:
"Taboo," "M a n a g u a Nicaragua,"
"Boteando," "El Cumbanchero" and
"I'll Take The Rumba."
Should do

"Leave Us Chase It"
Columbia
6'/2 Mins.
A Laugh-Getter
Turnabout tale of a cat who is
persistently chased by a mouse.
Reading a comic book he notes the
heroics of "Superkat," but cannot
quite duplicate his actions. Should
prrwe a laugh-getter in most thea-

particularly well.

ters.

screen, since

M-G-M TRADE SHOW
IT

Peter Bayes.

who has

just,

(French Version With English Subtitles)

ater.

Lessey Rites Today
Amherst, Mass.

—

ALBANY

com-

pleted the world premiere of EagleLion's
"Reneat Performance" in
Zanesville, has been added to the
company's field exploitation staff,
Max E. Youns"stein, director of advertising, publicity and exploitation,
announced yesterdav. Prior to three
and a half years war service, Baves
was publicity man at the Strand The-

Funeral ser-

be held- here today for
George Lessey, an actor, who died
while on vacation. He was 67. A
veteran of many Broadway roles
Lessey was recently seen In "State
of the Union."

HAPPENED

AT THE INN"

Serves Toins Eaale-Lion
Field Exploitation Staff

will

Series 26)

all

"w

vices

—

SHORTS

required materials plus a
emotional entang'efull share of romantic
ment. George Waggner's direction holds
Script

arns

'!

"So This Is 'Ollywood"
(Screen Snapshots No. 10

"Gunfighters"

Peggy Ann Garner,

McCallister,

Territory

Only

•

20th

FOX SCREEN ROOM
1052 Broadway

•

Albany, N. Y.

TUESDAY, JUNE
8 P.M.

10th

Wk

Friday,

June

194

6,
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$3 Million Paid for

Mayer

HOLLVUIOOi-MIElE VIIRD

B'way Plays By Pix
(Continued from Page

chase

was

Metro's

"Annie Get Your Gun."

overs Seven Lands

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

1)

$650,000

IANE

for

Warners

spent close to $800,000 for four plays.
"Christopher Blake" set
back
$310,000 plus a percentage of the
gross; $150,000 was the price for

WB

"John Loves Mary," toward ceiling
price of $350,000; $65,000 and $50,000
were spent on "Johnny Belinda" and
"Flamingo Road," respectively.
RKO paid $50,000 for "It Takes
Two" toward a ceiling of $300,000.
Same company also bought "Barnaby & Mr. O'Malley" for $100,000
plus a graduated percentage of the
profits.

U-I forked over one-quarter of a
for "Another Part of the
Forest" against 10 per cent of the
million

for
distributor's
gross;
$200,000
"Song of Norway" plus 25 per cent
of the film's profits; and 100 G's for

"Are You With It?"
For "Million Dollar Baby" Sam
Goldwyn got a bargain at $75,000.
"Take Three Tenses" cost him $50,-

WYMAN

has signed a straight 10-year contract with

Warner

Bros,

which

wil!

•^

continue her association with the Burbank studio for a total of over 20 years
Shirley Temple and spouse, John Agar, have been borrowed from David O. S2lznick by
Argosy Pictures, the John Ford-Merian Cooper producing company, for the top romantic
spots in "War Party," with John Wayne, Henry Fonda and Pedro Armendariz. Ford wil

Columbia producer, Edwarc
the pix for UA release, starting in August
Small, has abandoned plans to make "D'Artagnan" with Louis Hayward starred, and
M-G-M producer, Pandro S. Berman is completing arrangements for his production of
"The Three Musketeers," a film version of the Alexander Dumas storv, with Gene Kelly
direct

Two

playing D'Artagnan

of Robert Louis Stevenson's novels, "Kidnapped"
combined into one pix by Sol Lesser with Lon

end

itr

McCalEagle-Lion's "Rainbow

playing the title role
James Craig gets the top role in
Universal-International
Ridge," going before the cameras the end of the month
has inked Jeffrey Lynn for one of the top spots in "The Adventure of Black Bart,"
originally schedu'ed for Edmund O'Brien
ClaudeUe Colbert's schedule is so heavy
that she can't start "Midnight Lace" for U-I till next March. Claude Binyon, who wrote
lister

of her earlv screenplays at Para, will do this and also direct with Joseph Sktrom
producing
William Cagney has ended his search for the man typifying the "meanest man in the world" with the signing of Tom Powers to portray such a type in his
Dorothy Latta.
screen adaotation of William Saroyan's, "The Time of Your Life"
daughter of C. J. Latta, Albany zone manager for Warners, has been given a featured
role in "Ever The Beginning " the United States Pictures production for Warner re'ease
The Lost Weekender, Charles Jackson, has sold his latest effort, "The Murder
Eag'eMystery" to M-G-M, which will bring it to the screen in the near future
Lion is planning a documentary titled, "T-Men," starring Dennis O Keefe, that will
follow the career of a Treasury dept. investigator.

many

Centurv Schedules Second Worlden Heads Ex«c. Board
Open Forum
Tuesday Of Scenic Artists Union

for
000 against a ceiling of $150,000.
Charles K. Feldman stipulated that
he would pay $200,000 for "The Glass
Century department heads, disMenagerie" plus 8-2/3 per cent of t-i-'ct managers and theater managers
the film's net profits plus 1-1/3 per will participate in an open forum to
be conducted by the circuit at the
cent of the gross over $400,000.
For $150,000 William and James Waldorf-Astoria on Tuesday, J. R.
Cagney got a seven-year lease on Springer, general theater manager,
announced. Forum will be the sec"The Time of Your Life."
Columbia paid $100,000 for "The ond in a series scheduled by the cirBig Two" toward a ceiling of $250,- cuit in a move to establish a closer
000. United States Pictures bought relationship between the field and
"Distant Drums" for $25,000 plus a home office.
Enterprise
percentage of profits.
Fred J. Schwartz, Century viceProductions paid $50,000 for "The uresident, will preside at the meetUnguarded Heart." Somewhere be- ing, to get under way following
tween $7,500 and $10,000 is Para- breakfast at the hotel.
mount's payment for "The Eagles
Have Flat Feet." Hal Wallis bought Hitchcock's "Rope," American Eagle
the unproduced "Most Likely to Suc- Films' "A Thousand Summers," "Information, Please," "The Devil
ceed" for $40,000.
Since some of the plays have not Passes," Walter Wanger's "The Asbeen produced, no price was stipu- sassin," Eagle-Lion's "Missouri LeAmong them were: RKO's gend."
lated.
No price was also stipulated for
"The Night Is Young," U. S. Piche highly successful "State of the
tures' "Ever the Beginning," Paramount's "Sainted Sisters," Alfred Union," bought by Liberty Films on

Walter Walden heads the slate of
who were elected to th° Executive Board in the United Scenic
r>ffic°rs

Artists Union,

York.

Other

AFL, Local

officers

829.

New
E

are Charles

Lessing, veepee; Emel'ne Ro"he, recording secretary; Rudy Karnolt
business representative; Arthur
Romano, financial secretary; George
Everett, treasurer; James Balfour,
trustee.

Membership consists of scenic designers, scenic nainters, costume de-

May

Eric A. Johnston and Gerald

seven countries on the
June-July trip to Europe, accordin;

will

visit

the tentative schedule.

to

The

1

sequel, "David Balfour," will be

Trip

MPAA

prexy and the

international

the

New York

from

division

on

he,

wi'

June

22,

for Paris, from where the;
will leave almost immediately fo
Brussels. They will spend some fou
3r five days in the Belgian city, an
then will depart for Stockholm wher
a stay of three or four days is \m
prospect.
From Sweden, the two execs, wi)
head for Berlin and conferences wit
the
on the delicate German filr
situation. The Berlin stay will be a

AMG

ndefinite

with Johnston an
call to Berne

one,

Mayer awaiting a

Switzerland, where the

from Alan

ITC

in ses

is

Dulles, who
there.

rep
resenting the
From Berne, it is expected th Q tw
will head for Austria, and from there
proceed to London where conference
3n the quota situation are slated. A
the present time, it is contemplate
that the trip will span three week;
sion,

is

MPAA

Eileen Brenon Feted
At Farewell Luncheon
Aileen

Brenon

was tendered

farewell luncheon yesterday at Sai
di's Restaurant by her associates a

Paramount.

Miss

Brenon has

Sperling-Birstein

Joseph Birstein, staff member of
The Film Daily, will be married to
Sylva Sperling Sunday afternoon at
Actors Temple. Ceremony will be
followed by a reception at the Hotel
Edison after which the couple will
leave on a two-week wedding trip.

Darling-Silverberg

makeup men.
ager, and C. N. Odell, head of tb
Fourteen new members, having press deprtment.
passed the qualifying exams, were reOthers present included Georg
cently inducted into the union.
Harvey, Burt Champion, D. Joh
signers and

Rex Taylor, Bill Johnstoi
Louis Pelegrine, Milton Mohr, Ca:
Morris, Agne
Clausen, Virginia
Phillips,

Johnston Expected in D. C.
For Byrnes Policy Parley

Grew, Frances Simon
)n
Fred Goldberg, Edith Ston
Peggy Fewer, Milton Hoffman, Le
cated yesterday. Johnston is expected Heller, Paula Weiss Fraser, Lind
to arrive here around June 20, prior Salzberger, Mary Butler, Tess Klau
Another hit, to his leaving for Brussels two days ner, Julia Sullivan, Lotte Vorcl
a profit-sharing deal.
"Joan of Lorraine," stipulated no later. The MPAA head is expected heimer, Sada Snyder, Charlotte Mai;
price but involved a down payment to discuss with Byrnes further de- mud and Harriett Hess.
tails
on MPAA's answer to the
and a percentage of the profits.
Former members of the Pan
All in all, the producers spent House Committee on Un-American mount staff who attended were /
Activities.
$586,500 more for plays this year
Wilkie, Alee Moss, Leo Brody an
Meanwhile, there were rumors here'
than last.
Nick Mamula.
that
Eric
Pommer
met
"unoffichas
It is interesting to note that $560,000 was spent for four plays to ially" with Johnston in Hollywood.
which theatergoers were unrespon- Any official meeting awaits the reJV. Y. Building Code
sive: 100 G's each for "Barnaby" and turn from Germany on Tuesday of
Hearing Here Today
"Big Two"; 50 G's for "It Takes Assistant Secretary of War H. C.
Two"; and $310,000 for "Christopher Petersen. Pommer, however, is due
First open hearing on proposed reback in Washington at the same time
Blake."
vision of the N. Y. State Building
and thus would not be able to meet
Code for places of public assembly
Johnston here.
(Continued from Page

Mengel

Sullivan,

1)

Boxhrach Funeral Held
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Mrs. Halpern Leaves Para.
Pittsburgh
Maurice Silverberg,
Hollywood
Funeral services
Priscilla Nathan Halpern, daughter
city salesman for Universal-Int'l in were held at the Church of the Re- of the late Lew Nathan, one-time
this territory, and Shirley Darling, cessional, Forest Lawn, for Mrs. Rae head of the Paramount home office
of Pittsburgh, were married here Bachrach, wife of RKO Radio's vet- photographic department, will end
this week and are on an Eastern eran portrait photographer, Ernest her association with the company tohoneymoon.
Bachrach.
day to retire to domesticity.

—

rc<

signed to join Vanguard. Toppin
the list of those attending were Be
Washer, publicity manager; Stanle
Shuford, advertising manager; Si
Mesibov, assistant exploitation mar

u

UJEDDinG BELLS

vi

TWA,

—

will

be

Building,

held

Room

at

the

Empire

State

728, this morning at

10.

Next

hearings

are

planned

for

June 9; Rochester, June 10;
June
and Albany,
Syracuse,
11,
June 12.
Buffalo,

REMC

ntimate

ndependent
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ifMTH DECENTRALIZES 20TH-FOHS SALES
Zowdin Named to Group for Study of BIR Code
oice in

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

Cheever Cowdin,
airman of the board for Universal
J ctures, was named over the week|d to a special 11-man tax study
mmittee which will meet with the
jouse Ways and Means Committee
counsel it on the matter of comete revision of the Internal Rev-

THE FILM DAILY

U. S.

that the Court would take the case and indicated that such

a

Twentieth-Fox's regional sales
heads have full authority for negotiating, approving and adjusting all

decision could be

expected today.

contracts,

Meanwhile it was learned that delay in naming of a new attorney by the
Sehine Circuit has held up printing of the official record in that case. Printing
of the record is necessary before the Supreme Court names a date to hear the
Sehine Appeal. The High Court already has accepted jurisdiction. Harold Madina,
who has been nominated to the District Court bench in New York, is expected to
drop out of the case.

j

j

ale Code. Selection of Cowdin aptars to insure that a powerful voice
•r
the abolition of pix admission
(Continued on Page 4)

—

Supreme Court today may accept jurisdiction in the N. Y.
Equity case and decide to hear appeals. Court and Government sources indicated

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of
Washington J.

Six Regional Sales Heads
To Negotiate, Approve and
Adjust All Company Deals

Hi Court May Tahe Appeal Jurisdiction Today;
Sehine Record Printing Held for New Attorney

Assured of Favorable
Tax Talks With
Unit
Meets Thurs.
olons;
ix

those

ding

is

employed,

Andy Smith, the
company's new
general sales

manager,

U-l

Blumberg-Rank

an-

nounced to the industry press last

Abeles to Britain

Friday.

Having

Drive Runs 22

entury Retirement

includ-

where
competitive biding

Weeks As Aide to Milder

intro-

C

duced William
Gehring assistant general sales
-

,

ian
j

Universal - Internationa! aims at
greatest concentrated selling
effort in its history during the 22-

Cover $ 1,000

the

Establishment of a retirement plan
"fecting Century Theaters' approxlately 1,000 employes, both in the
irae office and the field, was an•unced Friday in a joint statement
Albert A. Hovell, president, and
(Continued on Page 4)

Promotion

of Arthur S. Abeles,
manager, to the
post of executive assisttrade scribes, as
Max Milder, managing direcpartner
SMITH
ANDY
tor for Warners in Great Britain,
Bill," Smith went
was announced at the week-end, by on to explain that, in effect, the new
Harry M. Warner, president of the policy of operations changes the six
company. Abeles, who is manager division sales heads into six general
for Argentine and supervisor of op- sales managers. They are: Herman
erations in Chile, Uruguay and Para- Wobber, Western division, headquarguay, leaves Buenos Aires for Lon(Continued on Page 4)

to the
ant to

Jr.

i

Going "All Out"
to Launch "Father"
|r"B

:

Bow

two-day Warner home

office sales

Meeting on Friday heard

Moit Blu-

NATE BLUMBERG

5%

Admissions Tax
Threatens in Mass.

—

Boston
It is rumored that a five
per cent admissions tax will be proposed by the Committee on Taxation
reported

out

favorably

Ways and Means Committee
early hearing. The Massachu-

for an

setts

be

will

to the

co

holding

a

campaign

-

ordinating committee
meeting today to plan

is

a

the legislation
should the move materialize. The
admissions tax clause may be a part
to

of an entirely

substitute

for

bill

offered as a
Bradford's

Governor

general sales tax

bill.

J.

ARTHUR RANK

week Nate Blumberg-J. Arthur Rank
Good Business Drive ending Nov. 1,
(Continued on Page 3)

Have Roxy
November

Sign Sweeping Order
in

Miner Fraud

Horn, Deutsch
Story,

Swap

Marquee Stock

Stock exchange deal which makes
S. Deutsch, president of
Story Prods., Inc., its sole owner,
with Hal Home in turn becoming
100 per cent owner of Marquee

Armand

(Continued on Page 6)

Suit

—

Superior, Wis. Judge Patrick T.
20th-Fox's sales head, disStone in Federal Court here, late
closed Friday. The picture will open
last week signed a sweeping inspecabout the same time in Los Angeles
tion order made in percentage fraud
and other West Coast area houses,
cases brought by Warners, Paraaccording to present plans.
mount, RKO, 20th-Fox, United Art"Under advisement" is the problem ists, Universal and Loew's against
'Continued on Page 71
George Miner, Miner Amusement Co.

Drive-In Hazard at Code Meet
Outside Bldg. Code Meaning—Hading

fight

new

to

Early

Smith,

i

(Continued on Page 3)

in

"Forever Amber" is scheduled to
have its world premiere at the Roxy
Theater early in November, Andy

enstock, vice-president in charge of
vertising and publicity, outline innational promotional plans for

and

Continued on Page 7)

"Amber"

Delegates at the closing session of

je

"my

Gasoline

in

fuel tanks

parked in drive-in theaters
stitute a fire hazard,

out by

Raymond

it

of

autos

may

con-

was pointed

Fisher,

presiding

at a hearing of the

Board of Standards and Appeals Friday in which
Section 11 of the proposed revision
of the standard Building Code for
(Continued on Page 6)

and Isle Theater Co.
Defendants had followed the pat,

(Continued on Page 7)

20th-Fox Pix BacU
In BraniWs Theaters
By the end of the week, Harry
Brandt and 20th-Fox are expected to
arrive at an agreement whereby the
Brandt circuit will once again show
the latter's pictures, it was confirmed
Friday by Andy Smith, 20th-Foxs
general sales manager.

V

*m

Monday, June

Adult Education Field
Using TFC's Shorts

Now

COminG ADD GOMG
Mon., June
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JOSEPH BIRSTEIN, FD staffer and new bride,
SYLVA, left for an up-State Honeymoon over
the week-end. Back in two weeks.

BAHN

B.

MAURICE A. BERGMAN, Universal-lnt'l Eastern ad-publicity director, who flew to Hollywood
Friday
night for studio conferences, returns
here Wednesday.
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STEVE BROIDY, Monogram and
president, returned
end.

RALPH LEADERBRAND,
Chamber
MEEK, director
of
Commerce,
State

HOLLYWOOD,

28, Calif.

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Andrew H.
Granite 6607.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Manning Clagett,
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127Homer
133 Wardour St. W. 1.
Mary
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,

WASHINGTON—

week-

president of Louisiana

Commerce, and

ALBERT

J.

Shreveport Junior Chamber
arrive in Hollywood
today to
confer with Steve Broidy on Shreveport world
premiere of Monogram's "Louisiana."

LINDSLEY PARSONS, Monogram producer,
to Hollywood
Prescott, Arizona.

turned

over

the

week-end

re-

from

HAL HORNE, president of Marquee Prods., reNew York this week from Washington.
WILLIAM B. ZOELLNER, head of the reprint

turns to

THE

Representatives:

of
of

Allied Artists

to Hollywood over the

importing department at M-G-M, is due
Boston today. After three days there he will

and
in

visit

GEORGE SCHARRF,

EDWARD

Nu-Screen engineer,

ington supervising installation
Sidney Lust Theaters.

of

is

Wash-

in

three

screens

of

Hollywood

—Robert R. Young, con-

the M-G-M
over the

Saffar,

trolling stockholder of

Coast on Wednesday.

MRS.
comedy

BOB

finnnciRL
«

ZZ^Z

(.June 6)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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High
Bell

& Howell
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To Pare Lorentz'

Monogram

CAD

Post

21

15%

Picts

star,

leaders.

York yesterday from the Coast.

C.
manager of

GEHRING,

assistant

20th-Fox, will
nati, today and tomorrow. He
New York Wednesday morning.

be

in

general
Cincin-

return

will

BERNARD J. GATES, Monogram's LatinAmerican supervisor, arrived in Mexico from
Lima on Friday.
FRED RAPHAEL,

RKO
Technicolor

Trans-Lux

OVER
Cinecolor

3%

3%

Washington Bureau of

5%
5%

Pathe

tie-ups,

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—At
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6% nounced over the week-end. He
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a meeting here of
division presidents of National Theaters, E. V. Richards received assur-

ances that various National Theaterdivisions would co-operate fully in
putting over the Motion Picture
Foundation.

Rockefcllar Centtr

in

left

A

new,

completely

John

Valerie

MILLS

HOBSON

in

Arthur Rank's

J.

"Great Expectations"
A Universal-International Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

BV;1

Ticket Collector

EB

automatic

St., where the initial model of
a series soon to go into production is
being used.
Ticket collector was invented by
George Shapiro, president of Automatic Ticket Collector Corp., L. I.
City, who claims his model to be as
nearly foolproof as humanly pos-

t
BKO «ACNO

ant.

Carlton, a veteran of both World
Wars, has served as instructor of
English and drama at several universities and is listed as originator
of CBS' American School of the Air.
As chief of the Film and Theater
Section he will assist in selecting
films to be shown in occupied countries, including Germany.

PICTURE

42nd

Inserted in a slot, tickets are
chopped, viewed by the doorman in
a magnifying screen, and counted,
all in one operation. Shapiro claims
that with this collector, theft of

-

MILLANO

•

WRIGHT
55s*

-S?»
SpBK

\porzi
A

Paramount

The latest

76

M.M. sound

'%?»

.

Picture

p/1&/1MO(//Vr 32.

M

stubs becomes impossible.

will

serve in place of Pare Lorentz who
Carlton
resigned from the Post.
formerly served as Lorentz's assist-

a

JOAN BENNETT
ROBERT UN- CHARLES BICKFORD

ticket collector is being tried experimentally at the Anco Theater, on

f-

E. V. Richards Gets NT
Pledge for MPF Co-op.

t— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL—

charge of Walt Disney's
by train over the weekend for Hollywood, after a series of conferences
with music publishers and recording companies
relative to "Fun and Fancy Free."
musical

THEATERS

Y.

1\.

to

The inventor emphasized that his
Washington —Henry Fisk Carlton,
%
2% 23/4 23/4 - % film and radio writer, has been machine will not substitute for a
12
12
12
f %
doorman but it will insure honesty in
3% 3% 3% f % named acting head of the Film and that department.
Theater Section of CAD's reorientaTHE COUNTER
Asked tion branch, the War Department anBid
6
31/2

ALA

sible.

company.

Name Henry Fisk Carlton

.

20% 21
15% 15%
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Universal Pict
Warner Bros

E-L, pointing out that in its first
first year of operation, the company
met its full schedule of pictures and
that quality is steadily improving.
Organization set up under Bryan Foy
was called highly efficient and the
studio is referred to by Young as one
of the most modern units in Hollywood.
Young noted that the over-all E-L
budget has been substantially increased for the coming year. At the
same time, he said, it is planned to
bring additional top creative talent

American Library Associatioi

HOPE, wife of the Paramount
accompanied by her children, ar-

ATC

Walter Schuck,

MPAA

ment, shorts released by TFC ai
already being released by more tha
RAUL VIANCOS, U-l supervisor for Chile,
Peru, and Bolivia and ALBERTO BLANCH, U-l
20 libraries.
rep. for Valparaiso zone in Chile are visiting
Subjects are for use of adult on
town from Santiago de Chile.
PHYLLIS CALVERT is due in New York aboard ganizations engaged in communit:
the S.S. Queen Elizabeth today en route to Hol- education projects. Members of se^j
lywood, where she will report to the Paramount eral education groups are appraisin
studio.
films, analyzing
their values fc
GEORGE PAL, producer of the George Pal
adult education and making sugge;
Puppetoons, arrived in New York from Califortions for the guidance of grou
nia Saturday. He is expected to start back for

—

MONTEVIDEO— Dr.

revealed in the announcement b
Public Information Con
mittee of an arrangement with tb
the

appearance in the Roy Rogers' Thrill Circus at
the Polo Grounds on June 15, where he will
appear through June 22.

Pathe IndusFort, Bombay
MONTREAL— tries, on Friday issued a statement
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier flatly denying rumors of personnel
J. DON ALEXANDER, president of Alexander
VANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric and operational changes at the Film
St.
Co. of Colorado Springs, and chairman of
SYDNEY Bowden Fletcher,
Theater Bldg.
the
General Screen Advertising board, is at the
Eagle-Lion
Studios.
Phone,
Statement
was
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W.
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys, issued after a week's personal sur- New York office for two weeks.
ORTON HICKS, head of M-G-M's 16 mm. ac110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN— vey
of E-L operations and on the tivities, left Rome by air Friday,
headed for the
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, CopenROME — John Perdicari, eve of Young's return to New York. home office.
hagen-Van Loese.
MEXICO
Young said that he is entirely
Phone, 42758.
Via Ludovisi 16.
CITY— Louis Turnoff, Morelos 56 No. 523. satisfied with the progress made by
Testing Automatic
Cerrito

ALGIERS— Paul

1.

ians into the field of adult educatio
is

committee oni's. i<
ROY ROGERS arrives in New York City today through the
on the New Constellation, and makes his first visual
materials. Under the arrange

sales

Young Denies Rumors

of

Cleveland

Republic assistant
general sales manager, is leaving today by plane
for
Indianapolis, first stopover on a branch
tour which will take him to St. Louis, Kansas
City, Des Moines and Chicago.

in New
WILLIAM

LONDON Eagle-Lion
Shakeup
MANILA—
—
HAVANA
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
BOMBAY—

member
in

Extension of the release of fil
handled by Teaching Film Custoc

WALTON,

L.

rived

for

a

was

legal department,
week-end.

the

Albany and Buffalo.
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THE BEST

FILI

Gjb OF THE YEAR

Lorn

Winner of Nine

i$

THE BEST
YEARS OF
OUR LIVES'

\fjl

Academy Awards

ASTOR
B'WAY

8.

45th ST

equipment has been installed
in

our air conditioned

.

.

.

SCREENING ROOM
.
in addition to our 35 M.M.
R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectors . . .
.

.

Con Wo "Show" You?
Call:

Circle

6-0081-2-3-4

Film Storage and Service

BONDED
FILM STORAGE
IRIMI

Co., Inc.
N. Y. C.

BROADWAY.

S3?

ON SCREEN

BOB HOPE
Dorothy

IN

PERSON

DIOSA COSTELLO

LAMOUR

'MY FAVORITE
BRUNETTE'

SEM
is

)
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Drive Runs 22

Ticket Impost

a>M pHIL M.

(Continued from Page

.

Barney Balaban. Paramount prexy,

of

.

.

O'Brien, general secretary oi British

and Tom

President,

NATKE,

will

• Also on schedule for
hold a joint press conierence tomorrow. ...
tomorrow is a get-together for Roy Rogers, which Republic will throw in
• Henry Schwartzthe Vanity Fair room at the Sherry Netherlands. ...
manager

berg, district

Wednesday
in

•

New

...»

the Missus,

given in

their

"Give Us
the

• Mary

Blumenstock said that the most
tensive advertising, publicity and
erchandising campaign in Warner
+ story is being prepared for
Something new in the
father."
tting up of a mid-August premiere
promised, with details to be anIas
•unced later. Preview will be folwed by the regular world premiere
the Hollywood Theater, a special
jening in Atlantic City, and more
an 200 other day-and-date preieres throughout the country.

for

who

check

film Travel Talks

will

AMPTO

.

.

western Pennsylvania,

of

are celebrating their golden

wedding anniversary,

$1,000 presented at last week's Pittsburgh banquet,

honor by 300 industryites and friends, for an early trip
• Metro has scheduled June 21 as a release date

the Earth." the

Theater

York

Life,

of

Pickiord

New

for

the

of

.

...

to California.

as

James A. FitzPatrick

York. Chicago and Michigan during the next three months.

will use the

for

& P Theaters in Boston, will be installed
of the Temple Sinai Brotherhood of

president

Fred Herrington. secretary

and
1

M

of

as

night

Brookline. Mass.

ner.

to

Fabian's proposal

second

produced with the AP's

was scheduled
confer
to

of its series of short fact-films

with

purchase

to

co-operation.

known
.

.

.

leave Hollywood yesterday by plane

her

counsel,

Arnold

Grant,

regarding

UA

T
DON'T BE SURPRISED if that projected Republic picture
The deal for
based on the life of Babe Ruth never materializes
the rights reportedly has encountered a hurdle which may be unsur• Michael Bergher, U-I supervisor for the Far East,
mountable. ...
arrived here late last week) at the request of Joseph H. Seidelman, head
of U-I foreign operations, to discuss and realign plans for wider scale
• John Garfield
distribution of U-I and Rank top-budget pictures.
will join Al Jolson in the special United Jewish Appeal nationwide broad-

•

•

•

.

James Allen, head of the Warner
"ews, and Norman H. Moray, short
bject sales manager, discussed the
r

INTIMATE FRIENDS

•

•

cast entitled "Operation Nightmare" to be
8 P.M. (EDST) over CBS.

new undertaking

...

•

heard

.

tonight, from 7:30

to

That "Proven campaign" devised by

"New Orleans," which will go to
managers and house advertising and publicity managers,
The promoplaying the UA release, should be mighty welcome
tional manual is no desk man's book fantasy, but rather a factual report
of the test campaign used when the picture bowed in New Orleans.
Charles Reed Jones

all

)th-Fox to Release
lix During June-July
j]

i

for Jules

Levy's

.

Technicolor;

e • • FROM WAY DOWN BELOW
Panama Canal, in fact comes a fetching

—

belongs in the annals
in 16

(/Dirt ha

.

"The

a

tin 9 3 DoJune 9

Gribbon
Ben Griefer

Harry

Julius Jacques Hess

George W. Goman
ft

wmwtuwnntvsuwmtmwiHwtvii

among

drive, designed to signify the inter-

national

co-operation

between

American and British production
embodied in U-I.
Slogan of the campaign,

the
in-

terests

Scully

Good Business to Do
Business with U-I." For the first

said,

is

"It's

time, all departments of the organization have been integrated in a
sales drive, including publicity and
promotion units as well as studio
facilities.

Both charges and sales will be
calculated in the computation of
standings, with more money to be
distributed in prizes and more people
participating than in any previous
U-I sales campaign, Scully pointed
out.

Details

were set at a

series

of

meetings of the home office sales
cabinet during last week, with Scully
presiding.
Attending were E. T.
Gomersall, assistant to Scully; A. J.
O'Keefe, assistant general sales manager; C. J. Feldman, Western division manager; F. J. A. McCarthy,
Southern and Canadian division manager; Fred Myers, Eastern division
manager; William J. Heineman, J.
Arthur Rank division sales manager;
B. G. Kranze, Rank division assistant
general sales manager, and James J.
Jordan, U-I contract-playdate manager.

Product available during the drive
"The Egg and I," "Great

will include

Expectations," "Odd Man Out," "The
Web," "Ivy," "Singapore," "Brute
Force," "Something in the Wind,"
"Slave Girl" and "The Secret Beyond the Door."

Lowell Mellett Demands
Hearing on Solon Charges

.

Seems

trade

It

1
.

the

border,— from below the

show business which
could only have been done

tale of

there are places in remote

Venezuela -where the

San

Anyand pull the
switch
Problem is immediately the folks want more and it is a long
trek to the nearest source of new supply
So take the case of
Antonio Latufi
He comes out of the jungle with his portable projector and a Spanish language film
He shows it
It's a howling
success
Everybody sees it
Soon there is demand for another
That means a full day's travel to Cobo
Latuff threads his
film in so that it projects upside down. He announces he will show a
new "acrobatic" film
He does
The previous howling success is duplicated
Now, as long as nobody tips the spectators off
in San Luis not to stand on their heads when they go to the movies, all
wi'.l be well with Latuff
and double or "acrobatic" features, will be
the fare of the day
thing goes in

V
Lj re e

mm

of the

populace has never seen a movie

;imson Key," and "Meet Me At
iMlawn," Marcel Hellman production
ly!ade in England.

J^ena

distributed

of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Lowell Mellett,
former administrative assistant to

Washington Bureau

June-July by 20th-Fox it was
nounced by Andrew Smith, Jr.,
neral sales manager. This month
€ company will offer "Miracle on
"Moss Rose" and
th
Street,"
Vestern Union." Latter is a release. July releases are "Bob. Son

4g

in

be

theater

Six features will be released dur-

Battle,"

will

managers, branch managers,
salesmen and bookers who turn in
the best performances during the

district

honored him on his 60th birthday yesterday with an
• Richard F. Walsh. IATSE International
his Greenhaven home.

lead-off attracin on the 1947-48 schedule. Meeting
as conducted by Ben Kalmenson,
je-president and general sales man-

outlining the
the delegates.

$50,000

informal party at

With Father,"

*1,

DALY

Monday Morning Memos
•

1)

William A. Scully, vice-president and
general sales manager announced
Friday. Cash prizes amounting to

Y

Y

/B Going "All Out'
o Launch "Father'
jiife

Weeks

(Continued from Page

Queried by The Film Daily on
report of another amusement tax
eat, Thomas Kennedy, Yonkers'
ty controller, admitted Friday that
ch talks had been revived. Ken=- pointed out that before any
'DL.yP action is taken on theater
xirsj industry spokesmen would be
ven a chance to express their views
an open meeting which would be
mounced in a fortnight or so.
Kennedy has previously made clear
at although he is not opposed to
4
iy form of taxation that would aid
e city, he felt, however, that a two
v cent sales tax would be sufficient
r Yonkers' needs.
Westchester County has already
^dicated that it would not impose
»y amusement taxes this year.
t>

;

Blumberg-Rank

U-I

onkers Again Talks

San Luis

Thread

This place,

it

into the

Luis

projector

—

the

President

late

Roosevelt,

has

demanded an immediate hearing before the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities. Mellett was
named by Chairman J. Parnell
Thomas as having forced actor Robert Taylor into appearing in Metro's
film "Song of Russia. 'L.

SICK LIST
BARBARA SACHS,
Home,

daughter of Mrs. Hal

Emergency Hospital, Washington, D. C, recovering from an appendectomy.
Miss Sachs was removed from the train
is

in

when

stricken

New

York

suddenly while returning to
from Durham, following her
graduation from Duke.

Monday, June

9,
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Century Retirement

(Continued from Page
J.

dealing with foreign affairs,

taxes

(Continued from Page

appropriations,

MPAA.

night by Eric A. Johnston, president of the

the circuit.
Costs of the plan will be paid for
entirely by Century out of a retirement trust fund to which contributions will be made from year to year.
Fund will be administered by a committee comprising Comptroller Mar-

H. Newman, chairman; Jack
Weinstein, Flatbush district manager; Charles Call, Bliss Theater
manager; Mrs. Justine Hudish, secretary to Schwartz, and Peter Elarde,
projectionist at the Grove.
In a letter to employes, Hovell

and

was advocated Saturday
Speaking at the convention
banquet of the Young Republican National Federation, Johnston said the
American people want to know how much a program of world reconstruction
will cost them.

II

Schwartz, vice-president of

Former Under-

20th-Fox's Sales Decentralized

by Chairman
Harold Knutson

Regional Heads Given

nority

and ranking mi-

"The loyal Century employe

Breuh

—

arrive

in

a

fortnight.

Sudden

glut

caused a delay on the part of
the Censor's office, which can handle
only 12 pictures a week.
has

bility."

practices,

disclosed,

was that

too often
"took too long to
handle such matters" as adjustments
and other local distribution problems.

home

office

mittee.

The group will
meet here Thursday for the first

Smith declared that

men

authority would be a handicap to
themselves and consequently to the
organization as a whole.
Another reason for a new set-up,

J.

Smith also announced his "open time.
First 20th-century Fox national
sales convention in years is scheduled
for this Fall, Andy Smith, company's
new sales chief, revealed Friday.

door policy." He said he was always
available both to people in the organization as well as to the industry
press, either on matters of business
of "just a visit."
"I won't hold anything back from
you that you're entitled to know,"
Smith told the press.

"Western Union." Smith also ob
served that a re-issue paired wit
a new film never equalled the drau
ing power of two re-issues. So far ai
the practice elsewhere to deny
p
issues to an exhibitor because of I
latter's failure to purchase new pr
duct,

Smith announced: "We will
to sell to any exhibitor at a

happy
time

new

either

We

issues.

"A Very Lucky Guy"

cheever cowdin

Industry spokesmen have ahead
appeared before the committee t
urge the end of the admissions lev;

feel

pictures or
that an exhibit

should buy what he wants and wh
appointment to his new he doesn't
want, he doesn't have
"I'm really a very buy."
lucky guy.
They could have
Because of the Technicolor bottle
selected a number of other people
neck, 20th-Fox would have to re
from the company for the job.
Was photofinish between me and issue original color pix in black-and
white. Also, there would be a limitet
Bill.
Bill and I are a team.
We'll work together.
I'm lucky number of re-issue prints, but enougi
in another way and that's with good to handle most requirements.
In reply to a query, Smith sail
pictures."
"Good pictures" that Smith re- 20th-Fox had no present plans
ferred to include five Technicolor handle the distribution of so-calla
productions he had seen upon his re- outside pix.

About

his

Smith

post,

said,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

t<

cent trip to the
are:

"I

West Coast. They

Wonder Who's Kissing Her Correction

Now," "Bob, Son

of Battle," "Mother
Tights," "Captain From Cas-

Horacio Alban-Mestanza is head o
Foreign Screen Corp., and not Igna
tile" and "Forever Amber."
cio Kronenberg, as was indicated
"Gentleman's Agreement," now in The Film Daily of May 22. Kronen
production, and under Darryl Za- berg is Argentine distributor f<
nuck's personal supervision, was de- Foreign Screen.
scribed this way by Smith: "Picture
will do a great deal of good for the x Dinner for Horstemeier
whole world and at the same time
Cleveland
Robert Horstemeiei
because of the manner in which they
are making it, great entertainment." founder and president of the Booker
that
"Gentlemen's and Cashiers Club of Cleveland, wil
Smith added
Agreement," now shooting here, will be honored by members at a dinne
tomorrow at Bessie Miller's Countr;
be ready for showing just before
Inn.
Thanksgiving Day.
Referring to "Boomerang," which
was produced in tlie story's locale,

Wore

i

—

said that the
developed, was now
being employed for "Kiss of Death"
and that similar pictures would be
Smit>.

STORK REPORTS

home new technique

in the field should be "men
of action," and to deprive them of

the

Ways

ton, of the

and Means Com-

Smith
the

member

Robert L. Dough-

1)

Connecticut,

Disclaiming any criticism of
office

Authority

Full

(Continued from Page

not only worthy of his hire, he
ters, San Francisco; Southern divimerits security for himself and his
Atlanta; Rayfamily.
Out of this thinking has sion, headquarters,
Yankee division,
come Century's Retirement Plan, mond E. Moon,
headquarters, New York; C. E. Pepwhich will mean greater security for
Mideastern division, headpiatt,
us all whether in the field or home
quarters, Philadelphia; Jack H. Loroffice."
entz, Central division, headquarters,
Details of the plan are explained
Chicago; and Sydney Samson, Canin a booklet distributed to all Cenadian division, headquarters, Totury employes. In a letter accompanying the booklet, Schwartz ronto.
"Key men should be closer to
pointed out that those in the conour customers and closer to the
tinuous service of Century for at
least three years on March 1, 1946,
MOVES UP
and received a regular salary for
not less than 20 hours per week for
Andy Smith, general sales mannot less than nine months of each
ager of Twentieth Century-Fox
year are eligible. Minimum payment
Friday anunder the plan is $15 per month,
nounced the
of
cent
per
maximum
is
40
the
while
appointment
earnannual
average
an employe's
of Sam Shain
ings over the last 10 years of emas director of
ployment.
exhibitor and
Normal retirement age is set at 65,
public
relawith provision for an employe to
tions for the
retire as much as 10 years earlier at
distribution
an actuarily reduced monthly income,
department.
with
the
comprovided he has been
Shain will
pany a specified period of time. In
move
up
disthe event of total permanent
from the poability before the age of 65, full
sition of Dibenefits are provided if the employe
rector of
has been with the circuit for 20
Trade Relayears.
tions, where
SAM
SHAIN
he has served
Normal retirement income will
the past sevconsist in part of Social Security
eral years, and will act as Smith's
payments by the Government, suppersonal representative in the new
plemented by payments from the reposition.
tirement plan. Total of these payShain joined 20th-Fox in 1943
ments on an annual basis will equal
one and a half per cent of the
after a career in industry journalism.
average annual compensation during the last 10 years of employment,
years
number
of
multiplied by the
problems that come up in the
of continuous employment with the
conduct of our business," Smith
company.
continued, in outlining the reasons for the increased autonomy.
Since the men in the field are reArrive
to
54 Features
sponsible for the distribution of
the company's product, he added,
Aussie Shortage
"we now give them the authority
Relieving
Sydney (By Air Mail)
that goes with that responsishortage of several months, 54
new features have arrived here during the past two weeks. Shipments
mark the heaviest number to ever

I

Secretary of the
Treasury Roswell
McGill chairs the
special committee,
which was chosen

the Fall session.

is

a

1

will

group.

tin

state'd':

Tax

be heard in the privat
discussions between the Congre.i
sional committee and the specia
levies

With a "bill of particulars" provided by the council, the MPAA president said,
"the American people can make up their minds what they want to do." Report
of the council, he advocated, should be ready for Congress when it convenes
for

to

Slu

—

Milwaukee A joint council on foreign policy, made up of representatives of
Government executive departments and members of Congressional committees,

Fred

Named

owtiin

Johnston Backs Joint Foreign Policy Council
To Give "Bill of Particulars" to Americans

made from time to time.
On re-issues, Smith indicated
the company is testing certain

Cleveland
that ated Circuit
dual father last

combinations, one of them being
"Alexander's Ragtime Band" and

a

girl

Cohen.

to

— Abe
official,

Kramer, Associ
became a grand

week with the birth

his

o:

daughter, Mrs. Hopi

—

He takes the words
right out of her mouth ...
BY

microphone boom man takes the
words "right out of the mouth" of
actor or actress
correlates sound

duced on the screen. A great part of
which is so essential to a
picture's success depends on the boom
man's skill and on his close cooperation with the sound mixer.

with action so that clarity and proper
perspective are always maintained.
Thanks to him, today's motion pictures have the freedom of action which

man's success are superior sound films
films which have the quality, so
uniformly found in Eastman Films, of

his interpretive use of

—his

skill

in anticipating

equipment
motion

the

.

was

lost

.

.

when sound was

first

intro-

the reality

And
.

.

equally essential to the

.

assuring faithful reproduction.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER

4,

N. Y.

BRULATOUR, INC., DISTRIBUTORS
FORT LEE
CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

J. E.

•

boom

Wtes

Monday, June

9, 19i

SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS « REVIEWS
"Flicker Flashbacks"
(No. 7)

RKO

(Continued from Page

1)

places of public assembly was explored. Section 11 deals with limitation in combustible construction of
open air places of public assembly
with a capacity of 1,200 persons.
It

was contended by

Philip Hai-

Fabian, that the
wooden fence enclosing- Drive-In theaters does not make such places
locations of public assembly within
the purview of Section 11 so as to
limit capacity to 1,200 persons.
Pointed out were the Hollingshead
patents which makes each row of
cars an exit in Drive-In theaters. He
cited the example of the Mohawk
Drive-Iir Theater and emphasized the
fireproof construction of the screens,
projection booth, etc.
He added
there was no necessity for cars backing up.
ling, assistant to Si

Moon

"Popular Science Featuring
Rockets"

'Ivy'
with Joan Fontaine, Patric Knowles, Herb

9 Mins.

Paramount
10 Mins.
Should Go Over
Marshall
Great— Play It!
Time races back to 1908 as we see
99 M<
Initial incidental footage concerns Univ.-lnt.
scenes of two epics made in that new bathroom
gadgets and a oneIMPRESSIVELY FASHIONED D R A W
year. The first, "Double Crossed," is man
haybaler. The real meat in this SHOULD DRAW HEAVY FEMALE TRA
the tale of the poor but honest clerk
Magnacolor effort is devoted to TO B. 0.
who has been framed by the villain thirty-thousand pound moon rockets
in a bank robbery, and the second is
An impressively wrought, playedih-^'ct
anight to the ionosphere. Fitted with
titled "The Attack On The Fort."
Telescopic cameras, they record pic- and produced drama of a woman who to
A few flashes of Pathe News of 1917- tures of the earth never seen before. a long chance on her personal, very persoi
1918 should also hand everyone a few These
sensational pictures of the V-2 happiness, and lost out, "Ivy" is a thoroug
laughs.
With appropriate hissing rocket in assemble
going woman's picture,
and where maij
and cheering this should go over with
a big bang.
"Flying Sportsman

and action should
create a minor box office riot.

"Hobo Bobo"
in

Jamaica"

Warners

Mins.

7

Great For Kids

tion of the code to include Drive-Ins
of

He

asserted he

no instances of

from car

fires

Horn, Deutsch

knew Story,

Swap

No Film Effect Seen From
German Civilian Control

Marquee Stock

spreading

to car.

(Continued from Fage

As proposed the code replaces the
one now in effect. Under existing
regulations theaters at present are
approved. With approval of the new
code theaters must secure new certificates of compliance two years
after the law goes into effect.

Prods.,
iary,

heretofore

was

1)

Story

a

New

disclosed in

-

THE FILM DAILY
Washington War and State DeYork at partment officials this week are exWashington Bureau of

the week-end by Deutsch.

Deutsch will continue with plans
to produce "This Side of Innocence,"
based on the Taylor Caldwell bestJ. J. McNamara, theater architect,
seller, and Story's first scheduled
would require many
stated this
in
existing pic. Home retains an interest in
alterations
structural
che picture, as does Stanley

—

subsid-

Kramer

pected to begin preparations for
turning over Germany and most
other U. S. occupied zones to civilian
Decisions are not expected
affect present film

control.
to

drastically

policy in

Germany.

Pommer and H. C.
Morton Sunshine, executive secre- who withdrew from Story some time Petersen, Assistant Secretary of
ago.
tary of the ITOA, testified that the
War, are scheduled to arrive in
Marquee was organized to special- Washington tomorrow for a round of
exhibitor would be subjected to hardtheaters.

ize in the low-budget field.
Story
ships in filling requirements of expensive structural alterations. He was formed in November, 1945, with
Horne as board chairman and execupointed out the negligible effect of
tive producer. Company holds rights
shuffling of seating arrangements
to several other story properties, inon safety of patrons, particularly in
cluding "Honeymoon in New York,"
smaller nouses.
NBC air show.
Through McNamara, both the
and the ITOA made recommendations which were favorably received for consideration by the
board.
Others present at the hearing were
General Rodney Smith of MMPTA;

MMPTA

WEDDING BELLS
Berliner-Lieser
Buffalo

— Jeanette Berliner,

office

Film Exof Universal
and Lewis Lieser, branch
manager of PRC Exchange Corp.,
were married.

manager

change,

Metzger-Laphcrm
Minneapolis
Jay Lapham, 20thFox booker, will marry Joyce Metz-

—

Meanwhile, Eric

conferences

German

film

on

rebuilding of the
industry. Pommer is

returning from Hollywood and Petersen arrives from Germany, where he
has been conferring with Gen.
Lucius Clay and other military gov-

ernment
turn to

officials.

Pommer

will re-

Germany around June

17.

Henry

Stephenson

and

the

give credence to the setting which
in England.

suppi
is

rrtos

Hangers-on on the fringes of high socie
with their fortune depleted, Miss Fontai
and Ney, husband and wife, constan
to keep up appearances.
Th
and Miss Fontaine's lover, is Know
a doctor. The pair meet the wealthy Mil
shall,
and he immediately falls for M
Fontaine's beauty and charm. He giv
Ney a job, takes Miss Fontaine on a yach
ing trip almost succumbing to her wil<
But he has principles.

struggle
friend,

Miss Fontaine visits Knowles. Alone in
she steals a quantity of poise
conceals it in a secret compartment in t
clasp of her handbag, a gift from Marsh
surgery

in

France.

After a lingering illness Ney dies of t
poison and because of the involvement
various
medicos,
including Knowles,
Cedric of Scotland Yard comes investig:
ing. Working on
leads planted by M
Fontaine, he creates a case which resu
in
the arrest and conviction of Knowl
who faces the gallows. However, Sara A
good furnishes the information that lea
to his acquittal. Miss Fontaine cheats t
gallows, falls to her death in an eleval

!

shaft.

There is suspense involved in the telli
and the aura of whodunit pervades t
second half of the story. Sam Wood's
rection starts at a leisurely pace, builds
to a cleverly composed and handled dim

CAST: Joan

Fontaine,

Patric

Knowles,

Hi

Petersen will represent the War bert Marshall, Richard Ney, Sir Cedric Hai
in discussions on turn- wicke, Lucille Watson, Sara Allgood, Her
Rosalind Ivan, Lillian Fontaine, Mi
ing the occupied zones over to civil- Stephenson,
ly
Lamont, Una O'Connor, Isobel Elsom, Al
ian control. Directing the State De- Napier, Paul Cavanagh, Sir Charles Men
Philip Harling and Fred Haas, as- partment discussions will be Gen. Gavin Muir, Mary Forbes.
CREDITS: Producer, William Cameron Me
sistants to Si Fabian; Morton Tra- John H. Hilldring, Assistant Secre- zies;
A Sam Wood Prod., directed by Sc
Secretaries of War
cey, Century Circuit; Theodore Jung, tary of State.
Wood; Screenplay by Charles Bennett; Bas
and State have authorized the dis- on a novel by Marie Belloc-Lowndes; Photogr
Loew's; Henry J. Walters, RKO.

Another public hearing by the
board will be held today in Buffalo.
Later meetings will be conducted in
Syracuse and Albany. The present
Code does not apply to 16 N. Y. State
cities,
including the metropolitan
area, which have their own local
codes written by the various Bureaus
of Buildings.

Department

cussions.

Present stalemate over

suming distribution

MPEA

facilities in

„

as-

Ger-

many may

be resolved following
Petersen's return to Washington. It
is
has been reported that
holding out for full distribution
facilities, including trucks and other
physical items. Some Military Gov-

MPEA

ernment officials have opposed this
plan because it was felt that it
Uniform"
Reissue
"Maedchen
in
ger June 27 at Hennepin Methodist
would give MPEA near-exclusive use
West Coast Bureau of Till FILM DAILY
Church.
of distribution facilities at a time
Hollywood
John Krimsky and when the German market will be
Hynes-Ccdmi
Herbert Bregstein are reissuing thrown open to all-comers. It is now
Marie G. Hynes, daugh- "Maedchen in Uniform." Sidney expected that both British and
St. Louis
ter of Jack Hynes, RKO salesman, Pink, of Trans-International Film American zones in Germany will be
was married last week to Louis J. Distributing Co., will handle pic's opened on a "free and competitive"
distribution in the Western states.
Caimi.
basis by Fall.
1
.

—

—

W

son,

Sick of his routine life in India,
Bobo, a little elephant, decides to

The island of Jamaica provides the
scenic background of some beautiful go to America and join a circus. He
Technicolor footage
showing the disguises himself as a pink elephant
sportsloving people of the island. to get passage and finds everyone
Cricket, baseball, golf, soccer, field acting queer till his paint is washed
Henry Anderson, representing hockey, basketball, polo, fishing, off. He gets his wish, though, and
Paramount, indicated that it was not rafting, boating and swimming are joins the circus. Should go over well,
especially with kids.
the intention of the advisory com- depicted.
mission which assisted in prepara-

in this category.

The cast is able. Miss Fontaine hand
her role capably. Knowles, Marshall, Rio
ard Ney, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Lucille
j

Warners

10 Mins.

Picturesque

—

goes, so goes papa, too.

phy, Russell Metty; Art Director, Richard
Reidel;
Film
Editor,
Ralph Dawson;
SourFelstead; William Hedgecock; Set De
orations, Russell A. Gausman, T. F. Offenbeck
Music, Daniele Amfitheatroff; Orchestratioi

Charles

David Tamkin.

DIRECTION,

Very

Good.

PHOTOGRAPH

Fine.

4
Video Corp. Asks Stock Change!

—

Philadelphia
U. S. Televisid
Mfg. Corp. has asked the Securitii
and Exchange Commission permi
sion to withdraw its proposed offe

ing of 200,000 shares of 25-cei
cumulative convertible preferred, {
par, and file a new statement offe
ing a different preferred stock on
different basis.

June

ciday,

n

;

W*?

1947

9,

Abeles lo Britain

Sweeping Order

HOLLVUJOOD-VinE YARD

Miner Fraud Suit
(Continued from Page

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

1

of the Roth suit in interposing
enses of illegality along lines
uded by the 24 exhibitor plaintiffs
the Pittsburgh case in their suit
f^estall
percentage
receipts
i

'

* ne

distributing companies.
Pittsburgh case, these
e
"ne
ms of illegality in the license
eements were not sufficient to
p the exhibitors' books and recs from a complete audit.
Irder directs the inspection of
ry book and record kept by the
endants for eight theaters oper-

OL.V

Northern

Wisconsin, but
ved out of the Minneapolis ex-nges, for the entire time in which
defendants operated such thers during the six year period prior
in

<1

commencement of the actions.
order directs defendants to
duce for inspection, at the main
<ce of the circuit, all the records of
jse theaters including daily box
^ce reports, cash book, ledger, bank
books, bank statements, in* :ces of ticket purchases, copies of
leral admission tax and income
returns and worksheets, and all
Removal of
ter similar papers.
of the records by the auditors
1
plaintiffs' attorneys is permitted
the purpose of photographing or
The
erwise reproducing them.
at further directed the defendants
obtain copies of tax returns, bank
tements, and duplicate deposit
3s which they do not have in their
from the appropriate
Bsession
vernment agencies, banks or other
''id parties, if such were requested
the attorneys for the plaintiffs.
The inspection by the auditors is
commence June 19 and continue
til completed.
David Shearer of
earer, Byard, Trogner & Peters of
nneapolis, made the argument for
;the

s

j

I

distributor plaintiffs. Lawrence
Coe, of Coe & Cameron of Rice
ke, argued in opposition.

t

<»uel" Set for

•

^Minneapolis
J

Minneapolis
new booking deal

—A

Minneapolis— not a double feashowing but a double-theater
owing has been set for June 20
len "Duel in the Sun" opens at two
e

t

—

SIDNEY

KINGSLEY'S Broadway

play,

"The

Patriots,"

regarded

as

one

of

(Continued from Page

1)

most

the

don to take up his new duties about
important dramatic properties of the last decade, has been acquired for the screen
Aug. 1.
Warner,
L.
by Warners for $250,000, it was announced over the week-end by Jack
At the same time Wolfe Cohen,
executive producer. Bretaigne Windust, a leading Broadway director, will make his bow
a film director with "The Patriots," which will have an all-star
ducer-Director Leo McCarey expects to start shooting on "Good Sam,"
make for Rainbow Productions, Inc., in August, with Gary Cooper playing
William LeBaron and Boris Morros are shopping around for as many
known artists as possible in their talent drive for "Babes In Toyland,"
as

Pro-

cast

which he

will

the lead
internationally-

their next for
High C," a Technicolor musical comedy, gets under way
this month with a cast headed by Doris Day, Jack Carson, Janis Paige, Don De Fore,
Oscar Levant and S. Z. Sakall. It's a Michael Curtiz Production for Warners' release
June 9 issue of Life magazine has a two-and-a-half page spread on Victor Moore
and his pet duck, in conjunction with Monogram's "It Happened On Fifth Avenue,"

UA

"Romance

release

in

year with Para, with the
Eddie Rickenissuing of his 75th Popular Science short, "20th Century Vikings"
backer went before the cameras this week in his first film "role" in a special pix

Moore's latest

Jerry

Fairbanks

is

celebrating his

12th

Understand Walter Wanger will
being made for Eastern Air Lines by Fairbanks
talk with Clare Booth Luce, while in New York, about a story he is considering filming
Writer-Producer Paul Jones, whose last was "Dear Ruth" for Norman Krasna, has
been inked by M-G-M
Republic has named llona Massey and John Carroll as
stars of "Monterey" and Roy Rogers, Tito Guizar and Andy Devine as cast leads of
"The Gay Ranchero"
Mary Pickford has sold the screen rights of "Secrets" to
Samuel Goldwyn, who plans a re-make (He made it in 1932) with Teresa Wright and

Dana Andrews.

"Amber"

Bow

to Have Roxy
in Early November
(Continued from Page

Home

Joins E-L

Office Publicists

of multiple showings a la "Duel" for
Castile."

Wonder Who's

Kissing Her
20th-Fox Technicolor pic,
will have its world premiere in Chicago's Oriental Theater on July 3,
with June Haver and other talent
coming from the Coast for the festivities, Andy Smith, sales chief, said

of

Warner Interna-

charge of Latin-America,
Australia and the Far East, revealed
five promotions in his territory. Ary
Lima, former manager in Brazil, betional

in

comes supervisor for that country,
Argentina, Chile, Uruguay and Paraguay, making his
Rio de Janeiro.

headquarters

House Action on Mundt
Expected Today

Herb Berg, ex-FiLM Daily staffer
Bill is
and veteran film industry publicist,
has joined the Eagle-Lion home

office

was announced

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—A

THE FILM DAILY

delay due to Conday by Max E. Youngstein, Eagle- gressional opposition voiced in debate,
final
House action on the
Lion director of advertising, publicity
Mundt Bill failed to take place on
and exploitation. Berg, who resigned Friday. However, it is believed that
last week from SRO, assumes his the opposition to the bill, which
Friday. George .Tessel will emcee the new duties today. Prior to his SRO would provide authority for the international information program of
premiere.
affiliation, Berg was with Paramount
the State Department, would be
and other majors in various publicity overridden and approval is expected
Admitting that large scale day- and exploitation capacities.
today or tomorrow.
and-date showings had certain advantages, Smith pointed out that in
the long run, pictures generally
grossed more in individual theaters
than via simultaneous runs.
Pix, when multiple showings are
employed, he added, don't get a
chance at word-of-mouth buildup,
Smith added. Besides, he said, he
felt that first-run houses should get
protection against the possible damaging competition of multiple-runs.

Now?"

publicity staff,

it

Fri-

wntown Minneapolis nouses, the
ntury and Lyric. The same day 22 20th-Fox's "Forever Amber,"
ner Minnesota towns will have
"Captain" to Be Roadshown
eir "Duel" day premieres.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DULY
Hollywood "Forever Amber" will
be roadshown, as will "Captain from

—

CHARTERED

OSELLE THEATERS, INC., Brooklyn;

Castile."

capital,

shares of no par stock; to operate theaters,
H. Gunsher, Joseph G. Kaplan, T.
Jflnneth Tyson.
i)

George

!

JNION THEATERS,

INC.,

Charlotte;

capital

30,000, to operate the Morris Field Theater,
arlotte, and the Waxhaw, Waxhaw, N. C,
>scribers, R. F. Pinson, John Newitt.

ELZNICK STUDIO RELEASING DIVISION OF
;ANCE,
l

f]
I

''

Ltd.,

I.;

3

Dover,

Del.;

capital,

1,000

no

shares.

.AUDOGRAPH

CO.

OF

NEW

sound recording machinery;
no par shares.

YORK,

Dover,
capital, 100,-

in

Armando Trucios, now in charge of
Peru, Colombia, Ecuador and Bolivia,
on July 1 becomes general manager
for Argentine, headquartering in
Buenos Aires. Carl Heumann, assistant manager for Colombia, is now
manager of that territory, with headquarters in Bogota.
Louis Lipsky, Colombia manager,
is transferred to Santiago as manager for Chile, succeeding Douglas J.
Granville, who is due at the home
office shortly for a supervising assignment in the Far East.

1)

"Amber" and "Captain from
"I

Herb Berg

vice-president

Pix will be exhibited at $1.20 top,
with runs restricted to eight or nine
weeks. Roadshow plans were explained by Spyros P. Skouras, 20thFox prexy, at conferences with division presidents of National Theaters.

RCA

Declares Dividend

A

dividend of 87% cents per share
on the cumulative first preferred
stock was declared by the RCA board
on Friday. Dividend is payable July
1, to holders of record on June 16.

IRVING CHIDNOFF
'Portraitiere to the Industry,"

550

Fifth

Avenue, N. Y. C.
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Monday, June

9, 19'
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SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS « REVIEWS
"
"Flicker Flashbacks"
(No. 7)

RKO
(Continued from Page

9 Mins.
Should Go Over
Time races back to 1908 as we see

1)

Paramount

Marshall

new

footage concerns
bathroom gadgets and a one-

man

haybaler. The real

Magnacolor

effort

meat

in this
to

devoted

is

thirty-thousand pound moon rockets
aflight to the ionosphere. Fitted with
Telescopic cameras, they record pictures of the earth never seen before.
These sensational pictures of the V-2
rocket in assemble and action should

A

and cheering this should go over with
a big bang.

create a minor box office riot.

"Hobo Bobo"

Pointed out were the Hollingshead
"Flying Sportsman in Jamaica"
patents which makes each row of
10 Mins.
cars an exit in Drive-In theaters. He Warners
Picturesque
cited the example of the Mohawk
The island of Jamaica provides the
Drive-In' Theater and emphasized the
fireproof construction of the screens, scenic background of some beautiful
projection booth, etc.
He added Technicolor footage showing the
there was no necessity for cars back- sportsloving people of the island.

with Joan Fontaine, Patric Knowles, Herb'

It!

Initial incidental

m

the purview of Section 11 so as to
limit capacity to 1,200 persons.

Ivy'

10 Mins.

Great— Play

places of public assembly was explored. Section 11 deals with limita- scenes of two epics made in that
tion in combustible construction of year. The first, "Double Crossed," is
open air places of public assembly the tale of the poor but honest clerk
who has been framed by the villain
with a capacity of 1,200 persons.
a bank robbery, and the second is
It was contended by Philip Hailing, assistant to Si Fabian, that the titled "The Attack On The Fort."
few flashes of Pathe News of 1917wooden fence enclosing Drive-In theaters does not make such places 1918 should also hand everyone a few
With appropriate hissing
locations of public assembly within laughs.

##T

Moon

"Popular Science Featuring
Rockets"

Warners

7

Mins.

Great For Kids

IMPRESSIVELY FASHIONED
B.

Mi;

DRAM

SHOULD DRAW HEAVY FEMALE

TO

TRA!

0.

An impressively wrought, played}!^ c t
and produced drama of a woman who to
a long chance on her personal, very persor
happiness, and lost out, "Ivy" is a thoroug
going woman's picture,
and where mar
goes, so goes papa, too.
,

—

The cast is able. Miss Fontaine hand!
her role capably. Knowles, Marshall, Ric
ard Ney, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Lucille W«
son,

Sick of his routine life in India,
Bobo, a little elephant, decides to

99

Univ.-lnr.

Henry

Stephenson

and

the

give credence to the setting which
in England.

^

suppc
is

mosi

go to America and join a circus. He
Hangers-on on the fringes of high socie
disguises himself as a pink elephant with their fortune depleted, Miss Fontai
to get passage and finds everyone and Ney, husband and wife, constanl
Cricket, baseball, golf, soccer, field acting queer till his paint is washed struggle to keep up appearances.
ing up.
Thi
Henry Anderson, representing hockey, basketball, polo, fishing, off. He gets his wish, though, and friend, and Miss Fontaine's lover, is Knowln
rafting,
the
Should
over
well,
boating
and
swimming
are
circus.
joins
go
a doctor. The pair meet the wealthy Ma
Paramount, indicated that it was not
especially with kids.
shall,
and he immediately falls for Mi
the intention of the advisory com- depicted.
Fontaine's
mission which assisted in preparabeauty and charm. He giv
Film Effect Seen From
Ney a job, takes Miss Fontaine on a yach
tion of the code to include Drive-Ins Horn, Deutsch
ing trip almost succumbing to her wile
in this category. He asserted he knew Story, Marquee Stock
Civilian Control
But he has principles.
of no instances of fires spreading
from car to car.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Miss Fontaine visits Knowles. Alone in
(Continued from Fage 1)
As proposed the code replaces the Prods., heretofore a Story subsidWashington War and State De- surgery she steals a quantity of poise
conceals it in a secret compartment in t
one now in effect. Under existing
iary, was disclosed in New York at partment officials this week are exregulations theaters at present are
clasp of her handbag, a gift from Marsh
pected
to
begin
preparations
for
approved. With approval of the new the week-end by Deutsch.
in France.
code theaters must secure new cerDeutsch will continue with plans turning over Germany and most
After a lingering illness Ney dies of t
tificates of compliance two years to produce "This Side of Innocence," other U. S. occupied zones to civilian poison and because of the involvement
after the law goes into effect.
based on the Taylor Caldwell best- control. Decisions are not expected various medicos, including Knowles,
j

'

No
German

Swap

I

—

!

McNamara,

theater architect,
would require many
stated this
in
existing
structural alterations
J. J.

and

Story's first scheduled
pic.
Home retains an interest in
che picture, as does Stanley Kramer
seller,

drastically

to

policy in

affect

present

film

Germany.

Cedric of Scotland Yard comes investiga
ing. Working on
leads planted by Mi
Fontaine, he creates a case which resul

Pommer and H. C. in the arrest and conviction of Knowl
Morton Sunshine, executive secre- who withdrew from Story some time Petersen, Assistant Secretary of who faces the gallows. However, Sara A
ago.
War, are scheduled to arrive in good furnishes the information that lea
tary of the ITOA, testified that the
Marquee was organized to special- Washington tomorrow for a round of to his
exhibitor would be subjected to hardacquittal. Miss Fontaine cheats
theaters.

ships in filling requirements of expensive structural alterations. He
pointed out the negligible effect of
shuffling of seating arrangements
on safety of patrons, particularly in
smaller houses.
Through McNamara, both the
and the ITOA made recom-

ize

in

the low-budget

was formed

field.

Story

which

were

favorably

UlEDDinG BELLS
Berliner-Lieser
Buffalo

— Jeanette Berliner,

office

manager

of Universal Film Exand Lewis Lieser, branch
manager of PRC Exchange Corp.,
were married.

change,

Metzger-Lapham
Minneapolis

— Jay

Lapham, 20th-

Fox booker,
ger June
Church.

will mari-y Joyce Metz27 at Hennepin Methodist

Hynes-Ccdmi

—

Marie G. Hynes, daughJack Hynes, RKO salesman,
was married last week to Louis J.
St.

Louis

ter of

Caimi.

t

conferences

on

rebuilding

of

the

November, 1945, with German film industry. Pommer is
Home as board chairman and execu- returning from Hollywood and Petertive producer. Company holds rights
sen arrives from Germany, where he
in

other story properties, in- has
been conferring with Gen.
cluding "Honeymoon in New York," Lucius
Clay and other military govNBC air show.
ernment officials. Pommer will reto several

MMPTA

mendations

Meanwhile, Eric

received
board.

for

consideration

by

the

Others present at the hearing were
General Rodney Smith of MMPTA;
Philip Harling and Fred Haas, assistants to Si Fabian; Morton Tracey, Century Circuit; Theodore Jung,
Loew's; Henry J. Walters, RKO.
Another public hearing by the
board will be held today in Buffalo.
Later- meetings will be conducted in
Syracuse and Albany. The present
Code does not apply to 16 N. Y. State
cities,
including the metropolitan
area, which have their own local
codes written by the various Bureaus
of Buildings.

—

Herbert

Bregstein are reissuing
"Maedchen in Uniform." Sidney
Pink, of Trans-International Film
Distributing Co., will handle pic's
distribution in the Western states.

falls

to

her death

in

an

elevat

shaft.

There is suspense involved in the rellii
and the aura of whodunit pervades rl
second half of the story. Sam Wood's

<

rection starts at a leisurely pace, builds
to a cleverly composed and handled climax
i

turn to Germany around June 17.
CAST: Joan Fontaine, Patric Knowles, Hi
Petersen will represent the War bert Marshall, Richard Ney, Sir Cedric Har
Department in discussions on turn- wicke, Lucille Watson, Sara Allgood, Hen
Rosalind Ivan, Lillian Fontaine, M<
ing the occupied zones over to civil- Stephenson,
ly Lamont,
Una O'Connor, Isobel Elsom, Al',
ian control. Directing the State De- Napier, Paul Cavanagh, Sir Charles Mem
Gavin
Muir, Mary Forbes.
partment discussions will be Gen.
CREDITS: Producer, William Cameron Me
John H. Hilldring, Assistant Secrezies;
A
Sam Wood Prod., directed by Sc
tary of State. Secretaries of War
Wood; Screenplay by Charles Bennett; Bas
and State have authorized the dis- on a novel by Marie Belloc-Lowndes; Photogr
cussions.

Present stalemate over

suming distribution

MPEA

facilities in

*

as-

Ger-

many may

be resolved following
Petersen's return to Washington. It
is
has been reported that
holding out for full distribution
facilities, including trucks and other
physical items. Some Military Gov-

MPEA

phy, Russell Metty; Art Director, Richard
Reidel;
Film
Editor,
Ralph Dawson; Souit
Charles Felstead; William Hedgecock; Set De
orations, Russell A. Gausman, T. F. Offenbeckt
Music,
Daniele Amfitheatroff;
Orchestration

David Tamkin.

DIRECTION,

Very

Good.

PHOTOGRAPH

Fine.

have opposed this Video Corp. Asks Stock Change
was felt that it
Philadelphia
U. S. Televisic
would give MPEA near-exclusive use Mfg. Corp. has asked the Securitii
of distribution facilities at a time and Exchange Commission permi
when the German market will be sion to withdraw its proposed offe,
thrown open to all-comers. It is now ing of 200,000 shares of 25-cei
expected that both British and cumulative convertible preferred, )
American zones in Germany will be par, and file a new statement offe:
opened on a "free and competitive" ing a different preferred stock on
basis by Fall.
different basis.

ernment

Reissue "Maedchen in Uniform"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
John Krimsky and

gallows,

plan

officials

because

it

—

[

1

hday, June

9,
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Abeles lo Britain

)n Sweeping Order

HOLLVUJOOD-VinE YARD

Miner Fraud Suit
(Continued from Page

HOLLYWOOD

1)

of the Eoth suit in interposing
nses of illegality along lines
uled by the 24 exhibitor plaintiffs
lie Pittsburgh case in their suit
f^estall
percentage
receipts

A

I

OL./* * ne distributing companies,
Pittsburgh

.ne

ms

of

illegality

case,

these

the

license
iements were not sufficient to
3 the exhibitors' books
and recfrom a complete audit,
rder directs the inspection of
in

As Aide

By RALPH WILK

j

SIDNEY

KINGSLEY'S Broadway

play,

"The

Patriots,"

regarded

as

one of the

to

Milder

(Continued from Page

1)

most

don to take up his new duties about
important dramatic properties of the last decade, has been acquired for the screen
Aug. 1.
by Warners for $250,000, it was announced over the week-end by Jack L. Warner,
At the same time Wolfe Cohen,
executive producer. Bretaigne Windust, a leading Broadway director, will make his bow
a film director with "The Patriots," which will have an all-star
ducer-Director Leo McCarey expects to start shooting on "Good Sam,"
make for Rainbow Productions, Inc., in August, with Gary Cooper playing
William LeBaron and Boris Morros are shopping around for as many
known artists as possible in their talent drive for "Babes In Toyland,"
as

Pro-

cast

which he

will

the lead
internationally-

their next for
Technicolor musical comedy, gets under way
this month with a cast headed by Doris Day, Jack Carson, Janis Paige, Don De Fore,
Oscar Levant and S. Z. Sakall. It's a Michael Curtiz Production for Warners' release
June 9 issue of Life magazine has a two-and-a-half page spread on Victor Moore

UA

"Romance

release

in

High C,"

a

vice-president

of

Warner Interna-

charge of Latin-America,
Australia and the Far East, revealed
five promotions in his territory. Ary
Lima, former manager in Brazil, betional

in

comes supervisor for that country,
Argentina, Chile, Uruguay and ParaAvenue," guay, making his headquarters in

•y book and record kept by the
;ndants for eight theaters oper- and his pet duck, in conjunction with Monogram's "It Happened On Fifth
Northern Wisconsin, but Moore's latest
Jerry Fairbanks is celebrating his 12th year with Para, with the
1
in
Eddie Ricken'ed out of the Minneapolis ex- issuing of his 75th Popular Science short, "20th Century Vikings"
nges, for the entire time in which backer went before the cameras this week in his first film "role" in a special pix
Understand Walter Wanger will
defendants operated such the- being made for Eastern Air Lines by Fairbanks
talk with Clare Booth Luce, while in New York, about a story he is considering filming
•s during the six year period prior
Writer-Producer Paul Jones, whose last was "Dear Ruth" for Norman Krasna, has
he commencement of the actions,
Republic has named Nona Massey and John Carroll as
order directs defendants to been inked by M-G-M
\luce for inspection, at the main stars of "Monterey" and Roy Rogers, Tito Guizar and Andy Devine as cast leads of
"The Gay Ranchero"
Mary Pickford has sold the screen rights of "Secrets" to
•e of the circuit, all the records of
theaters including daily box Samuel Goldwyn, who plans a re-make (He made it in 1932) with Teresa Wright and
*se
ie reports, cash book, ledger, bank Dana Andrews.
B
books, bank statements, inses of ticket purchases, copies of
to
Berg Joins E-L
era! admission tax and income
in
Early
Office Publicists
returns and worksheets, and all
Removal of
er similar papers.
(Continued from Page ll
of the records by the auditors
of multiple showings a la "Duel" for
Herb Berg, ex-FiLM Daily staffer
plaintiffs' attorneys is permitted
the purpose of photographing or "Amber" and "Captain from Castile." and veteran film industry publicist,
;rwise reproducing them.
The
has joined the Eagle-Lion home office
"I Wonder Who's Kissing Her
ft further directed the defendants
Technicolor pic, publicity staff, it was announced Friibtain copies of tax returns, bank Now?" 20th-Fox
:ements, and duplicate deposit will have its world premiere in Chi- day by Max E. Youngstein, Eaglecago's Oriental Theater on July 3, Lion director of advertising, publicity
s which they do not have in their
appropriate with June Haver and other talent and exploitation. Berg,
the
session from
who resigned
'eminent agencies, banks or other coming from the Coast for the feslast week from SRO, assumes his
tivities,
Andy
Smith,
sales
were
requested
chief,
said
if
such
parties,
'd
the attorneys for the plaintiffs, Friday. George Jessel will emcee the new duties today. Prior to his SRO
'he inspection by the auditors is premiere.
affiliation, Berg was with Paramount
commence June 19 and continue
and other majors in various publicity
il
completed. David Shearer of
Admitting that large scale day- and exploitation capacities.
•arer, Byard, Trogner & Peters of and-date showings had certain adineapolis, made the argument for vantages, Smith pointed out that in
distributor plaintiffs. Lawrence the long run,
pictures generally
Coe, of Coe & Cameron of Rice grossed more in individual theaters
'<e, argued in opposition.
than via simultaneous runs.
Pix, when multiple showings are
mel" Set for Minneapolis
employed, he added, don't get a
,-linneapolis— A new booking deal chance at word-of-mouth buildup,
Minneapolis not a double fea- Smith added. Besides, he said, he
showing but a double-theater felt that first-run houses should get
;e
Iwing has been set for June 20 protection against the possible dam'en "Duel in the Sun" opens at two aging competition of multiple-runs.
ivntown Minneapolis houses, the
rtury and Lyric. The same day 22 20th-Fox's "Forever Amber,"

Have Roxy
November

"Amber"

Bow

Herb

Home

Rio de Janeiro.

Armando Trucios, now in charge of
Peru, Colombia, Ecuador and Bolivia,
on July 1 becomes general manager
for Argentine, headquartering in
Buenos Aires. Carl Heumann, assistant manager for Colombia, is now
manager of that territory, with headquarters in Bogota.
Louis Lipsky, Colombia manager,
is transferred to Santiago as manager for Chile, succeeding Douglas J.
Granville, who is due at the home
office shortly for a supervising assignment in the Far East.

House Action on Mundt
Bill is Expected Today

j

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—A

THE FILM DAILY

delay due to Congressional opposition voiced in debate, final
House action on the
Mundt Bill failed to take place on
Friday. However, it is believed that
the opposition to the bill, which
would provide authority for the international information program of
the State Department, would be
overridden and approval is expected
today or tomorrow.

—

i

—

er
|ir

Minnesota towns will
"Duel" day premieres.

have "Captain"
to

CHARTERED
OSELLE THEATERS, INC., Brooklyn;

capital,

shares of no par stock; to operate theaters,
George H. Gunsher, Joseph G. Kaplan, T.
neth Tyson.

NION THEATERS,

INC., Charlotte; capital
operate the Morris Field Theater,
the Waxhaw, Waxhaw, N. C,
icribers, R. F. Pinson, John Newitt.

0,000,

Coast Bureau of

—

Castile."

Pix will be exhibited at $1.20 top,
with runs restricted to eight or nine
weeks. Roadshow plans were explained by Spyros P. Skouras, 20thFox prexy, at conferences with division presidents of National Theaters.

to

rlotte,

and

^LZNICK STUDIO RELEASING DIVISION OF
NCE, Ltd., Dover, Del.; capital, 1,000 no
shares.

UDOGRAPH
;

Be Roadshown

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood "Forever Amber" will
be roadshown, as will "Captain from
ll'cst

CO.

OF

NEW

YORK,

sound recording machinery; capital,
no par shares.

Dover,
100,-

RCA

Declares Dividend

A

dividend of 87% cents per share
on the cumulative first preferred
stock was declared by the RCA board
on Friday. Dividend is payable July
1, to holders of record on June 16.

IRVING CHIDNOFF
'Portraitiere to the Industry,"

550

Fifth

Avenue, N. Y. C.

Robert R. Young's answer in response
to

a

a

question by

a

reporter at

press conference

Rank and Mr. Young:

for J. Arthur

Eagle Lion*
are interested.

It

is

an American producing company

enough

made

to get

if

from Mr. Rank. Mr. Rank

in

England

trade

my

more

as

I

I

am

up

would

like to

a

me-

even

she can no longer

here today, which

to

is

endeavor

trade,

all

which

state of

continued can

if

over the world.

review very briefly the history of American foreign trade.

World War American foreign trade was a two-way propoOur goods went out and we took goods back in exchange. Beginning in

until the First

sition.

1920 the
to

when

set

believe,

an American citizen than as a producer of pictures to stop a

only end in a continuation of economic distress

Up

we have

might say that you have struck upon the key

and why

degeneracy which has come to American foreign

I

are fortunate

which can go on operating, we

in her present serious straits reaches a point

real interest in the situation

we

turn distributes Eagle Lion American

pictures throughout the balance of the world so that

give dollars for American films.
to

Lion and the pictures which

in Eagle

dium of exchange and foreign

which we Americans

North and South America, both the

also distributes pictures in

pictures which we produce

in

political situation

became such

that large business interests desiring

keep foreign goods out preferred to take payment for American manufactured

goods

in credits

—
—and

etc.,

we

by Polish, German,

credits represented

Peruvian bonds

took paper.

defaulted, taking

so, instead of

Japanese and

Italian,

taking goods for our copper,

steel,

wheat,

Well, that resulted so disastrously when those bonds

many

of our banks with them, that in the next decade,

beginning 1930, we decided

we would

stop that kind of business.

We

would

continue not to take goods and continue not to support foreign industry, but

we would

insist

on nothing but gold. So that continued

gold in the world, and

it

until

we

got

all

the

was that kind of American one-way foreign trade

which developed the economic conditions

Germany and

in

Italy

which created

Hitler and Mussolini.

Now we

are in the third stage of degeneration.

were no good and having gotten

all

Having found

that bonds

the gold in the world so that

we have
we

destroyed the gold standard and you have no basis for exchange any more,

have

now

decided that

American goods
So

I

am

we

will

still

not take foreign goods, but

will give

away

for nothing.

here as a citizen and as a taxpayer more than as a motion picture

executive to try and bring America back to
if

we

its

you are going to have foreign trade that

senses and

it

make them

realize that

has got to be bilateral not only

unilateral.

May

29,

1947
'Eagle Lion

Beverly Hills Hotel,

Beverly Hills, California

is

wholly owned by Pathe

Industries, Inc., in
is

which Mr. Young

the principal stockholder.

,

-

[
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The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
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Intimate in Character
International in Scope
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1RITI5H UflDEC IDED Oil flL fll IIDPORT SLASH
Exception to Decree's Block Booking Ban Ruled
Case Ruling Cites
roup Licensing on One
ontract no Violation
ono.

U. K.

MORE EXPLOITATION MINDED

English Keying Promotion Plans With Eye to Atnerica;
Limited Ad Space Resulting in Improved Copy

—

Portland,
Ore.
Court
Circuit
idge Walter L. Tooze has ruled
at the licensing- of a group of pic"The British film industry is more
res on a single contract does not exploitation minded than ever before
olate the Statutory Court's ban on and is keying its exploitation generalock booking nor does it establish ly with an eye
ounds for voiding the contract un- toward America,"
the pictures were forced upon Howard D e t z
i

* lessee.
The decision
ught

came

Monogram

by

suit
a
against E.

in

(Continued on Page 8)

M-G-M vice-president and ad-publicity-exploitation
director, told the

xhibs. File Support

he arrived on the

Hi Court

tf

Appeals

Attorneys for those exhibitor orwhich have moved for in-

.nizations

in the government antiast suit against the motion picture
dustry have filed a brief with the

rvention

;

.

S.

i'ht

Supreme Court defending
to so intervene
l

their

against the ob-

much improved showmanof

the

ship evidenced in

Dietz
pointed out the

Britain,
emphasis

that is
special openings.

Cost of Intercity Tele

Seen

at 10

Times

AM

revealing

the

observed,
tolerance

the MPAA.
contribution Johnof

and liberty
remain largely

"Dignity

still
and
unachieved goals for too many
people all around the world.
The very existence of this fund is
a credit to our American democracy."
.

.

.

in the gift are ColumLoew's, Paramount, RKO, 20thFox, Universal and Warners.

Participating

Des Moines, Missouri
Houses

Hit

By Flood

(Continued on Page 7)

52 in

At Eddyville the Eddy Theater was
completely covered by water. Earl D.
(Continued on Page 6)

Spend More Than

Worh

U. S.

— Gallup

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Total of 52 pictures
Hollywood
production this week will mark
in
this year's first important upswing in
production.
Of the total, 45 are

—

studios or on nearby lo-

shooting

in

cations,

three

New

York,

are

three

locations and one

New

Controversy within the
Committee on Taxation of the Massachusetts Legislature on the types
of new taxes to be levied will have
to be resolved by tomorow, final date
for reporting out new measures, unless the Legislature authorizes a time

Arriving from England yesterday
after launching a new series of audience studies, Dr. George Gallup reported that the average British family spends more for motion picture
entertainment in proportion to its
income than do those in America.
The newly established branch of
the Audience Research Institute in.
England, is now embarked upon a
series of general studies of attend-

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 7)

Tax

Mass. Amusement

Bill is

Boston

Due Tomorrow

—

Indicates

Production Upswing

ville.

ARI Making English Surveys
British

Oregon

Eight actions
Portland, Ore. charging conspiracy to defraud plaintiffs by falsified percentage reports
were filed in U. S. District Court here

—

Des Moines Theaters were hard
hit by flood waters which inundated
one-third of Ottumwa and completely
submerged the community of Eddy-

(Continued on Page 6)

A gift of $10,030 to the 1947
campaign of the United Negro College Fund on behalf of seven major
studios is announced by Eric A.
president

Percentage Fraud

Suits Filed in

Majors Gtre $10,000
To Neyro School Fund

Johnston,

UA Board Thursday

First

tures.

—

bia,

Henry Menafee."

Fabian Offer Before

The projected deal by which Si
Fabian, Eastern circuit operator and
American Theaters Association presabout them."
Artists
Film-conscious Britain, Dietz said, ident, would acquire United
is still very much in the process of
system
star
fighting
against
the
is
HOWARD DIETZ
(Continued on Page 8)
but the emergence of star personalipicgood
result
of
natural
ties
is
on
a
being placed

Formation of a new producing comWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ny, ARKO, Inc., with Merian C.
Washington
That television has
>oper, and RKO was announced by
rector John Ford following his ar- run into a serious economic headache
New in the problem of intercity transmis.al here over the week-end.
sion, was obvious yesterday at an
(Continued on Page 7i
engineering conference called by the
FCC. Several score video engineers

In

of

Continued on Page 8)

ord-Cooper Join RKO to
aunch New Producing Co.

ston

challenge to advertising people and
badly balanced foreign trade created
in constantly improva sensation in New York, Hollywood
ing copy.
and Washington and scarcely less so
While there, Dietz inspected the
(Continued on Page 8)
new Metro studios, which he considers the finest in all England. Production will begin there in August, with
"Youngthree pictures planned
Bess," "The Secret Garden" and "The

was resulting

Dietz reported a growing sense of
nationalism abroad about films. "In
some ways," he said, "they are tougher about Hollywood than we are

from a three-week
trip to London.
As an example

New

of a London cable story
The M-G-M executive declared that by Charles E. Egan to the effect that
the British Treasury had "definitely"
the small amount of newspaper space
marked U. S. film imports for a
available for advertising was a great
"drastic" slash as a result of Britain's

Romance

Queen Elizabeth

Sunday by the

Publication

York Times

—

industry press
yesterday when

Times Dispatch Called
Premature as Government
Starts Finance Studies

being
others

made
on

in

distant

Paramount film

in

Four pictures are working
locations without principal play-

England.
on
ers.

Breakdown shows Universal-International accounting for eight pictures

Warners and
each have six;
M-G-M, seven; 20th-Fox, five; Paramount, four; United Artists producers, six; Republic, two and Selznick
and Eagle-Lion each one.

in

production,

Columbia

while

will

—
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THE

prexy, is in town.
assistant exploitation
manager at 20th-Fox, left last night for Chicago in connection with opening of "I Wonder
Wno's Kissing Her Now," at the Oriental,
July 3.

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

28, Calif.
Blvd., Phone

WASHINGTON—

Andrew H.
Granite 6607.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Manning Clagett,
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 4i, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127Homer
133 Wardour St. W. 1.
Mary
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,

LONDON
MANILA—

HAVANA —
BOMBAY—

ALGIERS— Paul

Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue

arrived

Brussels.
Y.

FRANK FREEMAN, Paramount

dent in charge of studio operations,
back to the Coast.

CECIL

DeMILLE

vice-presi-

Eastern district manager, left last night for
Buffalo. They go from there to Boston, returning to New York at the end of the week.

ROBERT

arrives

of Screen
the Coast.

cuit

political

en

of Commerce on the preservation of
freedom. DeMille will leave New York
on Saturday for Hollywood.

SCHILLER,

houses in
eight-week

charge of Republic

by

his

in

New

E.

in

E.

rived

J.

studio executive, ar-

KENNETH McKENNA,
wood

at

for

the

studio,

from

Hollywood

M-G-M

editorial

planes

London about June

MILT WEISS,
department,

has

of

the

gone

out from

exHolly-

15.

M-G-M
to

for

studio

Yosemite

publicity
for a vaca-

tion.

ABBOTT WEISBORD,

of

the

M-G-M

ad

department, left over the week-end for a vacation
in the Adirondacks.

CARYL BARRETT returned to his desk yesterday after a two-week Coast business trip.

Hersholt

of

confabs
annual sales

from

in

Associated Cir-

Flint, Mich., left yesterday
California vacation.

assistant,

York
with

vice-presiis

prexy,

Hollywood
execs,

h.o.,

arrived

yesterday

company's

on

for

16th

meeting.

innnciAL

f

(Mon., June 9)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
High

Am. Seat

&

Bell

15/2
106

Howell pfd.

Columbia Picts
East.

153,4

Kodak

453/8

17%
21%
25%
11%

Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's, Inc

Paramount

RKO

Republic Pict
5
20th Century-Fox
28%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 36'/8
.

Universal

.

.

Pict

Warner Bros

Low

15
15l/

4

15'/2

106

15'/2

15'/2

45 Vs
17

45 Vs

21

21

1/4

17S/8
'/2

25'/2

25'/2

Announces Film

11%

113,4
5

5

23/4

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

3%

12

3%

V4
y4
Vl

28'A

36'/8
15
15

15%—

15

+

25/8

3%

12

2%
3%

l/

—
—

—

36%

—

1/4

i/

4

%

12

3i/

2

3%

congress

Hollywood
next Summer was made by Jean
Hersholt, Academy president, Sunday, at a reception and dinner in his
honor at the United Nations Club.
Hersholt is known to have been projecting an international meeting for
next year, but Sunday's announcement makes the project official.
The Academy president was honored by the UN Club as a Scandinavian who has become a beloved
national figure in America.
in

'

+ %
—
V
— %2
+ 8

28 'A

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
RKO

Chg.

Close

15'/2

106

film

..'...

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid
Asked
5!/2
5i/
6i/
2

UJA Halfway

to Quota
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood More than half of the
$2,000,000 quota set for the motion
picture division of the United Jewish
Welfare Fund has been raised, Dore
Schary,
campaign chairman, announced. Sum raised already exceeds
last year's $1,000,000 quota.

—

5% Shubert-Columbia Suit Dismissed

Cinecolor

Pathe

2

James Agate Dies

in London
London (By Cable) James Evershed Agate, 69, noted British author

—

Lewis Merrill, president of th
United Office & Professional Workei
of America, parent body of Scree
Office
of
Professional
Employe
Guild, has resigned, effectivp mum
diately, because of poor he
I
I
accordance with the UOPW^J cor
.

a new president will c
designated at a meeting of the gei
eral executive board, June 28.
stitution,

Korda Expected to Arrive
For Lawrence $300 G Suit
Alexander Korda is due to arrh
New York by plane tomorrow
Thursday in order to attend the Si
preme Court trial of a suit again;
him by Laudy Lawrence in tl
in

(

RKO execs, returning from Coast studio par- amount of $300,000 for breach
were: JOHN WHITAKER, RKO vee-pee; contract.
PAUL HOLLISTER, Eastern studio rep.; S. BARKorda will contend that Lawrem
RET McCORMICK, director of ad-pub. and exploitation; TERRY TURNER, exploitation mana- did not give him exclusive service bi
ger; and DON PRINCE, foreign publicity engaged in "multifarious other aj
leys

manager.

J.
E.
PERKINS, Para.'s managing director
for British Isles; F. E. HUTCHINSON, managing director of sales;
C. REDDIN, director
of theaters, ad-pub. for Para. Film Service, Ltd

TONY

and

JOHN

NATHAN,

B.

division

manager

for

Europe, North Africa and Middle East, arrived
here yesterday aboard the S.S. Queen Elizabeth.

IRVING ALLEN, producer and BILL SICKNER,
cameraman, leave for Florida late this week to
scout locations for next
teen Fathoms Deep," to

Monogram
be

filmed

pic,

"Six-

in

Ansco

color.

VANCOUVER —
Congress for Next Year
SYDNEY—
Para. Regains 4 European
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
BRUSSELS—
Theaters Lost in War
COPENHAGEN—
Washington— A definite announcement that the Academy, backed by
Paramount has reclaimed four of
ROME —
the MPPA, will sponsor an internaits European houses,
tional

UOPWA

to Illness

for

accompanied

NORMAN FREEMAN,

from

Due

|

MANNIX, M-G-M

yesterday by plane
office conferences.

ecutive

executive
Productions,

PETER RATHVON, RKO

N.

operations, left yesterday for Memphis
on the first stop-over on a branch tour which
will also take him to New Orleans and Charlotte. He returns on June 20.

branch

Guild

MAXIE GEALER, manager

Chamber

ALBERT

LIPPERT,

L.

dent

Saffar,

MONTREAL

Charras.
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
St.
Bowden Fletcher,
Theater Bldg.
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
UY 2110.
Jean Pierre Meys,
110 Rue des Paquerettes.
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copenhagen-Van Loese.
John Perdicari,
Via Ludovisi 16. Phone, 42758. MONTE-

JULES LAPIDUS, Eastern division sales manWarner Bros., and SAM LEFKOWITZ,

ager for

flown

has

tomorrow from
the Coast to speak before the New York State
B.

MAURICE "RED" SILVERSTEIN, M - G - M's
regional director for Latin America, left yesterday via Pan-American for an extended inspection tour embracing Ecuador, Peru, Colombia,
Venezuela, Trinidad, Puerto Rico, Cuba and
Mexico.

yester-

day from Hollywood, will remain here for one
week and then embark for London, Paris and

home

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:

HARRY THOMAS, PRC
BLUMENSTOCK,

JEAN PIERRE AUMONT, who

BAHN

B.

goirg

flnD

SID

Post

Suit
of
the
Shubert interests
against Columbia for $500,000 damages in connection with scenes of the

temporarily lost
during the war, it was revealed yesterday by John B. Nathan, company
manager on the continent, wha arrived here yesterday for a six-week

tivities."

$2,000,000 Cinecolor Pic

Scheduled By Eagle-Lion
THE FILM DAIL)
Hollywood Biggest picture so f
undertaken by Eagle-Lion, to cc
$2,000,000 and filmed in Cinecok
will be "Rainbow Ridge," most
which to be made in Canada,
will be produced and directed
Albert S. Rogell, with David Her
as executive producer. James Cra
West Coast Bureau of

—

has been set for a top role.

Capital Hears Wheeler
Replace Tom Clark

May

stay.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Houses included the Paramount in
Washington
Capitol Hill yesti
Familiar in Lille, Opera in
day heard reports that Attorney Ge
Rheims and Coliseum in Brussels.
Nathan leaves for the Coast Fri- eral Tom Clark would step doi
day, where he will join other Para- about July 1, to take a lucrative nc
mount International executives in a Government post, with former Si
discussion of future plans. He will Burton K. Wheeler succeeding to t

—

Paris,

also specifically discuss the 16

with
Weltner.
field

Para-Int

prexy,

mm.

Cabinet post.

George

SRO

Berenson Leaves Natco
For International Labs.

—

Chicago James M. Berenson, advertising director for Natco, Inc., has
resigned from that position to become general manager for International Laboratories.

to

Release in Mexico

Dover, Del.—Plan of SRO to
lease its product in Mexico via
own distribution organization is
vealed by the filing of a charter w
State officials here. New compa
the Selznick Studio Releasing Di
sion of Mexico, Ltd., is capitalized
$200,000.

THEATER

Harris Shaw Dead
Dover, N. H.—Harris M. Shaw,

92,
Winter Garden Theater in "The Joland dramatic critic of The Sunday son Story" was dismissed Saturday retired contractor, who erected the
Times, is dead. He was formerly film by Supreme Court Justice James B. original Strand Theater here, is dead.
critic for The Tatler.
M. McNally.

MANAGER
Fifteen

years

operating

299-seat

t

de luxe theaters. Thorough knowledg

maintenance, publicity, advertising ex

MERVIN ASH & CO.
MEMBERS
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Statistical information on listed
listed securities available upon

Telephone:

61

BROADWAY

and unrequest.

HAnovet 2-3050

NEW YORK

REEVES
SOUND

Crosley in Relay Application

—

Columbus, O. Crosley Broadcasting Corp. has applied to the FCC for
a permit allowing a television relay
station here, to link Columbus, Cincinnati and Dayton.
Crosley has
permits for video stations in the
three cities.

STUDIOS, INC.

1600

BROADWAY

•

N. Y. 19

Complete

Film

Disc Recording

•

Circle 6-

ploitation

direct

mail

promotioi

Available immediately. Write Box

and

Facilities

and

Good executive with ideas and wan
personality. References excellerr
131

FILM DAILY,
1501

BROADWAY,

N. Y.

18,

N.

1

ANN
SHERIDAN

LEW

I

E
:

->

AYRES
ZACHARY
SCOTT

^£***

r

1

SHE WERE YOURS
COULD YOU FORGIVE ?
IF

\

•

—

l

|

/

I

—

«

^^^^^l

EVE ARDEN

Directed by

STEVENGERAY

•

Produced by

;M

vir^tar sherman -jerry wa.§

swsr7

Warners 55*3*1
Something Special
the
..^.~^--^r~'" ii

^y>^

on
to celebrate

•V Opening Ad
in

big series

jj(P!&f>.pf

magazine

announcements
appearing soon

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

BRENT BLONDELI

^Ci

I

!
i

?

Screenplay by George Bricker, Dwight Babcock

fen

Dieted

b»

HENRY LEVIN

.

•

Based upon the novel by JIMMY STARR

maciiti SAMUEL BISCHOFF

:

I

1'
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Cost of Intercity Tele

Houses

Seen

By Flood

Hit

1

keep water

—

St. Louis
In local territory the
only theater definitely closed because
of floods is Canton, Missouri, house
owned by W. A. Collins of DeSoto. It
ceased operating Friday when half
Water
of that town was flooded.
from Mississippi at Hannibal reported here to have flooded streets
beyond Star, a Frisina house, but no
official word of its closing has been

received.

RKO:

Pays

"'It

•

•

•

—

Youngstown

also

was

being shipped via
messenger and express as usual withall

film

out delay.

16MM. Westerns for Home
Showings is Sherman Plan
THE FILM DAILY
Harry Sherman is
Hollywood
about to launch a 16 mm. project

—

and advertising, is back from one of his periodic trips
wood studios and brimming with enthusiasm and ideas.

new

era in exploiting motion pictures.

midget-on-Morgan's-knee days

when a

releasing arrangements with other
top merchandising concerns.
Plan calls for home rentals at
.$2.50 to $5 per night, with production
to be via Sherman's own studio facilities. Project is being set up so that
it will not interfere with the topbudget films made by Sherman for
theatrical distribution.

of publicity.

picture

range planning.

result of long

re el i nas
9

%

June 10
Judy Garland
Hattie McDaniel
Harry McWilliams
Oscar A. Morgan
Edward Susse
Mel Hulling
Ed Heiber
June Haver
Isobel Thornton

Mitchell

:'v~~.»

Leichter

.

Barret

.

are the

of hastily

.

.

.

.

next year

T
•

•

•

multipe

premiere

city

T

OF RKO's LONG RANGE PLANNING

TYPICAL

August

in

the

is

"The

the Hakim-Litvak production,

of

Long Night," starring Henry Fonda, Barbara Bel Geddes, Vincent Price and

Ann Dvorak.

.

.

More than 150 theaters

.

the

with

territory

plugs.

.

.

in the

the

.

.

This

.

.

.

.

to

has used the multip'e city-radio tieup idea effectively
.

.

.

As

and preparation on

and Terry Turner,

his hustling staff

in all parts

McCormick
exploitation, and his

the part of

director of

men

©
©
TOUCHES of these high-powered launchers of movies
will mark the world premiere at the Radio City Music Hall this Summer
of "The Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer," RKO's hilarious comedy starring
Cary Grant, Myrna Loy and Shirley Temp'e.
Another RKO picture
9

.

currently getting a big

campaign from both

.

.

the studio

and

the sensational "Crossfire," starring Robert Young, Robert

Robert Ryan.

.

.

The phenomenal success

.

of

many RKO

New

pictures can

campaigns like these and other RKO releases are
.Advertising plays no small part in these campaigns

is

be

getting.

•

in

.

RKO DOMINATES

©

...

Denver

RKO

A

recent analysis of 16 motion picture companies advertising

first

expects

RKO. with an expenditure

was

three months of 1947,
to

continue

this

of $462,731

the heaviest spender of

leadership, according to McCormick.

all.

Ricketson

•

•

tween the

ex

Selig,

(Rick)

of

Inter-

Fox

Mountain
Theaters, has
been elected

president

the
t

ru

of

board o(

stees

al

Denver.
nouncement by the

A

n

U

n

i

TEAMWORK ALWAYS COUNTS

.

.

and it's the teamwork beand promotional departments that shows
pictures.
Teamwork and intensive, long

publicity, advertising

up in the grosses
range planning

of

RKO

.

.

.

v e

r

s

ty

i

pointed ou!
that Selig, 36
the young-

est presideni
of

major

a

versify
the country.
u n

i

has

ROBERT W. SELIG

in

a

the U. of Denver,
of disrecord

of

long

service

Widely-known

in

to

the

school.

the

motion

pic-

ture industry because of his leadership in national and regional civic

and

charitable

presently

ver
.

T
•

W.

Robert

ecutive assistant to Frank H.

tinguished

national advertising in the motion picture

national magazines revealed that

.

—

An alumnus

V
•

Denver Prexy

V. of

Selig

.

:,:

Robert Selig Elected

is

York

Mitchum and

attributed to

during the

•*

transmission of tele programs
filed with the

which that company
FCC last week.

of

FINE

.

remarked

Smith

David

Philco's

that costs for intercity tele relay are
"out of the question," and unpardonably "excessive."
Nobody has "a God-given right to
this monopoly," Smith said, obviously
directing his remarks toward A T & i
officials on hand, attempting to justify the schedule of rates for inter-

the University

T

.

AM

tieups

"The Long Night" opening

the other cases,

in

than Raibourn. Tele relay costs will
be from 10 to 13 times as high as
broadcast, he said.
those for an
He was extremely vague about the
future of the ambitious nationwide
microwave relay plan fer tele and
other services which Raytheon has£
undertaken.

Linus Travers, executive

and expertly handled that he turned down
other picture companies in favor of promoting "The Long
Since the original Yankee Network sponsored premiere,

the country.

Manfred K. Toeppen, former commission economist now with Raytheon, was even more pessimistic

in

premiere

intelligently

represents months of planning

and

.

.

RKO

the network, recently said that these premiere

of

have been so
four offers by

field

and other

which McCormick and

first of

his staff originated for "Hitler's Children."

of

will

Forty-eight
will blanket

original cast

the eighth

is

be sponsored by the Yankee Network, the

RKO

.

.

a co-operative tieup

in

made by

transcriptions

.

Other interest arousers will include the personal presence

.

.

England states

keep on experimenting.

will

city

Yankee Network

the area of stars of the picture.

Night."

New

spectacular area premiere.

this

of

radio stations of the

field.

[|

.

Gone

.

Now, instead

.

.

;»•'******>***»,
_J end £5 i rthdau

.

pub-

is

.

.»•»»*•>>>>.......*.•.**>...'

§

.

.

.

of

to the Holly-

released, publicity campaigns are the
Campaigns today usually are planned
even before the first scene of the picture is filmed.
When McCormick
left Hollywood advertising space had been purchased and campaigns
set for "The Long Night," "Magic Town," "The Bachelor and the BobbySoxer," "They Won't Believe Me," "Crossfire," "Fun and Fancy Free,"
"The Secret Life of Walter Mitty." "If You Knew Susie," and "I Remember Mama," to mention a few of this year's releases. ... In addition
space and campaigns had been set for releases for the first half of

:ontnved stunts

of

calling for the production and release of one Western feature per
month for the home rental market.
Producer is negotiating with one of
the large mail order houses on a distribution deal and expects to make

to Advertise"

licity

vice-president

West Coast Bureau

i

attended, hoping to have the questio;
of cost for transmission of r fori
programs cleared up but we | wa;
with little satisfaction.
They heard Paul Raibourn of Paramount estimate that the network
transmission of pix and sound wil
cost about nine and one-half times as
much as network transmission of
sound for today's standard broadcasting. Paramount, Raibourn said,

—

DALY

BARRET McCCRMICK. RKO RADIO'S DIRECTOR

S.

reap the benefits

Cleveland
No theaters were in
path of the tornado which skirted
Niles, tearing down fences of Laverne Drive-In, but causing no other
spared,

«** PHIL M.

symbolizes the

out.

All Ottumwa theaters are part of
Tri-States Circuit. Damage is expected to run high due to the job of
cleaning. All theaters are closed and
will take approximately week befoi-e opening.
Film delivery was blocked to Eldon, Farmington and Lynnville, in
addition to Ottumwa and Eddyville.

damage.

1

i

McConkey of Ottumwa had just purchased the house from Milton Paul.
Zephyr Theater, Ottumwa, had 10
feet of water in the auditorium.
Strand Theater also was hard hit with
the entire floor covered by water.
Capitol and Ottumwa Theaters, two
largest in city, had front halves of
their auditoriums covered with water
and all theaters were sandbagged in
to

AM

Times

(Continued from ra;e

(Continued from Page

attempts

at 10

Selig

activities,

an executive of the

Community Chest and

a

is

Den-

mem-

ber of the board of directors of the
Central City Opera House Association. As Colorado chairman for the

1947 USO campaign, his
pushed the State into
position

in

the nation.

efforts
first

place

June

"uesday,

10,

1947
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Gallup Poll Making

Minnesota Amusement Sets up ''Teen Age Settles
Between Kid Priees and Adult Ticket Charges

English Surveys

—

Minneapolis A junior admission price for 'teen-agers between 12 and 17
has been established by Minnesota Amusement Co. for 21 Minneapolis
and St. Paul theaters, Harry B. French, president, announced. New prices, ranging from 20 to 35 cents, are between each theater's minimum for children
under 12 and the adult scale.
In announcing the change, French said, "While it is the common practice
to raise the admission price for a youngster from a minimum of 10 cents to the
regular adult rate after he has become 12 years old, we are initiating this new
policy in recognition of the limited earning power of boys and girls of hi^h

«

REVIEWS »

"I

Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now"

years
i

Continued from Page

1)

e-^Pr Gallup said, a study which
v ill^^pal a breakdown by rural and
Bubui^tin areas, income, age and sex
J groups, and the significance of adi

ic

.

.

ission prices.
I

I

I

I

.

.

Dr. Gallup disclosed that he will
have an ARI branch established in
Paris within three months and that
as a result of conversations abroad
with representatives of research organizations in 12 countries, it is possible that a world wide survey of motion picture audiences will be made.
Stating that there was a great
deal of confusion in London concerning film research and its functions,
Dr. Gallup revealed that thus far his
organization is working solely for
American distributors there. "Research of any kind in England is in
the very early stages of acceptance,"
he said.
Discussing the growing popularity
of British films, Dr. Gallup said that
there is every evidence that British
films are winning playing time from

school age."

Good

in

Anglo-American Pic Com.
who

recently resigned
as managing director in England for
20th-Fox, because of ill health, arrived yesterday on the Queen Elizabeth and said that his future plans

Otto Bolle,

First

Ford-Cooper Join RKO to
Launch New Producing Co.

Percentage Fraud

Suits Filed in

Oregon

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1

Saturday against Walter Leaverette
and Leverette's Interstate Theaters.
Suits, filed by the eight major companies, also named Lithia Investment
Co., Inc., and the George A. Hunt
Theaters, Inc.
Initial

filed in

New York law firm, named as associate counsel for each plaintiff.

company

to

1)

make "unusual adven-

ture"

pictures
is
separate from
Argosy Pictures, which Ford and
Cooper head. First film of the new
company will be "Mr. Joseph Young
of Africa," co-produced by Ford and
Cooper, and starting production Aug.
1. Film will be released by RKO.
Ford emphasized that the status of

18-Week U-I Sales Drive
To Honor Joe Seidelman

31

countries, will include the following
pix: 'The Egg and I," "Odd Man

committee recently announced by
Eric Johnston and J. Arthur Rank,
Out," "Great Expectations," "The
as an excellent medium for cementWeb" and "Brute Force." The drive
ing relationships between the two
will

countries.

constitute a

tribute

man and

UJEDDinG BELLS
Partlow-Cross

—

Detroit Wallace Cross, Jr., son
of the inventor of the Cross Carbon
Saver, and actively associated with
him in the business, was married to

Joyce Partlow.

Cardas-McClune
of THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bureau

—

Hollywood
Mr. and Mrs. Spyros
G. Cardas, announce the engagement
of their daughter, Mary Ann, to
James E. McClune. The wedding will
take place Aug. 9 at St. Paul's Catholic Church. Cardas is manager of
Loew's State.

to

Mass. Amusement
Bill is

Due Tomorrow

(Continued from Page

A

week international sales drive.
The contest will operate in

New
Tax

Seidelman Drive, honoring Joseph H. Seidelman, head of U-I forwere indefinite.
eign operations, was announced yes"Whether I remain with Fox de- terday
by Al Daif, U-I foreign sales
pends upon the position that mig'ht
supervisor, as he launched the 18ne available," Bolle said.
approved the
vigorously
Bolle
formation of the Anglo-American

MONEYMAKER OF FIRST ORDER; A
MUST FOR CHASING SUMMER DOLDRUMS.
The only problem facing the exhibitor
when he plays this top-notch entertainment
marquee. Otherand a moneymaker
first order. If there are any Summer doldrums at the box office here is just
the number to cure them. It is just what
the doctor ordered in the way of a light,
is

percentage fraud suits to be
Portland involve the Varsity
and Lithia Theaters, Ashland, Ore.; Argosy will remain unchanged and
Holly,
Roxy, Craterian and its ownership will remain exclusively
the
in the hands of present stockholders,
American product in both England Rialto, Medford, Ore.; the Broadway
none of whom have any connection
Calif.,
and
the
and
Shasta,
Yreka,
and France.
with RKO or any other major film
Turning to his work in this coun- Weed, Weed, Calif.
Oregon-California Theaters, Inc., company. Willis O'Brien, long time
try, the ARI head announced plans
associate of Cooper will be active
for a survey that will report figures controlled by Robert L. Lippert, rein new company.
and preferences on a key city and ter- cently purchased the houses but LipARKO's first pic will be based on
ritorial basis as well as nationwide. pert and his company are not inan original story idea by Cooper, with
Gallup will devote his entire time volved in the percentage actions.
F. Maguire and James J. script by Ruth Rose who co-authored
to audience research and polls on Robert
Mor- "King Kong." O'Brien was responpolitical questions with a radio show Kennedy, of Maguire, Shields &
each sible for the technical effects of
i>ased on polls as an additional pos- rison, signed the complaint for
distributor, with Sargoy & Stein, "Kong."
sibility.

Bolle Sees All

with June Haver, Mark Stevens
104 Mins.

20th-Fox

Seidel-

1)

extension. Following a week-end session of the committee it was said
that the only proposals receiving
favorable sentiment thus far are a
five per cent amusement tax, a soft
drink tax and the Governor's plan to
hike corporate income taxes.
Meanwhile the Massachusetts Coordinating Committee, headed by
Frank Lydon is working out a campaign to fight the proposed ticket
levy. Ray Feeley, business manager
Independent
Exhibitors,
Inc.,
of
Leonard Goldberg, president, and a
large group of circuit heads and
prominent exhibitors, met with Joseph Brennan of Allied Theaters and
Edward Cuddy of
& P Theaters, to
prepare opposition to the bill when
it is brought up for public hearing.

fitting the title into the

wise it
of the

is

clear

sailing

romantic, musical.

Showmerchandise produced by a showman
who knows every angle of the trade, what
the public wants and how to give it to them,
George
of

hand is evident throughout.
concerns episodes in the life

Jessel's

Story

basis

E.
Howard, played by Mark
Howard wrote the famous number
the title and many more that caught on

Joseph

Stevens.
of

and carried him along to lead the hit parade
of the gaslight era. Stevens had a way with
the ladies and some lovely numbers figured
in
his burgeoning days in show business.
First there was "Lulu Madison," played by
Martha Stewart. She sings his first number,
took to him and spotted him in her act.
Then there was Lenore Aubert, as "Fritzi
Barrington," a Continental import; June
Haver is his girl, however, and she's his at
the finish.

High fidelity to show business, its people
and ways is the order here as the script
traces the rise of Stevens from obscurity
in a Weehawken organ salesroom
to production of a click musical show. He throws
it all over when
Miss Aubert runs off to
marry Truman Bradley, Reginald Gardner,
however, a clever manipulating playwright,
holds firm to Stevens' thrown over interests,
including Miss Haver, who becomes a musical star in her own right. Concluding in
San Francisco where Stevens is reunited
with Miss Haver, the action receives powerful stimulus from inclusion of three sock
stage production numbers. In these, Miss
Haver has her best moments. They are
entertainment plus.

Directorially
a

top

ranker

fashioned by Lloyd
that division, "I

in

Bacon,

Wonder

Who's Kissing Her Now" will draw them
heavily and send them away happy.

in

CAST:

June Haver, Mark Stevens, Martha
Stewart, Reginald Gardner, Lenore Aubert, William

Frawley,

Gene

Nelson,

Truman

Bradley,

George Cleveland, Harry Seymour, Lewis L. Rusaccording to Daff, "should
sell, John "Skins" Miller, Lew Hearn,
Eve Milbreak all previous records."
ler, Florence O'Brien, Emmett Vogan.
Ben M. Cohn, manager of U-I
CREDITS: Producer, George Jessel; Director,
Lloyd Bacon; Original Screenplay by Lewis R.
overseas theater operations has been
Foster;
Music and lyrics, Joseph E. Howard,
named captain of the Drive. DirectWill M. Hough, Frank R. Adams; Special lyrics
ors of the five zones in which the field
and music, George Jessel, Charles Henderson;
has been divided will be Harry
Musical Director, Alfred Newman; Photography,
Ernest
Palmer;
Art Direction,
Richard
Novak, Europe; Robert Lury, EastDay!
Boris Leven; Musical Settings, Joseph C. Wright;
ern Asia; Michael Bergher, Far East; Jalas Named Strong Executor
Associate Musical Director, Charles Henderson;
Americo Aboaf, Latin America; AnChicago
Clarence Jalas, secre- Set Decorations, Thomas Little, Walter M. Scott;
dre Salif, Middle East, and Here C. tary-treasurer
of
the
Operators' Film Editor, Louis Loeffler; Dances, Hermes
Pan; Sound, Arthur L. Kirbach, Roger Heman
Mclntyre, Australasia.
Union was named executor of the
DIRECTION, First Rate. PHOTOGRAPHY, ExLarry Strong estate which will con- cellent.
Electrictinue
operation
Essanav
Bill
Passed
of
Sunday Film
John Decker Dead
Harrisburg, Pa.
Bill exempting Co.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
religious films shown in churches
from the State blue law restrictions Date Set on Chi.'s Rio Case
Hollywood John Decker, 52, artist
has been passed by the Pennsylvania
Chicago Federal Judge E. Shaw and caricaturist of motion picture
Legislature and sent to the Governor will hear defense briefs in the $1,- celebrities, died at Cedars of Lefor his signature. Law would apply 000,000 Rio Theater anti trust case banon Hospital. Private funeral servwhere Sunday films have not been on June 20 with Miles Seeley repre- ices will be held here tomorrow in
approved at municipal referendums.
senting film companies.
the artist's studio.
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Tuesday, June

Slash of U.K. Pic Imports Slowed

Petrillo Likens Tele

Government

To Birth of Talkies

Starts Finance Studies
(Continued from Page

Detroit

—Emphasis

at the

Ameri-

in

London when the news was

but Below Potential

The rug industry

will net more this
year than last, but it will still be far
below its full potential, Alexander
Smith, president of Alexander Smith
& Sons Carpet Co., told The Film
Daily. Smith blamed scarcity of
broadlooms to handle wide rugs as

one bottleneck in the industry. He
also said that training technical help
is slowing down production.
To dispel any implication that
these disturbances were drastically
curtailing production, Smith hastened
to emphasize that business is now
"sensational,"

and

that

his

lar situation

worsens

Of Hi Court Appeals
(Continued from Page

li

Loew, 20th-Fo:
and Wa( l" de

jection raised by the

RKO, Paramount
fendants.

The petitioners, which included th
American Theaters Association, Con

New

—

In addition, the brief questionec
certain to be parts of the Act inthe power of the District Court tc
quickie
clude means to end
feacut off the legal right of the exhibitor
turettes
and a differentiation of
groups to intervene.
quotas for theaters, according to
The brief also contended that "the.
category.
spirit and intent of Rule 24-a (a rule
Cost is expected to be the test of of Civil Procedure designed for the*
second features and quotas are to be protection of those whose interest^
fixed at the beginning of each quota are vitally affected by a suit in the'
year instead of being laid down for District Courts to which they are not
the term of the Act. Whether a parties) should be considered by this
White Paper including Board of Court in determining whether one
Trade recommendations will be pub- whose rights are vitally affected may
lished has not yet been decided, it be heard."
is

understood.

Thus far no

official

representations

regarding the Act have been made

in Britain.

MPAA

Fabian Offer Before

Block Booking Ban

UA Board

Exception

Thursday

(Continued from Page

Exhibs. File Support

I

(Britain has already used $1,950,- from any American source, it was
000,000 of her $3,750,000,000 loan. in said, although it is expected that
president,
11 months; thus the loan may be Eric A. Johnston,
exhausted in two years instead of the will have some recommendations to
three or four years, the original make during his forthcoming visit to
London.
expectancy.)

is

Ruled

(Continued from Page

1)

1)

was revealed yester- Slaney, operator of the Capitol themain
ater, Multnomah, Ore., and is reday
authoritative
by
an
spokesman garded as important because of the
cusfor UA.
contentions of many exhibitors that
negotiation,

194

federacy of Southern Association
and Southern California Theate
Pattern of
Films Act
Owners, attacked the distributor con
tention that they have no legal righ
Taking Shape in Britain
London (By Cable) While there is to be heard in the case by citing a
precedent the St. Louis Terminal de>
no draft of the new Films Act as yet,
cision in which a similar right t(
the pattern of the legislation is beintervene was upheld by the courts
ginning to take shape. Points almost

Rug

Ahead

1

The committee stage on the new
British finance bill opened in Parliament yesterday, and some London
trade quarters expressed the opinion
that it might bring a revelation of
the Labor Government's policy on
import curbs.

re-

can Federation of Musicians con- cabled there from this side.
However, yesterday there was
vention appears to be upon radio
rather than either motion picture growing indication that the Egan disor television angles.
From first patch had "jumped the gun." In
day's session, President James Pe- London, a Treasury spokesman told
trillo went into television slightly, The Film Daily's correspondent that
suggesting importance of new field he doubted if a decision had been
to employment of musicians, par- reached on import restrictions.
ticularly with development of chain
(The Times Sunday story had said
operation, and comparing it with that "cuts ranging from 25 to 50 per
situation at birth of talking pictures cent on American films have been
and resultant unemployment.
suggested. The nation spends more
Petrillo's emphasis was
largely than $70,000,000 a year on American
upon political developments, and he films.")
indicated reversal of former stand
Similarly, a high official of the
in advocating court actions as major British Board of Trade told The
course of procedure for union under Film Daily representative that he
today's conditions, in place of former did not believe the Government yet
direct or other action.
All devel- had made up their minds, while Fayopments appear to hinge on antici- ette Airport, MPAA British topper,
pated Lea case decision and upon denied any knowledge of the reported
fate of Taft-Hartley Bill.
"drastic" reduction.
British trade opinion generally
Convention's only action was a
unanimous resolution directed to termed the development "unlikely,"
President Truman to veto Taft- due to the Board of Trade's intense
Hartley Bill.
interest in selling British films in the
U. S. However, some British trade
observers expressed the view that
1947
Industry Net
such a decision may come as the dol-

10,

DAILY

Hi Court Fails

to Indicate

Fate of N. Y. Equity Case
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY
Supreme Court

— The

failed yesterday to indicate whether
it will accept jurisdiction in the New

York equity suit. Appeals from the
decision of the three-judge court in

New York are now pending both
from the Department of Justice and
the defendant companies in the suit.
Two more decision days remain before the Court recesses for the SumIt is entirely possible that a
decision to hear argument on the
case will come down next Monday
or it may be deferred until June 23.

mer.

it

j

worry was inability to fulfill
tomer obligations.
"That man who just walked out,"
Details of the current offer and the
Smith gestured, "was given his quota
obstacles in the path of its acceptance
of 7,100 yards when 71,000 would be
a drop in the bucket."
New cus- will be the primary subject of distomers, Smith continued, face a hard- cussion at the meeting of the UA
ship when trying to contract for board now set for Thursday. Board
carpeting for new theaters. With was originally scheduled to meet tosupply so tight, old customers are
necessarily given first crack, with
newcomers shopping as best they
can around the fringes of the trade.
Smith would forecast no date when
he expected "normalcy," but he implied that it would take "years."

STORK REPORTS

day.

Meanwhile talks will continue between Arnold Grant, representing

Mary

Pickford; Charles Schwartz,
spokesman for Charles Chaplin; and
the group headed by Fabian, and including Serge Semenenko, vice-president of the First National Bank of
Boston which is prepared to finance
the transaction.
Miss Pickford, who was expected
here over the week-end, deferred her
trip.

Detroit

— Reign of the Four Georges

has become a fact

in the

family of A.TO of Indiana Backs Fair

—

the anti-trust case decree outlawed
all block booking.
Judge Tooze interpreted the Statutory Court's decree to mean that any number of
pictures would be included on a single contract as long as the licensing
of one picture was not conditioned
on the licensing of another.
In 1945 Slaney contracted foxMonogram's previous season program and then allegedly refused to
pick up the pictures.
Monogram
riled

suit

and Slaney based his de-

Toronto

— Canadian

Paramount's

sales convention opens today at the
Royal York Hotel here for a twoday program. It was also announced
that the world premiere of "Welcome Stranger" will be held at Winnipeg the week of June 23 in con-

junction with the annual meeting of
the Canadian Medical Association.
Home office executives taking part
in
Toronto deliberations include
Charles M. Reagan, Curtis Mitchell

fense on the contention that the
Statutory Court had voided con- and Oscar Morgan with Gordon
tracts involving more than one pic- Lightstone, Canadian general manture.
Judge Tooze based his de- ager in the chair.
cision on the New York court's opinion and found that there was no
evidence that the group of pictures
had been forced and stressing the
fact that one picture even had been
sold on a separate contract.
The
decision here is said to be the first
MOVIE-AD CORP., Detroit, to deal in proinvolving the provisions of the anti- jectors; capital, $75,000, by Harriet Greene.
trust case decree.
PARAGON EDUCATIONAL FILMS, INC., Dear-

CHARTERED

George McArthur, head of the theaIndianapolis Members of the ATO
ter supply firm bearing his name, of Indiana are urged in a letter from
with the birth of a grandson named W. A. Carroll, executive secretary, to
George. Supplyman McArthur re- back the Indiana State Fair by using
ports that both the new father and a special trailer supplied by the State Mother of Leon Crowell Dead
his own father, still active, are named Fair Board. Members are to run the
Detroit
Mrs. Nellie Crowell,
that's four trailer for a week between July 28 mother of Leon Crowell of the Fox
George McArthur
straight.
and August 30.
Theater, is dead.

—

Canadian Para. Opens
Two-Day Sales Meet

—

bon,

Mich.;

and Victoria
H.

films;
Stois,

capital, $35,000, by Joseph
William A. Shilling and Ezra

Frye.

CRYSTAL

AMUSEMENT

CORP.,

Bridgeport,

Conn.; president, Joseph N. Friedman; secretarytreasurer, Nicholas Mainero.

—
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HGREEfn EnT flE flR 01) BLOC KED fREIKH FUnDS
Kentucky Bill Would Set Checking Procedure
KATO

to Sponsor Measure
General Assembly to
Meet First of Next Year

BRANDT

In

DEAL FOR UA PURCHASE?

Encouraging Progress is
Reported to State Dept.

On Negotiations in Paris
headed by Harry Brandt, into the
By L. A. CASSIDY
By MANNING CLAGETT
bidding race for purchase of United Artists from Mary Pick- Washington
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington
French may soon
ford
and
Charles
Chaplin
in trade sources last
was
reported
Louisville, Ky.
In the initial move
wipe the U. S. film remittance slate
night,
and
metroneither
president
the
ITOA
but
Brandt,
of
group
to
control
any
theater
by
Entry of new

I

IN

interests,

—

—

checkers by legislation, the Kentucky
Association of

Theater Owners
drafted and
a bill
which will be in- |
troduced in the I
Assem- JB
General
has

approved

UA

operator, nor representatives of the two
owners were available for comment.
It was reported that Brandt, through an intermediary, had
quietly inaugurated negotiations some time ago, and that disboard of
cussions have been proceeding. Meanwhile, the
directors is scheduled to meet tomorrow to consider, among
other matters, the pending Si Fabian offer.

politan

circuit

UA

of Kentucky
the session
meeting in Janubly

at

ary. 1948, it was
disclosed
yester-

day by President
Guthrie F. Crowe.

Measure
.

for the
of the

No Nationalization

lo Fight Import Cuts

Of U. K. Pic Industry

Kentucky

Motion Picture
Theater Audit

guthrie

f.

crowe

Board, to be composed of the LieuContinued on Page 61

ducers Association, and to strongly

nationalization of its film industry,
the Parliamentary Socialist Party
was informed today.
Thus ends, it is thought, for the
duration of the present government
at least, any threat by the state to

(Continued on Page 3)

'Continued on Page 3)

American films by British newspaper
and in press advertisements
sponsored by the British Film Pro-

critics

Of Three French Cos.
Siritzky International has

signed

an agreement in France. with Pathe
Cinema, Gaumont, and Union Generale du Cinema, which together control more than 90 per cent of French
(Continued on Page 6)

IK

Bad, Too!
ABDiv. up to 30%!
Biz

Is

London (By Cable)

—

The Asso-

yesterday recdividend of 20
per cent less tax which, with the interim already announced, makes 30
per cent for the fiscal year to March

ciated

British

ommended

31

a

board

final

last.

For the preceding year, the AssoBritish dividend was 25 per

ciated
cent.

The 1946-47 net profit is £956,
174 as against £650,289 for the previous year.

Petrillo

Seeks Pix Series

AFM 'Decent
Detroit — In talk

As

Publicity'

AFM

"Big Five" Counsel Huddle
,

On Appeal

Brief

Content

before
convention, President James Petrillo
revealed that he approached an unnamed top motion picture executive
in move to secure "decent publicity"
for
in this medium, in apparent contrast to publicity commonly

Attorneys for the "Big Five"
Loew's, Paramount, Warners, 20thFox and RKO met yesterday in the

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 7)

AFM

MPAA
Cites

re-

Continued on Page 6)

Detroit Exhibs.

Under

Probe

FBI, Private

—

exhibition

appeared in
yesterday when it was

situation

progress

(Continued on Page 7)

IA-NATKE Agreement
"In Principle" Seen
An agreement "in principle" has
been reached by Richard F. Walsh,
president
of
IATSE, and Tom
O'Brien, his opposite number in the
British NATKE, for exchange of
technical personnel between British
(Continued on Page 7)

M-G-M

counsel, John W.
Davis, for a discussion of the format
and content of the appeal briefs
which the defendants will submit to
of

Shouras Tahes Post
For IJJA's Campaign
of

Barney Balaban, national chairman
the United Jewish Appeal, yes-

terday
of

Railway Express Service
Washington Bureau of

—

in Protest
THE FILM DAILY

Washington Rate increases proposed by the Railway Express AgenAn important delegation of ex- cy will place an "unreasonable burhibitors from Minnesota, Wisconsin den" on the motion picture industry,
and Illinois will attend the Atlantic MPAA have stated in a "protest"
City convention of the Allied Thea- filed yesterday with the I.C.C. which
ter Owners of New Jersey and testimonial banquet to National Allied is conducting a hearing into general
(Continued on Page 6)

(

Department

State

the

—

offices

Hits Freight Rate Hike

Mid-Western Exhibs Will
Attend ATO N. J. Conclave

Paris,

—

Eastbourne, Eng. (By Cable)— The
CEA General Council, meeting here
today, is expected to condemn unfair comparisons between British and

Sirilsky Gets Pix

problems is close to solution.
Based on preliminary reports from

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
A two - way anti Britain's
London (By Cable)
government has decided against any trust investigation of the Detroit

calls

creation

I

(EA General Counsel

clean and settle all blocked funds for
more than $11,000,000, it was indicated yesterday. Thus for the first
time one of the industry's toughest

(Continued on Page 7)

the

appointment

Skouras,

president of
non-sectarian

announced

Spyros

P.

20th -Fox, to serve as
chairman for the motion picture industry in the UJA's 1947 drive for

$170,000,000.
accepting the post, Skouras
In
said: "I regard the opportunity of
serving the United Jewish Appeal as
a sacred privilege, and to be associated with Barney Balaban and my
friends
this

the

in

industry

most vital

deavor

is

a

engaged

humanitarian

great pleasure."

in

en-

/
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Low

High

Am. Seat
81

East.

GENERAL WILLIAM
VAN, RKO
trust

suit,

today for

J.

"WILD BILL" DONO-

the motion picture antithe S.S. Queen Elizabeth

attorney
sails on
England.

in

division
last night

ger for Warners, left
Chicago, Milwaukee and

CLAUD MORRIS, SRO
New York

left

sales manafor Detroit,

Minneapolis.
exploitation

yesterday for

manager,

Minneapolis, Mil-

waukee and Chicago where he will set up
campaigns in those areas for David O. Selz"Duel
next week.
nick's

Sun."

the

in

Morris

will

return

EDWARD HYMAN,

LEONARD GOLDENSON,

CURTIS MITCHELL, EARL HUDSON, JOHN BALABAN, W. K. HOLLANDER, DAVE WALLERSTEIN, HENRY STICKELMAIER, in Chicago for
two-day meeting on general business.

SON,

HYMAN, MITCHELL

New York

will

plane

GOLDENback to

after talks.
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Alexander S. Aronson, 62, assistant
M. Mayer, managing direc-

to Gerald

tor of the International Division, died
yesterday after an illness of several
months. He was hospitalized almost
immediately after transferring from

MPAA

last

February and

Aronson's experience in international distribution dates back to 1914.
From 1931 until the outbreak of the
war, he exported American films

throughout Europe from London, and
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BLUMENSTOCK

JOSEPH

in

Chicago for film con-

of

GIBLIN, Providence correspondent
THE FILM DAILY, is vacationing in Maine.

EDWARD

D. COHEN, recently appointed 20thFox's supervisor for all Latin America, has arrived in New York from Buenos Aires for conferences with Murray Silverstone.

LAWRENCE LANGNER, director of the Theater Guild, is in Hollywood for conferences with
Producer-Director
Dudley
Nichols
and RKO
Radio executives, and to watch some of the
filming on "Mourning Becomes Electra."
PHIL KOURY, who handles publicity
the

DeMille

productions,

arrives

in

on all
New York

SAM GARDNER, M-G-M

assistant field sales
manager of the West, is in Seattle from Salt
Lake City and leaves for San Francisco in a
few days.

FRANCIS A. BATEMAN, Screen

Guild general

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY

MPAA

President

Eric A. Johnston definitely expects
to

go to Geneva for the international

trade discussions, an itinerary of his
trip revealed yesterday. Accomp,tion

;

ing Johnston on the trip, expetateJ

more than a month, are
O'Hara, Edward Cheyfitz,
Gerald Mayer and Miss M e r r e

to

last

Joyce

i

Smith, Johnston's secretary.

The group will leave New York
Paris on June 22, arriving in
Paris the next day. They will arrive

for

in Brussels on June 24. In Brussels,
Johnston will attend the film festival and on June 26 will be feted by
ranking Belgian and other diplomatic officials. The group will leave
Findley Appeal Argued;
for Amsterdam on June 30.
Early Decision Expected
Also included in the trip: Copenhagen, July 1; Stockholm, 4; Oslo,
Boston
Arguments were heard 7; Warsaw, 9; Berlin, 10; Geneva,
yesterday before the Circuit Court of 12.
Appeals, on the appeal of John D.
How long Johnston stays in Geneva
Findlay from judgment entered in depends on the progress of the trade
District Court, Providence, in the case
discussions. Following his Geneva
of Morris Pouzzner, et al, vs. Weststay, he will leave for Paris where
erly Theaters Operating Co., in which
he will spend a few days and for
the District
Court held Findlay London where he intends to spend a
guilty of breach of trust. The case
week. The group expects to return
yesterday was argued by Samuel
to this country about July 25.
Wilkins for Findlay and by Edward
Winsor and Harry Bergson for
Pouzzner. The court took the case Repub. Fetes Roy Rogers;
under advisement and a decision is Film Biggies Turn Out
expected shortly.

manager

is

Lake City,
Washington.

en route from the Coast, via
Denver,
Boston,
Pittsburgh

Salt

and

—

WB's Ary Lima Arrives

Home

Office Talks
previously had been M-G-M's gen- For
eral distribution representative on
Ary Lima, recently promoted by
the continent.
Survivors include his widow, Lil- Warners, from manager for Brazil to
for Brazil, Argentine,
lian, and a daughter, Mrs. Harry supervisor
Galland. Funeral services will be Chile, Uruguay and Paraguay, has
arrived in New York for conferences
held tomorrow.
with Wolfe Cohen, vice-president of
Warner International, and other
Lab. Technicians Won't
home office executives.

% Strike,

Geneva Meet

Washington Bureau of

P.

tomorrow from the Coast.

ROY HAINES, Western

did not recover.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Bell

STANTON GRIFFIS, U. S. Ambossador to
Poland and chairman of the executive committee of Paramount, sails today on the S.S. Queen
Elizabeth to assume his diplomatic post.

MPEA

financial.
Columbia
Columbia

East,

LONDON
Aronson of
Dead
MANILA—
HAVANA —
After a Long Illness
BOMBAY—

MONTREAL—

-

Europe, North Africa and the
have returned from an inspection
tour of M-G-M offices abroad.

continental

for

Middle

BAHN

B.

SID

ferences.

in

DONALD M. MERSEREAU
CHESTER

RUDY BERGER, M-G-M Southern sales manaand his assistant, JOHN S. ALLEN, arrived
Atlanta yesterday from New Orleans.
SAMUEL N. BURGER, Loew International sales
manager, and DAVID LEWIS, regional director

ger,

Includes

Walsh Declares

Republic hosted a cocktail party
honor of their cowboy star, Roy
Rogers, yesterday in the Vanity Fair
Room of the Sherry Netherlands Hoin

tel.

Among

those present were James
Grainger, executive vice-president and distribution chief, and Mrs.
Grainger; Sidney Myers, British
Lion assistant managing director,
and his guests, Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Goldsmith.
Also Richard W. Altschuler, Dennis Carlin, Steve Edwards, Evelyn
R.

Koleman, William P Murphy, Nick
de Manczuk, John Petrauskas, Jr.,
Philly Manager
Beatrice Ross, Mariann Sapp, MilTechnicolor
12
12
official statement, Richard E. Walsh, As
OVER THE COUNTER
ton Silver, Douglas T. Yates, Philo
president of IATSE, yesterday stated
Bid
Asked
Philadelphia— Mort Magill, Philly Harvey, Art Rust and Dorothea McCinecolor
53/8
5% laboratory technicians in the New
UA branch head, has resigned.
Pathe
Avoy.
5'/2
6% York area will not go out on strike.
Walsh reported he attended a
meeting until 3 A.M. Tuesday at
Enterprise Sets
for
which new wage pact details between
Motion Picture Laboratory TechniProduction in the Fall
RKO

23/4

3%

Sonotone Corp

2%

2%

V/g

V/a
12

14

While not

in a position to

make an

Mort Magill Resigns

UA

Two

cians Union, Local 702, IATSE, AFL,
and representatives of major film
processing firms were discussed.
of two pictures is planned by EnterThe technicians, Walsh stated, will
prise when the company starts pro- receive a "substantial" increase in
duction again this Fall. Scheduled to wages.
go before the cameras together are
David Lewis' production of "Pur60's EAST
suit of Love," and "Wild Calendar,"
Magnificent unfurnished 3 room apt.
to star Ginger Rogers.

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Simultaneous filming

West Coast Bureau

Tilton Joins

of

and

SRO

Des Moines

—Elmer

office.

vator.

J. Tilton, for-

merly district manager for Warners,
has been named head of the exchange
opened here by the SRO.

Excellent

$350 month.

building.

Ele-

Lease.

ROSSBACH ASSOCIATES
Mrs.

Brown,

Wlckersham 2-3553

THE BANK OF THE

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

mtk oi Atntvxtu
NATIONAL savinos ASSOCIATION
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

•

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Wednesday, June

Week
All

in

11,

1947

'dtift

ALONG

Theater for

To Fight Import Cuts

Century Execs.

All Century Circuit executives and
department heads will spend one
week each year in a theater, it is announced by Fred
J. Schwartz, vicepresident. Action
*^ae about as a
jit

sion

of discusat the cir-

cuit's second open
forum, held yes-

(Continued from Page

• • • SALE OF THE FILM RIGHTS to "Harvey" are still a year
By the same token,
away, you can take it from Brock Pemberton
no decision has been reached as to whether the film version will star
Frank Fay, who created the role on Broadway, Joe E. Brown, who has
Jimmy Stewart, who replaces Fay in the New
Fay is expected to hypo the
Brown, now on the Coast, reopens in the play in

in Chicago, or

it

Stewart's substitution for

box

here

office

Detroit in

tower" operation
and to refresh ex-

after his vacation.

the

in

week

last

Eagle-Lion.

Theater, a

(Continued from Page

the present

A

new quota law is in the offing
to i-eplace the one expiring soon and
will be announced by Sir Stafford
Cripps shortly after his meeting
with MPAA president Eric A.
Johnston sometime in July.
will

continue the compulsory exhibitordistributor quota of approximately
one British pictm e to every seven
of the American product.
-

*.>,..*>.*..>>
:.:
t.i

J^end vSlrtkda 1

:,:

i

Q>

ire

eitnai
9
June

Do

:.:
:.:

11

Walter Byron

Rise Stevens

Sam Schwartzman

Wesley Ruggles
John Holland
Henry R. Danziger

Jane Bryan
Bob Hutton

Summer

of Indiana's

who

of the nearest Protestant, Catholic

list

It

is

in

.

•

.

.

to

Marblehead, Mass.

for

Metro's

With his brother,

new
J.

B.„

•

•

:.{

j.:

permanently

in this

.

of the

Greek

just

published privately

planning production in

.

.

•

•

is

the

pen-name

poet, Nicos Lcddes

'Decent Publicity'

an Abbott and

T

RKO MULLING a

IS

.

Kong"? ... • If
for more than

re-issue of "King

Costello deal with Republic

Jells,

it

may be

.

kind of love to Joan Bennett in "The

peared recently in
stores

are

going

thai

all

New

"Duel

of

Allied

out

Macomber

Affair" copy,

•

York Herald Tribune. ...

for

in the

Artists'

tie-ins
"It

in

conjunction

Happened On

Sun Handicap" race

will

with the

Fifth

be run

which ap-

5th Avenue's

at

Rivo'i's

Avenue.".

Delaware

.

.

Paric

today prior to tomorrow's opening of SRO's film, at the Wilmington, Del.,
Loew's Aldine. ... • Arthur Willi wi'.l hie away to Greenwich Village tonight to serve as judge at the Fresh Air Fund's Community Ball
in

Webster Hall

The winner will receive an
a two-way plane trip

color screen test here, plus

1)

approach is to be along line
showing public spirited ac-

AFM, such as free playing
of musicians for soldiers in hospitals, free public concert and other
projects being undertaken in near
future by locals throughout the
country with each local's share of
much debated royalty fund from recordings.
tivities of

SIMPP Members Plan
Record 1947 Schedule
THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Total

picture.
• If there is such a thin? as poetic justice, the New Yorker
magazine will publish Les (Buchanan & Co.) Dember's verses, "Roll
Over, Though Shallow And Very Light Versifier. Roll!" replying to Ogden Nash's, "Roll On, Thou Deep and Dark Blue Adman, Roll," which
was inspired by Dember's line, Gregory Peck makes that Hemingway

one

New
of films

West Coast Bur.,

T
•

Paul Nord

1

received in press and radio of which
he has complained.

a three-page article, pats Warners on the
back for its film brochures and educational guides
Is It true that
Howard Hughes rejected a compromise which would have permitted
New York exhibition of the "Outlaw" with minor deletions?
Oklahoma's Governor has wired Monogram's prexy, Steve Broidy, asking
that "B'ack Gold" have its premiere in the Sooner State.
Bob
Hope, the Missus and their two oldest children depart by Pan American
plane today for Puerto Rico and Brazil for a month's vacation.
.
• Paramount this week will odr express a print of Hal Wallis' "I Walk
Alone" to London for a test of English audience reaction. ... • For
some brilliant, thoughtful writing, read Paul (National Theaters) Nord's
"Salamander,"

,

Seeks Pix Series

AFM

As

Printer's Ink in

.

coun'

Petrillo

manager, is also an exhib
he operates the Brockway in Brockway, Pa
Buffalo branch

WHAT'S THIS ABOUT JULES LEVY

Europe?

Metro's

try.

(Continued from Page

• A
:.:

—
—remains

another

week and then on to Detroit for two weeks. ... • Didja know that
UA will re-issue "Nanook of the North" in Britain? ... • Charlie
Kosco, 20th-Fox's

Sam Eckman,

by

managing director, who
British
points out that 83 per cent of the
total earnings of American ipx in
Britain about five-sixths of the total

in

Princeton, Miss Ball goes

Additionally, increasing attention
being paid to the arguments ad-

vanced

"Dream Girl" at the McCerrter Theater in
inaugurating four weeks of Summer stock
After

opens June 23

engagement

M

is

and Jewish houses of
an example other the-

playing stage attractions might well follow.

a week

stricted American product is essential
to the continued operation of all
British theaters.

For the convenience of acts playing the Capitol

:.:

:.:

:.:

• *

:.:

M

j.j

ATO

.

1)

production.

:.:

will attend the

June 23-25, and the hotels and restaurants

.

system of motion picture

The new Film Act reportedly

•

...

Princeton, N. J„

•

Nationalization Plans
For British Pic Industry

Wawsee

Worship has been placed back stage
Lucille Ball

No

for

have catered to Gale throughout the years, will give him free lodging
and free meals. ... • The winner of Salute Magazine's nationwide
search for the "Girl in America's Future" will get a screen test from

aters

the managers of the circuit's 37 theaters, district managers, as well as home ofdepartment
executives
and
fice
heads.

York cast

Gale Black, Northern Indiana salesman

Gale

June

in

convention at

Pointing out that an annual week
in a theater would give executives a
chance to refamiliarize themselves
with manager problems, Schwartz
held, "A week each year in a theater
will be of value to all of us. Even
with frequent visits to the houses to
observe their operation, it is my feeling that home office personnel have a
tendency to become remote from the

Forum was attended by

•

...

To mark the
Warners, celebrates his 22nd anniversary on June 22
anniversary, all theaters in the territory will play a Warner picture the

dislikes."

'firing line'."

New

Fay, of course, returns to the

September

avoid ''ivory
ecutives

reduction of American film imports.
On the eve of the General Council
conference yesterday, the unfair comparisons, which have appeared in
the national dailies for some time,
the
with
culminating
recently
"save dollars" advertising campaign
launched by the BFPA, drew hot
criticism from aroused British theater operators.
It was learned that a strong report
condemning the press campaign will
be reported to the General Council
today.
More and more, a considerable segment of the British trade is sensing
that not only has British exhibition
been developed and sustained by
American pictures, but that unre-

Mid-Week Memos

York cast

day-to-day problems confronting
house managers.
FRED J. SCHWARTZ
Project is also
designed to give circuit toppers an
opportunity to meet the public. As
expressed by Schwartz: "In the falling market that exists today we
must make opportunities to watch
the public buy their movies, and make
an effort to gauge their likes and

1)

oppose the current campaign for the

played

terday at the Waldorf-Astoria, and
is designed to

f

CEA General Counsel

RKO
to

Radio 16 mm.

Hollywood.

.

.

.

will

of $88,950,000
be spent by 25 members of ^hs

Society of Independent Motion

Pic-

ture Producers on 57 features to be
made during this year, it is disclosed
by the SIMPP. Group invested $45,150,000 in 33 pictures during 1946.

Top spender

for the year will
be
David 0. Selznick, followed by SamGoldwyn. Others contributing
uel
to the record schedule are Walt
Disney, Constance Bennett, Benedict
Bogeaus, William Cagney,
Edward
Golden, Leo McCarey, Boris MorrosWilliam LeBaron, Jules Levey, Seymour Nebenzal, Bing Crosby, Charles
R.
Rogers,
Armand Deutsch, Hal
Home, Hal Roach, Edward Small, Andrew Stone, Howard Hughes. Hunt
Stromberg, Mary Pickford and Charles
Chaplin.

/
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Kentucky

Bill

Would

Set Checking System

Wednesday, June

Unfreezing of French $s Near
U. S. Remittances Will

Top $11,000,000

(Continued from Page
(Continued from Page

1)

Governor as chairman, the
Attorney General, and three members appointed by the Governor. Latter appointments would be made
from a list supplied and approved by
KATO. Board members would serve
without compensation but expenses
would be paid out of a fee for each
percentage contract, withheld by the
exhibitor and turned over to the
tenant

Board.

Board would be instructed

to adopt

standards

for
persons
qualified to audit, inspect or check
theater attendance records and receipts where contracts call for percentage rentals requiring an audit,
inspection or check of attendance or
eligibility

Those qualified following
examination by the Board would be
termed inspectors and a sufficient
number to serve Kentucky's theaters
would be appointed.
Board would adopt rules for inspectors, fix fees including reimbursement, transportation and lodging for inspectors, and would maintain an office with adequate personnel
to maintain contact between inspectors and distributors requiring their
receipts.

services.

would be illegal and punishable
as a misdemeanor for any motion
picture exhibitor to permit any person not qualified and appointed an
inspector by the Board to inspect,
audit or check the attendance records
of any theater. On the other hand
exhibitors would be instructed to
It

furnish all pertinent information required by authorized inspectors, including records of State admission
taxes.

Proposed board setup will follow
the same general formula as the
Kentucky Disabled Ex-Service Men's
Board. Measure was discussed at a

week-end meeting of KATO members
and directors and approved by the
board

in

a

subsequent

executive

session.

Ruling Allowing School
Movies Under KATO Fire

—

Louisville, Ky.
Directors of the
Kentucky Association of TheateY
Owners have instructed Attorney
Henry J. Stites to institute manda-

mus proceedings, if necessary, to prevent commercial exhibition of films
by schools or other tax-supported
agencies.

Move

follows the ruling of AttorS. Dummit to the
effect that it is legal for schools to
use their motion picture projectors to

ney General Eldon

STORK REPORTS
Alfred Crown, foreign sales manager for Samuel Goldwyn Productions, is the father of a baby girl,
Patricia, born yesterday at the Doctor's Hospital.

Sirilsky Gels Pix

Of Three French Cos.

1

"encouraging progress" in stuck to the 119 to one rate, this is
French-U. S. negotiations looking to- considered a definite break for the
wards settlement of remittances of U. S. industry, since the practical exchange rate now is considerably
blocked American film funds.
Back of the formal State Depart- higher.
Presumably included in the $11,ment report, however, are indications
that French and American negotia- 500,000 remittances which U. S. comtors already have agreed to settle all panies will be allowed to take out of
outstanding blocked accounts. In- France, is the $2,000,000 already paid
cluded in the settlement are remit- by the French.
tances due U. S. companies for the
Also considered a real break for
fiscal year ending June 30 of this the American companies is the agreeyear
estimated at more than ment by the French to discuss the
two-year ceiling as a separate prob$5,000,000.
Separated from present discus- lem. If the $3,000,000 a year limit
sions is the French proposal that a were placed on remittances, it would
$3,000,000 a year "ceiling" be placed have meant that considerable money
on French purchases of American would have been blocked. Remitfilms for the two-year period from tances for the year ending June 30
July 1, 1946, to June 30, 1948.
of this year are expected to touch
It was pointed out, however, that $5,000,000— a record figure.
although the French had proposed
The agreement which apparently
this two-year ceiling, present negoti- has been reached still must be apations provide for agreement on full proved by the home offices of the
remittances for the fiscal year July 1, U. S. companies and the French Gov1946, to June 30, 1947. In addition, ernment. There is belief here that
remittances due for the following final approval will be given in much
fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, will the same form as in present negotiabe disposed of "when evidence be- tions.
comes available of potential U. S.
film dollar earnings and the French Mid-Western Exhibs Will
ported

—

financial position."

For the first time the French apparently have agreed to lump together all blocked funds. These include prewar, wartime, OWI, North
African, other films imported without permits, and accruals up to June
30, 1947. All of these films will be
unfrozen under the agreement.
If final approval is given, American companies will be allowed to
transfer $11,500,000 of this total at
the "current" rate of 119 francs to
one U. S. dollar. The remainder, estimated at approximately $1,000,000,
would not be eligible for transfer to
the U. S., but could be spent in
France for U. S. account. This remainder represents the approximate
revenue from U. S. films which the
French say were "irregularly" imported into France, or films about
which there is some legal question.
Revenue from these films can be used
for co-production (with export revenues to be retained by the U. S.

Attend

ATO N. I. Conclave

(Continued from Page

1)

Jack Kirsch late this
month, it was announced yesterday
by Ed Lachman, ATONJ president.
The Mid-west group will leave Chicago on June 23 via four special
Pullman cars.
Both the convention committee and
the Board of Directors of the New
President

Jersey organization met yesterday to
discuss final arrangements for the
conclave and set up a definite program of activities which will be announced later this week. Meetings
and festivities will take place June
24-26 at the Hotel Ambassador.
Additional acceptances of invitations to attend both the convention
and dinner have been received from
Andy Smith, newly appointed 20thFox sales chief; Harry Brandt,
ITONY president; Malcolm Kingsberg, RKO Theaters head; Sam Rinzcompanies in ratio to their invest- ler, Randforce circuit operator; Fred
ment), purchase of real estate and Schwartz, Century circuit head; Sol
securities, expenses of American visi- Schwartz, RKO Theaters v.p., and
tors, etc.
Sam Shain, 20th-Fox exhibitor relaAmerican companies had estimated tions chief.
remittances (exclusive of the OWI
Also David Palfreyman, MPA;
account) at $11,827,730, using ex- Jack Levin, Confidential Reports;
change prevailing at the time their Hugh Owen, Paramount; Jack Ellis,
applications for remittances were United Artists; Sam Frank, N. J.;
filed. French, however, using the 119 Fred Myers, Universal; Harry Waxto one exchange rate, estimate these man, N. J.; C. E. Peppiatt, Phila.;
same remittances at $6,899,158. Al- Sam Gross, Phila.; Earle Sweigert,
though the French apparently have Paramount; W. A. Prewitt, New Orleans; Morris Finkle, Pittsburgh; and
show popular films as well as educa- Henry Randel, Paramount.
tional subjects, and to charge admission if they care to.
Declares Dividend
KATO is of the opinion that schools A dividend of 62% cents per share
have no right to officially conduct a was declared yesterday by the board
business in competition with private of directors of Western Electric Co.
business, unless the project comes on the capital stock. Dividend
is paywithin the scope of recognized school able June 30 to holders of record
on

WE

activities.

11, 194"

DAILY

June

24.

(Continued from Page

1)

theater, and laboratory facilities, to distribute combined, selected product of the three companies in Ameria, Sam Siritzky told
the trade press yesterday. Deal ways
studio,

consummated

last

Friday withp 1015,

proval of the French Governmevat^
which controls Union Generale.
Designed to export to America only
the best of the French pictures, new

/

Siritzky Int'l will not join the new
foreign films distributing combine as
outlined by Martin Levine, Distinguished Films prexy, who is forming
an American distributing set-up involving the "big three" foreign pic
distribs. In an interview, Levine had
mentioned Siritzky Int'l as being one
of the prospective partners, with
Superfilm and Vog also mentioned.

organization will carefully select only
what they consider the top pick of
their product for Siritzky theaters
here. From an annual combined product among the three of approximately 50 features, Siritzky estimated 15
would be chosen. Decision on which
pictures to export will be decided by
the four companies.
Deal will make Siritzky the exclusive franchiser of all the films
produced by the three companies.
Product deemed unfit for American
distribution, Siritzky said, will be
open for sale to other companies.
New combine will still hold all Marcel
Pagnol films since he produces for
Gaumont, Siritzky added.
Initial plans call for offices to be

opened

in

Chicago and Los Angeles

as soon as possible. Siritzky also
plans building or converting for art
use theaters in key cities. One in
Washington is nearing completion,
and others are blueprinted for Philly,
Chicago, San Francisco, Hollywood
and N. Y. Approximately $100,000
is set as the cost for each house which
will seat between 500 and 700, Siritzky said. All theaters will be owned
exclusively by Siritzky.
French Government still holds 43
Siritzky theaters, but has returned
18 in South France.

UJEDDIlia BELLS
Kaufman-Barr

—

Cleveland David Kaufman, Warner salesman and Mrs. Kaufman announced the engagement of their
daughter, Joan, to Stafford Barr.

French-White

—

Athol, Mass.
Frederick George
White of RKO Pathe News in New
York, was married recently to Bar-

bara

May

French.

Selman-Polster
Martin Polster of the
Community Theater Circuit was marCleveland

ried to

—

Blanche Selman.

)

Wednesday, June

II,

1947

Detroit Exhibs.
FBI, Private

)

Cr^

Under

Probe

MPEA Opened 10 of

(Continued from Page

1)

'

tlTat

confirmed to The Film Daily
the two theater groups are un-

der "active investigation." McGovern. it was learned, is representing
private interests in a separate probe.
He declined to reveal, however, what
interests he represented.
McGovern has been serving as
special counsel in charge of the
Government's case against the Western railroads and also served as
counsel to the State of Georgia in
the Southeern Railroad rate case before the U. S. Supreni Court.

MPEA

of the 13 countries in the
orbit were opened to the prod-

uct of

its

member companies

in the

months of its operation, the
Association reported yesterday in reinitial 12

viewing its first year of operation.
Activated in June of last year to
bring Hollywood product back to 13
war-ravaged countries in Europe and
Asia, project marked the first time
that the major companies banded together in a joint merchandising enterprise of such broad scope.
Closely linked with the story of
MPEA's* notable progress in achieving the initial
phase of its misthe
are
sion
names of Eric A.

and

Johnston
Francis

mon,

S.

Har-

MPEA presand

ident

president

IA-NATKE Agreement
"In Principle"

tively,

vice-

respec-

who

pio-

neered the organization; Irving A.
Maas, who has
been in the helm

Seen

(Continued from Page 1
and Hollywood studios, it was revealed at a press conference yesterday. Walsh and O'Brien will sail for
England this morning on the Queen

as

its

International disWalsh plans to spend a
irving a. maas
tribution chiefs of
the British Isles investiits eight member companies who, as
gating NATKE, the Association of
directors,
gave guidance,
Cine Technicians and kindred organicounsel
and cooperation without
zations.
which this unique association could
It was disclosed that at present
not have flourished.
there was little in the way of reDespite import and financial reciprocity in exchange of production
strictions and a formidable array of
personnel between London and Hollyother

MPEA

MPEA

mechanisms of member companies in
Rumania and Hungary were consolidated under MPEA, rehabilitated, restaffed and given fresh impetus with
the arrival of new Hollywood films.
In Japan and Korea and in the
by

A

arisen

among

certain resentment has
British technicians.
O'Brien stated that in the last year
about 20 Americans have been engaged to work in British studios
while only four British technicians
have come over here and they did not

for picture,

AMG, American

film distribution

has been taken over by

MPEA

with-

framework of AMG's reorientation program, but otherwise without restriction.
in the

;

substantially

(Continued from Page

1

increases proposed by Railway Express.

Blasting the film transportation
service of the express agency,
flatly opposed an increase in rates
unless there is a "substantial improvement" in this service.

MPAA
MPAA

approximately $1,now spent annually by the
that

estimated
000,000

in film

export circles here as a factor

which would contribute to thawing
the frozen yen and ultimately reestablish normal currency exchange.
Private commercial representatives
would be permitted to go to Japan
under a quota system to deal directly
with Japanese manufacturers.
MPEA which represents the major
U. S. film producers, would be little
affected by the Government move, it

was pointed out. MPEA operates in
Japan in conjunction with the American Military Government.
eclipsing those realized by the prodof English, French or Russian
studios.

Yugoslavia
remain blackedout from MPEA product. Organization now has an emissary in Sofia
and overtures continue to be made
with the State Film Monopoly in
Screens

of

and the U.

Bulgaria,

S. S. R.

"Big Five" Counsel

On Appeal

Brief

Huddle

Content

(Continued from Page

1)

is

increase in rates for film shipments,
said it was indicated that
the increase would be considerable.
pointed out that motion
picture film formerly was given a
50 per cent reduction in express

MPAA

MPAA

charges on all returned shipments.
"This recognized trade practice,"
MPAA said, "was rescinded in the
war years and has never been restored. Thus, obviously, Railway Express has been given a self-granted
increase of 25 per cent in all ship-

ments of this type."
MPAA stated that Railway Express
further increased their rates in the
early years of the war by imposing
a fee of 10 cents on each express
shipment "in addition to the established and permitted rates." 'The
increase of overall expenses by these
said, "the detwo methods,"
nial accustomed discount on returns,
and the imposition of the so-called
bonus became a very important cost

MPAA

low revenue returning shipments." Blasting the alfactor, especially in

legedly "deterioration" in the service of Railway Express,
said the time lag in shipments varied
from one day to as many as 12.
"These delays in shipment,''

MPAA

MPAA

commented, "have caused
missouts in delivery and
tremendous expense has been involved in attempting to extricate exhibitors from the unfortunate position in which these missouts place
frequent

them."

MPAA

small increase in

said a

Supreme Court prior to the rates, with improvement in service
increase,
hearings in the government mo- may be justified. Large
might
comwarned
however,
MPAA
suit.
picture antitrust

the U. S.
final

tion
Possibility
brief may be

that

single
of the
major defendants but a definite decision in this matter has been deferred. Attorneys will meet again
exists

drawn up for

a

all

Conferences in Berlin between
Maas and AMG officials have set the
stage for similar transfer of con- next week for additional confabs.
work. They were visitors.
Meanwhile, attorneys for the "LitWith potential establishment of a trols in Germany and, at the same
permanent Anglo-American Trade time, full accord was reached with tle Three" Universal, Columbia and
Union Commission as their goal an the British, embracing Anglo-Ameri- United Artists also appellants from
agreement is sought by both IATSE can release operations in more than the decree, are preparing their
and NATKE to iron out the disparity 2,000 theaters in what will become a briefs individually inasmuch as their
free competitive merged market.
appeals are upon varying points of
in numbers and types of technical
MPEA's policy of drawing off for the District Court's ukase.
personnel involved in the international exchange, it was indicated. export Hollywood's finest product is
On June 23 in London, O'Brien will an important factor in the enthusias- Schoenstadt Trust Suit Postponed
sign a jurisdictional agreement with tic popular response to the return of
Master Chancery,
Chicago
American films throughout the AssoACT.
Charles MacDonald, has adjourned
ciation's
territory.
Product choices have been guided the Schoenstadt Picadilly Theater
J. Warren Kerrigan Dead
by considerations of entertainment hearing, to July 10. This hearing
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
artistic excellence and the covers the $6,500,000 anti-trust, suit
Hollywood
J. Warren Kerrigan, value,
67, a great of the silent screen, died fidelity with which they portray the filed against film companies, B & K
American way of life. Pictures which and Warner Theater circuits.
yesterday of pneumonia.

—

—

Railway

Hits

Washington announcement by the industry to transport positive films
State and War Departments yester- to the 32 exchange centers scattered
day that private trade with Japan throughout the country. While the
would be resumed Aug. 15 was viewed express agency has not detailed the

—

1

are

has concluded

German and Austrian zones occupied

wood.

Another result of the selection
method is that box office figures, pic-

Belgrade. It is not unlikely, according to the report, that a distribution
agreements with the state-controlled agreement for those countries will
monopolies in Czechoslovakia and Po- be worked out within the next few
land, gained entree for U. S. films in months.
Holland by coming to terms with
The U. S. S. R., it is claimed, is
the Dutch Bioscoop Bond, and nego- showing increasing interest in extiated a distribution deal with the hibiting American pictures and the
Netherlands East Indies Government. possibility of an MPEA deal with
The disrupted pre-war distribution that country is not too remote.
barriers,

return.

tries.

ture

MPAA

Express Hike Proposal

tend to give a distorted impression of
the U. S. have been withheld, with
the result that there is growing evidence that the American film industry has already more than regained
its pre-war prestige in MPEA coun-

manager; and the uct

in

Commenting yesterday on the Hollywood jurisdictional dispute, Richard F. Walsh, IA chief, reported he
and Dan Tracy, IBEW head, have
been working on the matter. Walsh
said he is preparing a report in conjunction with Tracy which will be
submitted to a Committee of Five on
his return from abroad. This plan,
if it meets approval, Walsh added,
would be submitted to all IA organizations involved. He indicated no
action would be taken before his

Year

vice-presi-

dent and general

Elizabeth.

month

13 Areas

U. S. Films Flourished in Initial
Ten

learned that William McGovern, top
Washington attorney, was in the
Michigan city probing the activities
of United Detroit Theaters and Cooperative Theaters of Michigan.
-•She Department of Justice already

DAILY

pel

companies

resort to

to

other

means of transportation.

MPAA

companies,
In addition to
the petition will also be filed for
the following companies: Republic,
United Artists, Monogram and Producers Releasing Corp.

—

SICK LIST
TOMMIE WHITE,

of the

Burntex The-

Burnet, Tex., is recovering at home
from injuries suffered in a fall while working on the remodelling of his theater.
White suffered a broken pelvis, fractured
ater,

ribs

and

broken hand.

a

EDWARD

L.

REED,

Strand, Providence, R.
pital

for a

complete

I.,

rest.

manager
is

in

a

of

the

local hos-

Another Smash Combination Show
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hazards of the high
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Cejj D6PL 0R6 5 U. 5. flLfll TR6HTn16nT
Rank, Universal in Fax-Reaching Talent Swap

U. K.

Agreement Covers Stars,
Directors and Less Known
Players; Other Pacts Pend
West Coast Bureau

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood— The

of the

first fruit

discussions between J.
Arthur Rank and top Universal-Int'l
execs., a new and far-reaching talent

continuing

interchange deal was jointly announced here yesterday. Others, it
was confirmed, are in negotiation and
will be disclosed before the U. K.
tycoon leaves Hollywood on
film
July 9!

announced

agreement

The

last

(Continued on Page 12)

4 High-Budget Pix

Dlew York Exhibitors ami tntlustry to Honor
Smith. Gehring and ifloon at Astor Luncheon
Andy Smith, new 20th-Fox general

manager; William C. Gehring, new

sales

Fred Moon, head of the new Yankee sales
division of the company, and others figuring in the recent series of 20th-Fox
promotions, will be guests of honor at a testimonial luncheon, tentatively set
for the Hotel Astor on June 20.
Hosting the affair will be the motion picture theater owners of the New

assistant general sales manager, and

York met. area,
Brandt,

ITOA

in

co-operation

president,

is

with

the

chairman

of

metropolitan
the

Rinzler as co-chairman, and David Weinstock

in

Screen Guild Productions will have
30 pictures next year, with at least
four being big-budget productions,
Robert Lippert, SGP executive vice
prexy here for a series of sales meetings, told The Film Daily yesterday.
Lippert came in from the Coast to
(Continued on Page 9i

Theaters Fight Eldorado's
3% Ticket Tax In Court

Be General Release

To Cost Pix $250,

—

signed as

Kupper, who has reJ.
general sales manager for

20th-Fox

to

William

become

marked

his

managing

di-

Great Britain,
exit from the domestic

rector of 20th-Fox

ing his

name from

the

door of

his

Gesture served as the signal

office.

for a

surprise cocktail party in

per's

honor,

friends

and

with company
associates

Kup-

Suit;

— A comprehensive publicity

him.

Kupper was associated with the comfor

capacities.

29

years

in

various

sales

and the recent
American films in the
British press were deplored at yesfilms,

vilification of

terday's CEA General Council meeting here.
Speaker after speaker paid tribute
to American motion pictures and
gave them credit for founding the
fortunes of many of those at the conference. Delegates were critical of
the manner in which U. S. pix are
being kicked around in the political
(Continued on Page 4)

NT

Distrib.

Talks

Alexander Korda, who arrived by
plane from London yesterday, does
not intend to discuss any deal for
distribution of his product in this
country while here, but will devote
all of his time to the legal phases of
the $300,000 breach of contract suit
(Continued on Page 12)

New

Developing

Acoustics

Treatment Will Eliminate Plastering
West Coast Bureau

THE FILM DAILY

Misrepresentation Charged
Hollywood — National Theatres
To UA's Ads on "Blimp"
Amusement Company is developing
a
Washington Bureau of

Washington
mission

yesterday

new type

THE FILM DAILY
which
Trade Com- tirely

— Federal

charged

United

Artists with "misrepresentation" in

the advertising of the British film
(Continued on Page 9)

MA

alleged

some

in

quarters,

Coyne

(Continued on Page 9)

]

pany

No

(Continued on Page 12)

officials,

joining

American

Coyne Refutes Rumors

in

sales organization yesterday by eras-

Eastbourne, Eng. (By Cable)
to trim imports of

—Proposals

Of

Harrisburg, 111. A temporary in- plan for personal contact with legisjunction restraining the City of El- lators will be put into effect by the
dorado from making further levies Massachusetts Coordinating Commitunder an ordinance which imposes a tee in the event a five per cent amuse'Continued on Page 9)
ment tax bill is reported out by a
legislative committee. A tax bill is
due to come from the committee

Kupper's Exit Marked
With Surprise Party

Sam

to Slash Imports
Vilification Campaign
Under Fire at British Meet

And

Washington Bur,,,,, of THE FILM DAILY
that roadshow attracunder prevailing conditions
Washington MPAA yesterday eswork a hardship on the entire mo- timated that rate increases proposed
tion picture industry and conscious by the Railway Express Agency may
Folding
of the rising resistance to higher cost the industry an additional $250,prices, it has been decided to place 000 a year in transportation costs.
"Carnegie Hall" into general release The industry is now spending about
Denying the published reports that
in August, Boris Morros, co-producer $1,000,000 annually for transportathe American Theatres Association
of the film, told the industry press at tion of positive films to distribution would soon fold, Robert W. Coyne,
centers throughout the country.
an interview yesterday.
executive director of the organizaMorros, who has just returned
The Interstate Commerce Commis- tion, told The Film Daily yesterday
(Continued on Page 12)
sion is now conducting hearings on that "ATA never had more definite
(Continued on Page 9)
plans for the future than we have
now."
Mass. Coordinating Group
Turning specifically to the memKorda in For Lawrence
Plots Ticket Tax Battle
bership drive stoppage that had been

Boston

—

Harry

Freight Rate Hike

tions

Screen Guild 30

generally.

"Carnegie Hall" Will

Believing

In

trade

luncheon committee, with
charge of arrangements.

Proposal

will
in

of

of acoustical treatment
eliminate, plastering en-

main auditorium, according

to R. H. McCullough, circuit's general purchasing agent and director of
television and construction.
McCullough made this statement
(Continued on Page 9)

Para. Branch Meetings
For "Leadership" Drive
All Paramount branches will hold
meetings beginning June 16 to discuss final plans for the- company's
1947 "Celebrating 35 Years of Leadership" drive, it was announced yes(Continued on Page 4)

WK's H.

O.

Employes

Get Mid-Yetir Bonus
home

Warners'

office

employes

received
bonus

the customary mid-year
yesterday, slightly ahead of

Payments amounted

schedule.

to

a

week's salary up to $100.

The company
tributing

mas.

a

bonus

also

has

been

dis-

just before Christ-

I

—

,
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Dahlonega
6417
Road,
Wash.
16.
D. C.
Older,
Manning Clagett,
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
Blvd..

CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127133 Wardour St. W.
Stuart, Hotel Manila.

1.

Hornby Road,

THEATERS

Y.

stipulates the end of the Office of the
Housing Expediter, with liquidation
to get under way at the end of this

month.

The

Mazze, Central Theater; Bertha Farkas, Kimball Theater, and Harold
Friedman, Terrace Theater.
Five other cities in the state which
were empowered to pass similar legislation have thus far indicated no intention of such action. They are Syracuse, Utica, Albany, Rochester,
and Buffalo. The latter two, however,
have under consideration the imposi-

bill

of theater building or any other commercial building obligatory.

Lyris Rites

on Coast;

Hollywood

of

'in'"
Rocktfelltr Cinttr

John

Valerie

HOBSON

MILLS
in

J.

Arthur Rank's

"Great Expectations"
A

Universal-International

Picture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

JOAN BENNETT
(Ml

*

ROBERT RYAN

Cleveland— R. D. Stone, Idol Thea-

Funeral Tomorrow
West Coast Bureau,

-RADIO CITY MUSIC

Lodi's Idol Granted Same
Availability With Schine
Lodi, O., complainant against
Loew's, Inc., with Schine Ashland
been
intervenor,
has
Corp.
as
granted by consent award the same

ter,

THE FILM DAILY

— Services

will be held
at Pierce Bros. Chapel today for Willia G. Lyris, prominent coast show-

Ashland
Schine's
as
availability
Theater in future contract negotiaALGIERS— Paul Saffar,
Fort, Bombay 1.
current sevenFilmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
MONTREAL
man, who died in New York Monday. tions, thus eliminating
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
clearance.
day
Funeral
on Friday will be from the
VANCOUVER Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
St.
Stipulations signed by all affected
SYDNEY—Bowden Fletcher, Greek Orthodox Church of the AsTheater Bldg.
Phone,
Moxon
Aye.,
Punchbowl,
19
N. S. W.
sumption with interment in Ingle- parties provides Idol's clearance shall
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys, wood Cemetery.
not be based upon Mansfield and that
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
exaffected
any
defendant
or
Lyris,
native
of
Greece,
entered
a
CopenLindberg,
Jernbanealle
No.
John
3,
haeren-Van Loese.
ROME John Perdicari. theater business with Charles and hibitor retains right to institute furVia Ludovisi 16. Phone. 42758. MONTE- Spyros P. Skouras in St. Louis. In ther arbitration modification of this
VIDEO
Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito 597.
award in the event changed condiMEXICO CITY Dorothy Neal, Calle de 1932 he came here joining Fox West tions so warrant. Award signed by
Coast. For the past several years he
Paris 12.
was director of the merchandise de- Judge William B. Woods, arbitrator,
partment of FWC and National Thea- Max M. Jacobs, attorney for R. D.
ters. Lyris is survived by his widow Stone, owner, and George Scharf,
representing Loew's, Inc.
and two daughters.

Ram

pix will be released na-

;

MANILA- -Homer

HAVANA — Mary
BOMBAY—

Blanco, Virtudes 214.
L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg.,

Louise

UA

THE FILM DAILY

—

Representatives:

Three

tionally in July.

agreed upon by the conference committee was extremely
Terms (Postage free) feeble insofar as housing controls
act of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York are concerned
so feeble that Sena$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Subscribers should tor Glen Taylor, D., Idaho, and a
Foreign, $15.00.
S3. 00.
remit with order. Address all communications member of the conference committee
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New
which drafted it, urged last night tion of a general sales tax.
York IS, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117, 9-7118,
It provides no
9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
Cable address Film- that it be vetoed.
strong statement making the curbing
dav, New York.
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

UA in July

Three From

They are: 11, "The
With Yonkers the only city in New Other
(Enterprise);
Love,"
18,
Washington While Senate-House York State definitely contemplating "Hoppy's Holiday," (Hopalong CasStrom25, "Lured," Hunt
conferees were agreeing upon a hous- the imposition of a local tax on thea- sidy)
ing bill which provides that the hous- ter admissions, representatives of berg.)
ing expediter retain authority to RKO, Loew's, Paramount and indehold up the building of theaters or pendent theater operators attended a
other places of amusement at his meeting of the City Council Tuesday
IV.
discretion, the House was passing night to protest the projected levy.
without difficulty a Government corYonkers exhibitors present inporation appropriation bill which cluded Sam Orson, Kent Theater; Lou
HALI/rTo*
Washington Bureau of

Vol. 91, No.

Exhibs. Protest Yonkers
Ticket Levy to Council

—
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Going Ahead with Academy's Shorts Branch
Setup Under Frankel Asks Newsreel Inclusion
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6mm

Vi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
RKO

'A

Bid
55/£

Asked

55/«

6l/4

Twentieth-Century Fox will proceed with its 16 mm. program with
Daniel Frankel, former vice president of Four Continents Films, in
charge. With Paramount abandoning
its joint 16 mm. project with 20thFox, it was reported yesterday interests of both companies deemed it best
that "each go its own way."

Emanuel

Silverstone, 20th-Fox International home office special representative, who was named president of the 16 mm. organization, will
remain in his present post.

6%

Ass't

Named ABC's

Managing

Director

latest 16 M.M. sound
equipment has been installed

in

our air conditioned

.

.

J.

Gaod-

booking manager of Associated
Cinemas,
yesterday was
named a director and assistant managing director of ABC, acting as aide
to Max Milder, and retaining booking
latte,

British

control.

of THE FILM DAILY
Short Subjects
Hollywood
branch of Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences voted to
ask Board of Governors to ratify

in addition to our 35 M.M.
.
.
R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectors . . .

Con

—

their action inviting newsreel men
to join branch and to participate in
Branch adall Academy activities.
ditionally requested that any annual
Academy award be given best single
issue of a newsreel.

We "Show"

Yout

tion

years'

solid

pictures. Proven

writer

for

national

experience

in

mo-

and effective feature
magazines;

fan

and

Co., Inc.

BROADWAY.

N. V. C.

ffl
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THE BEST FILM
OF. THE YEAR!

S#f Winner

THE BEST
YEARS OF
OUR LIVES'

Don

Artists

of Nine

ASTOR
B'WAY

Productions.

Ann

Charlie

* 45th ST.

presents
Victor
Gale

Inc.,

DeFORE HARDING RUGGLES MOORE STORM
ROY DEL RUTH'S

"IT HAPPENED ON 5!h AVENUE"
CONTINUOUS
nit/nil DOORS OPEN
PERFORMANCE IfllULl
9:30 A.M.
POPULAR PRICES ''B'WAY AT 49th ST.

and contracts. Imagination, know-how and
ability

to

references.

work

well

with

people.

Maureen O'Hara, John Payne, Edmond Gwenn

Best

"Miracle

Samples available.

BOX

34th

Street"
Picture

147.
Plus on

THE FILM DAILY
1501

on

A 20th Century-Fox

Circle

FILM STORAGE

OTHERS

Jr.

radio scripts

trade publicity, press books,

BONDED

"IIMI

30smm

Allied

AVAILABLE
CREATIVE WRITER

6-0081-2-3-4
Film Storaoe and Servict

Call:

JACK LEONARD

WYMAN

CLAUDE JARMAN.

.

SCREENING ROOM
.

London (By Cable)— D.

NANCYJONOVAN

West Coast Bureau

Over ten

The

Goodlatte

'THE YEARLING'
GREGORY PECK

20th-Fox

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Am.

PRIZE PICTURE!

SMITH* DALE

JANE

;

PERSON

IN

M-6-M'sTECHNICOLOR

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Stage— JERRY LESTER
Extra!

18,

N. Y.

-

ART LUND

JAN AUGUST
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everyone

Coming I

NEW STAR

GABLE'S

IS

DEBORAH KERR!
{Rhymes with Star)

SYDNEY GREENSTREET ADOLPHE MENJOU
ARNOLD
AVA GARDNER • KEENAN WYNN EDWARD
•

•

THE HUCKSTERS

Chodorov and

•
Adaptation by Edward
Screen Ploy by Luther Davis
by Frederic Wakeman
George Wells • Based on the Novel

Produced by

Directed by

JACK CONWAY

A

•

ARTHUR HORNBLOW,

Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer Picture

ffhet

JR.
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—

.
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CEA Deplores

U. K.

U. S, Pic Treatment

ROBERT LIPPERT,
Detroit

nee, in
Friday.
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arena and were not at
of

all

some of the British

1)

film propa-

While delegates heartily supported
British films, they stated that they
were getting weary of praise for
English pictures being accompanied
by venomous criticism of American
Speakers also made critical
films.
comparisons as to the relative proportion of dollars travelling to and
from the U.S.
(The AP reported that the CEA
legal parliamentary finance committee told the General Council meeting
yestei-day that "if anything drastic
is done to curtail American films," it
would close the majority of British
movie theaters.)
The whole tone of discussions was
strongly critical over the boosting of
British films and playing down of
American pictures and it was pointed
out that the entire matter is a subject for discussion at the highest

PHIL M. DALY
Thursday's Tele Lines
• • • DIDJA KNOW that on

*"

the basis of

showing

its

between Washington and Lonmore than the film trade

don, with
involved.

City,

June 19; Memphis, June 20-21; New
Orleans, June 23-24; Jacksonville,
June 25; Atlanta, June 26-27-28;
Charlotte, June 30-July 1; Washington, July 2-3; Philadelphia, July 5-78; Pittsburgh, July 9-10;

New Haven, July 11-12; Boston,
July 14-15-16; Albany, July 17-18;
New York, July 21-22-23; Buffalo,
July 24-25; Cleveland, July 26-28;
Detroit, July 29-30; Cincinnati, July
31-August
4;

1;

August

Indianapolis,

2-

Chicago, Aug. 5-6-7; Milwaukee,

Aug.

Minneapolis, Aug. 11-12-13; Des
Moines, Aug. 14; St. Louis, Aug. 1516; Kansas City, Aug. 18-19; Omaha,
Aug. 20; Denver, Aug. 21-22; Salt
Lake, Aug. 23-25; Seattle, Aug. 2627; Portland, Aug. 8; San Francisco,
Aug. 29-30; Los Angeles, Sept. 2-3-4.
The sales drive will open on Aug.
31 and close on Nov. 29.
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• Who
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The

.

UA

lease

part of Warners'

new

said there's nothing

in the adver-

Newark Theater used display space

Proctor's

.

.

RKO's home

Credit the stunt to Fred Herkowitz.

.

%
a
«
g
&
;]

to

Gruberg

D.

• Take

Press Syndicate. ...

Chicago, there

in

office publicist.

.

.

American

rights.

caster, O.,

was

day

from execs, of the

Rank's

v/ith

...

• The

mecca

the

it

PHYLLIS CALVERT entrained for the Coast
yesterday. She was accompanied by her husband,
PETER MURRAY-HILL, and their four-year-old
daughter, AURIOL.

CECIL

for

Baird

television,

Chamber

to

.

at

Ohioans who flocked

5,000

Lan-

.

The sanctioned races

.

were

incidentally,

on the up-and-up.

strictly

event

by

• Sam Goldwyn's

20th-Fox. ...

marks the 20th anniversary

•

•

•

very able Lynn Farnol today

TV

WHILE YOU'RE SWELTERING

IN

.

.

NEW YORK TODAY,

some

the

—

will

seek

to raise $250,000, its

• Wonder why
at all?

.

.

.

...

•

has switched from the Paramount Building

67

W.

berlin's

44th

.

St.

.

.

.

• The

SWG

ner

the playdate department, left last night for
in connection with the WarAnniversary Drive. First stop is Chicago.

PAUL GRAETZ
open

Coast to
Corps."

MAURICE

will

his

tomorrow for the
"Le Diable au

leave

new

film,

WOLF,

of M-G-M's exhibitor rearrives at the company's
Culver City studios today after attending the
Rotary International convention in San Francisco.

N.

department,

lations

AYERS,
trip

WB
to

Southern division saies

Wash-

Philadelphia and

New York today.
DELEHANTY, Hollywood

Fawcett Building

to the

Chaman American Authors

won't like William Henry

arraignment of the so-called Cain Plan

for

THORNTON

cora

Herald Tribune,

respondent for the N. Y.
New York visitor.

JOHN FORD, accompanied

by CLIFF

is

LEWIS,

returns to the Coast today.

OLGA SAN JUAN,
stress,

with

Paramount's Latin
to appear as guest

Omaha
Omaha Symphony

in

is

the

Orchestra

songsoloist

at

an Eastern

JOAN

visit.

LORRING

return

will

Hollywood

to

New York today.
LEONARD GOLDENSON, EDWARD HYMAN,
CURTIS MITCHELL returned to New York, after
from a two-week

visit

to

in

Chicago.

Rites For Mrs.

Schneck

Funeral services for Mrs. Hannah
Schneck were held yesterday at Midtown Chapel. She died Tuesday at
French Hospital. Mrs. Schneck was
the mother of Armand Schneck, president of Madison Pictures, Inc.

Authority which appeared yesterday in the Wall Street Journal

Representatives of Charles Chaplin

made

to

counter

him by
offer,

Si

which

insist that

no formal

offer

Fabian, and, of course, Chaplin has not
it

was

has been

made

a

reported would Include his holdings, plus

"Verdoux" negative and his studio

for $5,000,000.

.

.

•

Arthur

W.

Kelly

by plane for New York. ... •
Cecil B. DeMille's "Unconquered" will have its world premiere in
London in September
New York will have to wait to see it in
November.
planned

to

leave Hollywood

last night,

V

V

LEGIT PRODUCER HENRY ADRIAN, whose current production "Young Man's Fancy" is doing well enough to inspire him to

•

•

•

translate the juvenilia onto the screen,

his first film venture,

is all set for

"Conscience."

Helmut Dantine

.

.

.

will

Shooting begins in

snare a juicy

role.

V

.

August.
.

.

.

.

.

Possibility

the

Midwest Summer Music Festival today.
ED BELOIN has gone back to the Coast after

.

Treadwell's Fawcett public relations

Bill

of

two-day Paramount meeting
.

Long Island R. R. bothers with a Summer schedule
and departure times seldom are observed during the

so-called rush hours.

at

share of a national $2,500,000 goal.

the

Arrival

with district and branch officials on
"Repeat Performance" sales and promotion campaigns. He returns Monday.
BEN KALMENSON, WB vice-president and
general sales manager, and ED HINCHY, head

ington, returning to

will

It's

.

YOUNGSTEIN, director of advertisE.
publicity and exploitation for Eagle-Lion
leaves today for St. Louis, where he will

manager, on a

be enjoying a boatride up the Hudson to Bear
annual Warner Club outing. ... • Hank
Greenberg as quoted by the Daily News' Jimmy Powers yesterday
put his finger on the weak spot of diamond game telecasts when he
observed, "You can see O.K. on closeups at the plate (or in a boxing
ring) but when the screen shows the batter and pitcher simultaneously,
both are too small and neither is in sharp focus." ...
• Maxwell
Hamilton, editor of Motion Picture Magazine, heads the Disabled American Veterans National Service Fund's Motion Picture Committee which

Wamerites

1,400

Mountain.

sailed on
to attend

MAX

NORMAN

association with the producer

of his

free-

political

president,

Midwest meetings
in the

a two-day harness race meeting, staged by 20th-Fox
"Green Grass of Wyoming," now being filmed there.

for

New

the S.S. Queen Elizabeth yesterday
a congress of the Confederation Internationale
des Societes d'Auteurs et Composieurs, to be
held in London.

confer

.

from California
York State

in

the

today on

DEEMS TAYLOR, Ascap

.

Rauland is
which it holds

.

address
to
of Commerce

dom.

A. Rauland Corp.

County Fairgrounds

Fairfield

some

E.

DeMILLE got

B.

yesterday

Films,

Arthur Rank.

J.

in town from the Coast with
Stopping at the Waldorf-As-

is

DISNEY.

Trade

editorial director for the Universal

no new deal with

is

experimenting

still

new

the

is

j'j

ft
IX

ROY DISNEY
MRS.

ing,

• Leon

Film
Classics' ad-publicity
has returned from the Coast.

toria.

Vete Stewart, Warners'

campaign as

putting on a special

is

RKO

.

.

.

advertise the coming attraction trailer for the "Miracle on 34th Street."

dept.

/'

8-9.

.

1.

• Those

.

option on the

consisting of 6 heats on two days, with purses of $500 offered for each

1)

Oklahoma

sun?

tising

say the

to

last April

.

.

its

for the benefit of

terday by Charles M. Reagan, vicepresident in charge of distribution.
Harold Wirthwein, assistant West
Coast district manager, will make a
tour of the various branches and preside over each confab.
Schedule of meetings follow:
Dallas, June 16-18;

exchange

his

in the U. S.?

will not exercise

celebrating his 26th year with the company,

is

Anniversary drive. ...

.

(Continued from Page

branch manager,

Seattle

and

premature,

are.

months dating from

18

is for

other

Para. Branch Meetings
For "Leadership" Drive

UA

Radio

at

Arthur Rank's "Great Expecta-

I.

up a million and a half gross

Broadway Theater

Prods, veeWill return

AL ZIMBALIST,

_

reports current to the effect that

Screen Guild
meeting.

sales

MAURICE A. BERGMAN, Universal-lnt'l Ea sr^
ern ad-publicity director, is scheduled to jL
turn today from a studio visit.
<:„
director,

City Music Hall. Universal anticipates
tions" will roll

for

VIRGINIA WELLES left Hollywood yesterday
for San Francisco to be guest of honor at a
Wisconsin State delegation dinner at the Rotary
nternational Convention.

enamoured

ganda.

level,

come

COfninC and

that

B'way Preem Planned
For State Sign
Smash Broadway premiere
given

Loew's

when

it

week.

is

New

State's

formally
sign

new

Bow
will

unveiled

replacing

be

vertical

next

original

27-year-old sign, long a stem landmark, received its first E yesterday
on its way up the Loew's building.
Plans call for a show to be held
in
front of the theater, with Joe
Vogel, vice-president and first manager of the State recruiting some of
the earliest acts held there for a re-

appearance.

f

"I

Wonder WhanThe End Willi

Be...

}

This

r

Suspense

Is

Awful
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f

The Untold

"Bing!

Life

and Love Story of th

^^<Bang! * Biff! They
THE NATION'S

Throw Her

Off a

BIG 4TH OF .JULY
i

These Famous Stars Of Yesterday Help Re -Create
The Glamorous Days When Hollywood Was Young!

WILLIAM FARNUM
PAUL PANZER
JAMES FINLAYSON

HANK MANN
BERT ROACH

*

chester conklin
snub pollard
c reich ton hale
francis Mcdonald
heinie conklin

"Copyright Broadway Music Corp. Used by permission.

Cliff

..." in

,~.

SHOW!

Immortal Thrill-Queen

i

ix

of the Movies!

TECHNICOLOR^

Starring

BETTY HUTTON
JOHN LUND
Who

played opposite Olivia DeHavilland

in

her Academy-Award-winning role

with

BILLY PeWOLFE
A

solid boxoffice

draw

after his

comedy

hit in

"Blue Skies"

Wi1lian)Pen?arest
One

of the top sensations of

"The

Jolson Story"

(fastdyce Collier

Fmi)kFayIei7
Directed by

George Marshall
Screen Play by P.
and Frank Butler

Produced by

J.

Wolfson

Sol C. Siegel

4~

1

1,

tn&fot/*
A NEVER-BEFORE-

A FASCINATING
NOSTALGIC CAVALCADE
days when Hollywood was

of the
New Jersey and "The Perils of Pauline"
was a national institution.
in

Recreating the hilarious, death-defying
adventures that inspired a popular
song that has never died.

Taking the old and new-timers behind
the scenes to the inside story of movie

making

in

the "silent" days.

Recalling the era when a whole nation
waited every week to see what happened next to "Poor Pauline".

e&

First

REVEALED LOVE STORY
who

IN 1947

America with
then captivated Europe
her daring
with her beauty and glamour.
of Pearl White,
.

.

Introducing

thrilled

hits

.

Sweat-shop slavey

— but

moved toward fame
song

in

only

with her

until

first

TECHNICOLOR

the

newest and biggejl

of the airwaves

in the year's bjf
j'wgest production numbers
•

:

.

she

new

.

.

numbers by Frank Loeser
Rumble, Rumble"
and "Poppa Don't Preach To Me."

Four

magic

including

vaudeville.

hit

"Rumble,

Betty Hutton's fine portrayal of Pearl
White is richer in emotional scope than
even "Incendiary Blonde."

"Poor Pauline" and other fun-to-hum
favorites background the action with
an unusual score.

John Lund as the secret man in the ThrillQueen's life matches his famous performance in "To Each His Own."

The Living Curtain of Beautiful Girls
keynotes the production lavishness of
its big, handsome numbers.

Trade Reviews Hail

The

A STUNNING MUSICAL

Exhibitor Feel

It

As "Sock Entertainment

What

A

"fflJE Eflfflig

Bonanza

Is

.

.

.

That Will Make

Like Once More!"

®P B3DDD

M

-

From PARAMOUNT-July 4th
AND THEN: "DEAR

RUT/I"/

'WELCOME STRANGER"!! "DESERT FURY"!!! "VARIETY GIRL"!!'!

»
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NT Developing New

4 High-Budget Pix
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Screen Guild 30
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By RALPH W1LK

HOLLYWOOD

ll

his foreign manager,
William Pizor, who was expected in
from his swing through 15 countries,
_ netting up distributorships. Pizor

confer

•^ was

with

delayed by the French railroad

f~* ENE

AUTRY'S

first color

^"^ as his leading lady
poem of sea adventure,

pix, to

be released by Columbia,

will

feature Gloria Henry

Same studio plans to adapt "The Corsair," Lord Byron's
the screen, with Sam Katzman producing
Alan Hale
joins the cast of Warners' "Ever The Beginning," starring Lilli Palmer and Sam Wanamaker
That lot has snagged B'way actor Frank Conroy for a prominent role in
to

"Mary Hagen"

strike.

Discussing his production schedLippert said that the labor situation on the Coast, rather than imule,

proving, was showing signs of getting worse. With the average SG
quickie rating formerly a week of
shooting, labor troubles have upped
this to 12 days to two weeks. "We're
not getting our dollar value out of
help any more," Lippert said. He
also blamed publication of "big finnancial statements" by major companies for much of the dissatisfaction among labor ranks who he said
"felt that they weren't getting their
proper share of the gravy."
Lippert added that where formerly
he had had to dig deep for studio
space, studios were now openly soliciting trade from independent producers.
Lippert will preside over a sales

meeting here, Saturday, of WashingPhilly, Pittsburgh and N. Y.
managers, to discuss product, and to
outline plans for company's first bigbudget pic, "The Burning Cross,"
story of the Klu Klux Klan.
ton,

Dorothy Christie, who retired from pix in '31 after starring opposite Maurice Chevalier in "Playboy of Paris," returns to celluloid in Para.'s "Dream Girl"
Ray Milland's next Para, pic, after his return from England where he is making
"So Evil My Love," will be "The Sealed Verdict," from Lionel Shapiro's novel dealing
with the Nuremberg war crimes trials
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. has added to his
story properties with the purchase of "The O'Flynn" from Edward Small. The Fairbanks
Co. owns five, including; "Terry and the Pirates," "The Happy-Go-Lucky," "The Caballero," "Sir Launcelot" and now "The O'Flynn
Sam Wanamaker, who scored such
a success with Ingrid Bergman in "Joan of Lorraine," may play the lead in "Young Man
With a Horn" for Warners, with Jean Negulesco directing
George Jessel plans to
star June Haver in "Music in The Air," adapted from the Kern-Hammerstein B'way
musical, when he brings it to the screen for Twentieth-Fox
Producer Jerry Wald
and Director Vincent Sherman will be teamed for the second time by Warners on "Scandalous," a romantic comedy by Norman Krasna ta star Ann Sheridan. Their first, "The
Unfaithful," current Sheridan starrer, is reputed to be terrific
Richard Baseharr's
next two for Eagle-Lion will be "Career in Manhattan" and "Corkscrew Alley"
John Sturges has been borrowed from Columbia by Irving Cummings to direct the Susan
Peters starrer, "The Sign of the Ram," which Cummings will produce as an indie production for Columbia release
Same lot has signed Patricia White for one of the
lead's in "When A Girl's Beautiful," joining Adele Jergens, Marc Piatt and Stephen
Dunne
Julie King and Jon Conway are new additions to Twentieth-Fox's "The Foxes
of Harrow."

Freight Rate Hike

(Continued from Page

To Cos! Pix $250,
1)

the express agency's rate proposals.
The hearing- is expected to end tomorrow or Monday. In a "protest"
filed
with the FCC,
condemned the service of Railway Express and said proposed rate increases were excessive.

Area Houses

Folding

which runs until Nov. 15.
Judges include: Chester B. Bahn,
editor, The Film Daily; Sherwin
Kane, Motion Picture Daily; Jay
Emanuel, The Exhibitor, Charles E.
"Chick" Lewis, Showmen's Trade Review;
E.
T.
Mortensen, Greater

nEUJ POSTS

RENCE CARNES,

treasurer,

HENRY COLEMAN,

treasurer, Broadway, Houston,

Tex.

ROBERT

*

Tex.

WOLFE,

treasurer,

Village,

Houston,

been used and many of theaters whcih
have been acoustically treated here
now reverberate, due to plaster be-

coming hard.
Roundtable discussions centered on
standardization of refrigeration and
heating systems, lighting and combining of purchases of equipment
and commodities, and to establish
methods of economy. Speakers alsc
agreed that labor and materials are
now more available in every sectior
Materials which were
of country.
scarce during the war are now being
offered on a competitive basis bj

many

sales organizations.

Misrepresentation Chargec
To UA's Ads on "Blimp"
(Continued from Page

Death

and

Life

1)

Colone

of

(Continued from Page

1)

pointed out that no organization conducts an intensive year-round drive,
but rather concentrates its efforts at
particular moments.
"We are still in the field for members and we're getting members," he name."

Supply Company, who died Monday,

home

here, from a heart attack which he suffered about six
weeks ago. He is survived by his
widow and two sons.

at his

FTC

that "actually, sine
said
October, 1945 the film dis
tributed by the respondents has bee
a materially revised, shortened an
early fall.
abridged production."
FTC charged the film was cut i
Pal's Features is Natural
October, 1945 after it had alread
been favorably reviewed in the pres;
Progression
Shorts
FTC said that by June, 1945 "som
contracts for the showing <
"Full-length features were just a 6,000
the film had been obtained, of whic
natural progression from shorts,"
played off."
George Pal disclosed to The Film about half had been
The Commission granted respoi
Daily, as he outlined his plans
dents 20 days to file answers to tl
for his forthcoming initial feature,
complaint.

ATA

would defsaid that
either
a convention,
sometime this summer or in the

Coyne

about

hold

initely

From

—

—

—

Eastwood, Hou

de-^

terioration of materials which have

as individual respondent
the FTC complaint are Edward C
Rafferty, president and general man
ager; Mary Pickford, Charles Chap
lin and David O. Selznick.
The FTC complaint alleges that ad
vertisements of the "Colonel Blimp
film represented it as the "origins
complete, full-length picture of tha

UA

ston, Tex.

due to

out,

Named

"Tom Thumb," in puppets and liveOnly two theaters have
St. Louis
action. Puppetoon producer said that
been closed because of flood waters
even if costs and exhibitor apathy
as the Mississippi River between
Keokuk, la. and Hannibal, Mo., has
had not made the shorts field nearly
crested and is falling rapidly. Closed
extinct at least insofar as the intheaters, both of which are expected Amusements, Morton Sunshine, Inde- dependents are concerned
he would
to re-open in a few days, are the pendent Film Journal;
Mo Wax, have branched out to feature-length
Canton, Canton, Mo., and the Star, Film Bulletin; Chester Friedman, subjects.
Hannibal.
Pal's feature, now in production,
Boxoffice; Walter
Brooks, Motion
Picture Herald, and Herb Golden, will cost about $1,500,000 and will
Variety.
take about a year to complete.
will release the film, as well as one
Jervis Funeral Held
subsequent feature, tentatively set
Pittsburgh Funeral services were as "Rip Van Winkle."
held yesterday for William Jervis, 40,
Pal will devote his entire faciliJOHN JOHNS, treasurer, Wayside, Houston, for the past several years branch t i e s to features and commercial
Tex.
manager for the National Theatre shorts. He is making a series of two2

unsatisfactory,

is

Blimp."

said.

Trade Press Panel Will
Judge Eagle-Lion Contest

Injunction was issued on the plea
Wagner, owner of the Nox
Max E. Youngstein, Eagle-Lion adTheater, and the Turner-Fairer in- vertising-publicity-exploitation
directerests of Harrisburg, who operate tor, yesterday announced
the panel
the Grand and Orpheum Theaters in of judges in the $2,500 contest
for
Eldorado.
the best showmanship campaigns on
"Repeat Performance." Sixteen cash
prizes ranging from $1,000 to $50
2 St. Louis
will be awarded in the competition

—

ATA

1)

in

of Delbert

Closed as Waters Recede

plastering

of

McCullough pointed

Coyne Refutes Rumors
Ot

MPAA

ll

three cents tax on each motion picture theater admission has been
issued by Circuit Judge Harold Zimmerman in Saline County Circuit
Court.

od

"The

(Continued from Page

Theaters Fight Eldorado's
3% Ticket Tax in Court

(Continued from Page

meeting of company's division
purchasing heads here. Present methat a

reelers for Shell Oil Co.

Pal

discussing production -matUA president Ed Raftery
while here and will leave for the
is

ters with

Coast tomorrow.

Detroit Gets That

H oily wood Complex
—

Detroit

zation

Demand

the

of

Bingay,

Detroit

for decentrali-

industry

at

the

voiced by Malcolm
editorial director of the

production end

W.

film

Free

is

Press

an

in

editorial

column.
Bingay's

fogbound

conclusion
can

is

that

"If

make better
than Hollywood, why should
London

pictures
the sun of California create for the
film business a geographical monopoly? Why can't our other cities do the

same thing that London
Because of silly
extravagances."

salaries

has

and

done?

mad

—

2^
«**mi

The
whole
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industry
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calling
it
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to
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"Living in

'Fiesta'
with Esther Williams, Ricardo Montalban

(Continued from Page

1

M-G-M

)

Far-1

in

a Big Way" Reaching Talent Swat

Marie McDonald, Charles
Winninger, Phyllis Thaxter

Gene

with

104 Mins.

LOADED

Rank-Univ.

films

REV1EIIIS Of riEm

'Carnegie Hall" Will

,

Kelly,

(Continued from Page

1)

103 Mins. night, covers not only stars and notet
ENTERTAINMENT, M-G-M
GAYETY, EXCITEMENT AND SPECTAGOOD FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT directors, but will also include less
ONE SHOULD KAYO SUM- WITH LOTS OF HOMEY TOUCHES; known players who will be inter
situation CLE, THIS
the
described
Holland,
COMPETITION.
MER'S
GENE KELLY CLICKS SOLIDLY ALL THE changed as part of an internationa
abroad in one word "confused."
program for "building-up" the^er
Carrying a substantial load of entertain- WAY.
"While we were getting ready to
among which first must be
Dances created and led by Gene Kelly sonalities throughout the globe ,v>
resume distribution on the con- ment elements
Robert Siodmak, one of U-I
.o\
pointed out the beauteous Miss Williams, not only highlight this production but rank
tinent," he said, "the British jumped
A Technicolor it as an out-of-the ordinary bit of enter- directors, will leave immediately foii,
"Fiesta" also has Grade
the gun and captured much of
to
direct
Mary Webb'
ts
photography,
many scenes shot :n
tainment. Kelly is assisted in his remark- England
the market." American distributors,
bullfighting and a story
Miss McDonald, who "Precious Bane" for Rank's Tw<"
routines by
able
however, are making rapid strides in Mexican locale,
Pic will star Roberi
stuff, heavily studded with
proves to be light on her feet, and by Cities Films.
regaining European audiences and that is simple
gayety, excitement and spectacle. Leaning statues, a
housing project, a group of Donat and Ann Todd, and will hv

from a two-month tour of England,
France, Switzerland, Belgium and

WITH

i

—

j

\

.

j

j

will

continue to

make advances

if

they offer better pictures, Morros
added.
The producer reported the existence
of a strong campaign in England
against American pictures and in
favor of the home product. Daily advertisements in the newspapers plug
British-made films and the critics are
rough on Hollywood pix. In addition,
British pictures are given the most
advantageous playing time.
Despite this, Morros pointed out,
70 per cent of the revenue in England comes from American films.
Because of the complete absence of
air-conditioned houses in England
and on the continent, "Carnegie
Hall" will not be generally released
there until the fall, with the exception of a Paris run set to begin
July 8.
"Hall" will play roadshow in one
other situation here, an indefinite engagement at the Esquire Theater in
Boston beginning June 17.

Mass. Coordinating Group
Plots Ticket

Tax

Battle

(Continued from Page

1)

within a few days with a ticket tax
expected to be an important part.
Plans were discussed at a meeting
presided over by Frank Lydon, with
state representatives of all industry
branches in attendance.

UJEDDIRG BELLS
Mclntee-Staples

—

Providence, R. I.
William B.
Staples, assistant at the Hope Theater, was married recently to Catherine Mclntee.
Couple are honeymooning in New York.

Fitzgerald-Cotter

Peggy Fitzgerald

of the

RCA

pub-

department, and Jerry Cotter,
motion picture editor of The Sign,
have announced their engagement.

licity

I

toward the
the

serious

tale

solves,

light

becomes

side

results

in

occasion

party, dancing and

When

what effort
froth.

for

to
It

make
dis-

throwing

a

singing.

the story is
scenes wi?h
snorting bulls are threaded into the narrative and some of the finest process screen
splicing yet accomplished spices the doings

with

is

it

A

exciting.

thrill

in

good

real

moments.

When music has its moment, Latin tunes
are
capably rendered. The big moment
devoted to a concerto rendition
of Aaron Copland's "El Salon Mexico," here
adapted and orchestrated as "Fantasia Mexicana." Also, there singing by Los Bocheros
and superfine dancing by Cyd Charisse, who
is also easy on the eyes, a good player.
Audiences want to see Miss Esther in
water. They will do so here.
her element
Also she's a matador and rather cute at
musical

is

—

the game, too. This Montalban fellow is a
Latin type to stir the girls.
Twin children of Fortunio Bonanova, Miss

Williams and Montalban are exposed from
childhood to the Mexican national pastime.
Papa Bonanova was a bigtime matador. He
retired. With his wife, Mary Astor, they
raise Montalban to succeed his father while
Miss Williams lurks nearby picking up the
But Montalban's forte
finer points, too.
is
music. Miss Williams sends a score to

Mexico City where it receives the attention
of Maestro Hugo Haas. He comes visiting,
wants Montalban to study with him.
Bonanova sidetracks Haas, gets a booking
There's confusion when Mon
talban learns his father thwarted his musical
career and he runs off to obscurity. Miss
Williams, however dons the costume, and
saves the "Morales" name. She even boosts
it
to high
acclaim. Montalban hears his
music broadcast, runs to Haas. Then he
learns someone is using his name. On investigation it turns out to be Miss Williams
who soon makes her last bullring appearance.
Bonanova is convinced
Montalban
should be a musician. Miss Williams is married to John Carroll. Miss Charisse prepares
to marry Montalban.
good deal of entertainment is constantly generated by the doings. It is well
nlayed. Directorially it holds together well.
It should ribly stand Summer competition.
CAST: Esther Williams, Akim Tamiroff, Ri"-ardo
Montalban, Jo'ln Carroll, Mary Astor,
Cyd Charisse, Fortunio Bonanova, Huqo Haas,
lean Van, Joey Preston, Frank
Puglia,
Alan
for

his

son.

A

West

—

Hollywood Mrs. Jacqueline FreeWertheimer and Henry Edwards, a film producer, were married
here in a civil ceremony. They will
go to France.

man

CREDITS: Producer, Jack Cummings; Director,
Richard Thorpe;
Original
George
Screenplay,
Bruce, Lester Cole; Photography, Sidney Wagner, Charles Rosher, Wilfrid M. Clinc: Musical
Score,
Adaptation, Johnny Green; Additional
Orchestration,
Ted Duncan: Dances, Eugene
Loring;
Film
Editor,
Blanche Sewell; Sound,
Douqlas Shearer; Art Direction, Cedric Gibbons,
William Ferrari; Set Decorations, Edwin B. Willis,
Thomas Theuerkauf.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

terpsi-

his

his

deft

the way.

seems
ried

veterans'

a

family

around a hasty war marhousing project and a

revolves

Story
riage,

who

profited by war contracts. It
Leo Gogarty (Gene Kelly) marMaggie Morgan (Marie McDonaldl
as

I

j

produced this summer at
Paul Soskin.

Denham

bj (

"Precious Bane" option was held
for a long time by Ingrid Bergmar
in the hope that she might star in it
Her option lapsed when she went
into the stage play, "Joan of Lor-;]
raine."

if

hours before leaving for overseas,
and nine days after first meeting. Three
years later Gogarty returns and makes a
bee-line for Mrs. Gogarty, who has changed
financially and emotionally since last she
saw her husband. Using the excuse that
three

Brockington, Peters
Elected Veepees in Odeon

—

Ottawa Further organization de-l
velopment with Odeon Theaters of
Canada, Ltd., was announced by
President

E.

J.

Lawson

in

election

George W. Peters and L. W.
marriages and have all got 10 divorces, she Brockington to new office of vicepresident. Both have served as comasks Gogarty for one, but he refuses. When
pany directors.
her family find out, they not only think
her

all

it

is

friends

to

lived

regret

their

war

good joke on their spoiled offspring,

a

grow

but

to

Gogarty.

like

With the

viid

Grandma Morgan, he starts a veterans'
housing project, which Maggie gets interested in after she decides she wants him
back. Both turn hot and cold alternately
and a divorce is about to go through when
the judge decides against it. Not knowing
he is still married Gogarty returns to his
first housing project to find Maggie living
there and waiting for him with open srms.

of

Marie McDonald is
pretty and beguiling as his wife, and Spring
Byington and Charles Winninger are
charmingly scatterbrained as the mother
and father. Phyllis Thaxter gives a completely disarming performance as the wifd
Kelly

is

of a

pilot

falls

for

sensational.

killed

Kelly

in

the

war,

because he

who

secretly

reminds her of

her husband.

Good family entertainment, with lots
homey touches, it should please most

of
of

the people most of the time.
CAST: Gene Kellv, Marie McDonald, Charles
Winninger, Phyllis Thaxter, Soring Byington, Jean
Adair. Clinton Sundberg, John Warburton, Wm.
"Bill" Phillips, Bernadene
Hayes, John Alexander. Phyllis Kennedy.
CREDITS: Producer. Pandro S. Berman; Director,
Gregory LaCava; Screenplay, Gregory
LaCava and Irving Ravetch; Original Story by
Gregorv LaCava; Musical Direction, Lennie Hayton; Dance Sequences created and directed by
Gene Kelly, and Stanley Donen: Director of
Photography, Harold Rosson, A.S.C.; Art Di
rection.
Cedric Gibbons and William Ferrari,
Film Editor, Ferris Webster; Recording Director,
Douglas Shearer; Set Directions, Edwin B. Will's.
DIRECTION, Very Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Very Good.

of

into

who is a lawyer,
company when J. Arthur

Rank secured

control and is Rank's
legal advisor in Canada. Peters is!
succeeded as secretary by Allan E.
Robinette, who is a Toronto lawyer.

Korda
Suit;

in

No

For Lawrence
Talks

Distrib.

(Continued from Page

1

brought against him by Laudy Lawrence.

With "The Shop At Sly Corner"
set for release through Republic and
"Courtneys of Curzon Street" slated
to be handled by Metro, Korda is in
no hurry to conclude pacts for his uncompleted pictures..
The British producer left England
in the midst of shooting "An Ideal

Husband," starring Paulette Goddard, and expects to resume as quickly as possible, hoping to return home
by the end of next week.
Virgil

Edwards Dead

Salida, Colo.— Virgil Edwards, 38,
city manager for Atlas Theaters, is
dead. He is survived by his wife.

STORK REPORTS
—

California Pictures Corp., yesterday

announced the appointment of Weiss

ter.

Harry

L.

Gold, general

manager

world

wide distribution for
Hughes Prods, and vice-president of

for

&

New

York, Inc., to handle
Detroit— Snuffy McGill, theatrical
the advertising of both companies, for
which Alec Moss is director of adver- photographer, became the proud
father of twins, a boy and a girl.
tising.
Geller,

t

Brockington,

came

New Brunswick, N. J. Will Baltin,
secretary-treasurer of TBA, became
a father for the second time Monday
with the birth of a boy to Mrs. Baltin
at
St.
Peter's
General Hospital.
Couple have a four-year-old daugh-

Gold Appoints Adv. Agency

Napier.

Wertheimer-Edwards
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

dog. Aside from

a

comedy touches put him
way out there and make it a Kelly pix all

chore,

the bullring

many

and

children

:

Oo

M

^
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TEN CENTS
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n 3,100 mnjoRS' houses
German Screens to be Run on Competitive Basis
12-15 r

Form Co-op Forwarding
Co. To Operate in U. S.-U. K.

pi k

|

Samoff Ponders

ishington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington The German screen
-oon will be thrown open to foreign
If

—

"

Will Play on Identical
Terms with Companies'
Films Under New Terms

INDUSTRY SHUTS EYES TO TELEVISION

Zones; Available to All

:

i

if "Failure to Face Facts'' is Best
Possible Protection for Studio, Box Office

—

London (By Cable) From 12 to
15 top British pictures produced by
their eyes to sound films, may soon units of the J. Arthur Rank Organization will play
open their theaters to television
thea3,100 - odd
equipment, developed for the theater
ters of the five
screen.

Chicago—"Time

will tell whether
ind domestic production on a "free
failure to face the (television) facts
ind competitive" basis within the a
T
is the best possible protection of
;L
S. and British zones, the War Department yesterday told The Film studio investand the
"There are many more, however,
Daily. Present target date for this
who are strangely indifferent to the
Mii-military operation is September. theater box o f
new art," General Sarnoff continued,
Because of conflicting and confus- fice," Brig. Gen.
Samoff
"or perhaps they are waiting unContinued on Page 6)
said last night in
til
television delivers itself on a
addressing delesilver platter to the imotion picture
gates to the Radio
industry.
.

ments

U.

the next
months on

David

(

Open Forum

Set for

N. J. Allied Conclave
A complete program of business
and social activities for June 24-26
Atlantic City convention of the Al'ied Theater Owners of New Jersey
ivas announced yesterday by E.
(Continued on Page 5)

1TOA

Re-elects Brandt;
Directorate is Revamped
Harry Brandt, president, and other
.

•

•

;

of the ITOA re-elected at yes.erday's membership meeting, will be
installed at a meeting next Thurs(lay. Serving again with Brandt are:
David Weinstock, first vice-presi(Continued on Page 6)

Manufacturers
Association an-

perience,

nual convention.
Observing that
there are some
motion picture
people alive -o

making, and their pride is understandable in view of the huge box
office they have
experienced. But
they tend to shut their eyes, as they
once shut their ears, to another mo-

the

mentous electronic development
sound on film. They measure the im-

RCA G en. david sarnoff
president pointed
out that these industry leaders, who
are among the few who did not shut

pact of television on their own industry by comparing the entertainment values of the theater screen

Mass. Sales Tax

May

WB 1946-47 Releases
Up

Slightly to

27

Total number of Warners' releases
1946-47 will top the previous
for
year by a slight margin, adding up to
21
as

new

and six re-issues
with 20 new produc-

pictures

compared

tions and four re-issues in

Nineteen

new

1945-46.

and

no re-issues were released the season before
films

that.

Not included

the six 1946-47 reissues are three pictures allocated for
special Saturday morning showings
in the Children's Film Library Pro-

gram.

A

British

documentary, "Burma

year's total.

1946-47
August.

release for

"Cry Wolf,"

in

will

be

Pix

Smear

in

House

—

was learned when the committee filed a series of revenue measures with the clerk of the House of
Representatives.
It is believed that the sales tax

American Activities failed yesterday because Rep. Chet Holifield, D.,
of Los Angeles, was "grounded" for

(Continued on Page 5)

(Cor.tinued on Page 5)

the day. This

is

how

it

Power

mem-

is

Charged

THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Amid charges that
its appointment was a usurpation of
power, the special tax-study commitWith Harry Brandt, ITOA presi- tee named last week by House Ways
dent, heading the committee of met- and Means Chairman Harold Knutson
ropolitan theater owners, it was re-, and former Chairman Robert Doughported yesterday that over 400 places ton held an organization meeting

400 Seats Already Sold
For Smith-Gehring Fete

Washington Bureau of

—

have already been sold for the lunch- yesterday.
Continued on Page 8)

Davis, in saying that up to 15
features will get major circuit

JOHN DAVIS

Rank

(Continued on Page 6)

Is

Confusion

On UA

Sale Front

-

Among

The status of both the possible purchase of UA by outside interests and
the reported offer of the presidency
to Tom Connors, former 20th-Fox
distribution chief, remained in conyesterday after a routine
meeting of the Board of Directors re-

fusion

(

Continued on Page 4)

happened:

Rep. John Rankin, D., Miss.,

Rap Naming of Tax Study Com.

(

and Canada.

"All

—

Usurpation of

rector, following
his return from a
visit to the U. S.

Answer

Holifield to

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Boston
A proposed five per cent
Washington
What was to have
ticket tax was dropped by the Legislative Committee on Taxation but been the first all-out defense of Holtheater receipts may be subject to lywood against the "smear" tactics
a recommended two per cent sales of the House Committee on Un-

tax, it

terms with the

(Continued on Page 8)

in

Victory," distributed by Warners in
1945-46, is not included in that
Final

Apply to Theaters

12

identi-

companies' own
pix, it was said
here yesterday by
John Davis, Rank
Org. managing di-

—

ifficers

!

cal

"They have the know-how, the exand the talent for picture

possibilities
of television in
iheaters, the

affiliated

S.

circuits during

those present

(Continued on Page 5)

was

Rank Won't Produce
Features in Canada

—

J. Arthur
London (By Cable)
Rank will restrict Canadian production activities to children's films and
shorts, it was revealed here yesterday by John Davis, managing director of the J. Arthur Rank Organiza

who

has just returned from a
York and Toronto.
Rank plans regular production of
features in Australia, but not more
than two annually, Davis said. Rank

tion,

New

visit

to

and

Davis

Australia
Spring.

will

and

pay

New

a

first

visit

Zealand

to

next

—

^^
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remit with order. Address all communications

York

N. Y.

18,

B.

1501 Broadway, New
Phone BRyant 9-7117, 9-7118,

Cable address Film-

9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
day, New York.

28, Calif.

Phone
Granite 6607.
WASHINGTON—Andrew H.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
Manning Clagett,
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-

—

Wardour

133

VV.

St.

1.

Blvd.,

MANILA—Homer
HAVANA —
BOMBAY—

Hotel Manila.
Mary
Blanco, Virtudes 214.
L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,

Stuart,

Louise

Ram

ALGIERS— Paul

Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue

MONTREAL

Charras.

Ray Carmichael, Room

Saffar,

464 Francis Xavier
Jack Droy, 411 Lyric

9,

VANCOUVER —
SYDNEY—Bowden Fletcher,
Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys,
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copenhagen-Van Lnese.
ROME — John Perdicari,
St.

Theater Bldg.
19

Moxon

Ludovisi 16. Phone, 42758. MONTEVIDEO
Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito 597.
MEXICO CITY Dorothy Neal, Calle de
Paris 12.

Via

—

—

CURTIS MITCHELL,
director,
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Takes LA Theater from
FWC As Per N. Y. Decree

—

City from

NASH

MARILYN

leave New York by
plane today for a visit with her mother, Mrs.
W. A. Downs in Detroit.
will

CARLOS NIEBLA, Mexico manager
International,
via air.

due

is

Mexico

flew

American

KENNETH

from

the

Coast

yes-

Airlines.

McKENNA, head

of

M

-

G

-

M's

scenario department, leaves Hollywood tomorrow,
via American Airlines, en route to New York

respectively,
last night.

homes
HAROLD MIRISCH, Allied

for

their

back
with
here

in

Hollywood following

STEVE BROIDY who

is

left

L.

A. and

by plane

Artists' vee-pee,

is

New York confabs
scheduled to arrive

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Due to the New York
Equity decree dissolving theater
pools, United Artists Theater, Los
Angeles, which has been operated
for several years by Fox West Coast,
will revert to United Artists June 18.

Eagle-Lion assistant adreturned yesterthe

director,

HAL ROACH, who has returned to Hollywood
from New York, will spend the month of July
visiting
UA branches in connection with his
"The Hal Roach Comedy Carnival." Roach
turns to New
conferences.

re-

York on July 7 for further sales

ATTORNEY GENERAL TOM CLARK

will adB'nai B'rith on its 19th
Chicago on Sunday.
NORMA DAVIS, secretary to Sol A. Schwartz,
RKO Theaters general manager, and FRANCES

Ramah Lodge,

anniversary

in cities of the first class (Philadel-

phia).

GEORGE PAL, Puppetoon

producer, flies back
to the Coast today, following a series of talks
with Ed Raftery, UA chief.

ELSON, Trans-Lux Theaters' veeMexico next week. Back June 25.

pee, will fly to

TERRY TURNER, RKO Radio exploitation
manager, and his assistant HARRY REINERS,
accompanied by EDWARD McGUIRE of the legal
department, left today for Boston in connection
with the New England premiere of "The Lonq
Night.

of RKO Theaters,
today on a vacation trip to the Coast.

also

to

Equipment

Submit Rosen

to

West Coast Bureau

of

SCHWARTZ,

vice-president and

leave

necessary that a $2 annual license
be paid by operators of such establishments to the Receiver of School
Taxes or School Treasurer.

Funeral Rites Today
Albert (Bert) Moeller

hemorrhage.

FRANK

S.

NUGENT, former

MURVYN VYE
port,

Conn.,

to

Film-Tel,

now
in

film

associated
York.

for

critic

with

John

New

has left

appear

Hollywood for Westin

"The

Girl

of

the

Michigan

Court Upholds

Hughes

ITTC Creditors
To Meet on New Proposal

MPAA

on

Trust Suit Motion

Knox yesterday upmotion to strike out
four paragraphs of the amended
complaint filed by Hughes Tool Co.
Federal Judge

held the

in

its

MPAA

anti

trust

suit

against the

Johnston office. Sections to be eliminated referred to prior alleged violaA meeting of creditors of Film Tel, tions of anti trust laws by the
Inc. and International Theatrical and
MPAA.
Television Corp. has been scheduled
for June 23 at the U. S. Court House.
Meeting will consider the second
amended plan on arrangement which
is scheduled for a hearing before
Irwin Kurtz, referee in bankruptcy
on June 30.
Plan, signed by George Hirliman,
president of both corporations, sets
up classes of creditors and outlines
an agreement under which the com-

floor level.

E-L Plans 13 Branches
Weltner Heads Paramount
In Central, South America
Int'l Group to Coast
West Coast Bureau of

studio officials.

,

Head for many years

of the old
exhibitor
organization,
Moeller later became general manager of MPTOA. He returned to Debany.
EDWARD M. SCHNITZER, UA Eastern and troit about three years ago and has
Canadian sales manager, returned to New York maintained contacts with the indusyesterday from Philadelphia.
try from his home. Survivors include
SIDNEY BLACKMER has left New York for his wife, Vera, and
a stepson.
the Coast.
Gloversville, was in Syracuse from Schine home office, Gloversville.
JACK ELLIS, UA district manager for New
York, returns to his desk
today from Al-

THE FILM DAILY

execs,

for

—

gen-

ties.

Academy

International

law would be1948, and make

Detroit Funeral services will be
manager, RKO Theaters, Inc., together with
W. DAWSON, comptroller; TOM O'CON- held today at Warwick Funeral Home
NOR, real estate dept.; and E. WANDELMAIER, for Albert J. (Bert) Moeller, 57, who
maintenance department, were in Syracuse from
New York to look over the local RKO proper- died at his home following a cerebral

ward, sideways and backward on one
continuous
move.
The high-hat
mount permits dolly shots to be made panies would continue to operate
with the camera lens only 16 inches while paying off their debts.

Paramount

1,

it

eral

Golden West."

headed by George Weltner, president,
leave today for Hollywood for discussions with Henry Ginsberg, v.p.
in charge of production, and other

the

effective Jan.

A.

the N. Y. Times,
Ford as a writer, is

Vanguard

enacted,

If

come

in

TANNENBAUM,
A.

I

Harrisburg, Pa.— A measure (S.B
827) has been introduced in the Gen
eral Assembly by Sen. Paul L. Wag
ner, R-Schuylkill County, providing
for a one mill tax rate on each dollai
of the volume of the annual gros;
business transacted by operators oj
amusement establishments, including
motion picture houses, theaters
amusement parks, sports a n £as
skating rinks, carnivals and c.Q ,,es

GUS W. LAMPE,

next week.

NORMAN

PICKMAN,

publicity-exploitation

SOL

Minneapolis exhibs.,

for

a

day from Cincinnati where he attended
opening of "Repeat Performance."

London.

DON GUTTMAN and TED MANN,

manager

Radio

and his bride arrive on the S.S. America
honeymoon. They will visit relatives in
the Midwest and the RKO studios in Hollywood,
returning to New York for the RKO Radio sales
meeting July 7.
Ireland,

on

dress

BENAY VENUTA
terday, via

from

Loew's
City today
for

(,

6%

UA

West Coast Bureau of

New York

arrives in

JACK LE BIEN, RKO Pathe News editor, returned yesterday on the America.

JERRY

Para, ad-pub-exploitation

back from Chicago.

is

JUNE HAVOC

from

3

3% 3% 3%
12% 12% 12%
3% 3% 3%

in

to

be submitted to the Academy research branch next month.
Net
New pieces are an all-angle dolly
Chg.
a high-hat mount for low dolly
+ % and
shots. Both were financed under the
Selznick policy of rewarding techniwho develop new equipment.
+ % cians
Dolly is a camera mount which enables the camera to be guided for-

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

v.-p.

returned

Hollywood
Two innovations in
camera equipment have been completed under the supervision of Morris Rosen, head grip for David O.
Selznick's Vanguard Films, and will

financial.
(Thurs., June 12)

has

Hollywood today.

—

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

to

HUBERT McNALLY, RKO

LEONARD GOLDENSON, Paramount

and

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

returned

Coast.

charge of theater operations,
town from Chicago.

3,

THE FILM DAILY,

to

Paramount's Eastern and South-

PHIL KOURY, publicity director for Cecil
De Mille, arrived in town yesterday from the

:
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for Perm.
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—
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Hollywood Eagle-Lion will open
branch offices in Central and
South America by Feb. 15, 1948,
Sam Seidelman, foreign head of the
13

company revealed

here.

He

said at
least eight of the branches will be

Accompanying Weltner are J. E. operating by October 1. Branch ofPerkins, managing director for the fices will distribute
selected J. ArBritish Isles; F. E. Hutchinson, man- thur Rank product
as well as Eagle-

aging director of sales for Para- Lion productions,
a total of apmount Film Service, Ltd.; and John proximately 25 pictures annually.
B. Nathan, division manager for con- This is in line
with a reciprocal
tinental Europe, North Africa, and agreement whereby
Rank distributes
the Middle East.
E-L product in Europe and Asia.

LOS ANGELES
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

|

See your travel agent oi phone

I

LExington 2-7100
TWA ticket office at

or visit

\

1

80 East 42nd St.
Save time with

TWA

AIRFREIGHT

I

X

*o«

»£t*

***£#***
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— say

who

"Poor Edgar,

if

Mama,
him

"Our Kennedy fans said

he ever out-

wits his brother-in-iaw

and

we're going to send

orchids.

Our patrons

the guys
play 'em!

was

his best;

ice

cream freezer on

he lowered the

brother-in-law

just

love to see him pushed

tomers rolled

around — and shout with

—Roy

and

in

— Mattie

his

the cus-

the aisles!"

Reeves, Brockton,

New

glee!"

this

Brockton, Ala.

Kimbrough,

Temple, Texas

"Leon

Go

Errol in 'Let's

Stepping'

is

an exceffent

"Usual good Edgar Kennedy
comedy.'"

with plenty of laughs!"

—James

—Abe

C.

Balkcom,

Jr.,

H. Kufman, Fountain,

Gray, Ga.
Terre Haute, Ind.

"A scream

"A good comedy which

one of

make anyone laugh. Play it!"

— E.

M.

for slapstick

and

will

his best ever, in

my

opinion."

Freiburger, Paramount,

—Terry Axley, New,

Dewey, Okla.

England, Ark.

R ADIO

;

-

Here's down-to-earth, grass-roots laughter for everyone!
Year-after-year bookings by more than 8,000 theatres prove
that Errol and Kennedy subjects are...

;.

THE BEST 2-REEL COMEDIES

ON

^
^

THE MARKET!

j

THE

Friday,

June

13, 19^
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Raffery Claims FTC

"Al!

Outside

On UA

Its

Limits

UA President Edward C. Raftery
yesterday attacked Wednesday's action of the Federal Trade Commission in charging the company with
misrepresentation as "the first attempt on the part of a governmental
body to tell a motion picture producer how he must cut a picture for
public consumption."
Raftery replied in answer to
charges by the FTC that United
Artists had offered the British-made
picture, "Colonel Blimp," to the public in one version which ran for near-

Weeh-End Report
•

•

e

DON'T 8E SURPRISED

for

rights

• Speaking
weeks. ...
John Truesdale's "Low Tide"

many

one these

pix

to

Vivien Leigh, Mrs. Olivier in private
life, becomes Lady Olivier. Similarly
honored was Dr. Malcolm Sargent,
symphony orchestra conductor, a familiar name in music credits on
British films, and Sidney Cliftwell,
widely known British exhibitor.

George Foster Dies
Louis

St.

—

George Foster,

65,

manager

of the Virginia Theater, is
ill for some time.
Foster was a brother-in-law of Fred
Wehrenberg,
president. Survivors include his wife and several
children.

He had been

dead.

MPTOA

tele

receiver, priced at $395 plus

who

are looking for a sniper

• NBC

haircuts. ...

to televise

is

giving

is

sending

Roy Rogers'

its

1

?

Thrill Circus.

etlnas

Toy Garnett
J.

Bob Bailey

Rathbone
Hunter
Mary Wickes
Ian

June 14
Kay Sutton
Cliff Edwards
Dorothy McGuire
John McCormack
Gertrude Turtchen
Steve Broidy
C.

DeVry

concert

by

Louis Armstrong,

R.

"New

•

...

•

Newly-chartered

Director Irving Pichel

World Theater

Children's

only of a nation, but the world"

T
•

•

WONDER

•

foreign honors as

IF

T

is

in the Wilkes-

New

.

York aims

.

.

RKO's ace foreign

and radio programs
That's a job

of the

industryite

with as

many

Reisman?
Honor in 1937,

distribution chief, Phil

French Legion

of

upon him about
two years ago, and now has just been honored by Italy with the Insignia of a Grand Officer of the Imperial Military and Capitulary Order
of St. George of Corinthia.
Well, as they say, it couldn't have
happened to a nicer chap. ... • If that National Committee of 13
Against Superstition and Fear of Nick (Skouras Theaters) Matsoukas,
which marks its first birthday today, is looking for a second year project,
the Brazilian Order of the Southern Cross conferred

.

how about

concentrating on

• Can

...

fear?

.

this

be

.

.

E.

.

Eve

DeVry

for

possible. "Freddy"?

Ettinger

>>>>.>>>>>>>.

::

Despite the absence of comment bj
regarding the possibility of Connors assuming the post of president
it is known that overtures have beer

UA

•

"CONSISTENCY

Dr.

T

Sewing Machine

Girl'

"A

the

four of the season's best

melodrama like 'Bertha,
could have been bought for $500,
similar

included, in the early 1900s"

conclude that John had a pretty rough time

some years back

1

specific offer

i

.

j

j

lantis,"

Time

of

"Heaven Only Knows," "The
Your Life" and "Sleep My"
^

Love."

£

STORK REPORTS
':

Mr. and Mrs. Myron Siegel be-u:
came the parents of an eight-pound
boy, Gerald, Saturday, at the Swed-

In

"John Loves Mary," sneered at Universal's purchase of "Another

the Coast

Any

George Gallup

— THOU-ART-A-JEWEL" — DEPT.:

Sunday News, Burns Mantle picked as

all rights

former 20th-Fox genera

woulc
have to await the rejection of any
and all purchase attempts.
At yesterday's meeting the Boaro
authorized the extension of the contracts of two of company's independent producers, Samuel Bischoff
and Arthur W. Kelly.
Bischoff, who has just completed
"Intrigue," will produce one picture
under the new deal, the greater portion of which will be filmed in France
and North Africa. The production is
as yet untitled.
Kelly's contract was extended in
order to permit the casting of a top
feminine star for "Half Caste," which i.
is set to go into production shortly
after the first of next year.
George Bagnall, UA vice-president u
and production chief, told the Board
that production-wise the company,
was in the best shape in its history. ^
Well along in shooting or already,
completed, he pointed out, are "At-

an ARI British survey established that while 98 per cent
had heard of Walt Disney, only 91 per cent had heard
Noel Coward

Part of the Forest," remarking that

:.:

interest also.

combatting the "business-is-going-to-hell"

:.:

Barnett

B.

offer would have been made tc
her that would not embrace Chaplin';

reports that

•

specific offer of an;

any

of those queried
of

UA, "no

kind has been tendered Chaplin."
Fabian is undoubtedly investigat
ing the manifold aspects of the U^
situation and sounding out the pur
chase price, but it is believed tha
until today, at least, he has yet t<
come forward with a definite offer
Although representatives of Mar;
Pickford could not be reached fo:
comment, it is deemed unlikely tha

•

to

T

THERE'S another

became a Chevalier

Phil

had

of

things) "favorably influence the films

for the children, not

terest in

to the
sales chief.

Barre-Scranton sector for "The Miracle of the Bells" location shots.

1)

ported "no discussion, comment o
any action of any kind or character
in regard to those vital issues.
,
Sources close to Charles C1* jih
told The Film Daily that alth'ifugl
there was evidence of Si Fabian's in

made

et al

• • • DARRYL F. ZANUCK, come August, will be heading for
London town to launch production there of 20th-Fox's "Escape"
He'll be preceded next month by William Perlberg, who'll produce, and
by Joseph L. Mankiewicz, who'll direct the pic, which will star Rex Harrison. ...
• The Monroe Greenthal Agency has garnered the lucrative

the Beautiful

June 15
George

Kunkis
Richard C. Wilson
S.

of

of the following day, John Chapman, the paper's drama critic
and Mantle's successor, castigated Hollywood for wasting "sucker
money" on Broadway's shoddy
Chapman dismissed "Christopher
Blake," acquired by Warners, as "a lachrymose flop," commented that
WB had paid "no more than 10 times what it should have cost them"

Joseph A. McConville

W.

• Opening

News

Basil

Chatkin

...

unwanted

Polo Grounds

plays on Broadway, "Joan of Lorraine," "Another Part of the Forest,"
"John Loves Mary," and "Christopher Blake"
In the N. Y. Daily

June 13
David

tele unit to the

Orleans" at the Winter Garden next Thursday will be marked by a jazz

N. Y.

t.t

if/

theater patrons

girl

mobile

T

(Ljirtltaa

$45 installation-service-

A
warranty charge, is now being marketed in the Philly area
• Evanston, 111. police
table model, it has a 10-inch picture tube. ...

•

iJ^end

Sam, he's bidding for
The original asking

Artists

(among other

Laurence
Olivier has been knighted by the
King in the new birthday honors list.
Henceforth he will be Sir Laurence.

of

by the way. wa$ $200,000. ... • Al Marx
and Les Reade, former dramatic critic of the British
Spectator, will argue the relative merits of U. S. and English pix over
• Philco's first
Station WWRL's Cigar Forum at 10:30 tonight. ...
of Allied

Schine Hotels account.

—

The Academy's decision

price for the novel's rights,

Sunday

London (By Cable)

•

...

sponsor an International Film Festival in Hollywood next year should
be a source of deep satisfaction to Scan Wood who has been plugging
to

the information they desired regardprexy
ing "Colonel Blimp." The
declared that it was his intention, as
well as the company's, to resist any
such regulations proposed by the
FTC and that he considered the action of the FTC an attempt on the
part of that body to regulate the
production of motion pictures without any right to do so by statute
or otherwise.

Olivier Knighted by King;
U. K. Exhib. Also Gets Title

there's another shift in the higher

if

of these days.

one

distribution echelon

commercial

UA

Sale Front

(Continued from Page

and offered the remainder of the public a cut version
which ran in excess of two hours.
Raftery stated that some time ago,
he had been visited by representatives of the FTC, and had given them
ly three hours,

Confusion"

Is

Phil M/s about ready to
when he was stationed on

:

ish Hospital in New York. Siegel is
assistant to Century Theaters Vice-;
President, Fred J. Schwartz. Then
mother is the former Mildred Ganek. J,

Omaha

—

Allen Jacquist of NationScreen Service, is the father of a
baby girl, Jean Sandra.
al

—

Omaha
Mrs. Harold Martin,
former Tri-States district accountant,'
became the mother of Richard Wal
ter, weight seven pounds.

—

Omaha
Ruth Matejka, former
RKO-Brandeis cashier, has a new
baby girl, Linda.

June

Friday,

13,
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Holifield to

Pix

Smear

Answer

in

House

Rap Naming
Usurpation of
(

(Continued from Page

1

>

per of the committee, had taken the
Soar to demand that Attorney Genal Tom Clark institute proceedings
?ort Charles Chaplin and to
i-^itulate the city censor of MemTenn., for banning a Chaplin
ilm.
"If every other city in America
md a man like Binford at the head

;

.

.

;

pf its censorship bureau we would
fjeet rid of a lot of this filth that is

of

Power

Continued from Page

1)

Cheever Cowdin, Universal board
chairman.
Reps. Forand, R. I., Dingell, Mich.,
and Eberharter, Penna., all Democrats, objected that "the question of
appointing an outside advisory group
had never been discussed either in
open hearings or executive sessions
of the Ways and Means Committee,"
and charged that such a step is "a
precedent dangerous to the DemoJ.

cratic process."

Appointment of this committee,
Eberharter said, is part of a program to reduce income taxes primarily upon the rich, and to impose
"a host of Federal excise or sales
taxes which everybody knows falls
heaviest on the poor." He said several GOP committee members had
Speaking before the N. Y. State urged broadening the excise tax base
Lhamber of Commerce yesterday, during current hearings on excise
Cecil B. De Mille stated the dangers taxes.
Jpf Communism cannot be taken
In the meantime, the Ways and
ightly.
Means Committee announced that it
"In the motion picture studios," De will hear testimony on corporation
.Mille said, "we have special matax problems beginning June 24.
chines to produce fog when we need
;":ding spread before the eyes of our
ihildren through the moving picure shows," Rankin shouted. He
attack
; :hen launched into a vitriolic
.;Upon Chaplin. Holifield arose, as he
"
explained to the House, not to de;

J

a

r Fog

for a

scene.

Some

travelers

Tax Study Com.
Charged
Mass. Two % Sales Tax
is

May Apply

to

N.

Set for

Allied Conclave
(Continued from Page

1)

Thornton Kelley, convention mana-

(Continued from Page

ger.

1)

Committee hands down

its

report.

Latter group will not hold public
hearings on the tax measures but
will discuss the bills privately prior
to reporting to the House.

Clofine Will Receive
Headliners' Club Medal
Clofine,

J.

Theaters

will apply to theater admissions but
no definite knowledge will be forthcoming until the Ways and Means

Mike

Open Forum

editor-in-chief

of

Metro's News of the Day, goes to
Atlantic City tomorrow to receive the
Headliners' Club Medal of Merit for
"excellent coverage and editing of a
major news event by a newsreel."
The medal goes to the News of the
Day for its film story on the recent
railroad strike and hearing in Con-

The opening day, Tuesday, June
24,

has been designated New Jersey
after the delegates are

Day and

registered and have viewed the exof participating companies,
there will be an open meeting for
members and guests. In the evening,
there will be a social get-together
in the Surf Room of the Hotel Ambassador.
Wednesday's business sessions will
be highlighted by an open forum
for discussion of industry problems
and talks by National Allied leaders and key distributor figures.
Wednesday night will see entertainment and dancing in the Ambassahibits

Embassy Room.
Thursday morning will be given
over to a golf tournament at the Linwood Country Club and in the aftergress.
noon there will be a continuation of
the open forum.
Climax of the convention will be
Schoenstadt Asks Extended "Duel" in Wilmington
Wilmington, Del.
"Duel in the the testimonial banquet to National
Coverage, Books, Records Sun" opened yesterday at Loew's Al- Allied President Jack Kirsch set for
dine and will be in its second week Thursday night in the Wedgewood
Chicago
Rosenberg, Stein and
Chelsea.
Rosenberg, attorneys for Schoen- when "The Best Years of Our Lives" Room of the Hotel
opens June 19 at the Warner. AdA special program has been prestadt Picadilly theater's
dor's

—

perhaps I should say fellow travelhave been going around the
lers
:ountry giving a very good imitation
j..Df a fog machine. It is time to blow
f-that fog away. It is time to inform
$6,500,000
the distinguished producer of hybrid
vanced admission prices prevail for
corn that we are not in the market anti-trust suit filed a motion in Fedboth films.
eral Judge Philip Sullivan's court
,.for hybrid Americanism."
yesterday to change date of period
for damages, to run from 1933, to
jbfend Chaplin or anyone else as in-

—

—

...

,

"What I object to," he 1946, when suit was filed.
They also asked that books and
using a few individuals to
niemear an entire great industry." records, covering this period, for
B & K, Rivoli, Southtown, Tower
IfFhis, he said, is what "the UnAmerican Committee" is attempting theaters, Warners Avalon and Capitol theaters, as well as defendant
.:o do.
film companies, be made available for
At once Rankin was on his feet their inspection. Judge Sullivan will
demanding that Holifield's words be rule on this next Thursday.
^ taken down. He refused to permit
Holifield to withdraw his words,
even though the Calif ornian insisted ord of the motion picture industry,"
J :hat
his omission of the word "ac- Holifield told The Film Daily.
tivities" had been inadvertent. Lloyd Binford Rides Again;
* 'Rankin was upheld on his point of
'Jbrder by Speaker Joe Martin and 'Verdoux' Banned This Time
Memphis This city's and ShelHolifield was silenced for the day.
He will, however, deliver today the by County's censor king pin, 81defense of Hollywood he started to year-old Lloyd T. Binford, has decreed that Charles Chaplin's "Monleliver yesterday.
Holifield said he plans to "defend sieur Verdoux," may not be shown in
the industry as a whole against the theaters in the local censor board's
unwarranted attacks" of some of jurisdiction, and "we don't have to
Binford's assoi his colleagues." No single industry give our reasons."
& lin America did more in furthering ciates on the board are Hodges Hon1 ithe war effort, from the standpoint nell, local lawyer, and Mrs. Sid Law,
selling War Bonds, furnishing wife of a railroad man.
isijof
Unofficially, however, Binford as-talent and various other activities
j which stand out on the wartime rec- serted that the UA release "makes
murder a joke."
"Verdoux" is the first pic to be
banned in Memphis this month.
Earlier in the year, Binford, et al,
slapped bans on "The Outlaw" and
"Duel in the Sun," among others. In
April, no less than six films were
Hunt-Carsky
verboten; one was a serial, banned
Chicago Gloria Jean Hunt, daugh- unseen by the board.
Binford has relented in only one
:er of Jack Hunt, Rialto Theater
nanager, was married to Ray Car- case recently. UA's "The Macomber
rky, manager of the B & K candy and Affair" may be shown after deletions
are made.
iopcorn department.
dividuals.
^aid, "is

it

...

pared for the entertainment of the
ladies attending the convention.
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TRADE SHOW
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ilm Types Influence

emme

Theatergoing

"Free" Pic Market for Germany
U. S.

U. K.

Form Co-op Forwarding Co.
(Continued from Page

Picture types exert the greatest ing reports of the plans for disamong readers of the Wo- tributing motion pictures in German's Home Companion when they many, The Film Daily asked the Deselect their screen entertainment, ac- partment to clarify the situation in
cording to a survey conducted by the the British and U. S. zones in the
publication. Of those answering a former enemy country.
American and British Military goquestionnaire, 72 per cent make their
ernments now have agreed to the
decisions on this basis.
Stars in the productions influence formation of a Film Forwarding Co.
70 per cent of those polled, while 65 to operate in the two zones on a coper cent are swayed by reviews in operative basis. Creating of this
magazines, 32 per cent by news- company, facilities of which will be
paper reviews, 31 per cent by trailers, available to all foreign and German
20 per cent by advertisements in distributors who are licensed, is
magazines, and 20 per cent by ads strongly opposed by MPEA.
American and British military
in newspapers.
Ballots indicated that the average government officials have agreed to
Companion reader attends the mov- this basic policy for the two zones.
ies 32 times a year, with the aver"No interest or combination of inage adult attendance for the whole terests, either German or foreign,
family at 73 times per year. Average should have such control of producchild attendance (under 18 years) is tion, distribution or exhibition of motion pictures as would permit denial
27 times a year.
Of those answering, 39 per cent of the screen in Germany to other
attend the same theater regularly. groups or which would limit compeTendency is strongest in small towns tition."
where 51 per cent usually go to one
Anglo-Amer. Seek Reciprocity
theater, ranging through 40 per cent
As
a protection to American and
cent
of
city
per
in large towns and 29
British film industries, however, it
dwellers.
was agreed that this provision will
Fifty-seven per cent said they
apply to the product of other allies
would attend movies more often if
only if full reciprocity is granted
they had more time, while 53 per
U. S. and British films in the other
cent indicated they would go more
zones in Germany. In other words,
often if theaters showed more of the
French and Russian films will not be
kind of pictures they like, and 32
allowed to be distributed in the
per cent would be more frequent
Anglo-American zones on a free and
ticket buyers if movies were less exsimilar
competitive
basis
unless
pensive.
is afforded U. S. and BritA preference for Technicolor was treatment
Russian and French
indicated by 58 per cent of the wo- ish films in the
influence

|

j

12-15 Rank Films In
3,100 Majors' Houses

1!

(Continued from Page 1)
War Department sources stressed
that
now has the "right" to playing time, emphasized that ther
take over its films handled until now was no restriction on the number o
by the special military government British pix which would be ar^om
distribution setup, and can, under modated. Tee-off films for the
rf ^yr
special license, distribute directly the will be "Great Expectations,y1 -v.
fov
products of its member companies playing Radio City Music Hall h
"and such other films made in the New York, where it has rolled U]
U. S. as are made available to it."
$403,000 in its first three weeks
American and British Military gov- "Odd Man Out" and "Stairway t<

MPEA

j

-

j

ernment, however, emphasized this Heaven." All three are America?
point: Priority in use of physical U-I releases.
distribution
facilities
"must" be
Davis did not commit himself a.
given to the Film Forwarding Co.
to the amount of anticipated Ameri
Department officials said that can_ revenue
trade sources hav<
"where ever possible MPEA and variously estimated the major circui
other distributors, who so desire, will playing time coming up at
$8,000,00(
be assisted in obtaining their own to $12,000,000
contenting himseL
facilities, but transportation in the with saying
that the "gentlemen';
two zones is such that at least in the agreement" reached by Rank witl
near future a single common carrier the majors will "very materially imsystem is needed to assure the satis- prove on our 1946 dollar earnings.'
factory meeting of all needs, both
The Rank topper said that tht
foreign and domestic."
Organization during the last sb
Shorn of diplomatic nuances these months has made "greater headwaj
facts stand clear:
in selling British pix than ever be1. MPEA will not be allowed
fore," and added that he had to thanlnear-exclusive use of present
Eric A. Johnston, MPAA president;
distribution facilities in GerNate J. Blumberg, Universal presimany in the near future.
dent, and Spyros P. Skouras, 20th2. Military
Fox president; as "prime movers" ir
government will
assist MPEA in obtaining its
the deal.
own facilities in any way desired.
No U. S. Theaters for Rank
MPEA will be given first choice
The British film tycoon, Davis afof personnel.
This personnel,
firmed, is definitely not acquiring
however, will not be obliged to
U. S. theaters and will not have a
go to MPEA. Transportation
financial stake in any Universalwill be turned over to MPEA but
International may acquire or build.
only within the limits of pres(Editor's Note: At various times,
ent shortages. Storage faciliit has been said that Rank was privties
in
various
exchanges
will
be
ileged to acquire 50 per cent interest
men, while 37 per cent had no pref- zones.
given MPEA within the same
"Those parts of the present moin any theaters which U-I might
erence and five per cent prefer black
limitations.
nopoly, American and British film
construct or purchase.)
and white motion pictures.
3. Any American company so
distribution setups, which are conDiscussing the quiet penetration of
desiring can distribute through
cerned with the physical forwarding
Rank pix in the Latin-American marRe-elects Brandt;
MPEA if MPEA agrees, how- ket, Davis said that in eight months
of motion pictures will be detached
ever, that the facilities of the
from the rest, formed into a single
Directorate is
in that territory Rank operations
Film Forwarding Co. also will be
company to operate in both zones on
have grossed $1,250,000.
available to these companies
(Continued from Page 1)
a co-operative basis in the interests
Remittances from the rest of the
whether
who
wish
or
not
of
licensed
distributors
they
are
MPEA
all
world by the end of 1947 will be from
dent and board chairman; Max A.
members.
services,"
it
avail
themselves
its
of
two to three times greater than a
Cohen, second vice; Leon Rosenblatt, to
year ago, Davis added.
4. MPEA companies or any
treasurer; J. Joshua Goldberg, sec- was agreed by the American and
Commenting upon the Rank telecompany on its own will get a
retary, and John C. Bolte, sergeant British military governments.
The services of this Forwarding
vision deal with the E. N. Rauland
crack at facilities second to the
at arms.
Corp. of Chicago, Davis said that it
Film Forwarding Co.
Warm contests developed for places Co., the Department stressed, will be
was strictly for the interchange of
5. This little known fact also
on the ITOA board, with the follow- "fully available" to MPEA and the
British Commonwealth Film Corp.,
patent ideas.
was revealed: Under provisions
ing emerging victors:
MPEA's British counterpart, as well
It is possible, Davis stated that
of
the
Webb-Pomerene
Act
Maurice Brown, Rudolph Sanders, as "other American and British comRank in the next 12 months will
MPEA
cannot
handle
German
Abe Shenk, Irving Steiner, Lou panies choosing to take out licenses
equip one or two London West End
motion pictures. If MPEA took
Nazze, Sam Einhorn, Arthur Rapf, for distribution in the two zones."
houses experimentally with largeover
all
distribution
facilities
it
Henry Seigel, Emanuel Hertzig, Ray
MPEA has opposed the formation would serve to nearly freeze out screen television.
Rhonheimer, Lou Feld, Joe Joseph- of the Film Forwarding
(Editor's Note: This would indiCo. and "exGerman motion pictures from
son, Sam Freedman, Murray LeBoss.
pressed an unwillingness to make use
cate that the London advent of theaefficient distribution.
of the company if it is formed."
ter television will be delayed some
Also on the military government
American and British Military govmonths. Original plans contemplated
black list is block booking. War Deernments said they were in no posioperations late this year).
partment bluntly stated that block
tion to sustain the objections of
Davis who with Rank studied U. S.
booking will not be allowed in the
MPEA "because the entire question U. S. and British zones.
television development said that he
of efficient functioning by indepenconsiders Britain as far advanced as
MARY ANN BARTUSKA, manager. Grand, Grand dent distributors hinges on the forthe U. S., in video.
Island, Neb.
mation of such a forwarding comTouching upon Rank overseas
Associates Send 15 to Camp
CLETA BOWMAN, assistant manager, Capitol, pany."
theater expansion, Davis said that
Grand Island, Neb.
Military Government, it was said,
Fifteen under - privileged children the new $1,000,000 Cairo theater will
FANNY MILLER, general clerk, Warners, Omaha.
"will not compel MPEA or any other have been placed in camps in New open in September. Rank is building
ARDIS BARTZ, secretary to J. S. Cohen, 20thdistributor to use the services of the York and New Jersey under the another house in Alexandria and
Fox branch manager, Minneapolis.
JANE PATTERSON, office manager and head Forwarding Co., but it must assure Motion Picture Associates' Camp Davis said he visualized further theathat the needs of all distributors are Fund Plan, Fred J. Schwartz, presi- ters in the East over a period of
booker. United Artists, Pittsburgh.
being adequately met."
dent, announced.
LAVERA BETTS, cashier, Monogram, Denver.
years.
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REVIEWS*

Introduction of Theater Television

Bill

Washington

in

it

Plot concerns the erection of a bridge in
to permit flood refugees to escape

time
to

high

O'Flynn

ground.
are

at

Bill

Kennedy and

each

other tooth

most of the time.

It

is

Damian

Kennedy generally quitting to come
back to work next day again. The boys
can't get along without each

Mara

is

camp

hash

a

She

Kennedy.

slinger,

at

arrives

inadvertently

when

light

the

other. Adele
o'

love

to

construction

things are getting

serious and helps out as best she can.
There follows a great deal of telephoning

up and down the country with reports on
rising waters coming. The bridge is rigged
with a temporary span in time to save the
people of the

of

MPAA member

flooded

Television a
Timeliness Said

valley.

concluding brawl between O'Flynn and
Kennedy results in the latter being slugged,
put into a car with Miss Mara and the pair

A

New Art Form
its

Greatest Attraction

(Continued from Page

with the programs they see on the

present

television

set.

They are

greatly mistaken."

Holding that television promises
an art form of its own,
General Sarnoff said that the immediate impact of video on theater
attendance will come from the timeliness and dramatic interest of the
event that television will bring lo
the home.
to develop

"The argument that television
must offer a continuous flow of Hollywood extravaganzas is also false,"

Humorous

relief

is

Story

tendants.

is

Philip Ford.

CAST:

Adele

Mara,

by

Richard

H.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Donald
Brown: Director, Philip Ford; Original Screenplay, David Lang. Milton M. Raison; Photoaraohv. Alfred S. Keller; Musical Director, Mort
Glickman: Film Editor, William Thompson: Sound,
Fred Stahl: Art Director, William Chittenden:
Set Decorations, John McCarthy, Jr., Theodore

Lydecker.

Good.

Balaban, Monter Address
Para. Employes on UJA
Appeals for aid for the Jewish victims of Nazism were heard yesterday
when key Paramount personnel, including all top company execs, joined
in company's recreation room on behalf of the United Jewish Appeal's
campaign for $170,000,000. Leonard
Goldenson, vice-president in charge
of theater operations, presided.
Principal speakers were Barney
Balaban, national chairman of UJA's
motion picture division, and Henry
Monter, UJA executive vice-presi-

Television

tion

H. BUCKNER was signed yester
day by U-l to a long-term contract art
a writer-producer for the company. He re
ports to U-l within the next few Qa$- t
r
select his first production under wfe,ie.
deal
U-l has closed a pre-productio
deal with Irwin Shaw and Peter Viertel fo,

1]

"The

Survivors," a play they expect tf
bring to B'way in the near future. The dealt
in

reality

studio

is

more of an option whereby

may back 50 per cent

fh<|

of the shov

and then get the screen rights on a sliding,
scale depending on
the show's
succes Jj
Two from "Our Gang" comedies art
continuing their screen careers in olde
roles; Tommy Bond goes into Para.'s "Bi?
Town Scandal" and Carl "Alfalfa" Switzei
is set for PRC's "Gas House Kids In Holly-

that broadcasting multiplied the audiences for both the concert hall and
the opera house, General Sarnoff
said, "Television can do as much for
wood"
Ralph Morgan into Triangle's
the movie theater."
Helen Craig, B'wa>
Television's possibilities as out- "Sleep, My Love"
lined by the RCA president include star, goes into RKO's "Your Red Wagon'y
the possibility of a method of simul- joining Cathy O'Donnell and Farley Grangery
Jeanne Grain'''
taneous distribution of films to the- and Howard da Silva
aters that may revolutionize the will star in 20th-Fox's Technicolor produc-k,
trade structure of the motion pic- tion, "The Flapper Age," which will go.
ture industry. Its opportunity as a into work this Summer on location in lllinew method of booking live talent nois and Ohio. Fred Kohlmar will produee \
Columbia has named Glenn Ford and] J
simultaneously into hundreds or
thousands of movie theaters was Evelyn Keyes as the stars of "The Mating
of Millie McGonigle."
mentioned.
Speculating on the future, General
i
Sarnoff brought up the possibility
of a film market comprising many 400 Seats Already Sold
millions of homes instead of a few For Smith-Gehring Fete
(Continued from Page

1

Commission in Washington wound up some day may telecast entertain- eon
testimonial to be given Andy
an engineering conference on pos- ment directly to theaters.
Smith, Jr., newly appointed general
"But this much is already evident,''
sible sharing of television channels
sales manager of 20th-Fox, William
he added: "the newsreel theater of
today could readily become the television theater of tomorrow."
Continuing, General Sarnoff said:
"It was radio and electronics that
gave the film its voice. It will be
radio that will equip the theater
with a television eye. I believe that
television can be as great a boon to
the theater as was sound to the silent

with other services.

he continued. "The great attraction
of television

is

timeliness.

Many

of

programs are seen as they hap-

they are both entertainment
and news."

pen;

The

RCA

president held that it is
"folly" to feel that television will
supplant the theater. Pointing out

picture."

Ohio Legislature Plans
Adjournment on June 30

McGovern

Visits

Relative to

UDT

—

Exchange
Probe

—

Columbus, O.
Detroit William McGovern, WashUnder an agreement between the Ohio Senate and ington attorney, interviewed a numHouse, work in the General Assem- ber of exchange managers, includ-

bly will be stopped tomorrow, with
Wednesday set aside for the signing
of bills. Sine die adjournment has
been set for June 30.
Assembly has before it a measure
to kill the State three per cent addent.
mission tax, enabling ticket taxes to
Check for $829 was presented to be levied on a municipal level. Bill
Balaban, for the UJA, by Agnes has passed the House and has been
Mengel Grew, president of Para- recommended for passage in the
mount Pictures Club.
Senate.

Nomikos

DOBERT

JE

its

PHOTOGRAPHY,

=

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

Broadcasters Associayesterday told the FCC that
capably directed
by Congress should probe governmental
use of tele and radio frequencies to
such use is justi- thousand theaters, and suggested
Kennedy, Damian determine whether
Bill
Victor Sen Yunq, Rov fied. TBA's stand was taken as the that independent television producers
supplied

O'Flynn, Richard Loo.
Barcroft, William Hall, J. Farrell MacDonald,
Michael Branden, Ed Gargan, Chester Clute,
Ralph Sanford, Russell Hicks.

DIRECTION, Okay.

—

£

going off to be wed.

Loo and Victor Sen Yung, Chinese mess at-

13, 1941

'*

companies.

and nail
friendly brawling

with

oppose theater tele-

MPAA

smartly juggled, satisfac-

proves a

number.

flatly

declined to detail the positions taken by companies at this
time, it was learned that many companies feel that theater television is not
justified at this time. Johnston's recommendations will be based on the views

Although

and effective, this item packs
the way of melodrama, romance,
action and the like to prove diverting to
general audiences. A bit on the overplayed
tory

MPAA member companies
was learned yesterday.

Some
it

June

Hollywood
Vine Yard

THE FILM DAILY

proval to firm opposition.

Short

side,

Washington Bureau of

Acting on the request of SMPE, MPAA President Eric A. Johnston asked
company heads for their views on theater television. Although several companies
have not yet been heard from, views already expressed range from mild ap-

58 Mins.

SHORT, EFFECTIVE NUMBER PACKS
PLENTY ELEMENTS FOR GENERAL AUDIENCE SATISFACTION.
plenty

—

vision at this time,

Kennedy

JVoic

Some MPAA Companies

Flatly Opposed by

"Web of Danger"
with Adele Mara,
Republic

Friday,
DAILY

ing both majors and smaller companies, during his stay here. Line of
inquiry was toward run situation on
pictures and clearance, affecting first
and second-runs and keys only.

McGovern told one manager he
represented some unidentified Washington attorneys, but one secretary
said he indicated he represented the
Government. Inquiry was concerned
with United Detroit Theaters and
Co-operative Theaters situation.

%

Suit Postponed
Gildemeyer to Brazil Post
Frederick H. Gildemeyer has been
Chicago
Van Nomikos Circuit's
percentage film rental case was post- named vice-president of the Western
poned to June 30 when attorneys for Electric Co. of Brazil, subsidiary of
Corp., it is announced.
film companies say they will enter Wextrex
suits in state courts for collection of Gildemeyer, formerly Puerto Rican
amounts claimed by various com- manager for WE, is en route to his
new post in Rio de Janeiro.
panies.

—

New
I

C.

Gehring, assistant general sales

manager, and Ray Moon, New Yankee division manager, next Friday,
June 20, in the Grand Ballroom of
the Hotel Astor. Ticket sales reported yesterday were wholly con-

A

fined to local exhibitors.
sellout is
when the entire local indus-

expected

is canvassed.
Executive committee in charge of
the luncheon consists of Sam Rinzler,
chairman; Leon Rosenblatt, treasurer, and David Weinstock, in charge
of arrangements. Other members of
the committee include Adam Adams,
A. J. Balaban, Leo Brecher, Max A.
Cohen, Frank Damas, Irving Dollinger, Oscar Doob, Gus S. Eyssell,
Si Fabian, Julius Joelson, Malcolm
Kingsberg, Harry Loewenstein, Arthur Mayer, Walter Reade, Jr., Sam
Rosen, Ed Rugoff, Joseph Seider, Sol
Strausberg, Robert Weitman, William White.

try field

CHARTERED
BRITISH

Msgr. McClcrfferty Post

Monsignor John J. McClafferty,
former executive secretary of the
National Legion of Decency, has been

AMERICAN

CONTINENTAL

PRO-

INC., New York, to produce motion
pictures; capital, $50,000, by William H. Bytham,
Madeleine Eftingham, Arthur C. F. Keleher,
Barbara Bramwell.

DUCTIONS,

MINYAR

CORP.,

Dover,

appointed Dean of the Division of
Social Research of N. Y. Catholic

tures; capital, $6,000.

Charities.

to operate

PHILLIPS

THEATER

CO.,

Del.;

motion

Rockwell

the Empress Theater.

City,

picla.,

Equipment
Maintenance

r

OL.

NO.

91.

115. In

Two Sections—Sec.

NEW

II

YORK, FRIDAY. JUNE

13.
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CENTS
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THEATERS WITH GLYCOL VAPOR
Natco Introduces New 16 MM. Sound Projector
SEE GERfll FREE

"

wi

i

Simplified Operation

ABOUT THE
TRADE
^A/ITZ BROTHERS,
"lorp.
/ith

Chicago,

Keynote

New Model

have

or-

ganized
the
Continental
Electrical
with offices at 3540 Southport St.,
a capitol of $200,000, to manufacture

lannery

... • Tom
Whiteway Signs, Chicago,
under way on a new neon marthe

of

ays work

is

and K Belpark Theater, anther one is going up at the State Theater
nd also a 60-foot vertical sign.
The
-larding Theater of the B and K circuit is
Iso receiving a modernistic marquee and a
B

for

"ue.e

.

.

>0-foot vertical.

•

...

.

George A.

Chicago, contractors for the new Uni'ersal Exchange now going up on Michigan
Vve., report structure is up to the second
t-ory and expectations are that it will be
'n use before the Summer is over.
Leroy
.eander is in charge of the building crew.
.

All

American

Electric

.

.

Mfg. Co., Chicago

heater equipment are moving to larger quarters at 1120-22 South Michigan avenue.
.

•

John

.

.

O'Connor and

D. and E. O'Con.
Chicago Lighting
ind Equipment Company with offices at 642
"•Jorth Central Avenue, to deal in theater
equipment. ... In a spectacular fire which
>urned half the town, the Detroit Theater,
Detroit, Ore., newly opened, was completely
Jestroyed, with a loss of upwards of $50,000,
iccording to Fred S. Wilson, manager.
Clint Bailey, owner and operator of the
lana Theater, Nocana, Tex., has announced
~hat the house has undergone major repairs
ind remodeling.
Major improvements included new seats and new sound and proection equipment.
tor

F.

have

organized

the

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

TECHNICAL SERVICE,

INC., Detroit,
formerly Bromel and Sons, manufacturers of theatrical equipment, are moving to a netv plant at 30865 West Five
(Continued on Page 4)

WGlV's Tele Station
Is Set for October
Chicago

—WGN's

WGNA,

new

television

expected to have
a test pattern on the air by late
October and to be ready for limited
commercial operation by January 1,
it was announced by Carl J. Meyers,
station,

is

director of engineering.

Meyers

said

that orders for television equipment

costing

nearly

placed by

$300,000

WGN,

Inc.

has

3019-2

Simplified operation is the keyword for the new Natco Model 3019-2
16 mm. sound motion picture projector in which many revisions have
been incorporated.
When the equipment is being set
up for a show, there are no reel
arms to remove from the cover of
the projector case or the loud speaker
case and then to put on the projector
before the film can be threaded
through the projector. The Natco

been

Public

School,

judged

the

in

Jackson,

the Duling

adoutstanding
school teacher for 1947 in a countrywide contest conducted by the Quiz
Kids radio program, was the recipient of a DeVry 16mm. sound-on-film
Miss.,

nation's

projector.

An

device which
air-borne
will
bacteria
shortly be introduced into American
theaters by Air Purification Service,
developers of a glycol vapor which
kills

purification

air
all

has been proven
to

in

experimental

in-

provide

instantaneous

steriliza-

tion of the air.

Hornstein Subsid, Set

With Faige as Head

Miami Brandt Stand

Air Purifier to be
Installed in Theaters'
Ventilating Systems

stallations for the last seven years,

(Continued on Page 4)

Fuller

lo.,

'•

Top Prof,
Awarded DeVry 16m.

Nation's

Revised

Aline Neal, teacher

lectrical lines for the trade.
L

of

IJ

Formation of a subsidiary corCinematograph Int'l, Inc.,
export theater and electrical
to

Germicidal glycol vapor which is
completely odorless and harmless
has been put through exhaustive
tests by leading medical authorities
and Government analysts who found
glycol to be a more powerful bac(

Continued on Page 7)

poration,

To Feature Tele

equipment
throughout the
Harry world, was an-

A corporation headed by
Brandt, ITOA president, has signed
a long-term lease for a new theater
to be constructed on 41st St. at Biscayne Waterway, Miami Beach, Fla.
New theater to be called the Venetian, will incorporate a number of
unique features never before used in
theater construction, according to
Berk & Krumgold, theater realty
(Continued on Page 5)

New Installations Set
By DeVry Corp.

nounced yesterby Joe Hornstein,
of Joe Hornstein,
Inc., parent company. M. D. Faige

was named general

manager,

headquarters
at the Film Center, New York. He
leaves June 20 by
air on a trip
through 25 coun-

tvith

Handles Full Slide Range

—

Montreal With 10 new theaters
under construction, others in the
blueprint stage and extensive reno-

500 watt master pro- vation of a number of theaters in
progress, the post-war program of
Famous Players Canadian Corporation is well under way. Theaters are
being built for the company and associates in Chilliwack and Kelowna,
double frame filmstrip.
Changeover from slides to film- B. C; Port Arthur, Peterborough,
strip is accomplished in seconds, Toronto, Rouyn, St. John, N. B., New

New GoldE

jector has been introduced.
It is
possible, with this new projector to
show the full range of slides, 3% x 4
(town to 35 mm., plus single and

(Continued on Page 2)

Up

Service Deals

During the past month the Altec
throughout the country
have continued to sign up new service contracts with a grand total of
more than fifty new accounts as

districts

follows
In the

—

Atlanta district
Oasis,
Marion, N. C; Leon, Tallahassee,
Fla.; Bruce, Rayne, La.; Palma Ceia,

Tampa,

Fla.

In the Boston district

—Rex,

Bos-

(Continued on Page 7)

CPA

Permit for Theater,

Shopping Center Granted

(Continued on Page 4)

F. P. Canada in Bldg. Program
Ten Theaters Being Built; Others Planned
New GoldE 500w. Projector

New

tries.

Prominent disM. D. FAIGE
Recent installations of DeVry 35 tributors have
mm. equipment include Carver The- been contacted in each country and
ater, Kinston, N. C, by Theater distribution has started on Superior
(Continued on Page 6)

Altec Chalks

(Continued on Page 2)

CPA application covering the
erection of a Shopping Center containing an 800-seat capacity theater
(Continued on Page 6)

Cross Machine Bach
After War Stoppage

—

Detroit
Cross Machine Shop is
returning to production of the Cross
Carbon Savers for projection lamp-

houses for the first time since 1942.
production was stopped during
the war, and new models will be
placed on the market within a few
weeks. Wallace Cross, Jr., has joined
his father in the operation of the
All

business.

)

EQUIPMENT NEWS

V ^V

Friday,

Ad Award

Victor Gets

June

two Sections

—Section

ASA Petitioned to Set

II

the American Standards
Association in New York to set up
standards on the new magnetic
sound recorders, some of which are
already on the market.
(
The Council's standards commit*

lished every second week by Wid's Films and
Film Folks, Inc., 1J01 Broadway, New York
City.
John W. Alienate, Publisher; Donald

t

Mersereau, Associate Publisher and GenManager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; West
Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood, Cal., Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief.

M.

eral

tee, under the chairmanship of Wesley C. Miller of M-G-M, is bringing
this project to the attention of the
in an effort to correlate the
desires of the radio and motion picture industries and to set up standards before production of magnetic
equipment reaches large-scale proportions.

ASA

New Columbus Bldg. Code
To Erase Fire Hazards

—

ago

still

would be

legal.

The new

clauses may help bring older structures, including theaters, up to date,
Stith said.

Planned City Drive-in
Bucks Zoning Licenses

—

A Drive-in
Jacksonville, Fla.
theater to be built inside the city
limits has caused a new situation to
regard to occupational liarise
censes. Therefore a proposed city
ordinance denning and fixing the license fee for such a place of amusement has been drafted and placed in
the hands of members of the License

m

proposes an annual
fee of $1 for each automobile that
can be accommodated.

Committee,

10-Yr.

ft

Lease

for

Eameo

—

Mass.

Pittsfield,

Dissolution of

the Allen Enterprises Corp., owner
of Kameo Theater since April, 1946,
has been announced by President
J. Rabinowitz, who has taken
over individual ownership and signed
a 10-year lease on the building space
with Peter Cimini. owner. Rabinowitz heads a corporation which operates the Keith Theater, Brockton.

FGA

1

"MIRACLE"
Hospital

—

Rest

39

THEATRE OPERATION
Drive-in theatre operators look to DeVry for
more than dependable moderately priced projection
and amplifying equipment. DeVry's new IN-CAR
for drive-in theatres are another outstanding contribution by DeVry to the Exhibitor's
and Projectionist's goal the perfect show.

SPEAKERS

—

DeVry IN-CAR SPEAKERS permit closed windows
in bad weather; provide individual volume
patron's
to
control
taste; confine sound
to immediate theatre

Used Upholstered Opera Chairs

community

We have

the

Cream of

CHICAGO USED CHAIR

MART

3,

Sam

ILLINOIS

1921

829

Levtnsohn,

with
patron uniform synchronization of sound
Place your order for IN-CAK
.
Don't delay
SPEAKERS now and assure on-time delivery.
theatre
Send for specifications and prices on DeVry
right pair to
projector and sound systems, too—"The
DeVry Corporation, 1111
to for a full house."

parked

the Crop

REALTOR

LaSALLE STREET

action.

.

.

draw
Armitage Ave., Chicago 14.

Owner

So. State Street,

m

c o
plaints; give farthest-

PHILIP LEVIT

EST.

area, eliminating

Any Quantity
Write or wire for exact photo

CHICAGO

500w. Projector

EVERYTHING FOR DRIVE-IN

Rooms

_

S.

New GoldE

!

WILL PURCHASE

reply.

plemented from time to time, as the
need arises.

I

ODORLESS

Clean

and 8mm.

Range

DEODORANT AND DISINFECTANT
For

16mm. sound, 16mm.

silent,
silent. Line will also include film strips, library will be sup-

titles in

Quebec.
Handles Full Slide
Canada's largest theater, the Imperial in Toronto, is undergoing a
(Continued from Page 1)
face-lifting job on the front. The
Alhambra is being practically re- without tools. With critical focusing
extensive renovations to hairline sharpness, non-slip probuilt, while
are planned for the Palace, Cornwall, jection lens, adjustable beam control.
Imperial, Sarnia, and Runnymede, GoldE offers an ideal machine for
projection up to 75 feet.
Beach and Capital in Toronto.

ASK YOUR DEALER

first

listed as president with
is
Grant Fitch as vice-president, Gordon B. Mills as Chairman of the
Board, and Frances Priester, secretary and treasurer.
FGA will stock a wide variety of

Allen

Halifax.
A new theater will be
erected at Port Arthur and foundations are in for the Centre in Windsor for associates. A new drive-in is
planned for Windsor this Summer
and work will be proceeded with on
the building of a theater at Rouyn,

FORT-A-CIDE
THE

Midwest

Film Guild of America, Inc., with
and library in Chicago, has
been named exclusive midwest distributor of Official Films. George P.

F. P. Canada in Bldg. Program
Ten Theaters Being Built; Others Planned
(Continued from Page

Distribute

offices

prize-winning display.

Waterford, N. S., and other centers.
In Toronto the Nortown, a deluxe
neighborhood house, has progressed
to the stage where the walls and roof
are completed. Work on the Vaughan
being built for the company's associates, B & F Theaters, has been proceeding for several months and with
the walls and roof completed, work
on the interior has been started.
Excavation for the foundation of the
new University has been finished and
footings installed. A contract has
been let for the Donlands for B & F
Theaters. Steel wand walls have been
erected for the Glendale being built
for 20th Century Theaters. At the
Paramount in St. John, N. B., excahas
foundation
vation
for
the
started. A new theater is being built
for associates in New Waterford, N.
S. The Orpheus is being rebuilt in

To

Official Films in

Thomas, Chicago model, presenting prize-winning advertising award to Robert
DeLay, Victor Animatograph Corp., Davenport, Iowa, at the luncheon meeting of the
Chicago Federated Advertising club at the Continental Hotel, Chicago. Paul Norton,
(left), L. W. Ramsey Advertising Agency art director and originator of the ad, holds the
Bettie

James

Or Lease Individual or Chain of
Theatres showing satisfactory operation.
Also consider purchase of
building in which theatre is located.
Financing available. Quick action in

Academy

petitioned

Section of
FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment industry, pub-

Columbus, O. New city building
code being prepared by John S. Stith,
chief building inspector, will be ready
for action by City Council July 1.
One clause demands that buildings
being remodeled at a cost of 50 per
cent of the appraised value conform
with modern standards. The new code
also would provide for inspection in
the event of change of ownership.
provision
Stith claims that this
would permit eradication of fire hazards. The code would not he retroactive and structures built 20 years

of

of M. P. Arts and Sciences, on behalf
of the motion picture industry, has

THE

A

1947

Magnetic Sound Standards
The Research Council

In

13,

DAiLY

Chicago 5

For
|

'

e

III.

s how

maw orour

*18».* DeVry
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No Theater

PUSH-BACK,
It's

the greatest theater

Truly

improvement

Modern Without

KROEHLER

since air conditioning!

the only seat that combines real lounge-chair comfort with the

box-office attractions of the exclusive

FREE

Is

BOOKLET

Push-Back

feature.

gives all details. Write to one of our Kroehler Public

Seating Division Offices: 666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago 11,

Illinois;

2028 South Vermont Avenue, Los Angeles 7, California; 206 Lexington
Avenue, New York 16, New York. Canadian Distributor; Canadian
Theatre Chair Co, Ltd., 40 St. Patrick St., Toronto 2B, Canada.

Here's the normal,
comfortable loungechair position of the

Push-Back Theater
Seat-

When

a patron

enters or lea vea —

Seated patrons need
not stand a gentle
movement of the
body slides the seat
back, providing adequate jpassiog apace.

—

Relax, chair slides
back to normal, comfortable position
no
standing up, no interrupted vision and
no ioooaveiueace.

—

EQUIPMENT NEWS

Natco Offers

New
1)

Model 3019-2 employs only one reel
arm and it is hinged onto the body
of the projector.

take-up reel

is

The

spindle for the

on the body of the

projector itself.
For further convenience, both reel
spindles are located so that the film
is above the level of the base of the
projector even when the big 2,000foot reels are used. This eliminates
the need for special stands or tables
that will permit one of the reels to
hang over the edge of the projector
support during operation.

—

With Faige as Head

—We

(Continued from Page

Sir:

am

I

I

I

dependible

I

mean

complete out

a

talking shoots the doins up
soon
remain.

in

real

One that shows the pictures does the
cowboy picture hopeing to hear from you

fit.

I

(signed)

Mayhugh

Eral

1

Ohio.

To make the task of connecting
the projector to the electric power
supply and to the loud speaker, all
jacks are on the operating side of the
projector.

Once the projector is set up and
connected with the current source
and loudspeaker, the operator can
follow a large, easily seen threading
diagram that is incorporated into
the finish on the operating side of
tne machine. There is no need for
looking at an operating manual or
threading diagram in the lid of the
projector case or on an easily misplaced card.
"Straight - line threading," only
three sprocket shoes, and a film gate
that opens wide at the flick of a
finger all go to simplify the job of
threading the Natco Model 3019-2.
The unique Natco design, wherein
the sprocket holes are on the inner
edge of the film not on the outer
edge as is the case with conventional

ABOUT THE TRADE
(Continued from Page
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he returned to export work
during the war as Subcontract Administrator of military transmitters;
and later was appointed sales man-'
ager of theater and 16
equipment.
states,

Mile Road. ... • David Sandler, presi- Company clearance for $4,500 in repairs to
dent of Drive-In Theater Equipment its 1 -story building at 3238 Olive Street,
Company, Cleveland, announces that he St. Louis. ... • The Turner-Farrar inis manufacturing a theft-proof rubberterests have announced plans for the incovered armoured cable so that in-car stallation of a $10,000 air-conditioning sysspeakers cannot be stoken.
He has tem in their 500-seat Strand Theater in
the exclusive sale of the device which is Carmi, III. Workmen have already started
being used with his Auto Voice speak- on the work, and the system will be ready
ers. ...
• Golden Gate Theater Cir- for operation soon. Jesse E. Lee is manager
cuit, San Francisco, have just purchased of the Strand.
© United Theater
the property of their Palace Theater on Equipment Co., Detroit, has been taken over
the corner of Columbus Avenue and by Lester E. Martin, Arnold F. Martin and
Powell Street in San Francisco. The site Gilbert E. Barge. They also operate the
was originally the old Milano theater. M. B. M. Motion Picture Company, moving
The Palace theater seats 1,350, and is that company's offices at 2501 Cass Avemanaged by Joe Schwartz. ... • Golden nue. ... • In accordance with state fire
projectors also makes it easier to Gate Theater Circuit have just taken over laws, the Dalton Opera House, Dalton, Mass.,
thread the film into this unusually the empty shell of the State theater, has been equipped with emergency lights
The simple closed for 15 years.
House will seat and lighted exit signs.
convenient projector.
• Ben L.
1,000 when finished, and is in the process Ogron of Ohio Theater Supply Company has
Natco sprocket shoes open wide
installed
new AA Motiograph projector
these stay open so the film can be of being cleaned up and re-decorated. . .
"placed," not slid, onto the sprocket Equipment will come from the Grunada mechanisms in the University Theater,
wheels. Then, when the film is in Theater, belonging to this same chain, Cleveland.
place, they snap shut at the touch while the Granada, also in San Francisco,
of a finger and hold the film securely. gets brand-new equipment from National
large threading knob permits the Theater Supply Co., of 225 Golden Gate I . K1DLE, manager of the commercial
operator to rotate the mechanism Avenue, San Francisco. ... O The old
division of Walker and Co., Detroit,
while threading the projector with- Tracy Theater, Storm Lake, Iowa, dark leading sign
firm, reports the shortage in
power.
the
turning
on
some
out
three years, is being remodeled
for
supply in the theater sign field will last
by the Pioneer Theater Corp., headquar- another 24 months,
under normal busiGarden-type Jacksonville ters, St. Louis Park, Minn., and will re- ness operation. ... • Dolan Theater
open soon. The circuit now operates the Service located at 2175 Morrell
Street,
Theater in Operation
Lake, 400 seats, and the Vista, 600 seats,
Detroit, is being formed by Harry A.
in Storm Lake. The new name for the
Dolan, formerly associated with John
Jacksoville, Fla. The new Edge- old Tracy hasn't been announced.
.
.
Murphy's Sunshine Theater Service. .
wood Theater in the Murray Hill • G. C. Anders of the Droll Theater
9 The Mullen Theater, Mullen, Neb.,
sectio nof the city has been com- Supply Co., Chicago, plans to secure
closed for more than a year for remodelpleted.
It is owned and operated larger quarters and change the name
of ing, has been reopened by the Macke
by the Florida State Theaters, Inc., the company to the G. C. Anders Comand is managed by R. J. Ludwig. pany, as soon as his plans are completed. Brothers. ... • The Polk Theater,
Lakeland, Fla., has been equipped with
This is a "garden type" theater, set
a JForthington air conditioner.
The
back from the street and surrounded
40-ton capacity unit will purify the air
by grass and shrubbery. The lobby,
$40,000 cooling system has been as well as lower the temperature in the
which contains the refreshment bar,
^ been placed in operation at the RKO theater. ... • The Ritz Theater, Tallais finished in deep rose with blonde
wood trim. The foyer has been dec- Grand, Columbus, O. Two 40-ton com- hassee, Fla., has reopened after being
orated in aqua, and the auditorium pressors are used in the modern installa- closed while remodeling was in progress.
• A new air-conditioning sys. Both
inside and out the theater has
carries the colors of the draperies, tion. ...
light copper, gold and turquoise. 942 tem has been installed in the 400-seat been repainted and a modernized box
RCA
"Push back" seats have been installed Shafer Theater in Lacen, III. ... • A office replaces the old one.
and the hearing aids are connected building permit has been issued for $5,000 sound equipment has been installed and
to the amplifying system. In the worth of alterations and improvements to the projection equipment modernized.
rear is a parking lot capable of car- Lee Theater, St. Louis, Mo., the building A. P. Talley is manager. ... • The
ing for 200 cars. The entire building is owned by P. Firito. The house is dark at Panama Theater, Panama City, Fla., is
• The Office of Housing closed while extensive repairs are under
is fire-proof, all wood having been present. ...
chemically treated for fire proofing. Expediter has granted the Exhibitors Supply way.
.

i

service activities.
After years of foreign experience
as Branch manager and later chief
engineer of an American sound
equipment company in Austlalia,
Faige travelled extensively in theStates. Following several years as
district manager of the Southeastern

Armstrong Mill

RR No.

1)

Blue Seal soundfilm recorders and reproducers, Ideal auditorium chairs, Gulistan carpets, National Carbons and a complete lirv*.
of all major and accessory items, 'ew
Well known as "Doc" Faige 'w
distributors, dealers and exhibitors
in the States and abroad since the
advent of sound pictures, he plans
to renew friendships and direct thei
organization abroad of sales and
projects,

thinking of going into moving picture show business and
have been
told that you handle the equipment there are several little town around here
that does not have a picture show so I am thinking if
can get the equipment
would show about 2 nights in each little town a week the projector would
halft to be a portible one.
Now I don't know any more about this business than a hog knows about
Sunday. What is it going to cost me to get started with and out fit that is
I

1947,

13,

Hornstein Subsid. Set

Cleveland
thought newspapers bore the brunt of most of the weird
questions around, but this letter just received by Nat Wolf, Warner Ohio zone
manager cops all honors:

Dear

June

dajly

Hurry, Hurry, Hurry, Step This Way and Get
All Your Business Problems Solved By Warners

16M. Sound Projector
(Continued from Page

Friday,

^•A

.

.

.

.

mm

New

Kollmorgen Bulletin
Gives Lens, Screen Data

A

handy new table giving lens
focal lengths for many combinations
of projection distances and screen
sizes is featured in Bulletin No. 204,
issued by Kollmorgen Optical Corp.,
2 Franklin Ave., Brooklyn. In this
now bulletin a two-color table is
used to present the figures in convenient form. The table covers lenses
from two through seven inch focal
lengths
and projection distances
from 40 through 400 feet.
Also included in this new six-page
illustrated bulletin are specifications
of the new Super-Snaplite projection
lens,

Series

away

and information on Snaplite
I and Series II lenses.
Cut-

show lens conDiagrams and data

illustrations

struction clearly.

on fittings needed to adapt these
lenses to various projectors are also
provided.

Columbia Consolidates
Recording Installations
Recording equipment in Columbia's
sound department on the Coast is
being consolidated and standardized
extensive

in

re-engineering

opera-

tions under the supervision of
Livadary, recording director.

John

Designed to save about 40 per cent
by present instal-

of the space filled

lations, overhaul includes a simplification of equipment. Columbia, only
Hollywood studio licensed for re-

by both Western Electric
and RCA, is pioneering in standardization of methods in operating both
types of sound equipment.

cording

When

are completed,
11 production
channels, nine portable and two fixed,
as well as seven other recording
channels for use in dubbing and soor-

Columbia

ing.

alterations
will

have

Friday,

June

13,

w
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EQUIPMENT NEWS
DAILY

Report Plans For

Several motion picture interests
are reportedly negotiating for cer:ain property off Central Park which
chey hope to convert into a large mo-

I

ion picture studio for Eastern projiction, according to word received
Jom Maurice Lev, N. Y. representative of the companies.
Studio will have the largest

unob-

structed stage of any studio in the
East, Lev said.
Lev revealed that the Municipal

government here has expressed a
willingness to allow certain portions
of Central Park, and also Van Cortlandt Park to be used for location.
Plans have been formulated for the
studio sound stages to be used for
actual television broadcasts where
large studio sets will be required.

Washington Film Center
Sold

CMC

to

THEATERS

REUJ

Large N. Y. Studio

Vogue Opened

To Feature Tele

Garden Makes Bow

in Cleve.

—

Miami Brandt Stand

(Continued from Page

—

Warner Brothers

—

—

—

'

C—

—

Corp.

CMC Corp., trading as "The" Film
Center, has purchased the Film Center of Washington, D. C, Inc., from
International Theatrical and Television Co. Officers in the concern are
John A. Morrow, president; E. E. Harris-Morgan Drive-In Opens
Carter, vice-president, and C. T.
Muncie, Ind. Harris and Morgan,
Chandler, secretary-treasurer.
have opened the new Drive-In TheaCenter in process of reorganizater here.
The lot has a 300-car
tion, will sell, rent, and service audiocapacity.
visual equipment and films for accounts in Washington, Maryland, and
Virginia.

—

—

Princess to Bagley
Parkersburg, la.

— Harrison

N

...

it

Quick— Easy

on.

Odorless.
Facts

— Cheap.

WEBER

Dries

Johnson Opens Garden

—

Republican City, Neb.
Raymond
Johnson opened his 300 seat Garden

*

here.

SHOULD

BE

YOUR

ADDED

L

ATTRACTION
EVERY DAY

fra

NATIONAL

ELESS

CARPET CLEANING

Just spray

each.

Bag-

takes over management of the
Princess here, having purchased it
from Charlie Hunerberg.

I

GOOD

FOR GREATER POPCORN PROFITS!

ley

MACH

1)

Republican City, Neb. Raymond specialists, who swung the deal.
Vogue opened its doors here. All the Johnson opened the 300-seat Garden,
Provision will be made for the
accommodation of boats at a long
latest innovations are incorporated formerly an auditorium.
dock paralleling the standee space
in the new house.
of the theater which will be a combinRio Opened by Coffey
Partners Third Drive-in Bows
Malvern, Ark. W. F. Caffey has ation of dock and patio on which reHouston, Tex.
Underwood and opened the Rio, a 500-seater, to serve freshments will be served.
Theater is to be one of the first to
Ezell of Dallas have opened their the Negro trade.
be equipped with a full-size television
drive-in theater here. Shepherd is
screen, as well as a console on the
located on North Shepherd drive just
Danco Bows in Wallace
patio dock which will accommodate
beyond the city limits here. Each car
Wallace, N. C.
Carey Caudell 250.
is provided with an individual speakTheater is to seat 1,200 on two
er. Special lighting makes it possible opened his new Danco Theater here.
floors, with loge seating consisting
for cars to move in and out with
of individual club chairs.
safety.
Rio Makes Debut
Theater is being built by Edward
Snead's Ferry, N.
R. E. Cuth- Singer, Miami Beach.
Mart to be Opened Soon
bertson opened the doors of his Rio
Mart, Tex.—The new Mart Thea- here.
ter is scheduled to be opened here by
Charles Cooper, early in July. Cooper
also owns and operates the Queen Da-Bel is the Name
here.
Dayton, O.
Maurice White and
Nick Dale opened their new Da-Bel
Booker's Booker Bows
here on Wayne Avenue and SmithP
Frisco City, Ala. J. H. Booker field Road. The theater's name was
opened the Booker theater here in a chosen from a contest with cash
awards to the two winners of $50
new building.
Cleveland, O.

in 2 hrs.

POPCORN
HEADQUARTERS
your

FREE. Write

127 N. 17th Street
Allentown 45, Pa.

*
Cinematograph International,

Inc.

MODERNIZES

POPCORN MACHINES

YOUR

Exclusive Export Distributors of

Famous Equipment Lines
Immediate Inquiries Considered
from

Manufacturers
Travelling

in Moisture Proof Bags— Sealed for
your Protection. Play Safe — be sure of Extra Profits— buy popcorn that really Pops!

Desiring

Export Market Through
petent

GENUINE TOP QUALITY HYBRID POPCORN
Packed

Com-

Representa-

POPCORN WARMERS

tion.

BAGS
Joe Hornsfein,

•

SEASONING
BOXES • SCOOPS
•

•

SALT

Inc.
DISTRIBUTED BY

630 Ninth Ave.,

New

CI 6-6285

York City

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
FOR EVERY THEATRE NEED\

NATIONAL
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EQUIPMENT NEWS

Reade

to Construe!

Largest N.

J.

take five floors. All auditing, bookkeeping, and general office work will
be conducted from this location.

By DeVry Corp.
N.

C;

Mullen Theater, Mullen, Nebraska,
by Quality Theater Supply Co.,

Omaha, Neb.; Donks Theater, Hudgby Elmer H. Brient & Sons,
Washington, D. C; Silver Dollar
Drive-In, Bloomington, 111., by Camera & Projector Co. of America, Oak
ins, Va.,

Park, 111.
This new 850-car Drive-In is one
of the largest in the country and
features DeVry in-car speakers and
DeVry projectors and sound systems.

Asked
Curbs
For Building
Lifting

on non-residential building should be removed
imediately in order to maintain employment in the construction industry, according to a statement by
Douglas Whitlock, chairman of the
Building Products Institute.
Claiming that the housing expediter was disapproving applications
for non-housing construction at the
rate of about $25,000,000 a week, or
$1,000,000,000 a year at the present
time, Whitlock added that if permisFederal

work

on

—

Loxley The Victory Theater, destroyed by
on May 5, wil be rebuilt immediately. Judge
H. T. Childress, owner of the building and theJter manager, said.
Theater, operated by the
,-red T. McLendon chain, was valued at $12,000,
and equipment at $4,000.

—

ing with the building of homes for
veterans.
Whitlock stated that with building
materials approaching full production in nearly all lines, there is no
excuse for arbitrarily limiting any
kind of construction.

new theater

to Build

—

East Arlington, Vt. Joseph Ward
Bird sold his Arlington here to Jack
Stoops, former projectionist.

Johnson Buys Legion
Humboldt, S. D.
Alan Johnson
bought J. K. Knopf's Legion here.

Raybond Theater Circuit has purchased the entire square block, 202
by 343 feet, at Westchester Square
Bronx, according to an announcement by David Weinstock, presidem
of the circuit.

here.

— Plans

ready for opening on an early date.

be

will

It

— Early

—

Grand

Junction
Blaylock Building is being
remodeled to house a modern motion picture
theater here.
Fred Thacker, veteran theater
owner, recently purchased the building.
Remodeling plans include provision for living quarfor

ters

erection of
known as the
Bernard Wall.

the

750-seat theater here, to be
Surf, have been announced
by
Theater will be built and operated by Clemco
Enterprises, a subsidiary of the Telenews Theaters.
Cost will be approximately $250,000. Work
is to start at once and
it is hoped
to have the
theater ready by Jan. 1, 1948.
House will be
adaptable for full screen television

—

DeFuniak Springs Hugh Martin, of the Martin
Circuit operating in several states, announced
plans for erection of a 1,000-seater on the outskirts of this city due to the City's Blue law.

owner and

Urbandale

GEORGIA

city limits here.

KENTUCKY

— New

Towne

theater

Louisville

immediate

— Williston
building

Walnut Theater here
Louisville

the erection of a $60,000
Milton district have been announced by W. A. Solterman and Ralph H.
Welsh. Location is at the intersection of Milton
Road and Rodgers Ave. Milton is the name
selected, and construction will start at an early

erected

here

by

—

Enterprises

on
for

their

new

contemplate
1,400

CPA

Permit for Theater,

Shopping Center Granted

Drive-ln, located on the
at Bardstown Road and
should be completed by June 1.
Project calls to handle 700 cars.
outskirts

MICHIGAN

—

Rapids Two $100,000 Drive-ln Theaters will be built here as soon as Federal conpermits are granted, according to
struction
Jack Loeks, owner of Jack Loeks Enterprises,
Theaters will accommodate 650 cars each,
Inc.
with room for expansion available.

for

1

to be erected at the corner of Central and Southern Aves., Washington, D. C, which is under lease to
Sidney Lust of Washington, D.

C

has been favorably acted on by Government authorities and permission
has been granted to the owners to
proceed with the erection of the commercial section of this unit. John and
Drew Eberson are the architects.

WE

Buys Curtiss-Wright

Plant in

Tonawanda

seat

Negroes.

Skyway

MISSOURI

the

in

being

is

Hall.

Grand

—

theis
exSeveral

—

—

Crossville
First theater here in about twenty
years will be built by Delbert Wagner, who operates the Nox in Eldorado.

of a

Waterloo
Stephen A. Oellerich announced
plans for the construction of the Star-Lite Drive
in theater to be erected one mile west of the

Bethalto
Building permit to erect a 500-seat,
$45,000 theater here was granted to Mike Home.
Site is at the corner of Butcher and
North
Streets.

construction

for

theater.

southeastern
Hikes Lane,

ILLINOIS

— Permit

here has been issued and work
pected to get under way immediately.
neighborhood groups, including the Urbandale
Lions and Citizen Club, are backing the new

—

Atlanta
Preliminary plans for a new Negro
theater to be built at Butler Street and Vernon
Place have been submitted to the city building
inspector for approval.
Tile new theater will
have 1,508 seats to be built by the Theaters
Realty Corp. of Atlanta.

— Plans

bowling alleys.

family.

his

ater

Allen

Alton
theater

-'

(Continued from Page
for

a

Prairie

1

IOWA

—

West Palm Beach

Western Electric Co. has purchased
from the Curtiss-Wright Corp. the
buildings and adjacent lots at Tonawanda, N. Y., which were formerly
designated as plant No. 1 of CurtissWright's airplane division and which
are now known as the Tonawanda
plant of Western Electric.
Included in the sale are some 47.5
acres of land area and 779,000 square
feet of building area. The factory
includes a large group of one-story
manufacturing buildings, a threestory office building, and a number of

service buildings.
Western Electric leased the plant
on June 1, 1946 and started operations last August.
large amount of
date.
new equipment is being installed, as
well as equipment being transferred
Granite City
Construction work is progressing
on the $200,000 motion picture theater
|rom other plants. The products bebuilding to be erected by the St. Louis AmuseSpringfield
S. M. Taft Amusement Company
ing manufactured are principally
ment Co. Theater will seat 750.
of St. Louis, headed by Sam Taft, will soon open
and wire products, including
a 750-car Drive-ln theater on a 20-acre tract wide
near the junction of Sunshine and Glenstone switchboard cable. The acquisition of
Bethalto
Mike Home has been granted a
Roads just outside these limits.
the plant is part of a plan of expanbuilding permit to erect a 500-seat $45,000
motion picture theater here at the corner of
sion of the Western Electric ComButcher and North Prairie Streets. Construction
pany's manufacturing facilities to
will
be started just as soon as the necessary
Halifax
Start has been made in preparing meet the demands of the Bell System.
clearance has been obtained from the Office of

—

—

Poplar Bluff
Rodgers Theater, being erected
here by the Rodgers Theaters, Inc., includes a
distinct innovation in motion
picture theater
construction,
roof
garden
over
featuring
a
stores on the first floor front of the structure.
Refreshments are to be served on the roof
garden.

A

—

—

NOVA SCOTIA

—

Housing

Stoops Buys Arlington

—

South Bend
County-zoning and other legal
preparations are being made for the construction of a $98,000 out-door drive-in theater on
Western Avenue.
The Central Drive-ln Theater Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, headed by
Albert W. Ochs, has a 12-year lease on the
property from the Garden Homes, Inc. but the
theater company does not have an option to
purchase.
The long lease was required before
the company would expend the large amount of
money in the theater.

—

a

1

—

1947J

Premises now consist of a thre.eVf
story building fronting on Westches"
ter Square, containing nine store;and 18 apartments, with a 22 foot
CONNECTICUT
arched opening originally intended
Hartford
Construction has started on a new
for the lobby of a motion picture
open-air theater between New
Hartford and
VVinsted.
Deal reported to be backed by group
theater. Plans are being prepared to
of businessmen. Location may open this season.
develop the balance of the property
as an amusement center, consisting
FLORIDA
Audubon F. R. Thomson, owner of the Rose of a 1,100-seat modern, air conBelle Glade
Work is scheduled to start im- Theater here, is remodeling a formerly com- ditioned motion picture theater, bus
mediately on plans laid out for the erection of mercial building to house a new house, the Isis. terminal,
roller skating rink and

restrictions

sions were more freely granted, it
would help to offset temporary reduction in other types of building and
provide added employment for building trades workers without interfer-

INDIANA

—

Kokomo S. J. Gregory, general mnager of
Alliance Theaters, has announced a new openair theater will be built here soon, althougn a
definite site for it has not been selected yet.

fire

1)

Charlotte,

started

construction of another downtown theater here is indicated by a permit
being issued for its construction.
This will
make the fifth theater scheduled for immediate
construction in the Greater Miami area.
All
are 1,000 or larger houses.

Installations Set

Quick

ALABAMA

—

John Lakcman
$100,000 Star Theater.

Haleyville
his

Miami

Co.,

13,

,190 Seat Theater

Office portion of the new building
will be occupied when finished by
Walter Reade Enterprises which will

Equipment

Raybond

House

(Continued from Page

June

DAILY

COnSTRUCTIOn PROJECTS

Preliminary work for what will be
New Jersey's largest theater has
been started by Walter Reade, who is
rebuilding the Main St. Theater in
Asbury Park.
House, a 3,500-seater, will be community-type, similar to other Reade
houses in Morristown, Toms River,
and Trenton. Among the unique features of the planned house will be
an elevator and escalator to mezzanine and second floors; cosmetic and
play rooms.

New

Friday,

&*\

Expediter.

—

Crossville
Delbert Wagner announced plans
for the opening here of a 450 seat motion picture theater in the Bradshaw store building on

Main

St.

Town has been without its own motion picture
theater for some 20 years.

—

Fairfield
Barnes and Pitner have bought a
lite here and plan to build a new 1000-seater.
They will close their Uptown Theater when the
new house is ready for opening.

the

the new
Several

Paramount Theater

in the
buildings have been torn
of the Orpheus Theater will likely get under way within a few
weeks. New theater will seat 1,275, and is expected to be open during late December. Theater will be wholly owned as well as operated
by Famous Players and will be of stadium type,
costing about $500,000.

city

site

for

proper.

down and the demolition

Berlinsky Into Savoy-

—

Detroit Irving Belinsky, of the
Belinsky Circuit, is taking a major
partnership in the Savoy Theater,
east side house catering to colored
clientele, with Donald B. Lovewell,
who has operated it for about three
Spokane — Inland Theaters will build a second
Lovewell will continue to
neighborhood theater here on East Sprague and years.
manage the house.
Lee at a cost of $300,000.

WASHINGTON

'

\

June

Friday,

13,

m
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Altec Chalks

Up

THEATER DEALS

(Continued from Page

1)

Mass.; Empire No. 2, Manchester. N. H.
SchindIn the Chicago district
rs, Chicago, 111.; Iris, Pottsville,
State, St. Peter, Minn.; Holly*vood. Wausau, Wise; Morton, Mor•on. 111.; Date, Proctor, Minn.; Casino, Marshalltown. la.; Ocleon, Marshalltown, la.; Main St., Indeoendence, Kans.; Paradise. Mora, Minn.;
Cameo, Eau Claire, Wise; Geneva,
Geneva, 111.; Roxv, W. Chicago, 111.;
ton,

—

:

111.

—

Einspahr Takes Over Inland
Martin, S. D.— C. E. Bradshaw

sold

the Inland here to Otto Einspahr.

Va.;

—

Detroit Center Theater at
inaw, Mich., has been taken over by
Frank Salamon, and re-named the
Latino. House is to be switched to
a Spanish picture policy.

Clarence Back

to

Hall

Pa.—The

Clarence TheQuonset Hut. ater, which was taken over by StanVets Administration, Los Angeles, ley and William Kirk during the
Cal.; Alisal, Salina, Cal.; Brisbane, past year, has been transferred back
Brisbane, Cal.; S. V., Cedarville, to the original owner, Clair Hall,
Cal.; Montez, Great Valley, Cal.; Rio, who had intended to retire.
Merced, Cal.; Rio, Rodeo, Cal.; Bayshore, San Francisco, Cal.; Sparks, Chicago's Jeff Sold
Spai'ks, Nev.
Chicago Jeff Theater was sold by
MayIn the New York district
fair,,
New York. N. Y. Niagara Mort Krugman and Dan Goldman
Joe Muilli
Drive-In, Tonawanda, N. Y.; Univer- to Capt. Al. Vitacco.
will manage and Si. Greiver will
sal News Reel, New York, N. Y.;
Bronwyn, N. Collins, N. Y.; Buffalo book.
Drive-In, Cheektowanga, N. Y.; Auto
Vision, East Greenbush N. Y.; Cen- Acquires Marcellus Ross
Rochester, N. Y.;
tral
Drive-in,
Marcellus, Mich.
Clyde Jones,
Rochester Drive-In, Rochester. N. Y. newcomer to show business, is taking
In the Philadelphia district- Vets over the Ross Theater, formerly
Administration Hospital, Martins- "Derated by J. M. McKeman and Gus
lon,

Los Angeles,

Clarence,

Cal.;

—

—

;

—

—

W. Va.; Bennies, St. Inigoes,
Md.; Joyner, Emporia, Va.
Rose, FreeIn the Seattle district
water, Ore.; Vogue, Milton, Ore.
burg,

—

Eisner. McKernan retains his theaters at Carson City and Bangor.

Jones

Adds

Fifth

House

Upper Sandusky, O.
Altec's Seattle

Manager

Pulls Mont. Service Deal
Altec's district

manager for Seat-

announces he has closed a service
with Hi Knutson, Livingston, Montana, for his theaters in
Big Timber, Harlowtown, and Livingston, Montana, and Hailey, Idaho.
Negotiations were made by Altec's
inspector Frank Morgan, with headquarters in Billings, Mont.
tle

sold

his

theaters

in

Pryor Runs Hartville
Hartville, Mo.
Howard Pryor is
Sag- the new owner of the Hartville Thea-

Salomon Takes Saginaw House

—

— Ava-

recently

(Continued from Page 1)
killer than ordinary antiseptics.
Especially valuable in places of

Lowell Spiess, teria

be Pal.

—

—

who

—

—

Speedway

Indianapolis, Ind.
In the Los Angeles district

Spiess' Televue
Gladstone, Ore.

With Glycol Vapor

Minnesota and Wisconsin before mov- public assembly, glycol vapor, which
ing west, has purchased the Televue is introduced by a mechanism inOliver Becomes Pal
stalled in the room's ventilating sysPalisades, Neb. James William- Theater on super highway, near Oretem, pervades the air, forming a
son bought the Oliver here from gon City, from Norman Goodin. The
fighting front against any bacteria
New name will theater cost $90,000 to build.
Albert J. Phares.
released by talking, coughing and

CoeDrive -In,
Greenville, 0.; Dottola, New Kens- Ladoga Theater Sold
ington, Pa.; Alhambra, Columbus.
Ladoga, Ind. The Ladoga Theater
O.;
Columbian,
Columbia,
Ky.
here has been sold to Cook and
Miami Cruise In. Miamisburg, 0.
Rayborn, who operate the Ritz in
In the Dallas district
Ziza, Bena- Crawfordsville.
lilo, N. M.
In the Detroit district
Douglas,
In the Cincinnati district

burn,

Germ-free Theaters

'

lew Service Deals

Wheaton, Wheaton.

EQUIPMENT NEWS
DAILY

—Leo T. Jones

has taken over the operation of the
Upper Theater adding the fifth link
in his chain.
Others are the Star,
Upper Sandusky; Carey, Carey; Forest, Forest; and Star, Deshler.

contract

Bowmans

Sell to Fetch

—

sneezing.

It will, in theaters, insure

year-round patronage even in days
when epidemics are running and
mass assemblage is discouraged.
ter, a 200-seat formerly operated by
Sterilization of air by glycol vapor
J. H. Fisher.
was first accomplished in an occupied space in 1940 at the Seaman's
Miller Sells Two
Bank in New York. Here the air was
Emory, Tex. The' Rains Theater washed with glycol primarily to rehere, owned and operated by Theo move moisture from the air and, in
Miller, has been purchased by L. T. this process, a minute amount of glyMcDaniel. Miller also recently sold col vapor was evaporated into the
his Hawk at Hawkins to Roy Devin- air.
The year before glycol was
ney. He will continue to operate the used there were 965 employe absenTalco at Talco and Gem at Quitman. ces at this bank, due to illnesses of
all kinds.
During the first year of
operation with glycol vapor there
Majestic Theater Bldg. Sold
Fairbury, Neb. Harold Junker has were only 496 absences.
Air Purification Service is tooled
purchased
the
Majestic
Theater
building here from E. T. Woods. Tri- to set up systems in theaters after a
States Theaters holds the lease. Price scientific check of the theater's
requisites. They estimate a cost of
was in excess of $30,000.
one-tenth of a cent per person as

—

—

—

LaGrange Amuse. Co. Buys

C—

Charlotte, N.
E. C. Swinson has
the Paramount Theater at La
Grange, N. C, to LaGrange Amusement Co.
sold

Colbert Acquires Joy
North Bend, Neb.—Blanche Colbert
is the new owner of the Joy Theater.
She purchased it from Edward Gannon, Schuyler exhibitor.

the
expenditure.
All
installation
costs are absorbed by the service and
a crew of trained service men make
periodic checks on the glycol system.
Bacteriological tests are made preliminary to installation and periodic
checks are kept after system is in
operation to insure bacteria-free air
in the theater.

German Recording Reported
Washington Bureau of

Washington
Vincent Purchases Three
Enosburg, Vt.

—

Mrs. I. A. Vincent,
the Playhouse here, has
taken over three small houses being,
Community, South Hero; Mansfield,
Underhill; and Republic, Milton.

who operates

THE FILM DAILY

—A high

fidelity stere-

ophonic sound on film recording system, developed in Germany during
the war, is described in reports published -by the Office of Technical
Services,

Department

of

Commerce.

System, which uses three channels
for reproducing and recording, can
handle a frequency range of 23 to
Kane Sells to Corp.
Spencer, Mass. Charles E. Kane 10,000 cycles and a dynamic range
sold the Park here to the Champ Am- of 60 decibels with a harmonic disusement Corporation, who also oper- tortion of less than three per cent.
ated in Barre and Oxford.

—

RCA Spot
Camden, N. J.
R. L. Cleveland
has been named Western region district
manager for RCA 16 mm.
equipment sales, O. V. Swisher, manager of the 16 mm. equipment sec-

Cleveland in Coast

Stem Gets Palace

Macedonia, la. Bowman Brothers
Old Orchard Beach, Me.
Louis
have sold the Community Theater
here to Martin Fetch, who plans to Stern has taken over the Palace here,
remodel the theater and install new a Summer situation.
equipment.
New Interests in State

—

—

tion,

announced. Cleveland will head-

—

Bloomfield, Mo.
Goldman-Leven- quarter in Los Angeles.
thal-Tobin Circuit sold the State here
Post
Perry, Mo.
R. E. Allen, local to theatrical interests represented by Wild In
Cleaner Offers
banker, who purchased the Strand William Sherman, PRC's St. Louis
Syracuse, N. Y. General Electric
New Weber System of machineless from Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Bilbrey sev- district manager. No radical changes has named A. F. Wild sales manager
carpet cleaning offers quick mainte- eral weeks ago, has sold the house in the operation of the 300-seater is of television equipment, it was announced by P. G. Caldwell, manager
expected.
nance of theater carpeting with min- to George Thye.
of the transmitter division here.
imum of fuss and expense. Specially
Lahoulier's Buy Rialto
formulated cleansers are chemically Shea Transferred to Zallen
neutral, contain no soap, are nonWestbrook, Me. Louis Score sold AFL to Represent DeVry
Turners Falls, Mass. Mrs. Ina B.
Chicago
inflammable,
and
An AFL union, Interodorless,
Just Shea, owner and wife of the founder the Rialto here to Mr. and Mrs. Laspread with garden sprayer; spread of the Shea Theater, has announced houlier. Score has two other the- national Machinists 1031, won the
with pole brush, and wipe with dry sale of the house to Max Zallen of aters for sale, they are the Dearing, election of DeVry Corporation and
mop. Product of Herman Weber, West Newton, operator of a theater Dearing, Me., and Opera House, will represent employes of two DeLakeport, N. H.
Allentown, Pa,
Vry plants in the future.
in Bethel, Me.

Weber Machineless Rug

Advantage

Banker Quits as Exhib.

—

New GE

—

—

—

—

:

>ms6

as/c/e

~t^at fac&rfaster
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HIGH INTENSITY PROJECTION
the added cost
one or two admisFOR
sions per day, you can make every black-

small theatre the same impressive visibility

and-white picture sparkle with detail

the largest big-city theatres. This

of

.

.

.

give rich, brilliant overtones to your color
pictures

box

.

.

.

and bring more people

to

your

and

fidelity of color

more pleasure

for

found on the screens of

your audiences

.

.

.

means
and a

consistently bigger box office!

office/

You do it with High

Intensity Projection.

For example, One-Kilowatt High Inten50-100 per cent
brighter screen. It makes available to the
sity Projection provides a

Take advantage of the profits to be had
from High Intensity Projection. Consult
your supply house immediately on the availability of

High Intensity lamps.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,

INC.

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

30 East 42nd Street,

New York

Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City,

17,

New

N. Y.
York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

Soth-l-UX hXbCS. Dlb IN

PLANb CRASH:

Sam Gross, respectively, 20thnamed Mid-Eastern Division and
Pennsylvania Central Airline DC-4 on a West Virginia
C.

E.

Peppiar and

Fox's recently

Atlantic District Manager, were among the 50 found dead Saturday in the wreckage of a
tountain top. They were en route from Pittsburgh to their Philadelphia headquarters at the time.

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Nine Years Old

Character
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ndependent in Thought
in
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international
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Warner Six Month Profit Vp

to $14,013,000

Earnings

$1.89 on
Reeling 'Round Common Equal
Shares, Against

WASHINGTON

t=

ANDREW

By

H.

OLDER

$1.23

=

"Considerable" Progress

REICH SITUATION

Earned Last Year

IS

Warners on Friday reported net

WASHINGTON

Continued on Page 6)

given up.

by way of preface to the
testimony transcript, that
:d Gamble, ATA board chairman, told the
immittee a graduated tax would be ac;ptable, and that a 10 per cent tax on adissions would be okay with showmen.
All

of

which

is

via

Gamble delivered himself

of a

fine

pre-

statement. When he was through,
hairman Knutson asked two brief and
emingly unimportant questions, the sectax
id of which was, "How much of a
you feel you could stand?" Gamble
plied, quoting the transcript:
ired

i

'The kind of tax we would like to see
we have not been unmindful of the
ivernment's problems in this postwar era
having to raise huge sums of money
: feel that any tax program affecting the
otion picture industry or theaters should

5R0 Setup

to

Handle

Germany and Austria, said
he hoped to meet with Johnston and
Francis Harmon around June 20.
organi- Johnston, however, will only be in
trip to

Outside Productions
Now
zation

that an effective field

embracing 20 branch

(Continued on Page 5)

offices

has been established, Selznick Releasing Organization will soon enter
negotiations for the distribution of
outside product, it has been learned
from an authoritative source.
Several independent producers, it

-and

I

Raw

Film Abroad

Easing, But Tight

Continued on Page 6)

Thomas J. Hargrave, Eastman
Kodak president who returned on

State Building Code's

Changes Win Approval

the America yesterday after a threea graduated tax. We feel that the memweek tour of company operations in
group of
really low-income
:rs
of the
Proposed revision of N. Y. State's England and on the continent, told
patron?ople make up the bulk of our
Bldg. Code for places of public as- The Film Daily that the raw stock
;e. and that they should not be penalized,
sembly met with surprising approval situation abroad had "eased but was
ould not be asked to bear that special at open hearings in
N. Y., Buffalo, still tight."
irden, any more than this committee apRochester, Syracuse and Albany,
Hargrave was high in his praise
irently has felt that they should be asked where
the public was invited to air of the determination of the British
•

1

Conference Due This Week
over

—

War

H. C. Petersen said over the
week-end that "no final decision" on
film policy in Germany will be made
until he meets with MPEA officials,
possibly including President Eric
Johnston.
Petersen told a press conference on
Friday that the War Department is
"anxious to consider the industry's
views and get their best advice" on
German motion picture policy.
Petersen, recently returned from a
of

I

sclosure.

In Exploratory Parleys;

The United Artists sale spotlight
the week-end swung wholly
away from the Si H. Fabian group to
interests
headed by Harry
the
Brandt, ITOA president and leading
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
New York indie circuit operator,
Washington
Assistant Secretary whose entry as a bidder for the Mary

of

>mmittee that the box office levy shou'd

UNCHANGED

Petersen Back from Europe;
Industry Advice Welcome

profit of $14,013,000 after provision

$8,400,000 for Federal income
taxes for the six-month period ending March 1, 1947. The net profit
fiaiire includes a refund of foreign
excess profits taxes applicable to
tax prior years.
general overhaul of the Federal
ructure does become a reality. It is doubtFor the same period in 1946 the
if the
industry witnesses who testified company reported a net of $9,125,000
couple weeks ago before the House Ways after deducting federal income taxes
id
Means Committee could have per- totalling $8,630,000.
aded anything like a majority of that
Company's latest profit report is

now it would be impossible to
I IGHT
v find a single soul on Capitol Hill who
ould bet 10 cents that the theater adissions tax will be eliminated in the evenr

Ufl

Pickf ord

-

Charles Chaplin holdings

was exclusively reported in The Film
Daily last Wednesday.
Sources close to the changed situation said that "considerable" progress had been made in the explora(

Continued on Page 5)

United Tax Front Best
Aid, Says Wehrenberg
Louis

St.

—

Fred Wehrenberg,

MPTOA

president, reiterated at the
week-end that in his opinion all organizations in the motion picture in-

dustry should present a united front
at Washington in the tax discussion
with the Congressional committee.
The MPTOA has always been willing to work with other exhibitor
groups, he said, and, of course, with
(Continued on Page 5)

Petrillo Re-elected

AFM,

5 Reels

Prexy;

Make Deal

I

|

|

|

carry a

burden on the very necessities

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 4)

their livelihood."

•
KNUTSON,

without

^ asked Gamble

wasting

any

time,

to "outline for the bene-

of the committee just what is your idea
an admission tax on a graduated basis."
In
reply Gamble said
"We think all
<es should be eliminated on admissions
the lower scales. There are in this
iuntry about 18,000 theaters. Of those
000, about 3,500 are in the more heavily
ipulated areas, in the larger cities. Many

r

.

•

Suggest Pic Rentals in Advance

New

Distrib.

Universal.

To

Plan Offers

Now Exhibitor,

Affiliate

with

MMPTA

Universal Pictures, which entered
the New York exhibition field with
them show pictures prior to their being the Winter Garden and Park Ave.
lown in theaters in smaller communities Theaters, has applied for membership
theaters in the same communities for in
the Metropolitan Motion Picture
ose people who want to pay for the
Theaters Association, application be(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 3)
i

More

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

Profits

of THE FILM DAILY
A new distribution

—

Detroit American Federation of
Musicians' convention adjourned Friday after re-electing James Petrillo

and

all

key

officers.

Only change on

executive board was the election of
secretary-treasurer George V. Clancy
(Continued on Page 5)

45 % Rental Ceiling
Imposed in Belgium
Belgium, hitherto unique for beonly European country without

system, under which theater owners

ing

would pay film rentals in advance
and possibly otherwise finance independent production of motion pic-

any restrictions on foreign films,
has recently placed a 45 per cent

tures, will be discussed by attorney
Jerome B. Rosenthal with leaders of

was learned here. It was not inwhether move represents
dicated
official Government policy.

Motion Picture Theater Owners of
(Continued on Page 6)

ceiling
it

on

all

foreign

film

rentals,

1

Monday, June

'

1947

16,

Cr*\eAir
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MANILA— Homer
HAVANA — Mary
BOMBAY—

Blanco, Virtudes 214.
L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,

Louise

Ram

ALGIERS— Paul

Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue

A. E. V. ANDREWS, managing director of
Andick Films Ltd. of London, England, left
Hollywood over the week-end for conferences
Monogram Int'l
Ritchey,
Norton
with
here
prexy.
is

due

today

in

from

Holly-

wood.

and

HAROLD JOHN

in
New York
Canada.
ROBERT DOUGLAS, British motion picture
actor, arrives on the S.S. Mauretania from Eng-

PATTERSON, who were married
are

honeymooning

in

Saffar,

foreign head, returned
over the week-end from the Coast.

SID ROSE, UA Chicago exchange manager,
after a hospital sojourn.

is

home

E.
J.
HUDSON, Detroit Paramount
RICHARD KENNEDY, WILBY KINCEY,

Circuit,

Paramount trade meetings.

W. K. HOLLANDER,
New York from Chicago

BU

publicity,
for conferences.

off

to

Nemec Succeeds Smith
As SMPE Exec-Secretary

Charras.
MONTREAL—
9, 464 Francis Xavier
Appointment of Boyce Nemec as
VANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric executive secretary of SMPE, to sucTheater Bldg.
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher, ceed Harry Smith, Jr., who resigned,
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
UY .2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys, effective July 1, was announced over
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN— the week-end by Loren L. Ryder,
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copen- president of the Society. Nemec had
hagen-Van Loese.
ROME — John Perdicari,
Via Ludovisi 16. Phone, 42758. MONTE- been engineering secretary of the
St.

— Dr.

Walter

Schuck,

Cerrito

FinnncinL
(June 13)

;

;

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Am. Seat
Bell & Howell
Columbia

Picts.

East.

Kodak

Gen.

Prec.
Inc

High

Low

Close

I6V2
19
pfd. 76

I6V2
19
76

16'/2

451/4

445/8
18'/4

44%

21%

21%

Paramount

%

19
76
I8V2

s

RKO

Republic Pict
Republic Pict. pfd... 11%
20th Century-Fox
293/8
20th Century-Fox pfd. 37'/4
20th Century-Fox ppf.103
Universal Pict
22
Warner Bros
15%
.

NEW YORK CURB
Monogram Picts
3%
RKO
3%
Sonotonc Corp
3%
"

12%

11%

29
37'/4

102%

34
293/8

37V4

Pathe

Grainger to Chicago
For District Meeting

assistant,

his

JOHN

S.

Charlotte today from Washington.

CECIL
the

B.

DeMILLE left New York Saturday
Accompanying him were TONY

Coast.

REDDIN,

Paramount

director

of

theaters

and

problem

Odeon

ad-publicity in England; DONALD HAYNE, executive assistant to DeMille; GLADYS ROSSON,
secretary and PHIL KOURY, publicist.

JOAN

WINFIELD,

Warner

contract

in Britain since forced out o

Rank'

circuit.

THEATERS

N. Y.

player

on

time

playing

desirable

just finished her role in "Silver River,"

New York today from

the Coast.

Czech Technical Group
To Study U.'S. Labs

-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALLRockefeller Center

A

Czech technical mission to study
American film lab operations and
techniques will arrive on the Drottningholm this week. Coming here
under the auspices of the Czech State
Film Monopoly, the delegation will
inspect New York theaters and Eastern film labs. It is probable they will
also visit Hollywood.

John

Valerie

MILLS

HOBSON

in

J.

Arthur Rank's

"Great Expectations"
A

Picture

Universal-International

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

§23

Members of the mission include
Frantisek Pilat, chief of the technical
administration of theaters; Vilem
Taraba, technical manager of the
state studios; Frantisek Rubas, laboratory manager, and Dr. Jarol Jaroslav Boucek, film faculty professor.

JOAN BENNETT

mm m mm mm
•

Ned Buddy Joins Allen
On New Warner Newsreel

WIU1AM

•

JOAW

HOLDEN-CAULFIELD

James Allen, who recently was appointed to head The Warner News,
announced over the week-end that
Ned Buddy, formerly editor and general manager of European newsreel
operations for Paramount, has been
named to assist him in the organization of the forthcoming
newsreel. He assumes his new post immediately.

with

erur
EDWAW
DE WOLFE- ARNOLD

mona

A

FREEMAN

Paramount Picture

'pARA/wov/vr

WB

.'t

ON SCREEN

PERSON

IN

PRIZE PICTURE!

SMITH_& DALE

'THE YEARLING'

NANCYJONOVAN

morrow, with
Seplowin,

district

Buddy

also

formerly

GREGORY PECK

JACK LEONARD

WYMAN

JANE

CLAUDE JARMAN,

OTHERS

Jr.

managers Sam

Central; Nat Steinberg,
Prairie; and Will Baker, Midwestern.
Edward L. Walton, assistant general

MARKET

125/8

and
in

'.\

During the
James R. Grainger, Republic executive vice-president in charge of war he was editor of the United
sales and distribution, is leaving to- newsreel for the Government and the
day for Chicago, where he will hold industry, and managed the American

153/4

manager, will join Grainger in
Chicago on
Wednesday for the

Shelton Heads Sales
For Siritzky International

Hi

30 WEEK!

sales

+

Bid
Asked
S 3/n
5l/2

Yates Purchased 3,500
Republic Shares in May

6%
6%

sessions.

Applegate Takes Over
For UA in Philadelphia
Salem E. Applegate has been ap-

UA branch manager in PhilPurchase of 3,500 Republic common
it was announced Friday
shares during May by Herbert J. by J. J. Unger, UA general sales
Yates, president of the company, was manager. He succeeds Mort Magill,
reported Friday by the Stock Ex- resigned.
change. Yates' holdings now total
A veteran in the industry, Apple'0,400 common shares, plus 900 pre- gate has been managing the Philly
ferred and |25,000 debentures.
Universal-Int'l branch.
pointed
adelphia,

I

UA's British manager.
Company has had a distrio-doi

M-GM's TECHNICOLOR

213,4

12%

ager,

manALLEN, ar-

Southern 'sales

was vicemanager of

153/8

3%
3%
3%

O^Jan
l

RUDY BERGER, M-G-M

president and general
Television Prods., Inc.

21%

3%
2%
3%

product.
Sears will work with Dave

a three-day meeting, beginning to- newsreel pool overseas.

103

OVER THE COUNTER
Cinecolor

Society for the past 18 months.

As a member of the General Committee for the 62nd Annual Convention of SMPE, to be held Oct. 20-24
at the Pennsylvania Hotel, N. Y.,
Nemec is now at work on preparations for the Theater Engineering
Conference and exhibit which will be
Net
features of the Fall meeting.
Chg.

+
26% 263/ 26'/2 + %
I21/4
11% 12% + %
5% 5% 5% + %
11
18'/2
22'/4

Eq

Loew's,

Technicolor

4-

597.

UA

partner;

H.
B.
FRENCH, Minnesota Amusement Circuit, Minneapolis; D. ALLEN, Tri-State
Circuit, Des Moines; PAUL RAIBOURN, Paramount television expert, and ARTHUR MESIBOOL, New York, have returned home after

Chicago

Gradwell Sears, UA viee-presiden"
and distribution chief, will plane t
London tomorrow in an attempt t
line up independent exhibitors with
in the United Kingdom as outlets fo

day.

arrives in

New York

Eastern division
for visits at the Albany
He returns Friday.

B. ZOELLNER, head of M-G-M reand importations, arrives in Cleveland
today from Boston. He will be in Detroit Thurs-

SAM SEIDELMAN, PRC
to

O'GARA, Republic

WILLIAM

who has

land today.

Ray Carmichael, Room

VIDEO

V.

prints

for

DOROTHY MACKAILL
Friday,

JAMES

manager, leaves today
and Boston branches.

rive

SAM BRISKIN

Atlanta;

HOLLYWOOD,

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

SPYROS P. SKOURAS, president of 20th-Fox,
returned to New York over the week-end, after
a series of conferences at the studio where he
has been for the past week. Skouras was accompanied by LEM JONES, his assistant.

Off to London]

To Line Up Indie Exhibs.

Siritzky Int'l over the week-end an-

nounced

appointment

of
William
Shelton as general sales manager.
He was formerly assistant sales man-
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.

.
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A- EXPLOITATION -ADVERTISING.
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITH FILM
COMPANIES. CAN HANDLE THEATERS.
EXCELLENT REFERENCES,
WILL GO ANY PLACE.
BOX 133
The Film

OUR

THE BEST FILM
OF THE YEAR!
JV"h

THE BEST
YEARS OF

ager for RKO in Central Europe and
general manager for the AEF Corp.

AT LIBERTY

§

1501 B'way, N. Y. C.

Allied

I

Don

i

Artists

Ann

Productions,

Charlie

Inc.,

presents

Victor

Gale

|DeFORE HARDING RUGGLES MOORE STORM
ROY DEL RUTH'S
ir

IT HAPPENED ON 5fh AVENUE"
CONTINUOUS
DOORS OPEN
PERFORMANCE RIVOLI
9:30 A.M.
POPULAR PRICES '* B'WAY AT 49th ST.

..Monday, June

16,

1947
DAILY
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)hio Tax Repealer

Massed by Senate
I

'

•

Measure was fought by

local theainterests, with the ITO of Ohio
n the van of an almost successful

%r

battle. On the first Senate roll call
nly 15 Senators voted "yes," but a
umber changed their minds after a
Republican member caucus held dur-

ing

recess.
is

|

passed the Van Aken

bill aimed at
he racketeering element in the man.gement of labor unions. In a bul-

ITO members,

etin to

«>M PHIL M.

P. J.

Wood,

ecretary, urges theater operators to
•ack the bill in the Senate which is
xpected to act on the proposal with
close vote.

Wood also points out that with the
epeal of the State admissions tax,
=gislation to amend the sales and use
ax laws so that film rentals will coninue to be exempt is needed. He
irged support of House Bill 453 to
arry out this purpose.

•

HARRY BRANDT AND ARTHUR W. KELLY

•

•

lews Compilation Marks
I

Pop Policy

for

Park Ave.

at length across the

Of Time

•
of

planning shorts on transportation, radio and public relations.

is

Looks

New

a

like

Walter Mitty.".

.

Thursday with the opening of J.
-Arthur Rank's "A Lady Surrenders,"
eleased by Universal-International,

vew operating policy includes a 35minute newsreel, "The Park Aveue Hour," culled from the releases
•f

all five

newsreel companies.

i

Continued from Page

1)

ng received Friday by Gen. Rodney
mith, unit's executive secretary. The
issociation's board will meet to fornally okay the entry in a week or

•

Drake

riving at

.*>...*

«

*,.».*»**.*»•*
.»..»•+
»•*#*>*>> *

S^ena QSirthaa i
re

ell

nai
9

Do—

June 16
William K. Howard William B. Davidson
Kerry
Lupino Lane
Norman
Barry Norton
Stan Laurel
Ona Munson
Lou Gaudreau
Leopold Friedman
Max Conn

W*4V*V*VV^VW^W-mSmSmSm-WWmW

Life

mammy, Muskingum
literature
dept., ar-

.

.

.

wired home: "Flash. No crash. All jake

Hotel, Chicago,

which caused some consternation,
• On the record and
was, "Flash. No cash. All joke at Drake.". .
off it, too
the MPEA has done a helluva job in its first yeaT, and

Message

Drake"

at

received,

—

.

—

Irving

Maas,

can take a well-deserved bow. ... • Very heartSam Sham, those letters that

et al,

warming, both

Spyros P. Skouras and

to

of Los Angeles and John Rankin of
Mississippi, both Democrats, tangled
on the House floor Friday for the
second successive day as Holifield
scored the technic of "smearing" Hollywood and the pix industry by emphasizing allegations against one or
a few people in the industry.
Holifield,

who had been

silenced

the day before on a point of order
because he referred to the Committee
on Un-American Activities as "The
Un-American Committee," struck out
against members of that Committee
who issue public statements designed
to prejudice people against Hollywood in spite of the great war record
and the proven patriotism of overwhelming preponderance of people
in Hollywood and in the pix industry generally. He added that the
Committee has not had evidence to
wan-ant the sweeping statements
some of its members have made.
_

have come

in to 20th-Fox in the

the Taft-Hartley

ting

honorary degrees

hood

will confer the

• Newly-knighted

UA

of Shain's

Nelson

a

Lawrence Olivier

litigation

to the list of industryites get-

RCA

Victor releases

.

.

an album

of solilo-

Musical portions will be

composer William Walton,

British

.

do scenes on disks from his

will

quies and musical excerpts from the film

handled by distinguished

If

University of Southern California

June

this

•

move-up. ...

Doctor of Business Administration upon him.

of

Sir

M

Donald

"Henry V," when

starrer.

wake

signed, film industry labor lawyers see

bill is

• Add

...

windfall.

who

wrote

the original musical score

•

•

SRO AND VANGUARD

•

"21"

Bob Gillham

will

formally inaugurate

will

Garfield

its

be "minehost" for the event. ...
Washington tele station, WNBW,

• Hollywood may

Hotel on June 27. ...

the

in

on both

will raise the curtain

or-

plans at an industry press luncheon Thursday at

production

stage

"The

of

• NBC
in

Hy

Last Tycoon,"

the

see John

first

Kraft's

dramatization of F. Scott Fitzgerald's unfinished film industry story

The play

reach Broadway some time next season. ...
• Ira
manager at the Capitol Theater, is handling the publicity
convention and reunion dinner of the Fourth Armored

will

Beck, assistant
for

the

first

Division Association scheduled for Thursday thru Saturday at the Hotel

Pennsylvania

was a

Ira

field

captain

artillery

"Copacabana"

lieve the gossip that the failure of

to

go

as scheduled stemmed from a terms disagreement
to

need product ahead,

follow "Henry
ing the pic in

needed

if

V" there, according
some 30 spots

for

to

•

•

•

Bell

at the

credited with bedding

& Howell is cancelling
huge Lincolnwood (Chi.)

Loew's

is

play-

its

situation

down one

one large

in

theater operator.

to manufacture tele receivers

plans

plant. ...
• Empire Projector Corp.
new King Projector at a cocktail party this afternoon at
Warwick. ... • National Broadcasting Co.'s John Royal nails

unveils

Hotel

is

happens
"Copa" will

Just

T.

HECTIC COMPETITIVE BIDDING

Eastern situation

Don't be-

into the Criterion

UA

present plans

T
•

•

Broadway

the

division

the

in

...

in the relief of Bastogne.

itself

:/

days.

Goldwyn's "The Secret

for

Didja note that her alma
'

last

which distinguished

Jniversal Now Exhibitor,
to Affiliate with MPAA

bow

York August

.

handed Agnes Moorehead an honorary doctor of
• Len Bidwell, RCA Victor press
week?

degree

Wardman Park
Park Avenue Theater goes continues performance, popular price,

talked quietly

luncheon table at Dinty Moore's on Friday
Nor the state of
The subject definitely was NOT the weather
You take it from there, pal. ... • March
things in Glocca Morra

and

ganizations' future
{

DALY

Monday Morning Memos

College,

one of several Ohio
"R ities planning to take advantage of
Repeal. Mayor James A. Rhodes, who
;;pearheaded the mayors' lobby for
Jji'peal, has indicated that he will ask
Bity Council for a large tax, perhaps
-is high as 10 per cent.
Meanwhile the Ohio House has
I!

Columbus

"

THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Reps. Chet Holifield

Washinqton Bureau of

fre

ncartax bodies.

Rankin

Tangle on "Smear

—

Measure repealing
State three per cent admission
has been approved by the Ohio
Senate and sent to Governor Herbert
or almost certain approval. Bill ends
he-^te ticket levy as of Oct. 1 and
22»-V| the admissions tax fields to
Columbus, O.

Holifield,

its

as a phoney that persistent story that political candidates will have

do no makeup

for tele

•

appearances. ...

Pat Casey,

who

Rankin replied that "the people of
Los Angeles who have petitioned the
Congress to do something about the
Communist infiltration of Hollywood
know a great deal more about it than
does the gentleman from Califor-

The moving picture men who
came and testified before the Commit
tee on Un-American Activities know
more about it than he does.
"Not only that, but they have no
right to make pictures that poison
nia.

the minds or corrupt the morals of
the youth of this nation. That is what
is going on.
"I told Eric Johnston so when he
appeared before the Committee on
Un-American Activities here in

Washington."

Minneapolis, Grand Rapids
Pools Are Dissolved

—

Minneapolis
Minnesota Amusement Co. retain control of the State
and Gopher Theaters, Hibbing, while
Max and Julius Edelstein will man-

age the Lybba, under the terms of a
pool dissolution agreement. Minnesota Amusement is a Paramount affiliate.
A third house, the Homer,
remains closed until conditions warrant a change.

Two Revert

Berliners to the
to

box

office

one out

when

.

represents a post-war attendance high.

.

.

.

Midwest

—Regent

and

to

after July

was shown there.
That's
in the German capital, and

the pic

of four inhabitants

RKO

Keith's Theaters, managed by W. S.
Butterfield Theaters, Inc. since 1933,
revert to RKO Midwest Corp. on
June 29, in compliance with the recent N. Y. Statutory Court ruling.

SICK LIST

will function as an industry adviser on labor matters, will serve
1
under a retirement income plan reportedly calling for $25,000 annually.
• Columbia's "The Men In Her Life" attracted no less than 750,000

equivalent

to

Grand Rapids, Mich.

.

FRED

LARKIN,

.

manager
will

of

take a

Mayo

South Dakota district
Minnesota Amusement Co.,
month's vacation on the advice

for

Clinic doctors.

)

m

REVIEWS Of DEW FILmS

N. J. Allied Sets

Events for
A

special

Monday, June

Femmes

"The Queen's
Necklace"

program of events and

with Viviane Romance, Maurice Escande
105 Mins.
Siritzky International

with

PRC

scenes ever filmed, this French effort
with English titles should prove exciting to
audiences and box offices, alike. Made with
an eye to grandeur and regality, it unfolds
a tale scheming and deceit taking place
immediately before the French Revolution.
Jeanne de la Motte (Vivian Romance)
hopes to get an in with high members of
her association with
the court through

he's

Lachman, president.
Included in the program for women
is a reception on the convention's
opening day, a Bingo party, cabaret
and supper dance, fashion show and
tea party.

Lachman named the following committees:
Women's Committee: Mrs. Edward Lachman, chairman; Mrs. Harry H. Lowenstein;
Mrs. Lou Gold; Mrs. Sam Frank; Mrs. Haskell Block; Mrs. Harry Hecht; Mrs. Morris
Fogelson; Mrs. E. K. O'Shea; Mrs. Sam
Shain, and Mrs. Irving' Dollinger.
Reception Committee: Harry Lowenstein.
chairman; Lee Newbury; Irving' Zollinger;
Lou Gold; Joseph Siccardi; Wilbur Snaper;
A. Louis Martin; Sidney Franklin; Sam
Frank; Haskell Block; Dr. Henry Brown.
Golf Committee: Lee Newbury and Dr.
Henry Brown, co-chairmen.
Resolution Committee: George Gold, chairman; Jack Unger; Clark Hildinger; John
Harwan.
Nomination Committee: David Snaper,
chairman; Jacob Unger; Harry Hecht; Irving Bollinger; Lee Newbury; Lou Gold; Wilbur Snaper; Moms Fogelson; Sam Frank;
Sidney Franklin; Harry Lowenstein.

Cardinal de Rohan (Maurice Escande). Unfortunately, he has fallen out of favor with
the Queen (Marion Dorian) and he tells

Jeanne this. She discovers a girl who resembles the queen and plots a scheme to
win friends and fleece the Cardinal. When
this is successful she goes a step further
and has her lover forge an order for a diamond necklace, which the queen has alrefused thinking it too expensive.
it
is
the scheme is discovered,
thought that the cardinal is the guilty party
until it is proved that he was an innocent
dupe. When the Gendarmes catch up with
Miss La Motte all is not well. There follows scenes of public whipping and branding that are indeed blood-curdling and
gruesome. As a whole it should hold interest

ready

When

Donald Woods,
Austin

Brenda

Raw

Film Abroad

Easing, But Tight

"Stepchild'

entertainment has been arranged for
the wives and daughters of showmen
LAVISH HISTORICAL FRENCH -MADE
attending the June 24-26 convention
DRAMA SHOULD PROVE EXCITING TO
of the Allied Theater Owners of New
AND BOX OFFICES ALIKE.
Jersey in Atlantic City, it was an- AUDIENCES
Comprising
some of the most blood-curdnounced at the week-end by Ed
ling

16, 19^

BAJLY

Joyce,

Terry

(Continued from Page

70 Mins.

people

to

work out

1)

their

difficu

MARRIAGE SITUATION economic problems. "There are
ADEQUATELY HANDLED WITH SPECIAL posted everywhere," he said,
ing "Work or Want."
FEMME APPEAL.
Eastman plants in Engla^
Ken Bullock (Donald Woods) decides France
have made commt.
CAREER

VS.

—

sigri

reac
*.<.n

Ibl
up with his wife being a career progress
in
the reconversion t
woman, besides making more money than peacetime production. In German}
he, and asks for a divorce. Though Dale the company's Stuttgart plant has re
(Brenda Joyce) is still in love with him, she sumed the production of cameras, bu
lets it go through, and in so doing loses the main plant near Berlin is in th
custody of their two children. Miss Joyce Russian occupation zone and has no
is more than attractive in her role of a girl
yet been recovered.
who realizes her maternal instincts only
Hargrave said that to his know]
after her sons are gone. Ken later marries edge
no new color process ha
whose been discovered. He denied that th
his secretary Millie (Terry Austin)
sweet, charming exterior belies her heart- process used by the Russians
less,
mercenary nature. The children re- "The Stone Flower" represented an;
alize this and resent her but she fools Ken advance
over previously existini
at every turn. He can't understand why patents.
they have become morose and sullen 'till
one day the youngest is sent home from State Building
fed

Code's

school after the doctors discover he is losing his hearing. Millie realizing this Has

Changes Win Approval

resulted from a blow she struck, threatens
them with beatings if they tell their father.

(Continued from Page

1

suggestions or amendments to tn<
tin
revised code as prepared by a com
only to fall
ing that the small boy is very ill the cops mittee of theatermen, hotelmen an< ^
take him to a hospital and summon the architects
Additional convention resei-vations include:
Suggestions aired at the meetings
family. There, in a coma, he tells of MilWilliam Gehring, Jack Byrne, George Demlie's beatings and threats.
Ken forces the concluded Friday, will be turned ovei
bow, Martin Moscowitz, Leonard Gruenberg,
Ben Abner, Nat Furst, Dave Levy, Clarence
truth from her and after giving her the to the Board of Standards and Ap
Eisman.
throughout.
boot, decides he has never stopped loving peals for screening. Advisory Com
Seymour Florin, Saul Trauner, Dr. J. B.
An outstanding member of the French Dale, who is now ready to give up her mittee's work is now considerec
Fishman, Max Alderman, Ted Baldwin, Al
Suchman, William Spiegel, Lige Brien, El- screen, Miss Romance has box office appeal lucrative position for the role of a house- closed unless called for extraordinary
sessions by the Board.
liott Foreman.
following her performance in "Carmen.'' wife and mother.
Jim Ashcraft, Max Wallach, Maurice
No date is set for passage of the
Also, a tale of life in the time of Marie
Swinging from humor to drama to pathos,
Maurer, A. Kern, B. F. Biben, Morris Smocode into law but it is expected .thai
Antoinette and the French Revolution should this bit of Americana should fill
len, J. J. Buch binder, Morris Jacks, Irving
the bill as
it will be at least another six months.,
Goldstein.
have enough romantic appeal to bolster a second feature, appealing especially
\o
before Board
has fully combecJG
sales.
femme fans.
through all suggestions and madt|j
CAST: Viviane Romance, Marion Dorian,
Conn. Exhibs
CAST:
Brenda
Joyce,
Donald
Woods,
Terry
Hebey,
Maurice Escande, Jacques Docqmine, Jean
their decision on a final code.
Austin, Tommy Ivo, Gregory Marshall, James
That

night,

rainstorm they run away,
asleep in a police car. Realiz-

in

a

WU1 Pay

Sales Tax on Gross Sales

New Haven

Pierre Dux,
Salina.

Pierre

Bertin,

Pierre

Polau, Michel

Millican,

CREDITS:

Dialogue,
Charles
Scenario and
Spook; Music, Maurice Thiriet; Orchestra ConPhotography,
Desormiere;
Director
ductor, R.
of
Max Douy; Costumes,
Roger Hubert;
Sets,
Georges Annenkoff; Production Manager, Edouard Lepage; Director, Marcel L'Herbier; Assistant Photographer, R. Voinquel; Sound Engineer, R. Forget; Laboratory Technician, G. M.
Film; Produced by llle de France Films.

—

Complicated bookkeeping systems feared necessary by
theater operators because of the new
State sale3 tax will not be needed
under a ruling of the tax commissioner, Herman M. Levy, executive
secretary of the MPTO of ConnecPHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
DIRECTION, Good.
ticut, advised members. Tax is payable on candy, popcorn, etc. sales, Film Pickets, Attorney
excluding tickets, on items of 12
Are Fined, Sentenced
cents or more.
Tax commissioner has ruled that
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
the retailer will pay a three per cent
Hollywood Thirty-four film picktax on his gross sales, feeling that ets,
were sentenced to pay more
sellers will come out all right on the
than $10,000 in fines, and Atitems sold for less than 12 cents betorney Frank Pestana, counsel for
cause of the breakage involved in a
most of them, was fined $300 and
number of small sales.
sentenced to 60 days in the city
jail. Pickets sentenced were arrested
in connection with picketing ColumTrolley Strike Cuts
bia studios last November. Pestana
said he and the rest of the defenSt, Louis Attendance
dants would appeal, after sentences
Union employes of the
St. Louis
were meted out by Municipal Judge
St. Louis Public Service Co. went on
Byron G. Walters.

—

—

Friday

strike

Abeken

in

repudiation

arbitration

board's

of

the

award

last
Tuesday, completely tying
up the street cars and motor buses
in the city and much of St. Louis
County. Attendance fell noticably in

of

some

theaters.

Miss White's Father Dies
J. White, 82, father of MadeWhite, of Monogram's Eastern
publicity staff, died Friday, at hja
home in Lynbrook, L. I. Interment
is to be at the family plot in Roches-

H.

line

ter.

Barnett, Selmer
"Daisy" the dog.
CREDITS: Producer, Leonard
Griff

Jackson,

Ruth

Robinson,

Picker; Assistant Producer, Jerry Briskin; Director, James
Flood; Screenplay, Karen DeWolf; Original Story,
Jules Levine;
Director of Photography, Jackson Rose, A.S.C.; Film Editor, W. Donn Hayes;
Photographic Effects, George J. Teague, A.S.C.

DIRECTION,

Fair.

S.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Marc

Gilbert President

Of Trans International
West Coast Bureau

Los Angeles

of

THE FILM DAILY f
IK

—Trans

International^'

Pictures Corp. has elected these oiMM
fleers: Alvin B. Baranov, president;;

Marc

Gilbert,

first

vice-president/fr

Sidney Pink, second vice-president, v
and Paul P. Schriebman, secretary-^
treasurer. Theater circuit will con-'^l
tinue to be headed by Pink with
Twentieth Century-Fox' king size coast distribution headed by Alvin"Forever Amber" sign on BroadWay Baranov, and Marc Gilbert heading
and 43rd St. will be illuminated to- the New York office.
night by an electronic impulse emanating from Linda Darnell in Paris. Dembow Opens Offices
Event will take place at 9:15 p.m.
Sam Dembow, Jr., president of"
Miss Darnell will say "Forever Am- Producers Service Corp., has opened I
ber" into a telephone and over 12,000 offices at 18 E. 48th St. Telephone
*
number at Dembow's new quarters is
bulbs will light up here.

Darnell to Supply Power
For "Amber" Sign Lighting

fi

1

Scheduled to attend the illuminating ceremonies are: Spyros P.
Skouras,
president;
Andrew W.
Smith, Jr., general sales manager;
William C. Gehring, assistant sales
chief;
Charles Schlaifer, ad-pub.
head.
Peverell Marley, Miss Darnell's husband, will also be on hand.
Sign has two of the largest letters
ever used measuring 29 feet high.
Overall length is 184 feet. It carries
record incandescent load of 152 watts
per hour.

PLaza

3-6500.

STORK REPORTS
Columbus, O.— Mr. and Mrs. MilYassenoff are parents of a
daughter born June 7. Father is associated with his father, Leo Yassen-

ton

off,
in operation
theaters here.

of

the

Academy

M onday,

June

16,

1947

'Round-

Reeling
Brandt

Reported

is

Pressing

UA

WHO'S WHO

Offer

HENRY
in

(Continued from Page

1)

which have been
Lteld thus far, and that a concrete
)ioposition was shaping up for presntation to Miss Pickford and Chap-

Director. Probably the only two-year-old stage-door Johnnie
Family ran a theatrical boarding house next door to the Grand
Theater in Trenton, N. J., and little Henry was a familiar
figure backstage. However, the theatrical virus didn't
become active in his blood until much later, after he had
graduated from the University of Pennsylvania, taken 3n

broking which was climaxed by
the crash of '29, and found out that people didn't have
money with which to buy real estate. Became actively
interested in the theater in 1936 on Long Island, where
he worked in the John Drew Theater. He was also assistant stage manager for the Theater Guild. In 1940.
acted in and stage-managed for Brock Pemberton's pro-

abortive

expected that Miss Pickford

«-\

J
LhrSome East from Hollywood

this

week, with the likelihood that before
he week is out a meeting will be held
'tween Brandt, Miss Pickford, her
iMounsel, Arnold Grant, and Arthur W.
telly and Charles Schwartz, the later two representing Chaplin.
Kelly returned to New York from
he Coast last week, where he conN erred with Chaplin and presumably
Schwartz is schedjjffiss Pickford.
lied to return to his office today from
>J'»ut of town.
W; It was indicated over the week-end
hat the Brandt interests were not
"bidding against" the Fabian group,
vith the accepted inference that the
"ormer did not enter the picture unil they were satisfied that the latter
vere more or less out of the picure, at least for the present time.
There was lively trade speculation
"] »s to the identity of those associated
rflvith Brandt, the general assumption
)eing that they were largely, if not
vholly, from the exhibition field. On
y',his basis, it was believed that the
inaneing of any deal materializing
vould be private in character.

HOLLYWOOD

WASHINGTON
(Continued from Page

LEVIN.

history.

discussions

ory

IN

fling

at

stock

The Army turned down

privilege

date.

2% Admissions

j

'^

Urged
,

i

Brandt is understood slated to assume the UA presidency in the event
ais group makes the Pickford-Chapstock purchase.

Pic Policy

Same; Petersen Back
(Continued from Page

Levy

for Nashville

"We

charge

a

per-

that

to

it

is

necessary

go into the

lower

for

want

Government

because
engaged in a very
necessary work," said Knutson
and here
he was setting a trap
and obviously.
"That was my purpose in interrogating

we

realize

to give you folks relief,

that you are

—

—

you.

'What would

you

suggest as

a

tax

on

We got along pretty well with a 10 per
cent tax in a rising market, Gamble said.
"Any kind of relief, and certainly a return
the 10 per cent cut admission
tax
would be keeping faith not only with the
theater owners in the elimination of this
special wartime levy, but it would be keepto

Aid, Says Wehrenberg

with the public as well."
the committee has on record
a statement that "a return to the 10 per
cent admission
tax
would be keeping
ing

1)

—

(Continued from Page

thus,

kind of tax we would
"
should be a graduated tax.

faith" and that "the
like

to see.

.

.

Finds Europe Wide-Open

To U.

S. Pic Exploitation

Europe

is

wide open

to

American-

style exploitation campaigns, though
they must be custom-built to suit the
modes of each country to avoid possible
offense,
Arthur Pincus, of
Loew's Int'l exploitation dept., told

Make

No switch in basic
expected, however.

faith

So

1)

Nashville, Tenn.
A regulatory
tax of two cents per ticket on all ad- the producers and distributors, in
missions to movies, athletic contests, matters of mutual concern such as
circuses, carnivals, operas, concerts the question of taxes imposed on the
and other public amusements will be industry and the patrons of our
proposed at the next meeting of City theaters.
He said that he was certain more
Council on July 1 by Councilman
can be accomplished by industrial
Frank Melfi.
The city finance department has teamwork of this nature than by varicalculated this amusement tax would ous individual groups rushing down
yield revenues of more than $200,000 to the national Capitol to present
their particular views on taxation
a year, Melfi said.
Proceeds of the proposed tax would and other legislative matters.
be used to reimburse the city for special services now given including Petrillo Re-elected Prexy;
censorship, routine police regulation,
5 Reels
handling of crowds by police and

Woman"

the industry press Friday.

Back from a four-month survey of
offices in European countries

Loew

not handled by MPEA, Pincus said
that in every country he visited he
found that full-scale campaigns with
tie-ups paid off. In London, he said
an average of 60 store tie-ups per
picture were being used, with even
conven- the arty non-ad BBC susceptible to
of the De- restrained plugs.

AFM

officials.
is

taxes

of gross taken by the Federal

United Tax Front Best

i

policy

feel

volume collections. Gamble
replied that few theaters today are making a profit comparable to the 20 per cent

Washington for one day around that
Deal
AFM.
late before leaving for Europe. The
other services.
ong-awaited meeting between Eric
(Continued from Page 1)
Melfi cited the "successful opera3 ommer and Johnston may thus be
tion" of such a tax in West Coast of Detroit local to replace Chauncey
until the MPAA-MPEA
i postponed
cities as a reason for its adoption A. Weaver of Des Moines.
:f lead is in Berlin,
here.
Raymond J. Meurer, counsel for
Petersen also said that the War
United Detroit Theaters, was elected
department's extensive report on the
"That Hamilton
delegate of AFM to AFL. Meurer
German film situation will not be reeased until after his meeting with Roadshow Clicks on Coast represents Windsor, Ontario local, as

MPEA

remarked that

levying

in

brackets

his

,

e

Is

that

•

•

lyNUTSON

'

j

i

we

the low admissions?"

''•

German

theaters
price,

inated."

:

in

those

to

haps some tax could be left on those admissions. But we think the tax on admissions
under 40 cents, for example, could be elim-

The Guilt of Janet Ames," starring Rosalind Russell and
recent assignments:
Man from
Melvyn Douglas; "The Swordsman," starring Larry Parks, and "The
Wiiliam Holden and
Colorado," Technicolor special headlining Glenn Ford,
Hair, black.
Ellen Drew. Weighs 165. Stands 5, 9. Eyes, brown.

i'

.

.

higher admission

attempted enlistductions.
ment in '42. Decided to try his hand in Hollywood. He
obtained a job as dialogue director with Columbia Pictures and after 16 months was made a full-fledged director. Starting with a minor movie, "Cry of the Werewolf," he quickly proved his ability as witness his most

l|

.

"As

1)

seeing a picture at an earlier

of

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

a life-time delegate to
tion and is also member

Film Classics re- troit local.
of "That Hamilton Woman,"
Considerable discussion was de- Rites for Mrs. Marshall
given a roadshow test at the Canon, voted to a measure aimed to stop
Funeral services for Mrs. William
Beverly Hills, rolled up four times' Hollywood studio bands, where sixnormal biz for the house. Understood day work-week applies, from work- F. Marshall, Sr., mother of Frank
that FC is negotiating for a New ing on their seventh day in jurisdic- Marshall, Warner Theaters execuYork Broadway house for a further tion of some other nearby local. Dele- tive, were held Sunday in Markham,
v\RS. ELIZABETH LAPPE, cashier, Astor, East
Va., with burial in Arlington, Va.
roadshow presentation.
Hartford, Conn.
gate said studio bandsmen get $7,000 She died Thursday.
50ROTHY BROWN, assistant bookkeeper, Marannually and up, and their working
Los Angeles

issue

FEflimE TOUCH
cus

Enterprises,

MPAA, SIMPP

Indianapolis.

UCILLE WESP, secretary

|j

to

Attend

to A. H. Blank, TriDes Moines.
SOLINE WOODRUFF, Tri-States advertising department secretary, Des Moines.

"Freedom" Conference
Washington — MPAA and SIMPP

'HYLLIS BERRY, National Screen Service biller,
Des Moines.
lAMELLA CARDAMON, Paramount switchboard

are expected to be represented at a
special "Freedom of Expression" conPresident Jusference called by
tin Miller. The one-day meeting of
representatives of all media will be
headquarters on June
held at
26. Representing
will be Kenneth Clark. Also expected to attend
is SIMPP President Donald Nelson.

states

president,

operator,

Des Moines.

:AROL BISSON, Warner ledger
VlVIAN THOMPSON, Warner

clerk,

Omaha.

booking

clerk,

Omaha.

ORNA

PAULS, manager, Madison, Detroit.
IOLET DANZI, assistant to manager, Jersey,
Morristown, N.

J.

NAB

NAB

MPAA

on

off

days was felt unfair to other

members. Situation was referred to
the board for action.

UJEDDinG BELLS

Committee report showed studio
musicians obtaining a 33-1/3 per cent
increase in pay and a two-week paid
Blake-Gordon
vacation during past year from eight
The marriage of Barbara Blake,
major studios, together with annual
wage guarantee. Similar contracts daughter of Benjamin K. Blake,
were made with independents and short subjects producer for Columbia,
AFM is able to claim contracts with to Malcolm Gordon of Providence and
five newsreel companies for the first New York, was solemnized Saturday,
|

I

time.

at the

home

of the bride's parents.

)

9*
WB Six Month Profit
Up

U.

to $14,013,000

— Shortage

of

(Continued from Page

K. to he Short of
Raw Stock for Year

1)

equal to $1.89 per share on 7,402,180
outstanding shares of common stock
compared with $1.23 per share for
the same period in 1946 after adjustment for the two-f or-one split of the

London (By Air Mail)
raw stock will continue

in

for another year, according to the
Board of Trade. The 3,000,000 feet
reduction in newsreel allotments is
likely to continue, it was said, and
the stringency may be intensified if
the
fuel
position
should become
worse.

Gross receipts from theater admisafter

elimination of inter-company transactions for the last reported pei'iod
was $85,053,000 compared with the
same 1946 figure of $76,863,000.
It was indicated in the report that
1946 theater attendance in Warner
theaters established an all time high.

Drawing comparison,

it

was shown

that attendance for the current year,
as compared with a like period in
1946, has shown a downward trend.
It was pointed out labor costs have
increased.
Profit for the six months which will
end Aug. 31, 1947 will show a decrease compared with the same period last year, it is believed.
Appended notes to the financial
statement revealed a reserve of
$2,196,668 in reserve for contingencies in respect of the net assets of
operating in foreign
subsidiaries
countries.
British subsidiary

A

was indebted
to an English bank in the amount of
$1,924,554. This loan is secured by

New

Plan Suggests

Advance

SRO Setup

Pic Rentals

Handle

1)

America and Allied States Association.

Rosenthal departed by plane yesterday for Chicago to meet with
Jack Kirsch, National Allied president. Later he intends to go to New
York to confer with Herman Levy,
MPTOA general counsel, on the
project, under which exhibitors who
pay film rentals in advance would get
a substantial saving over those who
book pictures after their completion.
Rosenthal had previously talked
with Levy on development of plan
and will re-submit it in its present,
more definite form. Rosenthal whose

(Continued from Page

clients include prominent producers,
directors, actors and writers, said
that the plan was a co-operative ef-

WILK

B7

1

reported, have already offered their
product to the newest comer to distributor ranks. Thus far all pictures
offered have been rejected as not exactly the type Selznick wished to

HOLLYWOC

is

handle.
Selznick's

Bergman

mezzo."

company

starrer,

"Interthat the

This would mean
is in a position to take on

at least one outside picture in 1947.

Shooting on "Portrait of Jennie,"
which was delayed pending the completion of a new script, is now set for

week from

today. "Portrait" will
probably be released early in 1948.

Broder Gets Decision
Against Foto Pay-Day
Detroit

—Decree

I

LASKY

ESSE

accompanied

New

the

by

who

York

adverse to Foto-

are

will

She

okay.

back

arrived

lead of "Miracle of

setup appears to be
ideally geared for the distribution of
about three or four pictures annually. The producer himself expects to
ready only one new film, "The Paradine Case," for release during the
current year, plus a re-issue of the

a

16, 19<t

Hollywood
Vine Yard
—
RALPH
=

Outside Productions

Ingrid
(Continued from Page

to

Britain

common.
sions, film rentals, sales, etc.,

Monday, June
DAILY

go

The

Soma,

v'es

the

who graced Life's cover
who was chosen for the role

ball

dancer

a

back,

becau:

wee

her madonna-like pose on the cover struc
L.'s fancy. The amazing part was th.

J.

he saw the picture Thursday morning, h;
her read lines in the apartment of a frier
that afternoon, and had her on a plan

under verbal contract, Thursday night. An
it's
no press agent's dream because th
friend was our publisher, J.W.A
Oliv
de Havilland starts her first role since win

Academy Award

ning the

month.

Mark
Ann

It's

Stevens.
Blyth

Taylor

in

at

"The Snake

in

U-l

"Killer

to

late

opposit

McCoy"

Elizabet
opposite Micke

.. .Louis Armstrong,
Charlie Barnet, Lionel

Tommy

purchased
glorifying

stand

Dor

Hampton, an

Benny Goodman are slated for
Samuel Goldwyn's "That's Life"

"A Texas

th

borrowe

has
replace

Rooney.
sey,

Fox
Pit"

M-G-M

..

from

pay-Day was handed down by Wayne Man Hunt" is
County Circuit Judge Joseph J. Moy- Lion's western

roles
.

.

.

i

"Texa

the final title for Eagle
musical formerly known a'
Story". .. .The King Bros, hav
an original by Howard Mund
the
American cop... Under

Mono, producer,

Irving

Departments restraining

Allen,

interference. Earlier, theater licenses had
lice

V>mn

the

into

.

nihan here in case instituted by
Broder Theater Circuit, which had
used Foto Pay-Day at their houses,
and sought injunction against the Po-

Frid

found

Bells," if

Ricky

is

here

he

girl

is

in
*

terested in getting the screen rights
fort involving every talent branch of
the exploits of Mrs. Barbara Washburn
the industry to establish economies been
per
shares,
ordinary
(25
2,007,000
threatened
by officials on the first woman to climb Mt. McKinle
in a deflating picture market, in turn
Picture
British
cent) of Associated
grounds it was lottery.
One of Roy Del Ruth's '48 production
passing on greater exhibitor profit
Corp. Ltd., which shares are carried
As used here, each patron got will be "The Little Fellow," based on
possibilities, lower playdate prices
penny in envelope, which it was con- railroad legend of a small boy who wa
at a cost of $3,635,179.
and consequently lower admissions.
tended took it out of lottery class. the mascot of the Chicago and North West
Some got contracts in various em's railroaders. .Geraldine Fitzgeralc
Will Fight
Minn.
amounts, reported to be $400 or over, has given up her Hollywood residence. Sh<
Talking
University
for which manager might buy their does not expect to retire from the screei
20th-Fox Distrib.
photographs for advertising pur- but wants to be with her husband, Stuart
Minneapolis Stanley D. Kane, exposes, subject to acceptance by both Scheftel, a publishing company executive
Max Gumpel, manager in charge parties.
ecutive director of North Central
whose business keeps him in New York
Allied Independent Theater Opera- of foreign distribution of Associated
United Detroit Theaters inter- Don Harvey has been signed for a role ir
tors, will seek to confine advertising British Pictures Corp.-Pathe Ltd., vened in case as well as other inter- Pine - Thomas' "Big Town
Scandal"....
for the University of Minnesota Film who arrived last week, on Friday ested exhibitors, because of effect David O. Selznick announced the pacting
ol
been
disclosed
that
has
quietly
he
organs
student
Society screenings to
Pay-Day in opposition houses would Beatrice Pearson and David Wayne, botf
laying
groundwork
for
a
Canathe
paand confine patronage to UFS
have on their theaters, becoming co- Broadway stage performers. .Wayne, now
trons. Screenings have been adver- dian distribution deal.
defendants with the Mayor, Police in "Finian's Rainbow," will continue in th«
also
revealed
the
Elstree
He
that
tised in Twin Cities dailies and nonCommissioner, prosecuting attorney, play but will also be featured in DOS':
Studios, which the company controls and corporation counsel.
University audiences are admitted.
"Portrait of Jennie". ... Pearson will leave
Local exhibs also are eyeing free will be in full production in DecemCourt ruled that Pay-Day is "an- for the Coast July 1.
16 mm. entertainment feature shows ber. In the meantime, eight films other method devised to avoid proat a local tavern. Place has two are now planned for the studios with hibition of statues and ordinances"
projectors and shows films continu- output to increase steadily.
relating to lotteries.
"All IA or
is Threat
Revealing that he was also negoously each evening.
Case was handled for
by Raytiating with 20th-Fox, Gumpel said mond J.
Indie Producers
Meurer, who won case
that ABPC-Pathe Ltd., has three against screen here in Supreme
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
films ready for the American market Court several years ago.
and that a number of others are in
Hollywood IATSE has issued an
West Coast Buy., THE FILM DAILY
various phases of production for
ultimatum to independent producers
for
Dates
"Duel"
Set
July
Progress: In SepHollywood
U. S. and foreign distribution. Into use "All IA people or none." Lionel
tember of 1939 Jerry Fairbanks procluded among those being readied are In Wisconsin,
Toll, preparing "Blonde Savage" for
duced a "Popular Science" short
"Temptation Harbor," "While the
PRC and using Nassour studio acpicturing the latest household gad"Brighton
Rock"
and
Shines,"
Sun
Continuing a multiple-run policy, quiesced. CSU announced it would
gets of that time. Last week, Fair"My Brother Jonathan."
"Duel in the Sun" will open in five picket Nassour plant today.
banks received a letter from R.
Gumpel met the trade press at the Fox-Wisconsin theaters in MilwauWork on million dollars of uncomStampfli, of Berne, Switzerland, uroffices of Foreign Screen Corp., who kee on July 2. The same date will see pleted construction at Nassour Studio
gently requesting information about
has the rights to his company's films "Duel" opening in 20 other towns in may be halted as building unionists
the gadgets so that he could sell the
in the Latin-American territory and Wisconsin and the Michigan penin- refused to cross picket line to be
"very new" items in Europe. The
confirmed that a deal had been ar- sula with three towns Janesville, established today by CSU.
studio
registered airmail letter arrived only
ranged for U. S. distribution by Wausau and Madison showing the spokesman said Nassour only rents
four days after mailing
but eight
Loew's Inc., of "Piccadilly Incident," film in two houses. On July 3 the facilities to producers and declared
years after the short was released.
a Herbert Wilcox-Anna Neagle film. picture will light theaters in 10 addi- plant would wait until pickets are
Gumpel flew to London on Saturday. tional Wisconsin towns.
posted before taking any action.
i

NCA

Show Ads

—

ABPC
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(Now

Preparation)

in

An

authoritative compilation of company
product available to exhibitors Tomorrow.
1
'i

the type, with credits, casts,

Classified as

to

story synopses

and

release dates.
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DON'MAVE /T TO CffAMCe.
Jeave it to

1m

Yes, brother
Train!

.

.

.

.

.

.

been a grand ride

it's

Those hard-to-get patrons

...
.

.

.

on the Gravy

have softened-

and SRO has come to
But
there's
look like your theatre's monogram!
Those eager-beavers
a change comin'
and Fast!
who fought to lay their dough at your Box Office

up during the past

five

years

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

are again finding diversion
.

.

.

.

making homes

.

.

.

... in

motoring

and building

SRO is becoming a challenge

.

.

.

.

.

.

traveling

.

families!

.

.

.

and

instead of a habit!

.

same folks are still around
and MORE of
and maybe they'll be visiting you
with the
same regularity
they showed in the past
BUT
Don'f Leave It To Chance!
Get Back To Showmanship!
NOW with increased Advertising and PubSure, the

them

.

.

.

.

.

licity!

ON

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Away-from-theatre! ... IN your Theatre!

.

He's

.

.

your Screen!

BABY!

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Play
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it

.

.

SAFE
.

.
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.

.

.

.
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BALK

LECISLB TIOfl BGBIDST PIK
in Europe Ahead o£ Loew Expectations
France Most Advanced,
Says Orville H. Hicks,
Home From 5-Country Tour

Reeling 'Round

WASHINGTON
ANDREW

By

H.

=

OLDER

Ulh'ils Bidding Poll
Washington Bur.,

Sixteen

millimeter

operation

in

an all-out tax revision, as it has been
hreatening to do. The fact is that the
people of most influence in matters of
axation
both Congressmen and tax lob:yists
are seeking primarily to broaden

t-o

—

—

of

a

Day
So

is

not

a

.

it is possible to broaden
base with a whole lot of people
lever being aware of it. Tax lobbyists have
ilready proposed that excise rates be pegged
it
their present level in most cases or
aised in order to provide, proportionately,
wice as great a share of the national tax

-he

Through those

tax

ncome
So,

as before.

.tacked
le

was

as

against

appeared

vieans

observed,

the

cards

were

ATA's Ted Gamble when

before

Committee

a

House Ways and
couple of weeks ago

the

okayed a 10 per cent admissions tax
ind a graduated tax on theater tickets.

ind

•

•

more of that testimony:
HERE
Chairman Harold Knutson concluded
is

Poll of Allied

next two weeks,

it

was learned yes-

terday.

Abram

Myers, Allied general
counsel and board chairman, said he
may begin a canvass of member.'
views the latter part of this week.
An informal poll conducted previously

(Continued on Page 8)

F.

indicated

were highly
tices of

that

many members

critical of

bidding prac-

some companies.

Peppiatt, Gross Rites

a

little

questioning by remarking that he has
10 doubt "that a 20 per cent tax results
Robert
n diminishing returns". ... R e p
lis

.

Doughton of North Carolina, former chairnan, insisted pix are a luxury, and that
hey should be so taxed. .. .Then Rep.
Herman Eberharter, Pittsburgh Democrat,
entured that removal of the admish tax
would not increase attendance "because
im afraid that the operators of many of
hese theaters, if the tax were removed,
would try to keep up their prices in order
o make more money. The public has be:ome accustomed to paying so much to go
o a theater. If customers were used to
saying 40 cents, including the tax, and the
ax were removed, it would be human
lature for the theater operator to continue
o want that 40 cents. It would be a windall to him".... To which Ted Gamble reurned this very effective reply:
I

"The theater business

is

so sensitive that

(Continued on Page 8)

In Philly

FC Buys Franchises

Tomorrow

President Joseph Bernhard of Film

of the Central Pennsylvania
Airlines plane in Virginia on Friday
night, will be held tomorrow in
Philadelphia.
Services for Gross, Atlantic district manager, will be held at Rodeph

crash

Such Laws, Survey Shows
Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

— One of the industry's
greatest threats to freedom of the
screen — censorship — has been sucWashington

cessfully fought in a total of 11 of
the 12 states contemplating such restrictive measures, a survey yesterday revealed. In the one other state,
Illinois,

a censorship

bill is

expected

to meet defeat. With the Illinois legislature expected to adjourn this
month, the industry's long fight

against censorship may be ended on
a state-level for this year.
Six of the eight remaining state
legislatures now in session are expected to adjourn this month without
(Continued on Page 7)

Opening Own Offices

Funeral rites for C. E. Peppiatt

and Sam Gross, 20th-Fox sales executives, who were killed in the

Industry Wins Fight in
11 of 12 States Planning

mem-

to

ind a Federal sales tax is doubtful. A naopposition
-ional
lottery faces too much
.The answer presumably is the excise
axes.

THE FILM DAILY

company bidding pracnow nearly completed and
may be announced within the

is

results

France, England, Belgium, Italy and
Portugal, Hicks reported 16 mm. activity in France most advanced of all

Washington is questionable.
lower income tax exemptions are out

money

tice

—

cerwise thing to do
tainly the wisdom of seeking re-election on
"he basis that you have made more people
that

cally,

is

told the industry press yesterday.
Back from a five-week survey in

taxation .... Politi-

Federal

—

bers regarding

running considerably betAS was observed here yesterday, Capitol ter than expectations set a year and
half ago when the narrow-gauge
'*Hill wouldn't gamble at all on the a
division was formed, Orton H. Hicks,
elimination of the admissions tax in the
head of Loew's Int'l 16 mm. division
;vent the present Congress ever gets around

base

Nearly Completed

Is

Washington

WASHINGTON Europe

he

TEN CENTS

1947

17.

C EflSORSH IP

16 MM.
=

TUESDAY. JUNE

Classics, moving swiftlv to complete the company's wholly owned
distribution system preliminary to
the handling of a lineup of new prod-

10%

Ticket

Tax Plan

Favored by ATA Board

Elimination of the tax on chiluct next season, has closed deals for dren's admissions and a straight rethe purchase of the Dallas and At- duction to 10 per cent on all other
admissions seems to be the majority
(Continued on Page 7i
viewpoint of the board of directors of
the American Theaters Association
Truman's Princeton
according to Robert W. Coyne, executive director, who is completing the

(Continued on Page 6)

Ireland's Prosperity Finds

Speech
Marks Microwave Debut

Way to B. O.—McNally

(Continued on Page 8)

Irish prosperity is reflected in good
business at the box office, Hubert

President Truman's address today,
at the 200th anniversary ceremonies
McNally, RKO Radio manager in Ire- of Princeton University, will mark
land, said yesterday. McNally ar- the first use of microwave relays for
rived last Friday in the America and the transmission of television bej

(Continued on Page 6)

Fabian

UA Running

Talk with Pickford, Grant, Kelly Planned
Rank Companies Appeal

Despite the arrival of other interests on the bidding scene for the

Nathanson's Suit Decision

stock held by Mary Pickford and
Charles Chaplin, the group headed
by Si H. Fabian has not dropped its
attempt to gain control of the com-

—

Toronto Three of defendants entered a motion of appeal from decision of Master of Ontario Supreme
Court here which ruled that writs in
action by Paul Nathanson's EmpireUniversal Flms could be served out-

Motion which came from

J.

(Continued on Page 6)

Arthur

impose ticket

will meet this week with
Miss Pickford, her attorney, Arnold
Grant, and Arthur W. Kelly, who rep-

pany and

resents Chaplin, in order to discuss

With the

offer.

arrival of Miss Pickford

(Continued on Page 6)

levies.

While

some

(Continued on Page 7)

UA

a specific Fabian

side of Ontario.

—

Cleveland
Ohio exhibitors have
various reactions to the repeal of the
State three per cent amusement tax,
leaving to municipalities the right to

(Continued on Page 8)

Still in

Cleveland and Toledo Are
Mulling Local Tax Levies

All, 'Tts

—

June!!!

Detroit Theabooking department offers this
sequence of bookings for its showUnited Artists Theater:
case,
"Honeymoon," showing currently, to
be followed, logically enough, by
"Great Expectations," with the next

Detroit

United

ters

screen attraction
ger!"

—"Welcome

Stran-

.

Tuesday, June 17, 19
:

(

^•'V DAILY
Services for Lou Cohen;
Died Suddenly Saturday

cominG mid goihg

—

Detroit
Interment services w<
held yesterday in Cloverhill Cen
tery for Lou Cohen, leading Detr
10 Cents
Vol. 91, No. 117
Tues., June 17, 1947
JOSE FERRER, arrived over the week-end. He
MANNIX, M-G-M executive, has reE.
J.
independent circuit operator, w
"Cyrano."
will
re-open
here.
a
visit
Coast
after
turned to the
Publisher
died suddenly Saturday. He and
JOHN W. ALICOATE
feaboth
TAYLOR,
DOROTHY HART and DON
HERBERT WILCOX and ANNA NEAGLE left
brother Ben Cohen, who died abc
tured in Mark Hellinger's "The Naked City"
New York for Hollywood over the week-end.
Associate Publisher
DONALD M. MERSEREAU
three years ago, have operated th<
are in from the Coast.
and General Manager
WILLIAM F. RODGERS, vice-president and
MAX E. YOUNGSTEIN, Eagle-Lion ad-pub- general sales manager for M-G-M, left yester- ters here about 30 years in partnt
,
licity-exploitation chief, returned from St. Louis day for Chicago where he will spend a few ship, and now operate sever>- "ous]
Editor
CHESTER B. BAHN
yesterday where he conferred with circuit oper- days on business.
in
the
city.
Sons
Elliott
an'
';,ar
Performance."
"Repeat
ators regarding
Dnc
H. M.
RICHEY, in charge of M-G-M ex- Cohen, who received their
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
BILL JOHNSTON, of the Paramount exploitaand Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York 18, tion department, has returned from Indianapolis hibitor and public relations, leaves today for Ben's interest, have been associat
remain
days
and
Columbus
where
he
will
two
Inc.
Film
Folk
and
N. Y., by Wid's Films
and Detroit.
with their father in circuit operati
then proceed to Wawasee, Ind. and Atlantic
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to
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Manning Clagett,
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2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127Homer
133 Wardour St. W. 1.
Mary
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,
Phone
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Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue

Saffar,

MONTREAL—

Charras.
9, 464 Francis Xavier
Jack Droy, 411 Lyric

Ray Carmichael, Room

VANCOUVER —
SYDNEY—

St.

Bowden Fletcher,
Theater Bldg.
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys,
Rue des Paquerettes.
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John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copenhagen-Van Loese.
ROME John Perdicari,
Via Ludovisi 16. Phone, 42758. MONTEVIDEO
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MEXTTO CITY Dorothy Neal, Calle de

—

—

a

cf'er

left

chief,

the Warner Theaters real estate department, returns today from
Cleveland.
of

COPELAN,

recently placed in charge
Bros, theaters in the Latin-American

HERB

of Warner
territory, returned yesterday from a three-week
trip to South America. Copelan visited Lima,

Columbia,

Bogota,

Peru;

Mexico

—

Paris 12.

HANNAGAN

STEVE

left

yesterday

and

City

from

New York.
ROBERT DOUGLAS, British

stage and screen
signed by Jack L. Warner on his recent
abroad, arrived in
New York yesterday
aboard the S.S. Mauretania en route to the
Burbank studio to begin his American film

trip

career.

JOE FRIEDMAN and GERRY MICHAELIS, of
Warners' publicity department, who became
newlyweds over the week-end, will honeymoon
in Maine for the next couple of weeks.
U-l

location manager, is due
C.
where Walter
N.
has been shooting.

back from Asheville,
Wanger's "Tap Roots"

RICHARD
March

of

early in

de ROCHEMONT, producer of the
Time,
is
due back from Europe

July.

WILLIAM A. SCULLY, Universal-International
vice-president and general sales manager, left
New York yesterday for Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee and Minneapolis.
PEGGY WOOD will leave Hollywood on June
25 to fill theater engagements at Martha's
Vineyard Theater and Ogunquit, Me.
Louis,

St.

LEO

leaves

of the Roosevelt
for Europe shortly.

SELIGMAN, Favorite
Canada on June 24.

Films'

The-

treasurer,

leaves for

T.aurence-Korda Trial
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BROADWAY

BARRYMORE

HARRY

J.

arrived
in
New York
Hollywood yesterday to portray "Miss
from
Spinney," in Vanguard's "Portrait of Jennie."

KALMINE,

president and general
manager of Warner Theaters, and JACK L.
WARNER, JR., who has been studying theater
operations, are in Pittsburgh for a short looksee.

NORMAN
manager
He

will

AYERS, WB Southern division sales
Warner Bros., left yesterday for
Orleans, Jacksonville and Atlanta.
be back in New York next Monday.
for

New

GALE PAGE

arrives

in

New York from

Hol-

lywood Sunday.

JEFREY LYNN, who has
"Whiplash" for Warners,

making
New York

just finished
is

due

in

today from the Coast.

RUD LOHRENZ, UA Chicago
to

Canada

for

a

fishing

district

manager,

vacation.

Para. Plans Unique Press
Preview for "Pauline"
Paramount's advance campaign on
"The Perils of Pauline" includes a
unique press preview of the picture
to be staged by the company at the
Comet Theater, Third Ave. between
12th and 13th Sts. on June 24. Prior

His widow also survives.

Goldman May

File

Anew

FM Station

For Philly

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILl

— The FCC yesterd;

turned down the application by W:
liam Goldman Theaters for a ne
FM station in Philadelphia. Gol

WD AS, Philadelphi
The Commission pointed out that tl
FM application was made by tl
former owners of WDAS and GoL
man now owns

man

failed to apply within the spec
time.
The proposed decisio
however, was made without prejudic
to Goldman who may file anothe
application for an
station.
fied

FM

Production of Soundies
Is Temporarily Halted

—

Chicago
Soundies Co. has ten
porarily ceased making new subject
for the coin projectors, but will dis

new produc
supplemented by past releases, ^
tribute its backlog of

Allen of Soundies revealed in ar
nouncing the formation of a nei

16 mm. distributor. New distributo
the metropolitan and trade press, fan is Film Guild of America.
magazines, radio, syndicates and
William Forest Crouch, who wa
press associations will be guests of in charge of Soundies' Eastern pro
Paramount at an old-style luncheon duction, is now free lancing unde
in the College Room of the Hotel name
Productions, Allen saic
Astor.
to the screening, representatives of

NEW YORK

After luncheon the guests will be Byrne At Metro H. O.
transported to the Comet in a fleet
John P. Byrne, Eastern sales man
of ancient vintage autos augmented ager for M-G-M, has switched hi
by a string of hansom cabs. Pro- headquarters to the home office fo
gram includes a chapter from "The the next month.
Exploits of Elaine," one of the Pearl
White serials, and a newsreel of the
period when she was active in pictures. Ray Walker, composer of the
song, "Poor Pauline" will play mood
music during the "Exploits" chap-

ander Korda and London Film Productions will be continued today before Justice Bernard Botein in N. Y.
Supreme Court. Hearing opened
yesterday afternoon with statements
by Isador J. Kressel, counsel for
Laurence, and Louis Frohlich, repre- ter's screening.
senting Korda and London.
Comet Theater, still managed by
Laurence seeks in excess of $300,- its original owner, Mrs. Ruth Anson,
000 on an employment contract and is little changed since the days Pearl
an alleged promise of an opportunity White appeared on its screen. The
to purchase stock in London Film.
only modern note is the addition of
sound. The candy butcher still prevails and the general air creates a
1

+
+

12
29

To Be Continued Today
Trial of Laudy Laurence's breach
of contract action against Sir Alex-

+
+

12

.

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

—
—

12

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts.
3?/8
3% 3%
RKO

Chg.

Close

M-G-M's The DisM. Richey, leaves

WFC

(Mon., June 16)

Low

editor of
assistant to H.

ETHEL

Dallas,

CHRIS ZOTOS, owner

High

tributor and

actor,

ater,

finnnciflL

Los

Angeles for

PAT NOWELL,

SIMONS,

L.

today for Galveston, Tex.

Hollywood yesterday en route here.

RUDOLPH WEISS, head

since.

City.

M.

Havana.

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:

STEVE BROIDY,
Monogram, has left for Hollywood
month here.
JAMES POLING, U-l story department

ar-d

Youngstown Mayor Puts
Stop to Bank Nights
Youngstown, O.
O'Neill last

Famous
Fives

sense of nostalgia.

—

Mayor Ralph W.
week ordered a halt to

bank nights in local theaters on the
grounds that they are lotteries and
contrary to State law. Order stops
the game nights at George A. Manos'
Wilson Theater and the McGuffey,
owned by Peter M. Wellman, which
had been running them for some time.

FlLMDOM'S

REEVES
SOUND
1600

BROADWAY

STUDIOS, INC.

A Special Feature of
The Film Daily's
PICTURES OF TOMORROW

Circle 6-6686

Complete Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

Edition

(now

in

preparation)

continuing
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THE BROADWAY BOYS ARE WRITING
LOVE-LETTERS TO "DEAR RUTH''
SINCE HER HAPPY N Y. PARAMOUNT PREMIERE

^i****^"**
utRlA&XtM
•o

WilliamJfowEN
Joan Caulfield

£)<!<u,<R«tfc
BILLY jUEWOLFE

Mona Treeman
MARY

PHILIPS

•

VIRGINIA WELLES

KENNY O'MORRISON
PAUL JONES
WILLIAM D. RUSSELL

Produced by
Directed by

Screen Play by Arrhur

Based on the Play by

Sheekman

Norman Krasna
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Fabian

Still

in

ALONG

UA

Peppiatt, Gross Rites

Race: Heads Plan Talk
(Continued from Page

1)

UA

UA

Tuesday's Tattlings
•

•

THE QUESTION BEFORE THE HOUSE: With

•

dependent upon Hollywood product for 80 per cent
howinhell can any one in Britain call for either a slash

ters

imports or for a restriction on remittances to the U. S.?

"Great Expectations" stays for a fifth week
the first British pic to play there since 1939

breakdown

of

the film industry's

Dept.

American pix
... • Rank's

in

Music Hall

And

• Commerce

ping "The Egg and I" biz! ...

should be ready by the end

at the

thea-

British

playing time,

of

get

It's

this:

It's

top-

making a special

is

corporate profits after taxes

It

of July

T
•

•

•

PHIL H. REISMAN. RKO's foreign chief, writing enthusiastically from Gay Paree about Rene Clair's Maurice Chevalier pic,

"Man About Town,"

predicts

"will cause,

it

a sensation when

arrives

it

The film already has broken every record in French industry history at the Marigan Theater.
."When you see this picture you
• David
will understand Ned Depinet's enthusiasm," adds PhiL ...
.

News

Lawrence's United States

for

.

Friday asserted that film

last

Nathanson's Suit Decision

Hollywood's Broadway play purchases did nothing else,

it

provided

Indiana Allied with material for a bulletin arraigning industry "economy-

Films, Inc., of

New

1)

minded executives.".
• Didja read that Walter White by-liner in
the Sunday Herald-Tribune criticizing "Carnegie Hall" for not including
Carry that curious argument to its logical conclusion,
Negro artists?
and every Hollywood studio would be required to cast pictures on a
.

Eagle-Lion
York and Gen-

eral Cinema Finance Corp., Ltd., was
heard before Judge Jean Genest but
the arguments were not concluded.
Judge Genest granted continuation
of hearing of appeal after June 23,
following a consultation of counsel
with him. Previous ruling of Gordon
Conant in Master's chambers provided that defendants outside of Ontario could be summoned but trial
must be held in Toronto, probably
next fall.
Action involves Canadian distribution rights on films which were to be
switched to Rank companies.

"Cashiers Measure" Passes

—

Columbus, O. Women over 21 will
be permitted to sell tickets in theaters and other places of amusement
in Ohio after 10 p.m., after Gov.
Herbert signs the Kowalk bill which
received Senate approval, 21-14, following earlier House passage.
Peter Brock Dead
Detroit Peter (Dutch) Brock, veteran stagehand at the Downtown

—

Theater, is dead. He is survived by
his wife and five children.

:.t

J^)end

i5irthda j

Do-

I

n
Q*r e e lina

i

June 17
Faztnda
Ralph Bellamy
William W. Hawkins
Evelyn Knapp
Francine Kaufmann
Joan Benny
Joseph J. linger
Sammy Fain
Frank Sully
Edmund Glover

.

quota basis

•

•

WHETHER THE ITOA

•

Allied next week.

}.:

.

• The Wall

.

it

with National Allied

St.

of

may

New

be

Jersey

Journal reported yesterday that

its

women now working, a 50 per cent
Femme employment increased 800,000 in
jump over the 1940 total
And there
May. and April's figure was up 400,000 from February
Work• Legion of Decency has put
ing gals can't attend film matinees. ...
Hygienic Prods.' "Mom and Dad" in its Class C, and 20th-Fox's "The
Ghost and Mrs. Muir" and Metro's "Living in a Big Way" in its Class B,
• Original Screen Guild stockholders have presented a plaque to cofounders John L. Franconi and John Mangham. ...
• Monogram's
"High Conquest" goes into 67 RKO New York met. houses on Aug. 13.

you have one possible reason

• Didja know
now available
just

•

for falling theater

attendance

that approximately 1,000 films sponsored
for

by

West View Cemetery

in that city.
are his wife,
Jeanette, and two sons, Edgar, 16 and
Barry, 13. Peppiatt's survivors are
his wife, Ethel; a son, Cecil E., Jr.,
16, and a daughter, Ann 12.
Gross was 48, Peppiatt, 53.

Gross

Golden

is

Way to B. O.—McNally
(Continued from Page

1)

tomorrow with Mrs. Mc-

will leave

Nally for the coast, stopping en route
to visit relatives in Scranton and
Cleveland. He will return in July for
the

RKO

There

sales convention.

unrestricted theater construction in Ireland, McNally stated,
but high construction costs have held
expansion along new theater lines in
check.
Ireland enjoys a fine tourist trade
with England, McNally reported. The
general economic level of the company is healthy, he said, but there are
dire shortages, particularly in coal.
is

Thompson Heads Film
Section of

NYU Drive

Stage, screen and radio section of
the NYU-Bellevue Medical Center
drive will be headed by Maj. Leslie E.
Thompson of RKO, it is announced by
William E. Cotter, chairman of the
Commerce and Industry division of
the $15,575,000 campaign.

a check

completed by the Committee on Consumer Relations in Advertising.
Excelsior Pictures' "Barber of Seville" at the

Ireland's Prosperity Finds

industry are

That's according to

educational use?

shaving

its

UJEDDinG BELLS

prices 50 per cent for students

T
•

•

T

T

Niesse-Sorrells

•

EAGLE-LION'S "Repeat Performance" will bow into the
Rivoli about July 2
Opening of E-L's "Lost Honeymoon" at Loew's
State has been moved ahead to Thursday from the 26th. ...
• No less

Summer

than 137

circuit this

theaters will form the Eastern Seaboard's strawhat

New

year

State second with 29.

"Brute Force," could

vine reports.

.

.

.

.

•

Universal's newest
pic

toj

end

•

•

IF

with the Bay
Hellinger pic,

all prison pix, the grape-

.

T
•

set,

Mark

York State alone has 41

.

be the prison

:.:

Louise

T

survey showed more than 16,000,000

:.:
:.:

T
affiliates

determined during the three-day Atlantic City convention

:.:

$

A

at-

On whose
now averages no more than 84,000.000 a week
... • Well, if John Chapman's N. Y. Daily News blast at

authority?

Inc.,

Services for Peppiatt, mid-Eastern
division manager, will be held at
Oliver H. Bair's Funeral Chapel,
1820 Chestnut Street at 2:30 p.m.,
EDT.
further service will take
place at the H. N. Paterson Funeral
Parlor in Atlanta, Ga., with burial at

in the U. S."

tendance

(Continued from Page

1)

Sholom Temple, Broad and Mt. Vernon Streets at 11 a.m., EDT, with
Rabbi Louis Wolsey officiating. Interment will be at Mt. Sharon Cemetery,
East Springfield Road, ,' ;Springfield, Delaware County.

Surviving

Rank Companies Appeal

Rank Organization,

Tomorrow

(Continued from Page

New York

yesterday, the stage
was set for the first across the table
confab between at least two of the
three principals involved. That meeting will take place sometime this
week.
Although Chaplin will not be present at the conferences, his views are
undoubtedly known to both Kelly,
who visited him on the Coast last
week, and to Miss Pickford.
It has been reported that Miss
Pickford is insisting upon a $15,000,000 price for UA. Before leaving the
Coast for New York, Miss Pickford
said that if she sells, she will retain
the right to distribute up to four of
her own pix annually through
for a 10-year period.
In the event no deal is concluded
for the sale of the stock, the spotlight will then turn to the offer of
the company presidency to Tom
control remaining
Connors, with
in its present state.
in

In Philly

FILM BIZ

T

will defeat defeatism today,

*.*

worry about licking a recession tomorrow

J-*

8

remember

J-|

quently than from the bottom up

that defeatism percolates from

example and the pace

It's

the

the

it

won't have

Lake Wawasee,

Ind.

—Rita

Niesse,

daughter of Carl Niesse, operator of
the Vogue, Indianapolis, was married recently to Fred Sorrells.

Morkey-Sheehy

—

Exeter, N. H. Catherine J. Markey, daughter of Fred L. Markey,
manager of the Ioka Theater, was
married to Frederick B. Sheehy.

to

And it might be well to
top down far more frebig fellow who sets the

Jones-Karneffel

Chicago

—Harold

Kameffel, assis-

tant manager of the Will Rogers
Theater, will marry Beverly Jones on

July 16.

Tuesday, June 17, 1947

Balk Film Censorship

REVIEWS

Legislation in Stales

"News Hounds"

FC Buys Franchises

Opening

Hollywood
Vine Yard
—
RALPH WILE
=

Own Offices

with the "Bowery Boys"

(Continued from Page

1)

passing measures adverse to the motion picture industry.

overs are

Possible hold-

Alabama and New Hamp-

shire.

^Although

the industry still is keepY~^its fingers crossed, there are definite signs that all eight legislatures
may soon wind up their business,
thus giving the industry a near perfect record in fighting adverse bills.

N. Y. Passes New Pic Law
Of the 44 state bodies which met
New Yolk
this year, only one
passed new legislation aimed at the
film industry.
In one other state,
New Jersey, an old tax bill was rewritten and passed.

—

In addition to Illinois, legislatures
expected to adjourn this month are
those in California, Massachusetts,
Ohio, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin.

Tax

must be fought in
Massachusetts and Wisconsin. The
industry pretty well knows what remains in store for it, since no new
bills

still

may

be introduced in the legislatures remaining in session except
by unanimous consent.
The industry fight against the
perennial plague of censorship is not
fully told in the figures. Although
censorship bills were introduced in a
total of 12 states, in several other
bills

states such measures were contemplated but were never actually introduced, largely due to industry efforts
to protect freedom of the screen.
One industry leader here said that
the record is testimony to the "local
level" strategy used by some industry groups in fighting adverse legis-

(Continued from Page

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

68 Mins. lanta franchises from John Franconi
Monogram
BETTER STORY VALUES PUT THIS ONE and John Mangham, respectively,
AT THE TOP OF THE BOWERY BOYS and has completed arrangements for
SERIES.
This

"This, however," one industry official told The Film Daily, "is no
time to boast. The record thus far is
a clear indication that adverse legislation can only be fought by organ-

easily

This
of a
is

Leo Gorcey enacts the role
York newspaper copy boy, who

time

New

anxious

to

become

a

reporter.

sheet is working on
a yarn to expose an important fight "fix."
Leo digs up evidence against the prinincluding a photograph, but the
cipals,
camera is lost. The paper uses his story
and is sued for $4,000,000. The case is
tried and when things look darkest for the
sports

editor

of

the

the camera is found.
Leo gains his usual strong support from
Huntz Hall. Christine Mclntyre, Bill Kennedy and Tim Ryan are among the principals,
while Bobby Jordan, Gabriel Dell,
Bill Benedict and David Gorcey are among

sheet,

the members of Leo's gang.
CAST: Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Bobby Jordan,
David Gorcey,
Benedict,
Dell,
Billy
Gabriel
Christine Mclntyre, Tim Ryan, Anthony Caruso,
Bill
Kennedy, Ralph Dunn, Nita Bieber, John
Hamilton, Terry Goodman, Robert Emmett Keane,
Bernard Gorcey, Buddy Gorman, Russ Whiteman,
Emmett Vogan, Jr., John H. Elliott, Meyer Grace.
CREDITS: Producer, Jon Grippo; Director,
William Beaudine; Authors, Edmond Seward,
Tim Ryan, George Cappy; Screenplay, Seward
and Ryan: Cameraman, Marcel LePicard; Art
Director, Dave Milton; Editor, William Austin;
Music Direction, Edward J. Kay; Supervising
Editor, Otho Lovering.

DIRECTION,

Excellent.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Must Share Prosperity,
lohnston Tells Grads.
Pullman, Wash.

— Predicting

CHARTERED

Gertrude A.

Stoll.

HENRY ADRIAN PICTURES,

INC., New York;
300 shares of no par stock; by Sonia
Karasik, Emanuel Epstein, Samuel Fagelman.

capital,

Cleveland Cases Postponed

—

Cleveland Hearing of the Orrville
Theaters clearance complaint was
postponed by the local arbitration
tribunal until
Thursday.
A.
R.
Momm's action also was postponed to
an unnamed date.

of

Durbin

FC

program.

with Walter Wanger was

A

deal
disclosed

recently.

Bernhard's ambitious program is
aiming tor the world market. Overseas distribution will be via International Film Classics, Inc., a subsidiary which he also heads.

Cleveland and Toledo Are
Mulling Local Tax Levies
(Continued from Page

1)

theater operators concede that local
levies, probably at higher rates, may
confer hardship on exhibs in the
larger cities, others are of the opinion that a local option arrangement

U-I's

in

Same

studio

rights

to

"Up

has

start

will

set for the

in

femme

leaves Twentieth-

purchased

The Great,"

"Gus

Dennis
is

war Europe

be

to

dealing

with

Morgan's next

opposite Viveca Lind-

"To The Victor,"

in

screen

forthcoming novel by Thomas

a

Warner assignment
fors

In Central Park"
just

careers

distributor.

for the

he

Fox temporarily to appear opposite Deanna

Duncan,

new pix

is

Haymes

Dick

lead

be "Champagne

will

which

August. Laraine Day

circus

Bernhard's new moves are expected

UA

to

Everybody"

FC

to accelerate negotiations in progress
with top indie producers, and by the
end of July, it is expected that several producers will be at work on

Sam Coslow has promised

five

to deliver
for

Al Swerdlove heretofore has handled

product in Boston, while in PhilaThe delphia, Jack Engel has been the

—

DISCINA INTERNATIONAL FILMS CORP.,
New York; capital, 300 shares of no par stock,
by Anna E. McPartland, Margaret H. Cronin,

in

disclosed yesterday.
Film Classics thus has but one remaining franchise holder, Al Dezel,
predecessors.
William Beaudine supplied excellent di- in Detroit, and it was said that purrection, with Jan Grippo functioning as chase negotiations with Dezel are in
producer. Edmund Seward and Tim Ryan progress.
The Dallas and Atlanta deals put
wrote the screenplay and collaborated with
the entire South in the FC system.
George Cappy on the original story.

a fuized resistance from the industry.
There is much yet to be done. This ture day when a college education
will be available to every qualified
is a continuing battle."
young man and woman in the United
States, Eric Johnston, president of
Hold Albee Rites
the MPAA, said "The G.I. Bill of
Larchmont
Funeral services for Rights has opened the door on one of
Mrs. Laura Frances Smith Albee, Democracy's dreams."
widow of the late Edward Franklin
Johnston, speaking yesterday at
Albee, f ormer president of the K-A-0 commencement exercises at the State
circuit, were held yesterday. Inter- College of Washington here, went on
ment was in the family mausoleum. to tell his audience that thev must
Mrs. Albee, who was 85, died Friday. become citizens of the world in view
She is survived by a daughter, son of the international complexion of
and three grandchildren.
life today.
"If we are to continue to be prosperous," Johnston said, "we must
share our prosperity with others. The
U. S. cannot long survive as an island
of plenty in an ocean of want. It
seems to me that economic aid by
FEDERATED PICTURES CORP., Dover, Del.; the U. S. to destitute nations is an
motion pictures and television; capital, 100 no investment in peace and security and
par shares.
the revival of world trade."
BLYME THEATERS, INC., Cairo, III., to operate theaters, by I. W. Rodgers, C. W. Rodgers
and Grace Rodgers.

FC-owned exchanges
Boston and Philadelphia, it was

HOLLYWOOD
QIRST

the opening of

one of the best oHerings
in the "Bowery Boys" series. It has more
and better story values than any of its
is

Good.

lation.

By

1)

filmed

a

story

partly

of
in

post-

France

Ron Randall, tagged Australia's favorite

male

star,

has been assigned by Co-

top roles in "The
The Ram"
Understand William Cagney is negotiating with Gregory
Peck to co-star with brother James in "A

lumbia

Sign

Lion
ing

to

one of the

of

is

in

this

the Streets," which starts shootJohn Ridgely goes into

Fall

M-G-M's "The High Wall"
are scheduled

to start at

Three
Para, during

pix

the

next three weeks, including: "My Own
True Love," "Night Has A Thousand Eyes"
and "Paleface"
Deal by which RKO
and J. Arthur Rank will be associated in
the production in Britain of "Ivanhoe" with
Sir Laurence Olivier and Lady Vivien Leigh,
reported as set through nehere by Rank and
Dore Schary. Picture, in Technicolor will
carry a production budget in excess of
$3.000,000
When Ben Bogeaus films
the "Magnificent
Yankee," the Emmet
Lavery play will be revamped to permit
co-starring,

gotiations

is

conducted

has distinct benefits.
Mayor Burke of Cleveland has expressed himself in favor of a five per sequences emphasizing the early years of
cent amusement tax to help defray Oliver Wendell Holmes.
costs of higher pay to city officials.
Subpoenas Issued in
Such a levy would affect the present
.097 cents children's admission, forc- Un-American Hearing
ing it to over 10 cents and subject
to a two-cent Federal tax bite.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Even before the tax repealer was
Washington
Press reports that
passed by the Ohio Legislature, To- Charles Chaplin, Katharine Hepburn,
ledo's City Council asked George N. Edward G. Robinson and others have
Schoonmaker, city manager, to make been subpoenaed to appear before the
a study to determine whether that House Committee on Un-American
city should enact a local ticket tax.
Activities were discounted yesterday
by Rep. Karl Mundt, of South DaKowalk Labor Bill
kota, ranking Republican member of
the body. Mundt pointed out that
Is Passed By Ohio
there has been no final decision yet
Columbus, O.— The Kowalk Bill reas to when the hearings will be held,
laxing restrictions against the emand explained that "we'd have to
ployment of women and minors has know within a day or
two before we
been passed by the Ohio Legislature. could
very well serve subpoenas."
Measure permits employment of woIn the meantime, former Ambasmen for nine hours a day to a maxi- sador to the U.S.S.R. Joseph E.
mum of 45 hours a week and permits Davies has written UnAmerican Ac12 consecutive work days in two work tivities
Committee Chairman J. Parweeks.
nell Thomas denying that "White
Minors are permitted to work House pressure" was exerted upon
nights in theater candy counters, Hollywood toward production
of
under the bill.
"Mission to Moscow" or "Song of

No

—

Russia." Davies said he was intimately involved in the pre-production
It's Alvin B. Baranov who's presi- discussions, and that the decision to
dent of Trans International Pictures. make the picture, based on his book,
Story published yesterday so stated, as well as the initial impetus arose
but error in head put Marc Gilbert in from the patriotic motivation of
as prexy. Gilbert's first vice.
Hollywood.

Correction

3*te
New York Lens-Leased

WHO'S WHO

To Hollywood Units

ABBY

a couple of packing cases on
a Third Ave. corner where "Lost
Wekeend" camera crews recorded
Don Birnam's typewriter trek under
the El, New York production has
come a long way, though the hidden
camera is still an important adjunct
to working crews who want to avoid

of

have six

West; "Spoon Handle"

in

system and Massee
embarking on a theatrical
proved invaluable. Toured with Fanchon

metropolis'
left

public

Massee when

career which later

school

17,

and Marco units as a baritone for four years. Later, v/ent
into vaudeville, doing a song and dance routine with Ken
Browne. From time to time, turned to stage managing,
even served a term as a front-of-the-house manager.
Hollywood finally beckoned and he joined Columbia in
1935. First worked in the cutting department for a year,
a chore which is almost an essential to thorough -going
direction. He later worked in the sound, wardrobe and
production departments. Then Frank Strayer selected
Abby as his second assistant when the "Blondie" pictures
got under way. Proved so competent that he was upped
the series, Berlin
to first assistant. Completely familiar with every phase of
"Blondies." His
finally achieved his ambition and was handed the reins of the
Eyes,
latest was "Blondie in the Dough." Weighs 160. Stands 5, 8. Hair, black.

pic-

tures in work this summer away from
studio
on various locations
the
throughout the country. These include "Call Northside 777" in Chicago; "Missouri Waltz" in the Middle

He

Massa-

chusetts; "Chicken Every Sunday" in
Tucson, Arizona; "Green Grass of
Wyoming" in Ohio; and "The Flapper Age" in Illinois and Ohio.

brown.

Ahead

City," story of New
York's homicide corp, is being shot

"Naked

in

"Portrait

of

Jennie,"

which was being shot here

last win-

Selznick's

moving to Boston, received
some spectacular breaks with New
York weather when snow fell in Central Park just as property men were
preparing to throw an artificial
blanket over the grass. The crew returned yesterday to resume shooting
in the RKO Pathe Park Ave. studio,
establishment of which marked a decisive keystone for a surge of Eastter before

ern production.

Truman's Princeton Speech
Marks Microwave Debut
(Continued from Page

1)

New York

tween

and Philadelphia in
a collaborative move by NBC and

The program

Philco.

initial telecast to

ton and will be

New

will also be the
originate at Prince-

shown over

WNBT,

York.

The signal, from Princeton, will be
beamed to Mount Rose, N. J., then
relayed to WPTZ, Philadelphia, and
WNBT atop the Empire State BuildFrom here the program will
ing.
then

be

WNBW,
tion in

sent

via

coaxial

cable

to

an NBC experimental staWashington.

well

pretty

1)

regulates the

price

We

by their attendance.
do not have to
wait for the end of any quarter or any year
to ascertain whether or not we are getting
along in our business. It is a business that
has no inventory.
cannot sell yester-

empty

We
We

jH

can tell you at
end of every business day whether w^

day's

seats.

f.

(

operating profitably or unprofitably.
J.i
kind of pictures that are made in Hollywood and exhibited at our theaters are all
the result of pulse feeling on the part of
theater operators."
.

THEN
*

ber

•
the

of

House

— you
— am not

Committee
sumption

•
were a memWays and Means

he continued, "If
if

I

will

I

excuse

the

pre-

would not
of 1940-41 and make

sure that

I

take the price levels
proper allowances for such unavoidable increases as we know did exist in the particular industry, and then
would set my
tax and graduate it upward strongly from

to bring about reductions in
not only in theater admissions but
all along the line in those industries where
excise taxes are involved. Do
make myself

point

prices

Loew European 16mm 10%

ference.

public

I

Ticket Tax Plan

Macy's and around municipal
thoroughfares, and the others now
shooting, "Naked City," "The Senaof Expectations
tor Was Indiscreet," and "Portrait of
Jenny," our town is being given a
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
thorough lens going-over.
countries. The number of shipments drafting of a plan to be submitted
More than 60 per cent of Helling- in many exchanges, he said, exceeded to the House Ways and Means Com-

town and weather to date hasn't
snafued his schedule. Since film deals
with the city police force, it has been
given blessings of both the Mayor
and Commissioner of Police Wallender, who have expedited all clearance matters by sending a police captain along with the camera crews to
handle any situations that may arise
either from crowds or police inter-

1947

'Round-

(Continued from Page
the

that

ly in

er's

17,

WASHINGTON

grown

Was

that

Prep.

crowd curiosity.
With the success of "Miracle of
34th St." which 20th-Fox shot largewill

Abby

Berlin has

second assistant director on the first "Blondie"
picture at Columbia, first assistant on the second and
has now attained that stature where he is directing
the series himself. Born in New York City, he is a product

From

Reeling

HOLLYWOOD

IN

BERLIN. Director. Like Chic Young's characters,

up with the Bumsteads.

Twentieth-Fox

Tuesday, June

I

'

35 mm. With identical staffs selling
both size films, duplication of effort
is avoided and a resultant economy
of operation is effected.
In France, Hicks said, there were
3,356 16 mm. licenses, both mobile
and stationary, with these serving
approximately 13,000 locations.
Chief problem faced by Loew's at
present, is that they can't average
better than 25 bookings per print.
Attributing this to two reasons,
mainly, bad condition of equipment,
and the poor quality of the acetate
base made in France, Hicks said that
these problems were being worked
on and were fairly certain of solu-

!

Favored by ATA Board

mittee.

I

Mr. Congressman?"
"Not on that point, no,"

clear,

Eberharter

stated.

"Suppose

the average admission price,
admission price in metropolitan
cities in 1940 and 1941 was an average cf
50 cents. Above that level
would step up
the tax very sharply. But I would make
certain that my program resulted in a lowering of the admission prices all the way
along the line
not only in motion picture
theaters but in all forms of activity on
which there are excise taxes.
certainly
would not like to see a program that merely resulted in an increase of profit in those
industries and miss what
think is very
important the psychological advantage in
these industries that affect so many millions of people of a lowering of admissions
or a lowering of prices."
first-run

I

The proposal to eliminate the tax
on admissions below a certain figure
is apparently losing favor because
of the fear on the part of many exhibitors that an arbitarily set figure
may become the basis for an admission "ceiling" which would be detrimental to exhibitor interests.
In addition, it was pointed out that
ATA intended to make a "reasonable
recommendation" so that the Government would not lose all or most of its
revenue and therefore react unfavorBlumberq-Rank Drive
ably to the proposal.
Coyne's rough draft is expected to Quotas Exceeded
be finished today, after which ATA's
tion.
directorate will be given an opporQuotas have been exceeded to date
poor
while
The Italian situation
tunity to comment on the plan.
in the initial standings by an avernow, is picking up. Italy is making
age of more than four per cent by
excellent equipment, but exportipg
U-I's 31 branches in the current
Plans
Distrib.
Setup
They will soon, he
all, Hicks said.
"Nate J. Blumberg-J. Arthur Rank
added, have between 30 and 40 16 Film on Co-op Rasis
Good Business Drive," William A.
mm. projectors a month for the
Scully, vice-president and general
domestic market.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
sales manager, said yesterday.
Hicks described 16 mm. operation
Hollywood Before planing to ChiLeading division in the 22-week
as operating at a profit in all coun- cago, where he will confer tomorrow sales drive thus far is the Fred
tries, cumulatively. That is, the good or Thursday with Jack Kirsch, head Meyers' Eastern, while the district
countries were making up the losses of National Allied, regarding a new headed by Ed Heiber, which includes
in the slow ones, such as India and distribution system, attorney Jerome the Des Moines, Kansas City and
Australia.
B. Rosenthal said Allied and MPTOA Omaha branches, is ahead on the
Hicks concluded saying that 16 have committees studying the plan basis of charges and sales thus far
mm. operation should double through- and that advisory boards, comprising accounted for. The Denver branch,
out the world, within two years, ex- of exhibitors, will be appointed later headed by Mayer H. Monsky, holds
cept in greatly advanced countries to aid on production and distribution. top standing of the branches in the
as France, where he predicted a 50
He declared that he and his asso- drive with 204.84 per cent 67.48 per
per cent increase until saturation ciates plan to produce on a co-opera- cent higher than its nearest competiwas reached.
tive basis and that top quality pic- tor for a share of the $50,000 in cash
tures would be made. Rosenthal said prizes to be distributed at the close
Linda Darnell 111
"The Glass Heart" to be produced by of the drive.
Tonight's scheduled ceremonies for Eugene Frenke and Robert Cumthe lighting of the huge Times mings, may be the initial release, Chi/s Mayor Opposes Ticket Tax
Chicago Mayor Martin Kennelly
Square electric sign announcing the and that exhibitors who paid rentals
forthcoming release of 20th-Fox's in advance and took a financial inter- stated yesterday that he was opposed
"Forever Amber," have been can- est in new company would save 21 to a city sales tax including theater
raise
more city
to
celled due to the illness of Linda Dar- to 35 per cent on pictures rented admissions
revenue.
from organization.
nell in Geneva, Switzerland.

—

I

—

I
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Busines s trea d re versed the prstio drys
Paramount Negotiating Revolving Credit Fund
Theater Rearrangement
Needs Motivate "Prudent

Sold in 94 Per Cent of U. S. Theaters
With GO Per Cent of Sales i»t Five Cent Bars

C'aiiff i;

Preparation" for Future

—

Ninety-four per cent of all U. S. theaters sell candy, Phil Gort,
Chicago
president of the National Confectioners Association, said at the annual convention in the Sherman Hotel.
Sixty per cent of theater sales are in nicke! candy bars, he observed.

Looking toward requirements

to be
the rearrangement of Paramount's theater
holdings, a revolving credit fund is

faced

connection

in

with

To

stockholders.
Under the contemplated financing,
funds would be available on a stand-

indicate the growth of confectionery industry, Gotr pointed out that candy
increased from $83,000,000 in 1929 to $680,000,000 last year. Industry's

sales

Barney

Balaban,
Paramount president, revealed yesterday at the annual meeting of
arranged,

being

goal

is

a billion

dollars in

1948.

Eastman's Hargrave

to draw money as
Continued on Page 7)

mount able
I

it

is

FTC Sets Precedent

!n

Top Defense Post!

Rochester

— White House announce-

of the appointment of Thomas
J. Hargrave, president of Eastman

ment

With "Blimp" Charge

Kodak, as executive chairman of
the Army and

THE FILM DAILY

Navy munitions
board, was ex-

Washington Bureau of

—

FTC charges that
United Artists "misrepresented" a
cut version of "The Life and Death
Washington

of Colonel Blimp" as the original
full-length picture apparently sets
a precedent, it was learned yesterday. FTC spokesmen said an informal survey of past cases against mo(Continued on Page 8)

Gross, Peppiatt Rites
Draw Industry Toppers

—

Philadelphia Funeral services, in
the morning for Sam Gross, and in
the afternoon for C. E. Peppiatt,
20th-Fox sales executives who were
killed in an air crash in West Virginia last week, will be held here today. Gross will be buried in Mount
Sharon Cemetery, while Peppiatt's
'Continued on Page 8)

£300,000 Top Budget
For Col. V. K. Film

—

RepresentColumbia's most extravagant
production outlay in Britain, a budget
of from £250,000 to £300,000 has
been set for "The First Gentleman," which will go into production
Monday, it was said
a week from
yesterday by Joe Friedman, the com-

London (By Cable)

ing

pany's British head.

here

pected

night.
a s hi

W

Okay Investment Co.
Paramount stockholders

at

their

stock at a price of two-thirds
its par value.
During the discussion preceding
the vote, the plan was attacked by
several of the stockholders present

ngton

revealed
sources
that Hargrave is
slated to succeec
Richard R. Deupree, president of
Procter & Gamble, in the vital
national
defense
post set up after
the war. It was

10 days ago which
continued over the

Pal Plans $2,000,000 Budget
For "Thumb" Feature
West Coast Bureau of

—

Continued on Page 11)

dent

Claims $600,000 from Majors
Unlimited

.

(Continued on Page 10)

Magyars Prefer U.
ilms,

Chicago

— An

anti-trust suit seek-

the number of
owned by one person or company. Under present Com(Continued on Page 11)

(Continued on Page 11)

Washington
les R.

THE FILM DAILY

—FCC Chairman Char-

Denny yesterday opposed

visions of the

White radio

would take the

bill

lid off

television stations

S.

Survey Shows

Notwithstanding an acute political
Hungarian movie diet
must be fed and Magyar appetite for
Rita Hayworth and Charles Boyer
situation, the

must be appeased,

it

is

indicated in

(Continued on Page 10)

pro-

which

ing

filed

Distribute

"Duel in Sun" in

I/.

K.

Pathe will handle David O. Selznick's "Duel in the Sun" in England,
it

was announced yesterday by Neil

Agnew, SRO

$600,000 in damages has been
in Federal Court by Charles
Gilin, operator of the De Luxe Theater on Wilson Ave., against B. & K.,
RKO, Paramount, M-G-M, 20th-Fox,
Columbia, Warners, Universal and
United Artists.
Gilin
also
asks
$75,000 court costs and fees.
The plaintiff alleges he lost the

Tele Station Ownership
Washington Bureau of

BALABAN

the attendance dropoff "had all the earmarks
of the regular seasonal decline which

that

(Continued on Page 7)

Files Anti-Trust Suit in Chi.
FCC Opposes

;fgf|

1

observed

Pat the Will

Gilin

•—»*W.

the annual meeting yesterday.
April business,
Balaban said, held
up quite well but
a May decline

(Continued on Page 10)

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Appropriation of a
$2,000,000 budget and signing of
Woody Herman and songstress PegHARGRAVE
reported Hargy Lee, as first of a number of top
grave had been persuaded to accept artists, were revealed by Producer
the post by his close friend, Secretary George Pal as production plans were
of War Patterson. Efforts to reach stepped up for "Tom Thumb," Pal's
Hargrave for comment here were un- forthcoming live animation feature
(

—Balaban

Paramount's theater receipts,
which had been declining since
May, started an upturn about

meeting yesterday overwhelmingly
approved the proposed plan for an continued during
Employes' Investment Co., whereby the early part of
key employes of the company would this month. The
benefit from the purchase of Para's Paramount presi-

common

last

Stops Earlier Than in

Pre-War Days

past weekend, 1
Barney Balaban,
president of the I
company, told I
stockholders at i;V**

Para, Stockholders

by charge arrangement with Para-

Apparent Seasonal Drop

president.

Deal calls for exhibition of "Duel"
en the Associated British circuit,
with which Pathe has strong connections. Approximately 75 strong Summer resort situations, important
source of
time
this

British

the

of

.olaying the pic

Warners
in

is

film
year,

revenue at
wiJ start

July 6.

substantially interested

Associated British.

.

<M

McCraw To

WB to Premiere

"Father"
At Original Tryout Scene

Wed., June
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Cities

on

Visit 28

"Girl"

150 newspaper, trade paper, maga- meetings and mapping out a camzine, syndicate, radio and theatrical paign for the 30-city world premiere

attendance.

in

A

carry the group

special train will
to Skowheg'an.

Lakewood Theater was the scene

Paramount's "The Variety Girl."
Film will have a special VC benefit
opening wherever there is a Tent.
McCraw takes off June 22 for DalSt.
las, Oklahoma City, Memphis,
Louis, Des Moines, Omaha; the week
of June 30-July 3 he will hit Minneapolis, Chicago, Grand Rapids, Deof

of the original play's tryout on the
same date eight years ago. Joining
in staging the special
premiere are Oscar Serlin, producer
of the Broadway version; Mrs. Clarence Day, whose husband wrote the troit. July 7-11 McCraw will cover
Father sketches, and Howard Lind- Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Dayton, Cosay and Russel Crouse, co-authors lumbus, Toledo; July 14-18, Cleveof the play.
land, Buffalo, Toronto, Boston, New
World premiere will be followed Haven; July 21-25, Albany, Philadelimmediately by the Broadway pre- phia, Baltimore, Washington, Pittsmiere at the Hollywood Theater, with burgh, Charlotte; July 28-29, Atlan-

Warners

more than 200 day-and-date openings

scheduled throughout the country in
the same week.

ta,

Miami.

Red Espionage

"GWTW"

1.
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his cafe.
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Questions developed

William F.

5%

Pathe
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SAVE!

TRAILER
SERVICE

6%
I he

latest 16 M.M. sound
equipment has been installed

WANTED

10 YEARS' EXPERIENCE AS PRODUCER,
DIRECTOR, CAMERAMAN, EDITOR OF
INDUSTRIAL, EDUCATIONAL AND THEATRICAL SHORT SUBJECTS. EX-OFFICER,
ARMY SIGNAL CORPS. WIDELY TRAVELED.
GOOD REFERENCES.
WRITE BOX NO. 140
THE FILM DAILY
1501

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

18,

N. Y.

.

.

SCREENING ROOM
in addition to our 35 M.M.
R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectors
.
.
.

.

.

.

Can

We "Show"

curs costs
IN HALF!

You?

6-0081-2-3-4
t'um Storaqr and ^ entice

Call:

Circle

BONDED

•ilw STORAGE
«"n

Jilfltack

Co.,

BROADWAY,

Inc.
N. Y. C.

returning

today,

to

New York

JULES

CHAPMAN,

K.

manager,

sistant sales
anapolis.

is

Film
Classics'
asen route to Indi-

Film Classics' sales manager SAMUEL id
ER, is on his way to Dallas, Oklahoma, i\
lanta.

MEGEFF,

JULES

of

music department,
three-week sojourn.

i

M-G-M's home
now on the Coast

f'L-

Atoffice
for a

RUDY BERGER, M-G-M Southern sales manahis assistant, JOHN S. ALLEN, are in

ger and

Washington where they will remain until Friday when Berger will head for his New Orleans
headquarters and Allen for his offices in Dallas.

ANN

STRAUSS,

of

M-G-M's

studio

publicity

department, left last night for the Coast after
three-week visit in New York.

a

GEORGE WARREN, assistant to W. K. Craig,
M-G-M studio comptroller, returned to the
Coast yesterday by plane after conferences with
Charles K. Stern, Loew's assistant treasurer.

BYRON

ELLERBROOK,

J.

retirement

in charge of M-G-M's
at the studio, is in town for

plan

home office conferences.
BEN RUBIN, production manager, and GEORGE
JR., publicity director of Lou Bunin
fly to Paris today, in the van cf
group of 50 persons to be flown to France
n
connection with the filming of "Alice in
Wonderland."

Productions,
j

DOLORES DEL
a

six-week

her

home

in

RIO, who has been spending
vacation in New York, returns to
Coycoacan, Mexico, today.

BUDD SCHULBERG is in New York to write
the script for RKO Radio's picturization of his
prizefight novel, "The Harder They Fall" in
the actual locale of the story.
ALFRED JUNGE, M-G-M

British studios art
HUGH FINDLAY, publicity head
studios, are slated to leave Hollywood July 3 for London, after spending a
month at Leo's studios.

director,
for the

RITA

and

same

HAYWORTH

has left Brussels, where
the International Film Festival,
Switzerland. Following a week there she
for
will return to Paris.

she

attended

BEN KALMENSON, Warners' sales chief,
Chicago yesterday for the South.

EDWARD

T.

Johnston, and

Washington

CHEYFITZ, assistant

KENNETH CLARK,

office,

are

in

to Eric
of the

1327

I.

WABASH

AVE.

CHICAGO

ILL

A.

MPAA

JOHN MADDEN and
Theater
left

for

Circuit,

New York

wife, of Consolidated
Honolulu,
Chicago visitors,
yesterday.

NORMAN

OLSEN, export manager of DeVry
Corp., left by plane Monday from San Francisco for round the world good-will sales trip.
He will visit DeVry dist. in Far East and
Mediterranean countries, returning via Ireland,
next Month.

WE ARE HAPPY TO
ANNOUNCE

STUB-ROD CONTROL
TICKET BOX
THAT WE ARE PREPARED
FOR THE IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY OF TICKETS FOR
THIS NON-COLLUSIVE BOX

GLOBE TICKET CO.
A

S,

left

town.

Schneider,
as assistant

Use Filmack's Prevue

.

Gloversville

in

on Thursday.

AFTER CAREFUL ANALYSIS

6

our air conditioned

JULES LAPIDUS, WB Eastern division sales
manager and SAM LEFKOWITZ, Eastern district
manager, were in Albany yesterday and will be

department.

AGVA.

in

POSITION

Parliament

sistant to Lloyd Seidman, vice-president in charge of the local theater

Asked

Cinecolor

in

recently resigned
advertising manager of Paramount,
has joined Donahue & Coe, Inc. as as-

Witnesses called included: Carl G.
Cooper of IATSE; Lee MacQuarrie,
Spike Wallace, Ed Reed and John
Groen of the AFM, and Florine Bates
of

COfllinG and GOIflG

("Frank")

who

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

in the

.

.

— %

Embassy

capital.

Schneider As Seidman
Aid At Donahue & Coe

Hollywood
Hearings have begun
% by a House labor sub-committee on
Va local activities of American Federa% tion of Musicians. A complaint by
% Earl Carroll was read in which he
% stated union troubles are forcing him
Vi to cancel floorshows and dancing at
Va

.

15% 15%
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram

AFM

Va
Vi

—
+
—
—
—
—
—
—

44

Canadian

from Gouzenko by 20th-Fox.

Chg.

Close

clerk of the Russian

relating to the arrival here of representatives of 20th-Fox to secure further material. St.-Laurent said the
1942.
production of the film could not be
Second engagement of the current
prohibited. St.-Laurent further said
re-issue schedule is for Shea's, Erie,
he knew of no requests for use of
Pa., on June 27. New York opening
Government buildings for the film,
date has not been set.
the right for which had been bought

House Group Probing

i

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

on Dec. 16, 1939, running 68 days on
a reserved seat policy. Second premiere was on Dec. 13, 1940, which resulted in an 11-day continuous policy
run, and the picture was brought
back for a week starting April 30,

1947

THOMAS,

Can't Block

LONDON
Pix, Can. Commons Told
in 4th Premiere
MANILA—
At
Loew's
Atlanta
Grand
Ottawa — External Affairs MinisHAVANA —
BOMBAY—
ter L. S. St.-Laurent in Canadian
M-G-M yesterday announced the
ALGIERS— Paul Saffar, fourth world premiere for "Gone Government told House of Commons
Fort, Bombay
MONTREAL— With the Wind" Loew's Grand, At- no law prevented the making of movFilmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
at
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
ing pictures on Soviet espionage acVANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric lanta, on June 25. Picture had its tivities in Ottawa, based on the story
St.
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher, original opening at the Atlanta house by Igor Gouzenko, former cypher
Theater Bldg.

19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
Jean Pierre Mevs,
UY 2110.
110 Rue des Paquerettes.
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, CopenJohn Perdicari,
hagen-Van Loese.
Via Ludovisi 16. Phone, 42758. MONTEDr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito 597.
MEXICO CITY Dorothy Neal, Calle de

18,

VC

Preems

Col. William McCraw, national exWorld premiere of Warners' film
version of "Life With Father' will ecutive director of Variety Clubs
be held August 14 at the Lakewood International, has been assigned to
Theater, Skowhegan, Me., with a make a 28-day, coast to coast tour
New York delegation of more than touching every Tent city, holding

representatives
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York 18,
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F

THE

ROMANTIC TRIUMPH

THE

COMEDY SMASH

THE

SUSPENSE

THE

OUTDOOR ADVENTURE

THE

MUSICAL SENSATION

IS

IS

E

HIT

IS

THE

CENTURY-FOX

IS

IS

MAUREEN O'HARA in "THE HOMESTRETCH" in TECHNICOLOR
CORNEL WILDE
HELEN WALKER
James Gleason
Henry Stephenson
with GLENN LANGAN
Ethel Griffies
Tommy Cook
Margaret Bannerman
Directed by BRUCE
Produced by ROBERT BASSLER
HUMBERSTONE
Original Screen Play by
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Wanda

Tuchock

V<

MAUREEN O'HARA

GWENN
Cowan

•

Gene

Philip

•

•

JOHN PAYNE

Lockhart

Tonge

•

•

Natalie

Wood

•

by

Porter Hall

•

with

EDMUND
Jerome

William Frawley

•

GEORGE SEATON

Story by Valentine Davies

VICTOR MATURE ETHEL BARRYMORE in "MOSS ROSE" with
Margo Woode George Zucco Patricia Medina Rhys Williams

PEGGY CUMMINS
Directed by

34TH STREET"

Written for the Screen and Directed by

Produced by WILLIAM PERLBERG

VINCENT PRICE

ON

"MIRACLE

in

•

•

•

•

GREGORY RATOFF

•

and Tom Reed

Jules Furthman

•

•

GENE MARKEY

Produced by

Adaptation by Niven Busch

•

Screen Play

From the Novel

•

by Joseph Shearing

"BOB,

SON OF

Peggy Ann Garner
by LOUIS KING

Starring LON McCALLISTER with
TECHNICOLOR
Edmund Gwenn
Reginald Owen
Directed
Charles Irwin

BATTLE"
•

*

in

•

•

Produced by ROBERT BASSLER

•

•

•

Screen Play by Jerome

Cady

Based on the Novel by Alfred Ollivant

"I

WONDER WHO'S KISSING

MARK STEVENS
William Frawley

Foster

•

BACON

by LLOYD
R.

with

•

HER

MARTHA STEWART

Gene Nelson
•

NOW"

•

Produced by

in
•

TECHNICOLOR* Starring JUNE HAVER
REGINALD GARDINER
Lenore Aubert
•

Truman Bradley

GEORGE

JESSEL

Additional Dialogue by Marion Turk

•

•

•

George Cleveland

•

Directed

Original Screen Play by Lewis

Dances Staged by Hermes Pan
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Cheaper Premiums
Will

REVIEWS Of REUJ

be Introduced

With the high cost of premiums
the small exhibitors, a local
premium house intimated that it will
soon_ introduce a line of giveaways
ir^=mueh lower price range. Costs
iockery have skyrocketed so
oi
much during recent years that the
little exhib. is unable to absorb the
cost of giveaways while still feeling
that he needs some sort of premium
to entice customers.
In a survey of premium houses,
The Film Daily found that costs
have doubled since pre-war days and
that, even if the exhibitor is willing
to spend the extra money, the supply
of

merchandise

limited.

is

Pal Plans $2,000,000 Budget
For "Thumb" Feature
i

Continued from Page

1)

be made in Technicolor for release by UA. Pal has just returned
from New York where he checked
preparatory research phases. With
his augmented art corps, producer is
developing 2,000 master charts of
this classic fairy tale, with both
human and animated players. Production is slated for late 1948 release and Pal is now testing players
to

'

for his narrator.

Two

H. G. Wells Pix as
Film Classics Package
Film Classics will release Alexander Korda's two H. G. Wells pictures, "The Shape of Things to
Come," and "The Man Who Could
Work Miracles" as a "Miracle Show"
package.
First national first-run engagement is set for July in L. A., to be
followed by a similar run at the
Squire in New York.

ara '^iani^For

f ILfflS

Revolving Credit Fund

"Brute Force'
with Burt Lancaster,

hitting-

DAILY

Hume

Cronyn, Charles Bickford

(Continued from Page

98 M\ns.

Univ.-lnt.

MELODRAMATIC ADDITION TO HELLINGER
SOCK BOX OFFICE NUMBER; WILL MAKE THE AUDIENCE
DER, LAUGH AND THRILL.
LATEST

Growing list of sock box office numbers with the Mark Hellinger imprint adds another
melodramatic high scorer in "Brute Force." There have been prison tales and prison
tales. They have run the gamut. Few have ever been loaded with the bullseye material
found in this one.
While generally prison yarns have dealt with inmates scheming to crash out and

seeking of additional funds.
Loans, he stated, will be treated as
short term obligations, to be paid off
as promptly as possible, even though
here a kaleidoscopic analysis of criminal types, reform, character
this one does, too
terms and "conditions, for the protecHandling
most
intermixed.
is
in
the
fear
are
death,
hope
and
plotting,
sadism,
studies,
tion of Paramount, allow repayment
that
render
into
gentleness
there
it
dissolves
again
And
then
awesome manner at times.
over a number of years.
a glaring note of contrast. But only briefly.
Balaban observed that in discushate
seething
morbidity
and
Handling of the basic story does not confine itself to
sions with owners of other interests,
humorous
that n.akes itself apparent at the outset. The piece has its light side, too, for
with a view to acquisition by Paramoments. These latter are funny, but there is an underlying feeling of apt cunning mount, owners have indicated a de-

—

—

that tinge with a note of the criminal.
!n casting, Hellinger used a skilled hand. The parade of players he selected give
fine accounts of themselves from lead roles to minor support. The women in the story

sire for

payment

Power

Council Asks

to Settle Strike

West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles Central
Hollywood
Labor Council adopted a resolution
asking President Green of AFL to
empower it to use its good offices to
try to settle studio strike.

STORK REPORTS
Harry Kaplowitz, Warner Theathe father of a
pound boy, born
Saturday in Beth-El Hospital, Brook-

executive, is
seven and a half
ters

Operation Crashout is launched. It is a noisy, lethal, murderous and gripping show
with violent death in every scene. Jules Dassin's direction of this part is masterful.
When the smoke clears and wounds are patched, Cronyn, Bickford, Lancaster and
involved in the fracas are dead. Art Smith,
just about everyone else, con and guard
prison medico, delivers a brief, potent piece on the forces within caged humans that

Gaines, Frank Puglia, Jeff Corey, Vince Barnett, James
Lancelot, Ray Teal, Jay C. Flippen, James O'Rear, Guy

Bell, Jack
Beach.

Overman, Whit

Dissell,

PHOTOGRAPHY,

DIRECTION, Superb.

Ohio Legislature Meets

—

Sir

Corp.

involved clearance.

THEATER

MANAGER

Excellent.

Today

for Bill

Columbus, O.

Del Giudice's Pilgrim to
Produce Independently

Signing

—

years

operating

299-seat

to

de luxe theaters. Thorough knowledge

maintenance, publicity, advertising exploitation

— Ohio legislature re-

and direct

mail

promotion.

Good executive with ideas and warm
London (By Cable)— F. Del Giucessed Monday until today, when it
personality. References excellent.
dice, who recently left the J. Arthur
will meet for one day to sign bills
Available immediately. Write Box 136..
already approved. As far as further Rank stable of producers, has organlegislation is concerned, the group ized Pilerim Pictures, Ltd., with
FILM DAILY,
has adjourned, although it will also £100,000 capitalization, to produce
N. Y. 18, N. Y.
1501 BROADWAY,
meet on June 30, to take action on
any measures vetoed by the Gover- independently.
nor. The legislature repealed a three
per cent state admissions tax but
RADIO PICTURES, Inc.
passed an enabling act.

RKO

NEW YORK
TRADE SHOWING

Command Performance Set
For London

Odeon Nov.

25

—

Hollywood star participation again
Dorsey Brown, M-G-M
manager, is the father of a in the special program to be arranged
second daughter, born Friday at was anticipated in New York industry circles yesterday.
Lutheran Hospital.
Cleveland

stock.

Appeal Boston Award

CREDITS: A Mark Hellinger Production; Director, Jules Dassin; Screenplay by Richard Brooks;
From a story by Robert Patterson; Associate Producer, Jules Buck; Photography, William Daniels;
Art Direction, Bernard Herzbrun, John F. DeCuir; Film Editor, Edward Curtiss; Sound, Charles
Felstead, Robert Pritchard; Set Decorations, Russell A. Gausman; Charles Wyrick; Music, Miklos
Rozsa.

—

office

Paramount

Publix-Metoco Theaters
Boston
and New England Theaters,
Inc., have filed an appeal of the
causes them to want out.
award handed down by the Boston
Compounded without a dull note anywhere, "Brute Force" will make the audience arbitration tribunal in favor of the
sit up, squirm, shudder, laugh and thrill. That's what they come for, that's what they'll
Anchor Theater in Kennebunk, Me.
get.
Appellants were named as interCAST: Burt Lancaster, Hume Cronyn, Charles Bickford, Yvonne De Carlo, Ann Blyth, Ella
veners in the original demand which
Raines, Anita Colbv, Sam Levene, Howard Duff, Art Smith, Roman Bohnen, John Hoyf, Richard

London (By Cable) King George
and Queen Elizabeth will attend the
Evanston, 111. Lee Eastman, man- second Royal Command Performance
ager of the Varsity Theater, reports at the Odeon in Leicester Square on
Nov. 25, it was announced yesterday.
the birth of a fourth daughter.

lyn.

in

"Since our stock possesses such merit
as a bargaining medium," he said,
have only brief moments but of sound register.
"we want to be in a position to use
In the tiers of cons, Burt Lancaster, Charles Bickford, Sam Levene, Howard Duff,
stock, without increasing the number
Vince Barnett. Jack Overman, Sir Lancelot, latter a Calypso singer who gives out a of shares outstanding."
cleverly concocted rhyme frequently are all they should be. On the other side of the
In this connection, the Paramount
bars there's Hume Cronyn, a sadistic captain of guards who is bucking to become president
355,600
that
revealed
him
to
pieces.
The
audience
should
hate
perfcrmance.
warden. Cronyn's is THE
shares of the company's common had
prison
life
the
plot
settles
concentration
the
to
on
After treating of many facets of
been acquired in the open market
inmates of R- 17 who are laying plans to break out. They work in a drainpipe under from Nov. 20, 1946 through Monday.
construction outside the walls. When Bickford, editor of the prison sheet learns his
"A portion of this stock which we
parole is postponed he joins them. Lancaster's plan is based on a military operation
have so far acquired is allocated to
Howard Duff was in on in Italy. Diversion on one side, crash through on the other. the Liberty deal," Balaban said, "and
Bickford supplies the materiel. Levene is caught by Cronyn and given a going over.
the rest is pretty much earmarked
He does not spill.
for other deals we have in mind."

Fifteen

LA Labor

1)

needed over the next several years.
Balaban described the arrangement
as "prudent preparation for the future," emphasizing that "unusual requirements" alone motivated the

LIST SHOULD PROVE
SIT UP, SQUIRM, SHUD-

of

//
51

//
CROSSFBRE
NORMANDIE THEATRE
East 53rd

St.,

at Park Ave.,

TUESDAY, JUNE

New

24, at 10:30

York, N. Y.

A.M. SHARP

—

m
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FTC Sets Precedent

Gross, Peppiatl Rites

Draw

With "Blimp" Charge
(Continued from Page

charges

precedent for the

(Continued from Page

1)

shows

companies

picture

tion

no
against

UA.
the agency was not interested in whether a
picture was cut tout only in the representation in advertising that the
film is an original "full-length" ver-

Commission

officials said

sion.

Since the case apparently is the
first of its kind, there appeared little
would fight the FTC
doubt that

UA

charges. The company has 20 days
in which to reply to the FTC charge
or face a "cease and desist" order.
(UA President Edward C. Rafferty
already has said in New York that
the company will resist FTC's right
to "tell a motion picture producer
how he must cut a picture for public consumption.")
The last complaint against a motion picture company apparently was

Respondent was Grand NaFTC charged that

in 1938.

tional Films, Inc.

company re-issued several films
under new titles. The complaint was
dismissed when the company went
bankrupt, according to the FTC.

the

Record shows

that this complaint

was made

in two or three other
cases, dating back to about 1923.

Mid-Week Memos
THERE ARE

•

•

•

knee-deep

The

June

in

TWO "OPEN

stands

it

The second

about over

just

is

as

in iilm biz

generally speaking, the lush

that

is

first

"they'11-pay-to-see-anything" era

j

SECRETS"

is

good pictures are still rolling up dividend-paying grosses
across the country, although average length of first-run stay is shorter
(And, praises be, the really good pictures are
by a week or two
growing in number, witness the trade reviews during the last two
Taken together, the two "open secrets" point
months particularly)
urgently to industry-wide adoption of a policy best summed up as "advertise) and advertise, publicize and publicize, exploit and exploit"
Under the existing scheme of things which could be right or wrong

|

that the really

Edmund
Schlaifer,
Charles
Reek, Martin Moskowitz, Ray Moon,
Clarence Hill, Peter Levathes, Sam
Shain, Frank Carroll, Alan FreedRoger
Seidenberg,
man,
Harold

member

emphasis

that the trade

upon

is

upon

and

lis,

—

Re-

the distributor

pre-selling,

"The untimely death of Cecil E.
Peppiult and Samuel Gross in the

Territorial field

key openings, provides the pre-selling follow-through,
Certainly, the company
and sparks the area box office returns
these days with good pictures on hand and coming up will do well to
put the full power of its creative exploitation forces behind them
tied to

fateful airplane accident last Friday night has left the entire
Twentieth Century-Fox organization stunned," President Spyros P.
Skouras said last night. "Both
men ivere beloved by their asso-

T
•

•

TO BARNEY (PARAMOUNT) BALABAN a

•

chapeau

of Phil M.'s

for

one

worthy presidential reports

•
•

Is

of the ablest,

RKO

That rumor that

down

studio simmers

is

to

for

cr

and

doff

flourish

most informative and news-

stockholders

to

Laudy Lawrence headed

in

annals.

industry

.

berth with David O. Selznick?

.

.

.

.

.

negotiating for the purchase of Walt Disney's

this

grain

o'

fact:

RKO

negotiating for the

is

Corp., which
RKO, owns about one-quarter of the outstanding Disney Prods.
Series A bonds and about one-eighth of the outstanding common.
• Arthur W. Kelly and Hany Brandt will lunch again today on
you-know-what.
• As your favorite industry newspaper reported last

use of certain Disney

Incidentally,

facilities

Atlas

.

Announce Merger

.

has been announced between the Screen Directors' Guilds of
California and New York in a joint
release from both offices.
Affiliation

Principal features of the affiliation
are: a geographical allocation of
jurisdiction giving the
California
Guild all the territory included in
the Pacific and Mountain time zones

week, Spyros

P.

.

.

.

It's

the

first

UJA has named such a committee. ... • Victor Dumba.
on behalf of San Benito Wine Co., is hosting an engagement reception
honoring Frances Raiferty, Eagle-Lion star, and Bob Stanton, radio
singer, in the Sherry Netherland Vanity Fair Room this afternoon.
• Back from Enterprise camera appearances in "Body and Soul," Canada
time that the

.

.

.

while the New York Guild has jurisdiction over all screen directional
work in the Eastern and Central time
zones. Members of either Guild are
permitted to work in both territories.
Also the two Guilds will use substantially the same basic agreement in
negotiating contracts with producers.

Lee

"Duel" Closing in Loop

world, Phil M., as a special service to readers, offers this nugget of

Chicago
SRO's "Duel in the
Sun" closes a six-week Loop run to-

clarification.

—

morrow

at

the

Lake,
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Warners' "Possessed" following.
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littered

is

Sr.,

—

a

lot

of

latter

for brash,

territory

about

150.000

own

shares

...

young NBC

television

so please address your letters carefully.

Jr.,

•

.

.

.

SEC on the Liberty Films take-over show
Para, common passed to Capra-Wyler-

Will the Para, report to the

on

TV

RKO Pathe's George M. Dorsey, represents that venerable
Washington. In that same district, George A. Dorsey note that

— covers

Former

.

TO SETTLE AT LEAST ONE CONFUSION

•

Stevens-Briskin?

}.:

:.:

recording Richard Wright's "Black Boy" as a Talking Book
American Foundation for the Blind. ... • It's now Dr. Messmore Kendall
The Capitol Theater prexy (and author of "Never
Let Weather Interfere") received an honorary Doctor of Letters degree
from Tufts at its Commencement.

that

::

now

for the

•

of

James Mason, with plans

to

produce a

pic-

much too busy to listen to radio
overtures from CBS for a Summer series. ...
• Harry Sherman's decision to enter the 16 mm. field on a huge scale, making and releasing
one Western feature a month for domestic home rentals via a line-up
ture

of

his

here in the Fall,

Century-Fox,

Twentieth

both

in

and at the home office,
as well as by the host of friends
they had made in the motion picthe field

ture

industry during their

and useful

long

careers."

Harry

1

is

now

order concerns in the country,

James

J.

Leavitt

J.

Grady, I. J. Schmertz,
Bugie, George T. Landis,
Tony Muto, Tom J. Connors, Seymour
Florin, Nat Rosen, Howard Smith,
Mike Weiss, William Solomon, Ben
Tolmas, John Nolan, Robert Lynch,
Jack Beresin, William Goldman, Jay
Emanuel, Earl Sweigert, Ted Schlanger, Jim Clark, Sidney Samuelson,
Lewen Pizor and Frank C. Walker.
Additional honorary pallbearers for
Gross are: Charles Zagrans, Harry
Blumberg, Frank Hammerman, Bernard Stouman, A. R. Boyd, Louis
Goldsmith, Frank Buhler and William Clark.
For Peppiatt: Jack
Greenberg, Alfred J. Davis, Morton
Tnalheimer, Sidney Lust, Abe Lichtman, Nathan D. Golden, William T.
Saxton, Tom Goldberg, Lester Wurtele, John Payette, George Crouch,
S. H. Durkee and Ben Fertel.
Active pallbearers for Gross include: Alfred J. Davis, Mike Felt,
Ray Schwartz, Sam Sheekman, William Cohen and William Wolfe.

is

nation-wide merchandising houses,

the industry

ciates and every executive and
employe of the company joins me
in extetiding heartfelt sympathy to
their families in their deep bereavement. Pep and Sam, as they
were affectionately known by
their felloiv workers, will
be
sorely missed by all of us in

Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy, has accepted chairmanship of

the UJA's Non-Sectarian Committee in the film industry

is

SKOURAS EULOGY

in this respect,

the distributor does the job just about 100 per cent

spade work,

Herman Wobber, Herbert GilGlenn Norris, Weldon Waters,

Ferri,

—

the brunt of the selling chore today falls

1)

remains will be interred in Georgia.
Following honorary pallbearers at
both services are due from New York
this morning: Spyros P. SM
is,
20th-Fox president; W. C. &.>el,
Murray Silverstone, Joseph Moskowitz, Donald Henderson, W. J. Eadie,
William J. Kupper, Otto Koegel,
John F. Caskey, Dan Michalove, Andrew W. Smith, Jr., William C. Gehring,

controls

Screen Directors Guild
Units

Industry Heads

is

creating something of a

mmm

negotiating with one of the biggest mail

and expects

to line

up some 40 others

handle his 16 mm. films on a circulating rental basis.

.

.

.

bells

stir in

to

McLecm-McInnes
Ruth McLean

Chicago

B & K

—

of the

personnel department, will
marry Charles Mclnnes on July 5.

cc

<^REAT EXPECTATIONS"
is

now

in

5th week at the

its

Radio City Music
is

Hall.

This

not only a fine tribute to

the extraordinary quality of
this picture,

but also the best

evidence of

its

box

office

stature.

J.

ARTHUR RANK

presents

"Great
_
Expectations
with

and

BERNARD MILES • FRANCIS L. SULLIVAN
ANTHONY WAGER and JEAN SIMMONS

introducing

Directed by

DAVID LEAN

• Produced
RONALD' NEAME
ANTHONY HAVELOCK-ALLAN

Executive PtoJucct

A

fcj

Cijuguild Production

A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL RELEASE

^

10

W^\

Magyars Prefer
Films, Survey
a

of

GimbeVs Ad Chief Rolls Up Her Adjectives
In Big Empire $297 16mm Projector Campaign

U. S.

Shows

(Continued from Page

results

recent poll

Gimbel's frenetic ad chief, copy wizard Mildred FitzGibbons who makes with
the selling, hypnotic phrase now famous in advertising annals, to wit "Nobody
But Nobody But Gimbels Keeps Prices Down, Down, Down," will set her adjectives on the new Empire projector, which will sell off the counter at the
they hope. New 16 mm. sound
downtown store, like ball-point pens

1)

conducted

by the Hungarian Institute of Pub-

projector

Opinion.

lic

Wednesday, June

is

Statistics received and disclosed
by the Motion Picture Export Asso-

making it just about the lowest priced s.
38 pounds should carry honors in the weight

set to sell for $297,

machine on the market.

Its

o.

f.

class

ciation

Business Trend Does Reversal

ence for U. S. films to the tune of
36 per cent. Runnerup for second
place was native product which garnered 24 per cent of the total. British
films rated 16 per cent, French, 15.
Russian films wound up in the
miscellaneous category with only six
per cent of the votes. (Ed. Note.
That was last month.)
Hungarian taste in film fare runs
to dramas of the tearjerker variety.
This in preference to the light and
breezy.
Of 27 films released in Hungary
which figured in the balloting, 19
were from Hollywood, four from
Russia, two from France, one native
offering, and one from England.

Halt of Seasonal Drop

in at a relatively constant rate."
Prior to the war, he continued, the

category of favored players.
filled two-thirds of the list. In
addition to Miss Hayworth, actresses
rated in the following order: Irene
Dunne, Hedy Lamarr, Ingrid Bergman, Deanna Dui'bin, Bette Davis,
Judy Garland, Claudette Colbert,
Joan Crawford, Dorothy Lamour,
Loretta Young, Greer Garson, Veronica Lake, Ginger Rogers, Lana
Turner. Male players in order of
favor are: Charles Boyer, Gary
Cooper, Robert Taylor, Nelson Eddy, Spencer Tracy, Cary Grant, Tyrone Power, Clark Gable, Mickey
Rooney, Ray Milland, Bing Crosby.
Errol Flynn, Humphrey Bogart.

!

British Relations "Good"
cited the installation of a relay
Balaban devoted a large portion of
station establishing contact between his address to problems poised by forChicago and Michigan City and told eign markets. In his discussion of
of a similar hookup planned for South the relationship between the AmeriBend so that football games can be can industry and the English Governable.

He

j

,

ments in view of the maritime strike
which yesterday was reported to
have tied up more than 700 ships in
Atlantic and Gulf ports.

short while ago, MPEA reporta large shipment of films, accessories and other materials was
dispatched to the organization's various offices. This stock pile should
tide activity over the emergency

A

ed,

period,

it

"5tlt

was

indicated.

Avenue" Tops

1,000 Dates in 2
West Coast Bur.,

—

Jffos.

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
More
bookings have been set

than

1.Q00
for Roy Del

Ruth's "It Happened on 5th Avenue"
during past two months, it was re-

vealed by Steve
Allied

mestic
Broidy

Broidy, president of

At

least 15,000 doplaydates are anticipated by
before end of year.

Artists.

Okay Investment Co.
I

Continued from Page

1)

and by four shareholders in absentia
who sent in letters with the request
that they be read to the asser:' \age
The objections ranged fi|
the
,

mild protest of a few to the tni^at oi
a lawsuit by A. L. Pomerantz, ar
attorney representing a stockholder'
in Beverly Hills, and an attack on the
proposal as "outrageous and such &
swindle" by a lawyer in Springfield
O.
Edwin Weisl, attorney and a director of the company, took the lead in
answering all questions relative tc
the proposal and explaining the mo
tive of the plan* He was supported
by several of the attending stock
holders speaking from the floor.
When the discussion concluded,
several of those present who at first
had opposed the plan, changed their
votes to favor the proposal.
Seventy-nine and one-half per cent
of the 7,223,881 shares outstanding
and entitled to vote had representa-|
tion at the meeting. Of the 5,691,330;
shares present, 5,440,935 were voted
in favor of the proposal, with 250,395
'*

opposed.

Stockholders

unanimously reBoard of Direcwho will meet today or tomorfor the purpose of electing

elected the following
tors,

row

officers:

Barney Balaban, Adolph Zukor,
Stephen Callaghan, Y. Frank Freeman, Harvey D. Gibson, Leonard H.
Goldenson, A.
Conger Goodyear,
Stanton Grittis, Duncan G. Harris,
John D. Hertz, Austin C. Keough,
Earl L. McClintock, Maurice Newton,
(Jharles M. Reagan, E. V. Richards
ana Edwin L. Weisl.
i

projected
screens.

MPEA

Mails and air express are being
by the Motion Picture Export Association for urgent ship-

1)

seasonal drop extended through July
4 and the current pick up before that
date was described as "encouraging."
Balaban said that the company's
earnings for the second quarter of
1947 will be less than the $10,205,000 erty Films purchase in exchange for
earned in the second 1946 quarter, Paramount common stock, Balaban
said that final consummation of the
"There are no technical problems contract is still subject to certain lein the way of television today," Bar- gal questions. "I am proud that these
ney Balaban told Paramount's stock- men (William Wyler, Frank Capra,
holders yesterday, "it is only a ques- George Stevens and Sam Briskin)
have joined fortunes with Paration of money, time and material."
Paramount continues its active in- mount," Balaban stated, "and I am
in
terest
adapting television to glad that they will become Parabroadcasting and theater use, Bala- mount stockholders. It will be conban added, although it will be some ducive to the well-being of the cortime before sufficient sets are avail- poration that they possess a substanable to make these operations profit- tial interest in our common stock."

They

utilized

Held Unusual

higher cost pictures in a lower
ebb market. "This," he observed,
"is a problem of holding inventory to the narrowest margin
which is adequate to assure an
unbroken supply of product and
to enable us to make preparations for the proper launching of
the individual pictures."
Informing stockholders of the Lib-

came

Hollywood personalities dominated

Using Mails, Air
Express in Ship Tieup

is

Continued from Page

we experienced during the pre-war
years, but which we did not feel during the war years when our revenues

the

Para. Stockholders

*

too.

show that a vote taken last
month indicated Hungarian prefer-

1947

18,

DAILY

!

upon

Chicago

theater ment, he noted that our relationship
with the English Government is good,

emphasizing:
but believed they would be not more
"Despite all the talk over the
than the percentage decline was bepast months that the English
tween the respective first quarters of
will establish quotas or institute
the two years.
other restrictive measures, it is
my judgment that they will not.
For the second half of the
I have this view because I beyear, Balaban said: "Assuming
lieve that they recognize that the
that economic conditions generalAmerican market, to which they
ly do not take an adverse turn,
have free access, is worth more
I believe that with the superior
than any advantage which they
product in release and to be rewould realize from restricting,
leased, we will have a good and
in any fashion, our films in Engsatisfactory final six months."
land. American films are very
In this connection, he said that
popular, and are very highly reall
of Paramount's borderline
garded in England."
pictures have been released, with
good pictures in release now
Pointing out that the English have
"and our best pictures are
made "remarkable progress" in the
scheduled for release during the
motion picture field, Balaban said an
remainder of the year and next
improved selection method "is reyear."
flected in the development of a much
unserving that costs are higher, greater interest in their product."
the Paramount president assured While so far English pictures have
stockholders that costs are being been most successful in metropolitan
watched carefully. "We have avoided areas, Balaban stated, "in time the
any increase in our inventory since English stars will become well known
the first of the year," he stated.
over the United States."
Balaban pointed out that Para16 mm. Progress Slow
mount has completed the procBecause of turbulent conditions
ess of liquidating pictures proand inflation so general abroad, Baladuced at lower costs and released
ban said Paramount has not made the
in a high tide market and is now
progress it would like to have made
in

the

position

of

releasing

(Continued on Page 11)

20th-Fox Boat Ride Today
Fifth annual boatride and outing*
to Bear Mountain of the 20th-Fox
Home Office Family Club will'
place
today.
take
The Hudson}
River Dayliner, Peter Stuyvesant."
has been chartered for the excursion.
Highlight will be a beauty contest.
Lew Lehr is master of ceremonies
and Harry Reinhardt in charge of
arrangements.
f

!

o

CHARTERED
KRAMEL AMUSEMENT

CORP.,

New

York,

capital, 100 shares of no par stock, to operate
tneaters, by Oliver Krauss, Jack Meltzer, Lucy
Collette.

DEMOS

INC.,
New York,
par stock; to produce
Herman Odell, Joseph

PRODUCTIONS,

capital, 200 shares of no
films,

by Samuel

Becker,

Gallo.

RICHFIELD
YorK,

capital,

OPERATIC
$20,000;

to

motion pictures, by Rose
Myers, Sylvia Epstein.

New
FILMS,
INC.,
produce plays and
M.

Rosen,

Sara

G.

PALESTINE FILMS, INC., New York; capital,
200 shares of no par stock; to produce films,
by Benjamin M. Altschuler, Joshua Morrison,
Selma

Kilimnick.

INC., New York, capital, 200
shares of no par stock; to produce films, by
Charles S. Port, L. Reyner Samet, Arthur H.
Goldberg.

ZAC-DAVID,

Wednesday, June

18,

W
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Trend Reversed

n Past Ten Days

WHO'S WHO
COSLOW.

SAM

wrote
(Continued from Page 10)

acquiring show case theaters in
ajor cities of the world. Just prior
his^address, he received word of
e ==^usion of a deal for a theater

Disappointing progress in the eom-

my's 16 mm. program was also incated by Balaban who said that
aramount encountered the same obacles as impeded the theater aclisition program abroad. "We have
)t changed our objectives," he emlasized, "and as conditions permit
e will go ahead on both."
European Problems
Paramount's business in ContinenEurope, with the exception of
and the countries behind the
ion curtain," was reported normal
1

lain

far as physical distribution of
ctures is concerned. However, revlues are reported only as to those
antries with free currencies, with
- venues reported on the others when
t'sh is remitted.

Serious restrictions on the exiange of local currencies for dollars
as reported for most European
untries with the result that large
nounts have been accumulated in
tance and Italy. Quota legislation,
gh admission taxes and rentals
vies also hamper operations, it was
.id. In Spain, Balaban said, restricts are so severe and taxes so
»avy that it is almost impossible to
'aintain a solvent business in that
untry.
The Paramount president was apover
•ehensive
Sweden's recent
eaty with Russia under which most
the Swedish exportable products
•e going to the U.S.S.R. This, he
.id, is rapidly diminishing the gold
ilances in Sweden with the result
.at 50 per cent of available remit-

his

first

song

continued his
he now holds an

AA

Wrote
Romberg in

rating.

I

York

in

scores

Top Defense Post!
(Continued from Page

fcr

successful and

the early
Broadway shows with Sigmund
and then branched into song publishing with his
own company. Sold the venture to Paramount in 1929,
when it became Famous Music. Became a studio songwriter and in the next few years composed such hits as
"Cocktails For Two," "Just One More Chance," "My Old
Flame," and many others. Bing Crosby, Marlene Dietrich,
Maurice Chevalier, and other stars of the period sang
Coslow numbers on their way to best-sellers in their
pictures. Sang and played piano on the first Coast-toCoast Philip Morris show, on which he was known as
"The Voice of Romance." Went into producing in 1938,
when, with James Roosevelt, he produced "Soundies."

he was on his

1)

was believed that
way to Washington to
it

accept the post.

His duties on the board would
clude planning

industrial

in-

mobiliza-

tion for the United States in case of

emergencies involving use of atomic
and jet-propelled weapons, direction
of raw material procurement plans
and organization of manpower necessary for manufacture, transportation
and other industrial requirements.

m

M-G-M, made an Academy Award two-reeler,
"Heavenly Music." First feature-length production was
the Bracken-Lake-Lynn musical, "Out of This World,"
which he wrote and produced for Paramount. He has just finished the musical,
"Copacabana," and has signed a five-picture deal with United Artists over a
With

Gilin Files $600,000
Trust Suit Against Majors

three-year period beginning with "Champagne For Everybody," original musical.
Stands 6'. Weighs 164: Hair, black. Eyes, brown.

(Continued from Page

1)

amount sought during the period
from 1937 to 1946 due to inability to

FCC Opposes

Unlimited
Tele Station Ownership
(Continued from Page

1)

mission limit of five video stations,

Paramount

"controlled

companies"

Allen B. DuMont Labs,
have been temporarily halted in further tele expansion.
Testifying before the Senate Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, Denny said the multiple
ownership provisions of the bill are
"subject to serious objection."
including

The

FCC

chairman said

it

was

"undesirable" to write a single standard on multiple ownership which
should cover all classes of service.
He pointed out that in the case of
television, the Commission started
out with a limitation of three sta-

book suitable

Laurence Takes Stand in
Contract Action vs. Korda

films.

He

also asks an

injunction to halt alleged illegal
practices in exchanges, block booking, arbitrary film rentals, arbitrary
Laudy Laurence yesterday took the designation of dates, price fixing and
stand in his breach of contract ac- unfair clearances. Gilin's attorney is
tion against Sir Alexander Korda Abraham Brussell.
and London Film Productions. Under
direct examination by his attorney, "Stranger" Premieres
in
Isador J. Kressel, Laurence outlined
his services to Korda and London
Films up to the time Korda cancelled
an employment pact because of
Paramount's "Welcome Stranger,"
Laurence's alleged outside activities. starring Bing Crosby, Joan Caulfield
Cross examination of Laurence by and Barry Fitzgerald, has its world
Louis Frohlich, Korda's attorney, premiere tomorrow at the FPC Capiwas started late yesterday and will tol Theater, Winnipeg. Premiere is
be continued today before Justice a salute to the Canadian Medical AsBernard Botein in N. Y. Supreme sociation convention to be held in
Court.
Winnipeg next week.

Winnipeg Tomorrow

tions.

QTfje

©iiittvx anb ®trector£ of

,e rest of the world." He
stations in either New York or ChiJ|>wever, that gold balances of many
cago to get within the rule.
untries, including Argentina, Chile,
1
ru and others, are diminishing.
volved, we are going along satis,qiilso, he continued, there are serious
factorily on the commercial side,
strictions in import licenses in
and I believe the foreign busiiile, Peru and Colombia and Ari
ness of the company should ap:'ntma has instituted a quota sysproximate its business of 1946,
torcing exhibitors to give 40 per
which represented an all time
,nt of playing time to native films.
high."
iota restrictions exist likewise in
In concluding, Balaban pointed out
•.exico, he observed.
that there is still a large segment of
Business in Australia was reported our population that has not yet begood with remittances thus far come interested in films. "We are
irmal, although quota restrictions taking concrete steps to arouse their
th preferential time for British interest in pictures," he said, "and,
,ctures being strengthened.
so far as the group consists of rural
Summarizing, Balaban said:
dwellers, it will require the furnish'In spite of the difficulties ining of special facilities."

Jf ox Jftlm

20ti) Centttrp

another proposal in the bill which
would limit to 25 per cent of the
population the coverage of any station or stations owned by one person

ange abruptly."
Latin-America "Strong"
or company. Among
things,
As to Latin-Amenca, Balaban said Denny pointed out thatother
each of the
isiness "continues strong with a
networks would have
inimum of problems compared to station-owning
to give up one of their high-powered
cautioned,

Corporation
tfjat

announce
bue to tf)e beatf)£ of

Cecil

C

^epptatt

anb

II

m

In

1902, Coslow

20's

"We have consistently announced,"
cancelled.
the chaotic eondi- he said, "that we are at all times
prepared to consider a revision of
:>ns faced in the Asiatic world, Balian said that business is excellent these rules if an appropriate showthe Malay States, Burma and In- ing is made."
On the other hand, Denny opposed
a, and regular remittances are still
received. However, he comcould
"Conditions
there
ented,

New

at the

tees have been
Commenting on

;ing

in;

age of 16. After a stint as a reporter on
songwriting career and was accepted into Ascap, in
hit

•

t

astman's Hargrave

HOLLYWOOD

United Artists producer. Born

Variety,
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@UNS TOO HOT
TO HANDLE!

WOMEN TOO WIS

with

BRUCE CABOT

FORREST TUCKER

CHARLEY GRAPEWIN

•

•

CHARLES KEMPER

-

•

STEVEN GERAY

GRANT WITHERS

Screenplay by Alan LeMay

HO
ROTH V MART
UUlXUini
UnlA
I

Adapted from Zane Grey's
novel,
Twin Sombreros'

f'WBi

i®
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^at'l Circuit

The British Situation

decent Biz Uptrend as
3eneral; Weather a Factor

... a showdown

$114 Million Total Net

near

Business uptrend during the past
By CHESTER B. BAHN
days, reported to Paramount
ockholders at their annual meeting THE British situation as regards American film import restrictions may be heading for
uesday by President Barney Bala- ' an early showdown, with a decision in another week or 10 days not improbable.
That, at least, is the opinion of informed industry opinion in New York which sees
l«an, was general, execs, of other national circuits agreed here yesterday. the opposing forces in Britain presenting approximately this lineup:
FOR A CUT IN U. S. FILM IMPORTS: His Majesty's Loyal Conservative Opposition,
Attendance come-back started durig the June 6-8 week-end, and con- which insistently is calling not only for import restrictions, but a reduction in the dollinued through the past week-end, it lar flow to the U. S.; Food Minister John Strachey, who feels that there should be film
puras said.
While one or two circuit cuts before there are food import restrictions; a part of British production which has its
Dokesmen were inclined to consider collective eye on increased U.K. playing time; a noisy segment of the British press which is
the having a field day at the expense of American pix; and, it is suspected by some, Hugh
he recovery as freakish
(Continued on Page 7)
they
H'eather was one factor cited

—
—

(Continued on Page 8)

Shows

'art in

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— The pix industry has

roadcast material than ha3 the
adio industry, Jess Willard, assisint to the president of the National
issociation of Broadcasters, told the

Principals Mull

Discussions were held yesterday
|etween principal parties in the deal
'hereby a group headed by Si H.
i'abian would acquire the Charles
|'haplin-Mary Pickford owned shares
(Continued on Page 6)

—

This

T. Dell, Jr., who said
not sufficient charter
power to support it. Tax has been
in a tangle since March 27 when
Florida State Theaters went to court
there

for

the

in

financial

(Continued on Page 8)

N. J, Allied's

Open

Stock Exchange.
Purchases were made in accordance with recent authorization by the
board of directors to reacquire com-

sion of the distributor point of view
at the open forum sessions of the
Allied Theater Owners of New Jer-

pany stock and place

in

an injunction against the meas-

to Distributors

Exhibitors will welcome an expres-

sey convention which opens June 24
City,
Ed Lachman,
Atlantic
ury for general corporate purposes. ATONJ president, said yesterday.
Lachman stated that the phrase
it

in the treas-

Film Attendance
Spencer Will Establish
High, Says Andick's Head MPAA Office in India
English theaters are seeing some

Spencer

will leave
to establish a
Picture Association office in
Spencer will make his head-

Frederick A.

of their biggest audiences these
days, while luxury-starved Britons

(Continued on Page 8)

for

Bombay

Motion

in

August

Pa. Legislature Adjourns
With No Adverse Pix Laws
Washington

FILM DAILY

THE
— Pennsylvania
state

Washington Bureau of

are eagerly patronizing the movies India.
legislature has adjourned after deoffice here
as their cheapest and, perhaps best- quarters at the
feating two amusement tax bills, it
liked form of entertainment, Alfred while Gerald M. Mayer, foreign chief
was learned yesterday. All measures
E. Andrews, managing director of is in Europe with Eric Johnston.
(Continued on Page 6)
Spencer is a former commander in
Andick Films Ltd., of London, here
'

MPAA

Rank

to

Richards to

(Continued on Page 4)

in New Orleans
Convene Southern Showmen

Speak

N. J. Taxpayers Attack
Atlantic City 3% Tax

S.

was

Forum

Warners bought 60,500 shares of
common stock in the open market
during the month of May, the company has reported to the New York
its

(Continued on Page 4)

Trenton

may
New

—Theater men in this state

from the efforts of the
Jersey Taxpayers Association
to invalidate the recently passed legislation that enables fourth-class
cities in the coastal counties to levy a
benefit

(Continued on Page 7)

i

Common

city's

court-stymied amusement tax was
repealed by the City Commission on
recommendation of City Atthe
torney

—

Cincinnati, O.
Keith's Theater,
taken over here last year by Universal as the first of a projected circuit of show cases in keys outside of
New York, is being turned back on
June 27, it was learned yesterday.
House is owned by the City Investing Co. of New York, which, it is
understood, desires to operate on its

(Continued on Page 6)

Ticket Tax Repealed
By Gainesville Com.
Fla.

Shares of Co,

Fabian

Reach No Decision

Gainesville,

Keith's, Cincinnati

Film companies

years ended in 1947 will amass a total
net profit of approximately $114 million if earnings continue at the rate
indicated in the most recent interim
reports, a Film Daily survey of
seven major companies indicates.
Figure would be slightly below the
$119,405,748 profits reported in the
annual periods ended in 1946 but
would be far ahead of any other year,
or the averages for the 12 years between 1934 and 1945, or the six year
periods, 1934-1939, or 1940-1945.
Survey, embracing Columbia,

British

(Continued on Page 7>

Dffer;

Warners Buys 60,500

Fight

o less an interest in the preservaion of the application of the First
imendment to the Constitution,
uaranteeing freedom of speech, to

JA

Universal Will Drop

Rate Continues

Pix'

Freedom

Washington Bureau of

Profits

If

is

)

illard

Companies Would Touch

7

Execs. See

West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Arthur Rank, at the
invitation of E. V. Richards, Paramount partner and prominent circuit

Hollywood

J.

operator, will stop off at New Orleans on his return trip to the East
in order to address a gathering of
Southern theater men.
Richards extended the invitation
after hearing Rank recently speak to
(Continued on Page 7)

Rubin Named Aide
To Donald Nelson
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Robert J. Rubin,
Hollywood
West Coast anti-trust expert of
United States Department of Justice and special aide to United States
Attorney-General, has been made an

—

assistant

to

President

Donald

Nel-

son of SIMPP.
Rubin's particular duties, Nelson
said, will be to investigate any arimpediments to distribution
tificial
of

independently-produced films.

—

.

:

%/*

Cross-Examine Laurence
In Korda Breach Action

Thursday, June 19,

194"!

m. DAILY

Randolph Reorganization

Senate Passes Time BUI

HI.

A bill outlawin;
daylight saving time was passed yet
Chicago A request to dismiss the terday by the Illinois Senate. If th«
petition of reorganization of the 32
House concurs, it will be up to Gov
W. Randolph St. Corp., former operator of the Oriental Theater, has Dwight Green to approve.
Dismissal Considered

Springfield, 111.—

—

Laudy Laurence was under a rigid
cross-examination yesterday by Louis
Thurs., June 19, 1947
10 Cents Frohlich, attorney for Sir Alexander
Vol. 91, No. 119
Korda in the $302,000 breach of emPublisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
ployment contract suit filed by Lau- been taken under advisement by
against Korda and London Judge Joseph Elward, master in
Associate Publisher rence
DONALD M. MERSEREAU
Trial resumed before New chancery.
and General Manager Films.
York Supreme Court Justice Bernard
Meanwhile, Attorney Louis JacobEditor Botein.
CHESTER B. BAHN
son stated that the bondholders' suit
Under Frohlich's questioning, Lau- against the corporation will be conPublished daily except Saturdays, Sundays
tinued.
Already more than 10,000
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York 18, rence admitted a 50 per cent interest
N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film Folk Inc. in a Holland film distrbution com- pages of testimony have been taken,
J. W. Alicoate, President; Donald M. Merserpany. Laurence also testified that with the end not in sight.
Patti
eau, Vice President and Treasurer;
It is reported that Robert Bachknew about certain of his
Secretary. Korda
and
Alicoate,
Vice President
Entered as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, other theatrical interests when the arach and Stanley Rich, attorney^,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under the contract between the two was origi- are preparing papers for the Mayer
Terms (Postage free)
act of March 3, 1879.
and Thompson estates, who own the
United States outside of Greater New York nally signed.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Korda alleges that these many out- land under the Oriental, to secure
payment of land rentals in excess of
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
side interests were in direct viola-

THEATERS

:

N. Y.

^- RADIO CITY MUSIC hI
Rockefeller Center

John
in

-

remit with order.

to

Address all communications
1501 Broadway, New
Phone BRyant 9-7117, 9-7118,

THE FILM DAILY,

York

N. Y.

18,

Cable address

9-7119, 9-7120. 9-7121.
day, New York.

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

Film-

Laurence has insisted that he never
engaged in any activities detrimental

28, Calif.

Blvd.,

WASHINGTON—

tion of his contract for Laurence's
exclusive services.

Phone

Andrew H.
Granite 6607.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
Manning Clagett,
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127133 Wardour St. W. 1.
Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Mary
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,

to

Korda's interest.

Tri-States Goes to Adult
Policy for Ingersoll

(Wed., June

—

18

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
Bell

8,

Howell

Columbia
East.

Picts.

.

Kodak

Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's,

Inc

Paramount

RKO
Republic Pict
20th Century-Fox
Universal Pict
Universal Pict.
Warner Bros

.
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"Great Expectations"
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

leases.

JOAN BENNETT

Gov't Arbitration Seen as
Solution to H'wood Strikes
West Coast Bureau of

—

mum-

31/8

3

Sonotone Corp
Trans-Lux

3 l/s

3V8

3'/8

41/s

3%

4

3

+

Vs

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecolor

Pathe

5%
5%

second anniversary with the 1947
issue being produced in Geiselgsteig,

Asked
6
6i/
4

Albany, Buffalo Branches
Opened by Screen Guild

members out

ROLDEM CAULfTelD
•

*Skaufitat£
ilUV

On

Prexy Warns

IDWAtO

DE WOLFE. ARNOLD

FREEMAN

moHA

A

Paramount Picture

7P<4&A*fO(//vr

PERSON

IN

N.Y. Showing!

BERT WHEELER

'LOST

Harry Kafine

FRANCHOT TONE
ANN RICHARDS

EXTRA!

TOM CONWAY

Maureen CANNON

FCC

Tele Obsolescence

—

J§ THE BEST FILM
fegl OF THE YEAR!
Winner of Nine

ulii

*-*r 4

'THE BEST

|f

— *'

ASTOR

YEARS OF
OUR LIVESt

B'WAY &

45lh ST.

MC

H'wood

—

sition in
of 1948.

;, f

HONEYMOON'

of

the War Department announced yesChicago Urging the FCC to move
terday. The first issue was produced
television broadcasting to a band
in London two years ago. Today the
above 50 megacycles to save the pubnewsreel is seen by millions of Germans and Austrians and reaches ap- lic "from spending millions of dolproximately 1,780,999 persons week- lars" on receivers that will soon become obsolete, E. F. McDonald, Jr.,
ly in 407 Bavarian theaters alone.
president of Zenith Radio Corp. in a
letter to FCC Chairman Charles R.
said that there are from four
Votes to Sponsor Denny
to five hundred thousand 50
sets
Int'l Film Festival
owned by the public that would be
saved from total obsolescence by
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
restoration of this band to FM.

Hollywood The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences' Board
of Governors unanimously voted to
sponsor an international film expo-

i

ON SCREEN
1st

business."

Washington "Welt in Film" the
joint Anglo-American newsreel for
German audiences has marked its Zenith

CHARLES BICKfi

THE FILM DAILY

forcing eight of our

Academy

.

RKO

THE FILM DAILY

Arthur Rank's

A Universal-International Picture

Hollywood Testifying before the
Des Moines, la.— Tri-States Thea- House labor committee, Pat Casey,
ters has renamed the Ingersoll Thea- veteran labor relations representaBOMBAY— ter the Art Cinema and is inaugu- tive for the producers, said jurisdicALGIERS— Paul Saffar, rating a new adult policy. House will tional labor disputes, such as now
Fort, Bombay 1.
play selected road shows twice daily, exist in Hollywood, cannot be ended
Filmafnc, 8 Rue Charras.
MONTREAL
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier except on week-ends when the per- unless Government sets up an arbiSt.
VANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric formances will be continuous. House tration board with power to enforce
Theater Bldg.
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher, will be scaled for adults without its rulings. He added that "the situa19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
tion
in
Hollywood now" centers
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys, children's prices.
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
Current "Duel in the Sun" run around William "Big Bill" Hutcheson.
John Lindberg, jernbanealle No. 3, Copenhagen-Van Loese.
ROME — John Perdicari, will be followed by "The Late George Casey denied that he knew of any
Via Ludovisi 16. Phone, 42758. MONTE- Apley," "Odd Man Out," "Stairway "featherbedding."
Isaac E. Chadwick, president of
VIDEO — Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito 597. to Heaven" and "Time Out of Mind."
MEXICO CITY — Dorothy Neal, Calle de
the IMPPA, also testifying, said "we
Paris 12.
have to pay musicians for 520 hours
Anglo-American Newsreel of work per year, even though they
work about 300. Labor unions' deIn Reich Marks 2nd Anni.
mands have been instrumental in
Washington Bureau of

J.

$300,000. Judge William Campbell
recently granted the estates the right
to sue for rentals due under the land

LONDON
MANILA—
HAVANA —

finflnciAL

Valerie

HOBSON

MILLS

-

Frank Capra Awarded
Order of British Empire

Hollywood during Summer

Allied
s
|

I
I
i
I

Screen Guild Prod's new offices in
Buffalo and Albany were opened yesterday with E. M. Paradeis as manager for both new branches, with
headquarters in Buffalo. Distribution
in this area was formerly handled
out of N. Y, C, by Nat Beier, Eastern

Frank Capra has been awarded the
Margaret Herrick, executive secre- Most Excellent Order of the British
tary will attend film festival being Empire, Degree of Honorary Officer,
held in Venice from August 14 to the Paramount producer-director was
September 10, and will supervise notified yesterday by the War Dept.
presentation of Academy exhibits Capra served as a colonel during the
which will include a photographic war. Honor was won for the assisdisplay of the last Academy Awards tance given the British war effort by
show and an exhibition of still pho- the films made by Capra while in the

sales rep,

tographer's work.

service.

Don

Artists

Productions,

Ann

Charlie

presents
Victor
Gale

Inc..

DeFORE HARDING RUGGLES MOORE STORM
ROY DEL RUTH'S

"IT HAPPENED ON 5th AVENUE"
CONTINUOUS
nilfflll DOORS OPEN
PERFORMANCE HIVULI
9 30 A.M.
POPULAR PRICES '"B'WAY AT 49th ST.
:

Maureen O'Hara, John Payne, Edmond Gwenn

"Miracle
on 34th Street"
A 20th Century-Fox Picture
Plus on

Stage— JERRY LESTER
Extra!

-

JAN AUGUST

ROXY

7thAve&
50th St.

ART LUND

—

VACATION FROM
GUNPLAY!
Imagine!

M-G-M's

Exhibitors

tell

least one picture

up

right

why

Winchell

is

hungry for

"

in

it

rity

life.

mayhem

"with

in

a

gangster in

it!

for those thriller-killer

it.

in entertainment, at

"Oh, how we could

a picture in the

Green Years

fell in

love with

'CYNTHIA'." Walter

So did Louella Parsons, Hedda Hopper, Jimmy

it.

It's

room

change of pace

say,

everybody's saying "I

said

gun or

CYNTHIA"

Earl Wilson, Louis Sobol

beat of

a

without murder and

now," showmen

manner!" That's
That's

hasn't a

us that while there's always

films their public

clean

"CYNTHIA"

young

and many others.

love's

first

dream,

first

"CYNTHIA"
trouble,

first

is

Fidler,

the heart-

ecstasy!

And

beautiful Elizabeth Taylor, the "National Velvet" girl, reaches matu-

and stardom!

There's box-office

promotion.

A

money

in

profitable effort for your

your patrons will be grateful

—

"CYNTHIA". Wonderful

tie-ups.

Smart

showmanship! And a picture

for!

M-G-M's "CYNTHIA" ELIZABETH TAYLOR, George Murphy, S. Z. Sakall, Mary Astor with Gene Lockhart, Spring Byington,
James Lydon, Scotty Beckett • A Robert Z. Leonard Production • Screen Play by Harold Buchman and Charles Kaufman • Based on
a Play by Vina Delmar . Directed by ROBERT Z. LEONARD • Produced by EDWIN H. KNOPF • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

THE
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Universal Will Drop

G0MG

COmiflG and
TOM WALLER, UA

'r

publicity manager,

is

c

today on a week-end motor trip to the Adirc
docks; trip marks his second anniversary

(Continued from Page

UA.

1)

own. City Investing already is
ing up bookings, according to
formed trade sources here.

Dropping of

in-

Park Ave. Theater.
While Universal conducted a survey of keys some months ago with a
ported that
deals are in
cuit project
time being.

it

is

re-

at the present time no
negotiation and the cir-

has been shelved for the
City Investing will operate Keith's through its subsidiary,
Cincinnati Playhouses, Inc.

Spencer Will Establish
(Continued from Page

•

•

•

DONALD

IS

.

.

SOPHIE

Meaning

.

.

S.,

industrial mobilization

agency provided Army-Navy

•

...

iilmgoers

"we have shown as good and

and "we

don't

blame you

if

signed to the post of coordinator of
film production at Anacostia, D. C.
When Japan surrendered, he went
there and produced a documentary,
"Report from Tokyo." He also filmed
evacuation of Bikini by the native
population.
Spencer's duties in India will be of
a diplomatic-liaison nature between
MPA, the State Department and the
His territory
Indian government.
will embrace Burma, Ceylon, Siam

and British Malaya.

•

Britain

Empire

is

.

Columbia man

•

Sun/'

.

Yes,

.

•

.

.

And

.

it's

• A UA

...

new

mighty

the

to

—22

12th floor.

minutes

flat.

.

.

.

... He made

in 19 minutes

it

Previous record holder

.

was a

All this, of course, is alleged.

.

.

new

worker reports a

.

.

.

M. dropped in on location at Pathe uptown in time to catch
and film mogul Robert R. Young being shot in sequences for
forthcoming This Is America "Whistle in the Night."
None less
Phil

R.R.

.

than Pathe's
ing

Young

chief, Frederic

Ullman,

.

supervised the scene.

Jr.

M. would say he could get a job

Phil

act,

.

.

.

.Watch-

Eagle-Lion

at

•

•

•

Y

BARNEY BALABAN'S

presidential

report

Paramount's

to

was

what the doctor ordered, judging from trade reaction yesterday.
not

Herbert

so long

J.

Yates,

said

incidentally,

ago when he remarked

that

a couple

.

.

mouthfuls

of

had

leaders

industry

just
.

the

Is

of

buoying the spirit of the people and dispelling the talk
"recession." ...
• Looks like 1948 will be the year of top cartoon

.

Washington Bureau of

yesterday

—

THE FILM DAILY

President Truman
formally announced the

Washington

appointment of Thomas

J.

Hargrave,

president of Eastman Kodak Co., as
executive chairman of the ArmyNavy Munitions Board. Hargrave
will carry out the assignment on a
part-time basis in addition to his

Kodak

.

.

.

.

duties.

.

k

at Universal.

pic

was

in

its

j.:

u
it
*;

Charles Coburn

Rudolph

Berger

Irving

Maas

Jimmie Carrier

William A. Brady

;.:
:.:

v-

home

refreshed.

ahead

.

.

of

.

...

.

.

•

Indiana
Yes,

sir,

'em occasionally,

Witness that "Great Expectations" ad in Your
.

Music Hall week. .
And, remember, it's

.

.

.

.

Ad

said the great

Actually, the

fifth

Rank

week

starts today. .
.
today that FILM DAILY'S
thousands of subscribers across the country will be reading that particular issue of the paper. . . . Which mebbe explains why tomorrow

never comes

*>**»•*****•* **»v • *********'* »«»'»>'»

.

fifth

—

it's

:.:

8
i%
8
!''>,*...*.*.*>•...*.*>*>.*.>> **>

.

.

Newspaper yesterday.

Favorite Industry

.

.tune 19
i.t

.

they're not only abreast o' the times, but

Jo

LjreetiviaA

.

except the spouting of countless words.

little

Allied at least will send the boys

too,

.

M

.

.

J^end vSlrtkdau

.

.

accomplish

|

her husband, HYATT DEHN.
ROBERT MOCHRIE, RKO Radio

toppers flying for

always today. ...
some time to come

•

vee-pee-ge

manager, arrives today from Detroi
LEVY, RKO Radio Eastern division sai
manager, gets in today from Boston.
sales

eral

NAT

WILLIAM
Robert

HOLMAN,

S.

Riskin

Prods.,
to

and business

trip

is

general manager f
on a 10-day vacati

San

Francisco.

ROBERT WALKER left for
day, via TWA.
GRAZIA NARCISO, Italian

character actres

by William Cagney to

debut

in

"The Time

make

her scree
Life," has a

Your

of

Coast yeste

the

signed

New York, accompanU
TITO VUOLO.

rived in Hollywood from

by her actor husband,

MAURICE A. BERGMAN,
em ad-publicity director,

Universal

Int'l

Eas

leaves tomorrow f
Chicago and on Monday goes to Lake Wawase
Ind., where Tuesday
night he will speak

ATO

the

Indiana

of

WILLIAM
dent and

convention.

RODGERS,

F.

general

sales

M-G-M

vice-pres

manager, returns

fro

Chicago tomorrow.

BURTUS BISHOP, JR., Midwest sales mam
M-G-M, is back in Chicago.

ger for

is

in

from the Coast.

LUCILLE BALL is in Princeton, N. J., for re
of "Dream Girl."
JOAN DAVIS now vacationing with h
parents at St. Paul, Minn., will come to Ne
York

early

You'll

find

July

in

affiliations before
her next film.

to discuss her Fall rad
returning to Hollywood f

BATEMAN, general
F. A.
Guild
Prod.,
is
Screen
sales
meetings.

sales
in

manager

Pittsburgh

f<

ft

MCCARTHY, Universal-lnternationi
F.
J. A.
Southern and Canadian sales manager, has a
rived

what with Walt Disney's array, George Pal's plans for "Tom
Thumb" and Lou Bunin's Parisian "Alice in Wonderland" project.
• For the record: Anthony Havelock-Allan, who was executive producer on "Great Expectations" doubled as one of three scripters on the
pic.
Through an unfortunate mix-up, only Ronald Neame and David
Lean have been getting the latter credit. ... • Emphasis at Indiana
Allied's convention next week at Lake Wawasee will be on swimming,
golf, tennis, fishing, boating, dancing and cards.
There'll be just
two business sessions, a closed one of the board, the other an hour's
open discussion session.
Sounds to Phil
as if President Trueman
T. Rembusch has something there.
Too many exhib. units meetings
features,

Announced by Truman

man

sales

division

regional

responsibility of

Hargrove's Appointment

t

hearsals

stockholders on the business upturn during the last 10 days

Republic's

sal

through

Oklahoma C

is

AVA GARDNER

any time

T

Dallas,

back from a Midwest toi
GINNY SIMMS has arrived from Bever
Hills, and is at the Waldorf-Astoria, accompani'
by

Happened on

something

sir,

general

trekking

is

ROY HAINES, Western

Steve Broidy

"It

and

v.-p.

Warners,

of

ger for Warners,
tell

the courage of his convictions crash thru.

record via the elevator at 729 7th Ave.

from the main

a
=tur

t

ED HINCHY, head of the Warner playda
department, is in New Haven today and w
be in Boston tomorrow.

it

decorating Anatole Litvak with the Order of the British

war-time service.

for

is

and

scales

o.

...

Hollywood scene by AA.

who had

see a chap

h

c
stutl

over^s^wee

short subject sal
on a Coast visit.

is

Southwest, visiting the
and other exchanges.

better pictures for 30 cents"

you stay home."

Ave." before the end of the year.
to the

dramatic

MORAY,

H.

for Warners,

KALMENSON,

BEN
manager

unification gets

Whatinhell kind of psychology

those exhibs. who, having booked "Duel in the

activates

to

service.^

President Truman's choice to top a

take newspaper display to decry the advance in b.

good

Film Board in London where he
formulated plans for interchange of
film and armed services production.
At the end of the war he was as-

ROSENSTEIN,

NORMAN

Govern-

to

and not Mexican Government

may be

the Congressional okay.
that

U.

way back

his

end.

a return

for

The SIMPP president

.

new

.

week-end on

test director for the Warners'
to the Coast from New York

NELSON headed

M.

talc

Ea:
the past two weeks, leav

for

Coast.

manager

ment service?

has been added

the U. S. Naval Reserve. He was on
active duty with John Ford on film
assignments ordered by the late President Roosevelt. In 1944 Spencer was
appointed to the Anglo-American

the

Thursday's Tele-Lines

Fifth

1)

possibilities
New York this

T

foresees 15.000 domestic playdates for Allied Artists'

MPAA Office in India

em

PHIL M. DALY

.

view to acquiring houses,

ORR, of Warners' studio
who has been looking over

department,

Cincy, will
leave Universal operating only the
New York Winter Garden and the
Keith's,

WILLIAM

lin-

fewer industry

in

Dallas.
(

JOEL BEZAHLER, M-G-M home office assistar
to
Midwestern sales manager Burtus Bishoi
Jr., and JAY EISENBERG, of the company's lege
staff, who are in Chicago, will return tomorrov
GEORGE SHARF, of M-G-M's legal depart
ment,

is

back from a

visit to Cleveland.

SAM MARX, M-G-M
leave

Hollywood

Friday

producer, and his wif.
for an Eastern vacc
1

tion.

HAROLD

CLEARY,

J.

ing in the Adirondacks,

of

Loew's,

where he

is
is

vacation
touring b

car.

SADA SNYDER,

secretary to Sid Mesiboxi
Pictures' assistant exploitation man

Paramount

on vacation.
CECIL BARKER, executive assistant to Davi
0. Selznick, is in New York from the Coast.

ager,

is

ELEANOR

PARKER, who has been makin
appearances at the Belgian Film Fes
Brussels in connection with the War
er;try, "Of
Human Bondage," will etur

perioral
'ival
ner.

in

—

here shortly

ALINE

via

Paris.

McMAHON

is
due here from rhCoast. She is en route to Switzerland by at
where she will do a picture for LAZAR WECHS

LER.

AL ADLER, M-G-M branch manager
City,

has

left

for

a vacation

at

in

Reach

Kanso.

Lake

Minn.

New Offices
Robert Broder announces the re
moval of his offices to 1650 B'way
Broder in
I.
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C/^uAIIY

Earnings
:

Advantage

or Producer-Exhibs.

BEVIEUIS Of
"A Lady Surrenders"

"Saddle Pals"

Margaret Lockwood, Patricia
Stewart Granger

Gene Autry, Lynne Roberts
Republic
72 Mins.
GOOD MUSIC, ATTENTION-HOLDING
PLOT WILL SEND THIS ONE OVER.

with

Film companies whose operations
::ibrace exhibitions as well as pro-

duction should be able to make a
nore stable showing than those ened only in production, according
S tan dard & Poor's basic analysis
)n picture stock issues.
jf
AjJLysis points out that 1946 probwill stand as the profits high
"point for some years to come. Al...ough the industry emerged from
ie war in far sounder position basi•'
;.illy than at any time in its history,
problems facing the industry, it is
ated, indicate that earnings have
3
passed their peak.
*:
Problems listed include rising
costs, litigation, stiff er competition
from foreign countries and lower
Survey points
theater attendance.
however, that theater attendance
has always resisted declines in gen•'•eral business activity fairly well.
Picture costs, according to the
analysis, have climbed rapidly in the
It!
past two years, and since unwieldly
costs were a chief cause of the poor
profits of many producers before the
- war,
the industry is now giving
^greater attention to the problem of
holding expenses down.
At the same time, it is said, inkt creases in the cost of living and in
admission prices have t«nded to make
5;
the public more discriminating in expenditures, particularly for inferior
<* pictures.
=
:

i

,

:

:

•

,"

Kemer Named Chicago
'
'

A

D. A.

— Otto

Kerner, Jr., named
U. S. district attorney yesterday to
succeed Alex Woll, resigned, has several theater anti-trust cases on his

Chicago

docket.

I

RKO

'

Pcrthe

Making Farm Subject

An 18-minute screen magazine for
the American farmer is in producPathe for the Texas
„. tion by
n: Co.
Subject will be screened at farm
4

RKO

meetings.
•::.

OJEDBinG BELLS
M
jji

W
r

"

Frafeisin-Xelisko

—

Chicago Anna Fraf eisin, daughter
of John Frafeisin, owner of the
Apollo and Cornell Theaters, was
married to Peter Xelisko.
RcrifertY-Stanton

Announcement

of the engagement
of Frances Rafferty, star of EagleLion's "Lost Honeymoon," to singer
Bob Stanton, was made yesterday at
a cocktail reception honoring the
couple in the Vanity Fair Room of
the Sherry-Netherland Hotel.

Roc,

108 Mins.

Univ.-lnt.

NUMBER HANDLING TRIANGLE THEME SKILLFULLY, SHOULD
DO WELL IN SMALLER ARTY SITUAPRESTIGE

TIONS.
Achieving and registering poignant dramatic moments this J. Arthur Rank film
in the
Prestige group, made at Gainsborough, handles a triangle theme skillfully.
A certain degree of newness is made apparent in telling the story of two doomed
people. The woman in question has a heart
other

faces blindness. The
childhood friend of the

The man

condition.

woman

a

is

man, nursing a
frequently
and

affection

private

disturbed

by

for

him

flashy

his

amours.
British

players

are
:

Story

set

is

England,
as

standing

in

Cornwall,

in

southwest

where the natural scenic beauty
background. Good taste, underand

kindred

intelligence

humorous

are

in

elements indicative
evidence as well as

slants.

should be guided by past
performances of Prestige numbers. While
it is apparently not for a general audience
in
rate
lengthy
stays
should
the
film

The

exhibitor

smaller arty situations.

Miss Lockwood is a concert pianist, dethe keyboard to join up, it being
wartime. Rejected, she learns she has a
heart ailment and her life span is limited.
She goes to Cornwall determined to make
the most of it. Meeting Granger, she embarks upon an affair with understanding
that it will be broken off one day, without
Ensuing events only cement it
strings.
firmly.
Miss Roc sees Miss Lockwood a
usurper. Miss Lockwood learns of Granger's
condition and that an operation will save
him. It's a very long chance. She induces
Granger to take it. The two girls learn
of its success. Miss Lockwood runs off
entertain the- troops. Miss Roc and
to
Granger are betrothed soon after.
In Albert Hall Miss Lockwood plays her
"Cornish Rhapsody." Granger comes. They
are reunited after she collapses. Miss Roc,
well, she surrenders her claim to Granger.
A slow-moving drama for the most part,
it develops many moments of charm, others
of excitement. Musically, it also has moments. Leslie Arliss directed effectively.
CAST: Margaret Lockwood, Patricia Roc,
serting

Stewart Granger, Tom Walls, Reginald Purdell,
Dorothy Brandell, Joan Rees, Josephine Middleton,
Bryan Herbert, Beatrice Varley, Moira
Lister.

CREDITS:
Leslie

Arliss;

Producer, Harold Huth; Director,
Screenplay, Leslie Arliss, Doreen

Montgomery; Based on a short story by J. W.
Drawbell;
Charge of Production, Maurice
In
Ostrer;

Musical

Director,

Louis

Levy;

"Cornish

Rhapsody" by Hubert Bath, played by National
Symphony, under direction of Sydney Beer.

DIRECTION,

Effective.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

rental

love

of

Sterling

hike faces

spending
Holloway,

money.

who

Her

brother.

—

c/ancaster
^<~^

plays

"TOM HANSON"
Sensation of

controls

he's

"The

dynamite
the fuse

Killers",

—with

lit!

They engage a lawyer, Irving
Bacon. Bacon would rather go fishing, and

Meanwhile Autry and the
does.
County Boys ingratiate themselves
Jean Van, Holloway's very young
has ideas of her

rodeo

sister

own about launching

making money. This

and

Cass
with

is

car-

and connivance
of Autry. Holloway, thinking he's on the
verge of something throws in the towel,
signs over his business to Autry and takes
ried out with the assistance

into the unknown.
There soon somes skullduggery a-riding.
Autry circumvents it in his usual manner
off

and before you know it everything is rosy
once more. Holloway returns. Rents are
lowered, future honesty is indicated.
This one is quite adequate to the situation and the music, of course, is just
about the best in oaters. Lesley Selander
directed.

CAST: Gene Autry, Lynne Roberts, Sterling
Damian
Holloway,
Irving
O'Flynn,
Bacon,
Charles Arnt,
Jean Van, Tom London, The
Cass County Boys.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Sidney Picker;
Director, Lesley Selander; Screenplay, Bob Williams, Jerry Sackheim; Original Story, Dorrell
and Stuart E. McGowan; Photography, Bud
Thackery; Musical Director, Morton Scott; Film
Editor,
Harry Keller; Sound, Earl Crain, Sr.;
Ait Director,
Fred
Ritter;
Decorations,
Set
John McCarthy,

Jr.,

Helen Hansard.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

DIRECTION, Okay.

Dr.

At

Yen

is

Good.

Honor Guest

MPAA Luncheon Meet

Dr. James Yen, organizer of the
Mass Education Movement in China,
was given a luncheon at the Harvard

Club yesterday by the MPAA. Dr.
Yen's movement has benefitted by
contributions of a substantial share
of American distributor rentals impounded in China.
Gerard Swope and Dr. John H.
Reisner, both sponsors of the Mass
Education Movement in China, were
guests.
Among those present were Ned
Depinet, Austin C. ' Keough, J. J.

O'Connor, John Whitaker, Albert J.
Richard, Frederic Ullman, Alfred

Count 5/

Jack Haney, Earle Ham0. H. Hicks,
James W. Piper, R. K. Hawkinson,
Leon Britton, Alfred Daff, Michael
Berger, Wolfe Cohen, and from the

in

Butterfield,

mons,

MPAA,

E.

O'Connor,

Francis

S.

Harmon, who pre-

sided, and Roger Albright, Glen Allvine, Arthur DeBra, F. W. DuVall,
Joe Goltz, Irving Maas, Gerald M.

Mayer, John G. McCarthy and Theodore Smith.

Peter-Schoenthal
Chi.'s Alex Case Postponed
Holdredge, Neb.
Ed Schoenthal, "Outlaw" Booked in Hartford
manager of the Sun Theater here,
Chicago Alex Theater arbitration
Hartford, Conn. Howard Hughes'
married Josephine Peter of Grand "The Outlaw" opens at E. M. Loew's case postponed to Sept. 9, with Leo
Island, Neb.
Norville the arbitrator.
Theater on June 27.

—

\.

his

BURT

/3

testing.

Good.

.

Gene Autry and

the company, is induced by his boa.d to use this
means not only to satisfy Miss Roberts
but also to boost business.
Autry and his neighbors come a-pro-

a

proceedings

above

the

in

the proceedings.

of

A

fellow valley ranchers when this new number gets going. It arises from Lynne Roberts

in-

Miss
Lockwood is well known here; Patricia Roc
has been seen to good advantage before,
is considerably better in this viewing; Stewart Granger, next to Mason, is second man
on Empire screens. Collectively they do
themselves up to fine effect getting over
performances of superior caliber. Tom
Walls in a featured role lends stability to
volved

serves

with

who

Three top-flight

.'.',

.-,

FILMS

iifcUJ

—

5 stars

HAL WALLIS'

cW
U. K. Pic Attendance
Hi,

Says Andick's Head
(Continued from Page

on a buying mission told

1)

The Film

Daily yesterday.
The "For Export" sign attached to
manufactured British
nearly
all
goods these days, as England des-
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SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS 291
"I'll

"Wide Open Spaces"

Be Ski-ing Ya"

Para.

8

RKO

Mins.

Typical Popeye Laughs
Popeye, trying to teach Olive Oyl
to ice-skate, is interrupted at every
turn by Bluto, who seeks the opportunity. After tripping Popeye, Bluto
captures 0. 0. and carries her, via
ski-tow, to the top of the mountain.
The downward chase, with Popeye in

crammed

into ship holds for foreign

consump-

Existing equipment dating at
least back to before the war, is in
understandably senile condition, Andrews added, and the hope of new replacements is very dim.
Andrews said English taste in
films was catholic, with the film, not
the producing country as the selling
point. Preference for home product
ran to films that, he noted, were
equally popular in this country. English taste is running rather more
towards heavy drama than frothy,
tion.

American musicals, Andrews
observed. But all good films are welcomed enthusiastically.

typical

"Thrills of

(Number
Columbia

7

—

Donald Duck in Form
Bombay (By Air Mail) Americ
While taking a motor trip, Donald
Duck stops to find a place to spend made features imported into In

—

1

|

the night. Typical try

is

it is report
In the same period, Engla
sent 63 features to this country a
the U. S. S. R., six. Four of x
U. S. pictures were dubbed I
anc
stani, while 16 mm. versioW^of
American features were on the nu

here.

which charges 16 bucks
for an outside cot. Donald decides to
squander his money to better advantage and decides to sleep on his air

\

ket.

India-made features available di
the year totaled 200, supp-

ing

"Nervous Shakedown"
mented by 134 short subject and 2
Series 1)
Columbia
15 /z Mins. newsreels.
Sixteen India featui
10 Mins.
Should Go Over Big
were in 16 mm. and five of the new
x

A Musicalulu
Popular favorite, George Towne
and his "talk of the town" orchestra
give out with their musical talents in
this extremely likeable reel. Ray
Miller
time
Glenn
Eberle,
one
crooner, and Lita Terris provide the
vocal refrains on such tunes as:
"Without You," "One Night of Love"
and "Managua Nicaragua." Should
prove a musicalulu.

Millionaire

6 Mins.

Hugh Herbert

reels.

arrives

Short subjects imported from t
U. S. totaled 404, with 110 in 16 mr
run by, unbeknownst to him, a while
market
British
shorts
couple of escaped convicts. Their totaled 83, with 68 in 16 mm. In a'
sure-cure methods don't help H. H. dition England exported 203 new
anv but they might set an audience reels, against only two for the U
on its ear. Trap-doors and ghostly
figures help to round out its eerie Universal Absorbs Rank'
quality, which should go over big
Special Field Sales Group
with Herbert fans.
at a sanitarium for a rest cure

which

is

Universal has absorbed into i
regular distribution force the f orm

"Tubby the Tuba"

"Crazy With the Heat"

RKO

Para.

10 Mins.

special

Melodious Fantasy

Exceptionally Good

said.

Byron

On

Pic For

Army

Ted

UA

of

its

In this connection, Lester Zucb
been named Cleveland branc

manager, succeeding

Max Cohen wl

resigned, and Joe Gins assumes
similar post in Buffalo in place
J. J. Spandau, who has also resigne*
In addition, Joe Oulahan is acting e
special distribution representative
<

i

Washington.
It was also announced that Juk
Weill, another former special reprc
sentative for the Rank product, ha
handed in his resignation effectiv

immediately.

(Continued from Page 1)
aimed at the motion picture

Byron, free-lance writer-director, has completed the script and
commentary for a film for the U. S.
Army. Tentatively titled "It's Different Today," this film is designed
to stimulate recruiting in the Pacific
area. It will be released in 16mm.
for high school and college distribution. Deal was set through N. W.
Ayer, with which agency Byron was
to adjourn tomorrow.
formerly associated.
Principals Mull Fabian
Arizona was called into special sesDecision
sion again yesterday by the Gover- Offer; Reach
nor. Although no legislation affect(Continued from Page 1)
ing the industry thus is pending, industry leaders are keeping a close in United Artists, with no decision
watch on the situation.
being reached.
It is understood that a specific
Booker's
Band
to
Play
the
MRS. TOBBY STEWART, owner of
offer has been made by the Fabian
Mayfair Theater at Shenandoah, la., and
Oscar Lager, president of the Mo- group and that talks are now cenmother of Kay Stewart Proctor, is seri- tion Picture Bookers Club, announces tered around ironing out of differin Methodist Hospital, Omaha.
ously
that Hal Roland, a Universal booker, ences in finalizing the terms.
JOHN HARK1NS, director of publicity and his band will furnish the music
In the meantime, any offer to Tom
for Robert Riskin Prods., is confined to his for the final meeting and buffet din- Connors for the top position of UA
Hollywood home with acute attack of in- ner, to be held Monday night, June will await final disposition of the
testinal influenza.
Fabian offer.
30, at the Taft Hotel.

sales group
division.

has

Laws On Goldwyn

Lynn Farnol, ad-publicity director
for Samuel Goldwyn Productions, anindustry were either defeated or died nounced yesterday the realignment
with adjournment.
of his staff due to the recent deparThe legislature did pass a so-called ture of Ben Washer, former publicity
Mills levy, largely based on real es- chief, to Paramount.
tate, that may affect theaters. IndusGoldwyn publicity is now beingtry leaders, however, minimized its
handled by Henry Senber and George
impact and pointed out that only a
Weissman, while William Ruder consmall amount of money would be intinues to head exploitation. Senber
volved. The tax affects all cities exhas been heretofore active in theater
cept Philadelphia and is not a state
publicity. Weissman, who joined the
levy.
Adjournment of the Pennsylvania staff six months ago, has been touring key cities in connection with
group brings to 38 the number of
"The Best Years of Our Lives."
legislatures which have adjourned,
Ruder rejoined the company a year
the vast majority without passing
ago upon his discharge from the
measures adverse to the film indusArmy Air Forces.
try. Six legislatures remain in regular session, with California scheduled

field

Arthur Rank

Donald Duck and Goofy are driving
across the Sahara when they run out

directly

1946 totaled 291,

in

HOLD-

the

UP MOTEL

Music"

With No Adverse

and Finland.
American motion picture equipment is in great demand, and demand for sound rec'ording equipment particularly high, Hotchkiss

1946

Mins.

Victor Jory handles the narration
in this puppetoon which pictures the
Slight B. O. Recession
of gas. They start out on foot in story of Tubby, the Tuba, who
Reported in Europe
search of some, but the net result is wanted to play a beautiful melody inMotion picture box office receipts several mirages which only add to stead of his monotonous oom-pa,
in Europe are now in the midst of a their general fatigue and despair. oom-pa. A 54-piece symphony orslight recession, an aftermath of They finally escape on a camel which chestra handles
the musical end
the phenomenal business immediately also proves invisible as they gallop which makes this a unique and mefollowing the war, according to a re- away. Exceptionally good.
lodious bit of fantasy.
port by Fred H. Hotchkiss, Euromanager of the Pa. Legislature Adjourns
pean regional
Farnol Shifts Staff
Westrex Corp., who returned to New
Pix
Publicity
York this week, after a five-month

survey of company offices in Western
Europe, North Africa, Scandinavia,

American Films

Into India in
7

perately attempts to attain dollars, full pursuit, is quite hysterical and mattress. Hilarious situations develop and as the cartoon ends D. D. is
remains a source of discontent to is sure to provide lots of laughs.
fast asleep in the arms of a cactus.
British exhibitors who see new projectors, cameras, etc. being

19,|

DAILY

40 "Fifth Ave." Bookings
For Detroit's Fourth
Detroit

— Allied

Artists' "It

Hap

pened on Fifth Ave." has bee:
booked into 40 area theaters ove
the July 4 week-end, M. Harlan Stari)
Monogram branch manager, re
vealed. Current playing upstate oi
the Butterfield Circuit, film opens ii
second-run Detroit houses the las
1

I

week

of June.

Nomikos Case Date

is Set
Chicago Trial of the Van Nomi
kos percentage rentals action ha;
been set for July 15 before Judgf

—

Philip Sullivan.

No

SICK LIST

STORK REPORTS
Atlanta
the

—

Jim

Scott,

Roxy Theater, has

manager oi>
new baby,

a

girl.

ill

—

Hartford, Conn. Mickey Daly of
Daly Theater Corp. became a grandfather with the birth of a girl to his
daughter, Mrs. Al Yester.

TOI
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The British Situation

ViHard Shows Pix'

:

Freedom

art in

... a showdown

Fight

L
Commerce

Interstate
it tee yesterday.
e

Much

of

what

——
* (ive*.
c

_

"whether

it

into the

-'ectly

Wil-

on

film,

is

being re-

home

or by

upsin tele-theaters which are

al-

being equipped for the pur-

*iady

Referring to a recent FCC opinion
which the Commission indicated
"jat broadcasters should "devote time
atheists to

answer religious pro-

ams," Willard asked if a film on
heism would have to be provided
"King of Kings" should be shown
tele-theaters.

whose

MPAA

'

aid.

concern

is

the

conservation

IN U.

FILM IMPORTS:

S.

British

theater operators generally
be most disastrous to U.K.

who

some

restriction

of

Taxpayers Attack
3% Tax
1)

"jpecial 3 per cent tax against thea(er

admissions.

The Association

is bringing suit
gainst the levy by the municipality
f Atlantic City on the basis that the
oiion is unconstitutional.
Group contends that the legislation
g
mjs discriminatory inasmuch as it aptlies only to specific cities and was
lot equitably directed at all cities
.nd towns.

-;

j

officials

1)

on the sub-

ject of British films.

The Rank party leaves here for

New

Orleans in

a

private

car

here that the die will be cast finally by the department in the Attlee Labor Government
which carries the most weight the Food Ministry or the Board of Trade.
If there is any surprise in the lineup above, it is the fact that Hugh Dalton is counted
among those who incline to a cut in U. S. film imports. As a former president of the

—

Six Fiction Fellowships

Awarded

Forces Contest

in

the Churchill war-time Cabinet, Dalton is, or should be, in a position
fully what will happen to British exhibition without the free access to Ameri-

Board of Trade,

in

Six $1,000 fiction fellowships were
in the United Services Book
The British press attacks upon American film imports, to be sure, have been growing Contest sponsored by Thomas Y.
Crowell Co., Columbia Pictures and
in intensity, and there is such a thing as political expediency. As a sample of what
Britons are reading these days, take a look at these paragraphs from an article in the George G. Harrap & Co. of London in
lieu of an outright $6,000 prize, it is
London Evening Standard under the heading "Cut Those U. S. Films":
"Nearly £20,000,000 wort') of dollars are annually remitted to the United States in payment announced. Purpose of the contest
for the exhibition of Hollywood's films, many of a trashy and lubricious nature. Cuts could b:
was to discover literary talent among
made here without causing any suffering at all. Regular filmgoers could reduce their cinema
those who served in the armed forces
attendances; single feature programs could replace the wearisome double feature; good pre-war
films could be revived more frequently.
at any time since Sept.
of the

know

awarded

can pictures.

UN

"But it is sometimes said that British films are reaping such an enormous harvest of dollars in
American cinemas that the film account may soon be balanced. Any attempt to reduce dollar
expenditure on films, it is suggested, might cause a comparable drop in British dollar receipts from
United States.
"This fairy talc may be dismissed as yet another ingenious story from the Hollywood factories. For the past year receipts from the exhibition of British films in the United States are
not expected to exceed £625,000, about one-thirtieth of our dollar payments to Hollywood.
With so little to lose the British film industry is in an infinitely stronger bargaining position
than the Americans.
"Very soon Britain will be confronted with the choice between films and food. A carton of
dried eggs will be weighed against a reel of Jane Russell. Clearly canned films must take second
place to conned food."
the

THE

Standard,

appears,

it

not passing up

is

a

single

bet

in

its

anti-American film

1,

1939.

Winners of the fellowships are
Rowland Barber and F. A. Nauheim,
American; Raibeart Elder, David A.
Evans, Everard Johnson and William
Howard Jones, British. Judges included Robert L. Crowell and Marian
MacLeod of Crowell Co.; Joseph
Gaute of Harrap, Janet Wood of
the Columbia home office and Michael
Storm of the London office.
Air Plugs for "New Orleans"
Opening of "New Orleans" at the
Winter Garden today has two radio
show tieups. Art Hodes' jazz band,
which will do a wagon bally in the
Times Square area tonight, will be
picked up by WOV at 8:15 at the

Columbus

Damon Runyon Me-

Circle

morial Cancer Fund headquarters for
Fred Robbins disc jockey show, "12will broadcast the
80 Club."
and/or remittance restrictions have been strengthened materially by two developments,
Louis Armstrong, et al, jazz concert
one in Britain, the other on this side. Over there, exhibitors through the CEA have
de- from the Winter Garden stage at
nounced the anti-American film campaign. A report adopted by CEA General Council last
12:05 a.m. tomorrow.
week
warned that

WNBC

anything drastic is done to curtail the availability of American
will close the majority of cinemas and thereby bring the whole
of British production side to the ground." The explanation is that
80 per cent of playing
time is filled by American films.
"if

QN
>

it

this side, the

"gentlemen's agreement" reached by J. Arthur Rank with the five
time on identical terms with Hollywood product
should provide Sir Stafford Cripps with a couple of aces. A good flow
of U. S. dollars
to London could
undoubtedly would solve the problem.
That flow will materialize. But it will take time. Just as it took time for the American

^ majors

FlLMDOM'S

for affiliated circuit playing

—

—

Famous

film to establish itself overseas.

And

it

will materialize only

if

British studios

In this connection, the worse thing the
Hollywood.

Further,

if

it

is

to materialize,

British

turn out product salable in this market.
British producers could do would be to ape

Fives

producers must take the rubber band off the

old bankroll.

fEffifflE
KANE

GLACKIN, manager,

TOUCH
Strand,

ford,
j.l'.OSE
j

UNE

The "gentlemen's agreement" with the
in

affiliated

circuits,

assures Rank playing tim»

3,100 theaters.

There are upwards of 15.500 others uncommitted, and to be
Our British cousins would do well to bear that in mind.

A

cashier, Eastwood,

STONE, usherette. Strand, Hartford, Conn.
GRZEIKA, secretary to Peter Perakos,

Perakos Theaters, Hartford, Conn.

Music Hall, June 26 Variety Tournament Date Set
Twentieth-Fox's "The Ghost and
Chicago
Summer golf tournaMrs. Muir, will have its world pre- ment of the Variety Club will be held
miere at the Radio City Music Hall at Westward Ho Country Club on
'Mrs. Muir' at

East Hart-

Conn.

Special

The Film Daily's

PICTURES OF

j

week from

today.

TOMORROW

i

—

a

Feature of

sold.

Sound View,

Conn.

ANGELA CIRELLI,

on

Wednesday, July 9. AccompanyingRank and his wife will be Nate J.
any anti-American move, and looks to future film U. S. dollar remittances to Britain Blumberg, Universal president, and
Mr. and Mrs. Jock Lawrence.
to offset the British film dollar expenditure.
o
The British film titan will return to
VA/ITHOUT discounting the influence of J. Arthur Rank, the significance of whose England on July 17, sailing from
' * presence in this country is patent, there is a feeling in informed trade quarters New York on the Queen Elizabeth.

films in this market,

(Continued from Page

Fox West Coast

the

—

\tlantic City

in li 0.

of

campaign. Recently, it published a New York dispatch from its correspondent, Evelyn
Pointing out that low-band teleision below the 88 megacycle band Webber, in which it charged that exaggerated stories of British film earnings here were
iffering from interference, Bailey spread by design "by the Americans who 'swing the bull by the tail' " with the object
his association is confident that of protecting American film earnings in England. Miss Webber reported "what is true
television will eventually find its is that our films are doing well here with the critics and a small proportion of the
ome in the upper frequencies. Above cinema-going public." She added that runs were "short and cheap," that the terms
HU megacycles where there is suffi- were less favorable, and that the earnings are "chicken-feed."
ient room for expansion." He asked
With the British national dailies driving home this slant day after day, the rising
hac additional FM channels be pro- tide of U.K. public opinion favoring the suggestion that there is little reason why toided below 88 megacycles, wnich bacco should have been taxed so highly and films passed over without a tax becomes
ould. mean in the current low tele- understandable.
ision band.
The hands of those in the Attlee Government opposed to cuts in U. S. pix imports
.1. J.

Speak

1)

primary

exon American imports would
London newspapers who are conscious of the same thing; certain British producers, such as Herbert Wilcox; and, importantly, Sir Stafford Cripps,
president of the Board of Trade (comparable to the U. S. Department of Commerce),
who, sensitive to the progress of British pix in the U. S. via J. Arthur Rank, opposes
that any

hibition;

to

Willard referred also to the anmeed plan of
to sponsor a
of "editorial shorts" for the
r.ion's screens. "If these are teleI," he asked, "will the movie ini^stry be hauled into hearing as were
n oadcasters?"
J. N. Bailey, executive director of
M Association, told the commit>e that television and FM might be
^ayed in their development if protons provided in the pending White
are adopted to stipulate that
.arings on actions of the FCC be
Eld with far greater frequency.
Delaying actions" by people whose
nnpetitive interests mgiht suffer
)ra the rapid development of tele
ould be facilitated by the bill, he
'

Exchequer,

to

(Continued from Page

AGAINST A CUT

Corn-

programmed by

-ion will originate

the

dollars.

know
is

of

Rank

near

(Continued from Page
Chancellor

Dalton,

Continued from Page

is

.July 11

Edition

(now

in

preparation)

—

Thursday, June 19, 1941

€f*\ DAILY
Net

Year

is

Indicated

RKO

*

20th-Fox
(Continued from Page

$34,788,390

.

.

.

.

Universal

1)

Loew's, Paramount, RKO, 20th-Fox,
Universal and Warners, reveals the
total net profits by years as follows
1934, $7,218,894; 1935, $16,330,018
1936, $30,409,862; 1937, $37,018,398
1938, $21,553,616; 1939, $19,486,242
1940, $19,391,228; 1941, $34,446,547
1942, $49,738,468; 1943, $59,674,178
1944, $59,319,228; 1945, $62,874,011,
and 1946, $119,405,748. In all cases
total net losses of companies were
subtracted from total net profits of
other companies.

Warners

(310,575)
1,332,458
238,792
(2.530,513)

.

7,218,894

1,815,367
7,579,743
3,153.167
684,733
3,090,135
• (667,185)
674,158

published.
It is interesting to note that in the
two years prior to the survey the

Columbia
Loew's
Paramount

RKO
20th-Fox
Universal

Warners

1,611,659
12,132,606
13,125,436
736.240
10,609,784
2,968.231
8,554,512

1,802.280
13,422,852
14,584,821
6.964,005
10.901,769
3,759,968
8.238,483

2,005.834
14,517,256
14,743,106
5.206.378
12,480,491
3.412.701
6,953,462

1.945.167
12,913.369
15,425,432
6.031.085
12,746,467
3,910,928
9,901,563

34,446,547

49,738,468

59,674,178

59,319,228

62,874.011

;

6.304.08-1.

*(988,19j<
*(617.336l
2.390.7711
2.747,47:1

19.391.22£

1946
3,450.48fi

945
/IMS

17

3Sl

12%«</804«
22,619.535 L
4,565.219
19,424,650

119,405,748

-Deficit

J.

Forum

Allied's

Hollywood
Vine Yard
=
RALPH WHK
=

Open

to Distributors

(Continued from Page

"open forum" meant what it said
and that the discussions would not
be confined to a one-sided presentation by any particular group.
"Many distributor leaders," he declared, "are expected to be present,
and the forum will give them an opportunity to present to the exhibitors an analysis of their problems. It
is hoped that in this way, we will be
able to better understand one an-

054,831, $12,171,357;

Paramount

(ex-

205, $3,079,368; 20th-Fox, $6,966,568,
Universal,
$8,523,805;
$5,409,302,
$1,360,765, $464,447-deficit, $3,185,941, and Warners, $4,391,046, $1,811,294, $6,960,799.
chart of the net profits (or
losses) reported by the companies be-

A

tween 1934 and 1946
this page.

is

Biz Potentialities

At

Showman's

By

1)

—

City;
theater business; 500 no par
value shares; by C. B. Bradley, I. J. Evans, C.
A. Schultz; O. K. Mason and F. L. Moore.

545.97:
8.008.46!

19,486,242

552,743
11,134,593
9,206,042
528.692
4,921,926
2,673,249
5,429,302

included on

Call

(Continued from Page

were

1)

agreement that this conclu
HENRY GINSBERG, Paramount studio sion was warranted: The business po
head, was host at a luncheon
for tentialities are still there, and it's tht
Paramount Int'l execs, and top studio per- showman's job to realize upon them

HOLLYWOOD

sonnel who are holding a series of conferences regarding future world markets.
Attending were George Weltner, president
of

Paramount

Int'l;

J.

E.

Perkins,

man-

aging director for Great Britain; F. E.
United
Kingdom sales diHutchinson,
rector; John B. Nathan, division manager
for Continental Europe; T. C. Reddin, adpublicity
head for Great
vertising and
general manager
Britain;
Craig,
Stanley
for New Zealand and William Hurworth,
Jr., Australian general sales manager. Studio
executives attending included Jacob Karp,
William Meiklejohn, D. A. Doran, Frank
Sokolove, Frank Cleaver,
Butler, Richard

Joe

Eugene Zukor, Luigi
Brown, Sidney Justin,
B.
DeMille and Edward Schellhorn
RKO has cast Melvyn Douglas and

in

Execs, contacted pointed out thai
business in May was off about 10 tc
20 per cent from the terrific, abnormal highs of a year ago, but said that
even with that drop, receipts had

The Labor Department

in

i

Wash-

ington yesterday reported that average weekly earnings have reached an
all-time high and Evan Clague, director of Bureau of Labor Statistics, declared there is "nothing in the current economic picture to indicate any
general downtrend or recession."

Youngerman,
George

Luraschi,

been above what passed for normal
pre-war period.
Attendance return during the past
Barbara Bel Geddes in "The Pittsburgh
10 days was further said to have
Episode,'' a screen story purchased under
"The brought business back to the level
the title, "Sweet Genevieve"
prevailing a year ago, with some sitHouse" trio, Lon McCallister, Allen

Cecil

Red

Roberts and Julie London, will be reunited
by Sol Lesser in "Bride of Bridal
Dale Carnegie will have a role
Hill"
in
Barney Gerard's next Monogram pix,
United
"Maggie and Jiggs in Society"
States Pictures is planning a pix on the
Europe,
"The
in
misplaced
youngsters
again

Hans Habe
Warners, who
will release "The Children," have acquired
Enough To Know Better," which
Old
produce
Joan
William
Jacobs will
Caulfield has been assigned the female
starring role opposite Edward G. Robinson
in
"Night has a Thousand Eyes," which
goes before Paramount Cameras June 30
Ann Blyth
with John Lund featured
Children,"

to

and Michael

be scripted
Blankfort

by

was

to
set yesterday by Universal-lnt'l
the 18-year-old vamp who traps and
marries Charles Boyer in Aldous Huxley's
dramatic story, "Mortal Coils," which gets

play

Loew's and Warner financial years
cluding 1934), $8,653,875, $4,162,746,
end in August, Universal in October
under way
$12,231,485; RKO, $1,912,453, $745,-

Kansas

21,553,616

1945

—

CORP.,

37,018,398

1940

2.046
9,841.530
2.737.533
*( 228.608)
4.239,513
1,153,321
1,740,907

9,924,934
2,865,676
18,604
7,252,466
* (591,178)
1,929,721

1944

—

COMMONWEALTH EVANS THEATER

30,409,862

1939

1943

MCA

CHARTERED

"(1.835,419)
3,177,312

7,924,126-

1938
183,393

1942

seven companies aggregated a net
loss of $50,574,432 in 1932 and a net
loss of $5,243,822 in 1933. No Paramount report is included in the 1933 other."
Final preparations for the contotal.
The average total annual earnings clave, which will be climaxed by a
of the companies for the 15-year testimonial dinner to National Allied
period, 1932-1946 was $32,069,879, President, Jack Kirsch, are being
and for the 13 years between 1934 completed by E. Thornton Kelly, convention manager, who reports reand 1946, $41,297,418.
Each of the seven companies in the ceipt of an overflow of reservations
financial years ended in 1946 sur- that will tax the number of availpassed its average annual earnings able rooms and suites.
for the 12-year period or either of
the six-year groups and, on the basis
Rosenield Resigns from
of most recent interim reports, will
be far ahead of the average in perito Join Lou Bunin
ods ending this year.
Columbia reported a net of $2,935,Paul Rosenfeld has resigned as
000 for the 39 weeks since its annual head of the MCA West Coast legal
report of last June, which, if con- department to become a vice-presitinued at the same rate would total dent of Lou Bunin Prods. Rosenfeld
$3,813,312 for the year. Other in- will fly to Paris late this monthto
terim reports and projections in- negotiate a world wide distribution
clude: Loew's, 28 weeks— $8,596,779, agreement for "Alice in Wonaerannual
$15,965,404; Paramount, land," Bunin production to be prothree months— $7,822,000 (not in- duced in Paris for release next year.
cluding undistributed earnings of
partly owned subsidiaries), annual
and the others, except Columbia, are
$31,287,996.
RKO, three months
$2,270,683, calendar as well as financial years.
Average earnings of the seven com20th-Fox,
annual
13
$9,082,728;
weeks— $5,897,603, annual— $23,590,- panies for the 12-year period, 1934424; Universal, 13 weeks— $756,543, 1945, and the two six year periods,
annual— $3,026,140, and Warners, six 1934-1939 and 1940-1945, were as folmonths
$28,- lows:
$14,013,000, annual
$982,695,
Columbia:
$1,196,653,
026,000.
$1,410,610; Loew's, $11,113,177, $10,Financial Years Vary

—

1937
1,317,771
14.426,026
6.045.103
1,821.165
8,617,114
*( 1.084,999)
5,876,182

16,330.018

this basis the

1945 was $34,788,390. For the six
years prior to the war, 1934-1939, the
average annual earnings of the companies was $22,002,838, more than
doubling to $47,573,943 for the subsequent six-year period, 1940-1945.
No earnings for Paramount is included for 1934 as the company was
being reorganized and no report was

1936

1941

N.

Average Net

average annual
earnings for the 12 years, 1934 to

On

1,008.835
7,479,897

.

1,568,860
11,076,822
6,012,250
2,485,911

1935

1934

Columbia
Loew's
Paramount

Seven Major Companies 1934-1946

Profits or Losses of

Another Big Financial

early in July with Zoltan

Korda

directing.

Anderson

Settling

—

%

Case

in the

uations actually showing a slight
gain over the 1946 receipts.
Taking a long-range view on the
optimistic side, it was generally
agreed by the spokesmen that a flow
of good product to theater screens
during the months ahead augured
well.

Sachson Back

Chicago Exhibs. Eye
Armoured Car Talks

—

Chicago
Theater operators are
watching developments in the threatened strike of armored car drivers. Theaters are affected as theater
collected

by

the

cars

be forced to employ extra guards to

from

deliver

Anderson being mailed

com-

ries.

panies for settlement.

are

delivered to banks.
If
wage
negotiations collapse, operators will

and

outside of court, with checks
to film

Desk

back at his desk after spending 10
days in the hospital for an appendectomy.

receipts

Chicago
Anderson Theater Circuit percentage case, filed by film
companies, is being closed this week,

at

Arthur Sachson, general sales manager of Samuel Goldwyn Prods, is

their

receipts

to

deposito-

i

.
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COUR T STB VS RO ADSHOW Ml) f OB 20th-f OH
UA Decision Today/ No Sale, Connors Seen In

HI

felly Elected

a

Director,

LAWRENCE HEADS SRO FOREIGN SALES

\nd Expected to be Named
To High Executive Berth

Multiple Run-Advanced Price Formula Used in the U.
To Be Employed for "Duel in the Sun'' Abroad

UA

S.

front,
Today is D-day on the
iary Pickford will either accept or
eject sometime this morning the
Appointment of Laudy Lawrence dustry since 1925 when he was Eu:. ffer submitted by the Si Fabian inas foreign sales manager for SRO- ropean rep. for Metro, with headcomr erests for her share of the
Vanguard was announced yesterday quarters in Paris, will operate from
any.
by President Neil
New York, but for at least the first
Discussions continued throughout Agnew at an inyear will travel extensively to set
esterday between Miss Pickford, her dustry
press
up SRO distribution abroad.
ttorney, Arnold Grant, the would-be luncheon at "21"
SRO has distribution deals for
urchasers, without resulting in a attended by com"Duel in the Sun" in England, France
d, ecision.
It is not known what ob- pany toppers, inand Mexico, but virtually the rest of
tacles have stood in the way of cluding Daniel T.
i
the foreign market is to be set,

Application is Made Upon
Decision to Roadshow
'Forever Amber/ 'Castile'
Clearing the way for the roadshow
presentation of "Forever Amber" and

;

"Captain from Castile," U. S. Supreme Court Justice Stanley F. Reed
has signed an order granting 20th-

'

Fox a further stay as to certain provisions of the Statutory Court's New
York equity suit decree.

I

l

B\

greement.
Queried as

I

residency would go to

•

to

whether

the

Tom

J.

UA
Con

(Continued on Page 7)
I

O'Shea,

Df

Agnew

chairman; Milton
Kramer, vice
prexy and general
counsel; Milton
Kusell,

Sanford Heads

board

general

M-G-M Promotions

ploitation

head,

and Robert Gillham, in charge of

LAWRENCE

William F. Rodgers, M-G-M vice- ad-publicity-exploitation in the East
resident and distribution chief, anLawrence, identified with the inounced yesterday the appointment
of Walter (Doc)
Banford to the SJ-1
Story
post of Chicago
district manager,

6-Months

replacing Sam
Shirley who will
make a special

survey for the
company in Hawaii.

Rodgers also

named William
Devaney, Chicago
assistant

branch

manager, to succeed Banford as
branch manager.

Buys Cost $1,500,000
Bringing

(Continued on Page 7)

Will Plan

Plans for a luncheon rally in midin
behalf of the amusement

July

Appeal

drafted at a meeting of
representative industry leaders called

be

by Barney Balaban
the Hotel Astor.

for

Ent. Will

Plan

Season Plans at Meet
West Coast Bureau

of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Monday

at

SRO's "Duel

in the

Sun"

will ring

up

and Balaban and Katz, regarding
(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 8)

—

night, due to the failure of negotiations between the Operators Union

DAILY
— U.THE FILM
and Swedish

Washington Bureau of

Washington

S.

negotiators have agreed that no import restrictions will be imposed on
American films, State Department
sources said yesterday.
Top officials of both countries have
reached a general trade arrange(

Continued on Page 6)

Two Ad Pix Prods. Deny
FTC Charges of Monopoly
Washington Bureau of

—

NCA

approximately 8,000 advanced
admission playdates, approximately
3,000 more than first envisioned and
about 3,500 more than GWTW's roadshow engagements, it was forecast
here yesterday by Neil Agnew, president of SRO.
Agnew, speaking at an industry
press luncheon at "21," was hesitant

B & K's Admiral and
Chicago
Drake Theaters closed Wednesday

U.S.-Sweden Pix Deal

THE FILM DAILJ

charges of monopolistic practices.
cussed at Enterprise Studios' first
In answer filed with the FTC,
annual planning meeting opening
United Film Service of Kansas City,
next Monday. All Enterprise star(Continued on Page 6)
ring and producing affiliates will attend the conferences on days when

/

B & K Houses Close Due
To Union Matinee Stand

Reach Agreement on

Washington
Two commercial
Hollywood Production policies and
advertising film producers and dissales and merchandising plans for
tributors yesterday d e n i ed FTC
the coming fiscal year will be dis-

(Continued on Page 7)

2

(Continued on Page 4)

New

May Top GWTW by 3,000, Says Agnew

UJA Luncheon Rally

will

expendi-

(Continued on Page 4)

8,000 Top Price 'Duel' Dates
/

iff td-Jttltf

division of the United Jewish

six-month

"Duel" is set to open in September
in five Mexico City theaters under
this policy, with 11 other houses to
follow in blocks of three and six.
Picture thu3 will run in Mexico City

(Continued on Page 7)

Banford was

BANFORD
Des
Moines
ranch manager for Goldwyn in 1924

its

ture for Broadway plays and novels,
published and others purchased from
galley proofs, to approximately $1,500,000, Universal has acquired film
rights to Arthur Miller's Broadway
hit, "All My Sons" for a price said
to be $200,000 against percentage.
Play, which recently won the New

Smith, 20th-Fox general
manager, announced last night
that Justice Reed had signed the

said.

Discussing the plans for handling
outside the U. S., SRO's president
stated that it was contemplated to
use the multiple run-advanced admission price formula, employed successfully here for "Duel," in foreign
countries.

sales manager;
Paul McNamara,
ad -publicity - ex-

Lis!

Andy

sales

to

Carry Ascap

Cases to High Court

—

Minneapolis One or both of two
music tax infringement suits now before the District Court here will be
carried

to

cording to
tral

the Supreme Court, acBen Berger, North-Cen-

Allied president.

NCA, he

said,

ready to test the legality of the
music tax collections with "some
additional approaches." Berger observed that he would not be surprised if the District Court held for
Ascap "under the circumstances"
which, he claims, favor the copyright
is

owners.

—
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16Vi
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153/4

Low

Chg.

15V4

Close
16'/2
153/4

437/8

431/4

435/b

Vs

Gen. Prec. Eq

183/4

183/4

Loew's,

22i/2

22
26

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts
East. Kodak
Inc

Paramount

261/4

RKO

—
183/4 —
22i/
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—
26
—
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12
12
117/g
Republic Pict
51/4
51/4
51/4
20th Century-Fox
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Universal Pict
Universal Pict.
Warner Bros
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Sh;

Kansas City.
and his wife, SUE CAROL,
turn to Hollywood today from Kansas City.

ALAN LADD

re-

HENRY CASS,

technical advisor for SGP's
"The Burning Cross," will be in New Orleans
June 24, to start nine-city plug tour for the
pic on the Klu Klux Klan.

ROY DISNEY and
cationing

in

wife and son are vaAtlantic City for a week.
his

JAMES ALLEN, head

of The Warner News,
to the Coast tnnight to arrange for transferring his headquarters to New York. He returns East with his family early in July.
flies

COL. NATHAN LEVINSON chief of the sound
department at the Warners' studio, arrives in
New York on Monday from the Coast.
LESTER COHEN, manager for Warners in
Panama, who is in New York for a vacation,
returns to his post in about 10 days.
FRED BELLIN, vice-president and sales manager

of
Astor Pictures, has returned after
visiting Philadelphia and Washington exchanges.

BENJAMIN ASTOR, of Columbia
former ANITA WARMBRANDT

Int'l

to

3
3i/

:::::

8
121/2

4/8

'.'-'.'.'

+

mately $520,000 in the first fou
JAY EISENBERG of the sales department.
weeks of its stay. Fourth week'
WILLIAM B. ZOELLNER, head of M-G-M's
hort sales and reprints, left Detroit yesterday "take" hit about $122,000, it was said
for Milwaukee.
Biz on the last day of the fig- - +
N. E. SAVINI, assistant to R. M. Savini of
week
hit a high of $17,200, asn.48»
Astor Pictures, who is visiting Midwest exchanges, now in Kansas City.
pared with the engagement's open
JOAN LESLIE, star of Eagle-Lion's "Repeat ing day gross of $16,800.
Performance," arrives in New York on Monday
While "The Ghost and Mrs. Muir'
for p.a.'s in connection with the
opening of

Path e

ESTHER WILLIAMS has arrived in Miami for
in "On An Island With You."
D. H. FINK, Ticket Register Company presi-

work

MAURICE CHEVALIER
day on the

Assoc.
Gen. Mgr. at Laffmovie

May Produce
in East

David O. Selznick, whose producresumes

for

general foreign sales
ager for Screen Guild Prods., who has
returned after a survey of the European
market, leaves Monday for the Coast.

manjust

t.lm

Prod, of "B" Pix

Hampered

Jurisdictional Strife

Hollywood

of

—

cannot be made

setup and

thousands of visiting firemen,
who, if old shots are utilized, quickly spot them when pix reach their
;he

home towns and

react critically.
"Portrait of Jennie" production unit
was here during Winter and photographed location scenes in Central Park, Boston Harbor and other
spots but shooting was suspended
temporarily pencing script changes

suggested by Selznick.
Paul Osborn did the re-write chore

THE FILM DAILY

jurisdictional

disputes,

Fred Steele, Monogram studio executive, told the House Labor SubCommittee here.
"If we don't get relief, market
will be flooded with re-issues and
thousands will remain unemployed,"

M.

J.

Herrick,

.

.

Association at
terday. John
vee-pee; C. M.
ton, re-elected

.

.

in

Call:

.

McMillan, Washingsecretary,

MORE MODERN f
Switch to Filmack's

PREVUE

.

Your

TRAILER

6-0081-2-3-4

Film Stara*" find Srri>ir0

BONDED

FILM STORAGE
'"BO

Co., Inc.

BROADWAY.

N. Y. C.

operations.

.SERVICE.
Jilmack
1327

S.

WABASH

AVE.

CHICAGO

5.

ILL.
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"U" Declares 50c Dividend
Universal board yesterday declared
a quarterly dividend of 50 cents on
the common stock, payable July 31 to
holders of record on July 15.
S.

Shaifran

J.

Chadron,

manager

Dead

Neb.— S.

J. (Si) Shaffran,
of the Pace Theater, is dead.

\
|

He

is

survived by two daughters and

three sons.

the convention yesPoetker, Cincinnati,

r

M.M.
Sound and

We "Show"
Circle

Kodak Park
McMaster

LOS ANGELES
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
See your travel agent or phone

LExington 2-7100
TWA ticket office at
80 East 42nd St.

or visit

.

addition to our 35

RCA. High Fidelity
Simplex Projectors .

—

Rochester Donald McMaster yesterday was elected vice-president and
assistant general manager of Eastman Kodak Co., the board of direc
tors announced. McMaster, deputy
chairman of the Kodak, Ltd. board,
will take over certain responsibilities formerly discharged by Ivar N.
Hultman who will devote full time to

Candy Proxy

"SHORTER!

SCREENING ROOM
.

McMaster Named Eastman
V-P and Asst. Gen'l Mgr.

-

SNAPPIER!
our air conditioned

schools

Chicago
M. J. Herrick, Bismarck, North Dakota, was elected
president of th e Candy Wholesalers

scenes will be incorporated in the
final version of the film.

latest 16 MM. sound
equipment has been Installed

New York

ger.

and many of the original location

The

gents' week in the
a factor.

is

will return to Britain in
Class "B" pictures the Fall to arrange his affairs preunder present labor paratory to moving to Rochester.

West Coast Bureau

shooting at the RKO -Pa the studios
here next Monday, is mulling a second picture to be made in the metropolis, it was learned yesterday.
Story has a New York locale, and Steele predicted. He said that "we
decision to shoot here is said to be used to be able to budget a picture
influenced to no small degree by the to within five per cent. On our last
fact that available New York library film we went over 80 per cent over
stock shots are dated. Metropolitan estimate.
"acade has changed materially dur"Another studio missed its estiing the last few years, it was pointmate 200 per cent." Similar probed out. Also, there's the fact that
face Pine-Thomas according to
New York is again the mecca for lems
Herman A. Darstein, business mana-

Can
Felix Bilgrey has been appointed
associated general manager of Laffmovie-V Newsreel Corp. He will take
over booking locally and for theaters
in Boston and Baltimore.

Europe toMauretania. Shipmates will inLESSER, president of American
leaves

WILLIAM PIZOR,

8

Named

S.S.

New Yoik con-

clude ARTHUR
Newsreels, and DICK RICHARDS, film editor of
the London Sunday Pictorial.

By

tion of "Portrait of Jennie"

In

Bilgrey

director

for Australasia, arrived today, via plane from
Sydney and San Francisco, and will attend the
company's convention next month.

dent, returned to Chicago from
ferences yesterday.

scheduled to follow the Rank pic
on next Thursday, it is possible thai
"Great Expectations" may reach the
control figure for a sixth stanza. Reis

1.

RALPH DOYLE RKO Radio managing

OVER THE COUNTER
Cinecolor

Broadway July

rilm at the Rivoli on

l/

Bid
Asked
55/8
6
6 'A
51/4

I

to-

BEZAHLER and

of

Havana.

Second Feature

RODGERS, vice-president
manager for M-G-M, returns

F.

sales

from Chicago as do JOEL

iay

end

Brooklyn,
who were married last Sunday at the
Park Central Hotel, are on a brief vacation
the

trip

WILLIAM
general

"Great Expectations," which start
ed its fifth week at Radio City Musiand Hall yesterday, rolled up approxi

.}

Hollywood

to

Fletcher.

Moxon

Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone.
Jean Pierre Meys.
110 Rue des Paquerettes.
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copen
hagen^Van Loese.
John Ferdicari
Via Ludovisi 16. Phone, 42758. MONTEVIDEO
Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito 597.
CITY
Dorothy Neal, Calle de
Paris 12.
19

UY

player, arrives

appearances.

radio

for

from

MONTREAL— Selznick

VANCOUVER—

St.

today

Monday for Detroit.
VERONICA LAKE has returned

leaves

Saffar,

Ray Carmichael, Room

vice-president

charge of production and studio operation,
leave the Coast by plane tomorrow fo;
homo office conferences. He expects to remain in New York a couple of weeks.
in

will

of 'Expectations'

Totaled $520,000 at Hall

cominG (md GoinG

AiinunMt
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Save time with

TWA

AIRFREIGHT
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)uMont

to

"BR**-*

ALONG

Address

ATA Tax Proposal
Set For Congress

&T0NJ Opening Meet

Es

Dr. Allen B. DuMont will address
he opening session of the Atlantic
^convention of the Allied TheaOwners of
L

The Week's Curtain

Jew Jersey on

•

he subject of

has taken on added duties since the recent appointment oi Herb
GoldCopelan to handle the company's Latin-American theaters
berg now is in charge oi home-oiiice supervision oi the New York Strand
and Hollywood. ... • Donald Mackenzie, who directed Pearl White's

After a telephone conversation yesterday with Representative Harold S.
Knutson, chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee, Robert
W. Coyne, executive director of
the American Theaters Association,
stated that his organization's recom-

Falls
HARRY GOLDBERG. Warner

,

was announced

esterday by Ed
.achman, ATONJ

"Perils oi Pauline" serial, will

•resident.

Lachman

also

Michael

)eAngelis and air
exionditioning
<ert Arthur Sorof
p, president
»4he Armo Cooling
U.nd Ventilating
•Company, will be
DuMONT
rniong the openig day speakers.
At the head of the additions to the
st of those expected to be present
re Ted Gamble, chairman of the

Paramount says

i

.merican Theaters Assoc, Robert W.
>yne, executive director, and A. W.
chwalberg, vice-president and gen-

Herb
Rosen

t Jat
loldenson,

Gillis,

of Philadelphia; Harry
Monogram; and Jerome

Orange, N.

[ridel,

Eagle-Lion Films.
Willie Cohen and

J.

Registration for the convention has
ow passed the 400 mark.

government Reports Office
tfade Penniless; FCC Cut
THE FILM DAILY
Washington
By a voice vote
he House has passed the indeendent offices appropriation bill
without any important amendments,

—

"he bill goes to the Senate now withut a cent of the $600,000 asked by
he budget bureau of the Office of

Jovernment Reports, which includes
he White House pix liaison office.
cut of $875,000 in the budget re-

A

uest for the Federal Communicaion3 Commission is also included,
"he FCC receives $6,000,000, according to the House bill.
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signs

adorn

walls.
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Ljree tin a a

Second and

type oi movie

At one time, the 3rd N.
of

New

and

Jersey

part

assignment

of

of

Now

than 43 stations

third choices are mysteries

which comprises

D..

are

there

all oi

Eddie Laughton
Scott

R.

W.

E.

Wade

Van A. Nomikos
Ralph Block

Banford
Solly

Kann

Judy Tuvim

more

for

Kaye was handed

13

for this district

when he

the

returned

—

—

OClock" played the Senate, Spiingiield (111.), to get his town's timepieces working on selling tickets for him
Dave promoted a whole
series of features in the local press based on "Springfield's Famous
Cocks," and the resultant publicity for the aptly-titled film made him
hum like a Swiss movement. ... • Laudy Lawrence's new deal with
SRO calls for his exclusive services. ... • Dan Cupid has invaded
THE FILM DAILY editorial dept.
Bemice Kornblum, Ye Editor's Girl
Friday, walked in yesterday with a diamond on that tell-tale ring finger.
. Lucky chap's name is Hal Shipman
.

.

.

.

.

V

V
•

•

UNTIL RECENTLY, Howard Cohn, manager of Century's
Vogue, in Brooklyn, had a rather simple way of avoiding prolonged
discussions with patrons alter the day's last show had been concluded
His stock comment, when it seemed the conversation would last
far into the night, was: "Sony to break this up, old man, but I have to
The line worked with phenomenal success
get home to the wife"
until the other night, at the Vogue, where the clientele is definitely
"different"
When Howie went into this "have to get home" routine.
the patron responded: "That's all right, I'll drive you"
Cohn now is
looking for a new angle

T
•

•

•

and

at the

V

BOB WILLIAM, one-time
studio, and now connected

T
Warners' publicist

outdoor shooting

in

New

York

with the helicopter industry, has

a successful demonstration

carried out

•

•

in

the

use of helicopters

for

ASC. William
employing a special

In association with Paul Ivanhoe,

many years

•

story

i.t

i.t

The Congressman urged Coyne to
emphasize in his recommendations to
the Committee the amount of revenue that would accrue to the government as a result of ATA's proposal.

Johnston to Be Welcomed,
Feted By Belgian Leaders
Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY

MPAA

yesterday
revealed details of President Eric
A. Johnston's expected visit to Brussels, where
he will be feted by
ranking government and diplomatic
officials.

MPAA

The
head will arrive in
Brussels on June 24. On that day
he will be given a dinner by the
Prince Regent. A reception the same
day will be attended by government
and diplomatic officials June 25:
Johnston will hold a press conference.
June 26: Dinner by Belgian- American
Society and MPAA, to be attended by
prime minister, foreign minister,
cabinet and other officials. June 27:
for Belgian
Reception by
exhibitors and other motion picture
personnel. June 28: Luncheon for

MPAA

Johnston and U. S. legation, if Ambassador Kirk is in Brussels, or
cocktail party by charge d'affaires.
On June 29, Johnston will leave
for The Hague. It is now expected
that Johnston will also visit Czechoslovakia.

Sam

Seidelmcm

Sam
eign

to

Seidelman,

chief,

is

in

Move
Eagle-Lion forthe

process

of

moving from the Pathe Building to
the company's recently - acquired
space in the building at 1560 Broadway. The move further consolidates
E-L's operations, with all departments of the company now occupying

about filming an Indian

in the desert

M„

near Gallup, N.
.

:.:

theater admissions.

shooting his "They Passed This

War sequence while
which stunt men were
doing simulated hand-to-hand lighting.
"Boys." one of his assistants
said to the players, "we gotta really rough this one up.
This is
supposed to be war. not play.
War is war you remember what
Sherman said, don't you?" . "No. What did Sherman say?"
"This
is the lousiest light shot he's seen in all his years as a producer!". .....
a

mendation for a change in the existing tax upon theater admissions
would be forwarded to Washington
sometime next week.
Knutson emphatically denied a report published yesterday that Republican leaders, vexed by President
Truman's veto of the tax bill, had instructed the Ways and Means Committee to prepare excise legislation
that would cut the existing levies on
so-called luxury services including

adjoining space.

T

V

HARRY SHERMAN, now

relays

on location

$
Oscar Neu

York, part

He remained on the job when
he became a civilian last September. ... • Davey Jones Kerasotes
took time out when "Johnny
p. a., not the famous locker merchant

Way,"

i.t

June 22

New

as a lieutenant from his tour of duty

T

Dunlap

June 21
Helen Costello
Jane Russell
Ben Piazza
W. E. Banford
Jinx Falkenburg
John S. Harrington
Russel

and dramas

handled bookings

Connecticut,

movie rep. and booker

Katherine Booth
Gail Patrick

Flynn

'.hat

While

Lee Kaye, th'other p.m., Phil M. picked up a
on preferences oi gobs stationed in the 3rd Naval District
Seems that the boys in blue like musicals more than any other

thusiast for

June 20
Errol

•

.

some 35 mm. footage from a helicopter
mount
The idea showed itself to be especially adaptable in filmDoing this shooting from a helicopter speeds
ing chase sequences
up the process by eliminating the necessity of laying down costly dolly
William has been an aviation entracks and other preparations

GDirtridai

J->end

.

.

facts

recently shot
I

And

has candy butchers

still

still

Thsater

To give you an idea.

shootin' the breeze with

iew

•

Washington Bureau of

Comet

that the

"Don't-spit-on-lhe-floor"

;

klso

be among those attending Paramount's

expedition really promises to be something

lr

ial sales chief of

advertising-publicity

circuit's

Comet Theater press preview on Tuesday

that

evealed
rchitect

•

chief,

heater television,
t

•

.

in

.

.

.

.

.
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Jensen-Brown

Omaha

— Hazel

Brown

Jensen,

RKO

bill-

to Dwane.
in Council Bluffs, la.

ing clerk,

was married

W.
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URGES EXHIBS. JOIN AN ASSOCIATION
For

U

Wehrenberg Claims Representative Organizations Working
With Social Groups Best for Anti-Legislative Drives

of Rochester

—

Rochester
Establishment of
George Eastman House, Inc., to serve
as a world historical and cultural
center for the display and demonstration of the art and science of
photography in all its branches, is
announced in a joint statement by
Alan Valentine, president of the University of Rochester, and Thomas J.
Hargrave, president of Eastman

Kodak

Exchange Strike

—Well

organized, repre- some non-member exhibitor to join.
sentative and militant exhibitor or- "The future," he emphasized, "will
require more and more effort, energy
ganizations, working closely with
and co-operation from trade associagroups such as PTA organizations tions."

Louis

|

and Better Film Councils, are best

Wehrenberg

able to fight threats of political censorship, Fred Wehrenberg,
president, stated in a bulletin to

MPTOA

Co.
Project is set up as an educational members.
campaigns
Pointing
out
that
institute to serve as an instruction
and demonstration center by joint against censorship are often successful because of these factors, Wehrenaction of the University, the State
Board of Regents and Eastman Ko- berg urged that the thousands of exmembers of exhibitor
dak. Institute will be located in the hibitors not
groups should be urged to join. "The
late George Eastman's mansion on
East Ave., which he bequeathed to decision as to which association to
ultimately rests with the indithe University at the time of his join
head said, but
death in 1932, as a home of the vidual," the MPTOA
every exhibitor owes it to himself
School's president.
and his industry to belong to a state
Expected to be in operation within or regional organization.
two years, the institute will not be
Wehrenberg said the membership
merely a museum but will provide "a task is a personal one, to be underdynamic demonstration of the history taken by exhibitors who belong to asand continuing progress of photog- sociations. Each member, he urged,
raphy in all its stages." Eastman should make it his business to get
House will hold the historical photographic collection assembled over
a 30-year period by Eastman and
then by Eastman Kodak Co.
Motion picture equipment included
in a collection of historical equipment includes some of the earliest

-Fox Gels Stay

Order on Roadshows

1

that in drives
against censorship and other adverse
legislation
the best job can be
done in cooperation with the social
groups. With the campaign spearheaded by PTA of Better Film organizations, it becomes an unselfish
fight. More of this type co-operation
is needed, the MPTOA president said,
as it turns potential enemies into
friends, removing the threat of boysaid

cott, picketing, etc.

With attacks on the industry
greater now than ever before, at both
national and local levels, Wehrenberg holds it is time to lay plans for
the elimination of these difficulties,
first by strong exhibitor ties, and then
through co-operation with patrons.
"Fights and friction debilitate,"
Wehrenberg concluded, "co-operation
strengthens."

LaudyLawrenceHeads

SRO Foreign

Sales

Hits

French Theaters
Paris

St.

June 20, 1947!

:

(By Cable)— Timing

thei

move

to coincide with the practice o
changing film bills on Wednesday-«x
change employes and film de^ fcj
services went out on strike Wed.8.fes
day night. As a result first-run thea
ters on the Champs Elysees and sub

i

sequent runs scattered through thi
Paris area will be compelled to hol<
over their shows until the labor situ
ation

Strike affects al

is alleviated.

France and was ordered by the Con
federation Generale du Travail.

The

film union demands a mini
salary for its members oi
7,000 francs a month, a 40-hour worl
week and a weekly bonus of 30(
francs.
Move not only affects French distributors but also U. S., British anc
other foreign interests.
The three major department stores
in Paris, Galleries Lafayette, Auj

mum

Printemps, and Grand Magazin du
Louvre were closed, also due to laboi
difficulties.
Move spread to Paris
banks which were generally closed
for business yesterday.

Johnston

German

May

Attend
Pic Conference

Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Washington MPAA President Eric
cameras and projectors, with two of
Johnston still may attend the top
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
Armat's original projector models to
level conference on the German film
be added. There are also several of new stay order last Friday. By this through November, and there will be
situation with Assistant Secretary of
the Gaumont three-color projectors, stay, in addition to paragraph 8 of no time lapse between engagements.
Section 2 of the decree, relating to
The same plan, Agnew indicated, War H. C. Petersen, it was learned
dated 1912.
methods of selling, there is stayed was also likely for London. In Paris, yesterday.
paragraph 1, relating to the fixing three first runs will play "Duel" day
Conference, which will be held toHouses Close
of minimum admission prices, and and date, while in Brussels, some 18 morrow, definitely will include Irv2 B &
paragraph 9, relating to arbitrary or 20 simultaneous runs are in the ing Maas and Francis Harmon.
To Union Matinee Stand
Jonnston is expected to arrive in
refusals of demands of exhibitors for cards.
runs.
Agnew
said that both superimposed Washington late today, prior to his
(Continued from Page 1)
His company did not seek a stay as title and dubbed versions would be departure for Europe on Sunday.
elimination of week-day matinees at to any other of the provisions, either used in the foreign market, the for- Wnile Johnston may miss the conthese houses.
in the original application for stay mer being first employed. Dubbed ference with Secretary Petersen, he
Union contends these houses made by all the defendants, or in the versions will not be available for is expected to contact former Secreshould have both matinees and night application resulting in the recent three or four months.
tary of State James F. Byrnes.
shows every day. B & K executives stay, Smith pointed out.
Still in doubt, too, is whether Eric
officials
some
say they notified union
It is reported, without confirma- Lawrence Under Examination Pommer will attend the conierence.
time ago that they wanted to elimExpected to attend the conlab, in adtion, that 20th-Fox may employ the
In Contract Suit vs. Korda
inate week-day matinees, as they
dition, to those mentioned, are Brig.
multiple booking - advanced admiswere unprofitable, and just to mainUnder
redirect examination Laudy Gen. Robert McCiure and two reprepolicy now being utilized by
sions
tain night shows and Saturday and
for "Duel in the Sun" for "For- Lawrence yesterday explained that sentatives Irom the New York office
Sunday matinees. They hope to re- SRO Amber" and possibly for
ever
"Cap- he got no remuneration Irom various of CAD.
open matter next week for adjustdeals complained of by Sir Alexander
tain from Castile."
ments.
Korda when he broke an employment Ohio Unemployment Rates Cut
contract with Lawrence. Suit will be
Columbus, O. Unemployment tax
Solons to Probe Film
continued today before N. Y. Su- rates for Ohio exhibitors are slashed
Brussels Fete Offers
Unions for Racketeering
preme Court Justice Bernard Botein. approximately 50 per cent under an
'Down to Earth 9 Today
amendment passed by the Legislature
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Mich. Tournament on Monday
and now awaiting signature by the
ColumBrussels (By Wireless)
Irving C. McCann,
Hollywood
Detroit Variety Club of Michigan Governor. 110 of Onio joined with
bia's "Down to Earth," in Technicolcounsel for the House Labor Comwill hold its annual golf tournament other state-wide business groups in
or, with Rita Hayworth, will be the
mittee, announced that the commiton Monday at the Birmingham Coun- bacKing the measure.
chief U. S. work on display at the
here
tee will conduct an inquiry
try Club. Ticket sales are in charge
International Film Festival today.
this week into suspected racketeerof Sydney Bowman, United Artists
Tomorrow, ''It's A Wonderful
ing by unions in film industry, with
branch manager.
Life," from RKO, will be shown and
Rep. Carroll D. Kearns presiding.
on Sunday "To Each His Own,"
If preliminary inquiry warrants, a
from Paramount.
larger sub-committee will be sent J. J. Goodstein Dead
Next week the program will inDenver J. J. Goodstein, 66, ophere later in the year, McCann said.
TERRY RAMSAYE, Editor of Motion Picture
clude "Carnegie Hall," to be shown
Among those subpoened or in proc- erator of the Rialto, Haxtun, Col., Herald,
is suffering from a sty on his eye which
Monday, and on the following day,
ess of being subpoened are Pat died at his home here after a heart has required two trips for surgery.
"The Egg and I."
Casey, Donald M. Nebon, Edward attack. He is survived by his wife,
MORTON SUNSHINE, Editor of Independent
Nassour and Roy M. Brewer.
Film Journal, is ill at
Amu.
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He takes the words
right out of her mouth • • •
the microphone boom man takes the
words "right out of the mouth" of
correlates sound
actor or actress

duced on the screen. A great part of
the reality which is so essential to a
picture's success depends on the boom
man's skill and on his close cooperation with the sound mixer.

with action so that clarity and proper
perspective are always maintained.
Thanks :o him, today's motion pictures have the freedom of action which

man's success are superior sound films
films, which have the quality, so
uniformly found in Eastman Films, of

BY

his interpretive use of

— his

skill

in anticipating

.

was

lost

.

equipment
motion

.

when sound was

first

intro-

And
.

.

equally essential to the

.

assuring faithful reproduction.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER

4,

N. Y.

BRULATOUR, INC., DISTRIBUTORS
FORT LEE
CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

J. E.

•

boom

Friday,
:

Reach Agreement on

Population Decline
Seen for St, Louis

U.S.-Sweden Pix Deal
1)

will

coming

the

—

Population of St.
decline by 86,020 within

Louis

St.

Louis

(Continued from Page
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smaller than

years,

was

making
in

Ad

Pix Prods.

FTC

Monopoly Charges

Deny

(Continued from Page
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Hollywood
Vine Yard
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RALPH
WILE
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1920, it
Planning

Mo., and Motion Picture AdvertisHOLLYWOC
ment giving American films "special
"
predicted by the Social
is
ing Service of New Orleans, denied
ARTHUR RANK and John Davis £ J -r
consideration," described as a firm
J.
Council on the basis of a report by
guilty
unfair
they
have
been
J
of
the
in
late
March
turn
to
U.
S.
f 4^6
protection of the U. S. film, position
its research director, Dr. Edward B.
methods of competition, tending to April according to present plans. Rank ai
in the Swedish market.
Olds. On the other hand the St.
a
restrain
create
motrade
and
Davis, together with Jock Lawrence w
Restrictions, however, will be imLouis City Planning Commission has
nopoly."
leave London in January on a three-mon
posed on the amount of remittances
estimated that by 1970 the City's
attacked
the
The
two
companies
trip which will take them to South Afric
transferable from Sweden, under
population will rise to 900 000 from
jurisdictional
complaint
on
Australia, New Zealand and Honolulu a
the arrangement. This restriction
its present 840,000, if "an attractive
contended
that
the
grounds
and
then to the States.
Patricia Medina (Mi
may range up to 50 per cent. Since
environment for living will be delong-term,
legality
of
exclusive
dealRichard Greene) now at 20th-Fox in "Tl
Sweden has a critical dollar exv e o p e d throughout the city to
ing contracts challenged by the FTC Foxes of Harrow" is being mentioned
change problem, some restrictions
counteract current decentralization
was settled in a previous case before that lot for the femme lead in "The Wa
were expected. American film comtrends."
the Commission.
of Jericho," if negotiations with Metro
panies, apparently felt that the reThe answers declare that in a pro- whom she is under contract) can be workt
mittance limitations would be preceeding against Screen Broadcast out
First Charlie Chan pix since tl
ferred to any import quota.
Corp. and others, the Commission death of Sidney Toler will be "Murder I
The general trade arrangement
"refused"
to
order
the
respondents,
Alphabet" with Roland Winters playir
provided that Sweden will restrict
including United and MPA, to cease the lead
Producer Irving Cummin;
imports according to that country's
and
desist
from
entering
into
"inplans to try something new in "The Sig
ability to pay. The conclusion, thus,
dividual
contracts"
with
motion
picof The Ram" to heighten dramatic momen
is that Sweden will import less, so
ture exhibitors for the exclusive of the pix. Idea is to use tinted fil;
that the country will be in a better
privilege of exhibiting advertising stock for emotional content of differer
position to provide payment. AmeriOver 700 guests are expected to atfilms in theaters owned or controlled sequences, such as amber for' day, blu
can companies will be given the tend today's ITOA testimonial to
by such exhibitors.
for night and a silver rose for romant
choice of restrictions on imports
Smith, Jr., 20th-Fox general
Stating that the contracts are interludes.
with no limitations on transfer of A. W.
remittances, or no import quotas but sales manager; William C. Gehring, "legal in all respects," the companies said that they have exclusive
a restriction on remittance transfers. assistant general sales manager, and
screening agreements with only a 'Industry Film' Coordinate
It is the definite feeling here that Ray Moon, head of the Yankee sales
"small percentage" of the total
the U. S. companies will agree to
Shortly
division. Luncheon will be held in the number of theaters in the United
the ban on import quotas. The SwedStates. Each denies that it is one
ish delegation agreed to a special Hotel Astor's Belvedere Room.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
of the nation's largest producers
meeting with representatives of Dais guests include: A. J. Balaban, and
Washington
Coordinator of th •!
distributors of commercial adU. S. film companies in Sweden.
Joseph Bernhard, A. H. Blank, Char- vertising films,
as alleged by the special "Industry Film Series" is ex
Details will be worked out with
les Boasberg, Harry Brandt, Leo
pected to be named shortly, it wa
U. S. companies on what restric- Brecher, Max A. Cohen, Jack Cohn, FTC.
learned yesterday. Film, formerl;
Two
other
companies,
Ray-Bell
of
transfer
tions will be placed on
Frank Damas, Ned E. Depinet, Irving Films, Inc., St. Paul, Minn., and known as the "This Is Hollywood
remittances. American companies
Dollinger, Oscar A. Doob, Si Fabian, Alexander Film Co., Colorado series is sponsored by the Motioi
last year transferred $2,750,000 from
Seymour Florin, Ted Gamble, Julius Springs, Colo., were named respon- Picture Academy.
special commit
Sweden.
Joelson and Harry Kalmine.dents in similar complaints, but tee headed by Peter Rathvon, RK(
There is a continuing high deAlso, Malcolm Kingsberg, Edward
prexy, is expected to name a co
mand for American motion pictures Lachman, Peter Levathes, Arthur have not yet filed their answers.
ordinator to supervise the entir<
Hearings will be held, FTC said.
in Sweden. American films represent
Mayer, William Michel, Robert Mochseries. Meanwhile, it was learne<
about 40-45 per cent of the total rie,
Lucy Monroe, Martin Moskowitz,
that an "Answer Print" of the firs
Swedish market and about 75 per John O'Connor, Ted O'Shea, Walter
Theaters
public question films should be forth
cent of the foreign pictures. Swedish
coming from Technicolor by the mid
Reade, Jr., Sam Rinzler, Sam Rosen, Stressed
Interstate
films account for about 40 per cent
Edward Rugoff, James Sauter, Chardie of next month.
of the total market.
Schlaifer, Fred Schwartz, Sol
les
Galveston
Film, "Power Behind The Nation'
Need
suburfor
new
strong
thus
have
a
American films
Schwartz, Sam Shain, George Skou- ban theaters and the showman's obli- production, is now being produced bj
position in Sweden and it is expected
Skouras,
Rodney
ras, Spyros P.
Gen.
gation to make entertainment avail- Warner Brothers.
that U. S. companies will agree to
H. Smith, David Weinstock, Edwin L. able for citizens of all communities
the arrangement which will protect
Weisel, Robert M. Weitman, and were stressed at the first post-war
this position.
Long Run
William White.
convention of Interstate Circuit man- "Jolson Story" Ends
Remittances not transferable at
"The JoM
Chicago
Columbia's
agers,
in session here throughout
this time may be blocked or may be
tomorrow.
son Story" ends a 26-week run air
Air Conditioning
invested in Sweden. Details will be
Apollo Theater nextKarl Hoblitzelle, Interstate presi- the B &
worked out with U. S. company repRestricted
dent spoke on the need in show busi- week, with Universal-International's f
resentatives.
ness of efficient economic manage- "Stairway to Heaven" booked to suc-^
Kansas City Theaters here and in ment and operation before the as- ceed. Another English-made U-I reother parts of Jackson and Clay sembled 192 managers and assistants lease, "Odd Man Out," opens next
Counties may be affected this Sum- meeting with home office executives. week at the Garrick.
Construction engineers and insurmer by a ruling of the Missouri Public
Service Commission giving the ance department heads also spoke at
Kansas City Power and Light Co. the the first sessions which continued
June 20: N. Y. Exhibitors and Industry to honor
right to curtail power service for throughout the day.
Andy Smith, William C. Gehring and Fied
for Australia
Moon at luncheon. Hotel Astor, New York large scale air conditioning plants.
City.
Order became necessary in the face
to
A new
Sydney (By Air Mail)
July 18-20: Monogram managers and franchise of increasing demands for electrical
system of grading for pictures will
holders meeting, Milwaukee.
Films
service coupled with the company's In Theater
be sought of the Commonwealth
July 18-20: Monogram-Allied Artists convention,
inability to secure new equipment.
Government by the South Australian
Milwaukee.
Lee Strasberg and Anderson Lawthe regulations, the power
Under
Council for Social Services. Grading
June 23-25: Associated Theater Owners of Inlor have formed a combine to operate
diana mid-Summer convention. Lake Wow«- company may restrict the use of currequested is as follows: A, films
play
producer
Broadway
a
both
as
see, Indiana.
rent for cooling systems of more
suitable for adults only; B, suitable
filmmaker.
Plans
Hollywood
and
as
a
June 24-26: New Jersey Allied convention Oi»d than 10 horsepower to five or less
and children over 16
for adults
theater equipment show. Ambassador Hotel, daylight hours.
Necessity for re- call for the development of material
years; C. especially suitable for
Atlantic City.
presentation,
with
theater
tricted service on a particular cus- for legit
childen; and F, suitable for family
June 25: Annual outing Paramount employes.
tomer will be decided by the utility, successful ventures and stories to be
Longshore Country Club, Westport, Conn.
exhibition.
or
with the customer to be reimbursed either produced by themselves
July 7: RKO sales conclave. Hotel Waldorf-Aisold to Hollywood producers.
for his loss on a specified scale.
toria. New York City.
city

it

'
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New Grading System
Asked

New Combine
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Operate

—

, day, June
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f
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Will Plot

eason Plans

No

New
at

Meet

Sale of

UA; See Connors
(Continued from Page

UA board meetArthur W. Kelly was elected
a director, replacing Rex Dening,

nant, resigned. Kelly, who represents Chaplin, is understood
slated for a high executive berth
official setup, with the
in the
election likely to coincide with
that of Connors, if, as and when.

I

*

™

of

Eugene Aram," an

irbara Stanwyck
]airo Incident."

dency would go to Connors, who
recently stepped down as vicepresident in charge of distribution for 20th-Fox. Connors was
at 20th-Fox yesterday; he still
has a five-year advisory contract
with that company.

untitled

production,

and

Those expected to attend include
grid Bergman, Charles Boyer, John
]
Stanwyck, Joel
"Urfield, Barbara
;

5'cCrea,
learer,

Ginger Rogers, Norma
David Lewis, Harry Sher-

fan, R. B. Roberts, Wolfgang ReinTirdt, Lewis Milestone and Jack
jliggs.
u From New York will come George

UA

(Continued from Page

when

the

company

1

merged

with

Metro and retained the post with the

new M-G-M. In 1936 he was named
St. Louis manager and two years
later was transferred to head the
Chicago branch.

Devaney joined the company as a
poster clerk in Cincinnati in 1929
and became successively booker, ofKelly has had a long career with fice manager and salesman in the
UA, having served as treasurer and
later vice-president. In his capacity
officer, he held executive
as a
sales posts in both domestic and forKelly resigned
eign distribution.
in 1944 to become assofrom

informed, it was
well
ably
learned last night that the odds
were against the sale of UA, and
that in all probability, the presi-

deliv-

discussed for the
4'iy, plans will be
.7-48 production schedule, including "Wild Calendar," "Proud Desay," "Pursuit of Love," "The Pasj

Jm

List

1)

At yesterday's

1)

ms completed and ready for

Banford Heads

Kelly a Director; Slated for Exec. Post

nors in the event the Fabian bid is
rejected, Miss Pickford said that
^Btters relating to their activities
"Mr. Connors is one of the most imdiscussion.
Tie under
pressive individuals I've met" but
1
One entire session will be given that the decision was not wholly hers
await further disp the program for the com- and would have to
cussions with the other owners of
$4,000,000 production of "Arch
UA.
I Triumph." In addition to work on
From other sources, presum(Continued from Page

In

UA

UA

;

ciated with J. Arthur Rank and has
since been active with his own indie

production activities.

Crawford, Ginsberg Are

U-I Six

Among

Buys

Pix' Top Salaried

|

Months ^tory

Up

to $1,500,000

!

(Continued from Page 1)
Philadelphia—Harry Warner and
Critics Circle Award, and which
York
Jack L. Warner received $182,300 is running at the Coronet, where it
f1
Schaefer, vice-president in charge and $18t,100, respectively, to place opened Jan. 29, will be one of U-I's
distribution, and Fred Polangin, them among the top salaried Holly- top pix for next year, with Chester
astern publicity director. E. J. wood execs, last year, according Erskine scripting and producing.
lurchill of

Donohue & Coe, Enter-

annual salary report readvertising agency, is expected to an SEC
Walter Blake, account ex- leased yesterday.
utive, is already at the studio.
Other executives that ranked
Meeting will be conducted by among the top listings were:
avid L. Loew, board chairman;
Barney Balaban, $159,000; Y.Frank
and
president,
Einfeld,
narles
Freeman,
$132,500; Adolph Zukor,
will
be
:haefer. Also in attendance
•seph C. Gilpin, Robert Taplinger, $136,400; Henry Ginsberg, $219,500;
Sam Pinanski, $144,102; M. J. Mul11 Blowitz, David Hopkins and Colin
lin, $144,102 and Hal Wallis, $150,iller.
United Artists distribution cshed- 000, all received from Paramount.
Joan Crawford was paid $400,000
es and advertising campaigns for
\e remainder of this season's prod- by Warners. Bing Crosby and Bob
Hope were paid $250,300 and $275,it will be examined, and policy in
gard to release and advertising 000, respectively. Paramount also
hedules, both domestic and foreign, paid Ray Milland $234,166. Dennis
Morgan received 8261,000. Michael
ill be determined.
Curtiz, Warner director, was paid
In 1945 Charles Boyer,
$258,000.
abian Theaters Meeting
comparison showed, was top-salaried
•f's Set for July 15-16
plaver with $207,500
iti
It was pointed out all salaries rePanel and open forum discussions ported to the SEC are gross figures
l all phases of circuit and theater
before taxes, Federal and state. Fedaeration problems will highlight eral tax slices 50 per cent from the
isiness sessions of the initial post $100,000 bracket scaling up to 68 per
i:
ar Fabian Theaters Corp. conven- cent on $500,000.
to be held in the Hotel Astor,
Jon,
aly 15 and 16. Two days of busi- Dan Bikos Dead
2ss meetings will be followed by a
Gary, Ind.— Dan Bikos, 52, a pio„i,Dlf tournament and party at the neer Steel City motion picture theaClub, ter owner and operator, died in his
Country
reakness
Hills
J
'ayne, N. J., on July 17, according home from a heart attack. Bikos, two
plans formulated by Si Fabian, brothers, Nick and Pete, and a
president, and Sam Rosen, vice-presi- counsin, James, came to Gary 35
3nt and general manager.
years ago from Greece, and opened
Key addresses to serve as back- the Gem movie theater. Today the
round for discussions will be made brothers are operating the Roosevelt,
w Fabian and Rosen to the assem- Indiana
theaters.
Tolleston
and
ed home office employes, district James now owns and operates the
.anagers, regional publicity reps, Roxy and 5th Avenue motion picture
.

•^•ise

attend.

j

1

j.

i

ty

managers and house managers.

obert Goodman Dead
Baltimore Robert Goodman, who
aerated the Ideal Theater here for
is brother Julius Goodman, died of
heart attack.

;

it

is

DEVANEY

same

SHIRLEY

In 1946, after four years
city
salesman in Chicago and several
months later became assistant branch
in

office.

the

Army, he was named

manager.

Shirley will leave the States shortGreat," by Thomas Duncan, which
ly on his Hawaiian assignment, a
Lippincott will publish; "The Great
survey similar to one he made some
Snow," novel by Henry Robinson
years ago.
of Reader's Digest, on the Simon &

'Mortal Coils," colshort stories by Aldous
Huxley, and "Thunder on the Hill,"
which is scheduled for Fall shoot-

Schuster

lection

list;

of

Baehr Bros.-Ben Berger
Settle Old Conflict

—

ing.

Minneapolis
Baehr Bros, have
put their Chief and Bemidji Theaters, Bemidji, and the Andria and
State, Alexandria, into the booking
combine headed by Ben Berger,
North-Central Allied president. Move
ends a years'-old battle between the
two interests, stemming back to when
the Baehrs opened a house in opposition to Berger at Brainerd. Battle
To Fete Weems June 30
Baltimore— Rounding out 40 years continued to Bemidji with the Baehrs
acquiring control of the two houses
of show business, Nick O. D. Weems
of conflict.
testimonial there after many years
will be honored guest at

Three of Broadway's plays were
purchased during the season just
closed by U-I. The company paid
$250,0000 against percentage for
"Another Part of the Forest," $200,000 plus percentage for "Song of
Norway" and $100,0000 for "Are
You With It?"

dinner on June 30

a
at the

Variety

The affair is being sponsored Piccadilly Suit Hearing Set
by a group of Baltimore exhibitors.
Piccaddily Theater anChicago
Frank H. Durkee is chairman of a ti-trust hearing before Federal Judge
committee which includes Rodney Sullivan set for next Wednesday.
Club.

—

Collier, Fred Schmuff, Sam Taber,
Isador M. Rappaport and Roger
Pippen. Until recently Weems was
Baltimore rep for Columbia.

Investigate Tavern Shows
Minneapolis State fire marshal's
office has launched an investigation
into the nightly free showings of 16
theaters.
mm. films at the Spanish Villa Tavern to determine if the showing is in
Allied Unit Opens Office
compliance with laws enforced by the
Denver
Allied Rocky Mountain marshal. A formal complaint was
Independent Exhibitors has opened registered by Sam Kane, executive
offices at 921 21st St., with Joe Ashby, director of North-Centra! Allied. Tavgeneral manager, in charge.
ern is north of St. Paul.

—

—

indicated, is now
committed to a policy of annexing
stage hits and literary properties,
and it is understood that deals for
others are in negotiation. Among
recent acquisitions are "Gus the

Universal,

—

Master Plan to Fix
Aussie Theater Sites

—

A master
(By Air Mail)
being prepared by the
County Council will determine the
locations of all future motion picSydney

plan

now

ture theaters in Cumberland. Counhas decided that theaters will

cil

not be permitted in industrial areas
and that it will be policy to keep
them off main thoroughfares.

.

i

SRO
Claims

C/ **

Friday,

194*'

June 20,

DAILY

Gets 8,000 Top Price Playdates for 'Duel', Says Agnev

First

770 Acc'ts

(Continued from Page

Nullify

Rankin Proposes Closing Capital Theater for Screening
Pic; Literary Masters Called no Better or Worse

1)

aggregate domestic theater gross, but said that
the first 770 accounts, representing
both large and small situations, had
rolled up the impressive figure of
$7,000,000. Under the sales policy,
SRO gets 60 per cent.

Advance Price Shows

DUEL' SHOWING PROVOKES SOLON ROW

Up $7,000,000; Small
Town Demand Surprising
Roll

—

Columbus, O. Advanced price pr
releases have the effect of nullifying

to estimate a possible

THE FILM DAILY "Rankin,"
Any attempt to his cause,

said O'Toole, "was doing
a disservice by giving the
play the role of censor would be an picture $100,000 worth of publicity
abuse of Congressional power, Rep. which the producer could never buy
Emanuel Celler, D., N. Y., said yes- but for which he should be eternally
terday after Rep. John Rankin, D., grateful."
There has been
Miss., had called for emergency conCeller said he had not seen the
a surprising small
sideration of a bill to close up Loew's film
and, without denial, that he
town demand for
Palace Theater here because it was was sure Rankin also had not seen
Agnew
"Duel,"
screening David O. Selznick's "Duel the film. He pointed out also the
stated, with many
In The Sun."
futility of Rankin's move, since the
dates in towns of
Both Rankin and Democratic film closed here Wednesday night.
from 1,000 to
leader Sam Rayburn castigated the
"Rankin," said Celler, "would be
3,000 population.
film, the latter as "a black mark on keeper of the nation's morals. I
Accounts sold to
the shield of Texas." Rankin arose presume the gentleman from Misdate approximate
on a point of personal privilege, sissippi is going to act as censor
3,000, he added.
claiming that the South was in- over Shakespeare, Congreve and
Small town exsulted and that personal friends of Pryor, who are probably no worse
hibitor interest in
his were offended by the film. He or no better as to bawdy or immoral
the Selznick pic is
asked for unanimous consent to of- connotations than 'Duel in The Sun.'
easily explainafer for an immediate vote a resolu"Without commenting upon the
ble, Agnew indition calling upon the local police to merits or demerits of the picture, I
cated. "The small
close the theater.
deplore the gentleman's self-contowns want the
AGNEW
Rep. Donald O'Toole, D., N. Y., stituted role of censor."
picture because
Rankin did, finally, introduce a
the big towns did top business," he interrupted at one point to remark
that "decent people" in New York resolution calling upon the local
phrased it.
handled the problem correctly by police to ban any further showing
Selznick's withdrawal from
"quietly boycotting the picture." of the film in Washington.
distribution, Agnew recalled, presented no emergency. "We had been thus far, but that a resort to selling very well and probably better than
preparing for months," he com- by mail mis-ht be expected "soon." when first released.
mented, "Our worry was the StatuNat'l Film Service Praised
Asked whether SRO would distory Court's decree, and that proved
Agnew had warm praise for the tribute foreign product, Agnew said
to have been unnecessary."
physical distribution facilities pro- that any would have to be "quality"
First Date Estimate Revised
vided "Duel" by the National Film pictures.
Agnew said that SRO originally Service, Inc., headed by James Clark
New Ad Technique Effective
anticipated that the advanced admis- of Philadelphia. The new setup, Agblitz advertising technique
The
new
said, was functioning as smoothsion policy dates would hit about
employed in support of "Duel's" mul5,000, or roughly the number which ly as a major company operation, tiple runs came in for comment from
roadshow en- and SRO as a result faced no diffi- both Agnew and Paul McNamara,
prevailed for
gagements; actually, Agnew dis- culties.
SRO's ad-publicity chief, and from
Major circuit backing of the mulclosed, the latter was 4,404. As a reRobert Gillham, who heads ad-pubsult of the demand for the picture, tiple run policy also came in for licity in the East.
laudatory
mention,
and
termAgnew
potential
to
has
revised
the
Agnew
McNamara pointed out that the
ed the
playdates "the most
8,000.
concentration of advertising actually
concentrated run off in industry hisproduced more advertising at a cost
"We're taking orders faster than
tory."
much lower, and that the blitz effect
we can play them off," Agnew comAgnew, in reply to a question, said achieved, penetrated to the small
mented.
that he considered the distribution
Discussing what "Duel" is doing in cost satisfactory "as good as we've towns.
Queried as to whether SRO would
the small towns, where the same ever had." The Selznick deal with
employ the same distribution policy
$1.20 price prevails, as against the
company
had a "most favored"
for other pictures, Agnew answered
customary 35-40 cents, Agnew said clause.
that it would depend solely upon the
that the only measure of comparison
Asked whether SRO could operate
was the biz done previously by on an economically sound basis han- picture. He observed that the policy
"Spellbound." Theaters which played dling only one picture every three or required that the picture assure
"showmanship value on the marto $450 with "Spellbound" are gar- four months apart, Agnew replied
quee." That the combination of mulnering $1,600-$1,800 with "Duel," he in the affirmative.
engagements and advanced
tiple
Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

UA

GWTW

I

FWC

1

—

UA

For the multiple booking

policy,
SRO divided the country into eight
major blocks, and of these three are
yet to open with "Duel." Trio are in

the Mid-west, the Rocky Mountain
territory and Canada. The playoff by
area should be completed by the
year's end, Agnew remarked. Total
of 370 prints are being used.
No release date for the regular
run has been discussed, it was said.
Terming selling of "Duel" thus far
as virtually "automatic" as to terms
and playing time, Agnew said that
no mail orders had been solicited

SRO

"many"
tribution

had

been aproached by prices would
producers for dis-

outside

deals,

Agnew

confirmed,

but he said that no deals were in
work as yet. "We could handle a few
good pictures under our plan and
cost of operation," he added.
"The Paradine Case" and "Portrait
of Jennie" will be released by SRO at
intervals of three or four months, it

was

stated.
decision

No

distribs.

as to re-issues

had

i

was

be

arguments before tax bodie^
higher admissions would cause" ^^
ther decline in theater receipts, P.
Wood, secretary of the ITO of Ohi
contends in an open letter to 10 ii
dustry leaders.
Wood claims that announcement^
by Ohio theaters of advanced prici
screenings of "Henry V," "The Bes'
Years of Our Lives" and "Duel i
the Sun" hurt "tremendously" thi
1

—

stated.

Tax Pleas!

.

ITO
I

!

fight to

ward

|

With municipalities throughou
Ohio now in a position to enact thei
own ticket tax measures, Woo<
argues: "Doubling admission prices
upon demand

of the distributor,' ill
the face of diminishing grosses is no
only, in our opinion, bad business
but is bound to lend weight to th<

arguments of city officials who at
tempt to enact local admission taj]
ordinances."

Urging distributors to discourage
as far as possible the pre-release oJ
pictures at higher than regular admission scales, Wood claims the prac-.i
tice is giving Congress ammunitior
to continue the 20 per cent Federal
ticket tax rate, as well as supplying
money-hungry city officials the excuse to impose higher admission

|

I

levies.

Open letter was addressed to Abe
Montague, Columbia vice-president;
Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew's presi-"
dent; Barney Balaban, Paramount
president; N. Peter Rathvon, RKO!
Radio president; Nate Blumberg,
Universal president; Harry M. Warner, Warner president; Gradwell L.
Sears, United Artists vice-president;
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox president; David O. Selznick, and Samuel
Goldwyn.
i

'

HEUJ POSTS

adopted by other VERNON BURNS,

to be expected,

Agnew

off legislation re

pealing the Ohio three per cent ac
missions levy as "it eliminated en
tirely all of the force of our oftj
repeated argument that any increas
at the box office would result in a re
duction of receipts."

manager,

Weil,

Greenfield

Ind.

ROCKWELL and THAYER BENJAMIN,
agreed. If the policy became preva- ALFRED
maintenance men, Eastwood, East Hartford,
lent, he observed, SRO would try to
Conn.
come up with another shattering GEORGE STEWART and HOWARD STEWART,
ushers, Eastwood, East Hartford, Conn.
precedent.
Luncheon was attended by SRO WILSON TURNER, PRC salesman, Harrisburg
territory.
executives and staffers, the latter inPATTERSON, treasurer. University,
Deneau and Nick ROBERT
Sid
cluding
Houston, Tex.

Mamula.

'ACK GIBSON, salesman, PRC, Omaha.

ROGER DION,

Tod Sloan Dead

assistant manager,
house, Wethersfield, Conn.

been reached, Agnew said in reply
ROBERT MEYER, Affiliated
Chicago
Tod Sloan, Heraldto another question. He expressed
Indianapolis.
the opinion, however, that "Inter- American, news executive, died at RAY HERRINGTON, manager.
Normal, III.
mezzo" if sent out again would do Springfield yesterday.

—

Webb

Theaters

Play-

booker,

Normal Theater,

1-

i

rk
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KMITSOn PREDICTS TICKET TAX CUT TO 10%
Harris'Broder Gets Universal Reissue Rights
Mew Company

in 10- Year

Pact Covering the U.

S.,

Alaska and Hawaiians

No Mention

MPA A

for Greater
Co-op on Combatting Juvenile Delinquency

Will be

ears

U

Under certain conditions, programs
from 1943-44 through 1945-

Traverse City, Mich. The Michigan Association of Police Chiefs convention
here, called on Eric A. Johnston, MPAA president, to secure greater co-operation than at present with police efforts to combat juvenile delinquency.
Detroit Police Censor Charles W. Snyder said that stories having justice
accomplished by someone other than police officers belittles the police.
It was agreed at the convention that both movies and radio are less harmful
than comic strips at present.

Eastern Labs. Sign

ATA,

For $6-$22 Increase

On

MPTOA

to

MOO-Plus

Verdict

Slash

THE FILM DAILY
Chairman Harold
Knutson, of the powerful House
Ways and Means Committee has
Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

made the flat prediction that the admissions tax will be whittled to its
pre-war level of 10 per cent, it was
learned over the week-end.
Meanwhile, Congressional moves
were under way to cut excise taxes

Meet

(Continued on Page 8)

'released

(Continued on Page 8)

When

of

Made; Solon Does

Not Favor Complete Cut

—

Reissue rights for a period of 10
to virtually all the features
produced by Universal between 1933and 1942-43 have been leased to
Harris-Broder Pictures Corp. for a
;iim in excess of $3,000,000, plus a
orofit sharing arrangement, it was
announced Friday by Matthew Fox,
executive vice-president of Universal.
•

Mich. Police Chiefs Ash

Joint Tax Plan

Big Industry Turnout

18 Eastern laboraTed Gamble, ATA board chairman,
tories will receive pay boosts ranging and Robert W. Coyne, executive difrom six to $22 under the terms of a rector, will meet tomorrow with Hernew contract signed at the weekend man M. Levy,
general counbetween Local 702, Motion Picture sel in an effort to work out a joint
Raising the curtain on Friday's
Laboratory Technicians Union, IAT- proposal for the reduction of exist- triple feature testimonial to the newSE, and the film processing com- ing admission taxes to be submitted ly appointed sales chiefs at 20th-Fox,
panies. Inequities in nightshift pre- to the House Ways and Means Com- Randforce President Sam Rinzler
miums have been adjusted via in- mittee later this week.
compared it to blockbooking, but
crease from seven to 10 per cent.
ATA's rough draft which is ex- along luncheon lines.
Pact will increase payrolls about pected to be completed today will
With approximately 700 exhibitors
(Continued on Page 6)
$1,000,000. Retroactive pay will add probably contain five or six alternate

Employes

in

At Smith, Aides Fete

in Seattle Trust Suit

MPTOA

Seattle— Damages of $60,000, plus
and attorney fees, were awarded
Theaters Investment Co. and the
Venetian Theater Co. (Jensen and
;Von Herberg) in the anti-trust suit
{Bled against Evergreen State Theaters Corp., its subsidiaries, and the
eight major distributors. The plaintiffs had asked damages in the sum
pi $48,500.
Judge John C. Bowen in the U. S.
•osts

(Continued on Page 6)

A

registration statement covering

common

,59,676

,

purchased

shares

from Loew's by Nicholas M. Schenck,
president, under an option agree-

4iment,

was

filed

with the

SEC

on Fri-

Pictorial to Release 40
16 mm. Features in '47-'48

Miss Pichford Delays
Decision on VA Move
situation, clarification

their

pects of the possible sale.

Oklahoma

Balaban and All Para.
Officers Again Serve
President Barney Balaban and

Paramount

here

all

Stanton

officers

Griffis,

U.

S.

on

20th-Fox'

— Production
"Escape"

is

thi-eatened by refusal of the Association of Cine Technicians to accept
importation of Joseph Mankiewiez as
director on the film, scheduled for
August shooting.
Tke union claims it had invited

American interests, through Fayette
ambassador W, Allport, MPAA British repre-

(Continued on Page 7)

(

Continued on Page 7)

—

City

The

Mono-

gram-Allied Artists national sales
convention will be held in Oklahoma

Director

London (By Cable)

the board, following the stockholders
session earlier in the week.

discussions

THE FILM DAILY

Mono.'AA Conclave
Moves to Ohla. City

Denies Mankiewiez Entrance Without Pact

were

that

—

program of 40

ACT Would Bar U. S.

Miss Pickford was understood to be considering tax as-

night

Seen; Officials Hold Meet

(Continued on Page 7)

were re-elected at
Friday's organizational meeting of

continuing.

A

of

which was expected on Friday when
a decision statement by Mary Pickford had been indicated, remained
in the state of flux instead. Miss
Pickford met Friday with the Si
H. Fabian group, and it was said
Friday

Pix Clarification

Washington Final clarification of
full-length prowives plus an impressive delegation ductions will be released in 16 mm. the German film situation is expected
of company executives are expected by Pictorial Films during 1947-48, it early this week following a meeting
to attend the 28th annual convention was announced Friday. New titles over the weekend between top War
(Continued on Page 7)
of the Allied Theater Owners of New bring to 240 the number of 16 mm.
Jersey which opens tomorrow at the features available from the company.
Ambassador Hotel in Atlantic City. Pictorial Films is a Pathe Industries
The convention will run for three subsidiary.
days, culminating Thursday night
Five of the releases, available to

More than 500 exhibitors and

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 3)

The UA

German

N. J. Allied Convention
Calls 500 Exhibitors

Washington Bureau of

Jchenck Registers Loew
Shares; Has No Sale Plan
!

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 6)

City

July

17-21,

it

was announced
who was

Friday. Gov. Roy J. Turner,

advised by Allied Artists Corp. Presi-

dent Steve Broidy that the convention had been switched to Oklahoma
City from Milwaukee, the original
choice.

made to coincide with
world premiere of the color
film "Black Gold" here July 16. The
premiere was also moved to Oklahoma City after first being scheduled
at Louisville, Ky.
Change

the

—

#fe
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Wengler

cominG one coma
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Effective today, position of adver-
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THE

NATHAN, Paramount

B.

division

man-

ager for Continental Europe, North Africa and
the Middle East, returned to the home office
by plane on Friday.

HUGH

OWEN,

Eastern
Paramount's
and
leave
Southern division sales manager, will
New York tomorrow for a four-day Atlanta
branch conference.

WILLIAM PINE and WILLIAM THOMAS,

proreleased
are
by Paramount, are in New York for two weeks of conferences with home office executives of the

whose

ducers,

films

company.
nadian sales
burgh today.

M. SCHNITZER, Eastern and Camanager for UA, will be in Pitts-

FRANCIS WINIKUS,
UA, has returned
week vacation.

to

advertising manager for
desk following a cne-

his

SOPEG-CRI Sign

UA

Talks Continue

Contract affecting 60 employes of
Confidential Reports, Inc. was signed
by the organization and Local 109,
Screen Office and Professional EmLONDON ployes Guild, UOPWA, CIO. Pact
brings employes wages up to miniMANILA—Homer
133 Wardour St. W. 1.
SOPEG levels and is retroacStuart, Hotel Manila.
HAVANA
Mary tive to April. Increases negotiated by
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
BOMBAY—
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road, SOPEG in the future will also apply
ALGIERS— Paul Saffar, to CRI employes.
Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
MONTREAL
SOPEG rejected an offer by
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
St.
VANCOUVER Jack Droy, 411 Lyric of increases ranging from 70 cents
Theater Bldg.
SYDNEY—Bowden Fletcher, to $2.25 on a new pact. It was pointed
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
out this represented increases of only
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys,
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN— two or three per cent. SOPEG seeks
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copen- a 30 per cent boost. Another meet-

mum

UA

—

hagen-Van Loese.

ROME — John

Via

PhoneT 42758.

Ludovisi
Dr.

VIDEO

—

MEXTCO

16.

ing between SOPEG and
MONTE- take place Wednesday.

Perdicari,

Walter Schuck, Cerrito 597.
CITY
Dorothy Neal, Calle de

—

Paris 12.

Maj.

sales head and also
and importations, arrives
Milwaukee.

ject

JOEL

BEZAHLER,
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Washington Bureau of

—

an operating base

in the French capexpects to be abroad until Labor
Day. His two daughters will attend
school in France.
Others sailing on the America included Jan Kiepura, film and stage
star, and Oscar Karlweis of the
ital,

stage.

New Wage
Vs

OVER THE COUNTER

OHE Approves Luling,

Peck "Ted"

vice-president

4

1

Talks for Chi.
Service Employes Union

Tex. Stand

THE FILM DAILY

Chicago

week

to

— Meeting will be held this

draw up new wage

scales for

Chicago today from
assistant

office

to
sales

Burtus Bishop, Jr., Midwestern M-G-M
manager, and JAY EISENBERG, liaison between
sales
and legal departments, have returned
from a brief visit to the Windy City.

SAM MARX, M-G-M
L.

returns

SIMONS,

assistant

today from

wife and
from the Coast

producer,

two children, are due to arrive
today for a vacation.
to

his

H.

Ban

M.

Jurisdictional

W. W. Simons

4

^

in engineering previous to his ad-put

assignment.

THEATERS

Y.

p— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALLRockefeller Center

John

Valerie

MILLS

HOBSON

in

Arthur Rank's

J.

"Great Expectations"
A Universal-International Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

49 to 28. Senate concurrence in
lower house amendments was regarded as certain.
Introduced by Senator W. P. Rich,
veteran Marysville legislator, the

JOAN BENNETT
ROBMIuJ-

declares jurisdictional strikes to

in

Equipmer. ;. En

Bill to

Tieup

The Assembly which voted earlier
to withdraw the measure from its
hostile Committee on Industrial Relations, passed the bill by a vote of

Today

fo.

Wengler had been Altec's first advertising manager when the companj
started in 1937. Simons had worked

j\.

legislative debate.

bill

to

gineer.

Richey,

San Antonio, Tex.

Gov. Warren Gets

CSABIES BICKFORD

ROLDEN.CAUIFIELD

CUT

BtfAID

DE WOLFE. ARNOLD

to Testify
Suit

Lawrence

«om FREEMAN
A

Poromount Picture

7D<4R<4#fo<//vr

David O. Selznick is expected to
testify today in the Laudy Lawrence
breach of contract action against Sir

ONSCREEN

Alexander Korda and London Films.

1st N.Y.

On

Friday, Frederick Strangholt,
partner with Lawrence in the Netherland enterprise complained of by
Korda, testified that the producer
made a good profit from the distribution arrangement made for London Films product with the Strangholt-Lawrence company.
He substantiated Lawrence' testimony that
the latter did not profit from the

IN

PERSON

Showing!

BERT WHEELER

'LOST

i]

HONEYMOON'

Harry Kahne

FRANCKOT TONE
ANN RICHARDS

EXTRA!

TOM CONWAY

Maureen CANNON

arrangement.
St

MITCHELL MAY,

the Doorkeepers, Ushers and Cashiers
Union, Local B 46, IATSE, AFL.
Union is represented by Jean Atkinson, business agent, and Clarence
Jalas, secretary - treasurer. Confabs
will include Jack Kirsch, Eddie Sil-

Construction .of a verman and Morris Leonard.
theater costing $110,000 was approved over the week-end by the Aaron Smith Dead
Facilities Review Committee of the
Aaron Smith, treasurer of Peoples
Office of the Housing Expeditor. Ap- Candy Co., passed away Friday. Surplication was made by Henry and viving ai'e two daughters and grandGeorge Stein, Luling, Texas. Previ- children. Funeral was held Sunday
ous stand was destroyed by fire.
at Riverside Chapel.

Washington

short subcharge of reprints

3

13

4%

+
+

Edward

in
in

manager

publicity

Altec Service Corp. will be held b;.
Harold Wengler, following switch o

4

ZOELLNER, M-G-M

B.

be "against the public policy of the
State of California, and unlawful."
The lower house reversed its
stand in considering a companion
Rich bill, however, defeating 29 to
will 49 a proposal to prevent general
strikes by making collective bargaining contracts enforceable in court.

of Eastman
Kodak, and his family sailed Friday
on the SS America for Cherbourg,
en route to Paris.
General Curtis, who will establish
Curtis,

(June 20)

Gen.

vice-president
returned from

has

three-day trip to Chicago.

WILLIAM

General Curtis to Paris
For Stay Through Summer Selznick Due

finnnciRL

Sonotone

UA

RODGERS, M-G-M

—

WASHINGTON—

—

F.

Sacramento, Cal.
Legislative
bill outlawing jurisdictional strikes
was en route to Governor Earl Warren's desk today after weeks of

Pact;

28, Calif.
Blvd., Phone

Andrew H.
Granite 6607.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Manning Clagett,
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-

a

M.

EDWARD

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

WILLIAM

and general sales manager,

Again Head

to

Altec Adv.-Publicity

31
Jr.

CO., INC.

INSURANCE
Specializing
in requirements of the

Motion Picture Industry
7S

510

W.

Maiden L*»e,
fkh St

New York
L*c AoftlM

£*£)}

WEEK! <$?

THE BEST
YEARS OF
OUR LIVES
Allied

Artists

Ann

THE BEST FILM
OF THE YEAR!
Winner of Nine

HfJ Academy

Awards!

ASTOR
B'WAY &

Productions.

Charlie

Inc.,

45th ST.

presents

Victor

Gale

DeFORE HARDING RUGGLES MOORE STORM
ROY DEL RUTH'S

"IT HAPPENED ON 5th AVENUE"
DOORS OPEN
CONTINUOUS
9:30 A.M.
PERFORMANCE
'B'WAY AT 49th ST.
POPULAR PRICES

TW
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DAILY

-

Goodman,

Discina

New

Firm

In

Int'l

U-l Release Set For

Rosenberg-Shall Pic

Discina International Films Corp.
has been organized by Morris Goodformer Republic Pictures In^onal presize*
dent, and Discina
Films of France.
Company will represent Discina in
the distribution of
its product in the
U. S., Canada and

I

1

South
and

American films
for the French
who

he

sented

MPEA,

old

is

GOODMAN

1940, giving him the right to buy
48,492 shares. Prior to Sept. 1, 1944

bought 19,396 shares from the
in December, 1945, purchased an additional 15,000 shares.
His final purchase of the balance
due him under the option was on
Feb. 3 of this year, when he bought

he

company and

42,288 shares at $13.30 per share.
Final purchase covered 14,096 shares
due him under the option, tripled to
allow for the three-for-one stock
split of April, 1945. He was likewise
given an additional 30,000 shares of
the split stock at the time of his

December, 1945 purchase.

D/ rthdau

•

•

ree tin 9
a5

way

instead of just one

where no

at stops

•

Writes

Wheel

\

Jo

June 23

Bamey

ticket

strips

agent

is

Mary Livingston

•

to

"Bringing

Up

pas-

its

Radio,

Kumaon," was
Book - of - the ROSENBERG
Month Club selection and was also condensed in Read-

Father" Gerard,

reminds

that

on the

RKO

lot

"Harvey" pix

ers Digest

and published serially in
Field and Stream.
Production is
slated to get under way shortly.
Rosenberg, who joined Columbia in
1929, was named exploitation director in 1941, and four years later became advertising and publicity director.
appointed
In 1945, he was
publicity director at the studio.

with

Bob Woolsey in feature musical films
Considering that, shouldn't
Hollywoodtown

the late
in

rights

go

to

•

•

RKO?

Shirley to Metro H. O.
After Hawaiian Stint
Sam

READING WHAT HE HAD TO SAY on

the

House

iloor

At any rate,
a neater phrase than the Gentleman from Mississippi's, "the fleshpots of Pharaoh modernized"
And, remember, John didn't have to see the film to coin that one either.
• Connecticut's Variety Club has set a minimum $25,000 charity goal
• Didja know that some half-dozen cities
for the coming year. ...
are now knocking at Variety's door, seeking charters? ...
• As Gab.
For
Heatter would say, "It's good news tonight from London"
her "Piccadilly Incident" performance Anna Neagle has been awarded
Picturegoer Magazine's gold medal for the best performance of any
you'd have

actress

in

to

go

quite

Celia

1946

Bergman

a ways

ta find

Johnson

(Brief

Encounter)

scored

second,

Male awards went to
Gregory Peck (Spellbound), Michael Redgrave (Captive Heart) and MichIngrid

(Bells

of St.

Mary's) third

ael Wilding (Piccadilly Incident) in that order

•

•

DISC JOCKEY treatment
Fred

Metro

"name" band

Quimby

for shorts?

will give the

Exactly,

treatment to

a new

and via
series

special July 4 broadcast from Johannesburg of Sidney Kingsley's "The

•

a mere $250,000
the

which were annexed the other day by Warners
Radio's Elliott Lewis will do the commentary

Seymour Nebenzal's "Heaven Only Knows.". .
for Pathe News, travelogues and commercial
play opposite Jesse Royce Landis in "Hedda Gabler" at the

trailer

for

.

Dwight Weist, narrator

Bar Harbor, Me. theater during the week of July 14

own amphibian plane

Warners'
with

WB

branch

New

to

York exchange

Maine.
is

...

• Agnes

celebrating

Weist will
McLaughlin

her silver

fly

of

anniversary

She started as a steno at First National and is now the
bookkeeping and billing machines.

office expert in operation of

former

M-G-M

dis-

will leave shortly

on a special assignment in Hawaii,
be attached to the home office
sales executive staff upon completion
of a survey for William F. Rodgers,
vice-president and general sales man-

will

ager. The Hawaiian assignment is
slated to take several months, it is
stated, and will be similar to one
Shirley made a number of years ago.
Appointment of Walter (Doc) Banford as district manager to succeed
Shirley and the promotion of William
Devaney from assistant branch man-

manager, succeeding Banbecomes effective today. Rodgers made known the promotions in
the Chicago branch just before he

ager

to

ford,

left there for

New

York.

Camera

Tele

Needs 90 % Less Light

—

of

South African Broadcasting Corp. will do a

shorts

Shirley,

manager who

RCA

T
•

Eaters,"

of
a

sta-

John want a copywriter's berth in an ad agency?

his
•*
*

reto

other plans for
production which
will be announced
in the near future. "Man Eaters

on duty?

LIRR doesn't keep

the

RKO

of

•*:

;t

will

Kumaon,"

Rosenberg has

sidekick:

RUTGERS NEILSON.

teamed with

films, will

Christensen

"Man

it

about "Duel in the Sun," you'd almost suspect that Rep. John Rankin
Or does
aspired to be the iilm critic of the Congressional Record

for

Greta

if

Jimmy "Magic Town" Stewart being signed by Brock Pemberton to play
"Harvey'1 (No. 4) all to date "Harveys" have come from the RKO studio
Frank Fay (No. 1) played with the late Carole Lombard and
Joe E.
Charles Laughton in "They Knew What They Wanted"
and Bert Wheeler
Brown (No. 2) starred in many comedy features

for

Lj

That situation,

business

blame because

Patriots," pix rights to

\\$

itself

well-

trict

tained in a contract dated Dec. 12,

^> end

telling the

1)

The registration, when effective, permits him to sell all or part on the
floor of the Stock Exchange after
Aug. 4, 1947.
Schenck's original option was con-

jl

found

in bidding,
tartly

Y
•

all

fixed plan for the sale of the shares.

of

signed last month
as publicity director for the Columbia studio in order to enter production.
In addition to

looks as though

it

"Showmanship is needed more
today than ever and it behooves theater managers to get wise to this
Barney can say that again!
and stem the fading biz"

(No. 3)

day. Schenck stated that he has no

.

iar,

to

to

Phil M.'s old Columbia

the

(Continued from Page

manned? ...

tions

Inter-

Schenck Registers Loew
Shares; Has No Sale Plan

I

own

his

going

trip tickets

trains

Are passengers

"L'Eternel Retour" and "La Part de
1'Ambre." English subtitles are in
work with the films scheduled for
showings in September.

I

mind

to

round

sell

who board

sengers

of Discina
national. He left over the weekend
for Mexico and Cuba on a two or
:hree weeks' trip to set deals with
".ocal distributors.
Initial French pictures to be released by the new company are

,

BASIS OF EXPERIENCE thus

ON THE

and new customers against going overboard

repre-

president and
general manager

'

•

dog-eat-dog
the biggest competitive bidding headaches will be
type of bidding by exhibs. in situations where bad blood between rival
One company in attempting to persuade both
exhibs. prevails

trainmen

from Germany
where

•

be good for either distributor or
spreads to any
• Have you noticed those Century Circuit site acquisiexhibitor. ...
• Whyinhell can't Long Island RR
tion signs on Long Island? ...

recently returned

International

and Monte Shaff.
Rosenberg re-

of

extent, isn't

market.

Goodman,

•
one

more
meaning sales exec,

acquire

-

"Man Eaters

be produced by Frank P. Rosenberg

Monday Morning Report

or less in the middle, with both bidders

America,

will

Universal
lease

a

Development of
Camden, N. J.
new studio television camera which
requirements

reduces

light

much

90 per cent

as

is

by

as

announced

by the RCA Engineering Products
the
Dept. New camera combines
light sensitivity of the RCA image
orthicon tube with the sharp resolution
and contrast of the older
iconscope. Brilliant, sharply defined
pictures at light levels of 100 to
200 foot candles are claimed, and
the camera is said to function at
light levels

down

to

25 foot candles.

IMATELY 37 MILLION MOVIEGOER!

ATTENDANCE AND MONEY RECORDS
NEW YORK

31st

MINNEAPOLIS

Week*

8 Weeks

OAKLAND
MONTREAL

10 Weeks

LOS ANGELES
PITTSBURGH

MIAMI BEACH

45 Weeks
9 Weeks
16 Weeks

SEATTLE

7 Weeks

6 Weeks

TAMPA

6 Weeks

2 Weeks

DALLAS

4 Weeks

CHAMPAIGN

4 Weeks

4 Weeks

NEW ORLEANS

5

DES MOINES

4 Weeks

DAYTON

Week*
3 Weeks

MEMPHIS

4 Weeks

WINNIPEG

3

12th

ROCHESTER

COLORADO SPRINGS.
LONG BEACH
PHOENIX
DETROIT

.

.

8

Week*

Weeks

12th

Weeks

.

SACRAMENTO

Weeks

4 Weeks

—
YN'S

HE BEST

'srmm watem

Y!
SWILL SEE 'THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES'"
-Dr.Gallup's Audience Research,

SBROKEN EVERY DAY
CHICAGO

at

ROADSHOW

PRICES!

25 Weeks

BOSTON

Weeks

DENVER

8

Weeks

24 Weeks

WASHINGTON

8

SAN DIEGO

7 Weeks

PROVIDENCE

5

Weeks

BALTIMORE

7 Weeks

SAN FRANCISCO

8

Weeks
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Big Industry Turnout

SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS

At Smith, Aides Fete

"Your Doctors
Twentieth-Fox

-1947"
18 Yz

Hollywood
Vine Yard
=
WUK
=.

"A Summer's Tale"

RKO

mins.

8 Mins.
Refreshing Woods Tale
Br HJUJPH
Some extra special photography
HOLLYWOO!
enhances this sportscope which follows a young fox through the forest. TWENTIETH-FOX has set "Loveullii'pws
for re-make as a Gene Tierief^ star
Animal and plant life is shown '
awakening in the vastness of a forest ring vehicle, with Fred Kohlmar producin
First version has Loretta Yoiwig an
fresh with spring mist. The struggle
Both Alfre.
for survival might seem slightly gory Tyrone Power co-starring
to some but the whole of the pix will Lord Tennyson's "Idylls of the King" am!
Sir
Thomas Malory's "Morte d'Arthur,
have a refreshing appeal for most.

Vital
(Continued from Page

1)
Ills of mind and body are covered
and industry figures attending, Andy in March of Time's latest issue
Smith, Jr., general sales manager; which delves into the problems of
William C. Gehring, assistant sales medicine, its use, and its progress.
chief, and Ray Moon, head of the War
time development that are
Yankee division, were honored in the turning out to be life savers on the
Belvedere Room on the roof of the home front as well, are recorded,
Hotel Astor. Also recipients of gifts along with some of the more famous
commemorating the event were Mar- centers of medical research and
tin Moskowitz, Seymour Florin, Fred practice. A wholly absorbing subSchwartz, Sam Shain, Peter Leva- ject, it is capsuled into an educathes, and Clarence Hill, supervisor of tional and vital i*eel.
"Community Sing"
exchange operations. They were pre(Number 9 Series 11)
sented inscribed silver bowls and
Columbia
10 Mins.
"Grappling Groaners"
platters. Florin received a silver cigSingable
Columbia
10 Mins.
arette case.
Dick Liebert and the Song SpinMany a Laugh
Speakers on the dais included
The "groan and grunt" boys of ners blend talents to bring to the
Schwartz, Moon, Arthur Mayer, Gehwrestling put on quite an exhibition screen a singable reel including: "I
ring, Ted Gamble, Harry Brandt and
with the help of an expert commen- Love You For Sentimental Reasons,"
Spyros P. Skouras. Event was spontary by Bill Stern. All the tricks of "Sonata," "It's A Good Day,"
sored by the ITOA.
the trade are shown, which should "Among My Souvenirs" and "At
Following a brief memorial pause
provide interest and many a laugh to Sundown." Good for audience parfor the late Sam Gross and C. E.
ticipation.
a general audience.
Peppiatt, Lucy Monroe sang the national anthem.
Seaced on the dais were: Gen. Rod$60,000-Plus Verdict
ney H. Smith, Walter Reade, Jr., Eastern Labs. Sign
Charles Boasberg, Julius Joelson,
Ted O'Shea, Edward N. Rugoff, Sam
in Seattle Trust Suit
Increase
Rosen, Peter Levathes, Arthur May- For
er, Sol Schwartz, David Weinstock,
George Skouras, John O'Connor, Ed(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
ward Lachman, Ned E. Depinet, Mar- another $250,000 to the rolls. Also District Court sustained the plaintin Moskowitz, Harry Kalmine, Spy- provided for are a 40-hour week, two tiff's charge of conspiracy and moros P. Skouras, Ted Gamble, Andy weeks vacation with pay, eight holi- nopoly in restraint of trade and
Smith, Jr., Harry Brandt, Sam Rinz- days a year and severance pay. The granted injunctive relief. He held
ler, William C. Gehring, Si Fabian, new pact runs until June 19, 1949. that the plaintiff's Venetian Theater
Ray Moon, Fred Schwartz, Sam Provisions include reopening 60 days was entitled to the same benefits in
Shain, Joseph Bernhard, Malcolm in advance of expiration date.
release dates and other matters as
Kingsberg, Max Cohen, Jack Cohn,
Joseph McMahon of Consolidated are granted the defendants' Gibson
Edwin L. Weisl, A. J. Balaban, A. H. Film Industries represented the em- and Neptune Theaters.
Blank, Robert M. Weitman, Frank ployers, while J. J. Francavilla, Local
Case was tried before Judge Bowen
Damas, Oscar Doob, Seymour Florin, 702 business agent, headed the lab last Autumn but resulted in a jury
Leo Brecher, Robert Mochrie, Wil- group. James J. Brennan, IATSE disagreement. A few months ago the
liam Michel, William White, Irving vice-president, was a signatory. Labs parties to the suit agreed to abide by
the Court's decision. Arguments beDoilinger,
Lucy Monroe, James affected are:
Sauter.
De Luxe, Consolidated, Paramount, fore Judge Bowen were in progress
Long Island, Paramount News, War- most of last week.
ners Ace Film Laboratory, Warners'
Hal Roach to Start Four
home office print department, Pathe,
Pix; Stories Cost $580,000
Bound Brook; Pathe, New York; Simpex Seeks $65,000
H.
E. R., Du-Art; Mecca, Guffanti, In Action on
Rights
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Movielab, Circle, Precision, Malcolm
Completion of four
Hollywood
and Producers.
Simpex Co., Inc., S. L. Kornfield
shooting scripts to go before the
and Renata Seccia have started suit
cameras within next few weeks was
in N. Y. Supreme Court against U. S.
announced by Executive Producer Kalmine Will Conduct
Film Export Co. and United Artists,
Hal Roach, Jr. Representing a story
Zone Managers' Meeting
according to Gerald Blumberg, atcost of $580,000, a record high for
torney for the plaintiffs, who seek
Hal Roach Studio, pictures will all
Harry M. Kalmine, president and $65,000 damages for alleged breach
be filmed in Cinecolor.
Ready to go into production are: general manager of Warner Thea- of contract.
In a summons and complaint served
"Mr. Wilmer," an untitled story fea- ters, will preside at a zone managers'
on the defendants, Simpex charges it
turing a juvenile cast; "Cradle 'n meeting tomorrow at the home office.
Zone managers attending will be purchased rights to certain features
AH" is third, while fourth is another
for exclusive distribution in Eurountitled story with a European cir- James Coston, Chicago; Nat Wolf,
Cleveland; I. J. Hoffman, New Haven; pean countries. Complaint alleges
cus background.
Frank Damis, Newark; C. J. Latta, that when Simpex attempted to make
Albany; Ted Schlanger, Philadel- deals for two of the pictures, "Hi
phia; M. A. Silver, Pittsburgh, and Diddle Diddle" and "Sensations of
1945," in Denmark and Greece, it
John J. Payette, Washington.
Home office executives at the meet- found the films were already being
ing will include Clayton E. Bond, handled by another distributor.

—

$6-$22
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—

|

be the

will

for

Columbia's "Knight

next UA production, "Champagne For Ev
erybody," and so have terminated thei
agreement. One of the stipulations was
clause which would allow Miss Day to fl
to New York to see the World Series (li
B'klyn won the pennant) which would delay production a week
Virginia Field
last seen
in
Para.'s "Perfect Marriage,'
has been given a role, by that studio, ir
;

"A Connecticut Yankee,"

the Bing Crosby
Eagle - Lion
has
completed
arrangements with the Duke of Windsor
and the Canadian government to film ai
great deal of "Rainbow Ridge" at the"
musical

{

Duke's EP ranch in Alberta
Veda Ann
Borg and Douglas Dumbrille go into "Blonde
Savage," the Lionel Toll Ensign Production
for

PRC

release

who

Burkett,

is

Producer James S.
readying a screen version

Alfred
Noyes narrative poem, "The
Highwayman," for Allied Artists release,
has announced the purchase of another of
Noyes' poems, "The Midnight Express"
Jack Holt has been signed for a featured
role
in
"The Strawberry Roan," Gene
of

Autry's

first

Cinecolor film for Columbia.

Crane Celebrates Anniversary
Today marks the 25th anniversary
of the association of Paul H. Crane
with

Now

Loew's.

export

traffic

manager for Loew's

International,
Crane started with the auditing department in 1922, transferring to
international activities the following
year.

Tom

Baird Leaves BIS
Thomas Baird has resigned

as director of the British Information
Services film division after five years
in the post. Baird leaves for London
tomorrow for a vacation in England.
He expects to return to the U. S. by
September to enter a new British

Government

spot.

mm

'

1

UJEDDIDG BELLS

basis

Round Table," which Sam Karzmai
will
produce
Laraine Day and Pro
ducer Sam Coslow have come to blow
over plans for Miss Day to star in Coslow'
of the

GEORGE

BROWN,

posts

manager,

Garrick,

Duluth,

Minn.

DAN

HUDSON,

manager,

Norshor,

Duluth,

Minn.

j

CLYDE CUTTER,

United Artists' salesman, Min-

neapolis.

WILLIAM LEUTE, manager. Edge Moor,

Wil-

Frank E. Cahill, Jr., Nat Fellman,
mington, Del.
ARTHUR ISAACS, Republic salesman, Cleveland.
French-Clifford
Harry Goldberg, Harold Rodner, BFC Names Mrs. Bremer
RAYMOND
J.
McCAFFERTY, 20th-Fox booker,
Minneapolis
Chicago
Mary Ann French, Herb Copelan, Louis J. Kaufman,
Better Films Council,
St. Louis.
daughter of Harry B. French, Min- Herman Maier, Frank Marshall, W. Mrs. Joseph Chesser president, apCARMICHAEL, 20rh-Fox sales manager,
neapolis Amusement Co. head, was Stewart McDonald, Frank N. Phelps, pointed Mrs. Meredith Brauer chair- W. G.
St. Louis.
married last week to George Barnard Harry Rosenquest, Dan Triester, man of group to push use of film WILLIAM MATTINGLY, M-G-M salesman, CharRudolph Weiss and Zeb Epstin.
Clifford, III.
library juvenile shows.
lotte.

—

—
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ACT Would Bar U.S.

REVIEWS

Director Without Pact

"The Vow"

Continued from Page 1)
sentative, to sign an agreement gov-

'All

importation, of foreign labor
the one existing with the
Film Producers Association.
The ACT indicated American interJ-ests had demurred on this proposiar

Vo

::on.

"I

The ACT also claims the Ministry
Labor will not permit any such
sntry until an agreement is signed.

J-

jf

I

kl

Richard F. Walsh,

y

IATSE

inter-

ational president, will meet with
*.G. H. Elvin, ACT secretary today in
an effort to alleviate the problem.
: He will also attend discussions with
J \llport and 20th-Fox representatives.
i

<

NATKE

president, are also expected to sign
an inter-union agreement today and
will proceed to further discussions
::\vith other unions for setting up permanent Anglo-American labor exchange machinery similar to the
:
BFPA-MPAA arrangement.
:

!

i

ident.

ATONJ

prexy, Ed Lachman, announced at the weekend that Lew
Movietone News would serve
: \ Lehr of
as emcee for the banquet.
a In addition to addresses to the
convention by industry leaders, open
forum discussions will be held for the
-purpose of airing opinions and exchanging views upon the many problems that confront both exhibitor and
distributor.
More than 50 booths displaying
theater equipment wares and herald-ing forthcoming product of the various companies are now in the process
;of completion and will be ready for
inspection tomorrow in Exhibit Hall,
when the convention tees off.
Complete program follows:
Tomorrow ^ew Jersey Day: 10 a.m.. Reg,

—

all delegates; 11 a.m.. Reviewing
exhibits; 1 p.m., Meeting of the ladies
Surf Room; 1:30 p.m.. Allied
committee,
ioi
of New Jersey directors meeting. Surf Room;
meeting of the ATO of New
Open
2:00 p.m..
and guests. Surf Room; guest speaki Jersey
selection
of
ers;
reports by committees
nominating committee for the election of
officers and directors: 4 p.m.. General meeting adjourns; U p.m.. Social get-together in

istration of
all

;

(Continued from Page

Russian Cast)

ATA,MPTOAtoMeel

officials

and

On

1)

MPEA

pers, including president Eric Johnston.
Johnston was expected to have re-

AMBITIOUS SOVIET FILM DOCUceived assurance from Department
THE LIFE AND TIMES OF
officials that no excessive amount of
GAPS.
ARE
GLARING
THERE
STALIN BUT
so-called "Nazi" films will be exDocumenting a good deal of the life and ported to this country. The Departtimes of Josef Stalin here is an ambitious ment, however, is expected to remain
firm in its basic policy of allowing
rehabilitation of the German film industry. As The Film Daily has reported, only about four feature films
his assumption to Lenin's place in 1924, have been earmarked for export to
Stalin vowed that he would carry through the United States.
Although these
the former's plan to make Russia a strong films were made while Hitler was in
military power and defend it to the last power, none were made with or by
against all enemies.
Nazi personnel according to the War

Soviet

film

which

sets

out

to

tell

Joint Tax Plan

top-

MENTS

the

what makes the man tick and explains the mechanism of political fates in
the Russia that Lenin left him heir to. On
world

What transpires reflects Stalin influence
on the lives of members of a family who
helped build Stalingrad, defended it later,
liberated finally. It shows Stalin as a great
one for the mother element. He believes

about with his mistress to see Soviet emisand brushed them off to go jitterbugging at a nitery. Later the Russians see
him having a time. Then came the war.
quite evident that nothing
It is always
went into the script that was not approved
saries

gaps which represence
of
explanation,
further
quire
other figures and other settings. These
are plenty conspicuous by absence.
details
interest,
Film generates much
interiors and exteriors of the Kremlin which
first.

is

a

regional

Embassy Room
Thursday Open Forum Day: 9:30 a.m
Linwood Country Club: 2
p.m.. Continuation of open forum; 3 p.m
Entertainment for ladies. Embassy Room; 4

—

jGolf tournament,
I

•

p.m.. Closed session of the ATO of New
Jersey: 7 p.m.. Cocktail party, sponsored by
National Screen Service: 8 p.m., Testimonial
banquet to Jack Kirsch in the Wedgewood
Room. Hotel Chelsea.

A

Coslow Appoints
London
Villiers

rep for

Villiers
(By Cable) Sir

—

Edward

There

are

glaring

magnificent place.

Where

Russian films are generally

de-

CAST: Mikhail Gelovani, S. Chiatsintova, N.
Bogoliubova, T. Makharova, N. Plotnokov, V.
Soloviev, S Blinnikov, G. Sagardze, P Ismatov.
Studios; Director, Mikhail Chiaureli; Screenplay, M. Chiaureli,
N. Pavlenko; Photography, A. Kesmatov; Music,
A. Balanchivadze; English titles, C. Clement.

CREDITS: Produced at

DIRECTION,

Good.

Tbilissi

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Very

Good.

Balaban and All Para.
Officers Again Serve
(Continued from Page

the

1)

was renamed chairman of
Paramount executive committee,

to Poland,

(Continued from Page

1)

suggestions, but it is expected that
the final statement to Washington
will offer three varying proposals.
The trio of favored suggestions
will likely be the following:
1. Elimination of the tax on
children's admission and a reduction to 10 per cent on all other
tickets.
2. Straight reduction to 10 per
cent on all admissions.
3. Reduction to 10 per cent on
all admissions below $1.00, with
a possible rise to 15 per cent or
20 per cent starting at this level.

mm.

It

is

Pommer

now

considered likely that Top musicals include "Down
meet with Johnston souri Way," "Club Havana,"

will also

in Berlin.

The

MPEA-MPAA

head

is

Do You Do?" and "Queen

Mis-

"How

of Bur-

expected to arrive in Berlin the early lesque."
part of July.
Music

$10,500,000 Proposed For
State Dept.'s OIC Program
Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

Washington— A fund of $800,000
has been recommended to the full
Senate Appropriations Committee for
the State Department's documentary
film program, Senator Joseph Ball,
R. Minn., revealed late Friday. As
chairman of the State Department
subcommittee of the appropriations
body, Ball is proposing a grant of
$10,500,000 for the operations of the
Office of International Culture
about one-third the amount requested
by Secretary George Marshall, but
exactly $10,500,000 more than was
voted by the House.
More than $3,000,000 had originally been asked by the State Department for the film program. Officials
were not available Friday to indicate where their program would be
cut off in order that it be able to
survive on the low budget. The subcommittee has recommended an additional $1,500,000 for liquidation activities throughout the OIC.
In the meantime, the House again
failed to complete action on the
Mundt Bill to replace the OIC with a
permanent, legally sanctioned international information and education
office within the State Department.

—

ending speculation as to whether his
service in Warsaw would cause him
to relinquish the film post he long
has filled.
Named to succeed themselves, in
addition to Balaban and Griffis were:
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the board;
Frank Freeman, Austin
Y.
C.
Keough, Charles M. Reagan, Henry
Ginsberg, Leonard H. Goldenson and
Paul Raibourn, vice-presidents; Fred
Mohrhardt, treasurer; Robert H. Mrs. Goldie Cohen Dead
Detroit— Mrs. Goldie Cohen, mother
O'Brien, secretary; Jacob H. Karp,
Frank Meyer and Russell Holman, of Herman Cohen, Columbia sales-

has been appointed London
Coslow.
assistant secretaries.

Sam

in

mand and patronized, "The Vow" should
stay put for some time.

—Open Forum Day: 10:30

a.m.,
directors
meeting.
Surf
Room; 2:30 p.m.. Guest speakers. Surf
Room. National motion picture distributors
md National Allied leaders: 3 p.m.. Entertainment for ladies in Embassy Room; 3:30
p.m., Open forum; 9 p.m.. Cabaret night

Eastern

,

103 Mins.

Artkino

Room.
Wednesday

Surf

I

Pix Clarification

Seen; Officials Hold Meet

Department.
Representing MPEA at the meet- Pictorial to Release 40
ing with Assistant Secretary of War
Features in '47-'48
H. C. Petersen, in addition to John- 16
ston, were Francis Harmon and Irvparticularly large ones and ing Maas. Also included in the meet(Continued from Page 1)
in the family,
does them all honor.
ing were Eric Pommer, Brig. Gen. 16 mm. exhibitors for sale or rental,
lumbers G. L. Eberle, acting chief of CAD; are in color, including
narrative
Heavy-handedly the
"The Enalong, brushing in a strong smear of lusty, Brig.
Gen. Robert McClure, Col. chanted Forest" and four outdoor
primitive humor here, a satiric note there. Edgar Hume, Henry F. Carlton and musicals starring Eddie Dean. Strong
3N. J. Allied Convention
For the most part what is intended as Charles Mevtz.
promotional effort is being placed
humor is aimed for the dull mind but the.-e
Petersen is expected to issue a behind "Forest" in pre-selling to
Calls 500 Exhibitors
with
script
the
deals
is a sequence where
policy statement either tomorrow or schools, churches, clubs and other
(Continued from Page 1)
Georges Bonnet, French Foreign Minister, Wednesday. Following this state- non-theatrical users.
Featured drama of the new prowith a testimonial banquet honor- at the time of the Munich crisis that packs ment, Pommer is expected to hold
chasing his first general press conference.
gram is "The Wife of Monte Cristo."
jing Jack Kirsch, national Allied pres- a potent wallop. He was too busy

Walsh and Tom O'Brien,

•

German

»

Department

I

i

DAILY:

man,

is

dead.

and outdoor action are
teamed in the Eddie Dean features,
"The Caravan Trail," "Colorado Serenade," "Song of Old Wyoming" and

"Romance

of the West."
Also on the program are three new
Michael Shayne mysteries, "Larceny
in Her Heart," "Blonde for a Day,"
and "Murder is My Business." Rosemary LaPlanche is featured in three
releases, "Strangler of the Swamp,"
"Devil Bat's Daughter," and "The
Flying Serpent."

For universal appeal, Pictorial will
"Danny Boy," and "The Gas
House Kids." Action and drama are
featured in "Avalanche," "Accomplice" and
"Detour."
Erich von
Stroheim is starred in "Mask of
offer

Diijon."

Westerns on the program total 12,
with Buster Crabbe starred in eight,
and Bob Steele in four.

WB

Short Subject Drive
Set For July 5-Sept. 27

Warners' 16th Annual Bookers
Drive, in which the activity is focused
on short subjects, has been set for
July 5-Sept. 27, according to Norman H. Moray, short subject sales
manager. First three weeks of the
shorts campaign will run concurrently with the Warner Anniversary
Drive, April 27-July 26.

Release "Possessed" July 26
"Possessed," has been set by Warners for general release July 26, "The
Unfaithful," previously was dated
for July 5.

,

';.

Monday, June

€7^*
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Harris-Broder Gets

U Reissue

Rights

(Continued from Page

1)

46 will be made available at a later
date, he added. Distribution rights
include the U. S., Alaska and the

Some

of the pictures will be disj

^yf^w

j^fr
through
PRC exchanges, fit was said, with 'p|
Harris - Broder

tributed

presently considering the grants :;
of sub-licenses |o |
other proposed
franchise holders.

l

ROGERS

of Detroit, president; Norman Eisenstein, executive vice-president; Budd

Broder

IF

YOU WANT

Set is practically covered

duction at 20th-Fox
at

and

and Jacques
and Irving

T
•

way

between Jack Broder and Universal
for the rights to the latter's reissues
was first disclosed in The Film

Daily on June 3.)
Rogers, an industry veteran, was

named

vice-president in charge of
distribution and sales, with authority
over distribution and sales policies.
Pact was negotiated by David
Fogelson of the law firm of Schwartz
and Frohlich for Harris-Broder;
Saul E. Rogers for Budd Rogers, and
the Universal attorneys.

has not

T

T

WOOD

PRODUCER-DIRECTOR SAM

•

•

given up his thus far

definitely

is

fruitless

back

Wins

Clearance Adjustment
in

The Cleveland arbitration tribunal,
a consent award filed at the

weekend, ordered that in all future
contracts between Loew's and the
Idol Theater, Lodi, 0., no clearance
shall be granted to Scnine's Ashland
or Palace theaters in Ashland.

Award also stipulated that "said
Idol Theater's availability shall not
be based upon Mansfield, 0."

"Gunfighters" Into Victoria
Columbia's "Gunfighters," will have
its New York premiere at the Victoria immediately following the run
of the current "Duel in the Sun."

Candy

at a Discount

With "Kilroy" Dates
West Coast Bar., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Theaters showing
Monogram's "Kilroy Was Here,"
will be able to purchase Kilroy candy
bars at a discount, under a deal set
by the Mono, exploitation department with the American Royal Candy
Co. Bars will be available in advance

—

partment action on his application for passport clearance

where he wants

femme
Arms"

role in

to

one

look for a beautiful Russian actress
of his forthcoming productions,

ing the picture.

town but

to

to

Russia,

play the top

"The World In His

New York and
With
Washington but was unable to get his application through
the producer-director back here, his Eastern attorney, William Jaffe is
continuing to press for passport clearance
Meanwhile, Wood is
Wood

stayed several weeks recently in

Cameron Menzies regarding producWood makes

conferring with Producer William
tion

problems and details on "Purgatory Street," which
as

next

an Interwood Production

for

Universal-International

release

hop back

to

New

make

another

York and Washington

T
•

•

plans

ANNOUNCEMENTS

•
for

one

of

his

T

T

regarding Producer-Director

Fritz

Lang's

forthcoming productions, "Corruption," based on

an original story by Silvia Richards, evidently has some political bigwigs worried as to what relation the yarn has to various political developments of the past year
Lang has received several calls from
as far away as Kansas City from politicos and newspaper men wanting
to know if "Corruption," which has been announced as a topical story
regarding the operation of a political machine in a typical American
city, has any direct parallels with, well, say Kansas City!
Meanwhile, Lang is temporarily stymied on his production plans by unforeseen developments, mainly relating to lining up the shooting schedule
to accommodate the availability of the top stars whom he wants
So now he has shuffled his filming sequence and is currently preparing
to shoot "Winchester 73," psychological story about Billy The Kid by
Stuart Lake, as his next Diana Production for Universal-Int'l release. As
usual, Lang will both produce and direct

T
•

•

T

T

i3

Predicted

10%

By Knutson

(Continued from Page

1)

adjournment. These move J
were speeded by President Tnirran'.veto of income tax slashes jP^edi
f
by the Republican Congress, § r was
felt in some Congressional quarters
that some tax relief should be given
before

\

this year.

Knutson's
learned,

flat

statement,

it

was--

was made during a radio^

program

broadcast over WOLJ
Washington. Knutson was asked for
his comment on the fate of the ad-l
mission tax "because of the wide-

spread interest" of the public.
The chairman of the tax-writingl
committee said that it is his belief']
that the levy will be returned to its
pre-war level of 10 per cent. He did
not say, however, whether an at-,
tempt to slash the tax would bemade during the present session oil
Congress.
During hearings before the committee, Knutson had admitted that
the tax was too high but said that
it
should not be eliminated altogether.

Although there appeared to besome Republican sentiment in favor
of moving fast to cut the excise
taxes before adjournment this Summer, top policy-making Republican
leaders refused to be pinned down on
the possibility.
S e n at o r Robert Taft of Ohio,
Chairman of the Senate Republican

committee told The Film
Daily the excise question "was not
discussed" at a special meeting of
policy

the group. He did not, however, discount the possibility of future discussions.

new

novel.

Favorite Gets Reissue Rights
56 Chicago Releases in July
Favorite Films has secured reChicago July releases in this area
issue rights to "Hangmen Also Die" will total 56, including 25 re-issues,
and "It Happened Tomorrow," Moe according to a survey released by
Kerman, president, announced.
Allied Theaters of Illinois.
j

—

i

U

i

—

defendants Loew's, United Artists,
20th-Fox and Columbia. Edmond Adcock and Edward Johnston, attorneys
for Paramount and B & K have secured a five-day extension' and will
file briefs next week.

believed to be the all-time record

a

|

n

Rio Defendants File Denials
Chicago Denials of charges in the
Rio Theater anti trust case were filed
Friday by Miles Seeley, attorney for

Cable)—What is conbe the first demonstration of American television on the
European continent took place last
week at the Milan International
Fair
which is current here commemorating the 50th anniversary of
the invention of radio by Marconi.
An RCA video system was utilized.
First
program consisted of three
ballets performed at La Scala.

initial edition for

(

Republican leaders have stated
that there will be no further attempts to cut income taxes at this
session. The move to slice excises,
however, is regarded as a possible
substitute that would stand a better
chance of White House approval.

First Continental
V. S. Video in Milan

FIVE STUDIOS, including three majors and two independents, have entered bids, sight unseen, for Niven Busch's newest
novel, "The Enemies," to be published shortly by the Dial Press
Publishers have announced that tome will get a bigger advertising and
exploitation budge! and a larger first edition than either "The Vixen"
or "The Foxes Of Harrow," both of which they published. First run of
50,000

Ticket Tax Cut to

•

I

of the film's release, with each carton to include a counter card boost-

in

quest for State De-

Before starting the picture, however, he expects to

Lodi, O., Theater

in addition

Jr., Charles Winninger, and Charles Buggies, among others who
have had experience behind the footlights in vaude and musicals. Bacon
himself was once a hoofer and joined with Winninger and Ruggles in
person to da one of the tap dance routines for the picture, thus following his policy of always appearing in some small part in every picture
Bacon's film is a nostalgic show business yarn and he
he makes
figures it may do a lot to bring back tap and soft-shoe hoofing which
has virtually disappeared during the past couple of decades. Younger
dancers in the picture had to learn the old-style routines which every
chorister in the world knew back there years ago

Grinieff, vice-presidents,

Kipnis, secretary.
(That negotiations were under

with personalities

vaudeville headliners,

Dailey,

Har-

Jack

•

•

one time or another were
a number of the o'.d-time standard acts have reported to Bacon to do
Cast includes Dan
bits from their old routines for Bacon's cameras

ris-Broder include

Rogers,

============
HOLLYWOOD

who

\,?&t

Joseph Harris
chairman of the
board and treasurer; Paul Broder

By RALPH WILK

cm answer to the old question about what
became of vaudeville, you'll find an answer to it on the set of "Off To
Buffalo," which Lloyd Bacon is directing as a Walter Morosco Pro-

•

Hawaiian Islands.

Officers of

•
=====
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SEMITE fllHKES TAfT-HARTLEV BILL THE LAW
Gov't Anti-Trust Suit Charges Ascap in Cartel
25 Societies Belonging

To

Confederation
as Co-Conspirators

Int'l

Named

Crack

in Hollywood Studio
Strike Front Envisioned;

JACKSON PARK INJUNCTION UPHELD
Two Week Loop
Time Go

First

Powerful Producer Weapon

Runs and Elimination of Waiting
High Court

Into Effect Unless Appealed to

Ascap's tieup with La Confederation Internationale des
Chicago's Jackson Park Theater and company counsel will begin imSocietes d'Auteurs et
Compositeurs of Paris was attacked yes- anti-trust case hit the industry lime- mediately to study the edict with a
terday via an anti-trust suit filed by light again yesterday with attorneys view toward further appeal to the
ihe D of J in the U. S. District Court for all five of the majors confronted U. S. Supreme Court.
Primary question at stake in the
for the Southern district of New with a new decision of the U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals which up- Chicago order is a provision which
York.
RKO, Loew's, Warner,
Suit does not question the right held "in all essentials" the sweep- restrains
of authors, composers and publishers ing injunction of Federal Judge Paramount and 20th-Fox, and the
Michael Igoe handed down last Octo- circuit defendants, B & K, Warner
to band together for the joint protecber.
Bros. Circuit Management Corp., and
(Continued on Page 7)
Full text of the decision is ex- Warner Brothers Theaters from expected to reach local

offices

today

industryiles Arriving

Film

Memo
For

Washington Bureau of

Washington
a

new and

ley labor measure prohibiting
jurisdictional strikes and many
"feather-bedding-" practices became
law yesterday after the Senate by a
68 to 25 vote overrode President
Truman's veto of the measure. This
was six votes more than the necessary two-thirds majority.
The law thus placed on the na(Continued on Page 5)

ATONJ Conclave

UJA Urgency Grows,

Johnston Sees Good

Film Leaders Told

In Taft-Hartley Bill

will

submit

memorandum

to

By WILLIAM L. SYNDEH
Film Daily Staff Writer
Atlantic City
Exhibitors and

Because

Overriding Presidential veto of the

recent developments,

of
it
was more urgent than ever that the Taft-Hartley labor bill by the Senate yesterday was seen by Eric
industry intensify its

the War Department on the stilldisefforts toward
explosive German film situation, it
was learned yesterday, following a tributor representatives from the reaching the $2,100,000 quota for the
East and other parts of the country New York area in the United Jewish
:op level confab over the week-end
descended in healthy numbers upon Appeal's drive to raise $170,000,000
jetween
President
this resort city last night and this for the aid of dispossessed European
Eric A. Johnston, Assistant Secremorning for the 28th annual conven- Jewry, Barney Balaban, national
:ary of War H. C. Petersen and other

—

MPEA MPAA

ndustry and Government

(Continued on Page 6)

officials.

(Continued on Page 6)

Andy Smith Convenes
First

THE FILM DAILY

Washington—The Taft-Hart-

THE FILM DAILY

— MPEA

detailed

MANNING CLAGETT

(Continued on Page 4)

WEA to Draft New
German

By

Washington Bureau of

His

(Continued on Page 71

Extend Exemption of Ohio
Pix Rental from Use Tax

20th-Fox Confab

Mexican Industry Faces
50% Pay Tilt Demand

—

Columbus, O. Exemption of film
from the Ohio sales or use
First sales parley to be called by tax will be continued, following pas\ndy Smith, Jr., 20th-Fox general sage of a bill to extend the exemption
•ales managei
since his elevation granted
two years ago. It was feared
j.o that post opened at the home office
that repeal of the admissions tax
.esterday, and continues today with
(Continued on Page 6)
iianagers and salesmen from Ray
VIoon's Northeast division sitting in
.vith Smith and William C. Gehring,
-

,

(Continued on Page 6)

Skouras on Exchange
Tour, Starting July 20
Spyros P. Skouras, president of
20th-Fox, plans to leave New York
July 20 on a trip that will take him
to all of the company's exchanges.
It will
be the first trip of such
nature in some time by the president
of a major company.

Hollywood iurisdictional dispute. He
(Continued on Page 7)

Bon Voyage Dinner for
Kupper Attended by 200
William

(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 6)

Crosby to Make Pic
For Rank Next Year

THE FILM DAILY
The U. S. Supreme

West Coast Bureau of

Drivers
i

Hour

Washington

—

Court yesterday, with Justice Robert Jackson not participating, noted
Pittsburgh Truck drivers for Ex- probable jurisdiction in the Government's nine-year-old anti-trust suit
hibitors Service Co., film messenger
against the major distributors.
service handling 90 per cent of moIt is doubtful, however, that the
tion picture deliveries to theaters in
case will be heard by the Court and
Western Penna. went on strike yes- ruled upon
before another 10 or 12
I

j

—

(Conrinued on Page 7)

|

THE FILM DAILY

—

Bing
Pebble Beach, Calif.
Crosby will go to England in 1948
to star in a J. Arthur Rank pic
which will have an otherwise allEnglish

Striking for .25 per

Kupper, former general

sales

West Coast Bur.,

Equity Appeal Ruling Year Off
ATA Plea Delayed for Court Hearings
W. Penna. Truck

J.

manager and newly appointed
managing director for 20th-Fox in
a Great Britain, was given a surprise

New Mexican labor demands of
50 per cent increase in wages are
facing the motion picture industry,
Carlos Niebla, Loew's managing director for Mexico, in this country for
a medical checkup, told the industry

rentals

Johnston, president of the MPA, as
hastening settlement of the current

cast,

plus

English -composed

tunes and English story and locale,
with Wesley Ruggles directing. Deal,
inaugurated by Ruggles, was carried
thru by Robert S. Benjamin for Rank
and by Everett Crosby and John
O'Melveny for Crosby, with dual
announcement of closing here yesterday and in London. Crosby will
continue to broadcast from England
while over to make the pic.

(Continued on Page 6)
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HARRY GOLDBERG, Warner

director of pubCleveland tomorrow to meet
w.tn a local group for a preliminary discussion
on possible community tax on amusements to
replace the repealed three per cent state tax.
licity,

JOHN W. ALICOATE

DONALD

Publisher

M. MERSEREAU

:

Associate Publisher

BAHN

Editor

in

publicity, ad-

exploitation manager, and BEN
the company's publicity manager, left

and

vertising
B.

be

will

CURTIS MITCHELL, Paramount's

and General Manager

CHESTER

WASHER,

Atlanta yesterday for the first of a group
of promotional conferences on "Welcome
Stranger." They will also visit Detroit, Kansas
City and Minneapolis, returning Friday.
for
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HENRY GINSBERG, Paramount
charge

in

of

arrived
home office
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WASHINGTON—

LONDON
133 Wardour St. W.
MANILA—Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
HAVANA — Mary
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
BOMBAY
1.

Hornby Road,

ALGIERS— Paul

Saffar,

MONTREAL—

Ray Carmichael, Room

20th-Fox exploitation manager, left last night for Detroit and Chicago, to
oe gone 10 days.

RODNEY BUSH,
MAURICE

Richey,
ing tne

is

en

M.

WOLF, assistant to H.
N.
route from the Coast after visitstudio for a week.

M-G-M

Fox Drops Nevada, Mo.
House Due to Decree

—

Nevada, Mo. As a result of the
N. Y. Statutory Court's decree, the
partnership of Art Bowman and the
Fox Midwest in the local theatrical
field has been liquidated.
Bowman, who had operated the
Arbo, a 307-seater with the Fox interests for some 14 years, is now the
sole owner, while Fox Midwest takes
over the 725-seat Star and the Nemo,
latter still

464 Francis Xavier
Jack Droy, 411 Lyric

vice-president

production and studio operation,
in
New York from Hollywood for
conferences.

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:
28, Calif.
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
Andrew H.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
Manning Clagett,
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-

Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg.,
Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.

coma

comiiiG nno

mm?*

under construction.

9,

ERIC A. JOHNSTON, JOYCE O'HARA, GERALD MAYER and MARIE SMITH left by plane
last

night

for

Europe,

their

departure

having

been postponed 24 hours.

Via

Ludovisi 16. Phone, 42758. MONTEDr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito S97.
Neal, Calle de

—

worked

GEORGE
manager,
lowing

a

has

HICKEY, M-G-M Coast sales
back at the L. A. exchange folPalm Springs' vacation.
A.

is

LAURITZ MELCHIOR left the Coast yesterday
Philadelphia and New York.
JACK KAPP, Decca Records president, back

for

from

Hollywood.

FREDDY FOX,

of the 20th-Fox studio produc-

tion department, is due from Hollywood today
en route to London for filming of "Escape."

JOEL LEVY, Loew's out-of-town booker, leaves
today for New England where he will spend
the balance of the week.

Black, Ex-Fabian Exec.
Dies; Rites Tomorrow

finnnciRL

.

ij

free remittances may be tte"?a2su
Ralph R. Doyle, RKO mar
g
rector for Australasia told th% indi
try press at an interview yesterds
Doyle reported that theater rev
ues continued to be satisfactory
spite the natural decline from t|

'

boom wartime peaks.
The RKO executive

declared t
the Australian system of licensi
exhibitors had resulted in a "clos
shop for theater operators." Progre
is

thwarted, he said,

when an

in

returns to the United States July 1 after spending two months in Europe. Johnston is now in

Although production in Austra
averages only a single feature a
MORT NATHANSON, of the Paramount heme nually, this condition is expected
office publicity staff, is in Detroit with VIRchange shortly, Doyle said.
GINIA WELLES.
Britain's cinema giant, J. Arthj
JAMES E. PERKINS, Paramount managing
Rank, has made arrangements
director for Great Britain, and FRED E. HUTCHINSON, managing sales director for Britain, build a completely modern studio |
are in San Francisco from where they will fly
Sydney, and his partners there i\
to New York and return to England by ship.
now awaiting the arrival of necessa
SAM SHIRLEY leaves Chicago July
for a
equipment to begin construction.
visit with his family in California.
Concluding, Doyle said that
Switzerland.

!

j

Screen Office and Professional EmGuild, Local 109, UOPWA,
CIO, has submitted new contract demands to Loew's, UA, 20th-Fox and
Columbia covering 130 exchange
Miami Beach, Fla.
Harry G. workers. Current pact expires July
Black, 47, formerly general manager 31. Following approval by the mem(Mon., June 23)
^S=
of 'the Fabian Circuit, died here sud- bership the following clauses are inNEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Black was cluded in the new pact which will
denly, early yesterday.
Net
spending a leave of absence from his shortly enter the negotiation stage:
High Low Close
Chg.
Salary increases of $10 or 30 per
Bell & Howell
18% 18% 18%— Va post because of a heart ailment.
35-hour
Columbia Picts
Black, at one time, had been asso- cent, whichever is higher; a
16% I6V2 16% + %
East. Kodak
44% 44% 44 Vi + l/2 ciated with the Walter Reade and week; union shop, arbitration and an
183i/2 185
do pfd
185
+ 2
improved holiday scale.
the Schine Circuits before joining Si
l/
Gen. Prec. Eq
1914
19|/2 +
19Vi
2
22l/4 +
Loew's, Inc
223/8
215/8
Fabian.
%
Paramount
26% 26
26% + %
Remains of the deceased are being Foeldes, "U" European
RKO
12% 11% 12% + %
flown in to New York. Funeral serRepublic Pict
5% 5% 5%
Sales Head, Dies in Paris
l/
Republic Pict. pfd... 113,4
_|_
11% 113/4
4
vices will be observed at the River20th Century-Fox
29% 29% 293/4 + % side Memorial Chapel tomorrow at 1
Universal Pict
223/8
22 Vi 223/8 +
% p.m.
Louis Foeldes, 53, general salqs
Universal Pict. pfd.. 80
-j80
80
manager in Europe for UniversalWarner Bros
15% 15% 15% + %
Relicts are his widow, Bebe Black,
Int'l since August, 1945, died sudNEW YORK CURB MARKET
supervisor at Arthur Murray dance
Monogram Picts. ... 3%
denly in Paris last Thursday, accord3% 3%
RKO
3
3!/8
3% + % studios; his brother Sam Black of ing to word received here.
Sonotone Corp
3% 3% 3% -'r Vs Springfield, Mass.; and two sisters,
Foeldes entered the industry in
Technicolor
1314 13
13
Mrs. Gene Rae of Long Beach, Calif., 1926 in Hungary and had been assoTrans-Lux
4% 3% 4%
and Mildred Black Wilkinson of ciated with Universal since 1938
OVER THE COUNTER
Bid
Asked Scranton, Pa.
when he was appointed supervisor
Cinecolor
534
6%
for Eastern Europe.
Pathe
5%
:

.

The Australian dollar positi
would be vitally affected by a hii
U. S. import tariff on wool and
strictive legislation that might lin,

vidual cannot open a theater withe
permission of the authorities Wi
CARL NIEBLA, Loew's Int'l manager for the
make the decision as to whether
Mexico, is in New York.
EUGENE ORMANDY, conductor of the Phila- new theater is economically sou|
delphia Symphony, has returned to New York and in the public interest.
after making his film debut in RKO Radio's
"If an exhibitor keeps his thea
"Memory of Love." Ormandy returns in a month
up-to-date and provides good scri
to Hollywood to conduct a series of concerts at
the Hollywood Bowl.
attractions," Doyle added, "he
W. RAY JOHNSTON, chairman of the board almost count on complete immun
of directors for Allied Artists and Monogram,
from opposition."

out.

MEXTCQ CITY — Dorothy

Paris 12.

Might

1

—

VIDEO

Tariff

'

BRYAN FOY, Eagle-Lion vice-president,
returned to Hollywood from Mexico City.

VANCOUVER —
Theater Bldg.
SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher, To End Mansfield Pool
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
Mansfield, O. Warners and SkirUY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys,
ball Bros, will end the Ohio and Local 109 Submits New
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN—
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copen- Madison Theaters pool this month.
hagen-Van Loese.
ROME — John Perdioari. Dissolution details are now being Pact Demands to Four
St.

Wool

Affect Aussie Remittances

ployes

—

<

growing British compe
American films remained

spite the
tion,

1

most popular among Australasi
themes i
Escapist
audiences.
favored, with "Notorious" and "So
of the South"

among

the top gr

sers.

WB Fighting Aussie Decisioi
Sydney (By Air Mail) — Heari
of Warner's appeal against a de
sion of the Film Commission in
fusing permission to erect a n
first run on a site held for seve
years, is being heard in Distr

:

Fighting against Warm
Court.
are Hoyt's, GUT, Carrol Musgrt
and Sydney Theaters.

f ILMDOM'S

.

1

6%

Two Texas

Killed in

MERVIN ASH & CO.
MEMBERS
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
information on listed and unsecurities available upon request.

Statistical
listed

Telephone:

61

BROADWAY

HAnover 2-3050

NEW YORK

Theater

Famous
Fives

Men

A

Auto Crash

REEVES
SOUND

—

Waco, Tex.
Two Texas theater
operators were killed in an automobile and truck collision about nine
miles from here. Ellis W. Hammer,
38, operated a theater in Waco, while
Byron C. Gibson, 50, of Dallas, owned
theaters in various Texas cities.

STUDIOS, INC.

1600

Special Feature of

The Film

EROADWAY

Edition

Complete Film and
Disc Recording

Daily's

PICTURES OF TOMORROW

Facilities

(now

in

preparation)
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before yovreyes

WARNERS present .AND
SENSATIONALLY/

July 4f^L

EVEARDEN- STEVEN GERAY
Directed by

Produced by

VINCENT SHERMAN -JERRY WALD
ORIGINAL SCREEN PLAY BY DAVID GOODIS

AND JAMES GUNN

•

MUSIC BY MAX STEINER

5
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Jackson Park Trust
Suit Decision

Ind. 'Takes' Spotty;

Upheld

(Continued from Page

Biz

—

i

«**?

than two weeks in Loop houses, or
more than one week in subsequentruns.

Attorney Thomas McConnell for
Jackson Park Theater, plaintiff in
case, had charged that the Maryland
Theater received preferential treatment in booking of films.
While upholding Judge Igoe's decision, the Appeals Court declared
that prior downtown showings did
constitute conspiracy
neighborhood theaters.

against

effect,

prohib-

is

made.

The Circuit Court's ruling, written by Justice Sherman Minton and
concurred in by Justices Will M.
Sparks and J. Earl Major, declared
that double-features were not in
themselves illegal "but when used to
further a conspiracy it has been
tainted with illegality."
Chicago's film trade is excited
over the Appeals Court verdict in
Jackson Park Theater case, on
block booking and long Loop showings. Opinion here is that case is
going to the Supreme Court far a

•

•

INSOFAR AS POSITIVE ACTION was

•

on the

quiet

UA

front

content from indie producers

suit
the
original
against the distributors and circuit
operators were Mrs. Florence B.
in

Bigelow, Mrs. Marion Kerber, John
E. and William C. Bloom, all children of Edward Bloom who built the

Jackson Park Theater in 1917. Suit

was

originally filed in 1942 for $360,000 which was awarded them in full
in March, 1944, with interest to
accrue at the rate of 5 per cent.
is
Still pending
a supplemental
suit for $600,01)0 treble damages for
alleged violations by the producers
between 1940 and 1946.

Correction
to

telegraph transmission er-

*%•>>.*>>..*>>.'•*•»*->#*»**'*'»»'
(/Dirt ha

Jjend
r

ay

V.-

ee linq
%

Phil

Frank
H.

J.

•

Pickford-Chaplin holdings. ...

•

New

a

Is

The Press Photographers Association

Awards

Merit

first

ad copy

at

Irving

They
to

make a

York met. area

staffer,

a

of

don't

just

bid for the
circuit quiet-

Pichel

Harris
G. Kirby

Budd Rogers
Harry M. Baldwin

Shumow

Isabel

G. Turner

York

RKO

worked up with

.

.

its

That

night.

ex-

in Paris for publication in the

Copy has

mighty clever

is

and "Best Years"

and Buckingham Palace

with the Tower, Parliament

.

will present

... •
Our Lives" which Dave Golding,

"In London, the things to see are" theme,

is

linked

should not

It

only catch the eye of the tourist trade but give Goldwyn's pic

a

pre-

on the Continent. ... • Harry and Jack Warner hosted
a Burbank studio luncheon yesterday for officers and directors of the

setting buildup

Chamber

U. S.

Decade

in

of

Commerce. ...

•

an

Decade, by the way,

pigeon

home

to the

Row

Mrs.

reportedly the only U. S. mag-

•

...

League, according
from the Texas

office

"Ma and

interesting tale,

is

azine completely handset and bound.
Dallas led the Film

(Metro) Ornstein is represented

Bill

short story quarterly with

Robinson"

Eagle-Lion's bowlers in
last

to

Team

city

by

reports

is

carrier

financed

and Dick Owen. ... • Col. Max
Stuart, of the Barnes Printing Co., printers of THE FILM DAILY, has Phil
M's sympathy
Living in Huntington, and serving as a juror in Riverhead, he has to ride 80 miles daily on the Long Island RR!
Why
by Herman

Beiersdorf, Clair Hilgers

punish the juror instead of the defendant, huh?

T
DIDJA KNOW THAT RCA as an outgrowth of television
has come up with Ultrafax, a revolutionary system of high-speed communication, which could transmit twenty 50,000 word novels from New
York to Ho'.ly wood in just 60 seconds flat?
Think what that can
mean to story depts
To say nothing about East-and-West publication of your FILM DAILY in some not-too-distant day. ...
• Speaking
of tele, receiver production in May continued its upward trend, with the
five-month total at 34,895
And while still on the subject. Steeple-

•

•

•

chase Park reports that

• RKO

...

tions.

week's Chicago Sun

Harvard class

the

an

in

of '37

one

most popular free

of its

article "After

as

its

"most outstanding

Pathe

now

some kudoes in last
Harvard, What?"
Taking

News

theme, author Adeline Fitzgerald tabbed
in

by reason

class

ten short years from

Franklin D. Roosevelt,

Jr.,

A

T

with

E.

doffed

rising

Second
I.

•

tro'ley strike in St. Louis is

Kahn,

Jr..

chapeau from

in Frisco

execs.

sending attendance

J.,

starts

over the

RKO

pic of Louis

Mexico City

in

proceeds. ...

members

in the

K

met. circuit on July

with the

• How

of the

2.

.

.

• "Women

in the Night,"

Variety Club there getting the

the film!

.

.

.

i

|

Towns with between 3,500 and 15,
000 population held at 99 per cen
during the first four 1947 months 1:
but fell to 93.5 per cent in the perioc
including May.
Towns with over 15,000 populatioi
indicated 98 per cent for the initia
quarter, 96 per cent for April, 97.!*'
per cent for January-April, and 9.
per cent from May to the reporting
,

date.
Bulletin noted that figures do no

show any increases in overhead fron
a year ago and indicated that a num
ber of exhibitors said that, whih
grosses had been maintained, profit:

'

"

were reduced anywhere from 20 to 4!
per cent because of higher operatingcosts.

Barry Rites Tomorrow

K

Funeral

services for Rose
t>e neld at 11 a.m. to
in the St. Elizabeth Church

Barry, 65, will

morrow

187th St. and Wadsworth Ave. De
ceased is survived by her husbaiu'l 1
Joshua H. Barry,
veteran of 1'
years, and by her son Josepn Barrj

WB

who was

also engaged in the filn
business at one time. Another relic 4
is Rosemary Rich, sister.

•:

SICK LIST

Princeton,

do you like this for onions?
Not one of the
House who sounded off the other day on SRO's "Duel

Sun" has yet seen

reporting only 93 per cent of las
year's returns. However, aggregate
business at houses in that size towr
reported 96.5 per cent for April an<
98.8 from May to the date of re
porting.

• That bus and
way down. ... • Lucille

Ansell's Southern California Pictures, will premiere in

mid-August,

Survey indicates that towns witl i
than 3,500 population were tin.
hardest hit during January-March

July 7 to address the

"Bedelia"

j

less

...

M-G-M star, opened last night at the McCarter Theater,
in "Dream Girl" to a sell-out performance. ...
• E-L's

Ball,

ATOI cautions that business is re
ported as spotty, with a great vari
ance between different individua
situations.
Many theaters are re
ported as showing an increase ove:
1946 receipts but others are said tt
be getting on "very dangerous'
ground.

T

LOUIS B. MAYER is due
Association of Newspaper Advertising

•

six

Cambridge"

his

M

Phil

N

of

With business of a year ago takei
as 100 per cent, survey indicate)
that situations reporting did 96.'
per cent during the first 1947 quar
ter; 97.1 per cent in April, 1947; 96.1
per cent for the first four months o
1947, and 94.4 per cent from May t<
the date of reporting.

attrac-

Pathe's Al Butterfield received

was copped by

place

tele is

biographer of "The Voice" running third

•

i

New

of

a Ritz-Carlton dinner tomorrow

"The Best Years

for

Film Daily

first

June 24

Mortha Sleeper

UA

releasing thru

Some, indeed, are talking about getting together

to editorship of

ror name of plaintiff in $600,000
anti-trust suit filed in Chicago was
Corpublished as Charles Gilin.
rect name is Charles Golin.

W

was

all

thought of the company's control passing to exhibition interests.

like the

Butterfield

Due

concerned,

But there were rumblings of dis-

yesterday

final verdict.

Plaintiff

'.

Tuesday's Tattlings

N. Y. Herald-Tribune's Parisian edition

these provisions were
stayed at the request of the defendants pending the ruling from a
higher tribunal, the injunction now
will take effect unless a further

Although

appeal

pHIL M. DALY

ing preparing to establish a chain of houses devoted to foreign pix?

Judge Igoe's decision also ruled out
waiting time between Loop and subsequent-runs, banned any uniform
plan of releases of clearances and
block-booking and, in
ited double features.

Off Slightly

Indianapolis
Indiana theater busi
ness is off slightly from 1946 it
shown in the results of a.'iparve.
conducted by the Associated P^ate
Owners of Indiana and published ii
the organization's bulletin, Theate
Facts.

1)

hibiting first-run films in theaters
leased or operated by them for more

not

Is

HAL
is

E.

walking

CHESTER, Monogram's producer
with

injury incurred

wood

floor

in

crutches

following

glass-topped table.
Eight
taken in his right leg.

stitches

CHARLES SPARGUR, manager

le

wer

of the ad
department, 20th-Fox, Indianapolis
confined at home by pneumonia.

sales
is

a

when he slipped on a hard
his home and fell against

uesday, June 24, 1947

r
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Taft-Hartley Bill Becomes

Hex. Industry Faces

50% Pay

Demand

Till

Prods. Gain

Advantage

in

(Continued from Page

Continued from Page

i

tion's statute books, in brief, out-

1)

•esjrfesterday. Calling 50 per cent

jm

chosen

jftrarily

"bargaining"

'Niebla said he expected labor
.ould settle for less, possibly 30
ear cent as they did two years ago,
iter settling for 15 per cent four
ears ago.
Niebla described the wage talks as
JTin..

:

nything but acrimonious, with both

~

gringoes will be saved

Sensitive

rom viewing any gore in the bullight scenes in M-G-M's "Fiesta" and

'.'_

SPCA

he

will also be able to relax.

Mexican consumption, addi-

!]jat for

laws the closed shop and places
tight restrictions on the union
shop, make unions subject to
charges of unfair labor practices
and to suits for damages and
prohibits not only jurisdictional
strikes but secondary boycotts.
Industry lawyers here said the law
may mean a crack in the Hollywood
strike front. Although many industry leaders now term the present
strike "ineffective," the law apparently gives producers a weapon for
use in any crippling strikes in the
future.
Under terms of the bill, producers caught in a jurisdictional
strike may seek relief in the
courts or through the National

ional footage has been shot to satisfy the aficionados and to provide
proper coup de grace to the chief
ctor. While Mexico's own Producion Code is similar to ours insofar
Labor Relations Board.
s morals are concerned, they won't
Although the featherbedding prowith
around
ettle for any fooling
visions of the bill as finally passed
heir national sport.
are vague, industry lawyers believe

he

'

''

<

.

r

.

.

.

.

^^. —w

-^

.

aities waiting for a chance to get
ogether and arrive at a compromise.
'.'.'he
"agitation period" is over, he
.

ided.

Explaining Mexico's recent prouction stoppage for 30 days, Niebla
xplained that banks had stopped
_nding money except to agriculture.
Vith private capital stepping in, and
etors voluntarily taking a 25 per
Jf
^ent cut, the stagehands offering to
>ioduce more to equal 25 per cent
I aving, the industry is humming once
y

.

;

-

Organized labor, both AFL and
CIO. plans to quickly challenge
the provisions of the Tuft-Hartley
law in the courts, it was learned
luxt night.

The AFL,

additionally,

campaign for its repeal. The
CIO executive board will meet in
Washington Friday to map its
action.
Meanwhile the VAC indicated it will oppose at the polls
will

those

who voted

for the law.

Niebla described Mexican produc2 ion as arriving at a plateau after
™ riginal spurts of as much as 120
ims a year. Mexican producers are
ow trying for better and fewer pictures, he said. The goal now is
ppioximately 50 pictures a year,
Scattered among some ten producers.
Loew's have set a policy of send,*
\ ig all dubbed pictures to Mexico,
"~
hile other companies still send two
ersions. Niebla claimed that dubbed
lms were proving more popular in
:>cations where the patronage wasn't
911

;;

:

.

Ms

international as in Mexico City,

example.

^"lor

3 im

Tully

.

Dead

West Coast Bureau

i"

Tf

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Jim Tully, 59, noveland scenario writer, died at the

st

after a lengthy illness. He
Appeared briefly in films as an actor.

lierjveekend

Mexican
Film Gross in 1946

SI 5,000.000

—
—

The
Mexico City (By Air Mail)
people of Mexico are reported to
have spent 76 million pesos about
on movie admissions
$15 million
the past year. This is a jump of 20

—

million pesos over the statistics

two years previously,
a

rapidly-growing

ket.

and

from

indicates

distributors'

mar-

that the power of James C. Petrillo,
president, in Hollywood may be
curtailed. Supreme Court action on
the Lea bill also may affect the labor
situation in Hollywood. This act prohibits forcing broadcasters to hire
more workers than they need to perform actual radio station services.
(Justice Hugo L. Black delivered
the Supreme Court's 5-3 decision.
Justice Stanley F. Reed dissented and
was joined by Justices Frank Murphy and Wiley Rutledge. Justice
William 0. Douglas took no part.
Justice Felix Frankfurter wrote an
opinion concurring with the majority
on technical phases of the ruling.
.The Court, however, returned the
case of Petrillo back to the Chicago
trial court for new proceedings.)
That the bill will have widespread effect on the motion picture
industry was little doubted here.
Whether the bill will solve the countless labor problems of the industry,
however, is another question. AFL
President William Green said, that
the AFL "will launch an immediate
campaign for the prompt repeal of
the Taft-Hartley Act."
Provisions of the bill expected
to have direct effect on the industry are those: Prohibiting
jurisdictional strikes; banning
"featherbedding" practices; outlawing future closed shop contracts; prohibiting secondary
boycotts; making unions liable
for unfair labor practices; re-

AFM

TAFT-HARTLEY
TIME TABLE

Studio Strike

1)

quiring certification that a union
represents a majority of work-

The Taft-Hartley law time table
provides these effective dates for pro-

ers.

strikes long have visions of more direct interest to the
The present Him industry:
Hollywood.
IMMEDIATELY
strike is only one of a series of
Damage suits may be filed against unions
jurisdictional disputes which have

Jurisdictional

plagued

beset the film capital for

many

years.

Hollywood has more craft unions
with criss-crossing jurisdictions than
perhaps any other industry. Charges
of "featherbedding" have long been
leveled at several AFL unions there,

IATSE and the AFM.
House labor sub-committee has
been holding hearings in Hollywood
on alleged labor abuses and rackCompany reps, have
eteering.
including

A

charged that jurisdictional battles
and featherbedding practices have
sent prices zooming and left a long
trail of unrest in their wake.
Commenting on the bill, the AFL
prexy said that the "new law will not
promote industrial peace. On the
contrary, it will force widespread
warfare."

Hartley-Taft

AAAA

Bid

to

Law May Stymie
Organize Tele

Hartley-Taft
"Equity,"
tors' Equity,

bill.

official

organ

Ac-

of

in a report of the executive secretary in the June issue,
in
told of progress made by
Pointing out
organizing the field.
that television cuts across every jurisdictional line in the entertainment
field, report held that "If any field
ever required a joint organizational
effort,

this is it."

Report told of a realization that
the

various

compose

AAAA

breach

far

unions

contract,

of

jurisdictional

strikes

and secondary boycotts.

New

union welfare funds can be established
only for purposes specified in the law and only
if employers participate in
their administration.
Unions cannot spend money or make contributions
in
connection with political campaigns for federal offices.
IN 60 DAYS
Unions become subject to charges of unfair
labor practices for coercion of employes, refusal to bargain and other offenses.
Jurisdictional strikes and secondary boycotts
are forbidden and can be enjoined at the request of the National Labor Relations Board.
Closed shop provisions are barred in i.ew
contracts.

Union

shop

contracts

are allowed in new
favored by a majority of a
a vote conducted by the

provisions

only

if

employes

plant's

in

NLRB.
Neither unions nor employers are alUwed to
terminate a contract without a 60-day notice;
a strike or lockout is barred until after the
60-day period.
Both
employers
and employes are given
greater latitude in asking NLRB elections to
determine whether a union must be recognized
or

decertified.

Unions must file detailed reports on finances
and internal affairs with the Labor Department.
seeking NLRB recognition
disclaiming
membership
party or groups favoring
overthrow of the government by force.
NLRB must revamp its structure along specified lines
to
divorce
prosecuting and quasi
Execs,

AAAA

unions to
of the
organize the television industry may
come a cropper because of yesterday's refusal of the Senate to uphold President Truman's veto of the

Campaign

AAAA

gain.

ffl

:,

LABOR TO FIGHT

Law

must
in

unions

in

file

affidavits

Communist

the

functions.

judicial

MISCELLANEOUS
closed and union shop requirements
contracts remain effective until the agreements expire. Any closed or union shop contracts signed within the next 60 days cannot
remain in force for more than one year.
Union welfare funds established before Jan.
1, 1946, are exempt from the act.
Restrictions do not apply to welfare funds
now in operation until current contracts expire
on or before July 1, 1948, whichever is earlier.
Existing

of

Widow, Two Sons, Willed
Cohen Theater Circuit

must

—

their differences in the inof television, and solicited

Detroit
Mrs. Sylvia Cohen and
her two sons, Elliott and Barry, will
Equity members inherit the two-thirds interest in the
of any television engagements.
Cohen Theater Circuit owned by the
However, the report was con- late Lou Cohen. The two sons alcluded as follows: "Of course this ready owned sixth share each in
the
a
whole campaign would be impossible business, bequeathed
to them by an
if the Hartley-Taft Bill were law,
uncle, Ben Cohen, in 1944.
for under it if Equity, Chorus
No changes in operating policy are
Equity, AFRA, AGVA, AGMA and

stance
information from

were to sit down and talk to- planned.
about television conditions
that would be conspiracy and we
would all probably land in jail."
Ohio

SAG

gether

Drive-In Using
16mm. Films, Equip.

H'wood Labor Experts
Optimistic for Studio Workers
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles

— Studio labor experts

do not expect Taft-Hartley Bill to
have any immediate effect on studio
relations with labor. They point out
that studios have contracts with most
of unions providing for closed shop,
not
and existing contracts
are
affected by

new measure. They

be-

lieve unions in general will wait for
a test case with the Newspaper Guild
reported anxious to test the bill and
ask United States Supreme Court to

pass on legality of the measure.

McCutchenville, O.
!n

theater

films

in

exclusively

week by M.
ator

of

the

—

Initial

this area to

E.

was

Drive-

use 16

opened

mm.
last

Brandt, former operGrafton, Grafton, 0.

Seneca Drive-In has two RCA projectors equipped with an automatic
changeover. Pictures are projected
on a 16 by 13-foot screen with an
83-foot throw. Without in-car speakers, the Seneca is at the mercy of
the weather. Academy Film Service
of Cleveland furnishes 16 mm. features and shorts used.

—

Tuesday,

<?«#£?
Reeve

Andy Smith Convenes His
Calls for

First

10% Tax

Return to

20th-Fox Sales Talk
1)

Wore

the

"fair" pre-war
cent

is

collecting at

the box office
"makes a lot of
difference to folks

families,"
declares Reeve,
with

who operates the
Mission here.

REEVE

Zanuck's

F.

Attending: from the home office yesterday
were: President Spyros P. Skouras, W. C.
Michel Donald Henderson, Charles Schlaifer.
Martin Moskowitz, Ray Moon, E. C. McCartney, Peter Levathes, Clarence Hill, Morris
Caplan, Eddie Collins, Jack Bloom, Frank
Carroll, Lem Jones, Frank Bryant, Sid Blumenstock and Eddie Solomon.
From the Albany exchange there were?
Joseph B. Rosen, branch manager, and salesmen Fred Sliter and Daniel Houlihan.
From Boston: E. X. Callahan, district

manager;

really

that

for

—

Father's Day was
two Columbus the-

men, each of whom became a
parent for the first time. Carl Rog-

J.

M. Connolly, branch manager;

steadily reverting to the more normal
receipts of a few years ago.

One Year

Off

(Continued from Page

1)

that ours are not the only ones to be

UJEDDinG BELLS
—

Film

manager of Loew's Broad, welcomed Velvet Linda Rogers and
Harry Simons,
house manager of
the RKO Palace, became the father
Clay Simons

will hold

policy.

III.

An unexpected participant in the
conference on Saturday was Allen
Dulles, brother of John Foster Dulles,
and now a sort of international
troubleshooter for MPEA-MPAA. It
was Dulles who relayed to Military

nduslryites Arriving

or

1)

memo is submitted in
the War Depa^ a ?nt

mid-August,
up release of its repNn>on
the German situation and will make
no "final decisions" on German pix

ers,

of Harry

Memo

ATONJ Conclave

Government

officials

Berlin

in

MPEA's

of

opposition to the export of
so-called Nazi-made films.
Dulles
also has been in Geneva for the international trade discussions.

Jersey which opens here today
at the Hotel Ambassador.
Prime magnets of attraction are
the open forum scheduled for to-

Department will
"final decision" on the German situation until MPEA's position
is made clear, no change in basic

(Continued from Page

tion of the Allied Theater

1)

Owners

New

Court's Dec. 31 industry anti-trust
decree will also undoubtedly be the
subject of much controversy, particularly the competitive bidding pro-

Although

War

make no

policy is anticipated. Production of
the first two German films is now

under way,
Eric

it

was understood.

Pommer

trained for SpringMass. on Saturday and on Sunday left by plane for Berlin. It is
expected that Johnston, who left
New York by plane last night for
Europe, and Pommer will meet in
Berlin around July 10.
field,

Bon Voyage Dinner for
Kupper Attended by 200
(Continued from Page

1)

bon voyage dinner last night in the
Sert Room of the Waldorf Astoria by
President Spyros P. Skouras and 200
of his friends in the company's home
office.
Kupper sails for London on
July 2 on the S.S. Queen Elizabeth to
take up his new duties in England.
William C. Gehring, assistant general sales manager, was toastmaster
and on the dais were: Skouras, W. C.

months have passed. At the same visions.
time the Court refused to pass upon
Among the industry leaders who
the petition to intervene filed by are expected to be in attendance are:
ATA.
Spyros Skouras, Andy Smith, Sam
"Further consideration of the mo- Shain, William Gehring, Ben Kaltion of ATA and others for leave to menson, Commissioner Abram F.
intervene is postponed to the hearing Myers, Sidney E. Samuelson, Mike
of the cases on the merits," the Leventhal, Leonard Goldberg, W. O.
Michel, executive vice-president; AnCourt declared.
Prewitt, Morris Finkle, Dr. J. B. drew
W. Smith, Jr., general sales
Fishman, Max A. Alderman, Edward manager; Irving
considered. But just as the Theaters
Zion, Mayor of
Berger.
Lachman,
Benny
and
played such a vital part in the war
Lawrence, L. I., Kupper's recent
Jacocks,
Stern,
Jesse
L.
Don
Also:
home town; Joseph Moskowitz, viceeffort, so too, they have an important
role in helping you keep your people George Dembow, Henderson Richey, president; Murray Silverstone, presTed
happy and informed. We need your Joseph Bernhard, Bert Sanford,
ident of 20th-Fox Int'l Corp.; Donald
help, Uncle, and we need it now, to O'Shea, Sam Rinzler, Jack Levin, Henderson, treasurer; Dan Michalove,
Palfreyman, Henry Randel, vice-president National Theaters;
stabilize this great business of ours, Dave
to keep folks coming, and to main- Sol Schwartz, Harry Brandt, A. W. Charles Schlaifer, director of advertain a fair weekly profit so that we Schwalberg, Charles O'Reilly, Ted tising and publicity; Edmund Reek,
may keep up our properties for the Gamble, and Robert Coyne.
producer of Fox Movietone News;
betterment of

"We want

all

concerned.

to do our part, Uncle,

we always have. Won't you give a
have troubles, and thought to what a boon and salvation it would be to the thousands of
modest small town and suburban theaters and their patrons, family folks,
if our kids were not subject to 20
per cent tax on their little dime
tickets, and if we could supply the
great good and pleasure of the screen
at a price more in line with the needs
of our public?
Wright-Dopke
"The pre-war standard of 10 per
Detroit Irene Wright, daughter
of Norman Wright, operator of the cent above 10 cent admission was
Jefferson Theater, was married re- fair. Let's get back to that. Believe
Mrs. Dopke me, that added 10 per cent you're
cently to Bob Dopke.
has been availability clerk at the getting now makes a lot of difference
to folks with families."
Warner exchange.

"We know you

German

1947

New

'Continued from Page

:

Ruling

Draft

Until this

morrow and Thursday when the
J. A. Feloney, sales manager, and salesmen
Assuring that taxation seems up- Norbert Murray, E. X. Callahan, Jr., Ralph meeting- will be thrown open to
Pielow, Jr., John Peckos and Michael Zaman. everybody and
permost in every mind right down
anybody who wants to
From Buffalo Charles B. Kosco, branch
the line, Reeve writes to his Uncle manager; Richard A. Carroll, office manager, speak his mind on the state of the
and salesmen W. C. Rowell, G. E. Dickman industry, and the testimonial banSam:
and Lawrence Ayers.
"I'm sure you get kicks and
From New Haven: B. A. Simon, branch quet to National Allied President
manager,
and salesmen Michael Nuzzola and Jack Kirsch which will climax the
squawks from every direction, but
Sam Germain.
conclave Thursday night.
there's one particular phase of the
From New York: Seymour Florin, branch
The continuance of the system of
current tax set-up which affects a manager; Joseph Burke, office manager; Joe
huge portion of your people and a St. Clair, assistant manager, and salesmen local checkers by distributors subAbe Blumenstein, John Fernicola, Nathan
scribing to Confidential Reports is
very important business enterprise
Harris, James T. Victory, and Morris Kurtz,
expected to be one of the chief tarshow-business. We're still collecting sales supervisor.
gets of exhibitor protest and the
20 per cent of each box office dollar
implications of the N. Y. Statutory
for you, Uncle. That's a pretty stiff See Equity Appeal Case

percentage of take right from the
start from the amount paid by our
public and received by us to run our
business. Many retail stores have a
similar tax on certain items; I know
of no other legitimate business subject to 20 per cent tax before it opens
its doors. Out of the 16,000 odd theaters in our country, three-fourths
are comparatively small operations
small towns, neighborhoods in large
individually owned, paying
cities,
every other tax that every one pays,
operating under steadily increasing
costs, yet still providing the entertainment, information and world
knowledge for that vast majority of
your people who are called 'Typical
Americans.'
"It's tough going, Uncle, for these
showmen of the smaller spots to
have to turn in $300, $400, $500 and
up, per week, as a tax out of a pretty
well limited possible gross which is

MPEA to

ater

Death,"

of

"Gentleman's
Agreement," and "The Snake Pit."

cent which the

Just That

of

Darryl

The added 10 per

now

"Kiss

Harrow," "Nightmare
Alley," "Daisy Kenyon," "Forever
Amber," "Captain From Castile,"

admission.

Government

Tights,"

"Foxes

standard of 10
per cent above 10

Columbus, O.

assistant general sales manager.

—

to

Day

For Columbus Exhibs.

(Continued from Page

Discussions center about selling
Menard, Tex. In a unique "open plans for the balance of the 1947
Uncle Sam," President lineup, with these pix coming in for
letter to
Henry Reeve of the Texas Theaters attention:
Owners, Inc., calls
"Miracle on 34th Street," "The
Ghost and Mrs. Muir," "Moss Rose,"
upon Congress r
"Bob, Son of Battle," "I Wonder
to return the Federal admission
Who's Kissing Her Now," "Mother

tax level

Dad's

June 24,

Extend Exemption of Ohio
Pix Rental from Used Tax

Otto Koegel, general counsel; W. J.
Eadie, comptroller, and Ray Moon,

Northeastern sales manager.
Kupper was presented a diamondstudded platinum watch by his assowould cause the sales tax to be re- ciates and Charles Skouras, president
imposed.
Governor Herbert is ex- of National Theaters, sent a combination over-night bag and brief
pected to sign the measure.
The Governor is also expected to case as a token of esteem from Kupsign two other measures backed by per's friends in the theater organizathe ITO of Ohio and other exhibitor tion.
interests. One is a bill passed by the
Legislature which allows a tax cut of ture is the Van Aken labor bill which
approximately 50 per cent in the eliminates featherbedding practicesState unemployment tax. It is esti- in theaters, including standby orchesmated that thousands of dollars per tras and extra stagehands. Strikes in
year will be saved by Ohio theater support of such practices are forowners under its terms.
bidden and unfair labor practices of
Another measure awaiting signa- both employers and employes are de-

|
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"Jife

JJA Urgency Grows,

IMetc

Film Leaders Told

Johnston Sees Good

Authors-Publishers Federation Will
Not impose Location Tax on Pix Theaters

Detroit— American Federation of Authors and

Publishers,

Inc.,

music

In Taft-Hartley Bill

copy-

protective group, recently reorganized with Robert Seibert of Detroit as
president, will not impose a location tax. in sharp distinction to Ascap policy,
right

i

Continued from Page

1)

^an

of the motion picture divilsio_Jf the UJA, told leading indusry figures at a luncheon yesterday
i-r

"in

the Hotel Astor.

Matthew Fox, New York
man for UJA amusement

division,

emphasized the need for "special activities and special contributions" to
meet the quota which thus far has

.

for their

been reached to the extent of $500,000, not including contributions from
corporate entities.
Luncheon rally toward speeding up
much needed contributions will be

on the Astor Roof, July 15.
Spyros P. Skouras, non-sectarian
chairman for the industry, discussed
his committee's plans in its campaign
:o help the victims of Nazism. David
Weinstock also spoke.
Each of the film companies will be
'covered by a special committee to
held

.

income.

numerous exhibitor" groups in
and legislative activity for several years. Seibert reports the
AFAP now has 138 writers and four publishers on its membership roster. Membership at present includes independent composers and publishers but current
negotiations look to independent record groups in connection with disc tie-ups.
AFAP was incorporated in Massachusetts in February, with Seibert becoming
president last month, after some internal reorganization.
Policy falls in line with the objective sought by

both

co-chair-

(Continued from Page

Seibert pointed out here. Group, he stated, will issue licensing privileges gratis
to both locations and entertainers, with members depending upon royalties

association

Gov't Charges Ascap in Cartel
25 Societies Named as Co-Conspirators
i

Continued from Page

tion of performing rights, it was
stated by Attorney General Tom C.
Clark, but claims that music users,
including theaters, radio stations,

1)

music available to other U.

S.

Cancellation of existing alleged illegal agreements is
sought.

societies.

1)

added: "While it (the Taft-Hartley
Bill) will not destroy unions, neither
will it solve the labor problem."
Interviewed at LaGuardia Field
just prior to taking off on the first
leg of a tour that was cut short last
year, Johnston, whose first stop will
be in Paris, said he was off to have a
thorough look into struggling European economy. He placed emphasis on
coal as the most important factor
in the reconstruction of Europe. He
stated the Ruhr was the most important spot in Europe today.
"The next 60 days in Europe,"
Johnston stated, "will be the most
important. We will know in that
time," he added, "of the recovery
potential of the European continent.
This is a climactic period."
He said emphasis now is on the
economic, rather than on the political.
This is a time for reconstruction, not
reparation. Production, rather than
ideology.
"There is a faint ray of hope that
Europe is on the road to economic
recovery," Johnston said. The countries of Europe, he stated, are going
ahead with their economic reconstruction whether or not Russia joins

expedite the drive.
etc., that use copyrighted music are
Assistant Attorney General John
In addition to the speakers, among prevented from getting music from
Sonnett, in charge, of the anti•those present at the meeting of the abroad, except through Ascap, and F.
trust division, said that "This worldindustry's New York steering com- that non-Ascap member composers in
mittee were: Jack Cohn, Max A. this country are unable to have their wide combination has acquired a virtual monopoly of performing rights
•Cohen, George Dembow, Harry Gold- music played abroad.
to practically all of the world's musberg,
Leonard Goldenson, Irving
Suit charges Ascap with enical compositions not in the public
Greenfield, Arthur Israel, Jr., Julius
gaging in a world-wide cartel
domain. This includes most of the
Malcolm Kingsberg, Dr.
Joelson,
and conspiracy to monopolize
popular, as well as symphonic music, with them.
Lubin, Arthur L.
Mayer,
Isidor
musical performing rights in viowhich is today played over the radio,
Johnston said German film producCharles B. Moss, Louis A. Novins,
lation of the anti-trust law, and
at theaters, and in other places of tion was in process of rehabilitation.
Henry Randel, Sam Rinzler, Sam
alleges that Ascap has conspired
entertainment. The investigation, As another competitor in the global
Shain, Adolph Schimel, Max Wolff,
with other music societies in the
conducted by the FBI, shows that the film market, Johnston welcomed
Abe Schneider, Ed Rugoff, Sol A.
proprincipal countries of the world,
cartel has prevented other American duction
Schwartz Maurice Firth, and Chester
everywhere. Where there is
societies
from
having
to
such
access
competition there is evidence of
B. Bahn, of The Film Daily.
- COINCIDENCE! music, thus seriously affecting their broadening the
field with better films
ability to enter into or remain in
the ultimate result. Throughout the
Filing of the D of J's anti-trust
business."
Truck
Drivers
Penna.
world, Johnston revealed, there is a
suit against Ascap, et al, coincided
Says Exchange Hampered
tremendous film audience potential to
Striking for .25 per
yesterday with the opening in Lon"We must remove these private be developed.
don of the International ConfedJohnston will arrive in Paris today
business arrangements," Sonnett
(Continued from Page 1)
eration's second postwar convenstated, "which hamper the interna- and plans to immediately go to
terday to enforce demands for 25
tion. The first was held in Washtional exchange of music and cul- Brussels where he will attend a bancents per hour increase.
ington last year.
In London for
quet tonight given by Charles, the
ture."
No interruptions of theater operathe
1

'<

;

W.

Hour

sessions

has resulted so far and none
expected in the city where theaters

Deems

Taylor,

Ascap prexy; Oscar Hammerstein

receive their films

vice-president; Herman Finklestein, resident counsel; Rudolph

in

trucks driven by

from distrbutors
members of Local

Teamsters Union, whereas outof-town theaters are served by Local
211, AFL Teamsters, the newpaper
drivers union of which the strikers
249,

i'l

are

tions

are members.
Until a settlement is reached it
will be necessary for out-of-town
theaters to pick up their films at local
exchanges since strike has cut off
those deliveries except by express.

Eight Astor Pix for
Children's Library
M.

president of Astor
yesterday announced that
Astor would make available eight
pix to the MPAA's Children's Film
R.

Savini,

Pictures,

Library.
ily

Octet includes: "Swiss Fam-

Robinson,"

Days"

"Tom

'Terror

Brown's School
Tinytown,"

of

"Fangs of the Wild," "Little Men,"
"Children of the Wild," "Titans of
the Deep," and "Silver Devil."

II.

Nissim and Richard Murray. No
Ascap statement on the suit was
available last night.

to exclusively cross-license each
other, and to prevent other societies from having access to music.
Complaint lists the 25 societies
belonging to the International

Confederation as alleged co-conspirators.
Purpose of the suit, Clark said, is
"to increase the opportunities for the
performance of the musical compositions of authors and composers, and
to make possible a wider dissemination of American musical compositions abroad."
directive from the Court requiring Ascap to withdraw from
membership in foreign societies

A

Confederation is sought
by the Government. Suit also
seeks to enjoin Ascap from accepting music rights in the U. S.
from any foreign society, unless
the foreign society also makes its
like the

Complaint

charged

the

Interna-

Prime Regent. Traveling with John-

tional Confederation with being a co- ston are his secretary, Miss Smith;
international
conspirator because of its rules pro- Gerald Mayer,
hibiting members from dealing with division chief and Joyce O'Hara, his
non-members, with only a single so- assistant. In Paris the group will add
rep. in London,
ciety permitted for each country or Fayette Allport,
territory. Rules call for fines or ex- and Frank McCarthy. Johnston also
pulsion for violations of Confedera- plans to attend the International Reciprocal Trade Conference now in
tion pacts.
Complaint alleges that Ascap has a mem- session in Geneva. His itinerary inFrance, Belgium, Holland,
bership of some 225 publishers and 1,675 cludes:
authors and composers: that it licenses more Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Poland,

MPA

MPA

than 29,000 users in the U. S., virtually all
establishments where music is performed and
paid for by some charge to the public.
Societies listed as co-conspirators include:

Sociadad Argentina de Autores y Compositores
de Musica. Buenos Aires; Australasian Performing' Rights Association. Ltd., Sydney;
Gesselschaft Der Autoren, Kimponisten Und
Musikverlager Wein, Austria; Societe Beige
D'Auteurs. Compositeurs et Editeurs, Brussels; Uniae Brasileira de Compositores, Rio de
Janeiro; Societe Bulgare du Broit d'Auteui's,
Sofia, Bulgaria; Composers, Authors and Publishers Association of Canada, Ltd., Toronto;
Corporacion Nacional de Autores, Havana;
Crehrenny Svas Autorsky s.s. s. r. o. v Praze,
Prague:
and Internationale Forbund til
Beskyttelse Af Komponistrettigheder I Denmark, Copenhagen.
Also. The Performing Right Society, Ltd.,
London; Saventajain Tekijanoikeustoimisto
Teosto, Helsinki: La Sociate Des Auteurs,
Compositeurs et Editeurs de Musique, Paris;
Stallich Genshmigte Gesellsehaft zur Verwertung Musikalischer Urheberrechte, Berlin;
Ket Bureau Voor Muziek-Anteurerecht, Amsterdam; Magya Szovekirok Zenessermok Ne

Austria, Germany,
Hungary, England, Italy. He will be
gone about six weeks. He said he
plans to visit Russia some time in the

Czechoslovakia,

near future.
Zenemukiadok

Szovetkesete,

cieta Italiana Degli Autori

Norak

Ed

Budapest;
Editori,

So-

Rome;

Komponistforenings Internationale
Musikkbyra, Oslo; Sociedade de Eseriptores a
Compositores Teatrais Portugueses, Lisbon;
Societatea Compozitorilor Romani, Bucharest;
Sociedad General de Autores de Espana,
Madrid; Foreningen Svenska Tonsattares Internationalla Musikbyra, Stockholm; Societe
Suizze de Autores et Editeurs, Zurich; Association
General de Autores del Uruguay,
Montevideo, and Udrazeiva Yugosiavenskih
Musickih Autora, Zagreb. Yugoslavia.
Government's ease was prepared by Joseph
Rand and Bertram C. Dedman, special attorneys, under the supervision of Robert A.
Nitschke, chief of the cartel and patent section of the anti-trust division.
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U. K. THREATENS HEAVY DUTY
DuMont Tells ATONJ oi Theater Tele in Year
New Phase

Will Stress
Sporting Events, Lab Prexy
Tells Exhib. Convention
By WILLIAM L. SNYDER
Film Daily Staff Writer
Atlantic City
Television programs will probably be introduced
into theaters within a year or two,
with special emphasis upon the showing of sporting events, Dr. Allen B.
DuMont, president of the labora-

Dalton Order Permits Treasury to Set Customs Rate
And Proposes That Duty Assessment Be Based Upon
Rentals Instead of the Present Tax on Film Footage

BRITISH UNIONS
IN PEACE PACT
Model

—

—

London (By Cable) Prime Minister Attlee's Labor Government, through Parliamentary action yesterday by Hugh Dalton,
Chancellor of the Exchequer and former president of the Board
of Trade, made the first move towards

for Hollywood, Asserts

Walsh,

1ATSE Prexy

—

London (By Cable)
The three
major unions in the British film in-

See Aug.

—

dustry the National Association of
Theatrical and Kine Employes, the
Electrical Trades Union and the Association of Cine-Technicians
yesterday signed a peace pact which
splits up the trade into three jurisdictions and assigns grades to them.
The agreement, regarded as historic, affects 50,000 workers, and is
designed to prevent any future disAtlantic City
Approximately 90 pute of a jurisdictional nature.
per cent of New Jersey Allied's
A permanent standing committee
members have subscribed to National is established which as its first chore
Allied's master will discuss the establishment of
(

Continued on Page 6)

To Launch Project

—

—a

the

state unit,

dis-

closed in his annual report at the
opening session
of the three-day
convention at the

(Continued on Page 6)

here yesterday.
In an unusually

meaty

summary

of unit activities,

Lachman reported

LACHMAN
1.

t jj at

.

Negotiations are progressing
(Continued on Page 7)

Doug. Fairbanks, Jr.
On Young's PI Board

Govt. Suit Seen Hit

of

—

(Conrinued on Page 7)

O. K.

to the PI board, in

view

desirable. Fairbanks
stars

now produces and

independently for U-l release.

(Continued on Page 3)

$3,500,000 Construction

May

Way Monday

THE FILM DAILY
Washington Handed a double rap
by the Supreme Court, James C.
Petrillo, AFM prexy, yesterday was
Washington Bureau of

—

Approved in 2 Mos.

Theater Projects

Petition

Due by

Washington Bureau of

Washington

July 5

—

THE FILM DAILY

Nearly 200 theater

and motion picture construction projcosting more than $3,500,000
Chicago Defendants in the Jack- were authorized in only two months
son Park Theater injunction action by the Office of the Housing Exhave until July 5 to file a petition pediter, a Film Daily survey reects

—

rehearing

I

by

vealed yesterday.

Appeals
The majority of the approvals by
Court. If denied, they have 30 days OHE'-/5 Facilities Review Committee
from June 20 to file a petition for were for construction of new theafor

a

Washington Bur.,

—

THE FILM DAILY

After more than a
Washington
two-week delay, the House yesterpassed by a roll-call vote of
the Mundt bill to provide
statutory basis for the internaa
tional informational and cultural activities of the State Department.
The bill now goes to the Senate,

day

272-97

Jackson Park Injunction

of his expanding film holdings, was

Petrillo Investigation

Mundt
House
Measure

nounced yesterday. Invitation to Fairbanks to become a PI director was
extended on the Coast recently when
Young was Fairbanks' house guest.
addition of a well-established Holly-

(Continued on Page 7)

Internationale des SoWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
cietes d'Auteurs en Compositeurs was
seen by observers here as knocking
Washington
New Spanish dub- in line for a Congressional probe into
out one of the U. S. Government's bing and censorship regulations are
(Continued on Page 3)
props for its anti-trust action filed criticized in a report made public
against the American society in the yesterday by the Department of ComNew York District Court. Suit seeks, merce.
Sends
among other things, to require Ascap
The new regulations are contained
to Senate
to withdraw from membership in f or- in an order of Dec. 31, 1946, by the

200

wood "name"

Spain's Bars To Pix Distrib.
By Commerce Dept.

federation

Pathe Industries, top
industry company controlled by the
Robert R. Young interests, was an-

understood to feel that the

Gross, Atlantic district manwho died in the June 14 plane

Get Under

Ascap from La Con- Hit

to the board of

is

Sam
ager,

MPF

of
held its first meeting at the
Nicollet Hotel with Harold Field,
(Continued on Page 6)

By Ascap Resignation
London (By Cable) — Surprise

Election of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

Young

MPF Unit Meets
Minneapolis — The Minneapolis unit

Minn.

Ambassador Hotel resignation

on June

showdown

To Succeed Gross

Edward Lachman,
of

THE FILM DAILY

Meeting of newly appointed trusand chairmen of the Motion
Picture Foundation from the various
exchange areas is expected to be
held the early part of August, it was
disclosed yesterday by Leonard Goldenson, Paramount vice-president, and
chairman of the MPF organization
committee. Meeting was planned for
Glenn Norris, Washington branch
last month.
Goldenson said there manager, was named yesterday by
were eight exchange areas remaining Andy Smith, Jr., 20th-Fox general
to elect local representatives.
sales manager, to succeed the late

pending project
president

in

tees

pic-

still

(Dalton's action thus bore out
the exclusive editorial forecast
in the Brit(Continued on Page 7)

By Jersey Allied
—
tures

imposing a heavy duty on American
films.

19 that a

Candy Deal Talked

contract on

MPF Meet

the

(Continued on Page 7)

(

Continued on Page 6)

where there

no assurance of early
Nothing in the bill
indicates what funds might be provided for the program it authorizes.
If it is passed
by the Senate and
becomes law, the Secretary of State
will then have to ask the House Apis

consideration.

propriations

Committee

for

funds to

carry out the authority of Hie

bill.

;

!
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New

day,

York.

Loew's

in

BUNIN

LOU
en

route

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

Blvd.,

WASHINGTON—

LONDON
MANILA—
HAVANA —

BOMBAY—

ALGIERS— Paul

the

is

due

W.
player,

is

from

due

concert

a

Hollywood

today

to

NORMAN

ELSON,

Trans-Lux Theaters veepee, has returned to town from Mexico City.
CHARLES M. REAGAN, Paramount vice-president in charge of distribution, flew to Chicago
last

ger,"

B

night for conferences on "Welcome Stranwith Allen Usher, district manager, and

& K executives.
JAMES R. GRAINGER,

Republic

executive

charge of sales and distribuL. WALTON, assistant genhave returned to New
York from Chicago.

vice-president

and

tion,
eral

in

EDWARD

sales

manager,

publicity

director

of

advertising

Warner Theaters,

for

Saffar,

MONTREAL—

Charras.
9, 464 Francis Xavier
Jack Droy, 411 Lyric

Ray Carmichael, Room

TIDWELL,

T.

night for Cleveland and

left

last

Pittsburgh.

Minneapolis

DONNA REED
visit

WB

biller,

auditor,

Minneapo-

in

is

has

leaves

as
California.

Coast

the

to

plans

shortly

resigned

for

has returned
to New York.

WALLACE BEERY

leave

to

for

Europe.

CHARLES WALTER, M-G-M

has left

director,

Honolulu.

for

arrived in New York from Holthe week-end to remain East for

KENNETH MacKENNA,

M-G-M's

studio
London July 5,

of

story dept., is due back from
following conferences there with

British

writ-

ers.

CLARK GABLE
to the

back at the studio after a

is

East.

BROWN

CLARENCE

is

Honolulu

in

for

a

vacation.

CUGAT

XAVIER

Antonoplos Funeral Rites
Are Held in Pittsburgh

Mexico

flew

Buenos Aires soon to star

—

home

last Saturday.

poor

health

for

He had been

the

past

from

Hollywood

in

several

years.

to

City.

DOLORES DE RIO has returned
City from New York,
but plans

Pittsburgh Funeral services were
held in St. Nicholas Greek Church
for Peter A. Antonoplos, 67, pioneer
theater operator, who died at his

in

to
to

Mexico
fly

to

an Argentine pro-

duction.

EDDIE BUZZELL has returned

to Culver City

after a vacation in the East.

—

—

Am. Seat

&

Bell

Columbia Picts
East. Kodak
Gen.

Prec.

Loew's,

Eq

Republic Pict
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.
.

Universal Pict
Warner Bros

Net
Chg.

17%

+ %

183,4

21%

-121/8

21*4
2534
1134

1134

-"%
- %
- Vi
- Vz
- %
- %

5'A

S'/s

_"y

16i/2

I6V4

I6V4

44y8

43'/8
19

43%

.

.

19
253/4

29%
37%
22%

29V4

5'/8
29'/4

37
22

37
22

15%

15%

15V4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Picts. ...
3'/2
W2 3'/2
3% 3
3
Corp
3% 3% 3%

Sonotone
Technicolor

Trans-Lux

Close

263/8

RKO

RKO

Low

17%
18%

19'/8
22l/4

Lnc

Paramount

Monogram

High
19

Howell

Case

173/4

12%

4%

12%
4

2

- %
- %
- Vi

- %

4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

5%

Pathe

53/s

Rosenfeld Heads

PCA Group

Kcdmine Talks

Asked

5%
6%

to

Bookers

Green and Oldknow

of

Warner Theaters, con-

fabbed with zone bookers and buyers, among whom were: Max Friedman of Albany, Sam Blasky of New
York, Max Hoffman of New Haven,
Tony Stern of Cleveland, Alex Halperin of Chicago, John Turner of

Jonas Rosenfeld, Jr. was elected Philadelphia, Harry Feinstein of
chairman of the Film Division of Pittsburgh, ad George Crouch of
the Progressive Citizens of Ameri- Washington.
ca. Vice-chairmen include B o s 1 e y
Crowther, William Kruse, Maurice Harrington Rites Held
A. Bergman, Jean H. Lenauer and
St. Paul
Funeral services were
Er'ward Schrieber, while Max Young- held here for J. J. (Jack) Harringstein is treasurer and Mavis Lyons, ton, 53, former advertising manager
executive-secretary.
for Greater Amusements.

—

;

June 30:
Max Mink from manager, Ford
ham, New York, to city manage]
motions,

all effective

:

Cleveland.'

Joseph Goetz to
tive,

field representa
reporting directly to the horn

j

Harry Schreiber from Cleveland t
manager, Columbus; WalteJ
Ahrens replaces Lou Lutz in Del
i

In N. O. for

troit.

RKO Grand Rapids Takeover
Brings Shifts in Personnel
Grand Rapids, Mich.—With RK(|
taking over the Butterfield, Regen
following
and Keith here,
the
changes have been made:
Louis Lutz, manager of the High
land Park RKO Uptown Theater, De
troit, becomes manager of the Re

,::

His assistant will be Georgi*
Kalendrut, also from the Uptown
Robert Cook, RKO, Champaign, 111.
moves into Keith's as manager
gent.

Arthur Sanford, Majestic manager
going to State Theater in East Lan
sing. Jay Horton, former Keith man
ager, will assist Norris at the

:

jestic.

Extra Pullman Berths

For

TESMA

Delegates

Arrangements have been mad<
with the Pennsylvania Railroad tc

[j

Meeting

—

—

W.

G. Boling, Charlotte; J.

City.

The latest 16 M.M. sound
equipment has been Installed
our air conditioned

in

.

.

.

SCREENING ROOM
addition to our 35 M.M.
R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectors . . .
Can We "Show" Your"
Coll: Circle 6-0081-2-3-4
Filt* ^tnranp and Smiict
.

.

.

in

BOftDED
cilM STORAGE
I«(M>

Co., Inc.

RROADWAY NYC.

I

J

provide Pullman accommodations or»'
the crack Liberty Limited to delegates travelling from Chicago tc
Washington, to attend the Annua:
Trade Show and Convention to be
held in Washington, Sept. 24-29, ac*
cording to an announcement by Roy
Boomer, secretary of TESMA.

New Orleans Two-day meeting of Magill Heads FC Branch
National Theatre Supply's Southern
Philadelphia
Mort Magill has
managers opens here today, with
President Walter Green and Oscar S. been appointed branch manager here
for Film Classics. He was formerly
Oldknow, vice-president, presiding.
Attending branch managers in- with UA.
clude

|

Ma

ij

C

Following the meeting with the Brown, Atlanta; T. W. Neely, New
company's zone managers, Harry Orleans; R. L. Bostick, Memphis and
M. Kalmine, president and general Dallas, and J. I. Watkins, Oklahoma

manager

12%

Cinecolor

Breach of contract action brought
by Laudy Lawrence against Sir Alexander Korda-London Films wound up
late last night with Justice Bernard
Botein taking the case under advisement. A decision will be rendered at a later date. Motion by
Lawrence's attorney to include expenses in the case was dismissed.

\

J. Norris, manager of al
Butterfield local houses, moves fron
the Regent to the Majestic, witl

Cleveland A ttorney Ernest
Schwartz, now serving his 13th year
as president of the Cleveland Motion
Picture Exhibitors Association, has
been elected to succeed the late
42758.
VIDEO — Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito 597. was Western Pennsylvania director George W. Erdmann as general man\TT7VTr-o CITY
Dorothy Neal. Calle de of the Greek War Relief drive.
ager.
Miss Rickie Labowitch conParis 12.
Survivors include his widow; two tinues as secretary, a post she has
sons, Anthony and Milton, and a held during the past 16 years.
daughter, Mrs. Lula Borgerson.
Schwai'tz will move his law office
into the Film Bldg. so as to combine
his activities under one roof. Present
Korda-Lawrence
(Tnes., June 24)
association space will be remodeled
S
Ends; Decision Later
to meet the new requirements.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

innnciHL

mar

Walter

Schwartz Elected GM of
Cleveland Exhib. Group

Theater Bldg.

f

city

city

GALE PAGE
lywood over
two weeks.

visit

moving up from Columbus

ager, was announced yesterday b
Sol A. Schwartz, RKO Theaters ger
eral manager. At the sam/T^'im
Schwartz announced these ott^prc

office.

VANCOUVER —
Born and educated in Greece, AnSYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher, tonoplos opened his first theaters in
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Mevs, Pittsburgh in 1914. Later he acquired
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN— the Rivoli in East Pittsburgh, and
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copen- the Olympic, Turtle Creek, both of
ROME — Tohn PerHi^ri which he owned until his death. He
hagen-Van Loese.
Via Ludovisi 16. Phone,
MONTESt.

vice-president and
back in New York
and Southeast ex-

manager, is
of Midwest

MARION ABRAMSON, who
after brief

Paris.

from the Const. At the

from N. Y.

lis

U-l

Phone

Andrew H.
Granite 6607.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Manning Clagett,
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127Homer
133 Wardour St. W. 1.
Mary
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,
Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue

for

in

BEN KALMENSON, Warner
general sales
from a tour
changes.

visit.

from

HARRY GOLDBERG,
28, Calif.

Friday

leave

will

vee-pee and

Hollywood en route to
Philadelphia's Robin Hood Dell.

and

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:

Inc.

LAURITZ MELCHIOR, M-G-M
today

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York 18,
N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
MerserJ. W. Alicoate, President; Donald M.
Patti
eau, Vice - President and Treasurer;
Secretary.
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Alicoate,

JAMES STEWART

RKO Division Berth

Appointment of Jerry Shinbach a
assistant Chicago division manage

Waldorf-Astoria.

ERNEST EMERLING, Loew's
is

DONALD M. MERSEREAU

prexy, arrived in
directly to Brussels.

To

gouig

fine

<w
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See$ Problems

Kirsch

Pelrillo

Be Started Monday

n Advance Rent Plan

—

(Continued from Page

Queried here yesAtlantic City
«rday about the plan of Jerome B.
;js
hal whereby exhibitors would
m rental in advance, such
urns to be used to back film producjon, Jack Kirsch, National Allied
resident, expressed the thought that
might be difficult for exhibitors to
e persuaded to advance money for
something they haven't seen."
Kirsch said that he would meet
•ch both Rosenthal and Stanley
eal, whose plans he described as
similar," during the current ATONJ
onvention in order to discuss oranized exhibitor backing for film

:

Time Marches

.

.

.

"Backward, turn

Make me

•

Then

The Allied president

playing

make any commit-

rganization to

M"

Spain's Bars

To Pix

By Commerce

Distrib.

1)

panish Ministry of National EducaThe order supplements an
HI arlier order which established rules
Uor operation of a Superior Council
f Motion Picture Control.
Couched in diplomatic language,
be report states that the "censorhip functions of the Council are obion.

£

sctionable from the point of view
f the foreign producers who feel
hat, in general, the distribution of
oreign films in Spain is being made
lore difficult."
The report also singled out a reg\ lation stating that "permission for
Spanish will be
•i ubbing of films into
ranted exclusively to persons or

l)[:

organizations which produce Spanish
K lms and which merit the approval
jj],f

the Council."

K Commenting on

this regulation,
report said it "would appear to
liminate branches of United States
rms which do not produce films in
pain from obtaining dubbmg permits except by purchase from one of
JJhe Spanish producers."
The report said, however, that "it
ppears that as yet no action based
'n the new order has been taken."
ic-he

of the Hotel Astor

have

"This place must

trade,

ate

it

special screening of Paramount's

new

part

kept on
it
The raison

And, the band,

and

fan

lay,

baby

p'.ayed a

that Berle

T

|

•

•

Technicolor Betty

houses

fact that
for

advertising,

in 100 key
whereas up

can you expect

inhell

•

...

playing?

with key city theater biz

is

the

generally spend only two per cent

cities

per cent

to eight

'em

attract

to

T

T
WRONG

MEBBE WHAT'S

•

you

if

Republic will give

How-

warranted

is

what you're

don't tell 'em

"Wyoming" a super-de

its

luxe

and Paramount in Cheyenne on July 23,
tying in with annual Cheyenne Frontier Days celebration
Sixty
day-date Rocky Mountain area opening will follow
"Bill" Elliott,
Vera Ralston, Foy Willing and the Riders of the Purple Sage will grace
the two-day Cheyenne hullabaloo. ...
• You should read the Mark
Hellinger profile, titled "The Softest Touch in Hollywood," written by

wcr d premiere

Associate

Pete

Editor

Martin,

the

in

"A producer

as the material he has

to

;

work

with,

Hollywood producers

other

Satevepost

current

will

concur?

Pete accepts Phil

M.'s $3,000,000 domestic gross figure for Mark's "The Killers,"

prediction the pic will get $2,000,000

And

Pete

Hollywood is exactly as good
and no better"
Wonder how

in

more

adds the

market

in the foreign

Which makes understandable

the pic cost $809,000 to produce!

,

!

Mark's desire

to

produce who!ly on his own, doesn't

T

-

>oerner

Heads

Projectionists

•

—

Hartford, Conn. George Doerner
as been elected president of the
Iristol-Plainview-New Britain prosctionists' local.

•
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its
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Harry
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Shaw

Virginia Patton
Sam Resnik
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promotions

Dorothy Shea
Reed Hadley
George Abbott
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new

that Interstate

and

be debated plenty

.

.

open her own pub-

companies won't appreciate

the dropping of "The Sin of Harold Diddlebock" for

:.:

»***»

films.

.

She'll specialize in fashion

in July

"Mad Wednesday"

Switch,

it's

explained,

monicker has stronger box

:.:

:.:

Charlotte Greenwood

w WW

for

Ave.

y'know.

etc.,

t.x
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No. 8" via Fred Robbins of

Oh, well, great minds,

at 630 Fifth

if

Q>ree lin 9

fields."

The House committee's probe of
Petrillo and the AFM will include
these activities.
1.

Feather-bedding practices

in the

Hollywood studios. Hollywood companies have claimed that hiring of
more musicians than necessary has
added considerably to production
costs.

Petrillo ban on use of "live"
in films which are used in television broadcasts. New films now use
2.

music

recorded music. Singers are accompanied by recorded music in films
slated for television broadcast.
3. Petrillo ban on use of "live"
musicians in actual tele broadcasts.
Petrillo, it said, has placed this ban
until situation is further "studied."

some time has been
committee subpoena. No
action was taken, however, pending
a Supreme Court decision on the
constitutionality of the Lea Act.
Petrillo for

under

a

Markoffs File Clearance

Complaint

in

New Haven

The first arbitration demand in
more than a month was filed with
the New Haven tribunal by T. and J.
Markoff, operators of the Moodus
Theater, Moodus, Conn., and Easthampton Theater, Easthampton.
Complainant claims hardship in
booking due to lateness in booking
and buying by the Middlesex and
Capitol Theaters in Middletown.
Markoff requests that a ceiling of
30 days after first-run Hartford be
established by the arbitrator.

T

Charlotte Parker, leaving SRO-Vanguard, will

licity office

FM

that disc jockey technique could be-

current "Thrills of Music

"1280" Club

radio's

J«wa

it?

come epidemic in the film shorts field
Phil M. on Monday reported
that Fred Quimby would employ it for a new Metroi "name" band series
.And now comes Columbia, pointing out that the technique is introduced in

•v*v#v*v#*v*v*w#v**w#v

i

LOOKS AS THOUGH

•

Richard Nixon (R., Calif.)
to ask him (Petrillo)
about feather-bedding, about making
an employer hire more musicians. We
are interested in whether he has
adopted practices that have had the
effect of discouraging the use of new
inventions, as in the television and

"We want

said:

at the Lincoln

quotes Mark thiswise:

many

Hollywood

Rep.

and

were transported in ancient vintage vehicles (motor driven) from the
There they were also regaled with a chapter
Astor to the Comet
from a real, genuine Pearl White serial, the first issue of Paramount
News, piano p'aying a la nickelodeon by Ray Walker who wrote
Attending the beer and steak fest were Barney
"Poor Pauline"
Balaban, Leonard Goldenson, A. H. Blank, Donald McKenzie, original
"Perils" director, Sidney Blackmer, Harry Woods, Violet Woods, Dan
Courtney, Peter Barbier. and Berle

B

lll

possibly could

Hutton starrer, "The P. of P." at the Comet Theater on the Bowery
Pressfolk attending the luncheon
or 100 Third Ave., to be exact

Dept.

(Continued from Page

Room

started in the College

press,

the

was a

d'etre

lents.

^,:iit

It

And it came out
days took bows
in one of the Serial Queen's serials

will also con-

Abram S. Myer, Allied
T er with
eneral counsel, before advising his
I

it

even unto a brass band. Keystone-type cops

peregrinated to the East Ballroom

it

as

AFM's

including
"deals."
ties

Akers Allen.

WAS AS COMPLETE YESTERDAY

IT

flight,

Meanwhile
been decorated by Langley Collyer," piped up Berle
and a couple of
the band, it played and the food, it was served
handfuls of oldtimers who were connected with Pearl White in the old

roduction.

'

•

Milton Berle

T
,

v

•

your

in

a child again, just for tonight."

—Elizabeth
have been

1)

his alleged "feather-bedding" practices and his "discouragement" of
the progress of television.
House
labor sub-committee tentatively set
Monday as the day to begin an investigation of Petrillo's far-flung activi-

A

Backtvardl
backward, O Time

;

i,

Probe May

in the field, pal.

...

•

is

office pull

Didja

know

houses are selling Photoplay magazine at candy counters,

that the current issue of the fan

magazine

is

plugged by

trailer?

Readjustment is
Healthy Sloan Colt

—

Washington Bur.,

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— The

entertainment
has already felt the "readjustment" in store for business as
a whole, President S. Sloan Colt of
the Bankers Trust Company told the
joint
Congressional Committee of
the Economic Report yesterday. Colt
said he does not look for a depression, but that "readjustment is
to be expected."
Such a thing he added, "in fact
is healthy and normal."
industry

.

StctMr

Kitten/

Man

of action

. .,

aH((

and dynamite blonde

on a sudden date with danger
purple shadows of underworld

in

.

.

the

Panama!

Tight adventure

melodrama

with Panama background...
Spins actionful tale of intrigue,
.

.

.

mayhem and romance

packs enough weight
top spot/'

fill

to

ffl

A -number -one'

melodra-

matic entertainment."
Daily

"Noteworthy direction. ..fresh
and interesting
suspense
piles up neatly, balanced by
scattered touches of humor.
.

.

.

//

"Excitement and suspense
thrillim
well maintained
rama.
.

.

.

Mood, movement and mystery in the modern manner
should offer satisfactory
measure of entertainment."
.

.

.

''Adventure plus. ..excellei
entertainment
Word-of.

.

.

)
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$3,500,000 Repairs for
Theaters, Pic Projects
(

Continued

f ronT

Page

(Continued from Page

mated.

Removal of remaining controls

is

theater building
new records. OHE has
zooming
been charged with administrating
controls only since April.
Analysis of the approvals shows
that the average theater cost was
estimated at about $20,000. This,
however, includes many drive-ins. A
large number of theaters costing upwards of $50,000 were approved by
OHE. Approvals, however, indicate
that the larger, luxury-type theater
has met with few approvals thus far.
Significantly, OHE has recognized
to a large degree that theaters are
to
to

send

;

essential to cities and communities.
Scores of the approvals were on the
basis of "essential community faMost of these, of course,
cility."
were for theaters in smaller cities
where no theater existed. Largest

project in this category was in Alexandria, Va., where a $190,000 stand

was approved.

Many projects were approved on
the basis of veteran ownership. This
and the "essential" category led the
list of reasons for approval. Many
others, however, were approved because construction would relieve inunemployment.
Largest single dollar approval
went to the St. Louis Amusement Co.
for a $200,000 stand in Granite City,
Also approved during the two111.
month period was a $128,000 office
addition in New York for Universal
dustrial

Pictures.

Four of 13 New Theaters
Given Okay are Drive-ins
THE FILM DAILY
Construction or reWashington
pair of 13 more theaters has been
approved by the Facilities Review
Committee of the Office of the HousWashington Bureau of

—

ing Expeditor.
The near-record list was regarded
as further evidence that the Government is stepping up its theaterapproval program. As in the past,
however, most of the okays went to
new stands in small cities. Four of
the stands approved were drive-ins.

nEUJ POSTS
advertising-promotion department, Cleveland.

TED BARKER, Loew's
BILL

MATTINGLY,

transferred

Charlotte as salesman for

ROY COHEN, PRC

office staff,

from

Three

name, said yes- them to be attractive investments.
With advance leases in his pocket
terday in an address delivered before
exhibitors here in the Surf Room of from prospective tenants, the enterprising exhibitor will find ~that it is
the Ambassador Hotel.
Introduced by Ed Lachman, presi- not too difficult to obtain funds for
dent of the Allied Theater Owners of an endeavor which not only assures
New Jersey, who are convening here, him of additional drawing power for
DuMont pointed out the economic and his theater but also provides income
technical difficulties that stand in from the real estate involved, the
the way of 100 per cent video opera- architect stated.
He advised exhibitors interested
tion in theaters
in building small theaters to wait unbut declared that
til present costs, which are at least
tele programming
30 per cent above pre-war co3ts,
can become a valadjust themselves.
Not only are
uable adjunct to
costs high, but equipment is difficult
the motion picture
to obtain and material is inferior,
theater.
he concluded.
deArthur Sorin, Armo Cooling and
scribed the priVentilating Corp. head, preceded De
mary methods of
Angelis to the speakers platform,
producing large
and told exhibitors of the box office
size television picadvantages
air
of
conditioning.
tures suitable for
Greater use of the words "cooler intheater uses. The
side" in newspaper advertising will
most obvious, he
prove a magnet to patrons anxious to
said, is the proescape the stifling heat of Summer,
jection of the
Sorin said.
Cathode Ray
DuMONT
The conclave will continue today
tubes image upon
the theater screen, but thus far the with a meeting this morning of the
contrast obtained by this method has board of directors of Allied's Eastern
region and an open forum session
been unsatisfactory.
System with the most promise, it in the afternoon.
appears, is that by which the video
programs are recorded on film from
Turning Back 10
the Cathode tube and then projected
upon the screen. Results with this Pooled Theaters
July 1
system have been excellent, DuMont
said, and it has the added advantage
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
of allowing for editing of subject
Hollywood Fox West Coast yesmatter and scheduling the material terday turned over to its former
for presentation with a minimum of partners operation of 10 pooled theinterference to the regular program. aters in California and will complete
The first anticipated application transfer of three more by July 1 in
will be the showing of important compliance
Federal
with
recent
events he said. Many of them occur Court decree. Theaters affected inin the afternoon when attendance is clude two in Los Angeles, one each
low. Important national events can in San Francisco, Sacramento, Onbe recorded by the intermediate film tario, Bakersfield,
Riverside and
apparatus and shown as a supple- three in San Diego. By July 1 three
ment to the newsreel.
Los Angeles, Alhambra and Yuma
Another application, he declared, theaters will be returned. Fox West
would be to pick up shows from Coast has resumed management of
Radio City Music Hall or Paramount five theaters in Reno, Hanford and
Theater making them available to all Visalia which have been operated
the theaters on the network. Superior the past few years by Golden State
shows thus would be available to Theaters. Prexy Charles P. Skouras
even the smaller cities which could announced an extensive list of pronot afford such talent.
motions and managerial transfers.

Dallas

M-G-M.
Minneapolis.

to

DuMont

FWC

By

Theaters Will Become
De Angelis

Shopping Centers

—

—

Atlantic City The trend in theater
building today is toward the shopping center development with the
motion picture house built in conjunction with other commercial ventures such as skating rink, super
market, bowling alleys and related
enterprises, architect Michael De
Angelis told exhibitors yesterday at
the opening session of the 28th annual convention of the Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey.
De Angelis pointed out that this
type of project is meeting with such
success that insurance companies
stand ready to advance substantial
sums in order to back what seems to

Paramount Employes
Westport

for

Paramount
ployes in the

at

\

!

(Continued from Page

executives

and

1)

joint wages and conditions and negoa \,
tiating machinery.
fir.
Richard F. Walsh, president?^^he
IATSE, who is visiting London,
speaking at a luncheon tendered him
yesterday, hailed the British agreement as a model for Hollywood.
Walsh is taking back with him a
copy of the pact for American film
industry study.

The IATSE president is currently
negotiating with George H. Elvin,
general secretary of the ACT, for an
exchange agreement covering technical workers in the American and
British industries.

New Post for Weisfeldt;
Wechsler

to Eagle-Lion

To

meet the Eagle-Lion Films
organization's expanding demands, A. W. Schwalberg, vice-president in charge of distribution, yessales

terday announced a

new assignment

for Max J. Weisfeldt and the addition
of Lou Wechsler. Weisfeldt, who has

been special

now

New York

work out

will

of the
deals.

sales rep.,

home

office,

handling circuit
Wechsler,
who succeeds Weisfeldt as special
sales rep., formerly was associated
with United Artists, Walt Disney
Prods.,

and RKO.

See Aug. MPF Confab to
Launch Industry Project
(Continued from Page

1)

general chairman, presiding. Business was limited to discussion of
formation of various committees and
appointments. Harry B. French, William Elson and Roy Miller attended.
Another meeting has been set in
about two weeks.

Buckingham Services Held

— Funeral

Baltimore

services

were

held yesterday for Harry Buckingham, vice-prexy of Local 19-Stage
Employees Union, who died Friday
after a brief illness. Long in show
business, Buckingham formerly conducted a theatrical drapes fireproofing business.

:

J

STORK REPORTS

Outing
em-

New York area today
on the New Longshore

converge
Country Club in Westport, Conn., for
the company's annual outing.
Robert O'Brien, secretary of the
company, is chairman of the executive and planning committee, other
members of which are Leonard Goldenson, Paul Raibourn, C. J. (Pat)
Scollard, Claude Lee, Clarence W.
Alexander, Stanley Chase, Arthur
Dunne, Larry Flynn, Agnes Grew, C
L. Oswald, Joseph W. Philipson, and
Robert Stanley.
will

Unions

Sign Peace Pact

—

New

British

1)

tories that bear his

1

ters, despite some reports that new
stands are being cold-shouldered.
This large number of approvals
has been given while many building
controls still remain and during a
period when many materials were in
short supply. Total theaters okayed
since first controls were removed
would raise the two-months figure
by many hundreds of thousands of
estiauthorities
housingdollars,

expected

Theater Tele in Year—DuMont
ATONJ Meet Told of Valuable Services

194"<

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Watson, of the
Walter Reade Watsons, became the
parents of a baby girl, Alice Gail,

Monday
weighed

at Doctors Hospital. Arrival
in at 5 lb. 9 oz.

—

Tom Dillon, cashM-G-M exchange, is the

Indianapolis
iers clerk

father of a baby boy, born at the
Methodist Hospital.

—

Evansville, Ind. Oscar Fine, of
the Fine Circuit here, is the father
of a baby girl, born at St. Vincent's
Hospital.

;:
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Pave Way for

British

Heavy Duty on U.S. Pix
(Continued from Page

1)

was

near. The edit
I pointed out that there was
l
jn to believe that the British
Treasury head, concerned with
the conservation of American
ish situation

dollars,

was numbered among

restrictions on
U. S. pix.)
Dalton
(introduced)
tabled
in
Commons an order providing that
'che Treasury shall have power by
>rder to alter or add to Section X of

those

ife

:

i

1

favoring-

State Department in Washington
yesterday said it had "no knowledge"
if the Dalton move. Although a report may be made by the U. S. Emlassy in London, the Department is

•

JOE,

YOU'RE BREAKING OUR HEART!

By Jersey Allied
a Moscow dateline, the United Press serviced its neivspaper clients
with this cabled dispatch:
The magazine Soviet Art today branded as "reactionary and decadent" the 10 best
motion pictures of 1946 compiled by the U. S. movie trade paper, FILM DAILY, and
cited their selection as proof that Hollywood was an agent of "dollar diplomacy and

Under

expected

(Continued from Page

minimum.

a

Govt. Suit Seen Hit

To Succeed Gross

By Ascap Resignation

ing Irving Dollinger,

with distribs., resulting in refunds to members.
5. A Film Forum, headed by
Snaper, has effectively aired misallocations and planned corrective measures.
6. New Jersey Allied, which
recently sponsored the Federation of New Jersey Theaters to
combat anti-industry tax legislation, "will never give up the
fight against unfair taxation
wherever it may be contem-

to

:ince the British

|

UA

1

A

Film Committee, comprisLou Gold
and Wilbur Snaper, has ironed
out complaints and adjustments
4.

Smith Picks Norris

1)

on a candy deal which will bring
in organizational revenue.
2. New Jersey Allied will fight
any change in Ascap's setup.
3. Due to conferences in which
he participated with Jack Kirsch,
National Allied prexy, and officers of
Confidential Reports,
checking complaints are now at

atomic politics."
"The masters of Hollywood are forcing well-known American cinema actors to waste
their talents in transforming art into a willing tool of dollar diplomacy and atomic
politics," the magazine said.
None of the 10 pictures has been seen by Soviet audiences although several had
private showings at the American Embassy. The list included "Lost Weekend," "Night
and Day," "The Green Years," "Anna and the King of Siam," "The Bells of St. Mary's,"
"Spellbound," "Saratoga Trunk," "Henry V," "Notorious," and "Leave Her to Heaven."

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
take any action,
have made no official crash with C. E. Peppiatt, Mid-East- eign societies such as the Confederation.
ern division manager.
il>noves.
Ascap's resignation was submitted
Norris will continue to make his
at
the Washington and accepted by the Confederation,
he Finance Act of 1935 so as to headquarters
secure that the value of exposed branch. He first joined the company meeting here in its second post-war
:inematograph film shall, for the in October, 1928, as a poster clerk convention, a matter of hours before
jurpose of customs duties, be de- in the Philly branch. In July 1937, the suit was filed in New York. The
ermined in such manner as may be he was promoted to salesman in the American group was the largest and
Washington office, and in January, most powerful unit in the internaprovided by the order."
Accompanying the Dalton resolu- 1946, was made branch manager of tional body.
Deems Taylor, Ascap president
ion was a proposed new clause in the Washington office.
Gordon Contee, who joined 20th- and head of the organization's delehe Finance Bill with the effect of
iissessing duty on rentals instead of Fox as a salesman in February, 1946, gation here, was indignant over the
he present tax of five pence per foot. and was later promoted to Washing- D of J suit. He pointed out that at
Thus the Treasury would be em- ton sales manager six months later, the last Confederation meeting in
powered to impose a heavy duty on has been upped to branch manager, Washington, the U. S. State Dept.
was "immensely interested, as was
iollywood product at any time the succeeding Norris.
Promotions become effective next the U. S. Government, in having the
\ttlee government determines such
meeting in Washington because the
Monday.
iction expedient.
gathering helped international relaThere is no indication that the
tions."
cowers provided in the Dalton legisAcquires "Nanook"
Holding that the Confederation
ation would be exercised at this
For Distribution Abroad
was just as much a monopoly then
ime, but nevertheless the Treasury
as now, Taylor queried: "I wonder
nove still remains a definite threat
Robert
classic what State Dept. officials are thinkJ.
Flaherty's
o the U. S. distributors and is
"Nanook of the North," originally ing today about the action of the
eriously regarded here.
released in 1922, has been acquired Justice Dept.?"
Tom O'Brien, M. P., general secre- by
United Artists for distribution
ary of the NATKE and member of
abroad in Spanish and Portuguese
he TUC General Council, who has
Alliance Moves Headquarters
versions.
ust returned from an American visit,
New
commentary and original
Alliance Theater Corp.
Chicago
ilwBS quick to attack Dalton's moves.
score by Herbert Schramm have been has moved to larger quarters in the
Imposition of heavy customs
i\.
added to the film.
Illinois Continental Bank Bldg.
jjliuties, O'Brien asserted, would be
(jfhe beginning of the end of the
man, chief of Universal-Int'l foreign already has been withdrawn. In June

»ot

Candy Deal Talked

plated or exists."

Discussing the tax situation, Lachsaid his unit was contributing to
a fund to fight the admissions tax in
Atlantic City and is prepared to go
into any community of the fourth
class classification on the Atlantic
Coast to combat such a measure.
Noting that resolutions have been
adopted by the unit opposing Bingo

man

and 16

mm.

opposition in hotels and
that the sub-

Lachman said
will come up for

taverns,

jects
tion attention.

later conven-

Jackson Park Injunction
Petition

Due by

July 5

I

(Continued from Page

1)

l

—

|

J

>
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British film industry.

that the Dalton
be fought by the
ihich recently pointed out
British theaters were dependent
Iollywood for 80 per cent of
It is certain

pro-

will

CEA

.'osal

that

upon
their

laying time.
?oreign

Depts. Concerned
Well as U. S.
M Major company foreign departI jients, which had their first new3 of
2 ?or British as

:l

jhe British

move towards

the impoduties on
J. S. pix from The Film Daily, were
uick to express their concern, not
lone for the American industry but
Sritish exhibition as well, and to exress doubt that the British governlent would adopt an anti-U. S. atti-

lition

of heavy customs

S.

Supreme Court.

Attorneys for the defendant theaters claim that competing Warner
and B & K houses in the Jackson
Park Theater playing area cannot
alone withdrawals have totaled $300,- play double features under the Cirdept. Their comments follow:
Loew: "This does not seem like 000,000. Supposed to last Britain for cuit Court of Appeals ruling.
the propitious time for Britain to three year3 it is now feared the loan
start a customs duty fight with the will be exhausted in two years or
Glenz Funeral Held
U. S. from either the British political less.
Freeport, L. I
viewpoint or that of its film inFuneral services
Herbert Wilcox Sees Dalton's for George Glenz, general producdustry."
tion manager of Music Publishers
Seidelman: "I don't believe that Move As a Welcome One
Holding Corp., who died last Thurs"West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
the British government would do anything to embarrass the American inHollywood Commenting on Chan- day, were held here Saturday. Glenz
dustry." Seidelman added that the cellor Dalton's action, producer Herb- was associated with M. Witmark
He is surroyalty tax threat was simply an- ert Wilcox said, "if, as appears, & Sons for 40 years.
vided by his widow and two children.
other in a series of maneuvers on the probable right of British governpart of anti-American agitators. He ment to impose an ad valorem duty
said he had complete confidence in tax on revenue from American films
Eric A. Johnston's ability to deal in Great Britain is a substitute meawith "the whole subject."
sure for present distributors quota,
then it is a welcome move and very
In some quarters the Dalton move welcome to the American distributor
was attributed to the rapid British who in the past has had to subsidize
BERT WALDRON, Minneapolis Mono-

use of American dollar credits proTypical of the U. S. distrib. reac- vided by the 1946 loan agreement. Of
ion was that of Arthur Loew, head the $3,750,000,000 at Britain's disf Loew's Int'l, and Joseph Seidel- posal, no less than $2,050,000,000
ude.

a writ of certiorari before the U.

—

—

SICK LIST

—

making of unworthy British quickies gram salesman, has been released from a
which only brought ridicule and dis- Minot, N. D. hospital following treatment
credit to the British film production
industry."

for

injuries

received

miles south of Minot.

in

auto

accident 20

'or

the best

in motion picture

sound..

the

new

Western Electric
magnetically sealed
light valve

Magnetically sealed light valves are an out-

of temperature changes, for the various

new line of Western

materials in the valve have compensating

standing feature of the

Electric recording equipment.

K

;
|

LI

coefficients of expansion.

These new type valves, a triumph of
nevertheless small and rugged, and provide

Other advantages are improved optics
and better damping of the ribbons, which
reduces the resonant peak to small pro-

the highest degree of recording efficiency

portions.

precision in design and manufacture, are

ever achieved.

The magnetically

Magnetic sealing keeps dust and foreign
material out permanently. And you get

of numerous reasons

stable operating characteristics regardless

tion picture sound.

sealed valve

is

one

il

why Western Electric

means the best in mo-

I

i

The Western
,j_iu,NA/ood

Onice

—

line of

Electric

400

Series leads a

new

sound recording equipment. Records

standard or 200 mil push-pull track.

—
t

t
.

Independent

Of

Twenty-Nine Years Old

Thought

in
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International in Scope
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ZOTH - fOjj UnV EIL S DEUIE ST S ALES SVSTEDI
lank Report to Decide British Policy on Duty
altcn to Await His Findngs Before Taking Final
iction on Rentals Basis
London (By Cable)
.rthur Bank.
British

—

film

Washington Bureau of

Washington

up to

It's

J.

now

tycoon,

paying his second
visit to the United
States, reports to

Hugh D a

1

1

on,

Chancellor of the
Exchequer, on his
return here next
month, that British films are making satisfactory
progress in America,

the

Attlee

Labor Govern-

— Extension

was urged upon

By WILLIAM

the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee yesterday by Richard Hubbell, television consultant. Such a decision by Congress, he predicted, "would have an

FILM DAILY

"Investment"

is

is

capital

earmarked

—

for

being withheld because

the key to the rapid development of the tele service, Hubbell

Johnston Asks Roto

UA

president, said at

a luncheon attended by members of the Belgian cabinet and
representatives of

lash, Stock Settle

.awrence-Korda Suit
Laudy Lawrence's breach

of con-

nations participating in the
World Film Fes-

Sales Meeting

Rattle

Buys Interest

In Ceylon Theaters

—

In still
London (By Cable)
another move to expand his exhibition holdings world-wide, J. Arthur
Rank has purchased an interest in
Ceylon Theaters, owning 20 theaters on that island and booking for

33 others.

While the purchase represents a
substantial holding,

Rank control of the

it

does not give

circuit.

U. S.

and

forthcoming

i

a sub-subsequentrun in a large
in a small town
possibilities," will
on Page 4)

By

—Government

and

—

(Continued on Page 8)

—

BK

Closings

A

meeting of IATSE
has been
called for Tuesday to take action
on the closings of the Drake and
Admiral Theaters. Gene Atkinson,
Chicago

in-

North

Chicago Operators to

operators

MANNING CLAGETT
THE FILM DAILY

of

(Continued on Page 7?

Meet on

Washington Bureau of

Washington

Split

Central Allied Theater Owners, and
Harry Brandt, ITOA chief, over the
advisability of asking the Government to intercede in the settlement
of motion picture industry problems

Continued on Page 8)

dustry leaders here yesterday were
Pittsburgh
No picture missouts still reeling from the impact of the
or dark houses have resulted thus British move to raise duties on
far from the strike of Exhibitors American films. Meanwhile, it is
Service Company drivers for higher learned
on high authority that
(Continued on Page 8)

hibitor, operating

Benny Berger, president

UA's current

Clayton Begins Talks; See Effect on /TO
Missouts Caused By
Pittsburgh Drivers Strike

signed primarily
for "the small ex-

On Gov't Aid to Films
Atlantic City — A clash between

sales manager,
and Maury Orr,
Western sales
manager.

Heads Hit by U. K. Plan

No

of

New Jersey.
The plan, de-

ern and Canadian

action

(Continued on Page 7)

Owners

ater

Berger-Brandt

will be
Johnston reagainst Sir Alexander
covered in sales
policy discussions,
Lorda and London Films Productions peated his conJOHNSTON
UNGER
with home office
,as settled yesterday morning as N. viction that the
motion
picture
is
Bernard
one
of the great executives and sales staff members
\ Supreme Court Justice
instruments for building a united joining the talks.
(Continued on Page 7)
freedom front around the world. "Its
District managers attending in-

ract

Jr.,

by Edward M.
Schnitzer, East-

product

tival here.

Andy

20th-Fox general
sales manager, in
an address before the 28th anconvention
nual
of the Allied The-

—

Continued on Page 7)

by

W. Smith,

ment will make no
move to substitute
Basis for Festivals
Set tor July 8-10
a heavy duty on'
American film imports based on
Brussels (By Cable)
Annual inUnited Artists district managers
RANK
rentals for the ternational film festivals, rotated will meet in a three-day sales conominal footage tariff now imposed. among the world film capitals, would ference, July 8-10 at the WaldorfSMITH
But if Rank's report to Dalton strengthen the
Astoria Hotel, J.
city or operating
hould be adverse, then the chances ties of friendship
J. Unger, general
with low-grossing
avor a change in the tax policy, and understandsales manager,
(Continued
nth American distributors paying ing among naannounced. Unger
hrough the nose.
tions, Eric A.
will conduct the
The general trade opinion here yes- Johnston, MPAA
sessions, assisted
(

Staff Writer

terday

making possible

for manufacturers to gamble on low prices for sets, for
licensees to go on the air and develop with the industry and for advertisers to
support the growing industry.
said,

SNYDER

L.

sales

eral public."

new

%

Atlantic City
A revolutionary
plan that may eventually be
applied to more than 6,000 of the
nation's "problem" theaters was
announced yes-

immediate and electric effect on the expansion of television services to the genHubbell said he is worried "because much of the
the development of television is being withheld. It
of fear and uncertainty."

Profit

Will Come Sooner and
Figure to Reach 50-50

THE FILM DAILY

of the television license to 17 years

ATONJ

Smith Tells

17- Year Extension of Tele Licenses Urged
Upon Congress as Aid to industry Expansion

'

business

members

local

agent,

said by B

& K

claims

to be

the closings,

caused by union

elimination
of
the
to
constitute a labor conviolation. Atkinson said that

opposition

matinees,
tract

members will not work without
contract and that the matter will
be thrashed out at Tuesday's confab.

union
a

"
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20th-Fox Latin American
Managers Here For Talks

COfllMG nno GOinG

.J.

Carlo Bavetta and William

1

Sullivan, recently appointed to 20t
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Publisher
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:
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leased by
Elizabeth

British

Lion, arrives on
for a fortnight's

Film

except Saturdays, Sundays
Published
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York 18,

holiday.

Classics

president;

manager;
manager,

and AL ZIMBALIST
sey

N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
M. MerserJ. W. Ahcoate, President; Donald
Patti
eau, Vice-President and Treasurer;
Secretary.
and
Vice - President
Alicoate,
Entered as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
Terms (Postage free)
act of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,

Allied's

RKO Canadian
national
tasia."

a

LIAM POWELL,
the Coast, and

is

Representatives:
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Andrew H.
Granite 6607.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.

Wardour

W.

St.

1.

now be-

star, arrives

Monday

Elizabeth.

Eastern rep. of Ed Small
Prod., flies on the Constellation today, Holrvwood-bound for a 10-day confab with Small
on production and releasing plans for the coming

year.

RICHARD DE ROCHEMONT,

producer of the

March

of Time arrives at La Guardia Field
London today after a two months tour
of MOT European offices and visits with the
European sales staff of Twentieth-Fox Int'l.

MONTREAL—

from

VANCOUVER —
SYDNEY—

MPAA, SIMPP to Toin in~
COPENHAGEN—
Free Expression Parley
ROME — John Perdicari,

hagen-Van Loese.
Via Ludovisi 16. Phone, 42758. MONTEVIDEO
Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito 597
MEXICO CITY Dorothy Neal. Calle dr

—

i

I

I

F.

{Wed., June 25)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High Low Close
18'/4
18'/4
Howell
18V4
Bell & Howell Pfd..l06
106
186
Columbia Picts. ... 16
16
16
44 'A 43 '/2 44'/2
East.
Kodak
Gen. Prec. Eq
19'/$
19y8 19%
Loew's, lnc
22 Vs 21
22 Vs

—

%

Paramount

26

RKO

11%

2534

Republic Pict
5%
Republic Pict. Pfd.. 11
20th Century-Fox
293/fe
20th Cent.-Fox Pfd. 37
Universal Pict
23
Universal Pict. Pfd.. 81
Warner Bros
15%

%

.

RKO
Sonotone

.

11%
5

11%
29%

25y8

11%
5y8
11%
29%

37

37

22%

22%

81

15%

.

Chg.
V4

+ V4
—
V4
+ Vs
+ Vs
+ %
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+ Vs
1

—

I

Vs
!

+ %
81+1
15% + %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
3
2% 3
Corp.
3% 3>/4 3%
.

.

-f

Vs

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecolor
p athe

_

Byrnes,

5%
5%

Asked

5%
6%

BIS Amalgamates Departments
Formation of a new Films, Publications and Speakers Division, to

now

MPAA, may
called

Net

&

SAM CLARK,

of the

has

arrived

in

Warner studio

New

publicity

by

special

NAB

counsel

in

expression protection for all media.
It is expected that Byrnes will attend the afternoon session.
President Truman is expected to
give official blessing to the objectives
of the conference.
Donald M. Nelson, SIMPP prexy,
has accepted an invitation to participate in the conference. Representing
will be Kenneth Clark.

MPAA

Norman Wilding
To Be Held

—

in

Rites

Chicago

have arrived here and

will

posl

conf

with Murray Silverstone, prior to h
departure for Europe July 2. Th'
-,
e
were preceded by Edward D.
jV
Latin American supervisor, i
ing confabs, Cohen will go to Buen
Aires; Bavetta to Mexico City, ai
Sullivan to Rio de Janeiro.

DICK SIMMONS

is

Minneapolis from Hol-

in

lywood.

and I" (U-l)

is

Chicago exploiteer
in Minneapolis

for

BEVERLY DAVIDS, Minneapolis M-G-M

is

DICKS,

M-G-M

district

manager's

N. Y.

—

is

SCHOEN,
at

branch

George

Gene

WB

booker's

Lake

Minne-

MPTO

Sets Aug. 5

SANDERS

HARRISON

TIERNEY

stenographer,

Minnetonka,

sota.

Conn.

Center

Rockefeller

Minneapolis

vacationing.

vacationing

THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL"

on vacation.

GENE MEREDITH, WB,
cashier,

secre-

vacationing.

is

ALICE
clerk,

"Egg

"THE GHOST and MRS. MUDV'
A 20th Century-Fox Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

For Annual Golf Event

—

Orange, Conn.
Motion Picture
Theater Owners of Connecticut will
hold its annual golf tournament at
the Racebrook Country Club here,
Aug. 5. Club is located off Wilbur
Cross Parkway. Entry fee is $7.50,
includes luncheon, green fee and dinner. Officers of the event are: George
H. Wilkinson, Jr., chairman; Lou
Brown, publicity; Ted Jacocks, treasurer; Herman M. Levy, secretary.
Exhibitors' committee
includes:
Max Hoffman, Albert Pickus, John
Perakos, James Darby, Harry F.
Shaw, Samuel Rosen.
Distrib. committee: Henry Germaine, Paramount, chairman; Carl
Goe, Warners; Arthur Greenfield,
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on the confab
to explore freedom of

sit

Fox South Latin American

coming pictures.

THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Participants in the
"freedom of expression" conference
including representatives from
MPAA and SIMPP. will meet this
morning with President Truman.
Former Secretary of State James Universal.
Washington Bureau of

—

Paris 12.

Bell

Coast.

HARRY KOSINER,

MANILA— Homer
HAVANA —
BOMBAY—

financial.

the

GAIL

MILLS, Rank film

on the SS Queen

Mary
Hotel Manila.
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Road,
Gaiety
Bldg.,
Hornby
Gogtay,
Ram L.
ALGIERS— Paul Saffar,
Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
St.
Bowden Fletcher,
Theater Bldg.
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys,
110 Rue des Paquerettes.
John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copen-

—

from

department, is in New York for several days in
connection with commercial tieups on forth-

is

circuit sales execuon a short business trip to Pennsylvania
He returns to his desk Mon-

JOHN

H.

MOOREHEAD

AGNES
York

tary,

day.

Clagett,

MORAY,

short subject sales
manager for Warners, has returned to New
York from a series of studio conferences.

and

LOUIS ASTOR, Columbia
is

NORMAN

from

and New Jersey.

2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127133

writer

singing personality,
contract by Jack L.

seven-year

a

to

Warner, while abroad recently, is due in New
York late next week from Paris on his way to
the Burbank studio.

cameras.

the

tive,

WASHINGTON—

Stuart,

WIL-

at the Waldorf-Astoria.

original screenplay, "Silver River,"

his

signed

BENNY KATZ,

novelist, leaves the Coast tomorrow for New
York to confer with publishers Edward Rose &
Co. on the publication of the fictionization of

28, Calif.

Manning

for

film player, wife of star
has arrived in New York

fore

3271.

manager, on setting up
the reissue of "Fan-

district

schedule

STEPHEN LONGSTREET, Warners

THE

Wisconsin

City

DIANA LEWIS,

Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
remit with order. Address all communications
FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New
to
York 18, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117. 9-7118,
Cable address Film9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
day, New York.

Phone

yesterday for New Jerconvention.

left

Atlantic

IRVING LUDWIG, Disney rep. is in Toronto
to confer with FPC officials and Leo Devany,

$3.00.

HOLLYWOOD,

of
re-

CHAPMAN, assistant sales
GEORGE WALDMAN, Met. district
JULES

daily

trip

Queen

the

YVES MONTAND, French

chief

16-week

feminine star
which will be

House,"

the

Monday
JOSEPH BERNHARD,

10 Cents
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ossistant engineering

MARGARET JOHNSTON,

and General Manager

CHESTER

JOHNSON,

C

O.

for Westrex, leaves today on a
to 11 Latin American key cities.

Associate Publisher

WB

Plans "Memorial"

Building For

Sam Warner

sHHf?

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Warner Bros, is planning a $6,000,000 building program
West Coast Bureau of

—

Alan LADD

to

Dance Monday

Final arrangements have been
made for the season-closing buffet
dinner dance of the Motion Picture
Bookers Club, Oscar Lager, chairman, announced yesterday.
Affair
will be held Monday at the Taft

Chicago Funeral services will be
held today at Lain Funeral Home for
Norman E. Wilding, 56, founder of
Wilding Pictures, who died after a
long illness. He started Wilding Pictures as an industrial producer in
Hotel.
Detroit in 1917, and later established studios here and in Hollywood,
and offices in Cleveland and New Warner, Loew's Claims Settled
Chicago Anderson Circuit settled
York.
When Wilding took over the former the Warner and Loew's film rental

handle films, film strips, photographic
displays, publications and speakers
is announced by British Information
Services. R. H. K. Marett is director Essanay Studio here
some years ago, cases yesterday, Miles Seeley, attorof the amalgamated division, with he modernized
the plant with four ney, reported. These, along with, the
Thomas Hodge, former assistant sound stages. Survivors include his United Artists and Universal claims,
director of the Film Division, as wife, Jessie, and his mother.
Re- will be removed from the court caldeputy director.
mains will be cremated.
endar.

—

IN

BXTRAI

&

Fred

RUSSELL

Elaine

BARRY

'CALCUTTA'

THE BEST

OTHERS

THE MOST

HONORED

YEARS OF

OUR

PERSON

CROSSJ.DUNN

GAIL

comprising of a 12-story administration building and 10 new sound stages
on a 22-acre track East of the studio. Administration building will be
known as a "living memorial" to the
late Sam Warner and its cost will
exceed $1,000,000.

Bookers

ON SCREEN

FILM OF

LIVES'

OUR TIMEI
COOL

ASTOR
32wH
^JC
¥»»-*-
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Maureen O'Hara, John Payne, Edmund Gwenn

"Miracle
on 34th Street"
A 20th Century-Fox Picture
Plus on

Stage— JERRY LESTER
Extra!

•

ART LUND

JAN AUGUST

nAVV
RWA
I

7th Ave. &
50th St.

ii

~>
vo

YOU'RE
ON THE
RIGHT
TRACK,
MISTER!
The news of M-G-M's gigantic
production program has literally
electrified the industry! Thanks
for the fan mail!

Our Friendly

customers applaud us for leading
the way as usual with optimism,
daring and greatness!

M-G-M RELEASES! JUNE! JULY! AUGUST!
when you need

Plenty of top product from Leo

"THE HUCKSTERS"— Clark

Gable, Deborah Kerr

"FIESTA"
Jane Wyman, Claude Jarman, Jr.
"HIGH BARBAREE"— Van Johnson, June Allyson

•

it

most!

"THE YEARLING"

(Technicolor)— Gregory Peck,
Ricardo Montalban
DELUSION"— Lionel Barrymore, James Craig,

(Technicolor) — Esther Williams,

•

•

"DARK

Murphy
"LIVING IN A BIG WAY"-Gene
"CYNTHIA"-Elizabeth
Bremer
"SEA OF GRASS"— Spencer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn, Robert
Kelly, Marie McDonald ("The Body")
•
OF
ROSY RIDGE"— Van Johnson
"ROMANCE
Two Masterpiece Reprints:
Walker, Melvyn Douglas
"THE GREAT WALTZ" and "GONE WITH THE WIND" (Technicolor)- David O. Selznick Production
Lucille

Taylor, George

•

•

•

•

M-G-M RELEASES STARTING SEPTEMBER!
"SONG OF LOVE"— Katharine

Hepburn, Paul Henreid, Robert Walker • "UNFINISHED
(Technicolor)— Margaret O'Brien, Cyd Charisse, Karin Booth, Danny Thomas
"MERTON
•

DANCE"
OF THE
"GREEN

MOVIES" -Red Skelton
"SONG OF THE THIN MAN" -William Powell, Myrna Loy
DOLPHIN STREET"-Lana Turner, Van Heflin, Donna Reed "THE BIRDS AND THE BEES" (Technicolor)
•

•

—Jeanette

MacDonald, Jose

Iturbi,

Jane Powell

(

*
IN

PRODUCTION "THE BIGGEST PARADE OF M-G-M

HITS!"

"HIGH WALL"-Robert Taylor, Audrey Totter
"IF WINTER COMES"-Walter Pidgeon, Deborah Kerr,
Angela Lansbury
"VIRTUOUS"— Van Johnson, June Allyson
"KILLER McCOY"— Mickey Rooney,
Elizabeth Taylor
"ALIAS THE GENTLEMAN" -Wallace Beery, Tom Drake
"CASS TIMBERLANE"—
Spencer Tracy, Lana Turner
"KISSING BANDIT" (Technicolor)— Frank Sinatra, Kathryn Grayson
"UPWARD TO THE STARS"— Robert Walker, Donna Reed "ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU" (Technicolor)
—Esther Williams, Peter Lawford, Ricardo Montalban, Cyd Charisse, Jimmy Durante
"SPEAK TO ME OF
LOVE"— Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon "THREE MUSKETEERS" (Technicolor )-Lana Turner, William
Powell, Gene Kelly, Van Heflin
"B. F.'s DAUGHTER"— Katharine Hepburn
"HOMECOMING OF
"STATE OF THE UNION'-Spencer Tracy, Claudette Colbert
ULYSSES"-Clark Gable
Irving Berlin's
"EASTER PARADE" (Technicolor)—Judy Garland, Gene Kelly Peter Lawford, Cyd Charisse
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

,_
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Trans-Lux fo Acquire

Pan American Circuit
(Continued from Page

tures at a flat rental price.
Smith, stating that his company
recognized the problem of the small
exhibitor, said "we believe that they
need help and we will give it to

them."
"Starting

—

tures certified to by accredited accountants and the 15 per cent figure
will be based on a break-even point.
From here, the scale goes up in
steps of 2% per cent with a profit
equal to the percentage paid.
"For instance," Smith continued, "171/2 P er cen t of our
film rental as profit at 17'/2 per
cent of the gross and so on up to
35 per cent at which point the
theater is to have 50 per cent of
our film rental as profit and so
on up to the 40 per cent figure.
If the theater goes over the 40
per cent figure, we share dollar
for dollar."
In order to test the plan, it will be
inaugurated in the New Haven territory starting Monday. The plan will
not apply to roadshows such as

Amber"

"Captain
here
greeted the announcement with almost unbridled enthusiasm.
Jack Kirsch, National Allied president, congratulated Smith on the
plan. "I believe that 20th-Fox is
sincere and moving in the right direction," he said.
Harry Brandt, ITOA president,
termed the Smith proposal "a shot
that will be heard around the dis-

From

PHIL M. DALY
•
•

Castile."

and

Exhibitors

tribution world."

TODAY,

UA

D-Day.

identification with the Robert R.

Young

finally could
Jr.'s

be Mary

produce

will

Theater

J^end i5irtkcla V

«

\jreetina6 ^Jo~—
June 26
William Steiner,

custom

Peter Lorre
Eleanor

A. E. Ames
A. J. Blair
Parker

•

•

T
ON THE

•

more important to kill cancer than
a keg or two of beer. Century circuit managers have turned over a $100
check, given by Prexy A. A. Hovell to the winner of the softball game
between the home office and managers to the Damon Runyon Cancer
Fund
In past years, Hovell's "Century" note has paid for suds,
luncheons,

etc.

BASIS

•

...

which creates theater

that

it's

Albert A. Senft, president of Sterling Sign Co.,

fronts for the

i%

*

$
:.:

:.:

i.t

»3

Mexico for the exclusive showing oJ
in the Trans-Lu>
Prado Theater in Mexico City for thq
rest of 1947. Pact includes a one

Paramount product
year option.

First picture under the arrange-

ment was "To Each His Own"

whicr.

opened yesterday at the Prado. Films
to follow are: "Suddenly It's Spring,'

"Welcome

"Calcutta,"

j

Stranger,'

"Monsieur Beaucaire," "The Imper-^
feet Lady," "The Perfect Marriage"*
and "My Favorite Brunette." All of,
these pix will be
inal

shown

in the orig-

superimposed

with

Spanish:

Loew's and Randforce

New

York

cir-

Elson also announced that with the
success of an experiment in the Philadelphia Trans-Lux Theater, an allsport program plus the regular
newsreels will be featured once a
month at the Trans-Lux Newsreel
houses in Philadelphia, Washington

_:

|

j

1

j

and New York.
Elson observed that newsreel fare-'
has reached such a stereotyped stage
that people have for a long time f
turned to the newsreel theater more
as a place to "kill time" rather than
i

has

cuits,

just

which stresses layouts, color schemes and idea conception

letterers

a compilation

It's

many

published a book for advertising men, copywriters and

of

nine separate manuals.

...

• With

ie

so

Famous Players Canadian execs, have been instructed
by train in the future
Victor Armand, construction head for
FPC in Western Canada, was among the missing on a Toronto to Vancouver plane which disappeared six weeks ago and was never located.
air crashes.

to travel

T
•

•

T

T

e

FIFTEEN ADDITIONAL CITIES will get television service
from stations going on the air between 1948 and mid-1949
That's
the forecast of RCA's Dan Halpin, who says that by 1948, telecasts will
be available to a market of 35,000,000 people. ... • The Academy

now has

a wealth

of Col.

of records, etc., of

Chicago's pioneer Selig Co., the

Included are clips of 50mm. Widescope,

William Selig

• Warners

for

research co-op.

...

aTea engagements. ...

color on

a

fairly

even

and

studio

basis.

the

New

Remember

York Public Library have

• "Duel in the Sun"
• Columbia is using

Technicolor

T

Spot's

...

frequented

• Who

during the
said biz

for

.

.

.

N. Y. State film censor.

.

also made the point that news- p
companies could easily get more B
revenue for their product if the edi- H
tors would introduce more hackground material on topics of the day. m
"Better reels," Elson added, "wouldAs
t't

bring better rentals."
Despite the moaning of Mexican??
business men that business has fallen off, the Prado is doing right well,
Elson told The Film Daily. So far
ft
as he could tell, he saw no recession
in

Mexico

City.

Benedict

Pan American's first
Chicago
round the world commercial flight,
will
leaving San Francisco today,

Hill,

Hank

Pa.

to-

of

the

D. Hearn,

C, says 'The Outlaw" at the Waylyn
there rolled up a first week's gross more than five times the house's
average.
• And while on the subject, biz rolled up at the New
York Esquire by Film Classics' H. G. Wells "miracle bill," "Shape of
Things to Come" and "The Man Who Could Work Miracles." is bringing
circuit overtures to FC.
• It's now Dr. James Wingate
Union
College conferred an honorary Doctorate (of Humane Letters) on the first
S.

He

reel

DeVry Projectors on
Pan American Flight

summer by many

was bad?

an adequate news program."

and Cine-

T

• • • BERNIE KAMBER. Eastern ad-publicity head
Bogeaus Prods, opens his Wayne Country Club in Tyler
morrow

tied

as a source of information. "News-Bio
reels duplicate each other to such an
extent that we are hard put to offer W

garnered $300,000 in

Summer schedule shows

T

reporting from Charleston,

:.:

Jr.

.

.

make a survey for that purpose.
Elson announced that he has made
a deal with Paramount Pictures oi
to

titles.

industry's execs.

•''I
Lewis
Bernard Fox

eventually

that

1

|

folk

up

.*'>**•^;

.

would be very friendly, of course, the
and J. Arthur Rank being what it is.
• Didja note that Loew's State
here is now emphasizing low-price copy in all advertising?
Ernie
Emerling, Loew circuit ad head, explains that while prices are the same
that have prevailed for several years, fact that they are the lowest of
any flesh-film house on the street becomes an important selling point to
present-day bargain-hunters. ...
• Don't believe that published Hollywood report that Allied Artists and Monogram are heading for divorcement
It's officially denied. ...
• Martin Starr's literary agent is
offering a new piece, "Chaplin's Little Man"
Martin's "Chaplin's
Hinkle" hit the printed page in 1940. ...
• Clarence Brown, mulling
the idea of doing a serious musical backgrounded in the Hawaiians, is
currently island-hopping there in search of off-the-beaten-path scenery and

'em?. ...

be rechristened the Warner Theater when
WB's "Life With Father" opens at
the showcase on Aug. 15.

.

But

Biograph, Idoloscope and French "center sprocket film"

will

8

mean

.

inter-

any switch over from
relationship between Young

Eagle-Lion release

for

U-I

Chi.

Hollywood

Pickford's

via the Pathe Industries directorate could

ests

Doug

gift

H'wood Becomes Warner
With "Father" Opening

Mitchell

•

•

Douglas Fairbanks,

from a 10-day below the border trip
decision on whether to take
'n
offer has been made, Elson sa.
He intimated that Trans-Lux in
tends to buy and build a circuit ot
showcases throughout Latin Amer
ica, and said he will leave in the Fal

No

Thursday's Tidings

.

immediately," he continued, "we propose to offer our best
pictures to such exhibitors on a scale
deal that can go as low as 15 per
cent and not over 40 per cent with
50-50 over the 40 per cent figure."
In working out the deal, 20th-Fox
will require a statement of expendi-

"Forever

Trans - Lux Theaters has bee:
offered a chain of 23 theaters in Mex
ico, Norman
Elson, vice-president
revealed yesterday upon his returi

1)

assure theater owners in this category of a profit before more than 15
per cent of their gross is paid in
film rental, fix the number of percentage pictures played annually at
"not less than two and not more
than five" and offer all other pic-

—

consignment of DeVry proequipment to Kamol Sukosol,
the company's agent in Bangkok,
Siam, it was announced yesterday.
carry a
jection

Company
kong on

a

world

plane

flight,

re-

huge Far Eastern demand
American motion picture equip-

ports
for

Norman 01now in Hong-

also said that

sen, export manager,

ment.

a

&\
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%

Second Argentine
Studio to Emelco
Pampa

Stupany, which bought the
5 six months ago for $500,000, is
it to take over the Lumiton Stu05. for a like sum, Federico Lowe,
xive vice-president of Emelco,
i

oVQihe Film Daily.
Here on a trip to expedite the
hipment of studio equipment which

A

number

of theaters in B. A., as

as in outlying districts, show
good features for the price of
3»ne peso (25 cents), according to
4
^ederico Lowe, Argentine producer.
veil

,

2 hree

ordered last year, Lowe also re-ealed that negotiations are pending

r\e

the purchase of Efa Studios.
the latter deal is consumnated, Emelco will have eight sound
;tages available for the production of
55 to 45 features a year. Pampa Stu'or

When

l|
I

.

Films

"Black Gold"

Emelco, Argentine production com-

:;

DAILY

Quinn, Katherine DeMille,
Knox, Ducky Louie
In Cinecolor

Anthony

with

all nations are welcome
Czechoslovakia, except Germany's.
Even if Czech State Film Monopoly
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
did import kraut pix, the people
90 Mins.
Allied Artists
would boycott them. Gist of this
SIMPLE HUMAN STORY PHOTO- info emanated from a four-man
GRAPHED BEAUTIFULLY IN CINECOLOR Czech film delegation at a press conBY BRILLIANT PERFORM- ference here.
IS MARKED
ANCE OF QUINN AND ADROIT DIRECQuadrumvirate consists of FranTION.
tisek Pilat, head of the Technical
theaters; Vilem
Here is a thoroughly entertaining pic- Administration of
Taraba, Technical manager of the
ture, which reflects much credit on its
State studios; Frantisek Rubas, manproducer, director and cast. It is the secof the State laboratories; and
ond offering under the Allied Artists banner ager
Dr. Jaroslav Boucek, professor of
and has been photographed in effective
the Film Faculty.
Cinecolor.
Elyse

one of the highlights of the film
the performance of Anthony Quinn as
Indian,
who can
stoical
big-hearted,
a
neither read nor write. It is by far the best
screen work he has done and ranks among
Easily

is

the screen's finest portrayals.

DeMille

Katherine

does

splendid

work

has two sound stages with two as Quinn's wife, who has had good schooling,
i-building; Lumiton, four; and Efa, but is a loyal, obedient helpmeet. Ducky
<wo. Production at these studios, Louie is excellent as a Chinese youngster,
'lowever, will continue on an auton- who is befriended by Quinn and his wife.
omous basis. Empa, Emelco's re- Elyse Knox photographs beautifully in Cineeasing subsidiary, will handle dis- color, and Raymond Hatton, Thurston Hall,
Moroni Olsen, Kane Richmond and Charles
tribution for all the studios.
j'l
Lowe admitted that since block- Trowbridge are important in supporting
Argentine, roles.
I oooking is kosher in the
Phil Karlson's directorial stock is given
4. he production and distribution of
n'orty-odd features annually would an important boost by his handling of the
t jive him broader bargaining powers
simple, human story, while much praise is
•

I

x

n selling his product.

I

a

Theater,

iRex

*

chief

due Jeffrey Bernerd for this, the most
important picture he has produced in this

also

"Her Grandmother's Portrait,"
first feature since Emelco
j jPampa's
j ?:ook over, was released' a fortnight
uiigo. This was the second Argentine
k ipicture, Lowe said, to play the Grand
showcase

in

Buenos Aires.
Lowe branded

country.

Harry Neuman's photography is highwhile Agnes Christine Johnston wrote
the screenplay, based on an original story
by Caryl Coleman. Edward J. Kay served
as musical director.

class,

Ducky Louie's father is murdered by
as erroneous the
i^even-week-old report that the Ar- border outlaws and Ducky is adopted by
gentine legislature had passed a bill Quinn and his wife. Quinn owns Black
*. discriminating against Jews in the Hope, a racehorse, and Quinn and RayHe admitted, mond Hatton, a veteran trainer, make
.-entertainment field.
nowever, that such legislation had Ducky a jockey.
Oil is thought to be on Quinn's land, and
ijoeen bruited about. Furthermore, he
asserted, President Peron, despite a he uses an advance payment of $3,000 to
certain prevalent opinion of him in take Black Hope East to be mated with
|
the U. S. A., is opposed to racial or Thurston Hall's prize breeder. Black Hope
uhieligious oppression, and would veto dies, giving birth to a colt. Oil is found on
lany Nazi-esque legislation.
the Quinn property and Tony names the
I

;

e

:>

colt

;M

^Transfilm Elevates Two
m
Pud Lane, art director,
.Schelling,

and Kurt

named vice presidents of Transfilm,
The sales force has also been

line.

[expanded.

—

Vancouver
Film Board of Trade
checking on reports of unlicensed

use of 16 mm. prints for theatrical
and non-theatrical purposes and will

the reports can be
substantiated. Films are believed to
be prints used during the war by
service
groups, that have strayed
into unauthorized hands.

take action

timber
Quinn is fatally hurt by a
at his new oil well, but Katherine takes
Ducky and Black Gold to the Kentucky
Derby. Black Gold is not given serious
consideration by racetrack followers, but
Ducky rides him to victory to honor the

plays

"PAULA"
Two men wanted
love

if

Hickson;- Assistant Art Director,
Dave Milton; Special Effects, A. J. Lohman;
Musical Director, Edward J. Kay; Cinecolor
Supervisor, Wilton Holm; Racing Sequences directed by Reeves "Breezy" Eason; Set Decorations, Vin Taylor.

rector,

E.

R.

DIRECTION,
High-class.

Excellent.

.

.

her

the third

While here to purchase a variety
of studio equipment, the delegation
will visit laboratories, factories and
in Rochester, Binghamton,
Chicago, Hollywood and New York.
Before the war, Czech film industry was oriented to that of Germany.

theaters

With equipment

cartels ineffective
stuff available in the U. S.
A., the Czech delegation is here to
buy the best.

and best

Though they eschew German

films,

the Czechs find the Teuton-developed

Agfa-color process

a worthy com-

petitor to Technicolor. Chief drawback in the Agfa process, the Czech
technicians pointed out, was that
only 100 prints can be made from one
negative.
Also, there is still a
shortage of Agfa stock.

Of the 27 features the Czech Film
Monopoly plans to produce next year,
two will be in Agfa-color.
Also skedded for next year's production are six cartoons, four puppetoons and seven documentaries.
Czech State Monopoly hopes to
build 2,500 more theaters, 85 per
cent of which will be 16 mm. 400seat houses. Right now, there are
about 2,000 theaters of which 163
are for narrow gauge product.
Czech film group intends to use
safety film for standard as well as
sub-standard production. According
to experiments, safety film yields
results equal to those of nitrate-base
stock.

Film Academy has been established
for the purpose of training film personnel, including writers, directors
and cameramen. Film Institute was
also set up to conduct experiments
and research in cinema production.

Chi. Operators Mull Pension
memory of Ducky's foster father.
Chicago A proposal to set up a
CAST: Anthony Quinn, Katherine DeMille,
Elyse
Knox,
Ducky Louie, Kane Richmond, pension system for members will be
Moroni Olsen, Raymond Hatton, Thurston Hall, discussed by the Chicago Operators
Charles Trowbridge, Darryl Hickman, CommenUnion at a meeting on July 3. Busitary of the Kentucky Derby, Clem McCarthy;
Commentary of the Tijuana Race, Joe Her- ness Agent Gene Atkinson is asnandez.
sembling data on the subject.
CREDITS: Producer, Jeffrey Bernerd; Director,
Phil Karlson; Author, Caryl Coleman; Screenplay,
Agnes Christine Johnston; Cameraman,
Harry Neumann, ASC; Supervising Film Editor,
Otho Lovering; Editor, Roy Livingston; Art Di-

.

wanted her dead!

Count 5!

5 stars

—

Vancouver Pix Board
Eyes Wildcat Prints
is

Black Gold.
falling

photographer, have been

scott

Films of

in

lios

r

LIZABETH

From Germany

Franchise to Schwartz

—

Boston
Devonshire Films has
granted a franchise for the distribution
product to
Harold
of its
Schwartz, who operates the Tower
Pictures Co. in Dallas, for the Dallas

and Oklahoma City

territories.

Tower

PHOTOGRAPHY, Pictures plans to release one picture
per month.

in

HALWALLIS'

,

Pesert
Fury"
TECHNICOLOR!

IN

From Paramount

:

*

in

the Sky

7 mins.

20th-Fox
Exciting

duck successfully eludes a
A
sly fox until the fox hits on a plan
to make the duck think the sky is
falling. The duck shouts the alarm
to his pals and they go to warn the
king. On the way they are trapped
by the fox and his friend. Mighty
little

Mouse speeds down

to

"I

Falling'

is

the rescue

which should prove daring and exciting to all the kiddies.

Am An

"Bronco Babes"

Alcoholic"

RKO

18 mins.

Universal

Gripping
Ail-Around Appeal
"This Is America" brings to the
A Variety View which travels to
screen a pictorial record of Alco- Oregon, where youngsters learn to
holics Anonymous, a society of for- ride at a tender age, to a local aucmer alcholics who have banded to- tion at Cuero, Tex., to Geyser Cangether for the common purpose of yon, California, where heat, light and
rescuing drunken derelicts. Neither power are free, to Woodmere, N. Y.,
a tract on abstinence or a plea for where window displays are made,
prohibition, this footage is merely and to Hamburg, N. J., where younga recording of a typical case which sters wander through a Gingerbread
should prove inspiring and gripping Castle. Numerous subjects give this
an all-round appeal.
to most audiences

Pleasant

Following the Answer Man format, this is number 5 in the series.
Some typical questions are: How
many bricks in the Empire State

"Romance

of the Fjords"

20th-Fox

8 Mins.

"Thrills of Music"
Series 1)
(No.
10
Columbia

8—

Mins.

Excellent

Radio disc-jockey Fred Robbins
emcees this one as if on the air. The
records come to life with Ray Anthony, his orchestra, Johnny Desmond and Dee Keating supplying the
melody and words which are definitely on the beam. Should prove an
excellent musical draw.

"Mother Hubba-Hubba Hubbard"
6 Mins.

Columbia
Pretty Good

When Mother Hubbard finds her
cupboard bare, her little dog is very
annoyed. A searching party is organized to find it, which finally reveals that he ate it while sleep-walking. Pretty good comedy cartoon.
in

the

Intruders"
7 mins.

Para.

10 Mins.

Animal-style Romancing

A

Speaking of Animals investigates
Movietone adventure which pic- the question of "puppy love," and

more generally,

10 mins.

8 mins.

A

Movietone sports review, narrated by Mel Allen, which pictures
many types of crafts in swift and
exciting action. Sandboating, water
skiing, sailing and iceboating are the
sports recorded. The call of wind,
water and ice is particularly appealing in this package and should make.';

bang out of

this.

A trio of women who don't de"Mighty Mouse Meets
pend on their looks alone, are anaDeadeye Dick"
lyzed by the camera in this pace7 Mins.
maker. Jinx Falkenburg follows a 20th-Fox
Good
busy 16-hour schedule every day,
Jacqueline Cochran is not only the
Deadeye Dick is the untamed
official of an airline company but master of the West till he meets his
also president of a cosmetic firm, match Mighty Mouse. D. D. is lured
while Eve Curie, daughter of the out into the open, so Mighty Mouse
famous scientist is currently here can finish him off, by a beautiful
on a lecture tour. Entertaining, es- lassie who turns out to be M. M. in
disguise.

Good action cartoon.

Universal

r.

15 Mins.

Something new

musical reel

is

"Gardens of the Sea"
8 mins.

Thrilling

Xi

Excellent

in the way of a
devised when Connie
Haines decides to give a record party.
Guests are the Pied Pipers, the Page
Cavanaugh Trio and Jackie Green.
Selections
played
include:
"But
What Are These," "Should I," "The
Three Bears," "When You Wore A
Tulip" and "The Egg and I." Jackie
Green stands out with his amazing
selections should nevertheless prove
impersonations. An excellent reel
pleasant sing-along attractions.
tempoed for success.

20th-Fox

,

"Record Parry"

"Community Sings"

Entertaining

women.

"Wings of the Wind"

most any audience.

—

pecially to

-

all different types of
Funniest of these is a
camel with a Ronald Colman voice
and a fondness for nuzzling his mate.
Should prove good comedy entertain- a fine showing.
beautiful Technicolor, it will fill the ment.
bill where a travelogue is wanted.
"Unusual Occupations Featuring
"Juvenile Jury No. 3"
The Stunt Girl"
Universal
11 Mins. Para.
11 mins
"Making the Varsity"
For the Quiz Minded
Different
Para.
10 Mins.
Five children from seven to eleven
Five sequences make up this reel
Strictly Collegiate
give juvenile opinions on questions which features Lila Finn, H'wood
Selecting Yale as a typical ex- submitted by audiences. At times stunt girl, who makes a living takample of campus happenings, this humorous, their answers are most ing falls, etc. for stars. A family of
footage visits every phase of the often unusual. Has appeal for quiz desert artists, a collection of early
college's athletic program, including minded audiences.
American tijanspoxtation vehicles,
their famed trophy room. Proving
ivory carvings and an Armadillo
"Champagne For Two"
that more and more students are "all
farm are the other subjects chosen
out" for sports, it should make a Para.
20 mins. for the pix. Different and entertainspecial hit near college campuses.
Very Good
ing.
Based on a story from Billy Rose's
column, the plot concerns an old
"Up 'n Atom"
"Patio Museum"
woman who informs a night club Columbia
6 Mins.
Universal
9 mins. owner that his place is about to be
Plenty of Laughs
Appealing
robbed but that she can point out the
dog
out to do away with
A variety view which travels all men if he posts her at a table near hisAfeline sets
menace, but unfortunately
over the country to find such things the door. He does this and she later gets all
his advice from a wise-crackas a man who aerially patrols 7,000 tells him the whole thing was a hoax ing pup who later turns out to be
that
she
and
husband
could
her
so
miles of pipe and high voltage lines,
the cat in disguise. It's a dog's life
a paper whose subscription price is a celebrate their 50th anniversary in all the way, but provides lots of
supplemented
style.
Sweet
story
chicken, a fluid which makes bubbleingenious situations and a great
blowing easy, etc. This variety of with good music should rate this many laughs.
interests make this appealing to al- one as very good.

animals.

Very Good
(Number 10 Series 11)
"Cupid Goes Nuts"
Heckle and Jeckle, the Magpies,
Columbia
10 Mins.
Columbia
16
Mins.
steal quietly by a sleeping watchdog
Pleasant
Big Bang
guarding a huge estate. He soon
The Song Spinners, with Don
Vera Vague plays a dual role in
awakens and a fierce and furious
Baker at the Organ, provide the backchase takes place, with the dog this: her usual wolfish self, and her
ground on the following songs:
usually on the losing end. Some won- twin sister, a shy spinster. Their
"Managua, Nicaragua," "Why Did I
derful laughs put this one in the very boyfriends are a bit confused when
Vera changes places with her twin, Ever Leave Wyoming," "Here and
good class.
Prudy, for the evening, because Now," "Bless You For Being An
neither is aware they are dealing Angel" and "Over The Rainbow."
"Brains Can Be Beautiful"
with twins. V. V. fans will get a big Although not current favorites, these
Para.

is again the moderatoi
for this footage which follows past
formats.
Ranging from seven, to
eleven, the five child jurors re 'ei.
their opinions on questions cor.
ing other juveniles, such as: Shu aid
a 10-year-old girl invite boys to her
party ? Should have appeal for childloving audiences.

Fine

Beautiful

tures Norway from the air as well as
Bldg? Is a sea bat a bird or a fish? the ground. Occupied and oppressed
during the war, she has returned to
etc. These are answered pictorially
and make a very interesting, educa- her ways of rural life in the tranquility of peace. Photographed in
tional and pleasant reel.

20th-Fox

Has Appeal
Jack Barry

"In Love"

10 mins.

"The Talking Magpies

"Juvenile Jury No. 4"
Universal
11 Mine.

20th-Fox

"Storm Warning"
Universal

9 Mins.

•

*
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'Mighty Mouse
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"Tooth or Consequences"
Columbia
6 Mins.

Hilarious
Lowell Thomas guides the camera
The smart Crow is once again outon a tour of coral reefs off Australia
which provide fantastic colors and witting the dumb Fox, whose chief
shapes. Many heretofore unphoto- complaint this time is his aching
graphed species of fish and plant life tooth. The Crow puts him through
are recorded in beautiful Cinecolor all sorts of torture while trying to
and provide a thrilling spectacle of extract it, which proves hilarious to
undersea life.
everyone but the Fox.

I

:

I
\
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tB erger-Brandt
On Gov't Aid

W*V

Split

to Films

British
KOSITSKY,

PRC,

Philadelphia

city

salesman.

(Continued from Page

ATONJ.

TED TESCHNER,
Toledo,

manager,

Rivoli,

To-

"T" Art

owner,

Display Studios,

0.

RICHARD HENNING,

7-L\gev touched off the controversy
he announced that his organization was inserting a full page advertisement in a Washington paper
early next week in the form of an
open letter to President Truman and
the Congress. The letter will ask
for an investigation of monopolistic
practices in the motion picture industry and request public hearings
\viSru

.

assistant

0.

ledo,

assistant manager. Colony,

Toledo, 0.

GEORGE HARRISON,
BOB

usher,

Loew's

Poli,

Hart-

Conn.

ford,

DAVIS,

booker,

student

M-G-M,

Cleve-

land.

NICK GREGORY,
partment,

LOU

H.

GEORGE

HAROLD ROSENBERG, PRC

office

Alliance

Circuit

booking

de-

Chicago.

WALTERS, Ampro salesman, Chicago.
SHECTMAN, Ampro salesman, ChiI.

IRVING FEIN,
Amusement

director
of
Enterprises.

public

of

the

Ritz,

Chari-

Madison.

ton, la., replaces C. J.
among other things "theater
Minneapolis.
patrons will know why they are be- JOHN FARLEY, Theater Associates,
Northing charged exorbitant prices for EVERETT LOVELETT, Columbia salesman,
ern Minnesota.
certain pictures."
ROY COHEN, HAROLD ROSENBERG, bookers,
Brandt immediately asked for the
PRC-Eagle Lion, Minneapolis.
rioor and opposed the Berger plan as ROBERT
MacLEAN, Howard Lake manager,
Minnesota.
a sure method of bringing regulatory
'legislation that every exhibitor would JAMES J. GRAVEN, Ampro salesman, Chicago.

did the consent decree
Settle
pointed out, "except
take away inventory from the exhibitor." He continued, that further
Suit
interference
by the Government
would bring equally unfortunate resuits and urged that exhibitor organ(Continued from Page 1)
izations spend their money in trade
about to take the case
Botein
was
paper advertising that would plead
Testimony had
for the resolution of disputes within under advisement.
the industry.
been concluded late Tuesday.
Kirsch Sides With Brandt
While the amount of the settlement
Jack Kirsch, National Allied pres- was not announced, it is learned that
ident, supported the Brandt argu$17,500 in cash was involved, in addiment, offering his services to Berger
to sit down and talk things over, but tion to 30,000 shares of £1 preferred

.

Cash, Stock

Brandt

Lawrence-Korda

the

NCA

adamant in London Films stock. Lawrence's reupon going ahead with cently signed contract with David 0.

chief remained

his insistance

already prepared plans, authorized Selznick was believed to be a factor
by his organization's board of direc- in the settlement, and tended to retors.
duce the amount of cash due Law"There is no way of pleading with rence under his Korda pact.
Suit was terminated by the settlethe distributors," he said, "so we
must break the bureaucracy by en- ment after seven days of trial belisting the aid of the Government."
fore Justice Botein. Louis Frohlich
The forum also heard exhibitor represented Korda, with Isador J.
Harry Lowenstein ask whether dis- Kressel acting for Lawrence.
The parties both expressed their
tributors were putting high figures
on flat rentals in order to compensate friendship and satisfaction that the
litigation had been amicably disfor the high cost of checking.
Jack Byrne, M-G-M Eastern sales posed of.
manager, answered Lowenstein's
query with an emphatic denial.
playing productions at roadshow adExhibitor opinion was divided on mission prices.
the question of the advisability of
Kirsch pointed out that high ad-

Playwrights Co. Pix
Via Film Classics?
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood The Playwrights Co.,

—

again reported
production on

contemplating
own, may

its

film
dis-

tribute through Film Classics, which
is

offering attractive terms to indie

it
is
understood. Playwrights was established by Maxwell
Anderson, Robert Sherwood, Elmer
Rice and Kurt Weill for Broadway
some years back. Discussions looking
film production,
to
inaugurated a
month or so ago, are continuing,
here and in New York.

producers,

1)

terday was that Dalton's proposed
ROGER PETTITT, Jam Handy Organization, De- new tax, for which the way was
troit.
paved on Tuesday by Parliamentary
ROBERT MARCHBANK, Southern division man- moves by the Treasury, is not likely
ager. Commonwealth Amusement Co., Washto come into operation at least until
ington, Mo.
WILLIAM SCOTT, manager, Jo Theater, St. Rank returns from the U. S. the latter part of July.
Joseph, Mo.
It is considered that Dalton will
JOSEPH J. SCHWANGLER, manager of the
Ridge, Breckenridge, Minn., succeeding do nothing for awhile to implement
CHARLES BRAUCH, shifted to the Thief Tuesday's
action, when a resolution
River Falls house.
GEORGE DILLON, RKO sales rep., northern
DAVE BROWN,

sales rep.,

United Artists, Pitts-

burgh.

ROY DAVIS, booker, United Artists, Pittsburgh.
ROY DOLAN, joins Paramount Theaters' staff,
Syracuse.

"BUD" LOWE,

joins

Paramount Theaters'

staff,

Syracuse.

THOMAS CAMPBELL,
terprises,

statistician,

Marcus

En-

MILTON BROUDY, PRC

Department of Commerce predicted in Washington yesterday that
critical dollar shortages "may materialize" abroad before the end of
the year. Because foreign countries
have been using up their dollar exchange so rapidly, Commerce experts said that "from now on, at
least

Indianapolis.

salesman, Scranton.

until

productive

abroad are restored, U.

facilities

S.

exports

are likely to decrease."

regret.

"What good

(Continued from Page

relations.

Pa. area.

cago.

PAUL SCHOLAR, manager

so that

do,"

Duty Policy

Min-

staff,

neapolis.

LLOYD HAYES,

1)

!highlighted yesterday's open session
ff the 28th annual convention of the

.

Rank Report to Decide

posts

in niiu iiidustrv
STANLEY

'.

DAILY;

Johnston Asks Roto

empowering the Treasury

Basis for Festivals

Act of 1935 plus an
amendment adding a new clause to
the Finance Bill were introduced in
the

to

amend

Finance

Commons.

This, despite the fact that

frankly recognized that the
threatened tax is unsettling to both
power to enlighten, to bring people the British and
American industries
closer together, has been demonand that it is likely to affect the
strated," the MPAA head said. "It future
of British films in America.
can be an increasingly powerful
With the Conservative Opposition
link to widen freedom. I want to see
long critical of the flow of dollars to
the screen used for psychological the
U. S. and the Attlee government
welfare and never for psychological
warfare."
A spokesman for J. Arthur Rank
Most of Johnston's address was
given over to an attack on the "false said in Hollywood that inasmuch as
preachings" of Henry A. Wallace on the Dalton move in Parliament was
his recent tour of Europe. Assailing a government project, the British
Wallace's charges that the foreign film tycoon, now visiting the Coast,
would have no comment.
political and economic policy of the
Y. Frank Freeman, chairman of
U. S. is imperialistic; that the U. S.
the AMPP board, was not available
is the center of world reaction; and
that the U. S. is heading into a cata- for comment, nor was Donald M.
clysmic depression, Johnston stated Nelson, SIMPP president, who was
that free men and free nations are out of Hollywood.
(Continued from Page

it

1)

the ultimate goal of the U. S.

is

"Don't let anybody tell you that backing the Dalton legislation, its
the only great issue today is capital- adoption by Parliament when called
up for debate is considered in the
ism versus communism," the
president said. "That's important, bag.
In preliminary discussion, Dalton
but it's not the whole story. The
supreme issue of the hour is the reminded Commons that American
secret ballot versus the secret police; distributors had remitted approxfree men versus enslaved men; free- imately $68,000,000 annually from
dom of action versus a return to Britain during the last three years.
mission prices weakened the argu- something worse than feudalism."
To a Conservative jibe that the
Labor Government had permitted the
ment of poor man's luxury advanced
American Loan of last year to be
by exhibitor organizations to state
Probe of Petrillo
"frittered away," Dalton tartly relegislatures considering
admission
plied that he "would not use the
taxes.
to July 7
word 'fritter' unconditionally with
Yesterday's meeting was also adregard to the amusements of the
dressed by Leon Bamberger, RKO
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
people."
Washington House probe of
sales promotion chief; Maxwell Gillis,
Dalton admitted that the dollar
Republic Eastern district manager; Prexy James C. Petrillo has been adMark Silver,
district manager vanced to July 7, it was announced position
was unsatisfactory and
noted that the American earnings of
and 20th-Fox's Ray Moon and Sam yesterday.
Shain. The open forum will continue
The investigation by a sub-com- British films "are still relatively
this afternoon following a golf tour- mittee of the House Labor Commit- small."
It is for this reason that so much
nament at the Linwood Country tee had been tentatively set for
hinges on the findings of Rank, and
Club.
Monday.
Also set for today are the passing
The hearing, however, may con- why the trade here is counting so
of resolutions and election of ATONJ flict with new trial of Petrillo and heavily on the "gentlemen's agreeofficers and the convention will con- the
in Chicago, since Supreme ment" he has entered into with U. S.
clude tonight with a testimonial Court remanded the case back to major circuits for playing time on
equal terms with U. S. product.
banquet honoring Kirsch.
District Court for further trial.

MPAA

House

Advanced

—

UA

-

AFM

AFM

—

1

Cf^
Pic,

Gov't Heads Hit

Thursday, June 26, 1941
DAILY:

UA

HOLLYWOOD-VIDE YARD

By U.K. Duty Plan

—

Sales Meeting

Set for July 8-10

By RALPH WILK

»

(Continued from Page

Under Secretary

HOLLYWOOD

1)

of State Will Clay-

now in London, has been
apprised of the far reaching move
and has begun discussions with. top

ton,

British

officials.

Although the British move genwas unexpected here, some
Government departments, including
the Department of Commerce, had
received "unofficial" advices from
London that such action was contemerally

plated.

Under a resolution introduced in
House of Commons by Hugh Dal-

the

ton,

chancellor

American films
would be subject

of the Exchequer,
for the first time

to a duty based on
the "value" of the product involved.
Films now are subject only to a

customs duty based on length
and width of the film.
Under the Dalton proposal the
Finance Act would be amended to
specific

include films as among the products
subject to an ad valorem duty. Duties
on products now included in the
ad valorem section (10) of the Act
range up to more than 30 per cent
of their value.
Determination, however, of the
value of an American motion picture is subject to varied interpretation. Many industry and

Government

here say
privately that this "value" determination has violent and farreaching implications.
The question may upset present trade negotiations now going
on at Geneva. Under Secretary
Clayton, leading U. S. rep. at the
Geneva Conference, is well aware
of American film problems.
Since the British proposal is not
yet a part of the Finance Act, little
can be expected, however, in the way
of an official U. S. protest. Up to
late yesterday no word, either official or other, had been received by
the State Department from the U.
S.

officials

Embassy in London.
Officials close to the situation indi-

cated that the move will put the
British in an excellent "bargaining
position" in future discussions with
American film industry representatives. These officials point to these
significant aspects to the Dalton

move:
1. The amendment to the Finance
Act to include films as subject to
ad valorem duties must be approved
by Parliament.
2. This, however, in effect, is an
"enabling

act,"

giving

the

British

Treasury the right to include films
under the ad valorem section. The
percentage, however, can be fixed by

STORK REPORTS

yesterday

set

Yvonne

De

Carlo,

Dan

Duryea,

Rod

Cameron and Helena Carter for the star roles in their Technicolor "River Lady,"
scheduled to start late next month with George Sherman at the helm
M-G-M) has
bought the life of Fyodor Dostoievski, who authored "Crime and Punishment" and "The
Brothers Karamazov," and will probably star Spencer Tracy in it. Gottfried Reinhardt
will produce
Murvyn Vye goes into the role of Merlin, the court Magician in Para.'s
"A Connecticut Yankee at King Arthur's Court"
Mark Hellinger has signed radio
actress Ann Sargeant for his U-l production, "Naked City"
Jules Munshin and
Betty Garrett of B'way's "Call Me Mister" cast, have checked in at Metro
The
Charles K. Feldman-Orson Welles production of "Macbeth" has gotten under way at
Republic with Welles in the title role as well as directing, and a cast including; Jeannette
Nolan, Dan O'Herlihy, Roddy McDowell, Edgar Barrier, and Alan Napier. Welles' nineyear old daughter, Christopher, will have small part in the pix.

•

A

LLIED ARTISTS,

subsidiary

•

of

Technicolor musical, "Neptune's Daughter," which calls for lots of aquatic performing
Albert Lewin has signed a three-year contract with Metro as producer-story executive with the specification that he may take a leave of absence to produce and direct "Pandora," his own screen story, in conjunction with Charles K. Feldman
Barbara Stanwyck is the most likely contender for the top femme spot in Warners'
"Christopher Blake," now being adapted from the Moss Hart play of the same name
Maria Montez has signed with Producer Seymour Nebenzal for three pix, at onea-year
James Barton has grown a tremendous beard in preparation for his role of
Kit Carson in William Cagney's "The Time of Your Life"
Mel Epstein joins Para.'s
producers with his latest assignment to handle "Hazard."

No Missouts Caused By
Pittsburgh Drivers Strike
(Continued from Page

1)

Central Hospital.

1)

Silver, Pennsylvania - Washington
Fred M. Jack, Southern; Rud 7 \yenz,
Midwestern; Moe Dud
.'n
Central; C.

W.

Allen, Prairie;

W. E

Callaway, Western, and Charles S
Chaplin, Canadian general manager)
Home office executives to sit in in-!
elude H. D. Buckley, head of domes-]
tic operations; Paul N. Lazarus, Jr.
advertising - publicity director; Pau!
N. Lazarus, Sr., contract manager
and Abe Dickstein, Robert Goldfart
make "The and Jack Wrege, of the home office

Monogram, has announced plans to
** Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come," based on the novel by John Fox, Jr., with Gale
Storm starred and Walter Mirisch producing
Esther Williams, who does more bullfighting than swimming in her latest "Fiesta," has been given the lead in M-G-M's new
a

(Continued from Page

elude Clayton Eastman, New Engl
land; Jack Ellis, New York; Mark N

Eagle-Lion Making Deals
For Outside Product

— THE FILM DAILY

sales staff.

Fete Pat

Casey Tonight

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

—Pat

THE FILM DAILY

Casey, studio labor representative for the past 20
years, will be tendered a retirement
testimonial dinner tonight at the?
Beverly Club.
His hosts will in-3
elude 22 studio labor relations man-r
agers and their assistants. Presiding will be W. R. Walsh of M-G-M
and W. K. Hopkins of Columbia.
Dinner will be marked by absence
1

'

|

of

speechmaking.

May

Stringer Services

West Coast Bureau of

Funeral services for May Stringer
Los Angeles
President Arthur
wages. Pickets outside of all exKrimm of Eagle-Lion disclosed that were held Tuesday in Brooklyn's
changes are not interfering with ex- his company has several deals in Church of the Sacred Heart. Miss
hibitors who pick up their own shows negotiation for outside product but Stringer was the first receptionist
but are content to see that no other pointed out that this is not a new to be employed by Warner Brothers,
policy by E-L. He said E-L had and had been with the company for
carrier service crosses the lines.
made a deal several months ago with 24 years.
Observers estimate that more ex- Arthur S. Lyons to deliver six pic~
hibitors visited film row during the tures over a period of four years and
first two days of the strike than in that initial subjects under that deal
many years, as out of town operators will be "Prelude Tonight" which
must come in to pick up prints. Signs goes into production Aug. 15, in assodo not point to an early settlement ciation with Edward Small.
E-L will make "T-Man," shooting
Dion-Shartin
of the dispute as both sides stand
July 21. In association with
firm. Company offers a 10 per cent to start
Dorothy Dion,
Des Moines, la.
"Lost
Joseph
Fields,
E-L
made
wage increase, with the drivers holdformer Minneapolis Columbia steno,,
Honeymoon"
and
just
completed
ing out for a 25 per cent hike.
was married to Arnold Shartin, Co"Texas Story."
lumbia booker at Des Moines, at
Bert Walker Dead
Nashua.
Century
Detroit Bert Walker, 74, one time
Shafely-Bliss
theatrical editor of the former Jour- As Personnel
nal, is dead.
Minneapolis
Dorothy Shafely,
Survivors include two
Robert Ulman has been named per- Minneapolis and Chuck Bliss, U-I
sons and four daughters.
sonnel manager for Century Thea- booker at Minneapolis, are honeythe Treasury itself. Unless products ters, it was announced yesterday by mooning in Canada following their
are specifically listed in the section, General Theater Manager, J. R. marriage June 7.
they are subject to a 10 per cent Springer.
duty on their value. All other proA graduate of Dartmouth College
Dellorto-Lacombe
ducts subject to a higher duty are and Columbia University, Ulman
Chicago
Pat Dellorto of the
listed. The duty "on value" of the most recently served as labor relaB & K home office will be married
films thus can range from 10 per tions manager for the Ansco camera
to Don Lacombe.
cent up, depending on the percentage division of General Aniline and Film.
fixed by the British Treasury.
McLean-MacInnes
It has long been known here
Industry Labs Honor McMahon
Chicago
Scotty McLean of the
too that the target of many BritIn recognition of his services as B & K personnel department, on
ish officials is to cut the differChairman of the industry negotiating July 5 will be married to Charles
ence between British film transcommittee, Joseph E. McMahon of Maclnnes.
ferals in this country and AmerConsolidated Film Industries was
ican remittances in Britain to a
Mertes-Immerman
presented with an inscribed gavel and
maximum of $40,000,000.
Mike Immerman, asChicago
Conferences in London are ex- handsome brief case at a dinner held
pected to include discussion of the at the New York A. C. following the sistant manager of the Howard Theduty proposal in the light of pos- conclusion of a two-year agreement ater, and son of Elmer Immerman,
sible violation of the U. S. -British with Laboratory Technicians Local B & K personnel director, will be
married on July 1 to Elaine Mertes.
Loan Agreement.
702, IATSE.

UJEDDIRG BELLS
—

—

Names Ulman
Manager

—

—

—

—

—

L. B. Richardson of the
Chicago
Southtown Theater reports the birth
of an eight pound daughter, Christine, at Illinois
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KIRSCH URGES HBTI OnflL G RIEVBflCE SVSTEdl
U. S. Views on Film Duty Before U. JC Cabinet
Clayton Meets with Attlee,
Dalton, Cripps and Bevin;
Cabinet Discussion Follows

ii

ii

London (By Cable)—The U.

BOOKING CO-OPS ASSURE 'FAIR DEAL'
Jack Kirsch Tells N] Confab to "Get Together"; Exhibs.
Hear Plan Offers Better, More Frequent Adjustments

* S. Government's concern with,
and position on, the British
Atlantic City
Exhibitors should
Treasury's proposed moves to change band together and form booking and
the tax policy on American film im- buying combines in order to assure
M ports, expressed by Under Secretary themselves of a "fair deal," Naof State Will Clayton, received Brit- tional Allied President Jack Kirsch
(Continued on Page 4)
said hei-e yesterday at the final open
forum session of the 28th annual
convention of the Allied Theater

—

j
|

.

'

Tax 'Take' Up Despite

May

Recession in

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

Washington
in

—

Despite a slight dip
receipts, Federal admissions
collections for the first five

Owners

of

New

Jersey.

"If
said,

to put the
of
ness, but to enable you to buy pictures on an equitable basis."
Exhibitor Irving Dollinger, pointing out the advantages of combines,
stated that theater owner benefits not
(Continued on Page 7)

Rank "U"

Canadian Eagle-Lion

Theaters in Holland

in

—

hibitor grievances

—a

system which
would ease industry stresses and
strains and thus
reduce trade litigation was pro-

—

posed here last
night by Jack

Deal for

Kirsch, of Chicago, Allied's national president,
speaking at a testimonial dinner
tendered him as

—

Labor

Law

Until "Teeth"

Show

(Continued on Page 3)

London (By Cable)— The IATSE
pay too much attention to

will not

law,
passed over President Truman's veto

new Taft-Hartley

the

labor

the concluding
feature of the

"Expectation's" Last

Bays Top

Two

Arthur Rank's "Great Expectatwo days at Radio

J.

SMPE Conclave

Columbus, O. J. Arthur Rank has
been invited to accept a speaking
date at the ITO of Ohio convention
July 14-16 at Cedar Point, O., by P.
J. Wood, ITO secretary, "as a good
will gesture toward that vast army
of average exhibitors who desire to

tions," in its final

Music Hall, attracted nearly
$3,000 more than it did in the open-

New Jersey

KIRSCH

lied

Alconvention at

Ambassador Hotel.
With distributor execs, and leaders in exhibition from many states
the

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 7)

Johnston Will Address

—

(Continued on Page 7)

First

Ohio ITO Bids Rank
Address Convention

SNYDER

Staff Writer

— Establishment

months

IA

L.

Atlantic City
you are in trouble," Kirsch
through National Allied of a coun"you should get together not
try-wide system for redressing exdistributor out
busi-

Toronto
Archie J. Laurie, genLondon (By Cable)
J. Arthur
of 1947 were more than eral manager of Eagle-Lion Films of Rank is reported closing a deal for
$9,000,000 above the corresponding Canada since its inception in July, the purchase of a substantial interperiod last year. Collections through 1945, will retire from that post on est in the Tushinsky Theaters, lead(Continued on Page 7)
July 12 and leave the organization, ing Dutch circuit of some 10 houses,
it was learned yesterday.
and it is understood here that UniNeither Laurie nor J. Earl Law- versal will be associated with Rank
to Brush Off
son, president of Odeon Theaters of in the purchase. As in the instance
tax

By WILLIAM

FILM DAILY

Archie Laurie Quits

May

Establishment via Allied
Suggested by President
In N. J. Dinner Address

Oct. 20

AFL Nixes Pix Union
General

Plea

Principal speaker at the opening
Strike
luncheon at SMPE's 62nd semi-annual convention will be Eric A. JohnWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ston, president of the MPAA. ConDespite pleas from
Washington
vention will be held Oct. 20-24 in the many AFL unions, including those
Hotel Pennsylvania, with Johnston's affecting the motion picture industry,
acceptance contingent upon his not Federation President William Green

—

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 6)

City

ing and second
week, finishing

of

the

first

fifth

and

final

day
its

week with a total of $122,500. This
sum topped the fourth week, raisthe

ing

aggregate

five-week

Vancouver,

Eagle-Lion

B.
C.
will re-release
of
"Great Expectations," shelved since

showings last year. It
did only moderate business at that
time but with the New York Music
Hall run and business now to help
first-run

out,

Odeon

top

draw treatment.

in

Fed.

To Be Made

at

Canada

Films

July

Plaza.

at

circuit

the

plans to
Pic

give

will

downtown

it

open

Odeon -

Affiliation

Org. Tops to Mull Proposal July
Women's

—

MPTOA

to

$642,000.

its

Plan ATA,

Award

Award
Luncheon

11,

12

Conn. —

Fred WehrNew Haven,
enberg and Lewen Pizor, pi-esident
and chairman of the Board of
MPTOA respectively and Si Fabian
and Ted Gamble, president and
chairman of the boai'd of ATA, yesterday announced that the officers
and members of the boards of di-

for the "best film on the
life" will be presented at a luncheon today when the
Women's
General Federation
of
Clubs, meeting at the Hotel Com- rectors of the two associations
modore in a five-day annual conven- would meet in New York on July 11
tion, make public their choice.
and 12 to discuss the proposed afwith MPTOA. DePresentation will mark the first filiation of
time in the Federation's history that tails for plans of the meetings will
(Continued on Page 4)
be announced early next week.

American way of

ATA

Cleveland Baptists
Bejjeet Theater Lease

—

Delegates of the
Cleveland, O.
Cleveland Baptist Association, in spemeeting, voted overwhelmingly
cial
not to lease the auditorium of the
Euclid Ave. Baptist Church, to Select
Enterprises, Inc. for use as a motion
picture theater.
mended to the

It

had been recomAssociation,

com-

churches, by Dr. D. R.
Sharpe, executive secretary of the
Association, to lease the auditorium
prised of 31

a means to defray the expenses
of the building, located in the heart
of the business area.

as

G

Friday,

**

Emboyd Gives Alliance
Two Houses in Fort Wayne
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Fri.,

10 Cents
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on the S.S. Queen
PHIL REISMAN,
include:
RKO Radio vice-president, accompanied by JOHN
MILLS, co-starred in the RKO-Rank production
"So Well Remembered," and the latter's wife.
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night

MPAA

JACKSON

S.

by

plane,
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Blvd., Phone

WASHINGTON—

Andrew H.
Granite 6607.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16. D. C.
Manning Clagett,
Phone Wisconsin 3271.
2122 Decatur Place NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.—Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127Homer
133 Wardour St. W. 1.
Mary
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Ram L. Gogtay, Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road,

LONDON
MANILA—
HAVANA —

left

take

to

U.K.

in

Coast
L.
A.

the
the

for

over

McCLURE, RKO Pathe

BILL

Havana vacation

leaves for a

HORNSTEIN,

JOE

town

in

from

GEORGE RAFT
for

town

in

plane,

by

BUNIN, producer

LOUIS
"Alice

is

Paris,

Wonderland,"

in

TWA,

night, via

dealer,

is

from the
Sunday.

of
left

the

Coast,

forthcoming
Paris

for

last

—

arrived

town from

in

L.

A.

THOMAS McCONNELL,

attorney for Jackson
Park Theater, has returned to Chicago from
commencement at Wellesley; his daughter Charlotte, graduated.

Only One St. Louis Area
House Closed by Floods

Saffar,

MONTREAL—

—

—

Paris 12.

Calif. Legislature

(Thurs., June 26)

;

Washington Bureau of

—

i
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Washington
The California legislature has adjourned without pass-

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Am. Seat

Adjourns

With no Adverse Pic Laws

Financial.

+ %

+
+

Vs
'A

of

sales

A.

Fort Wayne, Ind., S. J. Gregory announced. New operation is effective

yesterday for
is

Screen Guild Prods, general
planed out from Washington
Hollywood.

is
here from Hollywood and
at the Waldorf-Astoria with MRS. BERGEN.

ALICE

KUHLMAN,

WB

Minneapolis

keeper, vacationing at Lester

JACK KELVIE,

WB

PEGGY JONES,

UA

book-

Prairie.

booker, Minneapolis,
on vacation at Brainerd, Minn.
steno,

Kansas City via airplane.
LILA MANSAN, Republic
Rake, Iowa on vacation.

MARION
visiting

on

vacation

contract

clerk,

is

in

at

PETERSON,

Minneapolis,
is

when

N

2.

BATEMAN,

manager,

LEO DOTY,

—

—

lywood July

yesterday.

St. Louis— The Hull, 200-seater in
Hull, 111., owned by Glenn J. Geyer,
Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier is the only theater in this territory
VANCOUVER Jack Droy, 411 Lyric closed presently by floods. The Star,
St.
SYDNEY Bowden Fletcher, 750 seats, Hannibal, owned by Frisina
Theater Bldg.
Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
Moxon
19
UY 2110. BRUSSELS—Jean Pierre Meys, Amusement Go. and Canton, 450
110 Rue des Paquerettes. COPENHAGEN— seats, at Canton, the property of WilJohn Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3, Copen- liam A. Collins of De Soto, have both
ROME John Perdicari, reopened after being down three days
hagen-Van Loese.
Via Ludovisi 16. Phone, 42758. MONTEVIDEO
Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito 597. in the early stages of the Mississippi
MEXICO CITY Dorothy Neal, Calle de flood.

ALGIERS— Paul

Charras.

policy

Chicago In a deal involving $1,000,000, Alliance Theaters has taken
over the 3,000-seat Emboyd Theater,

the lease of the Quimbv Circuit expires. Gregory also rej' J*- ed
that the new 1,500-seat JeiJ ^on
Francisco for home office conferences.
JOHN J. JONES, president of Screen Guild Theater in Fort Wayne will be opened
Prods., who is in Chicago, will return to Holby Alliance next month.

with his wife and two children.

BOMBAY—

Fort, Bombay 1.
Filmafric, 8 Rue

vice-president and assistant to
Broidy of Allied Artists and
in
Hollywood to confer on the

EDGAR BERGEN
theater supply
Atlantic City.

W. LEE WILDER is in for conferences with
Herbert J. Yates, Sr., Republic president, on
promotion plans for Wilder's production, "The
Pretender."
leaving

is

—

"Black Gold."
ROBERT L. LIPPERT, distribution chief of
Screen Guild Prods., is in Hollywood from San
sales

F.

publicity chief,
tonight. Back in

Steve

Monogram,

two weeks.

back

MOREY,

President

office.

BUDDY ROGERS

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:

—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood

GEORGE DAWSON,
RKO United Kingdom,

be

will

secretary and director of
and DAVID JONES, publicity director
last

act of

board

on
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contingent arriving

Elizabeth

is

Republic
inspectress,
vacation this week.

on
U-l

office

Omaha and

manager, Minneapolis,

Black

Hills

on vacation.

Berger Holds Up Ad for
Gov't Aid Pending Talks
Atlantic City

—

Benny Berger

Harry G. Black Rites
Here Widely Attended
Funeral services for Harry G.
Black, executive in the Fabian Circuit, were widely attended yesterday at the Riverside Memorial
Chapel. Black died suddenly Monday
morning in Miami Beach while on a
leave of absence. He had been suffering from a heart ailment.

John

T.

McCormick Dead

—

Columbus, O.
John Thomas McCormick, 77, with the J. Reel Neth
organization for 25 years, died after
illness. At the time of
his retirement in 1938, he managed
Neth's Clinton.

an extended

North Central Allied prexy, told
The Film Daily last night that he
had decided to hold up insertion of
an ad in the Washington Daily asking for Congressional investigation
of the film industry until further
consultation with his organization's
board of directors. Berger said, that
talks with exhibitor leaders here
had convinced him that a reconsideration was wise. If upon further
conferences the board wishes to
place the ad then it will be inserted
at a later date.

Sock Preem Tonight
For New State Sign

LOS ANGELES
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
See youi travel agent or phone

LExington 2-7100
or visit TWA ticket office at
80 East 42nd St.

Lighting up ceremonies for the
ing any measures adverse to the
new Loew's State 110-foot upright
film industry, John G. Bryson, MPAA
sign, largest on Broadway, will take
legislative chief revealed yesterday.
place tonight, when Joan Leslie,
All but one of the legislatures still
Eagle-Lion star throws switches to
in session are expected to adjourn
send the juice through the 80 transby July 4. Alabama may be the only
formers and nearly a mile of neon
holdover.
contained in the new sign.
Taking part in the "unveiling"
Omaha V. C. Honors McCraw
ceremonies will be Commissioner of
Omaha— Col. William McCraw will Licenses, Benjamin Fielding, and
be honor guest and speaker at a din- several
of the acts from the State
ner dance tonight given by the stage.
Omaha Variety Club. The Dallas,
Tex., national Variety exec, will confer with local officials earlier in the

Save time with

OVER THE COUNTER

5%
5%

Cincecolor

Pathe

6

6%

Names Berman
M-G-M Cuban Chief

The latest It M.M. sound
equipment has been Installed
in

for

nounced

yesterday by Morton A.
Loew's Int'l vice-president.
Berman takes over from Robert O.
Schoham, who will go to Sweden as
Spring,

special

home

office rep.

our air conditioned

.

.

.

SCREENING ROOM
in addition to our 35 M.M.
R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectors .
.
.

Berman as
Cuba was an-

of Julian

M-G-M manager

\
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and Servict

BOlfDED
FILM STORAGE

W. V.

a picture and make a production out of it at the box office.
Will accept temporary assignment with

Can take

company from July 7 to Labor
Day or permanent position with right
company in New York or Hollywood
only. Salary in keeping with results.
right

Apply

Co., Inc.

MM BHOADWAY.

Available to any company desirous of
paying for the services of an exploiteer
with contacts, experience and ability.

fj.

The

BOX NO.
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B'way, N. Y. C.
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Friday,

Wave

1

Shows

of Flesh

Archie Laurie Quits

Canadian Eagle-Lion

To Engulf Milwaukee

— A wave of

Milwaukee

flesh

shows

(Continued from Page

/
First theater to supplement films

ph.

with live performers

the River-

is

•***
•

•

"problem" theaters, could

pot for 20th-Fox

Initial

Dick Jergen's band or the Ink Spots,

on the Coast, Armand Deutsch

plus single feature films.

Story Prods,

Towne

Theater, operated by C. J.
Andrew Spheeris, is
angling to return stage shows, again
supplementing single feature bills,
House, formerly the
in the Fall.
Miller, an old-time vaudeville stand,
boasts outstanding stage equipment.
Meanwhile the Shuberts are considering the installation of two-a-day
vaude and a showgirl line at the
Davidson Theater in the Fall. Mae
West is believed sought for the opening show. Proposal is thought to be
linked with a possible revival of the
Shubert vaudeville circuit, reported
recently from the East.

and

(Continued from Page

and

its

exhib. reaction

trying to

is

Wolf, Luncheon Speaker

of

Com-

merce members heard Maurice N.

,»'

relations

"What Makes Motion
Move" at a luncheon yes-

dept. talk on

Pictures
terday.

*.>>>..>.>>..............*:

J^end USirlhda

"0ree tinqi
9
:.:

E.

Ira

*,*

J.

%
if
.
:.:

if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
li
if
if

H

Calvert

H.

Simmons

Rubinstein

Jo
Robert

Walter
H.

E.

J.

Ellis

Lynch

Wappaus

E. C. Palmer
John Golden
Morton Gerber
Frances Neal
Bill Kennedy
June 28
Fred W. Futter
Louis King
June Preisser
Elmer Lux
Barney Pitkin
Blanche Carr
John Harvey
Morris G. Leonard
June 29

A. M. Manfredi
Agnes Nolan

Robert Frazer
Richard Batcheller
E. A. Grady
G. A. Schroth
Scott Lett
Ruth Warrick

•

...

.

Si (Metro)

• Ralph

saying, foreswore riding the rods on the Long Island R.R. ...

W. Maw, Metro

manager headguartering

district

in

Minneapolis,

is

who aided in the rescue of
• That Cofrom the waters of Lake of the Isles. ...
Buchman deal is still to be finalized. ... • Joel Harvey,

properly proud of his 14-year-old son, Dick,
three canoists

lumbia-Sidney

formerly with Metro here, has teamed up with Rose Knight, ex-Selznick,

and Harry Lechtman

• Mary

Pickford,

to establish the

still

to

H. K.

L.

Ad Agency

reach a decision on UA,

is

in

Hollywood.

staying on in

New

for

of

•

THOMAS KENNEDY,

•

•

T

Popcorn acreage

this

year

is

adverse weather conditions.

show

is

controller,

tells

no additional municipal tax legislation directed

that there'll be

something

.

.

to see, pal.

•

down

•
week

Harry Lachman
Nelson Eddy
Sally Weinstein
Ross Williams
Joan Davis
Clara Williams

WW

>...,,,,. .....'J
.***"**''''**•'

M.

tribution."

Frank H. Fisher, who left the
Western division management of
Odeon Theaters in December, 1945,
to work under Laurie as general
sales manager, continues in his post.

No

indication of a successor to Laurie
has been given and it is believed in
the trade here that none is under
consideration at the present moment.
Laurie's leaving Eagle-Lion comes
as a distinct surprise. A veteran of
the industry in both exhibition and
distribution, he was manager for
Republic in the Empire-Universal
setup under A. W. Perry when he

assume

to

left

responsibility

for

Eagle-Lion in the Dominion. He
headed that organization during the

Rank

period that

films

were

intro-

duced to and established with the
Canadian public. Laurie, who had
handled most of the pre-Rank British
films in Canada at one time or another, has been considered the leading distribution authority on them.

_

new

an

Westchester Board

visors sequences for the State Dept. documentary,

"Democracy

Opens

in D. C.

Tonight

at local

Oh, wurra, wurra!

There's a chuckle in
of

Phil

50 to 75 per cent, due

That carousel in Music Hall's

...

occurring during the shooting this

•

...

reported

Laurie says that he will
his future intentions after

Second NBC Tele Station

Yonkers city

incident

of

at

Washington Bureau of

Washington

to

stage

be

will

— WNBW, second tele-

opened

program

special

other

NBC

Work

New

York.

at County Level"
Let the N. Y. Times tell it: "Mrs. Florence Bause,
board clerk, thought it would be a good chance to show Stalin that
Westchester is Republican
She arrived wearing a white dress
adorned with blue elephants, but the camera men made her change it

THE FILM DAILY

vision station to be operated by

Super-

tele

tonight
tied in
outlet,

NBC,

with a
with the

WNBT

in

Principal speakers at
dedication programs include Charles
R. Denny, FCC chairman; Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff, RCA president, and
Niles Trammell, president of NBC.

because the white was too glaring"

T
•

•

•

Deanna

U-I

IS

T

T

COMING UP

with

Durbin's "Something in the

a special 10-minute

Wind"

trailer

on

• If you didn't,
you should read Max Weinberg's "Ballad for Movie Censors" which
topped Winchell's column yesterday in the N. Y. Daily Mirror.
• And if you missed "Nobility in Hollywood" by Radio Editor John
Crosby in Wednesday's N. Y. Herald-Tribune, you missed some pungent
satire. ...
• Credit Ben Hill, UA field man in New Orleans, with a
great assist to
After doing

managed

...

Lew Maren, who represents UA
for "New Orleans" in

a bang-up job

in

.

.

San Francisco

the Louisiana City, Ben

of

San Francisco

for

the opening of the

picture

Result?

photo breaks in the 'Frisco papers with the inter-city
good- will angle played up big
Whole stunt went through Mori

UA

exploitation

•

Newton

Center, Mass.,

was an-

nounced yesterday at a reception to
be given in Miss Kaplan's home.
Weinberg is the son of Louis Weinberg, Columbia circuit sales executive.

•

Milli-Girman
Cleveland

— Nancy

Milli,

M-G-M

announced her
engagement to Frank Girman. Couple plan to be married in September.
bookers'

secretary,

manager

Martin-Hazel

T
•

of

send a "pre-cooked" dinner from the La Louisiane resNew Orleans to Maren
The latter presented it to Mayor

News and

Krushen,

Kaplan-Weinberg
The engagement of Arthur I. Weinberg of this city and Eileen Kaplan

to

taurant in

Colman

UlEDDinG BELLS

Reel has Deanna sing-

ing three numbers, Donald O'Connor a fourth.

.

June 27

M
if

Any

Seadler says he met a hobo who, after reading what Phil M. has been

film theaters for the rest of the year.

exhibitor

mind about

his

Innocence"

plus the action of highly charged nuclear particles.

T
a better

call

M-G-M

of

.

1)

for Rank to sail
from New York on July 17 for England. He leaves Hollywood July 9
for New Orleans where he will address a meeting of Southern theater
operators, called by E. V. Richards.

Wolf,

make up

Back

a few more days. ... • Morey Goldstein, general sales
Monogram and Allied Artists, doesn't expect to get back to
his desk for at least another week because of a bad eye infection which
had him confined to a New Haven hospital

make

Omaha — Junior Chamber

•

vera good. ...

major property, "This Side

the na-

fit

of

manager

understanding between American and
British movie industries."
Present plans

is

to

the exhibition jack-

hit

a variety of things could happen shortly. ... • Next Chicago
building commissioner could be Mason Rapp, noted theater architect.
• New emulsion developed by Eastman Kodak shows atom splitting,
one

York

Ohio ITO Bids Rank
Address Convention
co-operate with you to

announce

a holiday but that they "would not
necessarily be concerned with dis-

the Week's Curtain
ANDY SMITH'S NEW SALES PLAN, tailored

•

planation.

Down

Bringing

tion's 6,000 so-called

l\

of the Rank interests in Canada, has offered any ex-

PHIL M. DALY

side which announced that the policy
starts in late July with spot stage
bookings. Initial show will include

Papas

1)

Canada and head

prospect for this city's theaters, with one definite announcement- of such a policy and two other
-j seriously considering similar
:iiin

is

TED SAUCIER

is

due

in

Hollywood early next week

conferences with Joseph Pasternak

has an original yarn, "Happiness"
chore as technical adviser on

"Weekend

for

Saucier, Waldorf-Astoria flack,

Previously
at the

he performed

Waldorf."

a

Ann Martin, secretary

of the Warner Club, social and welfare organization of Warner Bros, employees,
has announced her engagement to
William V. Hazel, ex-Marine.

Friday,
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U. K. Cabinet Gets U. S.

REVIEWS Of DEW FILMS Pix Back Freedom of

Views on Film Duty

Expression Com.

"The Hucksters"

Move

with Clark Gable, Deborah Kerr

(Continued from Page 1)
ish Cabinet attention here yesterday.
Clayton, now on this side, met with

Prime Minister Attlee, Hugh Dalton,
Chancellor of the Exchequer; Sir
Stafford Cripps, president of the
Board of Trade, and Ernest Bevin,
Clayton, well
secretary.
foreign

versed on American film problems
overseas, is understood to have
pressed home the U. S. viewpoint
forcefully.
It was impossible to confirm that
Clayton raised the point that the new

CAPITAL GETS

i

Washington Bur.,

Washington

WORD

THE FILM DAILY

— British

yesterday was officially reported
to

the Slate Department

by the

The
U. S. Embassy in London.
Embassy said the Department
would be advised of all "developments."
It was not expected here that
the Department will cable any instructions to the U. S. Embassy,
since Under Secretary of State Will
Clayton already has begun discussions with British officials.

.

However, it will come up later
in July with the proposed new
Finance Bill clause at the report
stage of the latter measure
when lively debate is anticipated.

was estimated by

well informed sources here that the
import duty collected by Britain on
American pix under the existing
scale of five pence a foot yielded
£770,000 ($3,000,000) last year.

interviews

of

all

it

—

this

soon be

fol

j

J,

was learned yesterday.

Film industry reps, present at the
all-media confab pointed out that
motion pictures are still operating
under a 1915 Supreme Court ruling
which denied that pix are entitled
to the same constitutional protection
afforded the press.
Kenneth Clark,
rep., told
the group that the film industry
would back a program calling for
freedom of expression "because we've

fairly

MPAA

sell.

Sydney Greenstreet, playing the soap tycoon, meets his doom at the hands of Clark
had so little of it."
Gable, who is listed as a fine hand at the game.
Donald Nelson, SIMPP president,
Just five minutes under two hours running the film passes in review with never a
called for an end to all forms of
dull spell, the passage of time is not apparent. There is so much to keep the mind occucensorship and praised the film inpied. Just about every bit is responsible for interest compulsion.
dustry's self-regulation.
is
very
separate
collection
from
a
of
Apart
and
names that will lure an audience anywhere. The Gable magnetism can be taken for granted. Deborah Kerr's first U. S. role
is an example of taste, dignity, aloofness and a fine display of talent. Greenstreet's performance should lay them low. Add to this top collection such worthies and beauty as
Ava Gardner, Edward Arnold, Adolphe Menjou, Keenan Wynn.
at
Where Wakeman's book was a literary debunking of radio advertising, Hornblow's
production is a neatly handled work of visual entertainment that has captured intent of
(Continued from Page 1)
the original and given it considerable enhancement.
such an award has been made to a
Beautee Soap being soap and Gable a character in the advertising world who com- commercial Hollywood
product, Mrs.
mands respect, first thing he is tangling with Greenstreet and sells him a slogan and A. R. Burt, chairman of the Federaa slick procedure for advertising the product. Miss Kerr enters the story as widowed
tion's motion picture committee told
mother of two youngsters whom Gable approaches for a paid testimonial. She is quite The Film Daily.
frank. Money to be paid her is for her favorite charity. She and her offspring are her
With membership in Cinema Clubs
favorite charity. Immediately Gable evinces seriou* affection which she is disturbed
by numbered over 3,000,000 in this and
and fails to give the proper reaction.

62

Later Gable is sent to the Coast to connive a deal for a fading comic that Greenstreet
likes— Keenan Wynn— and he signs the man, prepares a radio show. Miss Kerr shows
up later, having thought better of her previous rejection of Gable. There's an interlude
in which affections are cemented and they meet again back in New
York. Gable has
a promising future with Greenstreet whom he has sold but he chucks
it all for honesty
of purpose and marriage with Miss Kerr.
It

is

a

good love story, adult, intelligent and clever. Also

robust comedy that
off as one of the
Conway's direction retains considerably more than is to

gives the narrative uproarious punctuation at

many

it

is

Mark

intervals.

it

best bets of the season. Jack
be discovered in the printed version.

CAST: Clark Gable, Deborah Kerr, Sydney Greenstreet, Adolphe Menjou, Ava Gardner Keenan
Wynn, Edward Arnold, Aubrey Mather, Richard Gaines, Frank Albertson, Douglas Fowley' Clinton
Sundberg, Gloria Holden, Connie Gilchrist,
Bunker, Virginia Dale, Jimmy Conlin.

Kothryn

Card,

Lillian

Bronson,

Vera Marsh'e
'

Ralph

CREDITS: Producer, Arthur Hornblow, Jr.; Director, Jack Conway; Screenplay, Luther DavisAdaptation, Edward Chodorov, George Wells; Based on novel by Frederic Wakeman;
Photography

Harold Rosson; Art Directors, Cedric Gibbons Urie McCleary; Film Editor, Frank
Sullivan; Musical
Lennie Hayton; Recording Director, Douglas Shearer; Set Decorations
Edwin B. Willis

Score,

WGN

stars

all-media

battle for fre.ngi.Ti

may

of expression

Everyman and Everywoman they who listen to commerblow their tops when the hucksters have their moment.
The total is staggering. What that means at the box office in terms of "let's see what
the movies made of it?" contemplation and interest has enormous potentialities.
And
there's no apparent reason why they should not be realized.
Arthur Hornblow, Jr.'s first water production of Frederick Wakeman's novel takes
the audience into a new, behind-the-scenes world of connivers, plotters and would-be
seers who think they have their collective fingers on the public pulse. This is the world
of radio advertising and central attention is riveted on a crochety old man of questionable
taste who hounds, browbeats and drills into his ad agency his theories of what will make

densed version. Add to
cials on the radio and

—

—

special,

—A

wage a continuing

For the exhibitor "The Hucksters" is going to be a pleasant problem in multiples.
Multiply the readers of the original novel who bought it out of interest in the subject;
then multiply again distribution by the book clubs, then Still again readers of the con-

Should a switch over be made to Jack D. Moore.
an import duty based on the rentals
DIRECTION, Excellent.
earned by the films, the total would
be raised many times, the exact Skirball-Manning, U-I
amount depending upon the tax perIn Amicable Dissolution
centage fixed by the government.
Duties now imposed on products
Contract between Universal-Inincluded in Section 10 of the Finance
Act range up to more than 30 per ternational and Jack H. SkirballBruce Manning Productions has been
cent.
Britain now earns and retains dissolved amicably and by mutual
approximately $332,000,000 annually consent, it was announced yesterfrom U. S. pix, with only $68,000,- day. Skirball-Manning will maintain
000—^about one-sixth of the aggre- its headquarters on the U-I lot until
gate earnings being remitted to the shortly after the first of the month.
Under the dissolution agreement,
U. S.
script of "Portrait in Black" goes to
Starting Movie Program
U-I, with Skirball-Manning retainChicago A new movie program ing "Sunny River," "For Services
Rendered," "Appointment in Sawas started by radio station
Tagged, "Let's Go to mara," "The Barren Heart," "The
yesterday.
the Movies," program will feature Wind is Blind" and "The Desert
Grace Eden, co-editor of Mayfair Padre." S-M also retains the comMagazine, in reviews of films and mitment for the services of Carol

WGN
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Washington

Fed.

To Be Made

tax proposal of Dalton well might
the Anglo-American Loan
Agreement, but it was considered
likely that he did so.
The Dalton resolution, amending the Finance Act of 1935, will
be formally moved in Commons
next Tuesday or Wednesday
night, and is scheduled to go
through unopposed.

it

Washington Bureau of

Women's

violate

Meanwhile,

115 Mins.

BRILLIANTLY-PLAYED LOVE STORY WITH ROBUST COMEDY STANDS OUT AS committee, including representatives
ONE OF THE BEST BOX OFFICE BETS OF THE SEASON.
of the motion picture industry, to

soap

threat to

on American films

raise the duty

M-G-M

and producers. Reed, British

director.

'

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Award

Luncheon

foreign

countries,
Federation,
close association with
MPAA, hopes to bring about a "reform" in American and foreign film
production towards a set of exemplary ideals incorporated in the Federation's policy. Acting as a pressure group, the organization, in its
year of existence, claims that considerable headway has been made in
influencing production and educating
the youth of the world on what to
look for in films.

through

its

Currently being shown at the convention are a series of posters prepared by pupils of St. Louis' Hadley
Tech showing "average" school-age
preference in future Hollywood pro-

With themes ranging from

ductions.
Fine.

prejudice through sports, exhibit represents an interesting commentary
Vetoes
Tariff
on teen-age thought, if one school
Bill; Senate
Subsidy
may be taken as an example. Exhibit is set for tours throughout the
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
country.
Washington
President Truman
yesterday vetoed the wool tariff bill.
The Senate a short time after, however, passed a substitute measure
eliminating the tariff provisions and
calling for a wool subsidy. It had
previously been reported that the
MRS. CHARLES JOHNSTON, manager, Brundidge

Truman

Wool

Asks

—

ftfflfliE

original wool tariff

measure might

effect Australian film remittances.

Theater,

TOUCH

Brundidge, Ala.

NANCY O'DONNELL,
liance

Circuit,

switchboard operator. AlChicago.

NATALIE GUARD, continuity editor, Midwest
Moskowitz Succeeds Glenz
Film Studios, Chicago.
Murray Moskowitz has been upped
BARBARA MELKIE, candy girl, E. M. Leew's,
to the position of general producHartford, Conn.
tion manager at Music Publishers ARDIS BARTZ, secretary, 20th-Fox Minneapolis
Holding Corp. He replaces the late JEAN SPATZ, booker. Republic, Minneapolis.

George Glenz.
kowitz's spot.

Jack Segal

fills

Mos- MARGE BREWER,
Vancouver.

assistant

manager,

Vogue,

He
HE

follows motion . .

swings the camera

.

.

.

following

motion, keeping the object of interest
always frame-centered

.

.

.

there you

have the culmination of years of experience

—years in which the operative

cameraman learns how
from his equipment.

to get the

most

more

—to understand the prob-

lems of the picture's director and of
the director of photography.

ability

to interpret their wishes creatively

.

.

.

knowledge to
giving them what they want from every
to devote his technical

shot, every scene.

Because he must get so much from
every shot, his dependence on film of

But he learns, in those years, something

understanding comes his great

From this

superior quality and uniformity
great. That's

operative

why

you'll find so

cameramen using the family

of Eastman motion picture films.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER

4, N. Y.

BRULATOUR, INC., DISTRIBUTORS
CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD
FORT LEE

J. E.

•

is

many

"

m

)

-m
AFL Nixes Pix Union
General Strike Plea

Friday,

1)

Urge National Grievance Plan
Jack Kitsch Suggests System to ATONJ
listening attentively, Kirsch,

Four Ad Pix Prods. Reply
To FTC Monopoly Charges may

who

is

err

—

charged with monopolistic practices your policy with respect to other exby the FTC have filed answers with hibitors.' He has no information to
the Commission denying the allega- match that held by the distributor
tions, it was announced yesterday. a'nd he cannot hope to win the arguLatest to file answers were Ray- ment and rarely does.
"For a variety of reasons I have
Bell Films, Inc., of St. Paul, Minn.,
and Alexander Film Co., Colorado been indulged as an exception to the
Springs, Colo. The other two com- rule against dealing with representpanies involved in the complaints atives and I speak on this subject
are United Film Service, Kansas with a wealth of experience. As you
City, Mo., and Motion Picture Ad- know, I am head of a rather large
vertising Service Co., New Orleans. buying organization, representing a
considerable number of theaters in
Chicago. Also I am president of
Alice Fischer Rites Today
Allied Theaters of Illinois. In both
A funeral service will be held at capacities I have had occasion to
noon today at the Church of the take up with the sales managers in
Transfiguration for Alice Fischer, 78, New York the situations of individveteran legitimate theater actress ual members. And in presenting their
and founder of the 12th Night Club. cases
I have made use of the inforMiss Fischer died Wednesday at her

mation that has come to

me

in

both

capacities.

"Perhaps the success that I have
attained in this regard is due to the
fact that my business carries me to
New York at frequent intervals. I
have maintained close contact with
the company executives. We have
learned to understand and, in notable
instances, to like each other. In any
Omaha
A second son, Timothy event, it has been a satisfactory exMichael, was born to Mr. and Mrs. perience satisfactory always to me,
Pat Halloran. He is a 20th-Fox sales- satisfactory in a majority of cases
to my members, and there is every
man.

three nephews.

STORK REPORTS
—

REVIEWS

«

1

with Robert Young, Robert Mitchum, Robe;

indication that it has been satisfactory to the sales executives.
"Now that is a practice which
I
should like to see spread
throughout Allied and eventually
all over the United States. (Incidentally, if Allied keeps on expanding as she did in 1946-47,

may soon be synonymous.) It is a method for curing pimples before they develop
into festering sores. Perhaps it
should be systematized within a
these terms

Abram

F. Myers, Allied General
announced last night at

Counsel,

ATONJ's Kirsch

testimonial dinner
that Allied's annual convention will
be held in Milwaukee, Wis., Nov.
10-12.

—

Ryan

RKO
86 Mi4
POTENT PLEA FOR TOLERANCE Rl
ING FROM A FRAMEWORK 0£ HOM
CIDE IS ABLY PLAYED AND F, fY C

V

RECTED.

.

'

Rising from a framework of homicic
"Crossfire" is fashioned into a potent pi h
for tolerance, stripping to the bone an e
ample of native anti-Semitism. The stru'
ture of the plot is firm. The screenplay

J

pointed.

By its sir
plicity, the significance of the problem
gotten across and sticks in the mind i{,
future consideration and mulling.
moot points are made, they register.
What Director Edward Dmytryk set c
to do in "Crossfire" is tell a story of rac
hatred and intolerance that is so inter
it causes the violent death of an
individi
because his name is not "right" and he
of another faith. Dmytryk accomplished t
simple,

intelligent,

Wh

;

large

organization

like

Allied.

For example, the regional vicepresident or the head of the regional association should first
seek an adjustment of member
complaints by the regional
branch manager or division manager.
Failing that, the complaints could be forwarded to the
president of National Allied for
presentation to the company executives. And if the complaints
relate to matters other than film
rental, and are within the province of some other Allied officer,
then he should be the man to
present them to the companies
involved."
"Some of my distributor friends,"
Kirsch disclosed, "are pondering the

by asking for too much or
too little. He is in no position to amount of time and effort which
say to the distributor, 'What you such a system would involve," and
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
All four advertis- have charged me, or what you pro- he added the frank admission that it
ing film producers and distributors pose to charge me, is out of line with would not only require time and

The widow of William Harcourt, she is survived by a niece and

1941

'Crossfire'

also president of Allied Theaters of
yesterday said there will be no genIllinois and of its buying organizaeral strike in protest against the
tion, asserted that the misunderTaft-Hartley Labor Bill.
standing and distrust prevailing tohave
strike
general
a
for
Calls
day among distribs. and exhibs. "are
headquarters
AFL
into
rolling
been
largely due to the permanent points
counall
over
the
here from unions
of contact between them."
said
try. Spokesmen for the AFL
Blames "Certain Execs."
"some" of the requests came from
Responsibility for this situation,
construction unions and other studio
unions. Green said that he has issued Kirsch inferred, rested with "certain
sales executives" who refuse to deal
a call to presidents of the AFL's 105
unions for a conference in Washing- with any third party acting in beton on July 9 to study the effect of half of an exhibitor with a complaint. Such an attitude, the Allied
the Taft-Hartley measure.
Following an emergency meeting speaker declared, was "very unfair."
Continued Kirsch:
of the AFL executive council yes"The individual exhibitor is in a
terday, Green said that it would be
"unwise and inadvisable" to call a poor position to present his case
mainly because he is not equipped
general strike.
"Instead," Green said, "we are go- with the necessary information. He
ing to fight the measure in the does not know about the prevailing
courts and seek to maintain our prices, terms and conditions in comrights under the bill in negotiations parable situations and consequently
with employers." Meanwhile, AFL
A boom for a second term as nageneral counsel Joseph Padway said
that about 75 union lawyers would tional president of Allied for Jack
meet here over the week-end to study Kirsch was launched by Edward
Lachman, N. J. Allied prexy, in his
the constitutionality of the bill.
CIO lawyers met yesterday for the introductory speech at the Kirsch
same purpose and will report their testimonial dinner last night. Said
findings tod-ay to the CIO executive Lachman:
"Only with a president who stands
board.
In addition to the general study for the principles which Jack Kirsch
which will be undertaken by the stands for and which he exemplifies
AFL, the unions building trades de- by his spirit, his conduct and action
partment is making a special analysis can the differences which exist between independent exhibitors be setof the bill.
tled satisfactorily and permanently."

home.

June 27,

,

wet

(Continued from Page
(Continued from Page

' I,

'j

end

realistic

in

fashion.

As

film

this

v.

I.

probably be the first milestone in a trei-lj
it should
receive widespread playing tin
As a whodunit it has relentless police wc
to furnish drama, as a film with signi;

cance

a problem squarely, brec
fundamental components.

faces

it

down

it

to

Richard

Brooks'

novel,

upon which

hole,"

it

is

based,

']>;

r.

"The Brick

Fc

brouj

is

up to date and laid in postwar Washin;
There, among the locally based s

ton.

the segments of the plot are play
out with Robert Young as the civil
policeman. He enters the picture wh
diery,

Sam

Levene

severely

that

is

J'

found dead after bei'
is no sleuthing probl'.'
before the audience for rf
is

beaten.
laid

1

It

know almost at the outset who
But Young cannot pin sufficient

is

guil
iJ

evider

on the culprit. Another murder takes pla
also

by

the

killer.

The

knows

victim

much.

With the assistance from Robert Mite
urn, Young eliminates suspects, arrange;.
but "above all, patience."
trap and plants his bait. Robert Ryan
Kirsch was introduced by Presi- confronted on the scene of the seccF 1
dent Edward Lachman of the New crime and an admission is forced from hi''i
Jersey
unit who,
in
expressing He breaks away, is killed by gunfire in f
|
thanks to his associate officers and street.
visiting trade leaders, singled out
Constantly the treatment accorded
Spyros P. Skouras for a special scenario is realistic with no fancy touch }
tribute
"great humanitarian, The narrative confines itself to low loca
as
great industry leader, whose philan- and ordinary, unhappy people, for the m
thropic and charitable endeavors are part. An element of thwarted love rj

I[

effort,

i;

1

l

5

!

l

known
said

how
...

the world over.

It is fitting,"
recall to you
much Skouras has done for us.
He has been our friend in need

Lachman, "that

I

at all times."

Among
included:

those seated on the dais

1

frustration

is

involved

Portrayals right
ert

in

the

down the

proceedirr

line

from

R<

Young, the captain of detectives, to

lesser

characters

are

convincing,

to

point and creditably underplayed.
CAST: Robert Young, Robert Mitchum, R
ert
Ryan, Gloria Grahame, Paul Kelly, S
Levene, Jacqueline White, Steve Brodie, Geo

«,

David Snaper, George Gold, Leon- Cooper, Richard Benedict, Richard Pow
ard Goldberg, Max Alderman, Irving William Phipps, Lex Barker, Mario Dwyer.
CREDITS: A Dore Schary Production; f
Dollinger, George Dembow, Andy W.
duced by Adrian Scott; Director, Edward Di
Smith, Jr., Abram F. Myers, Lew tryk; Screenplay, John Paxton; Based on nc
Lehr, Edward Lachman, Jack Kirsch, by Richard Brooks; Photography, J. Roy Hi
Harry Lowensten, Harry Brandt, Art Directors, Albert S. D'Agostino, A\(
Herman; Set Decorations, Darrell Silvera, J
Ben Berger, Sam Frank, Lee New- Sturtevant;
Musical Director, C. Bakaleinik
bury, Herman Blum, Sidney Samuel- Sound, John E. Tribby, Clem Portman; Assist
son, Lauritz Garman, Meyer Leven- Director, Nate Levinson.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
DIRECTION, Fine.
thal, Harry Chertcoff, Jack Ellis,
Henry Randel, Henderson M. RichBuchanan Reps. Screen Plays
ey, Max Gillis, Martin Moskowitz,
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM BAIL
Bert Sandford, Joseph Bernhard,
Buchanan & Co. r
Hollywood
Sam Shain, Ray Moon, Charles
Boasberg, Leon Bamberger, Dave been named to represent Sere
Palfreyman, Robert Coyne, Seymour Plays, Inc., new producing compaH;
Florin, Jack Byrne, Earl Sweigert. headed by Stanley Kramer.
Fi.

—
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ax Collections Up Despite Recession in

v

Booking Co-ops for "Fair Deal"

1,000,000 Increase in

=venue Receipts Over
irst Five 1946 Months
^Continued from Page

Kirsch Urges Exhibs. to

1)

"Get Together"

(Continued from Page

Rank°"U"

Theaters in Holland

Ihis year reached $154,066,Although exhibitors voiced a proonly from a 'better buy," but also
compared with $144,944,759 for gives himself more time to attend test at the high film rental asked
c first five months of 1946.
to the regular supervision of his for re-issues which one theater
Figures released by the Bureau of house. "In addition," Dollinger said, owner termed "second-hand-mer.^ternal Revenue show that admis- "adjustments are better and more chandise," there was general agree•ns tax collections for May of this frequent."
ment on the existence of a strong
ar were $31,266,930. Although this
In response to a question relating public demand for this type of prod1 is a slight drop from the $33,412,- to the effect of the N. Y. Statutory uct.
only a Court's consent decree upon comHenderson M. Richey, M-G-M ex|3 collected in April, it was
ant $526,893 under the average bines, Harry Brandt, ITOA presi- hibitor relations director, stated that
nthly collection during last year's dent, told the audience that he had it was the policy of his company to
ord-breaking total. Average for been assured by competent legal restrict the number of re-issues to
authority that the decree did not not more than four or five a year.
ft year was $31,793,351. Figures
u
iy

'.J.

4

BIR exclude

the

Deal for

1

B,

w released by the
baret tax.

in

May

apply as long as the basis for buying was "picture by picture and the-

(Continued from Page

1)

of Rank's deal for a piece of Ceylon

Theaters, the Tushinsky buy will not
give the British film kingpin control.

American sources
that the

last night said
negotiations were for

Rank

the holdings of Laudy Lawrence and
part of those of Frits Strengholt,
leading Holland distributor of indie
product, with control retained by the
Tushinsky family and Strengholt.
Terms are said to call for $1,000,000 plus £550,000, with Lawrence
presumably getting the former and
Strengholt the latter.
It was impossible to confirm Universal's reported identification with
Rank in the deal last night.

"It is important to select quality
product and not overload the marMay collections in the 3rd New ater by theater."
ket," he added.
J»rk district, which includes the soIt was generally conceded that
A discussion of film rentals led
iled Bi-oadway area, jumped to Kirsch to remark that "pictures are film grosses had fallen off badly in
,764,295 from April collections of not as tough to buy as six months the first - runs and had definitely
gk 937,630.
ago." Distributor realization of di- slipped in neighborhood situations.
Other May collections by districts minishing box office returns and the
Sentiment was unanimously op'.rlude:
appearance of more product were
to any reduction in admission
posed
Alabama, $207,289; Arizona, $124,- given as a primary reason for this
Johnston Will Address
prices.
0; Arkansas, $182,940; 1st Cali- development.
rnia,
Conclave Oct. 20
$1,113,234; 6th California,
013,903; Colorado, $333,008; Con(Continued from Page 1)
eticut, $272,621; Delaware, $34,Off
Florida,
Georgia,
2;
$813,556;
being called out of town on that date.
15,202; Hawaii, $164,677; Idaho,
engagement,
In
accepting
the
0,867; 1st Illinois, $2,310,818; 8th
to
Johnston pointed out that the motion
'i.inois, $302,796; Indiana, $652,263;
picture theater has been a pioneer
'jwa, $173,266; Kansas, $171,446;
Atlantic City Edward Lachman, in developing many of the features
Continued from Page
mtucky, $372,915; Louisiana, $229,design, including
Allied Theater Owners of New Jer- of modern building
%\ Maine, $80,974; Maryland, $708,- by the U. S. Congress, until "they
condisey president, was unanimously re- new building materials, air
F.
put
teeth
in
it,"
Richard
the
jS); Massachusetts, $1,221,816; Michin that tioning, acoustical treatment, scienterm
to
a
second
elected
presiWalsh,
international
IATSE
igan, $851,109; Minnesota, $514,423;
tific lighting and other advances.
office at a closed meeting here yesilississippi, $82,653;
1st Missouri, dent, told The Film Daily here.
He congratulated SMPE for taking
closing
session
following
the
terday
Walsh returned to London early
:;'48,234;
6th Missouri, $417,167;
the initiative in encouraging and
28th
annual
organization's
the
of
Dntana, $65,615; Nebraska, $216,- today from Brussels, where he paid a
testing new ideas in theater design,
convention.
Nevada, $40,707; New Hamp- one-day visit to the Belgian Film
construction and equipment.
1)1(0;
year
Also elected to serve for one
ire, $85,451; 1st New Jersey, $172,- Festival with Tom O'Brien, general
were Harry K. Hecht, vee-pee; Sam
the NATKE.
5; 5th New Jersey, $299,201; New secretary of
"Variety Girl" in Late August
Discussing the Congressional over- Frank, vee-pee; Haskell M. Block,
,'...?xico, $46,313; 1st New York, $616,Para's "Variety Girl," will be retreasurer;
David
Snaper,
secretary;
veto,
Walsh
said
riding
of
the
2nd New York, $100,049; 14th
,ljj7;
treasurer; leased nationally on Aug. 29.
assistant
Morris
Fogelson,
frankly
that
labor
leaders,
includw York, $560,952; 21st New York,
and Sidney Franklin, sergeant at
55,892; 28th New York, $394,487; ing himself, had been asleep at the
arms.
.n-th Carolina, $287,546; North Da- switch and too complacent.
"I was asleep, the AFL was asleep,
A. Louis Martin, Ralph Wilkins
a,
$56,801; 1st Ohio, $335,580;
th Ohio, $103,862; 11th Ohio, $163,- but maybe the CIO was too wide- and Wilbur Snaper were re-elected
awake," Walsh declared, intimating to serve additional three-year terms
,jd0; 18th Ohio, $664,603; Oklahoma,
06,931; Oregon, $235,183; 1st Penn- that the campaign waged by the CIO on the board of directors, and Maurice
.rivania,
$843,815; 12th Pennsyl- in opposition to the bill was a fac- Miller was elected to the vacancy on
the board left by Hecht.
,.|nia, $281,610; 23rd Pennsylvania, tor in the passage and re-passage.
Walsh observed that British labor
Rhode Island, $170,974;
„ ^63,438
uth Carolina, $200,945; South Da- would do well to avoid similar com- Frank Allen Dies
ta, $72,977; Tennessee, $291,571; placency.
Chicago Frank Allen, 84, Brinks
He had no comment upon the new Express
Texas, $384,375; 2nd Texas,
of the
Company executive is dead.
law's
effect
on
IATSE
contract
nego>64,493; Utah, $136,874: Vermont,
,

J

,"

'

SMPE

-

IA Brushes

.'

Await Teeth

Law;

'

Labor

(

1

I

Lachman Re-elected

ATONJ President
—

'J

.

;'.
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j
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A

$373,871; Wash- tiations coming up.
West Virginia,
Donahue on "Roosevelt Story"
? 97,828; Wisconsin, $481,946; Wy,D
';iing, $27,629.
Martin Levine, associate producer
9,555;

g-ton,

l

Virginia,
$546,322;

of

CHARTERED

*

« uHLDEN OPERATING
.

$100,000
usement places,

lital,

[j;ey,

Bess

in

CORP., Brooklyn, N. Y.;
$100 shares; to operate
by George Blake, Susane

Speller.

LORENCE

THEATER CORP., Pleasantville,
capital, 100 no par shares; to operate
aters; by Maurice A. Schnur, Tose B. Mac-

:

y-

O O K

Y.;

one,

Samuel Gutterman.

Tola's

"The Roosevelt

Story,"

announced yesterday that Donahue
& Coe has been appointed the ad
agency on the pic.
"The Roosevelt Story," only independently produced motion picture
to be entered in the Brussels Film
Festival, has been designated as the
honored picture to be shown tomor-

Experienced

advertising

home

PICTURE

office

executive thoroughly familiar with distribution

problems,

wishes

change from distribution
field.

Willing to work

with

major

circuit

to

make

INDUSTRY

any key city

in

or

to

exhibition

key

first-run

Published by

house.

row

before Prime Minister Jean
Henri Spaak and his cabinet and U.
S. Ambassador Kirk and his Embassy staff.

MOTION

As of Today

BOX NO.
The Film

Daily,

172

1501 B'way, N. Y. C.
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New York
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DEWS Of THE EQUIPMENT

SUfllfllER

Housemaid's Knee to Become Extinct as Dodo
With Inventor's Lobby Shoe-wiping Gadget

U-l Pressing Use

Of Pre-Fab. Sets
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

New

THE FILM DAILY

— Fuller utilization

of

prefabricated sets is expected to reduce the number of new large stages
required by Universal-International
to one or two, according to James
ComPratt, production manager.
pany has been using the pre-fab
system only two months but has

already figured how to make 18
stages do the work formerly expected of 25.
Neither Pratt nor Bernard Herzbrun, supervising art director, claims
U-I fathered the pre-fab set but
they think they are using the method
to a greater extent than other studios. Under the system used sound
stages are available for shooting
more than the usual one-third of the
time, Pratt emphasized. Sets that
took a five-day week to assemble
under old methods are done in three

days with the pre-fabs.
Prefabrication of sets is accomplished by making wall, window and
door panels in standard sizes. They
can be moved easily and assembled
quickly into units or sections to
make nearly any kind of interior.
Walls are light framework covered
with muslin which can be painted
rapidly.
Sets at present are being made in
two old airplane hangars, but the
company plans to erect a large newshop area for the pre-fabs. Shop is
exnected to reduce the number of
sound stages needed for the heavy
U-I production schedule.
.

Charlotte Renovations
Include Carpets, Lighting

—

Charlotte TheCharlotte, N. C.
ater has completed a program of
modernization and redecoration, ac-

cording to Walter Griffith, manager.
New carpets have been laid, seats

remounted and additional lighting installed. The several weeks the mod-

was in progress the show
went on as usual, the work being
done at night after performances and
ernization

morning, before the movies
opened. The Charlotte seats 500 and

in early
is

owned by

T. A. Little.

Philadelphia, 0.

—The

scrub-woman who cleans the lobbies

Underground Speaker
Official Gazette of U. S. Patent
Office revealed yesterday that Ralph
W. Smith, of Walton, N. Y., received

2,420,103 on an underground
wiring system for outdoor theaters,
providing an improved arrangement
for the transmission of sound to indi-

No.

vidual loud speakers,

theaters

when pressure is applied to the metal grill work. The pressure starts
quarter-horsepower motor which operates wipers protruding slightly through

operation
a

the

grill.
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FIELD

Gels G. B. Mfg

Distributing Braiurf*

—Ampro Corp. announce;
arrangements have bee
completed to manufacture thei
16 mm. silent and sound motion pid
Chicago

that

ture projectors in England. A newl
formed British distributing con
pany, Simplex-Ampro, Ltd., Londoi,
will direct the sale of Ampro projec
tors in Great Britain, Ireland, an

the continental markets.
The manufacture of Ampro equips

THEATER DEALS

ment has been entrusted
Bottomly

to KelviiflS

&

Baird, Ltd., of Glasgovf
Scotland, and Basingstoke, England'
while Henry Hughes & Sons, Ltd
an associated company at Barking
Faith Purchases Linn
Fox-Wisconsin Buys Ricdto
side, London, are undertaking th
Linn, Mo.— George L. Faith has optics of these units. Both
Menominee, Mich. The Fox-Wiscon
consin circuit has purchased the Ri- purchased the 210-seat Linn The- panies have a long history,
and
Arenater
from
Earl
Anderson.
here
from
Benjamin
D.
here
alto
world-wide reputation for precisio
son and Harold Weisner. Purchase
craftsmanship. An important facto .p
Ernat
McMahons
Sells
to
price was reported as $65,000.
in deciding the establishing of
Granville, 111.
Francis Ernat re- manufacturing outlet in Englan
cently sold the Granada, 400-seater, was the high quality
Kay Leases Ritz

—

i

•

—

Stewart Kay has leased the Ritz
Theater in the Bronx from Marty
Wurtzberg. Alfert & Schwartz, attorneys, represented Kay. B. Thanhauser, real estate broker at 234
West 44th Street, arranged the deal.
Thanhauser also recently arranged
the sale of some Westchester property to the Raybond Theater Circuit.

Mange

Sells Interest
Morrilton, Ark. O. G. Abernathy
and Isaac H. Roland recently pur-

—

Mange

chased from L. M.

his inter-

est in the 400-seat Petit Jean TheAbernathy has been
ater here.

managing the house for almost a
year.

Renshaw New Owner
Stewardson,

111.

— Harlan

of craftsmar
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy McMahon. ship available in these concerns.
owners are installing new projection equipment, air-conditioning,
Victor Advances
modern screen and new seats.
to

New

RCA

Wilson and McConnell

Lamar Bought by Willett
Manito,

111.

— The

250-seat

Lamar

sold by A. C. Struck to
Harold Willett. Struck owns the
Arlee in Mason City, 111.

recently

was

—

Camden, N. J.
Appointment
John G. Wilson, operating vice-pre

i

ident of the RCA Victor Division al
vice-president and general manage^
is

announced by Frank M. Folsom,

e:

vice-president of RCA
Coolidge, Tex. Ed Newman, own- charge of the division.
Fred D. Wilson becomes vice-pre
er of the Coolidge Theater here has
sold the house to Ted Waggoner. ident in charge of operations, whi
Newman is a circuit operator with Joseph H. McConnell is named vic<
headquarters in Waco. Waggoner president in charge of law an
was former manager for the Blank- finance.
enship circuit in west Texas.

Coolidge Goes

Waggoner

to

—

White Takes Over Skidmore

—

E. Ren-

ecutive

Charge Montreal Theater
Construction a Violation

i?

Skidmore, Mo. Skidmore Theater,
300-seater, has been taken over
seat Alamo
Montreal Charges that a theat<Tf
by Forrest White for a 35mm film
house. It formerly was a 16mm op- under construction at St. Catherhv,,
Fridley-Mahon Buys Bldg.
eration.
White also operates the- St. E. and Papineau Ave. is in coi*I
New Sharon, la. Robert Fridley aters in Burlington Junction and travention of plans approved by tl
City Building Inspector Office wi
and Beverly Mahon, owners of the Elmo.
be investigated. Administration hs
290-seat Sharon Theater have puralso asked a report from the law di
chased the adjoining Archie Long McConkey Buys Eddy
office building and plan to remodel
Eddyville, la.— Eddy Theater, 180- partment on the desirability of as!
ing for an injunction to stop coi
it for integration with the theater. seater, has been purchased by Earl
struction in the event that the thi
The building will be joined in the D. McConkey from Milton Paul.
ater front will be too close to
main floor from the theater lobby.

shaw

is

the

new owner

of the 200Theater here.

a

—

—

Ram

school, as alleged.

Gets Liberty

—

Johnston, S. C. Liberty Theater
Lessee Buys Building
Arlington's Cry Room
St. Louis, Mo.
Norside Theater here has been sold to the H. B. Ram
New Haven, Ind. Mr. and Ml
Building at the southeast corner of Theater Enterprises, it was anJ. T. Arrington have opened the
Grand and Natural Bridge Boule- nounced by Bert Ram, president and 550-seat Arrington here which fe
vards, has been transferred to Sam managing director of the organizatures a Cry Room.
Komm, prominent motion picture tion.
Ram
that
also
said
theater
a
new
theater operator and real estate
owner. The deed of trust filed in will be built here at an early date.

—

Inventor Patents

in

and other public buildings may soon be out of a job, as a result of a motordriven door mat which automatically wipes the shoes of everyone walking on it.
Frank Carnahan, a mushroom grower, got the idea last Fall while worrying
about the mud and dirt carried into his mushroom growing rooms on the shoes
of employes and callers.
His device, called a "Moto-Mat," installed flush with the floor, and goes into

Ampro

Friday,

the Recorder of Deeds office indicates the consideration was $67,500.
Norside Theater, which occupies
most of the building, is under lease
to the Leko Realty Company, in

which Sam Komm, Sam Levin and
Sam Shuchart are interested.

—

FORT-A-CIDE

Davis Sells Louisburg

—

Louisburg, N. C.
Colonial Theaters, Inc., operating a chain of 10
theaters, announced they had purchased from R. Glenn Davis his 750seat Louisburg Theater here.
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CERSOBSHIP fIGHT
Children's Film Library Gets 15 New Features

Eight Companies Make Pix
Available; Women's Clubs
Federation Lauds Industry
Fifteen new films have just been
added to the Children's Film Library,
lit was disclosed by the Triennial report of the motion picture division
jpf the General Federation of Women's Clubs, prepared and presented
:o the convention here last week by
Mrs. A. F. Burt, chairman.
i

The new titles are: "Junior Army"
and "Son of Davy Crockett," Columbia;
"Christmas Carol," M-G-M;

flLfll

Court Attack on Constitu-

Universal-lnVl Walks Off With "Harvey";
Top Price in Excess of $500,000 Said Paid
For what the

tionality of

company describe;

as the top price ever paid by Hollywood
Broadway hit, Universal- nt'l has purchased those to "Harvey,"
produced on Broadway by Brock Pemberton, it was announced last night. On
such basis, price paid would well exceed the $500,000 of Warner coin that
went to Oscar Serlin as a down payment for the rights to "Life With Father"
as well as the $500,000 which the same studio gave for John Van Druten's
"Voice of the Turtle."
Picture will go before the cameras some time next year with John Beck
producing, but no star or director have yet been set.
Negotiations for the sale were handled on behalf of Mary Chase, of Denver,
the author, and Brock Pemberton, the producer, by Harold Freedman, New York
playwrights rep. By terms of the deal, Miss Chase will assist in adapting the
for the rights to a

1

Washington Bureau of

Washington

play to the screen.

to

First

Women's

Clubs

Kuseli,

Lawrence

Metro

to

—A

THE FILM DAILY

court fight by the
motion picture industry to test anew
the constitutionality of film censorship laws would get the active backing of other media, including radio
and the press, it was indicated over
the week-end.
The film industry itself has been
split over whether a fight should be
made to reverse a 1915 Supreme
Court decision denying benefits of
the first, ninth and 14th amendments

Continued on Page 6)

i

Laws Would

Get Press, Radio Backing

Release 22

motion pictures.
Question of another court test
(Continued on Page 5)

I

Award

to

Capra Pic

Made SRO Yeepees

Thru Spring Months

More than 500 women delegates
Appointments of Milton S. Kuseli
-ounded like "Frankie-Day" at the as vice-president in charge of SRO
New York Paramount when James domestic and Canadian sales, and
Stewart stepped to the dais to acLaudy Lawrence,
cept an award for Liberty Films'
as vice-president
RKO release "It's A Wonderful Life"
in charge of foradjudged "the best picture of 1946eign sales, were
47 that portrays the highest ideals
announced Friday
bf American life," presented by the
by Neil Agnew,
I

July release of "The Hucksters"
a series of 15
completed features to be put in distribution by M-G-M prior to Feb. 15,
1948, and seven others, now being
made, which will fill the company's
schedule through the Spring months.
All Metro stars are included in
the roster of 22 attractions embracSRO president. ing eight musicals, seven based on
Kuseli is e 1 e (Continued on Page 6)
vated from gen-

Continued on Page 5)

"Henry V" Pop Price Test
iinds; Back to Roadshow

man- "Hucksters" Will Play 1,000
Lawrence joined the Theaters During July
Selznick company

Broadway— "Copaca-

as

KU5ELL

sales

M-G-M

shipped more prints
to its exchanges during the past
month than during any similar period
in
the company's history. Prints
shipped in 30 days hit a grand total
of
1,985, including 410 of "The
Hucksters," 395 of "The Romance
of Rosy Ridge," 390 of "Song of the
Thin Man," 390 of "Merton of the
Movies" and 400 of "Song of Love."
Combined prints on the five pictures
totaled more than 17,500,000 feet
of film.

has

19.

SR0

manager
year

He
in

lagt

many
mark

the-

the

greatest mass pre-release of a film
in the company's history, and serves
(Continued on Page 7)
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Snyder Bids Industry Sponsor a Confab
By H.

FILM DAILY
Detroit

F.

REVES

Staff

Correspondent

— Co-ordination, of

practice

and interchange of ideas among pubAppointment of Sam Diamond to lic censors were seen as the effective
post of branch manager of the 20th- answer to the demand of some critics
Fox Philadelphia exchange was an- for a revision of the basic Hollywood
nounced at the week-end by Andy production code, in order to "bring it
Smith, Jr., general sales manager. up to date," as has been suggested,
Diamond assumes job left vacant by Inspector Charles W. Snyder, in
(Continued on Page 8)

—

John Marlow,
St. Louis, 111.
Grand Opera Co. and the Murphysboro Opera Co. are named deEast

the

fendants in seven percentage fraud
suits filed in the U. S. District Court
here by Columbia, Universal, Parai

Continued on Page 6)

House Majority Leader
Raps Dalton's Duty Move
Washington Bureau

—

Censor Coordination Suggested
Diamond, Gillis Upped
By Smith to New Posts

Percentage Actions

THE FILM DAILY

of
Approximately 1,000 important
House Majority
Washington
theaters from Coast to Coast will
Halleck
said Friday
Charles
Leader
play M-G-M's "The Hucksters" durHugh Dalton, Chan-

ing July, in addition to
Bookings
of aters abroad.

became a Paramount salesman
(Continued on Page 6)

Metro Shipments of
Prints Set Record

sales

Kuseli was
named general

i

(Continued on Page 71

foreign

head on June

ment at the
bana" opens there on July 11
Henry V" will revert to the road-

policy which has prevailed else-

will blaze the trail for

eral sales
ager, while

With the close of the current popular price, continuous run engage-

show

in

(Continued on Page 7)

action of
cellor of the Exchequer, in proposContinued on Page 8)

the

(

Enterprise Schedule
Boosted to 7-8 Films
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Enterprise Studios'
Hollywood
1947-48
production schedule
has
been enlarged to seven and possibly
eight films, it is announced by the
executive board, now meeting in its
annual planning sessions. No budget
estimate has been prepared on the
proposed program. Meetings were
held by George J. Schaefer, vice-

—

president in charge of distribution,
with David Loew, chairman, Charles
Einfeld, president, and other com-

pany executives.

—

dt
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comma mid

Reisman, de Rochemont
Return on Elizabeth

goidg

Screen and stage notables arriving
the S.S. Queen Elizabeth this
morning are: Phil Reisman, RKO's
foreign chief; Richard de Rochemont, producer of MOT; Lee Shuon
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over

the

staffer, left for a week's

REDDIN,

conferences.

SAMUEL VORZIMER,

who

handles

tie-ups for Paramount, returned
Friday after an extended stay

tation
studio

exploithe

to
in

New

York.

MITCHELL, Paramount's publicity
advertising director, and BEN WASHER,
the company's publicity manager, who were delayed by Iowa floods, were due back in New
York at the week-end from conferences in Atlanta, Detroit, Kansas City and Minneapolis.
CURTIS

and

MAXWELL

M. GEFFEN, publisher of Omnibook magazine, who recently sold "All the
King's Men," to Columbia for $200,000, planed
out Sunday to the Coast via TWA Constellation, to confer with Harry Cohn, and also with
another producer who is interested in acquiring
film rights to Harnett Kane's "New Orleans

Woman."
KARL MACDONALD,

vice-president of WarInternational and general sales manager
for
the
South American territory,
returned
over the week-end from a six-week tour of
Latin-America,
including
stops
in
Colombia,
Ecuador, Chile, Argentine, Brazil and other
countries, in connection with the foreign sales
drive which ended Saturday.
ner

STANLEY A. MILLER, of Loew's Int'l, left yesterday by air for Cairo to join the M-G-M office
as assistant to George Chasanas, manager for
Egypt and the Middle East.

ADOLPH ZUKOR, Paramount
board, flew to the Coast, via

BUDDY ROGERS

chairman of the

TWA

Saturday.

flew back to the Coast Sun-

day.

GLADYS COOPER,
left

for

the

screen

and stage

actress,

Coast Friday.

—

{June 27)

;

Cleveland, O.
Arbitrator Sidney
Jackson on Friday ruled that the
clearance of the Massilon over the
Orrville should be reduced from 21
days to seven days maximum. De-

s
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Columbia
East.
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Screen Handling

20th-Fox Accessories

filed

Artists.

TED

SAUCIER,

the

Waldorf-Astoria, is
due in Beverly Hills today to confer with Joe
Pasternak, M-G-M
producer on an original
picture
story,
tentatively titled "Happiness."
He will be accompanied by MRS. SAUCIER and
remain in California five or six weeks.

MARVIN

of

SCHENCK,

M-G-M

vice-president

and Eastern studio representative, gets on the
Coast today for a brief visit and studio conferences.

JULES MEGEFF,
right

department,

week

visit

the

of the M-G-M music copyreturns today from a threestudios.

RICHEY, M-G-M exhibitor relations'
back today from a tour of the

M.

H.

head,

to

due

is

Midwest.

M. L. SIMONS, assistant to H. M. Richey
and editor of the Distributor, returns today from
Indianapolis and Atlantic City.
JOEL LEVY, Loew's out-of-town booker, has
returned from a New England tour of the cir-

UK

bert; George Dawson, RKO's
director; David Jones, RKO's publicity manager in Britain; J T^me
Whyte, legit producer, and J rs.
Whyte; John Mills, star of "Great
Expectations," and his wife, Mary

Hayley Bell, playwright; Al Parker,
agent for British players, and his
actress-wife Margaret Johnson.
Mills and his wife will spend a
fortnight of his

first

making

in

American

visit

connection with
"Great Expectation." While in New
York, Mrs. Mills, whose latest play
a.'s

p.

"Angel" opened

in

London two weeks

ago, will confer with producers regarding production of her success,

Two Hands."

With

"Duet

cuit.

WILLIAM
ject

sales

B.

ZOELLNER, M-G-M

head and

in

short subcharge of reprints and

Y.

1\.

importations, arrived in Washington from Pittsburgh on Saturday and spent the week-end
there. He will be in Charlotte tomorrow and

THEATERS

Wednesday.

FRANK SMITH, RKO

Theaters Western man-

JOE GOETZ, his assistant, are in
Rapids,
Mich, to supervise the RKO
takeover of the Keith and Regent Theaters
from the Butterfield interests.
ager,

and

"RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL"
Rockefeller

SAM

SIRITZKY,

vee-pee

of

Siritzky

Int'l,

George

HARRISON

TIERNEY

BERNARD COHEN,

personnel manager of the
Astor and Victoria Theaters, has returned from
a two-week honeymoon.

"THE GHOST and MRS. MUIR"

£

A 20th Century-Fox Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

-

DAVID BLUM, ad-pub chief of Loew's Int'l,
on
an extended Pan-American tour,
Wednesday, accompanied by MRS. BLUM. They
are skedded to be back in Manhattan in mid-

ffZ3

leaves

ANN!

WALTEt

Sept.

ROD

SANDERS

S

sails

on the liner Queen Elizabeth, Wednesday,
for a six-week stay in France. He will confab
with his brother, Joseph, who returns to the
U. S. A. with his family in mid-July.

Center

Gene

GEIGER,

co-producer with Roberto
Rosselini, arrived in Hollywood over the weekend to iron distrib. deal on Pietro di Donato's
"Christ in Concrete."
E.

O'BRIEN

•

SLEZAK

•

JEFFREYS

mfF-mrr

came in the clearance dispute Cohns Not Planning to
by Orrville Theater Co. against Sell Registered Stock

signers of the N. Y. consent
decree, and involving Canton, Wooster and Massilon clearances over Orrall five

over Orrville. Canton was involved
as having clearance over both Wooster and Massilon. Decision was said
to be the speediest handed down in
this tribunal, as Jackson completed
hearings late Thursday night and
made his findings known the next

6%

not for the purpose of immediate
sale. Stock registered, they stated,
represents an accumulation of stock
dividends on a block of stock, most
of which has been held for a considerable period of time. Registration was said to be necessary so as
to place the accumulation in the

same

Ross, Close Associate
6% Of N. L. Nathanson, Dead

Effective today, National Screen
Service will handle advertising accessories for 20th-Fox.
With the addition of Fox, NSS becomes accessory outlet for all companies with the exception of Republic and Astor.
terests.

BIUT

"

rDW«E

OE WOLFE -ARNOLD
moha

A

FREEMAN

Paramount Picture

j?/i&AAiO(//vr

ON SCREEN

IN

PERSON

Alan LADD CROSUOUNN

position as to registration.
statement printed on the Dow
Jones ticker on Thursday, based on

GAIL

A

information submitted in connection
with the registration statement, was
Toronto
William D. Ross, 79, said to give an impression
that the
former close associate of the late Cohns
plan to sell the 24,832 shares.
N. L. Nathanson in the financial development of Famous Players Canadian, died here. Ross resigned from
Newsreel Freelance Wanted
the FPC board when Nathanson reTo travel South America and Europe on
signed after differences with the
an industrial movie assignment for a
Paramount directors of the Canadian
New York firm. Must have own equipment and provable record of success.
circuit.
Ross also disposed of his
Write
immediately to Box No. 144,
theater company at Hamilton more
THE FILM DAILY, 1501 B'way, N. Y. C.
recently to the Paul Nathanson in-

—

HOIBEN CAULF iELD
.

Harry Cohn,

president, and Jack
Cohn, executive vice-president of
ville.
Columbia, on Friday said that the
Jackson left undisturbed the cur- recent registration with SEC of 24,rent 14 days clearance of Wooster 832 shares of Columbia common was

day.

12% 12% 12%
OVER THE COUNTER

Cinecolor

Nat'l

Chg.

+ %
+

19
5/8

wayman,"

cision

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Am. Seat

arrives in Hollywood today
Producer James S. Burkett reproduction plans on "The Highwhich will be released through Al-

final

Grand

Via Ludovisi 16. Phone, 42758. MONTEVIDEO — Dr. Walter Schuck, Cerrito S97. Massilon Clearance Cut
MEXICO CITY — Dorothy Neal, Calle de In Arbitration Ruling
Paris 12.

finnnciflL

NOYES

confer with

lied

week-end.

Paramount's director of
theaters, advertising and publicity for Great
Britain, arrived in New York
on Sunday by
train from Hollywood, where he attended studio
C.

ALFRED
to

garding

RUSSELL
'CALCUTTA'

THE BEST
YEARS OF

OUR

LIVES'

EXTRA!
Fred

&

Elaine

BARRY
OTHERS

THE MOST

HONORED
FILM OF

OUR TIM E!
COOL

Vim* ASTOR
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to
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United Front for Pic

Clubs

Censorship Fight

Capra Pic

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

General Federation of
Women's Clubs, motion picture divi-

convening
sion

at the

da

)

Commodore

Luncheon attended by MPAA's
Francis S. Harmon, Carl E. Milliken, Marjorie Dawson, and Alice
Evans Field, was presided over by
Mrs. A. F. Burt, chairman of the
Federation's motion picture division.
Mrs. Burt spoke of the aims and
accomplishments of the year's work
of

Federation's

the

Cinema Clubs

and claimed "suggestive films are
now being cut, and good pictures are
being patronized."
Mrs. Florence Fisher Perry,
former actress and columnist, how-

Mrs. LaFell Dickinson, president
of the General Federation of Wo-

;

;!

;

T

Hotel, Fri-

•

WHAT'S THIS ABOUT a new indie distrib. entering upon the
... • Watch other distribs. come up with something
Andy Smith's new sales plan for so-called "problem" theaters
•

•

national scene?

akin

to

how Andy's

see

plan works

looks like a graceful

way

prerogatives and cash

— are

way

the

is

"O

C.

•

Not

near

is

script,

Lunts

until the

Rex Harrison and Irene Dunne

DOUBTFUL whether any

IS

in the offing.

T

T
IT

is

re-

executive ever

distributor

walked into the lion's den of an exhibitors' convention and emerged with
more goodwill and respect than did Andy Smith at last week's Allied
of

New

Without taking time

Jersey conclave in Atlantic City

the seat of his

new

to

Andy

general sales manager post at 20th-Fox,

ever scored the industry for its
alleged failure to "give the outside
world a proper picture of the goodness of Hollywood."

owners
in the "distressed" category
One hardboiled Allied scrapper dubbed
plan "great," but stated private'.y that he had refrained from openly

With Hollywood news occupying
more space in the press and on the
radio than any of the other larger

saying so on the convention

industries, the public is given a distorted picture of Hollywood because
"they don't want to hear the truth,"
Mrs. Perry went on. She asserted
that the public which had been nurtured on a diet of "what kind of hat
what star is wearing, and when who

expecting what baby," were unappreciative of the real story of the
is

stepped forward with a revolutionary plan

Mrs. Perry charged the industry
with the responsibility of keeping
the public informed with the "actuality" of Hollywood's accomplishments, to offset the bad effect of the
bombarding columns of abuse which
she claimed to be aimed at the industry. She recommended a strong
public relations campaign by an industry that "has the greatest concentration of talent in the world."

floor

because he

J.

— Michael

Joseph
Callahan, 57, manager of the du Pont
fabrics division of the fabrics and
finishes department, is dead.
Wilmington, Del.

have been

just

•

•

has an

THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Yachtsman Herb

cago

Vera

will

is

new

the

Joan Leslie will be guest

and

at

»
8
*

e

nd

US I rtkd ait

Kjreetinqi

<

Jo

of

New

late

Raymond

June 30
George Chandler
B. Oliphant
Charles M. Reagan

Leo Spitz

• UJA

drive in Chi-

Nate Schultz, Mono,

fran-

Columbus by RKO Theaters.

York

.

.

•

UA WILL USE

a

is

State.

new

Ansco,

addiiton to the board of

• Look

...

magazine's m.e..
life

for

of the

Paul

F.

Theme

season

is,

T

T

two

trailers to sell

"Monsieur Verdoux" next

•

"Chaplin Changes. Can You?". ...

Metro has

picked Pete Smith's "Pet Peeves" short to play with "The Hucksters".

• Buddy

Rogers,

their 10th

wedding anniversary, has reverted

who

flew in late last

off

week

to type,

"Sleep,

Mary

to join

My

•

...

same title. ...
and "Turning Point" may be Allied

Jolson Story,"

by staying

Apollo gave Chicago a

•

tele station,

WNBW,

in the Fall.

...

•

1947-48 re-

will televise the

Columbia's "The

more than 26 weeks

theater run record

.

Jack Wrather's

Artists

new

three days

new

.

so to speak

games

Washington's

.

Pickford on

Love" as the theme

of the Triangle Prod, pic of the

leases.

at the

Gross

hit

B & K

approxi-

• Phoebe Davis who operates the World, St. Louis,
a former War Dep't dredge boat into a floating restaurant.

mately $400,000. ...

Herman Wobber

is

rebuilding

.

T

T

Plus,

N.

Y.;

CO.,

INC.,

capital, 1,100 no par value
theaters;
by William B.
Volkommcr, Anna H. Carlson.

operate

to

George

H.

CORP., New York; capital,
$100 shares; to distribute films; by
$50,000
Fred C. Sanders, Lee J. Sametz, William Goldin

berg.

of

Moss

•

MINEOLA THEATER OPERATING
Mineola,
shares;

YUCCA PICTURES

.

Sherry-Netherlands

at the

Allan Williford, g.m.

E.

Clapper, famed Scripps-Howard columnist,

Baltimore Colts prof, football

«

•

CHARTERED

(Metro) Crooker

Jack Guenther, and Charles Schnee will script the pic on the

"In His Steps"
||
«£

to

General Aniline & Film,

Associated Industries

song
«._>

•

a cocktail party

hosted by Eagle-Lion. ...

v.-p. of

NAB

in the current Pic

chief barker of Cleveland's Variety Club, taking

over from Harry Schreiber. switched

this p.m.

...

literary, those Leoites.

be led by John Balaban. ...

chise holder,

•

Takes a Mate,"

illustrated short story, "Sailor

magazine

NAB

is now in the midst of its own
drive to get freedom of the press
protection for the radio industry.
Radio thus is favorably inclined to
back the film industry's fight for the
same protection. Representatives of
all other major media present at the
meeting also gave this assurance. Before any concrete action is
taken, however, approval would have
to be given by the directorates of the
organizations represented. The sentiments in favor of all-media co-operation expressed at the meeting,
however, were regarded as the first
step in a concerted drive to assure
real freedom of expression to the
film and radio industries.

T

T

T
•

population.

another statewide meeting

With Rudy Schrager, he's dashed

ji

M's chapeau

doff of Phil

ATONJ prexy Ed Lachman who, ably assisted by Walter Lowenstein
and E. Thornton Kelly, made a national exhibitor event out of what might

•

Callahan Dead

didn't believe in throwing

A

to

T
Michael

relieve those theater

to

bouquets along with his usual brickbats

film capital.

.

•

cast as 'well. ...

deal

okay the

to

So you can apparently dismiss those

Wilson

the history of the organization, to
said "I suspect I'm going to faint, Jimmie," and

warm

!

One

it

approached not only wanted

ports a film version with

thereupon proceded to flub some of
the wording in the scroll, reading
"condemnation" for "commendation."

putting

Mistress Mine" next season will a deal for film rights be

made by John

•

MPTOA

ATA. ... • Star demands
a crimp in some ambitious indie pro-

out for the

and supporting

but the director

•

will prefer

with the

Affiliation

one producer sadly puts

the rocks because stars

finish with

•

...

out.

"They're asking for everything, including the kitchen

ducing plans
sink,"

some companies

definitely in the cards, although

It's

to

man's Clubs, in making the award
for "It's A Wonderful Life," first in

James Stewart Friday,

T

Monday Morning Report

1)

by the film industry, however, is
again under active consideration.
Should such an attempt be made,
it is considered likely here that
it will be under the direction of
James F. Byrnes, former Secretary of State, and now special
counsel to MPAA. Byrnes' law
partner, Donald Russell, former
Assistant Secretary of State,
was present at the "Freedom of
Expression" meeting.
Although the industry has successfully fought new state censorship laws this year, such laws are
still on the books of seven states and
nearly 200 cities of more than 25,000

T

.

LENTICOLOR, LTD., New York; motion picture import and export, television, photography;
capital $100,150, comprising 10,000 $100 pieferred stock shares and 1,500 10-cent common
shares; by J. G. Heiges, E. B. Henley, W. E.
Lindenmuth.
E.
J.
BARNES & CO., INC., New York;
capital $100,000 in $100 shares; motion picbusiness;
Emory J. Barnes, Martha C.
ture
Barnes, Jesse C. Barnes, directors.

LASUFF, INC., New York; 100 no par shares;
general

amusement

Antonia Rossi,

business;

by

Celia

Chast,

Marguerite Kuelling.

DOLTON THEATER CO., Dolton, III., to
the Dolton Theater; Saul Lockwood,
Moore, secretary-treasurer;
president; Bernard
capital, $100,000.
operate

VIKING PICTURES CORP., Chicago; by J.
W. Wick, John K. Edmunds and E. C. Carlson.
MUSKEGON DRIVE-IN THEATER CO., Muskegon, Mich.; capital, 1,000 no par shares; by
C. Lombardo, Joseph C. Lombardo and
G. Masoni.

Sam

John

JEFRY
capital,

THEATERS, INC., Negaunee, Mich.;
$150,000; by Janet J. Rytkonen, WilRytkonen and Helen A. Coburn.

liam J.
DETROIT AMUSEMENT CO., Detroit; to
operate theaters; capital, 100 no par shares, by
Marton Jacobs.

AMUSEMENT

CO., Springfield, III.;
CAPITOL
capital, 500 shares of $100 common stock, by
Frank Ballog, Thomas E. Hefferman and Frank
H. Brinkman.
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Children's Pit Library

Gets 15

New

Metro

new iddustrv posts

in

Release 22

Thru Spring Months

Features
CARL RUSH,

operator,

Drive-ln,

De-

EDWARD

Theater,

De-

JOHN SPENCER, manager,
WILLIAM OLIVE, booker,

East Side

1)

ALBIN

"Biscuit Eater," "Henry Aldrich, Boy
Scout," "Geronimo," Paramount;
"Mother Carey's Chickens," "Dog of
Flanders," "Three Musketeers,"
RKO; "Young Mr. Lincoln," "Alexander Graham Bell," "Little Old New

FROSTY,

Amo

operator,

troit.

ROY McLEOD, manager, Vogue, Vancouver.
AL JENKINS, manager, Hastings, Vancouver.
RUBE ELLIOTT, manager, Odeon, Mission, B. C.
ALBERT MOSS, manager, Odeon, Haney, B. C.

ARTHUR BROCKMAN, booker, 20th-Fox, Vancouver.
"Three Smart
20th-Fox;
Girls," Universal; "Penrod and Sam," JAMES DAVIE, manager, RKO, Vancouver.
Warners; "Swiss Family Robinson," FRANK BROWN, assistant manager, Hastings,

York,"

Vancouver.

Astor.

The Federation report expressed

FRANK

JENS,

inspector

of

0.

Enterprises,

In-

HAINES,

S.

manager,

20th-Fox, Omaha.

Birmingham,

Lyric,

exploitation

staff,

Eagle-

manager,

Royal,

Lion.

WILSON

ELLIOTT,

assistant

CHARLES RICHARDS, manager,

Colum-

the completed pictures toH
follow "The Hucksters" are "Fiesta, "y
"The Romance of Rosy Ridge," "Merton of the Movies," "Song of Love,";]
"The Unfinished Dance," "Green Dol-!j
phin Street," "Song of the Thin Man,"!
"As You Desire Me," "This Time fori
Keeps," "The Birds and the Bees/'J
"Cass Timberlane," "Summer Holiday," "Alias a Gentleman" and "Good:
j

SAUL

manager, Berkley, Berkley, Mich.
SAXON, night manager, Times Square,

Detroit.

Square,

De-

troit.

STEWART GRAFF,

THOMAS BEETON,
Cleve,

Among

!

Detroit.

JOHN LAICA,

Vancouver.

commissioner,

film

(Continued from Page 1)
novels, three from stage plays other
than musicals, and four from orig-;<
inal stories. Eight of the lisb^-->e in:
'/
Technicolor.
;i

BOB LICHTENSTEIN,

DAVE MAGESON, manager, Times
Varsity,

Neb.

Rivoli, Hastings,

Ala.

Columbia

British

theaters.

"deep appreciation" to MPAA Pres- LENNY DALLEN, manager,
ident Eric A. Johnston, to the MPAA KENNETH HUTCHERSON,
Alberta.
member companies, and to other contributors for their aid to the library

ZION, booker, Marcus

dianapolis.

troit.

(Continued from Page

to

manager, Rainbo, Detroit.
manager, Kramer, Detroit.

BEESON, Columbia salesman,

Dallas.
News."
0.
CHARLES BOUVAIN, doorman, Colonial, Hartprogram.
In production to complete thel
Columbus,
Beechwold,
manager,
ford,
Conn.
Report detailed the success of the JACK THOMAS,
0.
DICK STAFFORD, assistant manager, Florida, schedule are "If Winter Comes, "fl
Youth Cinema Club program, which
Gainsville, Fla.
CHARLES COLEGROVE, manager, Westmont, Co"The High Wall," "The Pirate,"!
it claimed, was due to the co-operalumbus, O.
JOSEPH EMERSON, RKO branch manager, Den- "Killer McCoy," "Virtuous," "Theij
tion of the Departments of State, CHARLES WORLEY, assistant manager, Univer.
Kissing Bandit" and "On An Islands
Office of Education, MPAA, YMCA,
versity, Columbus, 0.
DICK DEKKER, Atlas Theaters city manager,
With You."
groups
similar
manager,
ColumSalida, Colo.
RKO
city
boys'
clubs
and
HARRY SCHREIBER,
bus, 0.
Other productions in final stages*
DELBERT FARRELL, manager, Howard and Iowa
throughout the country. Committee
Theaters, Jefferson, la.
of preparation are "Homecoming, "a
expressed hope in the pages of the ERIC BYRON GREEN, PRC booker-salesman,
Kansas City.
NORMAN NADEL, film critic, Columbus, 0., "The Three Musketeers," "Youngi
report that the project would be exCitizen.
JERRY LASSWELL, manager, Roxy and Clinton,
Beth," "Joan of Lorraine," "State of!
tended to reach all parts of the
Frankfort, Ind.
ROBERT WILLIAM RIMER, PRC, as assistant the Union," "B. F.'s Daughter,'"!
world and result in a "cultural ex- WALTER AHRENS, manager, RKO Uptown,
booker, Memphis.
"Annie Get Your Gun" and "Easterll
change among the youth of all naHighland Park, Mich.
DONALD E. HIER, operator, Mars Theater, DeParade."
tions."
troit.
JERRY WEISS, Paramount, Minneapolis.
Details of the work done by the
J.

B.

bus,

Federation in recommending that
specific courses in motion picture
techniques, leading to a degree, be
colleges and universities
Recommendations
were described.
were made that courses include not
only all phases of production and distribution but also provide engineering training directed toward professional aspects of the industry.
Committee personally requested,
the report went on, Governmental
departments give mobile units, light
projectors to
plants, and 16
schools too poor to buy such equipment. They fostered the turning over
of surplus projectors from military
services to such institutions.
Representative opinion from deleoffered

,

Harlow Defendant

Lawrence

in

mm

SRO Veepees
(Continued from Page

had experience in Paramount's
Chicago and New York branches before becoming manager of the New
Jersey exchange and, later, of the
New York office. In 1932 Kusell was
district

Smith-Miles
(Continued from Page

1)

1917,

made Paramount

Percentage Actions

manager

New York, Brooklyn, Albany and
New Jersey. He left Paramount in

for

1)

mount, Warners, RKO, 20th-Fox and

MPAA

OWL

SICK LIST

VALENTINE GASIOR, manager
Cinema Theater,
an operation.

Detroit,

temporary
longed

branch,
leave

illness.

of

of

hospitalized

CLYDE W. HOUSTON, PRC
Dallas

End Two Week

the
for

salesman in
been granted a
absence due to prohas

—

Theater attendance went
St. Louis
back to normal over the week-end
following settlement of the two
weeks strike of Public Service emSettlement was announced
ployes.
late Thursday with final details of an
arbitration agreement worked out
the next day.

—

Detroit Frank Miles, operator of
the Maxine Theater, was married recently to Marguerite Smith.

Loew's.
Actions are similar to other suits
Hughes-Armstrong
pending in other Federal courts,
with each complaint alleging that a
Vancouver Jack Armstrong, man
plan and conspiracy was entered into ager of the Odeon-Paradise Theater
by the defendants to defraud the was married to Edna Hughes of the
plaintiffs by submitting and making Odeon district office.

—

false statements of percentage picture admission receipts.
1945 to become Eastern sales superTheaters involved are the Annex
post
that
leaving
Vanguard,
visor
for
gates from all over the country were
and Marlow in Herrin, said to be
join
SRO.
to
compiled and detailed progress in
owned by Grand Opera Co. and the
Lawrence started with M-G-M in Liberty
various communities toward upping
and Marlow in Murphysboro,
dimanaging
becoming
the Youth Cinema Club membership. 1925, later
claimed to be owned by Murphyscontinental
Mrs. Burt concluded her report rector of that company's
boro Opera Co. Marlow is stated to
for "their European activities. After serving be the controlling stockholder of both
with thanks to the
Selznick in
bulletins on current films and the as assistant to David 0.
corporations, and general manager
United Artists
privilege of previewing them in ad- Hollywood he joined
and director of theater operations.
execuand
vice-president
as
in
1941
vance of release."
Complaints were signed by Jacob
tive co-ordinator. In 1942, Lawrence
M. Lashley and Israel Treiman of the
became director of 20th-Fox foreign local firm of Lashly, Lashly, Miller
Show "Desert Fury" July 28
distribution, leaving that organiza& Clifford and Robert M. Crain of
Paramount's "Desert Fury" will be tion for a tour of duty with the
of Crain & Hall of Centralia. Sargoy
presnamed
all
was
March,
he
July
28
in
In
1946,
on
tradescreened
& Stein of New York also appear as
Productions,
Films
where
ident
of
London
City
branches except Salt Lake
counsel.
Korda's
Alexander
representing
Sir
it will be shown July 21.
Awards of $3,000 and costs are
American interests.
asked in each suit. Film companies
charged also that when they sent atSt. Louis Bus Drivers
torneys to audit the defendants
records permission was refused by
Walkout

the

WEDDII1G BELLS

in

Hardy-Hinken

—

Chicago
Virginia Hardy of the
Southtown Theater was married tc
Arnold Hinken, Jr.

Kerfoot-Upton
Chicago E. Charles Upton, son OElmer Upton, B & K controller, wa:
married last
week to Dorothj

—

Kerfoot.

Kahn-Schwartz
Bob Schwartz, advertising-produc
tion manager of Eagle-Lion Films|
was married yesterday to Barbar
Kahn, student artist. Honeymooi
plans were announced of course!
as "Lost Honeymoon."

—

Stanton-Kessler

—

Columbus, O.
Walter Kesslei
Marlow.
and Rose
When reached by telephone Mar- manager of Loew's Ohio,will
be man
marie Stanton of Akron,
low is reported as stating he was
ried July 1.
the
suits
very surprised to hear of
and that he had received no official
Leven-Block
notification of the film companies' acColumbus, O. Al Block, membe
tion and that he would have no comment until he knew more of the situa- of the Variety Club, will be marrie
Sept. 27 to Janet Leven.
tion.

—

S10.
THE SELZNICK RELEASING ORGANIZATION
is

proud

to

announce that

DAVID

O.

release

SELZNICK'S

b UEL
IN

its first

in tke

SUN

TECHNICOLOR
is

far

and away

the biggest motion picture

attraction of 1947.

It

has played

to almost six million people

in

For information concerning the

its first

six

hundred runs

SELZNICK RELEASING ORGANIZATION

please turn the page

TRADITION OF QUALITY

IN A

SELZNICK RELEASING ORGANIZATION
NEIL AGNEW,

President

•

MILTON

S.

KUSELL,

General Sales Manager

REPRESENTATIVE

Frank C. Lydon

WASHINGTON
Elmer

F.

Duane,

Dist.

260 Tremont

Rosenow

P.

DISTRICT,

J.

Hubbard 2625

Boston

16,

Mass.

2,

Natl Bank

Joseph Kaliski

Clark Bldg., 7th

CLEVELAND DISTRICT,

St.

&

St.

Grover C. Schaefer,

Dist.

Bldg., City Hall Plaza, Philadelphia 7

Rittenhouse 6-6355

Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh 22

Grant 6382

Mgr.

Prospect 3496

Film Bldg., 2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14

Edward

B. Salsberg

Keith Bldg., 525 Walnut

Eugene

P.

CHICAGO DISTRICT,

Elmer

Donovan
Sam Horowitz,

M. Dorff

Guy

N. Shafton

W. Atkinson

Walsh

J.

Harry Hunsaker
Cornell

J.

Duer

Howard

B.

James

Walsh

L.

Cahoon

St.,

Detroit

Cherry 9252, 9253

1

&

Atlantic 3347

3

Walnut

Street,

Des Moines 9

Des Moines 2-5648
Victor 3716

Continental Bldg., 3615 Olive Street,

Jefferson 7788

G.

Krumm,

Dist.

St.

Louis 8

Mgr.

Cypress

Riverside 5597

821 Mercantile Bank Bldg., Dallas

John T. Howard,
556

S.

RKO

Dist.

1

Mgr.

Fairfax 5536

Harvard Blvd., Los Angeles

Street,

San Francisco

Theatre Bldg., 635 18th Street, Denver 2

Atlas Bldg.,

36K2 W. Second South

1810 Seventh Avenue, Seattle

1

— 46

5

Golden Gate Bldg., 25 Taylor

Denham

7761—2

Street, Atlanta 1

A.J. Delcambre, Dist. Mgr.

LOS ANGELES DISTRICT,
Paul

Duffield

Andover 2676, 2677

Grant Bldg., 44 Broad

B. Davis

Claude

&

610 R. A. Long Bldg., 928 Grand Avenue, Kansas City 6

DISTRICT, Henry

DALLAS DISTRICT,

Ave.

Mgr.

Empire Bldg., 6th

Tilton

ATLANTA

Woodward

Pence Bldg., Minneapolis

Roscoe R. Thompson
Ellis

Dist.

Dunbar 4174

Street, Cincinnati 2

33 No. LaSalle Street, Chicago 2

M. Weiner

J.

Bldg.,

4232

D. C.

1,

Leonard Mishkind

Alexander

4841

District

301 G. Street, N. W., Washington

Market

MA

N. Y.

Mgr.

E. Fontaine, Dist.

Melvin Koff

Charles

N. Y.

Mgr.

Street,

Manager

PHONE

220 Delaware Avenue, Buffalo

W. McKinley

Walter

Asst. Sales

ADDRESS

DISTRICT, Thomas

William

SIDNEY DENEAU,

MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK,

400

BOSTON

•

St., Salt

Lake

1

2

Prospect 7265

— 66

Cherry 7697
Salt

Lake 9-4861

Seneca 5080
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Snyder Bids Industry Sponsor a Confab

WASHINGTON
=
= ANDREW

(Continued from Page

OLDER

H.

WASHINGTON

WE
d

still

on

}e

say

would be

it

but there

it,

possibility

a

slight

but

pix admissions

the

that

be voted down to its pre-war
10 per cent. Other activities by
the two Congressional committees seem far
more likely, with a vote on the Knutson
.night

le.

level

of

income tax reduction bill
Only difference between

almost
this

certain.

the

and

vetoed bill is that instead of starting this
• Rep.
year it would start next year. ...
John Rankin can get things done at the
Capitol, but there's little need to become
alarmed at his threats to put through a
calling for national censorship. Cerbill
tainly "Silent John" would be happy to

producers he could, but he will
succeed in getting anywhere which

scare any

not

does
his

—

not mean that
threats entirely.

MPPA
Eternal

should

ignore

vigilance

is

certainly in order.

•

•

probably be the end of the Summer before Paramount is ready with any
proposals for disposition of stock in some
of the various television enterprises it is
now engaged in, we learn. One reason is
that the FCC is not pressing for great speed;

IT

a

will

second

and

more

important

e of

Detroit film censorship

Snyder proposed a national conferbank ence of censors, for the first time in

foolish to

now

is

char

reason

the history of the industry, to discuss
the differences between interpretations and regulations in one territory
and those in another.
"Let's find out what is responsible
why some
for local idiosyncrasies
types of situations will not be acceptable in one locality, while they may
seem inoffensive elsewhere."
Snyder said that such interchange
of ideas has never occurred hitherto,
and proposed that the industry itself
call, and possibly underwrite, such a
gathering at a central location, in its
own best interest. He suggested that
full record of all discussion be kept,
industry's producers
so that the
would know what particular local
censors wanted. In that case, he said,
with a record of their statements of
principles and working practices at
hand, producers and directors would
be able to follow a written standard,
and, if questions of different interpretation arose later, could refer the
censor in question back to his own
statements.

is

that this is a poor time to try to sell television stock. Because of the general uncertainty within the industry, Paramount has

—

Snyder said that "I hate to see the
motion picture industry maliciously
criticized for things that it is not

it

it

Censor Coordination Suggested

Reeling 'Round
By

DAILY;

it

tt

—sunin

or

1

Frozen funds are not involved in
Snyder pointed out that the Code
and can be re-interpreted the Paris production of "Alice in
in the light of present conditions Wonderland," Producer Lou Bunin
within the limits of discretion and said before his departure by air for
regulation set up in it, without the France.
Feature length Technicolor picture
necessity of any general revision. He
suggested that the Code authorities will be a combination of live action
Hollywood should themselves solely represented by an unnamed
at
make a tour of all localities where ingenue who plays Alice plus threelocal censorship exists, and discuss dimensional puppetlike figures. Film,
the problems concerned with them, budgeted at $1,500,000 would cost
pointing out that with 15 years of easily twice as much if produced in
censorship experience in charge of America, Bunin pointed out, despite
the fourth largest city in the coun- the huge expense involved in transtry, he had never met Joseph Breen porting 38 adults, 12 children and 20
tons of equipment and supplies to
personally.
Snyder suggested that drastic rul- the Paris studios, and despite bonuses
ings, such as the Memphis ban on and hotel expenses.
Union Generale Cinematographique
"Duel in the Sun," should be per
sonally investigated on the spot by has slightly more than a 50 per cent
Breen, to see what is back of them. interest in Bunin's production, which
Specific suggestions for new trends will be made in French and English
in interpretation, Snyder said, were: versions. French outfit has distribu1. Less drinking scenes, because of tion rights domestically as well as in
the growing objections to them. 2. other Gallic tongue areas. Bunin reAvoidance of scenes that belittle tains distribution rights elsewhere.
"Alice," which has two months of
police authorities.
In connection with the latter point, work already done, should be finished
Snyder especially pointed the finger b" the Spring of '48 and ready for
contemporary "whodunits" in release before the following Christat
which "metropolitan police officers mas.
Principal reason why Bunin is proare depicted, frankly, as screwballs
or fools and * 1S necessary to bring ducing the Lewis Carroll classic in
in a private detective to solve the France, he said, is that 10 months
ago when negotiations began, studio
situation." Such treatment, he said, facilities in Hollywood were pracis flexible,

j

'

j

j

I

I

j

'

>

responsible for, especially when it is
not felt that it can sell on good terms just doing the fine job that it is. Those
wait
to
prepared
therefore,
is,
now and
now responsible for administering the
tends to destroy respect for police tically non-existent so far as indie
for a more favorable selling time.
code are doing so in the most inproducers were concerned.
Bunin
•
•
telligent manner thay can, without activity, and helps to increase juvealso has the added advantage of
all the information coming to memoffending anyone."
nile delinquency, Snyder said.
available processing labs in France
bers of the Joint Congressional Comas well as the sympathetic assistance
mittee on the Economic Report has been
Price Test
of the UGC.
passed on publicly. For instance, memBunin expects to announce the
to
Unifying Exhibitor Front
bers of the group spent a cozy evening last Ends;
name of the American releasing
week with a dozen top industrialists at a
(Continued from Page 1)
The
proposal for affiliation company within 30 days.
Washington hotel to hear them agree that
whatever recession is coming in this coun- where, with approximately 100 dates with
representing a step totry has already been and gone. The present to be played up to Labor Day, it was
"Hucksters" Will Play 1,000
ward
unification of the exhibitor
pattern
the
learned
over the week-end.
price and wage level will be
Theaters During July
in
the
generally
accepted
front
is
confor several years to come, they said,
It is understood that the current
vinced that this is all to the good.... experiment at the Broadway has left trade.
(Continued from Page 1)
Among those present was Marion Folsom much to be desired, despite the introThe move was not unexpected into launch M-G-M's 1947-48 release
of Eastman Kodak, with the others on hand duction of reduced price tickets for
asmuch as the two organizations season.
also highly respected businessmen in vari- the use of New York City students,
in many respects
"Hucksters" opens at the Capitol
ous lines.
and that in the future, there will be parallel activities
•
absorption
of one by the Theater either July 17 "or 24, follow•
the
and
no attempt to deviate from the specDON'T look for any important changes ialized handling formula developed other is a natural development in the ing the current "Fiesta," and in 32
in the Communications Act this year
by Capt. Harold Auten of the J. evolution toward stronger exhib. key Loew houses on July 16 and 17,
with two others to follow a week
and chances for any changes next year Arthur Rank Organization and Paul groups.
are extremely slim. The White bill, provid- Lazarus, Jr., of
in association
Approximately 90 per cent of later.
Simultaneous with the U. S. preing for important basic changes in the laws with the New York Theater Guild.
MPTOA's members are also memgoverning licensing for television and other
which has resulted in mieres, picture will open at the St.
bers of
radio services, appears to be dead already.
an identity of interests and objec- James Theater, Sydney, and key theHow much, if anything, will remain in its Piccadilly Litigants Get
tives that adds weight to the pros- aters in Canada. Negotiations for a
July premiere in London are under
it may very well
place is not now known
pect of approval of the plan.

NOT

"Henry V" Pop
Back
Roadshow

ATA-MPTOA Merger Seen
ATA
MPTOA

UA

ATA

—

80

be nothing.

Days

to

Peruse Books

—

Chicago Judge Philip Sullivan on
50c Minimum Wage Bill
Concord, N. H. A minimum wage Friday ruled that both plaintiff and
defendants in the Piccadilly Theater
of 50 cents an hour for theaters and
other business and industrial firms anti-trust suit may have 60 days to
examine the books of the Piccadilly,
is provided in House Bill 157, which
has been approved by the House in B & K, Warner Theaters, Paramount,
M-G-M, RKO, United Artists, Cothe Legislature here.
lumbia, 20th-Frjx, Warners and Uni-

—

NAVED Incorporated in Illinois
Chicago

—

versal.

Hearing will be resumed before
Master in Chancery MacDonald on
Sept. 15. Examinations will cover
from 1933 through
transactions

The National Associ-

of Visual Education Dealers
has been incorporated in Illinois as
a non-profit corporation, Don White,
secretary, reported.
ation

NAVED

j

1946.

Additional information is expected way.
be forthcoming this week when
arrangements will be made and an
agenda drawn for the meeting between leaders of the two associations set for July 11 and 12.
to

New

Amplifier Circuit
Into Production

Going

Time

Killed
Illinois
Defeat in the
Springfield, 111.
House License and Miscellany Committee of a bill to ban daylight saving time in Illinois virtually ends any
chance of passage in this session of
Measure was apthe Legislature.
proved in the Senate.
Bill

—

—

Chicago License for the manufacture of a new, high fidelity amplifier
been granted to Universal
Broadcast Equipment Corp. here.
Through electronic damping- of extraneous tones, new amplifier is said
to minimize distortion and retain original tone fidelity.
Production is slated to be undercircuit has

way by Aug.

1.
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Ik film DfllLV REVIEWS Of
"Heartaches"
with

Sheila

Edward

Ryan,

PRC

7 IMins.

WHAT THE AUDIENCE

PLENTY OF

WANTS AND
Producer

LIKES IN THIS ONE.

Marvin

know-how

the

regarded

the

Stahl

D.

certainly

"Heartaches"

if

is

giving

to

has

be

the

audience what it wants and likes. Here Stahl
has taken the song that is currently flooding the airwaves and hitting peak record
in

light

of

He uses it as a title and as background music. To this he adds a romance,
mystery and inside glimpses of Hollywood,
studios and the people in front of and behind the scenes. He has even included trade
papers like the one you're reading. Matter of fact THE FILM DAILY is center of
attention for a good bit of footage.
Getting off with a neat documentary
treatment of the studio city, the narrative
gets into its stride by indicating all is not
on the up and up with a well-known movie
sales.

He can't croon. A "voice" stands
him. Soon he is on the receiving
end of threatening notes and he gets
scared. A murder is done. More notes. His
crooner.
in

for

agent is done in next. Meanwhile Edward
Norris and Sheila Ryan try to keep their
romance warm in spite of various lethal
Norris is a newspaperman
interruptions.
and he takes interest in the proceedings
going so far as to uncover the killer and
fashion a trap which in the denouement
proves a ticklish situation. Seems there is
switching of magazines in an automatic
where one side thinks it is
pistol and
loaded with blanks, the guy holding the

weapon knows
is

it's

really

No harm

loaded.

done however, and the police are handily

And boy

about.
It

is

good

a

gets

girl.

directorial

that

job

was

turned in by Basil Wrangell. Players are
uniformly good. Musically it is diverting.
Suspense factor is capably handled.
CAST: Sheila Ryan, Edward Norris, Chill
Ken Farrell, James Seay, Frank Orth,
Wills,
Williams, Charles Mitchell,
Chili
Phyllis Planchard, Ann Staunton.

Al

LaRue,

Ben Stoloff in charge of production; Producer, Marvin D. Stahl; Director, Basil
Wrangell; Screenplay, George Bricker; Original
Story, Monty F. Collins, Julian I. Peyser; Photography, Jack Greenhalgh; Film Editor, Charles
Edward C Jewell;
Gross, Jr.; Art Direction,
Set Direction, Armor Marlowe; Sound, J. N. A.
Hawkins; Incidental Music, Emil Cadkin; Music
Director, Irving Freedman; Songs, Kim Gannon,
Walter Kent, John Klemmer, Al Hoffman.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
DIRECTION, Good.

CREDITS:

Missouri Floods
Force Theater Closings
Illinois,

St.

Louis—MWA Theater, Morri-

by M. E. Redeker has been closed due to the MisIt was reported
souri River flood.
that the 200-seat Grafton at Grafton,
Illinois, owned by Mrs. Edith Brands,
may have closed Friday due to Illinois and Mississippi Rivers flooding.
son, Missouri, operated

Situation at Dupo, Illinois where
Dupo, a 300-seat house is operated
by Forristall and Davis, was critical
on Friday as the North Dupo leyee

threatened to break.

Diamond, Gillis Upped
By Smith to New Posts
(Continued from Page

1)

"The King s

"Pioneer Justice"

Norris

DEW FEATURES &
Jester"

with "Lash" La Rue, Al "Fuzzy" St. John
PRC
56 Mins.

with Michel Simon
Superfilm Dist. Corp.

REQUIRED ACTION ELEMENTS TO CLICK WITH WESTERN

FINE FOREIGN NUMBER; WILL MEASURE UP VERY WELL IN RIGHT SPOT;
CANDID STUFF, TOO.

HAS

ALL

FANS.
Between the exploding

of

many

cartridges

there are enough brawls and riding to perk
Interspersed in
this tale along its way.

proceedings is a fair quota of riding
all
over the landscape. La Rue and St.
John render satisfactorily with what is required in the way of western drama. Others
the

in

the cast suit the story.
pair take

The featured
Jennifer
dered by a
of

tice

Holt,

whose

up the problem
brother is mur-

gambler. When they see justhey decide to hang
sidetracked,

around, which pleases Miss Holt. In due
time the baddies come calling, try to burn
Miss Holt out. La Rue and St. John thwart
their mission, deliver them up to the calaboose. Next morning they are freed by
the phoney sheriff. Trailing them, the pair
on the side of justice are led to the head
spur
man's hideout. There is a clue

—

marks. It turns out that William Fawcett
is the culprit. He is taken, his mob comes
to the rescue. They are driven off. La Rue
kills Jack Ingram, Fawcett's lieutenant.
CAST: "Lash" La Rue, Al St. John, Jennifer
Ingram,
Dee
Jack
Fawcett,
William
Holt,
Cooper, Lane Bradford, Henry Hall, Steve Drake,
Bon Woodard.
CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Thomas; Director,
Ray Taylor; Original Screenplay, Adrian Page;
Photography, Ernie Miller; Sound, Glen Glenn;
Editor,
Decorator, Vincent Taylor; Film

Set

Hugh Winn.
DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.

House Majority Leader
Raps Dalton's Duty Move

SHORTS

95 Mins.

a
u-ins

"Pet Peeves"

Translating Giuseppe Verdi's opera, "Rigoletto" to the film medium, the Italian pro-

M-G-M

ducers of this offering concentrated on the
powerful story that is the base of the
familiar libretto. The result that emerges
is an
engrossing tragedy handsomely performed and detailed with typical European
frankness when attention requires focus
on intrigue and base passion.
There is background music from the
opera. Ferruccio Tagliavini and Toty Dal
Monte are heard off-screen rendering the
famous arias. Backgrounds, exteriors and interior settings are tastefully chosen sites
and lend much charm and credence to the

Pete Smith presents herein a group
of people who represent many hours
of agonized teeth clenching and mutterings under the breath. You know,

B. O. Pay-Dirt

the type that gets in the phone booth
and won't come out, or the magazine
thumber who never buys. We've all

got some pet hate, which means this
reel should definitely strike pay-dirt.

"Passport to Nowhere"

RKO

plot.

The book of the opera concentrates on
the vagaries of fate in relation to Rigoletto,
court jester to King Francis of Valois. Procurer, conniver, always brewing intrigue in
the

court,
Rigoletto,
exceptionally
well
played by the French actor, Michel Simon,
provides his sovereign with amorous part-

19 Mins.
Definitely

A

Seller

In the story of Displaced Persons,
the This Is America series, has found
one of the imost stark, tragic stories
to come out of the war. Told drama-

and effectively, this footage
brings before the U. S. public a probners, cuckolds, courtiers, causes innocent lem which we must help solve.
Of
young girls to be debauched. He does this six million at war's end, all but 850,quite coldly, cynically.
000 have found homes.
These are
Rigoletto's daughter, Gilda, is kept in roaming the earth with no country,
seclusion but a courtier learns where she family or shelter to call home.
lives. Previously she became enamoured of
One of the most stirring shorts
the King when he disguised himself as a ever produced, this pix offers a nastudent. During a mask ball she is kid- tionwide challenge
in theme and
napped and brought to the palace falling problem. Definitely a seller, it should
into the hands of the King, who promptly create much talk at the box-office.
seduces her. Rigoletto, informed,

is

tically

unable

to interfere.

The jester plots the King's assassination.
After arranging an assignation with a gypsy
girl
and the King, Rigoletto is delivered

'Red Hot Rangers"

M-G-M

8 Mins.
Plenty Laughs
up a body. He learns it is his daughter who
George and Junior (big and littried to save her lover but was done in by
tle bears) as Forest Rangers should
the assassin.
stick to plumbing.
They do everyBoldness and candor etch many of the thing wrong, which really points the
expect while here the President is scenes. The women in the case are strik- moral that the public should be more
vetoing a wool bill which would offer ingly beautiful and in other instances are careful of cigarette sparks in forests.
some protection for our wool grow- torrid numbers.
While trying to put Out the fire they
CAST: Michel Simon, Rossano Brazzi, Maria
ers."
Mercader, Paola Barbara, Doris Duranti, Elli provide some very funny scenes makThat veto, Halleck told The Film Parvo, Carle Ninchi, Juan De Lando.
ing it a laugh-getter with all audiCREDITS: Produced by Scalera Rome; DirecDaily, "raises the basic question of
ences.
tor, Mario Bonnard; Based on opera by Verdi;
whether we are to open American Musical Adaptation, Julio Bonnard; Vocals by
markets to foreign competition and Ferrucio Tagliavini, Totti Del Monte; Photogra"Training for Trouble"
then spend in order to maintain do- phy, Ubaldo Arata; Sound, Pier Cavvazupi,
Robecchi, Montage, Doris Tambourini.
15'/2 Mins.
Columbia
mestic production. And the British Franco
DIRECTION, Very Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
move to increase duties on films Fine.
Good Slapstick
simply adds the other side to the picTwo unemployed vaudeville hoofWhile we refuse to protect
ture.
ers, Schilling and Lane, are overGates
from
Back
all
not
at
ourselves, the British are
joyed when they land a job with a
shy about making it ever harder and Latin-American Tour
touring show. However, they bring
more costly for us to do business
their monkey, Simolian, along who
with them."
Renewed distribution deals with disrupts everything and arouses the
Los Angeles' Rep. Gordon Mc- Monogram and Allied Artists disand
Donough, a Republican, agreed with tributors were reported by Bernard ire of the star, the chorus cuties
manager. Slapstick comedy
Halleck, and pointed out that this J. Gates, Latin America supervisor the stage
was the sort of thing he foresaw for Monogram Int'l, just returned routines should sell it to a general
when he opposed the British Loan from an eight-month tour of the audience.
last year. "Loan or no loan, they're Latin American countries.
"Around the World in California"
out to take care of themselves," McGates opened an office in Trinidad
Donough said. "And that means the serving the Guianas and the South- M-G-M
9 Mins.
U. S. movie industry is bound to be ern British West Indies. Organizing
Colorful
sufferers."
among the worst
a Panama office, Gates appointed
James FitzPatrick, of Traveltalk
Louis A. Lee as general manager.
his own
Answers
File Rio Suit
First-run houses with action pic- fame, trains his cameras on
Chicago
Miles Seeley, attorney ture policy were reported as being backyard and shows why many film
for Warners, Universal, Republic and secured by Monogram who now have, companies use it for producing many
RKO, on Friday filed answers for the besides their showcase houses sev- types of location shots. Done in beau(Continued from Page

1)

ad
facilitate
to
legislation
valorem collection of duties on American pix entering England "represents a beautiful sample of the sort
of international co-operation we can
ing

by Herb Gillis who has been promoted to assistant branch manager companies
trust suit.
ci tfae New York exchange.

Long

—
in

the Rio Theater anti-

eral centrally located theaters
action pix get top booking.

where

tiful technicolor it is relaxing, pleas-

ant and colorful.

/$

the Industry

RIGHT or WRONG?
Critics of

2500 newspapers, news syndicates, magazines

and radio movie commentators have been asked seven
pertinent questions about motion picture production,

and exhibition by

distribution

answers

will

THE FILM DAILY.

give the industry leaders

Their

and executives

a composite word picture of the opinions held by the

women and men who speak

to millions

and

millions of

movie-going people daily on the printed page and over
the

air.

FORUM

CRITICS

an outstanding feature of

PICTURES
Now

•'

TOMORROW

In Preparation by

W "V

DAIIY
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Exhibs.

Eye

New Haven

Trial o£ 2 Oth -Fox Plan

Now

Principal Criticism

HOLLVUJOOD-VinE YARD

Comes from Operators Not
Benefiting from Scheme

By RALPH WILK

Although

reaction to
20th-Fox's sales plan for "problem"
theaters which begins its experimental test in the New Haven territory today remains mixed, the majority of theater owners, including the
skeptics, seem to agree that the idea
is "a step in the right direction."
exhibitor

Chief criticism at this point comes
from those exhibs. who would not be
affected by the proposal but who still
feel the need for relief from high
film rentals in order to compensate
for the ailing box office. It is the
theater owners in this category who
believe that Andy Smith's plan is
O. K. as far as it goes but that "it
doesn't go far enough."
On the other hand there are the-

whom

ater owners for

scheme

the

prove beneficial.
Benny Berger, North Central Allied

will

undoubtedly

president, told The Film Daily that
perhaps 90 per cent of the situaterritory would be
tions in his

HOLLYWOOD
XA/JLLIAM LeBARON

and Boris Morros are currently huddling over the question of
whether they will roll "Babes In Toyland" or "Carmen From Kenosha" next, depending on the availability of top players. Both will be made as Federal Films for UA
release
Meanwhile, Samuel Rheiner, vice-president of Federal, has just closed
*

a

^

with

deal

Arthur

Lyons,

Federal contract director, to

president of Producing Artists, permitting Edgar Ulmer,
direct "Prelude To Night" which Eagle-Lion will release

Murvyn Vye, whose basso-profundo rocked Broadway

in "Carousel" and "OklaParamount's Bing Crosby starrer,
"A Connecticut Yankee." Vye will appear in the film as Merlin, court magician
Warners has concluded a deal with Eddie Cantor to film the story of the comedian's
life, with an as yet unnamed
personality playing the title role
Milton Sperling,
of United States Pictures, has inked Lilli Palmer to a new seven-year deal
Singer
Doris Day, now at work in Michael Curtiz's "Romance in High C," has been set by
him for the femme lead in "Sugar Foot," co-starring Michael North.
Robert Ryan
gets the top spot in RKO's "The Set-Up," which gets under way this Fall
Rampart Prods., the William Dozier-Joan Fontaine company, has set "Letter From an
Unknown Woman," as their first for U-l release starring Miss Fontaine
Smiley
Burnette will sing some of his own compositions in Columbia's "Six-Gun Law," in which
he co-stars with Charles Starrett
Hal Wallis has signed Don DeFore for a starring
part in his Para, production of "Paid in Full," which he will make next Fall after returning from England
PRC castings include: Veda Ann Borg, Douglas Dumbrille,
Gale Sherwood and Frank Jenks into Lionel Toll's "Blonde Savage"
Hans Conreid
has been signed by RKO Radio to do the Japanese narration for "Hirohito's Children,"
documentary film made from confiscated Japanese footage.

homa!"

will

sing on the screen

for the

first

time

in

affected.

Exhibs. to whom the plan does
apply are eagerly awaiting the results from the New Haven testing
ground which Smith has promised
will be made available as soon as
concrete evidence is forthcoming.
Smith made it plain that his proposal
is subject to modification according
to whatever experience is gained during its "trial run," but that it would
be applied on a nation-wide basis as
soon as the kinks are out.

Iowa ITO Urges Reports
Of 16mm. Competition

—

Iowa and Nebraska
Eldora, la.
theater owners are asked in a bulletin from Leo F. Wolcott, chairman
of the Allied ITO, to report to the
association any competitive 16 mm.
shows. Narrow gauge films, Wolcott
stated, are becoming more and more
active competition to regular the-

ABC

To Be Awarded Soon
Toronto
tion

deal

—
for

Pathe Pictures

Max

Gumpel,

A Canadian
the
will
in

product of ABCbe awarded soon,
charge of ABC

distribution,

foreign

distribu-

revealed.

Gum-

not name those negotiating
for the franchise but he has spent
considerable time with Harry J. Allen and David Griesdorf, both prominent in the company which holds
pel

the

did

Canadian

tional

product.

rights

to

British

Na-

J.

t

35 mm. equipment industi /
r
the past decade, has been naYried
president of Amin

.

pro Corp., manufacturers of 8
and 16 mm. motion picture equip-

ment, following
the retirement of
Axel
o n s o n,

M

company's founder who will continue to serve as

board chairman.
Palmer has been
associated with
General Precision

Equipment Corp.
and subsidiary
companies since
PALMER
company,
General Theater Equipment Corpor-

August, 1936,

joining

its

predecessor

ation as assistant to the president,
Earl G. Hines.

$25,000 Claim Filed Vs.

Right of the Little Carnegie Realty
Corp. to evict tenants Goldberg and
Lesser from the Little Carnegie Theater was upheld by the Appellate
Term in a decision handed down by
the court late Thursday.

London Film Prods, has filed a of New York, executive vice-presclaim in Surrogates' Court against ident and director of International
the estate of the late Damon Runyon Projector Corp. of Bloomfield, N. J.,
for $25,000. Money it is alleged was president and director of Cine Simpaid the writer to prepare a story plex Corp. of Syracuse, and a director of these companies: Askania
for filming.
Regulator Co. of Chicago, Bizzelle
The claim sets forth the money was
Cinema Supply Corp. of New York,
paid Runyon last July. He was to
have received an additional $75,000 Librascope, Inc. of Burbank, Calif.,
when the picture was completed.
J. E. McAuley Mfg. Co. of Chicago,
Chase National Bank, executors of Motion Picture Engineering Corp.
the Runyon estate, has asked Surro- of Chicago, National-Simplex-Bludgate William T. Collins to determine
worth. Inc. of New York, Strong
whether the contingency of death
was covered in a contract clause Electric Corp. of Toledo, Theater
stipulating that the agreement would Equipment Contracts Corp. of New
terminate if the writer became York and General Precision Laboraphysically or mentally incapacitated.
tory, Inc. of Pleasantville, N. Y.
Executors disclosed the Runyon esAlthough Palmer will continue to
tate had $66,808 cash, insurance and
annuities totalling $150,000 and liter- hold these positions and directorary works of undetermined value.
ships, he will make his headquarters
in Ampro's plant and will devote his
Hotel
Del
main efforts to guiding Ampro's

Theater and adjacent property was
sold by Carnegie Hall, Inc. last October for "more than $500,000." At
year's end, the Municipal Court upheld the right of the new owners to
evict the tenants.

Latest decision will be appealed by
the defendants, whose attorneys are
Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin & Krim.
Attorney handling the case for the
firm is Walter Beck.

Wolcott Warns Exhibs.
Of Tieup Racketeers

— Members of the Allied

Runyon by London Films

West Coast Bureau

Since that time, Palmer has become vice-president and director of
General Precision Equipment Corp.

Opens

Mar

16mm. Outdoor Theater
of

THE FILM DAILY

Del Mar, Calif.— The Sanford D.
ITO of Iowa and Nebraska are urged Adler Enterprises, owners and operin a bulletin from Chairman Leo F. ators of the Hotel El Rancho Vegas
Wolcott to avoid promoters offering in Las Vegas, the Del Mar Turf and
tieups unless they are cleared by Surf Hotel and the Rosslyn and NorTim Evans, executive secretary of mandie Hotels in Los Angeles, are
the group. Wolcott refers to a warn- opening a 16 mm. outdoor theater on
ing from Irving Mack of Filmack the grounds of the Del Mar Turf and
Trailer Co. that a new crop of fly-by- Surf Hotel today. The theater will
night promotors are roaming the be the only one in a radius of about
country.
eight miles and will start with a
Mack told of an exhibitor in Ohio three-day-a-week schedule with prowho tied up with one of the gyp gram changing each show night.
artists and was left holding the bag House will be managed by Len Weissafter the promoter collected $45 each man, in addition to his regular duties
from about a hundred merchants and of being publicity and advertising
director for the Adler Entei-prises.
then skipped town.
Eldora, la.

Can. Contract

Ampro President
Chicago — A.
Palmer, pronr>

Carnegie Eviction
Right Upheld by Court
Little

Legal reps, for the plaintiff are
Judge David C. Lewis, A. J. Halprin and Leon Savage who is also
veepee of Little Carnegie Realty
aters.
Corporation which is headed by Jean
Bulletin urges exhibitors to fur- Goldwurm.

nish specific instances of 16 mm. operations, with full operating deals,
including dates, admission scales and
titles of pictures shown.

Palmer Named New

operations.

To Honor Millionth
'Best Years' Patron
The

1,000,000th

Best Years of

Our

ticket

for

Lives,"

now

"The
in

its

32nd week at the Astor, will be sold
sometime today or tomorrow, according to the calculations of Samuel
Goldwyn's local statisticians.
Lucky purchaser will be honored,
in
Goldwyn's name, by James A.
Mulvey, president of Samuel Goldwyn Prod.; by Maurice Maurer, execuAstor Theater.,
by Fredric March, one

tive

director of the

and

possibly

of the pic's stars.

